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Mr JUSTIN MCCARTHY, m his History of the Four Georges
”

predicts that “ the principle of Government by party Will

some time or other come to be put to the challenge m English

political life^^

He refers (I think justly) the origin of the modern form of that

system to the days of Pulteney and Walpole There had been, of

course, earlier parties, exercising a powerful influence upon govern-

ment
,

but had been of a different kind—constitutional,

dynastic, or religious

AVitli Pulteney and his tactics ” says ]\Ii McCarthy, began the party

organization which, inside the House of Commons and outside, works

unceasingly with tongue and pin, with open antagonism and underhand

intrigue, with all tlu various social as well as political influences- the

pamphlet, the Press, the petticoat, even the pulpit—to discredit everything

done by the men in cflice, to turn public opinion against them, and, it

possible, to overthrow them Insido the House he made it Ins busi-

ness to form a pirty which should assail the Ministry on all points, he in wnt
to find occasion for atticking it, attack it rightly or wrongly, attack it even

at the risk of exposing national weakness or bringing on national danger,

keep attacking it always Pulteney and his companions sot themselves

to appeal especially to the prejudices, p issions, and ignorance of the vulgar

herd They made it their business to create a public opinion of their own
They dealt in the manufacture of public opinion They set up political shops

to retail the article which they had thus manufactured
”

This Mr McCarthy declares to have been unquestionably the

policy of all our more modern English parties
,

” though he thinks

that an English Opposition would be, m our time, more scrupulous

than Pulteney and his supporters sometimes were Some of the out-

lines and colours of this picture might have been taken from life at

the present day the social as well as political influences '’-—(clubs,

VOJ II B
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Piimrose Leagues/^ and whatevci may be the name of the imitated

article upon the other side)— the manufacture of public opinion —
and the political shops set up to retail the manufactijired article

We have learnt better manners (I hope, because we have worthier

thoughts of, and more generous feelings towards, the less-instiuctcd

multitudes of our countrymen) than to talk of ^'the vulgar herd,^^

but appeals fiom classes to " masses ’’ are still not unknown
The art may have been impiovcd since Pulteney^s time, neither

party has a monopoly of it , nor is it, by any means, confined to the

party which may be, for the time being, in opposition If there

were nothing to be said on the other side, the picture is one which

might suggest to honest minds serious misgivings as to the ultimate

tendencies of such a system

It is too late, after tins particular system has moulded our political

life for more than a century and a half (so as to become almost a

part of the Constitution under which wc live), to reason about it

philosophically, or to attempt to strike a balance between its good

and its evil If it comes to be put to the challcnge,^^ this cannot

be done by means of any speculative reasoning
, it must be by a

natural evolution of its consequences , by the practical develop-

ments to which it may lead Parties (wc may be quite sure) there will

continue to be, but the question is, what parties, and for what

purposes ^ It is no lartv ot Nature or necessity that there should

always be two, and only two, parties in the Bntish State

Nobody can deny that there has been a good side, as well as a bad,

to the system of Government by party The administration of

public affairs lias been purified (if its efficiency in some respects

may not have been increased) by the organized observation and

criticism of the acts of Government, inscpaiablc from this system ,

and the countiy has had the advantage of having provided for it a

constant supply of statesmen, ready to take Ihe reins on every turn

of public opinion, and trained, alternately, m independence and in

the conduct of affairs

Ever since the days of Pulteney, and through all the changes

which the character of our parties has from time to time undergone,

there may be traced a certain intelligible diffeience of sentiment,

which has redeemed them from mere factiousness, and has made

them representative, each in an especial manner and degree, of two

pnnciples, both really indispensable to good government The

pro^ailing sentiment of the one party has been that of the necessity

of maintaining the safety of the State, and the authority of Govern-

ment , of the other, sympathy with the people, and the development

of popular institutions Nothing is more dangerous to a nation than

that these two principles should be really divorced from and opposed

to each other
, the undue prevalence of the former might lead to
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misgovernraent by a violent suppression of liberty , the undue pre-

valence of the other might produce the same results by a different

rocid, substituting emotion for reason as the ruling element in

politics Theoretically, it would be best that both sentiments should

be combined in all statesmen, of all parties
,

practically, and in this

country, some approach to that result has been actually made by the

mutual action and reaction upon each other of two parties, in each of

which the one sentiment, or the other, has predominated

I think that, from this point of view, there mav have been a real

continuity m all our parties, from Pultcncy’s tunc to this day It

IS impossible to read Akensule^s ode “ To Curio,^^ upon the termination

of Pultcncy^s career, without feeling that his cause had not been

that of a faction only, and that the principle which Akenside

idcntihed with it was the popular one, which I have endeavoured to

describe Nobody can doubt that the same was also the principle

of the AV higs of the school of Chatham, Camden, Kockingham, and

Uurke Tlie disruption of parties which took place at the time of

the fust Prencli lievolution proved that party spirit had not then

eaten so far into the life of patriotism and public virtue, as to prevent

tiue Libeials from rallying to the support of the first principles of

Oovernmeut, which they thought endangered, and refusing to

sunender themselves to the uncontrolled sway of the emotional, as

opposed to the rational, element in politics

If I were asked to specify a time, at which the evils ofj lartv

government weie at their lowest, and the benefits at their ij ;hcst

point, I should be inclined to suggest the period from the passing of

the first Ileform Act to the death of Sir Robpit Peel The Reform

crisis was a dangerous one it was by the operation of the party

system, under favourable circumstances, that its dangers were pre-

vented or surmounted The best condition of things is when the

partv of movement hai definite objects, coinciding with real public

wants, and is strong enough to accomplish them by constitutional

methods, and under no overpowering temptation to abuse its strength

,

and when the party of resistance is compelled, for the sake of the

very interests which it wishes to defend, to adopt prudent and

moderate counsels This happened during the earlier and more
difficult portion of the period I have mentioned There was a long

arrear of necessary Reforms—Parliamentary Reform, Municipal Re-

form, Law Reform, the Abohtion of Slavery, Free Trade, Poor Law
Reform, much more, there was a popular impulse, more than

sufficient to carry them ,
and the Liberal Government, by procunng

the dissolution of the Political Unions after the passing of the Reform
Act, proved its desire and determination to rely on constitutional

means, without rontrollmg the independence of Parliament by the

use of extraneous machinery Their opponents, under Sir Robert
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Peel, *^it£ie^ted defeat with temper and good sense, as well as courage

and firmness
,
and they did not misunderstand the lessons of the time

By the help of leaders, on each side, whose ambition was controlled

by a sense of responsibility and public duty, both the extremes of

dangerous violence and dangerous obstruction were avoided , and
there was no reaction or rctiogression, after the popularity of the

Libeials had declined, and wh^^n the party led bv the Duke of

Wellington and Sir Robert Peel succeeded to power

The parties and politics of the present century, though united by that

thread of continuity which I have mentioned with the parties and
politics of the Iast,differ widely from them inmany and material respects

The old names (which had already more than once changed their mean-
ing, for Pitt, G renvillc, and Canning were not Tories in the old sense

of that word) went practically out of use The word Whig^^ was

not dropped by those who had inherited it, and who cherished its

traditions , but the great party, which then followed Whig leaders,

was known m the country by the new and more significant names of
" Reformers and “ Liberals And the party led by Sir Robert

Peel no longer called itself Tory,” but Conservative By Con-

servatism Sir Robert Peel did not mean obstruction, or inaction

He knew, as well as any man, that continual renovation and growth

were accessary for the preservation of the life of the body politic,

as well as for that of the natural body He governed on really Liberal

principles from 1811 to 1816, and did what he thought his duty to

the country, though at the tost (in the cud) of his own power, and

of a new dislocation of partic^i

Mr Disraeli rose unoii the fall of Sir Robert Peel, and the Con-

sciy^tue party underwent a verv considerable transformation under

hiss leadership He did not like the name Conservative,^' probablj

because he thought it 1 ad the disadvantage, as compared with

Liberal/' of appearing to signify a stationary and colourless,

rather than an active and generous, principle But in bringing back,

as he endeavoured to do, the word “ Tory," he did not gam much

from the historical associations wifh which that name had been sur-

rounded , and the word Conservative did not, as he probably

intended, fall out of use Party names (whether they mean much,

little, or nothing) are, of course, meant in practice to be symbols

and badges of partisanship But m respectable partisanship there

must be at least a profession of attachment to some principle, and for

that purpose there is much in a name Blue " and “ Yellow " may

have been enough in times past, but, in proportion to the general

growth of intelligence, something which has a semblance of good

meaning answers better

Mr Disraeli, in reverting to a word which had historical associa-

tions, but no leal meaning, was probably actuated by a sense that the
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pajty, whose traditions he did not wish rudely to disturb, was then

entering upon a new phase, in which it would be a necessary condition

of its acquiring power and influence, and doing public service, that

xt should be more pliable and elastic, mors in touch and sympathy

With popular wants and popular sentiments, than it had been before

It is not easy, from that point of view, to justify the means by which he

rose
, but tlie use which he made of power was in accordance with what

seem, fiom his writings, to have been his real sympathies and opinions

Mr Disraeli^s “ education ot his party—by whatever name that

party mav now prefer to be called—resulted in its consolidation upon a

basis* sufficiently liberal to leave it not only free, but generally well-

disposed, to legislate when m office upon the lines ot rational pro-

gress—peiliaps even, if iiecessaiv, to do sometlnng more—without

being fully open to the charge of borrowing other men^s policy or

1 enouncing its* own That measures of practical improvement and

refoim in the various departments of law and administration, or

nieasuics which may be needful oi useful for promoting mutual con-

fldcncc and goodwill between different class*es, should be claimed as

the monopolv of anv party, or excluded from consideiation upon

their merits by any Government, or that reasonable trust in, and

honest sympathy with, the people should be the peculiar possession

of one party alone , is certainly not lor the public interest, and cannot,

indeed, be possible, unless political wisdom and patriotism are at a

very low ebb

The Liberal party has also been deemed, by some who have led

or who have aspired to lead it, to require a new education, of which

the lesult may perhaps be to accelerate the time foretold by Mr
McCarthy, when the jinnciple of government by party may be put

upon its trial

I have alluded in the outset of this paper to wliat is popularly

known as the Caucus system,^^ intioduced from abroad into this

country, not long since, under high Liberal auspices It is, I think,

an important question whether that system, in any of the forms

which it has assumed or may assume, can be permanently reconciled

with true Liberality I cannot myself dissociate political Liberality

from Liberty, or Liberty from honest independence of thought and

judgment on the pait of constituencies, and also of their represen-

tatives It 19 not, at all events, the old Liberal idea, which would

remove the centre of gravity of the constitutional system from

Parliament to a federation of delegates of political unions , which

would practically limit the choice of Liberal electors, in every con-

istitueucy, to persons who had first approved themselves to the

managers of an inner conclave, holding the local party in leading-

etrings , which may tend to transform leaders of parties and Mmisters

of State into dictators, by enabling them, through these outside
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agencies, to ostracise all who, even on subjects vital to the public wel-

fare, have dared m the House of Commons to speak and vote as they

think Formerly, a member who so manifested his independence*

might have had to justify himself to his constituents, and he gene-

rally would have succeeded in doing so if thev thought him an

honest man, and if he could give good reasons for the course which

he had taken Now, if there were among Liberals no power of

patriotism stronger than the bond of party association, he would

have to justify himself before some council of three hundred,^^ or

two hundred, or wlutevci else the number may be
,
that council

itself being under the influence—^perhaps in the leading-strings—of

a larger federation/^ of which a very few individuals may be

(probably arc) the wire-pullers and masters

The system of party government* will be essentially changed in

charactei, and may soon cease to be tolerable, if it cannot be eman-

cipated from this slavery That a machinery should exist, by which

a party, without change of name, and indeed arrogating to itself the

sole right to the old name, by reason of the subjection of local

majorities to that machinery, should be liable to have its internal

character and its practical objects suddenly transfoimcd into some-

thing essentially diffeient from what they were understood to be

befoie , that this should be done without any previous preparation by

the natural and spontaneous growth of opinion within its ranks , is a

thing which could hardly have been thought possible, if it had not

happened Yet this is what has actually happened within the short

space of twelve months Those whose sole policy at this moment

IS to dissolve the Legislative Union between Great Britain and Ireland

assume to themselves, on the strength of their command of this-

machinery, a superior right to the designation of " Liberals , they

endeavour to convert to the purposes of that new policy the pre-

viously constructed organization of the Liberal party ,
and they call

those dissentients who adhere to the opinion and policy with

which the Liberal party, generally, had been identified down to the

winter of 1885

It IS at least one gain, from an unhappy and extraordinary

state of things, that men of independent minds have been compelled

by it to remember that there are duties and obligations paramount

to those of party association No man, who has acted in honour and

good faith With any party, can lightly separate himself from it

But, if it departs from its principles—I should rather say, if those

who assume to lead it, and who have the control of its organization,,

depart from its principles—^that is no reason why he should depart

from his If he has entered into that association, believing this to

be the best way of serving his country and of promoting the public

good, he cannot follow any leader or any party managers (even if
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their influence may be aufEcient to carry ivitli them a majority of

the nominal party), into new courses, which he believes to be opposed

to the public good, and dangerous to his country Home Rule for

Ireland is not the only subiect to which these considerations may
hereafter apply They are applicable to all measures of primary

importance, not hitherto understood to be identified with the general

profession of Liberal politics On all such subiects, the profession

of Liberal politics cannot justify a man in makiug any political

leader or wire-puller the keeper of his conscience, or absolve him
from the duty and necessity (if he is honest) of making up his mind

for himself, he must act as he thinks, whatever others who pass by

the same party name may do If he approves such measures, he

will support them, not because he belongs to a pai ty, but because he

thinks them right If he disapproves, he is under a moral as well

as a political obligation to oppose them That duty is one which no

honest man is at liberty to sacrifice to a party name

Selborne
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A R1 PL\ 10 Mil SAMILL SMITH, MP

I

From time to time there appear iq our more important periodicals

papers reflecting very seveiely upon the English government of

India These proceed, but too often, Irom persons whose names do

not carry with them that amount of u eight which would make it

fitting for those 'who have discharged important duties in the Jilast to

take any notice of them, and they aie left accordingly uurefuted, to

deceive simple souls

It is then a matter of some satisfaction to find sucli views, if they

arc to be enunciated at all, signed by a gentleman who obviously

writes 111 good faith, and who, in walks of life unconnected with

India, has won for himself a good position

Such an one is Mr Samuel Smith, M P for Flintshire, who

lately gave to the readers of this Rlvifw the benefit of a recent

inspection which he had made of our Indian Pimpirc I propose in

the following pages to offer some observa.tiuns upon what he has said,

or, in other words, in a friendly spirit to criticize the critic

Mr Smith has divided his observations into two parts, with the

second of these, which appealed in the July number of the Con-

temporary, I have but little fault to find Much of what he says m
it 18 quite true, though >ufhciently trite, and the spirit of the whole

13 unobjectionable The first paper is, however, a document of a

different kind, and, if I had had to deal with it alone, I think I should

have described it as India Mis vtsikd

Mr Smith begins his remarks by informing us that he visited

India in 1863, confining his travels to the Bombay Presidency, and

occupying himself chiefly with the cotton-growing capacity of the

country He then states that he kept up extensive commercial con-

nections with it, and that in the month of November, 1885, having
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ever retained an interest m its affairs, he returned to its shores,

passed from Bombay to Calcutta, and, as he might have added, spent

nearly a whole day in Madias
During this last journey he associated equally, we are told, with

Europeans and natives, seeking especially to understand the views

taken by the latter

It may be assumed that a gentleman in Mr Smith’s position

would see a reasonable number of leading Europeans along his

line of loute , but that he should have come into contact with a

sufficient number of natives to enable him to speak with authority

as to their views, is more doubtful, nor is it probable that what he

describes as the best literature bearing on the present position ot

India, would haie much aided him in bis cSoits to grasp the ideas

of the real native community

The English public has good reason to be grateful to a man who,

after spending even a very brief peiiod in a country about which it

hears little, gnes it the bencht of his observations, provided always

he docs this m not too dogmatic a way Whether, on the other

hand, it is worth while to write down the hiuricd conclusions of a

hurried journey through a eountiy, about whose idmmistration the

English public hears so much as it docs about that of India, is quite

another question

After some remarks with regard to the want of agreement in

India as to facts and inferences (is there much agreement in England

or France upon political questions ^), Mr Smith tells us by implica-

tion that he found it difficult to arrive at any valid conclusions

When we think of the amount of time that has to be deducted from

Ins few Indian weeks foi eating, <»lceping and locomotion, tins is

hardly surprising

He proceeds to say

“This difficulty will not bo filt by those who confine themselves to one

class of opinion, foi many ti'i\el through India with blinkers, only seeing

what officul optimists wish them to see You m ly icin im entirely ignorant

of what IS thought by the 250 millions ot people who inhabit the cQuntiy

"Nothing IS easiei thin to dogmati/c wlien only evidence on one side is heard,

but when an attempt to judge honestly is made, amid the Babel of contradic-

tions one hears, the task is enough to daunt the boldest

“It IS, therefore, with much diffidence that I offer some remaiks on the

strange phenomena of our Indian hinpne, so unlike anything tin world has

ever seen that no hibtorical analogies give much aid in comprehending it

On this I would merely ask—Are all officials m India optimists ?

Mr Smith would not ha^e had to go very far afidd to find every

variety of opinion amongst them, from the most roseate optimism

to the blackest pessimism I could show him very able men who

have given all their best years to the country, who have prospered

exceedingly therein, rising to the highest places of the Civil Service,
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whom nothing would induce to commit to it the fortunes of a

son ”

Mr Smith goes on to say

begin by observing thit the gcneril opinion at home is tint India is

enormously indebted to British lule, that we have converted a land of

anarchy and misiule into one of pence and contentment
,
that poverty is

giving place to plenty, and i low, coriupt civilization to one immensely
higher It is somewh it of a shock to the optimist to le irn that every one of

these points IS contested by well educated and intelligent natives, instead ot

contentment, one finds in man} places great dissatisfaction, and a wide spread

belief th it India is getting poorer and less happ} ”

To this I answei that the optimist must, indeed, be very easily

shocked, if he is shocked, by tmJiug that these points are con-

tested by some of those whom Mr Smith describes as well-educated and

intelligent natives , in othei words, by certain persons who have

gone through the mill of ^hat is known as our " higher education

If he had remained longer in the country he would have found

that, to the great majoiitv of intelligent natives, these “points^'

are mere commonplaces, which they merely mention as things quite

taken for granted by all reasonable be mgs before they begin to ask

their rulers for any of those improvements on which their hearts

are set I could illustrate this remark by examples till my readers

flung awav this article m despair, but I will give but one Here

IS an extract from an address presented to me m 1883 by a body of

representative natives at Bezwada —
“ We, the President and Members of the Local Keeeption Committee, m

the name of the people of Bezwada, desire to give your Excellency a right

hearty welcome to this flourishing town Perhaps no pHce in India more
exemplifies the benehts ot British rule than the picturesque spot you are now
honouring with i visit Before the beneficent scheme for irrigating this

thirsty land csine into operntion, Bezwada was only a small village md
partly in ruins, from the people having died in the terrible TMandana*^ famine

Now It IS a town, and increasing year b} year with sueh rn-pidity as to be a
source of wonder to all who knew its former eondition Indeed, it seems

likely to become ngain, as in incient days it is said to have been, the largest

town in these parts In past times no part of India suffered more than this

from the honors of famine, ard your Excellency’s father pointed out the

territory between the Godavari and Kistna as li ible to these visitations in

their severest form, and put on record a very terrible one It often happened

that whole villages were depopulated, and myriads of people perished for want

of the water that flowed in abundance at their feet, and only ]ust below the level

of tlieir dyingf crops to be swallowed by the greedy ocean As the huge volumes

of water flowed grandly on, laden with rich, fertilizing yellow silt, gathered by
the river m its course through the Deccan, the enthusiastic General Cotton

called it ‘ liquid gold ’ The Anicut, with its ramified system of canals, has

certainly turned it into solid gold At one stroke the mouths of a hungry
and dying people have been filled with bread, and the coffers of the Govern-

* J , the Quntoor famine of the Nandana year, 1832
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ment with money In place of dashing madly on to be lost in the sea, the

Kistna now spreads fertility and beauty on all sides
,
and had your Excellency

come at a later period of the year, the extensive tracts of flat country between

this and the coast would piesent you with a sight worth seeing No ^ougci

struggling lor a bare existence, or held m the grasp of Lowcars, the people

rejoice among their smiling crops, and the money-lenders have become almost

extinct Even in famine years the Kistna never fails to do its duty, and
dire poverty that existed during the childhood of middle-aged men is

forgotten in the general prosperity
,
and it is meet that we should eiCjpiftBSk

gratitude to the good Government that has done these great things for us
”

Now the views enunciated in such a passage as that arc accepted

by all decently intelligent natives outside the little cliques of wh it

wc may call professional malcontents , and many even of the latter,

when they try to impress other ideas upon a traveller who seems to

have a fine ear, if not a fine face, for a grievance," do so with a

smile at his gullibilitv

A rapidly moving traveller like Mr Smith does not see the steady-

going, sensible people who are scattered over the land, doing its work

in a very commendable manner, mainly anxious to make their lives

easier by getting the Government to expend as much as possible m
usually indisputable, if sometimes financially unattainable, improve-

ments in their own neighbourhoods

Mr Smith naturally and inevitably saw chiefly the busy, pushing

talkers of the big towns, full of the last new cleverisms," just sharp

enough to repeat the parrot cries of European mischief-makers, and

to be ingeniously wrong on most subjects

Our guide next remarks, the first and deepest impression made

upon me by this second visit to India is a heightened sense of the

poverty of the country "

It would be interesting to know how this heightened sense
"

was arrived at Was it from personal observation? If so, was

Mr Smith comparing the peasantry of the cotton districts of

Bombay, which he saw twenty years ago when " cotton was king,"

and their pockets, if they had any, full of money, with some other,

and if so, what peasantry ?

How much of the peasantry did he see in his recent rapid flight

by rail and steam-vessel ?

The results of my own personal observation are entirely different

I cannot pretend to speak of the whole of India, though I have seen

immensely more of it than Mr Smith, but my impression is that

whereas our forefathers were deluded into imagining that India was

a far richer country than she really was, the tendency is now to fall

into an opposite and an equally mischievous error

Mr Smith assures us that the income-tax tables show a marvel-

lously small area of high incomes 0 1 sanctas stmpltcitas ^ Does

he suppose that these* tables, even if they included the income from
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land, would give any indication worth having of the true state of

affairs i

He then sets forth various calculations about average income, but

all such arc ^ery misleading Ihe question worth answering is

Do the Indian masses obtain, one year with another, a larger or

a smaller amount of matciial well being than the peasantry of

Western Europe i*

Speaking of the huge province of Madras, which I, of course, know
best—and I have visited every district in it—I think they do, though

I also think that there are infinite improvements to be made in their

condition, and that these will be made if we carefully stop our cars

to the delusive doctiines which wc heai preached in some quarters,

and with which jNIi Smithes iirst paper is sadly infected

I must guard mysclt against being misunderstood There is in

many parts of India frightful povertv, but is there not the same,

and even woise, in our own country ^ The main object of every

sensible administrator for years to conic m India should be to

increase m c\ery possible way the phvsical well-being of the people

It 18 impossible to emphasize my opinion on this subject too strongly

I lost no opportunity of icpeating it m eiery form when I was

Governor of Madras
,
bul this doctrine is the abomination of

desolation to the pert scribblers in the native press, and the intriguers

of the Presidency tow ns W hat they want are increased opportunities

for themselves—Government employment and political changes,

which may incieasc personal importance It European officials

want to be popular they must play up to this desire It is the

cheapest and easiest method of success, and it is cieditablc to our

European public seivants that comparativclv few walk upon that

primrose jiath Thev hold, as I do, that although the present

state of things in India is susceptible of almost indefinite improve-

ment, we are moving on the right lines, and would do harm, not good,

to the country if we materially changed our policy

Mr Smith having communicated to us what he consiacrs the

economical state of India, proceeds to explain what the ^^natives*^

think and desire, and to express brieflj^ the objections taken by those

'^natives” to our system of government, adding that there is now
an " educated native tribunal by which our actions are closely

scrutinized

On this I ask m the same vein as before, of what natives is he

speaking, and where is the tribunal f The graduates of Madras, far

the most educated and Anglicized portion of India, are drawn mainly

from itself, and from two neighbouring States, Mysore and Travancore

Their numbers are to the population which supplies them as thirty-

eight to a million '

The sort of views with which Mr Smith credits his " natives
”
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are only put forward by a mere fraction of this fraction, and the

very limited number of persons, chiefly professional writers for the

press, whom they can influence—a press which, be it observed, has

the very smallest circulation As well might Mr Smith take the

voices of the frogs croaking in a backwater for the opinion of all the

creatures in the neighbouring river, from the smallest fish up to the

crocodile

He altogether over-estimates what we have done by our Higher

Education It has had excellent effects in many ways, and, when
certain reforms have been made, will be still more useful , but when
we are told that there are many graduates of Indian Universities who
are as accomplished as those of Oxford and Cambridge,” the phrase

IS really too wildly misleading If its meaning is that the best are

much better than the worst that are produced on the banks of the

Cam and the Isis, the remark is a truism, but if it means that thoir

best rank with our best, solvuntur rtsu tabulcc

With these cautions, which I advisedly reiterate, as to what Mr
Smith means by the opinion of the natives,” I pass to their objec-

tions to our rule, as stated by him

1 They say, we are told, that our administration " is much too

expensive, and drains the country of its wealth ” I maintain that

no country on the face of the earth is governed so cheaply m pro-

jiortion to its size, to its population, and to the difhculties of govern-

ment One single district in the Madras Presidency, ruled by a

single collector who receives, at the present rate of exchange, about

£2000 a year, is a good deal larger than Denmark Another, since

divided, was, when I reached India, just a few square miles smaller

than Belgium No man who has been brought face to face with

the problems of Indian Administration would, I think, deny that if

he only had the money, he would divide the whole country, as some

fortunate parts of the North are divided, into areas of about 1500 square

miles—say, two Surreys That is about enough for one man to

manage The average Madras district is as big as Devonshire and

Cornwall rolled into one

As to our system draining the country of its wealth,” if that be

the case, how is it visibly increasing in wealth ^ St monumentum

fjumris ctreumsptee ^ If Munro or Elphinstone were to revisit

Madras or Bombay, they would not believe they were in India

The meaning of that phrase drained of its wealth ” is that a good

deal of money goes to Europe From the money that goes to Europe

strike off that which goes for the payment of interest on debt, that

which goes to buy articles absolutely necessary for the development

of the country, but which can neither be begged, borrowed, nor

stolen in Asia, and what remains ? Little worth mentioning within

the province of government except the deferred pay, commonly
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called pensions, of the men who have done for India what no native,

who knows its history, would pretend could have been done without

them, and the cost of the India Office, the piece of machmcrv by

which the government of India is connected with our parliamentary

system ^ Would !Mr Smith’s friends, whom he considers representa-

tives of native opinion, like to be without that piece of machinery,

and to be governed, practically without appeal, by the British autho-

rities in India ? I fear not

Nothing IS gained by condemning the costly covenanted Civil

Seivice, unless you can show that vou can get its work done cheaper

There aie many excellent natues in our service, and I, for one, am
dll in favour of putting more of them into our higher posts That,

however, is a road on which you must walk with the greatest caution,

it you do not want to introduce evils to which those against which

vou arc now contending aic but trifling Docs Mr Smith understand

that, practically, through vast regions of India, the only possible

question is between the rule of the Englishman and of the Brahmin,

tlie Aryan of the \\ est and the Aryan of the East ? Dots he think

that he would do a good turn to the 254 milliojis of natives if he

were to hand them over to a much greater extent to Brahmin domi-

nation ^ I have great admiration for the Brahmins, and they always

must have an enormous influence m India Mi Smith has probably

no idea what their influence is even now , but fair play is a jewel
"

AVe did not beat down the Peishwa, and the Mussulman dynasty of

Mysore and the Khalsa, and so many other Powers, merely to abdi-

cate in favour of a single caste

2 Mr Smith tells us that his native informants object to the cost

of our white troops I may reply to him in the words of an Indian

orator, whom I once heard observe with much emphasis, if with much
confusion of metaphor, Depend upon it, Mr Speaker, the white

face of the British soldier is the backbone ofyour Indian army

What are those regulations passed in England,'^ of which Mi
Smith speaks, which are suitable to our home army, but not needed

in India ? As so8n as he comes to close quarters with this question

he will find out that it is not true that our internal position in India,

for I say nothing about the North-West frontier, could be made safe

without something very like our present arrangements, costly as they

are Mr Smith would, perhaps, advocate a white local army, though

he does not say so I would lefer him to Sir Edward ColebrooKes

Life of Mountstuart Elphinstone for a very sufficient answer to

that aspiration

3 He then tells us that European and native alike hold that

India " IS not fairly treated by the British Exchequer I do not

agree Circumstances have always forced me to look at the matter
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from the Indian side , but I confess that I am surprised that the

British taxpayer has not long ago echoed the words of Clive— By
God * I marvel at my own moderation

4 We are assured that much soreness is felt at the claim made
for the cost of part of the Egyptian war, and for the expense of the

recent expedition to Upper Burmah
As to the Egyptian war, if the weary Titan had not taken

India on his shoulders, what to him were Egypt ?—and as to Upper
Burmah, the same objections would have been made by the <«ame sort

ot people to the annexation of Lower Burmah, which has poured lacs

and lacs of rupees into the Indian exchequer I speik as one who
hated the very idea of the annexation of Upper Burmah, for reasons

quite unconnected with those put foiwaid by Mr Smithes friends, but

who has been compelled, by ovci whelming necessity, to acquiesce in a

policy which circumstances made simply inevitable

Mr Smith, in discussing the so-called dram on the resources of

India, and the native agitator’s objections to the national debt, makes
one remark, which is or will be profoundly true, if the tendencies

which he faiours have their peifect work

‘‘ Mittcrs lia\o not come to th it point yet, but it is easy to see, from the
spieidol inti English literature and the influence ot revolution iry thought
coming in fiom Europe, that, soonci oi later, such ideas will tikp root in

India, and it becomes a grave question of policy whether it is wise for the
Government to keep adding to the Indun debt held abroad

Looking at this subject recently from the point of view of an

Indian governor, or half a generation ago, from that of an Under-

Sccretaiy of State, I was of course only too delighted to see English

capital lent to India It is the first condition necessary for improv-

ing a country which is, after all, only half- civilized Looking at it,

however, trom the point of view of an linglish citizen, I abound in

Mr Smith’s sense Unless the British Parliament pooh-poohs the

suggestions which are made by many well-meaning individuals m
favour of moving m the direction of Indian Home Rule, the many
million pounds we have lent to India will not be \|prth, in the long-

run, as many million pence

In disjoussiug Indian finance, Mr Smith observes that For

many years past deficits have been the rule rather than the excep-

tion That IS hardly so , and if it were, there would remain as a

set-off the gigantic expenditure which we have made out of income

for the permanent good of India, and the fact that most of our

recent financial difficulties have been caused by the fall in the

exchange value of silver, which many high authorities hold to be a

vast benefit to the Indian agriculturist

When making the Indian Financial Statement in 1873, 1 was able

to say
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“II we take the whole senes of Indun accounts fiom the time when
Mr Wilson first took the finincosin hand—that is, from I860 down to the

end of the year of the regular cstim ites—we find a surplus of income over

expenditure during the thirteen }oara of £324,885
“I showed last year, in some detail, th it we have, out of income, since

May 1, 1851, expended something like thirty millions m roads, canals,

harbours, civil buildings, unlit iry buildings, State railways, and other works
of permanent character, ibsolutely necesairy to India, if she is to rank as a
civilized country, so that India’s position is that of a landed propiietor who,
looking back on the man igement of his eatato for thirteen years, finds that he
has enormously improved those estates out of his ordinary income, and has

also laid by a few thou«.and pounds in hard cash, a position which cannot be
described as an unendurable one

“ Of course the enemies of the Indun Government will immediately say,
‘ Ob, you are quite forgetting that you h ive ppropriated ind used as ordi

nary income a number of sums which you call windfalls, but which a

mercantile concern, it managed icccrding to proper mercantile principles,

would have treated as capitil, and not have used as income at all
’

“To that I reply, ‘ Well, suppose I admit, for the sake of irgument, that

what } 0u say is true, is to all these items to which you object, it is indisput

able that we have chaiffcd igunst income sums to a veiy much gieitcr

amount than ^he amount of these disputed items, all of which sums a meican-
tile concern would lia\e ch iiged against cipital ind not agains*^ income ”

I have not the same means of verifying my figures for the last

decade which 1 had when the speech from which I have just quoted

was made, but turning to the Statistical Atlas of India, 188()—

a

book of authority—I find at page 42 a statement of the revenue ind

expenditure of the Government for each year since 1871, which is

followed by these remarks

“ The result of the figui es is thnt the fourteen years gn c surpluses } lelding 'i

net surplus of 1 1 millions, 20 millions Inving in the jieriod been spent in

war, 14 millions m the relief of firiime, and 6 millions in discli irge of debt

or the construction of works proteetne sgainst finnne, and the iggiegate loss

by exchanp,,e hnving imounted to 30 millions

“ The years of deficit are tho«e of the Beliar f mime, 1S7 1 , the Madris
famine of 18i76 and 1877 ,

and the Afgh in war, '1879 and 1880 It will be

seen that, but for the litter event, there would have been a surplus m the one

year of millions, and in the other of 7 millions Ihe laige reduction in

revenue shown in U82 arose from the remission of 3 millions of taxation in

that jear—-V17, Customs 1^, salt Ij, cesse'^ but for which the fiOtil

surplus would have been higher by 9 millions
”

No one could have been more bitterly opposed than I to all tlie

Afghan wars, whether waged by Liberals or Conservative^, but they

were exceptional events, and have little bearing upon what Mr
Smith desenbes as the native opinion, that British government is

very costly, in connection with which he makes the assertion which

I am criticizing

Mr Smith would hardly dispute that, injudicious and unhappy as

our Afghan wars have been, the non-existence of our rule in India

during the last half century would have cost that country ten times
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as much in material prosperity as evei did those masterpieces of

impolicy

Shah Su)ah and Shore Ah cost India a pretty penny, as we say

in Scotland
, but invasions like that of Ahmed Shah Dourani would

have cost her a good deal more
Nor would Mr Smith, I am sure, wish to overlook the fact that

the collective deficits of the last five-and-twenty years are as nothing

compared to the addition we have made out of our ordinary income

to what I may call the fixed capital of India

A little lower down Mr Smith mentions that he was startled

to find that the ‘^natives generally asserted that taxation was

lighter in native States than in our British distiicts He might have

saved himself the trouble of being startled at anything the sort

of natives " he saw told him If they had thought that he would

wish to be informed that Lord Dufferin while at Simla, and “ out of

touch witli native opinion, breakfasted every morning upon curried

babies, the information would have been duly foithcoming

We then arrive at some quite sensible remarks about India

becoming a civilized government at a civilized cost In that lies

the whole financial difficulty Our zealous and public-spirited officers

arc always trving to provide the country with a civilized European

administration out of an Asiatic revenue

Mr Smith then passes on to tell us that the natives look with

jealousy on the growth of the foreign trade with India as having

been developed at the expense of their home industries Again

I ask, what “ natives Surely not the natives who find their

account in buying those cheaper imports which have displaced their

dearer home manufactures Analyze the word ‘ natives/' and you

will peiceive that it means, in this connection, those aitificcrs who
no longci find a market for their wares, and who grumble accoid-

ingly—small blame to them—plus the infinitesimal fraction of that

infinitesimal fraction of the population called by courtesy educated^

who were interviewed by Mr Smith The ignorance displayed by

these people of the plainest ti uths of political economy is absolutely

colossal

Mr Smith would have fulfilled a useful function if he had told

his auditors tliat amongst the many blessings which England has

pouied out on India, one of the greatest was the almost absolute

free trade we have given her Why, m the name of fallacy, should

the Indian consumer pay more for a thousand articles which he

wishes to possess m order that those articles may be made in

India ^ If only what Mr Cobden so well called the ‘'international

law of the Almighty" is allowed to work, India will produce

countless articles, manufactured and unmanufactured, which other

countries cannot produce, while other countries will produce articles

VOL LI c
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whicli India cannot produce^ except at a great sacrifice I

was a vehement supporter of the abolition of the Indian cotton

duties—not that I cared one brass farthing for the welfare of all

or any Lancashire cotton-spinner«i, save only in so far as I desire

the welfare of all mankind , but because I did very specially care,

as I was in duty bound to do, for the welfare of the Indian

masses, and for the success of the great experiment which we
began when we undertook their government

I am glad to observe that Mr Smith recognizes the steady growth

of the Bombay cotton mills, and I trust that he will live to see a very

remarkable increase to those in Madras At present that place is

overweighted by the expense of fuel, but when the forests have been

put on a proper footing, and the Singareni coal can be brought to

and down the Buckingham Canal, we shall soon see a change

t
Mr Smith proceeds to admit that India has absorbed some

jE350,000,000 sterling of silver and gold in the last forty years,

but makes the very od^j^ remark, that although English writers con*

sider this a great proof of wealth, it is not so regarded in India

It may suit A or B not to regard two and two as making four, but

arithmetic is true nevertheless, and there is the bullion, though

doubtless one of the greatest boons that could be conferred upon

India would be to get the vast dormant hoards of gold and silver

which are buried in the ground or worn on the person brought into

circulation Can that, however, be hoped for as long as the very

people whom Mr Smith treats as exponents of native opinion do

their utmost to excite hostility against the British Government ^

True it IS that then efforts can accomplish nothing at present against

it, nor will they be able to accomplish much in any time that wc
can look forward to, unless they are aided by well-intentioned per-

sons like Mr Smith They have, however, a good deal of influence

in keeping up distrust and alarm I know personally a very con-

siderable native capitalist who, when the talk of a quarrel between

Bi ssia and England grew loud, was only prevented by an English

friend from getting nd of every scrap of rupee paper which he pos-

sessed , and I know that in a remote district of Southern India, much
more than 1,000 miles as the crow flies from our north-west frontier,

the people were busily engaged in burying their valuables in the

early spring of 1885

The ordinary native does not and cannot understand our system

He thinks that a Government w^hich*allows every scribbler, European

or native, to attack it with the most perfect impunity, must be a weak
Government

Before parting from the subject of Indian trade, Mr Smith

next assures us that the natives strongly assert that England forces

upon them a fiscal policy unsuited for their country, but adapted to
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develop British commerce That many natives think thus is true

enough^ and I am afraid Mr Smith could readily find a great many
British officials who talk the same nonsense I must say I have

shuddered not unfrequently to see what blind guides in matters of

political economy our sadly mismanaged competitive system has pro-

vided for India

Mr Smith proceeds to make the astounding remark, that '' it

would be as reasonable to impose by main force upon India our

religion, our laws of marriage and inheritance, our political and^

social institutions, as our economical and financial views All this

means that it is a cruel injury to India to cease taking away from

the consumer a portion of every imported article which he buys, and

putting it partly into the coffers of the State, partly into the pockets

of those producers whom we select for exceptional favour Such

import duties as we still levy fall, by the way, almost exclusively upon

the European sojourner

Mr Smith then goes on to suggest that^mpoit duties should be

levied, even, if necessary, up to 20 per cent—these duties not to be

necessarily protective, but to be baet by an equivalent duty upon

similar articles manufactured in India Having conferred this

grotesque blessing on the population, we are to abolish the income

tax, dimmish the land tax—the most venerable of Indian fiscal insti-

tutions, which IS acquiesced in like a law of Nature—and promote

drunkenness by doing away with most of the taxes on liquors These

truly marvellous suggestions lead on to the indisputably correct

remark “ The only true guide to our policy, in this as in all other

matters, is to follow the course best for the people of India, without

regard to the supposed interests or prejudices of the dominant

country Even so, say I , but then I do not think that the fiscal

policy of Mr Cobden and of M Bastiat is suitable to one time and

one country I think it has the universal applicability o^ the multi-

plication table

Next follows a paragraph on the income tax, to part of which I

have replied already , and the old objections with regard to the powers

of oppression which it puts into the hands of the lower native

officials are trotted out That these officials are very often corrupt

nobody doubts , but if Mr Smith had had to learn officially their

proceedings, he would have found out that their corruption usually

takes the form of letting off people who ought to pay, not of making

people pay who should not do so There is no form of taxation

which you can enforce m India, no form of administration you can
work, without employing a cloud of inferior native officials Cor-

ruption, or what Englishmen call corruption, has prevailed in the

land for thousands of years It is so engrained that it is not con-

sidered to be corruption* You might as well try to eradicate it,
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except by the gradual operation of changing circumstances and the

slow pressure of altered opinion, as to stop the north-east monsoon

in the Bay of Bengal Not one in a hundred, we may be very sure,

of Mr Smithes interviewers, would have really looked at eorruption in

the same way as he does The talk about the corruption of lower

native officials is a mere weapon against the present state of things

Alter it in the direction in which these people would wish it altered,

and corruption would reign supreme Tfhe one remedy for corrup-

tion that could be rapidly enforced would be an enormous increase

to the highly paid European agency by which the country is

administered, and this remedy is quite out of the question The
effect of even such a drastic measure as that would be very

partial India is already chiefly governed by natives, and always

has been so under the British Raj Europeans mainly direct, inspect,

and check

Then Mr Smith falls foul of the periodical revision of the land

settlements, telling u|^ as many have told us before, that as this

time approaches panic fills the mind of the rural population, and that

much more is taken out of the pockets of the peasantry than ever

reaches the Government The word panic^ as far as Madras is

concerned, is an exaggeration , but the peasants are sensible people,

and naturally do not like a revision In almost every district thev

are perfectly aware that they have for some time before it comes

been paying to the State a good aeal less than they ought, and I

have not the slightest doubt that much money changes hands with a

view to getting their land undervalued Can Mr Smith rCcvlly

imagine, however, that the peasant does not find his account in tins ?

lie had much rather pay five rupees to his native brother who lets

him off, than fifty to the Government which only asks its ]ust right,

the amount, namely, which is bj a graceful fiction described as

half the net produce/^ but which is really only, m South India at

least, from 20 to 25 per cant of the same

Mr Smith next turns to the remedies which bis interviewers

propose for the defects of British administration, and was naively

surprised to find so general an agreement both as to the evils and

the remedies Would he be also surprised to find that many of the

little cl ques with which he came into contact have their strings

pulled by a few Europeans ^ Would he be surprised to learn that all

the tricks of bogm agitation have been as well learned in India as in

the most civiii/ed regions of the West, and that an enthusiastic

public meeting, consisting of one orator and a reporter, could be

provided in any tolerably accessible town of even South India at^siiort

notice ?

I am glad to observe that he found "the minimuip of race

antagonism at Madras In truth, spontaneous disloyalty in that
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Presidency is a Tery rare commodity ; no thanks to a handful of

people, in and out of it, who do their utmost to excite factitious

disloyalty under highly constitutional forms

He proceeds to assure us that his friends have no desire to

overthrow British authority Of course they have not I They
only propose that England shall have the burden of maintaining

internal order m India and protecting her from external attacks,

while virtually the whole government shall he in the hands of the

Baboo class In other words, England is to be doomed to remain

to all time a comparatively weak power in every corner of the

earth except in India, in order that the so-called “educated

natives ” mav be turned into an anstocracy supported by our

bayonets l

A friend of mine who had recently been attending a congress, or

some such gathering, at Bombay, held under the auspices of these

people, hnding himself in company, in the Nizam’s dominions, with

an intelligent Mahommedau, said to him, after sketching the Baboo

ideal of the Indian future “ Now, how would that state of things

suit you ^ “ “ Not at all,” was the reply “ When you go, we should

want a day -with those gentlemen, and I think it need be only one day

That IS my commentary upon Mr Smith’s obseivation, that his

friends do not wish to overthrow British authority, but to mould it

into “ true Indian forms ” Let but authority take a “ tiue Indian

form,'' and the class which now agitates against us would be whipped

back to its proper place in a “ true Indian system ” by the stronger

races

Two gentlemen, with both of whom I am well acquainted, conversed

together during the crazy agitation which followed the introduction of

the very harmless but perfectly unnecessary Ilbert Bill Said the native

to the European “ Why on earth do you gentlemen stir these ques

tions I* We don’t ask you so to do If you abdicate, we perfectly

know what the end of it all will be Suppose you were to go into

the People’s Park yonder, and have all the cages opened after a

reasonable amount of time most of the animals would have disap-

peared, and the tiger would be walking up and down licking his lips

Now in our country the tiger is the Mahommedau •

"

By the way, Baron de Hubner, in bis admirable book, of which it

IS difficult to speak too highly, has by a slip, rare in his curiously

accurate pages, connected this storv with Northern India Its real

scene was the south , while the scene of an equally striking conversa-

tion, which he mentions in the same paragraph, was m the north

It IS the old, old story You cannot act with effect upon dia-

metrically opposite principles at the same time If all men are

equal, and it is eternally right that each community should govern

itself, why in the name of common sense do you stay in India at
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all ? Ifj however, you are to stay there, look &ot8 m the ffuse You

are there in virtue of youi supenonty, and your proper symbol is

the sword crossed with the scroll " Policy and force " Do everything

for the people, and all vou can through the people , but let it be

understood, once for all, that you are master, and mean to be master,

or have the courage of your opinions, and make yourselves scarce

Mr Smith then notices the undoubted fact that our Government

in India has been hitherto a paternal despotism, and admits that in

the earlier years of our rule it was impossible to govern except

through an autocratic and military system, because the land was full

of evil-doers, of whom he enumerates a variety

Matters, however, he assures us, have greatly altered of late years

“ Lducation is coming in with a flood '
” “A free native Press of

considerable ability is growing up ” And so forth, and so forth Let

us “ clear our minds of < ant " What have the very respectable

spread of education and the growth of the native Piess had to do

with the diminution of freebooters, Thugs, Dacoits, et hocgenus omne ^

These unsatisfactory personages have been put down, in so far as

they have been put down, by two forces (1) by the strong hand

—

* e
,
by death, imprisonment, and transportation

, (2) by improve-

ments in the material condition of the people, but to this hour

there are distncts in which, if the rains do not fall and bnng up

cereal crops, dacoity springs up in their stead If India is, as

Ml Smith truly observes, as safe to travel in as any country in the

world, it IS simply because the strong hand of the Goverment pro-

tects the law-abiding masses against the powerful minority which is

devoted to crime Relax the grip of authority, misled by some

dream about “ education coming in with a flood,” and you will find

exactly lu proportion to your relaxation thereof, all the old evils

spiing up again

Of course no sane man would deny that the gradual pressure of

our system is effecting changes of a salutary kind , but these forces,

powerful as they are, do not work miracles, and require generations

to operate in It is far easier to introduce improvements which

strike the eye, like railways, than to change the feelings which have

descended from age to age The criminal classes, at least of South

India, are, I can assure Mi Smith, quite up to the spint of the

time, and largely use our well-appointed lines of communication for

their own purposes Why shoidd the Maravars of Tinnevelly or

the Kttllars of Madura become peaceable citizens because a per-

centage of boys in the Madras Presidency can read ** the Swan of

Avon,” as they love to call him ?

Next, Mr Smith, happy m the “ coming in of education with a

flood,” assures us that the mam reform upon which the natives
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always—that is, the little agitating cliques he saw—insist upon is the

introduction of representative members into the legislative councils,

and the right of interpellating the Government
These are elementarv demands if India is to govern itself, but

if India 18 to govern itself, why are we there ? Our being there is an

absolute negation of all that Mr Smith means by Liberal prin-

ciples Liberal principles did not take us thither, and cannot keep

us on that alien shore

Oh, but it is said we are there merely to teach the natives self-

government, and then to depart Good and well I am perfectly

ready to accept that policy, if such be the will of English statesmen

and of their masters
, but let us then act consistently Let us once

for all give up lending money to India, and let us every year pay off

a portion of the Indian debt Are we doing this ^ Arc we not

every year developing the country out of our own pockets ? Are we

not every two or three years incurring immense risks, and subjecting

ourselves to frightful inconvenience, simply on account of India ^ If

we are doing that merely that we may educate its inhabitants and

go away, leaving our pupils to their own devices, it is the most

gigantic exhibition of altruism that was ever seen upon this planet,

and an exhibition of altruism for which I suppose not one of the

creatures of God outside our own community gives us credit Of

two things, one either we mean to stay m India, and make the best

of the country—directly for its own advantage, indirectly for that of

ourselves, and of mankind at large
,

oi we do not If we accept

the hrst alternative, let us go on upon the old lines of a paternal

despotism If we do not, let us accept Mr Smithes view
,
treat

India as a country which has a right to govern itself, and disengage

ourselves from our responsibilities there Only let us be quick m
coming to some decision

,
for if India is to be handed oven to her

own keeping, we may as well save the anxieties and expenses in

which she involves us as soon as possible At any moment she may
cost us another Crimean war, with its hundred millions

I know there are some people who say Oh ! whatever you do,

don^t loose your hold upon India , her trade is tog valuable to you

1 am quite aware of its value, and have not the slightest desire to

loose our hold , but we cannot both keep our hold, and not keep

it If the future of India is to be a Baboo government, made

possible only by some seventy odd thousandBiitish bayonets and sabres,

cur trade, however developed, wdl pay us poorly for our risks, for

which we shall have none of the other sets-off which at present

come to us, to say nothing of the fact that Baboo government will

inevitably fall into every economical heresy which is most opposed

to our present excellent system of trade Even now 1 apprehend
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that our Indian trade is by no means as profitable to Englishmen, id

proportion to its volume as it used to be

Mr Smith then goes on to point out that the native gentlemen

now nominated to the legislative eouncils do not represent so truly

the feelings of the natives as would elected members Again^ I

ask, what natives ^ If he means the sort of people with whom
he conversed, probably they do not The Maharaja of Viziauagram

would certainly not represent pushing pettifoggeis or journalists at

all ^ But would he not represent very much better than they the

great bodj of the intelligent, law-abiding Hindoos of the Madras

Presidency ^ Count the numbers of those people whom Mr Smith

delighted to honour Would they not be over represented by the

tenth part of a representative ^ and is there any legislative council in

India where they have not at least one spokesman ’

Mr Smith then proceeds to say that there evist in all the large

cities the rudiments of an intelligent electorate They have now, he

adds, thanks to Lord ttipon, a scheme of municipal go\trnment in

operation Would he be surprised to learn that at least m South

India municipal goiernment long preceded Loid llipoii ^ Even,

however, m South India the system can hardly be said to ha\e done

more than strike vigorous roots It will require long and careful

fostering In many places it is considered by those subject to it a

mere European fad, which they would most willingly do without I

personally am a friend to local self-government for a vaiicty of

reasons, but more especially because, when it once takes to growing

vigorously, it will save our European officers, already too much
worked for the highest efficiency, a great deal of unnecessary toil

,

but let us not attempt to build upon what arc still \ery unstable

foundations a house of cards, by giving the municipalities, as Mr
Smith ^proposes, the duty of electing members to the legislative

councils

This suggestion, however, bad as it is, is wisdom itself compared

to the next which he makes, which is, that the university graduate®

would afford a basis for an intelligent body of electors I have

said enough about these gentlemen already, and need merely add hcre^

that perverse ingenuity could not, I think, devise a worse constituency*

God forbid that the people of India, foi whom I entertain the

strongei^t affection and esteem, should be so monstrously misrepre-

sented as they would be if their interests were entrusted to the

glib, hungiy advocates who throng round a travelling M P
, and

ply him with the suggestions which they have picked up from

Western or Westernized sources

Then, again, we are assured that "it cannot be too well known
at home that there is a wide divergence between the official and
native opinion of India, with much of the same sort , and that
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^'the natives” think that it is the European official class which

keeps them out of those high offices for which, I doubt not, five out

of SIX of Mr Smithes friends thought themselves just as well suited

as Sir Alfred Lyall, Sir Auckland Colvin, Mr Melville, Mr Master,

Mr Forster Webster, oi any covenanted civilian of them all

Here, again, the statement is vitiated by the absurd application

of the word " native ” to a mere handful of waiters upon Providence

The intelligent natives know perfectly well that the opinion of the

leading English officials is highly favourable to their admission,

under proper arrangements, even to very high places in the adminis-

tiation I, who cannot too strongly express my distrust of the sort

of people whom Mr Smith considers as the exponents of native

opinion, passed through the House of Commons—with the full

approval of a Council composed almost entirely of English officials

—

the Act by which they can be so admitted

Next, we are told that it is a remarkable fact that “ no such

complaint is made of the British nation ” Now, how can a man
who has prospered in his business, and must, in order to do this,

have possessed much shrewdness and common sense, write down
such—I fail to find a fitting and at the same time courteous

substantive What do these interviewers of Mr Smith know about

the British nation ^ ” A very few of them have been able to cross the

seas without ensuring their own damnation, have been rccei\ed in Eng-

land as strange and interesting creatures, petted, and made cub lions

of I remember being told of a man who was, in his own country

(what shall I say something smaller than the very smallest shentf-

hiibstitute in Scotland He went to London with a few good

introductions, and immediately found himself elevated into the

position of a very great piince When he returned to his presidency

some one asked him if he had met Sir Bartle Frerc when in Europe,

whose relations to him a year or two before had been those of an

elephant to a black beetle No,” he replied
,
" the circles in which I

moved were so entiiely above those in which Sir Bartle Frcre moved,

that we never met ” This anecdote may be true, or only happily

imagined I know not but it exactly represents what occurs Every

English-speaking native ” who finds his wav to London is as interest-

ing to the home-keeping Briton as is a mango lu Fall Mall In

Bombay or Madras a mango is a mango
Does Mr Smith really suppose that the examinations through

which young Englishmen find access to the Indian services change
their natures ? Does he doubt that the individuals whom he de-

scribes as '' the natives ” would bate himself, his partners, and his

clerks as cordially as they hate the European official class in India,

if only they were brought into the same relations with them ?

In close connection with this,” we are then told, lies another
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reform urgently demanded by ' the natives ' It is in the constitu*-

tion of the Indian Council in London Well, I suppose 1 have

assisted at more meetings of the Indian Council in London than any

human being who has not been a member or employe of it, with,

perhaps, three or four exceptions, and, like most sublunary institu-

tions, I think it IS highly susceptible of improvement, but Mr
Smithes natives want either to do away with it altogether, and to

substitute for it a standing committee of Parliament, or to introduce

into it a native element

The first suggestion is really too hopeless for discussion How
could a standing committee of Parliament supervise the enormous

mass of business that" passes through the India Olhee ? Even if a

scat in Parliament were held foi life, and the members of such a

standing committee very highly paid and selected out of the ablest

men in the two Houses, no mere mortals could satisfactorily dis-

charge such a trust without giving up the whole of their year to it

In fact, the proposal amounts to the rc-creatioii of the Board of

Control on a much larger scale, and the establishment of another

huge office to supervise the India Office

The second suggestion has much more in it, but the practical

difficulties are enormous If we could really get the flower of

Indian society to come habitually to London, it might be most

desirable that some fragments of it should be in the Indian Council

,

but does Mr Smith sufficiently understand that for a large portion

of that society to go to England means practically to go quick into

hell f that excommunication and social rum are amongst the least of

the penalties that would attend the occupation of a scat in that

gloomy chamber in Charles Street ? to say nothing of the fact that

even if this weie not so, the persons who would make the best

representatives of India could not forsake their sweetness and their

good fruit to go to reign over the trees ?

A time may come when all these difficulties can be got over, but

Uii present it is an excessively arduous business for an Indian gentle-

man, even if he is exceptionally favourably situated—that is, if he

has great wealth, great position, and is not of too high a caste—to go

to England even for a visit I write as one who has talked the

matter over again and again with Indian gentlemen Does Mr
Smith seriously suppose that the chatterboxes of the presidency towns

would be accepted as proper representatives by those persons in

India who are the true pillars of our rule ? If he does, I venture to

say that the man who used to sweep the crossing where Charles

Street meets St James’s Square, and, for all I know, does so still,

would be considered quite as fitting a mouthpiece of their wants and

wishes

And now, to my profound satisfaction, I arrive at a suggested
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change as to which I am able to agree with Mr Smith He coa*

aiders that young men enter the covenanted Civil Service too early

I am entirely with him, though not, perhaps, for his reasons I

would dimmish the number of the covenanted Civil Service, raise

the age of admission to five-and-twenty, and examine, not in school-

boy lore, but in all those matters which a young administrator should

know theoretically, much that he ought to know can only be

learned by practice , but the greatest misfortune of the existing

civilians 18, that they have never been put through a sufficiently

wide preliminary training in the things with which they will be con-

cerned during all their Indian lives

We shall be obliged henceforward to have more natives in the

service, and the duties of the covenanted civilians sent from Europe

will be more and more those of supervision and wise guidance

If natives of India can really come home and beat on their own
ground the kind of Englishmen with whom I want to fill the

covenanted Civil Service, let them , I shall believe it when I see it

,

but be it understood that I think we ought to pay our covenanted

civilians of the future—much less numerous than they are now

—

sufficiently high salaries to enable us to get oui pick of the very

ablest young Englishmen who have not sufficient capital to play

the long game for success at home Double your existing induce-

ments, treble them if necessary, but get for your Indian Civil

Seivice the veiy best men whom money can buy

Mr Smithes ideas would appear to be a little hazy as to the dif-

ference between the members of the uncovenanted service and the

statutory civilians There is nothing to prevent these last rising to

any of the high posts The plan of selecting them devised by Lord

LyttonN Government has not been a success, at least m Southern

India, and various plans have been tried for improving on it Per-

sonally, I now incline to allowing the various Governments to select

statutory civilians out of the most deserving men in the uncovenanted

service To op^n competition in India I am utterly opposed , but

I tried when at Madras an open competition for ^the purpose of

arriving at a class-list composed of men certified to be of high

intellectual attainments, out of which the Government selected the

man who seemed on the whole most likely to be useful, having

regard not only to his intelligence, but to hia position, character, and

connections

I am at one with Mr Smith in thinking that any change which

tends to bring into the service, and keep there, men of riper years,

would be an advantage I cannot see why the new and higher order

of covenanted civilians, which I wish to create, should not stay in

India till sixty I would not give them any pensions, but would
guarantee them against loss by exchange, pay them, as 1 have
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already said, if necessary, much more liberally, and oblige them to

insure heavily m some approved English office or offices The less

we hear of pensions eo nomine in the days that are coming, the

better

Again I am able entirely to subscribe to Mr Smithes views, that

the natives of India are apt to make good judges I would employ

them very largely iii the judicial department It is the geneial

administration of the country that we must keep in our own hands

Then, again, Mr Smith hits a blot m our system when he com-

plains of the very changing character of our administration Fur-

loughs are very good and absolutely necessary , so is Icaic on medical

certificate and on really urgent private affairs The three months

privilege leave so freely given is a perfect curse to all concerned,

and that Secretary of State who should abolish it would do an

immense service, not only to India, but to the very people who would

most loudly clamour against the withdrawal of this costly, absurd,

and mischie\ous privilege

Mr Smith then passes on to repeat the usual talk of the dis

affected cliques in the presidency towns about the annual migration of

the Supreme Government to Simla, and of the other Govcnimcfits to

their respective lull stations His article would not have been

complete without this , but surely common sense long ago settled the

question You want to keep your best men as long as vou can The

European constitution is not calculated to withstand for a senes of

years the influences of the plains of India Now and then you get

a person who much piefcrs them to the hills—I did, for example

,

but that IS a mere eccentricity nine Biitons out of ten work much
better at Ootacamund, or Simla, or Mahableshwar, than they can at

Madras jor Calcutta, or Bombay The ciy against the migrations

of the Government to the lulls is purely presidential It is the cry

of the craftsmen of Ephesus combined with the cry of the fox which

had lost its tail—avarice reinforced by envy

Mr Smith tells us that the whole tendency of life in the hills is

to isolate the governors from the governed There is not the vestige

of truth in such a statement Are the hills not in India and inhabited,

like the plains, by the subjects of the various Governments ? I

grant most freely that it would be very much better, were it only

possible, that the Y iceroy and the governors should be perpetually on

the move—now a few months m this district, now a few months in

that , but 18 it possible ^ That system would have done excellently

well in the good old, pleasant days when justice was administered

under a spreading tree , when the petitioner saw this or that great

man, and heard the voice of doom from those august lips Now,
however, all that is wildly impossible Everything has to be done
in writing Evei^ Act almost that affects the meanest individual
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IS liable to endless appeals, and the administration of India has

become as complicated, elaborate, and scientific as any in the world

The choice is not between a camp Government and a Government

from some one place
, but between Government from two places or

from one place only Whether, I should like to know, is a Govern-

ment which spends six months of each year m two different parts of

its territory, amongst totally different conditions, or a Government

which never stirs from one spot, likely to keep most “ touch ” with

the people Are there not some most important districts, and these

not the least anxious, which are nearer to Simla and Ootacamund

respectively, than they arc to Calcutta and Madras

Given the exigencies of our present appallingly but inevitably

regulated system of government, where everything is subject to the

control of rule and precedent, I am persuaded that the wisest course

IS that the Government should abide in its summer and winter capitals,

but that the heads of the administration, civil and military, should

\isit every corner of the territories under their charge I have for

years entertained that view, and acted up to it when I was m India,

ds did both the Commanders in-Chief with whom I was associated

—Sir Frederick Roberts and the deeply lamented Sir Herbert

Macplierson

In connection with the subject Mr Smith makes a variety of

remarks which are mere echoes of the usual babble of the less re-

spectable portion of the presidential press at Calcutta and Madras,

for at Bombay there is, I believe, much less of tins form of folly

At length, however, he makes the following assertion, of which, so

astounding is it, he must, I think, be the patentee —
‘ It also leads to the great multiplication of written reports Government

being removed fiorn contact with the district officers, a voluminous corre

spondencehas to be kept, ind matters often occupy months ot discussion which
might bo settled m a few minutes viod vote

If this was not developed out of Mr Smith’s inner consciousness,

I wonder who can have dared to hoax so virtuous a man
It is absolutely false that the annual migration from the winter

and spring to the summer capital leads to one single letter ever

being written by one single district officer which would not have been

written if no such migration took place A more wholly unfounded

statement was never made to or retailed by a bond fide traveller

It really looks as if Mr Smith believed that India was not a con-

tinent, but a country Does he imagine that a collectoi can run up
lu a morning to Madras or Calcutta, settle his business m half an
tour, and go back by the evening train ?

Of course, the fact that all important business m India has now
for many years been transacted in writing, strengthens the argument,
if it wanted any strengthening, in favour of the hill stations, since
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writing can be done anywhere, and best by Europeans in a cool

climate The truth i% however, that the argument wants no strength-

ening My only fear is, that if the subject were once taken up
seriously, some of the Governments—and notably that of Madras

—

would be confined to the hills by the express orders of the Secretary

of State in Council I should myself think this a great mistake m
policy I believe in the old Asiatic fashion of a summer and winter

capital No sensible man would have chosen Madras as the capital

of the Madras Presidency, but the accidents of history must go for

something, and to create a new capital suited to modern exigencies,

for almost any provincem India, would now involve so vast an expense

as to make it very unwise to do so If the thing had to be done de

novo^ perhaps Madanapalle would, be the most convenient site for the

capital of Southern India , but a ruler would need to be as mad as

Mahommed Toghluk Shah to drag thither at this time of day the

ofl&cial population of Madras and Ootacamund Certain I am, how-

ever, that if the question between these two places so often raised

from motives of envy, hatred, malice, and all unchantableness is

ever seriously entertained, the victory will not remain with the

congeries of villages on the Coromandel Coast, which I individually

much prefer as a residence to the Blue Mountains

Five-and-twenty years ago there was much to be said for aban-

doning Calcutta and creating a new capital for India 1 myself

brought the subject before the House of Commons in 1863, and pro-

posed Poona for that purpose It was probably merely Sir John
Lawrence^s declaration in favour of Simla that saved Calcutta, and
the revival of the controversy could only end in displacing the Queen
of the Hooghly from her accidentally proud position A more absurd

site for the capital of India could not readily be found , but again I

say, the accidents of history go for something

Mr Smithes next remark, however, is perfectly true, bating always

the last word in it, for it is no part of the duty of district officeis

to write despatches

“ 1 heard on all hands of the enormous increase of report- writing in India,

and of the pernicious effect it had on the usefulness of the district officers
,

men who should be moving about iraong the natives, seeing with their own
eyes, and hearing with their own ears, were tied to their desks all day, filling

up reams of paper with lengthened despatches
”

What IS, however, the remedy for this ^ There is no remedy,

unless we are to revert to a state of things under which the individual

would have far more personal power I myself think this would be

an excellent thing, but it is hopelessly out of the question It

im[flies—(1) that the House of Commons should cease to insist on

having information about India
, (2) that the India Office should

say to the Viceroy in Council Settle your own affairs Don't

bother us, unless when it is a question of great matters of policy
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(3) that the Viceroy in Council should treat the governors and lieu-

tenant-governors precisely in the same way That would be decen-

tralization with a vengeance , but is not the whole spirit of the times

against it ^ If Mr Smith can devise any plan for diminishing the

endless writing of India, he would, I am sure, have an enthusiastic

ally in every viceroy, governor, lieutenant-governor, and chief

commissioner from the borders of Tibet to Cape Comorin His

first step, however, must be to prevail upon Parliament to cease to

take any interest whatever in Indian affairs, except at distant

intervals Is it probable that he will succeed in that preliminary

enterprise ?

It is gratifying to me to be able to subscribe to the spirit, though

not to the letter, of Mr Smith's last words, which run as follows —
“ The personal touch of a strong man counts for fa'* more among Asiatics

than with us
,
and, what with the hill stations and endless despatch writing,

the European chiefs are becoming invisible to the natives, and losing that

magical power of personal influence which distinguished our early adminis-

trators, and helped not a little to create the empire
**

No despatches are ever written in India except by the three

Governments which correspond with the Secretary of State, those ot

India, Madras, and Bombay , and the hill stations have about as much
to do with the writing of despatches, reports, letters, returns, or any-

thing else, as they have with the tides or the comets

Noi IS it true that the European chiefs are becoming invisible to

the natives I myself came in contact with more natives in their

own respective neigbourhoods than did any previous Governor of

Madras, and I dare say many of those who were at the head of

various administrations when I was in India could say the same
Personal influence, and the actual contact of the governors and the

governed, is a matter of vast importance in India , and I should like

to facilitate it in every way , but you cannot go back upon the past

You cannot substitute a Government which is not one of record for

one which is—a Government which is not one of precedent and
rule for a Government whose every limb is swathed in laws, and
codes, and regulations There is but one palliative which you could

employ greatly increase the number of your high-class European
officials, the men whose business is the inspection and guidance of

others, rather than executive work

What, however, would Mr Smith’s friends say to this ’ The last

thing they want is wise guidance from Europe They want comfort-

able live^hoods out of a Government in which Englishmen shall

have less and less part, but which shall be maintained by English

soldiers to the great inconvenience of England, for thetr benefit That
IS the alpha and omega of their demand

M E Grant Dufp



PAUL BERT'S SCIENCE IN POLITICS,

A rLpSOHAL REMIMIMSCEN’CF

1

I
T w&s a dictum of Auguste Comte that a State should he go\erned

by lueu of science No falser theory of government ever

entered into a ivisc man’s head

There are two castes whose action is fatal in public affairs—the

religions and the scientific Equally sacred^ they must be equally

excluded from all participation in politics Incapable, both of them,

of regarding law under any but a dangerously abstract conception,

they must always be urging society towards one extreme or the

other—a superhuman ide&lism or an exaggerated materialism The

modern State cannot and must not impose on its subjects either a

State religion or a State science Sotb tend to the same absolutism,

the same intolerable oppression of reason or of conscience

1 would have these two castes recognised and maintained on a

precisely similar footing—the one in its laboratories, fhe other in its

places of worship I would have them encouraged to test each

other’s conclusions, and to rival each other’s efforts And I would

honour them both for the moral and material benefits they confer

,

for both exist for the good of society—the one to diminish the sum
of human misery, and the other that of human wickedness

The equilibrium of a society depends on the equal proportion of

the scientific and the religious element m it When the priests tip

over the balance on their side, society suffers in its material needs,

and is impoverished , when science gets ahead of religion, society

grows rich, gives itself up to luxury, and soon becomes corrupt

The men of science sacrifice everything to the play of forces,

the acceleration of movement Beason and logic arc the only

compass they steer by, and their ideal for the individual is the

forcing of the faculties and the achievement of success But in all
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this, goodness (which is instinctive religion), heroism, self-devotion,

the love of one's neighbour, go for nothing They are useless

factors Woe to those who cross the line when, once the engines $tre

in motion , all that can be done for them is to warn them off by a

shnll signal, or a signpost which they must have learnt to read

There is a spiiitualization of the social as of the individual life

—

a religion which urges to self sacrifice, to self forgetfulness This

religion is the love of country But the national soul is no more

capable of demonstration than the individual soul
,
and the mechanism

of a society founded on experimental science can take no account of an

idea) And yet, where shall we look for the greatness of a nation, if

not in its patriotism, or where for the greatness of the indi\idual, if

not in what M Paul Bert would call his altruism ?

When the materialists—or, rather, the men of science, as they

prefer to call themselves—attempt to exclude the religious or spiritual

idea, they are but acting as the Church acted when it tried to

quench science and keep the world from going round A Pope

denied the movement of the earth M Paul Bert denied the 'divine

m man Those who feel the stirrings of a soul within them may
answer in their turn, E pur si muove " You cannot rob man of

his spiritual nature The relations of pity, of charity, of devotion,

of self-surrender—the native and noble aspiration which leads to

these relations—cannot be codified in any experimental method ,

"

they dogmatize themselves in a religion

A finer adjustment of interests, a better regulation of needs, a

completer acquisition of positive knowledge, the conscientious observa-

tion of facts and their improved classification by the light of the

expenmental method, together with an ever-advancing material

progress—what will it all avail to do away with the inequalities of

condition, of capacity, and of powers? So long as inequalities of

natural capacity exist, so long §8 education, far from levelling them,

tends rather to enhance them, the amount of suffering remains the

same, and secular society affords no remedy for it How are you

to appease the envy ot the inferior mind by explaining that another’s

better fortune is due to his higher intelligence ? With what instru-

ment do you expect him to determine the truth of what you say ?

He has not the faculty To him it is nothing but accident, the

partiality or caprice of Fortune—that is to say, an abuse which

ought to be done away with

But the soul IS the souPs equal It knows no standards

of measurement, no differences of condition It may be pooi^ in the

greatest, and great in the humblest Give the poor man spiritual

wealth, and you have brought him the supreme consolation which

poverty cannot invade, nor ignorance impair, nor incapacity defeat

You must hare moral as well ad material good A Government

VOL LI D
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whicli aims only at the one and forbids the other, is a bad Govern-

ment The science which forces itself, absolute and unintelligible,

on the Ignorant, is not one whit better than the obscurantism which

tries to force itself on the enlightened When science claims to be

all-suflScicnt, she makes an empty pretension She is but one fold

of the veil of Isis—the fold that sweeps the ground

It IS the business of the man of science to observe the conditions

of matter It is the business of the priest and the moralist to

observe the conditions of spirit Each of them seeks to utilize a

given force for the material or moral benefit of man If the

scientidc man has sometimes to remind* the priest of the conditions

of physical existence, the priest in his turn has to remind the

scientific man of the conditions of moral life

These are some of the reflections which occurred to me one day

in thinking of Paul Bert, scientist and statesman, and especially of

his experiments in vivisection

It occurred to me, moreover, that the cycle of human action must

be a curiously small one, since this atheist, tins implacable enemy of

all religions, is found reviving, so to speak, the practices of the

Inquisition P lul Bert tortured the lower animals with the so-called

higher aim of benefiting humanity, just as the inquisitors tortured

the human being with the so-called higher aim of saving the soul

,

and science absolves the new inquisitor, as the Church absolved the

old And in the same way, as if in every epoch the appetite foi

cruelty were destined to find its development, we find some among

our scientific inquisitors, like some among the inquisitors of religion,

taking pleasure in witnessing the thrill of agony ,
and we sec the

brute instinct of crime, hardly lulled to sleep in the human breast

by the ^ religious and moral education of centuries, coming to life

again under the oegis of the infallibility of science

«
II

^ It was at Auxerre that I first made up my mind against Paul Bert,

and first perceived how baneful was his influence on my political

friends

Spuller, Laurent-Pichat, Schcilrer-Kestner, Adam, and I went

down with Gambctta, who was to make his great speech at Auxerre

We were all to stay with Lepere, who was delighted to have us, and

had been pulling down partitions and enlarging his little house in

order to fill it with friends

After a journey which we had all been doing our best to enliven

with our wit, we stopped at the town of Auxerre I forget whether

Lepere had gone down with us or met us at the station

But there was Paul Bert, with his erect figure, his imperious air^

the haughty lip and nostnl, and that intentional perpetual smile in the
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eyes which I never liked He took Gambetta aside at once, and

drew him atvay to a considerable distance from the rest of us on the

platform We could see that what passed between them was animated

enough, and Gambetta was visibly embarrassed, and seemed to be

defending himself Whether anything had been agreed between them

beforehand I do not know, but I think not, as I remember Gam-
betta^s air of vexation But the end of it was, that Paul Bert came
back along the platform with the friend we had brought down, and pro-

ceeded to chisel us out of him, calling out to us in his trenchant tone

You know Fm going to have him

Gambetta passed his arm through Lepcie^s, and drew him off a

little Leperc told us a few moments later what he said to him
My dear Leperc, you know Paul Bert He says he won't be at

the banquet at all unless I go and stay with him lie even threatens

to prevent his friends from coming I must divide my favours a

little, so as not to injure Paul Bert's position, which has been attacked,

and which it is the interest of all of us to defend "

Leptre made no answer, but we could sec the tears in his eyes, and

a look of disgust, of which Paul Bert felt the consequences a little

later at the elections

We were all of us hurt by Paul Bert's unreasonableness m thus

depriving us of the friend we had come down with, and for whose

sake we had come down , it turned us all against him, and made us

feel what an absorbing personality it must be which could so influence

the mind of Gambetta, who was sacrificing us all without scruple to

a mere wish of his dear Professor," as he once called him m my
presence

I am going to talk science to him," said Paul Bert to me with

an air of triumph, his eyes smiling their full smile

Science in politics is politics m science," 1 said , and a very bad
thing too, warping the mind twice over

"

Spuller, trying to console us, said in his cordial tones

Science* science* I would give it all to see God one moment
face to face *

"

Spuller is really a religious man, and I have more than once heard

him maintain that we ought to encourage a national clericd spirit

m France

We avenged ourselves the next day by mercilessly chaffing

Gambetta about Paul Bert's discoveries The rat's trunk gave us a

hook to hang plenty of wit on I developed the scientific theory of

animal grafting applied to a new industry—that of politics

" What a capital experiment it would make," I said, to graft

the motor nerves of M de Cassagnac on the sensory nerves of
M Schoelcher, and the sensory nerves of M Bnsson on the motor
nerves of M Clemeoceau * "

,

n 2
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Gambetta laughed heaitily, called me very malicious, and begged

me to soothe Lepere, who was still out of humour, and even more

grieved than offended

No/^ I said
,

‘‘ I take his part against Paul Bert I am
thoroughly up in the controversy, and I have chosen my side Paul

Bert is as untrustworthy as his own experiments "

It was to Paul Bert that Gambetta owed all the formulae of his

scientific politics Allying himself more and more closely with him

as time ^ent on, he soon consulted no one but his Professor onfall

questions of education, and of the anti-clerical movement He
siippoited, and admired, and developed, with his own marvellous

faculty of assimilation, all Paul Berths projects with regard to public

instruction He took the same view of educational reform

It was Paul Bert who let us in for education to the uttermost,

without moral preparation, without any process of successive experi-

ments at acclimatizing such a multitude of foreign germs

Hd\ing made up his mind that men had better enjoy the benefits

of education, he determined that they should enjoy them all at the

same time, and all without delay lie expected of a single gene-

ration an amount of comprehending and assimilating power whicti it

would take several generations to produce , and on that one generation

he accordingly imposed an amount of taxation which three or four

would have found it difficult to meet

He would have no instruction but what was given by his mean%
and according to his programme

,
he was for breaking every mould

that did not bear his individual stamp Hence his hatred for the

religious educational establishments The only religious commu-
nitici he really cared to destroy were the educating communities

If Paul Bert had been content to remain a man of science, and

nothing else—if he had not wanted to pose as a statesman among
men of science, and a scientist among statesmen, he might have left

a great memory , all the greater if the processes of his intellect,

grafted on that of Gambetta, had not diverted the faculties of the

latter from their true development, transformed a living power into

a mechanical force, and changed the man of impulse, the poet, the

orator, the genius, into a strategist, an idolater of facts, a calculatoi

of results

III

Paul Bert was the real inspircr of Article 7 of the decrees

of the 29th of March, the originator of an anti clerical policy

which has all along been wanting m just that element m which his

scientific experiments have been wanting too—success, for you
c'lnuot reckon among the assured acquisitions of science, diseoveriea
which are neither incontestable nor uncontested
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The scientific reputation of Paul Bert rests maioly on three

things The first of these was a series of operations in animal

grafting—a reproduction of the experiment so often practised by the

Zouaves in Africa, of cutting off the tip of a rat^s tail and grafting it

on to its own foiehead Paul Beit utilized the experiment as a fresh

demonstration of the property possessed by the sensory nerves of

transmitting an excitation m both directions^ towards the centre and

towards the ciicumfeicilce

A more serious inquiry w?s that into the action of high

atmospheric pressures on the animal organism His numerous and

varied experiments in this field, extending oi er several years, form

the staple of his contributions to modern science They arc set forth

m several big volumes, eniA the Acadtnite ties Sciences rewarded them

with one of its best piizcs The most striking thing in these experi-

ments was the apparently paradoxical conclusion Paul Bert deduced

from them—jiarticularly with regard to oxygen, which, when

employed in large doses, he found to be a dangerous pgison But

more recent experiments, made in M Paul Berths own laboratoiy*

and with his own apparatus, together with a careful examination of

his memoirs, ha\e enabled M de Cyon to prove that the experi-

ments ot M Paul Bert were very carelessly conducted, and that the

means he employed did not even admit of the introduction of large

quantities ot oxygen into the blood , and finally, that the effects

observed by M Paul Bert on his animals were due, not to the sup-

posed accumulation of oxygen, but partly to carbonic acid poisoning,

and partly to the mechanical action of sudden changes of barometric

pressure The tragic death of the two aeronauts, Croce Spinelli

and Sylva, who, trusting to M Paul Berths researches, ventured to

attempt the highei altitudes jirovided with balloons of pure oxygen,

shows that tht mechanical action of sudden modilications of

atmospheric pressure on the body is dangerous in itself, quite apart

from any changes in the gases of the blood

There remains, thtrefore, of this, the chief work of Paul Bert,

nothing but the remerabranre of grave errors of observation, and the

most unpardonable hardihood in putting forward pure hypotheses as

ascertained scientific truth
^ What then is left standing of the scientific structure erected by

Paul Bert ? His proposal for utilizing, as an anaesthetic for patients

under surgical operations, a mixture of protoxide of nitrogen with

air at a high pressure Whether this mixture does or does not

possess the qualities attributed to it by M Paul Bert we cannot

undertake to say , but as its use would require that the operation

should be performed in a special chamber under a very high

atmospheric pressure, the suggestion is clearly without any practical

value
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The fact is, tliat Paul Bert succeeded m passing himself oflf as a

statesman on some men of science, and as a man of science on some

statesmen He knew how to hnd his advantage in maintaining this-

double character

To the policy of our party Paul Bert was simply fatal My
opinion on this point has ne^er varied , I have asserted it again and

again, and even to Paul Bert himself, telling him that 1 was his

adversary and his cnemy^ in spite of my esteem for him as a writer

and speaker, and the regard I had for his latent scientific value

The men of science may say what they please , the character of

our race, taken as a whole, is not materialistic Our great historical

developments, our great national actions, bear the stamp, not of self-

interest, but of idealism and of chivalry To attempt to turn Prance

into a country ruled and regulated by a sort of scientific absolutism,

where every manifestation of public feeling shall be logically calcu-

lated, and shall have for its immediate object a result which can bo

discounted beforehand, and for its final end the luerc increase of our

^wealth and power, is to take from us all that makes our greatness in

the world^s history—our independence, our spontaneity, our generosity.

Gambctta, who knew how to interpret so grandly the noble senti-

ments and large aspirations of the French people, perverted hiS^

genius and frustrated his own career when he allowed himself to be

led by the positive science of Paul Bert, with his pet formula, a

policy of results

Results ^ What results ^ Tonquin, with its tram of political

dissensions and a deficit Tonquin, which has killed Paul Bert

Gimbetta was greatly amused at my hostility to Paul Bert, he^

told me it was very feminine and \cry illogical , and on the raie

occasions when we met, towards the close of his life, in the days when

those who surrounded him had already come to calling him " the

Dictator, he never failed to speak of Paul Bert, and burst into admir-

ing ejaculations about everything he did

I saw Gambetta at Saint Cloud the Sunday after the mishap at

Charonne lie had just been taking the chair at the ChAteau d'Eau,

at an anti-clerical meeting of Paul Berths

He came in a little late to dinner Some dozen of us were

already assembled on a flight of steps at the bottom of the garden

when he appeared He spied me at once, across the green lawn and

a vase of tall fuchsias, and called out ill his sonorous voice

Admirable ’ superb * extraordinary ^ Never since Voltaire has-

suqh an irrefutable indictment been brought against the clergy ^

And what a style 1 What consummate art I

And what bad policy * said a great banker who was with us, m
a low voice, to me

Gambetta went on as he approached us
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And such an immense success—beyoftd anything that could he

imagined I Ten thousand enthusiastic cheers

“ The ten thousand and hrst would not have come from mt/^ I

said as we greeted one another

You yourself/^ cried Gamhetta, ^^vou yourself, I tell you, would

have been carried away, if not by the ideas, b;^ the genius lavished

in propounding them "

^At dinner the conversation turned on Charonne

You remember Auxerre,” I said
,

you who have the most pro-

digious memory in the world ^

‘^Yes Why^?**

Because you have been trying to cut off the tail of our party,

and graft it on again by the Paul Bert process But the tail declines

to be^ut

The Charonne people, answered G ambetta, " arc no better than

so many ship-rats on their way to New Caledonia
’’

As a colleague of (jambetta^s in his great ministry, Paul Bert

soon showed that he did not know what he wanted lie brought

forward project after project, experiment after experiment, and

succeeded in none of them, and then was furious at finding no

immediate solution He shut himself up, and never emerged but m
a passion Exacting, imperious, autocratic as he was, he found

time, in sixty days of power, to unsettle everything, to turn every-

thing upside down, to provoke opposition to his projects on all

hands, and to produce nothing but embarrassment in the public

services and consternation among his friends With his mama for

experiment, and with all his scientific merits turned to political defects,

what could he be in politics but a disturbing force ^

Heartily approving the Tonquin expedition at its outset, he gra-

dually separated himself from his friends because they would not

carry out his theories of colonization
,

for this determined centralist,

this rampant supporter of governmental omnipotence, went in for

local government in the colonics Having no personal opinions,

nothing but his habits of observation, the actual demonstration of facts

had had great weight with him He had travelled in Algena He
had lived among the Arabs He therefore accepted colonial auto-

nomy He wrote an mteiesting pamphlet on the subject, and sent it

to me with the superscription To my enemy, Mme Adam ,
and as

it was really a striking pamphlet, and afforded an opportunity for

favourable criticism, I wrote and gave him his due

Paul Bert had long been worrying the Chamber to send out a

civil governor to Tonquin When it was decided that the^ thing

should be done he found himself very naturally designated for the

post, and he consented to fill it

The Figaro published an account of a conversation which took
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place before he left between him and a member of its editorial

staff The conversation is curious, and shows him to have been m
earnest in a talk he had with me, which I will give further on

“ I hwe no illusions,” he said, as to the difficulties of the mission

entrusted to me, but I could not refuse it My position in fact was a delicate

one It \\ IS 1 who had advised Gambetta to annex Tonquin
,

1 considered it

a necessary dependency Since then 1 have been always combating the policy

adopted there
,

1 deplored the mistakes committed by leadei after leader

,

and both in the Ch imbtr and in the Press I was alwa} a urging the appoint-

ment of a civil governor Now they come to me and ask me to be that civil

governor, to tiy the system I have been advocating, to take the responsibility

of carrying out my own colonial theories Well, I have accepted it, and lam
off 1 start to-morrow with all my family

“ Besides, I confess that 1 do expect to render some real service to my
country I have long been a student of this great question of colonial* polic},

which everybody is now so full of 1 h ive spent part of my life amtng the

Arabs
,

1 ha\c investigated their character and customs, I have noted the

defects of our a}atem of conquest Since my return to France, not a single

book on tlie East has appeared that I have not thoroughly mastered, and, as it

were, dissected And if, is I admit, the Arinamito is a new subject with

which I have never yet li id to deal, at least I fancy 1 shall understand the

Ann unite a good deal better th in people who have never seen him
“ And so, notwithstanding my age and my f uiuly, md the duly drudgerj

of my political and scientific work, llii\e consented to go into this distant

exile

‘ And then, believe me,” ho concluded, as we parted, “ people have an
ibsurdly exiggerated idea about dilhcultus and diseases You nny be very
sure Tonquin is not at ill what we imagine it

’

On the thiiticth of last January I was sitting at my writing-table,

when, without knock or announcement of .any soit, Paul Beit walked

in With that assurance, that audacity—that really courageous

audacity—of his, he had forced his way in, paying no attention to

my servant's remonstrances
“ \Miat are you here foi 9 I gaid, using in anger, "and with

no sort of announcement
" You would not have received me ”

" I certainly should not But why did you wish it ?
"

" Well,” he said, " I, Paul Bert, freethinker as I am, I have a

touch of superstition about you I want you to give me your good
wishes for my voyage ”

" No, not I On the contrary, 1 promise you a storm, which my
gods, if they hear me, shall stir up for you as you pass the shores of

Greece
”

" You will allow me at least to plead my cause
”

I let him sit down, and I listened

Instead of defending himself, he began by attacking others,

which he knew very well would come to the same thing, knowing,
as he did, my gnevatoces against my old friends, who were also his

However, he made one exception, which I hasten to take note of.
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" But I admire Gambetta all the same/^ he said I have kept

my affection for him intact

You owe him that much for the fharm you did him by your

advice

He went on without answering

—

" I would have his memory yet more glorious than it is, and I

shall do everything in my power to make it so, I shall contribute

all I can to it But what are his friends doing ^ They are defacing^

his monument, crumbling it, destroying it How they have all

rushed off in a body to swell the cortege of Ferry, who is no better

than a caricature of him *

"

Perry is the most to blarae,^^ I said

" Yes—a thousand times yes There we are quite agreed ”

“ Agreed now," I said
, but you, too, did not you join the

corUge ? "

What Ferry is responsible for is nothing short of crime," slowly

enunciated Paul Bert “ And it* is lucky for me that I am going

away, so that I shall not be mixed up any more with that man's

policy
"

“ But why did you not rather withdraw from political life ? In

going out there as governor, you are still mixed up with it You
might have applied for a great scientific mission, and gone out to

Tonquin as a scholar, a man of erudition You might have made
yourself very useful among the Mandarins You are made for

observation, for research, and not for action
"

I know my life has been a failure in many ways, and that

I have often been mistaken," answered Paul Bert sadly So now
I am going to gather myself together, to concentiate my faculties on
a distinct and definite point, from which I shall not diverge I am
going to gather up all my forces for it See here, give me credit

for a little bit of good intention
, encourage me a little You have

good luck or ill luck at your beck It is not a question of Paul
Bert, whom you abominate, but of a Frenchman who is going far

away to try and get a little good out of the enormous sacrifices that

have been made Look you, Madame le Grecque, will you not put
up a little prayer to Neptune for the voyager ?

"

What are you going to do out there ? I asked What is

your programme ? \Vhat are your plans ? Opportunists don^t have

^^7) generally speaking You have something of the Saint-

Simonian about you
,

you can find the progressive element easily

enough in a fact which comes ready to hand, but you can do nothing
till you have got the fact—a capital principle when you are# in
opposition, because then your adversaries have to find the facts , but
a wretched principle for a Government, which has to produce the
fact Itself"
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I am going to try to conquer the Annamites/^ answered Paul

Bert, ‘'not to conquer Annam I am going to study their race,

their ritual, the habits of thought of the literary caste, of the

Mandarins

"There, you sec,” said I, "an academic mission would have
seived your purpose completely The man of science is uppermost
in you still lour character as Governor will alienate the Man-
darins, that of a delegate of the Institute would have attracted

them ”

"But I wish to laise the people I wish to rescue them from
the domination of the Mandarins To do that, I must be in power

" And there is a contradiction to begin with, for you cannot both
protect the people and please the Mandarins Whatcvei you do, don^t

go expecting to fand a solution all at once In a country like that,

where the very smallest custom has lasted for centuries, don’t begin
by upsetting everything, as you generally do And you must not
think there is nothing but Annamitcs in Annam , there is a whole
Oriental atmosphere, in which dangers of all sorts are constantly

brewing for the colonist or the conqueroi 1 still fear that if we
should get involved in any European complications, China will after

all possess herself of those tempting provinces on which we have
spent so much ”

"China,” said Paul Beit, with his superb assurance, "China is

no enemy <of ours She is too much afraid of England and Gei-
many and Russia I shall try to convince her that it is her interest

not to add us to the list of her enemies ”

" And the climate ? What are you going to make of that terrible

climate, that Minotaui' which devours our children and wastes oui

strength—that accursed possession, that graveyard of Frenchmen ^ ”

" The climate ^ ” said Paul Bert, smiling " 1 shall treat it with

contempt I do not think it dangerous You see I do not, for I

am taking my wife and children with me to Hue Besides, on all

that stretch of coast, I shall easily find a healthy place There must
be one somewhere ”

" Take care That coast has many windings, and you may light

on the unhealthy spot instead of the healthy ”

" I believe in my mission,” he answered sharply " Besides, I

am going to be very prudent I shall keep in mind what Claude
Bernard used to say to me—' When you make a discovery, be your
own first critic

* You will see I shall win over the Tonquinese

people to the French cause
, I shall free them from their oppressors

,

and I shall find means to satisfy the oppressors themselves, besides
”

" It will take you twenty years,” I said, " to produce a single one
of these results

”

" Twenty years I It will take me six months ”
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I am sorry for you You are always the same You think you

can graft reforms, like rats^ tails, on the living flesh Catherine the

Great said a fine thing in one of her letters to Voltaire ^ My dear

philosopher, it is not so easy writing on human flesh as it is on

paper ^ You are going to make laws, to suppress abuses, by pro-

clamation You ought rather to be preparing time to produce, and

custom to undergo, a process of slow but sure modification

The conquest is made, and it involves a system I shall make

the system sit as easy as possible I will do my best at riding

your favourite hobby of decentralization—which is my hobby too,

in the colonies

He rose to go, saying again as we shook hands

—

" Make your divinities be favourable to me
I will try to do so,” I answered, but without ardour “ Invoke

the divinities yourself, as you pass the shores of Greece , and, above

all, pay attention to the auguries
”

This IS the letter that came from Paul Bert on the twenty-sixth

of February

“Etsidcncc G^n^rale
de la Kcpiiblique bran< aisc

en Aniiam et au Tonkin

“ Cabinet dii R6sident General “ Adev, Feb 26, 1880

‘ Tbo ancients, when they were engaging in a great work, sacrificed a white

kid to the propitious divinities, and a blac^ kid to the unpropiUous
“ T came to you to ask you of which colour I was to choose my kid, and, like

a good Gieek ind a good Frenchwoman, you tol^ me white
‘ May the sacrilice bring me good luck, and the divinity continue favourable

to me For the lest, fortunate winds h ive brought me so tar, except on your
Greek coast, where the honey is so sweet and the wave so rough At the

mouth of the ASmilian Gulf we had the weather Horace wished lor Virgil

Is this a good omen, or only the victim’s wreath ? In either case, 1 am
not one of the submissive, and the Cakhas who means to cut my throat had
better look out for himself

“I have not Iphigenia’s vocation
“ Happily for many reasons, I have no longer an enemy except among the men

with yellow skins and half shut eyes And even them 1 hope soon to reduce

to friends

“ I say reduce them, for I cannot hope to charm them into friends * That
is a gift 1 was not born with, and for long years 1 have stupidly wasted my
opportunities of taking incomparable lessons

If I come back from the yellow hemisphere, I shall try to make up for

lost time

“ Respectfully yours,

“Paui But”

He seems to have struggled, manfully and wisely, to be worthy of

the mission he*had wished for and accepted He found death m a
path which was not his own path , but no one now can blame him

* Fr Je diB riduirc ct non siduire
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for having followed it The debt one pays with one^s life cannot be

owing still Let his memory be lightened of one, at leasts of the

responsibilities he incurred—the fatal conquest of Tonquin

But has he not, in dying, opened the way for others f Out there,

face to face with that negligeablc quantity, the Chinese Empire, lu

that climate where, under the Ministry of M Ferry, the fiublic

health was repeatedly found to be so perfect, should not some one of

those who have got Fiance into the most perilous of all her sciapes

be ready to relieve guard at the dead mdtn's post?

Juliette Adam



IS CONSTANTINOPLE WORTH FIGHTING

FOR?

T
his is an old question^ and it has generally been the policy of

the Russians to assure the world that it ivas not a practical

question, that the supposed testament of Peter the Great was a

forgery, and that Russia did not desire Constantinople Within a

few months all this has changed, and the Russian press has explained

pretty fully to the world that Constantinople belongs to Russia, that

Bulgaria is the bridge which leads to it, and that she proposes to

take what belongs to her—by force, if necessary

It IS not the city of Constantinople alone which is to be annexed

to Ilussia, but Bulgaria, Roumania, and all the territory occupied

by Slaves in south-eastern Europe With the occupation of Con-

stantinople and the Dardanelles, the Asiatic coast of thc*Black Sea

will necessarily fall under Russian rule, and thus the historic

destiny of Russia will be fulfilled

Such, in brief, is the scheme of conquest which is involved m
what IS now the Bulgarian question, but which will soon be the

Constantinople question I cannot pretend to foretell the steps

which Russia will take in carrying out this scheme Probably the

Czar himself docs not ktlow what course events will take, so muen
depends upon the attitude of other Powers But it seems plain that

he has determined to secure Bulgaria at any cost This done, the

other steps will be easy The probability is, that after a brief

- period of uncertainty and hesitation, the Bulgarian difficulty will

end in war Firm and concerted action on the part of the Powers
in defence of Bulgarian independence would prevent a war, but in

^lew of the past history of Europe, this is hardly to be hoped for

Sooner or later war must come, and the question is, whether
England will resist the advance of Russia upon Bulgaria and
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Constautinople, or not Until within a short time it has been an

accepted principle of European politics that Russia should not be

allowed to possess Constantinople Such men as Fredenck the

Great and Napoleon had very decided views on this subject The

Cnmeaii War was fought in defence of this principle, and the

Congress of Berlin sent the Russian horde from the gates of

Constantinople, and established an independent kingdom in the

Principalities, to gain which Russia has undertaken so many wars

There have been some months this year, however, when it has

been difficult for me to* persuade myself that I have not slept the

sleep of Rip Van Winkle For a time it seemed as though all Europe

had abandoned this establi^ed principle, and, for some mysterious

icason,tad determined to seat the Czar upon the throne of the

old Eastern Empire Astonished at finding myself so far behind

the timts^ I sought diligently for some explanation of this change

In thQ course of m} inquiries, I came upon a distinguished English

statesman, who expressed the opinion that England would not fight for

Constantinople,and justified this opinionsomewhat as follows England

IS no longer ruled by her statesmen The people rule, and the states-

men can do nothing but follow public opinion This new democracy

knows but little of other European States, and cares nothing for the

balance of powei It is deeply interested m its own affairs, and is

quite willing to leave other States to manage theirs as they think best

It has, however, very decided ideas in regard to the Turks, acquired

at the time of the Bulgarian atrocity agitation It looks upon them

as a hopeless race, and it will never lift a finger to help them It

docs not believe in wasting men and money in foreign wars, or in

foreign alliances of any kind Moreover, it can never be roused to

action by any appeal to its interests It can only be moved by some
moral principle which appeals to its sense of duty So far as this is

a statement of fact, I have nothing to say If the people is king,

then to the people I appeal, with quite as much assurance as I

should to the statesmen, for so far as this statement is prophetic, I

venture to doubt whether any one can say what the English demo*

cracy will or will not do If it does not some day astonish its own
leaders, it will be unlike any other democrady that has ever existed

It IS true that a democracy is likely to busy itself about small

things, and its leaders are generally inclined to encourage this in

their own interests, as followers rather than leaders of public

opinion But when the people otice grasp a great question they i^re

capable of acting with the greatest energy, of making any sacrifice,

and of holding out to the end This was demonstrated in the cml
war in America The English democracy may or may not fight in

defence of Constantinople ,
but if it does not, it will be from no lack

of spirit It will be because it has failed to understand its interest
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and its duties, or because it has no leaders who are bold enough to

trust the wisdom and courage of the people It may be quite true

that the average English voter neither loves the Turks nor hates the

Russians Why should he 7 As a matter of sentiment he would as

soon see the Czar as the Sultan at Constantinople—and it would not

disturb him to know that both of them were at the bottom of the

Black Sea But, if I am not mistaken, the average Englishman is

much more likely to take a practical than a sentimental view of this

question If need be, he will fight for a principle, and he will fight

in defence of his own interests If it is really the duty of England

to defend Constantinople, it will be defended as well by the demo-

cracy of to day as by the aristocracy of thiity years ago, and, I

expect, with less grumbling w
For a fair understanding of this question m any one of its various

hearings, it is essential to grasp the full significance and extent *o£ the

conquest which is involved in the capture of Constantinople by way

of Bulgaria The frontier of Russia is to be advanced to the iEgean

and the Adriatic
,
the Black Sea is to become a Russian lake

,
at

least the coast of Asia Minor from Trebizond to the iEgean is to be

Russian But this advance of the frontier involves the annexation

of some of the richest provinces and the most important commercial

centres m Europe, with a population of twenty millions The

strength and the. wealth of Russia will be increased in a much greater

proportion than her territory It is not like the annexation of the

wastes of Central Asia, which, so far as Europe is concerned, weakens

the power of Russia Great armies, and the means of supporting

them, are to be found in this territory It would be possible for

Russia to add a well-equipped force of 125,000 men to her army,

within a month after her occupation of Bulgaria and Roumama,
from these two piovinces alone With the occupation of Constanti-

nople and the whole territory she could depend on at least a quarter

of a million, and would tax the people to support them They could

pay this tax more easily than the Russian peasants pay their taxes

As a naval Power the position of Russia would be totally changed

She would be better situated than any other Power to control the

Mediterranean Holding the Dardanelles, with the Marmora and

the Black Sea behind it, and all the advantages of Constantinople as

an arsenal, she would have a naval position which is unsurpassed in

the world She would become supreme in Europe No one Power
* and no ordinary coalition of Powers would be able to resist her will,

or to act in any direction without consulting her wishes

This 18 no fancy picture It is the histone destiny of Russia,

^which even ** Liberal Russians expect to see realized within a few
years It is what Russia was quietly preparing for when Pnnee
Alexander deranged her plans The Bulgarian army was then already
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counted as a part of the Russian army, and was absolutely under

the control of the Emperor Arrangements had already been mc^de

to bring Eastern Roumelia and Macedonia under Russian control,

and now nothing but the armed intervention of Europe can prevent

the speedy success of Russia in the full execution of this grand

design

It IS plain that such an extension of the Russian Empire must
seriously affect British interests, both political and commercial With
the Czar at Constantinople and the Sultan ruling as his vassal at

Broosa, what would become of the British Empire in India ? Some
persons have fondly imagined that if Russia were allowed to occupy

Const^mople she would be cpntent to let India alone Why should

she ^ ^w^th vastly increased advantages for overthrowing the British

power in India, why should she refrain from doing so ? If the Czar

did nothing, the very knowledge of the changed circumstances—the

vast increase of Russian power, the occupation of Constantinople, the

vassalage of the Caliph, and the increased difficulties of England—
would shake the power of England in India But the Czar would

improve his opportunity lie would not be Russian or even human
if he did not He would threaten, if not control, the Suez Canal

It would not be for the interest of other Mediterranean Powers to

oppose him in this or anything else He would use the Sultan to

make trouble among the Mohammedans At the same time there

would be nothing to oppose his advance on the line where he is act-

ing now in Central Asia England might still hold India in spite of

the Czar, but it would bo at such a cost as would make it hardly

worth holding She would have to increase both her naval and

military expenses enormously and peimanently No doubt Russia

will some day attack India whether she occupies Constantinople or

not, but she can certainly do it far better after than before

It IS not for a Constantinopolitan, however, to discuss this question

of India, and the only thing that I wish to insist upon is, that the

conquest of Constantinople would not in any way weaken the desire

of the Czar to overthrow the British power m the East It would

rather strengthen it And the great increase of the political power

of Russia in Europe which would result from this conquest would

correspondingly dimmish that of England, making it most difficult

for her to secure the moral or material support of other Powers in a

conflfct with Russia, and destroying her prestige m the East It

does not require any special knowledge of India to see the truth ol

these statements

The commercial interests of England would be even more seriously

affected by this advance of Russia There is no city on the

Continent where English commercial interests centre as they do at

Constantinople, and, under favourable circumstances, it is destined
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to become far more important than it is now Nature has destined

Constantinople to be one of the greatest commercial centres of the

world It IS true that of late years the mistakes of the Turkish

Government have reduced its importance, but this is only a tem-

porary thing Even the Turks are beginning to realize their

blunders Under Russian rule, or as a free city, it would rise again

at once, and become the emporium of the East A shrewd and

successful American merchant, who had travelled widely in this part

of the world, expressed the opinion not long ago, that within a

hundred years Constantinople would be the largest and richest

commercial city in the Old World He may be mistaken, but his

opinion is good evidence to show how Constantinople impresses an

iTnpgtrtial man who looks at it from a purely commercial staiH^ioint

Under Russian rule its growth would contribute nothing to the

commerce of England On the contrary, England would lose what

she now has The markets of all this part of the world would be

practically closed against her English goods would, to a great

extent, disappear fiom south-eastern Europe, and probably also

from Asia Minor This would result not simply from the fact that

Russia has a protective tariff The United States has a protective

tariff, and is at the same time England’s largest customer But

Russia goes farther She makes a special effort to exclude British

goods A dozen English steamers pass up the Bosphorus everv

day for Russian ports, but nearly all arc without cargo There was

formerly an important commerce in English goods between Con-

stantinople and Central Asia It has ceased since the advance of

Russia ovfer these countries The trade with Persia has also been

cut off, so fai as it has been iii the power of Russia to stop it

Just fifty years ago Mr Cobden published a pamphlet to prove

that it would be a great advantage to England to have Russia

capture Constantinople and annex the whole Turkish Empire He
maintained these views at the time of the Crimean War, and his

pamphlet was republished, with approval, by the Cobden Club in

1876 The argument is chiefly from the commercial point of view

So far from sympathising with Mr Arnold-Forster (Nineteenth

Century, Sept ), who would have England look to her colonies as

her great hope, Mr Cobden says the colonies are nothing but the

costly appendages of an aristocratic Government," and the sooner

they are left to themselves the better

But he argues that, while under the Sultan the decaying provinces

of the Turkish Empire consume British goods to the amount of only

half-a-million, and will consume less, the trade of England with
Russia IS always increasing with its wealth, and that the annexation

of Turkey would be followed by a wonderful development of British

trade in the East He claims that Russia cannot become a manu-
VOL Ll £
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factunng country, and that she is specially dependent on England.

No country can carry on great financial transactions except

through the medium of England These are the speculations of a

great theorist fifty years ago Now, let us look at the facts*

English tiade with Turkey, notwithstanding the continued reign of

the Sultan, has steadily increased Mr Cobden says it was £500,000

in 1835 Now the single small province of Eastern Roumeha i»

reported to consume half that amount of British goods, and the

imports of these goods into Turkey in 1884 amounted to nearly

€7,000,000 The total of British tiade with what was Turkey in

1835 IS now about 632,000,000 During these same years has the

consumption of British products m Russia increased in the same

proportion r* He does not give the amount in 1835, and I have no

official statistics, but Black gi\c3 the sum at 61,750,000 In 1880

it was £8,000,000, with a steady decline to 1885, when it was

65,000,(X)0, or £2,000,000 less than T'urkcy

During these fifty years Turkey has grown smaller in tcrritoiy ^nd

population, while Russia has increased her population from GO

millions to more than 100 millions According to Mr Cobdeu^s

theories, making full allowance for the general increase of trade

throughout the world, Tuikey ought to be still impoiting to the

amount of about £500,000, while Russia ought to be buying at least

6 55,000,000 worth of British produce As to lus other statements,

the produce of Russian manufactures is not less than 6250,000,000

,

and Berlin has much more to do with Russian finance than England

has

Time has proved Mr Cobden^s remarks to be unfounded, and his

conclusion is equally fafec The capture of Constantinople and the

advance of Russia to the Adriatic will practically put an end to

English commerce in this part of the world This is the fixed policy

of the Russian Government, and it will be applied here as vigorously

as it has been in the countries annexed during the last ten years An
old English merchant, who has dealt with those provinces for many
jears, and who has lately visited them, assures me that he can buy
there as freely as ever, but that he can sell nothing

At the present time Russian trade with Turkey is small, but the

capture of Constantinople would give her the practical control of the

Empire and she would take the place of England If she is kept

withm her present frontiers, there is no reason why English com-

merce with Turkey should not continue to steadily increase If left

to themselves, the small States of south-eastern Europe will rapidly

increase m wealth and population, and, notwithstanding the weak-

ness of the Turkish Government, it is a fact that Asia Minor is every

year a better customer of England With the railways which are

now projected commerce will rapidly increase We have but little
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jf^tience with the Turks and speak contemptuously of their reforms,

but those who have lived for thirty Or ^orty years in Asia Minor

know very well that there has been great progress in building roads,

in the administration of the law, and especially in the seciinty of life

and property. Like Russia, Turkey is a despotism of the Asiatic

type , but there is far more liberty here than there, even for the

natives of the eountity, and the present Sultan is doing his best to

develop the resources of the Empire Whatever may be the final

destiny of Constantinople, it is, beyond a doubt, for the present

interest of English commerce that it continue to be the capital of

the Turkish Empire, and it can never be an advantage to England to

have it annexed to Russia, whatever the alternative may be

There is still another view which we are bound to take of the

advance of Russia to Constantinople It is not a now one , English-

men were once very familiai with it At the time of the Crimean

War it was presented fully as a moral justification of the action of

England in defending Turkey It was claimed that tins war was

really a conflict between Eastern and Western civilization, between

despotism and liberty
,
that it was undertaken, not to defend Turkey

or English interests, but the rights of man Here is an extract from

the Economist of Dec 2, 1854 —
^^]Vliat me iie for f It is not, as Mi Bright has d'lrcd to represent,

‘ to uphold a filthy despotism ’ It is not to maintain a decrepit Government,
which may or may not bo npidly improving, which may or may not bo ible

to lecovcr its vitality and romw its stiength but with which we can hive,

per se, no very close or vivid symp ithics It is not to retain in the East ol

Europe that political ind diplomatic influence which we began to feai might
bf* overshadowed by the growing power of our riv il It is not, in a word, toi

iny of those trifling or hollow purposes for which too many of our former
wais were undertaken We are fighting not for Tuike^ but for Europe
We arc fighting not loi a Mohammedan despotism, but for^uropean freedom
and civilization We are fighting not foi Turkey but against Russia Wo
are doing what the very difliculties we encounter show us ought to have been
done long ago We are engaged in the task of controlling and beating
bick a Power which alieady overshadows half of Asia and three fourths ot

Europe, which a few more years of supine inaction on our part, and ot

tolerated encroachment on hers, ni ly make absolutely irresistible, and whom
we know to be the lesolute, instinctive, conscientious foe of all tl at we Jiold

dearest and most sacred—ol humm rights, of civil libeity, of enlightened
piogress A little more sleep and a little more folding of the hands to rest

—

a little more pausing in apathy, is w e have been doing year after year, step

after step, conquest after conquest—and Russia would have been supreme
at the Sound and on the Dardanelles, and the chance of saving civili/ntion and
assuring freedom have been lost for ever ** If we arc not to stand for

ever aloof in cold indifference to the welfare and existence of other States
,

if

there be such things as social duties among nations
,

finally, if it be as right to
draw the sword in defence of the highest interests of humanity as of our own
material possessions, we in our hearts Relieve that history can rarely point
to a war so just, so holy, and so imperative as this

”

This is a fair specimen of hundreds of articles that were written

L 2
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during those years, and I find them not only interesting, but some-

'vrhat novel I do not remember to have read much of late years on

the duties that we owe to liberty and the rights of man, or

the fundamental principles of Western civilization Perhaps Louis

Napoleon^s idea of the rights of nationalities has takmi the place of

the idea of individual liberty , or possibly Bismarcknbas rendered

despotism once more respectable Perhaps wef have half accepted

the claim of Socialism, that c'vic liberty is worthless and our own
civilization a failure , or possibly we have been fully occupied with

the effort to rid ourselves of Christianity Whatever may be the

reason, there has not been much said on this subject of late, and

even the French Republic seems to have inherited none of the

propagandist spirit of the Revolution It seems to be more utterly

selfish than even the last Empire

But are these things really less dear or less important to us than

they were thirty vears ago ^ Are they no longer worth fighting for ^

There nas no difference of opinion on this subject in Great Britain

at the time of the Crimean War Those who opposed the war then,

and those who have condemned it since, did so on the ground that

no such interests vicrc really at stake, and it must be confessed that

appearances Mere somewhat in favour of this view, in spite of the

honest conviction of the English people to the contrary I have no

wish to discuss the Crimean War I wish only to call attention to

the noble principles which inspired the people at that time What-

ever may have been true then or in other wars, there is no need of

question or misapprehension now Russia cannot claim that her

advance is now in the interests of any oppre^ised nationality She is

not called by any persecuted Christians to free them from the

Tuikish yoke Bulgaria has no desire to be annexed to the Russian

Empire She has resisted the encroachments of Russia to the best

of her ability, and what she demands is liberty to work out her own
destiny The aim of Russia is conquest, it is to fulfil her histone

destiny, to capture Constantinople and extend her frontiers to the

Adriatic From her point of view this is, no doubt, a perfectly

natural and reasonable object It is easy to understand that the

Czar may honestly feel that he has reason to rage against the

Bulgarians, who most unexpectedly stand in his way He jprobably

thinks that he has a divine right to capture Constantinople and

restore it to Orthodoxy He undoubtedly believes that it would be a

blessing to Europe if he ruled the whole of it, and could reduce it to

the condition of Russia It is not necessary to attribute to him any

unworthy motives, or to question his sincerity if he draws his sword

in the name of the Holy Trinity He represents an idea of civiliza-

tion, of government, and of the rights of man, totally different from

ours—an idea which we believe to be destructive of all human
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progress , an Asiatic rather than a European idea It is not for us

to force our idea upon him or his people If they are satisfied, or

if they are not yet ready to appreciate and accept our idea, it is

their ovrn afiair We may pity them, but we have no right to

declare war painst them In fact, so far as I know, the Anglo-

Saxon race has no race antipathy for the Russians On the contrary,

there is much in the Russian character with which we can sympathize

better than any other race in the world For my own part, there is

no people m Europe which has interested me more than the

Russians

But when the Czar proposes to use his despotic power and the

vast resources which are at the command of his single will, to force

his idea upon Europe, to destroy the liberties of rising nationalities,

and to threaten our civilization, it seems to me that if there is in

England any of that spirit which was manifested thirty years ago, it

will rise to resist the advance of Russia If England has more faith

in democracy than she had then, so much the more reason is there

for hci to defend it

Tliat the advance of Russia Mill be the destruction of the liberties

of south-eastern Europe is plain enough The Roumanians, Bul-

ganans, Servians, and Greeks jbave no sympathy with the Russian

idea However we may account for it, these races under Turkish

rule learned to hate despotism and to value individual liberty They

grew into sympathy with Western rather than Eastern civilization

All their hopes and aspirations arc in that direction, and have been

ever since their emancipation The Greeks, who have been fice the

longest, are more demociatic than the French, and quite as much so

as the English There is no reason why these races, if left to them-

selves, should not be in full sympathy with the best Ideas of Western

Europe, and do their part in solving the great problems of human
progress There is no reason why they should not oome into a

friendly alliance between themselves, and secure peace, wealth, and

prosperity to this part of the world Up to the present time the

chief obstacle to this alliance has been the constant intrigues of

Russia Put an end to this and give them time, and they will then come
into harmony It may seem hard to make this charge against Russia,

when all these people omc morq or less of their liberty to her efforts

But it 18 true, and the Bulgarians have been told often enough
within the past year, by the Russians themselves, that Russia fought

the last war for her own interests and not for theirs

The advance of Russia to Constantinople will condemn these

people to the fate of Poland Their hberties will be abolished, their

hopes crushed, and their spint broken South-eastern Euiope will

be lost to civilization and progress, and become the support of Rus-
sian despotism Is there nothing here which is worth defending

—
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nothing which the new English democracy thinks worth fighting

for ? Has the democrac} discovered that all interests but selfish

ones are exploded superstitions ^ I believe that those English poli-

ticians who thuiL that this is the spirit of the democracy have made

the great mistake of their li\e« They will find it mom easily stirred

by moral considerations than the old aristocracy

But the liberties of South-eastern Europe are not the only ones

that will be endangered by the advance of Russia If she secures

the vast increase of power involved in this conquest; her influence will

be supreme in Europe; and one of two things must follow eithei

the submission of Europe to the dictation of Russia and the gradual

substitution of Russian foi AVestern civilization; or a life-and-death

struggle between the two, which would arrest the progress of Europe

for fafty years, even if Russia utre defeated It is true that the

Continental Powers, and Austria first of all, ha\e a more immediate

interest in this impending danger than England has It is true that

the Russian hates the German and the Bulgarian with a bitterness

beyond our comprehension, and has no such hatred of the English-

man , but it is the dream of a fooPs paradise to imagine, as one writei

suggests, that England can allow Europe to go to destruction, and ^ct

remain rich and prosperous as mistrq/ss of the seas and powerful m
her colonic^ England is not mistress of the seas now, and still less

would she be so if Russia were at Constantinople She is not so fai

from Europe as to be beyond the reach of Russia e\en now How
manv allies did she find when a war was imminent in 1885 ^ Eveiy

advance of Russia m Europe must weaken the powpr, dimmish the

commerce, increase the expenditure, and endanger the liberties of

England English civilization has its own pcculiantic<«, but it is

essentially tlie civilization of Europe, and it will stand or fall with

Ibis ]t has its imperfections, ^nd there is plenty ot room for im-

provement , but it will not be improved by the Russification of

Europe True civih/ation is constantly aggressive, and it is not this

icaturc of Russian civdization to which wc object If the Russians

believe, as they say so openly, that the ciiilization of Europe is corrupt

and dying, while theirs is pure ^nd living, it is their duty to be

aggresbiie But if England values her civilization, she must defend

It oA the Continent as well as at home It will be a poor consolation

to know that south-eastern Europe and Austria have been the fiist to

suflfer, when England herself comes to feel the weight of the Russian

advance, and when it is too late to turn b^k the tide

It may be true that England cannot defend Constantinople alone

against an advance of Russia by way of Bulgaria, but it is equally

true that Austna cannot do it alone It has been supposed that

Austria might compromise with Russia and save herself by becoming
an accomplice, but tins is an idea which could only have occurred
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to one who was imperfectly acquainted with the Balkan Peninsula

If Russia secutes Bulgaria, she is just as certain to go to the Adriatic

as she is to come to Constantinople The nature of the country and

the character of the people are such that no Power could share it

with Russia, Incept, perhaps, as a temporary expedient Austria and

England together could save Bulgaria and defend Constantinople,

•even if Russia attacked India at the same time For both it would

be strictly a defensive war—a war in defence of life and liberty I

believe that for both it would be a war worth every sacrifice that it

would cost

It is said, with how much truth I do not know, that France,

which has always claimed to be the founder and leader of our Western

civilization, has allied herself with Russia and will support her advance

—that she has sold herselfto Russia in order to drive England out of

Egypt It IS said that Germany, which has aspired to dominate

Europe, fears a Franco-Russian alliance, and will not move to assist

Austria, but on the contrary advises her to compromise with Russia

It 18 said that Austria and England distrust one another, and that

Turkey will give up the Balkans to secure a precarious lease of

Constantinojile for a few more years It is said that it is better to

sacrifice Bulgaria than to have a Euiopean war This all seems

incredible to me It is true that no Power in Europe can desire

war, and that no Power can now say decidedly what disposition it

would wish to maie of Coifetantinople if the Turks were to leave it

But it does not follow from this that they will allow Russia to take

advantage of their jealousies to secure its road to Constantinople and

finally capture the city

Still, history sometimes repeats itself, and it remains to be seen

whether it will do so in this case

Once before in the history of the world Europe has been summoned
to defend Constantinople in the interests of civilization It was then

the bulwark of Christendom It had long defended Europe against

the e\er-advancing Turk But the Emperor was weak, his

Court was feeble and corrupt, his people demoralized, his treasury

empty, and his friends few He had lost Bulgaria as well as Asia,

and the Turks had gamed it He appealed to Europe, in the name
of Christianity and civilization, to save itself m saving him No one

eared for him, which was not strange perhaps, and it was not the

business of any one in particular to defend Euiope Perhaps they

thought that the Turk was not so bad after all, and that when he had
won Constantinople he would be content to let Europe alone, or that his

character might change under these new circumstances At any rate,

the question whether Constantinople was worth fighting for was
discussed all over Europe, and while they were still discussing the
city was captured Ihe story is too familiar to be repeated here

,
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but the fact is worth recalling, that when it was too late Europe

recognized the importance of Constantinople, and suffered the conse-

quences of her folly for centuries The Turk was not less aggressive

than before He was far more than ever the terror of the world

lie did not adopt European civilization He did his b|st to destroy

it, as his conscience bound him to do After 400 j ears he is still

here

And now Europe is once more discussing the same question It

cares as little, perhaps, for the Sultan as the old Europe did for the

Emperor Constantine Palaeologus, and is as much puzzled as to the

future of the city It is summoned, however, to defend it against the

Czar of Russia, the present representative of Asiatic despotism and a

new civilization which is to be forced upon Europe

I do not mean any disiespcct either to the Czar or to the memory
of Mahomet II in making this comparison I do not attribute to the

Czar any intentions that have not been proclaimed by his most

intimate fiiends and advisers as a part of the ‘ histone destiny of

Russia She is to capture Constantinople, and from this vantage-

ground she IS to comert Europe to her own ideas of government,

destroy Western civilization, and substitute a higher and bettei one

of her own in its place Such was also the plan of Mahomet II

The question is, whether Europe »ill repeat the mistake which she

made in 1153

« An Old Residlnt
Const VNTINOPJF, DecemUr C, ISPC
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M Z0L\ as a noAelist has a very large public “Nana/^ the

• ‘^Assommoir/^ and their congeners, have passed through

many editions, have numbered thousands of intellects, good, bad,

and indifferent , have been read pretty well everywhere Their repu-

tation, to use the consecrated phrase, is European But M Zola

as a critic is much less widely known I doubt if there be a great

many Englishmen who are aware that he is a critic at all

And yet M Zola as a ciitic is a by no means inconsiderable per-

sonage He has in several volumes criticized literature, life, art,,

the drama, politics, and other matters He has said his say, rather

copiously, on his compeers and contemporaries among French* novel-

ists and playwrights He has criticized his own critics, not without

asperity He has, in short, elbowed his critical way in every direc-

tion with remarkable vigour, Mtting hard and# freely to right and

left, parrying the blows aimed at himseli and his friends, drink-

ing delight of battle in a very ei^ent manner And with all this

bludgeon play—for even his admirers would scarcely affirm that the

lapier is his favourite weapon—^it cannot at all be sMd that he fights

as one beating the air He knows perfectly what he is about Be-

hind his judgments on man and things there is a definite, consistent

body of doctrine, a philosophy of life and art We may deny his

dogmas, reject his standards, be tempted to smile at his pretensions,

his lofty claims as a moralist and regenerator of mankind , but we
cannot in fairness refuse to regard him as one who during a con-

siderable number of years has held to the same opinions and preached
them with real conviction, and whose criticisms are the application,

C9nscientious and mdepeffident, of the opinions so held

This at once, as I think—great ability being granted—^makes of
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M Zola the critic au interesting figure To me, indeed; considering

the curious lights and reflections which his views cast upon certain

phases of contemporary thought, he is in certain respects more

interesting as a critic than as a novelist For the novelist, however

vigorous and masterful his own personality, must perforce, if he is

an artist at all, efface himself very much in order to give fuller, in-

tenser life to the characters he has evoked He can only address

the world, to any very systematic purpose, through their mouths, and

as it were at second hand But the critic, especially the dogmatic

critic, has no need to exercise such self-restraint He can proclaim

his own opinions from the house-tops He can explain their why
and their wherefore, whence they come and whither they are tend-

ing
,
preach them in all then fulness And thus, though there is

much of M Zola^s mind that wc can deduce easily enough from his

novels, yet, if we wish really to formulate his creed, wc must go to

the six volumes of his miscellaneous essays

Ills creed—it is certainly one that at first sight seems to imply

some personal arrogance Briefly, and not altogether unfairly, it may
be summanred thus on the topmost and finest pinnacle of the

structure which the slow hand of Time has so patiently evolved,^^

there stand M Zola and his friends, the French novelists of the

" Experimental and Naturalist " school But as this may look

like caricature on my part, and as it is really far from my intention

to urge against him any very serious charge of inordinate self-asser-

tion and self-esteem, jierhaps I had better amplify this bald summary,

and explain how he comes to regard himself as occupying a position

of such exceptional vantage

M Zola, then, holds—therein following Comte—that the world has

passed through its theological infancy, discarded the metaphysics of

its adolescence, and at last reached tl^e manhood of Positivism The

age, as he is never \^ary of declaring, is an age of facts, of science,

of that relative knowledge which alone is possible to humanity

Nay, he is bold to affirm that seiencc is the poetry of our age

,

science, with iM marvellous out-blossommg of discoveries, its con-

quests over matrer, the wings that it has bestowed on man so as to

multiply Ins activity tenfold * Even admitting this, however—and

of course the well-disposed disputant will always admit anything

—

there still deems room for wonder that in this world of facts the

fictionist should be entitled to take so high and important a place

But that IS the very point M Zola is most bent on establishing

Accordingly, in order to storm and hold this key to his whole position,

he marshals all the big battalions of his logic, urges his argufnents to

* It muBt be nnderatood that this multiplication of activity by means of wings is

M /olas image, not minc^
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the assault with unflagging spirit, and is never weary of issuing

bulletins of triumph over the victories which he claims

Let us follow his conquering arms for a moment, and survey the

field of battle as he sees it Certainly, thus he argues in effect

There may at first sight seem to be some incongruity in claiming

for the novelist the very first place in an age which crowns all other

ages because it is an age of fact , but that is because the world has

been accustomed to take an altogether wrong view of the novelist's

functions He has hitherto been regarded as a man of imagination,

who had done his duty when he had invented a senes of incidents

more or less probable, or of characters more or less heroic He was

to be a story-tellei like Dumas, or a brilliant vtrtmso on the instru-

ment of language like Victor Hugo, or an exponent of idealized

passion like George Sand In brief, his world was to be an ideal

world But all that has been changed, revolutionized, reformed, by

the greater novelists of to-day To the ideal world, dear to the

spiritualist generation of 1830, has succeeded the world of a genera-

tion—^^my generation/' IVL Zola is fond of calling it, somewhat

royally—“ which is positivist Both these worlds are in presence

One must kill the other" Not, of course, that the superb noonday

of the present came quite suddenly and without a dawn There

was Stendhal, who first streaked the grey of the classic and romantic

night , and then Balvac—Balzac, the vastest brain of this century/'

^^the true man of the age"—who scarcely perhaps realized the

importance of his own mission, and retained to the end a quite

childish admiration for Sir Walter Scott, but who nevertheless

expired, stoned and crucified, as the Messiah of the great school

of Naturalism " And into his labours have entered Flaubert, the

brothers Ue Goucourt, M Daudet, M Zola himself, and a host of

other puissant if lesser writers. They form that great school of the

present and future To them man is no ideal being, mendaciously

sublimed and glorified by the possession of a soul, but a highly

developed animal, forming the last link in a long chain of evolution

As such the new school study him They are his l&turalists " They
collect facts about him, collate and classify those hlman documents"
on which he writes, consciously or unconsciously, the story of his

instincts, passions, powers, appetites

Nor must it for a moment be supposed that the beneficent

functions of the novelist are limited to the discovery and record of

facts Even so, his value, sociologically, woald»no doubt be immense
But in reality he docs much more There is m M Zola's ‘^Le
Boman Experimental"^ a smgular article, which in fact gives its jxwaxe

* I may as well enumerate here M Zola's ontijcal works Ihe first is entitled, very
obaractonstically, Mes Haines," for M Zola is a cood hater, and would, sq far, have
pleased Dr Johnson

, and then come—-1 am not adopting any particidsrorder—*** Le
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to the book^ explaining how, from M Zola’s point of view, the new

school of novelists are ^^experimenters" m human nature He
takes for text a scientific treatise by Claude Bernard on "Experimental

Medicine," and pioves, with many comments and much quotation,

that the methods of the scientist and novelist are analogous For,

just as the scientist " employs the methods of simple or complex

investigation m order to vary and modify natural phenomena, and

exhibit them under circumstances and conditions under which

Nature does not present them," thereby wringing from them their

deepest secrets ,
even so the novelist can vary and modify the circum-

stances under which human phenomena are presented In the great

laboratory of man’s life all the elements are absolutely at his disposal

Parentage, inherited tendencies, sex, age, education, character, intel-

lect, fortune, social position, nationality—all that goes to make the

difference between one human creature and another, is in his hand

He has but to alter the proportions or change the conditions, and

watch the result Thus he can, for instance, take any given

character and place it among such surroundings as he pleases, and

then study at leisure the influence which those surroundings will

exercise upon that particular character So he vanes the phenomena

of Nature So he enlarges the sphere of positive knowledge So, with

a sure hand, he maps out the future destinies of man Once grant

that the results thus obtained have a strictly scientific value, and the

consequences are far-reaching, immense Nor isM Zola the person to

forego any claim, however exalted, on behalf of himself and his fellow-

craftsmen A breath of quite lyrical enthusiasm passes over him as

he reveals the glories of the" experimental" no\elists achievements,

and shadows forth the splendouis of his mission He returns to

the subject again and again, and yet again He is never weary

of it

“ There are no limits,” he cries, " to the ‘^plieie ofthe novel It has invaded
*nd disjjossebsed all other forms of literature Like science, it has conquered
tlie world It attacks any subject, embraces history, treats of physiology and
psychology, rises tp the highest flights of poetry, studies the most diverse
questions—^pohtic|||BOCial economy, religion, morals Tlie whole of nature is

its domain, and m that domain it moves with the utmost freedom, adopting
uiy form at will, selecting any tone that may seem most suitable, recognizing

no boundary or limit In truth, the masterpieces among modern novels
go far deeper into the secrets ol man and nature than grave works of history,

philosophy, and ciiticism It is the modern tool of tools ” *

“ Our object,” he cries 'igain, "is the same as that of the phjsiologist and
medical experimentalist We, too, desire to master the phenomena of the
intellectual and personal elements, so as to be able to direct them We are,
m a word, experimenting moralists, who demonstrate by our experiments

^eptnmentaJ,” ** Les Romanciers Naturalistes,” ‘'Documents Litt^raires,” “ Le
^laturaliaine au TJh fttre,” “ Kos Auteurs Dramatiques,” and “ Une Canq>agne ”

* " Le Roman Experimental,” p 124
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how a given passion will operate in a certain social environment Whene\er
we really hold in our hand the mechanism of that passion, we shall be able

to subject It to trcitment, and to reduce it, or at least to render it as

innocuous as possible And in this dwell the practical usefulness and high

morality of our ‘ Naturalist ’ works—works which experiment on man, which
take the human machine to pieces and put it together again, in order to make
it work under the influence of a given enviropment When time has progressed,

when a full knowledge of the governing laws is ours, we shall only have to

acton individuals ^nd environments if we wish to realize the best social condi-

tion Thus are we practical sociologists, and oui task is the furthering of

political and economic science Nor, I repeat, do I Know of any nobler work,
nor of any work larger in its application To be^lord over good and evil, to be
able to rule over hie, over society, to finally solve the problems of socialism,

and above all to solve by experiment questions of criminality, and so to establish

i solid basis for the action of justice—is not this to be the most useful and
most moral of workers in the field of human labour ?

” *

And yet again he cries know of no school more moral and austere than

that of the ‘ Naturalist * novel-writers
”

Now, there are doubtless some of my readers from whom this

aspect of the Naturalist school had been a little veiled perhaps, and

who have not hitherto fully appreciated the sublime moral mission of

such works as Nana,^^ Therese Raquin," and Pot Bouille
”

They may have failed to detect the truly apostolic character of

M Zola They may be tempted even to, smile at his solemn

declaration, Ibat because Scott idealizes passion, therefore Scott^s

moral influence is more pernicious than that of M Zola^s friends

They mav not, in short, have recognized in what an austere and

strictly scientific spirit he and his were toiling for the good of man
But then my readers are Englishmen, and if not Protestants, at

least brought up in a Protestant country, and so far in a Protestant

environment ” , and how should Protestantism understand the deep

things of M Zola ? For M Zola, who therein again follows Comte,

holds Protestantism in high disdain It has, as he considers,

poisoned the world with "false virtue and false modesty”! It is

"drowning” France It is "threatening” " the Jlepublic ” It is

"ravaging” French "literature” It has bound and gagged the
" England of Shakespeare and Ben Jonson ” It has brought us to

such a low ebb of imbecility that since Dickens weHave not had a

single writer of any merit It is " the enemy,” the arch-enemy

He " defies an artist ever to be able to live on good terms with a

Protestant ”

Clearly, therefore, it is not for us, poor insulanes that we are, to

judge of the moral aspect of the " Naturalist ” movement But
still we may perhaps be in a position to judge of M Zola's pre-

tensions to give scientific value to the novels of "Naturalism”

1 Roman Exp^nmental,** p 23
T x^ua mourona de fauaae vertu et de faoase pudeur,** saya M Zola. 1 don't know

that I should dpi lort have expected his end to come in precisely that manner
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And here truth compels me to declare that the whole of his elaborate

argument is^ in my opinion at least| but as a glimmer of moonshine

He himself shall help me to prove it, for M Zola does not always

remember to be the man of science and puritaif, of " Naturalism/^

He sometimes, as when wilting the sentence which I last quoted,

thinks of himself as an artist , and as an artist, especially an artist

who aspires also to be a critic, he has had occasion to seek for

what he would call the " formula of his art He did so many
years ago when writing “ Mes Haines,'^ and is evidently still quite

satisfied with the result
,
*for he returns, in the Documents Lit-

tcraires/^ to the formula which he then discovered, and quotes it

with complacency I, too, am therefore justified in treating it with

respect, and not regarding it as one of the utterances of what

M Zola calls his hours of weakness—liis hemes kicked This, then,

is the definition A work of ait is a corner of nature seen through

the medium of a temperament A corner of nature * Here wc
aic well within the regions of science Astronomy, geology, botany,

and, I will grant for the sake of argument, even sociology—all these

co\cr ‘‘ corners of nature, more or less extended, all embrace facts

and cerfain theories, more or less definitely established, explaining

the facts and their relations But a temperament * ” What has

that to do with the matter '' The astronomer does^ot examine

the stars through the medium of his tcmpciament,^^ nor a

geologist the strata of the earth, nor a botanist the structure of

plants And if a sociologist does so examine the phenomena of

society—as, in fact, sociologists mainly do—why, then he is doing

what in him lies to dcstioy the scientific character of his special

" ologv No The object of the real scientist is to cultivate his

•Iiowcis of oliservatioii, of classifying and systematizing fact, and

even to foster, wlnle he restrains, that superb gift, the scientific

imagination—but to get rid altogether of his temperament He
wishes to see his “ corner ot nature m an absolutely dry light, and

IS great lu so far as he succeeds

But the artist, as M Zola very rightly tells us, docs see his " cornci

of nature ‘^through the medium of his tempcr«imeat —a Very

different thing And as he images that corner of nature back to us

in the mirror of his art, he shadows it with his gloom or floods it

with bis sunshine , his passion makes it hot and lurid , his imagina*

tion irradiates it
,

his fancy plays over it , his nobler aspirations

glorify it with shafts of purest light
,

not a feeling of his soul but

casts upon it some reflection These additions from the artist's

temperament arc of the very essence of art Without them the

image of the corner of nature is but as a dry photograph if mirrored
in paint, or as a dull statement of facts if mirrored in words
It has no claim to regarded as a work of art at all M Zola
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himself would recognize this freely and always, if he were not

blinded by his scientific pretensions Has he not gone so far as to

say "In my view a work of art is an individuahty, or

personality What I look for above all else in a picture is

a man, and not a picture i*” * And if the action of the individual

upon the object presented be so all-important, what becomes of that

dry light which is the light of science ^ What becomes of om
novelist’s claim to sit in the professor’s chair, arid conduct a series of

experiments, coram po/mlo, lor tho benefit of man’
A series of experiments—alas ! shall I confess that that claim to

attach scientific valUe to the novelist’s creations, as if they were
experiments in science, and to employ them for the solution of

social problems, seems to me moie illusory than all A novelist

produces a certain character That character is bom partly of

observation, but very much more, if the character is to have life, of

the novelist’s imagination It is placed by the novelist in a world,

or, as M Zola would prefer to say, in an environment, which is also

the result in part of observation and in part of imagination The
cnviionmcnt acts on the character in a certain manner, and that

M Zola regards as the equivalent of a scientific experiment Hut
all the elements of a seientific experiment are wanting We touch
fact at no stage of our proceedings When a chemist puts certain

bodies into a crucible, ho knows exactly what those bod^ies are, and
to what action he subjects them, and his " temperament ” has nothing

to do with the result Here, however, the contents of the crucible

arc hypotheses, guesses, surmises, intuitions, observations
, and the

altogether uncertain action to which they are subjected is " tempera-
ment” One might as well expect to obtain a purely scientific

result by alchemy and the black art Of course I do not mean any
such absurdity as that the novelist’s observations of life and charactei

go foi nothing, and that he has no power of revealing what lies hidden
in the hearts and minds of men Ho possesses such power unques-
tionably Take " Adam Bede,” for instance We know the people

in that book better, with a closer intimacy of knowledge, t.lnn^ nine-

tenths of the persons whom we meet in actual life The world to

which it introduces us is for us all as a corner of the real world
The writer by her consummate art produces upon us the highest of
art illusions—the illusion of realitv Let us honour with all honour
what IS so admirable Let us honour it too much to palter with
language, and talk of science when in fact we are dealing with art

No|r, of course there are temperaments and temperaments,
very good, and some not quite so admirable, and upon the quality erf

the temperament will in a great measute depend the quality of tbe
art A few years ago, as I well remember, Mr Liebreich, ilie

* ** M€8 Hamea ”
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oculist, read a paper at the Royal Institution, proving, to his own

but not Mr Ruskin's satisfaction, that cei^tain peculiarities in the

pictures of Turner and Mulready were due to eye diseases, which

prevented those artists from seeing the world as it is seen by men

whose eves are quite healthy They looked at objects, such was

Mr Liebreich's contention, in the one case through a lens that had

lost its shape, and iti the other, its colour Even such a lens, as I

make bold to affirm, is M Zola’s temperament , and if I were at the

present moment reviewing his novels, nothing would be easier than

to show what a distorting and sombre influence it has exercised upon

his vision of nature’s corners, and how exclusively it has led him to

dwell upon the dust and the cobwebs But my task here is only vqry

incidentally connected with his novels 1 am dealing with him

mainly as a ciitic If, however, I ran show, as I think I can,

what fantastic tricks that temperament of his has played with his

criticism—why, then, I shall have disposed of his scicntiflc pretensions

even more effectiially perhaps than if I had established the unscien-

tific character of his fiction For the critic is bound to a severe

and equitable impartiality which is by no means necessary to the

artist

M Zola’s temperament, the essential literary character of him

—

in speaking of this it must of course be understood that I place his

private character entirely to one side Of what he may be lu the

ordinarv relations of life I neither know, nor have a right to know,

anything It is only his chaiacter as a writer that can possibly be

here in question When I sav, therefore, that the essential quality

of his spirit is coarseness, I must be exonerated from all intention o**

personal discourtesy Naturally, there are many other hues blended

in the temperament through which he views life art, and letters

But coarseness is the prevailing tone He seems to sec everything

through what may be called an animal atmosphere Docs this

expression seem unduly strong, and unwarranted by the ordinary

amenities of literature’ I scarcely think M Zola himself would

repudiate it Possibly he might even rcgaid it as a compliment

Has he not assured us that the result of all investigations into the

various classes of society is immediately to reach the beast in man,
whether covered by a black coat or by a blouse ” * And it is this

beast which his temperament leads him always to see, and to see

cxcludivdy A swarming, huddled mass of growling creatures, each

hounded on by his foul appetites of greed and lust
, the strong

succeeding rightly in virtue of their strength, and the weak, as

rightly, being pushed into the mire—such is his outlook on
humanity Love he scarcely recognizes save in its purely physical
* “ Nous arnvoaa tout de sinte Sla bSte humuae, loas 1 habit noir comme soils la

bloofe "—Roman hxpirmeiUal, p 266
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aspcol* All nobler aspirations and emotions he regards as the lying

inventions of writers who deceived their fellows in the dark ages

before the dawn of Naturalism For the conflict with the evil

in itself which every soul of the lietter kind is impelled to wage
unceasingly he has but words of sOorn Alas * there are some of us

whose ^^temperaments’* are less advanced, so that they cannot shaie

his pride in the contemplation of man as the Yahoo, and might even

see cause to regret that science should have power to multiply

tenfold the activity ’* of a creature so foul and noisome

Shall I show this temperament of M Zola m operation ^ His

friend, M de Gtoftcourt, a Naturalist ” like himself, but with more
delicate aspirations, had suggested to the younger writers of the

school that they should take the higher classes as subjects of study,

and so perchance produce novels of a somewhat better savour than

have lately been current

“ Excellent advice,” answers M Zok
,

but where are we to find that

better world ^ If m e are curious, if we look through the keyholes, I

suspect that we sh ill aeo in the higher classes exactly what we saw in the

people, for the human inimal is^ the same e\eiywhere, the garment only

differs Such was the opinion I formerly maintained, and the echoes of the

law courts justify me abundantly VVe who are people of mean condition

and smill fortune, we only know the worid through the disgraceful trials that

bre ik out every winter
”

Whereupon, taking for text a serieife of lamentable trials, and re-

capitulating their incidents, he asks, with honest indignation
•

Shall we be told that we are liars when we relate such things in our
no\ els ^ Will people shrug their shoulders, and declare that we do not know
the world? Shall we be accused of taking pleasure in casting dirt upon it,

and defaming ^t The world—this is the world when any passion agitates it,

when some violent drama tears aside its politeness and conventions Iilth is

it the bottom of it
” * **

Is this quite ^the dry, pure light of science ^ one is tempted to ask

Are the only human documents on which any particular class

inscribes its history the Newgate Calendar and the police reports ^

Can life in all its fulness—and one would fain add, in all its beauty

—be studied only in the Divorce Court and the Old Bailey’ Is

there nothing of noble or good that lies outside the ken of the Public

Prosecutor ? This is what comes of pursuing scientific investigations

through the medium of a temperament f

Take, again, M Zola’s criticism on M Daudet M Daudet, as

we all know, is a writer *of very singular charm There is about Mm
a fascination of sympathetic grace and poetry and strength Jlp(^

* Da Roman, ** Le Roman Expenmental/’ p 284 j
f M Zola, looking through his temperament, regards Lottes as tight

quet foriifaet^eal*woiibngtns& About gave to /its woi^dcrg imm tha aswifi^Uet of
La j^ance So do temperaments differ

^

VOL LI P
^
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the rugged M Zola acknowledges an influence so seductive,

modulates the harsh tones of his voice when speaking of the life

and works of this spoilt child of literary fortune, and like

“ Fell Cbaiylxlu, miirmurs soft apjdanae ”

But what does M Zola see to praise, and what to dispraise, in

]\I Daudet’s novels ^ To us, poor Protestants that we are, anci weary

perchance of the dreary monotone of adultery that drawls through

nearly all French fiction—to us there came a sense of rebef in being

introduced to a world in which some women were good and pure, and

a few men not altogether scoundrels There as we know,

aspects of French life which French literature seems almost of set

purpose to ticat with a conspiracy of silence One was grateful to

anv wntei who had the courage to break that silence One was glad

to meet with such characters as Madame Fromont or Madame
Ronmestan , to catch such a pretty glimpse of youth in its freshness

and purity as may be seen lu the famtlle Joyeuse , to note how chaste

and mhidcnly is the sad love idyll of the poor lame workwomai

Desiree Delobelle But all this side of M Daudet’s talent is naught

to M Zola What he has to say of IVtadame Fromont is contained

in less than two lines , of Madame Roumestan he says nothing , of

Desiree Delobelle he says little , while as to ihe famtlle Joyeuse, they

are naturally the “ least successful point in the novel
” They are

evidently not the result of •actual observation " By contrast with

the strong colour of the things really seen, they become all pale

—

they are tainted with conventional respectability They are “ to be

condemned from every point of view M Daudet is not to be tor-

given for sacnficing the peccant artist, Felicia Ruys, to these

bourgeoises, these “
dolls " Need M Zola have warned us that such

“ objections " might 'fpossibly have been " inspired " by “ his own
writer's temperament ?

"

But it IS the same throughout 1 could illustrate M Zola's ex-

clusive appreciation of the coarser elements in humanity by auj

number of examples selected almost at hazard from the volumes

before me What else is it that induces him to regard Messrs

Erckmaun-Chatrian as exhibiting in their novels a world all falsified

by optimism, as presenting " an eternal lie m their pictures of thi

soul ?
** To what else can be attributed hia admiration for the " real

philosophy and living style " of M Huysmans, who, “ as an observer

not going beyond the facts, sees but the beast m man " In truth,

nothing Qu^fies this stem Naturalist ^ he attacks the whole
Romantic schod, as hu does again and again, it is clearly not be-

cause their sesstiment so often nogs hollow and false, but because

* “ Ce nu»t dc •ddnction «st le mot juste il a B4dait ees omu, s£<hiit ]<> piildii
fccaiiit touB teux qm Tout apprdcli^ **— MomancierB Naiittra^isteB^ p 257
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they had any sentiment, any feeling, any aspirations at all He

cannot forgive them According to him, they were alt liars* We
have not, on this side of the Channel, been in the habit pf regard-

ing the French stage as over-squeamj^sh It is far too sq^toamish for

our fautor of “ Naturalism ” He cannot away with its conven-

tions He devotes a whole volume to show that such shreds of

reserve as it still retains ought ruthlessly to be tom away, and man

be presented on the boards naked and unashamed

Added to this coarseness df vision, which affects equallyM Zola's

outlook as an artist and as a cntic, there is that in him which alfects

his outlook as ^gsritic only, and yet is of such strength as to colour

his criticism even more powerfully perhaps than his coarseness A high

authonty assured us some few years ago that the critics were those

who had failed m literature and art The statement is sweeping

There are cntics who have never even tried to succeed in either ,
and

such may find comfort in the thought that the men who have suc-

ceeded are sometimes incapacitated by their very success from also

succeeding as critics Few indeed are the artists who can suffi-

ciently detach themselves from their own art to be able to judge

the art of others, the methods of others, and the aims of others, in

ah absolutely dispassionate spirit
^
Their comprehension has a com-

paratively narrow boundary Their sympatfiies are restricted Has

not the author of the "Earthly Paradise ” lately told us that he feels

no sympathetic admiration for the author ot
“ Paradise Lost " and

" Paradise Regained ’ And this one-sidedness, which in no way

detracts from the artists’ effectiveness as artists, and is often no doubt

a help, may very much affect the value of their critical utterftnees

They cannot cnticize without, consciously or unconsciously, bringing

their own productions into question M Zola is a case particularly

in point No one can deny that he is a no|||||ist of very great power

His strength does not exactly he where he tknks it does, as might

be shown easily enough on due occasion , but of the strength itself

there can be no question And it is simply as a masterful novelist,

iiaitig his own works for universal standard and cnterion,that he sits

in the critic’s judgment-seat

Let me illustrate my meauing M. Zola’s style is, according to

the punsts lu such matters, very fer from admirable It altogether

lacks the beauty and dainty strength, the supreme charm, of the

masters. Even a foreigner may note, in the volumes now before

me, passages not a few m wbcb the^motaphor m jumbled, and

the meoTiing obscured 1)^ the lue of abstract instead of coner^

terjus Accordingly, M Zola seems to make light of style Wba|t

value,” he asks, " should we attach to correctness, the obserraneoof

rules, the perfection of the whole ? ^ere are pages, scarcely eyiSn

* M Ctherbnliei^ in partienbr, '* li«S at hu easn,^

F 3
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written in French, which are superior m my eyes to the most admu-

ably conducted works, for such pages contain a whole personality—they

have the supreme merit of being unique and inimitable " So, too, he

tells us m a long essay on the novel, that style is altogether a mattei

of individuality, that “ it is possible to write badly, incorrectly, in a

wild, harum-scarum way,” and yet take rank among the gods So

also, he declares, it is not true that beauty alone is immortal
,
life

IS more immortal still ,
” and the noise which is made about forpi

will pass ” Again, among M Zola’s giffs delicate, light wit assuredly

finds no place He has nothing of what the French call esprit

Accordingly, he gravely assures us that “ the man 0i genius is not

^pmtuel

,

” which is surely a strange assertion to’ come from a fcllow-

countiyman of Voltaire Or take a much more important matter

According to M Zola,*^^ there is not a critic in France” French

criticism seems certainly to have passed the meridian of its palmiest

day Still, one has seen occasionally an article by M Scherer, or

M Tame, orM Montegut, orM Deschanel, or M Renan in a literary

mood, or even by the younger writers of the Revue des Deux MondeHy

as M Brunnetieie—an article that was not without merit, so that

so sweeping an assertion excites perhaps at first a feeling of surprise

The explanation, however, is not fjr to seek The function of the

critic, in M Zola’s view, is to herald the advent of all new writers,

and to proclaim their merits to the vvoild " He must study their

temperaments, show the rare qualities which they bring with them,

and thus educate the public, which will at last be tamed^and rendered

tractable There can be no nobler part than to accustom the great

multitude to the troubling splendours of genius ” But unfortunately,

as M Zola declares sadly, theie no critic of any name or powei

who has proved worthy of the superb mission of thus ^‘vulgarizing”

the novels of the “l(pturalist” school M Montegut is simply
“ made dizzy,” “ blinded ” by them, as by the sudden splendour of

the sun M Tame, m whom the young novelists had put all their

hopes,” has proved false, and turned out to be no more than a

‘‘ professor ” In short, there is no critic who will set everything in

its right place, throw back the past into the shadow, and place the

piesei^t in a great light of truth and justice,” and because there is no

entie who will put himself at M Zola’s point of view for the purpose

of advertising M Zola’s art, therefore there is no critic at all

Politicians are judged from much the same standpoint M Zola

makes short work of them Any one,” he declares, " may become

a Seeretary of Stt^te, if be really wish^ it— and has no genius ”

And be professes to explain why we, the wnters, have so gre^ a

ooutempt for politicdl^ ir « Our pride comes of this, that we
are m the only aWlute which exists la the world, that of pure
thought while thejare stengghng miserablym the relative of human
things bound hand and foot by necessities of all kinds, condemned
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to acts of cunning, folly, stnd crime Now, of course one mignt

question how far it was consistent far so positivist a personage to

claim to be in any absolute at all But letting that pass, I doubt if

the reason here given fully accounts for M Zola^s dislike for the

politicians He himself seems to suggest another and a strongei

reason, when ho savs, for instance, of Gambetta “ I am told that

in painting and sculpture he despises our French school, and swears

only by antiquity and the Renaissance , and likewise in literature

that he limits his sympathy to the classics, and is thus more bourgeois

than the bourgeqg^s M Thiers Well, that is quite enough for me
the man is judged He is not with us, the moderns and believers

And again he declares, even more explicitly, in an article entitled

Drunken Slaves, in my eyes the crime of the band (of politicians)

is unpardonable they do not love literature, and I hope that litera-

ture will nail them to some eternal gibbet of ridicule " There is no

critic, as we have just seen, because no writer will say the right thing

about the " Naturalist " novels, and even so, all politicians are con-

temptible because they refuse to read those same novels with pleasure

and approval, and to take them as a basis for scientific legislation

Truly wc are becoming very exclusive M Zola looks forward to a

time when the missionaries ot our sciences —mark the royal plural

—will go forth to interpret our gospels, our texts of truth, and

conquer intellects I fear that in the church founded by these Hot
Gospellers of Naturalism there will be avery short way with dissenters

”

It is needless, perhaps, to say that in M Zola’s judgments on

other writers the same spirit of rigid Naturalist orthodoxy

lirevails All the Naturalist authors, without any exception, so

far as I can see, are very great men As to the authors of the

earlier romantic generation of 1830, they what the French call

his black beast,^^ the wehrWolf that lurks lu the sombre places of

his imaginatiorf He rages against them coatmually Chateau

briand’s literary " royalty was but a disguise at which every one now^

smiles Yicfl^ Hugo, compared to Balzac, and again to Littre, is

but a rhetoncian and a little man Alfred de Musset iTares better,

because, though at starting he seemed to have draped himself in

the romantic rags, vet now we can almost believe that he adopted

that carnival costume in order to cast ridicule on the dishevelled

literature of the time
**

i^h^ophile Gautier was but a player upon

words—a melodist playing a romantic air '' George Sand

represents a dead formula—no more/' M Dumas the younger is

only a' " hrain all beclogg^ with philosophic fumes And sa

Nor le it to he wondered at that they all did so badly, seeing that

Romanticism itself is a ^‘leprosy" In short, their merit, in so^&r

as they had any, was to hasten the advent of the Realist school

"

This will be their " eternal honour " with posterity

Now, I repeat, it is no part of my purpose to bring against
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M Zola any charge of personal arrogance^ still less of personal

vanity All I wish to establish is, that in his cntidsm, as in his

novels, temperament," and convictions of a fervour almost religious,

play an altogether disproportionate part And, unfortunately, what he

sees through temperament and prepossession he regards as seen in

the dry light of science Hence his error In his narrowness ot

\i$ion, he IS, as it were, the Comte de Chambord of literature

One word in conclusion M Zola claims again and again that

the present is his, and the future also A literature," he tells

us, ‘^is but the product of a society At the present hour our

democratic society is beginning to find in ‘ Naturalism Mts literary

expression, at once magnificent and complete " Putting aside

these adjectives as not tending to elucidation, it may perhaps be

profitable to consider how far M Zola is right Is it true that

Naturalism is a form of literature that will more and more commend
itself to democracy ? Naturalism, as preached by M Zola, means

an insistence on the coarser and more animal elements in human
nature He himself is constrained to admit that there are certain

things which it is impossible to put into print " But what he is too

squeamish to print to-day, others will glory in printing to-morrow,

and an ever-widening circle of coarseness must be the result This

IS what Naturalism means as to subject As to style, it means

rough, irregular power—crude, strong, gaudy colours in the pictures

of life, and much hard hitting in controversy, everywhere a tone of

exaggeration and violence It is a literary system in which there is

no room for beauty, or grace, or. elegance, or distinction , a garden

in which the fine flower of perfectness would be looked upon only as

i withered weed Now, can it be truly said that there is nothing

here calculated to appenl to the culture of the uncultivated ^

But if it were ra$h to assert that M Zola, by vulgarizing litera-

ture, will not be able^o reach lower strata of readers,'"we mayi^at least

constantly affirm that his claim to be in possession of the future is

no more than an ill and an idle dieam Let us gl*ant that man
has been developed from the brute Let us grant that there is a

varying proportion of the brute still left in him But if there be
one thing clearer than another in his obscure history, it is that the

course of his development has led him gradually and ever more and

more to emancipate himself from the brute, and to conquer his full

manhood This is what civilization means This is what morality

means This is the edifice which Christianity would crown with its

sublime ideals Here lie our hopes for the future of the race " And
M Zola, so far from marching, as he fondly imagines, in the

advanced guard of human progress, is really loitering behind, and
finding the while only too much pleasure in the companionship of
laggards, malingerers, and camp«followers of the less reputable type

Prank T Mabzials
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ONE result of the fierce and constant competition of the pi'esent ,

day has been the development of an exceeding sensitiveness m
every class of business with regard to very small details of profit and

loss The larger the business, the more important, iii a certain sense,

IS the effect of such details

The bearing of this upon railway business has been twofold

On the one hand, the railway companies have lost no opportunity

of extending their operations, even when the resulting profit has

been such as would to the eye of the umnformed public appear to be

microscopic On the otHer hand, bitter, loud, and frequent has been

the outcry which has come from a great vanetv of trades and indus-

tries, complaining of their treatment by railway companies

These complaints have not, as a rule, had any reference to the

manner in which the services of the railways have been performed,

for in pftnt of efficiency our English railways would be very difficult

to surpass

But before the Select Committee of the House of Commons (com-

monly called Mr Ashley’s Committee) which finally reported in 1882,

after taking evidence during two sessions of Parliament, there were

many expressions of the dissatisfactmn which has been the ground of

these complaints

No one who reads that evidence wOnld deny that the dissatisfaction

IS well foun4ed, and that some remedy is really needed

By /ar the loudest and most general complamt is that which is

ditected against the low rates charged by railways upon imported or

exported goods, as compared with higher rates charged by them i^n
arhcles produced in this country for home consumption

’ The reiteration of this complaint has been more constant in the case
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of the agnculturibts than in that of any other classes, but this ma\

be to some extent accounted for by the fact that the low prices of im-

ported foreign food affect more prejudicially that class than any other

and that food bears a \eij large proportion to our other ipiports

On the othei hand, the agriculturist is also seriously affected bj

tlir cost ot moving an important part of las raw material (vi/ ,
feed

iiig stuffs for stock and manures), as well as bv the cost of sending

Jjis own pioducc to a profitable market

But it IS by no means for agriculturists alone that this question of

1 111 way rates has a vital interest, for in many branches of industry,

and particularly in those in which operations are upon a large scale, a

v( rv slight increase in the cost of movement either of raw material

or of produce may swallow up all anticipated profit, and practically

‘^!ult out the manufacture! from important markets

At the same time, it must be boine in mind that most classes of

men are at first sight icidy to believe that they are being unfaiilv

dealt with by otliers This tendency it is more ditfieiilt to counteract

in proportion as the conditions of mutual accommodation aic impei-

fectly understood

It seems, therefore, worth while to endeavoui to pi icc before tliost

who are interested in this question some of the conditions of the verv

intiicatc problem of the settlement of railway rates

This IS of course only a small part of tin verv wide question of rail-

way policy, but it IS a vciy important part, and one upon which

there seems to be good giound for thinking that much less benefit is

to be obtained by legislation than is generally sujiposcd and hripcd

for from that source by the public Nor is it at all improbable that

the direction of legislation, m order that it miy be beiieheial,

will be required to be very diflerent from what has gcueiallj been
anticipated

It may be well at the outset to state that the writer ot this paper

has no interest whatever in any railway in the world, and that his

conclusions are the result of a brief, but, while it lasted, an assiduous,

study jf the subject in eonnection with the Railway and Canal Trafhc

Bill brought in by Mr Mundella in ]\Tarch 1880
,
and read a second

time in May Onq object of the paper is to discourage the indul-

gence of hopes destined to be frustrated, and to turn tlie attention of

those who are anxious to remedy the evils of which they feel the

effects in a direction in which efforts are more likely to bring good
results

The Bill which has been mentioned was, as was stated by Mr
Mundella in the House of Commons, to a great extent basecl upon
one prepared by his predecessor at the Board of Trade

, but it

(ontauied important additions and alterations, some of whuh at first

were much criticized, but may, it is hoped, by the consideration
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of what follows be rendered more acceptable in proportion as their

puiposc and intention become better understood

A second object of this paper, therefore, is to remove objections

to which an impel feet acquaintance with the subject has already

given rise, and which may be expected to reappear if the Govern-

ment^ as IS expected, repeat the endeavour to pass a measure of

railway legislation

Much information may be derived from the reports of Mr
Ashlev^s Select Committee in 1881 and 1882, and from two articles

by Sir Thomas Parrer—one in the Qttaf te) ly Review, vol exxv >

p 287, 1868, and another in the Foibuyhtly Renew, vol xxxn

New Series, 1882 The report presented by Sir B Samuelson,

M P ,
1’ 11 S

,
to the President of the Association of the Chambers ot

Commerce of the United Kingdom on the llailwav Goods Tariffs of

Germany, Belgium, and Holland, is Well worth leading And no

one who wishes to go thoroughly into the question shoutd neglect

to lead Railway Transportation, its History and its Laws,'^ bv

Arthur T Hadley (New York, 1886) ^
Pirst of all, it IS most import iiit to recognise that the railway

interest and the public interest ought to be considered, and, as far as

possible, treated as identical

This does not mean that in every respect the railway shareholder

(still less the lailway director) for the time being is likely to regard

the question of rites from /he same point of view as the producer

or the consumer of liome oi foreign goods But the public interest

IS a much wider and a much more enduring interest than that of

any pioducc^ eonsumei, directoi, or shareholdei And it is in this

sense that it is of the first importance to consider the identity ot the

public interest and the railway interest as a condition of the problem

It IS, however, certainly at the present time true that the

prosperity of the railways is essential to the public convenience and

to the development of trade Nor should those who are specially

interested m railways need to be informed that to develop trade and

to consult the comfort and conveDicnce of the public must be their

first object, and that only by the pursuit of these objects can they

hope to reach secure, and therefore jicrmanent, prosperity

It will be well here to enumerate a few of the spfecial points to

which attention ought to be directed m any practical consideration

of this subject for instance, the magnitude of the capital invested,

the special circumstances and character of the investment, the

differenu charges which have to be met, the nature of the monopoly
and the nature of the competition, the conditions of the traffic and
its relations to other forms of trade, the various complaints and
remedial proposals which have been made, and those which have,

either after experience or as the result of discussion, been, abandoned
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It may not be possible in this paper to deal separately with each and

all of these points, but every one of them has distinct reference to

the issue

One of the most practically important characteristics of lailway

undertakings, andvthereforc of the railway interest as a whole, is

the magnitude of the investment It is supposed to exceed con-

sidciably our national debt This magnitude has of itself a special

cflect upon the relation of railway enterprise to other branches of

commerce, foi ^hen once the capital is invested, not only can it

never be withdrawn or contracted,^ut it constantly tends to increase,

and constant expenditure is required to prevent its destruction

And the success of the undertaking depends entirely on the well-

being of other and wholly distinct forms of commercial activity

Therefore railway companies are specially sensitive to depressions and

stagnation of trade, and arc specially interested in promoting the circu-

lation of that which brings them the traffic, which is their life-blood

The blood in their veins cannot accelerate its circulation till the

acceleration^ has commenced outside in other veins, nor, on the

other hand, can anything stop circulation in then veins but their

own ill-health or stagiiation outside them

Now, the first charge upon the revenue of every railway is an

unvarying, or at any rate an undimmishing sum—viz
, the interest

upon the capital, to the magnitude of which attention has been

drawn The capital itself is represented chiefly by the permanent

wa}, the rolling stock, and the station buildings and appurtenances,

though these are by no means the only objects in which it is

expended The interest upon this capital is a fixed chSrgc

But besides this, there are other charges so constant as to merit

inclusion with the interest of expended capital under the name of

fixed charges These are chiefly such as reconstruction, replacement,

repair, and the payment of an immense stafP both for supcimtendence

ind labour These charges vary so slowly and so slightly that,

although they are not actually invanable, they may be for all

practical purposes regarded as if they were fixed charges A
separate class of charges consists of those which are more imme-
diately dependent on the amount of traffic, and which, consequently,

bring with them a certain amount of remuneration These are

the cost of movement or transfer from point to point on the railway

system, and the charges connected with collection, loading, covering,

unloading, and delivery—all of which are grouped under the name
of terminals

^

It IS of course clear that, although each of these classes of

expenses are from the railway point of view constant, yet they

cannot always hear the same proportion to each other or to the

total Fortin some rates the cost of movement, in other rates the
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teiminal services, maybe the most important, and m some each mav
represent hardly any appreciable %ost to the company ,

while m all

cases the fixed charges are a portion of the current expenses, which

form in a certain sense part of the cost of service, and all these

charges at all times have to be met
Meanwhile, as has been said, the circumstances of rail vi ay busi-

ness do not permit very elastic administration

A railway, therefore, while it has the advantages which accrue

from a monopoly both legal and natural, has also certain disad-

vantages which are inalienable frfJm its position ,
and if the net

result be a loss, the loss would be felt not only by the railway

company, but vciy se\erely bv the communitv at large It will,

then, probably be admitted that, in the mteicst ot the public, the

efticient maintenance of the railway is the first point to be secured

The railway company must be trusted to know at any ^rate its

own interest, and it cannot be said to be of any serious im'portance

to the public from what sources the constant charges above

mentioned are severally met by the railway company, provided that

no undue preference be shown to the disadvantage ot particular

ficiglitois

That IS to say, it is of no real importance to the public— (1) that

tliC fixed chaiges should an all rates bear the same proportion to the

cost of mbvement
, nor (2) that the cost of movement should be paid

for by a mileage late
,
nor (3) that terminal charges should be

HI iform upon all classes of goods at all stations

And yet in some of the complaints made against the railways it

would almost seem to be implied that the public had an interest in

the apportionment by a railwav company of certain of the charges it

has to meet upon certain branches of the traffic, from which spring

the general net receipts which aro the source of its*revenne

For this reason it may be well to state at once that there are

certain classes of goods, the contents of which could not be made to

pav a share of all of those charges, equal to what is easily borne by

other classes, without great inconvenience to the public

As j. rough guide to the discrimination between classes of goods

in this respect, it may be taken as generally true that the ability to

bear high charges falls with the value of the goods carried

It costs a railway very little more,or less to convey a ton of coal ui

iron than to convey a ton of silk , but the disturbance of trade created

by forcing railway companies to carry silk andr coal at the same
rate would be very seiious For the Com||aratively higher rate

charged upon silk is paid without injury to trade, the amount of silk

conveyed being trifling in companson with the amount of coal^ and

the rate is repaid to the trader by the consumer in the price of silk

goods, bearing, as it does, an insignificant proportion to the intnnsic
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value of the floods But any lucreaso id the charge upon coal would

aflect \asth hrger interests, and re act seriously upon many trades,

to tlie manifest injury of the general public, coal being of small

intrinsic \alue, and the rate for conveyance bearing therefore a

largei proportion to that \aluc than is the case with silk

'J1ic abme consideiations suffice to show that the relations of

niluay traffic to the various otBer forms of trade arc complicated

and peculiar

It must further be borne m mind that the system of rating or

hMijg the \aiioiis proportions df charge to be levied on different

classes of goods must be based upon some definite general

principle

Tliere appear to be tno general principles, one or the other of

which must be adopted and adhered to as the fundamental principle,

inasmuch as they are distinct and almost mutually exclusive Lithcr

^(1) the Chaiges must be based upon cost of scrvice,^^ which must

include fixed charges, cost of movement, and terminals, or (2) the

ch iigcs must vary with the circumstances of the traffic, and must be

based upon wliat the traffic will bear

It IS true that it may be possible to interlace these principles to

some slight extent, but cither one or the other must be taken as the

guiding principle, the application of whicli^nay perhaps be modified

by the operation of the other Whichever is the guiding principle

will be found m every rate

If the ^^cost of service^’ be the principle adopted, and if

eeiualizatiou be insisted upon, so that cveiy rate is to bear its part of

ill the charges upon the company, theie seems to be no escape from
“ equal mileage rates

,
that is to say, that every consignment of

goods or every passenger must be charged simply according to

distance, with the addition of the terminal services required

And at farst sight, no doubt, this may appear to be the right basis

Many persons are found to urge that legislation ought to impose

this principle upon the railways

But by one after another of the Commissions and Committees

which have investigated this subject, this principle, in spite of all that

has been said in its favour by many witnesses, has been abandoned,

on the express ground that it would be in the interest neither of tlic

public nor of the railways The following are the reasons quoted

in the Report of Mr Ashlcy^s Committee from that of the Select

Committee of the Jlouse of Lords ot 1872, in which that Committee

endorsed the conclusion of the Royal Commission of 1867 —
“ (a) It would prevent railway companies from lowering their fares and

rates so as to compete with tnffio by sea, by cm il, or by a shoiter or other

-

^l^e cheaper railway, and would thus dcpu\« the public ot the benefit ot

competition and the company of a legitimate soiiicc of proht
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‘(/;) It would prevent riilwa} companies irora miking peiiectly liii

irringementa for carrying it a lower rate than usual goot^s broiiglit m larger

ind constant quantities, or lor carrying ^or long distances at a lowci rate tlnn

lor short distances

It would compel a compmy to carry over i line which has been
very expensive m construction, or which, fiom gradients oi otherwise, is very

expensive in working, it the same rite at which it carries over loss experi'-ive

lines

In short, to impose equal mile ige on the compaTlle^ would be to deprive the

pubhe o£ the benefit of much of the competition which exists oi lias existed,

to raise the ch irges on the public m many i ist s A\h''i( the companies now find

it then inteiest to lower them, irid to pcrpetuati monopolies in tarnige,

trade, ind rnanufactuie in favoui ol those iitcs ind places which arc nearest

or le ist expensive, whe n the varying charge of the companies now create s

competition And it will be foun<l tint the supporteis oi eepiil mileage, when
pi cssed, often rt illy mean, not that the rites they piv themselves iie too

high, but that the rates others pay are too low *

If, then, the principle that each class of goods is to be charged

accoidmg to the distance over which it is cairied be surrendered, it#

IS clear that each class of goods caimot be made to pay a dohnite

pioportion either of the fixed charges, or of the cost of movement,

and therefore it is impossible to base the system ot rating upon

‘‘cost of service as a fundaraenttil principle to be recognized

throughout

But if the “cost of service” cuinot be taken as the fundament il

principle which is not to be lost sight ot in making any rate, and if

it IS the interest ot the public that the railways should prosper, no

alternative remains but to let the railways manage their own aBairs,

and apply their own knowledge gamed by experience in the applica-

tion of the other principle—viz , what the traffic will bear

And this 18 tlie conclusion which was come to by Mr Ashltv’s

Committee, after a very careful consideration ot the question in all its

bearings They sum up their remarks on this point in these

words “Your Committee cannot recommend any new legislative

interference for the purpose ot enforcing upon railway companies

equality of charge In another place the same Committee use even

a stronger phrase—viz
,
“ It may therefore be assumed that some ot

the inequalities of charges complained of arc to the advantage rather

than to the disadvantage of the public

But it IS in the application of this principle that numerous compli-

cations enter into the question, from which apparently certain

erroneous impressions have been derived

There exists, for instance, in the minds of some persons an impres-

Sion that because some traders are charged less than an average for

freight, theiejore others of necessity are compelled to pay more than

they would be charged if the said low rate had not been given , m
other words, that some pay more in ordei that others may pay less
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It IS assumed that when goods of any class are carried at Idss than

the actual average cost of moving such goods, the railway company

must be a loser by carrying them But this is not so

To take the commonest and simplest case when trucks have to be

returned full or empty, it is mOre profitable to railways to run them

full than to run them empty, provided that the rates paid are

siifBcicnt to cover the difference between njoving them full and mov-

ing them empty, together with the expense of filling and emptying

them And aiiv business obtained at these rates by the railway

will tend to relieve the rates for which the trucks were run out, m
consequence of the charge for the run home being to some extent

borne by the lates for the goods in the return trucks, although, m
consequence perhaps of competition, the onlv rate obtainable for them

m ly be far below the average cost of moving such goods

Therefore the effect of the low rate in this instance is to relieve

ijboth the railway and the goods upon which the charge for the return

journey would otherwise have fallen—vi/
,
the goods with which the

trucks were run out

Another erroneous impression which seems to be pievalent is, the

assumption that through traffic and local traffic ought to be dealt

with on the same terms

But in many if not most of the British railways at any rate,

the through traffic between large centres of trade is subject to compe-

tition, and at the same time is of such volume that even a share of it

may he extremely important as a source of revenue

It is obviously in the public interest that the force of competition

should, wherever it is brought to bear, be allowed to have its full

effect And it would not be difficult to show, by an argument

analogous to that used in the instance of return trucks, that it is an

advantage to the local trader that the railway on which he depends

should be able to secure the through traffic by favourable through

rates, so that it may not be forced to rely solely upon the local traffic

For instance, the traffic from Liverpool to London is of sufficient

cf nstancy and volume to be an object of competition to rival railways

and steamship companies , and the Joss by any railway company of its

whole share of this traffic, in consequence of being crippled in com-
petition by regulations as to rating, would tend to increase the burden

which would then have to be distributed over the local traffic, but

which the through rates, low though they may be m companson, at

present, to say the least, give help to bear

Again, a through rate over the whole or a portion of the lines of

one company may be an important portion of a rate for a long

through route, extending over a distance covered by several companies

not necessarily in competition with each other Such through routes

and rates are often needed in order to forward trade by eQonomy of
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time and labour jn the public interest ,
encouragement being guca

by their means to the use of the shortest route
^

The fact is, that the public interest renders it ne'cessary that tlic

railways shall be allowed to meet cofiipetition where it exists b\r

lowering their rates, and by t&is and other means to foster trade lu

their own districts They must be trusted to look after iheir own
business, which, as has been already said, can only succeed,by meet-

ing the public wants The monopoly which is so often spoken of as

to have assumed much larger proportions than it really has, is not so

complete as to permit any considerable railway to boast that it is not

subject in some part of its business to severe competition m the

matter of through tiaffic

The local traffic, on the other hand, is subject to a different set of

conditions In the first place, it is m proportion more expensive than

through traffic in respect of cost of service The loci\l staff has to

be maintained, roughly speaking, at a uniform minimum strength^

their hands may be full of work or may be often idle, but their

number cannot be reduced , nor can tlie accommodation in sidings,

goods stations, and so forth, be diminished , and all of these are

sources of constant expenditure for maintenance The collection

and delivery en rouU of local goods arc, in proportion to their value,

more expensive than the starting, runuing, and arrival of through

trains

Per rontia, the local traffic being on a smaller scale and less con-

stant, IS more sensitive to overcharge , and it is the interest of the

lailwav to endeaxour to encourage local traffic, because the develop-

ment of it both adds to the through traffic and tends to widen the

field for the normal rates

As a matter of fact, it is for the most part true that the maximum
rates allowed by Act of Parliament are rarely approached, even for

local traffic

A most important and instructive example of the operation of the

motives which have been explained is given by Mr Hadley on

pp 116, 117 of the book above referred to

It was proved by practical experience that it was in the interest,

not only of a railway, but of two different sets of traders in the

same article, who used the railway, that that set of traders whose

goods travelled the longer distance should pay less than the other

set of traders whose goods travelled a shorter distance over the

same Kne All the parties concerned agreed to that arrangement

as the most profitable to each under the circumstances Analogous

cases may be found m many other places

Sir Thomas H Farrer also gives a good illustration from German
experience, in which the result of the establishment of through rates,

calculated on the same basis as the local rates, was the total loss to
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the railway of the tliiough traffic, which was thereby immediately

diverted to a water route And we m England have sea routes

available on all sides

The argument, so far, has been base^ji upon the effect of the rates

upon railway bu^sincss

Hut there is another point of great importance to home producers,

and tspceially to local tiaders, which is brought out in the evidence

ijnen before Mr Ashley^s Committee

The importation of foreign food is mainly for the population of

our great centres, such as the black country and the metropolis

In consequence of the through rates it now goes there direct from

the ports But if these through rates were not given, the importa-

tions from abroad, instead of going direct to the centres of

population, would, on arrival at the ports of importation, remain

there for distiibution in those districts which at present feed the

ports, instead of being fed by them

Consequently, the interest of our agiiculturists is rather to allow

the progress of that food, the importation of which they cannot

pi event, to be as direct and rapid as possible towaids its destination,

and to encourage the acquisition of that tiaffic, if it must cvist, l)y

whatever railway they themselves are interested in, instead of

attempting to arrest its progress from the ports through the country,

and thus risk the spoiling of their nearest markets, besides spoiling

the business of their nearest railway

It would be unwise even to insist that the through rate shall Hot

be lower than the rate for any shorter distance

An excellent illustration of this can be derived from the

L &SWB, and the GW 11, both of which railways go from

London to Exeter, the GWR being twenty-five miles longei than

Its iival Competition for the Exeter traffic renders it necessary

that the G \V II should make its Exeter rate no greater than the

L & S W ll Exeter rate If the limit above mentibaed were made
compulsory, as is often urged by complainants against inequality, the

I'esult would be that the G W B would be forced to be content with

lower average rates throughout than the L & S W R , but with a

longer line to maintain

There appears, however, to be one rule which may fairly be insisted

upon in defence (to adopt for a moment the language of a Protec*

tionist) of the home producer from excessive foreign competition

It does not seem too much to demand that similar goods, siifiilarly

packed, in sumilar quantities, and m every respect without exception

requiring similar service, should be conveyed at similar rates over

the same portion of a line or the same route, without regard to the

country of origin

But if the terms of this demand be carefully considered, it
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will not be found that very much is gained by it for the local trader

or the agricultural freighter, tor it would mean that he must
conform precisely to the conditions under which importers get their

through rate m order to be able to claim similar advantages Th<^t

something, however, would be gained is apparent from the following

facts, given before Mr Ashley's Committee (answers 1021 sqq
, 1881)

“ The rate for foreign cattle from Newcastle to Manchester is £2 49 ,
for

English £J 7s per small waggon, and corresponding difference for large

waggons
“ The sheep rates are—for foreign sheep £2 4? Zd

,
for English £2 lis

,
m a

small waggon
,
£2 3d and £3 59 respectively in a large ont

For seven imported cattle, carriage from Newcastle to Wakefield would
be £1 lU 6d

,
for seven English, in i similar wiggon, £2 12s

“ The foreign cattle are placed m the through 1 is»t trams, whereas this

'iccomiiiodation is refused to home stock
**

Other instances might be quoted

It would be diflScult for the railways to show that these do not

amount to undue preference, and this burden of proof Mr Mundella

in his bill proposed to place upon them

The arguments given above have been by some (e q , by Mr J
Buckingham Pope m Railway Rates and Radical Rule, 188

1

regarded as simply “ railway " arguments , and in Mr Pope's book

—

which, by the way, is written specially for electors "—Sir Thomas

Farrcr is much taken to task for having adopted this line of argu-

ment before the Committee, and in one of the articles above referred

to A passage is cited from Mr Barclay's draft Report submitted

to the Committee, which embodies the essence of what may fairly be

called the anti-railway argument, as follows —
The business of a railway is to carry traffic, and when, by carrying it

at an unremunerative rite (tint is, offering a bounty), or by charging exces-

sive latcs (tint IS, imposing a tax), a railway company diverts traffic or pro-

duction from the natural ind consequently the cheapest channels, it must
thereby increase the general cost of commodities to the consumer ”

It IS curious, and so far satisfactory, that the complaint here is

ostensibly directed against the raising of prices of commodities by

one who was pleading the cause of the agriculturist

But the paragraph cited Contains a petitio prtncipti, the nature of

which it was partly the object of this article to expose—^viz , that

the low through rates must be unremiiuerative, and the local rates

excessive

No one denies that the railway companies, like all other com-

panies, are often obliged to make sacrifices to meet^ competition

the plea is, that these sacrihces are beneficial and not detrimental,

either to the general public or in the long run to the railways, and

that they tend to lower rates all round, ratiiter than to raise them

VOL LI G
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T£KMIN\LS

Up to this point our attention has necn occupied with rates

charged to covet the fixed charges and the cost of movement, and it

has been contended that, in the interest neither of the public nor of

the railwavs ought uniformity to be insisted upon by legislation

There is another entirely distinct class of rates, to which rcfeience

Ins btrii made, and to which careful attention is not less required

It will again be pleaded that umtormity imposed by legislation is

not the right reraedv for the evils complained of

The cost of collection, loading, covciing, unloading, and deliver-

ing which are tJic chief items included under the determination of

terminals/^ falls upon the railways for most descriptions of freight

The disputes that have arisen over this class Of rates, owe then

oiigm chiefiv to the fact, that m the earlier legislation concerning

railways the functions they had to perform were expected to be

\ery different fiom what they have since become

Tliej ire now practically carriers, but they were originally regarded

meicly as owners of permanent way

The transition hasbten gradual, and now it is shown by successive

Vets as they are passed that the rccognitiou of charges for the ser-

vices incidental to the work of earners is necessary

There can be little doubt that for all parties it is dcsiiable that

terminal charges should be cleaily distinguished from the othei rates,

and clearly classified and legalized That this is so m the case of

the binallei traders and agricultuiists needs no demonstration, for

they have not as a rule suflicient hands to devote to these services

at a distance from their workshops and homesteads, without loss of

time and labour Whereas the railway company, in undertaking

these services upon its own premises, is only performing part of the

functions for which it is specially intended

While, however, these functions can be most cheaply and adequately

])erfoTmed ^s a rule by the railway companies, and ought to be paid

foi on a public, intelligible, and legally recognized classification, there

is, on the other hand, nothing contrary to public policy in permitting

railway companies to make special terms with wholesale traders or

local associations, by whom cithei greater or smaller services are

required with Either greater or less regularity

There may be some ground for the claim on the part of the

companies to be allowed to distinguish between station and

handling terminals , but to the general public it does not

much matter whether this distinction is or is not legalized It is

obvious that Ae services rendered for diflfere4t cla«iscs of goods, and
for the same classes of goods at different stations, differ widely

What is really requisite is, that the public should know clearly before-

hand what services they tan obtain, and what they wiU have to pay
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for them , and wheiever special ^ates, whether high or low, are

given or charged, the justification for the exception ought to be made
public without any necessity for recourse to litigatten

This very desirable pubhcitv was one of the results which migh.'^

have been anticip'^ted if clauses 24 and 28 of Mr Mundella^s llill

had become law, providing for classification and publication of rates

and charges, and for *the publication of reports upon i omplaints, and
the adjustment of them, thiough the action of the Board of Trade
sine olid solemmtate

,

or, at any late, without all the expense and
ceremony attendant upon litigation

Eefcreiicc was made early in this papei to the prictical effect of

the magnitude ot the capital involved^ in lailway enterprise IVo
other practical effects, due partly to the same cause, arc seen in (1)

the power with which, as with the vis ineitue of a gicat mass, the rail-

way companies are able to resist attack by litigation, and (i) the

consequent iinmunitv with which they have been able to make too

free with diflcrential, prciercntial, and, it is to be ft ared, secret and

lirivate lates

J^iibheity, as*far as it can be obtained, will go far to bieak down
this abuse of the advantage the companies must alwavs to some
extent possess from the leugth of their purses ,

but more by far

will be achieved bv curtuhng the power ol appcil, and by diminishing

the dilBculties caused by tlic expenses of litigation

Towards the attainment of the 1 ist-namcd ob]cct a most important

step will have been gatticd when locus standi has been given to local

authorities and associations, and chambers of commerce and agri-

culture By this piovision a coiporate purse will be substituted for

a private purse, and public opinion will be aroused to support local

claims And a yet further step of hardly less importance towards

the same end is the mobilization of the llailway Commission as a

court ot record

It is much to be hope«p5[q
^one of the proposals above referred

to will be allowed to drfioop/ of the Railway Trathc Bill when it is

again brought forward, §no while less alarm may be stirred up

among railway shareholders, less piejudice against railway companies

mav exist in the i ublic mind

There are several other very im'jportant points which were aimed

at in the last and with which the next Bill will of necessity have to

deal It has not been thought necessary, nor would spq^

to deal with them m this paper, as they are not

general interest, and have not yet met with such
\

Meanwhile, agreement has nearly been arrived at upo"^ N
can be done, and the earlier that is done the I ^ all

j
’

at Mr car
concerned /

Charles
G 2



PROFESSOR DICEY ON HOME RULE

'

E
VERY sensible advocate of Home Rule for Ireland must feel

grateful to Professor Dicey for the “case” which he has made

out against that policy It is refreshing, in the* first place^ to

eucoiinter m so heated a controversy a disputant who never loses his

tempi r, nevei calls his opponents names, never takes a paltry advan*

tage, IS uniformly courteous, strives to be scrupulously fair, and

who IS evidently less set on defending a foregone conclusion than on

defeating what he believes to be a dangerous experiment in politics

These are great merits, but they are not the only merits of Professor

Dieey's volume The chief value of his book lies in the fact that it

IS an exhaustive summiug*up, vigorously written and lucidly arranged,

of the case against Home Rule A Home Ruler must feel, when he

has read it, that he knows the worst that can be said against him

And that is an immense relief It is also a gieat advantage m
another way For if such a champion as Professor Dicey has failed

to destroy the case which he has assailed, that case may fairly be re-

garded as triumphant A more formidable antagonist is not likely

to appear in the arena And this is the estimate which the opponents

of Home Rule in the press and on the platform have formed of Pro-

fessor Dicey’s “ Case against Home Rule ” Their ablest organs have

saluted it as an unanswerable summary of their thoughts and reason-

ing A book which wins such encomiums as this from the Spectator

an^^, ’/‘ynals, and from Lord Selborne among lawyers, may well be
^ndlmg ig strongest argument that has yet been offered, or is

nuch mattei^^^grg^^ against Home Rule

j

obvious that fcjjg opponents of Home Rule prudent in going into
tie same V

* V 1 , Jase agsmst Home Rule ’’ By A V Dioaj
, B 0 L , LL D ,

Vmenan
ProfesS Law la the UniTereity of Oxford London Alurray 1886

At service \
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raptures over Pi olessor Dicey^8 book^ Let it be assumed, for the

sake of argument, that he has destroyed the case for Home Rule

Has he not destroyed much else besides ^ What becomes of the case

of the “ Unionists/^ whether Liberal or Tory, if Professor Dircy^s

argument is to hold the field ? Professor Dicey is certainly logical,

from his own point of \iew He is not afraid to face the conclusion

to which his reasoning inevitably leads He sees plainly that the

alternative to Home Rule is the maintenance of the present system

of Irish Government
, administered, indeed, more humanely, more

justly, more intelligently and firmly, and supplemented by a solution

of the agrarian problem
,
but the same system still, unless it can be

altered^—which Professoi Diccy thinks desirable—in the direction of

the Flench system, in the direction, that is, of more centralization

and less self-government Not only does he hold, with the firmest

conviction, that any scheme of Home Rule m Ireland involves

dangerous, if not fatal innovations on the constitution of Great

Biitain,^" he is equally convinced (1) that Ireland possesses none

of the conditions necessary for “ local self government ,
” (2)

that the lush could not be induced to accept any such boon in

answer to then demand for Home Rule JIis oun view is, that in

Iicland, as in France, an honest centralized administration of

impartial officials, and not local self-government, would best meet

the real wants of the people * lie is therefore a “ supporter of

things as they are
^

On the other hand, all the opponents of Home Rule I’^^ryfkinAfgnt

or out of it—with the distinguished exceptions, as far of

Professor Diccy and Mr Justice Stephen—considclr tj J some

extension of local self-government in Ireland is both dSsL^ble and

inevitable There is much difference among them as to method,

time, subject-matter, and limits of local government , but all start

with the assumption that some kind of self-government must be

granted to Ireland Lord Hartington is of opinion that it is

desirable for Irishmen that local institutions of self-government such

as are possessed in England and Scotland, and such as we hope to give

m the next Session in a greater extent to England and Scotland,

should also Be extended to Ireland He would not shrink from a

great and bold reconstruction of the Irish Governments^ And
instead of thinking, with Professor Dicey, that an honest centralized

administration of impartial officials, and not local self-government,

would best meet the wants of the people," he ''would not be disposed

to deny " that Irish administration is at present too centralized m
Dublin "t
Mr Shaw-Lefevre has informed the public t ^bat Mr Chamber-
* Pp 26-31, 134, 137-8, 279, 288 + Speech in Belfast, Nov 6, 1885

i Speech at Manchester, May 7> 1886
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lam^^ m June IBS’! “proposed to the Cabinet a scheme for a

National Council foi Ireland His National Council was to

consist of two orders/^ was to embrace all Ireland, “ and Ulster was

not to have a separate Council Mr Chambeilam has also advocated

Mr Butt's Home Rule scheme, * the American s)stem of State

T egis] ituics,1 and the form of Home Rule which prevails in the local

Legislatures of the Canadian Dominion J

Sii George Trevelyan has proposed ‘ a fieely-elected bodj/^ to

which he would commit “the charge of the higher and the middle-

class education of the country All public funds, all payments from

the Exchequer on behalf of education, should be placed lu the hands

of this body Whatever moie was wanted should be raised by internal

lush taxation, which this elective board should levy at its will, the

State interfering only so far as to sec that the system of taxation was

fair and just to all classes '' He “ would have no officio Govern-

ment members '' To these elective boards he would also hand over

“ Government loans and grants to publie bodies oi to individuals

,

bridges and roads, and asylums
,
even tlie administration ot the poor-

rates and the sjstem of poor relief'^

Lord Selbornc, too, who has pronounced a public culogium on

Professor Dicey's book, was one of a Cabinet whieh certainly intended

to grant a considerable extension of local self-gov ci ament to Ireland

Mr Goschen also, I believe, has cxpiessed himself in the same

senv^
^
are

Dic^*^ ^ opposed to Home Rule, he is also opposed

to t^ ,.^^ ious and mutually destructive schemes A coutiover-

rcapccts the laws of logic cannot take as much of an

suits Ins convenience he must take it entire or Icav e it

lofessoi Dicey's book is good against the policy of Home
Rule, it is also good against the policy of the Ijiberal Unionists

Home Rulers may fling it at their heads with as much justice as they

have been flinging it at the heads of the Home Rulers

But what of the Conservative party ^ In Ins speech on the

Address last September Lord Randolph Churchill declared that “ the

great sign-posts ot the policy" of the Government w?re “ equality,

nmilarity, and simultaneity of treatment, as far as practicable, in tlie

development of a genuinely popular system of local goverAment m
all the four countries which form the United Kingdom " § On this

Professor Dicey observes

^^e a
*^^j^giound, then, can the Liberal Unionists claim Piofessor

argun

alone ^%

“ The true watchwords which should guide English democrats in their

deiliiiga with Ireland, as in tiuth with every other part ol the United

Letter in Daily Nevg of May 17, 18SG

t bpcech on lirst reading of Mr Gladstone s Home Ilule Bill

X Speech on second reading of Mr Cdadstone s Home Rule BilL

§ Hansard, vol 308, p 132
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Kingdom, are not ‘equality,* ‘similarity,^ and ‘simultaneity*, but ‘uiiitj of

government,’ ‘ equihty of political rights,* ‘ diversity ofinstitutions
* ** *

Professor Dicey gives reasons for this opinion, ivhich appear to me
to be valid

Lord Salisbury has never, as far as I know, evpounded his views at

length on the question of Irish government, but his Newport speech

shows that he Has thought out the subject much more thoroughly than

Lord Randolph Churchill, or even than the h idiug men among the

Liberal Unionists The institution of loc tl self-go\ernmcnt m Ireland

he pionounced to be “a \cry diflicult question, ^ij^nd in the following

passage he placed his fingci at once upon the kernel of the difliculty —
“A local authority is more exposed to the tcmpJtition, and has moie of the

facility lor enabling a majority to be unjust to the minont;y, th in is the case

when the authority derives its sanction and oxtonrls its jiiiisdiction over a
wide irei That is one of the weaknesses of lot il authorities In a large

central authority the wisdom of severd paits of tho country will correct the

folly or the mistakes of one In a local authority th it coriection to a much
greatei extent la wanting

,
ind it would be impossible to leave that out of

sight in tho extension of any such local authority to Ireland
’*

This seems to me a much wiser and more statesmanlike view tliaii a

National Council with a multitude of elective boards scattered broad-

cast ovei Ireland, or even than Lord Ilartmgton's suggestion that ^thc

extension of Irish management o\cr Irish affairs must be a ^ of

small beginnings,” leading up to such a gicat and bold Irythin^^*^
tion of the Irish flovcrnmcDt ” as shall eventually g;now of,^nd

something like complete control over hei oivn affairs ^ to \^halulti-

tude of local boards all oier Ireland, without a recogni
^
Jntral

authoiity to control them, would inevitably become facile imritumcnts

in the hands of the emissaries of disoidei and sedition -'stiud even

apart from any such sinister influences, they would be almtnl; certain

to yield to the temptation of being oppressive, extravagant, and

coirupt, if there weie no executive power to command their confil-

dcncc and enforce obedience Without the previous creation of some

authority of that kind it would be slider madness to offer Ireland

the fatal bqon of local self government It would enormously

increase without conciliating the power of the Nationalists, and would

make the administration of Ireland by constitutioudl means simply im-

possible The policy of the Liberal Unionists is thus much too large

or much too small It is too small to conciliate, and therefore too large

to be given with safety All these proposed concessions arc liable

to one insuperable objection , they would each and all enable the

Irish to extort Home Rule, but under circumstances which would

rob it of its grace and repel gratitude Mill has some admirable
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observations bearing on tins subject, and I venture to quote the

following passage —
“ The grt itest imperfection of popiiHr local institutions, and the chief cause

of the fulurc which so often attends them, is the low calibre of the men by

whom they ire almost always c^riitd on That these should be of a very

mi&cellaiieous tharseter is, indeed, pxrt of the usefulness of the institution,

It IS tint circumstance chiefly which renders it a school of political capacity

and general intelligence But a school supposes teachers as well as scholars,

the utility of the instrnction greatly depends on its bringing inferior minds

into contict with superior, a contact which in the oidiniry course of life is

altogether exception il, ind the w int of which contributes more thin anything

else to keep the gener^ity of in inkind on one level of contented ignorance

It is quite hopeless to induce persons of a high class, either socially or

intcllectuill}, to t ik( a sh ire of local idnunistration in i corner

as ’"icmbers of a Paving Board or i D/'amage Commission ” *

Mr Mill goes on to argue that it is essential to the healthy work

ing of any scheme of local self-govcinmcnt that it should be under

the control of a central authority which is itself in harmony with

public opinion

Both experience and authority are therefore on Piofessor Diccy^s side

when he rejects all petty schemes of local boards which maybe suggested

by pie^meal

as an answer to the demand for Home llulc None of such schemes

would satisfy the demand, and, failing^to satisfy it, would he simply

mischievous For practic il purposes, tlici cforc. Professor Diccy pi oves

too miHi He is a prophet without followers—vox clamantis tn

Those who piofcss to follow him are all backsliders When

voli^^^®
brink of his conclusion they shiver and turn back

He ^ ^ signal service to the cause of Home Rule by

forcif^^ question to a definite issue between that policy and the

present^^jj Icm, between a fresh departure and things as they are”
He heliw^ s with He Beaumont, and so do I, that what is needed m
Ireland ti* a strong central government,” an administration superior

to parties, under whose shadow a middle class might spring up and
become enlightened, while the power of the aristocracy was passing

away ” Dc Beaumont said what Lord Beaconsfield expressed some
half-dozen years aftcrwaids, in one of the most powerful speeches ever

delivered in Parliament on the sjjibject of Ireland—namely, that Ire-

land possessed the weakest executive in the world ,” an executive

which could not enforce justice all round, and which left the

mass of the population at the mercy of a prejudiced oligarchy There
was then—that is, about fifU years ago—no educated middle class in

Ireland, and*De Beaumont could think of no better plan for getting

nd of Dublin CaStle government and demolishing the power of the

dominant caste than by '^drawing closer the bond between England and
Ireland, bringing Dublin as near as possible to London, and turning
Ireland into an English county ” This be proposed to do by re-

* ** CoDBiderations on RoprcBentatuc UocrDmeiit,’* j) 2S1
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formiDg the Viceroyalty and abolishing the prevailing system of local

administration

Bnt Professor Dicey is in error in supposing that De Beaumont,

whose work de«er\es all the praise which he bestows upon it, recom-

mends this drastic remedy as the normal method of governing Ire-

land On fhe contrary, he speaks of it as a temporary expedient,

necessary " during the period of transition through which Ireland

was passing So intolerable, in fact, did De Beaumont consider the

administration of Ireland, so deep seated seemed to liim its^maladies

and vices, that he saw no hope except m the entire uprooting of the

whole system And this, lu his opinion, could only be done by

transferring the seat ol Irish go\crnment to England w^hile the trans-

formation was Ding on This seems to me clear from the very pas-

sage which Pro essor Dicey has quoted, and which 1 give m a note,

in order that the reader mav judge for himself The 'Mocal

administrations " which De Beaumont proposed to abolish could in

no sense be described as examples of local self-government They

had no representative ( baracter, and the people had no voice in them

whatever In slioit, De Beaumont saw plainly what Burke deplored

more than forty years prcMOUsly, when he wrote the following words,

almost from his deathbed —
“ All th(V«n<rils of Trehnd ^ <.witlun itsdf English government has

armed out Jrcl incl witlioii^^ ^ tion of a peppercorn rent in power or

®5®|ifluence, public or iiidivi o the little n trrow f iction that domineers
^ve|iere Througli th it ec, tcel, hear, or understand everything rda-

\s to that kingdom Kbi do \ icy uiy way interfere, that J know of, except

i giving their cr ntenance and the £ mction of their names to whatever is

done by that Jun’^” f
cc

De Beaumont proposed a reconstruction of Irish government, and,

as a necessary prelimina y condition, he insisted on the destruction of

the Junto, and the rcip^ il bodily for a time of the Irish Administration

to England Is it poo^lole to conceive a more emphatic condemna-

tion of the system which Professor Dicey upholds with all the resources

of d well-stored mind and the dexterity of a skilled dialectician ^ I

do not forget that the disestablishment of the Irish Church and the

Land Acts are subsequent to tEe publication of De Beaumont’s

book But that fact does not affect t];fe question, for the system

of Irish administration has remained essentially the same 1

humbly submit, therefore, that De Beaumont, though summoned as

* ** La rc^forme de la vice to}aut& et Fabolition des administrationB locales d’lrlande
ne sent, sans doute, que des ebangements de forme Mais ce sont des moyens pratiques
indispensables pour executor les r^formes politimies dont ce pays a besom II faut que,
pendant la pcriode de transition oU se trouve Tlrlande, ceux qm la gouvement soieui
places absolnment en debors d’elle, de ses mceurs, de ses passions , il faut que son
gouvernement cees^^ compldtement d £tre irlandais

,
il faut quM soit entiorement, non

pas anglais, mais rcmis a des anglais
’’

t Buike cu * Irieb Affairs, edited by Matthew Arnold, p 37G
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a witness m sui^poit of tlic Case against Home Jlule/^ is in reality

a most powciful witness for the other side

Nor is this all 1 shall venture to put Professor Dicey himself into

the Tvitncss-bo\, and apiieal to his oun most candid admissions as an

aigument against the case^^ which he has set up He is not blind,

like more light-hearted opponents of Home llule, to tffe danger of

the course which he iccommends We haie nothing before us/^ he

says, ^^but a choice of difficulties or c\ils ^^Any possible course

open to Lnglish st itesmanship involves gigantic inconvenience, not

to say tremendous perils ” Certainly the perils of maintaining the

Union in its present form and under existing conditions must be

sufficiently apparent fiom Professor Dicey^s succinct summary of the

problem

‘ The maintenance o£ the Union [I sliould add in its present foim] must
ncccfcsaiiJy turn out i** severe atisk is ever tivcd i n ition\ cnoigies, for to

maintiin the Union willi my goodeAcct, intms tli it, while reiusiug to accede

to the wj<«lies of millions of Irishmen, wc must sedulously do justice to every
fill deinind from Ireland, must strenuously, and without fear or fivour,

assert the equd rights of landlords md tenuits, ol Piotcstants and Catholics,

md mu..t, It the same time, put down tieiy outiage ind reform tveiy abuse

hat hope is tlicre of this ^ Our only guide to the proba-

bilities of the futuic IS our experience of the past And what has

that been iii Ireland ^ In every yoai since the Legislative Union

there have been multitudes of men iii England as upnght, as

enlightened, as viell mtentioned towards Ireland, as Professor Dicey,

and with better oppoitumties of translating their thoughts into acts

Yet vihat has been the ycsult^ Si momnnaitim t equn is nKumsjnte
llehold Ireland at this moment, and examine every ye ar of its histoiy

sinee the Union Do the annals o#any constitutional Government m
the vvoild piesent so portentous a monument of jiarliamcntai y failure,

so vivid in example of a moral and mateiial ruin “ paved with good

intentions Therein lies the pathos of it Not from malice, not from

cn elty, not from wanton injustice, not even from callous indiflercncc

to suffering and wrong, does our misgovenimcnt of Ireland come If

the evil had its root in deliberate wrong-doing on the part of England
it would probably have been cured long ago But each generation,

while freelv confessing the sins of its fatiiers, has piotestcd its own
innocence and boasted of its own achievements, and then, with a

pharisaic sense of lectitude, has complacently pointed to some in-

scrutable flaw in the Irish character as the key to the Irish problem
The generation which passed the Act of Union, oblivious of Bntish
pledges solemnly given and lightly broken, wondered what had become
of the prosperity and contentment which the promoters of the Union
had promised to Irclaiid The next generation made vicarious

penance, and preferred* the enactment of Catholic emancipation to the
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alternative of cnil wai , and then wondered in its turn that Ireland

still remained unpacificd Then came a terrible famine, followed by

evictions on a scale so vast and cruel that the late Sir Robert Petl

declared that no parallel could be found for such a tale of inhumanity

in the records of any country, civilized or barbarous ” Another

generation, pluming itself on its enlightened views and kind inten-

tions, passed the Encumbered Estates Act, which delivered the Irish

tenants ovei to the tender mercies ot speculators and money-lenders

,

and then Parliament foi a time closed its eyes and cais, and relied

upon force alone to keep Iieland quiet It reicctcd cveiy suggestion

of reform in the land Kws
,
and a gieat Minister, himself an Irish

'^landloid, dismissed the whole subject in the llipp int epigram that

tenant right was landlord-wiong " Since then the Irish Church has

been disestablished, and two L ind Acts have been passed
,
yet we

seem to be as far as ever fiom the pacification of Irehnd Surely it

lb time to inquire whether the e\il is not inherent in our system of

governing Ii eland, and whether there is any otlier cure than that

which Ec Beaumont suggested, namely, the destruction of the system

It is probable that there is not in all London a more humane or a

moie kmd-licarted inaii than Lord Salisburv Yet Lord Salisbury's

Government will do some harsh and inequitable things in Ireland

this winter, just as Mr Gladstone's Govcinmcnt did dining its term

of oflice The fault is not in the men, but in the system which they

have to administer I sec no reason to doubt th it Sir j\l Hicks-Beach

has done the best lie could under the circiirastauccs
,

but, unfortu-

nately, bad js the best In a comersatiou wliuli I had with Dr
Dollinger while he was m full commuuion with Ins Church, I ven-

tured to ask him w hether he thought that a new Pope, ot liberal ideas,

force of charactci, and eomraaiiding ability, would make any gieat

difference in the Papal sjstcm No," he leplied, “ the Curial sys-

tem IS the giowth of centuries, and there can be no change of any

consequence while it lasts Many a Pope has begun with brave pro-

jects of reform ,
but the struggle has been brief, and the end has

been invaiiably the same the Popo has been forced to succumb His

entourage has been too much for him He has found himself enclosed

in a system which was too strong for him, wheel within wheel
,
end

while the system lasts the most enlightened ideas and the best inten-

tions are in the long run unavailing " This criticism applies, mutatiH

mutandiSy to what may be called the Ounal system of Dublin Castle

It IS a species of political Ultramoutanism, exercising supreme power

behind the screen of an ofhcial infallibility on which there is practi-

cally no check, since Pailiamcnt never refuses to grant it any power
which it may demand for enforcing its decrees

But let us hear Professor Dicey's opinion of the system which he

seeks to perpetuate —
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“ On one point alone (it may be urged) all men, of whatever p'lrty oi of

whatever nation, who have seriously studied the annals of Ireland, are agieed

the histoiy of the country is a record of incessant failure on the part of the

(government, iml of incessant mi«>ery on the part of the people On this

matter, if on no other, l)e Beaumont, hroude, and Lecky arc one
”

If this u ere said of any country outside the British Empire, is there

an intelligent man in England who would not without hesitation lay the

blame upon the Go\crnment9 Professor Dieey leaves the question of

guilt open, but insists that ‘^England, from whatever cause, " has failed

in Ireland in achicMiig the elementary results of good governments^

This, he thinks, “ is as certain as any fact of history or ol experience ”

I do not know that the most extiemc of Nationalists could draw
up a more formidable indictment against English rule than this

, vA
othei words, a more cogent argument in favour of Home Rule

The Act of Union/^ ]Mr Diccy affirms, ^^did not lead to national

unity
, on the couti ary, it has at last placed Engl ind and

Ireland farther ap irt morally than they stood at the beginning of

the century

‘‘The failure of English stitesm mship, expl un it as you will, has produced
the one last nnil gre ittst evil which misgov ernnu nt ( in c luse It h is creited

hostility to the 1 in tlie minds of the people llu itiw emnnt work in

Ireland because the cl i&ses, whose opinion in other countiics supports the

action of the Courts, arc in Ireland, even when not hw-bieaker'>, m full

sympathy with law bieikers ” (Pp 72, 71 )
r

It IS the able and accomplished ad\ocate of" England's Case against

Home Rule who makes this ruinous confession of what the advocates

of Home Rule may urge "in a way which is at once legitimate and

telling And he adds, with most honourable candour, that a Home
Ruler may argue that " this fact is for his purpose all the more

instructive if it he granted that the criors of British policy do not

arise from injustice or ill will to Irishmen The inference, he (%e

,

the Home Ruler) insists, to be drawn fiom the lesson of history is

that it IS impossible for the Pailiament of the United Kingdom to

understand or provide for Irish needs
”

Professor* Dicey does not

dispute the justice of the inference, on the contrary, he gives reasons

which explain it For example " A foreign critic like De Beaumont

finds it far easier than could any Englishman to entei into the con-

dition of Ireland The English nation " has combined extra-

ordinary talents for legislation with a singular incapacity for consoh-

dating subject races into one State , whereas " France has shown

a power, quite unknown to Englishmen, of attaching to herself, by

aflfection, countries which she has annexed by force " The

assailants of popular Governments^ are wrong when they "point

to the misrule of Ireland as a proof that the Parliamentary

system is vicious What those critics do prove is, that a

representative assembly is a had form of government for any nation
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or class wlioin it does not r^reseat, and they establish to demon-

stration that a Parliamentary despotism may well be a worse form

of government than a Royal despotism " Down to 1783 Ireland was

avowedly subject to the dfspotism or sovereignty of the British

Farliamenti and at every turn the interest of the country was

sacrificed to the exigencies of English politics And even at the

present day the most plausible charge which can be brought against

the working of the Act of Union is thaf Ireland under it fails to

obtain the full benefit of the British Constitution^ and that^ in spite

of her hundred representatives, she is not, for practical purposes,

represented at Westminster in the same sense as is Middlesex or

||Midlothian " *

Mr John Morley was lately taken very severely to task for saying

that the British Parliament has commonly yielded to fear rather than

to reason But Professor Dicey says in substance much the same

thing in the following passage f

“ All the inherent vices of party government, all the weaknesses of the

PuluraenUry system, all the evils arising irom the perverse notion, that

reform ought ah/ays to be preceded by a period of lengthy and more than

half factitious agitation, met by equally factitious resistance, have been
fostered and incrciscd by the inter action of Irish and English politics No
one can believe that the inveterate habit of ruling one part of the United
Kingdom on principles which no one would venture to apply to the govern-

ment^ of any other part of it, can h ive produced anything but the most
injurious effect on the st ibility of our Government and the character of our
public men The advocates of Home Rule find by f ir their strongest argu-

ments for influencing English opinion in the proofs which they produce, that

England, no less than Ireland, has suffered from a political arrangement under
which legal union has failed to secure moral unity ’’I

And Professor Dicey judgment IS, that for "these evils, arising

from the connection, the blame must rest on English statesmen "

Tfhese, be it observed, are thefiank admissions of a writer of great

ability, wide reading, and singular honesty, extorted from him by the

logic of facts in the course of an elaborate argument against Home
Rule and in support of " things as they are ” And they are ad-

missions, not of facts which are ephemeral or transitory, the offspring

* Pp 81-83 This last admission is hardly consistent with p 288, where Profe‘»sor

Dicey speaks of “the Parliameniof the UnitedKingdom,” as “an assembly, be it notea, lu

which the voice of Ireland is freelyjieard “ A nation “ freely heard,” but never listened
to, may reasonably complam of contumely added to wrong Can Professor Dicey cite

any single boon of any importance which the British Parliament has ever granted bimply
to “ the voice of Ireland freely heard

+ I have observed, as a general rule, that when the opponents of any reform point out
the dangers which they think likely to proceed from it, they call it “ warning,” but
denounce as “ intimidation” the danger signals which the advocates of reform hoist up
to avert its rejection .

^

$ P 152 Here, again, I must note what seems to me an inconsistency /in the
passage quoted above the author admits that “legal union has failed to se^i*e moral
unity ” Yet on p 161 he seeks to discredit the policy of Home Rple by (l^cribing it

aa “ a plan for disuniting the parts of a united State ” What is the vabie of “ a legal
union ’’ which has failed to secure “ moral unity ” ^
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of this or that passing Administration or official, but of facts whuh
have their roots bcneatn the veiy foundations of the present system

of Irish government, and are inseparable from it There is, more-

o\er, aiiotlici consideiation, which has escaped Mr Dicey's ciiticisra,

but \ilncli must convince any dispassionate mind which ponders it,

that the Biitish Parliament is incompetent to manage Irish affairs,

and must become mcieasingly incompetent year by year In ordinary

ciicumstaiices Parlnment sits about twenty-se\cn weeks out ot the

hfty*two Pive out of the twenty seven may safely be subtracted

foi holidays, debates on the Address, and other debates apart from

ordinary business That leaves twenty-two weeks, and out of these,

two nights a week arc at the disposal of the Government and^
three at the disposal of private membcis , lca\ing iii all forty-four^
days for the Government and bi^ty-si\ for piivitc members Into

those forty-four nights Government must compress all its yearly

programme of legislation for the whole ot the British Empiie, fioni

the settlement of some petty dispute about land in the Hebrides

to some question of high policy in Egypt, India, oi other poi tioiis

of the Queen’s world-wide empire, and ill this amidst endless

distractions, enforced attendance thiough dreary debates and vapid

talk, and a luniuiig hre ot cross examination from any volunteer

questioner out ol the 600 odd members who >it outside the Govern-

ment circle The couscqucnce is, that Pailiameiitis getting less able

every year to overtake the mass of business which comes before it

Each yeai contributes its quota of mcvitiblc ai rears to the accumu-

lated mass of previous Sessions, and the pioeess will go on multiply-

ing in increasing ratio as the complex and multiform needs of

modern life iiieieasc The large addition recently made to the

electorate of the United Kingdom is alieady foicing a crop of fresh

subjects on the attention of Parliament, as well as presenting,old

ones from new points of view Plans of devolution and Grand Com-
mittees will fail to cope with this evil To overcome it we need

some organic change in our present Parliamentary system, some

form of decentralization, which shall leave the Imperial Parliament

supreme ovei all suboidinate bodies, yet relegate to the historic and

geographical divisions of the United Kingdom the management

severally of their own local affairs Professor Diccy regards all plans

of this sort as a retrograde movement, the premonitory symptom ot

incipient dissolution

I should have better hope from governing Ireland (if it were

possible) as we govern India, than from Professor Dicey^s method of

ussiing things as they are
” A Viceroy surrounded by a Council of

trained officials, and in scmi-indcpendence of Parliament, would have

settled the Irish question, land and all, long ago But imdgme
India governed on the model of Ireland the Viceroy and
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the most important member of his Government changing with

every change of Adrainistratiln at Westminster ,
* his Council and

the official class in general consisting almost exclusively of

native Mussulmans, deeply prejudiced by religious and tradi-

tional enmity against the great mass of the population, himself

generally subordinate to Ins Chief Secretary, and exposed to

the dailv criticism of au ignorant Parliament and to the deter-

mined hostilitj ol eighty-six Hindoos, holding scats in Parlia-

ment as the lepiesentatives of the vast majority of the people of

India, and resenting bitterly the domination of the hereditary

oppressois of tlieir race How long could the Government of India

be gamed on under such conditions^

0 Viewing it all lound, then, it must be admitted that the problem

which Professor Dicey has set himself is a sufficiently formidable one

]lead the remarkable admissions which I have quoted from liis book,

and add to them all the othci evils which are rooted in our existing

system of Irish goveinment, and then considei what liope there is,

under thing*» as they arc/^ of '^sedulously doing justice to every

demand from Ireland/^ strenuously, and without fear or favour,

asscitmg the equal rights of landlords and tenants, Protestants and

(Catholics, ^'putting down every outrage, and refoiming evciy

abuse, and all the "while refusing to accede to the wishes of

millions of Irishmen for a fundamental change in a political

arrangement that has for centuiies produced all the mischief which

Professor Dicey admits, and much more besides, while it has at the same

time frustrated every serious endeavour to bring about the better

state of things which he expects from—what ^ Piom " things as they

ire *
” As well expect grapes fiom thorns, or figs from thistles

While the tiec remains the same, no amount of weeding, or pruning,

or nianuiing, or change of cultuie, will make it bring forth diflFercnt

fruit Professoi Dicey has demolished what Lord Beaconsfield used

to ^all the " bit-by-bit reformers of Irish Government—those who
would administer homoeopathic doses of local self-government, but

always under protest that the supply was to stop short of what would

satisfy the hunger of the patient But a continuance of things

as they are,” gilded with a thin tissue of benevolent hopes and aspi-

latious, IS scarcely a more promising remedy for tjie ills of Ireland

Is it not time to try some jew treatment—one which has been tried

111 similar cases, and always with success? One only policy has

never been tried in Ireland—‘honest Home Rule It is recommended

by wise men and skilled practitioners, and has been for a long time

* From the bceiimmg of 1880 till now therfe have been six ’V iceroys and nine Chief

Secretaries in Dublin—namely, Duke of Marlborough, Earls Cowi)er and Spencer, Earls

of Carnarvon and Aberdeen, and tht. Marquis of Londonderry ,
Mr I owther, Mr Forster,

Lord I? Cavendish, Mr Trevelyan, Mr Campbell Bannerman, bn W Hart Dyke, Mr
W H bmith, Mr J Morley, and Sir M Hicks Beach A fine example, truly, of

stable government and coutmuoua policy I
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passionately demanded by the patient At present the case stands

thus The existing system has admiHedly failed This is the con-

fession of its latest and ablest champion Every scheme (within

that system), says Professor Dicey, has ^n tried in turn, and no

scheme has succeeded ” It ^Ms a record of incessant failure on the

part of the Government, and of incessant misery on the part of the

people ” It " has produced the one last and greatest evil which mis-

government can cause Irish disaffection to England is, if not

deeper, more wide-spread than in 1800 It is, in short, a political

arrangement under which legal union has failed to secure moral

unity
”

Is it possible to conceive a more complete surrender at dis-

cretion of things as they are than these suicidal admissions * Yet

this is the position, his guns spiked by himself and his ramparts^

lying all in ruins around him, from which ^Ir Dicey ventures on the

following surprising challenge —
‘‘ The support of the Unipn [as it is] is, after all, let controversialists say

what they will, the policy which holds the held, ind it is (strange though the

assertion may appear) on the advocates ot innovation, not on the supporters

of things as they are, that lies the burden of making out thtir case
**

The advocates of innovation " need only rcplv that Professor

Dicey has saved them the trouble he has made out their case for

them

But " the advocates of innovation are of two sorts those who
are in favour of local i^lf-governmcnt, more or less, but short of

Parliamentary Home Rule , and those who advocate Home Rule in

the sense of a Legislative Body in Dublin, with executive powers, but

subordinate to the Imperial Parliament To both of these classes of

innovators Mr Dicey is irreconcilably opposed He is one of
" the supporters of things as they are,^^ since he sees no prospect of

Frenchifying our administration of Ireland (pp 26, 27) A con-

troversialist who occupies so exposed a position has need to look

well to his weapons Let us then examine his arguments against

Home Rule—not lu detail ,
there is no space, nor is there any

necessity Their validity can be tested by some proof examples

The first criticism that I have to make is, that a large proportion

of Professor Dicey^s arguments against Home Rule are of the nature

of unfulfilled prophecy In his opinion, “ the injury to be done to

England^' by Home Rule is a ccitamty (p 16) It would be

equivalent to a loss of "moral character (p J44) It would also

be " vile treachery," which " would approach to lufamv," since it

would probably leave " English subjects who had always obeyed the

law * at the mercy of conspirators whose lawlessness had taken
* ^hile I am writing, Justice Lawson has just been denouncing an, Ulster Protestant

jury for condoning the murder of a British soldier by an Irisli Protestant
, and an Ulster

member of J^arliament has publicly declared that if the Imperial ParRameut pass a law
which happens to offend his Orange prejudices, he will disobey that law Obedunce
to laws which fa\oui oneself and oppress others is a ver^ cheap kind of loyalty
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the form of cruelty and tyranny, and whose vindictiveness was eertam
to punish as criminality former acts of loyalty or obedience to

English sovereignty (pp 141-5) It would meam loss to Great

Britain both lu moneys and men,^' amounting, in men, to " the

sacrifice of a seventh part of the population of the United Kingdom

(pp 145-6) Ireland under Home Rule would be a foe, or at best

a very cold friend, upon our borders ”
(p 147) " Our diplomacy

would be constantly occupied with the intrigues carried on iii

Dublin (p 148) “ That the GHdstonian Constitution cannot

satisfy Ireland is all but certain (p 2G7) An Irish Parliament

would assuredly pass liws which every man m Kngland, and many

^
more throughout Iieland, would hold to be unjust, and which
would certainly act aside imperial legislation” (p 210) Horae
Rule would mean courts, an army, and a police, controlled by the

leaders of the Land League,” and that again would probably mean
rents abolished and landlords driven into exile ” (p 211) A Home

Rule Parliament would desire that the country shall defend

itself, and would therefore insist on liavmg an army (p 209)

Under Home Rule wc should piobably see British subjects killed

by a mob in Belfast or in Dublin, whilst British tioops stand quietly

by, and under the direction of an lush Home Secretary take no

steps to prevent murder” (pp 2G3-i) Suppose that the first

Irish Ministry, on then accession to power, propose to mauguiate the

new eia bv a free pardon of all the political %ffcudeis, dyinraitcrs and

others ” (p 264) *

Certainly, if Home Rule is to be refused till all these prophecies

arc disproved, and all these suppositions shown to be absolutely

impossible, Iiclind must go without Home Rule foi ever If the

sky fall, we shall catch larks” Jlut he would be a foolish bird-

catcher who waited for that contingcncj And not less foolish is

the statesman who sits still till every conceivable objection to his

policy has been mathematically refuted in advance, and every wuld

prediction falsified by the event , foi that would ensure his ncvei

moving at all Sedet (eieinamque scdibit A pioper enough atti-

tude, perhaps, on the part of an ciistic philosopher speculating on

politics in the silent shade of aeademie groves but hardly suitible

for a practical politician who has to take action on one of the most

burning questions of our time Human affairs are not governed by

mathematical reasoning You cannot demonstrate the piccisc

results of any legislative measure beforehand as you can demon-

strate the course of a planet in the solai system “ Probability,” as

Bishop Butler says, is the guide of life ,
” and an older philosopher

* Is Mr Dicoy serious in ha/ wclmir this and other oiitiagcoiia improbabilities’ An
Irish Ministry could not at present do anything of the kind Ihe poLtical olTcudora

in question were tned and convicted in Great Brituu, and would bo beyond the juris-

diction of an Irish Ministry

VQL LI n
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than Butlci Ins ^vained us that to demand demonstrative proof in

the spliere ot ooufiugent matter is the same kind of absurdity as

to demand piobablc reasoning m mathematics You cannot confute

a propliet bcfoic the event, vou can o/fiy disbelieve him The

adiocates of Hopic Itulc belitve that their policy would in general

Inie an cxaitiv contrary effect to that predicted by Mr Diccy,

and tlicir iaitli rcbts on better evidence than his unbelief

Tirsi, t\cry act of Icgislition is, before experience, amenable to

such dcstructnc criticism as he uigcs against Home Rule I

have not x doubt that Profcssoi Dicev could have made out

an unausncriblt case against the Great Chartci at llunnymede

,

and lie would find it easy to prove on a priot i grounds th it the British

Constitution is one of the most absuid, mischievous, and unworkable

instiuments that ever issued fiom hiimar brains or from the evolu-

tion of event'* By Profe&sor Diccv^s method of leasoiung the Great

Chartci and othei fundamental poitious of the Constitution oiiglit

to have brought the Government ot the British ihnpirc to a deadlock

long ago Everv suspension ot the Habeas Coipus Act, eveiy Act

oi Attainder, every statute for siimmaiy tiial and conviction bcfoic

justices of tlic peace, is a violaiiou ol the tundanicutal article of the

Constitution, winch requires that no man shall be imprisoned oi othi r-

wisc punished except after lawful tiial by his pccis^ Considci also

the magazines of explosive materials which lie hidden in the consti-

tutional prerogatives of <he Crown, if they could only bp ignited by

the match ot an ingenious theorist The Crown, as Lord Sherbrooke

once somewhat irrev crcntly expressed it, an turn evciy cobbler m the

land into apecr/^ and could thus put an end, as the Duke ot Welling-

ton declared, to " the Constitution ot this country The Ciown
IS not bound by Act of Parliament unless named therein by special

and particular woids The Ciowii can make peace or war with-

out consulting Parliament, can by secret ticaty saddle the nation with

the most perilous obligations, and give away all such portions of the

empire as do not i est on Statute The prerogative of mercy, too, would

enable an eccentric Sovereign, aided bv an obsequious Minister,to open

the jails and let all the convicted criminals in the land loose upon

society i But criticism which proves too much in effect proves nothing

Secondly, every stage in the progress ofconstitutional reform has, in

matter of tact, been marked by similar predictions falsified by results,^

* Creasy s “ Imperial and Colonial Constitutions of the Britannic Empire,’* p 155
i* May’s Const Hist i 313

X Blackatones “Commentaries,** by Stephen, ii 491-2, 497, 507

^ AVc need not go far afaeld for illiistratioa<t A few samples will sufhee “It was
natural,” says Mill (“ Hop Gov ** p 311),” to feel strong doubts before trial had Ijeen made
how such a provision [as the SUtireme Court of the United States] would work

,
whether

the tribunal would have the courage to exercise its constitutional power, if it did,
v^ether it would exercise it wisely, and whether the Government would consent peace
ably to its decision The discussions on the American Constitution, before its fintd
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and the prophets who condemn Horae Rule have no better credentials

,

indeed, much worse, for they proclaim the miserable failure of ^'things

as they aie,” whereas their predecessors were in their day satisfied

with things as they were Thirdly, some ot Mr Dicey^s most telling

points are now obsolete and irrelevant foi instance, the exclusion

of Irish merabeis fiom the British Parliament (p 92) Mr Glad-

stone has in public repeatedly withdrawn that part of the Bill, and
declared his leadmess to njakc provision for continued Irish represen-

tation in the Imperial Parliament With the fall of that objection

falls also the argument fiom the so-cilled “ tribute which Professor

Dicey hangs on it (p 269) But it is necessary to say a woid or two
oil tins tribute ” question Professor Dicey b( lieics that all Ireland,

'uloption ^i\e CMtlpncc thit these uatiuil apprt huisions wore strongly felt, but the>
n e now entirely quntul, sinc< <lnring the two ^^cncritions iiul more which hive sub
scqucntly c] xpsed noth his occiiitcd to \ciif\ them, thoiiji thtic ha\e at times
been disnutcs of consider iblc acnmoiiy and whn h bcc luic the Sidles of paitits respect
iiig the limits of tlio iuthoiit> of tlic Indcial ind State (jio\crnmcnts ’ Jhc Austrian
opiioncnts ot Home Tlnlc in Hun^rar^ predicted ihit it would lead sti ai^^ht to s< juration
Jhc opponenti of the C anadi iii ( onslitution j)l*o|)hcsied thit Caiiaili would in a
fi w irs he amic\o<l to the I lutcd States uni ilome Kulc in Anstrali i was believed
by able stitc&nnii to iiixohc ludcjicudcnce it an cirl\ date Mr l)ieey liinistlf tells us
‘thit th( wTseat tlimkeis of the eijfhtccuth century (inelndiu^ lluike) held that th®

inde])eiideuce of tlic Aimrioan Colonics nuant the irrejj liable lum ot (tic it lintain
Iheie were apparently solid re i&oiis lor tjiis belief expeneiue h s proved it to lie with
out found ition Iho various changes in om own Constitution, md even m our
Criiniiial ( odo, were believed b\ nun of h^lit md leading’ at the time to poitend
natinual nun All the ju 1 es in the hnd, all the b inkeis and the piofchsions generally,

pctitioneel i^airist dtei ition ni the law which sent cliilUien of ten to the gallows for
he theft of a pocket hamikt rehief The great 1 oid 1 llenborou^h elecl iredin the House

* f L.ordj that tlie h irnc<l judges weie unauimou'«ly a^reeil that any mitigation in
it 1 iw w ouhl mipeiil the public st eipity ’ “ My I Old*? lie eNehinied if w i suffer

I lis Bill to jjasswe sb ill not know wheiewestind wesh ill not know whether we aic on
c ir he ids or on om Icct ’ AIi J*< losval when leader ( f tlie House of C ominous m 1807,
euelaicd tli it lie e uld uot comeive a time oi change of eiieumst vnees wlueli would
reniler furtlui concessions to the t athohes consistent witli thesifcty of the State”

< C loker 1 iper i 12 ) ( lol ei wis i v cr> istute m in
,
but licre is his forecast of the

He form Act of 1832 ‘ Ao kiii_,s no lords, no inequalities in the social system all wnll

be levelltd to the plane of the petty shopkeeper-^ ind small f umeis this, perhaps, not
without Idoodshed, but certainly by coniiscatious an I persecutions

’ “ J here can be no
longci any doubt tint th< Leform Bill is a tejiping stone in h ngland to a Republic,
and m Ireland to separ itioii ” Croker met the Queen m 1832 eou&ide red her very good
looking, but thought it not luihkely that “ she may live to be pi uii Miss Guelph ”

J \ eii Sir Robert IVcl wrote * If I am to be bcliev ed, 1 foresee revolution as the eonse
ejuence of this Bill

,
’ aiwl he “ felt that it hod ceased to be an object of ambition to any

man of equable and consistent mind to enter into the service of the Ciown ’’ And as

lite as 18 J9 robust a chaiae ei ab Sir lames Graham thought the world was coming
to an end because the >oun^ Queen gave hei conlidence to a Whig Minister “ I begin

to share all your apjirdieiisions and forebodings ’ he wiites to Croker with regard to

the probable issue of the present struggle The Crown in alliance with Demociacy
biljles every eolculitioii on the balance of power m our mixed form of Government
Aristocracy and C huieli cannot contend against Queen and people mixed they
must yield m the hrst instance when the Crown, unprotected, will meet its f ite, and
the accustomed round of auatchy and despotism will run its course ” And ho prays
that be may “ lie cold before that dicadful day (Jbid ii 11 J, 140, 170 181, 350 )

J?reo Trade created a simil ir panic Good God » Croker exclaimed, ‘ what a chaos

of anarchy and misery do 1 foresee m every direction, from sa comp iratively small a be-

ginning as changing an avet a4fe duty of 8s into afixed duty of 8s ,
the fact being that

the fixed duty means no duty at all, and no duty at all will be tlieov orthrow of tbeenst-
mg social and politii al system of our country ’ {Ihd iii 13) And what ha\ e become of
Mr Lowe s gloomy vaticinations as to the terrible conscr^uences of the very moderate
Reform Bill of 18GG, followed as it was by a much more democratic measure ^

H 2
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Ulster included, would join, and justly join, in denouncing as at

once Ignominious and ruinous the payment of a tubutc raised for

imperial purpose'^ at the moment uhen Iieland ceased to have anv

\otc m the direction of imperial policy (pp 268-9) The objection

IS no loiigci iclevaiit, but is it sounds It may be presumptuous,

espocnllv for a layman, to question any opinion on constitutional law

ijivcri by the eminent aiithoi of the ^'Law of the Constitution,” but

1 am suie that Professor Dicey is one of the last men to repel criticism

by the weight of any autliority I shall therefore venture to say that

in the passage just quoted, and in other parts of his volume, beseems

to me to hive forgotten the cardinal distinction which Burke draws,

in his splendid speech on American tavation, between " the

Constitution of the Briti'-h Empire and the Constitution of

Britain Buikc would never have asserted, as Professor Diccy does

(pp lo-ir), that it IS not the doubt as to the rc ility of the

blessing to be conferred on Iieland, but the certainty of the

injurs to be done to Ihigland, which causLs then opposition to

Home llulc^^'^ Mr Diccj argacs thioiighout as if England

alone, m the strictest sense, wcic the Biitish Empire, and had ac-

Qordingly an exclusive right to decide an issue which concerns the

Eiipire at laige It is this nirrowiicss of view—if I inaj take the

libcity of saying so—whuh his misled him ou the subject of the

alleged injustice of taxation without repicseiitation No higher

authority on tli it subject exists than Buikc
,
yet Burke ms sts on the

constitutional right of the Tmpeiiil Parliament to demand foi im-

perial purposes a financial contribution fiom the subordinate legisla*

turcs Profcssoi Dicey liimscU docs no* insist inoic strongly than

Buik( docs on the omnipotence of Parliament " llci power,’’ he s?\s,

“muse be boundless,^’ iiul he tests this power is follows —
‘ We ire iged in w ir

,
the Surdary ot State c ills upon the Colonies

to (.ontnbut "^unie would do it, 1 tliink ino^t would ehccifiilly fiiimsh

wlnt* \oi dfin indcd Ono oi t^o, suppose, hincj huk, and, eising ilunl

&( ]\e-5, let tlie stress ot the dr lujit Jio on the othcis SiiiJ) it is proper th it

soua auloiit;y iniglit lewdly sij T i\ joijim Ivt s loi tin common sujijdj, oi

Path till' ntwill do it for ^uu ’ Hu cast i') to be piovidi d for by a competent
&o\c rCl jiii power

,
but then this ouglit to be no oidniaiy power—nor cvei

used m the first ins^^'vrcf Hus is wli it T ruoirit when I li ive siid it various

times tint I comidu the ponet ot Umiof za Pcuhumcnt c/s ati instnmcnt of
empty e, and not ns a means oj supply/

The principle of what is inaccurately called tl e “ tribute m Mr
«

* Compare tins with the foliowiii^ JiiipiDjic of Buikc, spoken, be it remembered,
b'^foro till* Union — “ 1 he I'lrliunent of ( re it Britain sits at the head of an extenaivo
1 mpiTC in two capacities one is the local legislature of this island, l^roMdmg for ill

things at home immediately, and by no other instrument than the executive power ,

the o+her and I think her nobh r capacitv, ii what 1 call her im}jcri il character, in
which as from the throne of hcav eri she bupci intends ill Un sevcial inferior legisla
turru, and ^uidce and controls them all, inthout annihilaling any ’
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'Gladstone’^ Bill could not be more clearly defined It makes no
difiercncc as to principle how the right of taxing the Colonies for

imperial purposes is to be exercised, whether by an agreement to

pay a certain sum for an mdcfinite time, or for a given period, or by
an extraordinary vote to meet an extiaordinary emergency The
principle is, that Parliament, in its imperial capacity, has a right to

call, as it shall see fit, on any constituent member of the empire to

bear its shaic in the burdens of the empire Theie could, therefore,

have been nothing unjust or " ignominious in Ireland’s contribution

to imperial taxation under Mr Gladstone's Bill, even if not a single

Irish member remained in the British Parliament Still less could

this have been the case when it was a voluntary arrangement on the

part of Ireland made legally thiough her chosen representatives The
maxim that there can be no taxation without representation is one of

those constitutional truisms which would soon wieck the Constitutiou

if pushed beyond tlic nariow limits of their pioper aiiplication

Stiictly intcrjncted, it would exempt women fiom taxation, and all

males without votes In 1831 the entire electoral body of Scot-

land was only 4,000 ” ^
Docs it follow that the rest of the popula-

tion of Scotland had up to tint date been illegally taxed ? "V^Hien

Burke aigued against the light of Parliament to tax the colonies

he was using light in wlnt logicians call its second intention

Men may Individually and as a Government have a right to do

what nevertheless it would not be light foi them to do An abstract

light may become a concrete wrong

Mv fourth special criticism on Professor Dicey s aigumcnt against

Horae Rule is, that much of it, while appiopriatc enough in the form

of amendments to a Bill in Committee, cannot properly be called

arguments against I^omc Rule at all Right or wiong, they might

be accepted without prejudice to the piinciplc of Home Rule, which,

*lct be repeated, means in this coiitiovcrsy a Legislative Body in

Ireland, Icgishting foi aflairs exclusively Irish, with an executive

under its control All else is open, and when the advocates of

Home Rule point to other countries and to our colonies as examples

of the beneficial working of Home Rule, they are not so foolish as to

suggest that the analogies are complete, but only that they are suffi-

ciently near as jmmd Jacie arguments t Some others ofMr Diccv^s

objections rest on an equivocal use of words ‘'nation*^ and "nation-

ality" are instances For example " Mr Parnell and his followers

accept in principle Mr Gladstone's proposals, and are therefore willing

* Creasy, p 30
+ Ihis IS my answer to some criticism which Professor Dicey his done me thehonour

of making on my pamphlet on Home Kulc, on page 190 of his book Having, however,

in that criticism attributed to me, by an oaersight, a quotation from another writer, he
has written to mo in most courteous terms to request me to make public the fact that

he has corrected the mistake in his second edition
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to accept for Iichnd icbtuctions on her political liberty absolutely

inconsistent iMtli hci natioiialitv (p 32) Rhode Island has all

the freedom clcmaudcfT for liis country by in emiiicnt Home Rulci

He suich docs not considci the inhabitants of Rhode Island to be a

nation lieland would not under Federalism lie a nation”

(p Ih?) nition IS oni thing, a state forming part of a federa-

tion IS another” (p 33) Bivaria or Ilnngaiv In these

passages nationality is nude synonymous with absolute indepen-

dence, and Jlr Dicey^s whole “ c isi ” rests at bottom on tlic

assumption that this is the kind of nationality winch the Irish

desire, and that thej mil never lemain satisfied with anything

short ot complete separation from the Butish EmpiK I

believe, on the contiarj—and my belief icsts on no more violent

assumption than that the Irish lit not fools—that the Irish

Nation ilists would in a body reject as i fatal gift tin boon for which

IJIr Diccj thinks they aie ciaving The nation lity they cherish is

something quite dilltiti t

“ A poitioa of mankind, ‘‘iniy be siid to consliiuti. inition-

ility if they aie unitt d imong thcm’-chco by common s^mpUhiO'', which do
iioto''i^tb tween them and my othcis—winch mike tlicni co-oj ci itc with

oich otlui moip wdlingl} than with othci people, dcsitc to be under thc'>*nlc

L^o\cinint nt, and dcbin that it sliould be gowernme it by tlicmsclvc*^, oi

portion ol thcmselv(
,
exclusively

”

Among the causes winch generate this sentiment lie mentions

community of language / identity of race and descent,” com-

munity of religion,” geographic il limits” a common name”
But the stiongcst of all is identity of political antecedents, the pos-

session of a national history, and consequent community of recollcc

tions collective puck and humiliation, pleasure and regict, connected

witii the tame incidents m the past ” Scotlaiicl and Wales have an

intense pride in their distinct nationalities , but this pi uk clocg iiolf

derogate fiom—it increases—tlieir common pride in tlieii heritage as

membeis of the British Empire The liveliest ardour of individual

nationah&ra may ce-cMst vuth love of a larger country under the

over shadowing tCgis ol cithei an imperial or federal flag A solclici

IS rot less loyal to the national flag because liis first tliought is for

the colours of his regiment U.liat tins was Mills view, the whole

passage, and also his illustrations, show

I can only cursorily glance &t a few moie of Mr Dicey's objec-

tions Home rule,” he says, is a plan for revolutionizing the

Constitution of the whole United Kingdom ” (p 17) How? Was
the Constitution revolutionized by thp Act of Union ? If not, how
ca^ti it be revolutionizi^d by a modification of that Act ^ Mr Glad-

sj^oneN Home Rule Bill was constitutionally insignificant in compa-
pmii with the Act of Union, which not only destioycd a Parliament

* «Rep Got’'p 294
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centuries old, but in ciddition repealed specifically the fundamental

statutory covenant which ordaiQed

—

“ That the said rj^dit cl iirned by tho peoplt of Irel ind to be bound only by
laws enacted by Ills Majesty and the Parliament of th it Kingdom in all cis* s

Avliitevcr, ind to have ill ictioris, iS^c
,
decided in Ihs MajO'-ty’s Court therein

linilly^ and without ippeil lioin thince, shall h(, and it is heiehy d(

(land to he, estahh6hed avd asi a taimd jot tut, and shall at no time hereaftei

he qucstioiud oi qiicshonahlt
(
\ct, Georgt HI c xwiii

,
md I7h3 )

Mr Dicey objects to the personification of nationalities, the

delusion of personification^^ (pp 10—11 ), md then presently falls

into that lery ^Mclusion when he speaks of FngUnd as a person

— her honoui,” ^^hcr obligations'’ (pp 1 ?, 13) He attacks the

idea that a portion of i nation has a light to speak with the

luthoiitj of the whole ‘^Thc will of i locilitv i«i ulnnttcd not to be

the cxpichsion of the will of tho nation (pp 20, 30) This assumes

the CMstence of a united nation, which he denies on p 12S “ The

two countiics [England and Ireland] do not yet foiin one united

nation ” The feeling of nationality,” we ire told, has pi 15 cd a

very subordinate pait in fomenting or kcc])mg alive Irish discontent,”

and therefore tlu true ind onlj remedy is ni agi anaii law

(pp 9(5, 288) The history of Ireland siiue the Union lefutes tnis

assertion Ihom Grattan downwards Ii eland’s demand for Home Rule

has been primaiily political But if we grant Mr Diccy^s assertion for

the sake of argument, it destioys the main part of his case,” which

assumes that the real dcsiie of Irish nationalists is foi national

independence and complete sepaiation He thinks (p 212) that the

Irish would not be satisfied tien with colonial independence”

Why, if the ical lOot of their discontent is agrarian,and a reform m
that diieetion would cure the discontent ^

But want of spsce foibids me to pursue this criticism m detail

Aftci all, the ical question is, Wliat is to be done now ^ The Irish

question will brook no delay Men may talk lightly of the ease with

which cighty-six lush members may be kept m order m Parliament

Tlicy foiget that the Irish people ate behind the Irish membeis How
IS Ireland to be governed on parliamentary principles if the voice of

her icprcsentjjtives is to be forcibly silenced or disregarded ? Could

even Yorkshire be governed permanently in that way ^ That is the

difficulty which Professor Dicey never faces once m his able book, and

his evasion of it piovcs that he sees no practical method of facing it

from the ground of things as they are ” If I mistake not, Ins

book will be found to advance instead of impeding the cause of

Hon»e Rule When the Biitish public come to see that the only

alternatives are Home Rule and " things as thev are,” they will

choose Home Rule But in any case opponents as well as friends must

welcome into the arena the advent of a combatant who delivers his

hardest blows with knightly courtesy

Matcolm MacColl



DOGS IN LONDON.

O
lSE of the surcsst mdicitions of llie adviucc and spicad of

liealthy feeling in tliis» countiy is the efiort societies aic now

making to seeme the welfaic of oui buffering fellow -cieatures For

many jears wc ha^c had in our midst i Society for the Ihevtntion

of Crueltj to Animals, but it is only quite iccLutlj that the Society

for Pie\cntion of Ciuclt) to Children has been able to make any

hcadwaj We ha^c now anothci society sjninging up for the

picvcntion of hydiophobia, whose operations, if judiciously earned

out, must inevitably tend to rclie\t humanity of the risks of a

hoiiiblc form of disease, wlule animals especially dogs, will also

benefit by immunity fiom the same

The ad\aiirc fiom solicitude for the wclfaic of animals only to

that of human beings is one on which the nation may well congra-

tulate itself, for the latter will alway\ Ic found to coipprehend the

tormci Those who arc kind to th(u fclJow-cinatures will always

be found to be also kind and considerate to animals, while, on the

contrary, those who aie ineicly fond of anima's are known to be

often averse to children, and to jcare little for the welfare of the

human race

The fact IS, the love of animals in itself is very frcciucntly merely

the liking for them so far as they pander to oxft own sclhsh

amusements, and in many cases the love extends to them as it does

0to inanimate objects, our goods and chattels, and no farther So

much IS this the case that the kindly feeling as to possession goes as

far as our own elnldreii—that is to say, it is not uncommon to

meet with persons who are fond of their own children and their own
dogs, but who care little foi the childien of others The feeling

alluded to, however, as now spreading over the country is beyond all

this it IS the love of humanity which is springing up and influencing

so manj—^love for those who are not known, and with this comes
also a feeling for animals, of a higher nature than that possessed by
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those who may love animals only, but who dislike what they call the

" gutter children
''

The great antagonism which has recently been shown by rival

parties as to the operation of the Dog Laws during the present year

IS a result of an advance of healthy sympathy on the part of the

majority, causing natural differences with those who arc lagging behind
On the one side are those who look upon humanity as the first consider-

ation, and wish to do justice to animals, but not at the sacrifice of the

people , wliile on the other side are the sentimentalists and dog-fanciers,

who care little for humanitv, and who find their selfish amusements
curtailed for the benefit of the public It is actually a case of the

public generally against a small party, but though so small it is of con-

siderable position and wealth, and influence with the Press With all

this antagonism, howeier, there is a steady advance in healthy tone

There may be a diffeience of opinion as to whether a dog that

appears to be mad ought to be killed, based upon the question as to

whethei he is dangerous or not , but all concur that if he is killed

in public, some method must be devised by which it can be done

without shocking the fastidious The truncheon, which is given to

the police to be used upon a man when necessary, is too cruel an

instrument to be employed on a dog In using the truncheon

against a man it is considered desirable not to hit him on the head,

but on the body On the othci hand, if by accident a dog is hit on

the body instead of on the head, it is at once recorded as cruelty

Again, if in dispatching a dog an extra blow or two be gi\eu to

ensure death, ciuclty is immediately charged, though in what it

consists has not as yet been stated Altogether, the truncheon is

doomed as the weapon by which a dog is to be dispatched on an

emergency, though what weapon should be used in its place is yet

uncertain It is still doubtful also whether the alleged cruelty in

the action is to the dog, or whether it is not the effect the action

has upon the refined feelings of children and others jiassing by

It is interesting to ascertain what kind of action towards

animals is to be allowed, and the impression -arrived at is

that with many it is considered a matter of convenience Animals

may be caught in traps and lose their legs thereby, birds may
be wounded and allowed to die in the fields, ferrets may have

irritating muzzles, w ounded hares may be retrieved by dogs, pigs and 4

calves and other animals may be bled to death , but dogs when found

mad are not to be hit on the head with a policetojln's truncheon, even

though the action may save several of the community a horribly

death from hydrophobia n

Fortunately this is not the opinion of the public generally The

sound view of the matter is, that the welfare of humanity is the first

consideration, and that when human life is in danger from a dog,

that dog must be rendered innocuous in the most expeditious manner '
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practicable, it pieseut no better weapon m an emergency tnan the

truncheon is known ^

Among otlici statements itgardmg clogs it has been averred with

authority that rabies is almost invariably propagated by the bite of

in aiunial alicadv suffering from the disease, and vaiious theories

as to its s])icad ha\c been based on this assumption Yet there arc

tho'^e who still bollc^e in its spontaneous production, and it is not

more than torn teen ^cars since Mi Fleming stated that " the etiology

ol labics lias ^ct to be elucid itcd , as it inav be said wc arc m com-

])lcte ignoi nice of the cueumstauccs on winch its spontaneous pro-

duction depends,” and again ^ Few \cteimarians now flenj, in an

absolute manner, the spontaiu ous production ot the malady
,
yet

none c ni assign its genesis to any specific cause ”

Witli thisMcw betorc us it is difficult to eompiehencl how entirely,

dining the recent preialcnee of labies^ the fact has been lost sight of,

tint the gciiei il condition of the dogs duiing the pciiod inav have

had very much to do with the spread of tlu discast

It seems to have been foi gotten that wink dining oiduiaiy seasons

dogs bitten by a mad dog might foi the most part csccipe unharmed, yet

tliat during the rcociit scavou there may have been a pi c disposition

among dogs to develop the disease This has been particularly

bi ought out by the fict tint dmmg the pist f( w years epilepsy luis

increased as labics has incroasid, and that during the past year, while

tlieie have been so many c isos of rabies there also have been raoie

cases of epilepsy, with appeal aiicc of madne^^s thus giving the m-
teiencc that one form of epikps} may be a function of rabies So
that those who cavil at the pi csent statements of the veterinarians

are forced into this dilemma—eitliei that the eases of apparent rabies

which arc declared to be epili psy an actually r ibies m the fust stage,

or else that v\hile labies is rife epilepsy also becomes epidemic, m
vihicli latter ease it is clear that tlic prevalence of epilepsy indicates

a condition of the dog favourable to the spread of rabies

Before proceeding further, it may appeal dcsiiable to point out that

the wild and reckless statements that new and more seveie lestnctions

were placed upon dogs, under the Commissioner’s orders, after the

1st of April, 1886, arc entirely erroneous There has been no altera-

tion in the mannei of dealing with dogs under the various Acts for

many years past The method of proceeding is laid down by law,

and the police have no option as to varying the process

The following r^uVns will show the uniformity of proceeding

during the recent prevalence of rabies —
Killed in the SUdh nnS l)ogf» Home as rabid

During the eight months ending March 31, 188G 305 dogs

„ „ „ commencing April 1, 188C 274 „

^Seized in the Hireets and sfnt to Dogs' Home
During the eight months ending JVfcirch 31, 1886 27,137 dogs

jj „ „ commencing April 1, 1886 21,682 „
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This at once disposes of the statement that, during the progress of

the disease, some new and spceially restrictive measures with rcfci-

cncc to the dogs were suddenly introduced The same vigorous

action was pursued thioughout so far as the dog is concerned But,

on the otlmr hand, owing to the inconsistent decisions of magistrates,

the owners of dogs iicrc not summoned m any number until June,

188G, *md it is instructive to notice that the outciy with regard to

the icstiictions on dogs was raised at the time when tlic owners were

brought betorc the police courts for not keeping them under control,

and lapsed at the time that the summonses were discontinued The
inference IS, that so long as there were only restrictions on dogs, their

owneis made little or no objection, but as soon as the law was put in

foiec ag<»inst the owneis, in the interests of the public, to compel

them to protect the public against their dogs, and as soon as the

owneis weie ini onvcnienccd b} appearing m the police courts, a

\iolerit outcrv was raised on behall ot the dog And it is suggestive

ot the iiismcenty of the arguments nut forward by dog owners as to

cruelty that in one of the newspapers m which the alleged ciucity

to dogs was made much of, there were at the same time advcrtise-

jnents with woodcuts, iii one of which a icnnikabh ciucl mu7/le is

recommended foi fcirets, and m another a hare is held upm a sports-

man’s hand, ha\ lug been retrieved aftci a run of halt a mile

If IS exceedingly amusing to find on looking into tlic records of the

past relating to rabies, that on each occasion when prc(?autions ha\c

been taken to prevent its spread, thcic has been an agitation on the

subject, increasing as the laws passed have been moic rcstiietive bo

that as the majority pass more shingent measures tlic abuse of the

Executive foi putting those measures in force is more unmeasured

In Loudon the disease among dogs has often assumed alarming

propoitions, g^and cxtraordiii iry precautions have been taken In

17511-60 madness raged among dogs durifig the wmtei and caily

spring, and the magistrates issued orders for persons to confine their

dogs to the house for a month, aud oidered all dogs found at laige

Jo be destioyed It is said, probably without truth, that a sum of

tAvo shillings was paid for every dog so killed, and that there were

dog-hunts through the streets—accounts which probably gaAC use to

the highly sensational statements fabricated from time to time duimg

the present year and published in the daily papers

Through many years of fluctuations rabies again appeared m England

in 1856 in a very severe foira, and in 186 > it prevailed in and around

London to an unusual extent, the total number of deaths during the

year from hydrophobia being 19

In 1866 the disease again assumed a formidable aspect in England,

and on April 16 of that year a notice, under the Order m Council for

the Cattle Plague, was issued as to stray dogs m Middlesex —
That with a view to prevent the propagation of disease by dogs,
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anj dog found straying about the jurisdiction, and without a collar

having thr innic pf the*owner on it, may be destroyed

The Commissioner of Police, however, appears to have declined to

carry out the ^\ork in so Mholcsale a fashion, and limited the de-

struction of dogs by the police to those that appeared to|^e mad
At tins time the Dogs' Home authorities had not taken in liand

tl/c nieiciful woik of dcstioying useless and ownerless dogs, and

there was no Act of Parliament referring to the subject The conse-

quence u ns that stray and starving dogs inf( sted the parks until people

were much incoiiTcnienccd and even alarmed

A ladj wilting to the Press at this time states

“ These poor cre-itures often follow me close, in liopos of a few scraps of

food 01 few kind v\orda, and iny sympithy foi their misery is mixed with

terror thnt they may not boabk to resist the temptation of taking a piece ol

flesh out of my lip I Invc often appealed to a policeman to put a merciful

end to a wietehed oojcct, but unless the dog is mad he has no power to touch*

It Some benevolent ladies au getting up a hospital foa neglected dogs,

Would not a speedy d itli be a moic sensible and merciful arrangement?

”

When the Mctiopohtan Streets Act was passed in 1867 the Com-

missioner v\as enabled to diicct all stiay dogs to be seized, and this

practice his itmaincd in foice continuously to the present time Wc
have the authority of Mr Flemiug for stating tliat alter this ^^tlic

number of cases of hydrophobia immediately began to dirninijh m
and around London

^Jhe diagiam to be seen at Scotland Yard, showing the number of

dogs seized monthly since 1868, is au interesting study Up to 1873

about 10 000 per annum were seized, but lu May 1874 3000 were

seized, and the total scizuic that year exceeded 10,000, this average

was maiutaipcd until 1877, when, during the mouth of December,

there was a sudden rise to 5000, giving a total of 24,000 for the

year In 1878 the total number seized was ovei 30,0(lt), and in the

tollowing VC ir 25,000 Prom 1880 to 1881 the numbcis averaged

about 17,000 per annum Towards the end of 1885 rabies became
prevalent to so alarming an extentthat in December special efforts were

made, and no less than 9000 dogs were seized, raising the number
for the vear to over 25,000 During the current year there has been

a steady decrease in numbcis seized each month, until in November
the normal number lias been reached The total will probably

exceed 48,000, but owing to the great number restored to owners,

the number taken to the Dogs' Home will probably not exceed

35,000

In 1871, rabies showed itself in a truly epizootic and alarm-

ing manner, on account of which the “Dogs Act, 1871," was
passed and almost immediately enforced

,
but apparently not with

suflicicntlv severe restnctions, as Mi Fleming ascribes the wide and
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serious extension of the epizooty in a grjcat measure to the insuffi-

ciency of the police racisures adopted in the different towns and

districts, and to the late period at which they were lutioduced

Since that time stringent measures have from time to time been

taken whenever the disease has again appeared in an epizootic

manner, e^ecially in 1875 and 1883 But owing to the inadequacy

of the measures tint can be taken, and the strenuous resistance to the

law by a small minonty, the disease can onh be kept under, ever

ready to spring up and iigc again as soon as the condition of the

dog gives it a fair held

Air Fleming^s proposed precautions arc far more stringent than

the police ha\e any po>ver to cany out, and arc well wortliy of con-

sideration, if the disease is to be stamped out Among other proposals

he savs The destruction of dogs must be c irricd out assiduously

No dog sliould be allowed to be at large, and all stray dogs should

be caught and killed irnmcdiatelv, it without a muz/le And he

gives a word of sciviccable caution to tliose who have pet dogs

^^Tlic ciuel custom of iiimpoting md over feeding dogs, giving food

wlueli IS unnatural to them, or in too great quantities, should be

putuuhily guiiJcd against, and all dogs ought to have a sufficient

amount of exeicisc

1 loiii a peiiisal of Mi h leimng^s bviok ibies and Hydrophobia^^)

it IS difficult to ( oinpielu nd how x dog exu be kept in health m London
without cithei cruelty to the dog oi gi eat inconvenience to the public,

i 1(1 this piobahly accounts foi the bittci feeling which aiose for a

tunc bctvucii tlic public generally and those li.vv who posscs>».d dogs

It is fuithci app<aicnt tliat, howevci s^ungent the measiiics are

nixih ill Loiidoii, it is impossible to reduce i ibics bc)ond a certain

jjoii’t so long as it exists outside, and dogs fiom the exterior die

able to vvandci into the Metropolitan Police Distiict

Owing to*thc prevalence of labics iii 18GS Sir Richard Mayne
issued an oidci, uudei the Metiopolitan Stieets Act, that all

dugs 111 the stiv^ct should be muz/lcd The publication of this

order was the signal for dii onslaught upon the Commis-

sioriei by a gicat portion of the JVess, and it is amusing to

tind that the letters wiitteii in 1885-G arc almost identical with

tliose wiilteu in 1803, i»i then wild and groundless accusations, even

down to the malicious assertion that fees were given to the police for

every stray dog captured

In the Daily Telegraphy June 23, " Cynophile wyitcs that Sir

Richard Majnc, having no occupation just now foi liis Army of

^lartyrs, has issued an edict, and the Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals is called upon to proceed against him

The Standai d alludes to the “ Dog Slaughtei The Daily NeW9
suggests that stray dogs have been secured by means of a reward of
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threepence to sixpence, but does not suggest who furnishes the money

The Daily Icky/aph, July 2, 1868, begins an article ^‘Without

delay the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals must

prosecute Sir Richard Mayne A yelp of anguish, a howl of despair,

a moan of cntieaty is heard in the streets of Loudon, and makes all

Inimane persons ashamed to look their own dogs in the face ,
four-

footed friends arc torn ruthlessly away if not accompanying their

masters or mistiesses/^ &c

The City Pttss^ July 1 ^^The Dog Ukase of Sir Richard Mayne
Ins been generally condemned as useless for purposes of protection

to the public and chiefly injurious to the eaniiie object of it

The Lancet
y
Jul} 12, has an irticlc on “ Lcgili/cd Ciuclty ”

It appears that periodically London is seized with a panic, severe

r..strictions arc called for, and immediitely they aic imposed and the

evil IS mitigated, the Executive ire roundly abused for doing that

which the law calls upon them to perfoim

It docs not appcai. to be gcuei illy known that while the seizing

ut dogs in the mctiopolis can be logiilatcd by the Commissioner, the

killing of mad dogs icsts with the const iblc By the Act of Parliament,

the Older under which the police olhetr acts is mandatory, and if he

has reasonable grounds for supposing i dog to be mad when at large

in the streets, and dangerous, he is bound to kill it

The numbei of mad dogs foaiid in the stiects of London fluctuates

fiom year to vear and from mouth to month, and the monthly diagiani

since 1879 IS most instructive It shows a gradual iiicicise vear by
year up to the present year, and it shows also that the number
invariably falls about Februaiy and rises again to July or August,

except under abnormal conditions, as m 1885

In every year the maximum in the hot weather is foui or five

times the minimum in the cold wc ithei

It IS not supposed that all these eases are cases of tiae rabies, but
sufficient has been seen during the past year to make it appear veiy

certain that in addition to the ordinaly cases of epilepsy there is also

a disease pronounced to be epilepsy, in which the dogs when alive

appear to have rabies, and after death arc said to have had epilepsy

During tlie past six months there has been a posUmo^ tern examina-
tion on nearly every dog killed as rabid With regard to the year

1885, there were two high periods, in July and again m November,
the number of dogs killed as mad being over fifty m each mouth

, m
March, 1886> the number fell to about fifteen, then again rose

in July and August to over fifty, and then rapidly declined, m#
November it reached the normal condition of former years Owing
to the prevalence of rabies on the outskirts of London it is probable
that the disease may be again introduced m April or May, and
stringent measures may then be necessary
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Probably tbc most encomaging aspect of the results of the Bog
Regulations is to be obtained from the returns of the Registrar-

General For the year ending the 31st of March, 1886, the deaths

from hydrophobia amount to tliirty-one, there being seventeen deatlis

in the lour months August to November Since the 1st of April,

1886, there appear to have been only five deaths from hydiophobia

Another interesting fact is that gi\en by Mr Sewell, veterinary

surgeon, who has mide the post-nun tem examinations On the dogs

lulled as mad during the last six mouths He states that last year

he had to attend privately seventy-nine cases of rabies m dogs,

whereas in the ycai with tin muzzling order in force he has only

had twelve cases His evidence also is that a lieavy blow on the head

stuns a dog, and it can then be dispatched by repeated blows
,
and

he is of the opinion that the disease might be stamped out by com-

pulsory use of the mu/zlc

Little h IS been said on the subject of muzzling dogs, because tins

depends upon the decision of the magisfrates in each case as to the

meaning of under control,^' but it is obvious that the Dogs Act is

for piotection against dogs, and not merely a restiiction on dogs

With thism view, it is easy t!b deduce the amount of contiol necessary

to hinder a dog when m the sticets fiom hitmg a passer-by If a dog

IS racrclj mu/zlcd he miy stiay away, get his muzzle oft, and then

bite, if he is nicicly led he may bite at will it is therefore elcir

that for the puiposcs of the Act a dog is not so under control that

he cannot bite any person unless he is both muzzltd and ltd

The practice, Lowevci, has been to allow all muz/led dogs to

wander at laigc while the ordei under the Act has been in force, unless

they appear to be ill or starving, when they are taken to the Home
There is no regulation iiiu//lc, and no special form of muz/lc

appears ever to have been approved All that has been required is

that the muzzle should secure tbc jiublic from the bite of the dog,

and, at the same time, that it should not subject the dog to crueltv

There are many forms of wire muzzles which meet the requirements,

but few leather muzzles appear to do so

It IS most giatifying to find that, while so many cases of self-sac-

rihce and devotion have occurred among police officers in shielding

the public from mad dogs during the late prevalence of the disease,

no case of unnecessary hardship has occurred to the dogs seized or

killed

In four or fi^e cases allegations of cruelty have been made, but in

each case they have been proved to be entirely unfounded

It IS to be noted that at the time rabies has been nearly extirpated

about London, it is still prevailing in the surrounding districts, and

will continue to do so until some common action can be taken

throughout the country

Charles Warren
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ha\c all read an admiiiblc treatise fiom the hand of a gifted

’ ^ periTvoinan, slashing at all oui hopes, and attempting to destroy

the 'very fihric of the movement for the Highci Education of Women
And wherefore ? Because —we gather from her aigurnent—it means

loss of money, tune, and, above all things, strength A highly

educated woman, we are told, is incapacitated for her natural

functions She is a woman destroyed, a man not made All her

finer and more valu«ible attiibutcs aie blurred She is unsatisfying

as a companion, Avortliless as a wife, incapable as a mother A girl's

phjsical strength can never ciiiy her bravely through the arduous

struggle for hoiiouis, degrees, and piofcssor^hips, and land her safclv

at the othei side jMental success must be obtained at the loss of

ph\siral powers A girl is weaker, phjsically, mcntallj, inordly,

than a man
,
therefore she must take the lowest scat

Of course the actual facts as to the i dative numbers of boys and

girls who fail from over-pressure in biainwork have been already

error eously stated by a man, and ably proved to be so by a woman
That part of the argument is finished Our attention is now
obtrusively drawn to a lower field AVe would fain have passed

over the ignoble theme, but vve are called upop to face the facts of

the disastrous system of education which has till lately prevailed

We are told a woman's highest aim is to he a good animal Un-
doubtedly to be a good animal is one of the requisites of successful

living But 18 it life altogether? Without infringing on

royal pierogative, have women not a right to live—to live as beings

answerable for their all ^ Our opponent sajs, and others have said

before her, There is one sphere for woman’s thought and work and

action But when we come to inquire what it is, it appears that
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the one sphere 13 that of wife, mother, and household drudge

Perhaps these Professors of the Lower System of Educatiou know of

some sphere for women^s souls If so, their discreet silence is to be

commended We might have supposed that the domestic sphere did

not include all the thought of which even a woman is capable But

no
, there is a sharp line drawn , so far can they advance, but here

they must stop No further, say the new King Canutes We ask

IS this compatible with human nature ^ Is tlicie any point at which

humanity can stand still, intellectually, socially, mentally, morally ^

No, we pros:ress or retrograde Towards what shall mo\e? is

the only question

Now the progress of the Lower System of Education does not

seem to tend towards improvement The aim seems to be to teach

women to suit themselves to others’ requiicmeuts, because their well-

being depends on others^ approval A woman^s laudable ambition,

say this school of philosophers, is first to become a wife, forget-

ting that the desiie to become a wife does not necessarily include

the desire to become a good wife The direct road to become a

wife is not bv the development of the intellect, but by the develop-

ment of certain feminine qualities, bad and good A girl is to

cultivate her love of dress, her taste foi frivolities, her desue to

please Hci life must embody soft pleasure, tliat she may be the

embodiment of it to a sterner companion What does a feminine

life imply in these ppople^b mouths Vanity, ease, luxuiy, dissipa-

tion to the prescribed amount
,
lack of method, disrespect of time,

carelessness of everything Little failings incidental to those of the

weaker sc\ are to be condoned, and little weaknesses made gieiter,

for by their weakness they shall rule Haphazard, aimless, lielpless,

women^s lives must be , for their help comes from without They

are not strong enough, pool things, to fight lifers battle They must

find some one to fight it for them But does their taste for amusement

and frivolities always stop when they have gained the husband? Is

the desire for admiration, sometimes grown into a craving, alw’^ays

satisfied m the humdrum domestic career for which the Professors

of the Lower System are so anxious that girls should be carefully

prepared^ Have these women any serious thoifghts and worthy

studies to fall back upon when they are once settled ? They

know nothing of all that They were only taught to win racn^s

admiration, to gratify their own desires Why should mairiage

change them ? ^ There is no terminus m the education of human
character

, there arc only stations

We have read, too, the ardent philippics on energies strained and

frames exhausted by mental work but although an equal number of

constitutions are juined bv physical exertion there is no way cry

raised because of that Where are the lamentations about over-

VOL LI I
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dancefl girls, ovci -dressed giils, oier-driven girls, over-dissipated girls ?

What of the i\caiy dinners, the over-heated theatres, the glaring

ball-rooms’ What of moinings begun at mid-day, of afternoons

harassed with the desire of getting through in one day a week^s

social duty, of dajs sjient in racketing railway travelling for two

da>s^ giddy visit to a fasliioiiablc house’ Is this the life that will

make stiong women to be the mothers of a giant race ?

Putting aside the facts that Avomen desiic some happiness of their

own, and that they prcfci to find it tliemsches without having arbitrary

rules liul down foi them
,
putting aside the question whether a present

generation of one sex is to be entirely sacrificed for a future genera-

tion of the other, let us consider the dicta I ud down for us by the

ad\ocatcs of the Lowei Sjstem “ Women aie made and meant to be,

not men, but mothers of men A noble Aiife, i noble mother, &c

True most true, but what aie the means to the end ’ Should w e set out

Avith the object of making a good ivife oi a good mother before wc
have considered how to make a good woman ^ IIow do we get good

human character’ Is it not by the eultuation of all higher attii-

butes, and the suppiession of all lower’ Is it not by the develop-

ment of all the faculties, the inci cased desire foi all good’ Wt arc

told, to be good avi\cs and mothers, women must sink the race in the

indnidual, and crave, not all good, but the good of husband and

childien And yet at the same time women are not to cxcit them-

selves, but to push on others to get it foi them
, to be, m fact, the

spur for the AVxlling horse It is a capital sketch of the old fashioned

idea of a woman, but wc decline to admire or endoisc it The
inrlmdual good—decidedly , accoiding to one of oiii best ethical

schemes, if each man is happv, Avho shall be miseiablc'^ Neither

men nor women aie conducing to the general good when tlicj

shut up their own house to mind their neighbour's shop This

essential for good wifedom is also an essentiil for good womanhood
The individual first nations and races are formed of men and
women, not of droves of cattle We Avant good characters

Will good characters ever be formed by helpless, dependent lives ’

Do great individuals spring from a cowed and conquered people ’

lict a ruler be appointed by a people, let a husband be chosen

by a woman
,

but woe to the people who think they can live by
the bounty of their king, and that their own independence, their

OAfn endeavour are nothing, and woe to the Avoman who thinks of

her husband likewise Look at the inmates of the workhouse,

the paupers who cringe and fawn What eflFect has that depend-
ence on character’ Yet the noble Avife is to spring from a training

not very different All her life long she has iievcr tasted the
bread of independence She waits whmingly for others to provide
all that she requires, and hangs her whole weight upon some one
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man, fromr necessity, not choice Why does a man^s opinion

immediately suggest a broad, well-balanced view, while the term

feminine implies in most cases something weak and contemptible ?

Does it mean that man's vicea are noble, and ivoman's virtues, faults ^

No, it means that a man has been trained and educated by the

struggle of life* Each generation of men starts at a higher stage of

development than the last , while women, so far as their minds and
characters go, ha\e been left uncultured, and in the general affairs of

life they have made no progress worth speaking of

But in spite of this advance, we say—nay, lathcr in consequence

of it, men have bv no means outgiown ‘^uch failings as tjrannv

and a desire for domination And in spite of the rosv views of men
to be found in the article in question, we aieafiaulit is not quite old-

fashioned to suppose that men still wish to make women dependent

upon them and subject to tlieir wishes This is natural enough The
affairs of the world are ( arried on by self-reliance and love of power

These qualities aie kept in check in the sphere that has dc\ eloped

them, but at home, thioiigh want of independence and self reliance

in woman, they have liecome things w ith even uglier names On the

other hand, wc are told, women aic puffed up with inordinate vanity,

their little knowledge appears to them the height of wisdom, toi their

unieasonableness has no experience but a domestic om to temper it

They think they can rule and decide in eiery sphere because they

are quite aware that in the one sphere they are fai more experienced

than men But arc these the faults of Higher Education ^ Who
would select as his general adviser a man who knew only one

sphere of life How can women on such a system be ever the

useful companions to men whom our idversanes so much admire ^

AVomcn,” siy they, do not desire emancipation” It is true

Tley ha\e iievei been slaves What they do desire is education,

education that will enable them to find happiness within them-

selves, that will give them glad hours, bright dreams, and noble

ambitions, undei whatever roof they may call their home They

desire intellecfual preparation for intellectual intercourse—if needs

be, stimulated by competiiion But they do not intend because of this

to give up all claim to the happy life ordained fofthem as companions

to men On the contiary, they wish to become better fitted for that

life than they are at present They wish to enable themsches to

enter into all men^s views and thoughts They wish to live with

them as rational beings, as classmates in the school of life, though

one may perhaps be on the higher, the other on the lower, form

This IS better than tnat men and women should be foes, forced to be

allies in order that each may fight more successfully forliis or her selfish

interest It ;s better for a woman to look on all good men as her

friends—one dearest and best of all—than to look oh all men as foes,

i2
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to be b'lttled with according to the rules of the lists, m order that

one may be out-manoeuvred and captured by a strategy that it is a

lift's work to learn and to put into execution And men and

women can iievei work side by side uqjess the ground, whether for

battle or foi pioduction, is the same , nor can they be either worthy

allies 01 useful fellow-labourers, unless they have together prepared

a jjlan of campaign, and together considered* the work that needs

doing and the means that are ready to hand

Again, say our opponents, while women have been clamour-

ing men ha\c been advancing They have no longer any petty

feelings of jealousy They only desire what is best for all, not

what IS best for men We wish we could honestly think so But

it would be contiary to all experience of human nature that men
should not feci thcraselvcs injured by finding women in the held to

increase the competition already felt to press \cry sorelj Yet in

other matters men still have tlicir eyes half shut Thej»^ still think

it IS well for a woman to marry for a subsistence, for a home, for a

champion, and not for love So well that it appears to men to outweigh

all the saciifice Alen prefer to be foes out-manocuvred into matri-

mony lather than the best of fi lends This may read well enough

in romances, and pic ise the cai in tinkling rhyme But how is it in

fact? Try this sjllogism Men are loved because they aic strong,

all racu are stioiig, therefore they may all be loved Or, again

Women are to be weak Compaied to men they are to be «is moon-

light unto sunlight'' and as Miatcr unto wine" But does real

virtue, not that of the glass-house and conservatory sort, require no

strength, and are our noble wives and mothers " to fare no better

in education or m life than the heroine of Lockslcy Hall ^

Theic IS one question, asked m the article which has given rise to this

protest, too amusing to he '*pas«cd over It is asked m reference to

Lady Jane Grtv, who wanders like a ghost, poor creature, thiough this

control ersv—not surclv as a punishment for a too vaulting ambition

Lady Jane Grey is admitted to have been a happy, or at least unob-

jection ible, instance o£ a learned woman But, adds the writer, do

we admiic her education or her character^ We are tempted to ask

in reply, AVhat is the idea of education in the minds of the adherents

of the Lower Svstcin ^ Does not education form character? Would
the character of Lady Jane Grey, or of anybody else, have been the

same if the education had been different? Should wc have admired

her character as wc do if she had been brought up a washerwoman,
or as maid-of-hoDOur to Queen Catherine de Medici ? We are striving

for education m order to the better formation of character We
want to stay th^notous growth of frivolous, worthless, and unhappy
women Of course, if women could be pitchforked into life with all

their finer attributes and qualities full grown, we should have nothing
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more to say But we assert that the attributes and qualities so much
desired cannot be obtained for a girl by priming her with accom-

plishments and just a sufficient smattering of knowledge to make her

an agreeable but not too intelligent companion for men, and then

turning her loose at the age of eighteen, or before it, to find the

particular man whom in the wisdom of Providence, or more probably

by the want of wisdom of her educators, she is destined to accept as

a husband Education is the development of faculties, the motive

power, the basis of character When we want a musician we do not

put a fiddle in a boy^s band and tell him to work till he can play

second in the orchestra, and at the same time take lessons in drawing

,

we put the instrument in his hand and tell him to do his best and

study everything that will tend to make him a good musieian It is the

same for a life-worker, a life-artist, as surely we wish a woman to be *

We must give her education, which is her instrument, and tell her

to do her best, to study, to develop her faculties, her talents, her

powers Wc cannot say, at any fixed point in her development

So far IS good, beyond that is bad The aim must be at the

highest point, howe>er far short the accomplishment may come M e

care for the woman’s character, not for what she does—say the

cavillers Yes, but the doing makes the character

And what is the remedy which the advocates of the Lower System,

through Mrs Lynn Linton, propose ^ They admit tliat there is

a difficulty as to womcn^s cmplovmcnt IIow do tliey meet it^

The scheme is simple, they condemn tvomcn to manual labour

They may be tinkers, tailois, portmantcau-makeis, or anj thing

of that kind IVc gather that they may covci toys with poisonous

paint at 2s a week, and yet oiu philosophcis would not exclude

them from the highest society Nothing is degrading to women
so long as it is not intellectual Oui noble wives and mothers

arc not strong enough foi quiet study oi intellectual excitement in

a wcll-aiicd lecture room, but thev may stand for twelve hours at a

stretch behind a countci in a diaughtjr and ill-ventilated shop

They may strain ^yes and injfurc weary backs over sewing There

is no danger, apparently, of destioying fair young faces, of blunting

fine feelings, of dccieasiug Mtal foice, by such a profession as ^hat

of the theatre Women may be the hangers on of fashion, and mav

minister, without danger to themselves, to its shifting whims in every

department And all this with the hope, distinctly held out to them

by the article bcfoie us, that peihaps if they make themselves ^e^y

pleasant, tlie countesses and dames for whom they dcvi&e their dainty

costumes may even—not treat them as intelligent companions
, but

—

agiee to meet them on equal terms at balls and dinners ” Women
may do all this, and verily they would have tlieii reward But there

IS one thing a woman may not do She may not be independent She
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may depend upon i husband, or upon a fashion in flowers or jackets,

but she must not bo misticss of her own destiny
, above all, she must

not think

Ale arc told that the true uav to help women is to receive work-

ing women into society, and the writer maivels why men shop-

kccpcri» are icccncd, but not milliners or lady shopkeepers The

idea betrajs the essential narrowness of the Lowei School, and

+lic icmedv is somewhat of a specific Still, the reason why men
have risen from the earth is not far to seek Apart from the

innate lulgaiity which worships wealth, iiid would associate with

its tailor, or even its dustman, on that ground, irresnectivc of any

mental qualifit ations, the reason whv men who have risen are

icceuvd into intelligent society has always been that they have

something to contiibiitc Their biith ma\ be nothing, then eauca-

tioii mav be self acciuircd , but they ha\c got something in the

struggle of life whicli is \aluable to others They become friends

of men of genius or talent because tbej ha\e fitted themsehes to be

so It was not by dependtnee on others that these men rose , they

mav not liavc been educated, but at least they weic allowed to educate

themselves Ilns is the liberty wliich^wc claim foi worntn

But tins IS a much laiger question than i quistiou of any

society, London or piovincial, leirnid or Irnoloiis Wc not only

ask that women niaj he allowed to g(t then own living m spite of

the hnc feelings of fathers and bio^hcrs Isot only do we go so far

as to think a lady luight be peifeclly happy even if she had given up

socictv TJicic is a wider question th lU this We admire oui

sistei who carries on the niillineiS sliop as much as our brothci who
rises from the lauks But we object to tin idea that women's woik

must be confined to manual labour, entiicly for the same reasons as

we sh(>uld object to be tied to i«'«ocia^e with none but self-educated

men Anything is better thin (kpcndcncc on others, either for

man oi woman But are vie to allow our ideal of womanhood to be

cxclii^'iiely shaped on the- ideals of tin workshop and the counter:^

Is the taint of money-making, uncountbracted by ideas, to cover ovci

and blot out all that is fair and beautiful m tlic minds oi women ^

Arc the attributes of the merchant and the travelling agent to be the

exclusive models of women who work for their living? Will thci^e

employments, better than intellectual ones, fit them to he the,com-

panions of our best men and the teachers of our most hopeful

children ? Is man, who devotes his life to art, thought, or

scientific discovery, to be satisfied with a wife who is either a frivolous

society doll, or a sweet and patient drudge, or a woman with the

ideas of the shopman with whom he would find no pleasure in

associating ? Are the great men who are to be born m the future,

if onlv women will refrain from study, to be guided by the remem-
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brance of their motlier^s face, as she appeared m powder and paint

in somo stupid vaudeville before a cheering theatre ,
are they to gaze

admiringly on the trade gesticulation, or to listen lovingly to tales

of sharp bargains and skilful adulteration ^

Women whose characters have been formed by mechanical laboui,

unmitigated by higher education, are, accoiding to these thinkers,

to be the mothers of the Uacons and Goethes of the future They
object to over-pressure So do we , but we object to it in any
direction^ and if in one direction more than another it would
be in the direction from which comes least general profit, that of

the mechanical and the material Our faery leveller Avould abolish

all grades of rank and breeding and i educe women to one dead level

of unmtellectual pursuit Men uould alone be in possession of

thought and knowledge, and would foim au aristociacy of culture

This is rank auarcliy and demoralization How under such a system

Could a philosophei of the Lower System obtain a hearing even for

criticism of her own sex ^ We maintain, on the contrary, that the

eflort for liighei education is simply an eflort to secure in the case

of women what has always been the ease with men Women^s ideals

should be formed, as mcn^s have been, by those who have li\cd out of

the roar of traffic, out of the glaie of politics, far from the influence

of mobs, away from the contaramation of commerce and the drudgery

of manual labour The women we want to foirn women^s ideal of

education arc women with calm, well-balanced minds and hallowed

hearts, equal to men m ideas and mental prowess, if inferior to them

in mental, because in physical, enduiancc, and perhaps making up in

spiritual insight loi then lack of physical stiength Tins is the goal

towaids which we invite all women to stri\e whose po‘«itJon is fortu-

nate enough to enable them to do so Happily, m spite of the Lower

plan of Education for wom*en, tlie road is plain and the gates are

already open , and it requires no gift of prophecy to foresee the time

when'*highly educated women may be taught to study some stranded

philosopher of the Lower System, long reduced to a fossilized con-

dition, as we now study the extinct creatures ot the mud period of the

carth^s history

Helen McKerlH:
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I
S it remembered bow in August last Mi Parnell foietoldthat if the

Gorcrumcut did not take mcasuies to rtlic\o tbc Insli tenants,

not only Mould there be a disturbed and troubled winter in Ireland,

but that before long Sir Michael Ilicks Beach would be treading the

same miserable path towards repression which led to the rum of so

many of las predecessors ^ At the time, of course, the entire Ministerial

following derided the false prophet The Dissentient Liberals were

above all loudest in their mockery, jet only four months have gone

by and arrests and prosecutions aic once more the commonplaces of

the time Not that any Jiishmaii is m the least disturbed by the

stormmg and threatening of a landlord L\ccutivc, least of all the

hardened sinners who arc the latest to be indicted , but it is to be

hoped that the occuircnccs which have Ifrought about the collapse of

so much boTsting over the case with which a certain statesmanship

could govern Ii eland, without rcsoit cither to stick oi sugar^itick,

.

will at least irapo'^e some modesty on the ^prentice hands of the

Combuation and iiielmc the oiiponciits of conciliation to less dog-

matism in then pronouncements on Irish affairs

Now that the Government his entered on its career of champion-

ship of the cvictois and extortioners of the island, we shall ol course

be told that firmness and vigour and determination arc all

that are required to secure a complete triumph over w hat is described

as lawlessness and disorder 'lliis would be refreshing and consoling if

the story were not so old ^ Docs Secietary Beach, for instance, believe

in the encouraging shouts of those who arc at tins moment hallooing

him on at his quarry i Does he know exactly whithey he is going ? Or
does las mind revert to that January afternoon, six years ago, when
another Chief Secretary stood at the table of the House expounding
his new Coercion Bill, and amidst the shaggv muttenngs of his wrath
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agaiust dissolute ruflSans ” and village tyrants and mauvais

svjets
**

letting fall in a sad sort of aside, that cry of despair— I think

we have all pretty ^\ell given up prophesying about Ireland The
remark was in itself the best answer to his demands for unlimited arrests

as a means of pacification, but Lord Salisbury’s mentors, not having

had Mr Foriter’s experience, cannot be expected to show any signs of

want of confidence m their specifics One would think vte had not

heard of them all befoie, and that what in 18G6 Mr Bright called

^^that ever-poisonous and cvcr-failing medicine/^ was a cordial

now piescribed to the patient for the first time For how many
generations have statesmen of a similar faith promised their

believers the vision of a Hibernia Pacata, as the result of their

ministrations, and for how many generations has the prospect eluded

and mocked their hopes like a mirage ^

We are now in the Jubilee year of Her Majesty the Queen, but at

the end of half a century which has done such great things for the

British people, how much neaier arc we to peace m Ireland ^ If Her
Majesty could be questioned as to her recollection of the Celt of 1837,

would she be able to declare that he was a whit more reconciled now
than then to the rule of what Mr Chamberlain dcsciibcs as alien

boards and foieign officials?^’ The dreadful agitator, but for whom
all would be peace and plenty, who was the pest of her adviseis iii

1837, 18 then pest stil! Ills name only is changed With weary

feet he grinds at the same eternal treadmill, and his crimes against

society and civilization arc denounced m the same sliain with undi-

minished zeal by new gtiiciations of Englisli politicians The same

threadbare tiagedy holds the boards The actois alone arc different

Doubtless the anti-Irish statesmen of the present day will be

ready enough to admit that there was something m the cc||Acntion of

the older agitators whom their fathcis stoned My Loids Salisbury

iind Hartingtou do not advocate, for instance, the repeal of Emanci-

pation, th( rc-imposition of the Tithes, the rc-establishment of the

Ii isli Church, the abrogation of tbe Ballot Act, the restriction of the

Franchise oi the destruction of the lights which the tenant has

acquired in the soil It is even not unfashionable amongst their

followers to speak in praise of O’Connell, while the Young Irclandrrs

of ’48 were of couise all gentlemen” as compared with the out-

laws and pioscripts of the present time The latter-day agitator,

however, turns to the literature gf the period in which these dead

Irishmen lived, and in the venom with which the men whose con-

tentions are now established were then assailed, finds balm for his

wounds Mayhap, even he is audacious enough to think that if

the present generation passes away, leaving the fate of his country

still unsettled, the anti-Irish politicians of a coming age will see

something to deplore m the unyielding resistance to every demand
with which, A D 1886, the moderate claims of Ireland were met
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The confidence^ however, which each cycle of repressive statesmen

show 111 their theory of the art of Government is very notable A
little while and again a little while and all will be well Tiue, the

democracy, of late years, tiling somewhat of these everlasting jiredic-

tioijs, sho\\s rcstivcness and an inclination to enforce the ancient

Caitli igini'iii penalty against defeated generals So it h^s come that

the bangrado who now prescribes for Ireland, being either over-

anxious lor his reputation, or so little assuicd ot the virtues of his

]nnacca, will only wairant its efficacy if “ resolutely pursued foi

twenty jeais ” Looking back, therefoie, over the list of statesmen

who ha\e advised on Iiclind during the reign of the Queen, Lord

Salisbury must be set down as the weakest and least confident

medioine-mau of the \i(torian eia Foi a great opening, truly,

would arise foi remunerative soothsaying it the seer (wdio was fee’d

out of hand) weie allowed twenty ycars^maigiii for the tulfilmont of his

prophecies * Yet the British public, with centuries of failure staring

them in the face, allows Loid Salisbury to set out on his mission to

out^hiriej by the lustic of his st itesmanslup, such feeble impostors as

juui Ilcnivs, Johns, Ed\iaids, hli/abcths, Cromwells, Williams,

Geoigcs, and so foith, indso, in the seven hundred and filtccuth yon
of the mimed happiness ot Great Biitiiu and Ireland wc are enter-

tained with the enjoyments of the Salisbuiy hoiicvmoon ^

Four months only of the twenty ycais of firm and resolute Govern-

mtnt having gone over, it wcie, perhaps, to inquue too curiously,

to speculate whether eacli of tlic lifty-nine periods of tour months

each tint remain of the twenty years is to be studded witli iiicideuts,

sucli as the evictions, riots, piosccutioiis, panel-quaslmigs, and

niai^oies which have illustiated the prologue of the piece Ferhaps

Im Lordshjm has formed no intentions as to the remaining nineteen

years anonwo-tlnrds
,

perhaps he fancies the Irish enemy will be

cowed and piostrate before it expires, oi will amiably icform The
matter is lett at large But this at least must be said tor the pre-

lude to our twenty years’ novitiate, that in little more time than it

took Mr Gladstone to produce a constitution toi Ireland which

satisfied five-sixths of the Irish people at home and abroad, Loid

Salisbury has succeeded in rousing the disaffection, contempt,

and ridicule of all these persons towards his Government^ and

with this, the hatred and scorn of the remaining sixth, for whose

behoof he is supposed to be labouring A reward might lycll be

offered for the production of any Inshman (not a paid servant of the

Castle) who would applaud the statcsmauship which, having described

the movement of millions of people against hunger and homelessness

as “ organized embezzlement,’^ would then send its agents on the sly to

the landlords to caution them that if certain evictions were earned
out, adequate police protection would be refused Perhaps even the
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paid senrants of the Castle themselves would shrink from un-

qualified laudation of a Prime Minister who, having denounced in

1883 certain proceedings in the Queen^s Bench under the statute of

Edward III, as an unconstitutional device of antiquarian lawyers,

would then himself require his o\in law officers to soil their hands

with the same musty implements The opponents of the Gladstonian

settlement have been driven to resort to methods which their own
friends m Ireland well Know no Liberal administration date think

of Their Kerry inissioneis made a treaty with the alleged criminals

of that region, more signal and notorious than any compact of Kil-

mamham , to General Bullcr, w as given m charge the intimidation of

the landlords, vice Captain ^Moonlight superseded, and the cdiets of

the local Eibbon tribunals weie much more effectually enforced by a

County-couit judge sent down ad hoc from the Castle Then,

appalled by the outcry and the Fiankenstem they had created,

General Bullcr is recalled, and i suitable vacancy found for him by a

decree which transported Sii Robert Hamilton to Van Diemen^s

Land One county, liowever, had been pacihcd, as Gordon pacified

tlie Soudan, by tearing the Koioba^h from the hands of the slave-

driver and laying it on the shouldcis of the Pashas themselves
,
but

when the loar of landlord indignation paralyzed the work, there

remained thirty-one Irish counties still un Bullcri/cd

Irish politicians, therefore, demand why the Kerry policy, if it

was just and lawful, was not extended or why the remaining

thiity-ono counties should be harried by rack-renters because of

the dearth of Moonlighteis in tlicir populations? The Executive

boasted through its Secretary at Bristol that it was putting every

pressure on the landlords to gne abatements, but always within

the law but this pressure having m some cases failed, Sir M
Beach turns round and arrests his co-workeis who could not avail

themselves of the Kerry curb for putting similar pressure (which

they also assert to be always within the law) on landlords who

proved deaf to Castle admonitions What would be thought in

England if the Government sent its agents round amongst the gentry

dropping hints about then exactions, reducing their police protec-

tion, and threatening to cut it off completely if a ceitain line was^

not taken to oblige Ministerialists^ And then, when the gentry

grew mutinous, what would be said of the plan of appeasing them

by prosecuting the respectful imitators of the Government policy ^

For what right has Sir Michael Beach to put “ pressuie," within dr

without the law, on landlords to refrain from exacting those contribu-

tions afterjirards glorified as their just and lawful debts ? And
who constituted him judge uf the boasted legality of this

loudly advertised “piessurc,^^ of which the men of Bristol were

told? Tested by its reception by the landlords, one would
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say, from their protests in the Times, that it was as unwelcome

to them as if it proceeded direct from Rory of the Hills him-

self Blit, abo\c allj if pressure mav legally be brought to bear

to restrain tlie enforcement of what are poetically known as the

“ solemn contracts of the tenants, coming as such pressure does,

from quaitcrs picturesquely described by Mr Chamberlain as " alien

boards and foieign officials maintained by 30,000 bayonets,^^ why
may not the native authorities who legally and morally represent

popular power endeavour to sustain this useful pressure at the point

where the Beach dynamics faiP To prevent or suspend the

enforcement of solemn contracts
**

or just debts " by any means

is cither legal or illegal, and if the debts are just and the contracts

solemn, the last persons to impair the validity of the rights of the

obligee should be the constituted guardians of authority But if Sir

Michael Hicks Beach may guc himself a license of examination and

inspection into these nice matters, why may not Mr William

O’Brien or Mr John Uillon ^

It may be pleided in abatement of the lush Sccrctarv’s attack

on rights which we understand arc pait of the fundamental bases

of society, that he did not proceed to extremes, or that if he found

the landlord intractable he went his way and left him in the

unimpaired enjoyment of his saered possessions A poor defence

For the extiemes to which he went in the exercise of the dispensing

power is a matter of controveisy between the landlords and General

Buller or Captain Pliinket—the transactions bciug mostly hidden

from the naked eye beyond the reach of criticism And as to

the second excuse, can it be contended if the exercise of any

right becomes so noxious to the public as to demand Executive

pressure to restrain its enforcement, that when this fails or is

set at nauglit, or is cased off, the threatened community may not

pioceed to rcapplj it in a more effeetue foim^ Ihc entire Tory
and TJniouist alliance went on its knees, so to speak, during the

autumn to iraploie the rack-rcuters to model atioii Lord Hartington

made Ins appeal in the House of C^ommons while supporting the

rejection of Mr Pariieirs Relief Bill Loid Randolph Churchill at

^Dartmoutli declared his confidence in their generosity and good
sense Lord Salisbury wvs equally certain that none of them would
piove unreasonable Did these noble lords consider the alternative

if their remonstrances failed ^ M ere the tenants then quietly to

submit to the inevitable ^ Ministerial appeals notwithstanding, it

was found that many landlords were holding out, and then Sir M
11 Beach pt Bristol boldly enunciated his pressure scheme for

such of them as needed it This too failed, and its failure was the

justification of the Plan of Campaign ” For, so far back as the
20tb of March last, the Times and Sir James Caird announced
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it IS not too much to say that the lental of 538,000 holdings is

practically irrecoverable by anybody, vvhether landlord, English

Government, or Irish Government” This declaration left only

121,000 holdings unaffected, yet, with a bad harvest since then, and
produce of all kinds still lower in price, it is calmly assumed to be

a conspiracy to take means for the protection of the threatened

tenants in the most distressed areas

The Plan of Campaign having been proclaimed as illegal, Eng-
lishmen are now told, with the omniscience and assurance which
distinguishes their instructors on Irish questions, that all Irish

tenants ha\e had their rents fixed by an impartial tribunal, which

carefully calculated for tliera a rental on which they could live and

thrive, and that their position involves no hardship whatever Will

it, therefore, be believed that, out of nearly 700,000 agricultural

tenancies, only 90,000 were able to go into court? True, 85,000

more registered rents fixed by what the Land Act humorously

described as agreements between the parties, which means that

the landlord compelled indebted tenants to accept about half the

reduction which the Courts would have given, were their cases tried,

by a threat to writ and eject them for arrears oi the hanging gale

There are, thcielorc, over 400,000 peasants from whose rent not a

farthing has been stiuck off—nearly half of them being leaseholders

—who are prohibited from having fan rcn4 fixed, the remainder

being generally cottiers, too pool or too intimidated to incur the

vengeance of their landlords by fighting them in court

The case of the leaseholders deserves special notice, as they were

the most improving tenants, and hold over 130,000 of the larger

farms No clearer proof could be given of the partisan character

of the administration of the Land Act than the fact that, though

one of its clauses empowered the Commissioners to break all leases

made since the Land Act of 1870, which had been forced on tenants,

and which were “unreasonable or unfair, having regard to the

provisions of that Act, not more than 100 have since been broken

by them Over 1,200 forced leases v^re brought before the Couit,

but that tribunal calmly took tlie ground that an exorbitant lent was

not one of the elements to be regarded as “ unreasonable or unfair,^^

and hunted the impudent tenants off * Decisions like these by

ermined judges greatly endear the law to suitors who resort to

them, and ensure for it a measure of respect second only to that

accorded to the dicta of a harlequin by reverent pantomime-

goers The Land Commission also refused to break a number of

leases on a law-point upon which their ruhng was afterwards

reversed by the Court of Appeal, but, by the time the hardy suitor

who appealed had his case adjudicated on, the six months

limited for the operation of the leasebreaking section expired , and
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the other leaseholders who had been defeated by the discredited

law-point were thus defrauded of their rights That a decision which

was afterwards proiiouucod to be bad law should still be allowed to

operate seemed inequit iblc, and I called attention to this hardship

ill the House of Commons some years ago^ but only to recei\e the

usual snub awarded to rebellious malignants who awkwardly obtiude

p^ttv paroehial grievinec> upon a great Imperial Partiament

The exclusion of the Icaselioldcis as i body from the Land Act

was deliberately resolved upon in 1881 despite the protests of the Irish

members, who, as usual, foretold the consequences, but the force of

legal superstition was too strong to toueli written contracts Other

contracts might be invaded, but not such as weie dignified by parch-

ment The feelings of the general body of the Icascholdeis at

being denied the fixing of a fair lent which lias lightened the

,
load of many of then ncighboiiis, mav be imagined from their

failure in the face of falling prices to appreciate nice legal distinc-

tions Most of them are so iiide and bai barons in their ideas

that they arc unable to icali/c the added clement ot sanctity and

holiness which is gi\cn to contract by means of sealing-wax and

sheepskin This is the more icraaikablc when it is reniom-

deied that all other sa\ages respect some fetish, and that these

leaseholders, being gcncrallj Popish, are iiatuially of an idolatrous

turn of mind
,
yet such is their a^allcc, their lack of education and of

sound economic views, that thev cry out on pen, ink, and parchment

*18 impostures, when they see all other contiacts relating to land

oicrridden and the lent of holdings adjoiiiiLg their own reduced

eight shillings or ten shillings an acre *

* \a to the w ly the thing works in practice, one m&tanco from the cst itc of a “ model
landlord,’ the Duke of Dc\oashirc, may be qixen After the passing of the Land Act
of isSl, Mr Douglas a Protestant tenmt on the Dbvonshiro estate in County
\\ aterford, asked an abate inont in his rent lo this he received in writing fiom the
iig( nt, i^Ir Currey, the \cry fair reply that if he \\ is dissatished with his rent he could
go into tho Land Court and get it fixed then Air Pvne h cordingly did so, and some
tS or £10 was taken off by the Sub Comnussiuners Iho Dukt ippealed, and at the
rehearing, instead of raising the question of value, which would ha\

g

been reasonable

enoiigli, he mstruc ed his lawyer to opposi the ten int s right to the benefit of the A(t
on -a law point Ihis turned on tlie c\ulcnci of the igent who in\ited Mr Pyne
originall> to go into the court, and who now piodueed letters from him which the court
held amounted to an agreement for a lease Ihcse agreements operate under the Act as

effectually as a lease itself to ])revcut the court Irovi fixing a fair lent and therefore Mr
Pyno by this device was defeated and hia “ fair rent ’ fixed by the Sub Commissioners
was quashed, tor years since he accordingly has been paying a rent which the court
of first instance declared unfair, and whirh the Duke prevented the Head Commission
adjudicating on after m\iting the tenant to use tlio L md Act Moreover bad blood

being once created, His Grace regularlv serves Mr Pyne with a writ for the old rent

the moment it falls behind If a millionaire peer who voted for the Land Act and
whose heir was in the Cabinet wIuqIi passed it thus respects its rulings as to rent, what
will not pauper or Tory landlords do ’ Mr Pyne has since been elected by hia Catliolic

neighbours M P for West Waterford and in the House of Commons he will henceforth
enjoy theprivilege of hearing the noble Marquis, who is heir to tlio Devonshire property,

expound nis views on the sacredness of legal ruhts Ik should be added that, though
the Alarquis of Hartifigton declared himself at Belfast, in November, 1885, as m favoui

of leaseholders the benefit of the fair rent clauses of the Land Act, this did not
prevent the subsequent service of WTits on Mr P>ne for the old rent
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•
Of the farmers other than leaseholders who have not gone into

the Land Court, it may be said that the bulk of them have been

kept out by poverty The tenants who live on small patches

of Western land seldom have money to fee a lawyer to conduct

their case, well knowing that the landlord, for the purpose of "making
an example,” would appeal, and thereby double the costs The
Land Commission, with the fatuity or malignity which has marked its

entire careei, refuses costs in the Sub-Commissiouers^ Courts, where

the tenants arc almost invariably successful , and for appeal pui poses it

has adopted a ridiculously low schedule of costs so that the landlords,

who in nineteen cases out of twenty arc appellants, and arc mostly

the unsuccessful parties, arc encouraged to list vexatious or hopeless

appeals to deter othcis from going into court The amount a tenant

recovers in costs against the landlord where the rent is appealed from,

ncvci pays his solicitor’s bill, or recoups him for being kept hanging

for days round the courts waiting the hearing of the case The

towns fixed by the Head Commission for hearing appeals are so

distant from the majority of the tenants that manv a one would

think less of a jourrvtv to America by himself than face the expense

of bringing witnesses to the far-awaj places where it pleases the

Head Commissioners to sit All this makes in favour of the landloids,

by detenmg tenants from resorting to the courts, but, above all,

those who are in arrears arc so completely in their grip that most of

them could reply in the words of Horne Tooke when told that the

Law Courts are open to them, " Yes, and so is the London Tavern

What, therefoie, were the friends of the tenants to do whom the

Goveinmeiit failed or neglected to protect ^ Will those who denounce

the immorality of the Plan of Campaign suggest a plan which would

sa\e them from being expelled from tlifeir homes and left without

any refuge except the poorhouse ^ Should they submit to be quietly

hi nted out like vermin from their shelter ^ Many a peasant through

its operation will have a roof over him this Christmas, and many
another will have some better " kitchen ” than salt to his potatoes

for his Christmas dinner ^ Whether the Plan of Campaign be

legal or not, a juiy will decide The proclamation denouncing

it 18 mere waste-paper, but, as to its lawfulness in the moral

sense, the question does not to my mind admit of discussion to

anybody who knows Ireland We have unfortunately to bear tlie

rule of a people who know nothing about our country, and whom it

IS welLmgh hopeless to educate—not because of prejudice, which is

wearing oft, though it was a heavy obstacle, but because it takes half

a lifetime living in any community to get even the fringe of an

insight into the condmjtion of the poor In Ireland, moreover, the

intncacies of the laws relating to land and their administration have

a bearing on the daily life of the peasantry, which no one who has
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not lived there can uiidei stand They are hourly wrested, half

in malice half in aval ice, to the prejudice of the people
,

so that

the life of a lackreuted tenant under a poor absentee, whose agent

IS his magistrate, grand juror, and poor-law guardian rolled into one,

IS little short of a living toiture, and is far less tolerable than

was tint of the slaves on Southern plantations Without one feeling

in common with his masters except hate, he drags out a cheerless

existence absolutely without hope Subsisting on the meanest

food dressed in the wretchedest rags and dwelling m a den

unfit for swine, he is liable at any moment, by the blacken-

ing of the potato, or a fall m the puce of produce, to see

his wretched holding confiscated, and his family expelled at the

will of distant loids, whom he has never seen, or whose reward for

the gold he has extracted for them fiom a few niggard acres is

the spui of processes and law costs, the moment the seasons drive

him into debt No Englishman that evei lived, if he had the

wisdom of fifty Solomons, could lealize the position of the Irish

cottier, unless he witnessed his hardships and necessities, and this

fact it 18 which renders so exasperating the besotted speeches of

every platform ignoramus, whose strength of view and dogmatisms

on Irish disorders is proportionate to their ignorance

Without going the length of the Times, oi Sir James Caird, m
declaring that no rent is collectable from 538,000 holdings, any-

body who knows the aercable value of land may roughly calculate

the contribution which should be paid to the landlord on the

majority of Irish farms, after allowing foi the maintenance of the

cultivator The following is their classification in 1880, taken from
" Thom’s Directory —

•

Not exceeding
1

1 to 5 5 to 15 15 to 20 30 to 50 50 to 100 100 to 200 above 200
1 icre acres acres acres au c3 acres acres acres

'SO,613
1
04,292 101,^35 136,518 72,923 5(f,22a 22,413 9,899

Each of these holdings represents a family of at least five persons,

and if the cost of auppoiting them be taken at the workhouse

scale of, say, three shillings a week, each tinaiit will require to

earn 4^39 a year to feed and clothe his household How mucli,

then, would be left to the landlord out of the holdings up to

twenty acres (representing 412,758 families) if the tenants were

allowed maintenance on the pauper scale ^ Not one penny, yet

these 412,758 holdings in all probability pay £3,000,000 rent in

ordinary times Most of that rent is ground out of the

rags and misery and hunger of their families Some of it is

made by labour in England, more of it comes from America and

Australia None of it would be derived from legitimate agriculture

by which the husbandman that laboureth eats of the fruits

But does not this point to over-population and early marriages?
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The statistician replies that there are fewer marriages and fewer

births per thousand in Ireland than in any European country,

while the density of population per square mile is similarly lower

Then it will be said that if many of the cottiers had their land

for nothing they could not livb by it True, if that is any reason

for rack-renting them Then it will be asked, why should the minute
division of holdings deprive a landlord of a rental which would be
paid him if the land were held in large traets ^ First, because if it

wel'c not for the labour of the tenants most of this land would be
mcie waste, and second, because few of the holdings could be con-

solidated with real profit The landlords carried out all the

consolidations they were able aftei the famine clearances, and with

what profit? Alan Polok^s giant tract in Galway, miles in evtent,

once maintained hundreds of families Polok, sen
, who died in

1881, was a Scotch capitalist, and worked the land in the most

scientific manner His son imitated him, yet he was, as the people

sav, broken out of it^' last yoai, and had to call an auction of all

liH effects But thccleaiest justification of thetenant^s position is the

right which the Land Acts recognize him to have in his farm Since

1 881 the word landlord is, indeed, a misnomer, and, scientifically

bpcaking, should be no longer employed, as the tenants' interest is

now the superior of the two Rent was declared by the Act 1881 to

be no longci chargeable on the tenants' improvements, and though

unfortunately this proviso has been nullified m the Law Courts, its

efiect on the popular mind can never be rooted out Everything in

Ireltiud that gives the land value has been put on it by the tenant

Unlike the English practice, the Irish landlord lays out no money on

improvements, and though the Act of 1^81 allowed the proprietors

of English managed estates " to claim certain exemptions from the

opciation of tliat measure, a return of the number who

hive succeeded in establishing that claiip would not show

1,000 acres so held out of the 20,000,000 lu the island The

Act makes a foifciture of all its benefits possible half-yearly,

in default of punctual payment of the rent , and as it is notorious

that tenants rarely have any money laid by, one of the nlain

ideas in the mind of evictors since its passing has been to

break their tenancies under it Once gone they could never again

be set up, even if the tenant was reinstated in the farm, and the

landlord thereafter would ha\e practically the same powers as over a

tenant-at-will

Now part of the^ Irish contention is that a tenant's interest

should not bq finally forfeited for non-payment of a six months'

rent, as it is often wprth fifty times that amount, but that a

longer period should be prescribed, and that where his holding falls

into the landlord's possession it should be redeemable at any time,

VOL. LI K
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with dll its old status, on payment of the debt, just as real estate

would be against a mortgagee who foreclosed Since 1881 the tenant’s

inteiest has become the dominant and genuine interest in the laud

It ml] fetch a much higher price at an auction than the landlord’s,

uhilt, it foreign competition and prices remain as at present, the land-

lord’s ability to e\act rent must in the end disappear They will

of course fight like tigers against this, for an annual impost of

112,000,000 is involved, but it the land will not make what the law

entitles them to, Viceregal proclamations will not help them to collect

it Territorial fury at the present moment springs from lage at the

silli rejection of Mr Gladstone’s Purchase Pill, which contained such

terms as will never again be offered, and the knowledge of the tenant’s

strength in combination Poth sides sec that if a large insurance fund

were established, as it easily might be, by the farmers paying into it

as much money as the landlord refused to take fur rent, such of them
as could be evicted in a twelvemonth might be comfortably main-

tained out of the contributions, while the rest quietly cultivated

their land This view was frequently put forward by me in October,

1883, and, though successful!} acted on upon several estates during

Lord Carnarvon’s Viceroyalty, it was never assailed by the Attorney-

General, who then, as now, was the Bight Hon Hugh Holmes It

was only discovered to be " organized embezzlement ” when Irish

votes were no longer needed for the Conservatives

The peasant is 'nilling to pay the landlord the exact value of

his interest in the soil dud no more, as soon as it is ascertamed

by a system in which he has a voice , but meantime he is not

willing to march into the poorhouse because laws made in Loudon,

which neither he nor his representatives were parties to, say he must

This may be called stealing the landlord’s property, but if so, when
a slave worth 1,000 dollars marched himsblf off a Georgia plantation

and took refuge on free territory, was he guilty of theft ? Had he

not rather the sympathy of civilized mankind ? Enghsbmcn under-

stood black slavery m America They know nothing of white slavery

in Ireland, and when they know as much about it as do those whom
the shoe pinches, their judgment on the morality of the Plan of

Campaign will be entitled to consideration The struggle in Ireland

to-day IS a continuance of the old warfare of the clansmen for a

foothold on the soil of, their fathers The descendants of the con-

fiscators now, as of yore, have on their side foreign laws and foreign

bayonets , but, while the centunes have taught the planters no lesson,

they are made at least to learn at every onset with their despised

serfs that experience and suffering have taught the peasant a great

deal

T M Healy.



CONTEMPORARY LIFE AND THOUGHT IN
THE UNITED STATES

rpHE great celebiation of the two hundred and fiftieth anniversary of

jL the founding of Harvard University has just calltd attention anew
to the condition and tendencies ot highei education in the United
States Theie weic piesent at the festivities in the early days of

November not only about 2,500 of the alurnni of the College, but
lepiesentatives fiom nearly all of the other piomiiient institutions of

learning in the liiid, as well as from bevoial ol the Universities of the

Old Woild Never before wcie so many presidents of colleges and
eminent professors gadieied togethei in the Western Woild The note

that was sounded at the very beginning of the festivities continued to be

heaid to the end ,
and no one could have been in attendance without

lealizing, and in some degree measuring, the extent of the interest that

IS now eveiywhere felt in the methods of h%hci education Harvard is

not only the oldest and laigest of oui universities, but she is the leadei

and representative of a tendency that is exerting a vast influence on the

other colleges of the land Some account of this influence and tendency

may not be out of place

The early history of our colleges was shaped after the English model

It has been estimated that within a veiy few yeais after the settlement

of Massachusetts Bay the colony contained as many as a bundled men
who had received the honouis of Oxford and Cambridge AVhen, in

1636, Haivaid College was founded by a gift of the Colonial Legislature,

and given the name of a son of Emmanuel College in old Cambiidge,

it was but natural that the methods of the old colleges should be given

to the new institution The othei colleges thav in due course of time

canie to bo founded topk on similar characteiistics Nor was theie any

verv stiilving oi radical change of method oi of spirit till past the

middle of the present centuiy The applicant for admission was

lequiied to read easy Latin and to know something of Greek and the

mathematics Aftei his admission he was expected to devote four years

chiefly to supplementing the fiugal knowledge he had already acquired

in those three great branches of learning Theie was very little of the

natural sciences, there was even less of the applied sciences , there was
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next to nothing of historj In «»hort, until neii the outbieak of our

Civil Wai, it might have bten said iii plain descriptive piose, as has

since been suJ la the epigrammatic propagandism ot a tlieoiv, that ^^a

uinver^'it) is a nlace vvheie nothing useful is taught

Bit about the middle o( the pi esent century it came to be seen that

tht condition of higher education was not satisfying the demands of the

coiiiitiv Cojjjeges had been multiplied m ill parts of the land, as if it

were the province of higher educition to cuiy itself to the door ot

evciy man s home The nuincious religions sects kit the necessity oi

having schools lor the tiaiiiing of the clcigy These schools weie the

victims ot a somewhat ictivo iivaliv’', and in consequence it was impos-

sible to laise the low st inclird of schohiship that picvailed Nearly all

of the newel colleges had itiichod to them is an intcgial pait a pre-

pai itoiy school, the hi sinoss ot which w is to give students such meagre

picliminary training as w is nece^s ii v foi admission to the college or

umveisity Thus tlie colleges weie able to make a veiy considerable

«ihow of numbcis, though m m iny instances the i oils weie made ahnost

exclusively ot pupils who might xs well hive hocn iii any one of the

piimaiy or sccoiulai^ schools of tlie hnd But the deceptive chiiadci

ot tins appueut pio‘-ptiity could not long be concciled When
statistics Cline to he c iicfiilly brought togcthci, it was found that the

idative numbei rf students m the highei couiscs ot instuictun was

stiadily growing ind hss It wa ilso evident that there was a

widespread feeling ot discontent with the (ourseoot insliuetion givin

The chnioui vv is evcrjwhcic htaid that the chsMcal tongues were no

longer called for, ih it this is a piactie il age, th it if students arc not to

be taught in the univcisitics whit they can turn to use in the all iiis of

life, they may as weM get on without the univeisitics altogcthci This

feeling it w IS wlutli, cvci glowmg deepei and moie widc^jiiead, had the

gcncial effect of i educing the number of students in all the colleges of

tliecountry Young men everywheie vveic going into the piofessions

without that prelimiinry^ collegiate training which m the eaily history

of the country was considered a neccs'^ary pieiequisite of success

How should this evil tendency be met and averted ^ Miny wajs
were suggeded, and not a few weie adopted One ol them vvasthiough

the establishment of sepirite technical scliools In tlic oldei paits ot

the country several schools were endowed foi the pui pose of affoiding

oppoitunitie^ foi special triming to such as might have no opportunity

or inclination to take the moie orthodox course in arts The Sheffield

Scientific School at Yale, the Lawrence Scientific School at Harvard,
the Chandler Scientific School at Daitmouth, the Stevens Institute at

Hoboken, the Polytechnic Institute it Troy, the School of Mines at

Columbia College m New Yoik, were all the fruits of this impulse
In some of these schofU the course of study continued through three

years, m others il extended, as m the old college courses, through four

It will be observed that there were two systeAis even of the scliools

above named Some of them weie connected with colleges already

established, olheis weic entirely independent and isohted As a rule,

however, it may be said that in all instances independence went as fai

as to the establishment of separate conises of study for the separate

schools Students of the regular college course, and students of the
revvly established scientific schools, never met m the same lecture rooms
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although they might meet on the same college grounds, and might even
be pui suing the same studies in common
As a class, these newly established schools could not be regarded as

very prosperous Whenever they were established in connection with
one of the older univtisities, the students nevei seemed to feel quite at
home in the eompanionship of the membcis of the older college
Whenever they were given an absolutely independent existence it was
often found th it the expense of establishing and keeping up libraries,

museums, and the other necessary appliances, was much gieater than
tlie financial condition of the school would an int The result was that
although thoie vveic a few very signil examples of success, the experiment,
as a whole

,
could not be regarded as having changed the general diift

Another scries of efioits was made by cstiblishmg parallel courses of
study in several of the colleges afid univcis'tic'> ilicul) existing One
of the first to idvocatc such a chiiige wis Pitsident Wayland, of IJiown
Univcisity lie picsentcd with gieit cogency the arguments which at*

i later pciiod bccimc very farailnr to those engaged m educational

ilfairs Ihe ncce^sitv of change in methods picsentod itself in two
foims In the fust place, it w^as irrational tint cvciy student up to the

close of Ills collegi itc couise should be requned, on pun of forfeiting all

cliancc foi a degue, to t ike piecisely the sanle couise is that mirked out

lor c\ory one of his fellows The method iii vogue, it wis iiiged, not

only rccpuicd every cindidite for a dcgicc to tike a picsciibcd amount
of Greek, Latin, and ni it hematics but it also gave him almost abso-

lutely no oppoitunity ol t iking any moie thm the amount picsciibcd

The old wUiiiculum wis a hard-and fast iccpiirenn lit tint gave no pos-

sible play foi diffeiing abilities and tastes Such a method could nevei

develop to the highest pitch of scholaiship moic than a veiy small numbei
of persons in my class Students arc spuriecl on to then best efforts

only when their eiitliusiasras aie moved, and i pitseiibed course, how-
cvei excellenl 111 itself, can never, stir the enthusiasm of riioie than a
limited nnmbii of those who aie lequucd to tike it The consequence

that we aie biought at once to tJic second lea^on for a change—namely,

the inability ot the old method to diiw within its influence any con-

sider iblc iinmlicr ot those who, undei a better syatem, would be glad to

avail themselves of a eouise ot university study The very ^ct that the

classes m college weie ever) where glowing less and less, showed that the

education given was not the education that was desired The defect in the

existing system, it was sud, was open to the view of any one \vha#vould

observe There weie luge numbeis of people who do not admit the

fcupeiior ellie ley of tiauung in the ancient languages and in the mathe-

matie«:, and who assert that laigc numbeis must either go through life

without the advantage of a liberal education, or the requirements must

be so changed as to turnibh the opportunities desired

The agitation that ensued resulted iii thd^lstablishmcnt nf parallel

<50urseb of study in sevei'al of the universities of the countiy In

some ot the institutions favouriiig this method of meeting the

new demand, what was known as a ‘^Scientific Course’^ was provided

for Gieek and Latin were either omitted altogether, or were

required of the students in only very moderate amount French and

German were given a prominent place m the new requiiements, and

there was a generous mtioduction of history and the various natural
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sciences In sboit, the effort was essentially the same as that which

m Geimany had resulted m the Ileal Schools, and the consequent ad-

mi'^sion to the univei‘sity of students who had no knowledge of Greek,

and vciy little knowledge of Latin The new couises extended through

four and culminated in the dogiee of Bacheloi of Science There

was also ])iovjsion made foi those who desired Latin, but Ind an mli-

pithj to Gicek German and French were given the place held in the

old curriculum by the Hellenic tongue, while the full quota of Latin con-

tinued to be icquucd course led ordimrily to the degree of

Bachelor of Philosophy Fimlly, a fouith course was added, designed

to substitute foi advanced studies in the mathematics and m the

natural sciences, studies in history and in modem literature Some
two years m the piepiratory schools, and about the same length of time

m the university, weie devoted to the modem languages, after which
the time of the lemaining two years was given to studies m literature

and cogn ite branches Hus couise also led to \ degiee—that of Bacheloi

of Letteis

This method of solving the problems of highei education was
adopted by i few of the older and by nearly all of the newer insti-

tutions Fiom ihaO to 1870 it was what might be called the pre-

dominant method Though the older schools clung with a stiong

conservatism to the methods of the fathers, the ncwci colleges and
univeisities in the middle of the countiy and in the West almost with-

out exception adopted what may bo called the Sjslcm of Parallel

Courses

While the succe‘?s of this system was perhaps such as to satisfy its

friends, it was not enough to convert its enemies The older institu-

tions, like Haivard and Yale, and the othei colleges of New England,

practically assumed tint the system of paiallel coui^sos wis a suirender

to Philistinism in which they could take no pait A few of them have

maintained this position to the present day All of the mo^e piominent

universities, howcvei, have felt themselves obliged to seek the same
ends by other means Harvard University has been the leader of this

third movement, and the means by which its ends have been accomplished

18 known as the Elective Sj stem
”

Until about 1870 the courses of study prescribed for the degree

of Bacheloi of Aits gave to the student veiy little latitude for choice

In the fourth }cai the candidate had placed befoie him a number of

subj^ts from which he was at liberty to select enough to make up the

requisite amount of instiuction But the field of choice was limited

and the variety of studies was correspondingly meagre This charac-

teristic earned with it, of course, the impossibility of anything but

very elementary work A little Latin, a little Greek, about the same
amountof the mathematics, a trifle of history, taught ina very dull way, foi

the most part from a vefy dull textbook, the elements of half a dozen

of the sciences, including psychology and logic—such was the pabulum
on which the college student m one of the older colleges was mainly
obliged to be fed It can hardly lie considered very suipusing that the

relative number of students in college was steadily declining But
about seventeen years ago Mr Eliot entered upon his administration as

President of Harvard It was understood that he was chosen to his

position as the representative of a new and vigorous policy that had
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already, in some measure, beeiHentered upon by hiS predecessor Tint
policy involved a multiplication of the courses of instruction jjiveii, md
the oflenngof a substantially fiee choice of codr^es during the Litei j

cari>

of the curiiculum Gradually this freedom was extended down nearly
to the beginning ofthe course Indeed, it has now come to include almost
the whole ot the studies of the fieshnnii year Meantime it has been
practicable to multiply the opportunities afforded the individual student
When everybody was taught as n\ueh as anybody it was impossible to
do very much ot any one thing But as soon as freedom of choice was
offered, it was found that students demanded idvanced courses, and
consequently advanced couises were provided The couises in cveiy
branch of knowledge were so multiplied that in less than a score of yeais

the aggrcgite numbei was three oi foiu times is gieat as it had been
when the reform was begun The llaivard catalogue now shows an
ariay of couises in bistoiy, m political economy, in the \aiious sciciu

as well as in the languages of Em ope and Asia, th it quite reminds one of

the wealth of learning offered by one of the larger univeisities ot

Germany It is thus made quite possible for the student to concentiato

his work in such a way as not onlv to learn a little of many things,

but also to leain much of the paiticulai ‘subject of his choice The
diift has been tow irds the Goiman i ither thin towards tlie English
methods

,
md in the fieedoni ot choice now afforded the German limit

has veiy neaily been reached

W bile this change Ins been going on at Iliivaid under President
Eliotts inspiration and diiection, i similai tendency has shown itself in

those institutions which at first tiicd to meet the requirements of the

age by establishing pirallel courses ” It was found, not unnatuially,

that the decision eaily in lite to pursue a ceitain couisc of stud^ w is

sometimes a prcmatuie decision, and consequently that room ought to

boprovided for subsequent change of puipose The system of pai illcl

courses, like the old classical couises, afforded no loom for change ot

studies when once a couise had been enteied upon It was eveiywlicie

found necossaij, therefou, to give something ot the sxme fle\ibility to

the new courses that Harvaid was giving to the old At the IJmvLisitv

of Michigan and at Cornell University, the two most conspicuous and

prosperous examples of the paiallel course s)stem, the first two )ear3

aie foi the most part presciibcd, while the last two aie for the most

part elective Thus the student is afforded a twofold privilege of

choice lie maj decide upon one of the parallel courses when he begins

his preparatory studies
,

then, after he lias been two yeais m the

university, he may choose with almost absolute freedom fiom the

bundled couises thit are offered

It will be seen from what has been jstated that all the change'- that

have come about have been made in the direction of greater freedom

The tendencyhasbeen unmistakably in the direction of that Lemf) (nheit

to which the Germans att ich so much importance it should not be

supposed, bowe\er, tint these changes have come about without opposi-

tion On the contrary, those conservative elements that are found in such

abundance in all educational affaiis have offered a stern resistance The
opposition has taken on two forms The first has asserted and stoutly

maintained that there is no form of study at all comparable for the

development of intelligence with the study of the ancient languages By
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some of the 'idvoc'ites of the lefoim thit T-ssertion is domed, by others

it IS 'idmitttd Those who admit the position still maintmn that the

assertion punes very littk, inasmuch is the questioh is, not whether

Gieck nid Litin aie the 'studies best aclipted to the improvement of

those wlio pui'^ue tiiem, but whether if Greek and Latin aie not taken

tlieie sliall not be ceitdin otlui studies offered m their place In other

woids, if the student ivill not tike Gre< k and Latin, shall ho be com-
pelled to take nothing, oi shall he be»peimitted to take some other study

c\cn though it be of sccondai} import incc ^ The other objection to the

lefoim lb founded on what ma) be called a mistrust of the ability or

disposition of the student to use the libeity of choice without abusing

It It IS an odd anomaly tint in a counliy that prides itself so much on
the libeities ot the people thcic should be so little f nth in the beneficiil

effects of lihcrt) among the students of oui univeisitics At the middle

of their course the students in the Aineiican universities ue now ibont

twent}-onc yeais ot age In manj of tlie univeisities the average ige

it thetime of taking the degice \ anes not more th m i month or two fiom
twent} -three j eais And > et in m my cpiarteia it continues to be thought
that the studint of twentj-one and rnpic should stdl be held to as rigid

a couj'=?c of ^tudy as that which was maiked out foi him it sixteen or

«ioventeen Within i few months it lea'-t is miny as two foimid ible

irticlcs 111 IS many of our leKlingRevicws h ivo m ule pondeiousefloits to

piove that students cannot he trusted, and that it they iro given Ihcli

libeity they will elect the easy things, neglect the haid things and so

spoil then edueition In mui} (pi liters this distiiist of the studeiit^s

judgment oi purpose has been stiong enough to stmd up in face iA all

cxpeiience It seems to foiget th it even if an oppoitunity is sometimes
lost, the fact is only the eoneomitant of evtry foini of hum in liberty

Evciybody knows that hbcity is ilways sid>j( ct to abuse Uiidei the

piivileges it grants, it is the moie possible to do the wioiig tiling,•for

the simple leison tlut theie cm be no oppoitunity of doing tin light

thing without a toiic^ponding possibility of doing the wiong onc^ The
po‘^sihiIity of taking the easy and unirnpoitant things must be gianted,

foi along with such a possibility goes also that opportunity ot tluirough-

iicss w hich IS the only condition of the highest success And thus ifc

happens that the very best att uninjents are found only in tbo«e schools

where negligence is possible, mJ even not uncommon It is only

under the sti nulus of lihcity that the 1 iigest lesults aie possible, it is

only under the oppoitunities afforded by tin same libeity that neglect

of oppoitunity is most easy, if not most pievalent

That the nev\ system has not resulted in any general abuse has been
abundantly shown Five years ago the impression became somewhat
prevalent that the laige Aeedom now given to the Harvard Students

resulted in somcwhit general neglect and abuse The Overseeis of the
university were said to share this (opinion But whether the current

report on this subject was correct or not, it was certainly true that they
imposed a decisive check on the fui ther movements in the s ime direction

pioposcd by the President and Corpoiation of the University This
action led to a very impoitant iiivcstigition of the whole subject The
next report of the Picsidetit contained a very elaborate system of tables,

showing prcc iscly what each student had elected duAng the 'smes of
years since the elective was introduced The result could hardly
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have been more conclusive The figures so fai carried conviction that
the Ovei seers not only rcveiscd then action, bub approved uifammously
of the policy which, under the light of moie impeifect information, they
had strenuous!} opposed
As was to be anticipated, this reform has met with a heaity apprecia-

tion from the public The sense of freedom, the conscious privilege of
selecting those studies that one desires, the laiger range ot possibilities
in the way of attainments in one^s favoui ile pursuits, all these added
to the attractiveness ot the uinveisities tint had adopted the new
methods A 1 u*ge influx of students is the result While the classes

in the colleges ind univcisitics thit still adhere to the former methods
itmain \ery nearly whit the} wcic twenty years ago, the classes in all

ot those insfitutions th it have adopted the new methods have ncaily oi

ipute doubled in numbers withih the sime length of time In 1870
the nnmbei ot students in the academic oi non piofcssional department
ot llarvaid was GO’^ in 1SS5 SG the niimbci hid incnased to lOOG
Twenty yeais igo, Cornell University did not exist The tiist class

graduated m ISuO At present the corps of instiuciioii consists of

ibout eighty peisons, ind the roll of students has more than eight

hiiridied nimos A simil u piospeiity has mirked the univeisities of

Michigan T1 ese thicc institution^!, though dilltiing somewhat in their

chaiacteiistus, aie the most t\pieil nul miiLtd examples of the new
methods Within the last ten }eus ill of tluin ha\c icceived abundant
evidences of public tivoui

Fiom anothei lud a highci point ot \iew the beneficial icsults have
been even more sti iking Pcihips the most potent reason tor the

lefoim w ih the inducement held out hy the new method for long-con-

tinued study in the dutcMoii of the student’s individual choice While
it was foieseen tliat a few students would striggle thiough the foui

yeais of thoir couise in an iirnltss Kind of way, it was still hoped that

alarge majoiit\—even a \Liy laige m ijoiitv—would clioose then studies

wisely, md jniisuL them steadily to the aecornplishmeiit of some very

tangible results It ma}: faiily be siid th it this hope lias not been dis-

appointed Thetibles published by IhesiJent Eliot show conclusively

that a vast majority of the young men know what they want, and go

about accomplishing then ends in an intelligent and praiseworthy way
But theie is a kind of evidence tint figuits cannot give It is in the

spiiit, in the pievailing tone, of the institutions that have adopted the

new methods It is the subject ot univeisal reraaik that there is less of

boyishness and moie of manlines^f The pievailmg spirit is one ot far

greater cainestness This geneial temper of the students, united with

the greater opportunities ofleied, has biought about most excellent results

It is not too much to «ay that within tlie past ten yeais a far higher

plane of scholaisliip h is been reached than w^as possible under the old

system A student's ideas soon after he enters on his university couise

begin to crystallize iii the direction of his aptitudes and prefciences As

early as the second year he enters on the fulfilment ot his pui poses In

the third and fourth yeais he is able to carry on his studies even into

the most advanced stages offered The consequence is, that at the time

ot receiving the baccalaureate degiee he has learned fir more than under

the 6ld system was in any way possible And so it has happened that

studies in Greek, in Latin, in the Oriental lar^uages, in history, ih the
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mathematics^ in political economy, and iii all the bciences, aie earned

very mucli*firthei llnii it \ias possible to caiiy them twenty or e\tn

ten yearb ng-o An inspection ot the courses of instruction now given

at either of the topical universities named above will show, that univci-

sityworkol i high character has at last become possible and practicable

AdvanceJ studies ciinecl on in the methods of the German “ Seminai

were hist lutioduced into the University of Michigan, but they have

since become common at Cornell, and have finally been somewhit gene-

rally adopted at IIar\aid The benehcial lesults cannot fail to show
themselves in cveiy held of leaining

No account of the tendencies of higher learning in the United States

could be complete without some adequate rcferenct to the work ot

Johns Hopkins University No other institution within^he past few

veais has attracted so much attention Tins has been owing partly to

the great excellence of the instiuction given, paitly to the peculiarities

ot its oiganization and methods, and pailly to the tact that it has liid

great stress on the publication of accomidishcd results Through the

various journ ils and Kiials that were established at the university early

in its history, the pnlilio has been kept advised in a very efficient

manner ot the work tliat h is been done in the seveial dcpaitments of

knowledge But it can hardly be said that the Johns Hopkins I ni-

V ersity h is a v er} intimate historic connection w ilh the educational sj stem

of the countrv It did not glow out of the root, but was r ithci gralted

into the old stock It w is founded in the bcliet that the lime h .cl come
for the establishment of a university that should do loi Ameiican

scholars what the German universities are doing foi tliem Dining
the last twenty-five years some huiidieds of American students, aftci

completing the 11 collegiate course, have annually gone to Germany foi

moie advanced instiuction than could be obtained on this side ol tlie

Atlantic "W hy should thcio not be established iii Ameiica some one

institution that should obviate the necessity of a Tiansatlantic voyage*^

Ihe fundamintnl idea should be the giving of instiuction in the most
improved methods that would supplement the instruction given in the

other colleges ind univeisities of the countiy It should be a univeisity

established pi imai ily for tho«5ewho hadaliead} taken the Bachcloi-^sdegiee

Here was the field w Inch Johns Hopkins University undertook to occupy

It was not ab'^olutcly new giound, for all of the older universities had
provided courses of instiuction for giaduates uid fellows But its

peculiarity w is in the I ict that all its btienglh was pi imanly devoted

to instiuction to those students who had ilreidy taken the first degiee

It vVas as though one of the colleges cf Oxford oi Cambridge should

say, We will not teich uiideigiaduatcs
,
we will only have to do with

those who have already leccived the degiee of Bachelor ol Arts Our
effort will bf simply to do the most advanced giadc ot work as a means
of preparing specialists for the profession of teachers This was the

position of Johns Hopkins University It did not aim to secure the

attendance^ of large numbeis, it desired rathei tc) attract those who,

desirous of completing their outfit for the woik oi teachers and pro-

fessors, would otherwise have been attracted to the universities of

Germany
The success of the experiment has been abundant and gratifying

The nature of the work has afforded every encouragement to advance d
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and ouginal in\estigdtion, and the results of such in\ estigations as have
been made have been fjiven very generously to the world Whether iri

founding the university the nefcssity ot establishing ultimately an
undergiaduate course was contemplated, is not perhaps veiy certain
But such a necessity has made itself felt This end was probably
favoured, on the one hand, by local demand

, on the othci, by the assist-

ance that a preparatoiy department would give to the advanced woik
foi which 1 he univ ersity was nioic especially establi«»hed It still remains
tiue, however, that the piomincnt Lharactcnstic of the Johns Hopkins
Univeisity is its work with graduite students, while it leceives such
undergraduates as offti themselves The stress of its efforts is devoted
to its advanced classes It le perhaps needless to add that it is from
this characteristic that the university is so widely and so favourably
known

In the various realms of university work there is nothing more
interesting, or indeed more impoitint, than the chinge tint his been

* going on in the minds of scholais during the j^iast tew years on the
subject of political economy Twenty years ago the scholars and the
politicians were separated in their beliefs by a soit ot impassable gulf

The political economy of Ad im Smith and his followers was accepted

by the academic teicheis xlinost without exception The books that

made an iinpiession weie those of the great founders of the science—ot

llicaido and ot Mill The doctiinc of laissez jane, as oidinanly

accepted, was untverbally taught in the colleges lud universities It

was a common remark that in the schools everybodjj was taught fice

trade,” while in business evciybodj came to believe m protection
”

This sharply defined difleience was not the result of accident Both
classes followed their own teachers The system of piotection advocated

with such power by Henry Clay and Mi Carey was given to the multi-

tude with consummate skill by Mi Greeley and the othei editorial

writers of the day The consequence of these diverging tendendfes

was, that while the policy of the nation was hrmly held to the doctrines

of a protective tariff, what might be called the moie scholarly part of

the community was coming moie ind more into an acceptance of the

doctrines ot Mill and Cairnes Fifteen years ago, among all the teachers

of political economy in the country, not moie than one or two of any

prominence could be named who did not advocate the policy of free

tiade The political economy of the Manchester school came to be

regalded as the only oithodox form of economic faith and doctrine

It IS patent, howevei, that a great change has now taken place While

on the one hand a very considerable number of prominent manutactureis

have declared themselves advocates of fiee trade, on the othei a still

moie conspicuous number of teachers of political economy eithei aie

avowed advocates of protection, or, what is perhaps more common, are

in favour of occupying a middle ground between the opposing thcoiies

There has grown up what may be called a new school of economists

These, for the most part, are young men who, under the influence of

German instruction, have adojjlted the German historical method®

Nearly all of the younger economists have studied m Germany, and

have fallen under the powerful influence of Rosoher, Wagner, or Conrad,

and have brought the ideas so acquired to their new fields of instruction

While in several of the universities upholders of the ^ 'priori methods are
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still m positions of piedominant influence, it is undoubtedly true tint at

the present moment a nujonij of the teachers in our colleges and uiii-

\crsities are to ne lanked is beloiiouig to the historical school It

goes without saving, therefore, that the doctrines of free trade aie not

so geneially or so dogrn itically taught as they v\eic ten or fifteen joars

ago The tendency is piobably \ iiy neaily akin to that which appeals

to bo prevailing in England The views and methods of Rogois,

Jtions, ind Sidgwick aio now much moic genci illy accepted thin the

news md methods of the ceoiionusts that led public opinion a genera-

tion ago
The movement as a whole, however, is to be legaided is a favourible

sign of the time<» It is ceitiin tint a#no time in the past has the

study of political economy been oained on so earnestly md so thoioughly

as at the present moment In ill of the univcisitus the ch'-ses in this

subject are large, and in many of theiri the most diHiciilt qucstioiib ire

consideicd with a care and i thoioughne'-s th it w is lormcrly unknown
More than all this, within the 1 isl few months two inipoit mtjoiunalb have*

come into existem e for thcdiscu^sion ol (jucstioiib of politic il econorn)^ and
political science The Pohitad Sc irnce Qiiuiti thjy tditcd by the Faculty

of Political Science m Culurnbii College, is dcvotid to the whole lange
of questions indicated h) its title, while the QtfaitsiLif Joiunal of

Lconomiibi edited by the Piohssois of Politic il Etonomj at Uii\ iid,

is to be confined moic n mow Iv to a «peci il field Roth of these joiirn ils

ha\e die ilavoiu of a eiieful schol ii'^hip, and then fust appeaianee,

almost siniultanequdN
,
must be icgardcd is imong the more luspicious

signs of the times

CiruiLLs Ki'Mjvtl Adams
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I—OKIENTAL HlSTOllY

O
NE of the most intciostin^contiibuiions to our knowledge of 'incient

Oriental History since 1 wrote is cont uned in i small pamphlet
of thirty five pages, publislieT by Piofissois S nend ind Socui It is

entitled ^^Die Insehrdt dts Komgs Mesx von Mo'ib,’^ and embodies
n. new and minute eximinition ot the sqacc/«,now pieseivcd in the

Louvre, of the fimous Aloabite Stout Tlie squeeze was taken in 1809
by Sclim cl Qaii, a Syrun agent of M Cleiinoiit-Ganneau, befoio the

stone was biokcn, and, undei oidinary ciicuinstances, would have been

a fiitbful rcprodiKtion of the inscription Unfortun itely, however,

Selim had to take it in a huiiv, and almost it the risk of lus life, it

wis torn fiorn the surf ice ol the stone before tlie paper was diy, md,
in leseuing it fiom the Aribs ot Dluban, the prceioas document was
Tent in two With all its defieioncies, it is nevertheless invaluible, as

the fiagments of the stone itself, which have been recovered, include

only i portion of the text, and many of them could not be assigned to

then light pi ices without the as«!istince of the squeeze The two Ger-

man scholars, theieforc, in no wiy wasted then time by sp».nding a

fortnight last spring in elosoly studying the squeeze

The lesult of their exiraination his been to eouect and supplement

tlie readings published by If Olcimont-Ginncau eleven j^eirs ago iri

seveial impoitant respects The fjllowing is their revised tiinslation

of the text —
1 “ [ im Mcsln, the son of Chemosh nielech, the king of Moab, of

2 Dibon My father was king ot Moib oO }cars, and I bee ime king

J liter my fither, and I have erected this higli place to Chemosh m Kirkhah

lor the salv ition of Mesh i,

4 since he saved me fioiu ill the king®, Hiid let me see my desire upon all

my enemies Oniri,

tlie king of Israel, he oppieased Moab many diys, since Chemosh wai
mgry igainst his

() lirid And then his son followed him, and he also sail I will oppress

Mo lb
,
in my day he said thus,

7

but I saw my pleasure upon him and lus house, and Israel perished for

over And Omn occupied the whole land ,

8

of Medeba and dwelt thciein (all) his days and half the days of his son,

40 years
,
but

9

Chemosh restored it in my days
,
and I built Baal ineon, and made therein

the reservoir, and I built

10

Kirjathain And the men of Gad dwelt in the land of Ataroth from

of old, and the king of Israel

11

built Ataroth
,
and I fought against the city and took it, and I slew all thte

people of

12

the city as a spectacle for Chemosh and for Moab, and I brought back

from thence the upper altar {aie!) of Dodo (Divid) and dragged
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13 It before Chemosh in Kirpth , and I settled therein the men of Siran And

the men of

14 Mokhratli And Chemosh said tome Go, take Nobo of Israel, and I

15 went m the night ind fought ag nnst it from the break of day until noon,

and took

IG It and slew them all, 7,000 men md boys and women and maidens

17 and female sh\es ('^), since I had devoted them to Ashtar-Chemosh
,
and

I took irom thence the altars (aiclo)

lb ol Yahveh (Jehovah) and di igged them before Chemosh Now the king
of Israel had built

19 Jahaz and dwelt therein while he made war against me, and Chemosh
drove him out before me, and ^

20 1 took of Moab 200 men, all its princes, and I led thorn against Jahaz and
took it

21 in order to add it to Dibon 1 have built ICirkhih, the wall of the forest

and the wall

22 of the hill {ophel), and I ha\e built its gates ind I have built its towers,

and
23 1 have built the house of the king, and I have m ide tho sluices of the

reservoir for the watei (?) within

24 the city Now then was no cistern within the city in Kirkhah, and I

spake to all the people make

25 you each one a cistein in Jus house, and I cut the cutting for Kirkhah by
means of the prisoners

26 of Israel I hue built Aroer and I h ivc m idc the roads by the Arnon,
and

27 I have built Beth Bamoth, since it was destioycd
,
I have built Bezer,

since It 1 ij in luins,

28 of Dibon fift}, since all Dibon is> subject (to me), md
I rule (’)

29 a hundred in the cities whicli I h ivo iddcd to the land And
I built

JO (Mtdcba) and Bcth-Diblathain And l>ctli liaalniton, tlutlicr I brought
the-sheep

51 the flocks of the land And as lor Iloronain, tnerem dwelt

the sons of Dedan, and Dedan said ('^)

32 and Chemosh said to me go down, fight against Horonam and I

went down (and fought)

3J Chemosh restored it in (my) di}s and from
thence

ol And I

Dr Neubauei has ciiticised one oi two points in this translation, and
has diawn attention to the reraaikahle leftrence to the a7 els or altais

of Dodo and Yahveh He would identifj ard with aryel, which
ippears m tlie book of Isanh as an old name of Jeiusalem It is

noticeable that, while m Genesis xxii It, the only correct lendering of
the proverb curient on the Temple IIilI is ‘‘In the Mount of tho Lord
IS Jireh/^ or Yeiu, a town called Hai-J, or “ the Mount of God/’ seems
to occupy the site of the Jebusite city, which afterwards became Jerusa-
lem in the Kainak lists of Thothmes III However this may be. Dodo
gr David is represented m the inscription in parallelism to Yahveh as

woi shipped by the northern Isriehtes The name means “the beloved
one,” and must have been a title given to the Deity by the Phoenicians,

* Aihenmmt September 25, 1886, and my own Letter, October 9, 188b
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since Dido, the pation-ijoddess of Carthage, is merely its corresponding
feminine form in a Latin dress
The revised veision ot the inscription further serves to clear up the

history of the Moabite revolt from Israel It shows that the recoveiy
of Medeba and other poitions of Moabite territpiy took place in the
middle of Ahab^s leign, and that conseqaently Moab regained its inde-
pendence before the death of Ahab, and not aftei it, as has been hitherto
supposed It will be observed that, in accordance with the statement of
the Old Testament, Mesha lopresents himselt as i gieat “ shetp-master

Ne\t pcilnps in inteic&t to the revised te^t of the Moabite Stone ib

Professor Maspeio's repoit ot ‘^the excavations caiiitd on in Egypt
from 1881 to 1885,^’ which is^ published in the Bulletin ae I'lnhUtnt
tgyyticn (II G) It is, m fact, a good deal moie than a report Pro-
fessor Maspcio explains in it the bcaimg of liis lecent discoveries upon
the history and religion of ancient Egypt, and states, with his usual

felicity, conclusions which will be new not only to the general public,

but to Egyptian •students as well The discovery of i necropolis of the

twelfth dynasty at Sakkdrah, and the tombs of the eleventh dynasty
he has uncovered at Thebes, havo refuted Mariette’s theory of a break

between the Egypt of the Old Empire and the Egypt of the Theban
dynasties On the contrary, the ait and leligion of Thebes is now shown
to be but a continuation and development of the ait and leligion of

IMcmphis The caily Theban tomb is but a modiheation of the later

jMemphitc pyiamids
,

the funereal texts painted on the walls of the

niastaba oi the pyramid of a Pepi find themselves on the walls of the

tombs of Thebes

Farfiom altering the ideas and images of the Memphite epoch, the first

Theban epoch has copied Ihom servilely
,
the sole innovation it has permitted

Itself li IS consisted in vdding the scenes of the private sepulchral chambers
to the texts of the royal imbers of the sixth dynasty The aitistic style

IS the same in both cises, md the figures of the objects appear to have been

copied from the s ime modt I The only real difference lies in the writing

,

sculptured or painted, the mastabas contain texts in carefully executed

hieroglyphics only, whik the painted tombs of the Theban period contain

only cursive hieroglyphs
”

The pyiamids of the fifth and sixth dynasties which Professoi Maspero

has opened h we furnished him with a laige abundance of funerary texts

They prove that the Egyptian pantheon of that remote age was as

tlueUy peopled with divine beings as the pantheqn of the age of the

Ramcssides ^'The myths,^^ says Professor Maspeio, ^Svhich corre-

spond to each of the divine names are already fully developed and fully

complete To cite one example only, the Osman leligion is precisely

what it was when leveaUd to us in the monuments of the Theban age

The struggle between Osins and Sit, the action of Nephthys and I&is,

the intei vent ion of Anubis, of Thoth, of Horus and of his ministers are

alieady settled even in their most minute details To hud the origins

of the ofiicial cult, or to tiace Egyptian religion thiough the eailier

stages of its giowth, we must go back to that prehistoric peiiod of which

dim traditions alone survived But the phrases fossilized as it were m
the leligious texts have enabled Professor Maspero to discover more than

one feature of the early faith Thus he points out that “the two religions

which chiefly contnbuted to the mortuary ritual in use, if not through-
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out Eijypt, at all events at Jlcinphis under the Old Empire, weie those

of the tvvo citits of Iltliopolisand Abydos/' and he furtliei believes that

the religion of Abides was modihtd and jemodelled at Heliopolis

More fetal tling aie the conclusions which he diaws fiomthe expiessions

that desciibc “the absorption and digestion of the gods by the dead

Thufe the double oi «;pirit of Unufe is declared to “ c it men and to nourish

hiiiifeclf upon them" “Shosmu Ins dismembcicd (the gods) foi Unas,

uul lias cooked their limbs in his binning childrons It is Unas who
dcvouistheu magic viituos and who eats then souls, and the great

among them aie the lood of Unis in the moining, the inferior among
them are his dinner, the sm ill imong them arc the suppci of Unas m the

evening, thS old men and old women ifie loi his ovens Only one

infeience can be drawn fioni feiieh woids Not only must human saciihce

have once been piactiscd in Fg\pt— i iite, indeul which seems never

to have become altogcthci c\tinet in the countiy, but, as among the

Polynesian I'slanders, it ran‘^t hive been accompanied by cinnibalibm

The courage and stiength of the encmv weie supposed to be ti insfeiied

to those who devouicd him, and it is pi iiii tint when the s icied texts of

the Old Eg})vtnn Empiic wcie composed the same bcliet must still have

lingered at all events m the language The symbolic einnibilism of the

soul points to a ical cannibalifem pi letised at the religious feasts of the

prehistoiic da}s

The excavations earned on by AIi rinulcrs Pitric, the winter before

last, on the site of N luki itife, form the subject of a goodlj -sized

volume isfeued by the E^^pt Exploi ition Fund,^ tlio'^e coiulm ted list

winter by !Mi Gudnci being icscrvtd for a futuie volumo Clianters

have been added to the woik l)y Messt« C Smith, E Gardner, and
B V Head, on the carl) jiotteiy, lilt'd iptions^^and coins found on the

spot, and the latter poition of the book is occupied by a long senes of

valuable plates I have alieuly anticipated the account given in it by
Mr Petrie of Ins recovery of the long-lost city, as will as of the most
important resuUs deiived fiom its elisinterment Its foundation seems*

to go back to the time ot P-jammotikhos T, when a manufacture of

fccarabsei was started in the town, intl the fust temple of Apollo, of
which tiaoes onl) have been discoveied, was piobably founded a little

later, about b c 610 It is liom a trench within the prceiuets of this

temple, into which the bioken or discarded pottery of the sanctuary

was thrown, that inscriptions of the highest importance for the history

of the Greek alphabet have been taken The majority of them are

written in the Ionic form of the alphabet, and aie in many instances

older than the famous inscriptions engiaved by the Greek mercenaries

of Psammetikhos II on the colossi of Abu Simbel They prove that

the latter do not belong to the reign of Psammetikhos I indeed
has long been maintained by Egyptologists, despite the assertion of
Herpdotos that it was Psammetikhos I who puisued the Egyptian
deserters into Ethiopia

The great Temenos, or sacred enclosure, which was the joint work of
nine of the chief cities of Asia Minor and the rallying-point of the
Greeks in Egj pt, lies at the southern end of the ruined town It V?as

called the Hellenion, according to Herodotos, and within it stood the
altar on which the representatives of the nine cities offered sacrifice

* “NaukratM,’*^ part i
,
1884-5 London Trubner & Co
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The walls of the Temenos have now for the most part disappeared,
though their foundations can still bo traced, and it was underneath the
corners of a gateway erected on their line by Ptolemy Philadelphos that
Ml Petrie found foui ceiemonial deposits of models, including miniature
workmen's took Towards the southern end of the enclosure was a
brick structuie, containing doorless and windowlcss chambers, in which
Mr Petiie sees the remains ot a fort, though his aiguments on behalf
of his view do not convince me It may be added that nothing has
been found which can be dated later than the third centuiy of our era

,

the final luin and desertion of Naukratis may thercfoie be placed
shoitly after the lemoval of Proklos and its ancient schools to Athens
in ] 90 A D

A H Sayci

IT —SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY

The concern so widely felt at present regarding the curiency

has called forth, amid a shoal of controversial pamphlets, several

works of solid and enduring value A Soetbeei's “Mateiialien zur

Erlaiitcrung und Bcuitheilung der wiithschattliclicn Edelmetallver

hdltni«!se und der W ihrungsfrage has already been lefeired to in

this Review by M de Laveleye, who, though a bimetallist, accepts this

German monometallist's figures as the most complete and authori-

tative wc as yet possess on tin subject M Soetbeei has investigated a

wider aiea than Ins predecessors, and by means of this knowledge, togcthei

with his native resource and discrimination, has avoided some eiiors into

which they had fallen ,
still, except on points like the ai nual production

and the annual coinage, the results he ai lives at can haidly claim to be

more than the bebt guesswoik that can be had in the circumstances, and

c in inspire little confidence iii conclusions that may be diiwn fiom them
For example, it is very impoitantm the piesent bimetallic controveisy to

know the proportion of the annual production of gold that is devoted to

industiialuses The common impression is, that it is small when com-

pared with the pioportion that goes to the mint
,
but M Soetbeer, on the

other hand, comes to the conclusion that out ot 144,000 kilogiams pro-

duced, 90,000 go to mdustiial purposes, basing liis mfeience on official

inquiiies made of American jewelleio, ot whom gicat numbers refused to

answer at all, and, in regard to the rest, it cannot be known whether they

did not exaggeiate their business, and whether they did not confound

metal lecast with metal fresh fiorn the mine Mr Giffen, in his second

series of Essays m Finance^^ (London Bell), deducts from M Soetbeer^s

estimate exactly one-half for metal drawn from the coinage, but without

offering any data either for making this deduction, or for accepting the

lest of the estimate Neithei M Soetbeer^s estimate nor Mr Giffen's iider

can therefore be taken foi science, or for anj thing better than experi-

enced guessing, yet with Mr Giflcn they form pait of the basis, not meiely

for inference, but foi prediction His new collection of essays, howevei,

must not be judged by this item alone, it contains a gieat deal of most

valuable matter, and of singularly clear and able exposition, and not the

least valuable and able chapter in it is that which has just been alluded

VOL. LI ^
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to—the only clnpioi ihat has not been published bcfoie—that on “The
Gold Supply^ the Kite of Discount and Prices/^ in which the influence of

the gold supply ovei the latcot discount ind the prices of commodities

through its operation on the Bank reseives is admiiably explained

Ml Gilftn still believes in the existence at present of a scaicity of gold

n hicli keeps pi ices low, and when asked why, then, the Bank reserves have

shown no contraction, and the rate of discount has not risen, he replies

that though the discount rite undoubtedly keeps low on the aveiage, its

movement is singulaily fe\eiish, rising it times to a considerably highti

maximum th in usual w hen the aveiago is so low But is this necessarily a

sign ofa shoi toning gold supply ^ Mr Gilfen a«:sumo^ that it is, but offers

no leason or pi oof A new v\ oik, in some lespects of more importance

toi the monctaiy question than even M SoefcbeePs, is Ottomai HaupPs
“ LTIistoiic moiiet lire de notic Temps (Berlin W ilthei et Apolani), a

lemaikably complete leview of the iccent histoiy ot the euircncy m
almost every country of the w^oild The author is a strong bimetallist

of the new oi intern itional school of bimetallism founded by Ccinuselu

in 1873, and in that school he belongs to the party tint insists (con-

triry to Ceinuschi himself) th it the co opeiation of England is .absolutely

indispcn^^able to the success of the ‘scheme But his giasp ofthe situ ition

is certainly unpiejudiced and fiim He sees no sign of any scaicity of gold

There is, he says, “ astiuggle for gold in the sense that the amount of

the present annual production fiom the mines is less than the present

annual demand for monetary and mdushnl pin poses togethci , but there

IS no scarcity of gold in the sense that people cannot get as much of it

as they want, and get it as easily as evei The stock of gold in tho

world is really abundant The Geiman, Itilian, and other Govcinments
that made veiy laige puielnscs some \ear& ago got tlieir wants sup-

plied without difficulty, and without causing any inconvenience to then
iieighbouis , and at this moment tlieic is no drain on the Bank leseivcs,

and the lateof discount is low Some of the newest and most important

paits of Haiipt*s book are his accounts of Oiicntal currencies, like those

of China and the Straits, which had been cntucly neglected by Ins

predecessors His estimate of the actual circulation in India is high,

1200,000,000, but he gets this figuieby finding that t?70,000,000 had
been coined since 18J55, and by then deducting 30 per cent for hoarding

and recoining Thi« deduction seems small, but it is founded on a certain

basis of fact, though an insiifhcient one—viz
,
that in the districts of

India affected by famine in 1876-7-8 the silver brought to the mint
to be recoined came to half tlic coinage of the year Mi J L
Laughlm^s “ History of Bimetallism in the United States (New York
Appleton) is important as a record of American experience, beciuse

from 1792 to the present day the United States have been a bimetallic

country, and have gone through almost every vauety of experience

po^'Sible to such a country, but it is much more than a ehromclc of

American moiiotary history—it penetrates to the causes of every succes-

sive phenomenon, ind thus runs out into general investigations and dis-

cu«!sions ofalmost every question of interest connected with tho euntocy
hesc discussions arc thorough and able, and there are few more instruc-

tive books in English on such subjects The author is a monomctallist,
although foi deferred payments he favours the unpiomising idea of a
multiple standard constituted by tho average prices of a number of staple
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aitides for a ceitiin numbei of years Among the most important
paits of hib woik aie his treatment of the exceptionally large production
of silver towards the close of last ccntuiy—to which, indeed, he is the
fiist to diaw special attention

, and his discussion of the depreciation of
silver since 1876, in which ho shows that the German sale of
demonetized silver was too small to c luse that depieciation, or even to have
any effect whalevei on the price of silver, and that the decline in the
annual production at the mines is also too small to account for it, the
production of silvei having been thicc tunes as great as that of gold at
the beginning of this centuij, but only 27 times as great in 1852, and
only 68 times now IIis own belief is—and in this he is probably
light—that the tiue cause of the present depreciation lies in deeper
and more peiinanent changes affecting the demand for gold and silver

^Aith the growth of wealth, gold moie hnd more supplants silver

foi oinaments, and with the giowth of commeice for tiausporting
money Silvei has suffeied because it is le‘3s sought ifter since gold
has giown cheaper and moie abundant It is this strong natural

pieference that has, in his opinion, depicciatcd the white
metal, and that bimetallists aie now vainly seeking to turn back
In the new edition of Knics’s impoitant woik, ^^Das Geld^^

(Beilin Weidmann), the only consideiable change is a new chaptei

discussing the theory of international bimetallism, which had been
first propounded by Ceinuschi after the publication of the previous

edition Hib discussion is acute and valuable, and he comes to the con-

clusion tint intcinxtional bimetallism is impracticable—(1) because

an inteinalional agreement cannot possibly fi\ the lelativc price of

silvci and gold, unless all the raineb in the worltl aie put undei intei-

11 ition il m in igemcnt, and pioduction legulated so is to maintain unity of

price, and (2) because nations are too divided m inteiests evci to adhere

to any agreement they might come to on the subject A war might at

any moment drive a weak nation mtoafoiced papei curicncy, and at all

times the gold-pioducmg countiics would have opposite interests to the

silvci-pioducing For the second of these points the histoiy of the Latin

monctaiy union is of some impoit mcc, beeau^-o it is an actual e\peiiment

of a Bimetallic Le iguc, and its expeiieiiccs have been lately deseiibed in

“Die Scbicksale des L iteinibcheii Munzbundes,^' by the well-known

Geiman politician,L Bambergci (Berlin L Simon), and “Die Latcinisclie

Munzconventioii und dcr Internationale Bimetallismus ” (Basel H
Geoig), by the Swiss fmanciei,A Buickljaidt-Bischofi Both aie instruc-

tive and cleaily written books,and showforcibly the pi actical difficulties of

maintaining a permanent international monetaiy union “ The Theoiy of

Bimetallism,” by Mi D Barbour, Financial Secietaiy of India (London

Cassell & Co ),
contains a \cry lucid and candid statement of the theory

of the subject, though it is lather weak in its facts, and not fiee from

economic mistakes that are realljr surprising in a financier

Of the other recent economic books the most important aic still in

the legion of finance. The venerable economist Itoscher has published

a new volume of his “ System dcr VolkswirthschafV^ devoted to the

department of finance (Stuttgait Cotta) It is marked by lloscher’s

well-known characteristics—immense reading, and concise, sensible

exposition—and it constitutes an invaluable repertory of facts and

opinions on all questions lelating to State domains, loyalties, taxes.
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expenses, and debts It is to be followed soon by another \oIutnc on
the relief of the pool, which will complete the work Piofessoi

Lorenz \on Stem is less learned than Roscher, but goes much more
fully into the discussion of piinciplcs in his impoitant and standard

Lehrhuch der Pinanzwissenschaft ” (^Leipzig Brockhaus), of which a

new and improved edition has just ippcaied We have absolutely no
systematic woiks of this soit on the sub)cct in English In M Leon
Say^s lectures on demociatic taxation, “ Les Solutions Dcmociatiqucs
de la Question des Impots’^ (Pans Guilliumin), we have an able

and well-infoimed discussion of the modern tcndcnLies to favour exclu-

sively direct taxation, to raise the minimum of exempted income, and to

rcsoit to the graduation piinciple He is opposed to them all, and views
them fiom a lathei rigid French economic standpoint, but his examina-
tion of them IS instinctive, if not ilwa^s convincing He pioduces
striking evidence liom the history of medn3v d Florence to prove how a
graduated income tax can be made an instrument of mining party
opponents and ciushing political independence, and from Ziuicli m
our own day to show how it sometimes defeats its own object, and
makes the tax-paying capital of the country to shiink so much before

it, that the lowci incomes h ive in the end to beai heavier burdens than
ever This lesult, however, points to the existence of i natuial limit to

the scope of gr iduated taxauon, and the experience of Zii» ich is that the
citizens can recognize that limit, and tuin in time

,
is has been shown by

Professor Gustav Cohn in a vcr> thorough examination he makes of
the sjbtcra of taxation in Zuiich in one of the economic studies which
he has just collected into a volume nndci the title of National-
okonomische Studien^^ (btuttgait F Enkt) These studies treat of

vaiious subjects, such as industrial ficedom, co-opciation, legal regulation
of houis of labour in Gcimany, Stock Exchange tax, &c , and evince
always a lare misteiy at once ovei principles and ovci details Cohn,
indeed, has no suporioi among Gciman economists, and his essays arc
well worth studying

I have more than once mentioned with ippunal a new school of
economists that arc using up in Austria, who build substantially, but
independently, on the lines of the old English economists, and aie
producing works of an admirably exact and scientific character One
of then latest products )b an excellent little book, by Dr Anton
Mengei, Piofessoi of Law (who must not be confounded with Dr Cail
Menger, the economist), on the claim of right which distinguishcb the
Socialism of our time fiom the bocialisrn of the past—the claim of the
labourer to get the complete pioduct of his labour— ‘^Das Ilecht auf
den Vollon Arbcitsertrag (Stuttgart J G Cotta) His book con-
sists largely of a history of opinion on this claim of light, drawn from
the oiiginal sources, and he shows most conclusively that Rodbertus
and Marx, in spite of their coiitcntions with one another about their
onginality, had been completely
by the early English Socialists

theory of surplus value in Maix^s
knew Thompson’s wuUng^

^r\ves very inadcfiuatcm d( scribing Godwin as the
Bcienlihc Socialism of our day

anticipated m their peculiar doctiines

William Thompson taught Marxes

own woids twenty years before Marx,

, hut acknowtedged no debt to them
ittcntion to 11 Owen, and he errs

first leprescnlative of the so-called
Godwin may have been the first to
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preach Socialism as a claim of right on the pari of the labouiing
class, but modern Socialism calls itself scientific because it builds that
claim on a misunderstanding of a particular economic—i €

,

scientific

—

theory, which did not influence Godwin^s speculations In connection
with Socialism, the new edition of CSrl Mario's Untersuchungen ubei
die Organization der Arbeit" (Tubingen Laupp), which was looked
forward to with much interest, will prove dis ippointmg, inasmuch as the
hitherto unpublished matter it contains is small, and includes no account
of the practical sdieme by which the iiithoi meanii to eoraplete his system
Still, it IS well to h ivc so valuable awoik,bcaring on cvc^ypige the stamp of
origin il and elevated thought, made more accessible Professor Poxweirs
seasonable little work, Ii regularity of Employment and Fluctuations ot

Puces (Edinburgh Co-oper itive Punting Co ) deserves the attention of
all social leformeis, both foi its admii able analysis of the causes of indus-

trial fluctuations and for its important piacticil s iggestions towards
icmcdial and pievontivc action He discusses successively the influence of

changes in the value of the curiency,of periodical inflitions and contrac-

tions in Cl edit, and of changes m fashion and m productive methods, and
concludes tint these may all be greatly mitigated by publicity and
organization By publicity he means more than a ‘^ystem of commercial
statistics which would enable people to know bettei what they weic
doing, and lca\c less loom foi i ish speculation and misduected enterprise,

for he would iii ceitam cncumstances publish names
,
and by' organiza-

tion he understands vaiious specilic incasuies of State oi trade-guild

c(jiitrol One of Ins m6st useful ideas is that the liability of diiectois of

limited ccynpanies ought to bo increased to four oi five times then shuc
interest, he would also impose a loyalty on inventions, to provide tlie

means ot giving tempoiaiy aid to the woikmen who have been depiived

of tlicir livelihood through the changes tlie inventions have caused

The present fill in piiccs ne attiibutes, with so many othei economists,

to the seal city of gold
,
and for th it and othei reasons he is inclmed to

bimctillisni, though he does not commit himself to the oidinary pio-

posals ot bimetallists, but speaks with approval of a plan winch would

be both more cflectiial and moie easily practicable foi the same

purpose—the issue ot a £1 papei cuiiency on a double oi alternative

basis of gold or silvci, picsumably at then raaiket lates The

Ameiican Tiade Unions form the subject of a veiy instructive book

by Professor Sai tonus Fieiherr v Waltershausen, of Zurich—“Die
Nordamenkamscheii Geweikschaften (Berlin H Bahi)—showing

the independent rise of these Unions out ot Americin conditions, and the

peculiaiities which those same conditions contiibuted to their development

The most impoitaiit of these peculiarities are the concentiation of the

action ot Amciican Unions on the attainment of shorter hours rather

than of highei wages, and the tendency, arising for the most paifc since

the civil wai, to mcigc the true trade unionin amoic universal oiganiza-

tion, like that of the Knights of Labor The author states tliL American

experience of an eight-hours day of lahoui to be that pioduction has

Buttered nothing from the reduction, because m tiades employing little

machinery the labourer was less exhausted and did as much in the eight

hours as he did previously in ten, and m tiades employing much

machinery the employer was foiced to find compensation in some new

invention If this is so, it is another argument against the Socialist
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contention that i bhoit day is the necessary cure for ovei -production

Much inform itioii is given nbout Boycotting, which is an old

American institution, much used, not merely by societies like the

Knights of Laboi, but by unions oi ictiil dealeis who wish to prevent

laigei (kilcib fiom undcisellmg them Dr Homiich Fioramcr his

subjected the reports on Profit-sharing contained in Boehinert*s book,

111 the Ficnch “EnquCte^^ and elscwheie, to a very acute and wcll-

instiuctcd analysis, in a book entitled Die Crewinubetheiliguiig

(Leipzig Ddnckcr & Hiimblot) Most of the cases mentioned in those

icports aie cither ^lot cases of piof\t-shaiing at all, or aie inbufficiently

dcbciibed, but he selects twenty-seven as the basis of his investigation,

and finds from these that the sphere of successful ipplication for profit-

sliuingis ^mall, because theie aic few blanches of industry wheic it

tan be brought to bear so as to increase matcriilly the quintity

01 quility of the hboiiier’s output or to ivoid the possibility of a

strike AVliether we agice with his conclusions oi no, liis book is

woitli consulting In Pans, Count d’lliussonvillt his gone a slum-

ming, and now gives a most \ivid dcsciiption of tlie misery he saw, in

a book cdled ^Oliserc ct llemtdes^^ (Pans Calmann Levy) The
oveiciowding, filth, immoiality, drunkeiiiicss, seem all to be consider-

ably ^^orse than in London, and although the authoi^'^ compaiison

ot the pauperism of London and Pans is to some extent faulty fioin

piocccding on two diffoicnt statistical oaces, his conclusion is plainly

sound enough, that thcic is more pauperism in Pans, and, what is

i\oiso, tint it IS Incicasing there, while it is declining hcio lie lijs

consoquently no limit to liis admu ition for the admiiiistraiivc^efficicney

of the Lnglisli guaidians As foi icrnedies, he fiankly confesses

there is none (foi he believes the causes of misery to he indestruc-

tible and eternal), Lut only some judicious palliatives, such as tliiift,

education, co-opci itiuii, and, above all, chanty
Joirx Kae

III—GENERAL LITERATURE

—Mr Edwin Hodder^s ^M^ifi and Work of the Seventh
Lail ot bhaftesbury, K G is a woik ot singul ii merit The author
has enjoyed one gicat advantage wlurli is not umi il among biograpbcis

—

he did his woik, if not in positive collaboiation, yet in constant com-
munication with the eminent person who is the subject of it, and was
thus able to get a moie complete underst inding of every different trans-

action than he could otherwise have obtained But apart from that

advantage, he has shown excellent judgment ind literary skill m his use
of his abundant mateuals, and the result is lint we have got a very full

md distinct portraiture of one of the most remarkable and noble figures

of the century Lord Shafteshury^s religious views may be pienounced
nanow, but without them we should piobably never have had his social

woik, which it seems cost him ten years' estiangenicnt from his father,

besides damaging his political prospects The Factory Acts may not stnkc

* London Cassell & Co
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the imagination so niucli as the cniaucipation of the slaves, hut they
have probably dono as much good in the world, and they were won by
a much more trying battle Tlierc is a curious letter in these volumes,
in which Lord Shaftesbury himself remarks that Wilberfoice had Pailia-

ment and society at his back, while he himself had to contend against
many of the best men of the time—The? hist impression of “ The
Hayward Letters ^ is one of disappointment A prince of gossips,

moving constantly among the great, if his letters wcie anything like

his e«5says, they would have been, as more than one of his correspondents
tells him, an inimitable mirror oi the inner side of the literature, politics,

and society of his time But, as it turns out, his own letters aie the
flattest m the book They contain little more than the mention of a
dinnei party he attended, or of a political rumour he heard, and give us no
idea of the entertaining gifts or the political sag icity th it secured for him
his peculiar position in society Still, there is much to interest in these

volumes, especially the letters of some of his coriespondonts, such as

Lady Duflerin, Mrs Noiton, and Sydney Smith Occasionally we get

an excellent anecdote or hon motj and we have all through the pleasing

sense of having to do with a man of genuine character, true to his

friends and his convictions, and most conscientiously laboiious in his

literary undertakings down to the very close of his long caieer—Hugh
Stowcll Brown’s Autobiography -f is a manly and most interesting

account of a manly and useful career Mr Biown’s youth seems to

have had its shaie of checks and troubles, but Ins m inhood ran on with

unusual smoothness, spent indeed in many labours, but in almost hnvaiy-

ing success The book is marked throughout by great candoui, freedom

fiom aflectation of any sort, and strong common-sense Ills remaiks

are often singularly shrewd, and arc often veiy amusing Mi Came
adds to the autobiography some hundred odd pages of extracts fiom Mi
Brown’s commonplace book—which seems to have partaken to some ex-

tent ofthe charactei of ajouinal—and two hundicd more pages ofsermons

Tkavpl—In a well-written and beautifully got-up work on “Persia and

the Pcisians,” J Mr S G W Benjamin gives us the fiuits of his tniee

yeais^ experience of Persia as United States Minister at Teheran He has

manifestly studied the people and country with great care and success
,

for that end he enjoyed consideiable advantages in having had a previous

familiarity with Eastern hie, and in the opportunities he derived fiom

his oflicial position He has much to say of every phase of Peisian

life—political, religious, economic, social—and as he endeavours as far as

possible to explain as well as describe, his work is exceedingly instructive

on the whole present condition of the nation His words about the

English loss of influence and the Eussian gam, in spite of the Shah’s

dislike of Russia, deserve attention in this country, as the words ot an

independent witness He considers the active interference of Russia to

be already a great obstacle to all internal progress in Persia, and he com-

plains not merely of Russian biibery of officials, but of her inveigling

Nestorian and Armenian subjects ot Persia across the frontier by fair

promises, and then, after they have settled, denying them the free exercise

* ** A Selection from the Correspondence of AbraJiam Hayward, Q C * Edited by
Henry E Carlisle London J Murray

fLditedbyW S Came, MP London Routlcdge

X London Jobn Murray
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of their leligion—Di J L Portei’s Jerusalem, Bethany, and Beth-

lehem ” IS not meant foi a leirned treatise on the topography or history

of Jeni'-alcm, but foi a populai vvoik of description, that shall give the

gcnei il 11. idcr vome faiily idcqiiitc idea of the present appeaiance of

the llolj City and its vicinity Di PoiUi does not approach the

sij])jLct with unwashed hands Besides being a theologian by profession,

lie has lived for a number of yeais in Palestine, and written Muriay’s

Handbook for that country Ills de'?ciiptions are simple, but effective

ind interesting, and they aio veiy much aided by excellent engiavings,

taken, most of them, from photographs Altogether, this is a pretty and
attr ictive book —Mr Edward Moneythrough having been deceived by an
emigration agent in London about the advantages of a particular tract

of land in California, to which he was persuaded to resoit, writes “The
Truth about Amu 1C X ”

i mainly to put othei intending emigiants on

then guard , and for this pinpose it ought certainly to be useful He
tells us that great pait of the Western States ib, and must always lemam,
mere deseit Much of the le&t of his book is tiken up with an account

of the virtues of the Coloiado spiings as a health le&oit

MiscurwiOL^—The Owens College in Manchester is one of the

most remarkable growths of the centuij 'Fhe fiuit of the liberality

and wise management of private but public-spuitcd citizens, it has

already in little moie than tliiity years attained a position which, whether

measured by the number of its students ortho eminence of its professoi«s,

may vie w itli Bonn and other ere itions of educational States like Prussia

The history of this institution is therefore well woitli knowing, and we
can now learn it veiy completely fiom the caiefnl and unpietcnding

work of Ml Jobcph Thompson % The origin of the college is veiy

interesting John Owens, cotton spinner, hiving no hens, wished to

leave his loitune to his partner, Gcoige Euilknci,but Faulknoi, though

twice pressed to have it, said “ No, I have enough , leave it to found

a college If it was Owens' money, it was Paulknei s self-sacrifice, th it

built Owens College Faulknci wis also the first chanman of the

tiustees, and the donor of the first building which the college occupied

,

and whenever Owens College is mentioned, Faulkncr^s name ought to

be lemcmbtied Mi Thomp<?on gives us inteiesting notices of other

remarkable men who wcic associated with the establishment of the

institution such as J B Smith, Muk Phillips, and James Heywood ,

and of its first principal, A J Scott—Mrs Pieilfer^fa Sonnets have

already won very wide lecognition as the work of a poetess inspired by
high thought and pure and delicate feeling, and leaders will

he glad to welcome a new edition of them, in which about one-third of

the w hole are entiicly new, and published now for the fiist time Of these

perhaps the most striking and beautiful aie those suggested by various

scenes in nature, such as that on Cluny Water, and the two on Mid-Ocean

and Niagara, which aie placed side by side, and regard two similai

natural objects in opposite moods The sonnet on Goidon contains some
fine lines, and “ The Coming Day ” is veiy pleasing and complete both

in thought and expression

Ldioburgh T Nelson & Sons t London Sampson Low & Co
i The Owens Collt^ge its houndation and Growth Manchester J E Cornish

§ Loudon b itld & luer



IRELAND 1782 AND 1887

D
uring the recent discussions in regard to L eland no adequate

attention has been given to the question of the views

of the Rockingham Ministry in 1782 as to the right and proper

relations to be established between Great Britain and Ireland , what,

in fact, they would have done, if they had had a free hand, or had

met with a negotiator less intractable than Grattan/ Yet this

question IS not one of historical interest only, but of practical im-

portance also

In the Rockingham Administration the Duke of Portland was

Loid Lieutenant of Ireland, and he took uith him General Fitz-

patrick as his Chief Secretary, Mr Fox was Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs
,

Lord Shelburne was Secretary of State for the

Home and Colonial Departments, and as such was responsible for

the government of Ireland

The recognition of the claim of Iieland to be a distinct Kingdom,

with a nght to a separate Legislature of her own for all purposes, was

the objedi of the movement of which Grattan was the leader That

this claim was founded on right, and had on grounds of expediency

to he accepted, was admitted by the Whig statesmen of the

time in England But they also saw that there were subjects which

the geographical position of the two countnes, their past history,

and their mdustnal interests, rendered it desirable and indeed neces-

sary should be recognized as common property Ireland, in their

opinion, was too near to be a separate State with safety to the external

relations of Great Britain
,
she was too distant to be altogether incor-

* The s^ch mode by Mr Childers on the second reading of the Goi ernineiit of

Ireland Bill is an exception to the above remarks

VOL LI H
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porated with due regaid to the efficient management of her own

mterin.1 affaiis

The "Ministry of Lord Rockingham had come into office on the

27tli of Mirch, 1782 The moment was one of the gloomiest m
English history The nation had just been stunned by the news of

the great suireiider at Yoik Town, it was an open question whether

tlic intelligence of the surrendei of Gibraltar might not be expected

to follow , the power of the fleet to cope successfully with the

combined na\ Its ot Fiance, Spam, and Holland, was doubtful, an

in\asion was discussed m every household m the land as a serious

possibility, and the resoinccs of the country to meet it were dis-

puted by competent judges Ireland was m the hands of the armed

Volunteers, and I^ngland^s difficulty was, as usual, Ireland's oppor-

tunity ^^The liberties of America were inseparable from ours/^

said Grattan m 1799, leferriiig to this period, ^^they were the only

hope of Ireland, and the only refuge of the liberties of mankind

The satistaction of Ii eland was therefore, in 1782, the first condition

of the safety of England, and imposed itself on the Ministcis as their

first and most imperious duty

The four gric\anccs of licland were, in the words of Giattan, ^^a

foreign Icgislatuic, a foreign judicatuic, a legislative Privy Council,

and a pcipctual aimy,^^t ^-nd they were set forth m the Amendment
to the Address carried by him in the lush Parliament on the 17th

of Apiil
j. ^

My opinion [Fox wrote to hitzpatnck, on the 28th of April] is clear

for giving tlnm all they isk
,
but foi giving it them so as to secure us Irom

luithcr deni aids, ind at tlic same time to have some clcii und( rstanding with
leapect to wli it WL ire to expect irom Ireland in return for the protection

and a«!‘>ibtince which she receives from those llects which cost us such
enormous sums and her nothing If they mean really w( 11 to then country,

they must Avidi ^oine final adju&tment which maj preclude further disputes

,

it they mean nothing but consequence to themaches, th^ will insist upon
these points being given up simply, without my leciprocar cngigement

,
and

as soon aS this is done, begin to ittack wh itevei is left, in order to continue

the ferment oi thr country In one word, what I want to guard acainst is

Jon ith in Wild’s plan of seizing one p irt in older to dispute afterwards about
the remainder ’

Lord Ilockmgham, writing in an exactly similar strain, said that

the essential points of the Irish demands having first been conceded,

it would be the duty of both countries to consider how finally to

arrange, settle, and adjust all matters, whereby the union of power
and strength, and mutual and reciprocal advantage, might be best

permanently fixed, and he spoke favourably of the appointment of

^ Speech of Oct 28, 17 “(Tiattin s Speeches,” i 183

t (‘rattan to Fox, April 18 17c2 ‘ hox s C orrespomleuce,” i 403

t * Grattan s Speeches,” 1 120

“hox s Correspondence,” by Loid Russell, i 112
*
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Commissioners " on both sides, to draw up the heads of an

agreement between the two countiies ^

*

Of a preciselj’’ similar character was the language of Lord Shel-

burne

[ho said, writing to tho Duke of Poitlind, on the day following
that on which Fox had addressed the Ohiet Secretar}

J
the tics by which

the two kingdoms h ive been Inthcrto so closely united are to be loosened
or cut asunder, is your Grace ycl picpaicd to advi&c whether iny,

and if so what, substitutions arc thought of, for the pieservation of the

remaining connection betw cen us If by the proposed modification of
Poyning’s Law, so much powei is tiken from the two Privy Councils as

thtj arc now constituted, are wo to look for my igrofment in an} new insti-

tution of Council, which miy inswcr the puipose ot keeping up the appen-
dincy and connection of liehnd to the Crown ot Grcit Britain, and of

preventing th it contusion which must arise in all cases of common concern
from two P irliaincntb with distinct and equxl powers, and without any
operating centre ’ f

On the 11th of May, Fox, in another letter to Fitzpatiick, explained

his views , wli it he intended, he said, was to grant the concession

of ‘internal legislation^ as a prelimmiry, accompanied with a modifi-

cation of Poyning^s Law and a temporary Mutiny Bill
,

and he hoped

that, having made these concessions, they might be able to treat of

^ other matters ^ so amicably as to produce an arrangement that would

prcseivc the connection between the two countries The other

matters wcic the Final Judicature and the question of the contribu-

tion of Ireland to Imperial expenses Shelburne suggested the foimal

negotiation of the articles of a treaty, for as such, he said, he re-

garded his proposals
, § and he urged a little judicious temporizing in

the hope that the situation abroad might in the interval improve But

Grattan, recognizing the immense advantage which tins situation gave

him in negotiaftng with Great Britain, refused to entertain any idea

of compromise There was not only, he said, to be no “ foreign

legislature, but there were to be no commissioners^' to negotiate a

treaty,
II
and there was, above all, to be no delay in granting all the

demands of Ireland With this information before him, the Duke of

Portland, who from the tunc of his arrival m Dublin had up till this

moment ftneouraged both the Secretaries of State to believe that

Grattan would come into their views, and might even make con-

cessions 1 in regard to the final appeal in judicial matter now

informed them that the claims of Ireland on all the four principal

demands must be conceded, and conceded at once, as the whole

country w^as m a state of the wildest excitement, and wes rapidly

* Lord Rockingham to Lord Shelburne, May 25,1782, “ Paihamentary HTibtory,”

x\xiv 079

+ “Life of Lord Shelburne,’^ iii 144 t “box’s Correspondence,” i 417, 41

S

§ “Life of Lord Shdburne,” iii 14'>
|j See “ Life of Li ittan

”

^ “Fox’s Correspondence/ j 416 ,
“Life of Lord bhelbuinc," in liS

M 2
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escaping out of control ^ The concession of all the lush demands

was accordingly decided upon The preliminary steps were therefore

taken on the 1 7th of Mav, by a resolution in both Houses of the

Britidi Pailnmcnt, for effecting the repeal of the 6th of George I

c 5, the Act by which the right of the British Parliament to Icgis-

litc for Iieland was declared
,
and the necessary Bill was then intro-

duced and rapidly passed into law

At the same time, howe\er, another resolution was adopted in the

following teims —
“ That it IS the opinion of this lloube that it is indispensable to thtfinterest

and happiness of both kingdoms that the connection between them should be

est iblibht d by mutual consent upon a solid and permanent footing, ind that

an humbh address be presented to llis Majesty, tint His Mijestywill be

graciously plea**od to tike such mcisuics is His Mijcsty in his royal wisdom
shall think most conducive to that end ’

^

“ Ireland/^ said Fox, would have no reason to complain , the terms

acceded to by England were proposed by herself, and all her wishes

would now be gratified in the way which she herself liked best But

as it was possible that if nothing more was to be done than what he

had stated to be his intention, Ireland might perhaps think of fresh

grievances and rise yearly in her demand**, it was fit and propci that

something should be done towards establishing on a firm and solid

basis the future connection of the two kingdoms But that was not to

be proposed by him here in Parliament it would be the duty of the

Crown to look to that
, the business might be first begun by His

Majesty^s servants in Ireland, and if afterwards it should be necessary

to enter into a treaty, Commissioners might be sent from the British

Parliament or from the Crown, to entei upon it and bring the nego-

tiation to a happy issue, by giving mutual satisfaetion tgboth countries,

and establishing a treaty which should be sanctified by the most

solemn forms of the Constitution of both countries ” t

For jthe moment, however, the hope of commencing negotiations

with these objects was abandoned, and when, on the 27th of May,

the Royal Message conveying the intention of His Majesty to concede

all the demands of the Irish Parliament was delivered in Dublin, the

Secretarv to the Lord Lieutenant announced that no measures were

then intended to be gi ounded on the second English resolution ofMay 1

7

For a time, however, the Duke of Poitland continued to hope

against hope, and to nourish the >ain expectations with which from

the beginning he had buoyed himself up, and had misled his colleagues

During the month of June he allowed himself to be persuaded by

Mr Ogilvy, the husband of the Duchess of Leinster, and stepfather

to Lord Edward Fitzgerald, that Grattan was not really so

intractable as he seemed to be, and in a scciet and confidential

^ “ Lift of Lord ShelburDe, ** lu 140 + lo\ Speeches,** u 64, 65
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despatch^ written on the 6th of June,he urged that the Irish Parliament

should not be at once prorogued, in order to give time for a possible

arrangement in regard to common affairs But on the 22nd of June
he was reluctantly compelled to express his disappointment and
mortification at finding that liis hopes had proved entirely falla-

cious, and that Mr Ogilvy wis a person not to be lelied upon
The prorogation of the Irish Parliament was accoidmgly suffered

to take place on July 27, and here the matter ended * “ Thus,^'

exclaimed Grattan to his applauding audience— thus have you scaled

a treaty with (Ircat Biitain , on her side the restoration of the final

judicature, the extinction of her legislative claim, of her Privy

Council
, of her perpetual Mutiny Bill

,
the icpcal of the Act of

legislative supremacy , on youi side satisfaction * And thus are the

two nations compacted for ever in freedom and peace i

\t the time of the Union a controversy arose in regard to these

events Mr Pitt asseitcd that the ad)ustment of 1782 was not con-

sidered by the British Ministers by whom it was effected as final in

its ehai actor
,
but that, on the contraiy, they were fully convinced

of the necessity of adopting some fuither measures to strengthen the

connection between the two countries, and lie produced the corre-

spondence which h^d passed in 1782—extracts from which have been

given above—as a reply to the lame attempt of General Fitzpatrick,

who was still in Parliament, to deny that any such negotiation had been

desired by the members of Lord Ilockingham^s Ministry General

Fitzpatrick had declined to admit more than that the Duke of Portland,

during his residence in Ireland, might have entertained a vague idea of

some farther ai raiigemciit for consolidating the connection with Ireland,

but had soon given it up , and Grattan in the Irish Parliament openly

accused Lord Shelburne and the Duke of having concealed their

views from their colleagues, and said that, above all, Mr Fox knew

nothing of the nrojcct contained in the despatch of June 6 % The

fact IS, that llo(^inghara^s Ministry was in June a house divided

against itself, owing to differences of opinion as to the negotiation

with France and the United States, and was almost in the actual

throes of dissolution From a letter written by Pox in 1799 to

Fitzpatrick, it certainly appears that the so-called Ogilvy " nego-

tiation never was communicated to him § But the assertion of

Mr Pitt went far beyond the Ogilvy negotiation—^if negotiation it

can be called What Mr Pitt asserted was, not that the corre-

spondence proved that in June, 1782, the Ministers were actually

intending to enter on any such negotiation, but that in the opinion

* “Grattan*s Speeches,’' vol in 355, 409, Jan 15, heb 22, 1800 '‘Fox’s

Correspondence,” i 426, “Life of Lord Shelburne,” in 149 ,
“ Parijamentary History,”

XXX 967 (Speech of General Jnt^patnek) f Speech of July 19, 1782

X Speech of Grattan, Jan 16, 1800 ” Speeches,” \ol in 355

^
” Fox’s Correspondence,” i 431
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of the Piirac Mmistci^ of the Lord Lieutenant, and of both Secretaries^

of State, from tlic very commencement of the correspondence m
April, the an ingement insisted on by Grattan was deficient, and

could not pi ove final, and that they were only prevented by the stress

of adverse circumstances and the impracticable character of the Irish

leaders, from trjing to negotiate an agreement, by which Ireland should

acknowledge that '‘the supcnnfending powerand supremacywere where

Nature had placed them —viz , m the Government of Great Britain

What, then, was the new which the Whig Ministers took of the

relations which it was desiiable to establish between Great Britain

and Ireland—the relations which, had events bicti moic favourable,

they would ha\c established^ Evidently it was not a legislative

union, though they wished to retain tlu final judicial appeal in

London The object of the Duke of Portland, as he e\plained m
the secret despatch of the 6th of June, was that an Act of Pirlia-

ment should be passed by the Legislatures of the lespectnc king-

doms, bv which the superintending poiver and supremacy of Great

Britain in all matters of State and general commerce would be

virtually and efiectivcly acknowledged, a share of the expense

in carrying on a defensive or offensive war, eithci in support of

our dominions or those of our allies, should be lx)rne bj Ireland in

proportion to the state of her abilities , and that she should adopt every

such regulation as might be judged necessary by Great Biitain for

the better ordering and securing her trade and commerce with foreign

nations, or her own colonics and dependencies ,
consideration being

duly had to the circumstances of Great Hritain " I'liis plan,^^ Lord

Shelburne explained during the debates of 1799, "bad nothing to do

with a legislative union t " It related, he said, " to what might be

called the expense of the sjstcm which was carried on nndci the

two Parliaments, in army, navy, commerce and finance, and in the

great establishments of Church and State, and it ^ did not imply
^ bringing the two Pailiaments together ^ X

From tliesc passages it appears that what the Whig statesmen

aimed at in 1782 was to obtain, in the first place, a clear acknow-

ledgment of the Imperial supremacy, or, as they would have said

in the language of the time, of the power of Great Britain in

" external as distinct from " internal " legislation , and, in the nefxt

place, a contribution from Ireland to the expenses of external

administration and policy the fleet, the army, and the diplomatic and

commercial establishments " I humbly conceive, said Burke, who
be it remembered ,was a member of the Rockingham Government,

^ Lord Shelburne to the Dul^e of Portland, June 9, 1782
t ‘ I ifo of Ijord Shelburne, * iii 1 50
t “ IVliamentary History,’* xxxiv 675, 678, “Memoirs of the Whig Party,” bj

Loid Holland, 1847 ,
“ Life^f Lord Shelburne,** iii 554, 65j
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and the trusted ad\iser of his ofiicial chief, that the whole of the

superior, and what I should call Imperial politics, ought to have its

residence here [in London]
, and that Ireland, locally, civilly and

commercially independent, ought politically to look up to Great

Hritain in all mattois of peace or war, and, in a word, with her to

live and die At bottom, Ireland has no other choice—I mean no
other national choice ^

Apart from their historical interest these negotiations have an
important bearing on the controversy raised by the introduction of

Mr Gladstone’s llill It has been seen that Grattan claimed, and that

the Kockiugham Cabinet accepted, the absolute abandonment by Great

Britain of the claim to legislate for Ireland But, said Mr Bryce in

the recent debate— *

“We have the right to legislate for Ireland, and we shall have it when the

Bill becomes an Act We shall letiin, as a matter of right, the jiower to

legislate for Ireland for all purposes whatever ior the simple reason that we
cannot divest ourselves of it There is no principle more universally assented

to than the absolute omnipotence of Parliament, because there is nothing

beyond us oi behind us There is oik limitation and one only

on our omnipotence, md that is that we cannot bind our successors If wo
pass a statute annihilating our right to legislate, it may be lepudiated by our

successors
’’

If the views put foiward by Mr Bryce are correct, Mr Fox was

party to a direct fraud m proposing the repeal of the 6 George I c 3

For, according to these views, the repealing Act was so much waste

paper, and England would ha\c had as good a right to legislate foi

Ireland the day after it had passed as the day before But J^r

Fox openly stated that he was abaiulomiig the legislative supremacy

of Great Britain, franklyand iirevocably The lesson which the Irish

have been taughV^ he said in the debate of the 17th May, 1782, was

—

* f

“ If you want anything, seek not for it unarmed and humbly, but take up

arms, speak mantully and boldly to the British Ministry, and you will obtain

more than you might at first have ventuted to expect This was the

happy consequence of the ill usl made of the superintending power of the

British Parliament, which was perverted fiom its true use, and mstead of

being the pieans of rendering the different parts of tlie Empire happy and

connected, hid made millions of subjects rise up against a power which

they felt only as a scouige If therefore he should be obliged to move any

proposition that might appear humiliating on the part of Great Biitain, or

hurtful to the power of Englishmen, the fault'was not his—it was the fault of

those who had left in the power of the Volunteers to make the demands con

taine^ in the Address on the table, who had left it in their power not by

leaving arms in their hands, but leaving them their injuries and oppressions

It was his intention not to pursue the footsteps of his predecessors, and there

fore he would agree to the demands of the Irish relative to the repeal of the

6 George I ” f

« Letter on the of Ireland, 1797

t Pox's Speeches,
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It wjDuld piobably ha\c astonished the followers of Ci attan, who

on the aiiivil of the nens of Mr Pox's speech in Dublin went into

transj)orts of patriotic joy and at once voted the Supplies asked for

1)V tlie Irish Administiation, if they had been informed that while

Ml Fox was using this language his real opinion was that no

change whatever had been made in the law, that there was no

piinciplc inoie universally assented to than the absolute omnipotence

of tilt Jiritish Parliament, and that if indeed they had just passed

a statute annihilating their right to legislate foi li eland, it might none

the less be repudiated bv then successois nc\t div Why, it was the

Acrv suspicion—most unjustly entertaintd—a few j cars after, th it ili

Pitt, undei co^ei of his Irish commercial propositions, was seeking to

im|)ugn the gicat principle of the logislitivc independence of Ireland

in a matter of external Icgislition, winch dro\c the Dublin Pailia-

raent almost beside itself with fuiv, and wrecked the plan But

what nuts and honey would it have been to e\cry Irish oratoi, if he

had been told that, in the opinion of the best English lawjcrs and

statesmen, the legislative right of England still existed unimpaiicd, and

extended not to the regulation of common ilfairs only, but to intcnial

legislation also

If, however, '^ny doubt remains as to the views which wcie en-

tertained on the subject in 1783, it will be removed by a pciusal of

the debates which immediately followed in the Irish Parliament,

and culminated in the famous struggle between Flood and Giaitan

on the 28th of October, 1783, when Flood, having denounced Grattan

as a mendicant patriot/' and Giattan having ictoitcd by likening

his* rival to a bird of prey with an evil aspect and a sepulchral note,"

the two leaders left the House in order to solve their diffcrciiccs by a

duel, and weic only prevented meeting in deadlv combat by the inter-

position of the Speaker, who wisely issued his warrant to apprehend

them both

The whole contention of^ Flood in these debates was that the

mere repeal of the Act of George I was insufficient, and did not

prevent its revival at any future peiiod
,
that it really left the matter

where it stood, and that it was therefore necessary to bring in a Bill

for declaring the sole and exclusive right of the Irish Parliament to

make laws in all cases whatsoever, internal and external, for the king-

dom of Ireland The contention of Grattan, on the contiary, was

that the relations between Great Britain and Ireland were to be

ascertained from the record of the whole of the recent transactions,

which were transactions between two independent nations having

a common Sovereign , and this being so, he said it was no
more possible for Great Britain to reassert her legislative supremacy

over Ireland than it would be for her to do so over the American
colonies, if the pending negotiations resulted, as they evidently
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wcie about to do, in a recognition of the independence of those

colonies The relations between Great Britain and Ireland were,

in fact, in future to be sought in the law of nations and not in the

municipal legislation of cither country, which he said was no longer

applicable

Now let us apply the analogy of the situation of 1782 to that of

1887, on the assumption that Mr Gladstone's Bill had become law
The Act of Geoigc I declared the right of the Parliament of Great
Britain to legislate in all cases whatsoever foi Ireland The Act of

George III repealed this Act The result of the repeal, in the

opinion of all the leading statesmen of the time, was to estop the British

Parliament foi c\er from legislating for Ii eland Afterwards the

Act of Union gave the United Parliament the right of legislating

foi Ireland On this state of tilings came the Bill of 1886 which

sought to declare that, cveept m reserved cases, Great Biitam

would not legislate for Ireland Would not this have been held to

have estopped the British Parliament, on the principles stated in

1782j fiom legislating for Ireland in all cases coming within the

competence of tlic lush Legislature— / < , on all subjects except the

reserved subjects Can it well be doubted that it would have

been at once contended that liclaud had, in the first place,

a constitiitioual claim in ngaid to all matters of internal legislation

to be entirely fiec from the legislation of the British Parlia-

ment, because those matters weie matters with w Inch the Irish Crown,

and not the British Crown, was eoiiccined, and that m these matters,

therefore, the Irish Lcgislatuic alone was competent to advise the

Irisli Crown
,
and,m the second place, that the Bill countenanced and

confirmed this view, by the words declaring ^^that all matters m
which it IS not competent foi the Irish Legislative Body to make or

repeal laws, shall remain and be within the exclusive authority of the

Imperial Parliament, save as aforesaid, whose power and authority m
relation thereto shall in nowise be diminished or restrafted by any-

thing herein contained^^ (Cl 39 of the Bill) Where would

have been the answer to those who said ^^Mentio unius cxclusio

alterius ? if the power and authority of the Imperial Parliament is

stated to be undiinimshed in regard to everything not conceded to

the Irish Legislature under the earlier clauses of the Bill, evidently

by implication it is diminished in regard to the subjects which are

handed over to the Irish Legislature

* The proposition laid down by Mr Bryce, that the right of Ore-it Britain to legislate

for Ireland for all purposes whatever would be quite unqucsfionable and would be uni

V ersally admitted, is open to some comment from the historical point of view The
abstract doctrine of tlie legislative supremacy of Parliament, and not only the practical

application of that doctrine, was strenuously disputed by many of the leaders of Colonial

opinion in America at the coramcncemcnt of the last century as a reference to the
literature of the Stamp Act and the Declaratory Act of 1766 will show The doctnne
itself was one of the consequences of the Revolution of 16S8, which, tru^ to the genersd
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The following piopo&itions can then be based on the events of 1782

(1) TJia^ the Irish Iciders insisted on the freedom of

Ireland from interference by the Biitish Parliament both in

intern il and external affairs, or, as would now be said, both on

Home and Imperial questions

(2) That the British Ministers were ready to concede the

foimer, but were not ready to yield the latter, but conceded

both, owing to the circumstances of the time, and considered

the concession final

(3) That tlie British Ministers wi&hcd to obtain a contri-

bution frcMii Ireland for Impernl purposes, and the maintenance

of a final judicial appeal to an Imperial Couit

(1) That the British Ministers do not appeal to have pro-

posed the representation of Ireland in the Biitisli Legislature

Now, in substance the plan proposed by Mi Gladstone is the

aboitne plan of 1782 which Grattan rejected The objection to

any such plan is the probability that if Ireland were to be asked,

and were even to consent foi the moment to make an appreciable

contiibutioii to the common expenses of the Empire, without

being given through her rcpicbcntati\es any share m the Parlia-

mentary control ot the funds so voted, and in the discussion of

Impel lal aflairs— if, m other words, she was made a tiibute-paying

colony, instead of being treated as a mcmbei of a Federal system

having an undimmished area of taxation foi National purposes—a fresh

and formidable grie\ance would arise in a few years, on the ground

that taxation without representation was an intolerable thing, and

centraly to the fiist principles of the Constitution With these con-

siderations present to his mind, Mr Butt, in order to get over the

pnnoiplc of exalting the importance of the British Parliament, ibohshed on the one
h'ind the rit^ht^ the Crown to tax the colonics by virjbuo of its prerogatne, and on the
othti assertedw light in the Bntihh Parliament to legislate and tax in the “ settlod

’

colonies of tlic Crown concurrently with the local representative assemblies, and, if

necessary, i>\ei +lieir Ik ids I he same class of arguments weic used both by Colonial
and by lush stitesnun aoUnst the claims of the Biitish Pailiamcnt to interfere as
between them and the C rown, but the Irish case was always the stronger of the two,
because her advocates were able to start fiom the admitted right and position of Ireland
as a kingdom, with a ( rown of her own Ip the claims of the British Parlia
ment, the \V hig statesmen, recognizing their danger in practice, tried to set constitu
tional lunitat ons, and hence grew up the distinction, on which the elder Pitt relied
between the light of ( rcat Biitain to impose by law internal taxation within the
colonies for the purposes of revenue, and her right to levy external taxation for the rc
gulation of colotiial trade This distinction, howc\ci, from a legal point of view, Lord
Mansheld showed, would not bear examination, and he laid down the law to be, that the
Parliament of (ireat Britain had an absc^dutc legislative supremacy over her colonies

—

and by implication over Ireland—in all casts wh Ue\er, whether for internal or external
objects

,
whether to impose a tax, or to regulate trade , whether to levy money, or to

make general enactments , and this doctrine it was w Inch was recorded in the Heclara
tory Act of George 111 of 17Cb, relating to the toloniea, the counterpart of the
Beclar itory Act of George I , relating to Ireland (bee Bancroft, vol il cn xix ,

The
Absolute Power of Parliament ,

also x ol ui ch i ,
“ Life of Lord bhclbumc,” voL i

ch iv p 25*5)
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difficulty, proposed tnat a Federal arrangement should be instituted
• between Great Britain and Ireland—i e

,

an arrangement under which
Great Britain and Ireland should agree to vest certain poM’’ers m a

purely Irish Legislature and certain others in the Imperial Parlia-

ment The late Mr Sharman Ciawford, who like Mr Butt was an
Ulsterman and a Protestant, held similar views at an earlier epoch,

and put them prominently forward during the period which elapsed
‘

between the imprisonment of O^Connell and the collapse of the

first Tenant-right movement With their opinion before us,

it may be aajicd—why was no such plan proposed in 1782 by the

English statesmen of tlic day ^ The answer, I think, is not far to

seek

The eighteenth century knew little or nothing about Fedeial

Go\ernmcnt The nineteenth century, on the other hand, may
be called the ccntuiy of experiments m Federalism, but for tint

very reason the knowledge possessed by the woild of its piactical

working can as jet, m point of time, be but limited As a lulc,

Federations have hitherto groun up, as wc have been of late fre-

quently icminded, by the union ot a number of lesser States into a

larger whole Such weie the small Federal States which arose in

the ancient woild m the dc( lining days of Greek liberty Such

certainly was the origin of tlic United States of Holland and of the

Swiss Confederation, though to all of these, as well as to the United

Colonies of America, under the short-lived Constitution which existed

ptcvioiis to 1787, writcis of the school of Austin would have denied

the right to call themselves a Federation
,

so weak in their case was

the tic subsisting between the diffeient States—so cumbious the

action of whatever leprcsciitcd the national power In reality, the pre-

sent Constitution of the United States, which was adopted in 1787, with

the explanations of its intended working, by Hamilton and Madison m
the Ftdaahstj and by DeTocqueville m his well-known work, and the

Federal arrangement between Hungary and Croatia, Sk all we have

which can be considered of much practical value The case of Switzer-

land, even under its present reformed Constitution, is too peculiar, that

of the Dominion of Canada, even without the warning of the com-

plaints of Nova Scotia, is, though valuable, perhaps too recent to be

quoted The South Afncan Federation has never existed except m an

Act of Parliament and a pigeon-hole at the Colonial Office The

experience of Germany is not in point, because Germany began by

extruding from itself all those dissentient elements whose dissent

could alone have been dangerous to a Federal system, while the others

—e g , the Danes m Schleswig and the Poles m Posen—she ruthlessly

crushes down Now this experience, limited as it is, has all grown up

since the close of the last century, and it was owing no doubt to the idea

of Federal Government being practically unknown to the men of 1782,
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and to the uinMlliiigncss of the English mind to stnke out on a new

and as yet untrodden path in the art of Government, that in all the dis-

cussions of that time there is little or no suggestion of institiitmg a

Tedeial link between Great Britain and Ireland Some such suggestion

it IS true, made during the negotiations on the Scotch Union, but

it was decisnely rejected by England, and only weakly urged by Scot-

• land The period was, in fact, one when, as Lord Rosebery pointed

out in 1 recent specfh Europe was still under the influence of a set of

ideas which worked m an exactly opposite diicction to the ideas of

nationality and Ecdeiahsm now so prevalent The period was indeed

drawing to a close
,
but the whole tendency of histoiy had for two

centuries pic\iou«*ly been in the direction of laige agglomeiations of

territory and ccntiali/ation of government, iiresjicctive of questions

ot nationality aiid race, and that tendency was still potent in 1782

The idea that the advantiges of a national Government, extending

over a large teiritor\, might be combined with those of a decentraliza-

tion of authority by a diMsiou of jurisdictions, was not one which

the statesmen of the day in 1 iiropc liad begun scuoiisly to eonsidei

Separation tiny undei stood, or in incoiporatc union the possi-

bility of an intermediate an angemciit they ignoied But on the states-

men of England in tlie piesciit day the considei ition of some such

arrangement has been boinc in as an imperious necessity, by the rise

of the doctrine of nationality, which since 1830 has recast the map
Eiiiope, and by the ever groiving demands made on the time of

Parliament by the increase ol business, which threatens entirely to

clog the wheels of tlie existing machine of Goveinmcnt

And yet an experiment in Federal Government is not one to be

approached with a light heart Our cxpeiiencc, as already shown,

IS but limited, and perhaps one thing only can he said about it with

any certainty, that v^hatever success has attended i*”, wherever mfact
it has worked smoothly, it has been when the powers reserved to the

Fedeial or Ndftonal Government have been those only which were

strictly iiecessarj, and in regard to which differences of opinion would

presumably not aiise amongst the States forming the union It was

when the South really understood that the institution of slavery was

likely to cease to be regarded as a domestic institution, with which each

State of the Union might deal as it chose, and was becoming a

Federal or national question, that the long-averted Civil War broke

out in Amenca It is because the economic interests of Nova
Scotia are or are supposed to he sacrificed to those of Upper and

Lower Canada, that the Prime Minister of Nova Scotia asks that

his province may be released from the Federal bond of the Dominion
Government The war of the Sonderbund in Switzerland, the

quarrels of Holland with the other Dutch provinces, all tell the same
story, and point a similar moral
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t
It 18 the more important to bear these considerations in mind,

because of the existence of a widely spread but erroneous idea m
regard to the United States Constitution, to the effect that the

Federal Government has very numerous and extensive powers in

internal affairs which are assured by the jurisdiction of the Federal

Court This Court, it is said, can intervene, whenever it chooses,

under the terms of the Constitution, to arrest the action of the

State Governments, and therefore, once given a Federal Court, or*

something equivalent to it, and the success of the Federal experi-

ment IS assured But it is necessary to realize that it is only because

the powers of the Federal Government are strictly limited, and that

the Federal Court is not overweighted with the assertion of rights,

the exercise of which the public opinion of the States might not

suppoitj that its jurisdiction, where it is asserted, is as a rule

respected, while o\cr the State Legislatures as such it has no power

at all, by wiy of injunction or prohibition Nor have cases been

wanting from which the precarious character of its powers and its

occasional lack of my sufficient sanction to enforce its decrees, may
be gathered, wljon it has happened that those decrees lidve not

been in accoid ]vith the prevailing opinion oi the State within

which execution has had to be carried out In 1812, when
a state of wai existed with Great Bntain, the States ol

Massachusetts and Connecticut refused obedience to the oiders of

the. Federal Government for the concentration of the militias of all

the Northern States on the frontier, giving as their reason that the

Constitution only empowered the Federal Government to call out the

militia lu the case of insuncction oi actual luvasion,^^ and that

neither of these two eventualities had arisen These doctrines met

with general approval in the two States in question, and Were

endorsed by their Governors, their Legislatures, and their tribunals, nor

were the Federal Courts able to enforce obedience to the commands

of the Government at Washington By a strict hnditation of the

powers of the National Government to what is absolutely necessary

in order to sccuie the existence ot the United States as a nation, the

framers of tltc Constitution of 1787 did as much as, humanly

speaking, it was possible to do, in order to render their woik perma-

nent, but they were not able, as De Tocqueville pointed out, even

before the war of Secession had come to confirm the foresight of his

views, altogether to avoid the dangers which are the natural

inheritance of all lederal foirns of Government

The possibilitv, then, of establishing a Federal connection of any

kind between Great Britain and Ireland—that is to sav, an arrange-

ment under which certain poweis would be \estcd in an Irish

Legislatuie and Executive, and certain others in a Parliament and

Ex^utive common to both countries—depends entirely on whether
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it IS to be believed not only that such a division of power can

be successfully made upon paper—a feat which any constitution-

mongci can accomplish—but also that public opinion in Ireland

would not interpose hopeless obstacles to the assertion of the reserved

lights and powers of the Imperial Legislature and Executive

To render such a pact efficient in piactice, according to Mr Mill/

uliosc arguments on Federalism have been reproduced by Mr Dicey

111 his recent woik, with special reference to Ireland^ several

conditions aie requisite , amongst others, that there should be

a sufficient amount of mutual sympathy between the fcdciating States

,

and that none of them should be so powerful as to be able to

icly for protection against foreign encroachment on its own indi-

\idual strength Now, it is no doubt honestly believed m many
quarters that the average Irishman is filled with so deep, so perma-

nent, and so inextinguishable a hatred of England and Englishmen,

that the only thing to do is to keep him down, and that the

moment you cease to do so he will fly at the throat of the

Government, and demand separation There arc those also

who hold an exactly opposite belief, and have jierspadcd themselves

that Ireland under a separate Legislature would at once become

a portion of the Elysian hiclds Both views arc exaggerated

To Englishmen, as such, there would probably be no danger

at all , neither docs the iisk to Protestants of religious per-

secution seem serious , but the opening years of an lush Legislature

would especially to those ivho, like the present writer, arc

connected wuth the landed interest in Ireland, be without doubt

a period of icry great anxiety Judging from recent spceclies,

it IS clear that leaders would not be w^anting who would hold out

inducemcuts to the peasantry to set it naught every consideration of

right and
3ustice It would be folly, in the fa(5e of such evidence, to

assume an attitude of unlimited trust and confidence, or to distinguish

such an attitude from one of absolute silliness The day of Irish

libertj, if it omes, will dawn with heavy thunder-clouds on the

horizon, unless some settlement of the land question can first be made
Pessimism is a foolish cieed, but optimism has beenthfe origin of half

the enmes which the world has ever seen , and in regard to the land

question it is difficult not to have the apprehension that, although

wiser counsels may prevail, the future may be as evil and as poisoned

with injustice as the past But in a moi ement for complete separa-

tion, in order to escape fiom the Federal tie, I do not believe

^ In regard to matters of geueral policy, the differences on the sub-

ject of slavery m the United States used to be quoted by Mr Mill

as an illustration m support of his proposition of the difficulty of the

Fcdcial forms of Government The divergent sympathies m religious '

matter^ of Great Britain and Ireland are similarly quoted as pro^ng
^ ce the clnjitera on h ederaligm in nis work ‘ On Representative Government
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the impossibility of any Federal connection between the two
countries Great Britain, for example, it is said, sympathized with

Victor Emmanuel and Garibaldi, Ireland, on the contrary, sent

the lush Brigade to support the Pope Suppose, so it is argued,

that the British Government, having the preponderating voice in

the Imperial Parliament, had gone to wai in support of Victor

Emmanuel The leply is, that the supposition is a very large one
Great Britain is not in the habit of going to war foi whatever cause

she may be interested in A Federal arrangement between Great
Britain and Ireland would probably make for peace In the par-

ticular case to which allusion has been made, the result would
presumably have been that the Imperial Govcinment would have

arrested both Colonel Peard and Majoi Miles O^lleilly, acting on
the same prmciiilcs which caused lleniy VIII to cvccute both

Protestants and Romanists with perfect impartiality, ^ihen they

ventured to deny his supremacy Again, the Romeward sympathies

of Ireland are diminishing, and Home Rule would probibly hasten

rather than retaid the horn of the inevitable stiuggle with the

ecclesiastical power, which soonei or later arises in evciy country

Mr Justin McCarthy, wlio was a prominent supporter of Garibaldi, is

also an active member of Mr ParneH’s party, which appai( fitly seeks

its inspiration from the other side of the Atlantic rather than from

the banks of the Tiber

From this point of view the maintenance of good lelations by

Great Britain with the United States is a matter of cardinal import-

ance in foreign policy, and the wisdom of the Liberal Govcinment in

not allowing itself to be deterred by clamoui and abuse fi om signing

the Treaty of Washington, and thereby putting an end to the

dangeious contiovcrsy relating to the Alabama, is of importance in

its bearing on the lush question Ireland is m consequence no longer

in overt sympathy with any foreign country definitely hostile to

England, as she was in the days when there was actual danger of

invasion from Spain and from France , a period also when she was

relatively to England a far more populous and wealthy country than

IS now the case, and far more capable for that reason of injuring

her neighbour if she desired to do so

In a war with Russia—not that I believe in its necessity—there

would be no danger of divergence of views, because of the persecution

of the Roman Catholic Church in Poland and the sympathy with

the sufferers which it excited in Ireland
, also because the contest

would only be part of a struggle between Occidental civilization and

Oriental despotism The Pope, be it remembered, was himself a

consenting party to the expedition of William III , on the ground

recently defended with great ability by a distinguished English

Catholics writer, that the huge despotism with which Louis XIV
threatened Europe—^just as the Czar of Russia does now— was a
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greater danger to the Holy See than the establishment on the throne

of Great Britain and Ireland of a liberal-minded Protestant monarch,

who compelled by his advisers, and not prompted by his own

wishes, to bieak the Treaty of Limenck *

The second of Mr MilPs conditions, that no member of a Federal

State should be self-sufficient as regards external defence, tells, so far

as Ireland is concerned, in favour rathei than against the establish-

ment of a Fedeial lelation Ireland has never been a shipbuilding

country to any large extent It is only quite recently that ship-

building has become an industry, even in Belfast , and the day is far

distant when even the most exalted Irish patiiot can expect to see

an independent Irish navy, capable of defjing the fleets of all the

European Pow ers, and protecting her shores from invasion

There was, however, a third condition on which Mr Mill laid

even grcatei stress than on the two preceding, as necessary to

the success of a Federal Government—viz
,
that there should not

be anv marked inequality among the several contracting States

This, it IS frequently said, can never be the case as between Great

Britain and Ireland
, the former will always insist on being master

of the joint dclibciations, and Ii eland will not endure it That undci

any such arrangement Ireland would have to confess that the ultimate

supremacy in the reserved questions was where Nature had placed it,"

IS certain, but if only those questions were resen cd to the Federal

Government on which friction was least likely to arise , and il

the support of the Imperial Government, on the othei hand,

were given to the smaller and poorer country in many matters

where such support would be desired and cagcrlv welcomed—such,

for example, as a loan for the State purchase of the railways—there

IS no reason why the preponderance of Great Britain should be a

fatal difficulty m the way of a Federal system That some difficulties

may, must, and would arise is no doubt certain But is there any

scheme of Government of which this may not be said, most of all any

scheme, whcthei actual or potential, for the government of Ireland ^

Have no difficulties arisen under the present system^ AVould none

have arisen if the Bill of last yeai had become law ^

That under any Federal arrangement, there would be any real

ability to interfere frequentlv from London in lush internal affairs,

is not probable, nor would it be desirable The attempt could

only end in a disastrous failure Much has been said about the

supremacy of the British or Imperial Parliament, and some of

those who have used this expression apparently mean that every

Act of the Insh Legislature and Executive is in some way or jfnother

to be reviewed by the British Parliament and Executive , or that,

m defiance of the plain teaching of history there is to be no
* >Ir W S Lilly Chapters on European Hwtorj,’* \ol ii ch m
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responsible Irish Executive at all The certain result of this would
he to destroy the sense of responsibility in the Irish Legislature,

to create endless differences of opinion between the two conntnc?,
and to make Great Britain the whipping-boy of Ireland, whenever
Ireland had done anything foolish, and the British Parliament
had not stepped in to prevent it Whatever is granted to Ireland

in the way of legislative or executive right must be given fully and
Fiankly We must allow ourselves in this matter to listen to the

voice of the statesmen of 1782 On the other hand, whatever is

reserved must be clearly reserved, with ample guarantees ioi the

arm of the Imperial Executive being long enough and strong

enough to put down resistance But that the power of the

Imperial Parliament and Executive could, under any eircumstanccfe,

be exerted frequently and in many matters, is a dangerous and

impotent delusion That power can only be maintained by carefully

selecting and limiting the objects to which it is to lelate, ijpd by
admitting Irish representatives to their full share—neither more nor

less—of the control of Imperial questions in the Imperial Parliament,

and securing adequate machinery for the execution of the decrees of

the Imperial Goyernment in Ireland when necessary The argu

ments against any petty interference with the 'ffairs of

Ireland would be just as strong now as those which Lord Chatham

^d in 1774 against the proposed interference of the British House

of Commons with the Absentee tax which the Irish Parliament was

m that year supposed to be about to pass

‘‘ The justic( or policy of tlie tax (he said) is not the question
,
a id on

these two, endless irguments may be maint lined pro and con The simple

question is, have the Commons of Ireland exceeded the powers lodged with

them by the essential constitution of Parliament ? I answer, they have not,

and the mtcrfeienco of the British Parliament would in this case be unjust,

and the measure destructive of all fair correspondence between England and

Ireland for ever ” *

In what way would the British Parliament be more able in 1887

to interfere in such a case thaif it was in 1774 ?

That Great Britain, if she chooses, is strong enough to govern

Ireland for a prolonged period against the wishes of the majority of the

people of Ireland, is indeed true , and under a strong and consistent

Administration, strict and even justice might no doubt produce

quiet and a considerable degree of material prosperity, without

the constitutional question being touched But it should never

be forgotten that the existence of outward calm and material

prosperity has ever been the favourite plea of the^ opponfints of

political reform And it is the most subtle and dangerous of

all possible pleas, so soothing in character, and making apparently

so winning an appeal to plain common sense and to self-evident facts

* ** Life of Lord Shelburne,* ii 285

01 w
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" Now, after all tins/' says Lord Clarendon, when describing the

period lu winch England was administered, judged, and legislated for

by the Privy Council, 1 must be so just as to say that during the

whole time that these measuies were exercised, and these new and

extraordinary ways were run, this kingdom enjoyed the greatest calm

and the fullest measuie of felicity that any people in any age for so

long a time together (for the above-mentioned eleven or twelve years)

have been blessed with, to the wonder and envy of all the other parts

of Christendom But a lew years after the Civil War broke out

If the necessity for a pohtical change exists, sooner or later it

forces its way to the fiont, notwithstanding outward calm It has

been so before, and there is no reason to doubt that it will be so

again, be( ause the claim for Home Rule made by Ireland depends

on permanent facts which statesmen cannot alter It is indicated by

the geography and by the history of the island ,
and these are the two

condijions of c\ery political problem which it is difficult to surmount

or evade Time may indeed slowly soften the asperities produced by

past errors and the crimes of bygone generations ,
but the geogiaphical

conditions of a pioblem remain fixed and un ilterable, and in the long

run will be found to be the great permanent factor and to govern

the whole situation Of all existing problems, the Irish question is that

in which it IS most ncccssaiy to bear this in mind No^ by empty

formulas, such as ^ governing Ireland according to Irish ideas," or,

extending all the liberties enjoyed by the subjects of Gicdt Britain to

those of the sister island,'^ shall wc advance one yard on our way, or

indeed do aught hut make it clear to friend and foe alike, that

we are cultivating contradictory ideas without even being aware that we
are doing so What we have to do is to resolve to take our stand on
the few firm bits of fact which emerge like stepping stones traversing

a quaking bog
,
and then we may get ovci, and some clay perhaps

climb the distant hills which are on the other side Otherwise we
shall go on “ filling our belly with the east wind to the end of

time , we shall fish all night and take nothing These few firm bits

of fact are those proiidcd by history and geography Open the map
and look at the situation of Great Britain and oi Ireland relatively to

each other, obseivc how they lie near, yet apart, how they are

separated by intervening ecas, hut seas so narrow as to be a bond
quite as much as a bar, how they are inhabited by races speaking

the same language but professing different religions, observe also,

that the one is rich and the other poor These are the mam and.

obviojis featifres of the picture which cannot be altered

Now, let me suppose that some stranger ignorant of all the trivial

details of the Irish question, on his arrival amongst us, were asked
to state what, in his opinion, with the above conditions placed before
him, the institutions of two such , islands relatively to one another,

were likely to be, judging from hil experience of other countries
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Would he not probably reply that their separation for sonie purposes,

and their union for others, was stamped on the map as the certain

and inevitable condition of any satisfactory settlement of their mutual

relations, and that, alike to their complete separation and their com-
plete union, there was one answer Oppo»vit natiua ?

But, further, let us suppose him in his lurii to inquire what the

experience ot the past had been in this particular case , and whether

these t'«\o countries at the present time were entirely united or

entiicly separate, oi were linked by some intci mediate arrangement

adapted to their relative needs and springing out of them, and

suppose that the answer was, as it would have to be, that after

several ccntuiies of aggravated strife, they had fiist tried entire legis-

lative separation, and had then abandoned it for an absolute incor-

porate union Would he in that case be astonished if he was

informed that histoiy had vindicated geography, and that under neither

of these two relations had peace, goodwill, md amity, been the distin-

guishing characteristics of the relations of Great Britain and Ireland^

To such a traveller it might perhaps be explained as an unexampled

portent that although constitutional liberty, limited only by the

right of every Government to suppiess ciime and repress disorder,

had been extended by the larger to the smaller country
,

that

although an equal representation, a wide suffrage and vote by

ballot had also been given, and no alien Church any longer vexed

the conscientious scruples of the majority, yet so unreasonable were

the minds of the Irish people, that they refused to be contented, and

weic now asking through shcei wickedness for a modification of the

fundamental ai tides of the existing incorporate union, and that a

constant agitation in consequence qirevailed

Might he not reply that he had lieard it said by them of old time,

that it was a mistake to be too much alarmed by the existence of

political agitation ,
that absolute quiet ^s not a necessary sign of

political health even in a constitutional State
,

that what is called

union within a political system may be a very equivocal expression

,

that the true union is a harmony, the result of which is that all

parties, however opposed in appearance.'' co-operate towards the

common good ,
that a union may even exist m a State where

the eye at first seems only to recognize a busy confusion, and

that the content of the population, with the institutions under

which they live, is the only solid gup.iantee of their permanence*

Englishmen, he might add, in conclusion, had thethselves been occupied

for two centuries in proclaiming these and similar liberal sentiments

from one end of Europe to the other, and the time had now perhaps

arrived for applying them nearer home Edmond

* Montesquieu, Considerations sur la Grandeur ct la D^adencedea Romains

• N 2
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The love of romance ]s probably coeval ^vlth tlic existence oi

humanity So far as wc can follow the history of the world w(

find traces of it and its effects among evciy people, ai d those who arc

acquainted with the habits and ways of thought of sivage rices will

know that it floiiiislies as stiongly m the barbarian as in the cultured

breast In short, it is like the passions, an innate quality of nrian-

kind In modern England this lo\e is not by any means dying out,

as must be clear, even to that class of our fellow-countrymen who,

we are told, are interested m nothing but politics and religion

A writer m the Saturday Review computed not long ago that the

yearly output of novels m this countiy is about eight hundred , and

probably he was within the mark It is to be presumed that all thi*^

enormous mass of fiction finds a market of some sort, or it would not be

produced Of course a large quantity of it is biought into tlie world

at the expense of the writer, who guarantees or deposits his thirty

or sixty pounds, which in the former case he is certainly calle 1 upon

to pay, and in the latter he never sees again But this deducted a

large residue remains, out of which a profit must be made by the

publisher, or he would not publish it Now, most of this crude

mass of fiction is worthless If three-fourths of it* were nevei

put into print the world would scarcely lose a single valuable

idea, aspiration, or amusement Many people arc of opinion m their

secret hearts that ^hey could^ ^ if they thought it worth while to try,

write a novel that would be V(tey good indeed, and a large number

of people carry this opinion intV practice without scruple or remorse

But as a matter of fact, with theVxcept^on of perfect sculptmc, really

good romance writing is perhaps^ most difficult art practised by

the sons of men It might even maintained that none but a
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great man or woman, can produce a really great work of fiction

But great mpn are rare, and great works are rarer still, because all

great men do not write If, however, a person is intellectually

a head and shoulders above his or her fellows, that person is primu
facie fit and able to write a good uork Even then he or she may
not succeed, because in addition to intellectual pre-eminence, a certain

lit( raiy quality is necei»sary to the perfect flowering of the brain in

books Perhaps, therefore, the argument would stand better conversely

The writer who can produce a nolilc and lasting work of art is of

necessity a great man, and one who, had fortune opened to him any
of the doors that lead to material grandeur and to the busy pomp of

pouei would have shown that the imagination, the quick svmpathy,

thc*insight, the depth of mind, and the sense of order and propoi

tion which went to constitute the writer would have equally con-

stituted the statesman or the gencial It is not, of course, argued

that only great writers should produce books, because if this was so

publishing IS a tiadc would come to an end, and Mudie would be

obliged to put up his shutters Also there exists a large class of

people who like to read, and to whom gieat books would scaicely

appeal Let us imagine the consternation of the ladies of England

if they wcic suddenly forced to an exclusive fare of George ISliot

and Thackcrav ^ But it is argued that a large propoition of the

fictional niitter poured from the press into the market is supeifluous,

and selves no good purpose On the contiary, it serves several

distinctly bad ones It lowers and vitiates the public taste, and it

obscuies the true ends of fiction Also it biiAgs the high and

honourable piofession of authorship into contempt and disrepute, for

tHb general public, owing peiliaps to the comparative poverty of

liteiarv men, has never yet quite made up its mind as to the status

of their profession Lastly, this over-production stops the sale of

better work without profiting those who are responsible for it

The publication of inferior fiction can, in short, be of no advantage

to any one, except perhaps the propnetors of circulating libraries

To the author himself it must indeed be^ a source of nothing

but misery, bitterness, and disappointment, for only those who

have written one can know the amount of labour involved in the

production of even a bad book Still, the very fact that people

can be found to write and publishers to polish to such an unlimited

extent, shows clearly enough the enormous appetite of readers,

who are prepared, like a diseased ostrich, to swallow stones, and

even carrion, rather than not get^ their fill of novelties More

and more, as what we call culture spreads, do men and women crave

to be taken out of themselves Mbre and more do they long to be

brought face to face witli Beauty/and stretch out their arnlis towards

that visi on of the Perfect, whim we only sec in hooks and dreams
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The fact that we, in these latter days, have as it were macadamized all

the roads of life docs not make the world softer to the feet of those

who travel through it There are now royal roads to everything,

lined luth staring placards, whereon he who runs may learn the

sweet uses of advertisement , but it is dusty work to follow them, and

some may think that our ancestois on the whole found their voj ag-

ing a shadier and fresher business Howcvei this maj be, a weaiy

public calls continually for books, new books to make them forget, to

refresh them, to occupy minds jaded with the toil and emptiness and

vexation of our competitive existence

In some ways this demand is no doubt a healthy sign The
intellect of the woild must be awakening when it thus cries aloud to

be satisfied Perhaps it is not a good thing to icad nothing 4)ut

thrce-i olumed novels of an inferior order, but it, at any rate, shows

the possession of a certain degree of intelligence Por there still

exists among us a class of educated people, oi rather of people who
have had a certain sum of money spent upon tlieii education, who are

absolutely! incapable of reading anythiuy^ and who never do read

anything, except, perhaps, the rejiorts of tamous divorce eases and

the spiciesw paragraphs in Society papers It is not then fault, they

are very often good people enough in their way, and is they go to

church on Sundays^ and pay their rates and taxes, the woild has no

right to complain of them Thev aie born without intellects, and

with undeveloped souls, that is all, and on the whole they find tliem-

selves very comfortable m that condition JJut this class is getting

smaller, and all writers have cause to congratulate themselves on the

fact, for the dead wall of its erass stupidity is a diciJful thing to face

Those, too, wh0 begin by reading novels may end by leading Milton aid

Shakespeare Day by dav the mental area open to the opciationsof

the English speaking writci glows lirgei At home the Board

schools pour out their thousands every year, many ot whom have

acquired a taste for reading, which, when once it has been born, will

we may be sure, grow, apace Abroad the eolonies are filling up with

English speaking peoplq, who, as they grow lefincd and find leisure

to read, will make a considerable call upon the liteiaturc of their

day But by far the largest demand for books in the English

tongue comes from Atncnca, with its reading population of some
forty millions Most of ®e books patronized by this enormous

population are stolen from English authois, who, according to

American law, aie outcasts, Wientitlcd to that protection to the work
of their brains and the laoodr, of their hands which is one of the

foundations of common moialky Putting aside this copyright

question, however (and, indeed, it\is best left undiscussed), there may
be noted m passing two curious xiesults which are being brought

about in America by this wholesale ^erusVil oi English books The
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first of these is that the Americans are destroying their own litera-

ture^ that cannot live in the face of the unfair competition to which
it is subjected It will be noticed that since piracy, to use the

politer word, set in with its present severity, America has 'scarcely

produced a writer of the first class—no one, for instance, who can be
Compared to Poc, oi Hawthorne, or Longfellow It is not, perhaps,

too rash a prophecy to say that, if piracy continues, American litera-

ture proper will shortly be chiefly represented by the columns of a
very enterprising dailv press The second result of the present state

of affairs is that the whole of the American population, especially the

younger portion of it, must be in course of thorough impregnation
with English ideas and modes of thought as set forth by Engbsh
writers We all know the extraordinary effect books read in youth

have upon the fresh and imaginative mind It is not too much to

say that many a man^s whole life is influenced by some book read in

his teens, the very title of which he may have forgotten Conse-

quently, it would be difficult to overrate the effect that must be from

year to year produced upon the national character of America by the

constant pciusal of books born in England IW it must be remembered

that for every leader that a writer of merit finds in England, ho will

find three in America

In the face of this constant and ever-growing demand at home
and abroad writers of romance must often find themselves questioning

t^ oir inner consciousness as to what style of art it is best for them

to adopt, not only with the view of pleasing then yeaders, but m the

interests of art itself There arc seveial schools from which they

may choose Eor instance, there is that followed by the American

novelists These gentlemen, as we know, declare that there are no

stories left to be told, and certainly, if it may be said without dis-

respect to a clever and laborious body of writers, their works go far

towards supporting the statement They have developed a new style

of romance Their heroines are things of silk and cambric, who

soliloquize and dissect their petty feelings, and elaborately review the

feeble promptings which serve them for passions Their men—well,

they aie emasculated specimens of an overwrought age, and, with

culture on their lips, and emptiness m their hearts, they dangle round

the heroines till their three-volumed fate is accomplished About their

work is an atmosphere like that of the boudoir of a luxurious woman,

faint and delicate, and suggesting the essence of white rose How
different is all this to the swiftness, and* strength, and directness of

the great English writers of the past ^hy,
“The Bulge and thunder of the Odyssey

IS not more widely separated from the tinkling of modern society

verses, than the laboured nothingness of this new American school of

fiction from the giant life and Vigour of Swift and Fielding, and
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Thackeray and Hawthorne Perhaps however, it is the ait ot the

future, m which cnse wc may hazard a shrewd guess that the liteia

tuic of past ages will be more largely studied in days to come than

it is at present

Then, to go fiom Pole to Pole^ there is the Naturalistic ^chool,

(

t

which Zola IS the high priest Here things are all the other

wa^ Here the chosen function of the writei is to

“ Flint the moital shame of nature with the h\ mg hues ot art

Here arc no silks and satins to impede our vision of the flesh and

blood beneath, and here the scent is patchouli Lewd, and bold,

and baie, living for lust and lusting for this life and its good things

and naught beyond, the heroines of lealism dance, with Bacchanalian

levellings, across the astonished stage of 1 teraturc Whatever there

IS biutal in humanitv—and God knows* that theie is plcnt}''—whatever

tlicreis that IS ciinal and filthy, is here biought into prominence, and

thrust before the reader^s eyes But what becomes of the things that

lie pure <«nd high—of the great aspirations and the lofty hopes and

longings, which (in, aftei all, play then part in oiu human economy,

and which it is suiely the duty of a writer to call attention to and

noiiiish acfeordiug to his gifts ^

Certainly it is to be hoped that this naturalistic scliool of writing

will never take hrm root in England, for it is an accuised thing It

is impossible to help wondering if its followeis ever icflcct upon the

mischief that they must do, ind, reflecting, do not shiiiik from the

r''s))onsibility To look at the matter from one point of view only,

Society has made a rule that for the benefit ot the whole community
individuals must keep their passions within certain fixed limits, and

onr social sys^ni is so iiiangcd that any transgression of this lule

piodUccs mischiW of one soit or another, if not actual ruin, to the

tiausgrcssor Espcciallv is this so if she be a woman Nov^, as

it IS, human native is continually fretting against these artificial

hounds, and especiwv among voung people it requires considerable

fortitude and self restraint to keep the feet fiom wandering

all know, too, how mulch this sort of indulgence depends upon the

imagination, and we ail know how easy it is for a powerful writer to

excite It m that direcISaon Indeed, there could be nothing mn?c

easy to a writer of My sticngth and vision, especially if he

spoke w ith an air of evil kiiowlcdge and intimate autlioiity There are

probably several men in Lrglaiid at this moment who, if they turned

their talents to this bad end, ould equal, if not outdo, Zola himself,

with results that would shoi v show themselves m various ways

amon^ihe population Sexuai assion is the most powerful lever

wit r^hich to stir the mind of an, for it lies at the root of all

things human
, and it is impossidfe to over-estimate the damage

that could be worked by a i^ngle or America^ wrifbr of
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genius, if he grasped it with a will But/^ say these writers,
‘ our aim is most moral, from Nana and her kith and kin maj be

gathered many a virtuous lesson and example Possibly this is so,

though as I write the words there rises in my mind a recollection of

one 01 two French books where ^hut most people have seen such
books Besidoh, it is not so much a question of the object of the

school as of the fact that it continually, and m full and luscious detail^

calls attention to eiotic matters Once start the average mind upon
this subject, and it will go down the slope of itself It is useless

afterwards to turn round and say that, ilthough vou cut loose the

cords of decent icticcncc which bound the fancy, you intended that it

should run itphill to the white heights of virtue If the seed of

eroticism is sown broadcast its fruii will be according to the nature

ot tlic soil It fills on, but fruit it must and will And however

virtuous may be the aims with which they arc produced, the publica

tions of the Ficnch Naturalistic school are such seed as was sown by
that enemy who came in the night season

In England, to come to the third great school of fiction, we have

as yet little oi nothing of all this Here, on the other hand, we are

at the mercy of the Young Person, and a dicadful nuisance most of

us find hei The pxcscnt writer is bound to admit that, speaking

personally and with humility, he thinks it a little hard that all

fiction should be judged by the test as to whether or no it is suitable

reading foi a girl of sixteen There are plenty of people who write

books foi little giils jri the schoolroom , let thq little girls read them,

and leave the works wiittcn for men and women to then elders It

may strike the leader as mcousisteiit, aftei the icmarks made above,

that a plea should now be advanced for greater freedom in English

literal y art But French naturalism is one thing, and the unreal,

namby-pamby nonsense with which the market is flooded here is

quite aiiothei Surely there is a middle path ’ Why do men hardly

ever read a novel ^ Because, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred,

it IS utterly false as a picture of life , and, failing in that, it cer-

tainly does not take ground as a work of high imagination The

ordinaly populai English novel represents life as it is considered

desirable that schoolgirls should suppose it to be Consequently it

is foi the most part lubbish, without a spark of vitality about it, foi

no novel written on those false knes will live Also, the system

IS futile as a means ot piotection, for the young lady, weaned with

the account of how the good girl who jilted the man who loved her

when she was told to, married the noble lord, and lived in idleness

and luxury for ever after, has only to turn to the evening paper to

see another picture of existence Of course, no humble producer of

fictiOu, meant to interest through the exercise of the intelligence

rather than through the senses, can hope to compete with the

enthralling detail# of such cases jis that of Lord Colin Campbell and Sir

It
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Charles Dilke That is the naturalism of this country, and, like all

filth, its popularity is enormous, as will be shown by the fact that the

circulation of one evening paper alone was, 1 believe, increased during

the hearing of a recent case by 60,000 copies nightly Nor would any

respectable author wish to compete with this But he ought, subject to

piopcr reservations and restraints, to be allowed to picture life as life

IS, and men and women as they are At present, if he attempts to do

tins, he ISdenounced as immoral, and perchance the circulating library,

which is curiously enough a gieat power m English literature,

suppresses the book in its fear of losing subscriptions The press, too

—the same press that is so active in punting '^full and special
”

reports— is very vigilant m this matter, having the Young Person

continually before its eyes Some time ago one of the London
dailies reviewed a batch of eight oi nine books Of these reviews

nearly every one was in the main an inquiry into the moral character

of the work, judged fiom the standpoint ot the unknown reviewer

Of their literary merits little or nothing was said Now, the

question that naturally arose in the mind of the leader of these

notices was—Is the novelist bound to inculcate any particular set of

doctrines that may at the moment be favoured by authority If

that IS the aim and end of his art, then why is he not paid by the

State like any other ofliciaP And why should not the principle be

carried further ^ Each religion and evoiy sect ot each religion might

letain their novelist So might the Blue llibbonites, and the Positivists,

and the Purity people, and the Social Democrats, and others without

end The results would be most enlivening to the general public

Then, at any rate, the vv liter would be sure of the approbation of his

own masters, as it is, he is at the mercy of every unknown reviewer,

some of whom seem to have peculiar views—though, not to make too

much of the mattci, it must be icmembcred that the ultimate veidict

IS with the public

Surelj, wlidt IS v^anted m English fiction is a higher ideal

and more freedom to work it out It is impossible, or, if not im-

possible, it requires the very highest genius, such a'^, perhaps, no
writers possess to day, to build up a really first-class work without the

necessary materials in their due proportion As it is, m this

country, while crime may be used to any extent, passion in its hercer

and deeper forms is scarcely available, unless it is made to receive

some conventional sanction For instance, the right of dealing

with bigamy is by custom conceded to the writer of romance,

because in cases of bigamy wice lias received the conventional

sanction of marriage True, the marriage is a mock one, but such

it IS, it piovides the necessary cloak But let him bewar§ how he
deals with the same subject when the sinner of the piece has not

added a sham or a bigamous marnage to his evil doings, for the book
will in this case be certainly called immoral English life is surrounded
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by conventionalism, and English fiction has come to reflect the conven-

tionalism, not the life, and has in consequence, with some notable ex-

ceptions, got into a very poor way, both as regards art and interest

If this moderate and proper freedom is denied to imaginative

literature alone among the arts (for, though Mr Horsley docs not

approve of it, sculptors may still model from the naked), it seems
probable that the usual results will follow There will be a great

reaction, the Young Person will vanish into space and be no more
seen, and Naturalism in all its horror will take its root among us At
present it is only in the Ercnch tongue that people read about the inner

mysteries of life in brothels, or follow the interesting study of the

passions of senile and worn-out debauchees Bv-and-by, if liberty is

denied, they will read them in the English Art in the purity of its

idealized truth should resemble some peifcct Grecian statue It

should be cold but naked, and looking thereon men should be led to

think of naught but beauty Here, however, we attire Art in every

sort of dress, some of them suggestive enough in their own way, but

for the most part in a pinafore The difference between literary Art,

IS the present water submits it ought to be, and the Naturalistic Art of

France is the difference between the Venus of Milo and an obscene

photograph taken from the life It stems probable that the English-

speaking people will 111 couise of time have to choose between the two

But however this is—and the water only submits an opinion—one

thing lemains clear, fiction \ FAnglaise becomes, from the author^s

point of view, day by day moie difficult to deal with satisfactorily

under its present conditions This age is not a romantic age

Doubtless undci the surface human nature is the same to-day as it

was in the time of liamcscs Piobably, too, the respective \olumes

of vice and virtue ait, taking the altered circumstances into considera-

tion, much as they weie then oi at any other time But neither our

good nor our evil doing is of an heroic nature, and it is things heroic

and their kin and not petty things that best lend themselves to the pur-

poses of the novelist, for by then aid he produces his strongest effects

Besides, if by chance thcic is a good thing on the market it is snapped

up by a hundred eager nc^vspapers, who tell the story, whatever it may
be, and turn it inside out, and draw morals from it till the public

loathes its sight and sound Genius, of course, can always lind

materials wherewith to weave its glowing web But thQse remarks,

it is scarcely necessary to explain, are not made from that point of view,

for only genius can talk of genius with authority, but rather from the

humbler standing-ground of the ordinary conscientious labourer m
the field of letters, who, lovmg his art for her own sake, yet earns

a living by following her, and is anxious to continue to do so with credit

to himself Let genius, if genius there be, come forward and speak

on its own behalf* But if the reader is mclined to doubt the

proposition that novel writing is becoming every day more difficult
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and Icbs interesting, let him consult liis owh mind, and see how many

novels propel among the hundreds that have been published within

the Hst fnc ^eav», and which deal in any way with every day contem-

porary life, ha\e excited his profound interest The present writer

<aii at the moment lecall but two—one was called " My Trivial Lift

iiul jNIiifortunes," b^ an unknown author, and the other, The Stoiy

of a South Atrican Parm,^^ by lialph Irou Hut then neithci of

these hooks if examined into would be found to be a novel such as

tlic oidiuarv writer pioduces once or twice a year Both of them
aic written from within, and not from without, both convey the im-

picssion of heiiig the outivard and visible lesult of inward personal

suffeiuig on the part of the writer, foi in each the kej>uote is a note

of pain Bitfeiing widely from the ordinary run of mannfacturea

books, they owe their chief interest to a certain atmosphere of

spjintual mlonsit), which could not m all probability be e\en approxi-

mately rcjiioduced Another leccnt woik of the same powerful

class, though of moie painful detail, is called “!Mis Keith^s Crime

Tt IS, howe\cr, ilmost impossible to conceive their respective authors

pioducing a second Trivial f ife and Misfortunes oi a furthci

edition ot the ciimes of Mis Keith These books were written from

the heart Next time tlicir aiithois wiite it will piobablj'^bc fiom

the head and not from the heart, and they must then come down to

the use of the dusty matciials which arc common to us all

There is indeed a refuge foi the loss ambitious among us, and

it ]*cs in the paths and calm retreats of pure imagination Here

we may weave oui humble tale, and point our harmless m#Tal

without being rncieilessly bound down to the piosc of a somewhat

drearv age Here we may e\cii—if we hcl that our wings arc

strong enough to bear us in that thin air— cross the bounds of the

known, and, hanging between eaith and heaven, gaze with curious

(ves into the great piofound beyond There are still subjects that

nia\ be handled thete if the man can be found bold enough to handle

them And, although some there be who consider this a lower walk m
the leaims of faction, and who would probably scorn to become a ^^merc

writer of romances,” it may be urged in defence of the school that many
of the most lasting triumphs of literary art belong to the producers

ot purely romantic fiction, witness the ^'Arabian Nights,” “Gulli-

ver’s Travel^,” The Pilgrim^s Progress,
’

‘ Robinson Crusoe,” and

other immortal works If tbc present writer may be allowed to

hazard an opinion, it is that, when Naturalism has had its day, when
Mr Howells ceases to charm, and the Society novel is utterly played

out, the kindly lacc of men in their latter as in their earlier develop-

ments will still take pleasure in those woiks of fancy which appeal,

not to a class, or a nation, or even to an age, but to all time and

human4tv at large

H lllDLK HaGGAKD
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\ KJ^FLY 10 MR SWlUhL SMllH, M P

II

I
PROPOSE m this aiticlp to deal with Mr Smiths second paper

on India Revisited/^ and, as his matter is not set forth more
methodically in it than m its predecessor, my lemarks must continue

to take the shape of running comments

If India IS, as he tolls us in the first par igraph ol his second paper,

almost exclusively a country of rural population and agncultural

industry, whv, in the name of impolicy, try to fight against Nature

by laying a tax upon all those imports which her harmless cultivators

want to buy fiom the foreigner, who has infinite facilities for making

them cheaply and bringing tliem to the cultivators’ very doors ^ Let

an enlightened Oovernmont do evciything that it can to introduce

new industiics in India by extending knowledge and by showing the

road to wealth, but let it not enter upon the miry path of taxing the

vast majority of the population m order to create or keep alive

unnatural etiolated industries

Mr Smith tells us that the great object of our rule should be to

encourage the peasantry to improve the soil by better culture, and

to secure to them the fruits of their labour Well, i^not that just

what we have been doing ^ Does not the Pajc Bi itanmca secure to

the peasant the fruits of his labour better than that has ever been

done in India since the world turned on its axis ^ Again, what docs

Mr Smith know about the proceedings of our Agncultural Depart-

ments ^

If he thinks that we are making mistakes in connection With

these, why does he not specify those mistakes ^ That might do some

good We should all be willing to learn any new secrets of hus-

bandry The effect of such a statement as the one which I have

quoted IS to make ignorant persons suppose that no attention is g^iven
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to these vitally important matteis by administrators, many of whom

are, as a matter of fact, occupied with them morn^ noon, and night

I pass bv a variety of lemarks about the peasants of Bombay, with

whose circumstances 1 am not acquainted
, but how is the reader

ht’pedbysuch an assertion as that the general opinion of ^^the

natives is that their assessment is raised if they in^rove their land’

Any such opinion with regard to the southern piovince would be

wholly false, and I have no reason to believe that it would be true of

anv part of India, though nothing is more natural than that Mr
Smiths interviewers should try and convey it to him I dare

say many real peasants would have done so too What peasantry

indeed, in what part of the earth, would be as foolish as the Needy

Knife-grinder, if a sympathizing individual came to them and asked

them if they were not oppicssed ’

Mr Smith proceeds to tell us that in the Institutes of Manu it

is written that the Govci nraent might take a share, varying from one-

sixth to one-twelfth, of the produce of the land, and, in times of

emergency, even one-fomth lie docs not tell us wdiat proportion the

land revenue of that golden age boie to the othci legitimate demands

upon the subject I will quote, accordingly, a passage from one of

Ml Wilson's speeches, in which he sets forth the fiscal system which

prevailed in that blissful period —
‘ The revenue consists ot a slurc ot gi xin ind of ill other agricultural pro-

duce, taxes on commerce, i vtiy small mtnial imposition on petty tiadcrsand
\

shopkeepers, and a foict,d seivice of a day in eidi month by handier iftsmen ^

Tho merchants are to lx taxed on a consideration of the prime cost of

their commodities, the expensf ot trivclling, and their net profits

“On cattle, gems, gold, and siher, idded each year to the capital, one

fiftieth, which in time of n ii or invasion may beincrcisod to one-twcnticth
“ On grain, one-twtlflh, one-cighth, one sixth, accoiding to the soil, and the

1 ibour necessary tp cultiv ate it This ilso may be raised, in cases of emer-
gency, even as fai as one-fouith, and must dways have been the most
important item in public revenue

“ On the clc ir annual increase of trees, flesh meat, honey, perfumes, ind

several othtr iiati ral productions ind manufactures, one sixth

“ The King is dso entitled to 20 per cent on the profit of all sales Escheats,

for want of hairs, have been mentioned as being his, and so also is ill property

to whicli no owner appears within three years proclamation Besides possessing

nimea of hia own, he is entitled to hill of the pimous metals in the earth
“ I should imagine the levenue laws of the ancient Hindoos must have been

contributed to the sacred compilei some very needy finance Minister of

the day*'

I am no special partisan of any of tbe Indian land systems I

ran quite see the advantages that accrue from our own or other

Western systems, but any one of half a dozen diftereut systems will

do well enough, if only the people are accustomed to it The people

of India are accustomed to our present systems with their periodical
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revisions at long intervals They would dislike any alt^native system

a great deal moie, and common sense calls loudly to us to let well

alone
^

Mr Smith admits tliat Aurungzebc^s land revenue was thirty-six

millions, while ours is, as he says, twenty-two , but he adds that it is

probable that the former was never fully collected Exactly so ^

Those who were thought able to pay, were, if they were slow about

it, tortuicd to death, and the rest got off AVhat an amount of

trouble it would save lii in raising taxation in Liverpool, similar

methods could be applied to those who seem to be pillars I

The land revenue of Aurungzebe, by-thc-by, was, if judged by
the present value of money, very much gi cater than thirty-six millions,

and ours is a good deal less than twenty-two millions
,
but why go

back to the period of Aurungzebe ^ A more us^cful comparison

would be between the amount exacted by the British Goveinment

and the innumeiablc petty tyrants who covered the country after

the Mogul grew weak and before wc giew strong m it The differ-

ence between them and the Moguls was this the Mogul just left the

cultivator aliic, these people didn^t mean him to live

Next comes a raaivcllous paragraph from which it would appear

that Ml Smith imagines, that by putting a dutv of 10 pci cent

upon 100 out of 110 millions of Indians foicign tiade, ten millions of

revenue could be raised, infinitely to the advantage of India, and

that amongst other things the land assessment could be reduced and

made permanent
,
but who would pay these ten millions ? Why, on

Mr Smithes own showing, mainly the peas intry of India ' And
who would pay the thousands and thousands of additional customs

and excise officers whom lie would call into existence^ Mainly, on

Mr Smith’s own showing, the peasantiy of India ^

Ml Sm>th next arrives at iirigation, and tells us that if only we

had for India the admirable system which the Nile provides for

Egypt, famines would be unknown, and wealth would rapidly in-

crease Docs wealth so increase in Egj pt^ What analogy, however,

IS there between India and Egypt ^ One single nobleman's estate

in the Madras Presidency is bigger than the whole cultivated land of

tliat country Does Mr Smith mean to say that the Indian water

engineers have anything to learn from^Egypt ^ It so, what is it
'

He proceeds to put us m possession of various particulars about

tanks and wells, assuring us that one of the first duties of Govern-

ment, where the rule is a kind of paternal despotism as in India, is

to construct canals and build tanks, and, above all, to give every en-

couragement to the construction of wells by the pca<santry
"

* It aliould not be foigotten that the Mogul land tax was only one of some forty

imposts Mr W W Hunter has pointed out that tlie lowest rate of the Mogul pcfll

tax levied on non Mussulmen, would bring m more than all our taxes put together '
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He mightjust as well tell the Anglo-Indian official that it is a

wise thing to cat his breakfast, and that dinner also has advantages of

its own Did he take the tiouble to inqiiire whether in any, and if so

m whdt, respects Anglo-Indian Administrations were backward in the

encouragement of the making of canals, tanks and wells ^ If so, let

him come to particulars It is, however, so much easier for a travel-

ling gentleman to keep to generalities and to say that it would be

light to do what is being most carefully done than to learn what is

going on, and to say to his interviewers ‘iBut is not this and that

and the other thing in progress ? What criticisms have you got to

make as to (ktails Supposing Mr Smith had taken this course,

and then asked the head of the Administration in which he happened

to be, to put him into communication with his Agricultural special-

ists, his Settlement specialists, his Water specialists, and so on and so

on, he would have returned to the shores of England having dis-

covered that probably every feasible suggestion that had entered his

mind, had entered the minds of other beings like himself, vears and

years ago, and was being carefully acted on

Next, famine comes up, and we aic told, inter aha, that the

^^lailway is of no use, unless the Go\einment feeds the people

gratuitouslv It did so in one or two cases of lecent famines , but

generally it has encumbcied the relief uith labour tests and othei

conditions which depnved it of much of its value

On this I would ask. How is a railway of no use^ No one

supposes a railway can peiform miracles, or affect places beyond a

certain distance from its stations , but it stands to reason that every

railway, reasonably planned and running through a famine district,

IS of very coiftiderable use

Then, again, as to labour tqsts Are uc to understand that

Mr Smith would have no labour tests, and no conditions ^ Whole
Godavaris of ink have been poured out over the more or less of such

things, but an absolutely conditionless feeding of all comers is surely

startling

Then we arrive at a strange paragraph, in which Mr Smith

returns to the fiscal system —
This export of food is not looked upon by the natives with the same

unmixed satisfaction that it is by our merchants It is curious to contrast

the opposite points of new from which commercial problems art ijiproachecl

by Europeans and natives To the English mind, cxpoits of iood, or any
surplus products, appeii an unmixed source of wealth To tJie Hindoo,

they too often mean a d ingeious depletion of the necessaries oi life
”

There is nothing more likely than tljat some of Mr Smithes inter-

\iewers believed this It is in gccordauce with the crb«v« iffnorantta

which prevails about such subjects amongst the talkers of the

Presidency towns Of course it has no foundation in fact, and
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Mr Smith himself does not seem quite sure about it, for he says

Neither view is altogether correct, but there is enou^ of truth m
the lu^dn conception to make us careful of dogmatizing about the

economy of a country so totally different from our own
The following is taken from the Statistical Atlas of India pub-

lished this year —
“ In four prominent wheat producing tracts, recent inquiry has proved

that while the food supply has not diminished with the inciease of exports,
the food-piirclnsing power ot the cultivxting population has considerably
increased

, and, lastly that if the demand for wheat were to decline, its place
would be taken by cotton, oil-seeds, ind other exportable pioducta Thus it

has been shown that in Oudh the ordinary amount of cheaper grams required
by the people has still been kept in the province, but that the value of the
gram exports has been nearly doubled by the development of the wheat trade
Tn the North Western Provinces, it is reported that nearly a million acres

h ive been brought under cultivation within the last live years, but that the

area under other food crops has not only not diminished, but has actually

increased The reports fiom the Cential Provinces show a similar state of

things The Punjab, in which province alone wheat is the staple food of the

igricultural popul ition, owes its chu f prosperity to the export of its surplus

wheat On the other hand, in enormous quantity of cheap food grains has

been mad( ivailable to the cultivators of the wheat producing provinces bjr

connecting them by lail with thost out of-thc-Av ly tricts to which they had
formerly no access, and m which surplus food grains wt re bo useless to the

popul ilion that they could actually find no purchisers, and ivere quoted
accordingly at nominal prices

^‘The gencial conclusion from the evidence before the Government of

India 18, that the recent increase of population has been accompanied by an
increase in produce, Avhich has not orly supplied the extr i food required for

the sustenance of the now population, but has also added to the material

wealth of the whole body of the inhabitants of the Indim Empire, by
providing a large surplus for sale to other countries The leil cause of the

distress ind poverty of the cultivators in many parts of India is to be found,

not m the export of their food, not in the oppression of taxes and rents, not

in the administration ol the country, but in the uncertainty of the one great

source of agricultural wealth—tin r iinlall of the year
”

Next wc are told mucli about the indebtedness of the peasantry

,

and what we arc told is true enough, but how grotesque it is to find

Mr Smith explaining at great length that the Indian peasantry—^ e
,

the overwhelming majority of the people of the country—are incapable

of managing for themselves the very simplest concerns of human life

,

that our Western ideas of obligation of all contracts^* are wholly

imsuited to them, while in the same breath he assures us that

'^education is coming in with a flood, and that the old paternal

despotism is quite out of place

Perhaps he would reply that although the peasant is m this state,

the educated native,^^ whom, when it is convenient, he takes as the

type of the general population, is quite in a higher stage of political

development If he is, then he is not a fitting representative of

people who have nothing in common with him Is he, however, in

VOL LI. o
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this elementary matter^ so much above his peasant brother? The

following anecdote, cited by Mr Smith himself, does not look very

like it —
<One case was brought before me of a rising young man, an eainest

student at college, whose income was seven rupees per month Uis fathei

died, and hia caste insisted on his spending 1100 rupees m funeral rites

To do this he had to load himself with debt, the interest on which absorbed

nearly all his income, and, broken hearted, he had to give up his studies and

his prospects foi lift

A little later, with similar inconsistency, Mr Smith observes

'^Speaking broadly, 1 believe that ancient Hindoo customs were

much more suited to this primitne people than our advanced ideas

of commercial law I can hardly express my sense of the danger of

applying to India the latest forms of European thought

Yet this IS the writing of the \ciy man who has been advocating

the last new political fads imported into Europe by an inhnitcsimal

fraction of natives

To proceed On the same page we arc assured that ^Ir Smith

believes that more mischief will be wrought in Indi i in ten vears by

applying the theories of our advanced political and commercial

doctrinaires than was caused by the invasion of Tamerlane or Nadir

Shah or the ruthless Moguls * Pretty tall talk that, and perhaps a

little mixed historically ’ But what is this tiemeudous resolution to

be brought about by our advanced political and commercial do<tiin~

aires, svhoever they may be^ Is anyone, except Mr Smith and his

little knot of interviewers, wishing to make any revolution at all,

commercial or other, in India ^ It would seem that they were quite

wrong who taught us in our infancy that the last "Welsh wolf was

destroyed in the days of the Edwards , for here is a creature which,

without rhyme or reason, because it wants to make a revolution

itself, accuses the Indian official lamb of desiring so to do *

And now that his readers have been sufficiently instructed by

Mr Smith as to the more than childlike innocence ot the natives

of India—an innocence which, lu my opinion, he overstates, for I

think that, although quite unfit for the sort of Government he
would give them, they arc by no means so infantine as he believes—
we are told that " the natives urgently demand that the control of the

trade m intoxicating drinks should be vested iii local bodies ” Once
more I ask, what natives ^ The natives who find intoxicating drinks
agreeable, or the natives who would as soon drink a glass of sulphuric
acid as a glass of arrack ? Does a practical, sensible man actually

think that in a country where religion is bound up with the ques-

tion of meats and drinks, their kind, and the way of taking them,
to an extent which is utterly unknown in Europe, it would he
reasonable to introduce the very last Western ideas about the control

of the liquor traffic ?
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The changes introduced m my time in Madras have not been
working long enough to enable an observer to speak very confidentlv

about their result, although all the symptoms thus far observed are

favourable, but very similar arrangements in Bombay, so far from
increasing drunkenness, have had the very opposite eflTect Here is

an extract from a Besolution of the Bombay Government —
The results of the ibk In policy followed by Goverament of late years

have been a large increase of ibkan revenue, a diminution of crimes punish-
able under the Pen il Code, a material enhancement of the price of spirits,

the cessation of illicit distillation m the palm spirit t ilukas, an improvement
in the quality of the spirits sold, a better system of abkan idministration, the
abolition of the abuses which existed under the old system, when each tfiluka

contained several separate petty farms, and each farmc i fostered the consump-
tion of liquor and tried to outbid his rivals by selling bad liquor at the
cheapest price, and a diminution in the amount of drinking generally

”

* And here is another important passage, taken from the lleport of

the Bombay Abkari Department, published in 1885 —
** I know of no reason for believing that the statements made in the news-

papers regirding the increase of drunkenndiiss among the people are well-

founded, except so far as they may relate to intempeiance among classes that

formerly did not drink If the vice of diunkenness had spre id as alleged, it

would have been iccomp mied by m increase in crime of the classes ordinarily

associated with drunkenness, such as petty assiult, mtimid ition, indecent

behaviour m the public stn ots, &c
,
and the magistrates and superintendents

of police would have noticed the circumstance in their annual reports as

accounting for the increase of crime of tliat class that they found themselves

called on to explain But so f ir as I am aware, no increase m the number of

such crimes h is been reported m recent years Government h ive not called

my attention to any such report, nor have 1 received information from other

sources to lead me to believe that the people of any district have lived more
intemperatcly of late than in former yeirs On the other hand, there is good

evidence to show that the revised ibkari an angements adopted in two of the

most notoiiously drunken distiicts in the Presidency —Th ina and Kolaba

—

have had a most s xlutary effect m checking drunkenness among classes that

formerly were most addicted to that vice The following arc extracts from

official reports written by Mi Mulock, C S , when holding the office of

Collector of Th ina —
‘ The new ibkari system, along with largely increasing the revenue of the

State, has tended to raise the price of liquoi and to prevent illicit distillation

dnd tapping, thus largely discouraging the excessive drinking for which this

collectorate was so noted We cannot, of course, expect those who acquire

the taste for strong drinks and our demoralising tormer, or cheap liquor,

system to at once leave olF the bad habit of over-drinkmg and indulge only

moderately Still, 1 believe that many who drank before to excess can no

longer afford to do so, and those who would have acquired the taste, if liquor

had remained at its former low price, will now eschew it as an expensive

lufkury, and thus never acquire the habit of over-indulgence
“ ‘ I have, the last few months, been a good deal in the sea-coast district that

I have known for over ten years, and I would not ask you to credit the difiference

I notice in the people, and more especially m those of the jungli parts, since

liqupr has been raised in price and the toddy-trees remained untapped Those

who formerly spent their last farthing in liquor have now, they tell me, all a

o 2
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little bdUnce to spend in some little comfort or another, and altliougli

thej crumble at the difficulty about buying liquor, they themselves are

the first to idmit how beneficial their moie or less compulsory abstention has

been to tJieni uid their faipilies Ask any large landholder or employer of

labour in the collectorate, and he will tell you that he now gets a lair day^s

laboui for the day swages, wheie formerly hi never could succeed m doing so

He will tell you that he can now count on the daily attendance of his labourers,

Avhere formerly the second day they were absent on the proceeds of the first

diy All I ask is, let tins continue, and Thina will be no more noted foi its

liard drinking and crime than any other part of the Presidency ’

In another letter l\Ir Mulock Avrues —
“ ^ I must mention the bi nefits resulting to the people under the neAv system,

and from the enhancement of the prict of liquor My assistants, M'lmlatdurs,

Patils, Tal itis, d;C
,
are unanimous in their pr uses of it, and h iving been §ome

time in the sea-coast t iluk is 1 can corroborate their opinions m every respect

No one longer sees the gencril drunkuiness of former di^s Even the

rayots themselves, while grumbling at its Ireing Inrd on thorn, that they cannot

get the cheap liquor they formerly got, aviU admit tint they ire happier

without it and th it the ‘ zor, ’ as they call the influence of the liquor vendor,

IS now gone, and no more land is moitgaged to him m liquidation of his

bilks
’

“ The folloAA ing e\ti ict is iron i k ttei rccmily addiessed by in experienced

revenue officer serving m the Kol iba district, to the editor of the Bomhty
(riueite^ in reply to an ar*-icle tint appeared in thit paper i few weeks igo,

Alleging that the present ibk in policy h is encouraged Inpioi drinking —
“

‘ There is one thing ecitim to me about the present management of the

Abl in Department, and thal is, tint it Ins diminished diunkenness in the

North Koukan I have had the honour to serve in tnat province off and on
for nearly twelve years, and my service and personal taste h ivo been such as

have brought mo very much into fiiendly contact with the poorer classes, and
cspeciall} Avith hill and coast tribes—the Th ikurs, Katkaris and Kohs—men
of the forest and the w ue AVithin my meinoiy these people Aveio literally

slaves to drink Tlie coast Kolis Avere rarqly sobei when isliorc
,

ind m tho

hill and forest vill ige s, Avhere the people take their liquor like gentlemen,

m the evening, it w is a common thing for every male squI above twelve

>ears old to be stupid drunk by eight or nine o'clock i ai I had at one tune
to do a great deal of night patrolling, and have often come into a village

wneri not a soul could answer the simplest question
“ ‘ Now, all this IS to a great extent a thing of the past

’ ”

About the middle of his second article Mr Smith ceases to set

forth what he considers the defects of our system of Goierument
aud justly observes —

“ Some extremists are trying to ra ike out that British Government has
been an unmixed evil to India, and pamphlets are being ciiculated among the
natives, some of them written hv discontented Europeans, attributing every
ill to our oppressive and alien Government These writings suppress every-
thing that makes for the other side, and omit altogether to state that the chief

causes, after all, of tho poverty of the people are their own socxil andreh^ous
systems, and especially tlie tyrannical authority of caste After all, the

habits and behefs of a people have more to do with their welfare than the

action of Governments Some of these habits and behefs are fatal to all

prospects of improvement, so long as they hold the people in their iron

grasp
"
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He then proceeds to dilate on the inveterate custom of premature

marnages Such remarks are all too true
,
but who are the people

who want to put abide these questions of social reform, and to try to

direct the efforts of their countrymen towards political agitation^

Just the very people to whose ideas Mr Smith has lent such support

as he could give them Of course it is not for English officials to say

much about these social questions They are bound to be very

reticent with regard to everything that closely touches the religious

feelings of the people ,
but what better can the winter-months’

traveller who cares for social matters do, than to keep these questions

before his interviewers ^

The premature marriages having been deplored, wc are told of the

great expenses at marriages and funerals Too true ! all too true *

and the key to the indebtedness of a large portion of the population ,

but why did not Mr Smith say to his interviewers, ‘ You talk about

land assessment being high and the peasantry poor, do you suppose

they will ever be rich, whatever the Government may do, while these

bad and mad customs cdhtinue ^ If he had ever done so, he would

have been soundly abused for his pains by the little clique of native

agitators

Then comes the remark, In legislating for India, one has to

remember that the bulk of the people arc but children, and the

Government has to act as a kind but firm father " The good,"

says the Spaniard, if it be short is twice good " Puttmg adolescents

for children, 1 agree to the maxim , and when Mr Smithes collected

works arc published, should propose the substitution of this sentence

for a large part of his two papers

Next follow several pages devoted to education, which are well

enough , but, when Mr Smith tells us that there are painful in-

stances of Government Colleges, whose whole influence is thrown

against Christianity," I wonder if he has realized that the persons

most in favour of the political movement amongst certain native

cliques which he patronizes are also just (he most anti-Chnstian

Europeans between the Himalayas and Cape Comorin ^ The

pamphlet most hostile to our existing political system in India,

whieh I have seen, was written, if I am not much misinformed, by

the most notorious catspaw of the well-known theosophist, Madame
Slavaijsky

Mr Smith then goes on to assure us that the natives desire

technical schools, and that the Government will do well to respond

to this demand " Would he be startled to learn that some at least

of the Indian Governments had moved heaven and earth to stimulate

that demand ^ that they considered it almost a matter of life and

death, and that the coryphm of Mr Smith’s political views cordially

hate them for their pains ?
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It 18 m connection with this subject that Mr Smith makes the

strange remark^ No jealousy of her competition with ourselves

must hinder us from doing full justice to her aspirations Docs

Mr Smith imagine that the Europeans who govern India ever give

two thoughts to the leault of her competition upon home interests^

They are vehemently opposed to anything that unfairly weights, in

ever so small a degree, the home manufacturer Tlicy hated the

Indian cotton duties, but they hate even more the infamous English

silver-plate duty, the continuance of which seems to me a distinct

blot on the scutcheon of all recent Liberal Chancellors of the

Exchequer

A little further on Mr Smith says that it should be distinctly

impressed by the Government of India on all its officers, that

courtesy to the natives is a cardinal virtue, and that rudeness will

bring sharp censure Of course it should, and of course it is
, but

what IS the use of making such a statement^ Is theie any country

m which there arc not rough and disagreeable people, especially

amongst subordinate oflicials ^ If Mr Smith had thought it worth

while to go into this subject at all, it would ha\e been moic interest-

ing to have explained to his homc-kccpuig countrymen that, although

Anglo-Indians have no pretension to be more courteous than ordinary

English gentlemen, they at least treat their native subordinates more

courteously than any other superiors have ever treated inferiors in

Hindostao

To use such a phrase as that etiquette is a hnc art amongst the

natives " is misleading The manner of well-bred natives is like^

the manner of well-bred people in all countries—most agreeable, and

sometimes quite charming , but there arc a vast number of natives

who are as far as possible from being well-bred, and if Mr Smith

were to go into the details of some of the complaints against the

discourtesy of Europeans which he may have read in the native papers,

I am afraid he would find this truth ratlicr disagreeably impressed

upon him

As civilization increases, the standard of politeness will rise m
most parts of the world It has already risen a great deal ip India

since a Mahratta statesman said seventy years ago to a British

administrator, who told me the story '^It you want to rule my
countrymen, you must twist your left hand in their hair, and hold a
club in your right

»

It IS we English who, with all our faults, have introduced into

India sound views as to the way in which superiors should treat

inferiors, whether of their own blood or of any other The idea of

its being the duty of a ruling race to treat the ruled with sympathy
and kindness is one of the many excellent exotics which we have

brought to that country
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The verv fact that it has bef*ome a common form of abuse on the

part of the malcontent section of the natives to say that the Engbsh-
man is not sympathetic, shows how well we have taught the lesson

that in our opinion he ought to be so

Near the end of his second article, Mr Smith tells us that the
Army which keeps Indu m order is smgulaily small, and cannot
safely be decreased by sensible men That is indisputable , but why
then in his first article did he tell us that “ the natives,^^ always the
little coteries of intiiguers to whom he gi\cs that respectable name,
considered it too large ^

He then passes on to the following remarks —
will idd, in conclusion, that the future giiidince of our Indian Empire

will task to the uttermost Jhitish statcsnunship New problems will con
fetantly present thonischcs, deniinding rare wisdom and tact to solve disci eetly

We hive to conduct Indii successfully through the various stages thal

separate a subject ])rovince from i self-governing colony It is only at

present cipihle ot fecblo progression education and intelligence touch as

yet but tlu fiiiigc ot its 2 )0 millions
,
thick d irk ness still broods over the

deep, and no one would pioposo d ingcrous experiments on a people who have
never known Mnee the woild began any Governmc nt which was not despotic

What wc h ive to do is to ibsorb into oin system the best native thought ol

India, and geuciously to welcome the aid it cm give us in administering the

countrj G he time is p ist tor considering Indi i is i close preserve for a

profcjision

A\ith regal d to this I have to inquire, who considers India as a

close piesei\e foi a piofcssion Eor what profession is it a close

preserve^ Is it foi the profession of tlic Civil Service propei, of

the Arm>
,
of the Police, of the Salt officers, of the Excise ofliccrs, of

the Foiest officers, of tlie Ecclesiastical officers—or, in short, for what

profession ^

Furthei, while entiicly agreeing that " the future guidance of our

Indian Empire will tax to the uttermost British statesmanship,” I

want to know by what strange alchemy we are to make into a self-

governing colony that winch is not a colony at all ? If India were

a colony it would be all easy enough, but that is just what it is not

,

and if vre try for seventeen million years, the generous lease which

some one, if 1 mistake not, gives this planet, we cannot make it a

colony, unless perhaps in the last million when the sun, we are told,

IS to get a great deal cooler The problem is vastly more difficult

than that The problem is how best to manage for its interest, our

ow:p interest, and the inteiest of the world, an Empire inhabited even

now by twice as many people as acknowledged the sway of the

Antonmes, within whose limits wc cannot perpetuate our own race

for more than three generations
^

It IS a magnificent problem, and I for one should have been most

grateful to Mr Smith if he had helped us ever so little towards its

solution
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He might have done so If there is one thing about which

reasonable Anglo-Indian administrators are more anxious than

another it is about increasing the material prosperity of the country

Mr Smith has, by his own statement, been trading with India for a

quartei of a century or thereby Surely in that long period he must

have picked up something which Anglo-Indian officials do not know
Why in these two long articles does an able man, with excellent

intentions give us—must I say it ’—^nothing but commonplaces, save

when he repeats the silly or dishonest talk of Indian grumblers ^

Does he suppose that there is a single fact or idea in his two papers

which IS not familiar as household words ? And yet one is sure that

he must know so much about commercial facts which Indian adminis-

trators would fam learn ’

My thoughts pass from Mi SmithN tw^o articles to the book to which

Mr Edwin Arnold has gitcn the same name, ‘‘ India llevisited

Now, there is a performance which appears to me a worthy result of a

winter spent in India It is not didactic, like Mr Smithes articles

It was not its author's object to be didactic It will not tell the

Anglo-Indian administrator, eien incidentally, much that he did not

know before
,
but putting aside little inaccuracies, which are ot no

sort of importance, it is beyond all comparison the vciy best descrip-

tion of India, as it looks to the intelligent European traveller, that

ever was written Numbers of us have seen India as Mr Edwxii

Arnold saw it hist winter , but only a man of genius could have

thrown his impressions upon paper in the wav that he has done No
one, whether he knows the country or does not know it, will rise from

the perusal of that volume without a quickened sense of tlu vast

responsibilities which we haic undertaken in India, and a quickened

affection for the Indian people

Every winter will now, in all probability, take to India an increas-

ing number of English tourists Most ot these will go for sport or

for the pleasures of travelling , a good many will, it may be hoped,

go with a view to lay a foundation for future study, and a few will

go for the purpose of enlightening their countiymcu when they come
home

Is it too much to ask that these last should take the pains to

arrive at an accurate knowledge of facts befoie they give their con-

clusions to the world ?

Mr Smith might, without any trouble, have found numbers ot

Anglo-Indians who could have done, before he published his articles,

precisely what I am doing after they have been published These

useful critics, while allowing him to form exactly what opinions he

pleased, might have set him nght as to mere matters of fact, about

which there is really no dispute possible

If Mr Smith had taken the pains to get up his facts before he
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began to interview the people whom he quite gratuitously assumed
to represent native opinion, he might have given them many a

useful hint These politicizing sophists threaten to be a perfect

curse to India^ turning the thoughts of their countrymen away from

her real wants to chase this or that tgms fatnus over moss and moor
If he had more thoroughly understood the circhmstances of the

country in whuh he was travelling, the same good sense which has

made him succeed in his own business, and in more than one

important election, would ha^c led him to see that what India chiefly

wants IS the devotion, for decades and decades to come, of most of

her educated ability to developing her natuial resources

There is department after department ot Government which wt

would fain fill with natives if we could Take the Forest Service, for

example Every consideration makes in favour of that being chiefly

a native service
,
but ask our conscrvatois what their expcritucc is

The paradise ot the educated natne is to sit at a desk and write lie

IS far more feaiful of the sun and the laiii than his European

brother

Take again the Medical Service We want quite an enormous

increase in the medical ability which is devoted to helping the native

sick , but how slowly it comes, and what difficulties arc in the way *

A Brahmin lately came to a Professor of Biology at an Indian College

and desired to join his class In the course of conversation it trans-

pired that it would be necessary for him to dissect some of the lower

forms of life " Oh," he said, ^ that is out ot the question It is

contrarv to my religion * " Vciy soriy/^ said the Professor, “ but

if you do not dissect, you cannot study biologv " “ Oh, but cannot

you give me some book ^ was the rejomdei And so it is
,
always

the book rather than NatUic an& fact ^

Then, again, iVe want moie and more native engineers, especially

water engineers

It IS just the same with agriculture Nothing is more futile than

to transplant the methods of the Lothians straight away into Tanjorc

or Tinnevelly ,
but we want to marry tfie science of^Rothamsteacl to

the practice of the Indian peasant All political questions connected

with India <ure mere fiddle-faddles compared with the importance of

increasing the number of bushels produced per acre For all ques-

tions connected with that country dwindle into insignificance before

this tremendous consideration We have stopped war, we are stop-

ping famine
, how are the ever-mcreasmg multitudes to be fed ^ "

The travelling Englishman of the species which is nothing if not

earnest, might do such a good turn to the educated natives if he

would only press upon them these elementary but colossally impor-

tant matters, rather than encourage them to talk political platitudes *

Before India can come up to the political development which

* *
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Europe has reached through ages and ages of struggle, she, too, must

go through mighty social and political changes Mr Smith’s inter-

vieivers think that the mango trick is quite as applicable to national

deyclopmeut as to popular amusement , but the mangoes of Salem
and Parell were not jplanted by jug^ers

I confess, however, that the traveller who goes to India to learn,

interests me more than he who goes thithci to obtain materials

wherewithal to teach There is so much to be leaint and enjoyed in

that splendid country *

An old Scotch nobleman when he heard that his nephew was
living with the Prince Regent, shrewdly observed ^^Eh, but Jemmy
must be a very clever man to do all that on five hundi-ed a year * And
so I say, Eh, but Mr Smith, or any one like liim, though he spake

with the tongues of men and of angels, must be a \cry clever man if,

after a gallop through India, he can tell the British public anything

worth knowing about Indian politics, which they cannot learn from

the scores and scores of not less ibic men who have given their

whole livco to that country As I began by saying, if he had only

gone to some out-of-the-way place, say Coica or Celebes, nay, even

to Poland or C india, oi political as distinguished from picturesque

Jmv itzerlaiid, we should have been most grateful foi Ins aitides

It is difhcult to over-estimate the amount of mischief which is

done by a writei who, like Mi Smith, encourages the belief that the

official view of Indian affairs is separated by a broad line of

demarcation from the non-official view Theie arc in truth a

hundred official views and a liuudred non-ofhcial views of Indian

affairs, intersecting each other at a thousand points The more dis-

cussions we can have about mattcro which can be reasonably con-

troverted, the better in India as elsewhere , but the real opposition

between many of the ideas which Air Smith has Tbccn pleased to

label as those of the ^ natives and what he would call the official

view,’’ IS simply the opposition which must ever e\ist between people

who will, and pec^le who will not, take pains to spend a reasonable

time ^/^ 'ilaiu jm/mUtn before they aspiie to be Masters of Arts

I suppose that a good manv worthy persons who read this article

will sav, not for the first time, that mine arc the views of an official

optimist I ought theu perhaps to observe, before I come to an

end, that, so far from returning from India in the tcmpct of an

optimist, 1 look with the gravest uneasiness to the future of that

country I think that if Clive and Hastings are not to be

remembered m the year 2000, as having got (treat Britain into the

most magnificent scrape recorded in history, the veiy greatest care

and the devotion of an ever-incrcasmg amount of British ability to

oui Eastern affairs, is absolutely necessaiy But amidst the

innumerable dangers ^head, perhaps the greatest is that of
ficiullij generottB counsels being adopted in London
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Let our Indian reformers there confine their efforts as much as

possible to obtaining for the Indian Services the very maximum of

ability and oliaractcr, and let them refrain, as much as they can.

bring themselves to do, from interfering with details

Mitte sajnentem et mhil dtca^ was a favourite maxim of Mr
Elphinstone’s in making appointments, and there never was one
which bettei deserved to be taken to heart by the British public in

dealing with India

So far from imagining that oui present system is the perfection of

wisdom, 1 believe there are quite endless improvements to be made
in all directions, but these impio\ements cannot be dictated fiom a

centre by even the ablest of mankind ViW yoiii Services with the

most intelligent persons whom money can buy Wheievcr you can

quite safely substitute cheap native foi costly British agency, by all

means do it ,
but let us have no leaps oi bounds, and remember that

important as economy is, i^ is madness, I do not say to lower, but

not steadily to iiisc, the quality of your European officers at any

necessary cost More light and more leading, not less, are what

is wanted, if the acquisition of your gicat vassal Empire m Asia is

to turn out anything bcttei than that ^ery unsatisfactory subject for

reflection—a splendid mistake

M E GaiNT Dun
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at all It was a very pretty fight between laymen (the word is not

used in its clerical sense), but, like laymen^s battles everywhere, it

was fought on issues both false and irrelevant, and with results

significant of nothing but the skill of the combatants l#e Professor,

having put on his fighting gear, was not going to put it hastily off,

and so he resolved to advance to something positive, a theory as to

the Evolution of Theology, which was io be worked out and verified

^n the comparative method The problem was simple to him, for he

was a simple man to the problem, not seeing its complexity, or the

delicacy of the piocess needed to ascertain the factors necessary to

its solution He had got up enough ot Rcuss, Kuenen, and Well-

hausen to serve his purpose , but he had mastered neither the

linguistic, nor the literary, nor the historical, nor the religious

material required for the scientific handling of the theory, to say

nothing of its proof The theory came to be through the absence

of science, a little thorougher knowledge would ha\e made the very

statement of it impossible It is something moic than a pleasure

—

it is an inspiration—to sec a masterly spirit exercised over our deepest

problems, but what is needed for their solution is masterliness

penetrated and guided by full and accurate knowledge

Now, what v/c need here is a scientific conscience, as sensitive to

the interference ot the tyro oi the untrained in the held of religious

as in the field of mathematical or physical mquirv We often heai

of the feebleness, perhaps senility, of Newton, the student of prophecy,

as compared with the strength and clcai intellect of Newton, the

interpreter of Nature and discoverer of natural law But the

contrast may be repeated, though the student's handling of the Bible

be as free as Newton's was reverent There is a want of seriousness,

because a Avant of the thoroughne'^s and veracity of science, m our

religious thought and criticism There is nothing so fundamentally

divisive as superficiaV misunderstanding , because of it the attitude

to religion is meanly polemical on the one side, and narrowly

apologetic on the other Science and culture have a contempt for

Theology, if not for theologians , Theology has a suspicion x>f the

methods of science and the spirit of culture, even though many of

the men that most adorn science best illustrate piety Now, we
must correct this evil, that the greater evils it helps to occasion may
be corrected ,

and the correction is to come, not by keeping Theology

and the sciences apart, but by bringing them together, that they

may, as related and co-ordinated departments of knowledge, learn

to know, respect, supplement, and explain each other In other

words, Theology ought to be an academic discipline and a living

science
,
and to be either, it must be both Only of the progressive

student of a progressing Science can wc say with Augustine “ Melior

meliorque fit quserens tarn magnum bonum, quod et mvemendum
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quseritur et quaerendum invenitur Nam et quseritur, ut invematur

dulcius^ et invenitur, ut quaeratur avidius

1 Academic is here used to denote the studies and discipline

proper to the University, as distinguished from those peculiar to the

sectional seminary or clerical school These diffci both as regards

the discipline they give and the knowledge which is its instrument, or

more simply in the qualitv of the education and the character of the

sciences which educate But these things are so related that what

IS good for cither is good for both to educate is to quicken and

develop mind, and the only sciences that can leally educate are

those that live and grow in the hands of the student and teacher

Dead sciences generate no life, and so cultivate no man, and

sciences are dead when they have ceased to grow, or to be handled

as living things Now, there is nothing more dead than School

Divinity—^ c
,

divinity made for the schools out of texts and

formulae framed by fathers, councils, and schoolmen, whose

authority has become explicitly or implicitly the bulwark against

heterodoxy and unbelief It is a manufactured article, carefully

articulated and elaborated to the last degree, with the truth stated

in well-balanced and rigorous propositions, and piovcd by a senes

of cumulative arguments, which are in turn followed, in order to

greater thoroughness, by an exhaustive and detailed enumeration of

all actual and possible objections, though only that they may be

rounded oflF by a siilliciency, or rathci superabundance, of victorious

answers The divinity, as bad science, is not good Theology
, but it

IS made worse by being taught in an exclusive seminary Were
the men who are doomed to learn it forced to live m a free

academic air, it might be made comparatively innocuous , but in the

close atmosphere of a separate school it is allowed to do its work

unneutralizcd The men are instructed, but not disciplined
, they

may be drilled, as the seminary priest almost always is, in theological

dialectics without being educated into and by a knowledge of

Theology The system that has never withstood the criticism of

an age does not live to the age’s intellect, but this cnticism is

exactly the thing that cannot be allowed to penetrate and profane

the precincts sacred to scholasticism The objections so exhaustively

stated and victoriously answwed in the textbooks of school divinity

never lived
,
they died in passing through the mind of the school-

man A hostile mind conceives an objection only to kill it
,
however

conscientiously stated, it is stated only to be answered , and so it is

made to seem to live simply that it may the more demonstrably he

seen to die For difficulties to be understood and really felt, they

* “De Tnn xv c 2.
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must be met as they live and move, speak and persuadCi in the

world of articulated thought, where they have all the potencies of

real things Ilut they can be so met only if Theology lives face to

face with the sciences and arts, at once sharing in their life and

shaping it The worst way to keep a faith vital and pure is to

isolate the men who are to teach it from the men they are to teach,

while both are still in process ot formation The master in Theology

will teach all the better that he has to form and inform minds, not

simply docile, but deeply moved and exercised about the principles

and truths and problems of his science , and his pupils will be all

the stronger and wiser men that they were forced to encountei and

overcome, in classroom and study, their great intellectual difficulties,

not waiting to be found by them at a later and more defenceless day

2 Theology, then, needs the University to keep it living, in touch with

all the sciences, face to face with all the problems that to day exercise

thought, aud it once perplex and inspire the spirit But the neces-

sity IS mutual, for the Uiiiversitv no less needs Theology to make its

circle of the sciences complete, to fill its studies with ideal contents

and ends, to humanize education by baptizing it m the transcendental

and dmne Of course the study of Theology in the University does

not here mean the dominance of a Churchy it means very much the

opposite If the lustoiy of religious and academical thought in

England pioves anything, it is this, that the supremacy of the Church

led to the decay of Theology The Act of Uniformity was one of

those blunders which arc fatal most of all to the men who blundered,

and the dismal age of the Universities is coincident with the golden age

of ecclesiastical sovereignty Theology, to he an academic discipline,

must not fear the open ways and high argument of the academy, but

must seek to luie, if it rule at all, by its dignity as a science and its

supremacy as truth Cardinal Newman thus sums up the view he

takes of a University in its essence, and independently of its relation

to the Church

“It IS a place of teiching universal knowledge This implies that its

object la, on the one hand, intellectual, not moral
,
and, on the other, that it is

the diffusion and extension of knowledge rather than the advancer'^ent If its

object w< re scientific and philosophical discovery, I do not see why i Univer-
sity should h ive students

,
if religious tr lining, 1 do not see how it can be the

seat of literature and science ’ ^

Now, this view IS, m about equal projiortions, correct and incorrect

It 13 correct m saying that a University is a place of teaching

universal knowledge,” but incorrect in saying that its object is the

diffusion and extension of knowledge rather than the advancement ”

Its object IS both ,
it cannot fulfil the one unless it aims at the other

To teach knowledge really, we must endeavour to advance^it Where

* “The Idea of a University,’* Prof p ix , od 1885
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"scientific and philosophical discovery is most activej there

students will be best educated, and there they ought to be in greatest

numbers The weakness of the English Universities has been their

fidelity to the Cardinals ideal Had they been more places of dis-

covery, they tv ould have been better places of education, had they

done more for the advancement of knowledge, they would, great and

noble as their influence is, have exercised a greater and a nobler influ-

ence over the thought and life of England Science, of course, does

not here mean the physical sciences, it means knowledge as a whole

Literature and science ought not to be conceived as antitheses
,
litera-

ture is science, and science is liteiary Philology is as essentially a

science as Paljeontology , and there is more knowledge ot man, his

nature, home, ways and motives of action, to be gamed from the living

study of classical litciature and philosophv than from the most exten-

sive researches into the ancient forms and conditions of life on our

planet These sciences are diflerent, and so dissimilar
, but they are

not opposed Each has its own specific province
, but in the degree

that it finds there real and enriching knowledge, it is a real and

educative science If, then, " universal knowledge ” is to be taught,

all the sciences must be cultivated , and a University, to fulfil the one

duty, must aim no less at the other Her teachers ought to be, not

the bond-slaves oi doleful diudges of examiners, but the men

fitted at once to advance and communicate knowledge, and her

students, men who seek the higher humanity that comes by culture,

and the culture that comes from fellowship with the foremost living

minds, whether these minds be interpreters of Nature, or ancient

Litciature, or living Men
3 On this ground, then, the University needs Theology as much as

Theology needs the University AVithout Theology, the University

were incomplete, destitute—^not of one science simply, but of a vast

circle of sciences, more than any other necessary to the full and true

iliterprctation of man and his universe Without the University

Theology were without a fit place to be studied, and fit men to study

it If it IS to be a science, it must not fear to stand among the

sciences ,
and if it is to be an educative study, it must be studied by

the educated Men may understand religion by living it, and

that IS an understanding possible to all men, and incumbent upon all,

but to know Theology as the science of religion, its reason, rights,

history, truths, symbols—to follow its methods, grasp its problems,

master its range, delations, and limitations, requires a qualified inteL

lect, and disciplined faculties Here, if anywhere, exercise in the

Humanities ought to precede the special discipline of the school,

where it do|| not, we may have a dogmatist, but not a divine Indeed,

to no other science is a liberal culture so absolute a necessity, for no

other science is so nearly universal—so touches and is so touched by

VOL LI p
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all the rest Theology cannot dwell apart and be a separate field of

knowledge If it were to disclaim all connection with and concern in

the other sciences, it woiSld simply invite them to blot its name out of

the book of life All speculation, physical or metaphysical, as to matter

or being touches the existence and idea of God, every theory as to the

genesis ana ageof the heavens and the earth raisesquestions as to creation

and providence, all inquines as to the historv, progiess, civilizations,

and religions of man affect, at one point or another, doctrines, beliefs,

or institutions of Christianity
,
every branch of social, political, and

moral thought and research leads straight into the heart of religion

—

nay, every phase of cnticism in literature and art stands somehow

related to principles and truths which belong to Theology And this

universality, thougli it may seem its weakness, proves its strength and

greatness What so penetrates all sections and subjects of human
thought, has a deep lOot in human nature and an immense hold upon

it What so possesses man’s mind that he cannot think at all with-

out thinking of it, is so bound up with the very being of intelligence

that ere it can perish, intellect must cease to be Science and religion

have no conflict, though theories of science and views of religion

have had many—always, indeed, in the long run,to their mutual benefit,

and they will have many more Mcn who, in the interests of faith,

dread and deprecate these conflicts, may be sure of one thing

—

were there no such collisions, they would have greater cause for fear,

for it would signify that Theology had lost all its roots in reason, and

so all its rights to reign Sovereignty has its burdens as well as its

honours, and the Queen of the sciences can hope to keep her throne,

especially in times of advancing knowledge, only by rigorous criticism

of her own claims, excision of the fictitious or the decayed, and the

development of the new energies and adaptations needed for vigorous

survival

II

Sut to make the discussion significant it must become specific , the

statement, the University needs Theology, means nothing till we
understand what Theology signifies and comprehends It is here

Used to denote a science whose field is co-extensive with the

problems and history of religion , and we may say of the science, as

of religion, that, since it has to do with every region of thought

and relation of life, whatever concerns man concerns it It is not

one science, but an immense circle of sciences , and while they are

all so related internally as to constitute an organic whole, they are

so related externally as to assume and require the existence of an

equally large circle of auxiliary sciences To make sWtement

clear or intelligible, we must attempt to explain the idea and scope

of Theology
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1 Theology may be descnbed as the explication and articulation

of the idea of God, or the interpretation of Nature, Man, and
History through that idea So conceived, primary problem is to

find, prove, and construe the idea , or to discuss how and whence
it comes, why it is to be believed^ what it means and contains,

and how it ought to be formulated This is the region of Pure
or Speculative Theology—t e , the legioq. where it deals with its

ultimate principles as pure rather than abstract ideas, at once involved

in thought and evolved from it Here is the point where it both
merges in philosophy and transcends it Every philosophical system

must face the theistic question, the very refusal to do so carrying

with it an indirect yet real determination
, but no system, aS purely

philosophical, can fully unfold or explicate the idea The attitude

to this as the ultimate depends on the answer to the primary ques-

tion in philosophy What are the conditions and what the nature

of knowledge If the answer be the Empirical, then the conclusion as

to God must be either sceptical or nescient—t e , the system must

end either in leasoncd doubt or reasoned ignorance, the term God
being to the one but the symbol of the indeterminable , to the other,

of the unknown and unknowable If the answer be the Transcend-

ental, then the ultimate problem will be the determination of the

idea, how God is to be conceived, how his relation to the universe

construed and represented Thus Hume’s doctiine of impressions

and ideas is the very premiss of his sceptical conclusion Grant

it, and no other inference is possible ,
and Mr Spencer’s theory as

to " states of consciousness,^^ which arc symbols of an outside un-

known reality, or "vivid” and "taint” manifestations of the

unknown, is the basis of his agnosticism, real knowledge of the

ultimate reality being impossible to the man who builds on igno-

rance of the primary Thus pure Theology must be philosophical, and

discuss whether the empirical or the transcendental be the truer

solution of the problem of knowledge, in order that it may discover

whether its idea be given in reason, the necessary at once condition

and object of thought
^

But it cannot leave the question where philosophy may be content

to leave it , it must formulate and explicate its idea—whether is

God to be conceived as immanent or transcendent, or as both ^ If

as immanent, the result will be one of the multitudinous forms of

what 18 called Pantheism, either losing the All in God (akosmism), or

ift resolving God into the All (theopantism) If as trausceudent, the

outcome will be either Abstract Theism, which makes God and the

world separate and inter independent , oi some theory of artificial

and mechanical relation—a doctrine of pre-established harmony, or

an unreasoned miraculous supematuralism If as both, then the

conclusion will be a Natural Theism, which so interlaces God and the

p2
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TTOrld that it cannot be tnthout Him, or He be interpreted and

conceived without it But to deteipiine the relation of the world

and God is but to T0lte a multitude of questions touching His^

providence or government Is Optimism or Pessimism the truer

theoiy of life ^ or is there not room for a third which recognizes

equally the sad realities that create the one and the Supreme

Good that justifies the jpther^ Then, how ought man to stand

related to his God? What is the ideal of religion, and how
far does it furnish a law of life ? Thus pure Theology, which begins

with the deepest problems as to knowledge, ends with the most

radical and vital questions in ethics—out of it is built not simply a

theory of the universe, but a rule of conduct, an ideal of the perfect

life It remains throughout speculative oi philosophical by being

reasoned, a creation of thought deduced from the very nature of

the thought that creates it
, but it at once transcends and is dis-

tinguished from philosophy by interpreting the universe and its

history through the idea of God The idea philosophy enabled it

to win it uses to transcend philosophy, construing man and time

from the standpoint, as it were, of God and cteinity And so the

idea becomes the regulative or organizing principle which the body

of the theological sciences but articulates They are its completed

explication
,
it is their latent or immanent form The speculation

which does not explain man is illusory , the theory that best inter-

prets history is the theory that best expresses the truth

2 Pure or Speculative Theology is thus but preparatory to Applied

or Historical, and if pure reposes on and rises out of philosophy,

applied seeks the help of many sciences, and lives only as it secures

it The theologian, when he turns to history, is met by a whole

wonderland of knowledge, the religions of man lie before him
Religion IS the thing most characteristic of man ,

it is as old and as

extensive as the race—universal in its being, but infinite in its

varieties To look at it, as it were, in the mass, is to raise many
questions —^What is it ^ Whence is it ? Why is it ^ What is the

law or laws of its development ^
^
How have these endless varieties

of religious faith and practice arisen ^ The answer to these ques-

tions IS the work of a special discipline—the Philosophy of Religion,

and here the difierenccs of the fundamental philosophies are

curiously but faithfully reflected The empiricist must derive

religion from a source in harmony with his sensuous theory of

knowledge, either, like the older school, from fear, prompting to

propitiation and flattery, or, like the later, from belief m ghosts, a

behef due to the misinterpretation of subjective phenomena and the

consequent worship ancestors And the trancendentalist must no
less trace it to a source agreeable to his cardinal doctrine, that man
13 reason, and must articulate the reason he is in language and reUgioui
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society and history A 3 is the theory of the origin^ so must be the

conception <Sf the nature
, a religion derived from ghostly fears must

be a system of more or less rationalized illusions, while g religion

that expresses a more or less latent or developed reason must have

reason at its heart, however much distorted or concealed But what-

ever the philosophy, it must be tested by fact , and surely mo inquirer

ever had so immense or so complex a problem to resolve as this of

the religions of man Two methods may be followed the ethno-

graphic, or the historical The ethnographic consists of the comparative

study of savage or natural peoples with a view to the discovery of the

primary or rudimentary forms of religious custom and belief, the

Ijiistorical consists of the retrogressive and analytic study of the

religions of history, in order that their most archaic forms and

elements may be discovered, the principle and ratio of growth ascer-

tained, as well as the causes and conditions of decay The ethno-

graphic has no historical, and so no scientific value—it has been

used onlv to illustrate an imaginary theory concerning an imaginary

state , but the historical is fhe scientific method, foi it is the study

of religions as they actually lived and grew, acted on man and

were acted on by him hese, then, the theologian has to investi-

gate, and, if possible, understand , and to understand a religion is

to understand at once its people and their history People and

religion must be studied together, in their home and history, as

affecting and affected by each other, as modified by geographical and

climatic conditions, ethnical relations, intellectual movements, political

and social changes and causes To investigate religions in the

historical method is thus to inquire into their action in history, and

in the progress and civilization of tnan , with the result that we

obtain data for a twofold philosophy—one of religions and another of

history The latter ought to show the place an& function of each

religion, and the people it has created and governed, in the order of

the world
,
while the province of the former is to determine the

relation of each real to the ideal religion, and to discover its essential

constituents or character, the secret or cause of its peculiar mfluence

and distinctive work This theological discipline, or senes of

disciplines, ends, then, in a new Analogy, with a broader basis and

vaster induction than Butler's It builds on the nature of man,

transcendental yet conditioned and developed by expenence, so

essentially religious that it cannot but realize a religion, the very

attempt of men and peoples to break away from an ancestral or

liistoncal faith but resulting m an endeavour to find one happier

and better fitted to the new and larger spirit It is not m any man
or peopIe^s choice to determine whether they will or will not have a

religion , they must have one , He who made nature made that sure

hut they may, though a people's choice is a thing of centuries,
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determine what or wliat sort of religion it shall be And this is

where the deductive evokes the inductive process , religion being

proved a jneceasity of nature^ history must show which of all the

mighty multitude of religions is the fittest for man It will be but

reasonable if we find that where there is most ideal truth, there also

IS most real worth, and so by a natural transition the student

passes over to the study of the religion of Christ, or that of God
in humanity and humanity in God, wheic the ideas of immanence
and transcendence are at once expressed and reconciled

HI

The two previous disciplines thus become introductory to a third,

at once more definite and extensive^—Special or Christian Theology

The relation between the three divisions or disciplines may be

Exhibited thus The first vindicates and explicates the idea of God,

the second vindicates and explicates the idea of religion, and then

studies leligion and the religions in history, while the third inter-

prets the supreme or absolute religion, alike m its historical

appeal ance and in its ideal truth Without the idea of God given in

the first, and the ideas of religion and history, or of man^s relation to

God and God^s go\crnnient of man, given lu the second, we could

not scientifically understand and construe the third The deeper

our studies of philosophy and religion before coming to Christianity,

the more transcendent will it appeal In order to an exhaustive

knowledge we must follow i series of studies that may be grouped

into three great divisions—lliblica). Ecclesiastical, and Constructive

I Biblical The primary fact that here meets us is this Chris-

tianity IS the religion, not, as is often incorrectly said, of a Book, but

of a Revelation It has its sacred books, and it lives by faith in the

God they reveal

1 It is necessary to deteimine the nature and relations of these two

things. Religion and Revelation, in order that we may be able to

construe the reason and place of the Sacred Books, and the

authority of the message they bring As the previous disciphnc

has compelled us to study many religious systems and literatures,

we cannot approach the Christian without asking. Why do ive call its

Books Sacred ^ Why do we hold them authoritative i The world is

full of sacred books , they arc not coi^mon to one, but peculiar to

all rehgions The tombs and mummy-cases of Egypt are covered
with hieroglyphic and hieratic writings, books of the living God,
books of the Dead, with their moral laws, hall of final judgment,
and universal judge The palaces of Assyria are, as it were, alive
^ith inscriptions which tell of creation and the division of time,
the fall, punishment and deliverance of man Ancient Persia had
Its sacred books, which deaenbed man^s lost happiness, the birth of
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€vil, its conflict with the good^ and, not content with earth and time,

make immensity and eternity the open arena of the conflict India

is by pre-eminence the land of holy scriptures , there the Word is

indeed divine, no God made it, uncreated it ever has been, and js

awful in its sanctity and indestructible in its power China has its

sacred books, as numerous as its religions,—Confucian, Taoist,

Buddhist Mexico and Peru embodied their faith in pictitred

histones Ancient Greece and Rome believed in their (to us) gross

and grotesque mythologies Buddhism has its Ti ipitakaSy which its

various branches recognize, and on which its several schools build

,

and Islam, Sunnite and ShPite alike, professes to walk by the light of

its Koian Now, why and on what grounds do we claim that our

Bible stands, not simplv pre-eminent among sacred books, but apart

from them ,
in an order by itself, unique, authoritative

, the one true

revelation of the true God ^ The question is not to be answered

by an appeal to the authority of an infallible and authenticating

Church, for the Chuich assumes and builds on the truth of the

very Word it is called in to authenticate To base the ante-

cedent on the consequent authority is more convenient than reason-

able ,
but, happily foi truih^s sake, there is no basis so secure as the

reasonable, so insecure as the convenient Men have been too long

asked to believe in the Bible because of its supernatural character

^and evidences may it not be time to ask men to belie\e m it for

natural reasons ? Would a world without a revelation be morO natural

and more reasonable than a world with one ^ If the world be created,

then whether is it more agreeable to reason to conceive its Creator as

a Deity who will not, or as a Deity who must, speak to His

creation ^ Agnosticism, as now stated and taught, assumes

not simply the, impotence of the human, but of the divine

reason, for a God man cannot know is at the same time a

God that cannot make Himself known Our inability to reach

Him IS possible only because of His inability to become intel-

ligible to us But a livmg God cannot be silent , He must speak,

and to speak is to reveal Himself A nature that exists through

such a God is a nature that must have a revelation To be without

it would be to argue that He and nature were divided by an

impassable gulf, that its well- or lU-bcing was no care or concetn of

His The univeisal being of sacred books but proves, on the one

hand, the relations of God to be universal—they are, for He meant

them to be , and, on the other, the pre-eminence of our Scriptures, for

in them the truth and life of God are seen coming with absolute

authority iflto the mind and history of man Their place «>nd

nature are made evident in a thousand ways by the character they

bear, by the persons or organs they U8e| hy the history they create

and control, by the kmd and quality of the truth they bnng^ hy" the
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work they have done and still do for men, for peoples, and for

collective humanity The ultimate evidence for the being of God is

the correspondence between the mind in man and the mind in

Nature , Nature develops mind, end mind interprets Nature ,
each

being so the correlative of the other that mind has no thought with-

out Nature, and Nature no being save through mind And in like

manner the ultimate evidence of the truth of God in the book is its

correspondence with the truth of God in the man , the implicit

Deity in the one is evoked by the explicit Deity in the other , or, as

used to be said, the witness of the Spirit in the heart attests the

truth of the Spint in the Word The man renewed by the Word is

a man re-made in the image of God , Ins lost sonship is restored by

the gospel of the Son

2 But it is not enough to have Sacred Scriptures
,

they must be

interpreted, and the interpretation must be at once literary and

historical m other words, have regard both to the form and matter

of the revelation

1 The formal, introductory or isagogic, studies have a wide range,

requiring, perhaps more than any other, educated faculty and the

scientific mind (A) There are sacred languages to master Theology

60 depends on philology that it is as little possible to be a theologian

as a philologian without a knowledge of the classical tongues

IS only through them that the Scriptures which arc the sources of his

science, the Fathers who made its beginnings, the Masters who built

it mto system, and the terminology they created, an be understood

Translation is foi the multitude—it does not serve the purpose ofthe

scientific inquirer or thinker, the intelligence he seeks can be found

in the originals alone The sources, the history, the terms, the

doctrines, the whole interpretation of theology are so bound up with

the Greek and Latin languages that ignoiance of them is ignorance

of it But the theologian must add to the classical an important

branch of Oriental philology, the Semitic
, for he has not simply

Greek, but Hebrew senptures to interpret, and they stand «o related

to the languages, traditions, and histones of Arabia, Egypt,

Phoenicia, and Assyria, that, studied outof connection with these, they

can hardly be said to be studied at all (B) Language loads to litera-

ture, and the sacred literature theology has to study is not simply

immensely rich and varied, interesting above all others in the

possession of man, but presents problems of the most delicate

character, soluble only by critical and often most subtle processes

(a) The texts of both Testaments have a history—nay, every one of the

multitude of vaned readings has a history of its own , and the scholar

must determine how the variation or corruption arose> how it is to

be detected and the onginal reading recovered, bow a pure text is

to be obtained^ and^how, with a view to this, the vanons families of
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manuscripts must be classified, handled, and appraised (j3) But there

IS a literary as well as a textual history, calling for critical faculty

and methods^of another order Every book, sometimes eiery section

of a book, has its own senes of problems—its date, author, purpose,

place in the canon, and right to stand there (y) And the canon

, has its owp senes of questions, external, but strictly correlative and
complementary to those raised by the literature itself—how it came
to be ? when it came to be ^ under what influences and b/ what
authority ^ These, though only formal questions—concerned, as it

were, with the mere shape and fashion, and not at all with the

contents or matter of the books we bring together under the name of

Bible—arc yet questions of surpassing moment In one aspect they

represent the distinctive and supreme problem set to tlie biblicd

•scholars of our day Our fathers knew it not
, for them the canon

was fixed , what tradition or ostensible literary claim had afiirmed,

ecclesiastical authority endorsed ; Churches decieed that so many
books constituted the canon, and that such and such men were their

authors But the decrees framed m ignorance or on rumour are

seldom wise decrees, and these synodical or conciliar decrees but

buiden and perplex questions othei^isc hard enough to discuss and

determine AVhat is the date of the Pentateuch^ How many
|iands and how many generations were concerned in its making ’

Where and by whom and for what purpose was it edited ^ What
relation does the Ijevitical bear to the Deutcronomic legislation on

the one hand, and 'the historical books on the other ^ At what time

did oui Psalter arise? To whom do we owe our Psalms^ Under

what conditions, with what purpose and aim were they written ^

And the prophets, how were they related to each other and to the

popular religion? to the priesthood and temple^ With what reason

are the books that bear their names ascribed to them? Did

they themselves wiite their books? or did they speak their

oracles and leave the writing and the editing to scholars

and to scrioes? Is, for example, Isaiah, or Jeremiah, or Zechariah

the work of one oi of several hands ^ If of one, how are the most

dissimilar literary phenomena to be explained ^ If of several, how
has the unity arisen ^ and how does the composite authorship affect

the worth and veracity of the book ^ Then, as to the New Testa-

ment When were our Gospels written ? Who wrote them ^ In

what relation do they stand to each other, to the various parties m
the Primitive Church, to the common oral or original tradition, and to

the development of thought and life ? Are all the Epistles that bear

Paul's name really Pauline ^ Do the Apocalypse and the Fourth

Gospel come from one and the same hand ? or do the Third Gospel and

tbO Acts ? These, and such as these, are the questions the theological

student to-day has to face and the scholar to solve Escape fi^om
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them IS impossible , they are being worked at m the study with all

the helps comparative science in the regions of language, literature,

history, and religion can command , they are being discijssed by eager

minds 111 university and college, they are reaching the people,

finding voice in the club-room, or lecture-hall, or debating society,

and even affecting the mind of the ready ]ourndli6t, who thinks little

that he may write much They cannot remain closet questions , and

once they become a common possession, they must be settled and set

at rest And this is a work in which the living men who teach and

learn theology must engage Student may not throw the burden

on professor, or professoi on student, but both must bear it

together, that it may be borne to a peaceful end
,
and the end to

be peaceful must satisfy both faith and knowledge True knowledge

can never be unjust to faith , and the faith that is unjust to know-

ledge IS but convicted faithlessness

u The material studies connected with the Scriptures are of three

kinds—historical, cx< gctical, and theological (a) The historical are

concerned with the people of the book and their great religious

personalities, with the progiess oi evolution of their law or religion,

and the mode in which it is aSected by both inner and outer condi-

tions and events (i) The cxcgctical studn s endeavour, by the help

of philology, archaeology, and the other ancillary sciences, to translate

and mterpiet the texts , while (c) the theological seek to co-oidinate

and articulate the unsystematizcd thought of the texts so interpreted

Exegesis deals with a book or text as continuous, but Biblical Theology

with the beliefs oi ideas of each wiiter , the former is satisfied with

the explanation of what he lias written in the order he himself has

followed, but the latter aims at a connected exposition and exhibition

of the truths he held There may be biblical excgtsis without

biblictil theology, but theic can be no theology without exegesis

Exegesis is literary, but theology scientific, it treats the writers

individually, but only that it may get a complete view of the mind of

each, alike as regards the organization of its beliefs and its place and

action in the collective history These studies are all intei -related

and mter-dependent
,

the history, thn liteiature, and the theology

must all be studied together and m living connection, in order to be

mteUigible The man must not be removed from his place, or the

book from its time, or the thought from its period, if the tiuth' con-

cerning either or all is to be found A revelation embedded in a

history must be studied as a history
,
the student who would know it

must study it in the order or mode of its coming The notions of

the later must not be carried into the earlier books—^these must be

allowed to speak for themselves, and their ideas must be interpreted

m the light of the cognate religions Thus we sec God at first con-

ceived as the Mighty, the Maker and Sovereign of Nature , then as
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the God of a people Ho has chosen, and, by the giving of a law, con-

stituted a nation *The laWs are moral man obedient is rewarded,

disobedient, is punished As the God who abides by His word,

whether it promises or threatens, He is faithful
,
while man, as he

obeys or disobeys, is good or wicked To feel guilty in the presence

of a God who punishes is to believe at once m the need of sacrifice

and in the holiness of the God who cannot look on sin without dis-

pleasure Hut there is something higher than the being able to

punish, the being willing to save, and so the idea of th|P placable

Deity rises into the idea of the God who must and will save, even

though it be by the sufiering and sacrifice of Himself And so the

process which began Witli faith in a God who was but personalized

might, ends with faith in a God who is the Saviour ot man Yet

the historical movement docs not cud, as it were, in a mere abstract

faith or conception, for the theology penetrates the history, the

history realizes the theology If God saves men, it must be through

man His transcendence must become immanence if Natuie is to bve

in and move through Him And His relation to man must be no

less real or intimate if by Him man is to live, and so He whet

bears the form of God takes the form of man, that humanity may

be saved The basis of redemption is in the nature of God
,

the

agent of redemption is the historical yet eternal Son And so the

highest Person of sacred history becomes the highest Pioblem of

biblical theology While the one represents Him undei^thc forms

of time, the other conceives Him under the form of eteinity—not

simply as an historical, but as a universal and divmc Person, come to

fulfil a purpose implicit in the character of God, involved m the

constitution of natuic and evolved m the course of history

II Ecclesiastical Chiist creates the Church, and the Church

interprets Christ Neither is intelligible without the other , raScally

to understand either, both must be understood With Him the old

world ends and the new begins The centuries that divide ua from

Him have been ruled by His name, and the civilized States of

to-day have risen under His influence His society has never ceased

to be, and it has been at every moment a factor of change
,

it has

disintegrated empiies and constructed kingdoms, at once worked

andwsuffered revolution, and its revolutions have shaken down

and Tbuilt up States, determined the course of history, the behefs,

hopes, and ideals of man, and of all that constitutes him reason and

Spirit To interpret the Church, therefore, is not simply to interpret

Christ, but modern history , to understand how oui civilization has,

come to be, and how it stands not only distinguished from the

ancient and classical, but related to Chnat as its efficient and determi-

native cause Here, then, we have a series of questions vast enough

for the exercise of the lughest critical and philosophical faculty
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1 (fl) There are questions as to the institution of the Church

What and why is it ? How is it related to the Kingdom of Heaven ?

Are they distinct or identical ^ Did Christ found it ? What was

the authority He gave to it, and whether was it given to the Church

as a whole, or to its several component societies, or to a special

order or sacred class ^ In what relation does His Headship stand

to the political and social organizations that call themselves Churches,

and the officialisms they have created? In other words, is it a

Headship^ of polity, working through and realized by legislative

machinery, or is it a Headship of the Spirit, active and actual

wherever there is love of Him and IIis truth ^ Did He institute

sacraments ^ What do they mean, and what were they intended to

effect ? (6) But the institutional become constitutional questions How
have the Churches of to-day become what they are ^ In what way

are they related to, in what degree do they agree with or differ from

the pnmitive ^ Did the primitive embody a s icerdotal idea ? Had
they a priesthood, a graded clergv, a system of ceremonial and

sacnfice? If they had not, how has the rise of these things

affected the ideal of religion ^ How have changes in the constitu-

tion of the Church affected the notion of the sacraments and the

idea and claims of the clergy^ Constitutional liistoiy is a com-

plicated study, possible only if the methods of analytical criticism

are followed Constitutions grow, the growth is conditioned , and

the function of criticism is to discover the reason and diiection of

change—whether due to evolution fiom within or adoption from

without, or both , and whether its tendency is to perlcct oi destroy,

realize or abolish, the original ideal Scientific method lias accom-

plished great things for our civil history
,

it will accomplish still

greater things for onr ecclesiastical It is well for man to cease to

live m a world of illusions, however venerated and venerable they

may be , and the criticism that restores him to reality saves him

from a bondage that may be all the worse for being revered and

loved

2 The intellectual history of the Church raises another series

of questions—those connected with religious thought and doctrine

First, it has to deal with Symbolics, or the attempts of the

Churches to formulate and reduce to system the truths they be^ve
Each symbol—whether so called oecumenical, like the Nicen^ or

sectional, like the Lutheran, Anglican, Westminster, Tridentme, and

Vatican-—has a history which must be written, a meaning which

must be explained, and, as standing in antagonism to or agreement

with other creeds or confessions, a significance at once common and

sectional, which must be made manifest by comparison Secondly,

each doctrine has a history, and cannot be understood apart from

Fathers stated it. Doctors developed it, Churches formulated it,

oples believed it
,
^d in each phase it appears in a new ^spect-*

s >
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chained, modified, ennchcd, or impoverished Thirdly, systems

have a history, ages when they begin, are built up, and are dis-

solved There is a mediaeval scholasticism, a scholasticism of the

seventeenth century
, one of the Catholic, another of the Lutheran,

and another of the Reformed Churches Each has its own basis,

method, and material conception or doctrine, by which the whole
system is organized and determined Fourthly, religious thought^

philosophic and apologetic, has a history Chuiches do not simply

think their own thoughts , the Zeitgeist touches them, quickens or

paralyzes their intellect, dissolves their systems or verifies their

beliefs A Renaissance comes with its new knowledge, a sixteenth

century with its new life, an eighteenth century with its deism and

prosaic rationalism, and the thinkers, whether within or without

the Churches, who attempt to renew religion by rc-stating old truths,

have as high a significance as the Father or schoolman The intel-

lectual history of the Church, conceived and construed from the

standpoint of the scholar, is not simply immense, but instructive,

as hardly any other study ,
teaching the student how to appraise the

claims of the Churches, how to sepaiate the essential and accidental

in doctrine, how to love the seekeis for the truth, and how to pursue

the scaich after it Without it there can be neither criticism nor

construction in the icgion of religious belief

3 But the intellect of a society does not work apart from its

moral or spiritual condition Polity, theology, and religion, while

distinct, are yet inseparable , they possess a common character and

express a common life There is nothing that judges polity and

• doctrine Ijke the history of godliness , it shows whether they tend to

enrich or impoverish life Hence, it is not enough to study the

morphology of the body ecclesiastic , its biology, in the proper sense

of that term, must be studied as well It has two aspects, the per-

sonal and the collective , or the life as realized, first, by representative

men, and secondly, by the society as a whole The spirit of a Church

IS expressed in the characters it forms and the persons it canonizes
,
its

saintsi^mbody its ideal of saintliness, and so are its most character-

istic creations, types of the manhood, individual and social, it seeks

to realize It is a significant thing to find out whether a society

most loves the ascetic, monastic, mystic, or puritan ideal, whether it

praisSi more the devoted ecclesiastic or the beneficent citizen , whether

its high rewards are for the sectional or the humaner virtues Then,

its collective life must be studied, how it binds together belief and

conduct, its manner of serving man and the State, its modes of ex-

pansion and amelioration, its missions, beneficences, philanthropies,

policies , m fi word, its endeavours to further, not its own being, but

God s kingdom upon earth The Greek Church claims*to be orthodox,

the Latin to be catholic ,
but without the note of goodness or god-

liness no Church can be true, and with it no Church can be false.
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4 But the Church must be studied on its secular and real; as well

as on its political; intellectual, and religious side It stands on the

plane of universal history, translating its thought and life into action,

helping to determine the course and destinies of States and civiliza-

tions Churches and States stand in mutual relations, reciprocally in-

fluenced and influencing ,
indeed, divorce between these is so impos-

sfible that the most radical Free Church theory may be described as a

method for augmenting rather than lessening the action of the Church

on the State Science cannot allow the unity and continuity of history

to be broken, the division into sacred and profane ” being to it as

unreal as the division into ancient and modern ” While the Church

may, under one aspect, be conceived and handled as a living organism,

it must, under another, be construed and described as a member of a

vaster body, intelligible only when viewed in relation to the larger

whole to which it belongs The ancient woild organized the Church,

the Church organized the modern world, and so the inevitable ques-

tion emerges How, whv, under what conditions, by what forces,

with what results, have these things been done ? To ansTHer this

question, it is necessary first to discuss the attitude of the primitive

Christian societies to the empire, their action on it, its action on them

,

the changes incident to the conversion of Constantine and the estab-

lishment of Christianity ,
the wav it furthered the organization of the

Church on the old imperial lines, the continuance under changed

forms of the ancient pontifical attributes and religious prerogatives of

the emperor, the gradual transference of these, as his power decayed,

to the Bishop of Borne, and the consequent emergence of a new
imperialism The Roman Church is the child of the Roman Empire

,

it could tis little have been without Caesar as without Christ,

its ideals, policy, methods, being such as became a transformed eternal

city rather than a realized kingdom of heaven But the impenalized

Church has its own peculiar activities creates infant, nurses feeble,

commands mature States
,
promotes order, limits tyranny, comes to

tyrannize, is honoured, obeyed, resisted, broken, with the result that

new Churches with new ideals and influences arise And so, seqpndly,

there must be inquiry into the civil and political action of all the

Chi?Lrche8,howtheyaffect progress, order,freedom, the happiness and well-

being of peoples This is a study in comparative politics and histo-

nes, forcing us to look into the varied vital relations of the ecclesiastical

ideal to the realities of the social and civil State, as illustrated by the
action ofRome in the States she created and still controls,and the action
of Protestantism, and the various types of Protestantism, m the States
she expanded, founded, educated,and still guides Thirdly,the Churches
have affected literature and art The religion that does not quicken
and fill the imagination does not satisfy the spirit or ennch the life, and
the Church that is inimical to literature or injurious to the highest «<;
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18 false to rebgion , while aif alienated literature and a debased or

sensuous art meau that the Church has ceased to be a force that

makes for culture, and become unable either to understand, interpret,

or realize those sublime truths that ought to be the inspiration and joy
of man Thus, viewc# on its real or secular side, the history of the

Church ought to show the progressive realization, in all the forms of

personal and collective being, of the grander Chiistian ideals To
see what ideals the Churches consider the grander, and how they
achieve, or seek to achieve, their realization, is to be made to under-

stand the degree in which they are Churches of Christ

III Constructive Theology is not simply a cycle of historical

sciences, but the science which has, abo\c all others, to do with the

exercise of the reason, the direction of the conscience, the education

of the heart, and the conduct of life It is not a mere branch of

historical archaeology) concerned with the discovery and resuscitation

of a dead and buried world , but it is a living science—a science of

life, and for the living It lives^ for it looks eagerly into all the

provinces of knowledge foi material that may add to its already rich

stores The investigations that, by widening the universe, fill and

inspire the imagination, peopling space with worlds and eternity

with creative toices and activities, the discoveries that have restored

the languages and literatures of long decayed empires, the specula-

tions that have giicn us the ideas of law and order, evolution and

progress, have all enlarged the domain, clarified the vision, refined

the spirit, sifted, tested, exalted the ideas of Theology And, as it

lives, it gives life, lifts man above the tyranny of the sensuous and the

temporal, softens for him the mysteries and the miseries of being,

cheers him with immortal hopes, brings his dim and narrow existence

under the inspiration and governance of the transcendental and

divine To accomplish this it has a threefold constructive discipline,

—Doctrinal, Ethical, and Political

1 Constructive or systematic Theology is the interpretation an^

articulation of the truths or material supplied by the philosophical

and historical sciences in terms and forms intelligible to Imng
mmd and relevant to living thought It is not the study of texts,

or the exposition of Symbols, Fathers, and Schoolmen There is

nothing *80 fatal to constructive thought as the dominion of an

ancient council or a dead divine The spirit of truth did not cease

to live when the Fathers died , to be faithful to it, we must hold

Theology to be as kving now as it was then, and the living teacher

to be as much bound to find for it fib and masterful speech But

he cannot create it out of a vacant consciousness , he must come to

it with the sympathies, knowledge, and capabilities the historical

sciences have created To know the history of doctrine is to be

saved from many an error , it is to be made to understand the limits
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of the possible, to be made critical of cludities, doubtful of bnlliaut

generalizations or plausible theories, suspicious of a too visionary or

too adventurous speculation The man who has with open soul

studied dogma in its history, is on his way to the caution that is

true boldness , he will dare to build whenf^he has material, and

to refuse when he has none
,
he will test every stone he uses, and

will use only those that have stood not merely his test, but that of

time Still, his aim is to know the past that he may serve the

present, following it where it has followed the truth, but no farther

The supreme problem of to-day is to construct a Theology real and

relevant to living mind
,
a system so articulated out of reason and

history, so interpretative of Nature and man, so incorporating the

highest truths of all the sciences and the surest intuitions of the

spirit, that it shall force man to say Here is a system not suited

to the necessities and audacious*inf'illibilities df a Church, always

most errant when most authoiitativ^e , but so large, reasonable, com-

prehensive, that one must confess it a veritable intellectual system of

the universe Constiuctive Theology is the interpretation o£ Nature,

man, and history, through the conception of the God who is at once

their first and final cause The moie vciacious this conception, the

more veracious the theology The system that builds on and

expounds the dogmas of a Church, is but that Church's system
,
but

the Theology which is throughout determined by the notion of the

God and Fathei of our Lord Jesus Christ is a Christian Theology

2 Constructive Ethics Theology cannot remain a mere intel-

lectual system ,
it must be applied to the regulation of life It

touches ethics both on the speculative and practical sides on the

one side it deals with the basis and idea of duty
,
on the other, with

this as realized in and interpreted through an historical ideal

Theological arc essentially transcendental ethics
,
then ultimate idea

18 an absolute yet personalized law—a concrete yet unconditional

eategorical imperative But Christian ethics are the realization of

the theological , as it were, the beneficent energies of God expressed,

embodied, made real and efficient in an historical peraon Christ's

law of love is but the application to human conduct of the principle

that determines the divine will From the double bases thus

supplJbdj Constructive Ethics have to build up an ideal vf character
,

define^ develop, and enforce the duties that bring the perfect life

The idea of man in the ethics but translates the idea of God in the

theology , their aim is so to secure the godliness that is godlikeness,

that the will reigning iii heaven may be realized on earth

3 Constructive Politics As the highest constructive achieve-

ment of philosojihy is an ideal republic, and the loudest dream of
the philosopher the mode of its realization, so the final function of
theology 18 to unfold its ethical contents into an ideal of society
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and the State, though as one that can be satisfied only by the com-
prehension and perfection of all mankind Christ came to found a
kingdom, and were his purpose fulfilled, the Church would disappear

in the State, or the State in the Church—t e
,
His truth would so

penetrate and change all peoples and societies that they should be
through and through and lu all things Christian The law that

governs the good man ought to govern the good State , the inter-

national laws of Christian peoples should be but the transcript of the

law that binds a man to love his neighbour as himself And
Theology, undismayed by the failures of the past, should inspire the

present and create the future by boldly bidding the imagination

depict the ideal city of God that her sons may realize it

iv
*

1 We are now in a position to discuss, though it must be most

briefly, the right of Theology to be considered an academic discipline

It is indeed so vast a cycle of sciences, that unless it be academically,

it can never be really or exhaustively studied It requires so many
teachers, specialists all—philosophers, philologians, historians, critics,

archiBologists, exegetes, constructive scholars and thinkers—that only

a University could make a home spacious enough to hold them, and

rich enough to supply the material they need And its studies are

educative—so much so, that the theological arc the onlr sciences that,

taken alone, could they be so taken, would give a really liberal edu-

cation They cultivate every faculty—philosophical, linguistic, his-

torical, critical, literary, and, above all, those architectonic faculties

that find among the rum criticism has worked only the materials

for a nobler and more stable structure To pursue them a man must

have the imagination that at once sees and realizes the past , the

sympathy that keeps him so iri love with men that he can, however

divided by time and thought, understand them, and be just to their

opinions ,
the insight that refuses to be blinded either by prejudice or

partiality, the judicial sense that feels the sectary’s passion as little

as the cvnic^s disdain , the patience that grudges no labour and knows

no fear m the search for truth , the openness of mind that can bear

suspense and set judgment free till the case be fully heard and

justly closed And the sciences the theologian studies correspond to

the faculties they exercise and cultivate They are the sublimest and

most far-reaching of the sciences, deal with the most universal, abiding,

and sovereign elements in human nature, the mightiest forces in his-

tory, the grandest monuments of literature and art, the most wonderful

social phenomena, the most silent yet most irresistible factors of

political evolution and change On the lowest ground, to deny Jthese

sciences an academic position would be to leave the cycle of know-

ledge incomplete , on a somewhat higher ground, it would be to

YOI LX Q
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divorce studies whose union is necessary to the wholeness and harmony

of a people’s life Man does not live by bread alone
,
in its strength

he can never either be or do his beat The utilities are not the great

forces of discovery , Nature hides her choicest secrets from the man
who seeks them for greed or gam Man is ruled by his ideals ,

he

sees by the light of large and living ideas^ and if he lives in an

atmosphere where they cannot breathe^ the best of himself will die

in their death To hold everything worthy of knowledge but the

faith by which he has lived^ is to hold the accidents of life better

than its essence Theology may not create religion, but religion

cannot abide without Theology
,

if it be not dealt with as truth, it

will not long be believed as true, just as to spare a Church out of

reverence for its past, or out of pity for the feeble-minded, is but to

dpom it to a sterner death But religion is too essential to man to

be dismissed from the field of his inquiries ,
and while it stands

there the sciences concerned with it ought to fill as large a place in

the academic system as religion itself fills in the history and mind of

man The University that wants them is without the studies that,

more than any others, are needed for the complete education of man
and the complete interpretation of his universe

Of course, to plead for Theology as an academic discipline does not

mean that it be made either the universal or the only discipline

Theology to be a real study must be loved While the heart alone

can never make a theologian, the theologian can never be made

without heart, and heart in and for his work Few things, indeed,

are harder than to be a pious divine The truths men delight to

meditate on only in moments of holy rapture are by him sub-

jected to the hardening process of analysis But all the more docs

he need to hold his soul pure by keeping it open to God, and his

heart tender by keeping it open to man If Theology be not loved,

the discipline will not eaucatc Perfunctory and compulsory

drill IS more likely to be harmful than beneficial Men will not

love religion the better that they must, in order to a pass degree,

be coached in its rudiments , scamped work never yet awoke love or

quickened faith in the man who had to do it The best security for

religious education is the religious educator , without him rules for

unready learners will be enforced in vain Academic Theology is for

the training of theologians, and ought to stand as a secondary and

special after the primary and general studies, with a course at

least equal in length to these Physical science, confident of its

own sufficiency, may claim to be able to dispense with the Litem

Humamorea ,
but, for my part, I feel that Theology is most honoured

by making no such claim It is too universal in its relations to be

able to stand alone , it will disclose its best treasures only to those

who come to it cultivated by the study of the humaner letters
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2 But this paper must uot end without a word of another kind
It IS a plea for an academic discipline in academic and educationH
interests^ but not m these alone The writer loves his science,

honours it, and would have it honoured of all men , and hf knows
no way of honouring a science but by zealous and unweaned
cultivation But he also loves religion, wishes to see it clearly

conceived, stienuously defended^ truly taught, fully realized, and
he pleads for a larger, deeper, wiser studv of Theology as the noblest

service now possible to religion Our scepticism is mainly a thing

of Ignorance J its conceptions of religious truth and history hardly

rise above those of an ill-taught schoolboy One is amazed to find

the absurd and puerile fancies that pass with the apostles of

Agnosticism and Positivism for knowledge of Christianity And
there is ignorance abroad because there is defective knowledge at

home We need a generation of trained teachers
, a great school

of Theology would, by the creation of the simple yet potent agencies

of new thought and new knowledge, introduce a religious epoch

The great theologian is the greatest of all human forces in religion

,

no sect owns him, for all sects feel his spirit and his power The
pritest made by a sacred caste belongs to the caste that made him

,

but the great theologian, though sprung out of one Church, belongs

to all the Churches, supplies them with truth, learning, literature

Peter may have done more for the organization of the Church than

Paul, but Paul did more for its thought, and so has been mightier

than Peter Two men, indeed, rise out of the* primitive Church as

sources of imperishable quickening energies—Paul and John The

system Paul has developed in his great Epistles—Ins doctrines of love

and grace, faith and works, righteousness and life, election and

sovereignty, the first and the second Adam—formed the mind of

Augustine, inspired the thought of Anselm, touched and quieted

the conscience of Luther, subdued the intellect of Calvin, and have

lived like a ubiquitous presence in the minds of the men who have

intensely feared sin because they so greatly loved God And the

lofty speculations of John as to God and His word, as to light and

life, love and truth, the Father and the Son, created theologians

like Athanasius, mystics like Tauler and Boehme, enthusiasts like

Francis of Assisi, and the great multitude who have loved quietude

and fled from self to God Men will never lose their interest in

things rehgious , Nature herself is the guarantee that he who speaks

most wisely concerning them will never speak in vain The school

that can tram men so to speak will attain a sovereignty such as is

unknown to the Cabinet of the most honouied statesman or the

Council of the best loved queen

A M Fairuaisn



AN OLD COUPLE

* Un paradiB perdu cat lopjours quand on vent no
paradis reconquis —IIbvav

Sc nuo\a Icirfrc non ti to^Iie

Memona —Pwr^ II

T
hey lived m a simple cottage, very much like ordinary folk

Their children had left them—married, and settled at a

distance, as children will ,
so, once more, they were all in all Ho

each other They had obtained permission to return to the garden

in which they had spent their happy and innocent days They
found the gate swinging on its hinges, and the fiery cherub was not

there It consoled them to return to the old spot, though their

conditions were so changed The air around the rose bushes was as

sweet as ever, and they soon grew accustomed to the pi;^cklcs

During their exile they liad become acquainted with those arts

that provide men with shelter against the heat and cold Accord-

ingly, Adam built a small hut of stones, and Eve plaited wool and

fibres into coverings for heyself and her Jiiisband As the ages went

on, and the population of the world increased, they no longer lived

in solitude The fact that the spring came full three weeks earlier

to +he valley where they had built their cottage than to any even of

the more sheltered nooks among the hills, led men who were begin-

ning to look on the earth with practical, business eyes to settle

near them The old gate, swinging on its hinges, presented no
obstacle to the enterprising young colonist, and the inhabitants of

the moss grown tenement smiled, and held sacred the secret that

the new comers had intruded on the precincts of Paradise From
the settlers they learnt many facts concerning the advance of the

world, the arts of navigation, commerce, government, and war But
they remained a recluse old couple It was only very rarely

that a neighbour looked in, and chatted with them, as one does chat

with the aged, of those matters th6,t will interest and delight

them Women pitied Eve, believing that she was childless, and
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noticed with compassioa her maternal manner to their little onef
To lovers she was somewhat austere , it was impossible to her to

imagine courtship otherwhere than in the bowers of Paradise She
listened attentively when any spake to her of death , without violence

or bloodshed she thought it must be tranquil as the deep sleep

from which she woke when life was given to her Tidings of war
greatly affected her, but beyond all other things she was distressed at

the sight of children quarrelling She would part the little dispu-

tants, and, taking them on her knee, would tell them a story of two
brothers who quarrelled till one of them grew so angry he slew the

other in a field, and then went away from his parents very sorry, and
could not come to live with them again for shame But she did not

speak, even to the little children, of God Now and then she dropt a

quiet tear on them, and their mothers would diaw them away, saying

they were sure now she must once have hfeld in her arms a baby

of her own
In appearance Eve was exceedingly giacious and beautiful, full of

reticence and dignity
,
people always spoke of lier as a ladv, and

whispered to one another that she had come of good stock To her

husband she was full of a wistful courtesy
, it seemed as if he had

made some sacrifice in mairying her, and her devotion was mingled

with gratitude In Adam there was less that was peculiar than in

his wife He woiild stand often on his threshold m the evening and

look out lie had forgotten that centuries had passed by, and was

still yearning for the return of his firstborn—the wandeier It was

Eve who m the spring-tide turned to the meadow where the lambs

were playing, and she always went alone When she came back

she would put her arms round her husband’s neck and kiss him

He did not understand that she was come from a grave , but he

was grateful for the kiss, and drew her away to look at the young

sprouting blades of corn He had become a husbandman, and

was skilled in the tilling of the giound E\e never looked happier

than when he came home hot and hungry from working in the fields

She loved to set his meal, lay her head on his knee, and listen to

his talk of the wonderful new ways of raising crops and planting vine-

yards He was busy and contented, and there was no regret in his

face But their conveisation did not always turn on commonplace

matters On winter evenings they often discussed ancient

history, and showed a familiar acquaintance with the stories we now

read m the early chapters of Genesis Sometimes they would

quarrel and grow sullen, or violently disagree Then Adames voice

would be heard in reproach, or Eve^s in contention, and Adam would

walk out, and lean against the old swing-gate that seemed to be the

natural boundary^ 6f his little domain When Eve saw him leaning

against the gate, and apparently forgetful of her, she would steal up
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to him softly, and they would walk home togetheri a new light m
their eyes All age had passed from their faces^ and there was

majesty in their least caressing touchy for they had no suspicion of

intruders, and thought only of each other After these hours of

reconciliation, they would speak of quite another time in their lives,

when evidently there had been deep accord between them ,
then,

an5 then only, was Eve heard to laugh,—a silvery, ringing laugh, full

of unimaginable mirth, and Adam, diunk with the witchery, would

grow eloquent and tender

As the ages passed on, though somewhat old-fashioned, they

learned to read and write, for they were of strong, vigorous faculty

,

and, as they attracted and retained the love of all who visited them,

they had intercourse with friends in various parts of the world One
traveller—he was an American—^kept them regularly supplied with

newspapers , these Adam read diligently to his wife , and his keen

brown eyes looked up at her from their pages, without spectacles, as

lustrous and fervid as when he repeated to lier his conveisation with

the archangel Baphael He learnt all about the slave-trade, and

the excitement of Livingstone^s discoveries, stories of travel and

exploration were peculiarly interesting to him, for he was haunted by

the superstition that some day one of these wonderful discoverers would

come across his lost boy Cain, he felt sure, was still a wanderer, and

an exile he looked for tidings of him, when he heard of the discovery

of a new world , and later on, in the nineteenth century, when

no murderer—but he checked himself, and resumed, in his thoughts,

—

when no lost person could remain hidden, even though he were lying

at the bottom of some deep Alpine cleft, there seemed really a fair

expectation that some clue to the missing one would be found He
even began once a desciiption of his boy, as he looked when he last

saw him, with the intention of forwarding it to the Time^, but his

wife bade him reflect that, if their son weie still living, his costume,

his skin, and the manner of wearing Ins hair would be changed

A little before the time at which I am writing a serious grief

befell this worthy old couple, and I fear it will be long before they

will recover from the eflects of it Though, as I have hinted, they

to some extent kept pace with the world, and had probably heard of

the French Eevolution, the works and influence of the great thinkors

were unknown to them They could scarcely, indeed, be expected

to feel interest in philosophy, holding as they did the simple clue

to the mysteries of the universe The literature of the Middle

Ages they had always found excessively tedious, but they were well

versed in modem poets and authors, and would sometimes remark of

a favourite volume that it might have been written in their own
garden One day " The Earthly Paradise " was brought to them by
an English traveller# They were sitting together under an almond
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tree—^one that they had planted m £den^ because it was the first fair

creature that had greeted them in the wilderness^ when they were
dnven from their home by the flamiug sword The tree stretched a

bough of pink blossom, clear against the blue sky, above their heads^

and they sat—the young Englishman noted^ as he turned back to look
at them, after bidding farewell—serene and without curiosity, the book
unclosed upon their knee This was before they had received the in-

telligence that so troubled them as quite to overcloud their lives I
cannot enter into the details of their religion, enough that they had
always believed it a happy thing to be born, and had neyer regretted

that they had peopled the world, even though they had brought sin and
death into it by their one rash act of disobedience For, though God
had forced them and their offspring to labour and to suffer, He
had lievcr withdrawn from them the comfort and solace of love It

is doubtful indeed whether they would ever have learnt to care much
for each other in Paradise, where there was neither peril nor dis-

comfort Adam once confessed to his wife that it was not until he

saw tears in her bright eyes that he felt the longing to cherish her

replace the old covetous desire of her beauty In like manner
it was when Adam returned from his first day of distress and fatigue

with the spade that Eve felt a wifely tenderness spring up towards

him 111 her bosom, and from that hour it was her chief happiness to

mend his clothes, prepare his food carefully, and make his seasons of

rest from labour full of refreshment and delight In Eden,^^ she

said, therd was nothing we could do for each other, and now we
are quite dependent ”

It must not be imagined that these two old people never thought

regretfully of the days when evervtliing happened just as they had

planned , they often grew gloomy and impatient, and when they found

bad desires and yslfish hopes creeping into their minds, their terror

and astonishment were indescribable But, as I have said, they never

doubted that life wts a blessing, that Providence was kind, and happi-

ness within the reach of every human creature I now come to the

cause of the great misery that is at present disheartening and dis-

turbing them It has reached their ears that over wide tracts of

Europe there arc people, not suffering from war, famine, poverty, or

^pestilence, who yet bitterly bewail their lot, arc inclined to think

Hhat the most satisfactory moments of their lives are those spent m
sleep or in forgetfulness, and desire only to 'divert themselves, at

whatever cost, till they die When Adam heard of the strange

lunacy that had thus befallen his offspring, he exclaimed,

“ Let these young people fall m love and marry '' That they

cannot do/^ replied sadly the young European they were

questioning, ''they love no one but themselves If they see a

beauliful object or creature, they no longer desire to foster it, but
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to destroy or to consume it ” They are afraid of God > it is as

when we hid ourselves in the garden/' Eve whispered to Adam
On the contrary/' rejoined their guest, they do not believe in

any God, and they have no fear of punishment " Yet surely

sometimes they feel grateful , that, it seems to me, is one of the

things that make up for having done wrong In my youth I lived

a quite blameless life ,
afterwards, when I had fallen into grievous

sin, those whom I had injured were kind to me It is the

blessings one does not deserve that are so precious/' added Eve,

timidly, and^id her face, that was blushing like a girl's, behind her

husband's shoulder But these people, who believe cverj thing is

getting worse, consider that life gi\es them much less than their

desert
,
even their poets, one of them especially, who was once full

of marvellous hope, seem to think that, unless men can retam in

their grasp for ever the delights and aflcctious that they prize, it

would have been far better never to ha\e possessed them ” And
do the poets say this ^ ” cried Adam, in astonishment ^^hy, we
two were in Paradise scarcely a twchcnionth, and yet " Eve

softly laid her hands on her husband's lips, and, turning to the

stranger, continued There is a little bit ot Paradise still in t\ery

human life, and its duration is probably as long as that enjojed by

the first two dwellers upon earth Wl are old people, and our

children are dead , I do not think I shall ever see my little ones again,

by-and-by one of us will be left alone , but we shall reniembci till

we die
,
pcrchaucc the unhappy people of whom you are speaking

have never made aiiv memories ^ Either they h ive been happy

once, and lost the secret of living over again their happy day*#, or

they care nothing at all about the past, and hold that every moment
should contain its special little portion of felicity, as a dewdrop

its spark of light " If they have lost the secret<K)f hoarding the

hours," rejoined Eve, very gravely, " they mcay well wish they had

never been born " *

After this, nothing was said over ill-ncws old people brood, they

do not get cxeited, or change colour, but thev Avake in the night

and turn over all they have heard, and repeat it to one another for

many days, like a piece they would get by heart I ftlt that this

would happen, when I left them, as I did, abruptly
,

for I had

divined their secret, and, though I am but a careless young fellow,

I had no mmd to witness the affliction of the worthy old couple,

whom m some sort I regaided as my grand-parents I have never

visited them again, and I shall tell no man the w ay to their cottage

They will live in my memory as I left them—simple, majestic figures,

their faces full of astonishment and pain I think of them fre-

quently after a hard business day, or an evening spent in fashionable

society And my one hope with regard to them is that I may live
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to be old enough to see men desire the simplicity they have never

lost Can it be that, m obscurity as great as that which hides them

from the eye of a busy world, the young and ardent are planning the

conditions of a life that shall be as blessed in desire and fruition

as that of the two )oung loveis, who, after the shedding of a few

natural tears at the loss of their early illusions, accepted their

lot, endured its haidships, shared its joys, and, redeemed by patience

and hope from its degradation, find the ample veais of age all too

few to recount the consolations of memory ^

Michv£L Field



THE PEOPLE’S PALACE.

"1^OW that the foundations of the Palace are fairly laid, and the walls

JL 1 of the Great Hall are rapidly rising, and the future existence

of this institution for good or for evil seems assuied, it may bej

permitted tb one who has watched day by day, with the keenest i

interest, the result of Sir ildmund Curriers appeals, to offer a few

remaiks on the manner m which these appeals have been received,

and on the mental attitude of the^ public towards the class whom it

IS desired to befriend

I It IS, to begin with, highly significant that tlie recreative side

of the Palace has not been so strongly insisted upon as its educa-^

tional side Is this because the working man, for whom the Palace

IS building, has suddenly developed an extraordinary ardour for

education, and a previously unexpected desire for the acquisition of

knowledge in all its branches? Not at all It is because the

recreative part of the scheme has few attractions for the general

pjLblic, and because the educational part, once it began to assume a

practical shape, was seen to possess possibilities which could bo

grasped by evejfy one Whatever be the future of the Palace as

regards the recreation of the people, one thing is quite clear—^that

its educational capacities are almost boundless, and that there will

he founded here a University for the People of a kmd hitherto

unknown and undreamed of

The recreation of the people, in fact, has proved a stumbling-block

rather than an attraction It is a new idea suddenly presented to

people who have never consideicd the subject of recreation at all,

save in connection with skittles, so to speak Now it seems hardly

necessary to erect a splendid palace for the better convenience of the

skittle alley The objections, in fact, to supporting the scheme on the

ground of its recreative aims show a mixture of prejudice andlguo^**

ance which ought to astonish us were we not daily^ in every busi-

ness transaction and in every talk with friend or stranger, encoun*
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teringj and very likely revealing, the mpst wonderful prejudice and

Ignorance One should never be surpiised at finding great black

patches in every mind
The black patch which concerns us, in the minds of those who have

been asked to support the People^s Palace, is the subject of recreation

There are enough music-halls What have the working classes to

do with recreation ^ If we give anything for the people it will be

for their improvement, not for their amusement To these three

objections all the rest may be reduced Each objection points to a

prejudice of v ery ancient standing, or else to a deep-seated ignoiance of

the whole subject

To deal with the first It is assumed that recreation means

amusement, idle and purposeless, if not skittles with beer and

tobacco, then the music-hall with beer and tobacco, the comic

man bawling a topical song and executing the famous clog dance

If one points out that it is not amusement that is meant, but

recreation, which is explained to mean a very different thing,

while a truer conception of what recreation really means may be

seized, then there remains a rooted disbelief as to the power of the

working man to rise above his beer and skittles It is a disbelief

jBOt at all based upon familiarity with the manners and customs of

the working man, because the ordinary well-to-do citizen, however

much he may have read of manners and customs in other countries,,

is, as a rule, perfectly ignorant and perfectly incurious as to those ofy

his fellow-countrymen, nor is it based upon the belief that the

working man is imperfect in mind or body , but on an assurance that

the working man will never lift himself to the level of the higher form

of recreation, simply because the ordinary man knows himself and

his own practice He desires to be amused, and according to his

manner of life he finds amusement in tobacco, reading, cards, music,

or the theatre

Consider the well-to-do man in pursuit of recreation He has a

club , he goes to his club every day
,

perhaps he gets whist there ,

very likely he belongs to one of the modern sepulchral places where

the members do not know each other and every man glares at

bis neighbour There is a bilhard-table in all clubs as well as a

card-room Apslrt from cards and billiards the clubs recognize

no form of recreation whatever There are not in any club that I

know, except the Sayage, musical instruments if you were to

propose to have a piano, and to sing at it, I suppose the uni-

versal astonishment would be too great for words At the Arts,

I believe, some of the members sometimes hang up pictures of

their own for exhibition and criticism bul at no other club is there

any recognition of Art There are libraries at two or thr^e clubs,

but most have none In fact, the clubs which belong to gentle-

men are organized as if there was no other occupation possible
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for ciTilized people in polite society, except dining, smokings reading

papei^, or playing whist and billiards The working men who have

recently established clubs of their own in imitation of the West-end

clubs are said to be finding them so dull that, where they cannot turn

them into political organizations, they have tolerated^the introduction

of gambling When clubs were £rst established gambling was every-

where the favourite recreation, so that the working men are only

beginning where their predecessors began sixty years ago

Of all the arts the average man, be he gentleman or mechanic,

knows none He has never learned to play any instrument at all

,

he cannot use his voice in taking a part , he cannot paint, draw,

carve in wood or ivory, use a lathe, or make anything that th§ wide

world wants to use He cannot write poetry, or drama, or fiction
,

be is no orator , he plays no games of cards except whist, and no

other games at all of any kind What can he do ^ He can practise

the trade he has learned, by which he makes his money He knows

how to convey property, how to buy and sell stock and shares, how
to carry on business in the City This, if you please, is all he knows
And when you propose that the working man shall have an opportu-

nity of learning and practising Art in any of its multitudinous|

varieties, he laughs derisively, because, which is a very natural and

sensible thing to do, he puts himself in that man^s place, and he knows *

'

that he would not be tempted to undergo the drudgery and the drill

of learning one of the Arts, even did that Art appear to him in the

form of a nymph more lovely than Helen of Troy

The second objection belongs to the old order of prejudice It

used to be assumed that there were two distinct orders of human
beings

, it was the privilege of the higher order to be maini^ained by

the labour of the lower, for the higher order was reserved all the

graces, refinements, and joys of this fleeting life The lower order

were privileged to work for their betters, and to have, in the brief

intervals between work and sleep, their own coarse enjoyments,

which were not the same as those of the upper class, they were

ordained by Providence to be different, not only in degree, but also

in kind The privileges of the former class have received of late

years many grievous knocks They have had to admit into their body,

as capable of the higher social pleasures and of polite culture, an enor-

mous accession of people who actually work for their own bread—even

people in trade—and it is also beginning to Mg perceived that their

amusements—even, which seems the last straw, their vices—can

actually be enjoyed by the base mechanical sort, insomuch that, if this

kind of thing goes on, there must in the end follow an effacement of

all classes, and the peer will walk arm and arm with the blacksmith

But class distinctions die hard, and the working men are not yet

all ready for the disciplined recreation which will help to break down
the bamers> and we may not look for this millennium withm the life-
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time of living men It is enough to note that the old feeling still

lingers even among those who^ a hundred years ago, Mfhen class dis-

tinctions were in their worst and most odious form, would have been

ranked aqjiong those incapable of refinement and ignorant of polite

manners

The third objection, that the people should only be helped in the

way of education and self-iraproveihent, is, at first sight, worthy of

respect But it involves the theory that it is the duty of the work-

ing man when he has done his day^s work to devote his evenings to

more work of a harder kind There is a kind of hypocrisy in this

feeling Why should the working man be fired with that

ardour for knowledge which is not expected of ourselves ? I look

lound among my own acquaintances and friends, and I declare that

I do not know a single household, except where the head of it is a

literary man, and therefore obliged to be always studying and

learning, in which the members spend their evenings after the day’s

work in the acquisition of new branches of learning One may go

farther even of those who belong to the learned professions, few

indeed there are who carry on their studies beyond the point where

iheir knowledge has a marketable value The doctor learns his craft

^as thoroughly as he can, and, after he has passed, reads no more
/ than IS just necessary to keep his eyes open to new lights

, the

solicitor Knows enough law to carry on his business, and reads no,

more As for the schoolmaster—who ever heard of a classical

master reading any more Latin and Greek than he reads with the

boys ^ and who ever heard of a mathematical master keeping up his

knowledge of the higher branches, which put him among the

wranglers of his year, but are not wanted in the school ^ Even the

lads who have just begun to go into the City, and who know lery well

that their value would be enormously increased by a practical and real

knowledge of French, German, or shorthand, will not take the trouble

to acquire it Yet, with the knowledge of all this, we expect the

working man in his hours of leisure, and after a day physically

exhausting, to sit down and work at something intellectual There

are, without doubt, some men so strong and so avid of knowledge

that they will do this, but these are not many, and they do not

long remain working men
The People’s Palace offers recreation to all who wish to fit them-

selves for its practice and enjoyment But it is recreation of a kind

which demands skill, patience, discipline, drill, and obedience to law

Those who master any one of the Arts, the practice of which constitutes

true recreation, have left once and for ever the lanks of disorder they

belong, bv virtue of their aptitude and their education—say, by virtue

of their Election—to the army of Law and Order Ihey will not, we

may be sure, be recruited from those whom long years of labour and

want of cultivation have rendered stiff of finger, slow of ear and of
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eye, impenetrable of brain We must get them from the boys and

girls We must be content if the elders learn to take delight in the

hand work which they cannot execute, the decorative work ^hich they

can never hope wholly to understand, the music and singing* in which

they themselves will never take a part

But they will by no means be left out They will have the

library, the writing and reading rooms, the conversation and smoking
rooms, with those games of skill which are loved by all men
There will be entertainments, concerts, and performances for

them And for those who desire to learn, there will be classes,

lectures, and lecturers At the same time, I do not, I confess, anti-

cipate a rush of young working men to share in these joys and

privileges This part of the Palace will grow and develop by degrees,

because it is through the boys and girls that the real work and use-

fulness of the Palace will be effected, and not by means of the men
Of course, there will be from the outset a small proportion capitble

of rightly using the place For all these reasons, it seems as if c

may be very well contented that the recreation part of the scheme'

has been for the moment kept in the background i

II Let us turn to the educational side of the scheme
(

When a lad has passed the standards—very likely a blight,

clever little chap, who has passed the sixth and even the seventh

standard with credit—it becomes necessary for him immediately

to earn the greater part of his own living It is not in the power

of his father, who lives from week to week, or even from day to day,

to apprentice Ins boys and put them to a trade They must earn

their living at once What are they to do ^

At the very age when these hoys have reached the point when
the intellect, already partly trained, and the hand, not yet trained at

all, should begin to work togethei, they are faced by the terrible

fact—how terrible to them they little know—that they can be

taught no trade They must go out into the world with a pair of

unskilled hands, and nothing moic Consider A country lad

learns every day something new, he learns continually by daily

practice bow to use his hands and his strength
,
by the time he is

eighteen he has become a very highly skilled agriculturist , he knows

and can do a great many most useful and necessary things But the

town lad, if he learns no trade, leains nothing He will never have

any chance in life, he can never have any chance, he is fore-

doomed to misery , he will all his life be a servant of the lowest

kind , he Will never have the least independence
, he will, in all

probability, he one of those who wait day by day for the chance

gifts of Luck At the best, he can but get into the railway service,

or into some house of business where they want porters and ^carnerai

There is, however, a great demand for boys, who can eatn fiye

a week as shop hoys, errand boys, and so forth Our clever
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lad^ therefore^ who has done so well at school, becomes a fruiterer’s

ladj cleans out the shop, carries round the baskets, and is generally

useful , he gets a rise in a year or two, to seven shillings and six-

pence
, presently he is dismissed to make room for a younger boy

who will take five shillings Shall we follow the lad farther ^ If

he gets, as we hope he may, steady employment, we see him next, at

the age of fifteen, marching about the streets in the evening with a

girl of the same age to whom he makes love, and smoking ‘‘ fags,’’ or

cigarettes There are thousands of such pairs to be seen everywhere

,

in Victoria Park on Sundays, or Hampstead Heath on Saturday

evenings, every evening in the great thoroughfares—in Oxford Street

as much as in Whitechapel, in the music-halls and in the public-houses

You may seeithem sitting togethei on doorsteps as well as prome-

nading the pavement If there is any way of spending the evenings

more destructive of every good gift and useful quality of manhood and

womanhood than this, I know not what it is The idleness and

uselessness of it, the precocious abuse of tobacco, the premature ai|d

forced development of the emotions which should belong to love at a

later peiiod, the loss of such intellectual attainments as had already

been acquired, the vacuous mind, the contentment to remain in the

lower depths—ina word, the waste and wanton rnm of a life involved

m such a youth, make the contemplation of this pair the most

melancholy sight m the world The boy’s early cleverness is gone,

the brightness has left his eyes, he reads no more, he has forgotten

all he ever learned, he thinks only now of keeping his berth, if h&j

has one, or of getting another if he has lost his last But there js

worse to follow, for at eighteen he will mairy the little jsiip of a girl,

and by the time she is hve-and-twenty, there will be half a dozen

children born in po/erty and privation for a similar life of poverty

and privation, and the hapless parents will have endured all that there

IS to be endured from the evils of hunger, cold, starving children, and

want of work

This couple weic thrown together because they were left to them-

selves and uncared for , they marry because they have nothing else

to think about , they remain in misery because the husband knows no

trade, and because, of mere hands unskilled and ignorant, there are

already more than enough

TChe Palace is going to take that boy out of the streets it is

going to remove both from boy and girl the temptation—that of

the idle hand—to go away and get married It will fill that lad's

mind with thoughts and makes those hands deft and crafty

In other words, the Palace will open a great technical school for

all the trades as well as for all the arts It is reckoned that three

years' training miihe evenings will give a boy a trade Once master

of a tyade his future is assured, because somewhere m the worfd

there is always a want of tradesmen of every kind There may be
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too many shoemakers in London while |hey are wanted in Queens-

land , cabinet-makers and carpenters may be overcrowded here, but

there are all the English speaking countries in the world to choose from

There can be no doubt that the schools will be crowded The
success of the schools at the old Polytechnic (where there are 8,000

boys), of the Whittington Club, of the Finsbury Technical Schbols,

leave no doubt possible that the East End Palace Schools will be
crammed with eager learners The Palace is m the very heart and
centre of East London, with its two millions, mostly working-men

,

trams, trains, and omnibuses make it accessible from every part of

this vast city—from Bromley, Bow and Stratford, from Poplar,

Stepney and Ratcliff, from Bethnal Green and Spitalfields Yet but

two or three years more and there will be 20,000 boys and more
flocking to those gates which shut out the Earthly Hell of ignorance,

dependence, and poverty, and open the doors to the Earthly Paradise

of skilled hands and drilled eye, and plenty and the dignity of man*
hood Why, if it were only to stop these early marriages—if only for

the sake of the poor child-ipother and the unborn children doomed,

if they see the light, to life-long misery, one would shower upon the

Palace all the money that is asked to complete it Think—with
j

every stone that is laid in its place, with every hour of work that

each mason bestows upon its walls, there is another couple rescued,

,one more lad made into a man, one more girl suffered to grow into

a woman before she becomes a mother, one more humble househoid

furnished with the means of a livelihood, one more unborn family

rescued from the curse of hopeless poverty

The remaining portions of the scheme, with its provision for women
as well as men, its entertainments, its Unnersity extension lectures,

reading-rooms, and schools of ait m all its blanches, can only be

fully realized when the first generation of these boys has passed

through the technical schools, and they have learned to look upon the

Palace as their own, to consider its halls and cloisters the most

delightful place in the world And what the Palace may then

become, what a perennial fountain it may prove of all that makes

for the purification and elevation of life, one would fain en-

deavour to depict, but may not, for fear of the charge of extiava-

gance

III There is one other point which those who have lead the

correspondence and comments upon the pioposed institution in the

papers have noted with amusement rather than with astonishment

It \s a point which comes out ” in everything that has been written

on the scheme, except by the actual founders It is the profound

distrust with which the more wealthy classes regard the working

men—not the poor, so-called, but the working mqn They do not

seem even to have begun trusting them they speak and think of

them as if they were children in leading-stnngs , as if they were
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certain to accept with gratitude whatever gifts may be bestowed
upon them^ even when they are safeguarded and carefully regulated

as for mischievous boys, as if the working men were constantly

looking for guidance to the class which has the money It is true

that the working men arc always looking for guidance, just like the

rest of us Lord, sena a leader * " It is the cry of all mankind in

all ages But that the working men regard the pcojile who live in

villas, and are genteel, as possessing more wisdom than themselves h
by no means certain

This feeling was, of course, most deeply marked when the great

Drink Question arose, as it was bound to aiisc We have heard

how meetings were called, and resolutions passed by worthy people

against the admission of intoMcatiug drinks into the Palace At one

of the meetings they had the audacity to pass a icsolution that

East London will never be satisfied until intoxiicatiag drink of any

kind is prohibited in the Palace ** East London * with its thousands

of public-houses * Dear me * Then, if East Lonaon x>as8cd such a

resolution, its hypocrisy surpasses the hypocrisy of the Sciibes and

Pharisees If, however, a little knot of people choose to call them-

I selves East London, or Babvlon, or Rome, andlo pass resolutions in

(the name of those cities, wc can accept their resolutions for what

they arc worth Whether the working man will adopt them and

p^t them into pi actice is another matter altogether

Let us remember, and constantly bear m mind, that the Palace is

to be governed by the people for themhche^f If it is not, better fqfr

East London that it had never been erected Whatever we do or re-

solve IS, in fact, subject to the will of the governing body As for passing

a resolution on dunk for the Palace, wc might just as well resolve

that drink shall not be sold to the members of the House of

Commons, and expect them instantly to close their cellars If

the governing body wish to have drink in the Palace they will have it,

whether we like it or not But it shows the profound distrust of the

people that these restrictions should be attempted and these resolu-

tions passed For my own part, considering the needlessness of

dnnk in such a place, the abundant facilities provided outside,

and the enormous additional trouble, danger, and expend entailed

by lotting drink be sold in a place where there will be every evening

thousands of young people, I am quite sure that the governing body

—

that IS to say, the chosen representatues of East London—will never

admit it within their wails

We do not trust the working man We have given over to him

the whole of the power All the power there is we have given to

him, because he stands m enormous majoiity We have made

him absolute master of this realm of Great Britain and Ireland

What could we do more for a man whom we blindly and implicitly

trusted ? Yet the working man, for whom we have done so much,

we have not yet begun to trust Walter Besart

VOL n r



KERRY A PLEA FOR HOME RULE

Early tins winter I was a whole month in Kerry, not interview-

ing only, but living with people of all sorts May I venture

to state, as the net result of my observations, my belief that moon-

lighting lb partly a survival of the old secret societies , that for the

most part the Kerry peasants really cannot pay their rents , that in

Kerry the League has always been weak and ill-organized, and that

this accounts foi the cruel way m which boycotting has there, moi»e

than elsewhere, been used for private ends ^ I found, moreover, i

(though I had been assured of the contrary) that in Kerry the vast

majonty, including nearly all the intellect that is not by fancied

self interest drawn the other way, goes m stiongly for Home Rule

I satisfied myself, loo, that in no part of the county have the tenants

been spending all their money on meat and drink and dress

,

that Communist ideas are unknown among them , and that their

reverence for the Catholic Church is unabated I noticed the wide-

spread disappointment that through legal technicalities the Land

Acts have often failed to give protection to those who most needed

and deserved it I saw that where a landlord treats his tenants as

human beings he seldom fails to keep in touch with them , and I

marked the old grievance, that, instead of having to deal with a

sympathetic chief, the peasant too often finds himself at grips with

the sharpest of chicaning lawyers, and that this is a sadly demoraliz-

ing experience * I saw, too, what I had, years ago, seen in Donegal,

men, who had improved a barren mountain-side, carrying up earth on

their backs, bringing sea-sand and ore-weed a day^s journey because

no lime was to be had, turned out because, owing to this unexampled

* “ Sure, I’ll get twelve months out of it for nothing,” replied one who was remon
strated witli for offering an impossible rent for the farm of a neighbour who had
emigrated One would like to know what \alae would be put on such a knave’s

interest m his holding
’
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drop m prices, they had got behind m their rents I heard their not

unnatural murmurs and the equally natural complaints of the land-

lords, who, themselves sore pressed, often cannot, if they would, abate

their claims unless helped by some sort of tabular nov(B ^

Now, a good deal of this is so true of Ireland in general that I

sometimes asked myself Have I found anything exceptional in

Kerry, anything that may help to explain what so mortified us lai^t

summer ^ For Kerry then did mortify us a good deal, and no
wonder, she was working hard to discredit the Irish oausc The
rest of Ireland was perfectly quiet till Lord Randolph's chivalry

began to charge in Belfast Even the American irreconcilables had
at last come to feel that violence was not only a crime, but the very

worst of blunders Common sense said " Do nothing that can

check England's growing sympathy The League and its organs kept

urging Irishmen, as they loved their country, to give no possible

occasion of reproach , to remember how the English Press always

takes a pait for the whole, and attiibutes to the nation at large some
purely local misconduct *^Be quiet was the mot (Pordre

,

but

Kerry would not obey News came of outrage after outrage, making

the friends of Ireland silent for very shame, and giving edge to such

Jaunts as that of the St Stephen's Review The Irish race is hope-

lessly bad They have not, nevei have had, and never will have, the

esbcj tial attributes of a civilized human being It was unaccount* '

a^le. too, aswrell as mortifying When last there had been (all

Ireland over) an aggravated outbreak of crime, all the foremost/

men of the Irish party were in gaol Had they been frde (wc were

assured) the agitation would have been kept within lawful bounds

Now the chiefs were all at their posts in and out of Parliament

Every one was full of hope, and that hope was felt to depend largely

on order being maintained

Nor did the outrages cease when the elections, on which they told

so fatally, were over They were even brought into greater pro-

minence by an alarming flight of newspaper correspondents

Interviewing became in Kerry an actual nuisance A pnest, m
other respects most courteously communicative, began at once

Delighted to see you , but one stipulation in hmine—no politics ^

I don^t know whethci you mean to write anything , but we\e had

* I had never realized so fully how the position of the small Irish landlord resembles

that of the old Roman freeholder He is broken down with mortgages as the other

was with interest, and often without fault of his own On this point Mr S Hussey, the

most prominent agent in Kerry, himself a landlord, wntes to me ** Moderate couasels on

both ^des would doubtless prexail if Goa ernment would reduhe their charges on estates,

and if mortgagees would consent to take, while the crisis lasts, the same interest they

would get in tne funds ’’ Ihis is worth considering no sane man can wish to get nd
of a whole class , landlordism, not landlords, is what the League is striking at It is

you,” said a non Nationalist pnest, “who are dnving out the landlords—you who
gave thirty millions to West Indian slave owners, and can’t spare one poor million for

them”
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sncli a succession of these gentlemen And of one of them (Mr

Verschoyle of the Fortnightly) Father O^Leary, of Ballymacelligott,

says he must have clean forgotten their conveisation, so contrary to

fact IS the version given in his article So obliged to bar politics

altogether
"

To us at home all this contradictory evidence about^ things so far

off became painfully puzzling We forgot that correspondents are but

human creatures
,

that a man^s notion of the situation depends

on his point of view—i e
, on those to whom he is consigned, or into

whose hands he falls
,
that these writers travelled rapidly through a

country of which till then several of them knew absolutely nothing

,

and that some at least were sent out to support a foregone con-

clusion In the multitude of counsellors (for every one of them had

his nosU um) there certainly was not wisdom , and, as there must

be something exceptional in Kerry—for was not Government taking

the very exceptional step of sending out Sir R Buller ^—many of us

longed to know what this something was

I was going northward, hoping to get pprsonal assurance of

what my Protestant Home Rule friends constantly assert, that, despite

all the bluster and bloodshed, Protestant Ulster will come
and, taking the right hand of fellowship so frankly offered, will herself,

beeomc the right hand of a Home Rule administration Go to \

Kerry said my friends, and try to find out the truth " I did ^

not relish the task , I knew how hard it would be Nevertheless^ I

flung aside the false modesty of shirking what so many had failed

m, and went, not for the first time, to the old county palatine, deter-

mining to be thorough and thoroughly fair, not to find what I brought,

but what was actually there

I knew there would be at least two sides to the question—good *

landlords and scampish tenants and agents honestly striving to make
the best of a hopelessly bad system , as well as harsh landlords and

oppressed tenants and wicked agents tyrannizing over both I

knew that in the bad old times (which in parts of Kerry lasted on
till 1870) plenty of tenants did not dare to whitewash {heir cottages

lest such a sign of prosperity should bring a rise of rent I

knew that Orange magistrates would sometimes have shots fired

through their own shutters in order to get their districts pro-

claimed^^, just as I was now told that Kerry emergency men
occasionally hack in pieces their own cattle, and " find

”
(as one of

them expressed it) the Presentment Sessions a better market than

any fair in the county "

* Sec some striking remarks at the Tralee besHions by Air D C Coltsman, senr
,
T P

of Killarney “ One of the oldest Holicitors m the county assures me, and my own
ample experience agrees with his, ihat many of these * malicious injury* cases are
trumped up^ and that many men who meet with disaster think they ve only to put
everything on the county or barony in order to get paid for it Most searching inquiry
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I knew, on the other hand, that too oftqn a well-meaning landlord,

failing onlvm tact, had been thwarted—a dead set made against him,

in which those joined who really loved him, and hated what they were

compelled to do I had known men thus discouraged till they sank
into apathy or left the country In fact, much reading and thought
and personal acquaintance with Ireland, gave me a sort of right to go
and try to form a true judgment about Keiry

A stranger on such a mission is handicapped by having so

much to learn all at once For one thing, he must guard against

being too much moved by externals, such as the hoptless-looking

dreanness of the bogland, so much drearier than Lord Beaconsfield^s

"melcincholy ocean” Nor must he forget that tlie lush peasant

often appears poorer than he is, that (owing to the same cause

which lessened the use of whitewash, and which it will take years of

Home Rule—^ e
,
of manly independent feeling—to eradicate) a man

for whose whole suit a Houndsditch Jew would not give \s bd may
be able to fortune his daughter with a hundred, or maybe a brace

of hundreds ” He must bear lu mind that squalor in an Irish

hovel does not necessarily imply that total destitution with which in

England we are accustomed to associate it Even m Cornwall and

^North Devon, moorstonc cottages look very dejected ” unless they

^arc lime-washed, and in many parts of Kerry, lime (having to be

f\ ( hed a score or more of Irish miles) is far too precious to be spent

on decoration

TV ell, talking much with puests, Protestant clergymen, landlords/

agents. Government officials, doctors, tradesmen, tenant" farmers , Jet-

ting every man say his say, not adopting the intei viewers delusive

plan of putting leading questions , I got together quite a chaos of

conflicting statements, out of which I am certainly not vain enough

to think I have succeeded in building a continuous foundation of

solid truth But I do claim to have cleared awav a few delusions,

and to have convinced myself at least of two or three facts

One delusion is, that the National League keeps up the reigu of

terror, and that therefore to suppress it is the first step towards restor-

ing order (see the Tory press, passim) On the contrafy, f found even

non-leaguers m Kerry testifying that the League has worked hard to

keep its outlying branches in order At Tratee, Archdeacon Orpen

told me of the attempt to boycot the sports, because landloids as

well as others took part in them “ The Harringtons,” he remarked,

" behaved very well ^ (Mr T Harrington, M P
,
is League Secretary)

'' They at once came forward and said These sports must not be

meddled with, or the Tralee branch will be dissolved” Lately^

again, some very foolish Leaguers at Glin boycotted the White Star

M needed into these claims on account of malicious injury ’ (Cork hrammery Nov 17)

This 18 very imf^ortant, followed as it was by a wiMiaual oj claims by Mr iS Hussey
and others
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steamers because they are built at Belfast This Vfns made a great

deal of in the English papers , but none of them, I fear, had the

candour to publish the stern rebuke sent by Mr T Harrington to

Father Malone, president of the Glm branch Rescind that ridicu-

lous and harmful resolution, or I will dissolve you at once
" Ah ! but the League works by boycotting, and that is the

unpardonable sin^^ No doubt it docs when driven to do so

Rightly or wrongly, it laid down the rule No one may take a

farm the evicted tenant of which was really unable to pay It

said in fact Pay your rent if you can , if you cannot, we will

try to prevent the land, tn which the Act oflS70recoffmzes yourpart

ownership^ from passing into other hands Thus boycotting is the

defence against land-grabbing, a practice which completely destroys

the hope of any effectual land settlement If the evicting landlord

could always get a fresh tenant on his own terms, Land Com-
missioners might proclaim till doomsday that the rents fixed m the

good times had now become monstrously impossible And how in-

veterate this piactice was in Kerry, an Englishman can form no con-

ception On the rich lands round Lixnaw, for instance, I was assured

that a farmer would pay any fine (of course out of bonowed money)

and offer any rent, in order to edge out another, and so save his son

from going to Ameiica Landlords and agents must have been morc^

than human to always stand against such temptation A landlord got
^

a letter from one of his tenants, saying that a fellow-tenant was weak,^^

and offering £400 down to be let into his farm as soon as he should be

broke The landlord leplied, the man had been long on the land,

and he would try to help him through , and before long, he heard of

that very writer denouncing at a League meeting the tyianny of land-

lords and the iniquity of land-grabbing Fve often, he said, " been

tempted to publish his letter, only he'd be shot if I did This

shows what land-grabbing was in Kerry , and this explains why
the hatred of men on strike against knobsticks is nothing to

what an Irish farmer feels when he is ousted by a neighbour

The knobstick takes away the strikers hope of bringing his

employer to terms
, but the land-grabber enables the landlord to

drive with his tenant^ a harder bargain than before, or else to put

him out of land of which perhaps his father’s and grandfather’s

labour has paid the fee-simple ten times over * Right or wrong,

the attitude of the League to the land-grabber is that which, in the

old days of re^rating, the English public would tfave assumed towards

one who, while the whole community was trying to bring down the

« ^ How different are the conditions of fanning in the two countries can only he under
stood after seeing for one’s self In Fngland the farmer has his ** plant ” (a farm m
good working order) found for Inm, and simply has to keep that up to the mark In the
vast majonty of cases in Ireland he makeH hu own **plaHty” and therefore feels himself
mrt owner of what is his own creation Hence the righteousness of Gladstone’s
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price of com^ went and purchased at the rate which by universal

consent had been ruled to be excessive ^^The landlord has the

monopoly of a necessary of life His price is too high , we can^t give

it , and, if we hold together, he^l be obliged to yield But if, when-
ever he has come down on one of us, there is always a traitor ready

to take the suflferei^s place, we canH help being beaten That> I

think, does not misrepicscnt the aspect of boycotting as seen with

Land Lcagueis^eyes, and, I take it, even the moonlighters^ action, so

long as they kept within the law and confined themselves to frightening

would-be land-grabbers, was along the lines of, and not unacceptable

to, though never in concert with, the League Tolerated as a sort of

half-ally, the moonlighter quickly began to woik on his own account

,

and the fact that sham moonlighters were soon in the field—mere

burglars and highwaymen, scamps of all sorts—proves that even in

Kerry, the land of survivals, a secret society was becoming an

auachionism

Boycotting, then, has no necessary connection with moonlighting

,

it IS the refusal to have anything to do with him who, m a life-

and-death struggle, makes a gap for the enemy They claim New
Testament warrant for it ^^With such an one, no not even to

.eat To those who take the purely commercial view of land-renting

\he whole thing seems as monstrous as if one should say You
bua'n^t lent a bankrupt's shop If he was not a fraudulent bankrupt,

it must lie empty But in the Irish peasant’s view land renting'

has never been a purely commercial transaction , and since 1870 the

law has supported him in his view Well, in almost every case of

eviction the landlord is setting at nought the peasant’s claim to part

ownership Of old he did it defiantly, as when thousands of famine-

stricken families were cleared out under circumstances which

called out the deepest abhorrence m the House of Commons^'

(Spencer Walpole, History of England,^’ vol iv p 350 ) Now, when

General BuUer will allow him, he does it by subtlety, often able,

thanks to clever legal advice, to take advantage of something in the

Acf^ But, even without such extra sharp practice, the evicted

tenant is badly off enough No doubt he has his inteiest," but

who IS tohuy it^ The landloid puts it up at^a sale wheie there

are no bidders, and buys it in for a few shillings f It is a fright-

ful deadlock You must have seen men who have been out ” three

and four years, looking on as the Land Corporation cattle graze on

* This was written last December , alas * things arc changed now “ Since General

Bailer went to Dublin/* writes an eye witness, sending me an account of the Glenbcigh

clearance, ** the dogs arc let loose upon us Ihose marvellous cross examinations

showed why such clearances were not sooner made
+ Would it not atop evictions if, instead of having power to sell the tenant’s interest,

the landlord was compelled to take it at a Government valuation, recoupmg himself

from the next tenant, and after deducting his arrears, to pay over the residue to the

outgoer ^
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pastures winch they feel partly belong to them
,
you must have talked

with them, and heard their story and marked their privations pictured

in their own and their children's faces, to realize how frightful

Could they pay ? Look at them, and you'll not ask that ques-

tion What IS the remedy, seeing that at present prices even ludicial

rents have become impossible^ A Commission of practical men,
in whom both parties will have confidence (including, therefore, the

best Nationalist lawyers) ^ But this is a work of time, and as

mortgagees can't wait, the League's pioposal of a 25 p c reduc-

tion would suit most landlords much better, unless Government will

step in and help the landlords with a loan As Archbishop Walsh ex-

plained it, it IS one of the two partners rcvdluiiig the joint property

because the other refuses to do so * At any rate, it is more logical

than Sir M Hicks Beaches haphazard wav of putting pressure within

the limits of the law on such landlords as have not granted concessions

For you cannot equalize your pressure Some landlords will jield,

otheis (and those the worst) will resist, and force you against your will

to help them in exacting their pound of flesh, even though (happily)

henceforth the police will not be allowed to act as sherifts' men,
marking and pointing out the houses where notices arc to be served,

but^will have to be strictly neutral

I met all kinds of landlords The well meaning, easy-going

man, who has let things slide,^' and whose aim on Grand Jury
and Board of Guardians has been how not to do it , who
has allowed his harbour to become useless for want of a little

dredging, and who resists the drainage of his town because it

will cost money, such men are at last thoroughly roused, but
thev don't seem to have an idea what to do They stay at home
and content themselves with grand phrases "It's a complete social

levolution, sir," said one of them to me, "nothing less And the

onlv difference between it and 1793 is, that I don't suppose they^ll cut

* Trades unions made trade strikes peacealde
, the T eague tried to do the same for the

strike of tinants— i strike, remtmher, uhich th< Comniissioneis admitted was justified
by the enormous fall in prices, and m which all the best of the masters have come round
to the men s terms

,
for that is what the reductions of I ords I ansdowne and FitzivUliam

and the Duke of DiAonshire mean If the Duke feels 25 per cent allowance is
n^ded on some of the best land in Ireland, and that on the back of manypieMOua
reductions what must lie needed on a Kerry mountain estate of which the rents haae
MwajrS been kept screwed up to breaking point / “ Why don’t they pay their rents or
go asks for the thousandth time tlie hnglish reader with the linauciers’ organ in his
hand Yes, but they can t pay

, Land Commissioner Mahony speaks as stron^y as man
can on that point

,
and as for going, wliy did we pass the I and Acts but because we felt

that in such a case it is cruelly unfair to make them go ’ I saw a farm close to the
KiUarney Black Valley—-well known to tourists—every held fenced with its own
stones of which, too, each had a huge pile in its centre An hour before my aisit the
man had been evicted “ We’ve ha<l it, he said, “ foi three generations, and when iny
grandfather tame, it was all like that,’ ])ointing to a patch of rushes and boulders Had
not tins man “an interest in his holding Ought he to be ruined because young stock
(his specialty) is down to a third its price ^

t This again has been wholly changed since Chief Baron Palles insisted that every
olficial high or low, should carry out the stnet letter of the law, thereby unconsciously
doing his utmost to make the repeal of such a scandalous law inevitable
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our heads off " " Revolution or not,” I replied, why don^t you,

as Mr Butt long ago besought you to do, put yourselves at the head
of it ^ Why did not the O’Connell of Derrynane do so instead of

sickening people by first posing as a Home Ruler and then as a so-

^
called Unionist, and then wanting to stait as a Home Ruler again ^

Ttou are all of you dreadfully sore because a lot of skalawags (as you
politely call them) have got hold of the reins But isn^t it partly jour

own fault ? A landlord who should even now throw in his lot with the

people would soon be king of Kerry ” There arc the good working land-

lords I met one who has always acted on his father^s plan of never

raising i exits, and to whom his tenants appeal as to a father * A fiiend of

his remarked sadly It^s beautiful,and I don’t like to say a word against

it , but it’s not the system under which people grow up with plenty of

backbone ” Then there is the effusively polite gentleman, who neverthe-

less has not only the hard bite, but the fcrrct-likc keenness of the

typical attorney Such an one assured me, in the suavest tones, that the

League M P *s arc a set of swindlers, keeping up the agitation for the

sake of their £300 a year, and answeiable for all the tenants’ un-

reasonableness \\ hen I mentioned Mr Gladstone he foigot him-

self His previous manner had certainly not prepared me for the con-

centrated fury with which he cried Please, don’t mention that man
I look on him as one who would betray his Maker lor the sake of

office ” And yet he was obliged to confess From all I can see,

the Tones arc going to treat us shamefully You hear what I think

of Mr Gladstone
,

yet I’d almost wish Ins set m again Last

spring the sheriff could make a seizure , but now, thanks to this

General, that’s come to be almost impossible The only thing for us

18 to sell as fast as we can and as high as we can, and clear out of the

accursed country altogether
”

Then there is the man whose grievances have driven him almost

frantic, and who therefore does not even try to cloak that outrageous

caste-pride which is to a great extent the cause of moonlighting

Not wholly moonlighting, like most other phenomena, depends on

several causes There was the old secret society machinery There

Was the raw material, too Rents m all Kerry, save in a few rich

patches, were never paid out of the land, but either with money from

America, oi with the wages of boys and girls out at service Since

the depression began, the richer farmers had been shortening liands,

and so Kerry had got full of headstrong idle lads, easily led away by re-

* Such appeals must sometimes be embarrassing A man from another countywas told

off to shoot the most unpopular agent Kerry, and was directed to stay with, let ns

call him, Mike feiigrue By some blunder he went tolim Sugrue instead lim*s land

lord was one of the >ery few who are m touch with their i)eopIe so, as soon as Tim
had learnt the stranger s business, he went straight to the big house and asked advice
“ Tell him he*8 known,” said the wise J P “ The thiu^ is safe with me , but let bim
be sure that if ever he shows himself m the barony he 11 te laid by the heels inaianter ”

The would be murderer went off, and the agent’s life has never been attempted since
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turned Americans, old Phoenix men, and such like Itwas an immense

temptation There were no sports—the very useful Gaelic athletic

clubs had not got down so far—nothing but the dancing Young

folks had grown ashamed of the old hreside legends, and yet did

not care for reading There was the charm of a quasi-military organiza- ,

tion, and the greater because forbidden charm of something secret

Besides, every Irish youth at any rate thinks he can help to set the
^

world right The spirit of the knight-errant, " who rides about

redressing human wrong,” is strong in him , and land grabbing

was, from a Kerry lad^s point of view, a clear case of wrong

^‘We^ll give them a hint,” thought many a young enthusiast,

"about standing shoulder to shoulder, instead of going behind

one another's backs ” " Ah, but what would wc have done

without our night boys said a Ke’^ry cotticr^s daughter to a

lady who was visiting hei in a Dublin hospital She meant that

but for them the cottiers would have been like a flock of sheep, out

of which the butcher unresisted singles what he wants This general

sympathy with the moonlighters (until the whole thing turned to

mere brigandage) is due to the fact (which I assume not from the

talk of tenants, but from the deliberate opinion of Land Com-

missioners, local and m Dublin) that almost all Kerry is immensely

over-rented Rent really could not be paid I saw this on some of

Lord Ormathwaite^s land, where the hunger-sickness was plain in the

children's faces, and where the hunted look of the men, e\icted or

not, bespoke the se\crc nerve strain that had so long been on them

I saw it on the Wilson Gunn property, near Ballybunion (and let

those who have been told that in North K( riy, at any rate, the

farmers are fat and feed well, remember that both these are in the

northern division
, while Castle Island, the centre of outrages, is in

the eastern) I saw it at Glenbeigh, where heretofore rents were

wholly paid with children's earnings * I saw it on the rich lands, where

the landlord has been, heretofore too often, met by a bank bill And
now, as one of the chief men in Listowcl piteously told me, " there^s no

ciedit at the bank and none at the shops ,
and if things don^t soon gpt

settled, wc*ll be destroyed heyond power of recovery ” Here, then,

was a wrong, which the moonlighter tried a disastrous way of righting f
" Feudalism,” too, as wc call it, has lingered long in Keiry One
* This was, as I said, written last December I am glad to find even so called Unionist

correspondents corroborating the fact that, till the depression, the Olenbeigh rents were
regularly paid

T Spite doesundoubtedly sometimes mingle with the landlord’s calculations about evict

mg
,
he knows hewill lose by it “ hand over hand,’* and yet he does it A high ofiicial told

luethat in regard to onepr(>pert^ ho had hopcs»of a settlement, because the tiusteewasa
hard headed mon^ lender, not likely to be moved to unprofitable liarsbnees by personal

considerations What a state of things does such a ground of hope m a fair minded
Lngli&hman rcaeal Spite comes in everywhere At Kenmare, Lord Lansdowne’s
subscription to the Diocesan Education lund was withheld till the names of those who
had the audacity to form a committee for welcoming Lord Aberdeen were gii en to the
agent
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lajidlord will say Why shouldn't they live on potatoes and skim-

milk ^ It's their proper food, of course Another Yellow

meal all the year round ? Yes, and let them be thankful they've

got it " In Kerry the squireens, exceptionally numerous, have been

exceptionally ovcrbe&ing And where a coarse contempt for men’s

and women's feelings has longest prevailed, there the reaction,

when it comes, is always fiercest How astonished Arthur Young
was at the treatment which the small gentry, the vermin of the

country,*' gave their serfs , and in Kerry such treatment was the rule

till yesterday Ah, but m Kerry there are many Catholic land-

lords " True
,
and among them some of the worst The influence

of religion has been naught compared with that of class pride

Among a people, then, over whom domineered a privileged horde

of squireens, shoneeriSy petite noblesse^ whose hold on the machinery

of administration made the law a mere instrument of tyrannv,'*^

there must always have been a remnant of desperate men, with hearts

sore and consciences darkened, and feelings like those of many
Krenchmen on the eve of the old Kcvolution Hence the hold that

moonlighting took on certain districts Whercvei men were most

downtrodden, and rack-renting severest, and the disiegard for the

cry of the poor most cynical, there had always smouldered

llibbonism, Whiteboyism, some form of that protean Vdinigenchti

which strove, too often by unmanly methods, to keep alive a flicker

of manly independence

And now for a few more delusions Fust, Separatism—almost

unfair name , for to link hand lovingly in hand is surely not to

separate Among Kerry Fenians, if anywhere, I expected to find

real Separatists , no, they have come to sec the folly of it They

want good markets , they want to be freed from the Cork butter ring

Their view is that of the farmer who said— Tf a fellow came here

preaching Separation, I and my sons would pretty soon hand him over

to the nearest police sergeant " The trust in England, in hei sympathy,

as well as m her earnest wish to do nght, was very touching

We'll get justice now that Englishmen are coming over and seeing

for thehaselves, and telling the people over there the truth about

us "—that I heard a score of times t froui people who had no idea

that I was going to wiite

* aaid Mr Goschen at Liverpool, “ \of iJte priithtfcof om I^pldud

IB what she is because (unhappily) till yesterday, the Vscetidancy were suit, administrators

of the Law, sole arbiters of justice

t With Separatism I may class disloyalty Are Lord Si)enctr and Lord Aberdeen
disloyal ’ To me Lord Spencer’s frank and thorough chinge, because at last he came to

recognize the power of the national sentiment, is one of the noblest things in modern

S
ohtical life Even the \ilc slander which alleged “ reasons ’ for Mr Gladstone’s change

id not dare to meddle with the man who (as I saw him in the autumn of 1 882) had
stood fearless against the roar of a whole people Think, you who lightly talk of dis

loyalty m connection with Home Rule, that the same man is as unJliiiehing now m
what we Insh know to be the rmhteous cause And there is no more loyal set of men
in these islands than the Kerry Home Rulers
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Next delusion, that under Home Eule the Protestants will be

molested Tins is urged by the very men who assure us that the

priests have quite lost Jheir hold on the peasantry , from whom,

then, IS the danger to be feared—from the pea8a|j^ts, who will have got

what they want, and whose interest it will be to keep right with

their chief customers, the English, or from the piiests, who, we are

told, have wholly lost the initiative ’ Nevertheless, I know this is a real

fear in many otherwise intelligent English minds , only the other day

an old college friend wrote “ I was in favour of Home Eule long

ago, but my difficulty is, will the Pi otatantb be left in peace?"

Perhaps you say, “ Look at 1641 ,

"

forgetting that 1641 was a

Land war , that the interlopers were Protestants was an accident

The world, too, has moved on since 1611 , the most bigoted

Protestant would not now, I hope, spit lush Catholic babes on

his pike, “ lest nits to lice should giow,” yet that is what "the

saints ” did who thought that God had given them the lush land to

inherit Intolerance u as on all sides a virtue then , if any in Ireland

still so account it, they are ceitainly not the Catholics It has

been shown ad nauseam hou, while Ilelfast keeps Catholics out of

all her offices of tiust and emolument, Cork, Watcrfbid, See
,
bestow

them on Protestants in a proportion enormously greater than that

of the respective religious populations The same in Ken y ,
in

Tralee the Catholics arc to the Protestants as ten to one
,

yet of

the twenty-one Town Commissioners chosen by popular vote,

seven*are Protestants Read Alfred "Vt ebb’s valuable pamphlet,"®

" Opinions of some Protestants as to their probable condition under

Home Rule , " better still, go and live in a strictly Catholic part

of Ireland, and see how you will bo treated I fearlessly assert

that in Kerry a Protestant has always received marked respect,

unless he took to proselytising The rector of Killarney said to

me " I’m not a Home Euler I’ve done many things (promoting

emigration, &c ) not likely to make me popular Yet all through

this bad time I’ve never locked my hall-door at night A man

who IS not mixed up with land has nothing to fear ” The_^ rector

of Tralee keeps quite aloof from politics, yet he and the Catholic

dean pull heartily together in every effort for the good of the town

At far-off Cahircivecn it is the same Ask Canon Brosnau, the parish

pneql: , ask Mr O’Halloran, the rector The former humorously told

me how astonished the Dublin Castle folks were to see priest and parson

coming arm in arm to plead with Sir M Beach for a railway from

Kilorglin “ They looked at us as if we’d dropped from the moon

,

but I think,” he added, “we favourably impressed the Chief Secretary"

Is not it an insult to human nature to imagine that cultured gentle<

* Five and tw enty yf^ars Hter they were hanging men and women Quakers la

Boston, U S»
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men, who have been working as brothers with their Protestant

brethren,^Will all at once be turned into persecuting dcmonSj because

the Protestant Mr Parnell and his friends are transferred from St

Stephen's to College Green ?

Alas ^ there has been active ill-feeling, but on the other nde *

Two clergymen in the south have been so boycotted by in-

fluential members of their flocks that their incomes have suffered

severely The curate of Donnybrook, too, expressed those National-

ist sentiments which, happily, many young T C D men share with

Professor Galbraith
,

pressure was put on his rector, and he was

dismissed True, the shop out of which the rector of Ventry evicted

a blacksmith for joining the League was boycotted , I saw it closed

and padlocked But the same would have happened to the priest

had he acted in the same way The only other case that I could

fand (and 1 searched much) in which a Protestant clergyman was

concerned, was that of the llev Mr Fitzmorris of Listowcl, a

thorough Nationalist I cite it to prove that, despite all efforts at

headquarters, boycotting has too often been used for revenge or spite,

instead of being confined to what the League deems its legitimate

object I believe things were thus — pillar at Mr Fitzmorris^s

gate was knocked over The police were told, and (such small mis-

deeds being so much more severely visited there than here) several

neople were imprisoned , among them a man who (everybody said)

was away at the time When this man got free, he went home,

l^oured in mind, and in a rage filed off a gun, and a child was shot

The punishment which followed was somehow connected with Mr
Fitzmorris ,

and his hay was boycotted " I went at once and

bought some of said Father Dan Harrington, l^nncipal of St

^ MichaePs College, Listowel And I told them,” he added, that

wasn^t the way to treat our friends So the boycotting came to an

end ” Here is a parallel to that miserable Curtin case, the aggra

vated horror of which makes a calm judgment almost impossible

Like Mr Fitzmoriis, Mr Curtin was a Nationalist, president of the

local branch The moonlighteis who attacked him were no more

League police than were the boycotters of Mr Fitzmorris , and the

savage boycotting of the Curtin family which followed was to punish

them for informing There had already been life for life, and that

(in moonlighters^ ethic*') should have sufficed

One strong argument for Home Rule is the number and zeal of the

* In the land war Protestants and Catholics stand snoulderto shoulder Harsh

agents are said to come down with extra harshness on Piotestant tenants ,
they don^t

lilce their sturdier mdej^endence I was told of a Trilee man cMcttd quite early in the

fight He was foreman at Messrs ilevington^s tweed mill (that oasis in the desert of

dead manufactures) His masters kept him on, and his Catholic neighbours kept his

farm empty, and 'when he was let back at a great reduction all those neighbours came,

and with much rejoicing ploughed and sowed his land for him A Protestant is the more

respected the more farmly he hulds what he professes to bclic\ c
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Protestant cleigy who have gone mfor it Priests, we arm told, don^t

count, for they must follow their flocks , an assertion whic% betrays a

comically invincible ignorance * Then there are the doctors the

schoolmasters, the commercial travellers and the shopkeepeA almost

to a man
^

Ny
I shall never forget one of the largest shopkeepers in KilH^*^®y*

a shrewd man too, for he told me how cleverly he had recovered

debt Somebody came in who never would pay me even a singfe

instalment, so I began talking to him about this General

good man,’ said I, ' and come to help the shopkeepers as well as the

landlords , and, as they say he does it cheap, I think Fll get him
to help me^ The fellow went out, and in the evening he re-

appeared, and said, quite casually, ^ I think I owe you something ^

‘ Do you ? ^ said I ,
^ well, 1*11 get the books and look ^

^ Oh, you needn't

do that , it's C2 13«
,
and here, Pve brought it, and that you’ll find

clears me ' So you see," he added, I've good reason for praising

General Buller " But about Home Rule ? " I asked I'm told

that down here in Kerry they'd kick it aside at once if they only got

a good Land Bill '' Don't you believe it, sir,'* he broke out, with that

tear m his voice " which one only hears in the South-west Look
at me ,

I've grown up, and I’ve grown old, longing for it And we
all long for it" The same with a faimer, one of Sir W Petty's

Protestants, near Kenmaic We sent up eighty- six members, not to

argue about Home Rule, but to get it for us Do you think the

Israelites didn't want the Promised Land ^ And that's our Promise^
Land , and you knov/, sii, who is the Moses and Joshua in one that'll

be preserved to guide us into it"t Meie sentiment, you say
,
but

sentiment counts Why, misguided sentiment, helped by the narrow

* My rdigjon enjoins chanty said a devout Catholic layman, “ and boycotting seems
to be a want of charity Uut sometimes wc must pre^ ent a man from injurmg others
“ I’ve grown up among this,” said a Catliolic dignitary, iiol a leaguer

,

“the people
ha\ e aH ays been suffering bccaubc you in England don t understand things Wc priests

try to mediate and when we a enturc to hint that wc do know somethmg of indi

vidnals- tbcir disposition and their paying power—an agent will often coarsely tell us
to stand aside and mind our own business ” ** If the pi tests hadu t joined the League,

half of us would ha\e been shot before now, said a landlord agent who certainly does

not love them too well

t He, like almost all Irish Vrotestants, was a strict Sabbatanau. His distrust of

Assistant Land C onimissioncrs was great “ ihe tenant has no chance with them,” lie

said “Ihe landlord has his case clearly set out by an able lawyei Ihe tenant’s real

grievance is lost in a rambling rigmarole that they won t be at the pains to follow out *

ills chief grievance, however, was tiiatf/irr// vent fishing on Sunday, asking leave, too, of
the very man whose land they had come to value ” It is not, of course, the Commis
sioners’ business to protect the tenant All they ha\ e to do is to decide whether the
land IS really worth four fifths of the Go\ernment advance lluis, the improvementa
(house, &c )

increase the udm of the and^ aud therefore warrant tliem m giving

more On the other hand, if made by the tenant, these should in ecmity ensure him the
laud at feuer gears* purchase But many besides the tenants think that the Commis
Sion should be i Court of hkpnty “ Ihe League,” a high official told me, “has pretty
well stopped one kind of land grabbing

,
the Commissioners must discourage that

other kind which I call grabbing against themselves ” 1 found the idea general m
Kerry, that landlords were eager to force on sales , and that the Commissioners were
not always careful enough to keep down pnees
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selfishness of London,* made the elections go wrong last July IVe
no space to argue about Home Rule , hut I know it would send such

a pulse through the extremities, that instead of three small tweed
mills, Maybury’s m Kenmare, Revmgton*s in Tralee, and another near

Killarncv, being all that keeps manufacture alive in Kerry (for the

Valentia quarries are closed, and so is the " Carrageen moss factory,

that brought € tOO a year to poor ruined Glenbeigh), there would be

a little mill of some kind in almost every glen

One more delusion Mr Verschoyle says Before Mr Gladstone

touched the land question, there was in Kerry no Agrarian crime, and
all loan as it ought to be But, as I have shown, secret societies^

all agrarian, never died out in Kerry Tnere began the Phoenix

Society, out of which grew Feuianism, which longed to throw off the

English joke because England would not deal with the land question

All this was long before Mr Gladstone had moved m the matter To
lay on him the blame of Kerry lawlessness is perhaps the most

impudent thing that even party rancour has ever attempted t

Remedies ^ One Kerry M P advises planting, and many acies of

waste aie good for little else, though many more may be profitably

’«>^orked bj'’ peasant owncr« Make the properties small enough

Even Ml Froude Fortnight in Kerry thinks the glens too thinly

peopled, and the land not enough divided Kerry could maintain a

large population, helped during the idle months by little mills (notlarge

factories
,
Heaven foibid), and on the coast by curing-houses, training-

ships, &c Do we want to hold our own among the nations ^ If so, why
diPwc go on casting out the bone and smew of our people ^ You can’t

get good soldiers out of city slums non lii^juventns oita paieniibus

Emigration ‘there must be , but let it be regulated, and not com-

pulsory Take Glenbeigh, put m a young priest as curate with Father

Quilter, and when he has got the confidence of the people, send him

off at the head of a whole swarm, and let them found anotherGlenbeigh

somewhere—say on the Frazer River or m Tasmania or New Zealand {

This IS perhaps a dream , and like a dream seems a good deal

of Bjy visit estates where e\ery rent was thrice GnflSth , where

with butter at present prices men were struggling to pay £G for the

* Some Londoneis, chiefly h%\yers md bankeis, gam by the present sjstem—aniustly
not only to the nun of Diiblm, but at the cost of tho whole United Kingdom, which la

taxed for forcibly holding Ireland down Loudon needs a vast deal of education iii this

matter

t Yet another delusion “Home Rule would strip Ireland of capital’ AMiose’

The non-reducing landlords have none Mortgagees (mostly Loiulon) dram awa> most

of thfeir income But there is money m Ireland (though not m JCerry), which national

sentiment will set loose—a sentiment as iiowerful now as in the old (Treck days It

will belike the impulse v\ 1 icli Thucydides says was given to art and everythmg m
Athens, when the Peisistratids and their “Castle ’’were shaken off

X Don’t suffer it to become like its almost namesake Gltnveagh in Donegal, cleared

years ago by that ruthless land jobber A^dair, and the people drifted either into work

houses OT town slums, or to America, with hatred m their hearts, theie to be the raw

material of which djmamiters are made
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grass of a cow
,
where the landlord managed to get out from the Board

of Works a loan for road-making thrice what he paid the tenant ,
and

where, when the poor fellow was paid his third, he had to sign a receipt

for all previous improvements, so that even the house he or his

father had built might be confiscated It is an evil dream a good deal

of it—of men writted to death, of agents’ bitter tongues lashing

Iheir victims to fury , of other agents, kinsmen to attorneys, shar-

ing the costs, and therefore seeking to multiply them, of €17 Dublin

writs served where the ordinary €2 10^ eiectment process would

have sufficed, of tafiapering with leases, withholding pass-books, tempt-

ing a leaseholder to lay out the wife’s dowrv on improvements and

then coming down on him with a ruinous hne All this can^t be

pure invention *

Well ,
boycotting is, those who are engaged in the struggle

assure us, a necessary evil The practice is not new, nor confined

to Ireland, the novelty is its being used to the prejudice of the

dominant class Of moonlighting no sane man can speak but in

terrhs of the very strongest condemn itiou Kerry lads must be

taught their duty as sternly as must London lads whom a course of

penny awfuls ^ has made emulous of Jack Sheppard’s fame Juries

too, must act on evidence
,
and they would do so the more readily

but for the notorious partisanship of some Irish judges Men shnnk

from -convicting ^\hen they know that sentence will be given in total

disregard of extenuating circumstances t

I said it is a deadlock
,

it is also a dilemma Let the Irish first

show respect tor law and contracts,^^ cries the London press "Vlfe

can^t respect your law , it is summa ivjin retorts Ireland , and

the contracts were a delusion and a fraud
, landlords^ clticanc some-

times makes evon the protecting Land Acts a ghastly farce
"

Well, what is to be done ^ Something soon , for, as matters are

going on, the character of the people cannot fail to get more and

more deteriorated What would become of you or me were we for

years cut off from our profession and its gains, and in full health

compelled to stand idly by while another bungled through our wprk ?

And I saw farmers who had been living for years in League huts,

* “ Nc\ cr mind just pay me the costs and 141 let you ofl tins time,” said an ajjent to

a man ^ horn he ha<l processed for ruit, >\hicli, as it turned out (for the case was sifted),

he really did not owe at all See the excellent summary of the Land Laws in Mr
Deane’s Short History of Ireland (impartial from a thonmghly English jioint of view)
Speaking of the old leases he says (p 223) “forfeitures occurred daily through the
neglect of tenants, or (Icxitiona manatjement oflnudlonh " Read him for light on the
whole Irish question For light on Kerry read Sir Charles KusBell’s New Views of

Ireland,” new edition

+ “In Fngland just now,” said a Kerry parson, “all the odium falls on the moon
lighters If r ngland knew all, it would certainly fall in part on the land grabbers

,

land grabbing is, under our conditions of life such an odious stab in the dai^, such a
base appeal to the landlord s w eakness, so bad every way ” Look, too, at Chief Baron
Palles’s comments on the formation of the Sligo panel Junes must act on evidence

,

but Junes must not be packed, nor should there be fourteen judges on the Irish Privy
Council
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their homes occupied by police-piotected emergency men How must
they feel >> And how must those feel who arc still struggling on, and
who have to pay at least 10 p c on flicir lental for all these extra

police, besides compensation foi often imagin iry injuries
** ^ No

wonder credit is gone, and trust bct^\cen man and man fast going,
and the knaves think that because faimeis enn't pay iciits, therefore

thej need not pay shop debts And this is telling on the moral fibrQ.

That fibre must have btcn strong indeed to hold out for centuries

against influences like those recorded in ^^Thc Sham Squire (read

it, if \ou Mould nnderstind why liishmen arc what they arc) It

has held out, but it lias suflcicd
, and now it is exposed to another

and more subtle set of influLiicts

There is nothing foi it but to hasten on Home Rule I entered

Kcr*'y tliinking that the llorac Rule question was less important

than some others , I came back assured that Horae Rule cannot wait

Ireland wants quiet, but, to quote a farmer’s words, "things won’t

be quirt till we get oin own Pirliamcnt-mon, who^ll soon lay the

lash on those blackguards’ sides, ind we shall cheer them on in doing

it vV Home Rule Government would at once get rid of moonlight-

ing, at any rate " Ah * Mi Parnell would stop all that kind of work,

if only lie got the chance ” " Why ? " Because he would have the

people with him
,
and, now, it’s a painful fact, but down here in Keiry,

at any rate, lingers the old tradition, that thcic must be something

something helpful to the populat <ause at the bottom of whatever

tile Government sets itself to put down In our view it^s an alien

Government, remember, and till yesterday it could not possibly be

just between man and man, because it took all its magistrates from

one paity Youi Castle machiiicrv may forcibly drive moonlighting

under, but it will smoulder on, whereas a national Government

would quickly quench it by removing the discontent on which it

feeds The speaker was a parson with life-long experience of the

people and their sympathies

Bring m Home Rule, then, since it neither means separation, nor

the beggaring of Ireland, nor the persecution of Protestants, nor

the establishment of a Rome-ruled State * You believe in Bentham

here is a clear case of the greatest happiness for the greatest numbe?

You have never jet believed that we Irish were the best judges of

our own needs ,
in Church, in education, it has always been the

same YouVe insisted on giving us lohat you, from your wholly wrong

point of view, judged to be best for us Change your plan at last

Have a little faith in us Believe that behind all this agitation there

* A fervent Catholic told mo “You know our reverence for the Holy Father

Well, he was suspected of sotting himself against the Parnell restimomal, to whioh we
were actually from some of our altars forbidden in the Pope s name to subscribe We
showed pretty plainly that if it came to a question between the Pope and Home Ru]e„

all oup r^erence would not make us give up the latter ”
^

VOL Ll« S
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IS a reserve force—the quiet tenanty with whicli people ho'd what

they are assuied is right

And let Mi Ciladstonc bring it in, for the immense faith in him,

the deep love of him, in all these Kerry peasants' minds, no one can

measure who has not been among them

Ah, but the land question must first be settled, or the landlords

will be robbed wholesale, and to settle the land question will take time

\cs, and surely that's a reason for hist bringing m Home Rule,

and so putting an end to this wietched demoraliziug deadlock

Leave the land question to a Commission of mixed English and

lush lawvcis and practical men, in whose impartiality both suits

will have confidence The Commission now sitting is only one of

inquiry, it has (wc hear) been Ic lining strange truths, as the Bess-

boiough Commission did before it, and what it has learm d might

well be the ba^^is of futuit action Meanwhile, let tJovernment

adopt something like Mr Dillon's ^^Plan of Campaign,' f and let it

make such an arnngement with the moitgigecs as shall enable the

landloids to await a final settlement

The all-important thing is to stamp out that lawlessness which

now burns so fiercely because it feeds on the unsatisfitd nation il

sentiment

I appeal to educated Eiiglislimen—to men like my old London

schoolmates and Oxford fellow-students fling aside puty and small

personal interests Ireland has too long been a parliamentary

shuttlecock That mode of government (or lather nou govern-

ment) IS foi lici in Ignominy
,

for England it is lut only a

scandal, but a fatal weakness Hive faith m Ireliiid's profes-

sions
,
do there what you have done with such admiialilc resultb in

Canada, and hcncctorth wc shah have a contented 1 1 eland, all parties

being contented lu cause each will fit into its natural place
,

ind a

contented Iieland, remember, means a strong United Kingdom
Once believe that we arc in earnest, that we have given pledges of

sincerity—all of us
, not tlie poor fellows only who have been for four

years out m the cold Ask yourselves how it is possible to govern

successfully when the state of things is sueli that a newly appointed

Government officer could tell me IVi fomid at o i(( that the

Castle system is quite rotten ^

"

'e Ah ’ I ord 1 anclolph/’ said a very able Kerr> man when I asked would they take
Home Rule from lum ’ “ We don t believe m him

,
ht has a rag on every hush ” The

reference is to " w dl jlressing You will sometimes see a busb near a holy well covered
with ofFeniigs in the sliapo of shreds of coloured lag The Duke of Marlborough’s
brother, it is judged, does not confine his demotions to a single shiine, but tries any and
e\ eiy one , and yet c\ en for him there is room for repentance He has iimnense energy

,

he has the courage of his convictions He is indeed a convert worth making
t This was written before (lovomment bad tried to punish Mr Dillon and his friends

for vimply following the example set them by Sii M Beach & Co —viz
,
putting pressure

on obstinate landlords Well maj the Tones despair after those cro'^s examinations of
their own Chief Secretary, &c
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Above all, don^t lose voui beads TIic English m a panic are a sight

to make angels weep Don^t listen to the bray of the London Press,

kept going by the London mortgagees When you arc told that the

Irish are repudiatingall just obligations, seewhat a calm, reasonable man
of wide experience like Abp Walsh says, and ask yourselves, Is it likely

that a whole nation, which Sir T Davies so long ago said was specially

justicc-loving, should suddenly, with the certainty of thereby enrag-
ing that sister nation which it is its chief interest to please—nay,

on whose goodwill its hopes entirely depend—become a nation of

swindlers^ That is what my month in Keriy taught me must be
my last word to every true lover of the United Kingdom To the

landlords and agents my message is Listen to reason Think

who are your true friends See what the Tones have done and will

do for you Thev’Il treat you as Pitt treated Lord Clare after heM
used him to bring about the misnamed Union Give up yoiu

tnciviS7n(, which at most is only a century old, for, with ill his

faults the Irish gentleman of 1782 was Irish, and did not try to be

IVest-B}?lf&h We would fain not lose vou , it would be our loss

as well as vours Come before it is too late, and head a moiement

which else will unavoidably crubh you out

Hlnii\ SrtvRT Tvovn

This, as 1 saitl u as writtc ii in Deccmbei J I11114S h o iiio\ eel on apace but thoir

( ourso seems to me to hav c 1 athor sjiv on point to \vhat I tliui s ml tli in to make it needful
for me to alter or to modify Glenbeigh has been cleared siuoc I 'wro^'f and tlieieb> I

trust, the deatli blow Ins been given to tho Iiisli system of o\ietiou On that subject
I sh ill speak calmly as J have on all others It is well, < xeept for tin poor suffercis

that thi sec saw system of a <*ovciiimciit that c uik into jjower on i Ik — foi jtho sham
Unionists ery of ‘ Separatists is a palpable and m too many cas» s i con'scKuis lie

should end in that wx> Chief Baron P dies is a tiiicr frund to us Natn nahsts

than poor Sir M l^eich When tin res an infimous, impossibh law tin best

way towards its bcin^ at once struck out of the Statute bool js to c irry it out to tlie

strict letter Ihe Chief Baron insisted on this, and “the( leubcigli atrocity * is tht

result Sir M Beach’s jilan OpTjveiif crrwSas irpbi rop^Covri Tr-v/iart ’^iight ha\ e long kept things

m 'italUi fjKO No doubt (dcnbei^h is congested now that tl»e demand for outside labour

h&s wholly ceased , send out a swann, then, under a tcetot il pi test and a teetotal doctor

with a spice of the enthusiasm of humanity, and some Sisters with that tact and lovin^

Wisdom of which there is siieli an abundant supid^ in Jiish eoments Let the folks buy
their holdings at a stnetly fair jiriec , and let the colony bind itself to pay for a few years

the Government instalments bueh a colony would be an airoiKla a daughter for evei

to the old mother glen The colonists would go aw ay w ith love instead of hatredm their

hearts , they would be a strength instead of a wtakness to what, when we get flome
Rule, will at last be tJu really Kingdom 1 hese Glcnbcigh people deserv e to hr

practically pitied I hey paid as long as they could
,
places like theiis where rent was

never even in part paid out of the land, would be sure to feel the pinch lirst Tl <y
have nmde the land, and, therefore, surely their part ownersliip should be reaper trd

The GlcnhugliclearattLf toidd neif r hait taJ en place vndti llomcRnlc
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A HIGH authority has reccntlv said, ^‘Thcie Ins been no time at

’whuh any raari who had anything to say tint might be of use to

his countrymen, on any of the great questions of the dav, was more

bound to suy it than iiow^ Impicsscd with a conviction of this

truth, and bclicMiig that the propci oiganization ot our national

defences, both as rcgai ds cost and eflicicncy, is one oi the great ques-

tions of the day, I think possibly I may have something to say

which ma} be found of use to my countrymen

It V* ccitainly not at tins time necessary to enlarge on the

national importance ol a commeice reckoned by millions of tons of

shipping, and by hundreds of millions in value of imports and ex-

ports, or on the imperative necessity +hat is laid upon us of defend-

ing that commerce if we intend to preserve oui existence and our

Empire A.11 aic agreed upon this, all know that the Navy is the

weapon by which that successful defence can alone be secured, and

all turn with anxiety to ascertain its efficiency, and to measure its

cost

Though the prmeipil scope of these remarks must necessarily

embrace subjects icknowlcdgcd to be purely naval, it will not be

possible to conhne them onlv to those points hitherto dealt with by
naval administrations Our naval power or force depends on details

of first-rate importance, which, owing to antiquated traditional ar-^

rangements and impcifcct perception of modern requircmenfs, are

left out of the sphere of naval arrangements, though they cannot be*

detached from naval cflicicncv It is true, that it is a naval depart-

ment that builds or ought to build the ships required, but it is not a

naval department that arms them, nor is it one over which the

Admiralty has sufficient control The Navy has the whole ocean
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world for the sphere of its duties and ^or the field of its operations,

J)ut it depends for its mobility on depots of coal at places which arc

scattered lound the globe, neglected and undefended The rapid

direction of the Na\y at a distance can be effected by means of

electric cables to all points where our ships are wanted Electric

communication with these points is essential to *i rapid use of those

cruisers or squcidions which will be engaged in the protection of our
colonies and commerce, yet it is mostly coiispieuous by its absence,

and where it exists it is not in the hands of the Admiralty but in

those of private companies

We have seen that, guided by antupiitcd tradition, the Naval
Administration has publicly repudiated its responsibility for the two
first essentials of naval power and lias neglected to provide for

the third The remarks I shall have to make on naval ordnance

and on secure depots of coil will apply to the pioceedings of the War
OflSce more directly than to the Admiralty as organized at present

I do not propose to cntei into a statistic al review of the compara-

tive strength of oiii own and foreign navies, by giving a nominal

list of the ships ol wai possessed by each, still less by giving a de-

tailed description of each ship

I have never seen any such enumeration, or such desciiplion which,

to the great mass of unprofession il readers, would not be more or

le misleading If, as has been often asseitcd, you can prove any-

thing by figures, the statement is never more true than when applied

to those 1 elating to the naval forces of this or any other country I

am confirmed in this view by the serious diserepancics to be found

between the official Navy List and the returns presented to Parlia-

ment by the Admiralty, as well as by discrepancies between those docu-

ments and the very valuable compilation called the Naval Annual, a

work of great industry and research, for which we aic indebted to

Lord Brassev^ a former Secretary of the Admiraltv, who had more

than any one else the means of accurate knowledge in his hands I

may say in passing that, while I have every confidence in the accuracy

of the figures given in his tables, I do not agree with his conclusions, or

in the view he has taken of the merits of his Naval administration

Instead, therefore, of a more detailed description of our naval

forces, which could not really accurately inform any unprofessional

person, I shall endeavour to give only such a general outline of the

aggregate naval foicc of the two greatest maritime powers ^pf the

world—England and Prance—as can easily be understood by the

general public In doing so, I have followed chiefly the Naval

Annual for 1886, already referred to, and compared it with the

Admiralty return laid before Parliament, and ordered to be printed

on May 17, 1886, checked by comparing them both with the official

Navy List for July of that year
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Koi the sake of convenience, and to accentuate the difference

between ships intended principally, if not exclusively, for fighting

great battles afloat, the navies of the world are divided into

arniouied and unarmoured ships The former may be called battle-

'.liipj*, and the latter arc designed for cruising the police of the seas,

aid othci pui poses, principally, on oui side of the Channel, for the

defence of our eommcrce, but on the other side for the destruction

ot that commcice and of every unarmed ind defenceless town or

position exposed to such attacks

The armoured slaps of England being of all dates since 1860, the

offspring of various intentions, the result of continual progress m
the art of destruction and of mechanical knowledge and experience,

represent everything, from a ship of 1,210 tons disiilacement to

one of 11,900 Tins variety of size entails, of course, every

vaiicty ot offensive and defensive power, speed and coal dnduiance

included

I think every one will agree with me that it is impossible to

comp ire, tor any useful purpose, a list of seventy-three of such

lietcrogcneous ships paraded liy the Admiraltv, with a list of sixty-

seven ships given m the Naval Annual, on the authority of tlie

blench jVIimster of ^Marine, varying in size from 1,420 to 11,100

tons, entailing, of course, proportionate differences ot offensive and

defensive power, speed, and coal endurance A further diflScultv an

making a useful comparison is to be found in the fact that not only

do the types of the ships and the numbers included in their respective

tvpts differ, but the official lists given above include on both sides

a large number of ships which aie quite unsuitcd for the purposes

of modern viarfarc, plated with armour utterly incapable of keeping

out modern projectiles, of low speed, feebly armed, of little coal* ^

(iidurancc, and ill adapted to sea-going purposes Wc at least have

c ighteeu such ships to deduct from the Admiralty list ,
and, though

it IS not possible to speak with equal certainty of the deductions we
ought to make from the French Minister of Manners list, he

acknowledges eight to be of no further piobablc use, and very

likely there are six or eight others that are thoioughly obsolete

It is a remarkable fact that the lists of both countries still reckon

amongst their armoured ships—one the Resistance, the other the

Piotectnu, both of which have been rendcied unserviceable by*

torpe(|o experiments

Making the deductions that, according to the best information

attainable, should be made from both these lists, the numbers of

the ironclads of the two countries may be stated approximately at

fifty-five for England, and fifty one for France Without going into

further detail, taking everything into consideration, giving due weight

to all the circuibstances which affect the comparison, and assuming
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that tne designs of the naval constructors ou each side of the Channel
will fairly iulhl the mtenfious of each administration (a matter of

interminable dispute, and which nothing but an experiment carried

to destruction can settle), the iioiielad foice of England is, on the

whole, rather superioi to that of France alone A combination of
the n IV} of that Power with any other would completely reverse ihe
position It must be cleaily understood, that the number and types

of the ^lups of each nation, on which this opinion is founded, include

ships building and those not completed, that bytai the moic formid-

able ships are m that eategory, and tliat it is slated that piogress in

the building of some of the largci Frcneh ships has been suspended

There is on oui side (and it must serioiislv detract from the

assumed superiority cicditcd to our iionelad forec) the circumstance

that some eoiifusion or mystification exists as to the coal endurance

of several of these war vessels Amongst the iionclad ships now
builairig aie some partially piotected with iron-platiiig, ci edited with

a coal endui ance of 8,000 knots at a speed of ten knots per hour,

though the^ aie only of 5,000 tons displacement, weighted with

armoui, and carrying a heavy armament and etpiipmenl, with 900

tons of i oal , they are to attain a speed of eighteen knots, and have

tlie eoal enduiance above stated This, I htue no doubt, is the

estimate iiadc by the naval architect who designed them, and I have

no cans of disjiutjng it, but a compirison may be made of what

haa been done w ith what has been promised Two ships of war, of

soi^iewhat similar type, the Imj)ui(if6e and the sjnti, with a

displacement of about 7,500 tons, arc credited with a speed of seven-

teen knots, a stowage of coal of 1,200 tons, and a coal eiiduranee 9!

7 300 knots at ten knots speed I will quote the statement of the

Secretai v of tlic Admiralty concerning these ships —
‘‘ These vessels were laid down m the yeir 1881 They were designed to

v.arr} at their best trim only 400 tons ol coal, or forty eight hours’ consump-

tion it low speed They had i reserve ot double that quantity, but of course

at a greater displacement They h id an armour belt of about 7 ft 6 in

wide, ot which it was intended 3ft 1 in should be above and 4 ft 3 in

below water when at their best trim Tied by a nariow margin such as

stated, It would be naturally supposed that extra circumspeetion would be

\ised in keeping tlieir weights down, but the re rerse w as the ca^-e Between

1881 and 18 80 a great idvancc was mide in gunnery and machinery Pro-

posal after proposal was m ide to altci and add to the armament ind engines,

until when the ships were completed, it was discovered that their weight was

430 tons greater than intended When sent to sea with then bunkers full

the armour was only 8 in above water llemembermg how sliot ricochetted

when It struck the Water, one was piompted to isk of wh it use weic the

7 ft of under water armour which those vessels carried, and for which the

country had paid some quart6r of a million
”

Much the same defects arising from similar causes exist m other

Uassea of,ships, and there is nothing iin the speeds or in the state-
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meuts of coal giveii; that can be relied on to prove that any one of

our numerous ships of war could cross thfe Atlantic from England to

New York at a speed of 13 5 knots, much less at the maximum speed

ol seventeen knots lately recorded of the Umbna Bui for all the

pill poses ot defence, the Admiralty ought to have some such ships in

its own hands, not depending on the possibility of hiring them when
wanted

The unarmoured ships of each naiy differ as, much fiom any in-

dividual type End fiorii those adopted by then rivals as do the armoured

ships, and whole* clasps of numerous ships are excluded from any

place amongst this list on both side^ No place is found there for

yachts, tiansport<», suivcjing ships, gun-boats, and gun-vessels of every

variety of size and t>pe, ships for harbour seiviee, ind torpedo boats

The latter will be leleircd to sepaiatelj

Thus limited we have, aeeoiding to the Naval Annual, 120 un-

aimoured ships—not so many aie given in the pailnmcntarv leturii

—

varying m size and in eveiy other qualitj from (>00 to 7,100 tons of

di'^placement, and in speed fiom92‘) to 19 knots—that is, 19 knots is

the estimated maximum speed of foui torpedo cruise not yet com-

pleted Eiom this total ot 1.J0, Luge deduction mujt be made,

Poity seven ot tins number cannot obtain a speed of 12 knots,

and could not drive oil oi capture any swift steamer, iiowi mi lightly

armed, bent on the dcsti uc tion of o ir eornmeiee, md of the 7 1 lemam-

lug who can exert a speed of 1 1 kno^s and upwards, mam nc worn out

and inefficient
^

On the French list wo liiid, limited in the same way, 120

iiparmoured ships, varving from 70 to 7,100 tons of dispkeemeut,

and m speed from 7 to 23 knots \ery laigc deductions must be

made from this list It is (juite doubtful whether nine sea-going

torpedo ships of 70 tons and 22 knots speed should not be more

properly included amongst the torpedo botits, latlicr than amongst

cruisers, doubts having be en east on their sea going ciualitics, but they

are certainly capable of doing incalculable mischief to passing traders

If, then, wc remove to another list these nine small but swift

vessels, and dednet them, as well as 4 1 ships unable to realize a

speed exceeding 12 knots, we find 68 French ships to be langed

against 77 English

In consideiiiig the torpedo foicc of the two countries, and

remembering that those building are included in the numbers given,

we shall find that England has of all classes 181, varying in

length from 150 to 63 feet, of which 88 arc built, and 93 building

,

tbcir speed varies fiom 15 to 22 knots This maximum has been

attained on the measured mile by one ship Most of the other

speeds given are estimated, and will probably be nearly, if not quite,

realized #
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Franco has, of all clas^tSj including the nine so-called sea-going

torpedo cruisers, built and building, 198, varying m length from
13d to 70 feet, the speed of which, excepting that of the nine

Icraft already refcried to, is not given eithei by the Admiralty
Return or in the Naval Annual They will probably, like our own
boats, attain very neaily the speed promised for them

The small unclassified aimonied ships of both countries, very

numerous, and useless as cruiseis, of old and bad types, of weak
armaments, of slow speed, and chiefly of wood, might each render

some service m their own waters, and need not be further referred

to, with the exeejitiou of 28 Jmglish steel oi iron {;jUnboats, admir-

ably adapted for defensive woiks in our own wateis, hut with no

great range of operation

I should stcitc as my opinion, leaving others to judge what it

may be woith, that in fighting power the unarmoured ships of

England are decidedly snpeiior to those of oui iiials, but it the

raison d\ltc ol the French Navy is, as has been ficqiieutly statid

in that country, and by none more powerfully and categorically

than by the French Minister of Marine, the widespiead, thorough

destruction of British commerce, ind the pitiless and remorseless

ransoming of every uudefendccl and accessible town m the Rritish

dominions, regardless of any sc ntimcnt dities, or such rubbish as

tl laws of w u, and the usages of civilized nations, lud it at least

one of the iaisons d’tiic of the Biitish navy is to defeat those

benevolent intentions, and to defend that commerce on which

depends oui national cYistciice and irnpciial greatness, then I fear

that perhaps they have picpared to lealizc then purpose of lemorse-

less destruction rather better, tliaii wc have ours of successful

preservation

It would I think, not be difficult to show that the approximate

equality in armed lone between the two nations is in reality an

enormous advantage to the FoWer that has the least to defend, and

that the twenty additional fast cruisers called for by Lord Charles

Beresford would hardly redress the balance But mv space is too

limited to enter into such details

The expenditure on shij)buiUling and machinery is stated in the

Naval Annual to be, from 1861 to 1885 inclusive—for England,

je34,337,000 ,
for France, £23,000,(X)() (in lound numbers), but it

would be a great mistake to suppose that the larger expciifliture by

England of eleven millions signified anything like that amount of

greater efficiency The accounts of expenditure are diflFerently kept

in the two countries, and we should have to enter into a \ery con-

tentious subject indeed—viz
, the relative merits of each of the ships

produced by thib expenditure—before we could form a just comparison

of the result It would be also a great mistake to suppose that none
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but a Eiitish Admiralty had committed blunders or mystified their

rcspectne legislatures On the contrary, the French Ministers of

Marine have often justly deserved the charges brought against them

of vi( illation, errois of judgment, and change of purpose The*^

diOjcultics of the problem ha\c been for them, as well as for us,

stumbling-blocks, and causes of waste of money

Ihose difficulties were vciy leal, but at any rate on our side of the

Channel they were not fairly met, and tliough now, in 1887, at least

i balance, though fai from a decisive one, has been established

between the fighting ships of the two countries, in our favour, it was

otherwise for many a long year, and never more seriously against us

than lu the autumn of 1881 Even that might have been borne

without any ovcrpoweiing sense of iiidign ition,if we had been shown

the actual state of the case That was revealed to us, not by a eleai

iiid ungarbled offici il statement ot facts, but by the cffoits of the

Press, especially by those of the Pfi// Mall GazetU

,

by public discus-

sion, and by the unceasing demoustiations of piofessional men and

the highest anthoiities in naval architecture On the contrary, it

must he rcmembeicd, as a warning ot what may h ippen to us again,

that an obstinate defence was made by the Admiralty, they stigma-

tized those who uigcd the public to consider seriously the alarming

condition of the Navy, as evil-mmdcd panic mongers, but ill m vam^i

they had to sun endcr at last, to aekiiowlcdgc deficiencies and short-

comings which they had hitherto denied or concealed, and to ask for

millions to place the Navy in that condition of efficiency which they

had hitherto asserted was its normal state

The result tint has followed this large mcieasc on the ordinary

expenditure for the last two jtars, and which has enabled me to

make a perhaps somewhat favourable statement of oui naval con-

dition, is the measure ot the dangerous position we have been in foi

some years If t^o years^ strenuous cffoits, if the extra expenditure

wrung from a reluctant Naval Administration have only placed us

in such a restricted position of efficiency, what must have been our

condition in 1884 ? Not in i state of profound peace, as has often

been recklessly isserted, but with the burning questions of Russian
annexations in Asia, of our 1 gyptian occupation, of A\ars waged by
Iiance m lonquin,in China, a.ud Madagasc ar, where we had interests

imuacmf
bclhf,ercnt po«cr-tl.cn and no« open or

moment^' VIl of
” fearful ronflagrahon at any

to assert that ti

^ tliough we were not then in a position

atthcheatfof thtTl^
count il of the civilian

high distinction
were to be found officers

optis> not share the

^^a'al \dniim8tratio
were the spokesmen of

ation
, and now we know, from a letter pubUahei lu
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the Times, that th( Senior Naval Lord at that date differed

essentidlly from the policy pursued There is no mistaking the

inference that the naval offacer specially selected to advise flic

civilian Minister must have stated his opinion^ ind that opinion
TFas ovcrrhled and disregarded I wi&h particulaily to draw the

attention of niy leaders to tins fact llie nival olliccrs who con-
stitute the Boaid of Ahniralty aic^ selected and placed in that

position to do as the First Lord tells them in the first place
, but also,

in the second place, to give the civilidii tint inform itiou Mhich he
cannot possibly have on professional matten Inlormation so given

on such mattcis iindoubtedlv takes the toim ot advice, even when it

IS not asked for, ind the confidence of tin public in the Na\al
Administration of the day is largelv and ficclv guen to the Minister

at its head, because, though he is necossaiily ignorant on many
important items of navil knowledge, thc} arc aware that tha<-

knowledge can be ind ought to be supplied by hn naval council

The two most important naval functionaries aic the h^irst Sea Loid

and the Controller of the Navy , the armament, manning, discipline,

and distribution of the fleet, &.c
,

arc the special duties of his

department, and, together Mitli the Controllei of the Navy, he has

to pass judgment—I admit a judgment liable to be overruled bv

the civilian chief—on the design and construction ot ships

On all the puicly technical points relating to these subjects his

decision ought to be supreme Ne\t to him the most important

official IS now a naval officer—the ControIJei of the Navy If he

have the requisite ability and knowledge of business, it will be a great
*

advantage to the Inst Lord that he should be a professional man On
*the purely technical points of what relates to the material of the

Na\y, he is m the sann position with icgard to ships, stores,

machinery, management of tlio dockyards, k/C , as that occupied by

the First Sea Lord, with regard to the pa sound of the Navy Each

of them have a laigc staff of professional and technical experts under

them ,
and both of them are responsible to the First Lord, but toT

him only, for their actions It is, I think, a great misfortune, which

(Aunot be too soon remedied, that the lesponsi billties of these two

^ officers to Parliament is not recognized and enforced

After Parliament has voted the supplies for the Navy, the distri-

bution of expenditure under the several votes and the condition ot

our naval force depend much on the advice given to the First Lord

by these two officers It seems evident, therefore, that they should

give, not only to him, but to Parliament, some account of their acts,

and some explanation of the results obtained bv the expenditdre^they

have directed

The one thing which can secure the usefulness of their jiositioii,

and save them from being mere functionaries of the First Lotd; is
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that they should present to him, for publication with the Navy

estimates, a yearly report in detail of the actual state of the depart-

ment 01 Cl which they preside, of what has been done with the ex-

pend! tiiic 1 elating to that department, of the improvements made or

to b( made, of the savings possible, or of the increased expenditure

necessary foi effaciency These reports should show conclusively

liow far in then ojiuuon the state of the J^llivy with regard to their

respective departments was cflicient and adequate for tlic calls made
upon it, and for future oontingencies None of the subjects which

had engaged the attention of these two ofliccis should be omitted

These reports ought to be thoroughly discussed between themselves

and the First Lord Nothing should be found in them like petu-

lance, fault-finding, oi insubordmation If the views of these othcers

should be found, iftcr discussion, explanation, and amendment, so in-

compatible with those of the Fust Loid that the ofheers could not

sigfi them, they would of com sc resign the office they held, and the i

reason foi siu h icsigriation would be stated in Pirliament This alone

would, after what hxs pissed, give the public confidcnre m the asser-

tions, sometimes recklessly inid( bj parli inuiitai v olheidls, that their

naval advispis, men ()f the highest position m then profe'^sion, cntirtlv

agreed with the opinion or with the statements they had just made

The naval experts would most eaiefully considci the advice they

gave,with the knowledge that it might be discussal aiul cuticized m the

House of Commons The pailiameutarj exponents of naval policy

would think twice ere they disicgardtd the counsels of their piofes-

sional advisers, when they knew tJiit their reasons foi so doing must

be given and criiieizcd Ample secuiitv could, I am sure, be found

that the authoiity and responsibility ot thi Cabinet Minister, the^

First Lord of the Admiraltj, should be supreme, but I am equally

confident that the whole object for which his council is selected can-

not be secured m ^ny other way than by an annual report such as I

have described If such reports be consideicd unnecessary, the council

*is unnecessary too AVe have been without that vmblicitiy and rt

sponsibihty whieh is here artvoc ited
,
have we secured the primary

objects of idmmistiation, efficiency ind economy? The answer Is

only too obvious After the cxpendituu of many extra millions

during the last two years we have not an adequate Navy, and as to

economy, hear tlic moderate and judicious view taken by the Secre-

tary of the Admiralty on the subject

Great efforts had m quite recent years been made, and would be

made, to place the Navy in the stiongest possible position He was

bound, however, to say that spasmodic efforts would never provide an

efficient Navy He hoped, further, that the costlv warning afforded

by these ships* would induce present and future Boards of Admiralty

* lmp^ieu9e and War^pue^ already referred to
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to make up their minds hen they laid down a ship to complete thrir

plan, push fonvud the constiuction, and allow no material changes
Apart fioni the ship t> qualities being injured by the alterations made
during her constiuetioii, the extra cost involved was a most soiious

item The Ilou’^e of Commons were infoimcd that the Impcrimse
would cost £161,000, whcicas L53h,000 had bten alioady expended
upon her Such a policy as ho had indicated Kcpurcd great moral
courage on the First Lords part, tor it would ibsorb so much money
annually to complete in two or three ycirs i ft w ships lu hand, that

he would be prevented from conniig down to tlic lloust and innoune-

ing a grand building, but really paper, progiamme He beluved tlie

policy of thq present Boaid would be to lomplete (juiekl\ those on
hand, and betore the ships were laid down every plan of detail

I conneeted with their construction should be dcternimcd upon, so

that no matciial altci itioii would bo vllowLd (lining constiuction

The present Board found tlu mselvcs left with a rt sponsi

bility of pioviding no less a sum than £6,500,000 tor vessels

begun by previous Ooaids, but not completed, of which L3,200,000

had to be found next jeii and the jcii aftti Alternately starving

and feeding the Navj was i costly pioeccding One ot the most

clisagiecable duties that he had had m his brut experience m office

had been to feel eompelled to coiieur in the expenditure of £10 001)

and £30,000 upon vessels of 2,000 tons, with a vifunmnti speed ot

onh ten or eleven knots Had adequitc piovision been midcf(>»

an annual supplj of new ships, the monej thus w isted on old vessels

woulel liavc been tvulible towards tlu construction of modem ciaft

Another difficulty uising from the v leillating policj of which he was

speaking, was that tlic dockvards had not then resources used lu an

economical maniici Building a number oi ships one year, and few

or none the next, threw at times numbers of tlu workmen into com-

paiativc idleness by the want of regulaiitv of employment for tlm

diflercnt trades ^Ihe neglected state ni wliicli the Navy was three

vears ago icquncd a sudden accession of numbers to the muster-roll,

the niciease m four ve^us being from 17,000 to 21,000 men That

high pressuic could not continue Ilcncc discharges had been and

would still be necessary, for while doing justice to the men of tin

dockyards, they were bound to considci the interests of the tax-

payeis An excess of men at the clockjarcls meant the cicition

of work merely for the sake of finding employment, and not from its

necessity As an illustration going round the dockvard*!!, he was so

struck bv the vast number of boilers stored away, most of tliem of an

obsolete pattern, that he caused a stock-taking to be made, and it

would surprise them to hear that they had upw irds ot 150 boilars lu

stock, some of them manufactured as far back as 1857, and a large

number now obsolete, the whole costing sometJung like ££30,000
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'^The starvation of the Navy had involved the country in enormous

loss in the war panics that had from time to time occurred These

panics p,rosc mainly through the feeling that the Navy was inefficient

Ships were bought in haste to be altered or fitted at great expense

lie had one in his mind now which they boilght and paid £6(b000
for, then spent £100,000 m htting lier out, and after a short com-

mission of three years she was again at the dockyards, and a further

L 30,000 would be expended on her
‘‘ Political exigencies had had too much influence upon naval affairs

Boards ol Admiralty, anxious to pose as the promoters of great fleets,

had laid down the keels of many 'vessels, giving them a name on

the Navy List, and there they had stood, deluding themselves and

misleading the countiy into the belief* that a fleet was actually build-

ing By the adoption of such a policy vessels had been six, eight,

nine, and ten years in course of construction Between the date at

which the ship was designed and the keel laid down, and the date

of her final completion, such changes and advances had been made
in armour, guns, and machinery, that before the vessel was ready

for her trial trip she had become obsolete in design and construction,

and more fitted for the ship-breaker's yard than to be sent to carry

the British flag into foreign waters Where such delay had occurred

in building vessels, attempts had been made to introduce modern

improvements, and seiious alterations were thus made in the original

designs of the \esscls as they progicsscd Thus it had come to pass

that vessels designed foi a certain piirnosc, with a certain draught

and a gnen speed, had failed in all three requirements

The difficulty was with the system that had grown uj), but the

work of retorm was lu progress At the same time, through the

extra liberality of Pailiament within the last three years, leeway was

being made up Apart from the vessels that were already in commis-

sion, practically a new and most powerful fleet of some thirty vessels

would be completed during the forthcoming year, justifying the

opinion as to our naval supremacy recently expressed by the First

Lord They could not, however, stay tlicir hands The wisest

economy was to build new ships, regularly, steadily, and quickly, year

Dy year, providing a fixed Naval Budget, and replacing vessels that

become worn out or beyond repair, or obsolete No wise shipowner

failed to set aside a depreciation fund Of one thing he was con-

vinced, that over and above every other consideration speed ju a

seaway would play the most important part in any future naval war-

fare A seagoing vessel of the greatest speed, armoured or un-

armoured, would be the most efficient fighting vessel of the future

France recognized this all important fact She evidently felt that

she could not compete with our heavy-armoured ships, and she was

therefore devoting her efforts to the building of fast unamoured
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cruisers to destroy a mercantile marine It was the duty of tht

English Government to meet those efforts, and to protect that com-

merce which was the heart blood of the nation

I can add nothing to these extracts they show clearly that neither

efhciency nor economy his followed the old system of irrespon-

sibility and concealment All that the Srcretaiv of the Admiralty

has said about panics, irregular working, dawdling over ships, wrong

designs, and promises not performed, has been reicciatcd again and

again by all persons who have looked at the subject without official

spectacles (I admit it has never been so mcU said as by Mr For-

wood), but hitherto A\ithout result ll'hc suigeons lia\c indeed

probed the wound, ind Mr FoiwoodN statements have shown ho\i

deep it IS, but what security has the country that men like Mr
^ Eitchie or Mr Porwood will conduct the rcfoims they ha\c seen to

be necessary ^ An accident may dismiss them to-moirow It is e\cn

a serious danger that a Secretary ot the Admiialty should displiy

remaikabh ability , be is in that case almost ccitain to be inp\ed

to some more sinning pfarliamentary position, and the Navy again

to be abandoned to the representatives of a vicious and worn-out

system

I have spoken of the two principal Naval members of the

yVdmiialty Council, and have given a very faint outline of the work
’ cy should perform, and of the amount of public responsibility

which should rest upon them

The third chief officer of the Admiralty Council, the Financial

Secretary, has a wider, a more serious and practical range of duties

than even the two Naval experts to whom I h ivc refei red M ithout

good finance all good administiation is impossible, and, to quote tin

woids ot Lord Erassey when he occupied that post, no regulations

could give him higliCi responsibilities than he actually bears, or

confer on him greater powers of opntrol than those with which he is

already invested It is Ins duty, with a very large stafl under

him, to collect and bring to account e\ery item of expenditure in-

curred in every department, to clierk it by the estimates, to control

it, and to focus it from time for the information and guidance of the

First Lord He is, besides, the parliamentary representative of tht

Navy in the House of Commons, and very generally the exponent of

its policy He is always so when the First Lord, as frequently

happens, is in the House of Lords

Now I think it self-evident that the wastefulness, and its resulting

inefficiency, which the Financial Secretary has shown to have existed

for so many years past did escape the control of the *House of

Commons m a very remarkable manner A Naval ^debate was gene-

rally the most futile of all parliamentary performances, and was

scrambled through at odd hours and times m a most perfunctory
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manner The reason is not fai to seek These estimates, the

foundation of the appropriation account 'which is examined yearly by

the Commissioner^ of Public Accounts, have been hitherto presented

to Parliament m a foim so confused, mystifying and unintelligible

ds to disgust and dissuade any one from attempting the task of

oiiticisiu and control

We therefore find ourselves in rathei a perplexing position It

has) bejcomc CMdcnt that expenditure has not given us its corre-

sponding value in efficiency produced, therefore, say the false

economists, reduce the expenditure, and save the amount of waste,

regardless of efficiency This really seems, as far as we aic yet

acquainted with the cause of Lord Randolph ChuiclulPs resignation,

the logic of his action But the true economist says See that

your expenditure doe^ produce the cfhcicncy expected from it , the

money will not then be wasted, ind the expenditure miy hh

reduced ” ]Mr Forwood has vciy well put the case in a speech he

recently made at Liveipool He showed, as a man of business, how
the very first principles of managing a concern with commercial

success had be en neglected by the Admiralty , how, from sham

economy, they omitted to consider tlie depreciatiem to which all

ships and cargoes are lialdc, and, failing to jn ovule yearly the

amount to meet it, left the countiv with a diminished stock and a

necessity for larger demands of public money in futuic years He
is a true economist, and he points out that when this forced ex-

penditure has met the wants v\hicli liis picdccessois had allowed to

accumulate and to which they have already pledged the country,

the Admiralty will he able to make reductions I'hc last Naval

Estimates amounted to thirteen and a quarter millions, and Mi For-

wood says that lie is in hopes to effect a large saving in future

years of this figure I quote from that speech, which is full of

practical wisdom —“ At the outset, let me say that, in my opinion.

Lord George Hamilton will, in his place in Pailiamcnt, be able in

due time to submit Naval Estimates which will show a substantial

reduction from tne estimates placed before Parliament by our prede

cessors in office If to the proposed expenditure of our predecessors

we add the amount of obligations which have matured this year, but

for which they made no provision, then I say our diminution of

expendituic will not only be substantial, but I think I may safely

add, it will be large You may remember that Lord Ripon^s Naval
Budget amounted to close upon jLI 3,000,000, and that Mr Hibbert
intimated even more might he required if shipbuilders pushed on
with the^new warships The woik has been hurried forward, and
more money is Required this year

, so that I feel I am withm the
mark when I estimate the total naval outlay for 1887 at thirteen
and a quarter millions Our sketch estimates for next year will, as
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I have already stated^ show a large saving on this fi^re I submit that

no one can form a reliable opinion upon the comparative extravagance

or economy of a Naval Budget by taking the amount in its aggregate

What IS required is an examination in detail of the items that go
to form the total amount I venture to say, as a business man,
that theie is not one item of work proposed for next year that

ouglit to be left undone, or that, Mcwed as a matter of true

economy, ought not to be carried out I draw a distinction between
work and expcndituie I must confess that the present Admiralty

mode of performing woik is expensive

He gives a forciWe illustration ot what%e calls the false economy
which ruled at the Admiralty for many years past, m their total

neglect to provide for depreciation, and thus throwing the burden of

the naiural decay that takes place upon future years Tlic extract

that follows is of extreme importance, as showing the effect of that

sham economy which he so wisely deprecates —
“ As regards Army expenditure, I have very little knowledge beyond

the outlay over the guns and munitions of war with which that de-

partment has to furnish our fleet As to this item, I can say that

from 1881 to 1886 requisitions were made by the Admiralty upon

the War Office to the extent of about six millions of money, and that

the Chancellor of the Exchequer for the time being only sanctioned

K>jincthing like foui millions The result natuially has been that

we have had ships completed, waiting for their guus, and an insuf-

ficient supply of ammunition This, I have no doubt, will lead to

thb necessity of a supplemental vote this yeai on the part of the Wai
Office Of one thing I am certain—that is, that jiolitieians of all

parties will support the policy of maintaining our services in a posi-

tion of cfliciency

I am not wrong, therefore, in asserting that all Mr Porwood^s

remarks, and much more which limited space forbids me from entei

ing upon, distinctly prove the total want of parliamentary or any

other control over Naval expenditure No such instances as he has

-quoted, respecting the cost of ships owing to delay m construction,

the improvident omission of any provision foi depreciation, the

total failure of many ships to realize the intentions of their designs,

could have occurred if parliamentary control had been exercised, and

that control could not be, and was not exercised, because it lacked

the necessary information ,
and why ? Because, either designedly or

negligently, the Admiralty took efficient measures to blind ^ and

mystify their masters If the Navy Estimates were confused! and

unintelligible, the exposition of Naval policy was equally past com-

prehension Year after year I have studied both, and the only

conclusion I could come to was, that if I could understand little about

VOL LI T
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that huge and dreary volume, its compilers and expounders under-

stood even less

The results of the expenditure voted in the Navy Estimates foi one

year ouglit to have been clearly shown to the House of Commons m*
the following year This was nominally done by the appropriation

account, which, however, only followed the confused arrangements of

the body of the Navy Estimates, and accounted for the expenditure

only so far as that information extended Now, nearly all the in-

formation a member of Parliament or the public in geneial would

require in order to judge what results had been pioduced by the

grants of money appropnafed to the Navy is thrown together, without

order and without method, in an Appendix, extending over nearly

100 pages (the Estimates proper for 1886 occupying 116), and with

that Appendix the examiners of public accounts have nothing to do,

and consequently never referred to it No one, without an amount of

labour of which, having tried it, I cannot speak without un-

mitigated horror, can arrive at even an approximate result of what

the money voted by Parliament has really produced

Now, as one*deeply interested m the efficiency of the Navy, truly

the right arm of our country, deeply and earnestly sympathizing

with the heavy burden which the maintenance of such a right arm
imposes upon the tax-paying public, I feel bound to look beyond

the caies and the wants of the present moment No one can be

more cominced than I am that if the present administrators of

Naval affairs remained for some years in oEBce, wo could get on,

with some friction and some difficulty, and that a result not

altogether unsatisfactory might be attained But, considering the

uncertain tenure of office which our parliamentary system entails,

that the best men the country possesses are here to-day and gone

to-morrow, that the Outs ” arc to-day, as always, roa]:ing round the

“ Ins," with the sole object of displacing them by any means fair or

foul
, what I would ask is this, is it wise to leave the continuation

of such a system as I have indicated to the chapter of political

accidents^ Ought not matters to be so arranged as to make it

impossible for such defaults as Mr Forwood has laid his hands upon

to occur again ? Much has been done both by the former short-

lived Conservative Admiralty and by the present I wish I could,

as an old public servant, adequately express both to Mr Ritchie and

to Mr Forwood niv sense of the benefit they have conferred on the

country , and this I say with all impartiality, as m general politics

I do not belong to their party
*

Many most useful re-arrangements have been made, but more
remains to do , and before a proper system of Admiralty finance

can be brought to bear upon Admiralty expenditure, a total reform

and recasting ofNaval accounts—by which I mean the Navy Estimates
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and the appropriation accounts—must be earned out To give in au
article in this Review a detailed exposition of how this should be
done IS not fea^^ible I will, however, attempt a slight sketch of the

lines it should follow At present the Navy Estimates are divided

into seventeen separate votes, relating to all subjects on which money
18 required, but they are mixed up in the most extraordinary and
incomprehensible manner There are in reality three great sources

of Naval expenditure first, that incurred on the perwnncl of the

Navy, and everything without which thht perwnnt

I

could not exist,

second, the materiel of the Navy, and everything without which that

matenel could not exist, third, the non-clfcctive service, which
includes civil and military peubions, half-pay, and other sundries of

that nature

There is besides this an expenditure for services non-naval, which,

if it should remain on the Navy Estimates, must continue to form a

fourth division

The estimated expenditure for these divisions is thus arranged (or

mis-arranged) for the year 1886-87 —
The votes relating to the fiist great division, or personnel, of the

Navy are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, various parts of 11, 12 and 13, and

part of 14

The votes relating to the second great division, the materiel, of

the Navy, aie vote 6, vote 10 in two sections, pari of vote 11, and

part of 14

The third division, the non effective service, is comprised in two

votes, 15 and 10

Vote 17 IS appropriated to services non-naval it might very well

be handed over to the Army Estimates

In this year the gross expenditure proposed for the several

divisions was

Personnel—First division

Matenel—Second division

Non effective—Third division

Non Naval—Fourth division

£5,296,182
0,583,522

2,250,753

313,003

The two first divisions include every expense incurred either about

men or materials, without which neither could exist, or without

which no fleet could be built, repaired, manned, maintained or

equipped , they therefore include the whole expense incurred upon the

effective service of the Navy, the gross aggregate of which amounts

to 11,284,784

This total may be divided into any number of votes for the con-

venience of discussion in the House of Commons, and so as to give

as much detail as is considered essential for discussion and adminis-

tration It may be, for instance, convenient that separate votes

should show the coat of the Marines, that of clothing, vii^tuaUing^

T 2
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and takyig care of the Navy m sickness and in health, the expense

and amount of the reserves, &c &c , but all these items should be

brought together The votes that profess to give the medical

expense of the Navy, or its victualling or its clothing cost, should

follow one another, and no unnecessary difficulty should thwart the

endeavours of the public to ascertain the whole cost of any item of Naval

expenditure The same remarks apply with even more force to the

\otes relating to tlie material division of the Navy, where more than

anywhere else reform and economy are needed and can be practised

What is advocated is, the grouping together of all votes relating to

the same subject But each subdivision of a vote should contain the

whole amount required for that subdivision, and that everything

calculated to throw light on the results intended to be produced by
the proposed expenditure should appear m the body of the estimates,

where they will be sub]ected to the Appropriation Act and the

criticism of the Commissioners of Public Accounts It will be

•obvious that nothing like this is either attempted or achieved by the

present form of Navy Estimates The votes relating to the same
subject are scattered throughout the book , the details often given in

the body of the estimate are unessential and unimportant, while the

4ippendixes are full, without system, of the most important matter

It IS to be presumed that the object of presenting an estimate of

expenditure to Parliament is to tell that body how it is intended to

spend the money it is asked to grant, and to enable it to exercise

some contiol oier the demands made upon it This it is quite im-

possible for it to do now, without an intimate knowledge, possessed

by few, of a mass of unclassified professional detail, which knowledge

the present form of estimates, while professing to give it effcctudlly,

withholds

Any member of Parliament or of the general public would find

that by this re-arrangement he had gained an immense step , he

would find together in one group all that he wants to know about

everything connected with the i)ersonnel of the Navy, and everything

together in another group that he wants to know about dockyards,

private work for the Admiralty, machinery, repairs, buildings, &c &c

The Secretary of the Admiralty would find his way smoothed over

many difficulties experienced in passing the Navy Estimates through

the House of Commons, and his grasp over the current expenditure

of the Admiralty enormously facilitated This reform would go far

to make administrative work combine economy with efficiency

If he can make, amidst his pressing avocations, leisure to under-

take this change, he will find at the Admiralty an officer at his elbow

whose thirty years* experience has enabled him to master all the com-

plications of this much-needed reform, willing and able to help him,

and who I know does not substantially differ from the views put for-

ward m these pages.
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Before leaving the subject it would be as well to state that, as his

Accountant-General must supply him at short intervals with current

accounts of estimates, expenditure, and liabilities, it would greatly

promote the objects of economy and efficiency if as much of these

accounts as relates to the expenditure caused by acts of the First Naval
Lord and the controllers of the Navy were also furnished to them
periodically

The armament of the Navy, it is known, is not purely a Naval
concern The War Office estimates the cost and supplies the guns
required by the Navy—that is, it should do so, but the Secretary of

the Admiralty has told us that, while the Admiralty asked for an

expenditure of six millions for armament between 1881 and 1886,

the War Office only supplied them with four miPions Of course

the result has been that ships completed have been, and are I believe,

still waiting for their guns , and at any rate this delay served as an

excuse for the dawdling over the construction of ships so strongly

deprecated by Mr Forwood, and condemned by Lord llavensworth's

Committee as leading to frightful waste of money and great in-

efficiency

The War Office, however, not only supplies the armament itself,

but it designs the guns it supplies, how much or how little the

Lircctoi of N ival Ordnance is in a position to influence the officers

v-f the War Office m the decision they come to with reference to

those guns, is not, I think, very cleai

I believe it is very certain that, when the fust breech-loading

guns were found not to be satisfactory to the Navy, a very good

murzle-loadmg system ot ordnance was sujiplicd m its place, which

bore a satisfactory comparison witli that of other Powers Colonel

Maitland, a director of the Royal Gun Factory, gave it as his

opinion, that up to 187 j or 1876 that was the case, then there

came a period of stagnation, and that in 1881 wc commenced

making up for leeway

It seems that the increasing thickness of armour-plating, and its

better manufacture, had influenced the gun-makers on the Continent to

cndeavoui to overcome that resistance by giving increased energy to

the projectiles To obtain this, breech-loading guns were adopted, as

the increased length wanted for burning the enormous charges of

powder to be used rendered muzzle loading tardy and difficult in land

artillery, and impracticable in naval ordnance

The Navy for some time resisted the change, and the delay thus

occasioned m providing the fleet with a proper armament must be

laid at the door of the Admiralty

It must be remembered that the energy of the projectile, to increase

which was the main purpose of substituting a breech- for a muzsle-

loadiug guu, depends, catena paribus, upon the muzzle velocity given

to the projectile, and on its weight
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These muzzle velocities lu the best breech-loaders rarely exceeded

1,100 feet in a second, and were lu many guns much less When at

last the Naval authorities gave way on the principle of breech-loadmg,

it was seen that if the charge of quick-burning powder (up to a recent

date in use in the Navy) was suflBciently large to give the sought-for

increased velocity to the projectile, it would utterly destroy any gun

constructed on the original Woolwich pattern of steel tubes and iron

jacketing coils Hence it was concluded that a less violent powder,

burning mqrc slowly and m a much longer gun, was the right thing

The soundness of this opinion has been controverted

Colonel Brackenbury, of the Iloyal Artillery, at^ one time superin-

tendent of the Iloyal Gun Factory, has leeorded his opinion that

there is no gun adapted for service in any countiy which is not by

its weakness a hindrance to the full action of the spirit of artillery

He says ^^W^'e arc always taming and subduing the spirit, instead of

strengthing the body , the spirit being of course the powder, and the

body the gun

A civil engineer, Mr J Longridge, who has sjient years of study

on the mathematical laws regulating the explosion of gunpowder,

and the strain inllictcd on the various parts of the gun by the gases

generated, shares the opinion of Colonel Brackenbury as to inordinate

length of gun and slow-burning powder, and has endeavoured to

strengthen the body, instead of subduing the spirit, by a system of

coils of wire applied in a certain way and in certain parts of a gun

of more reasonable length A quotation or two from the rcpoit made
by a Prussian officer of artillery will show the opinion of a foreign

expert on this matter The most important service rendered by

Mr Longridge is his insisting on a strictly scientific basis for his

gun construction His system may well claim such a logical basis

,

whereas there is but little certain in the unscientific foundations of

other existing systems And he concludes by saying “ Let us not,

therefore, like the English Ordnance Committee, reject the hand thus

held out to us To go into questions of gun manufacture here,

probably the most contentious of all subjects under the sun, is of

course impossible

Sir Frederick Bramwell, m a most able and inteicsting lecture at

Birmingham in 188G, required forty-two pages of closely printed

paper to state the case as he conceived it It would require fully

as many pages to state it as it appears to me T am not, I think,

misrepresenting him, when I give it as his opinion that eveiybody

else is as bad or worse than we have been represented to be by
unfavourable critics, and he gives the following instance of the great

progress which he considers has been made —
We now have a gun, of 12-inch bore, entirely of steel, weighing

45 tons—a breech-loader The projectile weighs 714 lbs , its piuzzle
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velocity IS 1,910 feet m % second But still further, we have a gun
of 110 tons weight, 14 feet long, the weight of the projectile,

1,800 lbs
, the charge of powder, 820 lbs

,
a muzzle velocitv of

2,100 feet a second, and a muzzle energy of 55,100 tons Of course

these results are enormous, and although results somewhat similar

have been realized by guns belonging to Italy, yet these and all

other guns are liable to accidents, which Sir »Frederick recapitulates

and considers inevitable

I have some results to compare with these, which make one
hesitate to believe that the intentions of gun manufacturers are

certain of being realized

A short history of a smaller gun of from 80 to 81 cwts in

weight, and 6-inch bore, will serve to show When the reluctance

of the Admiralty to adopt breech-loaders for the Navy was over-

come, a brecch-loading guii was designed by the Royal Gun Factory,

to weigh about 80 cwts , and shortly afterwards 77 guns of this

pattern were ordered to be made Adopting a design is technically

called scaling it Tins design was sealed by the Oidnance Com-
mittee, who did so, stitmg at the time that they had had no
opportunity of considering the design This pattern was to fire

50 lbs of Pno 2 powder, with a projectile weighing 100 lbs and a

muz/le velocity of 2,000 feet in a second Circumstances occurred

pioof and upon the trial of an improved pattern, Mark II , of

this gun, which induced the committee to i educe the powder charge

from the first intention of 50 lbs to 38 lbs , and the initial velocity

fell of eoursc to 1,811 feet per second Now, a similar gun had

been procured from the Elswick Company, which, witli three pounds

less of powder, h^ut given a muzzle velocity of 1,900 feet in a second ^

So much for improved patterns, and performance matched with

promii^ Yet after this the War Office, with the consent of the

Admiralty, decided to continue the manufacture of 6-incli guns on

the same pattern as the one I have described above One of

these guns was supplied later to the Active^ and burst on board

No satisfactory reason was found for the occurrence Another of

these 6-mch guns, with 100 lb projectile, having burst at Shoe-

buryness, the charge was again reduced to 31 lbs , and the muzzle

velocity to 1,690 feet per second The cost of all the guns ordered

on this pattern, which produced such deplorable results, is stated to

have been upwards of £100,000

The description of the new pattern 12-in bore gun which I have

quoted from Sir F BramwelFs lecture as the piesent gun, is all but

identical (except that it is not made of steel) with the guns supplied

to the Collingwood, with what result the public is already aware*

Guns of that pattern are withdrawn from issue until they are

strengthened by hooping If we wish to see the difference betireen
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gun-makmg on scientific and unscientific principles, we have only

to turn to the guns manufactured by Sir Joseph Whitworth, especially

to the unrivalled performances of one of his 9-in breech-loaders m
August 1883

He has for many years called the attention of the Admiralty

and W^ar Office to the result of his experiments, to the metal he

employs (called fluid steel), to the resisting power of his projectiles,

to his mode of rifling, and to everything in short that builds up the

power of a modern gun That Sii Josephus views and opinions were

not those of a mere theorist, is evidenced by the history of his life

,

they were those, on the contrary, to which he had arrived by study

and experiment applied to^ eminently practical results As an

illustration of what has been said befoie, I will give a comparison

between two nearly similar pieces of ordnance, one manufactured by

Sir Joseph for the Brazilian Goiernmcnt, the other by W’^oolwich for

the armament of the haptneuse and Wai spite Both guns were

breech-loaders—the Whitworth all steel, the W'^oolwicli a steel tube

with iron and steel coils The calibres of tht guns were slightly

difterent, as was also the weight ^ The Whitworth projectile of steel

weighed 103 lbs
,
the Woolwich was of chilled Palliser metal, and

weighed 380 lbs The charge of powder was—Whitworth, 107 lbs ,

Woolwich, 190 lbs The calculated penetration at 1,000 yards into

inches of iron was—Whitworth, 20 7 , Woolwich, 10 6 ,
the actual

penetration at a target distant 70 feet waa—AVhitwortb, about

23 inches of iron The W oolwicli gun did not undergo that ordeal

Sir William Armstrong's Company claim, it is true, though lu my
opinion on quite untenable grounds, to have equalled oi surpassed

the effects of this Whitworth gun Without atitjittmg all that he

puts forward, it certainly appears that there arc two firms in England

to whose productions the Woolwich guns are inferior in ever^siiigle

point that gives value fo a weapon

Comments on the facts related above aie not required they

speak for themselves As to the responsibility for the design of large

guns, a Surveyor-General of Ordnance stated m the House of Com-
mons, in a very qualified manner, that the Ordnance Committee was

responsible for the designs of naval guns
,
and wc weie told by Mr

Campbell-Bannerman that the responsibility of approving or i ejecting

a gun rests with the Secretary of State for War that is, in all

probability, with a person profoundly ignorant of every pait of a

most special and comiilicateii subject Is it not reasonable to sup-

pose that if, every year, attached to this portion of theArmy Estimates a

report was drawn up, as I have suggested, for the Admiralty advisers,

dealing in a similar manner with expenditure, estimates, and results,

* The calibre of the A\hitworth gun was 9 05 ins
,
that of the Woolwich gun 9 22 ina^

The first weighed 20, the second IB tons
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and giving full explanations of the acts of the Ordnance Committee
and their reasons, signed by some person who would stand before

Parliament as really responsible^ we should never again have a record

of ^failure such as has only been very partially disclosed by what has

been stated in these pages
''

I find that I have no space left to gi\e even a summary of our
position with regard to fortifying and increasing^ the number of our

coaling stations, and so giving that mobility to our fleet without

which it cannot pretend to defend either our colonies or our com-
merce Lord Carnarvon's letters to the limes are, however, a very

valuable epitome of a histoiy of neglect, grievous and almost un-

paralleled, and the subject must be left for future discussion I

should ha\e the greatest confidence that, it \ie ensured the reform

in the Admirilty and War Office indicated in these pages, and

shown to be indispensable by the eirors and failures that have;

followed unreformed administration, we should soon make up

for lost time Every reader who has followed me thiough this

long and painful history will, I hope, do me the justice to believe

that, while I advocate with all my power the efliciency of the

Navy, I am equally as strong in my advocacy of economy ,
in fact,

one depends upon the other Past ^ears and long study of the sub-

^ject have convinced me that, if we fail to practise Lcouomv, the rough-

^ud-ready way ot the public will be to cut off a lump sum of a

milliou or two from the grants asked for, and leave the cfhciency of

the Navy to take care of itself I oikc more repc it that there can be

no security for economy, and tlicreforc for cflicieucy, so far as the

Navy IS concerne(Ljj)h;hout good finance, complete publicity, and

individual respqju|Mrty to Parliament How to attain these it has

been ray objeetto show, and I have perfect corihdcnce that sooner or

later these methods, or their equivalents, will be adopted by the

wisdom of Naval administrators, and sancti04ed by the authority of

Parliament
Rob SpE^CLR Robinson



CONTEMPORARY LIFE AND THOUGHT
IN ITALY

WITH slow but suie steps, fiee from great and risk} tioubles, Italy

continues her task of domestic reoiganizition I ast June saw
the opening of hci sixteenth Parliament The new Chamber, fiesh

from the elections of the ‘23id of May, assembled m the same month of

June at IMontccitoiio, simply, it may be said, to give a vote of confi-

dence to the C ibiiK t of Signor Depretis, who, on the occasion of the*

provisional rc\iew of the 33udget, gained a majority of sixty-seven votes

Membeib then sepai ited foi the usual summer holidays They met
again on the 2 did of Novcnibei, and are now engiged m discussing the

Budget in det 111 Nothing of note has taken pi ice to interrupt the
debite, with the evccption of an interpellation on the foicign policy of
the Ministi} , that gave rise to some im^ioitant j^eclarations on the part

of Count di Robilant, which have made the tour dlBij^ropc

It IS the general opinion in Italy that, unless events take some
extraordinary turn, the present Legislature will be the quietest and
most peaceful we have had since the year 1S60 None, indeed, of those

great politico «^ocial questions that so profoundly stir the minds of men
loom above the horizon The pi ejects of law, and the measures of
reform, which the ^Iinistry have caused the King to announce to the
Chamber, in Ins ‘=pecch at the opening of Parliament are all of an
administrative or regulative chaiactci, or aim at improvements in the
Civil Stjrvice, and are scarcely, it at all, of a political complexion, while
all parties, without distinction, are agreed upon then utility and
necessity, differing only with respect to certain points of detail Of
the measures in question, the principal are the following —Re-
organization of the Ministries, involving, among other things, the
creation, in addition to that of a Ministry of the Presidency and Under
Secretanatst of State, of a new Ministry, that of Posts and Telegraphs,
and a Ministry of the Treasury subordinate to that of Financ^, a
project of reform of the provincial and communal law, destined to in-

troduce a much-wanted order into the administration and finances of the
communes of Italy ,

a measure for the reorganization of loan societies,
the reform of the laws providing for public safety, the reform of
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tlie judiciary and the magistracy, the refoim of the universities,, and,

lastly, the so-called social laws—such^ as the Bill to enable workmen
to claim compensation for injuries received in the course of their

en^loyment, a ifcasure which has alieady been subjected to the

or^al of the Chambei and the Senate, but to which ^ has not so

far been found jpossible to give a statutory form, owing*o the many
difficulties inherent in the subject All these projects, I repeat,

meet, in principle, with the approval of the groat majority of the

Chamber, and do not appeal likelv to ti cubic the waters of Montecitono,
and^biing about a shipwreck of the Depretis Cabinet, which need only
dread such domestic difficulties and incidents as cannot be foreseen and
may at any time crop up But neitliei in this quaitcr does the danger
appear gieat, still less near at hand The countiy enjoys just now a

tianquillity which leaves little to be desired, in expression, however, not

to be taken in too absolute a sense, foi heie and tlicic in Italy signs

are not wanting of bad feeling and discontent, as has been recently

shovm by the electiou of sueli men as the madman Coccapieller at

Kome, of the libellei SbarTaro at Pavia,and of the homieide condemned to

hard 1 ibour, Amilcare Cipiiani, at Ravenna and at Foili These, how-
ever, aie local exjilosions, explicable on special local giounds In general,

the countiy niaj^ be said to be tranquil and well-disposed rather than

otherwise, nor is there anything that seiiously threatens the public

peace or the stability of oui institutions Foi our domestic evils and
defects, all, one may say, of a mciel} administiative kind, the country trusts

to the wisdom of Pailnment and the Government tp find a lemedy
T im of opinion that the meiit attaching to this sufficiently satisfactoiy

political situation belongs to Signor Depretis It ib, in tiuth, the

reflection of an impioved pailiamentary situation, due to the establish-

ment of a majority that has shown itself sufficiently homogeneous,
stable, and inclined to support the Premier in the realization of his

progiammi And this fact is the moie iinpoitant and siguificant, in

that it IS no meie plienoraenoii of a simply transitory natuie, the result

of a successful stroke of parliameutaiy tactics, but is essentially of a

lasting and permanent charactei, answering not only to actual

parliamentary conditions but gencially to ^the plainest tendencies

of political thought in Italy In this lespeet the fact of winch I am
speaking is highly characteristic of our domestic polities, and would
form the subject of a most interesting studv In my formci reviews, I

have had no occasion to do more than touch upon this point , I shall

now enlarge upon it, but as briefly as possible

Up to the 18th of May, 187 6, Italy was governed by the Right, which
rendered to the country the immortal service of completing its unity

with the addition of Rome and Venice, and placing upon a footing of

equilibrium the national finances, which, duiing the preceding decade,

had shown an annual deficit of about 500,000,000 francs But on the

18th of May, 1876, the Ministry fell, and not upon a question that

was really a political one The matter m debate was the Railway
question The then Cabinet, of which the late Signor Minghetti was
the head, with the intention of systematizing the administration of

Italian railways, biought forwaid a Bill for their assumption by the

State The Lett voted against the measure, as it was m the habit of

treating every^ proposal of the Government, political or non-pohtical,

and placed the Ministry of Minghetti m a minority It was thus that
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the Left came into power But what gave a special ^haraclei and

importance to the vote was the {Refection it revealed of a section of the

majoiity which until then had supported the Ministry of the Right A
srroup of deputies among whom were some of gysat influence, hUe
RicjcoJi and^eiuzzi, repiesentnig chiefly Tuscan constjituenciesr—or all

the pioviiices Tuscany was the one most opposed to theories of admini-
strative centralization and to any excessive extension of the fuiu lions

of the State—joined their vote to that ot the Left It was m this manner,

1 lepeat, that the Left came into power, and found itself pledged, upon
the lailway question, then and afltiwaids one of tlie gieatcst importance
in the coiintiy, to a maintenance of the existing sjstem ot pnvate
contiol On this question the Left was suppoited bj miny influential

members of the Right But the consequences of this identity of opinion

on the riilw ly question between the Left and ccitiin dissidents of the

Ritjht did not show themselves for miny ycai«

The Left acceded to powei undti the leidciship of Depietis, hut with

the exception ot the Picmiti, i man veised in public busiiuss who had
been Garibakh^s vicc-dictatoi in Sicily, Minister under Ritta/zi m
I8b2, and a mcinbei of the Cabimt of llicisoli m 1S6G, tlic Ministry,

incTuding iMicoUia at the Ministiy of the Intel loi, and Migliani, at

the Ministry ot Finame**—who was known for his Economic studies,

published in the I^vuut Antolotjat, the best ind most widtlyciicu-

latod of Itilian Reviews—consisted of men altogcthti new to oflSce

Nor could Sionoi Dcpicti^ have chosen otheiwisc, foi the Left com-
prised no politicims iccnstomtd to public business or possessed of

recognised idministr itivc capacity lienee the Right ippcaied to

have fite play in Pailiameiit The Left, iii posscs'sion ot the Govern-
ment, could not but commit cirois upon (rrois, with i little

patience and adroitness the Right might have picsscd llicii opponents

into a corner, ind taken advantage ot some good opportunity to o\ei-

throw them Ifowevci, the possession of powci is in itself i foiee

—

heati ' Iho Left gi ulually gaimd stability in oflicc and
sympathy in the couiiti} On the other hand, the Right, botli m the

beginning and ifterwMids, appe ired incapilih ot following anv policy

except that which the Ltit had jncMously pursued when in opposition

—

the policy, that is, ot criticism and of confiiling action within the limits

of meio negation They bi ought foi ward no political progi mime m re-

lation to which the party might rally itself, and on which they might
seek to regain power Led without eneigj and without fiith by its

chiefs, Minghetti and Sella, the Right giadually lost confidence m
itself In shott, the process ot its dissolution continued, and men saw
a paity that had, one may say, made Italy, and in whose lanks weie to

be found men of weight, such as Spaventi, Minghetti, Visconti Venosta,

Sella, Bonghi, withdraw itself fiom the field ot polities, leaving fiee action

to a party winch had come to power without experience of public atlaira,

almost without prepiration foi the business ot goveinment At the
present day the Right party in the Parliament of Italy no longer exists

Such an abdication ot its piiiKiples ind of its gloiious past by the

Right must be regietted It w xs i renuiieiatioii of its future, but
petbaps it was an inevitable deeei‘-e, the extinction of a party that
had exhausted its stock of ideas, whoso members m consequerdto
were obliged to seek fot a political exibtence in fresh combmatiotis.
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and endeavour to hud m new chemical affinities—if I may use the
expression the conditions of their public life The question was a
gi eat one I remember, m relation to it, that before the advent of

power, there was much talt, bv no means destitute
of foundation, of a contemplated coalition between the chief ot the
liigbt. Sella, and one of the leaders ol the Left, Nicotera, with the
object of uniting all the roundest and least heteiogeneous elements ot
both sides of the Chambei to form a new majon tv, capable of giving
stability to the Government and a vigorous impulse to legislative
action Various causes inteifeied to pi event the realisation of tins
pioject, but its existent e is a proof that long before Signor Depretis
effected his so called transfoirnation the netd was ilrcady recognized
by the paitus of gicatest influence in the Chamber of providing for the
formation of a parliamentary base more leasonable, moie him, and more
assured But a presentment of the facts will best explain the course

of iffaiis

Signor Depretis, on assuming the Government in March 1876,
declared tin principal points of liis programme to be—refoim ot the

electoral law, abolition of the forced paper cuircncy, a law of com-
pulsory education , and indicated vaguely the necessity of reforming

the system of taxation in a sense favourable to the poorer classes, with-

out, however, affecting the equilibiium attained in the Budget with
bO much laboiii In addition. Signor Depretis gave out, in respect of

the railway question, lliat the Ministry had drawn up a measure on the

basis of puvate control Here was a political programme that con-

tained nothing alaiming for any paify The announcement of electoral

lefoi m was received without dist iste even by the Right, for the conviction

was general that the electoral law required to be reformed in a more liberal

sense As to the pioject of taxation refoim, which might have been con-

sidered as a threat of Radical Icgi^^htion m the matter ot imposts, the

declaration was qualified by the Ministerial announcement that for the

moment not a single lira of taxation would be abolished, and that no con-

liibution would be annulled without full compensation to the revenue

being otherwise provided But during the two years it lasted the first

Depietis Cabinet was able to realize little or nothing ot the programme
with which it started In March 1878 the Ministry fell, not upon a vote

of the Chamber, but solely on account of the Ministiy no longer feeling

itself master of tlie parhamentaiy situation

Povv^r, however, did not pass to the Right, but Signor Cairoli became

Premiei From 1870 to 18S1 Cairoli and Depretis alternately took

each other^b place, precisely as the chiefs of the Right, Menabrea, Lanza,

MinghQ^.ti, had previoiibly done The Left becoming more and more

« discontented with its leadeis, whom it had borne to power, at last voted

against them, but such, nevertheless, were the political combinations of

the time, that the Right never entered into the heritage For the rest,

Cairoli aqd Depretis were agieed upon the mam points of the Left pro-

gramme, always excepting one of great importance, whicl^in the eventj

brought about a schism in their party, and on which I shall have presently

to enlarge Only it must be said that Cairoli, whose instincts were of a

most markedly popular character, and who«5e ideas were tinctured with

Radicalism, urged his projects of reform with greater vigour than

Depretis »
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And, in fact, one of the first acts of his administiation was to cause

Ins Minister of Finance, Seismit-Doda, to intioduce a Bill for the

ibolition of the gust-tax, t.s mtiodnctory of the contemplated trans-

formation of the system of taxation The proposition, couched in no
vague teims as in the Beprctis-programme, but plainly and definitely

worded, struck the Right and various other parties in the Ghambei with

consternation The country had long been accustomed to the tax, which

produced a net return to the State of seventy millions of fiancs, itb

incidence had bee n settled with inlinite labour and pains and at con-

siderable cost, and its immediate repeal appealed in the highest degree

• imprudent, all the more so m that the conditions of the Budget, but just

brought to an equilibrium, did not jet allow of such a relief being

granted to the taxpayer But the Left had promised the countiy the

abolition of the tax, and was anxious to keep its woid, and, at the same
time, gam an easy populaiity The grist-txx fell on all classes of con-

sumers of floiii, and hence was specially felt by the pooi, on which
account it had been baptized tlie hiingei-tax In v an Sella, who had
been the author of the tax, besought the Chambei not to accepf>a

measure which threatened again to open the yawning gulf ot deficit in

the Budget lie was not listened to, and the ibolition was carried by
230 votes against 77 v

If ever theie was a moment when the Right ought to hive dis-

played firmness and shown a united front, it was assuredly now
The gnst-tax constituted one of the main pivots of the financial

admmishation ot tfie Right, and it cannot be denied that the Bill of

Seismit-Doda, although it was to come into operation gradually, and
not at once, was ot a somewhat revolution iry character No doubt, it

was intended to fill up the deficiency, which the abolition of the tax

would cause m llie Budget, by an increase of the taxes on articles

of what IS called voluntary consumption—such as sugar, coffee,

alcoholic liquors, &c , and fuithcr, the product of almost ill the re-

maining taxes continually increased, circumstances which prevented

the abolition of the tax from being followed by any of the evils which
many dreaded is its consequences But I repeat that, at the time when
the abolition was proposed and voted, the proceeding was of a rather

revolutionary character, and the fact that only seventy-seven deputies of

the Right could be found to support Sella on the question proves that

already the germs of impotence and dissolution were in course of active

fermentation in that party—germs that daily acquired desfi active

strength With the Left the abolition of the gn&t-tax was motived
by a desire for popularity, but not a few Deputies of the Right also

might be reproached with withholding their support fiom a hateful and
hated law mainly to escape unpopularity

The consistency of the Right was put to even more marked proof m
the course of the discussion on electoral reform This measure too was
proposed by the Cairoli Cabinet, I believe m November 1878, but ihe
debate upon did not take place until the session of 1881 I have
already said that even to the Right electoral reform was not distaste-

ful Why, indeed, should it have been so ^ In Italy, one may say,

there is no distinction of classes, or, if there be any, it is infinitely less

pronoanced than in other countries The Italian ^Parliament is a
leflectioD, of pourse, of this state of society Possibly the Bight com-
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pi^s more deputies notable by reason of thoir vealtb, social position,
or aristocratic title than the Left, bat not, assuredly, to the extent of
creating a sense of <?pecial interests, or a disposition to exceptional *md
priyilege-preserving legislation A deep feeling of devotion to the
liberal and patriotic monarchy which governs ns i cigns equally on both
sides of the Chamber, md what diBercnces these may present are
wholly of temperament, in that, namely, the Right is moic pionounccd
in itsdesiie foi puohc ordei and political slibility than the Left

III this the whole diveifaitj seems to me to consist It was this fact
that led the picsent Minister of Public Woih'?, Sigi oi Gcnali, iii the
course of the discussion on elector il refoim, to say tint in Italy there is

111 truth no Conservative party I tnuiL the expression was just
Hence the Right had no ob)eetion m principle to reform, it srmply
desired the extension of the sufFiige in a diftcient sense fiom that m
which it was proposed by the Minx^stry

The old electoial liw m Italy wis biscd essentially upon a tax-assess-
ment that was rithei high—forty francs in the yeai—and under it the
number of electors amounted to 628 000 The new law, which was in
a sneciil sense the outcome of the labouis of Signor Zinardelh, who
defended it afterwards as Minister of Grace and Justice, took foi the
basis of the suffi age the ciicumstance of having attended a certain
"*lass of elcmentaiy school, where leading and wilting weie taught,

y her with a little arithmetic and goographj Here liy the mam
point of dispute between Right and Left, the formei adhering ob-
stinately to a ta\-snffiagc, the latter to an educational one, but on both
sides opinions were far tiom being m harmony is to tlie quantum of
the basis of either suffrage lo speak only ot the Right, Mingliotti,

for “instance, wislied to reduce the qualification to ten fiancs, winch
would have given the suffrage to about 1,700,000, JJonglu would have
allowed a vote to all citizens iiisciibed on the tax-rolls if only toi the
amount of a single lira, which would hive increased the number of
electors to something like 5,000,000 , others, also membeis ot the lliglit,

advocated the piinciple of universal suffrage without my pecuniary
limitations whatever All these pioposals weie rejected by the
Ministry, who feared they would result m giving a prepondciant in-

fluence in the elcetions to the least piogressive section of the com-
munity—the ruial voters To me this tear does not appear to have
been well founded, and circumstances have shown that the Right was
equally in error m its apprehension that an educational qualifacation,

based almost solely upon the elector’s ability to read and wiite, would
give an oveiwhelming preponderance to the moie tumultuous element of
the town populations, and fill the Chamber with Radicals To conclude,

the Mimsteiial measure, modified of course m ceitain details but not in

substance, and having tacked on to it a special law establishing 8C7 aUti
de lidte, passed the Chambei by 202 votes against 116 It gave an
electorate numbering over 2,000,000 of voters

It was under this law that the elections took place la the autumn
of 1882, under conditions extraordinarily favourable to the Government,
which had given three important reforms to the country—the electoral

reform itself, the abolition of the forced paper currency, and the repeal

6f the grist-tax, which last events have shown to have in no way
imperilled the Budget-equilibriui^ In a^speech made just before the
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elections, Sijynor Depieh'., \1^ho then for the third time presided over a

Cabinet composed of members of the Left, made some iroportfiftit

declai liions, which claim notice Aftei having referred to the electoral

leform just accomplished, Signoi Depretis added that now it was
necessary to say “ A tuice to politic il lefoiras , let us devote ourselves

wholly to those administrative lefoims which the country Ins so long
waited foi The new electonl law has extended henceforth to every
part of the country the benciits of the suHrage, but has at the same
time increased the lesponsibilit) and the duty of the Goverijment
carefully piovide foi the safety of institutions thus placed on a new
footing, above all, the necessity must be kept in view of maintaiiHDg
public Older and affording due pioiection to peison and propeity

”

These expiessions oalltd foith the warmest appioval of the Right, and
Minghetti himself took occasion to declare tint upon such conditions

he had no difliuilty in accepting the new programme of Signor

Depretis llis example was foUoweJ by many othei membeis of the

party, who without doubt owed then success at the polls to their

adhesion to the Depretis programme But by this conduct the Right
gave itself the final blow' as a political party W'e shall understand this

bettei a little fuithei on

In the elections of 1S82 Depretis had an enormous majority Besides

the parties of the Left and Centre, a laige section of the Right virtually

gave him their support But this majority ^as not homogeneous, lior

united upon the financial measures contemplated by the Depretis pro-

gramme, and oie many months had elapsed it was plain tint the work
of legislation mide no progicss, the majority was, as it was said,

iffectcd with " plethoia The occision soon presented itself for a split

to tike place

I Iiave already mentioned that Signoi Depietis, in respect of the

programme of the party, was substantially m agicement with Can oh
and the other leadeis of the Left, but on one important point, never-

theless, his views weie diffeient fiom theiis This point related to the

interpietaiioii to be given to the right of meeting and association, and
to the principle to be followed in the maintenance of public order The
divergence on this point had alieady shown itself in 1878, when Cairoli

was Pieinicr, with Zanardelli as Minister of the Interioi Zsuardelli

was of opinion that the right of meeting and association should be
subject to scarcely any restraint, and that, as far as the maintenance of
public ordei was concerned, the Government had no right t

save when public order was plainly threatened by some overt act

Under this doctrine of Signor Zanardelh’s, which w'as resumed in the
maxim “ lepression not prevention,” numberless Republican and other

unauthorized associations sprang into existence, and things got to such
a pass that we were threatened with au immediate installation of the

government of the mob It was while the country was in this con-

dition that the attempt of Passinante upon the life of the king took
place in December ol the above-mentioned year 1878, at Naples No
sensible man ever imagined for a moment that the Cairoli Ministry was
in any degree whatevei chargeable with complicity in this crime But
the theories of unrestrained liberty which the Ministry had been in the

habit of professing could not but fall into disrepute amidst the clamour
of public indignation which the outnsge aroused in the country* The
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maitei was, of couise, biought before Parliament, and the Cairoh
Ministry was overthrown upon an ordei of the clay moved by Deprctis
mmsdr, in which, while it was admitted that the Government ought to
maintain inviolate the lights of public meeting and association, the

equally bound to defend public order by a strict application
of the law ” In this discussion Depittis, in substagee, urged the
necessity of leconciling the exercise of politic il rights with the greatest
of the lights of the State, the right, lunitly, of self-conscivation

^
It wis just upon a question ot this kind that in May, 1883, the

niajontj of^plethoii issuing fiom the elections o( 188‘2 was leiit m
* twain, and the singulaiity ol the case hy in the oiicuinstaiice that
Sigiioi Ueprctis Ind then loi las colleague is Ministei of Giacc and
Justice the same 7 unrdelli whose theories he had opposed in 1878
The ext|foncies of politicb and the tyiaiiny of paity olten impose similar

inconsistencies In Ali}, 188 3, then, among ceitan groups of the
Left, suspicions nose is to the teiidtncies of tho Cabinet piesided over
by Signor Dt prcti®, suggested by tho idvanecs in ide to him hy many
memLi.rs of the Right, imong whom weio some ot the leaders of that

party Sigiioi Nicotoia biought loiwaid a motion openl} distrustful o^

tho Miiiistiy, and, logethti with othei members dlT the Left, entered

upon a *'C\cro icview ot the polioy, espeei illy of the domestic policy of

tho Goveinment, aimed at Signoi Deprctis himsell The most was
made of f lets, rt il oi supposed, ind the most triviil incidents were used

to throw suspicion upon the Liboialisra of the Government Sfioitly

before demonstritions hid taken place in various Itilian towns with

hflTcient objects, but especially in honour ot the Irredentist Obei-

dauk, condemned to death foi an attempt upon the life of the Emperor
of Austiia, and in favour of the repeJ of the Law of Guarantee, and
the Government liad been obliged to disperse meetings as well is to h ive

recourse to other lepressive measuie*^ Signor Depietis energetic dly

defended his policy, urging the necessity foi tho Govcriiraeiit to mun-
tnn puldic ordei at any cost, in dffeicnce to the law itself, and to inter-

national duties But two mcmbcis of the Cabinet were personally

inteiested in tins question, Zinaidelli ind Biceaiini, both adveanced

Progicssist®, who, piecisely because they weie so, had been specially

aimed at by several speakers of the Right They could not, of course,

remain silent, and it was soon evident, fiom what they said, that they

did not view the adhesion of the Right to the programme of Signoi

Depretis with the same amiability and satisfaction as Signor Depietis

himself They wcic inxious to be ind to show themselves, above all,

party men and, out of a feeling of loyalty to their party, were unwilling

to cla«-p hands with men who, if they were no longer then adversaries

today, might agun become so to-morrow But the Chamber, by a

large majority, accepted the views of Signoi Depretis, and approved an

order of the clay (May 19, 1883), which expiessed full confidence in the

Liberal policy of the Government It was iii consequence of this vote

that Zanaidelli and Biccaiini resigned then portfolios Thus the former

majority became divided, and a now one was constituted, comprising

members from both sides who suppoitca the Depittis Cabinet And it

IS with the help of tins majority, uncertain and wayward as it has at

tidies shown itself to be, that Signoi Depretis has carried on the Govern-^

meat up to the present time

kot LI V
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In this review of pist events I have dwelt upon them at some length,

because the parliamentary situation, which i<? then outcome, is an im-

portant lact, ind one which I believe to be chancteribtic of political

life in Italy The "transformation ” of Signor Depretis has been much
criticised, the epithets faithless and political lenegide have been applied

to him, and tUoie is no leproach, accusation, oi vituperation winch his

former fiiends have spaied him, but the mattei, vie\ ed in its true

piopoitions, simply imounts to this—thit Signoi Depretis sought to

creitc conditions ot liomogciieoub existence as a bi&is loi the execution

of i piogiamme that had been accepted b} both Left and Right He *

thus leah/cd ideis that had picviousl^ been shadowed foith in the *

antecedent attempts at i coalition between Sclli and Nicotcia Given
the Democratic basis of Italian political institutions, a basis which is in

harmony with vhe profoundly Democratic nature ot Italnn «?oeie#v itselt,

there IS no loom in my opinion, foi iny distinction ol Right ind Left

in the Italiin Puliiment, in the dehnik sci se, at ill events, winch
attaches to these teims when ipplied, foi mstincc, to parliameutaiy

paities in France md England It is for this leason tint I ngud tlu

tiansformation that took phee in the Italian Puliament in AI ly 1SS3,

as a fact of an essentially permanent and not ot i tian^-itoiv nature

With the aid ol his new majoritv Signoi Depictib h is bu ii iblc to pass

through the Chambci some of the nnpoitnit nicasiiics innouuc< d m his

programme Much still k inairis to be done eouiplckly to leilizc it

but sdeh are tne conditions of Pailiament ind the coiintiy that it may
be permitted to hope tint this ti^k will be iceomphshcd daring tin

session which opemd i few months back

One of the most impoitant points of thi> progiammc, anci one whirli

it has not liitheito been found possible to execute, piineip illy tnrongh
the confusion and iincei taint) of the piiliameiitaiv '^•itiiatioii, Ind lola-

tion to the systematization of Itiliui i iilways Jt Ins been mentioned,

above that it was upon this question that the Right fell in March 1^76
The Left m consequence of the vote of the LSlh of tint month found
itself pledged to the continuance of thepiivato s}stem of idrninistration^

and 111 fact a law, of June 29 following, eomptlled the Government to

introduce a railway bill based upon that system llowevci, in 1878,
Signoi Caiioh thought it well to lelei the question to i paihimentary
committee of inquiry The committee, aftci moie than four yeais^

labour, came to the conclusion that the piivafe system was the pre-

ferable one There was no longei, therefore, any need to lose time in

continuing the provisional lailway adnuiustiation, which hid been some‘

eight years in existence, and which had worked inhnitc hum to the'"

public interests Signor Gcnala, of the Centre, was nominated Minister

of Public Woiks m June 1883, in the place of Baccirini, and was charged
with the preparation of a lailwiy measuie on the basis of private

control

The railway question, one of importance in all countries, is one of the

greatest importance in Italy, beeau'^e with us it not merely involves

economical considerations and touches material interests, but falls inevi-

tably and properly within the province of Government As I have
already said, when the Right Cilnnet introduced its Bill estab-

lishing ^ State control of railways, dissensions arose iii the party, ending
in the secession from \t of a group of influential deputies The latter
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objected to followmir the Government on a railway policy that in their

opinion changed the true nature of the Italian State, m which the

administrative functions of the Government ought to be kept within the

narrowest possible limits, and not pushed to an extreme as could not
bat be the case were the State to assume the administration of a g^eat

railway system The question excited great feeling, and was discussed

with special interest in Tuscany, wheic the ti iditions of private action

and of administrative decentralization weie more powciful than else*

wheic In Tuscany, in fact, hid spuing into existence the “Adam Smith
Society,” winch ohaiged itself with the defence of piivatc entei prise

against the attuKsot that “ State-idohitrj which was lightly legaided
as a foieign importation, not suited to the genius of the Itah in people

This kind of aignmcnt, which was most gciici illy idopted and went
to the root of the matter, icquiied fiesh force icom a considciation of

the conditions undei which the piiharaentiiy regime obtains imong us

These are such that i Government eontiol ot rxilways must not maely
fundamentally change the natuie ot the State, hut must prove the rum
of the parliament 11 V ‘'jstem as well Owing to a v iriety ot causes,

which this IS not the place to eiiumciate, the public administration

depends to some extent, in Italy, upon politics—that is, upon the

deputies who handle politics Under pailiimcntaiy conditions such
as these we may imigine what would happen it tlio Chambei had
to deal ;ivith qucotions of time-tables and tariffs, to look after the

purchase of miteruls, the Qigagenient ot functionaries and work-
men—nioie than a handled thousand pcisons find employment upon
tlm Italian railways— ind ' concern itself with all the otliei details

of so vist in idmiuistr ion as tint of the railway system of a
gieit country 1 know L ic of the results of Stati lailway control in

other countiies wheic it obtuns, and which, at the same time, enjoj

parliament iry govtinment, hut ot this I ira sure ihit in Itily the con-

sequences of Stite control could not fail to be most irijuiioiis
,
questions

ot lailwav administiation would be tinned into politic il quc'^tioiis, to be

le-ochocd ill the Cliambei to the hindruicc of the leally useful and
propel woik ot Pailiament, and the finances and the goner il interests of

the Stitc would in like mannei suffer thiough the action ot a variety ot

evil influences xnd the ^ce-siw jday of pirty polities I once asked a

memboi of the It ilian Senate, who has made i iilvvi} business the study

of Ins hie, if he tliought it possible effectively, to organize a State

control lie icphed, “ Yes, it the oiganizition were outside of all Par-

liamentary inlhicnces ,
on this condition, which is a dream, State control

might be «^ucctssfiil
”

Considerations of this kind gamad the day in the Italian Parliament

Thc’“ 1 iilway conventions,” which the Ministei Genah ha(j, made with

certain Italian bank*?, were accepted b} a parliamentary mijoiiiy ot forty-

nine votes Blit tbe stiiiggle was a long one
,
the debate lasted several

months The leidersof the Lett, the members of the famous ‘VPen-

taichy,” opposed them as a matter of course, covering the inconsistency

of thou action by diiecting their opposition, not against the system of

private control, which they had accepted, but against the terms and
clauses which the Mirlistei of Public Works had agreed to in his con

ventions with the banks It is worthy of notice that the conventions

were accepted even by many of the principal members of the Right, such

u 2
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as Bonglu and ilinglicLti, althongli the latter had brought in a State

ControfBill in 1870 His acceptance, however, was due to special

political coiisidti itions Other eminent members of the Kight, as

Spaveiiti md Lu7/ili, idhcud obstinately to the system of State control

It w IS on the occasion of the vote in favour of the Railways Conventions

th it the new in ijority of the 1 0th of May, 1883, for the fust time declaied

it'-tif n|n)n a question of importance

Anotlicr important matter detcimined by the Italian Parli imcnt in

tilt last sismon of the late Logishturt was the reorgani/ition of the

s^btem of land taxation on the basis of cqiializ ition During the

twenty-five yeuis that had elapsed since the foundation of the kingdom
of Ital), no equili/ation of the ti\ on real pioperty had been effected

in the different piovinces Exth ot the old Italian States had its own
s) stern of lind taxation, founded upon different a‘?sossments Even now
tliert are twent\-two modes of asse^^sment in Italy By leason of this

divei&ity of asst^'sment, the bouthein provinces of Niples md Sicilj and
Tuscan) wcie sulqeet to a less burdensome contiibution than the othci

provinces, and especially than those of the noith, which were the mo«5t

hea\il) biudcned oi ill This inequality of the tax on le il pioperty

had engaged the ittcntion of the Italian (joveinment fiom the dite of

the constitution of the kingdom, and, m fact, from ISbl the Goveinment
had been pledged to bung a diaft Bill on the subject before Pxiliaraent

Bat this diift Bill, notvvithst Hiding the urgency winch justice to the

vaiious propiieior«5 ot lind in It ily inipiessed upon the rncasuie, was
never intioduced on account of the ft ar that was felt tint to bung it

forward might iiouse eoniliets ot inteiests between the difteicnt pio

Vinces of the kingdom, more especi ill) between those of the north and

south, which might have given occasion to a locil antagonism dangeioiis

to the national unity But so unjust and abnormxl in an ingemtnt of

the land-tax could no longei be toloiated The prelimiudiy study of

the question occupied seveial >ears, it was pushed on with greater

\igour and xvas completed by a diaft Bill in consequence of the di<^cns-

sions raised by the igrarian crisis w Inch occurred during the session ot

J 884, discu«JSionb which brought to light the distressed state of Italian

igriculture, paiticularly in tlie noithem piovinces, where the burthen ot

tiie tax was heaviest

It would be to exalt overinueli the pitriotism of the Italian depuiiOB

to claim that in judging the Ministeiial scheme ot equalization they

were actuated solely by a desire to pioniote the general good of the

country Consideiatioiis aiising out ot the particular conditions in

which the eleetoiales found theIn<^elves in respect of the proposed law

exercised no doubt an influence on the minds ot their lepresentatives

And lOrfact^ m the result, the deputies of the south, whcie the tax was
least burdensome, voted against the scheme, while those of the north, in-

cluding even many who weie in opposition, supported it by a laige

majOMty Howevei, the sense of the justice and necessity of the reform
was so strong m the countiy and iii Pailiament, that it was finally

earned by a majoiity of 49 vjgtes Neither in the province of Naples
nor m any othei part of the country did any disorder take place, non
any of tho«;e outbuists of aiscoiitent which not a few deputies, opposed
to the reform, had predicted as the consequences of the promulgation of
the new law The country lemainedj peifeetly tranquil, and a few
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weeks after the parsing of the latv^ of equalisation the Minister*i

Grimaldi^ Tajani, and Genala, upon visiting many of the eoutherii

I)rovinceb, found themselves received with delight and enthusiasm
I must heie add a few words with respect to the law of equalize? tioii

Its prepaiatiou necessitated, of course, the execution of a new general

land smvey for the purpose of the tix upon a plan uniform throughout
the kingdom Heiein, lu tiuth, 1 ly the reil importance of the new law
The j)riiiciplc upon which the survey was to be cairied out was discussed

xt gitat length Tlie Mimsleiial scheme giined the da} They pio-

posed i geomctucxl suivcy, detailed ind valuational By ^ geometiical
sui\ey was meant one which should give the mcdbure, with the area,

boundaiies, and outline of each holding, the expiession detailed

signified that a plan of each entire tenement belonging to a single

proprietor was to be given, as in the*paiisli and municipal surveys

of England, but on a different scale , while the \ iluatiori was to

be based, not on the income denved by the propiictoi fiom hi**

holding, blit on an assessment made by public appraiseis, aided by
such rules and legulations as might be needed to enable the real value of

each holding to be ailived at Many of those who opposed the scheme
desired not i geometiical survey but merely a desciiptive one, giving

only the measuic, at most the area, but not the plan of each holding

,

oilieis favoured a geometiical suivcy, but not a valuational one, pie-

fciiing the system of allowing each propiictoi to piopose his own assess-

ment But the superiority of the Groveinmcnt scheme is mcoulestable

That scheme has the gieat idvantage ot ascei taming accurately, by the

help of all the moans furnished by science, Hit sptcihc character of the

holding subject to taxation, as well as oi ascci taming, less accurately

pcihajis, but m conformity with available lules, its money-return, as a

basis 01 taxation, thus subscivmg m a most useful mannei, civil, judicial,

and economical puiposes The survey is expected to take twdvc
}eais to accomplish, and is to be revised after thiity yeais, during

the intei val the impiovements made upon pioperties aie not to bf subject

to taxation

The Equilization Bill mtioduccd b} the Minister of Finance, Signor

Magliani, passed the Chambci, as I have mentioned, by a majority of

forty-nine votes, but I ought to add that the Minister adioitly tacked

on to it a law which gieatly recommended the me isuie to members, the

gradual repeal of the so-called war-tax of the "tie decimi” mcorpoiated

with the land-tax, which meant a difference to the national revenue of

29,000,000 francs, ibout x fouith of the whole land-tax Fuither, the

Government with the passing of the new 1 iw came undei ui obligation

to limit the right of the communes and of the provinces to levy a land-

tax op then own account in addition to the loyil tax, an additional

burden on the land which some communes had pushed to the extent ot

making it heavier than that of the royal tax itself The lesult of these

measuies was a veiy sensible alleviation of the fiscal burdens upon real

property
,
they were the consequences of the promise made by the

Government, as I have said, duimg the discussion laiscd in 1884 by
the occurrence of the agrarian crisis To the request of members,
especially of those representing northern provinces, to relieve the

agricultural distress, either by a protectionist taiift or by exemptions from
taxation of the localities where the crisis was moie particulaily felt, oi
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by direct subvention from the Go'v eminent, the Ministiy had replied

that nothing could he done beyond ibandoning the ‘^tre deeimi^^ to

relieve the agiicnltuial inteiebt during the development of the Credit

Foncicr This tliey did, introducing a Bill which was submitted to and

obtained the nppro\ d of Pailiainent

Hcic 1 tike occasion to bixy tint Signoi Magluin, in November
188*3, In\mg to provide for i dehcit of foity millions, brought a

meiMire befoie Pirliainent, based on a scheme of tax rcfoim, which had
been advocated by the Left since its aecession to powci m 187G
Magliani proposed an increase of the duties upon cotfee and sugir, and
upon the rninufactuie of spiiituous liquor, uticlcs of so-called voluntary

consumption, oi at leist of less neccssaiy consumption, pioposing it the

same time to suspend the collection of one of the “deciini of land-tax,

which wcie to be icpcaled with the passing of the Liw of Equali/ition

that had not yet been discussed, oi atlcista icduction of the pi ice of salt

to twenty centesimi the kilogi im Pirliamcnt absented The measure

was a new pioof ot the <onsidention extended by the leprcscntitivcs of

the people to the inteicst'j of the less favouied classes of society
*

The Depietis Alinistiy had thus, up to the spiiiig of 18Sb, faiily

well ictaiiicd tin. suppoit of the majoiity of the P)lh of Miy, ISSJ
,
but

on the oth of Much ol tin foimei year, dining the discussion oi the

so-called Extnoidinuy Budget, i question of confidence wis i used, on
which the Government obt lined a majority of only fifteen votes The
debate had been it fust of a mtiely financul charictci Signoi

Alagliani^s admiuistiatioti had been severely censnied by ccitain

deputies because it wis believed thii the Budirct hul been seiiously

wcakeijca and compiomiscd hy gieai enckssness ind laxness in the

expendituie These censures the Ministiy met victouousl), but in the

course of the dcbite the question i^sumtd i politic il chanctci, iiid

ended with a lunsfer of the attack fiom M igliani to bignoi Dcpictis

himself and the cntiie policy of his (Ubinet Thus the question

became one ol confidence, and, as 1 hue •-aid, the Ministiy only escaped

defeat by a majoiity of fifteen votes Lcpietis felt himself so shaken iii

his position tint he resolved to ippeal to the countiy The elections of

the 2‘]rd of [May gave him a Chambei which sticngthcncd his position

,

declaiingin his favoui upon the fust appeal to it, in the following June,

by a majoiity of sixty-seven votes

What, we may inquire, were the causes of this melting away of the

Ministciiil majoiity, which, fiom being an cnoimous one, on May 19,

188d, had dwindled down three years afterw'’aids to the exiguous figure

of fifteen ? The iiiqmiy is indispcns ible, if vve wish to understand the

actual parliamentaij situation in Italy, and to estimate the true strength

of the present Depietis Cabinet

When, in May 1881, m consequence of the vote of the 19th of

that month, supervened the eiisis, which resulted in the resignations of

Zanardelli and Baccaiini, members of the Depietis Cabinet, of advanced

Piogressist opinions, the Left was completely predominant in that

Cabinet Besides Depretis, who was Minister of the Intel lor, the Left

had Mancini (at the Foreign Office), Zanardelli (Grace and Justice),

Baceaiini (Public Works), and Baccelli (Public Instruction)
,
of the

remaining four Ministers, Berti (Agriculture and Commeice) had passed
over from the Right, and the other three, Feriero (War), Acton
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(Marine), and Magliam (Finance), weie rather technical experts than
politicians Zanardelli and Biccarini were replaced, the fiist by Gian-

nuzzi-Savelli, i functionary ot thejudicial order, new to Parliament, and
having no veiy dclnnte political opinions, and the bccond by Genala, a

deputy ot the CVntie
The Cabinet ln,d thus undergone moditication in a moderate direction

But Biccelli still icmiincd in the Cibincl, iiul liis icl itions weierathei
with Caiioli ami with the Muiistcis who h id resigned than with those

who remained behind Ills piesciicc, theretorc, iii the Ministry thus

modified w is not agicciblc to many membcis of the new majoiity, and
particul irly to a gioup of deputies of the Centic whose special organ was
the lim^njna tU Roma Hcie was the lirst germ of instability and
of discontent Mith the INlinistry of the raajoiity of May 19 The
antipath} to Biccdli inci cased when, in Deccmbti lSb3, he biought m
his raeasuiL loi the icfoini of higher idueation 1 cinuot here explain,

even biicfly, wli it wis the scheme ot Baccelli^s pioposed leloiin lean
only mention th it it w is bisi d on the piinciple ot the almost absolute

freedom of the universities fieedom of teacliiiig, of idministiation, aad
of disciplim A(coiding to Biccelli'^s project the State was not to

mteifoie with liighci educition, except in ( onnoction with the contoriino

of degiecs upon the students But public opinion wms not favour ible

to the proposal, the univirsitj (oiporitions tlicmselves, ilmost without

exception, icgaidid it with dislike The notion of fieedom which lan

thiough the Bill was m general consuleied iither as iihctorical llomish

th in inything else, uid as deficient in a sense of reality Nevertheless

the pioposil engigul the attention ot the Chamber foi more than two
months, but obtained i najoiity of only niiu votes In the Senate an

amendment wis unde which touched the veiy essence of the pioposal,

and eventually Bic(elli bccime disci edited in the Ministry lie ind his

scheme would not have kept then giound but foi the pcisoiial intcivcii-

tioii in fivoui of both ot Signoi Dcpittis, who dcclaicd that he icgarded

the Biccelli niejsurc is i Cibmet quc‘'tioii But it became daily more
evident tint mithci Puliainent noi the coimtiy would in any degree

entertain il The Cli imbci showed its discontent in the mattci with

the Ministiy on tlie occasion of the nomination ot a Piesidept, in March
1881, in the loom ot Signoi Fanni, who had resigned The Govern-

ment c iiididitc was Siguoi Coppiiio, a incmbci ot the Left, who only

obtained a small m ijoiity of votes in his (avoui The vote, however,

was m lealitj iimcd at Baccelli done A ciisis ensued, which gave

occasion to inothci of the many so called incainazioin^’ of Ufpietis

Togethei with Biccelli, who was succeeded by Coppino, thiec membeis
of the Cabinet ot secondary rink lesigncd then portfolios Among
them was Belli, who himself wds the very inclination or the so-called
**

social legibl itiou which in the past had met with but small success

in Pailiament, and was not to achieve a better suiccss iltcrwards

The icsignatioii of Baccelli had the effect of bunging back homo-
geneity to the Ministiy, and to the majoiity even in a grcatei degree,

in that, in consequence of the March crisis, Brin had entered the Cabinet

as Mimstci of Mirine, whose technical and administiative abilities

were univeisally acknowledged Theie still, however, remained m the

Cabinet a Minister legaided with little favour by many membeis of the

majority, especially by the group of Centre dissidents whom I have
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already mcniioned, uid who appeir to have made it their mission to

act as 1 wedge in the midst of the majority, for the purpose of split-

ting it m two The Ministci in question, Signoi Mancini, held the

poitfolio of foreign Affairs

Signoi M mcini, a biriistcr ot high standing, entered the Depretis

C'lbinet 111 yi ly ISSl, upon the fill of the Caiioli Ministiy on the well-

known Tuiiifa question He cntcied, thcieforc, upon the duties of his

office at anything but a happy moment, uid uiiaci anj thing but favour

ible luspices Itily wis then in i state of complete ifeolition and it

was it such a junctuie that on the Mcditeri am an coast a deep wround

w IS inflicted upon her pride and her interests To Signoi M incini^s eflorts

V c owe our extrication from this isolation He set on foot and pnimoted
miicable lelations with Geimany and with Austiia-IIungaiy, put an

end to the Irredentist agitation, md inspired foieign goveinments with

renewed confidence in the sinceuty of oui desiie for peace But like

Caiioli, he was destined to find Ins political tomb in Afiica Manciin

had alieady declined the invitation of the English Government to com-
munity of action at Alcxandiii and Cuio This ictnsal did not fail to

diaw down upon him some censures in Pailnmcnt, but it must rot be

forgotten that at the time the English oflti was made public opinion in

Italy was in geiier il unfavoui ible to its accept uif c On the othci h ind,

Maneiiii showed no hesitation in sending in expedition to the Red Hca
One day, in Janiiaiy 1885, the Itali in Chanibei u is profoundly igitated

by the announcement that a oodj of It dim tioops hid left for Assab,

which they wcie to gaiiison as a pulndc to the occupation of M issowali

ind Beilul Public opinion on this occasion ippiovcd the letiQii of the

Ministi) It w IS a moment when in all eouiitnes fei merited ideas of

colonial entei pi ISO with greatei vigoiii than at any picvious tune ind

hence we wcie pleased wath an ut which lii'onghl Italy, too, into the

universal race of ooloni/ation, and lifted us out of the state of ctiCivi

tion into which, through a corn bi nation of causes, w^o had filleu When
jMgnoi Mincini ifteiwaids sketched m Paili iinent the motives ind the

aim of the exjiedition, there was the bettei leason for ippioving the
Government pohej It was pi im that the objei t of the Italian expedi-

tion was to co-operate with the English tioops in the Soudin against

the Mahdi No positive agreement had been enteied into with England,
but it was eel tain that the Engli*?!! Government, in accordance with the
declaration made by Lord GianviIIe in the House of Lords m Eebruary

1885, not only accepted, but accepted with pleasure, the aid of Italj

As to Italy heisclf, the Red Sea expedition was despatched, not in view
exactly of the foundation of colonies, as was geneially believed, but as

a first step towards the rc-establisliment of that equilibrium iii Mediter-

lanean politics winch, since the Tunis affiir, had been distuibed to our
prejudice It must be admitted th it to attain this object a somewhat
lengthy route was chosen, but Italy remembered theCiimean expedition

which had opened the way to the conquest of her independence, and the
country was ful^ of hope What happened, howevei, is known to

eveivone in England Wolseley failed to relieve Goidon,aiid the deter-

mination of the English upon the fall of Khartoum to withdiaw tionfthe
bond in cut the sinews of the Italian expedition, ind limited the sphere
of oar action to Massowah and Beiliil

The eouisc o£ events in Africa had a disastious influence upon tin**

parUanientary pobition of Signer Mancini, I do not know to what
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extent^ if at all, Gladstone was held lesponsible in England for the
failure of Wolseley and his lieutenants But I know that this failure

was fatal to Sigiioi Mancini, who almost seemed to be cliaiged with the

disastci because he Iiad not foiesecn it No respite was allowed him,
the possibility even of things taking such a turn in the Soudan as to

permit of a iciievvil of the contcmplitcd combined action ot England
and Italy was not leg iided Interpellation followed upon iiiterp^l ition,

and Signoi Miucini could only answci that the lied Sea expedition
was a fust step in tlie way to tint colounl e\pansion which the country
had sliown its desne to achieve— i fir‘=.t^btcp which would be followed
by others—but th it meanwhile patience must be oxeicised This did

not satisfy Parliimeiit, oi latlici miny members of the Bight and the
usual gioup of Centre dissidents, who, leknowledgiiio Mincini^s ibility,

did n^t think him suitcci to the post he occupied, wheic, not to speak of

Ins other defect^ as a politician, instead of the inodd ition and icseivv. of

a diploma.tist he di^plajcd the prolixity and ii^^ed the inllated language
of an advocite It w is not m fiet to the expedition to the Bed Sea,

nor to the Cabinet which had dc&piUhtd it, tint exception was taken,

but to the Mimsicr Mancini alone Mincuu was able to muntain his

position, thanks to the intcivciition of l)epiiti‘-, wlio had more than

once to dcclaic in Puhament that he and all the Cabinet supported the

policy of the Foieign Miiiistei, ind that to strike at the laitci wis t#

stiikc at the whole Alimstiv A like intcivention of Depictis was able

on two or tliiee occisions to jVrancini But b\ June ISS5, he liid

become, in i puli tiiicntaiy sense, iltogethei discicdited Jii July, on
the discussion of the Foieigu Ofliec cxpenditme, he h id a majoiity ot

one vote only Uepietis w is then obliged to bow befoic the vote ot

the Chanibei, which desiicd to see his Foicign Ministei saciihccd In
the place of Maneiui the Count di Hobilanl occupied the Consulta

The Count wis it tli it time imb iss idoi at Vicaii i, and, although heli id

not dchmtcl} attxched himself to iny politic il paity, might be icgarded

IS belonging to the Bight From the two instances I have cited, which
niikc it sufticicntl^ plain that the capiicc of this oi that gioup of the

majoiit}' was enough to dislodge a Minister it disliked, it is clear that

the majoiity itself lacked, if not homogeneity—and homogeneous it ought

to have been as a party ot one piogramrae—at le ist discipline Noi were

the examples ot B lectlli and Maiieini w ithoiit paiallels Othei Ministers

had fallen in the meantime fiom neaily ‘imilar causes—Acton, Bcvti,

Pcssina, Feiracciu And, with the exception of Manemi, who, after leaving

the Ministry, remained faithful to Depieti'^, they all turned hostile to the

Premiei, and made then friends, few or mmy, turn hostile too Many
deputies of the Bight, ilso, in spite of the example set by Minglietti,

who continued loyally to support Depretis, and the acccptanc< of a

portfolio by one of its most influential members, Geneial Bicotti, who,

in December 18b4, had replaced Geneial lerreio >it the Ministry of

War, assumed an attitude of hostility towaids Depretis Different

causes led to this conduct on the pait ot the Right
,

tlieie was some ^4

sense of neglect felt by the party, a certain impression existed that the

administration ot Sigiioi Magliani lacked the guiding principles ot

firmness |iid stiict economy, again, it was sometimes alleged—and
this was especially the complaint of Signor Spaventa—that Signoi

Depretis did not found his polity upon the principles of political

morality Thus by degrees a group of dissidents came to form itself
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in the Ri^ht pirty, as liacl already occurred m that of the Centie Up
to this time Si^rnoi Deprefcis, by an exfcraordinaiy display of parlia-

mentar\ abilitv, had been able to keep toi^ether his majority But now
It looLtd IS d he liid got to the end of his resources In a Parliament

like ouib, whuc the dilfcient parties do not itpiesent different sots of

opinioDfc—ivlieii. tlieie are, properly speaking, no paities at all—the

totiiigglts ol the (liilcicnt gioii])S which compose it aie in icality nothing
but cuiidicts ot mtciLsts and ambitions moic or less legitimate And it

ife most difficult, it not inipos&iblc, to reduce these conflicts to silence

,

ir\nqiulli/cd tor a moment in one quartei, the nc\t they break out in

another, and what was done ycsteidajr is undone to-d ij It was in

the w ly 1 hive described tliat it came xbout that the vote ot the

5tli ot Alai ell gave a niajoiity ot only fifteen votes to the Ministry, a

lesult that in the p uliainentaiy situation, which had then lasted ^ycai,

almost meant a declai ition oi w int of confidence

Was, then, the woik at in end which had been undei taken in

conscquenct ot the vole of the IDih ot Mav, IcSSd, lint esl iblished

amijoitv with the object ot suppoiting bignoi Depretis in cai lying

out his piogiammf ot letorm Hi it cinnot be slid yet In the fust

place the list elections lia\L d( piivcd the vote ot the 5th ot Much of

much of its irnpoiLanot, i Cli iinbei hiving been elected which has

declaicd itselt infivoiu of Signoi Depielis l)v i mijoiity ot sixty-^-even

votes In the iievt in (sseutiil eucumstanee of the case must not be

toigottcn What give flu finishing blow to the uiijoiity ot the IDthot
May, 1883, w'ls the Liw of hquali/ ilioii ot the LandTix, which stiued

into activii} guat ind opposite interests thioughout the country, and
disoigaui7cd ill the partiC'* in tlic Ch mibi i, thiowing them into confusion

and chsoidei In tact, in voting upon that 1 iw, eieh deputy was urged,

as I think 1 lixve iiiexdy ob‘?eived, ilrnosi wliolly bv i eonsideiation

of the inteicats of the electors he icpicscntcd hen the vote had been

txkeii a vei> icmaik ible ciicumst inceoccuried the cLputies of the Left

and ol th( Extieine Left who h id voted m favom of llio C ibinet on the

question h i&tc ned to xctuin to the fold almest eie the Law ol Equilisation

was safely pjased, iiid legained then plxces imong the links of the

Opposition, but the deputns of the Right, especially those who had

voted against equali/ation, that is, igainst the Ministiy, did not lejom

the majoiilv
,

the grcatci numbei of them lemaiiied in Opposition

Thes( de[>uties voted dso with the Opposition on the question of con-

fidence in June list, on wliidi mm ot the most opposite and incom-

patible vnws, such as Ciispi ind Riioini, ypavcnli iiid Zanardelli,

Chiaves and Jjaceaiini, tound themselves united At picsent the

Chambci is cngagi d in the di‘>cu'^sion oi the Budget From the day of

the opening ol the session, which took place on the 23rd of November last,

uj) to tbepiesent time, the Ch iinbei hai> had no oppoitunity of giving a

political vote It i^ impossible, theiefoie, to say what line of policy the

dissidents of the iiiglit will adopt It is <?eitdin, however, that even

without their aid the Dejiretis Cabinet may eontinue to live, having
obtained, as I have said, a majority of sixty-seven votes in June last.

But it must be added that among the dissidents aie to be found men
ni gieal mtVuenee, wliile in the mqoiity these aie lather lairing than
the rev Cl The mam resource ol Depretis lies in temporwing, like
r ’ )ius Maximus, the (viictato'i, with whom some ot oui wits compare
'im

, and it may be this power will help him with the dissidents who at
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bottom are not opposed to the Ministry save through misunderstandings,
and on pretexts and giounds of a transitory and unpeimanent character—
blia^hted interests, ana wounded ambitions

This lev lew of Italian affaiis would bo altogether incomplete, if I

were not to say i few wouls concerning the ronflict, still real enough,
though doiniant, which exists between Italy and the Vatican— i conflict

which oeitain iccent events have quite lately biought into a new light

The question is one ot \vlueh the discussion inteusts not Italy only, but
the whole woild, loi it bungs into play two things equally valued by man-
kind—tilth and icison, leligion and libeitv Of this confliet I tieated

at length thiee yeais igo in this Ibwiew' I shill not of couisc rej|jeat

hero whit I then siid I must, howcvti, lemind tin icadci tint ihe
condition of antigonism existing between the Uiiiiinil ind tin Vatican
exeieiscs ail infliunce on the stitc ot xiolitical sock ty in itilv which
deseivcs to bo noticed lii Italy the Court, I ho Taili uncut— ill active

liolitical socici} in fict—suppoits the nation il unit\ witli Uomc as

capitil, wulhout lostiictioiis, k selves, oi quijifu itioiis o( inv kind On
this point we uc ihsolutc lucconcilcahles The King, iopl}ing to the

»'!)yndicate of Koine, duiiiig the ceremony of the list eomnieriioi ition of

the ^O^h of Septenibei—tlie d ly the Italian troops eiiteied Kome—made
use ot a h ippy phi ise in this eonueetion, calling Koine a ^ Ilaiuls-ofT

Conquest (< otniai^ta i ni(( nyihiU) Ihe phi ise had a gicat success, and
was adopted is i motto by all the Liberal associations in Italy

,
it

expresses, iiidied, the inmost thought of the nation, then (i\ed resolve

to keep Rome foi Italy

But polities are not eveiything in this woild, noi aie they so in Italy

,

faith also exists, and theie iie those who believe ind who feci the need
of an authoiity on ciith to be Ihe intcipictd of then consciences, of

then religious w mis, ind of then hopes ot the woild to come, ind this

authouly, foi Itilnii Catholic*?, cm be no otliei than the Rope Now,
the Pope has ilways lefused, and still itfuscs, to leeogni/e Rome as

belonging to It ily, ind not only docs he leluse us Rome, but he denies

the fmid unent il pimeiple itself, in virtue of wliieh Ave aie at Rome, and
possess the lifl, the ispeet, and the foice of i nitioii This piinciplo is

the well-kiiowm in ixirn, a Fiee Chinch in a Free Slate, a maxim which
involves the sepaiatioii of Chuich inel Slate To this piiiiciple the

Vatican has always opposed, and still obslinittly opposes, the notion of

the Thcociatic State Loo XIII has elcaily set forth the doctiine ofthe

Vatican on this point m his encyclical, Ininioi taU Lei, of the 22nd of

August, J b85 V ell, theie ire m Italy good Catholics Avho aie it the

same time good piluotb These desire the uiiity of Italj with Rome
ms hei capital, but uiidei icseivc, more oi less openly dcclaied, of the

Pope^s liberty of le tioii and decision Their conscience—and they are

by no means few in numbci in Italy—siillers, as it weie, fiom the stress

of two opposite sentimonls Unable to do anything else, they emit

pious wishes loi a reconciliation of the Quinnal and the V itican There

are several periodic ils in Italy ot Avhieli this is the leiding idea One
appeared in December last at Milan, undei the design itioii 11 Rosniim,
after the eelebiated philosopher of that name But the notion is one

that IS likely to remain indefinitely in i stale ot platonic eilra There

is no reason to suppose that it can evei i8ahzc itself in action In the

meanwhile the National Catholics—so the supportcis of a reconciliation

of the Pope with Italy style themselves—stand widely aloof from active
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politics And tins is i mibfortune, for it is one element of stieiigth the

less in the disciibMons upon which turn the destinies of the cc^iintiy

But the !N' itional Catholics loim, m line, only an insignificant minoi itv,
at bottom they no mere Utopians The leal strength of the nation, the

immtJise majoiity of Italians have no lancy for playing at xnasqueiadcs
of this sort, 01 loi thiovving away the ‘substance in grasping at the
shadou Our minds are made up

,
we shall meet hate with lute, wai

XV ith war At the outset of his Pontificate it was pobsihlc to hojie that
Leo XIII would bhow himself to be in some degice i different man
from his predece«soi, and that he would better comprehend the times

,

but^his acts during these litter ^ears have demonstrated the futility ol

any such expectations

He Ins gradually come within the circle of Catholic ideis of the most
iireconeileable type He has no hettei conception than his piedeccbsor of

the spiritual power enjoying independence without a sei ip of teiritor}

belonging to it, and of the Liw of Guarantee he no more accepts the

])rinciples to-day than did the Cuiia when it xvas Inst piomulgated
fifteen years ago Undei these cireumst inccs eveiy act of flic \ ilican

which hn, oi only seems to Inve, a political signification, ne\ei fills to

agitate the political pulse, and oec<asion i cuirent of anti-ckneal feeling

thioughout the countiy This was seen last ycai upon the publication

of the Biief of the Idth of June m favour of tlic Jesuits Posbiblv iti

issuing his Biief Leo XIII had no othci object in view than that

of lemoving the doubt winch existed as to whcthci with the re establish-

ment of the Ordei by the Bull of Pius VII were icvived oi not the

privileges accorded to the iTesints since the days of Paul III Tins

doubt IS lemoved by the Brief of Leo XIII But the Biiet was one of

a senes of acts of the present Pope, ill of which showed Ins sjmpath)'

with that detested Ordei And the Jesuits, as is well known, are the

most obstinate suppoiteis of the Papil theocracy No wonder med be

felt then that 1 ist summer the cry of Down with Clericalism became
the lallyiiig cry of numerous denionstr itions No town ot any impoi-

tance in Italy but what had its anti-clciical meeting Tlie discussions

that took pi ice at tlie«e meetings followed very vaiious lines At
Milan, foi instanoe, the icpeal of Ait I of the constitution was dcin inded,

which declares the Catholic religion to be the leligion of the State, as

well as the secularization of all Church propertj
,
the repeal ot the Lawot

Guarantee, and 1 know not what else In geneial, howevei, these

meetings were distinguished by a spirit of moderation, limiting them-
selves to a declaration of the indisputable light of Italy over Horae, and
the maintenance in its intcgiity of the nation il piogramrae The
Government did not cue to interfeie with any ot these meetings and
demonstrations , it even dabbled i little in anti-cleiicalisin on its own
account The Minister of Justice, Tajani, caused the Jesuits to be

expelled fiom Florence, where thev had obtained unlawful possession of

certain parochial buildings, and took various measuies with the view of

stiictly executing the laws upon the suppression of religious coiporations,

forbidaing the excessive taking ot vows and ordeis, and the illegal occu-

pation of public buildings by menibeis of the suppressed corporations

In addition, Signor Tajani is credited with having entertained the inten-

tion of bringing in a measure calculated to restrict the numbers of the
Jesuits who swarm cveiywhere m Italy Foi the pie«^ent, however, the

anti-clcncal agitation has subsided, but the conflict with the Vatican is,
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IS I have said, still alive though doimaiit^ and a very little would sufiice

to wake it into activity

Notwithstanding, however, these exhibitions of anti-cIerical proclivi-

ties on the part ot Signor Tajaiii, nothing is moie opposed to the ideis

of the Depretis Cabinet than the inauguiatioii ot a policy of so called

hostility to the Vatican, and I have reason to believe that Tajam's
displays of anti-elcricalism were as little to the taste of the Pieiniei and
of the othei members of his Cabinet as to th it ot man) deputies of the
majority, and least of all were accept ible to the di&sideuts of the Right
The existing Ministiy, like ill those that have piccedel it, stands hrmly,
in lelation to the Vatican question, upon the Law of Guaiantee, which
sanctions the sovcieignty ot the Pope and Iho mdepcndtncc of his

spiritual power This liw estiblishes a soit of tiuce between Church
and State As to the Vatican question itself, the solution of the

problem it presents is left to time ind its beneficent mflucnecs—to time,

which, accoiding to oui great philosophei, Ccsaic Beet iria, brings all

political and social phenomena into eqmlibnum
This, too, at bottom, is the feeling of the country in general,

which, despite the piovoeations oflered by the Vatic in, has inviiiably

shown itself iveise from every kind of violence, is well as from every

act which might wear even the appearance of violence Hence it is

that, notwit list Hiding some displays of excitement, easily explicable,

at vinous populai demonstrations, public oidci has never been distuibed

at my anti-eh iical meeting And this, it must be snd, was the case

not only at anti cleiical meetings, but on cvciy oceision when the

iiubjett w IS discussed It is clcai that since 188 i the country has

midc gieat moial piogicss, the subveisive elements of society have
gamed no giound dining these last four yeais, and the country has

notbicn the losei by tins In numbers the Aiuiehie parties aic no
stronger than they weie in the last Chamber, and e\cn in tint, though
elected on tf widened suffiage, they showed no inoie stungth than m
the Chambei of 1880 Ridicils, Republic ms, and Socialists between

them do not mustei much more than thiity members Hence it is

eleai that in the p ist the Radicals hid no otliei strength than what
they derived from the timidity and feebleness ot Ministries But the

dcclaiations mule by Signor Depietis in view ot the elections of 1882,

that public oidci must bo prc'^erved at eveiy cost within the limits

presciibed by law—deelaritions which, as has been said, drew the

Right in his diiection—have produced then inluiil effect Those

declaiations were accompanied by corresponding acts, and the ciiuent

of Demigogism has beisn ariestcd

At the outset I mentioned some of the more important piojec^s ot

law, which still remain to be discussed, as completing the Depictis pro-

gramme lor the leorgani/atioii of the State I cannot slop to siy any-

thing of thece projected measuies here, for to do so would compel me to

exceed the Umits of space imposed upon the present article I lepeat,

howevei, what I have already said, that the necessity of the measures

in question is acknowledged by all parties in the Chambei, who diffiir

only as to the means and upon certain special points, and aie m no
peril, therefore, ot being ranged in two opposing camps by any hard

and fast line of opinion An example of what I mean may be seen m the

projected reform of the communal and provincial laws, whieli, from a

certain point of view, has a political character, involving such questions
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as the mode of clectiou of syndics, who me now nominated by the

Govpinnient, the extension of the political suffrage to those who possc'^b

the local suHrige, nul the extension of the suffrage to women These

are three inijovitiug me isiires which find biippoiteis and opponents on

both skIc^ of flic Chamber, and give use, Ihtiefoio, to no stiuggle of

paitic^ The b line lb the cave with the ‘so ealled socnl meisaies, the

need of wdiich all pirties acknowledge, though as jet the imple dis-

cussion to v\hich they hive given iiso has piocluced nothing in the shape

ot iln\ It lb not asscited that the Oppobilioii in lespcct of thesjC

pi ejects of lefoini will ha\e nothing to sav to the Ministiy Such an
expect ition would show ignoianee of the position of political parties,

and indeed, gcnei illy of human iiatuie hat is meant is meiely that

there will be no icason wlij the mijoiity wliicli suppoits the present

jMinistiv should split in lespcct ot the ineoinploted poition of the

Depielib piigiamme At pie&enl, then the Depietis !>riiiistiy bceins

free fiom anj dangci alu ad, the moie m) m tint, if it cannot be denied

that tlic nnjoiitj whicli suppoii Signoi Depietis does not manifest

all the conditions of stibilitj and homogniciU wliith might be

desired, the Lelt iv, as an Opposition, oven moie disunited The
so-called Pentaichy may he eon&uleied as do id and Imiied It

received its dc ith blow at the 1 ist ch etions None of itv then inembcis

—

Crispi, Nicotei i, Zainulclli, Bice aim, Caiioli—lias in the piesent

political situ ition uii, even Die voi illest, eli irce ol i buccesviul struggle

with Dcputi" 01 of ousting him horn iiow^ti 1 lia\( ilnadj ol)seiv(d

that tlie Kight as anhibtoiual politic il paty his htnicleid since it

accepted the Depietis piogi iimne in lS8.i , the sune icniaik ipplies to

the Left as icpio^cnlcd by the present Opposition The latter continues

to btiugglo only foi tlie honoia ot a name, a nunc whidi now covcis

nothing but meic enipiinibs

The aibfoiinatioiV^ then—tint is, the fusion into one pirty of the

sanest and most liomogcneous ckmciiL of the Eight, the’Ccntie, ind

tlie Lift, which Kceivtd its Parliimcniarj sairtiou on the D)th of JMay,

1883— still (uhlans, 111 fict, it is the onlj parU tint does exist, in

contr 1‘^t with the hibtorical pirties, of wduch I ittci it may be said what
our lieioieo-comic poet wiote ot one of his hcioes

“ xXinlavT, comlnttcrulo ed cia mijito ” {ITe in ni on Jojldnitf and h inn dad)

Is a proof dcsiied In one of the Opposition ]ouinals I saw lately the

suggestion Oi the possibility ind desirability ot i coalition between l)i

Eobilant of ihc Eight and Nicoteia and Zinardclli ol tlic Left Nov\,

if a seiioub London newspaper took it into its I|^ad some fine morning
to suggest m all seiiousness a political combination between {Salisbury

on the one hand and Chambeilan and Blight on the other, I feel

assuied that the suggestion would he received fiom one end of the

United Kingdom to the other with peals of laughtei But the para-

graph in the Italiin joiunal f hive itleired to excited no meriiraont

whatever in Italy What does a f let like this mean ? It means that

Myth us the old political parties exist no longci Whethei they
will evci exist again I do not know, but for thi piesent at all events

they aie dead This is the most char ictenstic feature of contempoiaiy
polities m Italy, and to ha\e dwelt upon it at some length will not, I

belu ve, be found without interest even foi foreigneis

Giovani«x Bootiftti
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A
t the end of last ycxr Loid Tenn5 son brought out i book con-

tainini^, ilon^ witli othci things, i sequel to “ Lockslcy 11 ill It

IS diflicult to jud^e this now poem impaitnll} One iculci sivs The
old was better/" otheis fpcilups they aic the ma|ority) ireoirntd away
altogcthei by this levival of the mubic ol a poem rnoie wakl}^ known
perhaps^ than any othci of this cuituiy—a poem which, in s>pite of

sobei criticism, in spite of Bon Gaultici, has been gcneially icccpted,

adnined, nid loved This second poem, indeed, dciivcs no small poitiori

ol its inflnenoc fiom the liist Lockslcy Hill Old associitions conic

in and take captive the sciupnlous mind that is> tiying to be un-

piejudiced Impaitiihty is all vciy well, but the rcadei is not much to

be envied who icmains unmoved by tlic opening of thii poem

I
“ Hilf the morning Jmo I paced those s iud> tricts,

Watch’d a^im the hollow ridges roaring into cataracts

Wander d back to living boyhood while I heard the curlews c\ll-

1 myself so close to death, md death itwClf m J ocksley Hall
’

Alter that opening most people will be eoiitcnt to listen LiLc tin

fn&t ‘‘Loeksley Hall/^ the second poem is a pissiomte di imatic monody,
changing i ipidly Ixom the cxpicsbion ol pcisonal feeling by the

iraagm iry speaker, to more general thoughts, fears, and hopes, great

pait ol the ehirm of the two poems lies in this rapid eliange liom the

passion ol the lovei to no lc«?s passionate ultei inces of impeisonal

thoughts and imaginations The single voice making its complaint in

the wilderness?, between the mooilaiid lud the sea, wakens up every now
and then the voices of the woild to answci it Jflie <?econd “ Lockslcy

Hall"" IS a song of leconeiliation and forgiveness, but as it is a lyiical

poem—passionate, not moiely leflective—theic are many variations ol

mood llieie is no one single eonclusmn oi moral The old inui was a

young man sixty years ago, full of pain and aiigei, tiying to find cure

ior his vcxition in enthusiasm for the future of mankind and the woild

Now he has no thoughts that are not pious tovvaids the dead pcopk

whom he in his youth judged haishly But the ficiy hopes of youth

have long coded down, and he is oppressed by the seeming deteriora-

tion of the world, yet he will not altogetlier give up liis old hope,

though it be now too like despair A good deal is to be learned by

compaiing this poem with the ‘^Ancient Sage,"" piiblislud i yeai ago,

in the Tiresias volume There the argument is niiieh the same,

though it IS stated iii gnve recitative, not with the Ijiical feivour of

* “liocksley Hall Sixty Years After, &o ” By Lortl Ftmiysou London
Macmillan & Co
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"LK.>ttvsIey Hall ^ There the !:;;eueial cloctiiue,iihe philosophy, ib in^re

important —
“ \iid we the poor caith s dying race and yet
JSo phantoms, watching from a phantom shore
Await the last and largest sense to make
'1 lie phantom walls of this tlhision fade,

And show us that the world is wholly fair

111 ^ L( I Lbky H ill,'* the to-‘iii(l-fro debiting^ about the mterpictation of

lilt world aie brought to i close in a itturn to the simple lyncil

iittonTK OS of resignation ind foigivencss

“forward
,
kt the ^torm^ moment and mingle with the inst

I that loathed, ha\c come to loic him I o\l will conipitr at the last

( one at eighty, mme own a^t md I and >on will hear the pall

I hen I leave thee 1 ord and M isUr, latest Loid of Locksley Hall ”

Oiu of the best of the othci books of poetry published lu 18^0 i'?

llie Judgment of Piomctlieus t II poetry were, like punting oi

music, dll lit supposed to loquiie tiaimng and stud},^^The Judgment
ot Piomotboiis^^ would be to bud an bonoiu ible place lu the

schools ot poetical design and composition Irom beginning to end it

lb du evainplc of the success that is only gamed by single-minded

following ot aitistic perfection Thoidjll that gives its name to the

volume treats of the debate between Zeus and Poseidon, audits solution

by the gieat Titan, the deliveiei It is full of admuablo pis'-ages m
noble \erse The poem on Rhodes

'

will peibips find more geneidl

ai ceptauce It ought eei tunly to be jnaised by th it luci easing number
of students who arc inclined to revolt igainst the tyianny, is they

coi sider it, of subtletj and enigma Those disiffeeted poisons divide

])oetr} into that which you can leid aloud ind that which jou can icad,

it at dJ, onl) in silence It is ea*-} to ^'ce to whieli class thcbC stanzas

on Rhodes belong (p 1*2)

“ Iheiewith ) c sliot an anowj ia>

Down through tho blue Atj^ataii deep
llirdlcd tint inayc dart of day,

'IliL liiddcn isle shook off liei sleej>

She moved she rose, and with the morn
She touched the ur and Khudes was boin

“ I lion #11 ibout that starry sta

Ihere ran i gratulatin^ stir

Her fellow*' for all time to be
1 II choral con^^rcss gn eting hor

With air borm &on^ and fl ishing smiles,

\ sisterhood of elorious isles
”

Of the utbci poems the most lemarkabb is that which concludes the

volume—“An Ode on the Death of General Gordon"* Along with

this it IS fitting to mention the noble poem on the same subject by Sir

Francis Do} le, at the end ot bis recently published Remiiuscences

and Opinions Mi Myers could haidly fail, with such a theme, to

say things worth bearing in imiid
,
and what poet living has a better

right than Sir Francis Doyle to commemorate the thiee hundred and

nineteen days of Khartoum ^

^ The Ancient Sage ’ (“ Tircsias ind other Poems,” p 64)
+ “ The Judgment of Prometheus ” By Frneat Myers London Macmillan & Co

1880
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^'Brutus Ultor*'* is a true Roman play Plutarch might speik a
prologue to it The author's qualities^ are alieady well known ^ here they
are shown perhaps to greater advantage than ever before There is

something very fascinating in the speed and vigour of this play It

goes on without exciting any suspicion m the reader that blank verse is

an unnatural form of expression for purposes of dialogue In most
modern five-act tragedies the blank veise has a taint of ‘^gramercy*^
and halidomo " about it , but here theie is nothing forced oi afiected

Ml I^wis Morris's play of ^'Gycia^f has certainly an interesting
plot It turns upon the conflict between a^wife's love to her husband
and her sense of duty towaids the State The Lady Gycia reveals to

tne archon and senators of Cherson the conspiracy in which her
husband Asandei is engaged, hoping to save the State of Cherson,
and at the same time bring her husband out of all his entanglements
The State is saved, but the archon and senators break their promise to

Gycia—they do nothing to preserve the life of her husband
, and the

tragedy ends with the death of Gjcia, following upon the death of

x\sandci The stoiy is taken, as the pref ice informs us, from Byzantine
history, with little modification of the incidents It is certainly woithy
of poetical treatment The main fiult of Mi Morii&'s play is that the

personages, though clearly piesented, are wanting in interest The
story IS worth much more than the characters The play challenges

compaiison with Venice Pieserved," and Belvidcra keeps hei pre-

cedence of Gycia A‘'ander is a poor cieature, a sort of well-meaning
Darnley, who never knows whether he is telling the tiuth oi not, and is

never sure what exactly he wishes to gain by his lying T)ie contrast

between Asandei *s pliability and Gycia's naiiovv eaincstncss is the

strong point m the story The secondary chaiacteis—Iiene, a lady m
love with A&andcr, Thcodorus (her biothor), in love with Gycn, states-

men and com tiers of Bosphorus, archonsand senators of Cherson—serve

the purpose either of making trouble between the shifty Asander and
his wife, or of weaving a political coil round the unfoitunato hero

Mr Woolner's “Tiresias,"J m spite of many merits and beauties, is not

a satisfactory poem—not as good as its predecessor, Silenus " The
purpose ot it apparently is to set forth, by means of the ancient myth,
the nature of the life of a poet , to show how the artist's joy makes com-
pensation for the man's sorrow Tiresias received the gift of prophetic

vision after his blmdnes«J had cut him off from ordinary lealitj In the

execution the poem of “Tiiesias ' somewhat fails It is divided into

two parts the first pait dealing, more oi less directly, with the fortunes

of Tiresias, the seer and prophet , the second containing imaginative

rhapsodies from his mouth The first part arouses one’s interest in the

old myth , the second pait foigets all about Tiresias The first part is a

sort of history of the poet ,
the second part is an appendix, with speci-

mens of his works The reader is not properly prepared for the transi-

tion from the one part to the other, and feels himself in consequence

baffled and perplexed

The poems of the Bishop of Derry § belong, most of them, to a good

* “ Brutus Ultor ” By Michael I leld l4>ndon G Bell Clifton T Baker

t Gycia ” By Lewis Morns London Kegan Paul, Irencli & Co 1886

i “Tiresias’* By Thomas Woolnor London G Bell At bon 1886

§
<* St Augustine’s Holiday, and other Poems *’ By William Alexander, D D

, I)»C
Bishop of Berry and Baphoe London Kegan Paul| Trench & Co 1886

VOL# LI X
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school Tliev are not infected with the timidity and orer>caiefu1aess of

these latter days ,
they recall the boldness and freedom of the first revolt

against irtificial poetiy The following lines alone might suffice to make
the author pass for one of the old romantic battalion —

“ Then on a great Assyrian quay,
last by the town of hiine\eh,

At noon of night, methoui;ht 1 stood
Where Tigris went witl glimmering flood,

And walls were there all storied round
With old gnm km^s, enthroned, encrowned

,

Strange visaged chief and winged bull,

Pine conef and lotus wonderful
kmbark d, 1 floated ftist and far,

f or [ was bound to Babylon
I saw the great blue lake of an,

And that green island Akhtamar ,

1 saw abo\ e the burning flat

Die lone and snow capped Ararat

,

But e^ cr spell bound on I pass,

Sometimes heariUe, my shallop creep,

itli its cool rustle, through the deep
Mesoiiotamian meadow glass

And now (as when by moons of old,

C raiidl^ with wrinkling siher rolled

It glimmeied on tkiough gro\c and lea,

lor the starry ejes of Kaphael
Journeymg to I ebatane)

Die ancient Tigris floweth free,

Through orange gro\e and date tree dell,

J o pearl and rainbow coloured shell,

And coral of the Indian sea ’ *

The verses in Professor Blacklegs Messis VitsD f are concerned with

a great number and variety of subjects praise of backgammon and of

Loch Baa, condemnation of squabblement of Church and State,” and

of wandering M P \ brainless babble,'^ attract the attention of those

appealed to by this cheeiful singer

‘‘The Last Ciusade,” by Mr Alfred Hayes,f is a carefully written

blank verse narrative of the expedition in which Saint Louis died

The hexameter version of “ Jack and the Beanstalk ought to take

lank as one of the finest specimens of that much^i abused metre The
illustrations are from Mr Caldecott^s unfinished sketches The giant

in these has no fixed likeness, but shows as he appeared from time to

time to the artist, who was making up his mind about him His
changes of shape are veiy teriible This giant was one of the out-

landish ettins who have power of perplexing the vision, as shown in

tde well-known case of Thorns journey to Jotunheim
Mr Ashby-Steiry’s verses

||
are of the sort of which the scorner has

said that “ almost any man could reel it off by yards together The
scorner is wrong ,

foi the great majoiity of men who write verses write

bad and un metrical ones, whereas this sort of poetry, light as it may
be, can be trusted to keep in time and tune

A good many laborious and solemn minstrels might profit by study-

ing Mr Joseph Mayoi-^s “ Chanterb ou Metre H Yet there are some
“ Super Fluinina,” pp 67, 68 *

t ** MesBis Vitie ” By J b Blackie, London Macmillan & Co 1887

X Birmingham Cornish Brothers 1887

§
** Jack and the Beanstalk " By Hallam Tennyson Illustrated by Randolph

Caldecott London Macmillan & Co 1886

II
“ The Lazy Minstrel ” By J Ashby Sterry London T Fisher Unwin 1886

H C J Clay ^ Sons 1886
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f «•

dangerous things in it—e gr , Mr A J Ellises blank verse in p 63,

showing different Jicenses ot versification all huddled together The
ordinary blundeier is bad enough

, bat with a nox'wm oiganum of thiS

sort, a scientific theoiv of all the possible iiiegulaiities in a heroic line,

he may be able to pioduce something impossibly discordant ^ Bi\jb only

a very wicked man would make this use of Mr Ellises permutations and
combinations Mi Mayor’s views ha\e nothing extravagant in them,
and ought to do i> great deal to cleai up this vexed question Keaders
who do not caie to entei dtcpl} into the matter will find a good deal

to engage them in Mr Miyor’s clever tieatment of previous speculators

—of l)r Guest on the one hand and Mr Symonds on the othei

Among translations 1 ittly issued, it is necess iiy to notice Sii Theodore

Martins Faust,”* Lord Cainirvon’s ‘^Od}ssey,”t Mr Way's
“Iliad/' t Mr Rutheiluid Claik*s “Odes of Horace /’§ and Ml
Toynbee's selection fiom Bermgei

||
Mi A D Ainslie has rendered

Goethe’s “Ileynaid the Fox*” If into common metie, without much spirit

Of new editions, one of the most popul u is sure to be that ot Mr Coventry

Patraoie's collected poetical works ** Piofessor Skeat his published for

the Clarendon Piess a paiallel text edition of “ Pieis Plowman ’ ft The
notes and glossal y aie much the same is in the edition mide by Pro-

fossoi Skeat foi the Eaily English Text Society It is to be hoped

that this edition ma} hive miny students, though the weaker sort will

not find much that is outwaidly attiactive in this aiiangement of three

texts together The sepaiale volumes of the Early English Text

Society, cumbrous as some of them are, will be more convenient for

those who wish to read str light on
Another pi odaction of the Clarendon Piess is more pcculur in its

importance—the three Cambridge Comedies, edited b} Mr Macray ft

^^The Return from Parnassus,” printed fust in 1006, has long been a

source of interest It was known that it was only a third part of a
series of Cimbiidge plays, but the othei two plays—the “ Pilgrimage ''

and the first part of the “ Retuin”—were supposed to be lost 'ihey

have been recovered in the Bodlei in by their editor, Mr Macray It is

pleasant to think that we owe their preservation to the pious care of

Hearne, a benefactor to be honoured by all students of old English

poetry Tiie newly discovered pi lys are as good as the part already known.
The general character of those tliiec Elizabethan comedies is much the

* “Faust ” Part II Translated by Sur Tliecnlore Martin, K C B Edinburgh and

London Blackwood & Sons 1880

t “The Odyssey of Homer ” I -XII Translated into Etoglish \erse by the Earl of

Carnarvon London Macmillan & Co 1880

i “lEe Iliad of Homer ”
1 -XU Done into English verse by Arthur S Way, M A

London Sampson Low cC Co ISSO

§ “ The Odes of Horace ’ Translated by T Kutherfurd Clark Edinburgh David

Douglas 1887

II “Songs of Berangtr in Eughsli \erae ” By William Toynbee London Eegan

Paul, Trench & Co 1880
^ Macmillan &. Co 1886
** George Bell & Son Third edition T^ovols 1887
ft The ‘ Vision of William concerning Piers the Plowman, in three parallel texts

,

together witli “ Hichard the Keddess * By William Langland Edited by the Rev
WsdterW Skeat Oxford At the Clarendon Press 1886

“ The Pilgnmage to Parnassus, with the two parts of the Return from Parnassus **

Three Comedies penormed in St. John’s College, Cambudge, ad MDXcm -MDcr

Edited from MSS by the Rev W 1) Macray, M A
,
F S A Oxford At the Clarendon

l^ess 1886 ^
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same The tlicmc is that perennial favourite, the neglect of leatning,

the scantiness of endowments ,
" Quid dant artes nisi luctum ^ '' The

tld song, sung by the threadbare travelling scholars 400 years

before, might have been a motto for these Cambridge men working at

tluir Cliiistmas plajs Veiy probably they did not deserve the good-

conduct piize, 01 ‘iny other prize Very piobably they neglected their

Tally and their Ramus They show a lamentable acquaintance with

works that do not pay in the schools The “ Return from Parnassus,”

as pieviously printed (that is, the third play in the series), was greatly

valued foi its references to contemporaiy poetry Theie are some very

pithy and elegant criticisms of Spenser, Constable, Lodge, Drayton,

Marston, Marlowe, and others Buibige and Kemp appear on the stage,

the lattei giving uttciance to the plausible opinion that “few of the

university men pen plays well , they smell too much of that writer Ovid,

and that writer Metamorphosis, and talk too much of Proserpina and
Jupiter Why, here’s oui fellow Shakespeare puts them all down , ay,

and Ben Jonson too ’ The pieces discoveied by Mi Macray show the

same familiarity with Fnglish poets “ The Tyrant of the North,

rough Barbarism”—that is a phiuse boriowed from Samuel Daniel On
page 62 of this edition will be found m imitation of “Chaucer’s vaine,”

which IS followed by examples ot “ Spcncei’s veyne,” “ Mi Shakespeare’s

veyne ”
' Mr Shakespeaies veyne,” it seems, was in great favour at

that time with fashionable people Puither, it must he noted that those

plavs, which have waited so long for publication, contiin, besides their

little flashes of wit and satin, a good deal of excellent comedy—eff,
‘^Leonard the Caiiiei ” (p 20), and ^^Gullio,” the admirei of Shake-

speare’s^poetry and of everything else favoured by the gieat world The
author of those old plays must have held a somewhat cuiious posi-

tion He was evidently too flighty, too modern and rebellious, for

success in the tiivial or quadiivial aits He must have been, on the

otliei hand, scarcely m full sympathy with the gorgeous youth who made
free with the name of Ronsaid, and despised the ancients The
great battle of the hooks, ancients against moderns, was going on
briskly m those days The Parnassus comedies, taken all together, repre-

sent the opinions of the trimmers, who held aloof and criticized both

sides

In France no poetry has been published during the last twelve

months lik ly to compete in interest with the two posthumous volumes by
Victor Hugo* Theatre en Liberte ” is a collection of short dramatic

pieces, the earliest of which belongs to 1854, the latest to 1873
Fanciful or lomantic comedy prevails thioughout the book, which,

whatever may be the lank assigned to it among the works of its author

in the idiizon defindiie of the next century, is likely to keep its power
of attracting readers The fragment of a preface gives notice that

these pieces were written “ for the theatre that every one carries about

in himself” There are very few such theatres which will complain of

the entertainment afibrded them by this Prospero and his company of

actors “Mangeront ils^” is the name of the longest of those airy

masques It mingles puie comedy with romance and with poetic

eloquence in a thoroughly puzzling and entrancing waj The passiou

* ‘‘Theatre en LiberW,” “La Fm de Satan” By Victor Hugo PariB Hetzel>
Qnantin 1886 ^
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of the two lovers, the sublimity of the aged sorceress, the old deep
undertone of defiance to tyrants—^these are elements out of which one
IS led to expect some solemn issue But that was not the plan of the
master of the show The solemn passages lead into the wildest

revelry, and the theatre, which was beginning to beat time to pa and
looking out for a brilliant new tyrannicide, is dissolved m laughter by
the intervention of the vagabond hero, Airolo Then the audience purges
its misotyrannic spleen by heaity ridicule of the lyiant, ^^Le Roi de
Man,^^ and his parasite, Mess Tit^rus, latest born of the tribe of Gnatho
La graiid^ mbre ” is a beautiful dramatic idyll on an old theme—pnde

of race conquered and brought down by children In “ L’Epee the
genius of Liberty is not beguiled by comedy, as in Mangeront ils ^

The sword was made to be turned against the oppressor—that is the
moral of it The chief personages aie an outlaw of a mountain village

in Dalmatia, and his father and son The old man and his giandson
are loyal to the duke, and therefore unfriendly to the outlaw, the

course of the drama shows their conversion to the side of revolt The
otliei pieces aie shortei, but are all of great interest

“La Fm de Satan was first mentioned to the public in 1859, m the

preface to the first senes of the “Legende des Siecles” There the

author explained that the Lcgende des Slides was meant to form
one poem in a series of three—the others being “ La Fin de Satan
and “ Dieu La Fm de Satan,” which was never quite completed by
the poet, was apparently written about the same time as the first series

of the “ Legende des Silcles,^^ and iis different parts have alliances with

different paits of the “ L^cnde ” Thus “ La Fin de Satan ” is full of the

horrors of the infinite abyss, the infinite darkness
, and the fall of Satan

brings to mind inevitably the exile of King Canute m Le Pariicide

111 the “ Lcgende there is an entry into the same monstrous ante-

diluvian world as in “ La Fm de Satan ” The section named “ Jesus-

Christ^^ in “La Fin do Satan” has a companion piece m “Premiere
Rencontre du Christ avec !e Tombeau,^^ in the “Legende des Siecles”

It IS not necessary to look for any one particular analogue to the praise

of “ L^Ange Liberte The poem is divided into three books—“ Le
Glaive, Le Gibet,” and “ Le Prison,^' according to the three weapons

of Cam—the nail, stick, and stone—which weie preserved by the

spectral daughter of Satan, Lilitb-Isis, for the furtherance of evil

The first book is concerned chiefly with Nimrod the tyrant , the second

with the life and death of the Messiah , the third, unfinished, was
intended to commemorate the fall of the Bastille and the victory of the

angel Liberty, who m the epilogue brings about the pardon of Satan

It IS impossible here to give any idea of the power of this extraordinary

^ork—the demaa vohiptas atque hoi 'i or attending on this “ Marriage

of Heaven and Hell,'' the wonderful changes and contrasts between the

tragical loneliness and daikness of the abyss, and the raptuie of the

“ song of the birds
, '' between the evil of Nimrod and his servant and

the repentance of Barabbas
W. P. Kbr
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IJ—GENERAL LITERATURE
BiociEapii'v —111 Ills admirable article on Carlyle in the new volume of

the^Dictionaiy of National Biogiaphy/'* Mr Leslie Stephen observes,

apropos of Ciilyle's lamentations over his troubles in ins Cromwell
investigations, that Carlyle, with all his complaining, “had never been
en'slaved to a biographical dictionary The remark is the first sigh of

the weary editor, >et weary or no, there is no sign of flagging either

in the quality of his woik or its pace The principal articles m the
piesent volume, besides the editor^s on Carlyle, are Mi James Gairdner^s

on the several Queen Catherines, Dr Jessopp^s Cecil, Mr iEneas
Mnekay^s Carstares, ind Mi Lee^s Caxton Lord Fiederick Cavendish
and James Carey the infoimer he near one anothei in the same volume
here There is no notice whatever of Professor Gershom Carmichael

One might read Dr Blaikie^s account of Dr Chalpers through without

leceiving the least hint that he was an important political economist,

and wrote several works of considerable vihie in tint depirtment
The author of the article on “Jupiter** Carlyle, though he has con-

sulted vaiious ilS authorities, docs not seem to have known of

his correspondence, prcseivcd in Edinburgh University Libraiy—
In “Incidents in the life of Madame Bhvatsky/*t compiled fiom
information supplied by her ielativc<5 and futnds, Mi Smnett writes

of this pretended piophetess of esoteric Buddhism in a tone of almost

religious adoration, whieh will seem to the exoteric mind to be simply

absurd It ippcais she was from her birth bred in an atmosphere of the

preteinatuial, and when a child of lour she had the conceit that she was
invulnerable, and th it hex presence was, thro igh her interest with the

unseen powers, an infallible and indispensable protection to hei nurses

from all kinds of dangei The child was mother of the woman Mr
Sinnett's account of the Coulomb case will not, we fear, satisfy the

PsycIiKal Research Society, or any other tribunal endowed with a moderate
measure of common sense The book is badly written—Mr Smnett
could do much better, but it contains a good deal that is curious^jaiid, for

students of the liistoiy of enthusiasm, not unimportant—M Edouard
Simon, in his Life of the Emperor W illiam,i has not attempted a popular

history of modern Prussia
,
his objecthasbeen rather to trace the Emptror*8

personal action in the course of diplomatic struggles, and particularly in

that line of pol cy which led to the consolidation of the German Empire
He has declined to enter into a full description of events of universal

interest, such as the hianco-Piussian war, confining himself to an account

of the causes and lesults of these contests and their influence upon the

success of the Emperor’s favourite policy of militaiy supremacy The
work IS that of a faithful cliionologist who has avoided personal comment

,

It IS singularly free iiom moial oi sentimental platitudes, and it is maiked
by a perfect impartiaht} on all questions affecting the author’s own
country M Simon has a sincere admiration for his hero, and wins our

mpathies for him, whether m his foreign iclation'^hips oi m the constant

opposition which he encountered horn his own Libcial Pailiament* The
* Vol IX London Smith, Elder & Co
+ London George Redway
^ “ The Emperor William and bis Reign ” From the French of Edouard Simon

London Iteniingtou k Co
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phraseology of the translation is perhaps above tlfe average, though theie

are some very noticeable errors in the usage of individual words — The

Autobiography of Friedrich Proebel,” * which consists of a fragmentar}*’

letter addressed to the Duke of Meiningen, is of chiefly esoteric interest

It contains no veiy definite oi intelligible account ot his principles oi

method of education From his earliest childhood, Proebel seems to have

given himself to a life ot intiospection His mothei's death, and the

unsympathetic treatment he received from his stepmothei, threw him,

when quite young, upon his own lesources, and fioni his needs as a

child he learnt to appreci ite the needs ot all children Nature was his

favouiite study, and between Natuie and humanity he was never tired of

drawing fancitul connections I continued,” he says, “ without ceasing,

to systematize, symbolize, idealize, realize and recognize identities and

andogies amongst all facts and phenomena, all problems, expiessions,

and formulas” His language seldom di ops below this airy level As

his cditorb admit, he is highly egoistic, and his writing contains almost

every fault of style ,
but they have preferred to let him speak for himself,

and then own vvoik of tianslation is honestly done The Geimm public

were slow in accepting Froebefs system of unive sal German education

,

the term was not sufficiently definite for them They weie willing

enough to receive a special training as footmen, shoemakers, soldieis,“or

even noblemen,’^ but did not care about being educated to become

freethinking, independent men Mr W T Jeanses “Lives of the

Electiicians^^ t ^ good account of the lives of Professor^

Tyndall, Wheatstone and Moise, and of the vaiious discoveries and

inventions for which we aie indebted to them It is written in a popular

and interesting style, and communicates a good deal of useful knowledge

in an easy way
TralVe r

—“The Cruise of the il/ai ches(M toK imschatka andNew Guinea,

with Notices of Formosa,'' ,
by F II H Guillemard, M D ,+ strikes

one at hrst sight by the unusual excellcDce of its get-up and the artistic

merit of its i umcious illustiatiohs by Whymper and others ,
but the

meat is as good as the shell It is the record of a two-yeaib' cruise of

a naturalist m Asiatic wateis, chiefly among the lessei known islands of

the Mahy Archipelago, but as far south as the Dutch end ot New
Guinea on the one hand, and as fai north as Kamschatka on the other

*Hd has much fiesh information to convey, not merely about the animals

and plants of these places, but also about the character and condi-

tion of their population, and his descriptions, both of natuial scenery

and what may be called human scenes, are always graphic and entei-

taming IIis account of the island of Formosa, with the neighbouring

republic on the small island of Samasana, and of the Papuans in New

Guinea, are particularly instructive Of the Papuans he agrees with

the opinion that they are a special race, different both from the Mala)S

and Australian aborigines In North Borneo he found land selling tor

nearfy J6900 an acre even there it would seem they have their

problems of ground-rents and earth-hunger On the whole, this is one

of the most delightful and instructive of recent works ot travel

Miscellaneous—Lord Brassey has not gone to the Peers to take

* ” Autobiography of Fnednch Froebel

Miohaelis and H ICeatley Moore London

t London Whitaker & Co

** Translated and Annotated by Etnilio

Sw an Sonnenschein & Co

i Loudon John Murray
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a life of ease, but has begun an undertaking of as much labour as

utility ^^The Naval Annual, 1886,^^* is a big volume of 550

pages large octavo, and it is the first number of a serial that is in-

tended to appear yearly It treats of the comparative naval strength

of the maritime Powers and their nivy estimates, of the efficiency ot

Biitish naval administration, of the suggestions for reformatthe Admiralty
and dockyards, of the foreign squadions, naval shipbuilding present

and future, torpedoes, coaling stations, manning the navy, armour and
ordnance, and other various naval incidents of 1885 The information is

very complete and carefully compiled, and while not concealing faults,

tends on the whole to restoie confidence in the state of the navy and
naval administration —Dr Chailes Rogers publishes the thud and con-

cluding volume of his “Social Life in Scotland f It deals mainb with

folk-lore, sorceiy, apparitions, and the like, and contains a laige and
miscellaneou««, but quite uncritical collection of facts (or alleged facts)

illustrative of Scottish ideas on the subjects in the past or the piesent

time Ills first chaptei, on literary and scholastic life m Scotland, con-

sists in great part of a bald and utterly needless and incomplete chronicle

of Scottish men of letters and their works from St Columba to wi iters of

our own time The chapter on “ Humoiii and Eceentricit\ contains

much that IS amusing, and that on “ An Eighteenth Centiiiy Coric^spon-

dence^' will be road with great interest, because it is the fust irccount

that has been published of (he coiiespondence of “ Jupiter C ul} Ic, which
lies in the Edinburgh Uuivcrsit} Library, and contains a number ot letters

from eminent and interesting people of last centuiy—Undei the title of

“The New Libeial Piogrammc/^| Mi Andiew Reid has collected the

views of a number of Liberal politicians about the causes of the defeat of

then party last Jul}, and the measures the party ought now to pi ess for

In spite of the title, the progiamme suggested by the seieral writi is con-

tains nothing veiy new Peihaps the nearest thing to it in the book is

the explanation of the defeat oflered by Mi Haldane, the able >oung
member for East Lothian He thinks politics naturally progiess by “ a

rhythmic movement,*' bv alternate periods of Radical inflation and Con-
servative depression, and that we are now doing oui term of depression,

and had been for some time before 1885, but the worst of thfs theory is,

that the facts are against it
,
for did not the Dartmouth speech show

that the Radical cuirent is actually so stiong at present that Conservative*

leaders must run with it and turn reformeis'^— Mr Pickwick,

stirred like a loyal subject by the example of the Queen, cele-

brates his jubilee this yeir also, § for it is exactly fifty years since

he entered upon that empiie of his on which the sun not only

never setl, but probablj never will At any rate, the popularity of

“Pickwick'* now is as great as on its first daj, and, in fact, goes on
increasing, if we judge fiom the numbei of purchasers It was a good
idea of Mr Charles Dickens the Younger to mark the occasion by
issuing an elegant edition of his father's first and most famous novel|

with numerous illustrations and editorial notes of much interest It

is, of course, unnecessary m the case of so well-known a work
to do more than thus call attention to this new and veiy excet*^

lent edition of it

* Portamoutli Gnffiii & Co + Edinburgh William Paterson
X London Swan SQnnenschein & Co
k **The Pickwick Papers” By Charles Dickens Ldited by Ohailoe Xhokens

the Younger London Macmilliui & Cp



HOME RULE AND IMPERIAL UNITY,

T
he principal charge made against the scheme of Home Rule con*

tamed lu the Irish Government Bill, 1886, is that it is incom-

patible with the maintenance of the unity of the Empire and the supre-

macy of the Imperial Parliament A further allegation states that

the Bill 18 useless, as agiarian exasperation lies at the root of Insh

discontent and Irish disloyalty, and that no place would be found

lor a Home Rule Bill even m lush aspirations if an effective

Land Bill were first passed Such is the indictment against

the Home Rule Bill preferred by the dissentient Liberals, and

urged with great abilitv by Mr Dicey in England's Case against

Home Rule " An endeavour will be made m the following

pages to secure a verdict of acquittal on both counts—as to the

charge relating to Imperial unity and the supremacy of the Impenal

Parliament, by proving that the accusation is absolutely unfounded,

and based partly on a misconception of the nature of Imperial ties,

and partly on a misapprehension of the effect of the provisions of

the Home Rule Bill as bearing on Impenal questions , and as to

the inutility of the Home Rule Bill m view of the necessity of Land

Reform, by showing that without a Homq Rule Bill no Land Bill

worth consideration as a means of pacifying Ireland can be passed

In conclusion, some observations will be directed to meeting certain

objections urged by Mr Drcey against the Home Rule Bill of 1886,

beyond and apart from the matters involved in discussing the fore*

g<^g questions

^An explanation of the Irish Bills of 1886, and their true beanng

on Imperial and agranan questions is not uncalled for As Mr Dicey

admits with pharactenstic candour, no legislative proposal sub-

mHted to Parliament has ever received haider measure than the

VOL LI Y
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Government of Ireland Bill''* And there is no exaggeration

in saying that, on every occasion when the Home Rule Bill is men-

tioned by opponents, the hardest language is used The whole battery

of abuse is discnarged on the unhappy supporters of the Bill

Separatist," Disruptionist," Revolutionist, " are the epithets

applied without distinction to any one who says a word or writes a

line in favour of the only practical scheme of self government for

Ireland The complete partisan spint in which Home Rule has been

treated is the more to be deplored as the subject is one which does

not lend itself readily to the trivialities of party debates It raises

questions of principle, not of detail It ascends at once^into

the highest region of politics It is conversant with the great

questions of constitutional and international law, and leads to an

inquiry into the veiy nature of governments and the various modes
in which communities of men are associated together either as simple

or composite^ To doserbe those modes in detail would be

Si^ra history of the various despotic, monaichical, oligarchical,

"^^nd democratic systems of government which have oppressed or

made happy the children of men Such a description Is calculated to

perplex and mislead fiom its very extent , not so an inquiry into the

powers of government, and a classification of those powers They

are limited m extent, and, if we confine ourselves to English names

land English necessities, we shall readily attain to an apprehension of

the mode in which empires, nations, and political societies are

bound together, at least in so far as such knowledge is required for

the understanding of the nature of Imperial supremacy, and the

mode m which Home Rule in Ireland is calculated to affect that

supremacy

Now the powers of government are divisible into two great classes

—1 Imperial powers
,

2 State powers, using " State " in the

American sense of a political community subordinated to some other

power, and not m the sense of an independent nation The Imperial

powers are in English law described as the prerogatives of the Crown,

^nd consist in the mam of the powers of making peace and war, of

maintaining armies and fleets and regulating commerce, and making

itreaties with foreign natibns State powers are complete powers of

local self-government, desenbed m our colonial Constitutions as powers

to make laws for the peace, order, and good government of the

’Colony or State " in which such powers are to be exercised

Intermediate between the Imperial and State powers are a classy

of powers required to prevent disputes and facilitate intercourse

between the various parts of an empire or other composite system

of States—for example, the coinage of money, and other regulations

. relating to the currency , the laws relating to copyright, or other

* Dicey, p 223
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cxclu£ve righj;s to the use and profits of any works or inventions , and
so forth These powers may be described as quasi-Imperial powers

Having arrived at a competent knowledge of the materials out of

which governments are formed, it may be well to proceed to a

consideration of the manner in which' those materials have been

worked up in building the two great Anglo-Saxon composite nations

—

namely, the American Union and the British Empire—for, if we
find that the arrangements proposed by the Irish Homo Rule Bill

are strictly in accordance with the principles on which the umty of

the American Union was based and on which the Imperial power of

Great Britain has rested for centuries, the conclusion must be that

the’Irish Home Rule Bill is not antagonistic to the unity of the

Empire or to the supremacy of the Biitish Pailiainent

In discussing these matters it will be convenient to begin with the

American Union, as it is less extensive in area and more homo-
geneous in its construction than the British Empire The thirteen

revolted American colonics, on the conclusion of then war With

England, found themselves in the position of thirteen independent

States having no connection with each other The common tie of

supremacy exercised by the mother country was broken, and each

State was an independent nation, possessed both oi Imperial and

Local rights

• The impossibility of a cluster of thirteen small independent

nations maintaining their independence against foreign aggressioji

became immediately apparent, and, to remedy this evil, the thiriecn

States appointed delegates to form a convention authoiized to weld

them into one body as respected Imperial powers This was

attempted to be done by the establishment of a central body called

a Congress, consisting of delegates from the component States, and

invested with all the powers designated above as Imperial and quasi-

Impcrial powers The expenses incurred by the confederacy were

to be defrayed out of a common fund, to be supplied by requisitions

made on the several States In effect, the confederacy of the thir-

teen States amounted to little more than an offensive and defensive

alliance between thirteen independent nations If the State of New
York refused to pay its share of (say) 100,000 dollars into the com-

mon treasury, all Congress could do was to ask the twelve other

•States to send their contingent of men to the federal army, and make
war on New York Similarly, if New York passed a State law in-

fringing the federal law as to Customs duty, war by the twelve States

against the one errihg member was the only remedy A system

depeudent for its efficacy on the concurrence of so many separate

^communities contained in itself the seeds of dissolution, and it soon

became apparent that one of two things must occur—either the

American States must cease as such to be a nation, or the com-

y2
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poncnt members of that union must each be prepared to relinquish

a further portion of the sovereign or quasi-sovereign powers which it

possessed Under those circumstances, what was the course taken

by the thirteen States ^ They felt that they were in the position of the

loose bundle of sticks, held together by a band liable to be broken
at any moment They were determined to be compacted into a solid

nation, as firm and close in construction as could be made bv political

joinery The readiest and most obvious mode of carrying this

object into effect would have been for each State to have accepted

the position of a county in an Amciican kingdom, retaining its

Legislative Assemblies and legislative powers for county purposes only

The States, howevei, were unwilling to part with all their higher

legislative powers, and they perceived that it was quite possible to

maintain complete unity and compactness as a nation if, m addition

to investing the Supreme Government with Imperial and quasi-

Impenal powers, they added full power to impose federal taxes on
the component States and established an Executive furnished with

ample means to carry all federal powers into effect through the

medium of fedcial officers The government so formed consisted

of a President and two elected Houses called Congicss, and, as a
balance-wheel of the Constitution, a Supreme Court was established,

to which was confided the task of deciding in case of dispute all

questions arising under the Constitution of the United Stales or

relating to International law The Executive of the United States,

with the President as its source and licad, was furnished with full

authoritj and power to enfoicc the federal laws The army and
na'iy were undei its command, and it was provided with courts of

justice, and subordinate officcis to enforce the decrees of those courts

throughout the length and breadth of the Union Above all, a com-
plete svstem of federal taxation supplied the Central Government
with the necessary funds to perfoim effectually all the functions of a
supreme national government

The nature of tl e Constitution of the United States will be best

understood by considering the position in which its subjects stand to

tie Central Government and their own State Governments In effect,

every inhabitant of the United States has a double nationality He
belongs to one great nation called the United States, or, as it would
be more aptly called to show its absolute unity, the American
Eepublic, having jurisdiction over the whole surface of ground com-
prised in the area of the United States He is also a citizen of a
smaller local and partially self-governing body—more important than
a county, but not approaching the position of a nation—called a State

It IS no part of the object of this article to enter into the details

of the American government, its adiantages or defects This much,
however, is clear—the American Constitution has lasted nearly one
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bundled years, and shows no signs of decay or disruption

It has stood the strain of the greatest war of modern times,

and has emerged from the conflict stronger than before Even
during the war the autagonism of the rebels was directed, not

against the Union, but against the efforts of the Northern States

to suppress slavery, or, in other words, to destrov, as the Southern
States believed (not unjustly as the event showed) their property

in slaves, and consequently the only means they had of making
their estates profitable One conclusion, then, we may draw,

that a nation in which the Imperial powers and the State powers are

vested in different authorities is no less compact and powerful, as respects

all national capacities, than a nation in which both classes of powers

arc wielded by 'the same functionaries , and one lesson more may be

learnt from the American War of Secession—namely, that in a nation

having such a division of powers, any conflict between the two classes

results in the Supreme or Imperial powers prevailing over the Local

governmental powers, and not in the latter invading oi driving a

wedge into the Supreme powers In fact, the tendency in case of a

struggle is towards an undue centralization of the nation by reason

of the encroachment of the Supreme power, rather than towards

wccikening of the national unity by separatist action of the consti-

tuent members of the nation

In comparing the Constitution of the United States with the

Constitution of the British Empire, we find an apparent resemblance

in form as lespccts the Anglo-Saxon colonies, but underlying the

surface a total difference of principle The United States is an

^gg^egate of homogeneous and contiguous States which, in order to

weld themselves into a nation, gave up a portion of their rights to a

central authority, reserving to themselves all powers of government

which thev did not expressly relinquish

The British Empire is an aggregate of many communities under

one common head, and is thus described by Mr Burke in 1774, in

language which may seem to have been somewhat too enthusiastic at

the time when it was spoken, but at the present day does not more

than do justice to an Empire which comprises one-sixth of the habi-

table globe in extent and population —
“ I look, I say, on tlie Impen il rights of Great Britain, and the privileges

which the colonies ought to enjoy under those rights, to be just the most

« reconcilable things in the world The Parliament of Great Britain sits at the

head of her extensive Empire in two capacities one as the local Legislature of

this island, providing for all things at home immediately and by no other in-

strument than the executive power
, the other, and I think her nobler capacity,

IS what I call her Imperial Aaracter, m which, as from the throne of heaven,

she superintends all the several Legislatures, and guides and controls them all

without annihilating any As all these provincial Legislatures are only co-

ordinate with each other, they ought all to be subordinate to her, else they
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can neither presei vc mutual peace, nor hope for mutual justice, nor effectually

afford mutual assistance

The means by which the possessions of Great Britain were acquired

have been is various as the possessions themselves The European,

Asiatic, and African possessions became ours by conquest and cession

,

the American by conquest, treaty, and settlement , the Australasian

bv settlement, and bv that dubious system of settlement known by the

name of annexation Now, what is the link which fastens each of

these possessions to the mother country ^ Surely it is the inherent and

indestructible right of the British Crown to exercise Imperial powers

—in other ’\\oids,thc supremacy of the Queen and the British Parlia-

ment ^ What, ag'iin, is the common bond ot union between these

vast colonial possessions, differing in laws, in rel gion, and in the cha-

racter of the population ^ The same answer must be given the

joint and several tie, so to speak, is the same—namely, the sove-

reigntv of Great Britain It is true that the mode in which the

materials composing the British Empire have been cemented together

IS exactly the reverse of the manner of the construction of the

American Union In the case of the Union, independent States

voluntarily relinquished a portion of their sovereignty to secure

national unity, and entrusted the guardianship of that unity to a

representative body chosen by themselves Such a union was based

on contract, and could only be constructed by communities which

claimed to be independent Par different have been the circum-

stances under which England has developed itself into the British

Empire England began as a sovereign power, having its sovereignty

vested at first solely in the Sovereign, but gradually in the Sovereign

and Parliament This soveieignty neither the Crown nor the Parlia-

ment can, jointly oi severally, get rid of, for it is of the very essence

of a sovereign power that it cannot, by Act of Parliament or other-

wise, bind its successors
I

This principle of supremacy has never

been lost sight of by the British Parliament Their right to alter

or suspend a colonial Constitution has never been disputed Contract

never enteis into the question Tlie dominant authority delegates to

its subordinate ^communities as much or as little power as it deems

advantage ^ach body, and, if it sees fit, resumes a portion or

the w^ '^^legated authority The last point of difference

to b the American Constitution and the Constitution

of 1 AJiupire IS the fact that as Minerva sprang from the

brain of Jupiter fully equipped, so the American Constitution came
forth from the hands of its framers complete and, what is of more
importance, practically in material matters unchangeable except by
* Burlie’s Speach on American taxation, vol i p 174

+ This 18 the opinion of both English and American lawyers See Blackstoae*a Comm
on Jurisprudence, i 226 As to American cases, see Corley on Conatitu-
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the agony of an internecine war or some overwhelming passions The
British Empire^ on the other hand, is, as respects fts component
members, ever in progress and flux An Anglo-Saxon colony, no less

than a human being, has its infancy under the maternal care of a

governor, its boyhood subject to the go\ernment of a representative

council and an Executive appoinied by the Crown, its manhood under
Home Rule and responsible government, in which the Executive are

bound to vacate their offices whene\ei they are out-voted in the Legis-

lature Changes are ever taking place in the growth, so to speak, of

the several British possessions, but what is the result ^ Nobody ever

dreams of these changes injuring the Imperial tie or the supremacy

of the British Parliament, that alone towers abo\e all, unchangeable

and unimpaired , and, what is most notable, loyalty and devotion ta

the Crown—that is to say, the Imperial tie—so far fron^ being

weakened by the transition of a colony from a state of dependence

in local affairs to the higher degree of a self-governing colony, are*

on the contrary, strengthened almost in direct proportion as the

central interference with local affairs is diminished On this

point an unimpeachable witness—Mr Menvale—says “ What,

then, arc the lessons to be learnt from a consideration of the

American Constitution and of our colonial system ^ Surely these

that Imperial unity and Imperial supremacy arc in no degree

dependent on the control exercised by the central power on its

dependent members Pacts, however, are more conclusive than

any arguments , and we have only to look back to the state some

forty years ago of Canada, New Zealand, and the various colonies

of Australia, and compare that state with their condition to-day, to

come to the conclusion that the fullest power of local government

IS perfectly consistent with the unity of the Empire and the

supremacy of the British Parliament Under the old colonial

Constitutions the Executive of those colonies was under the control

of the Clown, and Mr Mcnvalc says "that the political existence

consisted of a scries of quarrels and reconciliations between the two

opposing authontics—the colonial legislative body and the Execu-

tive nominated by the Crown ” England resolved to give up the con-

trol of the Executive, and to grant complete responsible governmeift

—

that IS to say, the Governor of each colony was instructed that his

Executive Council (or Ministry, as we should call it) must resign

whenever they were out-voted by the legislative body The effect of

this change, Jhis relaxing, as would be supposed, of the Imperial tie,,

was magical, and is thus described by Mr Menvale ^

“ The magnitude of that change—the extraordinary rapidity of its bene-

fieial effects—it is scarcely possible to exaggerate None but those who have

* “ Lectures on the Colonies/ p 641
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traced it can realise the sudden spring made by a young community under

Its first relc ise from the old tie of subjeaion, moderate as that tie really

The cessation, as if by magic, of the old irritant sores between colony

and mother countr;^ is the first result \ot only are they at concord, but

they seem to le ivt haidly any traces m the public mind behind them Confi-

dence and xffettion towards the home, still fondly so termed by the colonist

IS xi cll as the emigrant, seem to supersede at once distrust and hostility

Loyalty^ uhich was before the badge of a class suspected by the rest of the

community, became the common w itchword of all, and, with some extrava-

g nice in the sentiment, there arises no small share ot its nobleness and devo-

tion Communities, whuh but a few yeai 3 ago would have wnngled over

the sm illest item of public expenditure to which they were invited by the

Executive to contribute, hi\e vied with each otner m their subscriptions to

purposes of British interests m response to calls ot hununity, or munificence

for obiects but indistinctly heard of at the distince of half the world
”

The Domiuiou of Canada lias been so muci talked about that it

may be well to give a summary of its Constitution, though,

in so far as regards its relations to the mother country, it differs

in no material respect from any other self-governing colony The

Dominion consists of seven provinces, each of which has a Legis-

lature of its own, but IS at the same time subject to the Legislature

of the Dominion, in the same manner as each State m the

American Union has a Legislature of its own, and is at the

same time subject to the control of Congress The distinguishing

feature between the system of the American States and the asso-

ciated colonies of the Dominion of Canada is this—that all Imperial

poweis, everything tiiat constitutes a people a nation as respects

foreigners, are reserved to the mothei country The duision,

then, of the Dominion and its provinces consists only in a di-

vision of Local powers It is impossible to mark accurately

the line between Dominion and Provincial powers, but, speaking

generally. Dominion powers relate to such matters—for example, the

regulation of trade and commerce, postal service, currency, and so forth

—as require to be dealt with on a uniform principle throughout the

whole area of a country
, while the Provincial powers relate to pro-

vincial and municipal institutions, provincial licensing, and other

subjects restricted to the limits of the province As a general rule,

th^ Legislature of the Dominion and the Legislature of each

province have respectively exclusive jurisdiction within the limits

of the subjects entrusted to them , but, as respects agriculture and

immigration, the Dominion Parliament have power to overrule any

Act of the provincial Legislatures, and, as respects property and civil

rights in Ontario, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick, the Dominion.

Parliament may legislate with a view to uniformity, but their legisla-

tion is not valid unless it is accepted by the Legislature of each

province to which it applies ^

The executive authority in the Dominion Goverument, as m all the
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aelf-goveming colouies, is carried on by the Governor in the name of

the Queen, but 'with the advice of a Council that is to say, as to all

Imperial matters, he is under the control of the mother country ,
as

to all local matters, he acts on the advice of his local Council The
result of the whole is that the citizenship of an inhabitant of the

Dominion of Canada is a triple tie Suppose him to reside in the

province of Quebec First, he is a citi/en of tint province, and

bound to obey all the laws which it is within the competence of the

provincial Legislature to pass Next, he is a citizen of the Dominion

of Canada, and acknowledges its jurisdiction m all matters outside

the legitimate sphere of the province Lastly, and above all, he is a

subject of her Majesty He is to all intents and purposes, as respects

the vast company ot nations, an Englishman, entitled to all the

privileges as he is to all the glory of the mother country so far as

such privileges can be enjoyed and glory participated in without^

actual residence m England One startling point of likeness in

events and iinlikcntss m consequences is to be found in the history

of Ireland and Canada In 1798 Ireland rebelled Protestant and

Catholic were arrayed in arms against each other The rebellion

was quenched in blood, and measures of repression have been m foice,

with slight intervals of suspension, ever since, with this result—that

the Ireland of 1886 is scarcely less disloyal and discontented than the

Ireland of 1798 In 1837 and 1838 Canadi rebelled Protestants

and Catholics, differing in nationality as well as in religion, were

arrayed in arms against each other The rebellion was quelled with

the least possible violence, a free Constitution was given, and the

Canada of 1886 is the largest, most lojal, and most contented colony

in her Majesty^s dominions

Assuming, then, thus much to be pioved by the Constitution of the

United States that national unity of the closest description is con-

sistent with complete Home Rule in the component members of the

nation, and by the history of Canada and the British colonial

empire that an Imperial tie is sufficient to bind together for centuries

dependencies differing in situation, m nationalitj, in religion, in laws,

in everything that distinguishes peoples one from another, and furthei

and more particularly that emancipation of the Anglo-Saxon colonies

from control in their internSl affairs strengthens instead of weaken-

ing Imperial unity, let us turn to Ireland and inquire whether

there is anything in the circumstances under which Home Rule was

proposed to be granted to Ireland, or in the measures intended to

establish that Home Rule, fairly leading to the infeience that dis-

ruption of the Empire or an impairment of Imperial powers would

probably be a consequence of passing the Irish Government Bill and

the Insh Land Bill And, first, as to the circumstances which would

seem to recommend the Irish Home Rule Bill
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Ireland, from the very commencement of her connection with

England, has chafed under the restraints which that connection

imposed The closer the apparent union between the two countries

the greater the real disunion The Act of 1800, in tvords and in law^

eficctcd not a union merely, but a consolidation of the two countries

The effect of those words and that law was to give rise to a restless

discontent, which has constantly found expression in efforts to

procure the repeal of the Act of Union and the re-establishment

of a National Parliament in Dublin How futile have been the

efforts of the British Parliament to diminish by concession or

repress by coercion Irish aspirations oi Irish discontent it is

unnecessary to discuss here All men admit the facts, howevei

different the conclusions which they draw from those facts What
Burke said of America on moving in 1775 his resolution on concilia-

tion with the colonics was true in 1885 with respect to Ireland —
'‘The fact is undoubted, that under foimti Parliaments the stnte oi

America [ic id for Aincric i, Irchnd] his been kept in continu il igitation

Iver^thing administered as itnicdy to the public comphint, if it did not

produce, was at followed by m heightening of the distcinpoi, until, b) a

virietyof evperinients, that import int country his been brought into Inr
present situation—a situition which I will not miscall, which I due not
name, which I scarcely know how to comprehend in the terms of any de

scnption ’’ *

At length, after the election of 1883 Mi Gladstone and the majority

of his followers came to the conclusion that an opportunity had

presented itself for providing Ireland with a Constitution confer-

iiug on the people of that country the largest measure of self-govern-

ment consistent with the absolute supremacy of the Crown and the

Imperial Parliament and the entire unity of the Empire A scheme

was pioposed which was accepted in piinciple by the representatives

pf the National party m Ireland as a fair and sufficient adjustment

of the Imperial claims of Great Britain and the Local claims of Ireland

Tpe scheme w as shortly this A Legislative Assembly was proposed to

be estabhslicd in Ireland with power to make all laws necessary for the

good government ot Ireland—^iii other words, invested with the same

powers of local self-go\ernmcnt as a colonial Assembly The

Insh Assembly was in one respect njahkc a colonial Legislature

It consisted of one House only, but this House was divided into

two orders, each of which, in case of differences on any important

legislative matter, voted separately This form was adopted m
order to minimize the -chauces of collision between the two orders,

by making it imperative on each order to hear the arguments of

the othei before proceeding to a division, thus throwing on the

dissentient order the full responsibility of its dissent, with a com-

* Burke, \ol i p 181
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plete knowledge of the consequences likely to ensue therefrom The
clause conferring on the Irish Legislature full powers of local

self-government was immediately followed by a provision excepting,

by enumeration, from any interference on the part of the Irish

Legislature, all Imperial powers, and declaring any enactment
void which infringed on that provision This exception (as is well

known) is not found in colonial Constitutional Acts In them
the restriction of the words of the grant to Local powers only has

been held sufficient to safeguard the supremacy of the British

Parliament and the unity of the Empire The reason for making
a difference in the case of the Home Rule Bill was political, not

legal Separation was declaied by the enemies of the Bill to be

the real intention of its supporters, and destruction of the unity of

the Empire to bo itis certain consequence It seemed well that

Ireland, by her representatives, should accept as a satisfactory

charter of Irish liberty a document which contained an express

submission to Imperial power and a direct acknowledgment of

Imperial unity Similarly with respect to the supremacy of the

British Parliament In the colonial Constitutions all reference to

this supremacy is omitted as being too clear to require notice In

the case of the Irish Home Rule Bill instructions were given to

preserve in express words the supremacy of the British Parliament

in ordei to pledge Ireland to an express admission of that supiemacy

by the same vote which accepted Local powers It is true that the

wording by the draftsman of the sentence reserving the supiemacy

of Parliament was justly found fault with as inaccurate and doubt*

fill, but that defect would have been cured by an amendment m
Committee , and, even if there had not been any such clause m the

Bill, it IS clear, from what has been said above, that the Imperial

Legislature could not, if it would, renounce its supremacy or

abdicate its sovereign powers The executive government in

Ireland was continued in the Queen, to be carried on by the Lord

Lieutenant on behalf of her Majesty, with the aid of such officers

and Council as to her Majesty might from time to time seem fit

Her Majesty was also a constituent part of the Legislature, with

power to delegate to the Lord Lieutenant the prerogative of assent-

ing to or dissenting from Bills, and of summoning, proroguing, and

dissolving Parliament Under these provisions the Lord Lieutenant

resembled the Governor of a colony with responsible government ^

He was invested with a double authonty—first, Imperial ,
secondly^

Local As an Imperial officer, he was bound to veto any Bill injun*

ously affecting Imperial interests or inconsistent with general Imperial

policy , as a Local officer, it was his duty to act in alf local matters

according to the advice of his Council, whose tenure of office

depended on their being in harmony with, and supported by, a
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majority of the Legislative Assembly Questions relating to the

constitutionality ofany particular law were not left altogether to the

decision of the Governor If a Bill containing a provision infringing

Imperial rights passed the Legislature, its validity might be decided

m the fiist instance by the ordinary courts of law, but the ultimate

appeal lay to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, and, with

a view to secure absolute impartiality m the Committee, it was

provided that Ii eland should be represented on that body by persons

who either were or had been Irish judges Not the least important

provision of the Bill, as respects the maintenance of Imperial

interest^a, was the continuance of Imperial taxation The Customs

and Excise duties were directed to be leiicd, as heretofore, in pur-

suance of the enactments of the Imperial Parliament, and were

excepted from the control of the Irish Legislature, which had full

power, with that exception, to impose such taxes in Ireland as they

might think expedient The Bill further piovided that neither the

Imperial taxes of Excise nor any Local taxes that might be imposed

by the Irish Legislature should be paid into the Irish Exchequer An
Imperial officer, called the Receiver-General, was appointed, into

whose hands the produce of every tax, both Imperial and Local, was

required to bo paid, and it was the duty of the Receiver General to

take cai^ that all claims of the English Exchequer, including

especially the contribution payable by Ireland for Imperial purposes,

were satisfied before a farthing found its way into the Irish Ex-

chequer foi Irish purposes The Receiver-General was provided

with an Imperial Court to enforce his rights of Imperial taxation,

and adequate means for enforcing all Imperial powers by Imperial

civil officers The Bill did not provide for the representation of

Ireland m the Imperial Parliament on all Imperial questions,

including questions relating to Imperial taxation, but it is fully

understood that in any Bill which might hereafter be brought forward

relating to Home Rule those defects would be remedied

An examination, then, of the Home Rule Bill, that " child of revo-

lution and paicnt of separation,^' appears to lead irresistibly to two

conclusions First, that Imperial rights and Imperial powers,

representation for Imperial purposes. Imperial taxation—in short,

every link that binds a subordinate member of an Empire to its

supreme head—have been maintained unimpaired and unchanged
• Secondly, that, in granting Home Rule to discontented Ireland,

that form of responsible government has been adopted which, as

Mr Menvale declares—and his declaration subsequent events have

more than verified—when conferred on the discontented colonies,

changed restless aspirations for separation into quiet loyalty

That such a Bill as the Home Rule Bill should be treated a&van

invasion of Imperial rights is a proof of one, or perhaps of both, the
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following axioms—that Bills are never read by their accusers^

and that party spirit will distort the plainest facts The union of

Great Britain and Ireland was not, so far as Imperial powers were

concerned, disturbed by the Bill, and an Irishman remains a citizen

of the British Empire under the Home Rule Bill, with the same
obligations and the same privileges, on the same terms as before All

the Bill did was to make his Irish citizenship distinct from his

Imperial citizenship, in the same manner as the citizenship of a native

of the State of New York is distinct from his citizenship as a member
of the United States Now it has been found that the Central powei

in the United States has been more than a match for the State powers,

and can it be conceived for a moment that the Imperial power of

Great Biitain should not be a match for the local power of Ireland

—

a State which has not one-seventh of the population or one-twcntieth

part of the income of the dominant community ?

One argument remains to be noticed which Mr Dicey and the

opponents of Home Rule urge as absolutely condemnatory of the

measure, whereas, if properly weighed, it is conclusive in its favour

Home Rule, they say, is a mere quejstion of sentiment National

aspirations are the twaddle of English enthusiasts who know nothing

of Ireland What is really wanted is the reform of the Land Law
Settle the agrarian problem, and Home Rule may be relegated to the

place supposed to be paved with good intentions The Irish will

straightway change their character, and become a law-abiding, con-

tented, loyal people Be it so But suppose it to be proved that the

establishment of an Irish Government, oi, in other words, Home
Rule, IS an essential condition of agrarian refoim—that the latter

cannot be had without the former—surely Home Rule should stand

none the worse m the estimation of its opponents if it not only

secures a safe basis for putting an end to agrarian exasperation,

but also gratifies the feeling of the Irish people as expressed by the

majority of its representatives in Parliament ^ Now, what is the

nature of the Irish Land Question ? This wc must understtind before

considering the remedy In Iieland (meaning by Ireland that part

of the country which is in the hands of tenants, and falls within the

compass of a Land Bill) the tenure of land is wholly unlike that

which 18 found in the greater part of England Instead of large

farms in which the landlord makes all the improvements and

the tenant pays rent for the privilege of cultivating the land

and receives the produce, small holdings are found in which the

tenant does the improvements (if any) and pays a fixed rent-

charge to the owner In England the tenant does not perform the

obligations or in any way aspire to the character of owner If he

thinks he can get a cheaper farm, he quits his foimer one, regarding

his interest in the land as a mere matter of pounds, shillings, and
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pence Not so the Irish tenant He has made what he calls im-

provements, he claims a quasi-ownership in the land, and has the

characteristic Celtic attachment for the patch of ground forming his

holding, however squalid it may be, however inadequate for his

Mippoit In short, m Ireland there is a dual ownership—that of the

proprietor, who has no interest in the soil so long as the tenant pays

his rent and fulfils the conditions of his tenancy, and that of the

tenant, who, subject to the payment of his rent and performance of

the fixed conditions, acts, thinks, and carries himself as the owner of

his holding A system, then, of agrarian lefoim in Ireland resolves

itself into an inquiry as to the best mode of putting an end to this

dual ownership—that is to say, of making the tenant the sole pro-^

prietor of his holding, and compensating the landlord for his interest

in the ownership The problem is furthei narrowed by the circum-

stance that the tenant cannot be expected to advance any capital or

pay an increased rent, so that the means of compensating the landlord

must be found out of the existing rent

The plan adopted in Mr Gladstone's Land Bill was to commuti

the rent-charges, oflering the landlord, as a general rule, twenty years’

purchase on the net rental of the estate (that is to say, the rent

received by him after deducting all outgoings), and paying him the

purchase-money in Li per cent stock taken at par The stock was to

be advanced by the English Government to an Irish State department

at 3^ per cent interest, and the Bill provided that the tenant, instead

of rent, was to pay an annuity of €4 pci cent on a capital sum
equal in amount to twenty times the gross icntal An illustration

will most leadily show how the plan woiks, it being only neccssaiy

to premise that an annuity of €4 pei cent paid for a period of forty-

nine years will discharge all principal and interest due m respect of a

capital sum lent at per cent

Bearing the foregoing assumption in mind, let John Jones be the

tenant of the Shannon holding at £10 a year, and John Brown the

landlord
* Then the account stands as follows —Shannon holdings

eiO a year gross rent Assume the outgoings to be £20 per cent , then

the sura payable to the landlord = twenty times the gross rent, after de-

duct;ing 20 per cent for outgoings—that is to say, £20 x €10= £200--

£40=£160 The sum payable bythe tenant= fi 1 per cent on ten years’

purchase of gross rental—that is to say, £1 per cent on £200, or £8
a year for forty-nine years England lends Ireland £160 stock at

^

3^ per cent to pay the landlord And, inasmuch as an annuity of £4
per cent pays off principal and interest of money lent at 3J per

cent in forty-nine years, the Irish authority pays oflf the debt m
forty-nine years by a payment of £4 per cent on £160, or £6 8^ ,

for

lorty-nme years At the same time, the Insh State authority receives

from the tenant £8 a year for the same penod, thus gaming l^e
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cHiFerence between €6 8s and £8, or £l 12« , for expenses of collec-

tion and profit The consequence/ then^ is that by Mr Gladstone's

plan the landlord obtains twenty years^ purchase on the net rental

for his estate, tlie tenant^s rent is reduced fiom £10 to £8, the

Irish Government receives £8 and pays only £G 8s ,
making an

annual profit of the difference

Another mode of putting the case shortly is as follows —The
English Exchequer lends the money to the Irish Sta^e authority at

per cent
,
and an annuity of 4 per cent paid dmmg forty-nine

years will, as has been stated above, repay both pimcipal and interest

for every £100 lent at per cent On the sale of an estate under

the Bill, the landlord receives twenty years purchase , the tenant pays

64 per cent on twenty years^ purchase of the gross rental , the Irish

State Authority receives £1 per cent on the gross lental, the English

Exchequer receives 4 per cent on the net rental only

The machmeiy, so to speak, of the Land Bill is this —An Impe-

rial Commission is appointed to see that the landloid obtains a fair

price for his estate The Irish Government ere ite a Land Depart-

ment to conduct the business on behalf of the Tush Government

The tenant requires no piotcction, as his icnt is necessarily reduced,

and consequently no power ol refusing to become the owner of the

land was given to him, except in certain special cases It has been

found, howevci, that tUe absence of a power on the side of the tenant

to refuse to become proprietoi is liable to misconstiuction, it will be

advisable, therefore, m a future Bill, to piovidt that the State should

become the pioprietoi instead of the tenant, if the tenant prefers to

letairi his existing position instead of becoming an owner on pay-

ment of a reduced rent for forty-nine years, and should be entitled

to make what bargain it pleases with the tenant The notable

feature which distinguishes this plan from all other schemes is the

security given for the repayment of the purchase-money hitheito

the English Government has lent the money directly to the landlord

or tenant, and has become the mortgagee of the land—in other wordf,

has become in effect the landlord of the land sold to the tenant until

the repayn? nt of the loan has been completed To carry into effect

under such system any extensive scheme of agrarian reform (and it

not extensive such a reform would be of no value in pacifying Ireland)

presupposes a readiness on thepartof theEnglishGovernment to become

virtually the landlord of a large portion of Ireland, with the attendant

i odium of absenteeism and alien domination Under the Land Bill of

Mr Gladstone all these difficulties are overcome The Irish, not the

English, Government is the viitual landlord It is the interest of Ire-

land that the annuities due from the tenants should be regulaily paid, as,

subject to the pnor charge of the English Exchequer, they form part of

the Irish revenues It may be objected that the lush Government
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may repudiate the debt
,
that is rendered impossible by a provision

that all the Irish revenues, including the land rents, are to be paid

into the hands of the Imperial Recciver-Geneial, whose office ^^e have

described abo\e, and it is liis duty to liquidate the debt due to his

Imperial master, the Impenal Exchequer, before the Irish Govern-

ment can receive any poitmn of the moneys in his hands The
position of the Receiver-General has perhaps not been sufBcicntlv

guarded in the present Bill, and it will be advisable in a future

Bill to declare that he shall, if he thinks fit, collect the taxes

by Imperial officers The cardinal difference, then, between Mr
Gladstone’s scheme and any other land scheme that has seen the

light 18 this—that m Mr Gladstone’s scheme the English loans are

lent to the Irish Government on the security of the whole Insh

revenues, whereas m every other scheme they have been lent by the

English Government to the Irish creditors on the security of indi-

vidual patches of land

The whole question, then, of the relation between Home Rule and

agrarian reform may oe summed up as follows —Agrarian leform

is necessary for the pacification of Ireland
, agrarian reform cannot

be efficiently earned into effect without an Irish Government, an

Irish Government can only be established by a Home Rule Bill

therefore a Home Rule Bill is necessary for the pacification of

Ireland It is idle to say, as has been said on numerous platforms,

that plans no doubt can be devised for agrarian reform without Home
Rule Ihe Irish revenues are the only collateral security that can

be obtained for loans of English money, and Irish revenues are only

available for the purpose on the establishment of an Irish Government

Baronial guarantees, union guarantees, county guarantees, debenture

schemes, have all been tried and found wanting, and vague assertions as

to possibilities are idle unless they are based on intelligible working

plans

The foregoing arguments will be equally valid if, instead of

iffaking the tenants peasant-proprietors, it were thought desirable that

the Irish State should be the proprietor and the tenants be the holders

of the land at perpetual rents and subject to fixed conditions Again,

it might be possible to pay the landlords by annual sums instead of

capital sums Such matters are really questions of detail The
substance is to interpose the Irish Government between the tenant and

the English mortgagee, and to make the loans general charges

on the whole of the Insh Government revenues as paid into

the hands of an Imperial Receiver instead of placing them as

special charges, each fixed on its own small estate or holding

The fact that Mr Gladstone's land scheme has been denounced

as confiscation of i!100,000,000 of the English taxpayers^ pro-

perty, while Lord Ashbourne’s Act is pronounced by the same party
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wise and prudent, shows the political blindness of party spirit in its

most absurd form Lord Ashbourne^s Act requires precisely the same

expenditure to do the same work as Mr Gladstone's Bill requires, but

in Mr Gladstone's scheme the whole Irish revenue is pledged as

^
collateral secuiity, and the Irish Government is interposed between

the ultimate creditor and the Irish tenant, while under Lord Ash-
bourne's Act the English Government figures without disguise as the

landloid of each tenant, exacting a debt which the tenant is unwilling

to pav as being due to what he calls an alien Government
An endeavour has been made in the preceding pages to prove that

Home Rule in no respect infringes on Imperial rights oi Imperial

^
unity, for the simple reason that the Impeiial power remains exactly

in the same position as it was before, the Home Rule Bill dealing only

with Local matteis If this statement be coricct, it disposes at o'nce of a

great part of Mr Dicey's book A system which docs not aftect

the Empiie or dimmish the supremacy of the Biitish Parlia-

ment, which merely confers local self-government on a dependency

of the Empire not so impoitant to Great Britain as several of her

colonics, can hardly be said to work irreparable injury to Great

Britain and the British Empiic " ^ At all events, Burke thought that

the Imperial supremacy alone constituted a real union between

England and Ireland He says —
‘‘My poor opinion is, that the closest connection between Great Biitain and

Irelind is cssontiil to the well-being—1 had ilmost said to the very being

—of the three kingdoms
,

for til'll purpose 1 humbly conceiie tint the whole
of the superior, and what 1 should call Imperial politics, ought to have its

residence here, and tint Iiclind, locally, civilly, and coirmif rcially indc

pendent, ought politically to look up to Gieat lir^tain in all inattcis of peace

and war In ill these points to be joined with hci, and, in a woid, with her

to live and to die

How strange to Burke would have seemed the doctrine that the

restoration of a limited power of self-government to Ireland,

excluding commerce, and excluding all matters not only Imperialji^

but those m which uniformity is required, should be denounced as a

disruption of the Empire * ^

* I agree altogether with Mr Dicey when he says " that the welfare

of thirty millions of citizens must, if a conflict of interest arise, be

preferred to the interest of five millions of citizens ”—nay, further,

that it IS an error of democracy to admit that a fraction of a nation

• has a right to speak with the authority of the whole, and that the

right of each portion of the people to make its wishes heard involves

the right to have them granted " J

What IS contended is, that if the aspirations of the Irish

people can bei satisfied by a Home Rule Bill which cannot injure

# Picey, p 16 t ** Letter on Affairs of Ireland,” i 462 t Dicey, pp 17, 29

%OL. LI. Z
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Imperial rights oi the supremacy of the British Parliament^ it is

follv to icjcct so cheap a mode of settling a question which has for

cent Lines been a thorn in the side of the English It is true that,

unlike ill Dicey, I do not think that in considering Home Kiile

we ought to separate m the clearest manner matters of business

fiom matters of feeling It is not, as he afhims, an illusion of

language or falsely applied historical method to talk of England and

Ireland ns though they yere two human beings Surely nations

are actuated by the same passions, the same hopes, the same fears,

as individuals, and Mr Dicty coirccts himself when, speaking in

anotlici part of his book, he says that in Gcimany the senti-

ment of nationality has overridden the political divisions which

broke up Germany into almost disconnected and often hostile

States ^^*1;

On the land question Mr Dicey agiees that histoiical causes have

generated in Ireland a condition of opinion which in all matters

icgardmg the land impedes that enforcement of law which is the

piimarv duty of every civilised government lie then states that,

instead of such a condition being any argument in fi\om of Home
ilulc, the proper conclusion is “ that if the popular soui co of discontent

be agrarian, then the right course is to amend the Land Law^^, while

improving the admmistiative system and cnfoicing justice between

man and man^^H The short answer to this is that the necessity for

amending the Land Laws is the most cogent possible aigumcnt

for Home llulc, inasmuch as no cftcctual agrdinn reform can

be earned into effect without an Irish Govcinment and the

( ollatcral security of the Irish revenues, and that neither the lyish

Government nor the security of the Irish revenues is obtainable with-

out a Home llnle Bill IVhat Mr Dicey means by improving the

administrative system is jiroved by other parts of his book, m which he

mentions, with apparent approbation, " the official hieraichy which on

the Continent represents the authority of the State
,

%

and declares

^'^hat there is nothing objectionable or anomalous in increasing, as time

goes on, the stringency of criminal procedure ** Why any improve-

ments *in criminal pioccdure should succeed in checking agrarian
^

enme when neither the Act of 1881, which, he justly says, estab-

lished a despotic government, nor the Act of 1882, which he thinks

ought to be made permanent,ft was unsuccessful, Mr Dicey does

not inform us , nor docs he allude to the obvious argument that

legislation is ineffective to repress crime generated, as agrarian cripoie

IS, by a sense of injustice, unless it at the same time provides some
remedy for the injustice In chapter iv he deals with the argument

in favour of Home Buie derived from foreign experience, by sup-

* Dicey, p 15
11 1

* Ibid p 10
m: _ an t Jlnd p 56

atj. 71 1
* § Ihid p
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posing that the» Home Rulers hold up for admuation Turkish
rule, and think that tlie Austro-Hungarian Government, and* the

Russian administration of Finland, and so foith are examples for

Home Rule in Ireland Now, a little consideration would have
shown Mr Dicey that, instead ot adopting foreign types, the framers

of the Irish Bills proceeded strictly on the lines of the English

Constitution as embodied in the Ameiican copy of English prero-

gatives or in oui own colonial Constitutions Foreign examples were
only adduced to show that countries adverse to each other while

the one was in a state of dependence to the other became friendly

as soon as local independence was accorded to the dependent

membei
Every argument against Home Rule is necessauly based on the

assumption that it is inexpedient to alter the Act of Union to the

extent of allowing a separate Legislature in Ireland On this hinges

the whole case of the opponents to the Home Rule Bill, for, once admit

the expediency of a separate body with powci to govern Ireland in

Local matters, and there remains to the framers of the Home Rule

Bill the compai ativcly easy task of showing tliat the foim they

have adopted, either m its present shape or with such amendments

as would not be inconsistent with the principle of the measure, is an

admirable expedient foi removing Irish ddlicultics It is right, then,

to examine m detail Mi Diccv^s pica on behalf of tlie maintenance

of the Union With chaiacteristic candour, he begins bj admitting

that, although cighty-six ycais have elapsed since the conclusion

gf the treaty of union between England and Iieland, the two

countries do not yet form a united nation The Irish people arc,

if not more wretched (for the u hole European world has made pro-

gress, and Ireland with it), yet more conscious of wretchedness, and

Irish disaffection to England is, it not deeper, more idcspread than

m 1800 t He says that, " if the Union is to be maintained with

advantage to any part of the United Kingdom, the people of the United

Kingdom must make the most strenuous, firm, and continuous effoit,

lasting, it may well be for twenty years or more, to enforce throughout

every part of the United Kingdom obedience to the law of the land I

Coupling this expression, enforcing the law of the land,^^ with his

remarks on coercion in a previous chapter,§ it is clear that Mr
Dicey's maintenance of the Union rests on the same basis as Lord

Salisbury's—that is to say^ a benevolent despotism for twenty years

Oa the other hand, to balance, as it were, the foregoing severe saying,,

he adds that a change of feeling would make it easy for English

politicians and English voters to perceive that the local affairs of Ireland

ought to be managed in the Parliament of the United Kingdom in

accordance with the"' opinion of the parliamentary representatives of

^ * Dicey, p 61 t P 128 t Ibid p 131 S Rod p 117
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Ireland He does not deny that the maintenance of the Union is

an arduous effort, and it must be combined with an equally strenuous

endeavour to see that m Ireland, as in every part of the United

Kingdom, the demands of the law be made to coincide with the

demands of morality and of humanity t favour of the Act of

Union, as 1 understand Mr Dicey^& book, he advances no direct argu-

ments except that “ it ended once and for all an intolerable condition of

affairs,^^J without explaining what the affairs were of which it ended the

intolerable condition or how it ended them The result, then, of Mr
Dicey^8 arguments is this—that the Union ought to be maintained

by any requisite amount of coercion, but that, in the meantime, the

agrarian feud must be put in end to bv making the tenants propiietors

of the land, and Ireland must be governed by laws conformable to

morality and humanity, and passed m accordance with the demands

of the Irish representatives Now, such being Mr DiceyS pro-

gramme, is theic any material part of it within the sphere of piactical

politics except through the medium of Home Rule and a Land Bill

dependent on Home Rule ? The twenty years of benevolent despotism

which Mr Dicey and Lord Salisbury rightly considci essential to the

well-governing of Ireland undc^ the Union arc absolutely certain not

to come to pass, and, if they did come to pass, it is hard to see why
twenty future yeais of cocicion sliould effect what past centuries

of coerene rule hive failed to effect Iiirthor, how cm Ireland

be governed according to the wishes ot Ireland with cocicion^ and

how can the agraiian feud be stamped out without a Land Bill ^ And
jet, as has been shown above, an effective Land Bill cannot be passed

without the establishment of a National Government in Iicland The
only material objection to Home Rule is the allegation tint it is in-

juiious to the unity of the Empire and the supremacy of Barliament

—

a charge which has been sufficiently disposed of in the previous pages

Having decided that the X^nion ought to be maintained, and, as a con-

sequence, that Home Rule ought to be rejected, it seems a work of

supererogation m Mr Dicey to go tluough the various forms of Home
Rule—namely, federation, colonial independence, Grattan^s Constitu

tioujthc Gladstonian Constitution—and condemn each form separately

“Why, he should make his anathemas joint and several With respect

to federation, it undoubtedly, as Mi Dicey says, is m effect the

result of a written compact between independent States, who form a

union together on equal terms, and it is a mere confusion of thought

to treat federation as having in pnnciple, though it may have in form,

anything in common with Imperialism, meaning by Imperialism the

relation between the head of the Empire " and the component parts of

the great political union of communities of which our Empire is com-
posed ” Federation would undoubtedly, as Mn Dicey avers, destroy

^ Dicey, p m fJM, p, 140 $ Jbtd p 132
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the supremacy of the British PiCrliament, and not only that^ but

the existence of the Empire , but, for the reasons stated above,

federation between the dominant head of the Empir^ and a dependent

community is a contradiction in terms, and never was dreamt of

by the framers of the Home Rule Bill Colonial independence

appears to commend itself to Mr I)icey as the best form (though

bad at the best) of Home Rule for Ireland, but he thinks the conse-

quent power of Ireland to have an army and na\y would be dangerous

Mr Gladstone’s Home Rule Bill maintains the Union in respect

of the army and navy and all other Imperial matters The Irish-

man, for the purposes of peace and war, remains subject to the British

Parliament in all respects as he has hitherto been lie has by a

great majority of his repiesentatives stated that he is satisfied with

Local self government and Imperial submission Why Mr Dicey

should think it conducive to the unity of the Empire to disehargc

the Irishman from his Imperial obligations docs not appear, and

is diflGcult to discover Grattan^s Constitution granted an indepen-

dence more complete in law, though perhaps not more complete in

inacticc, than colonial independence It is theieforc condemned at

once as being inapplicable to the state of things which the Home
Rule Bill was intended by its framers to establish m Ireland

To conclude One charge made against the Oladstonian Home
Rule Bill IS that of impauing the supremacy of the British Par-

liament That allegation has been shown also to be founded on a

mistake Next, it is said that the Gladstonian scheme docs not provide

securities against executive apd legislative oppression The answer is

complete The executive authority being vested in the Queen, it will

be the duty of the Governor not to allow executive oppression,

still more will it be Ins duty to veto any act of legislative oppression

Further, it is stated that difficulties will arise with respect to the power

of the Privy Council to nullify unconstitutional Acts But it is hard

to see why a power which is exercised with success in the United States,

where all the States are equal, and without dispute in our colonies,

which arc all dependent, should not be carried into eftcct with equal

ease in Ireland, which is more closely bound to us and more com-

pletely under our power than the colonies afe, or than the several

States are undei the power of the Central Government y

Mr Dicey sums up the whole matter as follows — /
“ If the passion of nationality is the cause of the malady, then tW proposed

cure is useless, for the Home Kule Bill will not turn the people oMreland into

a nation Ifa vicious system ofland tenure is the cause of the lawlessness, then

the restoration or re creation of the Irish Parliament is nw^dlcss, for the

Parliament ot the United Kingdom can reform, and ought to reform, the

land system ol Ireland, and ought to be able to carry through a finaUsettlement of

agrarian disputes with less injustice to individuals than could any Parliament

sitting at Dublin ” *

Dicej, p 279
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Mr Dicey, by thus separating" Home Rule and agrarian reform,

obscures and misrepresents the whole situation The cause of Irish

discontent is the conjoint operation of the passion for nationality

and the vicious system of land tenure, and the scheme of the Irish

Home Rule Rill and the Land Bill removes the whole fabric on which

Irish discontent is raised The Irish, by the great majority of their

representatives, have accepted the Home Rule Bill as a satisfactory

settlement of the nationality question The British Parliament can,

through the medium of the Home Rule Bill and the establishment of

an Irish Legislature, carry through a final settlement of agrarian dis-

putes with less injustice to individuals than could a Parliament sitting

in Dublm, and, be it added, with scarcely any appreciable ^sk to the

British taxpayer Of course it may be said that an Irish Parliament

will go farther—that Home Rule is a step to separation, and a reform

of the Land Laws a spoliation of the landlords To those who urge

such arguments I iivould recommend the perusal of the speech of

Burke on Conciliation uith America, and especially the following

sentences, substituting “ Ireland foi the colonics —
“ But [the Colonics] lie land 'will go fuithcr AUs’ aUs’ 'when will this

speculating against fact and reason end ^ hat will quiet these panic feais

which we entertain of the hostile effect of a conciliatory conduct Is it true

that no case can exist in 'which it is proper lor the Sovereign to accede to the

desires of his discontented subjects Is tlicic an} thing peculiftr iii this case to

make it a rule for itself? Is all authority ot course lost when it is not pushed
to the extreme Is it a certim maxim tint the fewer c luses of discontent-

ment are left by Government the more the subject will bi inclined to resist

and rebel ?
”

Tiiuinct
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T
ransylvania has not maptly been described as a store-

house of different nationalities, and it would probably be hard

to find, either in the old world or the new, another country contain-

ing such heteiogcncous racial elements within the limited space of

54,000 square kilometres Here we find tlic fieiy Magyar, the melan-

choly Roumanian, the stolid Saxon, the merry, thieving Tzigane, the

wily Jew, and the solemn Armenian, all living together cheek by

]Owl in about the following proportions —
liouniinians

Hung 111 ina

fe ixons

Tzijzanes

Jews
Aimenians

] 200,100
052,200
211,400
50.000
24.000
8 000

Though each of these half-dozen races is as virtually different from

the other five as an Englishman is unlike a Frenchman, or a Pole

differs from a Spaniard, though each, in possessing its own religion,

customs and superstitions, its individual interests and aspirations, well

deserves the attention of any ethnologist, theife are two which seem

to me of peculiar and paramount interest, as embodying the

spirit of the past and of the future in sharp and effective contrast

In the one we have the memory, in the other the promise of a noble

manhood, for if the Saxons were men but yesterday, so the Rouma-

nians will be men to-morrow, and while the former are rapidly

degenerating into mere fossil antiquities, physically deteriorated from

constant intermarriage, and morally opposed to any sort of progress

involving amalgamation with the surrounding races, so the latter

will be at their pnme a few generations hence, when they have had
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time to shake oiF the habits of slavery and have learned to recognize

their own \alue

These Saxons, whom we find to-day living iff isolated colonies all

over Tiansvhania, appear to have come hither about seven centuries

ago at the invitation of the Hungarian king, Geysa II In thus

summoning Geiman colonists to replenish the scantily peopled land,

the Hungarian king displayed wisdom and forethought far in advance

of his time, as was proved by the result It was a bargain by which

both sides were equally benefited, and consequently induced to

keep the contract, for while the Germans obtained freedom which

they could not have in their own country, so their presence was a

guarantee to the monarch that this province would not be torn

from his crown

The question of what precise part of the German Fatherland was

the home of these outwanderers is enveloped in some obscurity

They have retained no certain records to guide us to a eonclusion,

and German chroniclers of that time make no mention of then

departure Doubtless the Crusades, which were then cngiossing

every mind, caused these emigrations to pass comparatively uri

noticed Only a sort of vague floating tradition is preserved to this

day mmany of the Transylvanian villages, where, on vMiiter evenings,

some old grandam, shrivelled and bent, sitting ensconced behind the

bluc-tilcd stove, will relate to the listening grandchildren crowding

around licr knees, how many, m iny hundred years ago then ancestors

once dwelt on the sci-shore, next to the mouth of four rivers, which

all flowed out of a larger and mightier river In this shadowy

descnption, probably the rivei Rhine is to be recognized, the more

so that m the year 11115, these German colonists are, in a jet exist-

ing document, referred to as Flandercrs The name of Sachsen

(Saxons) ?^as they now call themselves, was only much later used as

their general designation

Although the Hungarian kings kept their given word to the emi-

grants rigat nobly, yet these latter had much to suffer, both from

Hungarian nobles jealous of their privileges, and from the mor^ ancient

inhabitants of the soil, the Wallachians, who, living in the mountains

in a thoroughly barbaric state, used to make frequent raids down
mto the plains and valleys, there to pillage, burn and murder what-

ever came m their way If wc add to this the frequent invasions of

Turks and Tartars, it is a positive marvel how this handful of Ger-

mans, brought into a strange land and surrounded by enemies on all

sides, should have maintained their independence and preserved their

individuality under such combination of circumstances They built

churches and fortresses, they founded schools and guilds, they made

their own laws and elected their own judges , and, in an age when

Hungarian nobles could scarcely read or wnte, these little German
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colonies were so many havens of civilization midst a howling wilder-

ness of Ignorance and barbarism

Whoever has lived among these Transylvanian SaxonS; and has

taken the trouble to study them, must have remaiked that not only

seven centuries' residence m a foreign land has made them lose none
of their identity, but that they are in fact phis caiholiques que It

pape—tint is to say, more thoroughly Teutonic than the Germans
living to-day m the original Fatherland , and it is just because of

the adverse circumstances in which they were placed, and of the

opposition which met them on all sides, that these people have kept

themselves so conservatively unchanged Feeling that every step in

another direction would be a step towards an enemy, finding that

every concession tliev made was in danger of becoming the link of a

captive's chain, no wonder they clung stubbornly, tenaciously,

blindly, to every ancient custom and superstition, to each peculiaiity

of language and costume in a raannci which has probably not got its

parallel in history Left on their native soil, and surrounded by

friends and coiinti j men, these people would undoubtedly have

followed the current of time, and have changed as other nations liavo

changed Their isolated position, and the peculiar circumstances of

their surioundings have kept them what they were Like a faithful

portrait taken in the piimc of life, the copy still goes on showing

the bloom of the cheek and the light of the eye long aftci Time's

destroying hand, witheiiug the original, has caused it to lose all

resemblance to its formci self, and it is with something of the

feeling of gazing at such an old portrait that we contemplate these

German people, who dicss themselves to-day like old bas leliefs of

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and continue to hoard up

provisions within the fortified church-walls as lu the days when

besieged by Tuik or Tartar

From an artistic point of view, these Saxons are decidedly an

unlovely I ce, having something unfinished and wooden in their

general aj ^earance Looking at them, I always felt mjselt

irresistibly reminded of the figures uf Noah and his family out of a

cheap—a veiy cheap—toy Noah's ark Nor is their expression in

agreeable one, something hard and grasping, avaricious and mis-

trustful, characteiizing them as a rule But this is scarcely their

fault, their expression, like their character, being but the natural

result of circumstances, the result of seven centuries' stubborn

resistance and warfare The habit of mistrust developed almost to

an instinct, cannot so quickly be got nd of, even if there be no

longer cause to justify it This defensive attitude towards strangers

manifested by the Saxons, makes it, however, difficult to feel

prepossessed in their favour Taken m the sense of antiquities, they

are, no doubt, extremely interesting, but viewed as living men and
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women they are not attractive, and though one cannot help admiring

the solid viitues and independent spirit which have kept them what

they trc, \ct somehow they contrive to make these very virtues

disagreeable, and to appear to disadvantage hesidc their less civilized,

less educated, and less sciupulous neighbours the Roumanians

Tt IS inteiestmg to trace by what means these Saxons have

contrived to keep themselves intact from all outward influences Not
without difficulty, as we see by ancient chronicles, has their costume

been kept thus iigidly unchanged, for here, like elsewhere, even

among these quiet, practical, prosaic, and unlovely people, the demon
of vanity has been at work, and much eloquence was expended from

the pulpit, and many severe punishments had to be prescribed, m
order to subdue the evil spirit of fashion threatening to spread over

the land at various times So m 1651 we find a whole set of dress

regulations issued by the bishop of one of the Transyhanian districts,

of which here are a few samples —
1 The men shall wear neither blue nor yellow boots, nor shall the

women venture to approach the holy sacrament or tlie baptismal

font in red shoes, and whosoever confoims not to this regulation

shall be refused admittance to church

2 All imitations of the Hungarian dress in the matter of waist-

coats, braids, galloons, &.c
,
are pioscribcd to the men

3 It IS likcw ise forbidden for men and foi serving-men to wear their

hail m a long forcignfashion,hangingdownbchind,for that is dishonoui

^ If a man have long hair it is a shame unto him (1 Cor m 14)

1 The peasant folk shall wear no high boots, and no wide woollen

hats, nor an embroidered belt, for he is a peasant W ho is seen

wearing such will expose himself to ridicule, and the boots shall be

drawn off his legs that he shall go barefoot

5 The women shall avoid all that is superfluous m dress, nor

shall they make horns upon their heads * Rich veils shall only be

worn by such as are entitled to them Neither shall any woman
wear gold cerds beneath her veil, not even if she be the wife of a

gentleman Silk caps with gold stars arc not suitable foi every

woman More than two handsome jewelled pins shall no woman
wear, and i£ she require more than two for fastening her veil, let

her take small pins Not e\cry one^s child is entitled to weai corals

round its neck Let no woman copy the dress of noble dames, for

it IS not suitable for us Saxons

6 Let the Henen Tocliiu (gentlemen^s daughters) not make the

use of gold braids over common, but let them content themselves

with honourable fringes The serving-girls shall go without broad

fringes, nor may they purchase silk cords of three yards^ length, else

* This would seem to be an allusion to the Roumanian fashion in certain districts of

twisting up the \eil m the shape ot two horns
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they will be stripped off their heads and nailed against the church

wall Nor is it allowed for peasant maids to wear crooked (probably

puffed) sleeves

Apparently these stringent injunctions had the desired effect of

keeping female (and male) vanity m check for % time
,
but scaicely a

hundred years later we find a new set of dress rules delivered fiom

another pulpit, and up to this day the undue length of a iibbon, or

an excessive numbci oi head-piii'a, is matter for icproof in every

Saxon community

Another charactcrisstic feature of Saxon peasant life which has

much contributed to then rigid consenatisin, are the different

associations or confraternities existing m each \illagc These consist

of the Brudet haft (biotheihood), the Natfibatschafl (neighbour-

hood), and the Schicsterschaft (sistc»*hood)

To the first-named institution, the Bnuhischajt^ belong all young^

men of the parish from the date of their confirmation up to that of

then mairiage This community is governed by laws in which the

respective duties of itsmemoers as citi/cns, sons, biotheis and suitors

arc distinctly traced out In their outward foini these biotherhoods

have some resemblance to the icligious confraternities in Catholic

countries, and most probably they originated m the same manner,

but while these latter have degenerated into mere outward foims, the

Saxon Binderschafleyb Imc ictamed the oiiginal spirit of these

institutions, which principally consisted iii the reciprocal guard then

members kept over each othcr^s morality The head of the Binder-

hchaft IS called the AJtknecht He is chosen every year, but can be

deposed in the interval if he prove unworthy of his post It is his

mission to watch over the other members, keep older and dictate

punishments, but when he is caught erring himself the Altknecht

incurs a double forfeit The finable ofiences aic numeious, and are

taxed at ten, fifteen, twenty kreutzers and uj)wards, according to the

heinousness of the offence Here are a few of the delinquencies

which are subject to penalty —
1 Carelessness and slovenliness lu attire, every missing button

having a fine attached to it

2 Bad mcintfers at table, putting the elbows on the board cr

striking it with the fist

3 Irregularity in church attendance

4 Misbehaviour in church, such as yawning, stretching, &c

Also falling asleep during the seimon, a very heavy line being put

upon snoring

5 Having worn coloured hat iibbons, or whistled loudly in the

street on a fast day

^ After conpIudiDg this article T learn from a current new<<paper that the laH king of

Bavaria, whoso tra^,ical death was lately lu c\cr^ mouth, attempted to revive m
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Also the relations of the young men to the fair sex, and the

etiquette of dancing and spinning meetings is accurately chalked out

—

for nowhere is village etiquette more strenuously observed than

among these Saxon colonists—and there are countless little forms

and obser\anccs which to neglect or transgress would be as grave as

to rcvcise the respqpti\e orders of claret and champagne at a fashion-

able dinner-party, or for a lady to go to Court without plumes The
laws of precedence are heie e\ery whit as clearly defined as among
our upper ten thousand, and the puni tilio of a spinning-room quite

as foimal as the ordeiiug of licr Majesty^s diawing-room

No youth IS permitted to enter the spinning room m his week-day

clothes, and the exact ciistauce the men are allowed to appioach the

spinning-whcel of any girl is in some villages precisely defined by

inches A hue of ten krcut/eis (twopence) is attached to the

.touching of a maidcn^s bicast-pm, while stealing a kiss always proves

a still more expensive amusement

Dancing usutilly takes phcc on Sunday afternoon, cither in the

village inn, or m the open air in summer at some (onvcnicnt spot,

under a group of old trees, or a iiistic shed erected for the purpose

,

the permission to dance ha\ing each time been foiraally icquested of

the pastor by the head of the brotherhood Tiic couples ire often

settled befoichaiid by tlic AUkntcht, and it is not allowed tor any

youth to refuse the Inud ot the partner assigned to him However

hot be the weather the men must retain their heavy cloth coats

during the first round cHnee, uid only when the music strikes up for

the second time does the Altkntcht give the signal for lightening

the cobtumc by laying aside his own coat and pcimitting the girls to

divest themsehes of their uncomfoi table high stiff raps

On his mariiagc c ich youth ceases to be a member of the

Biudiischaft^ on leaving which both he and his bride must pay

certain taxes in meat, bread and wine to the cpnfraternity In some

districts it IS usual for the young couple to attend the village dances

for a period of six months after their marriage, but more usually

dancing ceases altogether with matrimony In one or two villages

there prevails a custom of the married women dancing every fourth

year only

After his marriage a man becomes a member of the Nachbarschaft,

or neighbourhood Every village is divided into four neighbour-

hoods, each one governed by a head called the Nachbarvaier This

second confraternity is regulated much in the same manner as the

Bruderschaft

f

with the difference that the regulations thereof apply

Munich, these German brotherhoods, siicli as they used to be in the Middle Ages HS
constituted himself the head of the contratei uity, and chose the costume to be worn by
the members on grand occasions

These medi ficures, with their wide flapping hats, their xulgrim staffs and cockle

shells, were ^ong thi. most noteworthy figures at the royal funeral
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more to the reciprocal assistance which neighbours are bound to

render each other in various household and domestic contingencies

Tims a man is only obliged to assist those that belong to his

Nachbai schaft in building a house, cleaning out wells and extin-

guishing fires He must also contribute provisions on christening,

wedding, or funeral occasions, and lend plates and jugs for the same

The Nachharvatn must watch o\ei the order and discipline of his

quarter, and enforce the legulations issued by the pastor or by the

village maiiie or Hami^ as he is heic called This authority extends

even to the interioi of each houseiiold, and he is bound to report to

the pastor the names of those who absent themselves from church

He must fine the men who have neglected to approach the sacrament,

as well as the women who have lingeud in the churchyard casting

their time in senseless gossip Children who have been overheard

speaking disiespcctfully of their patents, couples whose coiiuubul

quarrels are audible in the village stieet, dogs wantonly beaten bv

their misters, vain young matrons who have exceeded the piescribcd

number of glittering pms m tlicir liead-drtss, or girls surpassing

then piopcr allowance of ribbon, all come under his jurisdiction,

and the Nachhu) i ate) is himself subject to punishment if he neglect

to report a culpiit, or show himself too lenient in the dictation of

punishment

It IS by the rigid obseivance of many such rules that the

Transylvanian Saxons have now become a curious remnant pf the

Middle Ages—a living anachioiiism m the nineteenth century, for

such as these people wandered forth from the far West to seek a

home in a strange land seven centuries ago, such wc find them

again to-day, like a corpse fiozen in a glacier, which conics to light

unchanged after a long lapse of yeais

There has been of late years so much learned discussion about the

origin of the Eoumanians that it were presumption to advance

any independent opinion on the subject (Icrman writers—more

especially Saxon ones—have been sUenuous m deriding all claim

to Roman extraction, contending that whatever Roman elements

remained over after the evacuation of this territory, must long since

have been swallowed up m the great rush of successive nations

which passed over the land m the early part of the Middle Ages

Roumanian writers, on the contrary, are fond of laying great stress

on the ^direct Roman lineage which it is their pride to believe m,

sometimes, however, injuring their own cause by over-anxiety to

claim too much, and laying too little stress on the admixture of

Slav blood which is as surely a fundamental ingredient of the race.

One of the more impartial Roumanian writers, Joan Slavici, states

the case with greater fairness when he wntes as follows —
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If wo 'dimply wcie to deny the crossing of Roman with Slav blood, then

the whole iiuestion of Rouminiin oiigm loses its significance
,

if, howevei,

we idmit the Kouiiianians, though undoubtedly descended from the Uomaiis,

to l)c i ])CopIc more neirly leUted to the Slav than to the Teutonic lace, it

mil t b( conceded tliat such fusion could only have taken place wheic a Sliv

ract alreidy exi'stod previous to the advent of the Roman conquerors Tint

people, thorelore, whose piogressivc development have produced the present

Iwoilmanlan race, did not exist before this fusion took place, and thereto its

oiiLin IS distinctly to be tiaccd The ethnographical importance of the

Rournimins, theiefoie, dots not he in the fvet of their being descendants of

the mciont Romans, noi in that of thin connection to the long-Vanished

Dacians, but simply ana ertircl} therein tint this people, placed between two

sh irply oonti isting raceh, form an important connecting link in the chain of

I urope in tribes
’

The classical type of feature, so ofteu met with among Roumanian

peasants, pleads stionglj for the theory of Roman extraction, and

if ]ust now I compared the Saxon peasants to NoahN ark figures

riiclely carved out of the coarsest wood, the Roumanians as often

remind me of a type of face chiefly to be seen on cameo ornaments,

^01 ancient signet iiiigs Take at random a score of individuals

fiom any Roumanian \illagc, and, like a handful of antique gems

which have been shew II broadcast over the land, you will there suielv

find a goodly choice ot classical profiles woithy to be immortah/ed

on agate onyx, or ]asper

An air of iilaintne melancholy generally characterizes the

Roumanian peasant it is the raclancholv of a long-subjcctcd and

oppressed race ,
but spite of his degradation the Roumanian not

uufrcquently possesses a grace and mhcient dignity of deportment

totally wanting in Ins Saxon ncighboui There is 9 wealth of

uuiaised tieasure, of ability 111 the raw block, and of uncultured

tilent lying dormant m this ignoiant peasantry, who seem only

lately to hav'^e begun to understand that they need not always bend

their neck beneath the yoke of other nations, and that slavery and

humiliation are not inevitable conditions of their existence Devoid

of all artistic training, and until quite lately possessing no sort of

national literature ot then own, there are here to be found the

elements of both poet and painter The Roumanian folk-songs

betray alike pathos and imaginatiou, the pictures adorning each

viUage church are wanting neither in harmony of colour nor of

design Encouragement and training alone are required to mature

thebe gifts to the highest pitch demanded by culture

In ordpr to understand the Roumanian we must first of all begin

by understanding his religion, which alone gives us the clue to the

curiously contrasting shades of his complicated character A French

writer, speaking of the Wallachians (as they were then called) some

fortv years ago, says —
" Aujourd’hui leur seui mobile est la religion^ si on pent donnerce
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11om a rensemble de leuis pratiques superstiticuses ,
and another

author remaiks, with equal justice, that the whole life of a Wallachiau

IS taken up in devising taliatuans against the devil

It 18 supposed that the Koumanians were \cry earlv converted

to Christianity—probably in the third century Old chronicles

of the thirteenth ccnti^ry, however, make mention of them as a

people, “ which, though professing the Christian faith, is yet neverthe-

less given to the practn c of manifold Pagan rites and customs, wholly

at variance with Christianity/^ and even to day the Roumanians are

best described by the paiado\idal defanition of Christian-Pagans, or

Pagan-Christians

Tiue, the Roumanian peasant inll nevoi fail to uncover his head

whenever he pass by a wayside cross, but his salutation to the

rising sun will he at least equally profound
,
and though he goes to

church and abstains from work on the Loids Day, it is bv no means

certain whether he does not regard |he Friday (Vincie) dedieated to

Paraschiva (Venus) as the holier d^y of the two The list of the

other uu-Chnstiari festivals is lengthy, and still ^cugthier tliat of

Christian festivals, in whose celebration Pagan rites and customs may
still be traced

Whoever buiics his dead without placing a com m the hand of the

corpse IS regaiilcd as a Pagan by the orthodox Roumanian A?/ ^ ik

leffea noastt a (^^he is not of our law^^), he says of such a one, meaning,

^^he IS not of our leligion,^^ and whosoever lives outside the Rouma-
nian religion, be he Christian, Pagan, lew, oi Mahomedan, is regarded

as unclean, and, consequently,'Vliatcvci^omes in contact with aiij

such individual is unclean likewise

The JB&ttmamaii language has a special word to define this un-

cleanncss— which somewhat corresponds to the koscha

and unkohchu of the Jews If, for instance, any animal fall

into a well of dniikiug water, then the well forthwith becomes

spvi cat^ and ymi cat likewise whosoever drinks of this water If li

IS a large* animal, such as a calf or goat, which has fallen in, then

the whole water must be baled out, and "^should this fail to satisfy the

conscience of any ultra-orthodox proprietor, then the Popa must be

called m to read a mass over the spot where perchance a donkey has

found a watery grave ,
but when it is a man who has been drowned

there, no further rehabilitation is possible for the unlucky well, which

must therefore be filled up and discarded as quite too hopelessly spurcat

Every orthodox Roumanian household possesses three different

classes of cooking and eating utensils unclean, clean for the meat

days> and* the cleanest of all for fast days The cleansing of a

vessel; 'Which through some accident has become spurcat^ is only con<^

ceded in the case of very large and expensive articles, such as barrels

and tubs, copious ablutions of boly water, besides mucb 'scouring,,
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scraping, and rubbing, being resorted to in such cases All other

utensils which do not come under this denomination must be simply

thrown awav, or at best employed tor feeding th6 domestic animals The

Roumanian who does not strictly observe all these regulations is him-

self 'spurcat

y

this same moasuie being applied to all individuals, who
aie therefore considered to be clean or unclean, according to their

observance of these rules The uncleanness, however, is not supposed

to be in the individual but m his laws, which fall to enforce cleanli-

ness, therefore it is the law which is unclean, legi Bpuicat, which

for the Roumanian is synonymous with un Christian For instance,

a man who cats horse-flesh, is necessaiily a Pagan in his eves

This recognition of the nucleauness of most ot his fellow creatures

IS, howevei, wholly free fiora cither hatied oi contempt on the part

of the Roumanian On the contraiy, he shows much interest in

foreign countries and habits, and when desuous of afhrming the

high character of any strangci, he sais of him thit he is a man who

keeps his own law, tint la legea lin, spite of which eulogiiim the

Roumanian will refuse to wcir the coat, or cat oil the phite of this

honourable stiau^r

The id( a so stioiiglv inrooted m the Roum imaii miiitl, th it they

alone are Christians, and that consequently no man (pn be a Christian

without also being a Roumanian, seems to imply that there was a

time when the two words were absolutely Klcnticdl,and that sniiouiulcd

for long by Pagan nations, with whom they could hold no sort of

community, they lacked all knowledge of other existing Christian

races »

On the other hand, these people are cuiiously liberal towards

strangers in the matter of religion, allowing each one, whatever be his

confession, to enter their churches and receive then sacraments, nor

IS it allowed for a Popa to refuse the administration of a sacrament

to wl»osoe\er apply to him, be he Catholic, Piotestant, Turk, or Jew,

provided the applicant submit to receive it in the manner presenbed

by the Oriental church

The position occupied by the Roumanian clergyman towards his

flock is such a peculiar one that u deserves a few words of notice

Though his influence over the people is unlimited, it is no wise depen-

dent on his personal character It is quite superfluous for the Popa

to present in his person a model of the virtues he is ln>^the habit

of descnbing from the altar, and be may for his part be drunken,

dishonest, ignorant and profligate to his heart's content, without

losing one whit of his prestige or spiritual head His official cha-

racter IS absolutely intangible, and not to be shaken by any private

jjamlemeanour, and the lioumauian proverb which says, Face Stce

«ot"act lis
iJl^e Popa telh jou, but dobe does,
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the Popa has the privilege of wearing a beard^ as he alone is privileged

to indulge in certain pet vices which it is his mission officially to

condemn, and, like the goodly virtue of charity, this beard must often

be said to cover a very great multitude of sins

Of recent years no doubt—thanks chiefly to the enlightened efforts

of the late Archbishop Schaguna—^much has been done to raise the

moral standard of the Koumaman clergy in Transylvania, but there

remains still much to do before the prevailing coaiseness, ignorance

and hypocrisy too often characterizing this class can be removed
At present the average village Popa is sim^ily a peasant with a beard,

who on week-days goes about his agricultural duties like any other

villagei, digging his potatoes or going behind the plough , his wife

IS a simple peasant woman, and hi& children run about as dirty and

dishevelled as any other biats in the village

A distinguishing quality of the Eoumanian race is the touching

family affection which mostly unites '‘ll relations Unlike the Saxon,

who seeks to limit the number of his offspring, the poor lloumanian,

even when plunged in the direst poverty, welcomes eacA new-born child

as another gift of God, while to be a childless wi™ is regarded as

the greatest of misfortunes Perhaps it is because the Eoumanian

has himself so few wants, that he feels no anxiety about the future

of his children ,
and therefore the rapid increase of his family occasions

him no sort of uneasiness Having next to no personal property, he

IS a stranger to/ the cares which accompany their possession, and the

whole programme of his life of admirable simplicity may be thus

summed up f,

In early infancy the Eoumanian babe is moie oi less treated as

a bundle^ often slung on its mother^s back, packed in a little oval

wooden box, and thus carried about wherever she goes
,
if to work

in the field she attaches the box to Ae branch of a tree, and when

sitting at market it may be stowed away on the ground between

a basket of eggs and a pair of cackling fowls, or a squeaking sucking-

pig When, after a very few months, the baby outgrows the box

and crawls out of its cocoon, it begins to share its parentis food

(mostly consisting in maize flour boiled in water or in milk), and

soon learns to manage for itself When it has reached a reason-

able ago, which in this case means five or six, it is old enough

to assist its parents in gaming an honest livelihood, which, as

generally understood by the Eoumanians, means helping them to

steal wood m the forest Later on the boy is bound over as

swine or cowherd to some Saxon, landowner for a period of several

years, on quitting whose service after the appointed term, he is

entitled to the gift of a calf or pig Once in possession of a

calf the Eoumanian lad considers himself a made man for life He
has no ground of his ow^ but such petty considerations not affi^mg

VOU U A. A .X
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him, he piocceds to build wherever beat suits his purpose Stone or

brick hirdly e\cr enters into the fabrication of his building, the

framework is roughly put together of wooden beams, and the walls

compo’^cd of wattled willow twigs plastered with clay, while the roof

IS coiercd with thatch of reeds, or wooden shingles, according as he

happens to live nearest to a marsh or a forest

The inside of a Roumanian’s hut is, however, far less miserable

looking than its outward appearance would lead us to suppose The
walls arc all hung with a profusion of holy pictures, mostly painted

on glass, and the furniture brightly adorned in rough but not in-

artistic designs—the Roumanian^];^^assion for thus ornamenting all

his woodwork leading him to even the yoke of his oxen and
the handles of his tools ^

^There is usually a new-born b^by swinging m a basket suspended

from the rafters, and always a ®Hl^eavmg-loom set up at one end of

the room The produce of th^loom—gay-looking stuff striped m
effective Oriental patterns of bj^, scarlet, and white, often with gold

or silver thread||^ntroduced in weaving—are suspended from ropes,

or displayed along the walls jlacli village has its own set of colours

and patterns, according to its particular costume, and every Rouma-
nian woman spins, dyes, and weaves as a matter of course In some
places you never see a Rouma{i|an woman without her distaff

,

she even takes i,t with her on the way to market, and may frequently

be seen trudging along the road^ja distance of several miles twirling

the spindle as she goes

The men no not seenL-to share this love of labour, but have, on the

contrary, much of the Italian lazzarone m their composition, not

taking to any sort of manual labour unless driven to it bj|pecessity

The life of a sh^^pherd is tho only calling which the Roumanian really

embraces con amore^ and his love for his sheep may truly be likened

to the Arab’s love of liis horse A real Roumanian shepherd, bred

and brought^ up to the life, has so completely identified himself with

his calling^ that everything about him, food and dress, mind and
matter, ha so to say, become completely sheepified Sheep's milk

and chcyese form the staple of his nourishment, his dress principally

consist«f of sheepskin, four sheep furnishing him with a coat which
lasts through life, one new-born lamb giving him the cap he wears,

and Mvjhen he dies a tuft o^ snowy wool is attached to the wooden
cross which marks his last resting-place His mental faculties are

entin^ly concentrated on the study of his sheep , and so sharpened

have become his perceptions on this one point, that the shepherd is

able to divine and foretell to a nicety every change of the weather

nieri3ly from observing the demeanour of his flock The idyllic bond
betw\een shepherd and sheep has formed the subject of many quaintly

Roumanian folk-songs, which want ^f space forbids me here
^••0“

>oting
,
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Forests have no charm for the Roumanian shepherd, who regards

each tree as an enemy depriving his sheep of their iightful nourish-

ment, and he covertly seeks to increase his pastures by setting fire to

the woods whenever lie cm hope to do so with impunitr Whole
tracts of noble forests in 'firnsvlvania have thus been laid waste, and
it 18 much t(j*(be feared that fifty ^ ears hence the country will present

a bleak and desolate appearance, unless energetic mcasuies are taken

to do away with this abuse

The Roumanian is very obstinate m character, and is hard to con-

vince He does nothing without reflection, and often he reflects so

long that the time for action has passed This slowness has become

proverbial, the Saxon saying, God give me the light Avhich the

Roumanian always gets too late In the same proportion as the

Roumanian is slow to up his mind, he is also slow to change it

Frankness is not regarded as a virtue, and the Roumanian language

has no word which directly expresses this quality Hungarians, on

the contrary, regard frankness and truth-speaking as a duty, and arc,

therefore, laughed at by the Roumanians, who consider as a fool anv

man who injures himself by speaking the truth Of pride, also, the

Roumanian has little notion , he has been too long treated as a de-

graded and scrf-like being, and what he understands by that word would

rather seem to express the child-hke vanity of a handsome man who
secs himself admired Revenge is cultivated as a virtue,'^and whoever

Avould be considered a respectable man must keep in mind the injuries

done to him, and shoiv resentment thereof on fitting occasions Recon-

ciliation IS regarded as opprobrious, and forgiveness of wrongs de-

grading Rut the Roumanian's rage is stealthy and disguised, and

Avhde the Hungarian lets his anger openly cvplode, the Roumanian will

dissemble, and mutter between his teeth, tim mente thou shalVst

remember and liis memory is good, for he does not suffer himself to

forget When an injury has been done to him, henceforward it becomes

Ills sacred duty to brood over his vengeance He may not say*a good

word more to his enemy, nor do him a service, but must strive to

injure him to the best of his ability, with, however, this nice distinc-

tion, that he himself do not profit by the injury done Thus it would

liot ^e consistent with the Roumanian's code of honour were he to

steal the horse or ox of his enemy, but there can be no obiection to

hia inducing another man to do so Such behaviour is considered

only right and just, and by acting in this manner he will only be

fulfilling his duty as an honest and honourable man
Much of the spirit of the ancient Spartans lies in the Roumanian

conception of virtue and vice Stealing and drunkenness are not con^’

sidered to be intrinsically wrong, only the publicity which may attmp/d

these ^proceedings conveying any sense of shame to the offender

Thus, a man is not yet a thief because be* has stolen, and ^oever
A A 2 ^
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becomes accidentally aware of the theft should, if he have no pei*soiial

interest in the matter, hold his peace Even the injured party whose

property has been abstracted la advised, if possible, to reckon alone

with the thief, without drawing general attention to his fault

Neither is drunkenness necessarily degrading
, on the contrary,

cicry decent man should get diunk on fitting occa^ons, such as

weddings, christenings, &c
,
and then go quietly to a barn or loft

and sleep off his tipsiness Bearcat vret apoi te culcu si doimi

(“Dunk thy fill and then he down and sleep ”) says their proverb

,

but any man who has been seen reeling drunk in the open street,

hooted by children and barked at by dogs, and were it only once,

is henceforward branded as a drunkard It is therefore the duty of

each Roumanian who sees a drunken man, to conduct him quietly

to the nearest barn
^

Another curious side of the Roumanian s morality is the point of

view from which he regards personal property, such as gram and

fruit In general whatever grows plentifully in the fields, oi as he

terms it, “ whatever (xod has given,’*' may be taken with impunity

by whoever passes that way, but with the restriction that he may
only take so much as he can consume at the moment The pro-

prietor who makes complaint at having his vineyard or las plum trees

rifled in this manner only evposes himself to ridicule

Whoever carries away of the gram or fruits with him is a thief,

but strictly speaking onlv then when he sells the stolen goods, not

when he quietly shares it with his own family

The Roumanian looks only at deeds and results, motives being

absolutely indifferent to him So the word “ passion ” he translates

as jidtima, which leally expresses weakness Whatever is bad is

weak Thus an ompdttma^ a weak man, may cither mean a consump-

tive invalid, a love sick youth, or a furious ruffian Passion of all

kind IS a misfortune which should excite compassion but not resent-

ment, and whoever commits a bad action is above all foolish because

it is sure to be found out sooner or later

Mr Pattcison in bis veiy interesting work on Hungary and

Transyhania, gives an anecdote which aptly characterizes the nature

of the Roumanian's morality “ Three Roumanian peasants waylaid

and murdered a traveller, dividing his possessions between them

\mong these they discovered a cold roast fowl, which they did not

eat, however, but gave to the dog, as being a fast-day they feared to

commit sin by tasting flesh This w^s related bv the murderers

themselves when captured and driven to confess their crime before

Justice

While on the subject of fasts I may as well mention that those

prescribed by the Greek Church are numerous and severe, and it is

a wclhascertained fact that the largest average of enmes committed
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by Roumanians occur dunSg the season of Lent, when the people

are in a fevensh and over-excited state from the unnatural depnva-

tion of food In the same way the Saxon peasants are most

quarrelsome and vindictive immediately after the vintage, when the

cellars are full of new wine and cider, and most connubial quarrels

terminating in divorce originate at that time

The inhabitants of each Roumanian village are divided into three

classes

First, the distinguished villagers—front men, called fruntasi or

oameni de fiunta

Secondly, the middle men, mylocasi or oameni de mana adona—
men of second-hand

Third, the hind-men, or (odas

Each villager according to his personal gifts, family and fortune,

IS langed into one or other of these three classes, each having their

respectnt customs, rights and privileges, which no member of

another class dare infringe upon Thus the codas may do much
which would not be proper for the other two classes The mtjlocasi

have, on the whole, the most difficult positiou of the three, and arc

judged most severely, being alternately accused of presumption in

imitating the manners of the fiuntas, and blamed for demeaning

themselves by copying the irregular habits of the codas

Nor is the position of the front men entirely an easy one Each

of these has his party of hangers-on, friends, and admirers, who
profess a blind faith and admiration for him, endorsing his opinion

on all occasions, and recognizing his authority in matters of dispute

His dress, his words, his actions, must all be strictly regulated on the

axiom Noblesse obhgt, but woe to him if he be caught erring, for

only in the case of the Popa is it allowable for practice to differ from

preaching

Each village has its own costume as regards colours and details,

though all partake of the same general character, which, in the case

of the women, is chiefly represented by a long alb-like under-garment

reaching to the feet, and above it two straight-cut Roman aprons

front and back The subject of Roumanian female costume offers a

most bewildering field for description, as the nuances and varieties to

be found would lead us on ad infinitum were we to attempt to

enumerate all those wc have come across Thus in one village the

costume is all black and white, the cut and make of an almost

conventual simplicity forming a piquant contrast to the blooming

faces and seductive glances of the beautiful wearers, who give the

impression of being a band of light-hearted maidens masquerading in

nun^s attire In other hamlets, blue or scarlet arc the prevailing

colours ,
and a few steps over the Roumanian frontier will show us

glittering costumes aU covered with embroidery and spangles, rich
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aud gaudy as the robes of some Orient^ pnncess, stepping straight

out of the “ Arabian Nights ”

The head-dress also vanes with the different localities , it is some-

times a brightly coloured shawl or handkerchief, oftener a filmy v§il

embroidered or spangled, and worn n itli ever-varying effect It may
cither be wound round the head turban fashion, or else twisted up

into Satanella-likc horns, now floating down the back like a Spanish

mantilla, or again coquettishlv drawn forward, and concealing the

lower part of the face

Whatever is tight or constrained looking is considered to be

unbeautiful , the folds must always flow downwards in easy lines,

the sleeves shoald be full and bulging, the skirt long enough to

conceal the feet, so that in dancing only tl c tots arc visible

The men have also much variety in their dress for state occasions,

but for ordinary wear they confine themselves to a plain coarse linen

shirt, which hangs out over the trousers like a workman's blouse,

confined to the waist by a gigantically broad leather belt, red or

black in colour, and with various receptacles for holding money,

firearms, knife aud fork, &c &c The trousers, which fit rather

tightly to tlie leg, are in summer of linen, lu wiutci of a rough sort

of white cloth

Both sexes wear on the feet a sort of leather sandal, called

OpintscheTij beneath which the feet arc swaddled and protected by

wrappings of linen and woollen rags

To be consistent with the lloumanian^s notion of cleanliness, Jus

clothes should by rights be spun, dyed, woven, and made at home
He may be occasionallv obliged to purchase some article of a

stranger, but in such ca'«cs he is always careful to select a dealer of

his own iiationalit}

The marriageable girls sometimes wear a headdress richly

embroidered with pearls aud coins This is a sign that her trous-

seau IS ready, and that she only waits for a suitor

In some districts it is customary for the young man who is

seeking a girl in marriage, to go straight at the painted wooden

chest containing her dowry, and only if satisfied by the appearance

of its contents, of the skill and industry of his intended, does he

proceed to the formal demand of her hand If, on the coutrarj, the

coffer proves to be ill-supplied, he is at liberty to beat a retreat, and

back ou^ of the affair In one Milage the matter has been still

further simplified, for there, during the Carnival time, the parents of

each marriageable daughtei arc in the habit of organizing a sort of

standing exhibition of the maiden^s effects in the dwelling-rooms,

each article displayed to the best advantage, hung against the walls,

or spread out upon the benches The would-be suitor is thus

enabled to review the situation by merely pushing the door ajar, and
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need not even cross the threshold if the show fall short of his

expectations

An orthodox Roumanian wedding should last seven days and seven

nights, neither more nor less, but as there are many who cannot

aftord this sacrifice of time, they circumvent the difficulty by inter-

rupting the festivities after the first day and taking them up l^aiu

on the seventh

In some distiicts a pretty little piece of acting is still kept up on

the wedding moimug The bridegroom, suriounded by his friend*,

arrives on horseback at full gallop before the house of his intend^,

and*ronghly calls upon the father to give him his daughter The

old man denies having any daughter, but after some mock wrangling

be goes into the house and leads out a toothless old woman, who is

received with shouts and clamour, then after a little more fencing he

goes in again, and returns this time leading the true bride dressed in

her best clothes, and with his blessing gives her over to the bride-

groom

I'jisewherc I have alluded to some of the Roumanian customs

attending death and bnriil, such as the lighted caudle, without which

no one should be allowed to expiic, and the funeral banquets

{pomanas) held at intervals in memorv of the departed When the

corpse has been laid out for bbnal, duly washed and equipped for his

long journey, and supplied with the money supposed to be necessary

for clearing the femes on the way to Paradise, then the wailing and

mourning begins W^omcn alone are allowed to take part in these

lamentations (called boreU), and all women related to the deceased

by ties of blood and friendship "re bound to assist as mourners, also

dll siuh whose families have been on unfriendly terms with the dead,

should now appear to ask his foigivencss

The corpse lemains exposed a Ml day and night in the chamber

of death, and during that time must nevei be left alone, nor must

the lamentations be allowed to cease for a single minute It is

therefore usual to have hired women to act the part of mourners, by

relieving each other at intervals in singing the mourning songs

The men related to the deceased also spend the night in the house,

keeping watch over the corpse This is called the pmtgghta, which,

however, has not necessarily a mournful character, as they pass the

time with vanous games, or else seated at table with wine and food

before them The mass for the departed soul should, if possible, be

said in the open air, and when the coffin is lowered into the grave

the vessel containing the water in which the corpse has been washed

must be shattered to atoms on the spot

Whoever dies unmarried must never be carried by married bearers

to the grave , a married man or woman is carried by married men,

a yonth by other youths, while a maiden is carried by maidens with
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hanging dishevelled hair In every case the rank of the bearers must

correspond to that of the deceased, and a fruntas can as little be

carried by Tnylocasi, as the bearers of a codas may be higher than

himself in rank During six weeks after the funeral, the women ot

the family let their hair hang unplaited m sign of mourning It is,

moreover, not uncommon to hear of people who have vowed themselves

to perpetual mourning, in memory of some beloved deceased one, as

wa*^ the case with an old peasant in one of the Transylvanian villages,

who was pointed out to me as having worn no head-covering, summer
and winter, for over foity years, in memory of his only son

In the case of a man who has died a violent death, and in

general of all such as have expired without a light, none of these

ceremonies take place Such a man has neither right to hocete,

pntegghia^ mass, nor pomana^ nor is his body laid m consecrated

ground He is buried wherever the body is loimd—on the moun-
tain or in the heart of the forest, where he met with his death—his

last resting-place only marked by a heap of dry branches, which each

passer bv is expected to add to by throwing a bundle of twigs—

a

handful of thorns, as they express it—on the spot This i« the only

mark of attention to which such deceased may lay claim, and con-

sequently to the Roumanian's mind no thought is so dreadful as that

of dying deprived of light

The Roumanian does not seem to be courageous by nature, or to

love warfare for its own sake, as does the Hungarian, neither does

courage exactly take rank as a virtue in his estimation , for courage

implies a certain rcckleosness of consequences, and, according to hia

way of thinking, every action should be circumscribed and only per-

formed after due deliberation When, however, driven to it by

circumstances, and brought to recognize the necessity, he can fight

bravely and is a good soldier
^

The Roumanians have often been called slavish and cringeing, but

IS it not impossible that they should be otherwise, if wc consider their

past history, oppressed and trampled on, persecuted and treated as"

vermin by the surrounding races ? Little more than a century ago

it was illegal for any Roumanian child to frequent a German or

Hungarian school, while at the same period the Roumanian clergy

were compelled to carry the Calvmistic bishop on their shoulders to

and from his church whenever he chose to exact their service

Among the many inhuman laws framed against them, was one which

continued in force up to the seventeenth century, ordering that each

Wallachian out of the district of Foplaka, in the neighbourhood of

Hermanstadt, who injured a tree, it only by peeling off the bark, was
to be forthwith hung up to the self-same tree “ Should, however, the

culprit remain undiscovered,^^ prescribes the law, “ then shall the

community of Foplaka be bound to deliver up for execution some
other Wallachian in his place
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The faults of the Roumanians are the faults of all slaves , they
are la^y, not being yet accustomed to work for themselves nor carmg
to work for a master^ and have acquired cunning and deceit as the

only weapons wherewith to meet tyranny and cruelty Occasionally

they have cast ojQF their yoke and taken cruel revenge on their

real or imaginary oppressors, as in 1848, when, instigated and stirred

up by Austrian agents, they rose against then mastcis, the Hungarian
noblemen, whom they put to death with many torturing devices,

crucifying some ftnd burying others up to the neck, cutting off

tongues and plucking out eyes as a diabolical fury suggested^ Such
acts of cruelty of which the Roumanians were guilty at this period,

have deprived them of much of the sympathy to which they might
have laid claim as a suffering and oppressed race , but those people

who have a thorough knowledge of the Roumanian character, and are

able to estimate correctly all the influences brought to bear upon them
at that time, do not hesitate to afiirm that these people were far

more sinned against than sinning, and cannot really be held responsible

for the atrocities they perpetrated Even Hungarian nobles, them-

selves the greatest suftcrers by all that happened, arc wont to sp6ak

of them with a sort of pitying commiseration, as ot poor misguided

creatures led astiay by unscrupulous agents, and quite unable to

understand thp heinousness of their behaviour

Perhaps no other race possesses in such marked degree the blind

and immovable sense of nationalitywhich characterizes theRoumanians

They hardly ever mingle with the surrounding races, far less adopt

manners and customs foreign to their own This singular tenacity of

the Roumanians to their own dress, manners and customs is probably

due to the influence of their religion, which teaches that any

divergence from their own established rules is sinful In some

districts where attempt was made (in the time of Maria Theresa) to

replace the Greek Popas by other clergymen belonging to the united

faith, the people did not rebel, but simply absented themselves from

all church attendance Cases arc knowji of villages whose churches

remained closed over thirty years because the people could not be

brought to accept the change

It IS a remarkable fact that even in cases of intermarriage, the

seemingly stronger-minded and more vigorous Hungarians are abso-

lutely powerless to influence the Roumanians Thus the Ilunganan

woman who weds a Roumanian husband will necessarily adopt the

dress and manners of his people, and her children will be as good

Roumanians as though they had no drop of Magyar blood in their veins,

while the Magyar who takes a Roumanian girl for liis wife, not only

utterly fails to convert her to his ideas, but himself, subdued by her

influence, will imperceptibly begin to lose something of his nationality

This IS a fact well known, and much lamented by the Transylvanian

Hunganans, who live in^ anticipated apprehensions of seeing their
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people ultimately dissolving into Roumanians
, and this fear it is

'which makes the present Hungarian Government devote such iron

fenergy to the task of Magyarizmg all people within the frontier

—

a task which the opposition of Croats, Serbs, and Slovacks, the stub-

born conservatism of the Saxons, and the eager aspirations of the

Roumanians, bids fair to render little short of lierculean It is not

easy to fore see the end of this portentous struggle, which is a question

of no less than life or death on cither side Given a quarter century

of peace for Hungary, it is just possible that the Government may
accomplish the object pursued with such relentless persistency , but

does any one believe in such peace just now when the Eastern Ques-

tion daily becomes more ominouslj interrogative^ And how is it

possible to doubt that the war, which, in some shape or other, must

come before long, is the opportunity many await f6r slipping oft

unwelcome chains ''

For the dwindling handful of Saxons indeed no resurrection seems

possible, for are they not doomed to moulder away in their self-spun

cobwebs^ But foi the Roumanian^ in virtue of their rapidly in-

ciehsing population, of the thiist for knowledge, and the powerful spirit

of progress which have aiisen among them of late yeais, it is scarcely

hazaidous to juophesy that the future has much in store, and that

a day will come when other nations, having degenerated and spent

’their strength, these descendants of the ancient Romans, rising

phoenix-like from their ashes, will step forward with a whole fund of

latent power and viigm material, to rule as masters where lormerly

they have crouched as slaves

E Gilii\rd
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I
T 18 not only unavoidable, but good in itself, that each of the

mam divisions of political parties should comprehend, under a

common name, varieties and diflcrcnt tcndeacies of opinion Were
it otherwise, the evils of party government would be mtensihed, and
valuable safeguards lor the maintenance, among active politicians, of

that sclf-rcspcct, independence of mind, and sincerity of purpose,

which aie essential for the common welfare, would be lost But
there must be some limits to that comprehension

On the Liberal side, there have always been differences corre-

sponding with those between the "Left Centre^' and the "Extreme
Left of our French neighbours Our " Extreme Left (more

poweiful, perhaps, now than at any former time) has been accustomed

to call itself Badical
,
and its opponents, of the Tory or Conservative

party, have done their best (whether with that intention or not) to

promote its power and influence, by confounding all Liberals under

that designation

This confusion is the more easy, because the word " Radical is

not really, in its pioper meaning, more definite than ' Liberal It

IS capable of a good sense, which has caused it to be accepted by

many, who (whether their political judgment has been generally

sound or not) have had in view practical objects, good, or so seem-

ing to them, and not revolution If we look back over a consider-

able tract of time, we may observe many differences of character and

opinion among those who have described themselves by that name

,

and the views of many of them have been modified and mitigated by

increased experience and maturity of judgment, or by the responsi-

bilities of a share in the conduct of affairs No one need question

the sincerity of the early Radicalism of Sir Francis Burdett and Sir
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John Cam Ilobhouse, of Sir William Molesworth or of Mr Roebuck

But one of those men in his later years became^ not less sincerely,

a Conservative ,
and of the others, two died Liberals of the Centre/^

while the fourth co-operated, loyally and harmoniously, with a

Cabinet of that complexion I prefer not to speak of living men
but Mr Forster also called himself Radical No man knew better

tlnn Mr Forster when to withstand, or was more determined in

withstanding, movements and impulses which to his judgment and

conscience appeared inconsistent with the authority of Government

and the maintenance of social order

It IS a serious Abjection to the word Radical/^ that it is capable

of a bad and unreasonable, as well as of a good and reasonable sense

Pulliilg things up ‘^bv the roots is good or bad, according to its

practical application To pull ill 'weeds up by the roots,^^ to

eradicate abuses of all sorts, to go to the root of the matter

when reforming anything which needs reform, is good All that is

wholesome in the body politic Mill expand, and increase, and thrive,

and do its proper work the bcttei for that process But to pull up
plants merely because they aie growing in the soil, under the notion

that something else might possibly grow better
,
or to cut down

trees merely because they arc stately and flourishing, and were

planted centuries ago, would be in the natural world folly—in the

political world it may be wickedness oi madness The word
" Radical fails to distinguish between these things If a party

name which signihes mere conservatism, without reference to the

nature or quality of that which is to be preserved, is unsatisfactory,

much more one which signifies mere destruction, without reference

to the nature or quality of tlie things to be destroyed

Jacobins, Socialists, Communists, Nihilists, adversaries of all

religion and all government, are able to take such a denomination

as this to themselves, with as much right (as far as the mere mean-

ing of the word goes) as the soundest constitutional reformer And,

practically, they do so—not without the consent of some, to whom
it would be uncharitable not to give credit for differing " radically

from them The " umbrella of the new Liberal and Radical

Unions IS, apparently, meant to be comprehensive of all these Such

comprehension must be founded, not on common principles, but on

indifference to (if not the negation of) all principle m politics Its

necessary consequence is public demoralization, of which it is itself

a sign, and which is otherwise making itself felt in unexpected

quarters—not, I fear, without some responsibility for it on the part

of those whose influence might have been most confidently reckoned

upon to counteract it ^

It IS curious, but true, that l^essimism and Optimism sometimes

lead men equally towards destructive politics To the former, ‘ what-
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IS, IS wrong They look upon those things in the social order and
constitution of their q^untry^ which to men of more happily balanced

minds seem worthy of reverence and admiration, much as Hamlet, in

his speech to Polonius, professed to look on the natural world —“ It

goes so heavily with my disposition, that this goodly frame, the earth,

seems to me a sterile piomontory, this most excellent canopy, the air,

this brave o’eihanging firmament, this majcstical roof frettea with

golden fire,—why, it appears no other thing to me than a foul and
pestilent congregation of vapours There are Optimists, on the

other hand, full of confidence, enthusiasm, and emotion, who act as

if all men were as much enamoured of ideal peifection as themselves,

and as if theie were no evils in the world which it is beyond their

skill to cure To them, as well as to the Pessimist, the woild is (at

present) out of joint ,
they arc " born,^^ first to pull it to pieces,

and then " to set it light
,

they have no misgivings at all as to the

success of any experiments which they may make for fhat purpose
,

if one fails, they are so much the readier for another In the field

of destructnc politics, both extremes meet

Practical reform, on constitutional lines, has long had free course

in this country Wc have been, practically, under a succession of

Liberal Ooveinments for more than fifty years Between reform of

this sort, and sensational measuies which feed party cries and platform

agitation, tlure is a wide diffeicnce, a difference like that between

the ordinary wholesome diet of the body and stimulants which un-

naturally excite it In a state of disease, and to keep up the strength

under some abnormal curative process, stimulants may be neccssaiy

,

at other times they are sources of danger , and a perpetual craving

lor them is itself a disease, in the end often fatal The responsibility

of statesmen, who apply moral stimulants to newly enfranchised mul-

titudes, well-disposed indeed and honest, but for the most part imper-

fectly educated, capable of being deceived,and entirely without political

experience, is not less than that of a physicianwho recommends opiates

or intoxicating liquors to young persons or women unaccustomed to

self-control Nations always stand in need of steady progressive

improvement in their laws and administration, the time can never

come at which there will be nothing more of that kind to be done

This is the natuial diet of a well-ordered State But there can be no

more dangerous symptom of decline in a nation than an insatiable

demand for a constant succession of organic changes If any lesson

is to bo learned from history, it is that the greatest nations may fall

into decay and lose their greatness , that there is to States, as to

individuals, a downward as well as an upward path The very phrase

used by the anci||pt Homans to signify political revolution marked their

feeling, that there was no surer or more rapid road to national decay

than the excitement, for personal or party objects, of an unreasonable
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appetite for organic change It must be obvious to every man’s

common sense that there is, in the nature of^hiugs, a point beyond

which such e\citcmcnt and its gratification will be mischievous and

deteriorating ,
and when party leadeis and platform orators make the

great institutions of a State the counters with which they gamble and

bid against each other for popular favoiii, they are too likely to exem-

plify Lord Bacon’s saying — There will be found a great many who
can fiddle very cunningly, but yet are so far from being able to make
a small State great, as thtir gift lieth the other way,—to bring a great

and flourishing estate to rum and decay ”

I am ready to give credit for sincerity to those who, after a

serious and independent consideration of great social and political

problems, have become dissatisfied with the condition of societv and

thfe form of government under which they live, and think they sec

a way (though it be the way of revolution) to improve the general

condition of ^hcir fellow-men But, if I myself have an opposite

belief, and am convinced that such courses, instead of making the

nation stronger, or the people happier, wiser, more prosperous, or

more free, would have the very contrary efiects,—it is impossible that

I can be justified in lending myself to them for the sake of party

objects or personal ambition, or even to purchase or reward services

to what I may esteem a good cause

There is a phrase, frequently used by a leading st ittsrnan of this

day, about particular questions being out of the range of practical

politics a dangerous phrase, if it puts men to sleep while those

questions are in the air,^^ as if they were adjourned to some future

time, remote as well as indefinite There may be some who do not

know, or who do not recollect, that the same statesman once defined

practical politics ” as meaning the politics of the coming

Session^* As nobody can know how soon, in that sense, any

particular question may become practicaV^ I do not think it super-

fluous, or merely academical, to refer to the ideas which were placed

before the newly enfranchised electors in the summer of 1885, in what

then claimed for itself tne character of " the Radical/^ and was

called by others * the unauthoiizcd,^^ programme I do not believe

that all who call themselves Radicals accepted, or now accept, that

programme , and of those who might do so, it is very likely

that many were not, in purpose, revolutionists But I must, never-

llielesa, avow my conviction that the Radicalism of that pro-

gramme IS, on the whole, very revolutionary, and not Liberal

,

that national greatness, good government, 'prosperity, freedom, and
happiness, would suffer, and not gain, by its realization

, and there-

fore, that those who are really Liberal, and who h^e a rational and
intelligent regard for the good of their fellow countrymen, ougUt

steadily to refuse to assist in realizing it
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Of one of the measures there advocated—the Disestablishtaent and
Diseadowment of the (]!hurch in England—I have elsewhere spoken
at large, and need not do so here I will refer to certain suggestions

as to (1) taxation, expenditure, and administration , and (2) organic

constitutional change And I will do so, as far as I conveniently
can, in the words of the “ Programme

I As to taxation After making a reasonable allowance for

the necessaries of existence (so as to '^ta\ only the surplus of

earnings and accumulations it is proposed that realized property "

(t e

,

capital) in some cases, and incomes in others, should be taxed

according to a graduated scale

A

duett procpessivt tav^^ (it is

added) “on income and propeity the lever to which we shall have

to look for the^ocial reforms of the future
”

II As to expenditure The “ school of economists, whose views

are expressed in the invariable formula ‘ reduction of the estimates/ ”

is dismissed witl|t a sneer The State must get for all that it spends
“ a substantial return in labour, talent, service, or materials

, if this

IS secured, “ taxation, on equitable principles, for objects which the

nation approves, cannot be on too libet at a ^cale It is to be

earned, apparently, up to (but not beyond) the point at which its

increase “ would destroy the incentive to exertion “ An income-

tax of 10 per cent has been levied m England, and might be levied

again, without the result, so often prophesied but never realized, of
,

driving eapital out of the country ” “ Wherever the State can

spend money fqr the public advantage better than individuals

(with, or without, a “direct pecuniary return'), “the power of

taxation may be legitimately exercised

III As to administration This is to be according to the “ evident

tendency of modern legislation to give Government more, rather than

less, to do ,
in other words, to hand over, more and more, the

control of what has hitherto been the field of private liberty and

enterprise to an official class “The objections to State undertakings

and interference become of diminished force, when the Government is

by the whole people “—(as if that could ever be possible)—“ and when

every citizen is a partner in the affairs of the State (Truly, a

limited “ partnership ,
but a very unlimited liability )

“ There are

many operations which have to be conducted on an extensive scale,

which a Government, by reason of its resources and comprehensive

powers, can undertake much more economically than individuals or

private associations It would be better for the State, either through

Parliament or municipal authorities, to assume these functions more

often than it does, rather than to encourage the creation of large

private interests and monopolies, which are always fighting aifS com-

bating for their own hands against the community

This “ Programme disclaims “ Communism ,
but it sayp^
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frankly enoiiglii If it he said that it ” \ib
^
the legislation which it

contemplates] oj a Socialistic tendency^ the impeachment may

readily be admitted^*

Tlic prospect thus held out may strike different minds differently

It strikes mine as one of enormous jobbery , unequal and oppressive

taxation, boundless public extravagance, wholesale violation of

economical laws
,
property depreciated and insecure , capital driven

away
,

private enterprise discouraged , diminished means of employ-

ment for honest labour
,
ever-increasing impoverishment and distress

,

and, in the end, national bankruptcy

These ideas do not stand alone To be fully understood and

appreciated, they must also be considered in connection with the ideas

of the same programme ” as to constitutional ques^ns

IV Mauliood suffiagc, and payment of members, stand in the

immediate foreground m the middle distance, the abolition of the

House of Lords, without the substitution of aiiy other Second

Legislative Chamber, is not obscurely implied , in the background

(under the decent veil of a professed willingness to endure the form

of monarchy until anything happens to make it unpopular), Repub-

licanism

The last thing which any Radical would desire, or would dream

of doing, is to icform the House of Lords in any way The popular

^ impatience of a Second Chamber only held tn check by the know-

ledge that, at the worst, it can but arrest the process of legislation
^

And,

'^So long as the functions of royalty are rccogni/ed as being

ornamental and consultative, the Throne has nothing to fear from

Radicalism Radicals have something else to do than to break

buiterjlies on wheels

The reserve (such as it is) of this “ Programme,” as to “ a Second

Chamber,” has (as everybody knows) been openly laid aside by

Radicals who sympathize with its views, in manyof their public speeches

The question of ‘^Single Chamber” government is therefore one

which it IS not superfluous or piemature for practical politicians to

look in the face The history of nations has hitherto afforded but

few examples of anything of that kind , there is, perhaps, one (or

something like one) in ancient times—that of the Athenian democracy
,

and there i^ also one modern example—^that of the National Con-

vention in France As to the former, it is not necessary to dwell

upon the distinction between the direct government of the whole

body of free citizens in a very small territory, and the government

of a l^e and populous country under the system of representation

because the Athenian people, flattered, c&joled, and corrupted by their

popular orators and party leaders, travelled very rapidly down the

road to rum , and have left behind them, in spite of the brilliancy
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of their genius and the glory of some of their achievements^ a warning,
rather than an example, for other nations and later times

The case of the French National Assembly ought to be a warning
too Is there any sane Englishman who would really wish to see a
House of Commons—paid members or unpaid, elected by manhood,
or (as now) by household, suffiage—who would be able, under the
impulse of heated oratory or revolutionary passion, to icpeal old laws
and enact new ones by wholesale at a single sitting, without any
ivtcrnal check whatever on its action^—as the French National
Assembly did in 1780 to altci all oi any constitutional laws at a

momenta notice, oi without notice at all to prolong its own existence,

or to prevent its ow rx dissolution, at plcasuic to abolish tlic monaichy
a vote, and to make itself, or any idol or tyrant of the hour, lu

form as well as substance supreme? It is- to be remembered, that

a single Assembly, concentrating in itself the wliolt legislative

power, must ot necessity be absolute master of all tlie other powers

in the State the Crown, according to such a scheme, being merely

ornamental, and tolerated only on the condition of giving no trouble

No self imposed restraints, no Sessional or Standing Oideis, no
authority of a Speaker, could be binding on such an Assembly longer

than it might ehoose to submit to them The efiieacy of those checks,

and of all others which oui present Constitution supplies, depends upon

the necessity for the coucuircnce of a Second Chamber, legally mde-

ptndent of and co-ordinatc with the popular Chamber, in all legislation

There may be some who think tliat everything which was done by

the French National Assembly on the celebrated 4tli of August,

1789, was good, and woithv of imitation But do they think so of

the sequel ?—of the Reign of Teiror, and of the military Govern-

ment which followed ? Revolutionists may initiate, but they cannot

stop, the march of Revolution The same uncontrolled absolutism

which can take away privileges and confiscate property, at its mere

will and pleasure, can also proscribe opponents, make independent

thought or disaffection to the ruling powers a crime, deluge a country

with Jiilood, and establish an oligarchy, or the personal government

of a single despot

Some people may say, Those things would never happen fti

England Perhaps not nobody knows what might or might not

happen, but it is very far from clear that there are not nowfoimsof

political fanaticism and of unscrupulous self-seeking, even m England,

which (if they could find the opportunity) might tend to, and might

produce, such results It is our business—the business of every one

who has an intelligent care for his country, and for its freedom and

good government—to see that the existing securities against the

possibility of aach things happening among us, are not diminished or

impaired To the true lover of liberty, democratic tyranny is not

VOL LI. B B
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less odious than monarchical , nor indeed could there be any worse

tyranny (according to such experience as the world has yet had)

than that of an uncontrolled popular Assembly
, it is not restrained

(until a violent counter-revolution suppresses it) even by those fears

which might moderate the unscrupulousness of an individual tyrant

Every true Englishman ought to be resolutely determined that neither

a democratic nor any other tyranny shall e\er be set up in this

country Upon tins point, at least, we may learn a lesson from the

United States, whose Federal system has not only vested the legisla-

tive power in two Chambers, but has made the Senate a far more real

and effective balance to the House of Representatives than the House

of Lords 18 to the House of Commons in the United Kingdom
If anything could add to the dangers of this “ Single-Chamber^'

scheme, it would be the present degeneracy of the House of Com-
mons, and the tendency (already apparent) to transfer the centre of

political gravity fioni the Legislature to the “ Caucus and the

platform It is possible tliat a single Assembly, if really indepen-

dent, might listen to honest and prudent, rather than violent or

dishonest, men The strongest men, whether good or bad, would

naturally bear rule in it
,

it might sometimes be led by a Pericles

or a Demosthenes, not always by an Alcibiadcs or a Cleon The
Caucus ^ and the ])lalform tend to destroy that independence, and

to place the mainspimgs of power, under such a system, in obscuic

and irresponsible hands—those of unscrupulous party managers, lor

of men whose trade and habitual occupation it is to flatter the

weaknesses, to oflei biibes to the selfishness, and to excite the

emotions and passions of the multitude^ instead of appealing to

individual reason or conscience If there had been no Jacobin or

other such Clubs, the course even of the French National Assembly

might have been very different from what it was

All these considerations point to one conclusion—that the time

has come when, if this country is to be preserved from serious

penis, honest men must inquire, not what any one with whom they

arc invited to co operate may call himself, but what he is, an^ what

the political objects are, for which he would use power, if he

Sad it

SLLBOR^E



RMIEDIES FOR FLUCTUATIONS

GENERAL PRICES

OF

T
he purpose of this paper is to inquire whether the greater part

of the fluctuations of general prices are not of such a nature as

to be incapable of being materially diminished by the adoption of two

metals instead of one as the basis of our currency I shall argue

that they are ,
that the only cficctivc remedy for them is to be

sought in relieving the currency of the duty, which it is not fitted to

perform, of acting as a standard of value , and by establishing, in

accordance with a plan which has long been familiar to economists,

an anthontativc standard of purchasing power independent of the

currency While admitting that it would be better to base our

currency on two metals than on one, I contend that the scheme of

opening the mints to gold and silver at a fixed ratio, though

commonly called liimctallism, has no strict title to that name , and

that it has not yet established its claim to be the best scheme for

attaining those particular ends at which it aims

I am not an advocate of hurried change The strong popular

prejudice against anything that looks like tampenng with the mone-

tary foundations of our business is, on the whole, a healthy prejudice

But th^ greater the evils of change, the more important it is to

inquire thoroughly whether any proposed scheme is the best possible,

whether it would attain and sustain the good results which it

promises, whether there is any considerable chanbe that it would

have to be abandoned ere long The evils of our present monetary

system are great A compact body of energetic men advocating a

new plan, and proving that it would be, in some respects, an

improvement on our present plan, are in a position of advantage

The question they raise is—Shall we continue to endure our present

evils, or shall we adopt their plan? But the right issue is not

„ B B 2
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whether their plan would be on the whole better than our present,

but whether it is the best of all conceivable plans, account being

taken both of the evils of change and of the benefits which will

ultimately accrue from it That is the inquiry on which I st^rt

It IS no answer to rae to say that change is an evil, and the people

are not very likely to submit to a change For it is certain that one

proposal for change has gamed an attentive hearing whiel||a few

years ago would have been thought impossible And it is^therefore

high time to inquire

—

If change h to comey what change will give the

greatest surplus of good over evil ^

I

—

^Tul lvils 01 A FiucTumvG Standard of Yvlue

The chief functions of money tall under two heads Money is,

firstly, a medium of exchange for bargains that are completed almost

Sts soon as they arc begun, it is t cuirciicy it is a material

thing carried in purses, and current” from hand to hand, because

its value can be read at a glance This first function ot money

is admirably discharged by gold and silver and paper based on

them

The second function of money is to act as a standard of valnt^ or

standard foi dtjerred payments—that is, to indicate the amount ot

general purchasing power, the payment of which is sufficient to

discharge a contract, or other commercial obligation, that extends

over a considerable period of time For this purpose stability of

value IS the one essential condition

Much of the importance of having a good standard of deferred

payments is peculiar to modern times In early stages of civiliza-

tion business arrangements seldom looked far ahead
,
contracts to

ipake definite payments at distant times were rare and unimportant

But a great deal of our modern business life is made up of such

contracts Much of the income of the nation goes to its ultimate

recipients in the form of fixed money payments on Government
bonds, on the debentures of private companies, on mortgages and on

long leases Another large part consists of salaries and wages, any

ichange in the nominal value of which involves great friction , so

that as a rule the nominal rate remains unchanged, while |he real

rate is constantly fluctuating with every change m the purchasing

power of money
And, lastly, the complex nature of modern trade and industry

puts the management of business into the hands of a compara-

tively small number of men with special ability for it, and most
people lend the greater part of their wealth to others instead of

using it themselves It is therefore a great evil that whenever a

man borrows money to be invested in his business, he speculates

doubly In the first place he runs the risk that the things which he
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handles will fall in value relatively to otlieis—this risk is ine\itable

,

it must be endured But in addition he runs the risk that the

standard in whu h he has to pay back what he has borrowed will be

a diifcreiit one from that by which his borrowing waS measured

e are vaguely i onscious that an element of speculation is thus

unnecessarily introduced into lift, but few of us, perhaps, realize

how great it is We often talk of bonowing or lending on good

security, at say, 5 pei cent If we had a real standard of value

that could be done ,
but, is things arc, it is a feat which no one

perforins except by accident Suppose, foi instance, a man borrows

£100 under contract to pay back tl05 at the end of the year 11

the purchasing power of money has meanwhile risen 10 per cent

(or, which IS the same thing, general prices hd\e fallen in the

ratio of ten to eleven), he cannot get the €105 which he has to pav

back without selling one-tenth more commodities than would have

been suflicient for the purpose at the beginning of the vear

Assuming, that is, that the things which lie handles have not changed

in value relatucly to things in geuetal, he must sell commodities

which would have then cost him £115 10s in ordei to pay back

with interest his loan ot €100, he has lost ground unless the com-

modities heve increased under his IinuU per cent While

iiominallv pajuig 5 per cent foi the use of his money, he has reallv

been paying 15^ pci cent ^

On the othci hand, if prices had risen so much that the

])ui chasing powci of money had fallen 10 per cent during the year,

so that he could get £10 for things which cost him £9 at the

beginning of the year—that is, £105 for tilings which cost him

£91 lOv at the beginning of the jeai ,
then, instead of paying 5 pei

cent for the loan, he would really be paid 5^ per cent for taking

chai ge of the money

U he consequence of this uncertainty is that when prices are likely

to use, people rush to borrow money and buy goods, and thus help

prices to rise
,
business is inflated, it is managed recklessly and

wastcfully, those working on borrowed capital pay back less real

value than they borrowed, and enneh themselves at the expense of

the community

balancs and wages, unless when governed by a sliding scale,

generally retain tluir nominal value more or less fixed in spite ol

^ trade fluctuations
,
they can seldom be changed without much

friction and worry and loss of time And for the very reason

that then nominal or money value is fixed, their real lalue varies,

and varies in the wrong diicction It falls when prices are rising,

and the purchasing power of money is falling
,
so that the employer

pays smaller real salaries and wages than usual at the very tim^

^hen his profits arc largest m other ways, and is thus prompted to
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over-estimate Ins strength, and engage in ventures which he will

not be able to pull through after the tide begins to turn

When afterwards credit is shaken and prices begin to fall, every

one wants to get nd of commodities and get hold of money which

is rapidly rising in value
,

this makes prices fall all the faster, and

tht further fall makes credit shrink even more, and thus for a long

time prices fall because prices have fallen At such a time employers

cease their production because they fear that when they come to sell

their finished product general prices will be even lower than when
they buy their materials

,
and at such times it would often be well

for both sides and for the community at large that the employes

should take rather less real wages than in times of prosperity But

in fact since wages and salaries are reckoned in money which is

rising in %alue, the employer pays higher real wages than usual at

such a time unless he can get money wages reduced This is a

difficult task, partly because the employes, not altogether unreason-

ably, fear that when nominal wages are once let down they will not

be easily raised So they are inclined to stop work rather than

accept a nominal reduction even though it would not be a real one

The employer, on his part, finds a stoppage his easiest course
,

at all

events, by diminishing prpduction he will help to improve the market

for his own goods He may not happen to remember that every

stoppage of work int any one trade diminishes the demand for the

work of others , and that if all trades tried to improve the market

by stopping their work together, the only result would be that

every one would have less of everything to consume He may
even think that there is a fear of general over-production, not

because he is prepared to say that we could have too much ot any

thing at once, but because he knows that when a long period of

peace and invention has increased production in every trade, the

volume of goods rises relatively to that of money, priceiS fall, and

borrowers, that is, men of business, generally lose

Thus the want of a proper standard of purchasing power is the

chief cause of the survival of the monstrous fallacy that there can

be too much pioduccd of everything The fluctuations in the value

of what we use as our standard are ever either flurrying up b\^siness

activity into unwholesome fever, or else closing factories and work-

shops by the thousand in businesses that have nothing radically wrong

with them, but in which whoever buys raw material and hires labour^

IS likely to sell when general prices have further fallen Perhaps the

bad habits of mind and temper engendered by the periods of business

fever do more real harm than the periods of idleness, but it is

less conspicuous and less easily traced In times of stagnation he

who runs may read in waste and gaunt faces a degradation of physique

and a weakening of energy which often tells its tale •throughout the
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whole of the Vest of the lives of the men> women, and children who
have suffered from it

II,

—

^The Precious Metals cannot afford a good Standard

OF Value

A distinction must be made between fluctuation of general prices

which come and go quickly and those whose period is long Short-

period fluctuations practically efface themselves when we compare the

mean pnees of successive decades, but are conspicuous when we com-
pare prices in successive years Long-peiiod fluctuations do not show

themselves clearly from year to year, but stand out prominently when
the mean prices of one decade are contrasted with those of other

decades They are chiefly caused by changes in the amounts of the

precious metals relatively to the business which has to be transacted

by them, allowance being of course made for changes in the extent

to which the precious metals are able at any time to delegate their

funetions to bank-notes, eheques, bills of exchange, and other substi-

tutes And they would certainly be much mitigated if each decade's

supply of the metallic basis of our currency could be made uniform

—i e
,
to grow proportionately to our commercial wants Bimetallism,

would tend somewhat m this direction, but it would not go very far

,

for at best it would substitute the mean between two fluctuating sup-

plies in place of one fluctuating supply

In old times a disputed frontage ufecd to be measured by the judge

stepping heel-to-toc over it Variations in the length of the judge^s

foot caused great uncertainties, which would have been diminished

if two judges had stepped the distance, and the mean of their mea-

surements had been taken But the improvement would have been

small, unless there had been some security that if one were a

short man the other would be a tall one And there is no security

that the yield of the silver mines will be great when that of the gold

mines is small history shows that the probability is the other way *

JFor indeed, when a new country is prospected, silver mines are often

found in one part and gold in another, while some mines produce

both gold and silver

But, after all, the fluctuations in prices from decade to decade are

small in the aggregate as compared with those from year to year, and

contribute but a very small share to those uncertainties of business

which are the cause of so large a share of human suffering and degra-

dation No remedy for long-period fluctuations, however perfect it

might be, would go any considerable way towards freeing us from

* In the ratio of 3 to 2 For although apenod of maximum production of gold has never

exactly coincided vith one of silver, the production of £;old has been changing in the
opposite direction to that of silver only during about lOU out of the last 400 years

,

during the remaining 240 the two productions have been either increasing together or

diminishing together
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these gieat evils, unless it at the same time greatly dmiiaished the

rapid fluctuations of general prices from year to year These lapid

fluctuations arc but to a very slight extent caused by variations in the

production of gold and siher, for never, not e\cn m 1852, has

the increased annual production of gold exceeded a hundredth

part of the existing stock, and the annual vaiiations of production

have seldom amounted to a thousandth part of the existing stock So

slight is the influence of changes in the apparent fertility of mints

on variation of general prices from vear to year, that the purchasing

power of gold has sometimes risen when its produetion has been

increasing, and fallen when its production has been diminishing

Whatever be the metallic standard of oui currency, inflations and

contractions of credit and prices will always be caused by wars and

rumours of wais, by good and bad harvests, and bv the alternate

opening out of promising new enterprises, and the collapse of many
of the hopes founded on them

A striking CMdcncc of the fact that these ciuscs have been far

more influential in determining the movements of prices than any

fluctuations in the supplies and relative values of the precious metals

IS to be seen in the accompanying diagram The dark curve shows

the variations of the index number, vihicli represents the aveiagc

prices of the leading wholesale commodities during the last hundred

years, estimated in gold alone, while the dotted curve shows the same

index number estimated in terms of the tv\o inetdis, gold and silvei in

equal shares On comparing these, we hnd that the fluctuations shown

by the second cuivc are not very much less than those shown by the

first, and, what is of cieri more sigiiilicance, that the fluctuations in

the index number dining the period when the gold value of silver

was nearly stationary, are gi eater than they have been since 187J,

when its value has been much disturbed

Since 187 1 there has been a great fall of gold prices—not, indeed,

so gieat as that between 1809 and 1810, or even that between 1818

and 1832 Bjt, while in the earlier instances silver prices fell as

fast as gold priee«», oi faster, in this latest fall silver prices have had

but little share And this fact is one of the chief arguments uiged

by Mr Barbour and others m favour of bimetallism But when
examined clo^clv, the argument appeals to be weak Ihe compara-

tive steadiness ol silver prices during the last thirteen years is due

to a coincidence which Las ncicr happened before and may never

happen again

In 1878 there set m one group of causes tending to raise the

value of both gold and silver During the two preceding decades

* The gold pnccs frem 1782 to 1820 are levons
,
thopc ficm 1820 to 1885 are Mr

Sauerbeck’s 1 he bimetallic ijrices are tbe niian between tlie gold and th^ silver prices ,

the latter being found from the gold %aJue of nlver given by Air Bel 3dar for the yeaia

1782 to 1620, and by Mi bauerbcck for the remaining years
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exhaustive wars in America and Europe had held m check the

tendency ot modern invention and modern habits of saving to increase

the production of commodities The wars had taken men away from

the workshops, had killed some, and unfitted others for their work

,

they had diverted industries to supply the materials of warfare, and

bad destroyed vast quantities of commodities of all kinds Since

then invention has gone faster than ever , the habits of saving are

stronger than ever, and commodities have increased by leaps and

bounds Meanwhile, the use of bank-notes and of bills of exchange

had not kept pace with the growth of business, and the confident

expectations that were cherished before 1873 of the extension of the

English cheque system in Austria and elsewhere have been signally

disappointed These and minor causes have tended to raise the

values of both gold and silver

But, by a strange accident, there happened at the same time

another group of causes which tended further to raise the value of

gold, not to lower the value of silver The production of gold

diminished, and that of silver increased Nations ran a race to see

which could most quickly substitute gold for silver as the staple of

their currency, and, partly as a consequence of these changes, war

ministers, Indian peasants, and American negroes began to hoard

gold and showed indifference to sihcr The recent comparative

steadiness of the value of silver is due to the coincidence of these

two sets of causes, of about equal force and acting in opposite direc-

tions The diagram shows that no such coincidence is hinted at

by the statistics of the past reason forbids us* to expect it in the

future

? maintain, then, that there is no reason to believe that a

bimetallic standard would give us in the long run much more

stable prices than we have now No doubt it would do some good,

and if no other course were open to us, it would be worth while to

go through a great deal in order to gam even the small additional

steadiness that i^ould result from a stable bimctallisip But 1

contend that, before taking so great a step as entering into treaties

with other nations for the establishment of a new currency, we
ought to mquire whether our standard of value ought not to be

altogether independent of our currency

The industrial arts generallj have piogrcssed by substituting

several specialized instruments for one that used to be applied for

many purposes The chisel and the plane, the hammer and the

saw, are all developments of the primeval tomahawk , they do their

work well, because none of them is expected to cover a wide range

of work And so, if we have one thing as a medium of exchange,

and another as a standard of value, each may be able to perform its

share of the work thoroughly well, because it is specially fitted for
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it caiT6ncy will retam a material form, so that it may “run*'

from naiid to hand as a medium of exchange ,
while the amount o^

the currency which is required to discharge a contract for deferred

payment will be’regulated neither by weight nor measure, but by an
authontatire table of figures issued from time to time by a Govern-
ment department

+

III—A Stvndaud of Value independent oi Gold and Silver.

Leaving some difficulties of detail to be discussed at the end of

the article, let us suppose that (as was suggested long ago by Joseph

Lowe, Poulett Scrope and others*) a Government Department extends

to all commodities the action taken by the Commissioners of Tithes

with regard to wheat, barley and oats As they, having ascertained

the average prices of gram at any time, state how much money

is required to purchase as much wheat, barley and oats as would

have cost £100 at certain standard prices, so this Department,

having ascertained the prices of all important commodities, would

publish from time to time the amount of money lequired to give the

same general purchasing power as, say, £l had at the beginning of

1887 The prices used by it would be the latest attainable , not, as

m the case of tithes, the mean of the prices for the last seven years.

This standard unit ot purchasing power might be called for shortness

simply The Unit

From time to time, at the beginning of each year or oftener, the

Department would declare how much of the currency had the same

purchasing power as £1 had at the beginning of 1887 If, for

instance^ it declared in 1890 that 18a had this purchasing power,

then a contract to pay a unit in 1890 would be discharged by

paying 18ft If it declared in 1893 that 23s had only the same

purchasing power as £1 had in 1887, or 18^ in 1890, then any

contract to pay a unit in 1892 would require for its settlement the

delivery of 23«

Whenf a loan was made, it could, at the option of those concerned,

be made m terms of currency, or in terms of units In the latter

case the lender would know that whatever change there might be in

the value of money, he would receive when the debt was repaid just

the same amount of real wealth, just the same command over the

necessaries, comforts and luxuries of life as he had lent away If

he bargained for 5 per cent interest, ho would each year receive

money equal in value to onc-twentieth of the units which he

had lent , and however prices might have changed, these would

contribute a certain and definite amount to his real means of expen-

diture The borrower would not be at one time impatient to start

* Some aocouiit of their suggestions is given in the cliapter on A Tabular Standard

of Value/’ in Jevons’ ‘ Money ”
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ill considered enterprises in order to gam by the expected ijse in

general prices, and at another afraid of borrowing for legitimate

businc«is lor fear of being caught by a general fall in piiccs

Of course every trade would still ha\e its own’' dangers due to

causes peculiar to itself, but by the use of tlie unit it might avoid

those heavy risks which are caused by a rise or fall in general prices

Salaries and wages, where not determined by special sliding scales,

could be h\ed in units, their real value would then no longer

fluctuate constantly in the wrong direction, tending upwards just

when, if it changed at all, it should fall, and tending downwards

just when, if it changed at all, it should rise
*

Ground-rents also should he fixed in general units, though for

agricultural rents it would be best to ha\e a special unit based chiefly

on the prices of farm produce The reckoning of mortgages and

mariiage settlements in terms of units of purchasing power, instead

of gold, would remo\c one great source of uncertainty from the

affairs of private life, while a similar change as to debentures and

Government bonds would give the holders of them what they want

—

a really constant income The ordinary shareholders in a public

company would no longer be led to take an ovcr-sanguine estimate

of their position by a period of prosperity, which, besides enriching

them dircctlj, diminished the real pavments which they ha\e to

make to debenture liolders and perhaps to preference stock holders

And, on the other hand, they would not be oppicssed by the extra

weight of having to pav more than their leal value on account of

these fixed charges when prices were low and business diooping^

The standard unit of purchasing power being published, the Law
Courts should, I think, give every facility to contracts, wills, and

other documents made in terms of the unit, and Government itself

might gradually feel its w^ay towards assessing rates and taxes

(except, of course, such things as payments for postage stamps) in

terms of the unit, and also towards reckoning the salaries, pensions,

and, when possible, the wages of its employes at so many units

instead of so much currency It should, I think, begin by offering,

as soon as the unit was made, to pay for each ^100 of Consols a

really uniform interest of three units, instead of a nominally uniform

but really fluctuating interest of tS The public, though at first

regarding the new notion as uncanny, would, I believe, take to it

rapidly as soon as they got to see its substantial advantages Their

dislike of it even at first would be less than was their dislike of

* Sliding scales, ailmirable as is thtii general effect, x>erliapa on by being too simple

A sliding scale in the iron trade foi in^itatice sbonld, I think, t'lkc icconiit not only of

the price of the tmishod n<in but also, on the one hand, of the price of iron ore, coal,

and other expenses of t]ie employer, and, on the other, of the prices of the things chiefly

consumed by the workmen trades in which sliding scales are possible coaid arrange
special units for themsehes, by aid of the statistics Oil which (jlovernnient would base
Ws gtacrdl amt
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coal ^fires, of railways^ and of gas Ere long the currency would, I

belie''^e, be restricted to the functions for which it is well fitted, of

measuring and fettling trausacftions that are completed shortly after

they are begun I think we ought, without delay, to set about

preparing for voluntary use an authoritative unit , being voluntary

it would be introduced tentatively, and would be a powerful remedy
for a great evil This plan would not cause any torced disturbance

of existing contracts, such as would result from a change of our

currency It would give a better standard for deferred payments

than could possibly bo given by a currency (as oidiuanly understood),

and therefore would diminish the temptation tb hurry on impetuously

a change of our currency with the object of making its value a little

more stable, and it could be worked equally well with any currency

IV — Is FiVLD RAllO-MINTVGh A St\BIF BlMtlAIIlSM?

But next, assuming that our currency must be based on one or

both of the precious metals, because these two metals alone are

sifficiently durable, rare and geneially useful to be fitted for being

handled by bankers and for being the balances of international traci,^

,

assuming also that gold and silver give a more stable basis, though

pelhaps only a very little more stable one than gold alone, I propose

to investigate the best way of basing a currency on them I desire,

not to advocate any immediate change in our currency, but only to

inquire in what direction it would be best to move, if we had decide^

that the time had come for a fundamental change

Eirstlv, IS so called bimetallism really bimetallism ’ Would the

opening the mints of the leading commercial countiies of the world

to gold and silver at a fixed ratio ensure that the value of our

currency would be permanently based on the combined values of gold

and silver^

I believe there is not, and has not been for a long time, any

great difference of opinion on fundamental economic doctrines

between the ablest monomctallists and the ablest bimetallists A
statement of the broad conditions of the problem may, I think, be

taken almost equally well from such a monomctallist as Jevons, or

such a bimetallist as Professor Walker or Mr Hucks Gibbs Both

sides are agreed that if the leading commercial nations were to open

their mints freely to the coinage of gold and sihcr at the ratio of 15

or 18 or 20, the relative values of the metals would be fixed thereby

for a long time at all events
,
and that meanwhile the fluctuatk ns

in the general purchasing power of money and in the exchanges with

the East would be somewhat less than they are now There is some

difference as to the extent of this last benefit
,
but the mam point at

issue IS the probable length of time during which the system would

sustain itself There is agreement as to the qualities or general
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tendencies of the causes under discussion, but not to the relative

quantities of these tendencies

I do not urge, as some have done, that fixed-ratio-mintage is an

attempt to substitute an artificial for -a natural level of the gold price

of silver For I agree with Mr Hucks Gibbs that, as liings are,

gold and silver hai e no natural value They are so durable that the

year’s supply is never more than a small part of the total stock, and

therefore their values do not conform closely to their costs of pro-

duction And in so far as their values are regulated by the rela-

tions between the demands for them and the existing stocks of them,

their value is artificial, because the demand for them as currency is

itself artificial I think, however, that cost of production acts

on the values of the precious metals more rapidly now than it used

to, because the mining finance of the uholc world is now the

common property of the whole woild, and a fall in the cost of

production of silver lowers its value almost at once by diminishing

the demand for it The belief that the cost of pioduction of silver

IS falling relatively to that of gold has spread all over the world

Upt only sharp business men but ignoiant peasants are ridding

themselves of their stocks of silver and buying gold instead India

Itself IS absorbing as much gold as silver Mr Norman has shown

some primd Jacit case for believing that, at all events when proper

machinery and methods are used iii the South Amcncan mines, the

cost of production of an ounce ot silver will be very much less than

a twentieth—he says a fiftieth—^part of that of an ounce of gold

The question is fairly under discussion , if the general opinion should

go any considerable way in Mr Norman^s direction, silver hoarding

will almost cease

Next, the consumption of gold for purposes of the arts and for

hoarding is increasing at an unprecedented rate In the West gold

watch chains are superseding silver watch chains, and in the East

gold bangles are superseding silver bangles The causes of this

increase are hkely to continue, because they are based on the modern
tendency to the accumulation and diffusion of wealth , which them-

selves are sure to continue, in spite of the occasional retrogressions

caused by great wars, because they are founded on that progress and
diffusion of knowledge which cannot go backwards

I conclude, then, that the consumption of gold for the arts, which

IS already quite half the total production,* is likely very soon to

exceed the total production, unless its value nses so as to induce

* Dr Soetbeer calculates that out of a total production of gold of about £20,000,000
annually, more than £12,000 000 are used in the arts, and more than £3,000,000 go to

India, leaving less than £5,000,000 for the needs of the currency M Ottoman Uaupt’s
estimates are nearly the same Professor Nicholson, m his able argument m favour of

the stability of fixed ratio mintage, seems to me to overlook its tendency to mcreaso
silver minmg at the expense of gold miuiug, and to make inaufficient aUowanoe for the
many causes which are increasing the demand for gold *
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zniicli additional capital and labour to go into# gold mining But

it 18 this very rise m the valufe of gold which the fixed-ratio-mmtage

scheme aims at checking, by coming 15J or 18, or even 20 ounces

of silver into money which has the same legal value as an ounce

of gold Under that scheme, if Mr Norman’s estimate is any-

where near the truth, capital and labour would migrate as fast as

they could from gold to silver mining For the miner wants a

high value for his produce straight away, the promise of a rise

when the bimetallic convention had broken up would not weigh ‘with

him But the hoarders, whether peasants or those responsible for

bank reserves and army chests, would look forward to the ultimate

rise m the value of gold, and would between them absorb many
millions a year

If these forecasts should in any considerable measure be borne

out by the event, the gold coinage would very soon be insufiicient

for the chief business of the civilized world The six or seven

hundred millions that are now available for the purpose would soon

perceptibly diminish No doubt the system of payment by cheques

IS increasing, but the habit of bilying things for cash is increasing

also People all over the world are getting into the habit of

carrying about with them d greater amount of purchasing power,

but not into a hdbit of carrying about heavy purses So the new

silver could not be added to our cftective currency , it could onlv be

•the basis ol some sort of paper currency I anticipate, therefore,

that the fixcd-ratio-mintagc scheme would result iii the almost •

immediate jssut in Englind of €1 notes, and I think it is not veiy

improbable that after a few years more, either the international

mintage conicntior would be dissolved, or gold would disappear

from circulation In the latter case the currency would thereafter

fluctuate with the supplies, not of the two metals combined, but of

silver alone , we should be landed in a paper currency on a silver

basis

It IS not necessary for my argument to assume that this forecast

has a balance of probability on its side If there is a chance of

one in three of its turning out to be anywhere near the truth, it

would, I submit, be most unwise to rush precipitately into so violent

a change without having carefully examined every possible alterna-

tive And that has not yet been done, because the belief that the

popular feeling was set against any change of our currency had

caused the question of new currency systems to be neglected until

the able and determined advocates of the fixed-ratio^mintage scheme

obtained possession of the popular ear

*^But really there is no urgent cause for haste No doubt the

persistent fall of prices is a great evil , but if it is indeed the duty

of Governments to alter the currency to prevent creditors from
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getting too much ftom their debtor^ they can issue more con-

'veitiblc paper money, the issue of* 61 notes in England alone

would hdie a considerable effect If, in older to pay sufficient

salaries to its officials^ or for other purposes, the English Govern-

rnent wants to get more taxes from the Indian people, it can

surely ha\e the honesty to say so An ounce of silver is worth

now more commodities, whether in India or m England, than it has

been on the aierage of the last bundled years
,
and if it is necessary

that we should take for the purposes of goicrnmcnt a larger part of

the wealth which has come to them under oui rule, we may do it

openly It is not necessary to change our currency in a hurry

in order that we mav pretend that we are not doing what wo
arc doing

Before very loug our foreign trade will, I liopc, be simplified by

the adoption of some kind of international currency But I make
bold to say that economic science shows no justification whatever for

the doctrine that the permanent fall in the gold value of the rupee

causes a permanent dislocation of trade with the East The fluctua-

tions of the exchanges aie no doUbt a serious evil, they afford a

strong argument foi reconsidering calmly the basis of our currency,

but not for adopting hurriedly a new currency without giving our-

selves time to make sure that it will not falsify the hopes founded

on it

Fluctuations iii the lelatuo values of gold and silver arc only*

one of many causes of fluctuations in the rate of exchange between

England and India, as is proved by the fact that the aunujil variations

were as great before 1873 (even omitting the distuiLcd period of th(

Mutiny) as they have been since 1871, when the gold value of silver

has no longer been stationary The disturbing influence of changes

m the gold value of silver has not been too great to be overborne by

the steadying influences of the telegraph, steam, the Suez Canal, &c

(See the adjoining diagram)
^

IV—A Proposal ior v Stable Bimetallism

It is with great diffidence that I suggest an alternative bimetallic

scheme I am not sanguine enough to hope that I have found the

best possible solution of the difficulty ,
but my plan, whatever its

faults may be, seems to have this claim for consideration—^that it

would be a genuine and stable bimetallism It would therefore give

a slightly better standard of purchasing power than our present

currency ,
and, Miat is more important, it would form a basis of

international currency An international gold coinage would
^ir

* Tbe diagram la based on the figures supplied by the India Ofiice, and published in

Mr Pa]gra\es impoitant Memorandum appended to the tb rd Report of tbaCommis
bion on the Depression ot Trade and Industry
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disturb trade by causing a violent fall of prices an international

silver coinage would have even greater evils But a System of

currency based on both gold and silver could become international

,

and that is, to my mind, the chief reason why it is worth while to

inquire what is the best possible form of bimetallism

Ricardo suggested that we should use a paper currency resting on
a basis, not of coin, but of stamped gold bars weighing twenty ounces

each If, he argued, the currency were in excess and showed signs

of falling below its gold value, it would be taken to the Mint, and
exchanged for gold bars for exportation

,
if it were deficient, gold

bars would be brought to the Mint and currency demanded Within

the country the paper would be a perfect medium of exchange , while

for the payment of the balances of foreign trade, stamped gold bars

are better suited than coins

The currency scheme wnich I wish to submit for consideration,

differs trom his only by being bimetallic instead of monometallic^

I propose that currency should be exchangeable at the Mint or Issue

Department not for gold, but for gold and silver, at the rate of not

£1 for 113 grains of gold, but £1 for 56^ grains of gold, together

with, say, twenty times as many grains of silver I would make up

the gold and silver bars m gramme weights, so as to be useful

for international trade A gold bar of 100 grammes, together with

a silver bar, say, twenty * times as heavy, would be exchangeable

at the Issue Department for an amount of the currency which

* This number twenty or whatever it might be, would be fixed on arbitrarily once

for all If ^ e wished the a alue of the currency to be regulated chicHy by gold we
should have only a small bar of silver, if chied> by silver we should ha\e perhaps

fifty or one hundred times as heavy a bar of silver as that of gold But if av e wished the

two metals to have about equal influence, we should, taking account of the existing

stocks of the two metals, probably choose our siIa er bar about twenty times as heavy
as that of gold

VOL LT C C
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would be calculated and fixed once for all wbeii the scheme was

introduced (It would be about €28^ or £30 according to the basis of

calculation)

Any one who wanted to buy or sell gold or silver alone m exchange

for currency could get what he wanted by exchanging gold for silver,

or silver for gold, at the market rate Government fixing its own

rates from day to day, so as to keep its reserves of the two metals

in about the right proportion, might safely undertake this exchange

itself, and then any one could buy or sell either gold or silver for

currency in yne operation

To insure convertibility the currency would not be allowed to

exceed, say, three limes the bullion reserve in the Issue Department ^

The country would save so much on the cost of its currency that it

could well afford to keep, as a normal reserve, bullion worth, say,

£30,000,000 in excess of this limit, and thus prevent the sudden

stringeneies which we now suffer whenever there is even a small foreign

drain of bullion t There would be, as now, token coins of silver and

bronze, but none of gold , because even a small percentage on the

value of a gold com is sufficient to pay the illicit coiner

Hicardo^s proposal was made at a time when the mismanagement

of iiaper issues at home and abroad had made the notion of a pap6r

currency renugnant to all prudent people But now there is a

greater tendency to discriminate between paper money, which has

no sound basis, and which may fairly oe called soft money, and

paper whose convertibility into bard metal is properly secuj^ed

The strangeness of the scheme will make many refuse to examine it

closely, but those who can oiercorae their natural repugnance to

the use of paper monev will I think, find that it has the following

advantages — (1) It would be economical and secure, (2) Though

economical, the largeness of its reserve would obviate the sharp

twinges there now frequently occur in the money market, (3) It would

vary m lalue with the mean of the values of gold and silver ,
(i) As

it would in no way attempt to control the relative values of gold

and silver, and would not be affected even if an ounce of gold

became worth fifty ounces of silver, it could be begun at once and

without risk by any one nation
, (5) If adopted by several nations

it would constitute at once a pci feet international basis of currency

* Except m tunes of emergency, when the minimum rate of dfscoiint was, say, 10 per
cent ,

and then the rule might be broken, either, as now, by the authonty of the (^vern
ment, or, which 1 tliink would be better, by a self acting rule

t Thus, if the currency consisted of notes for £120,000,000 besides sdver and bronze
token coins, the normal reserve would be £70,000,000 Ihe management of the reserves

might he entrusted to the Rink of England, or a Government Bank, which would iict

directly, as now, on the rate of discount, so as to keep the supply of gold and silver at
about the right level

,
or a Government Department with no general banking functions

might exercise an indirect pressure on the rate of discount by selling Consols cucrency
when the reserve was getting too low, and buying them lu again so as to lot out the
Gunency when the reserve was getting too large
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and prices
, ^ (6) Lastly, it lias, in my eyes, an advantage which may

ap])ear fanciful, and on which I do not wish to lay any great stress

—VIZ , that it IS a movement in the direction in which we want to

go of a tabular standard for deferred payments If there should

ever exist any other commodities besides gold and silver, which, like

them, are imperishable, which have great value in small bulk, and
are in universal demand, and which are thus suitable for paying the

balances of foicign trade, then they could be added to gold and
silver as the basis of the currency

It has the one great disadvantage of being a paper ^currency, but

this IS, I contend, shared to a great extent by the hxed-ratio-mintage

scheme
, for undei that paper would probably have to begin to take

the place of gold almost at once, and before long would be very

likely to extrude it altogether t

V—How TO Estimvte 1 Unit oi Purchasing Power

Before concluding it will be well to consider how a unit of pur-

chasing power should be estimated If wc demand an ideally perfect

unit we arc met by the preliminary difficulty that the effective

purchasing power of money to each individual depends partly on the

* !> ranee could, if it iliose, still reckon in fiancs, England in pounds, and America m
dollars, but every twenty franc note would state on its face howininy franca were
endian s^eablc for a standard pair of bars of 100 grammes of gol I and 200 grammes of

silver and therefore the equivalent mi.? d of TOO frmes would be settled onee for

all Tlieie would be nothing to bo allowed is now for seignorage or for wear and teir of

coins 1^ rmes, pounds, oi dollars would alike giv e a definite command ov er bars of gold

and silver, which would form a perfect medium for international payments

+ JM Walras has proposed to steady the value of gold by issuing or withdrawing token
silver coins according as gold rose or fell in value His scheme is able and ingenious

But, as he admits it would, like any other scheme for regulating the value of gold and
sihei, rc(|Uire an international agreement And I do not see how this could be man
aged, bee ius<. to say nothing ot niinoi difficulties, there cannot bo a common unit of

purchasing power for all countries hvery plan for regulating the supply of the

currency, so that its v alue shall be constant, must, I think, be national and not inter

national

I will indicate bneftv two such plans, though I do not adv ocate either of them On
the first plan the cunajiicy would be ineonv ertiblo An automatic Government Depart-

ment would buy Consols for currency whenever Al was woitli more than a unit, and
would sell Consols for currency whenever it was worth less (the ordinary issue and
withdrawal of Consols whi^h takes place when the Govenirm nt waiits to borrow or to

pay off its debts would be arranged independently, perhaps, by another Department
which had no powei to issue or cancel currency) Ihose who had to pay balances to

foreign countries would buy gold or silv er in the op»*n market
,
they would be certain

of getting in cxeliango for this money gold and silver that ha<l a fixed purchasing power
in Pogland Ihc researches of Mi Palgrave and Dr Goetbeer show that a unit of

fixed purchasing power in h ngland would give a more nearly uniform purchasing power

111 any other civiliz^ country than would an ounce of gold or an ounce of silver

On the whole, this currency would, I believe, give more btabihty to our foreign trade

than our present one
The other plan IS that of a conveitible currency, each £1 note giving the right to

demand at a Government Office as much gold as at that tune had the value of halt a

unit, together with as much silver as haa the value of half a unit The necessary

pTOVisions tor keeping A proper reserve of gold and silver wouhl be a little intricate, but

would involve no great practical difficulty Undei either of those plans contracts for

deferred payments might be made fairly well in terms of the currency But they are

complex ,
and they would hinder rather than help the adoption of an intema^Onal

currency
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nature of his wants A rise in the price of meat, accompanied by an

equivalent fall in that of breads adds to the purchasing power of the

wages of those who are unable to buy much meat m any case To a

well-to-do bachelor the price of the necessaries of life is of very little

importance, while if with the same income he had to find food and

clothing for a large family he might regard a fall in the price of

luxuries, accompanied by even a small rise, in that of necessaries^ as

a diminution in the purchasing power of money It is chiefly for

this reason that an absolutely perfect standard of purchasing powei

IS not only unattainable but even unthinkable What we mean by

a unit of purchasing power for, sav, the United Kingdom, is that

which will guc a uniform means of satisfying his wants to tlje

average consumer, that is, to a person who consumes a 37,000,000th

part of the total of every commodity that is consumed by the

37,000,000 inhabitants of the country ^

This, then, is the unit that we are in search of But for the present

we musf be content with very rough methods, and improve them

gradually as our Statistical Departments get their work into shape

It IS enough that even in its simplest and most easily workable form

the unit gives a tcnlold better standard of value than that afforded

by the precious metals

This simplest plan is to select a number of representative whole

sale articles and to add together their puces at different times f

The next step m advance is to estimate the importance of each com-

modity by the mean of the amount spent on it at the different

periods under investigation This importance or icught is then

multiplied into the change in price of the commodity For instance,

if the value of the pepper consumed in an average year in England

is €500,000, and that of the tea is €11,000,000, then a rise in the

price of tea by 1 per cent counts for as much as a rise in the pnet

of pepper bv 22 per cent J If the weight of pepper is taken as equal

to 1, that of tea must be 22

The next step is to allow in the weights of particular commodities

for the values of things whose prices are governed in the mam by
* But peihaps with a \ lew to increase the steaflincBS of business wo should count mall

the produi-ts of British industry, c\en though these are exported This would lead us
to regard the annual supply of cotton manufactures as worth about i.ll0,000,00d,

thou^ about JESO,000,000 worth of this are exported
-j* This method was followed by Jevons aud the earlier workers and is still used by

the newspaper and by Mr Sauerbeck and others, m conjunction with more
adv anced methods

X This method has been adopte I by Mr Oiffen with regard to our imports and exports,
by Mr Palgrave, and, as ho has pointed out, by the b rench Commission Permanente des
\aleurs, by Mr Sauerbeck and by Mr Mulhall The notion of aiming at ascertaining
what may be called the movements of tlie centre of gravity of prices is so obviously just,

that though there is great room for improvement ib detail, the principle may be regarded
os thoroughly established Jevons proposed to take the mean of the logarithms of the

changes , but I i entnre to regard this as a mathematical error, the one flaw m his
unrivalled contributions to the theory of monev and pnces The weights of the com

“ot oftener than once a year, eren if, as u rety bkely, U
unit itaeli once* month
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the same causes^ but which change m character so that there can be
no continuous record of their prices Thus, for instanccj the weight
allowed for cloth of a standard quality might well include the values

of many woollen and worsted manufactures, which change their forms
with every breath of fashion Or, on another plan, we might count
the wool instead of the things made of it (for of course we ought not
to count both), and take the change in the cost of weaving a yard
of standard cloth as typical of changes in the cost of other branches

of the manufacture

The next step is to take account of the price of personal services

which arc not already reckoned for It has already been noted

that we count in either the price of our cloth, or the price of

our wool together with that of manufacturing it On the

same principle, if we count the value of our biead we must not

count the cost^of baking it , but if we count in only the price of

the flour, we ought to allow separately for the cost of baking it,

whether done by a baker or by a domestic servant However, since

personal services are the most important gioup of things which are

rising in price relatively to the average of commodities, it is perhaps

best that they should continue to be omitted until we are ready to

take some account of those subtle refinements in manufactuie which

'irc ever changing their form, while with every change their real price

IS falling fast relatively to the average

This brings us to consider the great problem how to modify our

unit so as to allow for the invention of new commodities The difli-

culty IS insuperable if we compare two distant periods without access

to tlie detailed statistics of intermediate times, but it can be got over

fairly well by systematic statistics A new commodity almost always

appeals at first at something like a scarcity price, and its gradual tall

in price can be made to enter year by year into readjustments of the

unit of purchasing power, and to represent fairly well the increased

power of satisfying our wants which we derive from Ihe new com-

modity *

This difficulty has been commonly recognized , but there is another

closely connected with it, which seems to have escaped notice It is

that of a thing which is supplied at a time of the year at which it

used not to be available The best plan seems to be to regard it as a

new commodity when it first appears out of its old season Suppose

that at one time strawberries were to be had only in June, their

* No notice of the new commodity would be taken in the unit on the first

4)cca8ion of its appearance m the price list Suppose this to be on the hrbt of January,

1890 ,
then the unit for 1890 would be made up so as to the same purchasing

power of commoSities, other than the new one, at these prices as the last unit did at the

pnees pi a yc^^r a^o But befoie making up the unit for 1891, the weights in the unit

for 1890 would be shifted a little, so as to allow for the new commodity, and then the

unit for 1891 would be made to give the same purchasing iK>wer of all commodities,

including the new one, as did that for 1690
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average price being Suppose better knowledge enables us to get

them m June at id, m May and July at and during the rest of

the year at prices from 1^ up to 10^ Their average price for the year,

if made up on the plan followed in some price lists, would be about

^)S as against 6rf in the olden times ,
whereas, in fact, the change

would have more than doubled the purchasing power of money in the

matter of strawberiics This class of consideration is of mu^i^h more

importance than at first sight appears
,
for a great part of modern agri-

cultural and transport industries are devoted to iiicrcaisng the periods

of time during winch dillercnt kinds of food arc available Neglect of

this has, in my opinion, vitiated the statistics of the purchasing powci

of money in mcdice\al times with regard to nearly all kinds of food

except corn
,
even the well-to do would haidly get so simple a thing

as flesh meat in winter And, again, m backv\ard ci\ilizations, even

when things are m season, the supply of them is fitful* Those who
have kept fowls for their own c iting, find that they often have more

than they want at one time and less at another In many cases it

18 bettei to pay 3^ for a fowl to a modern middlci^an, who, drawing

his supplies from a wide aica, can furnish any number that may be

ordered at a short notice, than 2? M oi c\cu 2*? to one whose

resources arc smaller The dealer who mxkcs the supply icconimo-

date itself to our wants ically sells a superior commodity, and his

price, though nominally higher, may ically be lowci
,
just as a coat

which fits well and costs C4 may be cheaper than a similar coat that

fits badly and costs only £3
The above difficulty relates to an increase m the tunc during which a

thing IS procurable, there is a similar difficulty with rcgaid to place

When fresh sea fish could be had only at the seaside its aveiage price

was low Now that the i ailways enable it to be sold inland, its average

retail price includes much higher chaiges for distribution than it used

to do The simplest plan for dealing with this difficulty is to take, as a

rule, the wholesale price of a thing at its place of production, and

to allow full veight to the cheapening of the transport of goods, of

persons ana of news separate and most weighty items

For many leasons it would be better to take letail than wholesale

prices, but that would often be impracticable, because the retail*

price coircsponds to diffeient kinds of services at different times and
places The greengrocer who lias to keep a large and varied stock
of vegetables, to send out once for orders, and a second time with a
cahhage, may very likely lose on the transaction, though he sells for
2d what he bought for a farthing The poor woman who pays Jrf

for the cabbage which she fetches home herself may Jie really a
uiore profitable customer Thus retail prices among advanced
l^oples, and especially among the wealthier portions of them, include

0 prices of many personal services which m a more primitive state
tne consumer dispenses with
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The Qext point is to allow for changes lu things which at first

sight appear to have remained unchanged An ox or sheep weighs

now more than twice as much as it used to , of that weight a larger

percentage is meat, of the meat a larger percentage is prime meat,

and of alljihe meat a larger percentage is solid food, and a smaller

percentage is watei Again, an average ten-ioomcd house is,

perhaps, twice as large in volume as it used to be , and a great part

of its cost goes for water, gas, and other appliances which weie not

in the older house For these reasons wc ought, I think, to strike

off a very great deal from the ordinary estimates of the purchasing

powei of money in backward countries, and lu the earlier history of

our own country

But ought we also to allow anything for the increased requirements

of society ^ For instance, 10,000 rupees give the retired Indian

oflScer more iiower of purchasing the necessaries, comforts, and

luxuries of life, whether in India or in England, than it would when

he entered the service, and yet he finds himself pinched because his

income is worth less than the £1000 of his English brother officer,

which he used to regard as its equivalent I think there is no doubt

that this consideration must be entirely ignored in estimating our

unit of purchasing power Wc want to use our unit for measuring

payments of material wealth If any class of people, whether post-

men, or clerks, or Indian officials, have not shared in the general

increase of real income, that is a reason for leconsidering their

payments If the Government has so worded its contracts with its

officials as really to promii»o that every ten rupees of their pay shall

be always equivalent to £1, it must fulfil the contract , but that can

be done without changing our currency

It IS true, then, that we cannot hope to get a standard of purchasing

power which is free from great impei fections But it is equally true

that a perfect standard of length baffles all the resources of science

,

and though the best standard of value that we can get is not nearly

so good for its purposes as an ordinary yard measure is for its purposes,

yet it is an advance on using as our standard the value of gold, or

even the mean between the values ot gold and siher, of the same

kmd, though not nearlj as great, as the advance of substituting a yard

measure for the length of the foot of one judge, or for the mean

between the lengths of the feet of two

Alfrci) Marshall



THE OLD TESTAMENT ANCIENT
MONUMENTS AND MODERN CRITICS

TN seeking Truth we ought to be ready to give up every cherished

illusion and every dead tradition, if so be that we may thereby see

her better But before we accept the new light it is quite as im-

portant that we should ftcl certain that it is better than the old, for

the new is not true because it is new, but only when it is found to

rest more firmly on fact

This no doubt applies to the study of the Bible as much as to any

other branch of research, and when we are asked to accept the

results of exegesis and of free criticism, we are bound first to make
sure that tlie methods arc such as to lead to the finding of truth,

and tlic results such as accord with undisputed facts The volumi-

nous literature which is grouped round the names most commonly
known, such as those of Ewald, Colenso, Graf, Kuenen, and

Wellhausen, demands so much time and attention from the reader

that we may well shrink from the task of attempting to master it

before we arc convinced that its final results are certainly sound and

Useful We first want to be assured that our modern teachers have

thoroughly mastered their subject , and the cautious attitude of the

^majority in face of the nitical teaching is not of necessity due cither

to prejudice or to indifference, for it may spring from want of con-

fidence in the teachers themselves

Now it will be admitted that, among the chief requisites for a

thorough understanding of the Bible, it is important that the cntic,

in addition to linguistic and literary knowledge, should possess a

deep acquaintance with Eastern antiquities and a sympathetic

appreciation of Eastern manner^ and thought It is equally im-

portant that his results should be fquuded on accurate study of his

literature, and free from assertions resting only on his own specula-
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tioDs If he confines himself simply to recasting a literature> the

accuracy and reliability of 'which he denies^ in accordance with

views which he has founded on that literature only, and which are

uncontrolled by independent knowledge of Oriental history, antiquity,

and thought, he stands in the position of the man noticed by De
Morgan, whose problem for squaring the circle resolved itself, when
stripped of all its verbiage, into the postulate that the circle he

squared had a diameter equal to a third of its ( ircumfercnce In

other words, the critic cannot hunt with the hounds and run with

the hare, for, if he discredits the authority of the Old Testament

writers, he must rest on some other authority, and this cannot be

allowed to be his own It must be the authoiity of documents or

monuments which cannot be discredited

In order to judge how far the modern critical schools fulfil such

lequirements, it is necessary to select a leading example The name
of Julius Wellhauscn at once occurs to us, for, as Professor Robertson

Smith tells us, he, perhaps, more than any other critic, has by his

writings revived an interest in the scientific study of the Old Testa-

ment literature Ills results, with perhaps one exception, are not

indeed new, nor does he claim that they are The views of the

German excgetical writers were long ago presented to the English

public by Colenso, and, save with regard to part of the narrative in

Genesis, it is rather in the method of treatment than in the out-

come that Wellhauscn differs from his predecessors

Rut, before speaking of the reliability of those results, wc maybe
excused for attempting to examine iii detail how far the assertions

of Wellhauseii agree with the facts of Oriental antiquity, and how
fai he has succeeded in imbuing himself with* a thoroughly sym-

pathetic understanding of the Oriental genius Purely literary

study of the Hebrew Scriptures is a very narrow line of research,

and it may be that the critic has formed views from such study

which do not accord with the results of the study of monuments

and of manners in the East

And first, as regards the purely anliquaiian assertions of Wellhau-

seii^s work on the history of Israel, the following notes suggest them-

selves in reading To begin with a very important question—namelv,

the origin of the sacred name of Jehovah, and the diffusion of His

worship—our critic informs us that “ Jehovali is to be regarded as

the family or tribal God of the family to which Moses belonged, oi

of the tribe of Joseph, ” and in another passage we gather that His

name was confined to Palestine alone It is true that the Bible says

otherwise it tells us that Balaam, from Pethor on the Euphrates,

adored Jehovah , that Uriah the Hittite bad a name suggesting his

worship of the same God
, nay, in one of the latest prophets we have

a striking passage to the same effect as it stands in the Revised Version
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For from the rising of the sun even unto the going dow,n of the

same my name is great among the Gentiles, and in every shrine

incense is oflered unto my name, and a pure offering , for my name is

great among the Gentiles, saith Jehovah Sabaoth " (Mai i 11) But

then ue may not quote the Bible against Wellhausen We may,

liowevtr, be allowed to ask how he explains the recent discovery of

Mr Finches, that the Holy Name appears on the cuneiform inscrip-

tions as early as 900 b c ^ how he accounts for its forming part of the

royal names of the Kings of Hamath before the captivity of Israel ^

why it so frequently appears on Phcenician gems, not only in Syria

or m Cyprus, but even in Malta and other Mediterranean islands ?

The testimony of the monuments accoids \uth the woids of Malachi,

and shows us that almost as early as the da)8 ot Solomon the name
of Jehovah was adored by Semitic pcoides from Nineveh to Sidon,

and from Pethor to Jerusalem Surely it is difficult to believe that

the tribal God of a small Israelite family could so rapidly have

become sacred to the various races of Western Asia, and it is casiei

to reconcile what is now a pioved ardiocological fact with the words

of Genesis (iv 26), which accord a high intiquity to the Holy Name
When Wellhausen tells us that Amos was the first in history to raise

his voice against popular superstition, wc can only surmise tliat he is

unacquainted with the majestic language of Egyptian hymns, as old

at least as the fourteenth century n c
,
m which The One,” who

xfiamfests Himself in every God, is hailed as having neither temple

nor image AVhen, on the other hand, we find the cntic convinced

that the woiship of Jeliovah began only in the days of Josiah to be

corrupted by the practice of human sacrifice as an “ innovation, we
must recall the fact that at least in 1500 b c the sacrifice of the

hrstboru was a recognized rite in Assyria In fact, Wellhausen does

not seem to rccogni/e that gross superstition and exalted religious

thought are certainly known to have existed side by side in Asia from

a period even earlier than the days of Moses It is a question of

class, just as it is m the East in our own times, and the Prophet of

yJehovah stood high above the benighted peasant who feared Moloch,

just as the worshipper of the One God stands high above the fellah who
sets an offering for the Jdn beside the spring or the tree

The critical school of Graf do not believe that any tabernacle

(Ohel) existed in the wilderness Here also the monuments give us

hints not to be neglected In Phoenician inscriptions the word
Ohel occasionally occurs, and among the spoils taken by Thothmes I1I»

at Megiddo were seven poles of the pavilion of the enemy plated

with silver Thus we know for certain that not only were arks and

altars borne, both In Assyria and in Egypt, before the army, but that

tents with plated pillars, not unlike the Ohel of the Pentateuch,

were used in the field as early as the time of Moses When agam
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Wellhausen regards the use of incense^ and the Table of Shewbread,

as evidences of a late period of wiitmg, we must remember that

incense was brought by the Syrians to Thothmes III , and that

censers, and a table piled with loaves like the shewbread, are shown

on verv early Egyptian pieturcs

Wellhausen's speculations as to the Hebrew year also need to

be controlled by monumental evidence lie regards the old Ilebieu^

year apparently as solar, and the observation of the moon as an

innovation during the captivity Monumental evidence shows us,

however, that the Phoenician year was lunar, and there is no tiace

of any solar year among the older Semitic peoples His theory

finally lands him in the assertion that the veai used, in the times

of the King**, to begin in autumn on the tenth day of the seventh

month —a palpable absurdity, which a study of the Mishnali (Rosh-

hash Shannah) would have enabled him to avoid, while the meaning

of the names of the old Hebrew and Phoenician (as distinguished

from the Assyrian) months shows us that Abib must always have

been a spring month
,
and it is gcneially acknowledged that the

lunar year in Western Asia alwajs began at the Vernal Equinox,

when once this year had been made roughly to agree with the solar

seasons by the use of an intercalary month, which was very early

adopted at all events at Nineveh

Again, as regards money, Wellhauseu seems to suppose that the

Hebrews had a coinage befoic the Captivity It is, however, one of

the striking points of Old Testament criticism, that coins arc not

mentioned till the time of E/ra thus, the expression to fill the

hand,” used with regard to the pnests (2 Cbion xiii 9), does not

refer to money, nor is coinage noticed at all in another passage

(Deut xviii S) to which the critic refers, and wheic its mention

would be very significant Weights and rings were used as currency

as early as the time of Moses, but the earliest known coins do not

appear before about the sixth century b c
,
and the daric was used

lu Babylon apparently only a shoit time before the conquest by

Cyrus

When Wellhausen complains that Pul and Tiglath Pileser arc

hardly distinguished ” by the book of Chronicles, we see that he is

unaware of the recent discovery of a long-suspected fact—namely^

that Pul and Tiglath Pileser were the same person
,

yet this is now

made certain by Assyriology Wellhausen seems to hold the dis-

coveries of cuneiform research light esteem, he says that Assy-

Tiologists ha\e quite failed to explain the alliance of Judah and

Syna against Assyria, and that the Izdubar tablets have little value

for purposes of comparison with Genesis
,
yet, surely, when endeavour-*

ing to construct a scheme of chronology, the critic might have found

it useful to compare the dates derived from cuneiform records, to
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which he does not refer, preferring simply to assert that certain

numbers are impossible

In another passage we note the survival of an old error as regards

the worship of Baal Jezebel is said, indeed, to have persecuted "^the

prophets of Jehovah, but she cannot have been the first to propagate

Baal worship in Israel, for we know that the name of Baal was in

use before the time of Moses, throughout Syria to the very south

It occurs in the town names of the Karnak lists
, and even in

Egypt Baal was adored in the time of the Hyksos kings It is an
error to suppose that Baal was a purely Phoenician deity, for he was

worshipped from a remote antiquity by all the Semitic peoples from

Assyria to Egypt Again, the derivation of the word cherub as

connected with the Oreek gnjps^ shows us that Wellhausen is far

behind his age Kirub in Assyria has been shown to be the name
of the great man-bulls of Nineveh , and in Greece it appears in th^

name Korybas, which has nothing in common with gryps^ apparently

an Aryan word

The question of the antiquity of the Genesis narratives is,

however, more important thin the preceding details Wellhausen

assumes generally that, when a Hebrew nairative or expression

recalls Assyria or Babylon, it is to be referred to the period of the

Babylonian domination He cannot apparently believe that such

similarities may arise because indigenous belief oi custom had an

ancient common origin with the customs and beliefs of Babylonia

,

he regards all such as being imported, and makes Genesis^^thc

echo of teachings which he supposes the Hebrews to have received

from their tyrants in Babylon ot m Jerusalem The Hebrews

probably derived the legend lu the last instance from Babylon " he

aflSrms, and supposes that in its very earliest form it cannot “ have

been imported before the time of Solomon ” The conclusions of an

antiquarian would be perhaps just the opposite There is a close

connection between the early story of Genesis and the Izdubar

legend, but there is no identity Had there been any direct borrow-

ing, the stnden^^ of traditions is well awarp that the resemblances

would have been much more exact The names of Noah and Adam
do not occur in the Assyrian, Akkadian, Babylonian, or Phoenician

vqi'sions of the narratives
, the actors and the actions alike are often

very difierent from those of the early chapters of Genesis These

differences aie clear evidence (to the comparative student) that there

was no such " borrowing as Wellhausen supposes, but that the

Hebrew narrative is rather to be considered an indigenous product,

and the Phoenician and Assjrian stories to be regarded as parallel

but distinct growths from an originally common tradition

Another curious point concerns the notice of Ur m Genesis

Wellhausen sees in this name a later tradition of Hebrew migration
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He supposes the earlier belief to have been that the Hebrews came
from a certain Haran m Svria While, however, the Bible certainly

places Haran east of the Euphrates, it is worthy of notice that Ur is

probably an Akkadian or Turanian word, and its occurrence in

Genesis might be considered a mark of antiquity Ur means '^the

city,^^ and is perhaps to be identified with Ur-uk, “ the great city,"

once a seaport on the Euphrates A little later on Wellhausen is

obliged to account as best he can for the Biblical statements which

represent Israel as closely akin to the Arameans No explanation

18, however, really needed language shows us beyond dispute that

the Semitic immigrants in Syria were, at a remote period, of the

same original stock with those who spread over Mesopotamia It

18 only because the critic refuses to place confidence in the account of

Abraham^s migration from Ur, and neglects to trace the Hebrews any

further than from the lands east of the Jordan, that any difficulty arises

In the same way, modern critics have declined, for no very

clear reason, to believe that the Phoenicians came also from the

Persian Gulf There is nothing known which tends to show that

the original seat of the Semitic race was on the shores of the

Mediterranean, and theie are, indeed, indications that it is rather

to be sought (as far as history and language can carry us back) in

Arabia But if in Arabia, then only by the path which Abraham

IS said in the Bible to have followed could Israel ever have

reached Western Palestine To cross the Syrian desert has always

been impossible for all races It is a most insurmountable natural

bairier, and, save from the west shores of Arabia, Syria has always

been reached by following the river Euphrates far north to the

point where the Syrian desert narrows and finally ends

The linguistic arguments of Wellhausen are not among his

strongest He makes no allusion to the arcliaic forms which have

been observed m Genesis, or to the Egyptian words and names in

Exodus, which are indications at least worth a passing reference, nor

does he notice the labours of P Delitszch, which establish a new

connection between Hebrew and the language of Mesopotamia, and

thus serve to show us that so-called Aramaisms are not of neces-

sity marks of late date—as, indeed, the critic himself half allows

There is, indeed, much yet to be learned concerning the connection

between Hebrew, Phoenician, and Assyrian, and the grammatical

views founded on a study of the later Aramaic, Syriac, and Arabic

will probably have to undergo a considerable revision m face of the

new knowledge derived from Phoenician and Assyrian inscriptions

while derivations, even from the old non-Semitic Akkadian, are

beginning to establish themselves, whi|^h serve to show the use in

Hebrew of words which may have been learned by the family of

Abraham while dwelling in the midst of Akkadian populations.
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In fact Wcllhausen’s theory of a "Hebrew Group’* including

Hebrews, tdomitcs, Moabite^ and Ammonites, rests neither oif the

Bible nor on modern science In Genesis we find many othei tribes

said to ha\e had a common origin with Israel, such as the sons of

Ishraael and those of Keturah To say that the Hebrews " adopted

the language of the Canaanites **
is also to adhere to ideas now

becoming obsolete Wellhausen must explain what he means by the

word Caraanite, which is not an ethnical, but purely a geographical

terra The Phoenicians w(rc Canaanites, but yet Semitic
,
they dwelt

in the Canaan or low plain country The Hittites are called

Canaanites in the Bible, but they uere not a Semitic people Pre-

sumably Wellhausen means that the language of the Semitic

agriculturists of Palestine differed from that of the original nomadic

Hebrews, and was adopted by them , but this is by no means clear,

either from the Bible or from science Hebrew, Phoenician, and

Moabite, when first we know them monumentally, differ only as

dialects from each other , but we only know these dialects from monu-
ments about 900 or 700 n c

,
and, as far as the names of towns in

Syria can teach us, it would appear that the Semitic Capaanites,

before their conquest by Joshua^s host, spoke a language very closely

resembling Hebrew Wc have, however, no real information as to

the peculiarities of the dialects spoken by the Hebrews in the time

of Abraham, although we may gather fiom Genesis that it was not

the same as Aramaic The eommon origin, however, of all these

tongues IS beyond di<>putc, and the expression " language of Canaan

(Isaiah XIV 18) evidently means a West Semitic tongue in general as

distinguished from the Egyptian language The use of the word

Canaanite by Wellhausen is incorrect, for Canaan was inhabited by

more than one race In this connection it may also be noted that

the difficulties raised by Socin and other writers as to the fiotice of

the Hittites in Genesis are purely creations of their own fancy,

because, although the Hittites—a non-Semitic people—only appear

on the monuments in Northern Syria, and not in Hebron, we
have yet no monuments as old as the supposed date of Abraham, and

we have, on the other hand, town names in Southern Palestme which

seem to be derived from the name Heth, and tend to prove that the

Hittite tribes once extended even to the borders of Egypt It would

'seem that when in the Bible the word Canaanite is used ethnically

it is to the non-Semitic tribes that it applies, and it is certain that

m this sense the Hebrews never adopted the language of the

C’anaanites

Wellhausen allows himself to take various liberties with the

Hebrew tribes In one passage he speaks of twelve, but otily

enumerates eleven, omitting Levi, which, according to another

enumeration, he inserts In the second case, however, he leaves out
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Gad, without any reference to the fact that the men of Gad are

mentioned about 900 b c on the Moabite stone It is astonishing

also to learn that the Moabites were monotheists, in any sense^ because

they worshipped Chemosh, since it appear^ from the Moabite Stone

that they also adored Ashtoreth , but the entices views as to the

idolatry of Palestine are throughout very peculiar, for he speaks of

Baal the master as representing the female principle ^

Another instance connected with ethnical que^ions may also be

noted, in which he refuses to credit the Bible account of the Syrian

terror of the Hittitcs, supposing that we should read Assyrians

instead, whereas monumental histoiy shows us that the Hittitcs were

exactly the people of whom the Syrians of Damascus were very likely

at this period to have been most afraid The gratuitous assertion

that the archers in the Blessing of Jacob must needs, on account

of their weapons, be Assyrians, is also disproved, not onlv by other

Bible passages, but also by the pictures which show the early use of

the bow among the tribes of Canaan

Another favourite statement concerning Hebrew religion is re-

peated bv Wellhausen, who sa>s that it dispensed with concep-

tions of Heaven and Hell^^ If this were so then the Hebrews

differed indeed from their contemporaries, for it is proved by Assvnan

research that from an early time—long before the days of Moses —
the Semitic peoples believed in future reward and punishment—in an

Elysium, where the just rested in peace under a silver skv,^^ and in

a place of torment, where the wicked mourned and despaired It is

true that the idea of a future return to a happy existence on the

earth does not find expression in ancient Hebrew literature, but it is

not true that the IIehre\is expected no future reward or punishment,

and the idea of a Hell foi the wicked is traced in the very earliest

records of Assjna and of Egypt alike The assertion, on another

page of "W cllhausen^s work, that the Pharisees first invented the idea

of future reward, is in direct contradiction with the results of

modern research, which show us that the Repham, or shades of the

dead, were held to expiate the deeds or to enjov the fruits of the

conduct of their mortal life What the I’harisees did teach that was

new was the theory of a glorified earthly existence in thft future , but

this even they did not probably invent, for wc can trace back such a

belief m Persia almost to the time of Cyrus, and there can be no

real doubt that the Day of Judgment is noticed by Joel (in 2) long

before the Pharisaic dogma was elaborated in Judea

A few details of archseological import may be added The

asseition that Jehovah was associated with a queen of heaven **
in

the time of Manasseh shows an imperfect knowledge of the old

Semitic Pantheon The Queen of Heaven was the consort of Baal

iShemim, the lord of heaven,^' and the name was one of the titles
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of Ashtoreth It was no new creation of the fancy of Manasseh,

but a well-known title of the goddess of Syria and of Palestine, nor

have we any monument, or gem, or tablet lu existence, on which the

name of Jehovah has as yet been found connected with that of a

goddess

When Wellhausen makes use of the word Chaldean, it may be m
deference to the popular ignorance on the subject kAws, of

course, that the word so rendered does not occur in the Hebrew,

where the term Casdun or conquerors " has been so rendered by

translators Of the Caldai, or Chaldeans, wc know little, and they

appear on monuments in the early days of Mesopotamian anarchy

Yet even this term as used by Wellhausen seems to suggest imperfect

conceptions as to Mesopotamian history

It IS remarkable again that he should fix on the Sabbath and on

circumcision as distinctive of Judaism after the Captivity The

Sabbath was very early observed in Me^^opotamia, while circumcision

was not by any means distinctive of the Jews, since it was a custom

common to the Phoenicians, the Arabs, the Egyptians, and to certain

tribes of Asia Minor, as well as to the Kajfirs and Hottentots On
their return to Jerusalem, the Jews certainly found circumcision

customary among the '^people of the land/* and the rite is probably

traceable to remote antiquity The Greeks and Romans were the

uncircumciscd races of the later Jewish period In passing, it

may be finally noted that the word Karaite is found in writings

older than the eighth century , that the Cabbala did not originate

among the Jews ot Palestine, but is traceable to the Akkadians , ana

that the account which Wellhausen gives of the Jewish dispersion

might be materially improved by a reference to their inscriptions in

Russia and in Italy, &c

The preceding considerations may, perhaps suffice to show that

many of the results at which Wellhausen arrives by his exegesis are

not supported by the discoveries due to modern research In some

cases they are, indeed, directly opposite to the most certain facts of

archeology, and in many others they are at least doubtful The
critic has, in short, much yet to learn before he can teach, and this

IS equally^ clear when wc turn to questions of Oriental life and
thought

In ancient Israel, Wellhausen tells us, polygamy was rare,

monogamy the rule The assertion is surprising, and the truth is

probably to be sought m a study of existing conditions Polygamy

IS still rare in the East, because the poor can only afford to main-

tain one wife It is hardly, however, correct to make so general

a statement^ since from the days of Jacob downwards a plurality

of wives has been the rule among the higher classes in Sexpitie

countries
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It IS equally irreconcilable with Oriental custom to speak of

large estates'^ and “small peasant proprietors" in the days of

Solomon The land laws contemplated in the Bible are of a very

different character In primitive Oriental society property in land

has always been on the village or communal system, which still

survives in Palestine, m Russia, in Indie, and among the Kaffir races

Individual property is confined to houses, gardens, and similar

holdings Agricultural lands are the common propertv of the

village, and so also are the pastures The picture which Wellhausen

draws savours of modern European politics rather than of ancient

Hebrew life The best sources of information—tlie agreements, for

instance, of the Egibi family deciphered by the Assyriologists—are

not noticed at all by our critic in discussing the Hebrew land laws

Frequent allusions to a “ religious tone " as marking lateness of date

in a narrative occur throughout the work of which we are speaking

This, also, seems to argue a want of sympathy with Oriental life and

literature Where, indeed, ean we find in the East any history from

which such a tone is absent ^ * Rameses speaks of his victories as due

to the favour of Ra Mesha thanks Chemosh for the deliverance of

Moab Sennacherib and Nebuchadnezzar boast of the graciousness

of Asshur and of Bel Passages might be quoted from the monu-
ments to piovc the pious and leverent spirit in which—often with

great beauty —men used to speak of the Divine guidance
,
and the

same tone is found both in Moslem literature and in the common
conversation of modern Orientals To regard such a “ religious

tone" as showing a tendency in Old Testament writings, and as

evidence of late sacerdotal authorship, is to evince a very imperfect

acquaintance with Oriental antiquity and character

Anothci forced contrast is that which Wellhausen draws between

the Nebi, or “ prophet, " and the Roeh, or “ seer " In Samuel the

two words are said to be synonymous, Roeh being an archaic term In

Deuteronomy the prophet is desenbed as resembling in character the

seer Samuel, a “ dreamer of dreams," in communion with Jehovah

The fact is that the character of a prophet and his position with

respect both to the priest and to the king are only very imperfectly

understood by the critic It is, perhaps, only after long residence in

the East, where the dervish, supposed to be divinely inspired, still

holds a social position not unlike that of the seers of old, that it

becomes possible to appreciate how such an influence can be allowed

to mingle with the ordinary current of administrative government

and with the ordinary ritual of the national religion Yet in the

case of the Soudanese Mahdi, of the dervishes who surround the

Sultan, and of those to whom Arabi Pasha used to defer, we have

seen such an influence in recent times playibg a part even m
European politics

VOL. LI. ^ JO D
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Still more curious is the distinctiou between priests^ scribes, and

Pharisees, and between the written and unwritten Torah, on which

Wellhauscn insists He appears to think that when once the law

had been put in black and white,^^ as he calls it, the people became

independent of the oral teaching of the priests , and, like his pre-

decessors, he makes of the senbes a body distinct from the priests,

and politically opposed to their influence These assumptio4|l also

savour of the West rather thin of the East, as a moment’s reflection

will show Dr Robertson Smith once suggested that Isaiah's

prophecies first appeared as broadsheets distributed among the

people Now, m England, where nearly eieiy man can read his

Bible, and can decipher the tract, religious or political, placed in

his hands, such independence of oral teaching is possible , but

when one has lived iii the East and seen how few, save the commercial

class in tne cities and the religious class in the mosques, are able

even to write then names, it becomes certain that the Torah can

never have been in circulation among the masses Whatever was

the Irtcratuie ot the Hebrews, it is certain that it was stored in the

Temple, and in a late age in the synagogues
, and at no time in then

history as a people can the populace have become independent of the

teachings of tluir piicsts This is indeed one leasoii foi the great

power of the dciMsh, because he appeals to an unlettered folk, not

through books oi on the authority of the priesthood, but as a direct

representative of the spoken will of God
When, again, Wellhauscn sees difiiculties and contradictions in

the various accounts of rebellious, and of constantly changing

relations between the Syrian States, he seems rather to found his

views on the stability of Western ilistitutions as contrasted with

the precarious tenure oi authority in the East When Oriental

monarchs subjugate a country they can never expect that then

authority will be acknowledged without intermission The King^s

writ only runs where it is enforced, the Sultan or the Emir only

collects taxes by aid of an expedition The various rebellions

mentioned m the chronicles of the Hebrews are illustrated bott

from Egyptian and from Assyrian history by the recoids of annual

expeditions made by the kings to le-assert then authority throughout

their dominions

Another critical axiom, generally accepted, yet open to grave

suspicion, IS that which regards lepetitions in a narrative as evidence

of plurality of authorship In Oriental narrative this argument has

very little force It would be possible for the critic to take to

pieces on this ground the narratives of Assyrian tablets, and to

argue an editor when in reality the repetition is but part of the

Oriental style, and indeed m all ancient narratives—as, for instance,

in tjie Aryan folk tales—this tendency to repetition is found The
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axiom lias therefore no such force in Hebrew literature as it would
possess in modern European writings

It is scarcely worth while to allude to minor slips, such as placing

Beth Maachah in Gilead, or supposing ZeraVs army to have been

defeated at Gath If Wellhausen had visited the site of Sela-ham-

Mahlckoth he would not have described the encounter between
Saul ilud David as a good natured ^okc, telling how the two played

hide and seek round a hill He regards the fixation of Levitical

limits as impossible in a mountain countiy, yet, in our own davs,

the flews, in the steep Safed hills, hx the Sabbatic limit in a some-

what similar fashion, for it is by no means certain that a square

figure is intended as the boundary of the Lovitical suburbs

More important than such objections is the question of the relia-

bility of certain deductions which Wellhausen does not stop to prove,

and that of the supposed interpolations which he continually

suggests Where m the Old Testament does he find it stated that

there were steps to Solomon^s altar that the priests of Jehovah were

slain by Jehu that Obed Edom was a Philistine
, or that Shiloh was

destroyed by the Philistine host In the blessing of Jacob he

asserts that Joseph is represented as crowned among his brethren

This IS not the rendering which English students give to the passage,

but it IS important to note how, while endeavouring to show that

Joseph rather than Judah is here made the i}hief tribe, Wellhausen

nei er refers to the words the sceptre shall not depart from

Judah until Shiloh comc^' It seems, indeed, m many of

these passages that a desire to astonish by originabty has got the

better of the entices judgment, but all such groundless assertions

tend rather to weaken the confidence with which we may rcgaid his

scholarship

The question of " interpolation is one of primary importance

In one place we read of a " worthless anachronistic anecdote," in

another of an ^^inteipolation in an interpolation," and again of a

gloss," or that a passage is not genuine " The words King^s

weight " are said to be a gloss, because referring, says Wellhausen,

to the King of Assyria, though no reason is given why the King of

Israel should not also have a royal standard of weight Any mention

of the Ohel Moed before the Captivity is an interpolation, because

other terms are more usually employed A passage in Samuel is

hopelessly corrupt " because it mentions the Levites , and again,

Wellhausen says generally, with respect to favourable notices of

David and of Judah in Hosca and Amos consider all such

references to be interpolations " In hardly a single case is there

any reference to the authority of versions, while any argument from

context will generally be found on reading the passage to be mad*

missible The question is then, are we to be content that the cntic

D D 2
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should first formulate a theory and should then answer all objections

to his theory by supposing the text to be corrupt ? It is of course

well known that variations and omissions occur in the ancient

versions, which are worthy of the closest study The Samaritans

did not sciuple to tone down the Pentateuch in accordance with

their own opinions, where tlie alteration of a word, or a letter, or

e\en of a phrase would serve their purpose, but such alteration

cannot be allowed in the nineteenth century merely on the ipse

dijcit of the critic He is bound to show cause why the passage is

to be suspected beyond the fequiremcnts of his critical theory If

the Bible will not square with the theory, so much the worse for the

latter

Equally arbitrary appears to be Wellhauscn s supposition that the

early chapters of Joshua and of Judges represent independent accounts

of the Hebrew conquest of Palestine Tlie narrative in Judges

professes to refer to the deeds of the second generation, and it is

quite possible that the towns destroyed by Joshua may have risen

from tncir ashes and have again defied Israel in the times of Othniel

and his contemporaries The Canaanite population was never quite

rooted out, and the position of the Israelites among the settled

agricultural population long continued to resemble that of Omar's

tribesmen in face ot the Grscco-Syrian populations—a caste of

dominant conquerors who had not yet entirely abandoned the

nomadic life ot the desert, and who ruled a populace more civih/ed

in some respects, though less warlike, than themselves When, again,

Wellhausen supposes the attack of Levi and Simeon on Shcchem to

be a reminiscence of some incident of the conquest, we may be per-

mitted to protest against his thus mixing up m hopeless confusion

the story of Jacob and that of the later conquest If such trans-

ferences arc allowed the early history of Israel is made impossible

The story must stand as it is recorded, or else must be altogether

abandoned

With a stroke of the pen the critic transfers all the Psalms to a

period subsequent to the Captivity , but any student who has con-

sidered the archaic imagery of some of these Hebrew hymns, and

who has compared them with the sacred songs of Egypt and *of

Assyria, cannot fail to regard this view as a very hasty and uncritical

estimate, although few would now argue that Psalms which clearly

refer to the Babylonian captivity are likely to have been written by
David The whole of that exegetical labour which divides the

Elohistic and Jehovistic Psalms is swept away by Wellhausen in this

passing reference

The fact is that exegetical studv is an extremely narrow basis on

which to found a scientific estimate of Hebrew antiquity To

Wellhausen Graf is more important than Seunachenb, and the views
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of Vatke more instructive than the researches of Layard The
school to which he belongs takes to pieces the Bible and builds up a

new puzzle of its own from the fragments The pieces do not

always fit into the new plan, so they are broken off and inserted into

the gaps This somewhat rickety structure is presented to us as a

firm basis on which to build, and the authority of the critic is very

often the only foundation on which ’we are asked to rely

In addition to this, there is throughout an attribution of tendency

and motive to the ancient writers, which is very foreign to the real

spirit of early human literature We are asked to start with the

assumption that these writings are not honest or genuine expressions

of their authois^ beliefs, but crafty representations of facts due to

religious or political motives Those who know the simplicity and

the piety of Eastern thought will always find it hard to believe that

the vivid and graphic narratives of the Bible are to be regarded as

cunningly coloured political essays

What we want, indeed, is not a new theory as to the Elohist, or a

new refutation of the errors of some obscure critic, but a new spirit

of comparative study and an independeat comparison of the Bible

with monumental history We want, in fact, to take our critic out

of his study, and to set him on a camel m the wilderness, to surround

him with human beings in all their primitive conditions of society and

of thought, to humanize and to Orientalize the student, and to show

him what men think and do in lands where they still swear by the

Living God " and still say in their daily life It is from the Lord

We are not ungrateful to the students of the Old Testament for

all their manitold labours They have destroyed the errors of the

older ignorant exegesis, and have cleared away many difficulties due

to unintelligent Bible criticism But their method reacts on itself,

it has begun to devour its own children , and, just as the conclusions

of the Tubingen school of New Testament criticism have resulted of

late in a general retreat, so also the conclusions deemed most certain

half a century ago are called in question by Wellhausen, with the

result that the general reader must become convinced that the argu-

ments used have not the force which they were once held to possess

The Law and the Prophets have been superseded in the critic^ eye

by the documents E ,
J

,
O S , D ,

and L L
,
and these again are made

to give place to D ,
J E ,

and Q , and any one who fails to believe

that the main narrative of Genesis was written in or about the days

of Ezra, that Deuteronomy was falsely imposed as a forgery on the

subjects of Josiah, that the story of the Flood was imported from

Babylon shortly before the Captivity, that Moses' blessing is an

independent document of the Northern Kingdom," is to be regarded

as a person ignorant of the scientific progress of the age If, how-

ever, the reader will carefully summarize the arguments whereby Well-
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hausen strives to prove his views as to the Elohistic document, he can

hardly fail to conclude that they are extremely weak , and our know-

ledge of the civilization of Palestine in the days of the Hebrew king-

doms shows us that there is no archaeological improbability in the

plain statement of the Book of Kings that an ancient Torah or

teaching—a scroll forgotten during the troublous times preceding

Josiah^s reign—was found stored in the Temple archnes, and brought

forth to be read to the King In such an age the statement is far more

probable than is the assertion of the critics, that this discovery was

no discovery, but apolitical plot imposing a newly written foigeryon

the nation as the sacred volume of the days of their forefathers

It may, however, bo objected by the critics that, in thus trcaiing

of details and endeavouring to undermine their position on particular

points,%e aie really avoiding the main question as to whether their

general results are reliable It is therefore necessary in conclusion

to offer a few suggestions as to the credibility of then theory of
“ documents Avhich lies at the bottom of their whole system

According to the ordinaiy documentary theory it is supposed that

independent narratives have been combined together by an editor

that his work was sub]cctcd to reiision by a later editor, and that in

the original form the narratives existed as separate documents It

is true that this process is supposed by Wellhaiisen to be much more

complex than the earliest analysts believed, and the logical puisuit of

the process by which he makes even the Jehovistic document to con-

sist of many elements would lead us in the end to consider every

statement, and almost every \erse, as standing alone, and as giving no

evidence ot the date of any other verse

This theory in fact supposes that the Book of Genesis, as we now
have it, resembled the sci^sor-and-paste production of a modern book

maker, who, by cutting off a heading heie and adding a few words

there, welds together his borrowed materials, and connects them by a

thread of narrative which he himself supplies, as Wellhausen believes

the latest editor to have supplied the continuous narrative of Genesis

Now, it IS not too much to say that if the Book of Genesis were

constructed by such a process it is a phenomenon without parallel m
Oriental literature We know by what methods the great collections

of the Egyptian ritual, of the Zendavesta, the Vedas, the Talmud, the

Targums, the Samaritan chronicles were composed We know how
carefully the tablets m the royal libraries of Nineveh and Babylon

were catalogued and copied Wc can show with what reverence

ancient documents were preserved, not only by Jews or Hebrews, but

by other ancient nations of the East as well , but we have no instance

in which arbitrary editing has occurred ,
for the pious scribe, while

ready to expand his text by a commentary of his own, seems never

to have dared to alter or suppress more than a word or a phrase here
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and there The pnestly chronicle of the Samaritans has long been

continued by each high priest in succession^ recording the most

striking events of his tenure of power , and in tlze Talmud the

Gemara is still printed round the original text of the Mishnah in s

manner which shows how it must originally have come into existence

in the form of notes on the broad maigins of a scroti, although in

one instance at least the commentary of the older Jerusalem Talmud
has been included in the Mishnah or text of the later Babylonian

edition

This same process of commentary and addition of cognate state-

ments is traceable also in the Zend, or Commentary on the old Avesta

or Median Law, and the Pazend oi additional explanation forms a third

clement in some cases when even the Zend had become too ancient

to be commonly undcistood But the oldest example ot the growth

of an archaic literature is to be found in the Egyptiin iitual, which

has received such careful study from the hands ot Le Page Reuouf

The text of this most ancient work is very corrupt, and different

readings aie found m diffeicnt copies In some cases alternative

readings aic mtioducod with the words otherwise said m explana-

tion, and rubiics flora the margin have slipped into the text The

ordci ol the chapters diffeis in different copies, and ^omc variations

are of immense antiquity, dating back to the clciciith dynasty, and

due to the diffidilty cxpeiienced by later seribei in uridci standing

the meaning ot the original
, but, in «^pite of all these confusions,

and m spite of the contmual addition of chapteis in the later copies,

there lb evidence thioughout of the reverence with which the copy-

ists treated then authority, and of the desire to prcseive every letter

of the older text to the best of their ability Kow, m Hebrew

liteiature, it is clcai from the evidtncc of the icisions that much
greater pains has been bestowed, even from an early period, in

prcseiving the original than was the case m Egypt The survival

of archaic grammatical forms m Genesis is e\idenec that later copy-

ists (lid not tarnpel with the spelling of their original , and although

there aie diflercnecs of order and variations and omissions m the

oldest versions which arc worthy of the closest attention, there is

yet a general accord which shows us how great must have been the

reverential care bestowed on the preservation of the sacred books

To edit, and m aibitrary fashion to curtail, suramaiise, or mutilate

older documents, was not only never the practice of the ancient

scribes, but it would have appeared m their eyes to liave been little

short of sacrilege, m dealing with works wliuh were probably

regarded with the same awe which makes the modern Samaritan

shrink from allowing Gentile eyes even to lest on the ancient scroll

of the synagogue It is by the light of a knowledge of such

custom and of such a method of growth that we must study the
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gradual development of the Hebrew sacred literature;^ from the first

roll preserved in the Temple down to the full collection of the

various books received in the Herodian age Any light which can

be thrown on the subject by critical comparison of the versions, and

of the oldest unpointed Hebrew MSS , is of the greatest value and

importance, but the arbitrary re-arrangement, whereby, with the

lielp of hypothetical interpolations, the critic claims to restore the

text, cannot be regarded as representing the final conclusions of

modern science
,
and it seems probable that in the end students will

agree that the Jehovistic passages in Genesis can never have existed,

as a distinct work, apart from the mam thread of Elohistic nirrative

with which they aie interwoven

The critics of the Old Testament might well take example by the

tone of that band of scholars which Max Muller has collected round

him m the study of the Sacred Books of the East The Hebrew Sacred

Books deserve at least to be treated with the same modesty and

moderation whicli students observe m writing of Persian or of Indian

literature The new dogmatism which condemns this and that

passage as a worthless anachronism,^^ is more intoleiant and

odious than the older dogmatism of the Rabbis
,
it equally assumes

that the later critic knows better than the author, who was, perhaps,

nearly contemporary with the period of which he treats, and by

shutting their eyes to the work of those who have striven to under-

stand the East by means of monumental records, and by means of

living custom, the critic becomes a blind leader of the blind into the

dogmatic ditch

Such considerations seem, perhaps, to show that the distrust of

the statements on which the modern exegesis insists as indisputable

results of scientific study, is not altogether due to prejudice, nor

altogether unwarranted by the difficulties and contradictions in

which the contending critics have involved themselves We have

very much still to learn before we can say that we have thoroughly

understood the Hebrew Scriptures , and many a fashionable theory

is doomed to find its way into the lumber-room of forgotten con-

troversies A new school is fast growing up a school cf independent

historical research, basing its claims on severe study of monumental
records The exegctical student, if he would not be left behind his

time, must fully lecognizc the importance of these new sources of

knowledge, and the issertions which were possible, when there was

nothing outside the Bible to study save later Jewish literature, will

now ever more and more be subjected to severe scrutiny from a

totally independent standpoint

In taking leave of onr critic, a word may be ventured on the

subject of style It is true that difficult questions of detail may
require a lengthy exposition , but a clear, concise, and simple style is
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always thought to show a clear understanding and a thorough

mastery of subject Absurd and ignorant as was much of Voltaire's

cnticism^ we ret sadly miss in the pages of Wellhausen the terse,

epigrammatic language which is one of the sure marks of genius

The use of Greek terms, the absence of Oriental colour, the " isms

and the ^^ocracies/' the technical words and phrases, which abound

on every page, must greatly discourage and confuse the ordinary

reader “ The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom " that

IS a statement we may hope to understand, but it is more difficult to

grasp the meaning of such a phrase as that which occurs on the last

page of Wcllhausen's Prolegomena to the History of Israel," where

^e are informed that in the Mosaic theocracy the cultus became a

pedagogic instrument of discipline "—words which could never have

issued from Hebrew lips, and which convey ideas entirely foreign to

the Hebrew genius
C B CONDEB



the; decline and fall of
DR. FAUSTUS

Not long ago a Saturday Reviewer commented upon the new
popularity given to Faust by Mi Irving, stating that since

tlie first performance of the pi ly at the Lj ceum hundreds and

thousands of copies of the English translation of Goethe's poem have

been sold Faust is again as well known by name as he was in

tlie sixteenth centurj For years remembered only by scholars and

men and women of supposed culture, he has now been taken back

by the common people, fiom whom ages ago he had birth

To borrow ideas and legends from past genciations is no new
thing Savages and baibanans alone have any claims to originality

as creators But in the unconscious process of boriowing, beliefs

and legends are modified and changed, thus reflecting the mental

and moral characteristics of the borrowers Adaptations are

usually of no less, and often of more, importance than the original

The beautiful and terrible and indecent mvths of Greeks and

Romans hold as indispensable a place in the history of the world^s

faiths as primitive animism The accordions and tambourines of

the Salvation Army aie as significant outcomes of emotional religion

as the timbrels of Miriam or the music of the Maenads Unfortu-

nately, as the world grows older, men not only lose the power of

jcreating, but become less vigorous m adapting Instead of breathing

new life into old forms, they give them but a show of animation,

such as the puppet manager gives to his Punch and Judy This

very lifelessness, however, is not without vital meaning Negative

as well as positive qualities have their value

While it 18 interesting to know that Mr Irving's Faust " has met
with so much appreciation that the Lyceum is crowded night after

night , that the play is widely read, as it may safely be said it never
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\ras before
, that the general public has received the old hero with

a cordiality undreamed of by the Saturday Reviewer ,
it is even more

interesting to do that which I do not believe has yet been done—to

pause a moment, and consider what has been made of the old

legend in modern England, whether Faust and Mephistopheles

have really come forth alive at Mr Irving's summons , whether, in

a word, Englishmen of the nineteenth century have seriously

accepted the old legend md adapted it to the new conditions of life,

as, tor example, Greeks and Romans did those ot then Aiyan fore-

fathers In the present age of shams this question is not easily or

at once answered When the illusion is clever puppets may be

mistaken for men But, befoic deciding what Faust is now, it would

be better to remember what he was The subject Ins been enlarged

upon so often before that the merest reminder of his origin and

growth is necessary

It would not be a difficult task to trace his descent from animistic

ancestors, and to find for him as many cousins in India, Greece, and

Rome as Goethe's Mephistopheles met m the Pharealian Fields But

his genealogy is a study apart The point here is not whence he

sprang, but what he was when he achieved distinct individuality as

Faust Nor is it worth while to prove or disprove the actual exist-

ence of a man of this name, though the discussion is as dear to the

specialist as the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy Just as the ment

of the plays would be the ««ame if Strattoid-on-Avon ceased to be a

place of pilgrimage, so the importance of the chap book and puppet-

stage hero would not be lessened were it definitely known that a real

Dr Fdustus ncvei took liberties with the Pope, or went about the

world accompanied by a dog which was the devil As has often

happened, the creature of the im agination has lived, while the creature

of real life has been all but foigotten Of the former it is certain

that it was in the sixteenth century he first appeared under that name,

and with modifications of character which gave him a personality apart

from that of his immediate predecessors

If the age of the Reformation accomplished anything, it was the

confirmation of Satan's power as an article of belief In the sixteenth

century the devil seemed no less real and visible an evil than the

Pope in Rome or the reformers in Germany and England Men
were then as sure of his existence as of that of their next-door

neighbours, and much more conscious of it If their knowledge was not

boila of their own experience, it was the result of that of their nearest

relations and dearest friends If they themselves had not attended

the revels on the Brocken, or in the little church of North Berwick,

or under the tree of Benevento, their wives and children perhaps had

there met Satan face to face and been burnt for it at the stake

Moreover, they were as convinced of his power as of his presence,
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since not only did he enable common folk who had sold their souls

to him to ily through the air on broomsticks, bewitch cattle, and

raise storms, but he increased the knowledge of scholars who had

made the same compact, until they, like him, ruled a.11 the elements

and defied the limitations of space The worst of it was that in

this state of affairs men could never answer for their own spintual

safety If others had succumbed to the tempter, might not they too

be prevailed upon to barter their eternal inheritance for a hellish mess

of pottage ^ No danger was so great, and hence no danger was so

continually in their minds

As stones of English outlaws gradually gathered about the name
of Robin Hood, so m the sixteenth century those of compacts between

Satan and scholars eventually evolved Dr Faustus as their popular

hero All the wild rumours then abroad were collected and recorded

in his career The belief of the people made his story possible in

the first instance, and their acceptance of him as a type ensured its

survival His name in Germany and England at least became a

household woid * He figured in romance, and walked the puppet

stage To record and analyze all the early versions of his story given

by the romancer and the dramatist would be to compile a biblio-

graphy and wiitc a book However, if they differed in detail, the

many versions agreed in the chief facts and the moral to be drawn from

them Of this sixteenth-century Faustus, Marlowe^s may be taken

as a fair representative Idealized and dignified as he was by the

passionate strength and fervour of the English poet’s verse, the con-

ception of his character and the incidents of his life were precisely

those of the German tale published by Johannes Spicss, and of the

English Damnable Life and Distressed Death of Dr Faustus,^^

books which were then the principal authorities lie was the scholar

swoFn with cunning of a sclf-conceit,” who tired of logic, medicine,

divinity, not because they had taught him how little he knew, but

because he had mastered them completely, and longed for still

greater power and pleasure than they could yield He made bis

choice, not because he found the world’s Good and Better cheats and
snares, but because Evil was sweet to him He was no despairing

sceptic, willing to lay a wager with the devil that the moment to which

he would cry Stay ^ would never come , but a man full of faith

in the pleasures of the world The thought of them cheered his

soul He was in all haste to

“ Conjure m some lusty grove,
And have these joys in full possession

He "would have answered a hearty Yes to the favourite question of

Mr Mallock and the pessimists of to-day He believed m gold and

triumph^ and wine and women, and power to work wonders
, and
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twenty-four years of delight in these thinga seemed so well worth

living that his soul was not too high a price to pay for them
This mas a Faustus the people of the sixteenth century could

understand Equally within their comprehension were his adven-

tures They saw no reason to doubt that a man assisted by the devil

could change horses into straw, steal gold from bisliops and plate

from popbs, and haie the spirit of a fair woman of theblden time

for his paramour Was not Satjin for ever gnmg proof of his power ^

Had not Tannhiusci lived for long vcirs with Dame \cnus on the

Horselbeig ^ But men in those days could not keep hell long out of

their minds, and Faustus, even while he reaped the rich harvest of

his infernal sowing, was tormented by hideous relentless devils, and

given a glimpse ot Lucifer^s kingdom awful as D inters '^Inferno”

Mephistophelcs the tempter, though he, like many a jolly mediaeval

demon and buffoon of the miraelc plays, could relish piactical jokes,

was never out of hell With the Reformation, religion and the

things of religion had grown more serious If one minute Satan

made men laugh, the next he silenced and subdued them as quickly

Nor was he any longer to be easily cheated At the end of the

twenty-four years he claimed the soul of Faustus to be damned

perpetually In an age when an earthly judge gave no chance to

witches, it was not likely a devil would be more kind Marlowe's

moral, as well as his argument, was that of the popular story Magic

and unlawful things in the present will be punished by death and

destruction in the futuie The warning was clear The story needed

no explanation

The Faust legend of the sixteenth century was as terribly real m
form as Lewes says Goethe's Faust " is in spirit Faustus, the arch-

conjurer, was essentially the property of the people It was just

as they were reidy to give him up altogether that Goethe trans-

formed him into the Faust we know best Almost dead as a hero

of every-day reality, he was made to live anew in a world of allegory

and symbolism It was the only life now possible for him The

days of that old Northern phantom, the devil, were over Gone were

horns and tail and claws As Walpurgis night came round, year by

year was the Brocken more desolate And Satan, in the new order

of things, played no longer with the bodies, but with the souls of men
The old blood-signcd compacts had gone out of fashion Indeed, the

new Gospel, understood as yet only by the few, was doing away

entirely with an incarnate, fieiul-like devil," substituting for him " a

power that^always wills evil and works good " If a man stumbled it

was not because of a tempter always at his heels, but that he might be

stimulated to further striving The Faust story, from being a literal

record of every-day events, was by Goethe made a parable, whose sole

Virtue was the meaning to be derived from it Faust was raised to
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a higher sphere, and this not because he ceased to be real, but

because the truths he now, symbolically, expressed were higher One
by one he tested the pleasures that had satisfied the old Eaustus,

and one bv one they were proved wanting Woman’s love, the wine
cup, hellish jugglerj, could not bring the perfect good he sought

Eiom the narrow sphere of his own passions he was launched by
Mephistophfelcs, according to their bargain, into the great orld of

action—the world of political struggles, of art, of arms, into which
the mere selfish sensualist seldom, if ever, ventures Yet even here

peace was not, until Eiust turned from all these things to find in

industrial toil for men the only true “ fiecdora and existence " Mar-
lowe’s—that IS, the sixtccnth-ccntury hcio, with no thoughts beyond
his own body and this life—chose Evil since it could satisfy Ins very

definite desires Goethe’s, or the modern hero, oppressed with unknown
needs, full of vague yeaimngs, all his own experience and studies

having but prosed to him that life is unblcst and nothing can be
known, leagued himself with Evil—his last hope—that through it he
might, perhaps, attain the good that nothing else could give The
ambitious ot the hist were low and of the earth earthy Tlic aspira-

tions of the second touched Heaven in their flight The old moral
taught that a man must not sttk happiness in evil, for if he does
he will be damned for it , the new, that he must find happiness lu

working for his fellow-men, for therein is his only salvation It is

the difference between the worship of the devil of tgoism and the
love of humanity Eaustus was a child of the old faith, Eaust a
man of the new

“ High climbers catch the greatest fall,” says the historian of the
“ Ilamnablc Life of Dr Eaustus ” It was certainly a high climb when
the arch-conjurer stepped forth upon the world-stage as the lover of
men , when his history, instead of being a simple warning against

unlawful things, became as a mirror reflecting “ the eternal problem
of our intellectual existence, and, beside it, the varied lineament of
our social existence ” In this greatness might have been found a
sign of his futuic downfall That it has come is a fact beyond
dispute But pages would again have to be fllled were all the
modern veisions of his story named and analyzed, were his progress
downward given in detail As in Marlowe’s poetry he took his

first step upward from the people, so in Mr Irving’s art as stage

manager he may be said to have taken the last on his way back to

them——that is to say m England, with which country alone we are

here concerned

It 18 certainly due to Mr Irving that Faust has once more
become a popular character, while it is a^ certam that in the Lyceum
he has bidden a long farewell to his Goethe-given greatness

Nor IS this fact to be attributed to shortcomings critics have
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pointed out in Mr Irving and his company They might all be
Garricks and Aacbels, and the result would be the same The fault

lies in the arraugoment of the play which Mr Wills and Mr Irving

have^been pleased to piesent to the public, and which, judged by
Goethe’s conception, is simply meaningless Severely criticiaed and
little read as is the second part of Faust, without it the first part is

incomplete It has been said so often that it seems almost useless to

say again that not until Faust sees the great world of unuersal action

as well as the little world of personal evpenence, and finds in

activity for othcis the happiness self-indulgence could not bring,

not until in reclaiming the waste marshy plain for the millions, he
cries to the flying moment,

“ \li still del ly—thou art so fur ’
’*

that his compact with Mephistophcles is fulfilled and the story carried

to its legitimate ending The meeting with Margaict and the sub-

sequent scenes form but one of many episodes to explain the course

of his development To reproduce the whole poem on the stage

would doubtless be impossible On the other hand, to give one of

its least import int parts and make of it a whole is unquestionably to

degrade its meaning This is what Mr Irving has done Mr
Wills^ translation from the German may be very literal, but the

construction of his play as a whole is that of Gounod's opera rather

than of Goethe^s poem In it Faust never gets beyond the little

world, while the mighty spirit that denies, willing evil and working

good/^ becomes again a meie personal devil, but one whose functions,

in an age of little or no faith in him, are limited when compared

with those of the original Mephistophcles The old magician, though

not to be lanked with his later successor, was not without a great-

ness of his own His bargain with the devil was oil a grand scale

If he sold his soul it was for all the world^s pleasure and more than

human power He was a giant of evil But it must be confessed

there is something of the pigmy about this latter-day Faust The

shadow of power he gams is out of all proportion to the substantial

price he pays for it His sin, great as it is, is not greatei unfor-

tunately than that of many men, e\en of the sixteenth centurv, who
in its commission would have scorned the personal intervention of

the devil To Dr laustus, with his countless paramours and \isits

to the Sultanas harem, and these the least results of his compact, the

new Faust would have seemed the veriest weakling trying to play

the blackguard And indeed this is the impression given by the

play It IS wretchedly feeble when measured by Goethe's symbolism

or MarJowe^s realism If Charles Lamb wanted to know what

Matgaret had to do vgith Goethe’s Faust, it might as reasonably be

asked what has Mephistopheles to do with Mr Irving's Faust

^

Why all this thunder and lightning and giving of youth and signing
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of compacts with blood, to accomplish that which, so long as human
nature is what it is, will but too often be wrought by men for them-

sehes without direct supernatural influence ’ As Muller sets forth in

his vci Sion of Faust”—to quote Lewes— nowadays, awoman deceives

her husband, a lover seduces a girl, luxury enters into every house,

runs in every \ein, and men sin and damn themselves without the

deviFs aid ” It may be said that, with Mr Irving's play as with

Goethe’s poem, the facts are nothing, the meaning everything But
the latter sought to give a solution to the problem of life , the lesson

of the former at the best is but that of a Sunday-school tale for

grown up children The story, because of its moral, may have its

\alue in thc^^e days of Pall Mall exposures and divorce-court scandals

But to Goethe's poem it stands in mueh the same relation that a

temperance tract bears to Thomas \ Kcmpis

Before the representation of “ Faust ” at the Lyceum, where there

was one man who knew his Goethe there were hundreds who knew
their Gounod The opera led many to believe the Margaret episode

the whole instead of the part
, the performance at the Lyceum could

but ha\e confirmed them in this belief Or perhaps it would be

more accurate to say that without the opera the play would not have

been so clearly understood, Mr Irving, like the manager m
Goethe^b Prelude, apparently thinking—at least in this case—that

“ If you \ ^ a jnecc, why, just in pieces give it
^

It IS therefoie to be hoped that the many thousand copies of Faust

latclj" sold contain the second paft of the poem, and that they have

been icad by the manv thousand purchasers Among these are to

be counted few of the icguhr pit and gallery frequenters, and yet it

IS really through the latter that Mr Irving has given Faust back to

the people How it has fared with him in their hands is now to be

shown Complctclv missing even the very simple meaning of Mr
Irving s version of the legend, so much so that some have left his

theatre rejoicing that Faust and Margaret were happily married in

the end, it is not surprising that their interpretation has dragged

Faust to the lowest depths of degradation

That the people have attempted to interpret the story for them-

selves I discovered by chance I had always wanted to see a Penny
<Taff ^ since I first read mv Dickens and looked at Dorcas drawing in

Jerrold^s London,” of a dark cavern-like place, where a man, with a

bag over his head, walked the tight-rope m the gloom But Penny
Oafls are not to be found for the asking They are not mentioned

by Baedeker, neither arc they advertised in the daily papers, nor

* There are Penny Gaffs and Penny Gaffs When I speak of them I mean the Penny
Theatre, and nothing else I know from my own experienfio how difficult they are to

find In an article on Penny Gaffs ** in ChamberB* Mtigazine for February, the writer

merely describes what I should call penny peep, or rather freak, shows, never once
mentioning the Penny Theatre
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does Partington dare you to pull down their posters It was not

until last winter that I found a guide to those on the Surrey aide of

the nver, where, in his time, Shakespeare played I consider my
visit to them worth recording, since without it I could npt haic

realized the full extent of the modern popularization of " Faust If it

be said, as most probably it will, thut a Pennj Gaff performance is

great nonsense, unworthy the serious attention of men of education,

it must be remembered that even nonsense has its relative value

According to our ideals there is little but nonsense in the “ History of

the Damnable Life and Distressed Death of Dr Faustus,*^ with its

monstrous and grotesque descriptions of demons, and its record of

Mephistoplieles^ practical jokes And yet to the study of the sixteenth

century familiarity with it la as necessary as knowledge of the

archives of State The men and women who now go to Penny
Gaffs are not any lower in the social scale than those who once

went to the mysteries, moralities, and puppet-plays, in which our

interest is so great that scholars have devoted years to studying and

editing them Unfortunately, when we concern ourselves with the

affairs of the people of to-day, as is just now the fashion, we are too

much taken up with what they and their pleasures ought to be, to

try to find out what they really arc We mav not, but the men
who come after us will regret that the present age couid boast of but

one Dickens, one Anstey Posterity may feci about Penny Gaffs

and similar places of amusement much as we do now about the

mysteries and moralities, when we wish there had been shorthand

reporters in every audience

At the first Penny Gaff to which I came in the London lload,

there was the usual crowd of working people and unemployed who
are soon to be civilized and elexated to a private theatricals standard

by Beaumont trustees, and according to Mr Besant, but who as yet

ha\e not risen above the Penny Gaft level Talking to them from

steps that served as a platform was a Mephistophcles, who, hke Mr
Irving, had borrowed the red dress, cock's feather, and sword from

the puppet costumer, and, unlike him, but perhaps more sensibly,

had retained the moustache and forked beard of the operatic Mephisto

As m the old drama, Mephistophcles laid a wager in* the Court of

Heaven before the real play began, so his Penny Gaff successor

bargained with the people before the curtain was drawn WhatTl

you see insoide, gen'lemen ^ ” he cried
,

" people suspended m mid-

air* Yes, gen'lemen At other places a guinea's charged, and

people's wisibly supported by one stick But 'ere all sticks is taken

away and Pm only chargin' you a pinny We don't ask a

shillin', gen'lemen, but only a pinny What I promises outsoide,

1 performs in My show is sciointifik and respectable, and a ten

minutes' respectable and sciointifik show's better’n a hour's rot,

VOL LI EE
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which 18 all you gets m some of your guinea theatres Your own

consciences "II piompt you to recommeu" my show *
""

I give his patter, since it points out what he considered to be the

principal feature of his performance It misled me , I thought the

Mcpliistophelcs costume a mere accident But that it was not was

demonstrated by the play This, to students of the history of the

Faust legend, is not without its significance A shoit account of it,

therefore, will not be out of place The first scene represented a

room that might have been a study, and in which Faust in duty

blue and i^vhite satin stood alone

" I loves a statute,"" he began, going on with a disregard to periods,

commas, and semicolons peculiar to Penny Gaff delivery ,
“ this

love "ants me day*n night wats to be dun I knows I oust made
a compac" with the Demon of Darkness by my German studies I"avc

learned to summon "im lords of bugs and flies I summons you ""

Mephistophcles—but such an abject Mephistopheles *—with arms

folded, and stooping because he was too tall to fit into the stage,

appeared in the doorway

*^Wouldst "clp me give life to the statute^ "" cried the modern Faust

I wouldst,"" was the answer Take this ring put it on "cr

finger it"ll give life to the statute but until I gets it back you"rc

mine * "" and he vanished, and in less time than I can wiite it the

iitatute stood in his place

This change, together with the series of transfoimations that

followed, was managed by the well-known airangement of mirrors

popular a few years ago among the Houdms of the time I mention

the fact, trivial as it may seem, because to these transformations

and the apparition of a boy, suspended in mid-air without wistbh

swpporty that served as aftcr-piecc, the actors looked for the success

of their performance, of which the words of the play were the least

important part But the Devil, and consequently Faust, were an

excellent excuse for magical interference

When the statute—a large woman enveloped in many sheets

—

first appeared, her light hand was extended, the first finger, thanks

to the sculptor"s forethought, pointing upward On it the ring was

put without difficulty Belvedercr—for so Faust in an aside told us

he had named her—opened her eyes, winked several times, looked

about her, discoveied the ring, admired it, played with it, held it up
to the light

“ Be mine, Belvederer * "" said Faust

Belvederer shook her head The magic ring had given her life, but

not the power of speech The plot now thickened This obstinate,

passionless statute refused to give him, not only her love, but the

Demon"s nng The latter she quietly pocketed, and at once disap-

peared
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The Demon of Darkness returned immediately to claim his

property He had only lent it, it seemed, that he might have the

speedy pleasure of asking for it again There followed several

scenes in which Faust dtclaied his passion, and begged for the

ring, Belvederer continuing as indifferent to his prayers as an
implacable Aphrodite At last Faust gave up all hope

Fm lost * he snnounced, I can^t get back the iing the

Demon of Darkness ^11 soon be Yrc the Demon of Darkness is

^ere Demon of Darkness gimme back my freedom

No ^ shrieked the Demon, led calcium lights suddenly envelop*

mg them botli in a hellish glare, “ the Hour 'as come’n thou hart

milie * ''

Perhaps, for the same reason that only an Englishman knows
America as it is, so only an American hears i/f( Engh^h a? she is

spoke To believe modern Englishmen and Daihj Neivs leader-

writers, iriitatcd by Atlantic Monthly articles, stones of the mis-

placed letter h arc as purely mythical as the talcs oi gods and

goddesses, equally misunderstood by comparative mythologists

Still, I cannot think my American ear was wholly responsible for

the recklessness of the Demon of Daikness where that letter was

concerned, nor for the fact that he was the only man I have ever

heard misplace Ins v^s and w’s in true Cockney fashion

Everything in this world,^' says Mr Shandj, ^^is big with jest,

and has wit in it and instruction too—if we can but find it out

"

I had found the jest for myself bcttei than Faust could have dis-

covered it foi me But he now pointed out the instruction where

I should least have expected it Ladies and gentlemen," he said,

walking up to the footlights, let me be a variiin^ and let all 'ere

see as they 'as nothin' to do with lood vomen vliich theyVe brought

me to the Demon of Darkness and destruction*" lie was translating

Mr* Irving's moral as he understood it, though, his troubles being

the result of having to do with a statute, it did not seem appropriate

The final scene was bewildering It showed a woman in white

drapery reaching to her ankles, and displaying a broad expanse of

heavy laced black boots, and two children seemingly hung on the

yall They waved their arms as if trying to swim through the air,

and it may be they were modelled on the flight of angels at the

Lyceum, and had come for the statute Or, perhaps, like many
another thing of beauty, the scene had no particular meaning, and

was merely a concession to the aesthetic tastes of the audience

However that may be, it was a great success, and the curtain went

down in the midst of universal applause

I should be the first to think a mountain had been made of a

molehill, were my assertion that the Faust legend has been taken

back by the people based upon one visit to a Penny Gaff The per-

£ E 2
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formauce I have just described was but one of many I have already

seen In its utter but unconscious senselessness it is a fair type of

the class to which it belongs There is not space, even did I think

it desirable, to analyze the others in detail, but a few words will be

sufficient to show how truly it may be said that Faust has again

become a popular character The very evening I saw the scientific

and respectable show, I went to a second Penny Gaft in the New Cut

Here was another red Mephistophelcs, this time figuring as a Storm

Fiend, and another Margaret, who masqueraded as the fair Hevaleen,

a fine figure of a woman, as Joe Gargcry would say, m shabby

satin and paste jewels The play, if play it can be called, was

another distorted reflection of the Lyceum " Faust Again t£ere

was the compact between the demon and the man who had learned

to summon him, of which the immediate object was that the latter

might gain Ilevaleen^s love, and the end, the triumph of the demon

over his victim both disappearing to a hell of red calcium lights

And again the magic miiror was looked to for the strongest effects

of the tragedy

But it was in York that I felt most keenly the degradation of a

story made great by the teriible reality of the belief that gave birth

to it, by the poetry of Marlowe and Goethe , made beautiful by

Gounod^s music and !Mr Irving^s stage pictures The principal attrac-

tion of York Martinmas Fair this year w is, to judge by the number

ot its patrons, WalFs Phantasmagoria Without, on the great gilded

walls, was an announcement of ghosts, visions, and vampires
,

within was a performance of " Faust," pathetic in its absurdity to all

who have read the poem and heard the opera The performers

were more faithful to their Lyceum model than Penny Gaff actors,

though they, too, sought to impress then audience by the spectres of

the mirror, and though they had borrowed from the libretto It

was not only that the Mephistophelcs was, in his own way, as feon-

scientious as Mr Dixey in his imitation of Mr Irving There was

an unmistakable effort to reproduce Lyceum scenes Faust was in

the first act transformed from an old to a young man , Margaret—but

a Margaret whose hair was short and crimped and parted on one

side, ind who wore flat silver earrings—had her spinning-wheeh,

Martha appeared in +he garden scene But the meaning was still

as vague as in the London Road and New Cut versions There was

a suggestion of rivalry between Faust and Siebel, who on this stage

became as prominent as in the opera When the latter placed his

flowers on the spinning-wheel, Mephistophelcs brought the jewels,

remarking, "Vegetable against mineral, I backs the minerals every

time " But immediately the scene changed, Faust declared his hour

had come, and Mephistophelcs carried him off in the inevitable red

light To me, knowing as 1 did upon what the play was based, it
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was quite unintelligible That it was equally so to many of the

lookers-on, who had never heard of Goethe, Gounod, or Mr Irving,

I was fortunate enough to learn A woman, sitting next to me, who
had already seen the performance, and whose interest inspired her to

friendliness, explained the plot, or rather her interpretation of it

The aged Faust, to whom Margaret in the vision kissed her hand, was
Margarct^s father

, the young Faust was her husband
,
Siebel was

her young man , Mephistopheles— him they reckons to be the

red devil —was trying to get her for himself with the jewels ! The
Jfaith of the masses has indeed changed since the days when this

same demon robbed the Bishop of Salzburg^s cellars, fooled the Pope,

and gave substance to the spirits of the dead The men of the six-

teenth century would have scorned such a devil As Helena left but

her robe and veil with Faust, so of the old Mephistopheles only his

costume and name remain with the people

This arrangement of “ Faust is not peculiar to WalFs Phantas-

magoria In Durham, at a country theatre, where the seats, as in

York, were threepence, I saw it performed by an entirely diflTerent

company of actors But on this occasion the magic mirror was

dispensed with It was as a slight compensation, I suppose, that

the plot was more elaborated, and Mephistopheles, as in the old

puppet-shows, relieved the serious action by throwing squibs and

playing jokes The rivalry between Faust and Siebcl was more

fully emphasized To get the latter out of the way, Mephistopheles

now turned him into a tree, now dropped him in a well The result

was also less vaguely set forth Siebel wished to run away with

Margaiot, Mephistopheles interfered to sucli good purpose that Faust

captured Margaret while Siebel took Martha by mistake However,

to the audience it may have seemed that he had the best of it, for

another fiiendly neighbour explained to me that Margaret was

Martha^s mother, as indeed, leasoning from appearances, she might

well have been The performers belonged to a cheap burlesque

company But they were thoroughly in earnest in the love scenes

and the tragic parts Here they had no thought of burlesquing,

and for this very reason the parody was more complete than at Mr
Toole^s Theatre Old habits are strong, and even m the garden

Miss Rose Ldwin and her fellow actors burst into comic song To *

them it was as little out of place in tragedy as to the men of the

Middle Ages was joculai blasphemy in the miracle plays The old

"Faust" drama of the puppet stage had its share of comedy

Though people no longer laughed at the devil in real life, they could

treat him as a clown in the theatre The comedy with them only

intensified the tragedy But m the Durham " Faust " the concert-

hall fun could but lower the alreadv sadly degraded legend

That the mutilated story of Faust is as wide-spread as was its
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great original is more than probable Penny Gaffs have a dozen

audiences every night. Wall’s Phantasmagoria travels from one end

of Ihigland to the other When it vrent from York it was on its

wav to the great fair m Hull, and so, through North and South

Country and Midlands, it carries its ghosts, visions, and vampires *

The deductions to be made from the study of this modem popular

dramatization of Faust are negative and not positi\e, but they are

on that account none the less important The old legend is logical

in its folly
,
given its picmiscs, its conclusions are inevitable Ita

latest interpretation is not even illogical ,
it is as utteily senseless in*

the beginning as in the end If the former be a proof of the belief

of the sixteenth century in a personal devil and his powei to %ork

miracles, the latter shows that this belief exists no longer It shows,

moreover, that though the legends that spring from the people are

honest reflections of their thoughts, feelings, and beliefs, and there-

fore often of more relative importance than the artificial productions

of educated men, on the other hand the people, in borrowing themes,

which they do not understand, from the educated classes, are almost

sure to lower them both in spirit and form The fall of Dr Faustus

is a cunous instance of this, since he originally rose fiom the people

lint they have long since foi gotten him as he vv is represented on

their stage and m then literature, and the modern conception of

his chaiactcr is beyond then mental grasp When they first told the

story it was real to them, and the very sincerity of the faith upon

which it was founded gave it dignity and vitality, so that, despite

its childishness of foim and expression, it could inspire a Goethe

,

now, when they attempt to tell it again, they cannot impart to it the

least semblance of reality, and the Demon of Darkness and the Storm

Fiend are the result

The devil of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries survives but

as a spiritual agent, and among those who believe iii him m this

capacity there is a tendency to think the devil not so black as

they used to paint him, nor hell so hot as the people say ” When
supernatural beings were constantly appearing in visible form it was

not difflcult to accept the personality of purely symbolical chaiacters

Vices and Virtues could talk and laugh in the moralities, and the

Wesson they were intended to teach was understood without difficulty

But we have changed all that Nowadays allegory has lost some-

thing of its old realistic force, and, if human shape be given to angels

and devils in tale or diama, the improbability is so gieat that even

the moral their actions are intended to convey is missed by the un-

initiated The Penny Gaff and the Phantasmagoria actors had

without doubt been to the Lyceum There they grasped the fact of

* Since writing this I have seen the same version given m the World’s f'air, held lu
the Agricultural Hall, Islington
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the compact between Faust and Mephistopheles They saw that

upon it, though how tliey could not understand, depended the scenes

between Faust and Margaret But the principal lesson they learned

was that strange spectres and red lights are indispensable when the

de'^il walks upon earth Many intelJigcnt critics m tlic stalls have

tliought Mr Irving’s Faust but a higher development of Drury
Lane spectacle It is not therefore strange th it, looked at from the

galleiy, flames and apparitions seemed the chief end of the play On
the Penny Gaff stage tlicy have become so without disguise Mr
living advertises the Witches’ Kitchen/’ his })rcscnt chief spectacular

attraction, in the papcis His humble imitators should not be taken

to task for themselves announcing their marvels from doorsteps,

this being their oidy method of advertisement It is natural that to

the audience, in turn, these marvels seem the only reason for the

performance, which is consequently measured by then merits It is

true that the managers Of mysteries, moralities, and marionettes

appealed to their patrons by elaborate scenery and many squibs On
the puppet stage and in the chap-books, every few minutes and pages

it thundered and lightened as if the w orld Iiad been at an end ”

But scenery and squibs were in keeping with the ^ilay Now the

play IS 111 keeping with squibs and spectres Characters and dialogue

are receiA^ed as wonders bearing no more meaning or applicability to

everyday life than the glare of the calcium lights oi the reflections

from the mirrors Not Faust, but his distorted shadow, has been

restored to the people

Elizabeth Robins Plnnell



THE NATIONAL CHURCH AS A
FEDERAL UNION

F
RQ!M different quarters, two opposite complaints are brought

against the Church of England of her insisting on too

rigid a uniformity, and of her admitting too wide a latitude,

of doctiiiial belief and ritual usage The facts on which these

charges respectively rest, though seemingly incompatible, arc

really related as cause and effect The articles, the creeds, the

services, to which assent is required, contain many hundreds of

propositions unverifiable in experience, and precariously inferred

from inconclusive texts
,
propositions dealing with matters so abstruse

and transcendent that concurrent acceptance of them by even

a hundred persons would be possible only by giving them no

thought The enormous demand may not be too much for dc<

pendent natures accustomed to take things on trust, but less

docile minds, that are under a necessity of seeing for themselves,

rise against it, and either put their own meaning into the words

befor'' agreeing to them, or shelter themselves by some mental

reservation The very tightness of the bond provokes the effort

and the ingenuities of relaxation The literal sense of a formulary

once abandoned, the possible substitutes deviate in all directions
,
a

slight swerve this way or that, given at the outset to some inde-

terminate conception, will carry it home to a rationalistic, or a

spiritual, or a sacramentarian result Hence the homogeneous stratum

of passive acquiescence is intersected and modified by veins of active

thought, injected and crossing at vanons angles , with the practical

effect of dividing the uholc mass into sections, specimens from

which no one could suspect of being all quarried from the same bed

It IS a highly significant fact that this issue, which attests the failure

^ of uniformity, is by no means regarded as a scandal, except in the
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polemic of party with party, but is appealed to by eulogistic ob-

servers m evidence of the singular moderation of the Church, and the

large scope of theological freedom provided for her members Where
else, it is asked, do you find an ecclesiastical body whose communion
extends from the borders of Romanism to the “ reasonable

” gospel

of Locke and Tillotson ?

A Church which aims at uniformity and arrives at an exceptional

range of variation, cannot well be either blamed or praised for both at

once Whichever be right, their co-existcnce is wrong Nor is it

doubtful on which side the surrender must take place The tendency

of modern feeling in favour of religious union is becoming too strong

for the frail tissue of doctrinal distinctions Every loyal Churchman
finds a generous joy in receiving his communion fiom the hand alike of

a Liddon, a Bickersteth, or a Jowett , and, in pleading for lus Church,

delights to point to the broad fling of its Peter*s net, that brings to

land great fishes and small of many kinds, and ^'for all there aic so

many, yet is the net not broken And so great is the aversion to

enforce the rules of uniformity, that no bishop, if he can help it,

will set the law lu motion against an alleged offender in rite or

doctrine, and that in every suit which cannot be escaped the public

sympathy is always with the accused, be he charged with a sacerdotal

posture or an heretical doubt That this set of the tide in favour of

comprehension is final will hardly be disputed And if so, the

necessity is urgent of relieving the facts and feeling of the actual

Church ofEngland from prohibition and condemnation by her own law,

for while the Acts of Uniformity remain, the work of the Church will

be honeycombed by the canker of unveracity and sclf-sophisticatiori

But if Churchmen feel a generous pride in sheltering withm their

communion the contrasted apostolates of Simeon and Venn, of Pusey

and Keblc, of Robertson and Stanley, they are ready for a yet more

capacious hospitality These differences within thfeir sanctuary con-

tain in principle, and exceed in degree, the charactenstics which sever

ythc Nonconformist Christians from them and from each other Be

xhur scat and sphere of action internal or external, all these varia-

tions are the reproduction of an ancient and undying conflict between

the priest and the prophet—between the minister of helps that carry

men to God, and the organ of God’s own spirit seeking and claimmg

men , the mediating agent that can cleanse the hindrances away, and

the immediate flash and voice of conversion piercing the soul Depen-

dent minds that rest on outward authority, spiritual minds that meet

divine things in and around their own consciousness, divide between

them the chief vaneties of ritual and devotion the Anglicans con-

sulting most, it may be, for the wants of the former, the Puritans

addressing themselves rather to the experience of the latter, and

brmging the inward witness of religion to its ultimate isolation in
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the Societj of Fiicnds If the rarying hues of thought can be

followed without breach of fellowship within the Church of England,

they can be followed beyond, and to claim communion with Wilber-

force and Newton, while refusing it with Chalmers and Guthne ,
to

own it with Law and Fletcher, while disclaiming it with Robert Hall

and Elizabeth Fry , to aflirm it with Pattesoii, and deny it with

Livingstone, is possible only by arbitrary tiiflmg with a sacred

bond

Here, then, arc two indications of unsoundness in tlie present

position of the Church of England The practical feeling of hei

members, that their party distinctions arc no breach of unity, and

even attune her message better to different minds, attests the

collapse of her fundamental insistency on uniformity it is the

protest of her eKpcrience against her theory At the same time,

this practical fteling, so strong against schism within, rests content

with alienation from corresponding diversities without, and looks

down upon them as on the factions of a foreign land An institution

with two such weaknesses is in a state of unstable equihbiium, and

needs read]ustment with picsent icalitics It retains in its consti-

tution, it embodies in its olhets ot viorship, the assumption, long

falsified by facts, that it is the soic organ of the nition^s icligious

life
,
and takes no notice of the nearly equal multitude of English

Christians beyond its fold, unless it be in the Litany against false

doctrine, heresy, and schism,^^ or the collect for prcscriation from

false apostles Is it suipnsing that tins pretension, Tututal enough

Hi an age when no one dreamt of a plurality of Christian com-

munions, should now, in the tacc of modern facts, bt found irritating

and arrogant ^ It was never meant as a wrong, but has come to

have all the effect of a wrong In that chaiacter it has worked

itself into a hurtful power m the State, for it has e'stabhshed an

alliance between the earnest Nonconformists of the " Liberation

Society and the political Radicals, religious and iion-religious, for

the denationalization of the Church and the alienation of its endow-

ment In strong deprecation of so drastic a measure, another

mode of dealing v\ith the problem was suggested last June and July in

the pages of this Rlview by the Rev Sir George W Cox and myself

Wide discussion and long reflection have so enlarged the contour

of that first sketch, and filled it in with definite contents, that in

presenting it afresh nothing need be icpeated, and against the chief

criticisms it has received it will plead its own cause by exposition

alone without polemic of mine

In some important respects the Earl of Selborne’s admirable "De-

fence of the Church of England alters the whole aspect of the eccle-

siastical problem He makes it clear, by historical evidence, that the

Church endowment, including tithes, arose, as ranch as any rent-
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charge bequeathed last year, by Toluntary gift, and preceded all laws

required for its protection
, so that it stands u]K>n the same footing

with the income of Dissenters^ trusts The Parliamentary grant

made by the Church Buildings Acts of 1817 and 1824 were
altogether exceptional, and to these—the impression of which I

well remember—wc owe perhaps the prc\ ailing Nonconformist belief

that the ecclesiastical revenues are furnished, first or last, from the

public exchequer It is further shown that the cuil power, in

undertaking to adopt aad administer certain pre existing ecclesi-

astical laws, did not select for favour the Cliuith which it thus

established,” inasmuch as there was but one in existence, to which

all alike belonged By a careful and complete record ol the

constitutional giowtli of the English spiritual organiz ition, Lord

Selborne furnishes an historical defence of the Chnuh perfect for

nearly a thousand years of her development And it hei position

in these latter days had no nioie reasonable assailants to meet than

the Liberationists,” wc might well say that he had made her

secure
,

for their attack is decisively repelled But the vindication

of her past is not enough to equip her for her future Living on

into altered lelations, and pressed by the exigencies oL a highly

complex society, her constitution no longer works smoothly with the

modem environment, but encounters many a disabling jai The

tone that befitted her as the sole herald ot Christ to this nation is

out of character with the many-voiced religion of our time, and

sounds too stately for pniatc folks unused to pray with trumpet

tongue The quiet assumption that her spiritual fold is co extensive

with the civil existence of our people, that she has no partners in

her watch over them, that they arc all due to her temples and as

much bound to believe her creed as to obey the laws, is an

untenable survival of a social condition long obsolete So far as

appears, Lord Selborne finds nothing in this attitude that needs

^defence Having justified it in the past, he leaves it as it is, and

ipaakes no abatement from the claim of uniformity Having swept

fiom the field the assailants immediately threatening, he retires

without noticing the unguarded exposures and internal insecurities

which tempted their attack and still lemaiu

It would bo difficult to cite a more surprising triumph of fai^h

over fact than the expectation prevalent among the clergy, that by

faithfulness and patience they can recall all wanderers, piece together

again the shattered 9 egula Jidei^ tire out the whims of Nonconformity,

and bring the whole nation back into their Church No doubt, the

personal devotedness and Christian graces of a vast spiritual army

may make great conquests, which might be conclusive if it had these

advantages all to itself, and that the neglected wastes of aland

should be so reclaimed would be a pure joy to every good man
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But the level of ministerial character and service, as of zeal in the

people, IS little likely^to nse in one religious class while sinking in

all others , the moral upheaval, wrought by large and long-gathering

forces, affects the whole area together, and leaves its parts related

as before Besides, the causes of Nonconformity are not personal

antipathies and humours, but gra\e and reasoned convictions deeply

anchored in the conscience and kept steadfast by many a subsidiary

hold on the immovable breakwaters of memory and reverence Are

these causes tiansient^ Docs the debate between the single and

the triple rank of clerical orders show, after so many centuries, the

least sign of wearing out ^ If Bobinson and Cromwell were to visit

the world again, would they find their Independency tired of its

longevity ^ lias not the Eucharistic controversy which divided the

Beformers reasserted its power in the dissensions of our own time ^

How long do you require such phenomena to last before you will

admit them to have a root which you cannot pluck up ^ Or perhaps

Dissent is an English perversity, and its causes are only local Has
then the Anglican ecclesiastical type spoken so persuasively to the

universal Christian consciousness, that only our insular captiousness

gives any place for other forms ^ On the contrary, while com-

munions of the Continental llcformation spread over every land

which the Papacy lost, and then crossed over to evangelize the

western world, Anglicanism could not plant itself even in Scotland,

and in foreign lands remained ever an exotic carried everywhere

by missionaries in charge of it and colonists that loved it, few

habitable places are out of i each of its voice , but from its isolated

stations and its groups of English worshippers, it has not burst foith

beyond its native bounds and c\mccd, like the Geneva gospel, a

diffusive and world-subdumg power

In the face of this experience, the hope of e elusive survival for

the present Church of England has little to support it but a predis-

posing faith Measure also the mountain whicn this faith has

to remove
,

”
for to cast Nonconformity " into the sea " is a

gigantic feat There arc 13^ millions of Church of England people

in this country in order to draw all Christian worshippers into

their fellowship they will ha\e to absorb 12J millions of religious

exiles , and to shut up, or episcopally consecrate, upwards of

13,000 Wesleyan chapels, 2,600 Independent, 2,200 Baptist, and

many other minor sets , and to deal with their attendant endow-

ments, schools, and colleges You keep in existence the great cause

which has created these things , by what reversal of its action do

you expect to destroy them ? The hope that the Scotch may all turn

Brelatist, and the Irish peasantry Methodists, and the French

^^akers, is not more chimerical both perhaps to be realized about

jte of the return of the Ten Tribes
tne da . , , « ___^^^ments of this kind, founded on rules of probability, appeal
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with sufficient effect to practical men , and to them was addressed

the historical evidence adduced in my former paper^ that the aim at

uniformity in theological doctrine was invariably baffled, and that

latitude for varieties was a prime essential to religious unity I am
aware, however, that reasoning from c\perience is inoperative against

the d prion assumptions of the dogmatic theologian , and that the

historical plea may be met by his reply, “ Wc may hitheito have
been always at theological variance , but uniformity is divinely pro-

vided for, and has to he
,
and therefore it will be , and here it is, if

you will only take it ” It is as the assured possessor of a divine

revelation, or a divine institute, that the speaker feels authorized to

answer thus with that faultless model before him, he can test the

defective conceptions of other men, and see how far down they he,

as the human inevitably must, below the superhuman Strange that

the guides of the world should lose then way by such self-deception ^

Doubtless, a divine communication must tell what in itself is

purely true and good , and the spirits, if such there be, into which

it thus passes, must, in regard to it, be in perfect unison But when
committed to us men as its custodians, it enters finite conditions, and

incurs all the liabilities of a fallible nature, shrinking with the con-

traction, finding room with the expansion, of the capacities it

occupies And the richer and ampler its contents may be, as befits

the infinite pouring into the finite, so much the larger and the

more certain must be the scope for variation, according to the

dimensions of the souls it seeks, and the giowtb of thought through

successive ages With resouices for meeting the soul in all its

possibilities, it will come into contact, as history unfolds, now with

this susceptibility, now with that , thougli still reserving its plenitude

till we all come to the perfect man, to the measure of the stature

of the fulness of Christ
”

Moreo\er, in an historical revelation it is onlv the primaly move-

ment that can complete itself by immediate descent of Divine into

i
human thought All ulterior transmission must be through the

vehicle of language, whethei oral between co-present men, or written

®for delivery from age to age For us, all the gift of God in

Christ IS conveyed to our comprehension through the Scriptures

,

from the study and comparison of which it has to be gathered

by rational analysis and combination In this process we arc at

the mercy of our own finite faeulties, and cannot escape their

liabilities to err , and the results which emerge have no higher

certainty than may attach to human inference and interpretation

When of two equally competent students one finds, m the records of

the Primitive Church, a hierarchy of spiritual officers, and the other

an equality, the tenure of their respective convictions is exactly the

same ,
and for a decisive verification they must wait for further evi-

dence Each interpreter must feel a full personal assurance of
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having hold of a revealed intent , but neither has anv warrant for

disparaging the corresponding assurance in the other, and saying " I

have the rniiid of Chiist, you have only your own’* To justify

such an attitude it would be needful, not only for the objective

matter on which thought is directed, to be divine, but for the

thinker s own procedure to be also divine In other words, before

you speak thus, you must have, or be, an infallible interpreter

Short of this, there is no foundation for any exclusive claim of

divine authority on behalf of any one body of Christian institutes

and doctrines as against others, and no title to denounce them as

heresy or apostasv The demeanour of assured orthodoxy

towards ^Hhe heterodox,” of the catholic” towards the “excom-
municate,” 18 without excuse The temper which it betrays has its

root in intellectu il illusion, and its fruit in moral arrogance

Never is tins tendency more misplaced than wlien, as a supposed

“ inseparable accident ” of office, it infuses itself into a mind else the

congenial home of all Christian graces Nothing can sit less well on

the excellent Bishop of Winchester than the air which his ecclesias-

tical authoritv has recently obliged him to assume towards Canon
Wilberforcc, and still more than the reasons he gives for prohibiting

intercommunion with Dissenters The Anglican Church, he tells

us, stands on a totally different level from any other community ot

Chnstians, being the res tpsi^stma which Christ himself primitively

instituted, and which is nowhere else to be found It is therefore

unique, divine, the one visible body in organic union with the Head

,

whereas the Nonconformist organizations are mere human institu-

tions, and can offer only what is in the gift of the members’ will The

difference is that between Church and not-Church, and it is impossible

foi the ministers of the former to have ecclesiastical fellowship witli

those of the latter This, the bishop says, is the primary assumption

on which his Church is founded But, as we have seen, it is also

the principle on which the Presbyterian Church is founded, and it is

valid, as an exclusive charter, either for both, or else for neither

After what has been said it will be evident that Bishop and Presbyter

must both ot them step down from their oracular platform and

discuss their difference humbly together, as a matter of historical

criticism and scholarly exegesis

A second principle which the Bishop finds at the base of his

Church is this—that the divine institution, being in contact with
“ human elements,” has not been preserved, throughout its transmis-

sion, free from error, but “ has run into excessive and unhealthy

growths,” needing the Reformation to “ prune ” and restore its

purity, and in England this was done with such discriminative

wisdom as to reproduce exactly the pnmitive model It is plain that

the human liabilities let in by this second principle destroy the dmne
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guarantee claimed in the first If, in one age, the custodians of the

Church can misconstrue its functions, and claim what does not belong

to it, what 18 to secure us against its having gone wrong in another,

the " human elements ” being never absent ’

Why IS it not as competent for the Presbyterian to treat Episcopacy

as an unhealthy growth,” as for the Bishop to apply the “ prun-

ing ” knife to transubstautiation ^ If at the lleforination the human

faculties rediscovered and re-erccted the pure Church, had they

nothing to do with its first organization and growth ^ Had they one

whit less or more concern with the creation of one type of Christian

community than of another’ In whatever sense one of these is a

“ human institution,” in the same sense is every other They arc

all of them products of different human judgments upon the same

data in whatever sense one of them is formed in realization of a

divine model, in the same sense is every other ,
and for any one to

plant itself it a supernatural elevation above the rest, is not less out

of place than for one decipherer of a fragmentary or ambiguous

inscnption to assume papal airs towards diftering fcllow-interpretcrs

This common tenure of all our varying beliefs, that they are simply

so many human intcrpictations of divine things, you can no more

escape than you can jump off your own shadow 'Phe more wc learn

to live together humbly and trustingly on these terms, each follow-

ing out his own sanctities with the least possible chafing against

those of othei's, the sooner shall we find the secret byways by which

these sanctities all run into each othei, so as to carry us past the

subtleties of churches to the very mind of Christ

The subjective chaiacter of an individual’s theological judg-

ments, and their consequent prccaiiousness, is seldom denied But,

from the stress laid on the continuity and concurrent acceptance

of the same beliefs, it seems to be imagined that some escape is

afforded from infirmity to-day by its persistence to morrow, and from

aberration in each by assent in a crowd This is intelligible in the

Romanist, who assumes a supernatural guidance of every oecumenical

council by the Holy Spirit
,

it only needs to be rendered credible

by adequate evidence In the absence of this, and under < the

admission of unhealthy growths ” and impaired purity,” it is

obvious that nothing is gamed in security for truth, but only m scale

of voting power, by removing the issue from the private chamber to

the public assembly In the consensus ecclesiasticus the appeal only

passes from an individual to a multiform fallibility ,
which is apt to

be a more dangerous force, m proportion as a cumulative wave of

prejudice and passion drilbn by a sweeping Zeitgeist is more formid-

able than the ripples of individual idiosyncracy

To one who looks on every partial variety of Christian faith as

secreting withm it some living seed of truth and good, the history of the
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Church presents no more humihatmg descent than from the sublime

idea of Catholicity —the universal uplooking and uplifting of

regenerate humanity to God—^to the actual process by which the

contents of the word " Catholic " have been determined To the

thought itself pure expression was given by the well-known rule, " Ut
id teueamus quod ubique, quod semper, quod ab omnibus creditum

est Yet, in the application, the ttbtque excludes the whole Eastern

Church and the dominions of the Goths , the sunper blots out the

two infant centuries of Christendom, ere it had yet passed beyond

the AtSa'j^ri rHjv S^SaKa airoaroXtjjp , and its ab omnibus flings into the

outer darkness innumerable swarms of excommunicants—Donatists,

Arians,Monophysites,Albigenses, Hussites—down to the miscellaneous

host through which the lleformation has re evangelized the old world

and created the new This narrowed universality,^^ gained by the

arts of party conflict, is all the “ orbis terrarum to which Rome
appeals Thus, by a perverse contradiction, the term Catholic obtains

definition of its contents by a perpetual expulsion of minorities, each

in turn, as it arises, driven away with the brand of anathema , and

the Churches Unity is the residual product of a ceaseless consecration

of antipathies expended upon an ever-fresh batch of outcasts The

process, Baxter would sav, is a continuous robbing Christ of some

portion of his flock The catholicity thus formed is a cumulus

of execrations, and its Church is built of stones of stumbling and

rocks of offence

The time has come to throw open mind and heart to a truer

catholicity than this—to one which shall be inclusive instead of ex-

clusive ,
which shall find its sanctuary brighter and warmer for the

new lights of thought and waves of feeling that flow into it
,
and

shall rejoice to sec some unawakened portion of our people caught up

by an unlooked-for inrush of the Spirit that bloweth where it

listeth,” and plunged into a new baptism of conversion
, and shall

be able to welcome the movement as a gam of fresh territory to the

kingdom of Christ

“ Unity " is the ^ecret soul of both these catholicities, perverted,

in tlie “ exclusive, by the postulate of uniformity
,

perfected, in

the “ inclusive/^ by the irresistible development of varieties The
historical crisis in which Providence handed us over from the one to

the other, and so deepened and widened our spiritual problem, was

the Reformation period
, which opened indeed in the sixteenth

century, but has not even yet delivered all its contents It was

easy to be uniform in rite and doctiine, so long as the comparatively

childish and passive mind of our Christianlfopulations was dependent

on outward authority for a dictated theology repeated by rote and

incorporated in habits , nor is it wonderful that such reverence as

* VinccnUas **Cominomtoriuin,” cap lu
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was congenial to that stage of character settled upon the system en

Hoc, and forbade the slightest loosening of its solidity But when,
later in the European day, that system fell under the intense focus

of reflective reason or conscience, slowly climbing to its meridian,

its cohesion yielded
, the startling magnitude of its contents became

apparent^ and their many-sided aspects played with distributed power
upon the quickened spirits of men The objective force of dogma is

conservative, not creative it is the influence of a constant picture,

looking at you with the same face, not of a living experience

through which you pass
, and it is sure to give way when a reaction

upon it arises from enlarged self-consciousness and penetrating

thought Hence, when the Reformation spread the Scriptures

beneath the waking eye of Europe, the one overpowering impression

everywhere left was of the inwardness of the religion of Christ

,

under the influence of which sacraments were cancelled or rc-inter-

preted, and the mediating priest superseded, and doctrine centred

on the relation of the redeemed soul to God The incongruity of

the old “ uniformity **
superstition with this creative change long

remained—nay, still remains—unrealized , and it went on trying its

hand at all sorts of symbolical books, the multiplication and con-

tradictions of which drew upon them the reproaches and derision of

the Romanists, concentrated m Bossuet s Histoire des Variations

-des i^glises Protestantes On the principle of the exclusive

catholicity^^ demanding uniformity,^^ the book is unanswerable

The tiue reply is missed, till you resort to the inclusive catholicitv,”

and claim as a blessing what is thrown at you as a reproach

You upbraid us with the ' variations of Protestants ? ^ Yes, we
vary, and shall vary, so long as finite faculties can be m touch with

only one part at a time of the infinite truth and beauty and good

and the differences which you count against us are, in their very

number, the best witnesses for us , showing at how many points the

divine message finds contact with us, speaks to our thoughts, and

throbs through our life

The unity which is still possible, I do not say m spite of this

variety, but as the pervading principle of this variety, is certainly

not the same with the prior elimination of Dissent It is no longer a

unity of opinion , it is now a unity of faith—i e , it is not a coinci-

dence in the subjective judgments of a plurality of persons, but a

direction of them all, in the absence of visible coincidence, upon the

same infinite object, the centre of all that is holy, just, and true

m itself and in every soul that owns them It is a consciousness

that we know in part, and prophesy in part,” and that from the

several stations of our geocentric position all our views of heavenly

th»gs need a correction for parallax which we cannot make , and a

faith that the seeming discordances of our trust and prayer feel their

VOL LI. V P
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way into tune as they asceud, and harmoniously meet in the All-

perfect Presence which they seek Under these conditions^ the

different communions virtually say to one another, We doubtless

divuh the tiuth among us, as it is given us, and as we severally need

and can appropriate it—you, this part
,
and we, that This is a

relation which admits of profound sympathy and the most beneficent

co-opcration But when one of the communions quits the level

pavement of the common worship and mounts its high-altar steps,

and says to the rest, You doubtless have each a part of the truth,

much mixed , but we have the whole of it, quite pure , this is a

self assertion of “ legitimacy/^ a brandishing of the " white flag,^'

which puts an end to every constitutional ” guarantee, and givca

warning that the only choice is between deposition and absolutism

What hope can on have of coming to fin understanding with

another when you begin by requiring entire suiioudci on his part^

In spite of some discoui aging s}mptoms, I cannot beluve that the

existing Church of Lnglaud will consent to be the \ictim of such

obscurantism And if she will take the only tenable gi uiiid, foie-

goiug her tacitly assumed patent of infallibilitj, and accepting her

Protestant paiallclism with other Cliiistnu communions in thi‘>

country, her dithcultics mav uc removed, and a prospect opened to

her of a real hegemony fai more dignified and f ir better secured

than will ever be conceded to hei as the ecelcsiabtical hen of the

Apostles

The adjustments needed for this end ha\c been long delayed In

a certain thcoictic sense they wcic due at the Bcstoratioii, foi

then, more definitely than it any other date, was the crisis of the

English struggle between the cvelusue and the inclusive catholicity

For upwards of 110 jears the composite forces which made up the

old leligious uniformity had lost their equilibrium, and been in

strife together—always, howcvci, with a view to a continued

ecclesiastical unity, though not the same unity as before The

ideal of what the hnglish Church should be was far from being

identical in the different parties to the projected settlement The
Anglicans wanted to save more from the past , the Puritans to

lighten the sacred ark for its futuic coarse by more freely throwing

over its excessiic burden of rite and dogma The quarrel waa
about the form which should be given to the one chm ch in England,,

and no one demanded liberty for the co-existence of several

Whether there was ever, during that intense agitation of rcligioua

minds, any possible vza media which, had it only been found, might

have realized the contemplated end, is very doubtful The influence

ot the continental divines and controversies, the conBicting

tendencies of the Scotch and the English religious mind, the

exasperation of ecclesiastical by political disaffection, combined to
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produce irreconcilable fanaticisms and silence the counsels ol

moderation At all events, the couise pursued on the return ot

Charles II turned the scale, and by violently enforcing uniformity

rendered it for ever impossible The powers of ecclesiastical cohesion

were overstiained
, the pressure upon consciences was intolerable

,

the English Christendom was broken in pieces, and from that

moment took its separate lines of development, and bespoke distinct

centres of communion Had there been at the head of affairs in

1662 a statesman of large and calm wisdom—a Sir Matthew Hale
instead of a Clarendon—he might ha\e seen that the moment had

arrived for substituting the inclusive Catholicism for the exclusive

,

and instead of repeating the criminal folly of persecuting exemplary

citizens and trusted pastors of the people, might have allowed the

English Christendom to organize itself upon its scpaiate axes, each

traced from the same invisible Head, and supporting by their

attraction similar spheres of realized righteousness Had this been

done, we should long ago have had that best economy of spintual

energy in which each worshippcr^s piety is brightest, because in its

own natural home, and yet most open to fellow-feeling with the

several comrades who, marching by conveiging roads, meet him on

the same battlefield against the hosts of sin and darkness Late thojigh

it be for a duty so great and simple, nevertheless, if we " have faith

as a gram of mustard seed,^^ it may yet be done We cannot, and

we need not, dissolve or change our separate communions, or in any

way weaken our loyalty to them But why not clustei them all

together, as confederated members of a common country—a divine

commonwealth, with plenty of human work claiming the heart and

hand of alP That is the puipose of the legislative measure which

I now propose to explain and recommend

To guard the reader against certain natural but erroneous precon-

ceptions, I will first refer to some ends, often in favour with Church

reformers, at which the present scheme does not aim

Its object IS not to liberalize " the existing Church of England,

or widen the entrance to its ministry, bj reducing its formularies to

the expression of what is common to all Christians Its sup-

porters are aware how little congenial to the spirit of this age

would be such an imitation of the attempts at comprehension
*

made by TiUotson and revived by Blackburne They have no faith

in a latitudmarian neutrality and silence towards articles of belief,

blended" in many minds with the very essence of devotion, and

therefore no desire to limit in any way the doctrinal and ritual

terms which the members of a religious body may deem indispen-

sable to their commumon The proposed enactment does not

presenbe any alteration in this respect True, it repeals the Acts

of TJmformity which at present define and enforce for the Established

p F 2
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Church the conteuts of its faith and the conditions of its worship

But the legal control thus relinquished by the State is delivered into

the hands of the Episcopal Church itself, which, in the exercise of

ncTv constitutional powers, may either retain its formularies as they

arc or from tune to time modify them as may seem best Complete

freedom, whether for conservation or for reform, is thus secured

Hut, lest that freedom, in its early exercise, ^should unfairly press

upon the existing clergy, it is provided that they shall not be bound

to anything beyond the engagements into which they entered at

their ordination By this course Parliament is not asked, as it was

in the old comprehension Bills, for the doctrinal legislation

from which political men shrink, and for which, indeed, a House of

Commons containing samples of all beliefs and non-beliefs is no fit

assembly By discharging from the Statute-book the one great

example of such legislation, the law-makeis’ aversion to it is finally

satisficed They take leave of it for ever

Again, it is not now proposed to throw preferment to benefices open

to non-Episcopalians, or to confer a legal light upon either them or

the clergy to occupy each othcr^s pulpits, irrespectively of the rules ot

their own communions In these inspects the constitution of the

Episcopal Church would remain exactly as it is, until its own rcpie

sentative synod thought fit to change it In making this disclaimer,

I retract a statement by both Sir George Cox and myselt in our

former papers, written when the principles of our plan had as yet not

been completely worked out into detail

Again, it IS not proposed to disendow the Church, oi to divert its

estates and revenues to purposes alien from their intended destination

On the contrary, the mam design, in regard to temporalities, is to

save the whole of that endowment for the united Christian culture of

the English people, and m doing so to make no change in its mode
of application except such as, on the legal principle of qy preh^ the

courts of lustice constantly prescribe, in order to keep alive the

essence of an old intent under new and unforeseen conditions The
ancient donors (Saxon and Noiman) whose voluntary gifts instituted

that endowment, lived and died in presence of one only Church as

their total local Christendom, and could exercise no preference

among its future and unsuspected differentiations , and no one can say

how they would have been affected towards the several Reformation

developments, had they lived on to experience them Their endow-
ment then stands in an impartial relation to the religious grbwths of

later times, and must be taken as conferred upon the entire Christen-

dom of England and on that earlier estate, formed prior to the

division of one communion into several, bodies of Puritan descent

or character have as legitimate a claim as the Anglican That they

were banished from all participation in it, and otWwise treated as
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outcasts^ must^ in this view, be regarded as a wrongful forfeiture

,

none the less, that they themselves, had they been in the ascendant,

would probably have dealt out the same measure to the Anglicans

This wrong the present scheme proposes, not indeed to repair^ but

simply to terminate, by now at last admitting the excluded to their

just share The process is analogous to the removal of an attainder,

and reversion of a sequestered estate

This claim, however, applies to the endowment only during the

period when the Church was regarded as co-extensive with the nation

From the moment when, by the Act of Uniformity, it ceased to

embrace the whole of the English Christendom, and identified itself

exclusively with the Episcopalian branch of it, all gifts and bequests

made to it, as so defined, must have been intended for it in its legal

form, as distinguished from all vaneties of Nonconformity Whatever

increment the Church property has received by gift or bequest since

1662, constitutes a special endowment of the Episcopal Church

By this arrangement the position is made good, that no diversion

IS contemplated from the intended purpose of the ecclesiastical

estate

Once moio, it is not proposed to place the present Church of

England, while still subject to the restrictions of the Acts of

Uniformity, at the disposal, parish by parish, of popularly elected

parochial boai ds, which shall have a voice in appointing the clergy,

shall regulate the services, and control the building and the funds,

and even, perhaps (as has been suggested), hand over the church

1o any religious body that can contrive to get a majority of votes

This method is founded on the supposed legal fiction (which Earl

Selborne shows to have no existence) that every English subject is

constitutionally
”

a member of the Church of England If such a

principle was ever known to the law, it either meant no more than

that the church was open to any one who chose to seek its services,

and the chuichyard accessible for the burial of any deceased

parishioner, or it was the expression of an enforced conformity,

recognizing no man as a citizen unless he were a conforming

Churchman In any case it has become, under present social con-

ditions, such an empty unreality as to bring to certain rum any con-

struction built upon it So long as the nation and the

Church were co-extensive, the parochial organization naturally served

for both civil and ecclesiastical purposes , the rates voted by the

ratepayers went m part to secular uses—e g , to relieve the poor , in

part, to ecclesiastical

—

eg, to repair and cleanse the church, to

provide its furniture, to keep the churchyard ,
and those who sub-

senbed the common fund had nghtly the election of the church-

warden to administer it But with the extension of Nonconformity

arose resistance to the application of public rates to Church pur-
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poses, and the compulsory lew of them ceased, and it is not easy

to see with what justice those who have thrown off the obligation

can now be re instated m the corresponding power, not without

enormous increase of its r^nge The parochial Nonconformists,

haling washed their hands of their local ecclesiastical responsibilities,

and procured legal recognition of their exemption, it is too late to

invite them back again in ordei to oveipower the bond fide Church-

men m the control of their religious services and interior affairs It

18 difficult to conceive of a more flagrant and irritating wrong than

the drowning ol the habitual worshippers^ oico m legard to mattci>

of such deep interest to them, by bringing to the poll a mixed

multitude, not only of Disseiiteis, but of the non religious who have

nothing to guide them but anti-clcrical antipathies Having once

entered on the policy of severing the cml functions of the parochial

area from the ecclesiastical, we must go through witli it, aud sui-

rendcr the administration of the ottices and resources of its episcopal

church to the real members, on whom the old local charges are

already thrown

The injustice of this parochial democracy has the less excuse on

account of its obvious incflicicncy So long as the Acts of Uniformity

are left on the Statute book, aud so long as idvowsous and rights of

presentation remain, the bishops, the churcliwardcns, the patrons arc

bound by restrictions and invested with privileges which leave no

appreciable latitude for change in the services, the personal appoint-

ments, or the finances , not could any important proposal be made
which did not trench on some existing iiglit or obligation The
favourite escape from this difficulty—viz , by appeal to the bishop

—

does not seem well-advised , for what can be more dangerous in itself

and more embarrassing to him than to vest in him a dispensing poioei

over the law which it is his office at once to obey and to administer ^

To set loose a popular strain, pulling in all directions—tins way in

one parish, that way in another—^upon an iron bound Church that

cannot yield, can produce nothing but an angrv and fruitless expendi-

ture of strength

For these reasons, the proposed Bill freely surrenders the whole

of the parish and district churches aud chapels of ease to the

Episcopalians, and provides for an entire separation of the

ecclesiastical management from the functions of the parochial cml
administration This will assimilate the smallest ecclesiastical area

~the single church with its worshippers—to all the larger circles

within which it is embraced, and m which there is no confusing

mixture of secular with spiritual functions The whole senes will

be ecclesiastical The rector's or vicar's own real flock will constitute

the primary unit of the Episcopalian Church system A number of

these will form the constituents of a rural deaneryi aud by refernng
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#
€ach larger term, as it arises^ to a higher group, we arrive at the

archdeaconry, the diocesse, the province , each with its own represen-

tative body, and all culminating in a general synod, with full powers

to determine and modify at discretion the whole system of Church
order and life

Having cleared tlu proposals of the National Church Association

from the cognate aims which they do not include, I proceed to their

positive contents

The first projected step in the plan of action, the prior condition of

its ulterior and chief aim, shall beMesciibed by the Eail of Selborne, lu

spite of the easy indilfcrencc with which he dismisses it Disestab-

lishmenV' he says, ‘ without disendowment, a renunciation by the

State of such powers of control as arc involved in Establishment,

without a total or large seculaiization of the endowments of Church,

IS a measure which nobody now proposes, and which I therefore need

not consider ^ The reason why nobody now proposes to separate

disestablishment from disendowment is, that under the discipline of

the Libeiation Society everybody has been taught, if not to fuse the

two ideas into one mass, at least to couple them like chain-shot that

must always fly together The popular Nonconformist conception of

the Church of England as a State-created or State-selected and

State endowed institution, set up by profane intrusion of secular

power into spiritual relations, mixes up historical error and illusory

theory into one huge prejudice, in which all accurate distinction is

lost with the cfifect of misdirecting all practical effort at reform

upon the sweeping project now struck down by Lord Selborne's

assault To him, doubtless, it is no unwelcome thing, at his point ot

view, to give the coup de grace, by an easy stroke at a single* neck,

to both disestablishment and disendowment together, and to leave

his beloved Anglican Church undisturbed in her lonely ascendency

But those who find no wan ant for that ascendency cannot accept

it as the sole surviving alternative, and on looking out for another

may perhaps alight upon it by the discriminative act of approving

disestablishment and rejecting disendowment This will become

plain if we fiv exactly the meaning of the chief words

A Church is not established so long as the rules of its constitution

and procedure are voluntary, framed, accepted, and administered by

its members under stipulated sanctions The engagements involved

in membership are simply matters of vimte contract

1 A Church becomes established whenever the rules of its constitu-

tion and procedure—in other words, its ecclesiastical laws—are taken

up into the civil law of a State
,
before the judicature of which

alleged violations of them are brought aspublic offences, punishable by

enacted penalties

^ ‘^Defence^of the Church of England/* p 72 «
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Where the Statute-book is thus enl^arged by incorporating a body

of ecclesiastical law, the judicial system for interpreting that law

and trying alleged transgressions of it, is naturally composed in part

of clerical, in part of lay persons who have made a special study of

this branch of law The tribunals for causes ecclesiastical, which,,

under a purely voluntary constitution, would be mere committees of

arbitration, become ecclesiastical courts
,

the; bishops engaged in

them become judges ,
and their lay assessors aie selected from a

class of experts in ecclesiastical law By the theory of the English

Constitution, it is the Crown that presides in every court of justice

in the land , and in virtue of the division of our whole corpusjm is

into the])U7€ly civil and the also ecclesiastical, the royal supremacy

IS usually named nndei the double expression, Over all persona

and causes civil and ecclesiastical,” in order to carry the same

sovereign presence, as sole fount of justice, on to the bench of both

courts temporal and courts ecclesiastical It is reallv, however, the

same function, and that pui ehj civil, which the Ciown exercises, and

the same law, and that aho civil, which the Crown interprets and

declares, in both instances
,

for no law ecclesiastical has any entry

there unless it has been made a part of the civil law ,—in that

capacity alone does it possess validity Prom these constitutional

facts the following consequences flow —
(1) To repeal the Acts of Uniformity is to throw out of the

Statute-book its portion of adopted ecclesiastical law , for any

residue that may be found in other Acts is merely dependent and

subsidiary, and must follow the fate of the constitutive enactments.

That repeal, therefore, is disestablishment—the farewell act in which

Parliament takes leave of the rather wayward spiritual ward it has-

controlled so long, and, trusting at last her adult discretion, says

" Go in peace *
”

(2) The law ot the Church disappearing from the code, there is

no further need of a special judicature for interpreting it, and the

ecclesiastical courts drop of themsehes The Episcopalian body,

like the Presbyterian body in Scotland, will have its own provision®

for deciding on alleged breaches of its rules, and visiting them with

spintual censures and other liabilities voluntarily accepted in the

contract of membership But if the accused deems himself wrongly

judged, and able to show either that his act, as charged, is com-
patible with his contract, or that the peualty imposed is a temporal

injury beyond its reach, he can seek redress in the civil courts f

which enforce the observance of all express engagements Thus,
the supremacy of the Crown remains, in the last resort, the security

for justice to the accused, no less in a disestablished Church than la
an established, only, by the merging of ecclesiastical comes as a
separate category, it is the cwil shield which it spreads over all that
need redress
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(3) It 18 too obvious to need more than simple statement that,

when once the State law has divested itself of Church law, and
therefore leaves the Episcopalian communion on the same lelgal foot-

ing with other branches of the English Christendom, there is no
longer any plea for

(«) Vesting the presentation to benehccs, or the nomination

to bishoprics, &c , in the Crown, or any great officers acting in

a public capacity as Ministers of State , or

(6) Assigning to the bishops baronial rank and legislative

functions in the House of Lords

On first addressing myself to the Church problem I was prepos-

sessed by a strong aversion to the idea of disestablishment

,

having long perceived how unsound was the Nonconformist theory of

the State, yet not freed myself from its confused conception of

disestablishment ” When obliged to look closely into the meaning

of the word, I was surpiised to find that the features just enumerated

were its whole contents
,
and I asked myself, as I now would ask my

leader, whether there is in it anything alarming , nay, whether it

would not open a far better future for a living and growing organ of

religious power than the continuance (were that possible) of the

present law-bound existence I do not suppose that any one is really

content with things exactly as they are, or feels that, without strain-

ing at the present restrictions, there is room enough for such flexible

movement and diversity of operations as would turn to full account

the spiritual gifts of the Episcopalian communion The signs of

resti\eness under too tight an organism are everywhere manifest, and

are a plain providential call to larger life As it is, the leaders iii clerical

energy cannot enter upon that larger life without Parliamentary leave

,

and if they carry their petition to St Stephen's, what reception have

they to expect^ Political men of all parties, it is notorious, are

irreconcilably averse to any further parliamentary meddling with

doctrine and ritual, and will not listen to proposals for mending
the law of the Church they wait for the great crisis which, as they

ei^ct, will rid them of the whole business , and of this crisis they

have as yet no notion, except fiom the Liberationist programme of

disestablishment and discndowment together Prom so rash a pro-

ceeding Conservative and moderate politicians no doubt shrink The

reason they do so is, that they dread and disapprove the secularization

of the Church endowment But even they share the feeling that a

chamber like the House of Commons, composed indiflerently of

Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Roman Catholics, Nonconformists of

all varieties, Jews, and persons disowning all interest in religion, is a

body not qualified to undertake a revision of the creeds, ritual, and

liturgy of a Church^embracing Episcopalians alone They naturally

say • You must not depend upon us any longer for this sort of

work, for which many of us are quite unlit Set ypur own spiritual
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home m order, the Church mmt refoim itself Excellent advice,

were it not a little cruel , for the Church simply cannot reform itstlf

by even the smallest change of constitution, so long as Parliament

holds it witlim the grasp of its present law The very object of the

enactment now proposed is to remove that inability When passed,

it would be precisely an enabling Act, empowering the present Chmch
to lefoim itself without foreign mteifcrence , and till it is passed, the

wtll-mcaut advice is but a poor mockery The measure therefore

indisputably commends itself by the following important advantages —
(1) It meets and finally satisfies the settled political aversion to

fuither ecclesiastical legislation by lidding the Statute-book of all

Church law

(2) In doing so, it satisfies also the Libcrationist objection to

State intermeddling m matters of religion, and removes that stum-

bling-block out of the way

(3) It sets the Episcopalian Church free to develop its own life, and

modify its message and its methods as new conditions may recom-

mend

(4) It effects these ends without diveitiug the Church endowment
Irom its religious purpose

I ask, with some confidence, whcthei in this form the dreaded

disestablishment would not plainly be an emergence into fresher

inspirations and moie fruitful labour? The icaction indeed into an

^^unchaitercd libeity^^ might easily be too strong, were it not for

one restraining limit, which y(t icmams to be explained The
immediate effect of a bait repeal of the Acts of Uniformity would be

not to free the whole body of Chuichmcn for oiflcrly self-government,

but simply to free the clergy to follow their own individual and

arbitiary wills, and fling the services and ritual usages into con-

fusion and uncertainty Parliament, in relinquishing its own control,

IS bound to substitute some other safeguard against this The mode
of doing so IS obvious As the control surrendered is that of a lay

legislature, so is the control substituted properly found in a pre-

ponderant lay leprescntation, both m the synodical constituencies

and in the synods themselves Whether the proposed ratio of two

laymen to one clerk, is the best possible, may of course, like all such

quantitative questions, be open to doubt But the provision of some
such proportion has been found, I am assured, to work admirably

the Irish Disestablished Church

The powers of ecclesiastical self government vested in the General

Synod cannot of course touch any one^s civil rights, and cannot

therefore take or tax his property Hence the autonomy of the dis-

established Church would be limited by the reservation of the patrons'

title to present to vacant livings Their rights, pi^psessmg a negotiable

value legalized for centuries, cannot be cancelled uncompensated If

they are to be bought off, it must either be by Parliament before dis-
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establishment, or by the General Synod after ,—^in the former case, at

the cost of the nation
, in the latter, of the Church not the

former, so as to throw the burden as much on outsiders as on members
of the benefited community, but on the latter, when acting on its

own behalf If, then, the Synod deems it important to substitute

election, or other mode of clerical appointment, for presentation, it

will have to redeem the benefice from tlie patron But in the scheme
power 13 reserved to give him notice that his right wJl be taken up
at its value, the amount being determined by an arbitrator acceptable

to both paitics The Episcopal Chuich, thus empowered to obtain

possession of all appointments and legulatc the mode of making
them, would occupy a stately position side by side with the co-ordi-

nated voluntary bodies, and nobly tax then energies to keep in line

with it on the maich against all actual and threatening spiritual ills

Is it too much to expect that the community which thus gams its

liberty of self-disposal shall recognize, as co-members of a common
Christendom and partners in the evangelization of a common country,

the other voluntaiy religious bodies which long have been so, which

actually arc so, xnd which will remain so, whether it chooses to greet

the fact or to pass it by on the other side ^ The time, 1 trust, is past

for theoretic fictions to sustain such nairow-hearted alienation between

conterminous provinces of the same spiritual commonwealth At all

events, the impartial State, in piepariiig a field for their equal liberties

and labours, must ciedit them with true readings of their mutual

relations, and make pi ovision for not only the passive equilibrium of

justice, but the active and growing co-operation of affection Henco

it IS proposed that any Cliristiau denomination at present counted as

Dissenting shall he co-oidinated with the Episcopalian as another

branch of the Church of England, on showing its hold on the English

religious Ide by a history of one hundred years and a magnitude of

two hundred coiigregatious, and also its adequate piovision for educa-

tion and character in its ministers And it is to the bodies fulfilling these

conditions that a pioportioiiate participation is extended m the benefits

of the Church endowment prioi to 1662 , and left applicable to any

religious purpose approved by the lecipients In subdivided sects

seeking this admission, the minor varieties, already tired of their

isolation, would undergo a lapid and welcome fusion, and by incoi-

poratiou in a nobler organism be saved from disintegration llie

tendency to gravitate towards each other is moie manifest every day

in the different components of both the Wesleyan and the Piesby-

terian communities The confederated group of communions thus

constituted would take the name no longci monopolized by the Epis-

copalian body, and be the Church of England m its enlarged sense

They would have their collective reprei^ntation in a " National Church

Assembly,^^ for the combined guardianship of Christian principles and

prosecution of common enterprises of righteous zeal and piety
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In proposing to substitute a federal for a cbmpetitive relation

among religious bodies, we certainly cannot appeal to experience for

support, or hope to convince those whose belief is limited to realized

facts The experiment has never yet been tried of expressly combining

in religion the two loyalties—that engendered by wide fellowship

in a common warfare for a common cause, and that which binds us

with closer and tenderer devotion to the inner household of our own
domestic faith It would have been tried long ago but for the pre-

possessing delusion that they had no light to co-exist, that spiritual

union must be limited to our own " elect/^ and that all attachment

beyond was an attempted “fellowship of Christ with Belial," and

that whoever gaie way to reverence and affection for misbelievers

of other communions was a traitor to his Lord But now, in spite

of this miserable hindrance, the human heart—rather, the Divine

Spint (here both arc one)—has shamed this false antagonism

away, and made it an indisputable fact that, besides our interior

faithfulness to our own class of disciples, wc arc drawn by irre-

sistible attraction to strong and saintly souls, how far soc\er from

our borders, and look up to them as true children of God, and

long to fill up with them what remains of the suficrings of Christ

Once touched by the two enthusiasms, wc learn that they help instead

of hindering each other, like the kindred love of country and of homty

and gain assurance that noth are haimoniously embraced in the love

of God It is impossible to doubt that the blending affections are

higher and more sacred than the dissevering thoughts The piety of a

George Herbert, a Baxter, a Ftnelon, a Wesley, a Robert Hall, a

Barbauld, an Elizabeth Fry, was nurtured in different schools
,
yet

breaks into prayer and song and life m tones and labotirs that subdue

and humble us all If the text be true, “ By their fruits ye shall

know them," ha\e wc no common fellowship with these, or they with

one another ? Owning the same Head to begin with, and brought to

the same heart and will when the inward working declares itself at

last, must they and we excommunicate each other, and say, “ the

essential is not there," because we join the beginning and the end by

the links of differing chains ? Shall it always.be that the sweet

singdrs that arc grouped together in our hymn-books, like a choir of

angels, to lead and lift our suppliant strains, must shrink from the

kiss of fellowship in this life, and say, “ Ah, no ! the seal of God is

not upon his forehead ? " May we not rather trust the blind man^s

answer, “ Why, herein is a marvellous thing, that yc know not

whence he is, and yet he hath opened mine eyes ? " Surely the least

that wc can ask for these uniting sympathies is, that they should lead

ns to a federal confraternity of labour for the common products of

Christian character and the mislionary conquests of the kingdom of

God
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For such federal union nothing more the first instance^

needed or possible than simply to open the way for it, construct its

organism, and provide the means of development, without either

forcing it upon the unprepared, or prematurely attempting to

define its work It is enough, at the outset, to place the several

constituent communities side by side on equal terms of recognition,

and without an excuse remaining for jealousy or alienation This

change of attitude, the assumption of a fraternal instead of an out-

lawed position, cannot but abate the inducement to dwell upon
difierences, and reveal all sorts of new accordances and possibilities

of co-operation It is difficult to limit the economy of moral

labour, and the increase of spiritual efficiency for social ends, which

might arise from partnership in effort now frittered away in sub-

division As it is, every ^Mittle Bethel" and new mission-house

added to the half-dozen within a quarter of d mile, attempts not only

to preach the gospel to its scanty flock, but to supply the whole set

of concomitant institutions—Sunday schools, provident clubs, tem-

perance societies, library, reading, and lecture rooms
,
even concerts

and amusements , so as to concentrate the whole contents of life

beyond the labour-hours upon the favourite spot Hence a fortuitous

multiplication of petty agencies on an inconsiderable area, feebly

managed, crossing one another, struggling with difficulties, and narrow

alike in spirit and in means The men and women really fitted for

the work of an evangelist are few, and when found are capable of

large action on an ample field And as soon as the possibilities of

religious co-operation arc opened up, the moral organization of our

large to^ns will assume another aspect The army of worthy but

poor creatures will be disbanded the troupe d^elite" of fellow-

workers who really burn with the apostolic fire, will be singled out

and entrusted with a field proportioned to their power , and will be

furnished, lu place of hole-and-corner nests of dingy piety and m-
debted benevolence, with stations and places of assembly where

worship can have some aspect of dignity and sweetness, and knowledge

and art can spread out their resources, and the prophets of the

perfect life can have around them an outer aspect of it as bright and

pure as its spirit within Instead of defeating one another fifty

times over by conflicting attempts at Christianizing our unreclaimed

population on the same area, we shall join resources for a great cam-

paign and carry the banner of the Cross to victory The extent to

which home missions, foreign missions, movements in check of the

utter secularization of life, and in promotion of sanatory, educational,

industnal, and moral improvement, might be consolidated without

trenching on the sacred reserves of any Christian conscience, is incal-

culable,, and would widen its bounds with every fresh experience.

The great need is to take heart of faith, and to begin Once let the
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separatist habit be Jiiroken through, and the divided positions of

thought be bridged by a covering feeling which takes the terror from

the gulf between , let the usage become familiar, of open counsel on a

serious duty, and for an earnest end , and the mere frequency of facc-

to-face conference m such a mood will imperceptibly smooth the way

to closer relations

“ A long experience,’ says Keble, “ conf iins me in thinking that whtie
]eisonsj oppose each other honestly, hoAvevor dccidtdly, in belief or opinion,

the cause of truth, which commonly lies between both, indof chanty, without

which even truth itselt cm scarcely he m untuned truly, is greath served by
the softening uul enlightening necessity of personal and official communion ”

(Keble’s Letters)

Docs the reader pronounce such co-operative labour of separate

religious communions impossible ^ I pray him to pondei the follow-

ing record of experience, fiom a letter of my late tiiend. Rev W H
Chanuing, to his mother, desciibmg his attempt to find foi himself a

field for a mission to the pool in the most neglected part of the city

of New lork —
‘‘ I found the city was iiudei the care, from one end to the othei, ofa

board of visitois called ‘tiact distnbutois,’ whose objeitwas to loach the

gospel to the pool Here were a soit of ministers at laigi
, occup'\ mg is good

husbandmen this dtsohte wilderness, as I had been led to exjxit to find it

I have been gridually coming nioie and more to ipprcuitc this trul} sublime

effort Let nu give you some idea of the extent of it The cit} is divided

into portions, each »vard being one, over which there is a supennfendent, who
IS one of the most inlluciitial men in the ward lor piety ind talent Under
him there is an ngenf, who receives a sxlary, md devotes his whole tunc to

the work of directing itligious cfFoit m his ward The waid^ uc divided

into districts, m eicli of which there is a visitor, whose duty it is to visit all

the famihes under hio chaigc at least once a meJnth, and olttner if possible,

bung them to pra}(i incctnig«J, whidi ue held m the district, dii^et them to

eliurehes, reform them, sec that their children ire m Snnd ly scliools and day
schools, and help them m the way of chanty These vi'^itors have monthly
meetings to report progies^ and give and leceivc advice The igenta meet
weekly to animate each otliei in the work There are now sixteen agents to

twelve bundled visitors The expenses of the work are one thousand dollars

a montn They intend this year (1837) to increase the number of visitors to

two thousand, and their plan, when corapleled, contemplates establishing a

mission chuich in each ward Here is the plan What think you

I

challenge Cluisteiiclom for the last 1800 years to show such a sublime plan of

Christian pliilanthropj It is sublime, and is not m theory, remember, but
for the moat part m cffectnc operation To complete the jiicture, let me
tell you that every denomination in the city (except the Unitarians, who are

excluded) go hand in hand in this grand mi‘»sion In addition there are six

Piesbyterian free churches, foui Episcopal, two Baptist, twenty Methodist

churches, which are always free, and four Roman Catholic
” *

9

If this could anse m Amenca through the spontaneous attraction

of perfectly unrelated churches towards the same modes of Christian

* “ Memoir of William Usniy Chaimmc,’’ by Octavius Brooks FrothMigham,

pp 131-132
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work, how can we doubt its readier possibility hefe in a group of

communions expressly confederated m consideration of their common
origin and in hope of nearer approximation ? Our national history

Jthrows all the advantage on our side , for it is a law of all long-lived

nations that the feuds of history die out, while its deeper unities,

after hibernating through some wmtci of discontent/^ wake with

the returning sunshine and assert their life again

The doubt whether separate Christidii bodies are susceptible ot

federal union derives apparent support from a rule which is laid

down in relation to States, as conditioning the successful working of

a federal adjustment Mi Albert Dicey, in his masterly book on
Home Rule,” says that

‘‘If such i goveinnipnt is to be worked with 'inythiiig like access, theio

must exist nmong the citizens ol the confedci icy i spirit ot genuine loyalty

to the union The ‘ Unitarian ’ feeling of the people must distinctly

picdominatc ovci the sentiment in fivour of‘btatc rights’ Unless the

national sentiment predominate, the feder ition \\ ill go to pieces at any ol those

crises when the interest or wishes of any of the States conflict with the

interests or wishes of the union ” *

It must be admitted that our cluster of religious bodies m England

does not fulfil tins condition The attachment of the Anglican, the

Presbyterian, &c , to his own spiritual home is far deeper than

the sympathies which diaw eacTi to the whole The rule, however,

affiims, not a prc-requisite to the institution of a confederacy, but a

condition of its permanence when instituted And it is in the very

process of its formation and in the struggles against ^thc perils of it][^

infancy, that the ceiitial loyalty has its genesis ind gains its tension

During the War of Independence and the earlier years of the Union

the weakness of the federal bond m the American States was the

source of the most serious difficulties But as tlie Iapi»c of time gave

them a national history, it kindled a growing patriotism finally

ascendant in the Civil War The analogy theieforc is full of

encouragement ^Similar relations introduced among religious

communities, at present separate, would call into play a corre-

sponding development of blending affection, which only waits foi

its opportunity Give it the intensifying conditions, and those

who arc now Churchmen first and Cliiistians afterwards will be

turned into Christians first and Chuichmcu afterwards

Eor some of our most devoted reformers, the federal principle is

unsatisfying, because it docs not give nnitxjy but only xmion , and

that IS not enough foi their eager gispirations They dislike the

spectacle of our multiform Christianity, and will not lecognizc

it as a fact that has any right to be
,
and think that bv admitting

its component parts to a defined status, with annexed rights and

duties, we virtually stereotype them, and arrest their merited break-up.

* England's Case against Home Bule/’pp 178, 179
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Instead of conddscending to notice them, we ought to pass them by,

and go straight to " the people " and tell them that the Nation ts the

Church, and may do as it likes with all ecclesiastical institutions its

will IS the Church’s will, and as soon as the Nation knows its own
mind, the Church will have got its unity

Of this doctrine no more need here be said than may suffice to

relieve its pressure upon the proposed federation For that purpose

a single remark appears enough In framing measures to fit the

changed conditions of English society, you must look at that society

as it IS, and not as you would prefer it to be The clerical habit of

treating our national history as flowing on complete in its channel

within the Church banks, and regarding Nonconformist phenomena,

not as tributaries to its fertilizing course, but as back-waters from

ugly floods, which only desolate and hide the fair fields, and blot out

the whole landscape, till they drain away and restore the swamp to

tillage, betrays itself in this theory scarcelv less than in its opposite,

the high Anglican It involves an ignoring of actual English life on

such a scale as to render futile, if not ruinous, any legislation founded

on it Wish as you may, say what you will, the religious sects of

England are characteristic facts, belonging to the inmost life of

nearly half its people, and destined still in the futuie, as m the

past, to make up for them the best part of the history which

they know Other classification of what interests and concerns them
will be frustrated in effect by running counter to the lines of their

^intelligence and feeling The reformer cannot with impunity dis-

regard the natural planes of cleavage in the material with which he

deals If he wants to divide it, it is thcie alone that it will yield,

if to integrate it, let him lay the lamina, parallel together, and may-
be they will cohere and crystallize , but if he leaves them lying at all

sorts of angles, they will but cross and cut How it can be wise to

suppress a class of conspicuous facts, already recorded in the Registrar-

General’s reports and made the ground of many*a legislative act, it

IS difficult to conceive And not less so, how the recognition of

them as heads of arrangement for a federal union can tend to

stereotype ” them as they are , for neither change m them, nox

even absorption of any one into another, would remove them from

the union, or expose them in it to the slightest disadvantage
, while

their proximate relations within it would vastly increase the proba-

bility of their merging in an ultimate unity

For 4he National Church of England thus composed nothing has

been asked from the total Church endowment except a proportionate

participation by its new members m the revenues of the pre-

Restoration estate All the subsequent acquisitions, the whole of

the parish and distnct churches with their glebes, all the residences,

rectories, vicarages, decanal and episcopal houses, are assigned
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to the Episcopalians^ as at present There remain the cathedrals

Are they to be gi\en up unreservedly to any one particular

branch of our Christendom^ A mere glance at one of those

statelj piles rebukes so poor a thought Taking us back to a

date beside which our oldest surviving divisions are modern^
oonveatual rather than parochial in their resources and character^

founded or enriched by kings and bishops of renown, containing

the tombs of crusaders and pilgrims, of statesmeu and judges, of

heroes, pliilosophers, poets, saints, that crowd the roll of our long

annals, they are unique as monuments of our entire historic life, and
can be the monopoly of no select communion Their administration

musj: be as large as their structure, and consecrate them anew as

temples of unity Accordingly, it is proposed to vest their estates

in " National Church Commissioners,^'' and to maive the capitular

body of mixed composition, including three members from the non-

episcopal confederates This provision itself bears fitting witness to

the change from the exclusive to the inclusive catholicity And
the chapter so formed will arrange for use of the cathedral by

any one of the federated bodies on adequate occasions, and,

especially, for an annual united service and communion of them all

At the same time, these additional uses need not disturb the present

daily services, still left in charge of the Dean and his half of

the canons , and the change may take place without silencing

the morning and evening bells, or the sweet murmur of the

customary prayers, that soothe and consecrate ^o many faithful

lives So far, the old may keep its place and be at peadie

But it must not set its face against the new, which also comes

to seek a blessing There arc fresh alliances to be sanctified, and

more generous fervours to flow into our devotions, and these also

must be invited to the same solemn shelter, and ask voice through

the same organ-peals I know not how others may feel , but when

I think of those annual trams of worshippers converging upon the

Minster gates, then thronging nave or choir with silent thanksgiving

tojthc all-harmomzing Love, looking on the signs of so many holy

souls of the living and the dead, responding to the prayers for the

unity of them all, and joining in the hymn which seems to fulfil the

prayer, no spectacle appears more worthy to fill that grand pcApec-

tive, more softening to the hearts that join m it, or more true to the

partmg prayer of Christ That they all may be one , as Thou,

Father, art in me, and I in Thee, that they also may be one in us

(John xvii 21)

James Martineau
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CONTEMPORARY LIFE AND THOUGHT
IN FRANCE

*^011 the last month nohocly hns been of invihing but the

chances for and ajj^ainst a Euiop^n w ir, so that 1 have no choice

but to begin by discussing them, even at the iisk of ippemng in a

month^b timt, when this aiticlo comes to be leicl, cither to have failed

m foiesight or to h ive been i veiy & ife prophet

I will confess, then, that 1, in common with most of the Pienchmeu
I know, expect no war between France and Germany I expect no war,

because I think Prince Bismaick was sincere m telling the Reichstag

that Germany would not make the attack, and btcau&c in France you
<jan liaidly find a single person who really wishes foi wai, or who would
regard it as anything short of a calamity This pacific spiiit springs,

in various persons and classes, fiom very various causes The more
cultivated minds foresee the infinite nii&eiies which a wir would entail,

and feel that Prance ought not to take on hciself the responsibility of

incurring such ills, others take lower gioiind, and hold that it would be
madness to enter on such a war without allies, while they aie convinced
that no European alliance is at present possible for us

,
and finally, the

nation in general repudiates the idei of war simply because it wishes to

live in peace and has no bellicose impulses at all But all this is not the
same thing as sa}ing that if war weic declaied against us we bhouM be
disheartened or afraid On the coniiary, the very strength of the
aesiie for peace would tend to quicken tho indignation of the country
agdTnst unprovoked aggression, to stiinulite its aidour aftd confirm its

resolution France would led to-day as Geimany fdt in 1870, and
with even greater cause

Such being the position of things, and neither of the two countries
being inclined to take the lesponsibihty of beginning, I think it probable
that the storm w ill not really hurst The violent attacks on France which
fill the German newspapers, and which contrast so stiikingly with the
calm tone of our own press, I take to be inspired manifestations intended
to influence the members of the Reichstag and their eoastituents
Indeed, we in Prance are so thoroughly convinced of this, that op the
whole these ai^ticles have created less soreness than those ol some of the
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ulnglish journals, which have been doing all they could to embitter the
relations between Franco and Germany by manafa<9turing all sorts of
imaginary news as to the warlike intentions and military preparations
of the two countries

^

But what, it may be asked, of General Boulanger ? General Bou-
langer IS bent on war—or so say the German and English and Italian

newspapers, day after day, and week after week
What the German and English and Italian newspapers say is pure

hypothesis, with nothing dtlinite to go upon Geneial Boulanger is an
actne and energetic Munster, and when this war of which everybody is

talking docs break out, he docs not mean Fiance to be caught napping
He IS simply doing his duty, and seeing to it that nothing is left

undone which prudence requires to be done Gcner il Bouhngci is also a
man of genial and sympathetic nature, and with all his detects and all

his mistakes, he has found his way to the hearts of both officers and
men, and of offiLcrs of the most various political types He speaks well

,

he knows how to touch the patriotic chord , he has evoked among his

men a passion for work such as cert iinly did not ex.ist among them
before his time Still, does it follow that he is bent on war? And if

so, IS it not lather curious that he should, foi the sike of economy, have

been gianting such an unheard-of number ot fuilouglis and postpone-

ments of service ?

But even supposing that Geneial Boulangei did wish for war, T should

say that that is just one reason the more why we shall not have it

Everybody knows tint Geneial Boulanger is ambitious, he likes to

speak, to show himself, to be talked of, and he has* been compromised
by his intimate lolations, not only with M Ck mcnceau and M Laguerre,

but with M Roehcfoit himself, iiid by those foolish ai tides in which
M llocliefoit threatened the Goveinment with a populai using if

M Boulanger were compelled to resign If Oenei d Boul inger really

wishes for war, it can only be because he thinks lie sees iii it the means
of rapidly building up his own fortunes, and beeause he knows that,

whethei victoiious or vauqui^hed, France would almost inevitably become
the victim of a milituy despotism Now the Bepubheans are not only

well aware of this, but they have an almost excessive aversion to the

military element They neaily all of them hold General Boulanger in

suspicion
,
and if once they were ceitain that he wished for war, it would

in itself be enough to make them pionounce for peace and turn him out

of office

But if war is improbable, it unfortunately by no means follows that

it IS impossible We have not only the bitter rankling memories of

1870 to make it possible, W( have the enoimous armaments which have

been brought together by llie two countries, and which are diaining

their stiength
,
the veiy perfection of the instrument they have in their

handswhich makes them weary of refraining from putting it to the proof,

the odious way in which certain papers, both Gci man and French, set

themselves to rake up international animosities, whether in puic

brji^ado, or for party puiposcs, or simply to 1110100*56 their circulation

,

and the false news and sensational paragraphs published by othci foreign

journals, with a view to some object of then own, financial, commercial

or political Moieover, it is not between Fiance and Germany alone

that war may bieak out, but between Russia and Austria, or between

G Q 2
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S/Qssia and En^l'ind The Eastern question may at any moment set

fire to the Western, and France may find herself dragged, against her

will, into the melee And yet, m spite of so many clouds on the

hoiizon, Olid indeed iqst because the clouds are so many and so black

that it is impossible to foresee what disasters the tempest might not

entail, I cannot, so far as we at present see, believe that the war will

really break out

Having thus tendered an opinion on the questions which now hang
m the balance, and which will no doubt have been decided m One way
01 the other before these lines are read, I may come back to the

realities of the present, and say a word or two on the new Govern-

ment with winch Fiance has provided herself since the 11th of last

December Is it leally to be called a new Government? Some
few of the heads ot departments have exchanged offices, but the

men themselves remain pretty much the same as before M Goblet

has been moved from the Education Department to the Home Office,

M Sariien fiom the Home Office to the Ministry of Justice, while

others—MM lloulangcr, Aube,Gianet, Lockroy, Millaud, and Develle

—

have been left just where they were, as Mini‘;ters of War, Marine, Com-
meice, Public \\ oiks, and Agncultuie The only new Ministers arc

M Dauphin, who takes M Sadi Carnot^s place in Finance, M
Beithelot, who succeeds M Goblet as Mimstei of Public Instruction,

and M Floureris, who succeeds M de Freycinet at the Foreign Office

Practically, the new Government represents ju&t the same shades of

opinion as the old ^Vh>, then, was it ever changed Why^ The
Deputies tlieinbelves would find it hard to say As a matter ot fact, M
de Freycinei^s Goveinment was thrown out by accident, purennd simple

,

and, with thepiesent composition of the Chamber of Deputies, any othei

Government must ahvajs be at the mercy of such another accident

When a new Government comes into office, the Chamber allows it to

live a little while, hist out of curiosity, to sec how it will get on , and next
out ot modesty, so as not to have a change of Government quite eveiy fort-

night
,
and finally, on account of the sheer impo«!sibility of conceiving of

any other winch would have a better chance After a lew months
cuiiosity has lost its edge, a good many cf the Deputies have been

lefused a favour by this or that Cabinet Minister, others of them are

being worried by their electoral committees, who complain that they
have not kept their pledges and earned leforms, and others, again,

begin to feci the stirrings of an appetite foi office Thus, on some
question or other—it does not m the least signify what—some hundred
and fifty members of the Left are found only too willing to vote with
the bundled and eighty members of the llight, who for their part
make a practice of voting against the Government, simply by way of

* keeping the country unsettled, and making the existence of any
Eepublican Ministry all but impossible This time, the Budget has been
the occasion foi the ciisis, and it is not easy to say which was the most
to blame—the Government foi its want of backbone, the Budget Com-
mittee for its caprice and incapacity, or the Chamber for its l#vity

and inconsequence,

M Balhaut, the Ministei of Public Works, had been so worn out by
the importunities of the Radicals and the concessions made to them
by M de Freycinet, that he had sent in his resignation bo early as last
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November, and Lad been replaced by M Millaud This first displacement
was but too sure an omen of^hat was to follow
M Sadi Carnot had drafted a Budget which, indeed, had nothing

very striking about it, but which had at least this merit—that it made
no attempt to deceive the coimtiy with the illusion of an unieal pros
perity, and that it put an end to the system of extraoidinaiy budgets,
and to the usual Treasury aitifices by which the cvei-increasing^ehcit
hid year rfftei yeai been concealed It met the existing deficits by a
loan and an additional tax on alcohol, and established for the future an
honest balance between revenue and expenditure The Committee, of

which M Rouviei was chairman, with M Wilson as reporter, and
M Camille Bieyfub as its most mfluentiil membei, appesied f»*om the

very beginning to have but one object in view—that of subjecting the

Minister of Finance to a crushing defeat The Committee was com-
posed of the most hcteiogeneous elements ,

its membeis had no basis of

agreement, and they weie, besides, so negligent of the work entrusted

to them that out of thiilj -three members there wcic nevci more than

from twelve to fifteen present at a sitting The giavest decisions—the

retention of the extraordinary Budget, the suppression oi reduction of

the sinking fund, a merciless lopping of the Public Worship estimates,

and the introduction of the income-tax—were earned h> m?)orities of

seven or eight votes against five oi six It M Sadi Cainot had had
any force ot character, he would immediately have «cnt m his lesigna-

tion, and called on the Chamber to settle hy its vote the difference

between him and the Committee, ifM de Fieycmet had had anything

likc%he lesoluteness winch the country has a right to expect of a
Prime Munster, he would have steadily suppoited the pioposals of

M Sadi Carnot, which he had already approved Instead of this, he used

all his influence to keep M Sadi Carnot at Ins post when he showed
symptoms of resigning, and urged him, in the name of Republican

unity, to make the concessions demanded by the CommiHee, and

M Sadi Cirnot, aftci drojoping some natiual tears, wiped them and

yielded Under these conditions the Budget came up to the Chamber,

presented by a Ministei whose authority had been destroyed by weak
concessions and a Committee equally disciedited, because its leading

members were justly accused of caring foi nothing but the gratification

of peisonal ambitions by the overthrow of the Minister Thus leaderless,

and left to then own impulses, the mass of the Deputies only thought

tp please then constituents by thiowing out the loan, rijeeting all new
taxes, and \oting reductions in every item ot the Budget

It was one ot the least considerable members (ff the Chamber, the

Comte de Dou\illo-Maillefeu, a buffoon and a lanatie, who invented the

formula that iinally upset the whole economy of the Budget—“ No loan,

no new taxes , and the Chamber forthwith proceeded to vote a reduc-

tion of 600,000 fiaiics on the salaries of the Finance Department

This was giving M Sadi Carnot his dismissal in sufficiently pi iin terms

At the instance of MM Fernand Faure, de Douville-Maillefeu, and

Colfavru, the Chamber went on to vote without iLiiion&iiance one

aftei another of the proposed reductions, under the eyes of a Govern-

ment helplessly outnumbered, which could but lilt its hands to Heaven

in despaii M de Freycmet succeeded, indeed, in saving the estimates

of his own department ,
but the final crisis was only postponed When
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it came to the tuin of the Ministry of the Interior, M Colfa\ru, of the

Extreme Left and M Raoul Duval, of the Right, demanded the aboli-

tion of ill the sub-prefectures, and in spite of the interposition of

M dc Freycinct, who veiy justly urged that the administration of the

countiy cannot be levolutioiuzed by a vote on the Budget, and that it

takes I liw to abolish an institution which it took a law to create, the

suppicssion of the sub piefcctiiies was actually passed, by a coalition of

the entire Right with the Extiomo Left and a portion of th^ Radical

Left Undti ciicumslancLs such as these M de Preycinet could no
longer retain ofh( e It li is been suggested that he had himself courted

this defeat, because he foresaw intern itionil complications with which
he did not care to cope This I believe to be puie calumny He re-

tired from oflicc bee luse, after having coquetted with the Radicals for

the space of elc\en months, aftei having shown himself so lavish of

favouis and so liber il of pi ices, he found ho could not count on their

support He had had enough of it, and he would be their dupd no
longei

But where w IS tin PiLsident o( the Rt public to find a successoi to

M do rrcyciiict’ It w is hard enough foi him to have to give up the

only Prime Mimstei ho le illy likes , and he wis moi cover fully con-

vinced that any step in the direction of the Radical Lett would he fatal

for the country Tlieic tan be no doubt that M de Freyeinet, with his

model ate opinions and his conciliatoij^ ittitudc towaids the Ridicals,

was fittei than anybody cKe to eiiry on the business of the country m
a Chambci wheic the Moderates ind the Radicals have pi etty nearly

equal forces at then disposal, and whcie neither the one sLction jioi’*the

other can by itself comm nul a majoiity

To be strictly in oidei Iiom a Pailiarncntaiy point of viaw, M Gievy
ought to have sent for AI Ckmenceau, the loader of the Extreme Lett,

and invited him to foim a Goveinment M Clemeneeau would have
declined, and would thus liave been compelled to admit his own im-
potence for anything but ncgition nid destruction But M Gievy
could not bring himself to take such a step, for M Clcmcnccau^s

majority had, after all, been only a coalition majoiity, which could not

possibly furnibh the elements of a Ministry He thought for a moment
of M Floquet, whose Jacobin views andpioclivities gained him in former

days the favoui of the Radicals, and who since then, as President of

the Cliamher, has succeeded in conciliating the goodwill of all But
M Floquet was little disposed to follow the example of his predecessor,

M Brisson, whose huef caicer as Piime Minister had cost him his

chance of the Presidency of the Republic, and there were not wanting
those who should remind AI (ht^vy how M Flpquet had made himself

notorious in 1867 by eiying “Vive U Pologne*'' in the ears of the

Emperor of Russia on the very eve of the day of the attempt of
Berezowski M Gievy iherefoie appealed to the patriotism of

M Goblet, the most capable of the members of the fallen Cabinet, a
good speakei and a man of energy, and fauly w^ell regarded by the

more moderate section of the llidical paity

In accepting office, M Goblet letained the Radical members of the

late Government, M Lockroy and M Granet, he retained the special-

ists, M Boulanger and M Aube, each of whom had made himself a
power in his own department, and he retained alsoMM Millaud, DeveUe,
and Sarricn, the representatives of the moderate element in M de
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Freycinet's Cabinet
, and finally, he put in three new men—M Danpliin,

who had make some mark in the Senate as a member of the Budget
Committee

, M Beithelot, the great chemist, a very learned and philo-

sophic person, who, as Inspeetor-General, and is a member of the
Conseil Supeiieur, had already aequiied gieat experience in the adminis
tration of the Education Depaitmcnt , and M Flouiens, son of the
naturalist, and biothei of the too famous commander of the troops of
the Commune, who, whether as Councilloi ot Stale or as Diiector of

iPublie Woislnp, has given pioof of g^icat diorgy ind capieily, but also,

it must be added, ot something kss of tict and flexibility than is to be
Jesired in a Foieign Ministei But, on the whole, the Ihiee portfolios

of Fin met, Education, and Foreign Afluis were given to men of high
standing, and, so fu as collective ability ib conceined, the new Govern-
ment is, it anything, superior to the old

The JRadicals aie by no means satisfied, they hoped that the new
dcpaiture would be a step in the diicctionin whieh tliey weie diiving the

Republic, and they were disappointed to find that the three new Minis-

ters practie illy belonged to the Model ate pai ty IMoreover, three Undei -

Secrelaiyfahips of State vveie it the same time done away with, of whieh
two, at least, had been held by men taken fiom then rinks

,
and onlv

M la Porte was retained at the Marine, wheie a direetoi of the Colonial

Seivice, who must be pretty neatly independent, is indispensable

Another cause of discontent wis found in the extremely small pioportion

of Deputies in the new Cabinet MM Goblet, Lockioy, Gi met, and
Sariien are the only members of the Chambei

,
MM Berthelot, Dau-

phin, Millaud, and Devclle aie in the Senate, and MM Boulanger,

Aube, and Flouiens aie not in Parli iment at all It i*' noliceablc that the

Senate has as stiong a repiesent ition in theC ibinct is the Chambci itself,

and it has been repeatedly said that M Goblet icccptcd office only on M
Grevy s piomising to cill upon the Striate to dissolve the Chimbei if

the Government should be placed m a minoiity The stoiy is ceitainly

false, but it is also certain that this last uibis has convinced everybody

that if this Chamber cannot keep a Goicrnmeiit in oflice there is nothing

for it but a dissolution

This idea of i possible dissolution is in everybody's mind just now,
and it has the best possible effect on the Chambei It is to this that

we owe the compaiatnely leasoiiable tcmpei in which the debate on the

Budget has been icsumcd, it is this alone that gives the Government
a chance of going on ,

but foi this the hostile coalition of Right and
Left would ilready have swept it away To each individual Deputy a

dissolution means tlie heavy outlay of a fresh candidatuie, with the

risk of not being returned afWr all , and no one, either on tlie Right or

the Left, legards such apiospect with pleasure It must be added tliat in

Fiance, ever since the experiment of the sixteenth of May 1S77, a certain

character of compulsion or coercion attaches in many people^s minds to

the idea of a dissolution It has come to be legarded, not as a normal

incident of the Pailiamentaiy system, tiot as the regular method ot

obtaining the casting vote ot the coiintiy in case of disagreement

between the Government and the Chambers, but rather as an attempt

on the part of the Government to force the opinion of the people The
Right and the Radicals are both protesting most energetically befone-

hand against a dissolution , t\iey w^ant to go on with the expedient of
** provisional twelfths, which has already been had recourse to for
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January and Febuiaiy, and winch obliges the Government to live from

hand to mouth, and never allows them time for a general election

Neveithelcss, it is abundantly clear that we shall never have a working

majority, or a Government woithy ot the name, till the country has been

allowed the opportunity of pronouncing decisively foi or against a

Government of known and determined opinions So long as the

elections have to be taken, like those of the 4th of October last, on
ill-defined but high-sounaing programmes—so long as, under the pretext

of Republican concentration, the most incongruous names and opinions

are to be found on a single list—so long we need not look to have a
Chamber capable either of governing or of being governed It all

comes to this, that tlieie is but one man in the whole array of the Left

who can really form a Go\ernment, and that man is M Ferry He
alone repiesents a definite policy It is said that M dc Preycinet has

at last come to this conclusion himself, and that, undej the auspices of

M Grevy, a leconciliation has been brought about between the twa
statesmen, with a view to common action in case of a dissolution If

this IS tiue, it is not impossible that such action might prove eflectual

,

for the recent elections in the Departments ot the Noidand La Manche
prove that the successes of the Right in the campaign of last October

were due to nothing but the unieasoning reaction of ietling produced by
the attacks to whifli M Ferry and the Opportunists had been sulyected

by their opponents

Nevertheless, the Right remains the great obstacle in the way of the

Republic Its irieconcikble attitude makes it every day more difficult

to construct a Conservative Republican party, which might ally itself

with the Model ate Left, and ilius alone hold out to France and the

Republic the hope of a pacific future "M Raoul Duval has lost no time
in justifying the doubts we expressed four months ago as to his capacity

for leading a Liberal-Conservative party After making a very stiiking

and brilliant speech in the general debate on the Budget
,

after re-

proaching the Republicans with then clumsy and vexatious policy with

regard to the Church and their incapacity foi finance, and the Right
with the impotence of its opposition, the uselessness of its regicts, ind

the vanity of its hopes, he has gone on to prove himself jusi* as

prejudiced and just as impolitic as ary of those whom he so eloquentlj

denounced He took an oppoilunity, on Iho Foreign Office estimates,

to demand the mstant evacuation of Tonquin—a racasuic which, if he

were Prime Minister himself, he never would dream of carrying out

,

and after thus gratifying Ins old giudge against M Feny, he pro-

ceeded to make himself, by hi« great speech on the suppression of th«j

sub-prefectures, the chief factoi in the fall of M do Freycinet It was
a mere freak—such as might be expected, indeed, fiom members of the
Extreme Left, who are quite accustomed to lead the way to a quagmire
without troubling themselves as to the lesult, but wholly unpardon-

able m a man who was taking upon liimselt to preach wisdom and
impartiality all round His sudden death has deprived the Parliament
and the country of an able and amiable man, but this loss is of no
political consequence at all, for M Raoul Duval would never have played
a leading part in affairs, nor become a line statesman

Meanwhile, the Government has quietly begun its work It has
gathered up the fragments of the Budget so cruelly cut up by the
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Chamber^ it lias pieced them together as best it could
,

it ,nQiy asks no
loan, imposes no new taxes—though of course it has issued Government
bonds and raised the duty on sugar^ which comhs to precisely the same
thing It will thus get some sort of a Budget passed this year , and
foi 1888 it will contrive a new one, for which we may wish, but scarcely

hope, a bettei fate than that of the last As to the Extraordinary
Budget, the rumours of war and the military prepaiations of Germany
have made it impossible to do without it When Getmany is forbid-

ding the expoitation of horses and calling 71,000 men ot the reserve

into the ranks, France can hardly be blamed foi anticipating her supplies

foi wjr material Apart from this setting of the Budget in order,

which has nothing brilliant or imposing about it, the Government has
had the good sense to make no promises It has held out no hopes to

the Municipal Councillors who urged tlm restoration of the Mayoralty
of Pans It has told the Committee charged with the Bill for the

Separation of Church and State that it considered the measuie neither

ripe nor politic, and would certainly oppose it It has had the courage

to let it^be seen that in its opinion the first business of a Government
18 to govein, and not to intioduce reforms every twenty-four hours

One ot the worst evils from which the country suffers—an evil arising

from our electoral system, with its accompaniment, the electoral pro-

gramme—18 the idea, deeply embedded in the brains of most French-

men, that the normal occupation of Parliament and its Ministers is

lefoim, interminable reform A large number of our people live m
perpetual discontent with the order of things in which they find

themselves, m a perpetual effort to bring about i different order of

things, and m pcipetual disappointment, because changing the order of

things IS slow al|i^ifHeult work Hence theic grows up in people's

minds a really revolutionary tendency , and so much the more because

the Chambei, still bent on dazzling the constituencies, is always opening

up the largest, the gravest, and the most far-ieaching questions

—

questions far too weighty ever to come to anything—^instead of applving

itself to modest, useful, and feasible improvements, which everybody

would agree with, but nobody could make any noise about

This mama for playing to the political gallery gets worse every day,

the scrutin de liMe has done almost nothing to diminish it The
affair of the sub-prefcctures is a strong instance of it To please the

majority who voted for suppression, M Goblet is bringing m a Bill

for suspending sixty-eight ot them by way of experiment But no one

now wishes to carry even this partial suppression
,
for what if all the

threatened arroruhssemmts should turn against those who voted away
their sub-piefects ? The close dependence of the Deputies on thou

constituents, and of Ministers on the Deputies, the constant interference

ofthe Deputies m matters ot administration, and the total absence of

Ministeiial firmness and self-reliance, are throwing discredit on the

Parliamentaiy system , and we find statesman after statesman rising up

against it, and demanding a system analogous to that of the United

States, with an Executive wholly independent of the Legislatuie M
Pascal, who is a Bonapartist, M Andneux and M Carette, who are

Moderate Bepubltoans, and M Naquet, who is a Radical, all agree in

crying up, whether by speech oi pamphlet, this imitation of Amenciin

institutions Unfortunately, I suspect that if we were to adopt it we
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should only be cxch'^nging the ills from which we Suffer for others at

least as bid The fundamental mischief lies in our system of democratic

centnli/ ition, which h^ for its almost inevitable corollaiy a Cnsariaii

dc‘!i)otisin It has perverted our Parliamentaiy system, and made it

difficult to work it,, and under a government il system like that of the

United States it would soon lead to anirchy and a dictatorship But
how aie we to get out of the dilemma^ Is it possible to produce a

salutary leacfion^ I haidly think it Happily foi us, in ical hie the

socnl and political forces larcly develop their full logical consequences

But there is no doubt th it wc aie in a position of unst ible equilibrium,

which means that ne may at any moment be piecipititcd into a military

despotism

It must also be admitted that, so fai is mere chance goes, the Tlmd
Republic has, ever since the death ot Gambetta, been having a run of

ill luck Oui financial complications have not sprung cntiicly from the

shortsightedness and incompetence of the Chamber, but to some extent

from the fiilure of the Pans Boiu^^o and the gencial industrial crisis

Our political difficulties oi the last }cn and ilnlf aie not to be imputed
wholly to the ignorance or the pission ot men and the impel fection oi

institutions, they have been due in some measuic to the tact that the

defeat oi Langson thicw M Fciij out of ollicc it a moment when there

was nothing in the position of paitics to justify a change of Govern-
ment One can almost undei stand the ivcrsion with which some
persons even now regard the Tonqum expedition, when one tinnks ot

the persistent ill luck which has ittendcd it The death of Piul Bert

has given fiesh force to their i ecriminations It has certainly been a great

loss and misfoitunc to the countiy, and it caused at the time, even

amongst Ins political adveisaric^, a widcspiead and painful sensation

With all bis faults— his anti-iebgiouB fanaticism, his political nai low-

ness, his levity and bclf-will in dealing with some questions—and even in

spite of the serious error he commiUcd in mixing himself up with

certain financial undert ikings, he h id qualities, both of mind and
charactei, which earned him the admiration of many and the regrets of

all it was not a delicate or a refined mind, but it was robust and wide
His studies picpaied him to be rather a hteraiy than a scientific man,
and indeed he never to the end of his life lost his taste for poetry and the

classics After training for the Bar, he suddenly swerved into medi-

cine and the study of phisiology, and here it was that he tound his

true vocation He became deinonstr itor to Claude Bernard, and thence

passed rapidly on—thanks to the good-will oi M Huruy, who was then in

^office—to the FacuU} of Seiences atBoideaux, and then to that of Pans,

His experiments on animal grafting bi ought him early into reputation,

but no one at th it time imagined that he w^as to become a figure in poli-

tics By birth, and to all appeaiaiice by conviction, he belonged to thht

section of the Bonapartists of the Yonne which had retained the demo-
cratic and anti-clerical traditions ot the beginning of the century, and
along with them a vein of aident patriotism It was this patriotic

fervour which, flora the outbreak of the Franco-German war, drew him
to Gambetta and the rest of those who stood out for a war h ontmnee
to retrieve the honour of France, and, after taking part in the national

defence, he naturally found himself at the end of the war a member of

the Gambettist party , his violent and domineering disposition and his
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strong democratic and anti icligious \ie\vs even ranking him with the

Left of that party Fiom ]870 onwards he continued to form a part of

our political assemblies, though without e\ercising any great influence,

except in the matter of primary education, secular, gratuitous^ and
compulsory,'^ of which he was one of the most persevering and eloquent
champions The most rcmaikable thing in his circci at this time was
the way m which, despite the ab^sorbing interests of political hfe, he
never for a single day laid aside his scientific pinsuit« Not only did he
furnish the brilliant scientific notices in the RcpiMitjube F'tangaiee,

but he went on with his researches in the laboialoiy ot the Sorbonne,
and pioduced those woiks oniespn itionand atmospheric pressure which
have done such service to the science ot medicine, and which won him
the membeislnp ot the Academy of Sciences But even this was not
enough to satisfy his restless and ardent natuic lie aspiied to higher

honours and more splendid seivices He had been one of the most
deteimincd paitisans ot the Coloniil policy and the Tonquin expedition

When the time came for organizing the administiation of the new
dependchcy, he felt tint it rested with^hose who had taken the

responsibility of the cnterpiihc to face tho dangers and meet the

difficulties of the peiiod of oigam/ation He asked for and obtained

the post of Kesident Generil, and—fully awaie of the risk ho was
fncuriing, at his ige, and with his sanguine temperament—he left

with his wliolc household foi Tonquin It is hardly possible to lender

too high a tribute to this determination of Paul Bert This single

act of faith and courage did more to reconcile public opinion to our

distant acquisition tlnn any number of books and speeches, and if

there arc any Ficnchraon who now venture to try their foitunes or trust

their capital on tho banks of the lied River, it is to his example that

we owe their cntcrpiisc His premature death makes it very difficult

to form an impartial opinion of his administiation, but even here we
may safely affirm tint his biief residence at Hanoi will not have been

unfruitful In spite of some disagiecible collisions with the military

authorities—foi which they and not he weie mainly responsible—in

spite of some ill-considered and even illegal proceedings, prompted by
his despotic tempei, which laid him open to the imputation of having

allowed himself to be guided by motives of personal interest—he has

at least opened the way and shown us in what mannei Colonial affairs

ought to be dealt with Taking his cue from the method adopted by
the English in their colonics, he asked and obtained full poweis from the

Government, so as to be free to act rapidly, and without hindiancc from
administrative loutme at home Once arrived in Tonquin, he laid aside

all his European prejudices, anti clerical or other, and applied himself to

the single task of making the most he could of the natural advantages

of the country m the shortest possible time Gifted with indomitable

energy and a singular perspicacity of mind, he contrived to sui round

himself with admirable subordinates , and whether we look to the organi-

zation of the revenue, the development of commerce, or the initiation of

public works, it IS astonishing to see what results weic obtained in so

extremely limited a space of time His ceaseless activity was undoubt*

edly the cause of his illness and his death He would not take care of

himself during the hot season , he would not take the proper precautions

to arrest the threatening maladj He died with the serenity and
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courage of a lieio, and his successor, M Bihouid—himself an able

admimstiator—has only to follow lu his steps in order to achie\e the

work which lie began

Whilst 0111 aflairs in, Tonquin have been undergoing these vicissitudes,

impoitint changes have been taking place in some ot our other colonial

po'^sessions M do Brazza has betn appointed Governor of the Congo
and Gaboon, and has obtained—not without some dilhculty—for the
oiganization of those vast and peihaps not vciy seiviceable territories,

powers analogous to those exercised by M Paul Bert in Tonquin
, and

it now rests with him to prove that he unites the qualities of the
administrator to those of the explorer In Madagascar, M Le Myre de
Vilers has hardly succeeded m making the treity concluded with the

llovas something less of an illusion, and securing to Prance an
influential part in the counsels of the ]\lalagasy Government In
Tunis the French protectorate has passed from the hands of M Cambon
into those of M Massicault WhatM Bert was planning to do in

Tonquin—undei conditions, it must be admitted, of much gieater diffi-

cult}—M Cambon, at Tuni^ was the first to carry into effect, and we
are indebted to him foi a very fine example of the way in which a

countiy under a protectoiate ought to be tieated To draw on the

home exchequer for onlj the most insignificant sums (foi, military

expenses apait, Tunis costs us hardly more than some forty or fifty

thousand francs ayeai), to take, within the piotcctoiate itself, no action

savouiing of violence oi precipitation, to cany out gradual improve-

ments, financial, judicial, and administrative, by dint of convincing the

local authorities of the advantages to be derived fiom them—such was bis

programme, and hecarried it out with a skill, a peiseverance, an independ-

ence of routine and of exteinal influence, which have made him, amongst
all our colonial administrators, a type apart, and given him a place above

the rest J cannot doubt that m the diplomatic carcei on which he has

now entered at Madrid he will give proof of qualities no less valuable, but
his departuie from Tunis has been viewed m France with almost as much
regret as in the protectoiate itself. Ills successor, who, like himself,

was one of our most able prefects, will find his task not a little facili-

tated by the piecedents M Cambon has left behind him But every-

thing will depend on his following them It is curious how, in this

matter of coloni/mg, as in so many other matters, we Frenchmen have
often made a brilliant, even a dazzling, »?tart, but have proved wanting
in those qualities of steadiness and assiduity which alone could have
rendered our woik a lasting success We can find a man or two capable

ot a daring cication
, but we cannot furnish the regiment of energetic

and faithful suboidinates, the caicful, modest, and laborious agents who
are needed to develop, slowly but suiely, what has been so splendidly

begun.

It may almost be said to be the same in science What is lacking

with ns IS the ciowd of workers, not ot the first rank, who should be

dogging the steps of discovery, «jeizing on its deductions and multiplying

its applications Fiance is as well off os any other country for originators

and inventors
,
but she is not, like Germany, one vast laboratory of

humble and hardworking students, toiling to make the most ot every

new indication Our men of facience arc mostly formed xn solitude

they are self-taught men, for the most part
,
they have gone through no
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stated course of discipline Yet if this cokn|)arative isolation has its

^inconvemences, it has also its advantages Not many other nations

can claim the honour of having opened up so many new Toads> so much
unexplored territory, m scientiho research, in aichmology* or in erudi-

tion That the spirit of discovery is still alive and awake amongst us

we have recent and abundant proof While M Marcel Desprez was
carrying his experiments on the transmission of force by electricity into

the domain ot practical utility , while M Maspeio was coming up from
Egypt laden with the glory of discovered treasuies as eloquent of the

history of ancient Egypt as those of Mariette himself, and m the

obtaining of which he had displayed an ingenuity worthy of Cham-
polhon, while M de Sarzec was finding in Chaldnea the remains of an
unknown civiri/ation ,

while MM Pettier and Reinach were presenting

in their work on Myrrhma the lesults of their excavations, which have
unearthed those maivellous potteries, moie varied and lovely even than

the exquisite waie of Tanagra, discoveied by another Frenchman,
M Rayet

,
while M Homolle, in his monograph on Delos, Was making

us familial with the whole organization, religious and economic, of that

ancient sanctuary, taken trom the very archives of the temple itself, on

which, by a happy combination of skill and good luck, he had been

enabled to hy his hands—all this while a French engineer and his wifcj

M and Mine Dieulafoy, were making discoveries in Persia worthy to

be placed beside those of Botta or Mariette With the slenderest

mateiial lesources, but by prodigies of energy and sagacity, they suc-

ceeded in discovering part of the palace of Darius at Susa , and there

they found, in addition to innumerable engraved stones and bricks covered

with cuneiform inscriptions, some bas-reliefs in enamelled brick which are

absolutely unique m the history of art These bas-reliefs, which

decorated the great hall of audience, are remarkable not only for a

purity of design which challenges cornpaiison with the eaily works of

Greek aif, but foi a harmony of colour and a perfection of technical

execution which prove that the art of enamelling pottery must have

been known in Persia from a very iemote antiquity In addition to

the lions which form the fiieze, these bas-reliefs repicsent a procession

of wairiois m whose ricli costume we find a faithful reproduction of the

description left us by Heiodotus of the Guards of Darius—the Im-
mortals Mmc Dieulafoy, who has thrown herself with masculine

energy into the work of exploration, wearing a man^s diess, enduring

the same fatigues with liei husband, directing the workmen, and look-

ing after them with sleepless vigilance, is also an authoress, and it is

to her that we owe the charming work, “La Susiane, La Perse, La
Chaldee,^'' just issued by Hachette

This time, as^ usual, it is from Hachette’s that we get the most im-

portant of the ilhistiated books that come with the New Year Elisec

Reclus adds a new volume, on Afiica, to his great “ Gcographie Uni-

verselle , while his brother, Onesimus Reclus, gives us, under the title

“ En Pranee,^^ a description of oui own countiy, full of force and spirit

and even poetry, though sometimes not a little bi/aiie m manner
The fourth volume of MM Perrot and Chipiez's Ancient History of

Art IS taken up with Sardinia, Judeca, and Asia Minor The two
former countries furnish but a scanty harvest to the lustorian of art,

though M Chipiez’s repioduction of the temple of Ezekiel is ex-
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tremely intcrestinfif But, on the other hand, that part of the

volume which deals with the history of the Heteans, that extraor#-

diuary people whose civilization—not to say their very existence—

was only a few jears ago quite unknown, but who exercised an
indisputable influence on the civilization of Greece, is quite a revela-

tion The present volume completes the review ot the civilizations

and forms of art which preceded and led up to that of Gteece, and the
authois have now to enter on the subject ot Greek art itself This will

form the core and centie of their work—a work which, for its literary

and aitistic qualities, as well as its archaeological value, is likely to prove

the finest monument yet reared to ancient art Another appearance

which will be hailed by lovers of Greece and of Greek art is that of the

first volume of M Diiruy^s Ilistoire des Giecs This indefatigable

author had no sooner put the finibhing touch to his masterly History of

the Romans/^ m seven quarto volumes, than he began a history of the

Greeks on the same plan, its innumerable and {idmirable engravings

forming a running corament'iiy on the text, aichseologic'il, artistic, and
picturesque To turn over this volume is like taking a tour in Greece

and going the round of all the museums to boot It is really fine to

see M Duruy, after his long piofessorial career and his several years of

service as Minister of Public Instruction, scorning repose and commit-
ting himself to schemes the mere extent of which might stagger a man
with the best of Ins life before him A much younger man than

M Duruy, M E De^jaidins, who, in his ^^Administiative and Political

Geography of Homan Gaul,^^ had undertaken a far less ci usliing task, has

died leaving his work unfinished The fourth and concluding volume
will be finished by the greatest ofour historical gcograplu is,M Longnon
We come next to works of somewhat less remote mtorebt We have

already noticed the first volume of M Albert Soiers ^^Euiope

and French Revolution’^ (Plo«), which appealed in 1885, and
formed a masterly introduction to the body of the work, describing

—

with, indeed, an almost bewildering profusion of thought and fact—the

position of each of the European Stites, and of France lieiself in rela-

tion to them, at the outbreak of the Revolution The second volume,

on the Fall of the Monarchy, goes to the heart of the subject It

IS no longer a vast survey of the situation, but a detuled narrative of

the events which, from the summoning of the States-General to

A^almy, were leading up to the European co*alitioii against France, the

fall of the monarchy, and the proclamation of the Republic M Sorel

had tried his hand m fiction before he took to history , he has spent

years in the diplomitic seivice, and he is now, as Secretary to the

Piesidency of the Senate, behind the scenes of the political stage, and
with all this experience he brings to his task a raie combination of

qu^ifications He has the penetrating precision, the calm and impartial

judgment, of the diplomatist and the philosopher, who sees the hidden

springs of action and event, and w ho is not to be put ofl with words or

carried away by illusions
, and, at the same time, his vivid imagination

seizes on the dramatic points of the story, and makes the actors in it

instinct with life He surprises you alternately by the vigour of his

pencil and the serene imperturbability of his judgment
The history of diplomacy seems just now a favourite subject. This-

is probably to be attributed in part to the freedom with which the?
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archives of the Foreign Office are thrown open to students and the
impulse given by the publications of the Committee charged with the
management of these records The Committee has already issued one
volume of its Catalogue, two of Instructions to French Ambassadors
between 1648 and 1789—one for Austria, edited by M Sorel, and one
for Sweden, by M Geffioy—and two volumes of a ‘systematic inventory
of documents, on the plan of the English Calendars of^ State Papers
One of thebe cousistb of the embassies of MM de Marillac and de
Castillon, and the other contains the hist part of the papers of
Baithclemy, the ambassador of the Republic in Switzerland during the
negotiation of the peace of Biile Every year now witnc'^ses the
publication of a considerable number of works the substance of which
IS entirely derived fi om Foreign Office documents One of the most
recent is that of M Vandal on the mission of the Maiquis de Villeneuve
at Constantinople (1728-1711) ]V£ Vandal has been devoting himself

for some years to the foreign policy of France in E istcin Europe during
the eighteenth centuiy His book on Louis XV and Elizabeth of Russia

was, and deserved to be, a great success The picsent volume has less

of 1Oman tic incident, but it has a highci historical importance The
Marquis de Villeneuve was the founder of those triendly and intimate

lelations between France and the Ottoman Porte which long secured

us a preponderating influence in the East, and the results of which are

felt even now The romantic elcmcnl is not quite absent either There is

plenty of it in the charming story ot the advcntuies of the Corate-Pacha

do Bonneval Most of the papers contained in the valuable Annals dt

the Ecole des Sciences Politiques also beai on the histoiy ot diplomacy,

and the movement in this direction has been fuithcr marked by the

inauguration ot a Society of Diplomatic History, with a quarterly

Review of its own, at the head of which we find the names ot de Broghc
Geffrey, Rothan—an ample guarantee of the value of the work

Anothci branch of study which has grown to exceptional importance

m oui day is the history of Ait In addition to the lectureb of the

Ecole des Beaux Aits and those ot the Professor of iEsthetics at the

College de Fiance, the Ecole du Louvie, opened some three jears ago,

IS devoted especially to this subject Two new couises ot lectures have

just been commenced there—one byM Lafenestre on oil painting and one
byM Courajod on French sculpture Several pubbsheis—MM Quantin,

Baschet and Ronain in particular—devote themselves almost e&lusively

to works on art, while others, without making it a specialty, are coh-

stantly bringing out costly and beautiful volumes of the same descrip-

tion Thu<!, M Plon, himself a man of fane taste and learning, to

whom we are already indebted for an exhaustive biography of Benvenut(J

Cellini, with a critical catalogue of his woiks, has just produced a

splendid volume on Leone and Pompeo Lconi, two sculptors of the

sixteenth century patronized by Charles V and Philip II The
exhaustive work of M Palustre on the Renaissance in France has now
reached its third volume M Lafenestre, a good wiitcr and a thorough

connoisseur, who has aheady given us the first volume of ati exquisite

little history of Italian painting, now publishes a i\ork on Titian,

perhaps the most important of which the great Venetian has yet been

the subject Not Titian only, but all Venice, lives in his book , we
tiaco the influences by which Titian w^as formed, and see how,Jar from
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being' an isolated genius, lie was the product of those who had toiled

before him, and the centre, in his' own day, of a group of worthy

emulators

We have also to note one or two important contributions to the

history of Music It is, of couise, on Richard Wagner that everybody's

curiosity converges at present, and while we wait for the approaching
perfoimauce gf Lohengrin at the Eden Theatre, notices of him and
his work come thick and fast The most complete and interesting Life of

Wagnci that has jet appealed in Fiance, not to say m Europe, is that of

M Jullien (Ronain), already known foi good work in this department
With some few insignificant exceptions, M Julhen has informed him-
self veiy carefully on all the details of Wagnei^s career, and has faith-

fully followed the vicissitudes of his hero's troubled life and the trans-

formations of his evei-iestlcss thought He estimates his works with a

sympathetic impartiality winch contiasts favourably with the extra-

vagant judgments commonly passed upon them, whether by admuers
or depredators One thing that greatly adds to the interest of the

volume IS the reproduction of all the known poitriits of Wagner, of

the principal scenes in lus opera*?, and of a number of Wagnei caiica-

tures, which leally are veij viluablc documents m tne history of

Wagnerianism The book is purely biographical, and does not deal

with the question of Wagnti^s musical and dramatic theory, nor

attempt to assign him hib final place in Art As legaids the diamatic

side of the question,M Schurc had already ventured an estimate of

This kind m his impoitani book on the musical Diama, in winch ho
attributes Wagner^s operatic theory to the influence of the Greek
drama, while the musical merits of the Wagnerian opera are discussed

by Mme Fuchs in her ‘‘L'Opera et le Drame Musical d'apres les

ceuvres do Richard Wagner” This book, judicious without being

exactly profound, gives a very good idea of what W agnci aimed at, nnd
of the qualities and defects whuli by turns captivate and disconceit his

audience Finally, M G Servieies has given us in a vciy well-written

and most amusing book— Richard Wagner juge en Fiance”—the

history of Wagnerianism in oui own coiintiy It makes a very curious

chapter in the history of musical taste in France, and of the i evolution

brought about by Wagner both m music and in the drama M Servieres

tells his story with fine impartiality

The title ofM Servibres book suggests that of a hook by M Grand
Carteret— La France jugee par TAllemagne —which gives some
curious instances of the difficulty foreigners find m understanding each

other This is to be followed by “L^Allemagne jugee pir la Fiance/^

from which it will be seen, perhaps with some surprise, that Frenchmen
in general have been far more reasonable in their estimate of Germans
than the Oeimans have been m their estimate of us

We have already drann attention to the brilliant way in which literary

cntiCiem'is nowadays represented among us by MM P Bourget^

Lemaitre, and Biunctieie, and we eoiild but repeat the same eulogy in

noticing M J Lemaitre^s Les Contcmporains,^' and a new volui^ of

historical and literaiy miscellanies byM Brunetiere At the same time

M I)&ir6 Nisard, a veteran of bygone days, the \cnerable champion of

the classic dogma and tradition, has also published a volume of literary

and historical studies, characterized by all his fine qualities of mind and
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manner And next, here is a fine new star on the Irorizon Here is a
young professor, M Emile Eaguet^ whose ** Etudes Litt^raires sur le

Dixneuin^me Siecle have conquered fame at a bound owes his

success to his singularly keen and delicate literary souse, and even more
to a sincerity of perception and expression which gives the freshness of
reality to all he says His essay onVictor Hugo is lar and away the most
penetrating comment j et passed on that great poet By way of com-
plement to M Faguet we may take M P Stapfor's Victor Hugo and
Bacine^^ andM Dupny^s earnest, if somewhat too dithyrambic, “Victor
Hugo IMiomme et Pocuvre ” Two good bits of literary history may
also be mentioned heie “ La Comedie en France du Moyen Age,’^ by
M Petit de Julleville, and “ La Comcdie de Moliere,^^ by M Larroumet
M Larroumet goes deep into the souices of Molifere’s inspiration—^his

own family, the bourgeois ciiclc in which he was brought up, the actors

among whom he lived, the Court of Louis XIV m which he found
loyal palionage One comes away from M Larroumet with quite a
new comprehension of Moliere and his works

We have only two or three novels worth mentioning A good deal

has been said about a novel by M Mirbeau, called “ Lc Calvaiie It is

striking, no doubt, and there is some analytical power showing through

its disjointed and feverish style , but the subject is so sickening, and the

authoi^s cynicism so revolting, as to#place the whole thing outside the

lange of liteiiry criticism M P Bourgets “ Andre Cornells” stands

on quite a difleient level Like most of his novels, it belongs to the
school of what the Zolaist would terra " moral anatomy M Bourget
always simplifies his subject to the last degree He puts very few
figures on his canvas, fixes his whole attention on one or two of them,
and then watches the development in them of only a single feeling or a
single idea Once make up your mmd to tins excessive simplification,

and you are amazed at the force and acumen vvith which he scrutinizes

the very soul of his hero or heroine The subtlety of ins perception is

only equalled by his extraordinary poweis of expicssion Andre
Cornells is the son o( a murdeicd man Ills mother his married

again, and married, without knowing it, the instigator of the murder.

The boy has an instinctive aveision for Ins stepfaihe’*, and, growing up
with a determination to find and punish the muiderer, at last does find

and does punish him The whole story is a study of the conflict in

Andrews mind between his affection for his mother and his devotion

to the memory of his father, which he conceives himself bound to

vindicate The inward struggles of this Parisian Hamlet are described

With an agonizing fidelity which makes the stoiy painfully interesting

At the same time it calls up some very complex moral problems, which
the author solves with a single sentence from the Decalogue, “ Thou
sbalt not kill

”

Among recent volumes of verse, I see nothing to notice except M de

Pomairo&“La Nature et I’Ame^^and M Jean Aica id's “Livie des

Petde ” M de Pomairols is a tender, subtle, and delicate vcisifier,

and he sings of Nature in a strain which is new and his own It is

not the objective beauty of external Nature that he dvvells upon, but

its reflection in us, in whose consciousness alone it really exists

Guided by this idea, he reproduces in himself the mental condition

of primitive man when his perception of natural phenomena was

^OU U* H H
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sliaping itself into myth , and he throws into mythic form Ins own
impressions of Nature Livre des Petits'' is a collection of poems

for children, simple in thought and language, but each with its touch

of poetry or its imbedded moral idea It will doubtless find its way
into all oui schools and families as a book for reading and recitation

I must not pass over in silence one book of a philosophical character

which has raised a good deal of controversy here, and which certainly

will not escape notice in England—^'The Iireligion of the Future," by
M Guyau The title is unlucky It should have been The Religion

of the Future " M Guyau, whose works on the Ethics ot Epictetus

and on Contemporary English Morality have already become classic^

has been trying to do what M de Hartmann has attempted in Germany
and Mr Matthew Arnold in England He has been trying to find out

what is to satisfy the imperishable religious cravings of the human soul

when all positive religions have disappeared , and he endeavours to

prove that theism, pantheism, or even the mere moral ideal by itself,

may to some extent avail , and that even the laea of the immortality

of the soul IS not so fatally damaged as is commonly supposed by the

doubts or negations of our day We doubt whether any really religious

soul, believing or unbelieving, will find much satisfaction in M Guyau’s

conclusions, though we must render homage to the elevation of his

thought and the beauty of his phillteophic phi ise

Is it, again, a philosophic problem that M Renin sets befoie us in

his Abbesse de Jouarie," which has been received with such a burst

of critic sm, and which the Italians alone have had the hardihood to put
upon the staged This abbess, who, in 1793, on the very evebf execu-

tion, forgets her vows, and who, when she has been rescued by an
unlooked-for accident, marries in 1802 aci-devant noble, now a General

in the service of the Republic—is she intended to convince us that those

moral laws which lie at the basis of marriage and of society aic not laws

of the conscience at all, but simply social conventions^ or does she

not rather symbolize the reconciliation of the Ancien Regime and the

Revolution, as it were over the dead body of the old icligious forms?
1 myself incline to this latter opinion, and am disposed to think that

ifM Renan has seemed to offend against any moral piopiieties, it is

because he chose to personify his ab<«tractions, after the fashion of the

antique mythologies, which, with no dream of evil intent, turned the

caprices of the wind and sun into divine adventures and infidelities

M Alexandie Dumas is quite as daring a moralist as M Renan, but
his morality is more austere and more intelligible When I say his

morality is austere, I must not be misunderstood He does preach

morality, and even a severe morality , though he preaches it with a care-

kss i^nicism horrifying to ordinary viitue It is to be feared that

many spectators of '^Francillon" come away delighted with the daring
speeches and situations of the play rather than benefited by the lessons

to be drawn from it To put bad morals and bad manners on the stage,

even foi the purpose of holding them up to censuie, is to familiarize the

public with them, and so run the nsk of spreading tha infection, Never-
theless, it IS impossible not to enjo) “ Franeillon'" as they play it at the

Thefttre Fran9ais Never have M Dumas' scenic powers come out in

greater force , never has his wit been more dazzling oi his mastery of

the emotions of bis audience more complete Nor can we refuse our
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homage to the moral of the piece In mairnage th§ man and the
woman are equally bound, and morally, if not socially, a breach of duty
IS as bad in the one as in the othei

Beside " Francillon/^ the other theatrical novelties make but a sorry
figure Eichepin^s "Monsieur [Scapin,^^ at the Franyais, is only a
clever imitation of Regnard Sardou^s Crocodile/^ at the Porte Saint
Martin, is a pretty and amusing extravaganza Meilhac^s "Gotte"
has had but a partial success at the Palais Royal It lacks unity of
inspiration It is a mixture of high comedy and broad firce on a basis

of tragical moral analysis At the Odeon M de Goncourt^s Renee Mau-
perin seemed tedious and affected , Mile Arnaud's scriptural subject,

“Sons of Jahel,^^ with all its fine passages and strong situations,

reminded one of Pascals saying, that eloquence gets tiiesome if it goes
on too long, and the only tolerable success has been Henri Becqne^s
“Michel Paupei,^’ which is not a new piece at all, but twenty years

old, but which still succeeds, because, ih spite of wilful oddities, it has
the grip of real dramatic genius in it

At the Operas, the noisy vulgarity of the “ Egmont ” of M Salvayre

and the learned elegance of M Paladilhe’s “Patiic”—which owed not a
httle to the beauty of M Sardou's libretto—have had but a lukewarm
reception But we aie soon to have M Saint-baen^s “ Proserpine,” and
“Lohengim The rest is only to kill time

Fortunately the Parisians have had othei diversions to while away
the long winter I am not sure that they have cared much about the

inauguration of M Bartholdy’s great statue of “ Liberty illuminating

the Two Woilds,^^ which occasioned such manifestations of sympathy
for the Fiench delegates atiiNew York, but they have been intensely

interested in the fasting-men The defeat of the Italian champion,

Succi, by his fellow-countryman, Merlatti, who went fifty days without

anything but water, kept us in newspaper paragr iphs and small talk

for a considerable time It! had also the advantage of enabling the

doctors to diaw a clear lino of distinction between hungei and innutri-

tion, the former of which kills much more lapidly than the latter, and
of giving us a truer idea of the length of time it leally is possible to live

without food

But what arc we to say of the “Exposition des Incoherents*' ? Does
not this soit of bufibonery look rather like an eia of decadence? And
do we not see another sign of the same thing in the absurdities of the
“ symbolistic ” poets, who torture the language to put their nonsense

into verse, and who have lound unexpected admircis among the

anarchists—the revolt against law naturally alljing itself with the

revolt against grammar ^ A worse sign still is the Eifiel tower—an iron

tpwer some thousand feet high, ugly in itself and certain to make eveiy-

thing else look ugly m its neighbourhood, which the organizers of the

Exhibition of 1889 are determined, m the face of all opposition, to set

up in the very midst by way of a centre-piece It will of course dwarf

all the surrounding buildings , aud it has not a single merit of its own
except its immense propoitions and the technical difliculty of making
it There is something in this craving for the extraordinaiy and
monstrous instead of the beautiful which really does savour of a period

of decadence

Another bad thing is the custom we have lately introduced of gettmg
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up a f(§te for tlie benefit of the victims on the occasion of an) public

disaster Even apart from the incongruous effect of some people

amusing themselves because other people are suffering, it genterally

happens that the expenses of the entertainment run away with the best

pait of the receipts, and the only people who are the better for it are

the ^mpresar^o and his agents who pocket the money, the journalists

who find an opportunity of puffing themselves, and the promoters who
get decorated for their pains The Fetes du Soleil which were got up
in Pans in mid-winter in aid of the sufferers by the floods m the South
did not escape this condemnation Except at the performance ol
“ Patrie at the Opera, which paid splendidly, I doubt if much money
was collected The foire meridional at the Palais de ITndustrie,

with its Tarascon dance and procession and its bull-running, interested

the public very little indeed The loan exhibition of pictures from
private galleries did more for ij^e buffereis It contained, amongst othei

things, a singularly beautiful senes of Dutch pictures, and some terribly

realistic portiaits of madmen by Gcricault

The private exhibitions which precede the annual Salon aie just

opening their doors—those of the Ccrcles in the Hue Volney and the

Place Vendome, that of the Painters in Water Colours at the Rue de
Size This last is the only one which offers us anything new It has
forty drawings of M Besnard's, in which at last we see that fitful and
uncertain artist master of his crift, and risen to the highest rank both
in colour and design

G Monod
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Biography—Bishop Hanmiigton, the most iccent of Christian

martyrs, has been foitunate in his biographer ^ A devoted life and
heroic death like his might indeed in any hands fuinish forth an attract

live and stimulating memoii, but Mr Dawson has, m addition, been
singulaily successful all through m grasping and communicating the

individuality of his hero—if ^ biogi iphei^s subject must be so called—and
presenting him to us clothed in life Hannington was one of the best

types of English manhood—practical, resolute, single-minded, hearty, re-

soureeful, rising vigorously to diflSculty or danger, and sustained by a

strong and straightfoiwaid religious faith Mr Dawson seems to think

his most striking characteiistic, the resultant of the others combined, was
his invariable happiness undei whatc\cr kind ot fortune The work
deserves an abiding place on the shelf of Christian tnography—Mr
W H Channing, of whom Mr Frothingham now publishes a memoir,

f

was perhaps a little unpractical, but certainly a sympathetic and intel-

lectually interesting man, following his inspiiation of truth and humanity
wherever they happened to lead, and they happened to lead him in some
cases through interesting scenes and connections The phases of his

religious opinions are not very impoitant, but he took hold early of the

idea that social regeneration in this world ought to be a more essential

part of the religious aim than it was usually regaidcd Mr Frothingham

says, indeed, he was first and foremost a Christian Socialist—of couise m
that sense—and he was one of the community of Brook Farm, and has

been accused—as he himself held, unjustly—of introducing Fourierism

into it, and so conducing to its failure His own account of the failure is

worth quoting “The great evil, the radical practical danger, seemed to be a

willingness to do work half thorough, to rest on poor results, to be content

amidst comparatively squ ilid conditions, and to foim habits of indolence ”

—

Ozanani’s Letteis,} ot which the translator has published a first instal-

ment, extending to his appointment as Professor of Literature in the

Sorbonne, tell the story ot his life without the need of much editorial

assistance At the age of two, or rather under, he could quote with

apposite discretion from the Fables of La Fontaine At eighteen he

proposed to himself, as the ambitious work of a lifetime, to wiite a history

of all creeds, which should seive to determine the religious future of

humanity Upon this subject he forthwith set to work
,
and Ins whole

career seems to have been one of extraordinary mental activity The

* ** Bishop Hannington a Sketch of his Life and Work * By E C Dawson, hi A
London Seeley & Co London bonnenschein

} “Letters of Fredeno Ozanam Translated from the hrench by Ainslie Coates

London Elliot Stock
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mterest of Ins life at Pans, wheie he went for the study of law, centres

in the Chiibtian societies which he helped to establish that of St

Vincent de Paul, for the " reconciliation of those who have not enough

.with those who have too much, by means of charitable works,

and the Conference of Notre Dame, for the encouragement of a

higher mode of Christian preaching, adapted to meet the attacks

of rationalism The Ictteis are thioughout of a consistently high

tone , they aie full of piety without narrowness, and culture

without pedantry Catholicism is the keynote of lus life—
Madame de Schwartz’s publication of her lemimscences of Garibaldi *

may possibly he m good taste, but they aie exceedingly personal

reminiscences Fiom some hundred and htty letters, addressed to his

Speranza Amatissima,^^ full of piotestations of devotion, one gathers

that although on making her acquaintance he asked her to marry him,

and subsequently dropped ill reference to this pi ©position, a strong

friendship existed foi many years between them This friendship he

utilized by imposing upon lici some diflicult and dangerous diitie«, and
accepting at all times the moat loyal set vices, among which may be
reckoned the adoption of lus daughter by IJattistina To do the writer

justice, she seems to liave hesitated to accept Garibaldi^s origiiul offer on
the ground that he had given this woman a promiseto make their union
legitimate In the meantime, however, he contracted his unfoitunate

marriage uith the Marquu Ilumondis daughter The book is full of

scenes of interest and excitement, in which the wiiter faguies quite as

conspicuously as hei heio New light is thrown on many pofiits—the

skirmish at Apromonte, Guibaldi’s contempt for Mazzmib policy, and
the stoiy of the escape from Caprera in 18b7, told by the “ Solitario"

himself His unfortunate eflorts after literary fame are duly discussed

,

and there is one very amusing letter, wiitten m a vein of humble
hesitation, entreating advice about the publication of his first novel—
Major-Geneial Drayson, who gives us his ‘ Experiences as a W00I 7

vvich Professor,”! has, by lus own showing, not been properly

appreciated lears ago iic invented a capital range-finder, and the

military authoiitics thought scoin of it, while his theory of a second

and slow rotation of the earth leccived very scant leeognition from
astronomical expeits And yet as a professoi he has done good work,
and as a writer employs much common-sense The need of it he has

learhed from his cxpeiience of army routine, and indeed when a man
nearly loses two-thirds of i quarter’s pay because he has only forwarded

his monthly certificate of continued existence foi the last of these three

periods, his sense of the advantage of reason over routine is likely to

become accentuated But the authoi is too fond of reason, and his views

upon the aim of education are consequently defective In his scheme
there is no position a<5signed to the cultivation of taste Fifteen years

spent among cadets has taught him that two things are necessary—the

acquirement of a store of practical knowledge, and the develop-

ment of the reasoning faculty Classics, modern languages, history,

or verses can only be acqiiiied by cramming, theie being no reason to

guide one in any portion of these These are the actual words of

‘^Recollections of Ganbaldi ” ByUpisMelena London Trilbner&Co 1387^

t “b xpeneuces of aWoolwich Professor By Major GenerM A W Draysoo, fateR A
London Obaimian & Hall
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this professor—^The Life of Dr Lindsay Alexandei of Edinburgh, by
Mr Janies Ross,* is a very good account of an interesting and scholaily

man, and gives, in pas*!!!!^, glimpses of many of the piincipal figuies in

Scotland during the last half-century, and of some of the phases of the
religiods life of the country Some of Di Alexander’s discourses and
hymns are added to his biography, as well as some striking translations

of Scotch songs into Litin and Greek verse Those of lloy^s Wife of
Aldivalloch^^ and “Willie brewed a peck o' maut " are particularly good

TiiiViL—Lieutenant A C Yate, one of the oflicers accompanying
the late Afghan Boundary Commission, republishes, lu the form of a
volume under the title of “England and Russia Face to Face in

the East/'t the correspondence which he contributed to the Daily
Tdegi apk and other newspapers fiom the spot He has added to this

a summary of the work of the Biitish Boundary Commission, both as

a whole and individually, and given his views of the respeetive positions

of England and Russia m Central Asia, as afiected by the events to

which the despatch of the Boundary Commission has given rise. There
is much freshness and variety in the author's desciiption of his experi-

ences, and they aic of value as relating to a part ot the world hitheito

little, if at all, known He treats m an appendix of the Russo-Peisian

frontier, where he had an opportunity of travelling, and wheie, fiom the

want of any distinct definition, lit fears a similar difficulty may soon

%riso to that which he had some part in settling on the Afghan
frontier—“ An Italian Pilgrimage," by Joseph and Elizabeth Pennell,}:

IS an entertaining, if rather small-beei, cluoniclc of a jouiney by
tandem tricycle from Florence to Rome, undertaken by an American
artist ind his literary wife The result of this partneiship in work is

very happy The illustrations are excellent, and the letterpress readable

,

and Mr C G Leland prefaces the book with some charming verses

MistEiLAXfcous—Mr J S Jeans's “Railway Problems ’' § is the

most important and comprehensive woik on the railway system that

has been published in this country since the railway system came into

being That system may or may not have the tiansformition before it

jwliich many persons expect, but at any rate it has now arrived at a
stage in its histoiy when it is well to gatner up the results ind expe-

riences of the past in the various countries of the world, and it is these

results and experiences, so far as they are available, that Mr Jcaiis has

set himself to collect, analyse, and discuss Much of the work he has

done IS of necessity pioneer work, and ends, perhaps, as often in raisi^

a fresh difficult problem as in settling one, for what strikes us most is

the marvellous want of uniformity m the experiences of different lines,

whether in the same or in different countries
,
but the author's survey of

the field is veiy complete and careful, and his examination of the evidence

marked by admirable acumen and solidity of judgment It is of course

impossible to review the book here as it deserves, but it mav be safely

recommended as a mine of well-digested information and instructive

discussion on the whole rangeofptoblems connected with the present situa-

tion of railways at home and abroad—Dr Richard Ely’s “Labour Move-

ment 111America "|| was written before the icccnt election ofMayorot New

* London J Kisbct & Co + Ldinburgh W BHckwood & Sons,

J London Seeley & Co ^ London Longmans & Co

II
Kew York Crowen & Co
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York, and contains no estimation of the nature and bearing of the large

labour vote then given for Henry George , but it gives full particulars

about the Knights of Laboi and smilar societies^ and their aims and

methods, and about the work of the various socialistic organiza-

tions in America*. Dr Ely writes in thorough—though sometimes
too indiscriinin ite—sympathy with the American labour movement,
and describes its lemaikable features and developments with clearness

and force He has the idea that the Knights of Laboi, being a
universal union of working men, is a stage of higher development
than the ordinary, union of the separate tiades , but this is very doubtful,

for, as^ experience alieady shows, it cannot be of half the practical

good the other can One of the best chapters in the boos: is on the

educational value ol laboui organizations, which m America seem to do
much moie than heie outside the immediate object of their origin, and *

aie usmll} very edectual agencies for piomoimg tempeiance and supply-

ing social recieatiou oi a good soit The American Socialists seem to be

still, as one of then own newspapers acknowledges, a mcie Geiman
colony—a branch of the Geiman hocial Democracy , indeed, Di Ely
gays, one bond that holds them together is “their inteiest and active

participation in the election of members to the Impeinl Pailiament of

Germany,*’ but lie admits they aie making some progress in win-

ning Enghsh-spe'iking adheients, and tint “ 1 irgc success has met
their odoits to diflusc then ideas among the labouring classes —
Mr T S Kingdon Olipliant- who had already in his Old and
Middle English^* tiaced inth singulai exactitude and interest of

detaikthe changes that occuiied in the traii'^ition of our language
from what is known as Anglo-Saxon into modem English—has now,
in two volumes entitled “ Tlio New English, continued his work
fioni the fourteenth con tiirv down even to Mi Aiclis recent mistake
about hind in our own da^ It is a vvoik of genuine and laboi lous

scholarship, being the most complete chionicle we possess of the first

appearances of new words, or phrases, or tendencies m the successive

writings of our modem English authors, and it will afford as real

profit and entertainment to the general reader as to the philologist—^
Herr von Huliu's account of the Bulgarian struggle for independence
last }ear, which has just been tianslated into English,t throws a great
deal of light upon the Bulgarian situation, and tells us much that is

interesting about the Bulgaiian people, about Prince Alexander and the

other leading peisonages of the country, and about the Russian intugues
TBfe author went thiough the campaign as correspondent of the Cologne
Gazette, and the book is founded on his personal observation and invcsti-

gatiop# His pictuie of the progress made by this inexpenenced peasant
people in political and commercial and social life is very encouiaging

+ London John Murray* London Macmillan & Co



THE CALL OF SAVONAROLA

T
he fifteenth century is the April of modern history The buds

swell with sap, the leaves put forth shoots, the shoots burst

into flowers, the flowers paint themselves in every variety of colour

and secrete honey, the honey summons the bees, whilst the petals

tempt the butterflies, the butterflies leave their dark chrysalis to

assume their airy forms , the springs leave their winter prisons to

babble in the valleys , up above m the tops of the trees the birds

practise their choirs, from the mated larks, who rise to salute the

dawn with their mystic psalmody, down to the amorous nightingale,

who through the night sings to his bnde as she sits on her nest, and

awakes in all hearts the thoughts of spring So in the fifteenth

century the printing-press comes to give permanence to thought

,

rmns choked with flowering weeds show, as in a hving sepulchre, the

statue which is to bnng perfection to art , Constantinople, humihated

by its defeat at Lepanto, falls mto the dungeon of slavery, whilst

the soul of ancient Greek literature, revived in Florence, flows like

new blood through the cold sluggish veins of the human race

,

scholastic philosophy acts, as the chrysalis on the butterfly, repressively,

hut Florentine Platonism illuminates the depths of Heaven and of

the soul'with the ideas of the sublimest of philosophers , the ocean,

too, in order that everything may be marvellous, presents Ameiics

With its virgin forests and overflowing hfe to renovate and fire Nature

itself, as though the Universe were a divme poem wntteu across the

immensity of space in starry letters for man’s spirit to read

The fifteenth century is Easter resurrection following on the GUiod

Fnday of the Middle Ages,—when the altars were dressed in mourn*

mg, the temples vacant and open, the virgins alone, the Saviour tn

His tomb, the Cross raised above the Universe, the ang'els weeing,

VOb. u. I 1
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the Miserere of penitence filling the darkened sirwith tears,—after this

Gk>od Fnda7 comes Easter-day, that* second Nativity in -which Jesus

Chnst rises from His sepulchre to ascend into the heavens, where-

upon the Te Deums rise from the Churches, and merry peals of hells

meet » the hosannas of the angels , religious inspiration fills the air,

the hallelujah of mystic joy mingles with the humming of the bee,

the flight of the butterfly, the odour of flowers, the murmuring of the

brook, the sparkling of the stars, the songs of the nightingale and of

the lark, the new tide of hope

Throughout this Easter-tide society seemed to dehght in satisfying

all the wants and aspirations of the mind Some instrument was

needed to rend the feudal rock, to split and break it into fragments,

—^nay, to crush it to powder To open up earth's shores, to verify the

legendary voyages of our new argonauts, the Portuguese and Spamsh

sailors, a fixed point m the heavens, and another fixed point on hoard

the ship, were called for, and then providentially came the compass

to point unerringly to the North amidst continual motion A fresh

type was required for art, and there came the newly discovered statues

to decorate our cathedrals and the palaces of our Popes There was

wanted a means to search out the recesses of the heavens, even as

printing had been made to vanquish time and the compass to master

space so in the tubes of an instrument came by chance certain

glasses, which were converted into a telescope, and superseded the

old astionomy of Alexandria After that, conscience also needed

to be renewed, the Church reconstructed, Christianity remoulded

,

conscience had to be idealized, in order to rise higher and find its

altars above, even as it had been with science and art and all the

institutions of the human mind To say that all the mental

faculties advanced, and that only feeling and faith flagged, were tot

state the impossible Faith must needs be revived, as everythmgt

was revived, in this period of universal regeneration And to fulfil

the ministry of the renewal of faith, without severing it from its

traditions, ideas, and dogmas, came the luminous soul of the im-

mortal SAVONAaOLt.

All men have in common the humanity to which they belong, and

all have the particular charactenstics of their special individuality

Aj{id yet there is nothing more common than to demand of persons

of^ the highest powers, whose vocation is assigned them by a voiee

from above, for very special purposes, the whole range of human
fiiculties, as though it were possible for one man to grasp universal

mind and discharge all human obbgations Thus, a politieiaa

assumes to sit in judgment on Savonarola, and calls him a clumsy

l^d incapable prophet, because he did not practise the intrigues

of pohtics, agam, a mystic, a religious &natic, constitutes himself

his judge, and brands him as an ambitious tribune because he blended
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the cloister with the political arena^ the pulpit with the*' rostrum,

because he 'Irorshipped both religion and democracy, because he

made himself the champion of the Gospel and of the Republic* An
idle^ task, to judge a great man from a single point of view I

Savonarola represents two things Titally hecessary at the momentm
which he appears first, the revival of religious consciousness

,
and

secondly, the renewed application of the conscience to the reform of

social life To satisfy the dfesires of so many great souls, to fulfil the

testaments of the last canonical Councils, to restore Christian thought

to the mind, and then to bring down conscience, rejuvenated and

remoulded, into the bosom of society^—this was his herculean task, his »

historic mission

We will now examine whether his labour was a failure and his

ministry unsuccessful We will then ask on whom the responsi-

bility falls that the labour was lost, and that the mission failed , it

may fall upon him, it may fall upon his implacable enemies We
will next inquire whether the revolution was brought on by the failure

of Savonarola’s ideas, hopes, and projects That which we must

demand is, that a man summoned to a task so superhuman, born in

such an epic period, called to work out so concrete an issue, con-

strained to sow, in so restricted a field, the seed of his ideas which

were to spread all over the world, should not be required to display

powers incompatible with the ministry which he came to fulfil As

a monk, he will have to see things of the world through the walls

of the cloister , as a politician, he will have to look upon the cloister

through the atmosphere of the world, as a mystic, he will have

to convert moral and religious rules into coercive laws
,
as a poli-

tician, he must give to prayers, sermons, and penitential services a

certain revolutionary tone, a certaiiVwarlike complexion but with aU

these contradictions—possibly on account of these contradictions—

no one in history personifies and represents with better right that new

birth of the religious spirit presented in the Gospel of Christ which

has come down into the midst of society like a leaven of life, quicken-

ing all its institutions as with a new soul

Savonarola, like Livy, came from Padua These Venetian cities

have been marvellously fertile in illustrious children Padua in point

ofantiquity surpasses Venice, which dates later than the fall of Rome

and the irruption of the barbarians And as its antiquity is greater

than that of Venice, so it has a German-Latm character not to be

found in Venice, which was exclusively occupied in receiving the

fugitives who escaped the fire and sword of the barbanans. One

must SCO these regions, as 1 have seen them, to comprehend all their

gittndeur and explain many of the enigmas which history preser^

in her hieroglyphic emblems Here^ upon these plains where the

poplars are interlaced with the vines, where we look on the

ii2
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Lagoon of St Mark , irhere the 'waters sparkle that flow from the

dazzling Adnatic , as our thoughts wander through the^ great cities,

peopled with the spirits of bygone generations, it becomes manifest

to us that the inhabitants could not surrender themselves to the effe-

minacy and luxury of Oriental Venice

Padua, rising up at the entrance of the envied Venetian lake, had

to be well sentinelled and to engage in constant warfare The shocks

which never reached the great mercantile city frequently ploughed

up its soil and made deep furrows in it, just as the surface of great

volcanoes is cut up by the streams of lava The man of Padua of

old distinguished himself by his energy, developing great powers in

all athletic exercues, as became one reared on the cross-ways of

so many military roads and amidst so constant and terrible wars

Savonarola had somewhat of this native energy, for as by food and

air we assimilate part of the soil on which we live, so by tradition

and by education we assimilate likewise the b|pe of the race, of the

family, of the city, of the generation, to which we belong

Padua, which belonged soul and body to the League of Guelphic

cities, afterwards fell into the hands of the greatest Ghibelhne tyrant

that was ever known in the history of Italy at times trodden under

foot by the Imperial troops and at other times by those of the Pope,

finally, at the commencement of the fifteenth century, she yielded to

the power of her most terrible rival, of abhorred Venice Savonarola’s

ancestors must have acquired amidst these tragedies, so well calcu-

lated to steel the soul, much of the energy and fortitude which they

transmitted to their immortal descendant, a constant combatant in

the bloodless warfare of mind

In all Italian cities the strength, the energy, the valour, which

they acquired from a soil steeped4n blood were greatly tempered and

softened by the constant presentation to their eyes and to their

imagination of marvellous works of art Padua in the fifteenth

century, although fallen from her ancient splendour, preserved

memonals fitted to elevate the ideal above all things else for

those who cultivate the high faculties of the mind Giotto left upon
the walls of her temples those angelic figures which were surely

inspired—seen in dim vision through the clouds of the h!mpyrean

,

St Anthony left floating in her air discourses which fire the mind
with passion and give fiW to the Italian nation , Marsilio left m
the halls of her umversities the mystenons figures of those political

problems that carried with them the bases of a new society ,
and m

the lines of her churches, architects and sculptors like the Pisani

wreathed in enamel, such ideas as distil sublime inspiration upon the

Utelbgence and upon the heart ofa great nation Hence, a family so

well versed in the sciences as was that of the Savonarolas ought to

combme, with the energy which characterized the people of Padna, the
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delicacy of petcepti6n, tlie catholicity of tastCi and? the exaltation of

character ivhikh works of art are wont to confer upon those who study

md enjoy them And here also we find some explanation of the

combination of various qualifications that distinguishes -Savonarola^s

character—his force of will joined to the manifold impulses which

made him both orator and poet

Savonarola^s family was attached to the University of Padua. As
we can at this day form no just idea of what cathedrals were ^ the

Middle ^es, so no more can we conceive the universities of those

times Just as a cathedral and its cloisters served even a religious
'

people for market-place, exchange, theatre, and cemetery, so the

nascent universities savoured somewhat of the State and somewhat

of the court of justice, with their great coercive powers, with their

independent tribunals, with their peculiar privileges, with their

numerous bodies of students, who thought themselves unworthy of

their name if they ^d not sustain the glory of their class, if they

did not enter, Tvith In the ardour of youth, into gambling, drinking,

fighting, and love-making Above these turbulent troops of students

stood the severe patrician class of professors, who paid external

obedience to the law, to the Church, and even to the State, but made
no conscience of interfering in matters of Church and State, as they

were enabled to do by the natural power of their ideas and by the special

character of their duties They opposed the old Homan jurisprudence

to feudal and canon law , they met the disintegration of the Middle

Ages with the strong civil unity of the Imperial State, which they

found, as it were, petrified in the Pandects In this fashion they

at once pulled down the theocratic and the military aristocracies—the

two pedestals upon which was raised the majestic edifice of the Middle

Ages We must say that in point of fact there were amongst these

professors jurisconsults who exercised greater political and social

mfluence than doctors of medicine—a phenomenon only to be ex-

plained by the special conditions of the society of that day Devoted

as was the Middle Age to hierarchies, contemptuous as it was o|

manual labour, and far, very far, from comprehending the common
origin and the common destiny of all sciences and the sacred

equality which forms, as it were, the basis of their various manifesta-

tions, it was held—even in democratic Italy itself, that land where

such social dignity is seen among hand<^workers—that the office of

a medical man was inferior to that of a lawyer or a theologian

It IS necessary that this be well retained m the memory, for it was

Savonarola^s misfortune to belong to a family which practised medicine,

and this settled his fate, and brought about his seclusion in a cloister

Jhese circumstances of country which affect a family and a

sion affect also the State, and they all have to be taken into considerar

tion er^ one can comprehend and explain one of those souls whose
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light IS reflected* through the ages over the Mundltes horizons of

history, and lyhose life succeeds in carrying new i4las into the

remotest recesses of human consciousness

The persqn who most <• powerfully influenced the destiny of Giro-

lamo Savonarola was his paternal grandfather, Michaele, the celebrated

physician Studying this singulai man, and reviewing the hsf of his

books, we find a key to some part of the monk's nature Michaele

Savonarola wrote with the greatest case upon medicine, politics, and

ecclesiastical matteis llesides a practical treatise upon d^ases, he

left a theoretical work on the pulse, a tract on hygiene, private and

public, and a historical essay on the tieditions of Padua With

equal facility he wiote one book on the natural development of

fever, and another on the canon laws as to confession Thus he

counselled the dyspeptic upon diet and the nations as to the most

eligible form of llepublic This faculty for dealing with everything

this wealth of mfoimation, brought him univeij|^ renown, and gave

him undisputed social pre-cmincncc among8*his contemporaries

It may be added that he not only possessed the widest grasp of

science, but had also, as its proper complement, the most tender

sympathy Thoughts were not, for this model physician, pure abstrac-

tions, limited in their scope to an exalted but frigid conscience, but

were alive, and in their life fruitful m the distiibution with lavish

hand of beneficence amongst the sick and necessitous Justly proud

of a lofty intelligence, of an energetic natuic, of wholc-heartedness,

of a lively imagination, he was indignant at the vices practised by

the powerful, v lulst he hastened to succour want amongst the poor

His universal charity was balaneed by his universal indignation

against wrong and wrong-doers Therefore study well this man, and

you will undoubtedly find in him the germs of those qualities which

were subsequently to spnng forth and to increase in his grandson

—

scientific combined with religious culture , love of retirement tinted

with the impulse to go forth and fight the world's battles, love

of meditation countciacted by desire to wrestle in political strife

—

^ntrasted qualities such as form great minds and strong wills, im-

planted m those whom Providence destines to exercise wide and perma-

nent influence over society, and to bear imperishable names in the

annals of history

Michaele Savonarola yearned with inexpressible tenderness over

his grandchild, and did all he could to secure that the boy who would

bear his name should prosecute his science Age loves infancy

enthusiastically by virtue of those harmonics between contraries

which fionstitutc, as it were, the immortal basis of our nature A
grand&ther, on the eve of his departure from this life, feels that he

sebs renewed the innoccncy of his own soul, his youth, the illusions-
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of Ills fancy, the hopes and affections of his heart, aU the paradises

long lost in the abysses of time, when he plays with the little grand-

child at his feet , whilst the child, in its looks, in its smile, m its

gambols, recalls some features of beloved ones who made hnght the

path of his life, removes from his furrowed brow the crown of thorns,

and substitutes for it a heavenly aureole When the old physician

Hichaele felt that his strength was now exhausted, that his eyes were
dim, and his days come to a close, the delicate child with its rosy

lips brought him that promise of rejuvenescence that gilds with glory

the deathbed, and inspires the dying with exalted hope in the last

hour It was Miehaele^s desire that he should be personally repro-

duced in his grandchild, and to this end he destined him to foUow

the medical career, m older to make him, whit he had been himself,

an ornament of Courts and a benefactor of the sick poor But

Nature must be studied and her promptings attended to in order to

accomplish one’s aim in the selection of a career for another—to find

him a post that shdft secure his own happiness, and therewith ;the

esteem and admiration of others If you see a child . with great

skill and delight in attentive observation, devote him to experimental

science , but if you find that he is of nervous physical temperament,

impressionable, of a moral complexion open to aU ideas, emotional,

imaginative, with a sensitive heart and a ductile intelligence, do not

devote him to mathematics, or to experimentalizing, or to cold deduc-

tions—no, tram him to eloquence, to art, and you will have in him

one of those beings destined to move men’s minds to thought, and

their will to every good action

Savonarola’s education commenced with the physical sciences

—

a course alien to his natural disposition and contrary to bis mental

vocation Fortunately, medicine was not at that time so much sepa-

rated from arts and letters as it is at present In spite of the fact

that man was approaching more positive periods of science, imagina-

tion and feeling still assumed the upper hand in the crude study

of Nature The universe itself appeared to be a poem, composed by

an immortal poet, in which intuition, albeit somewhat enlightened

by expenence, encountered a thousand magical effects calculated to

dazzle the mind and to infiame the most vivid imagination The

brilliant inventions of the Arabs were brought to the knowledge of

the Christian world by the enlightened efforts of Alonso X , and

about the same time Boger Bacon by his treatise upon telescopes and

mirrors extended the celestial horizon Astronomy retained some rem-

nants of astrology, just as chemistry preserved something of alchemy

Thus Peter of Albano, the author of a treatise upon the astrolabe,

was burnt in effigy after his death for witchcraft at the begmamg^

of the fourteenth century, and about the middle of the same coatury
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the cultured Florentines burnt alive the celebrated encyclopaedist^

Cecco d^ Ascoli, whose experiments—put, according to the spirit of

the times, into the form of a poem—gave a new impulse to meteor-

ology Indeed, all these sciences were only relieved of a quasi-

magical character fifty years afterwards by a revolution analogous in

its nature to the revolution in religion It seems impossible that

ideas appearing in history should persist and endure
,
yet in their

transformation they never lose their peculiar nature The semi-pagan

processions of Italy recall the ancient Greek shows , the lamps

lighted at the feet of the patron saints of the family, the Homan lares

Along the shores of the Mediterranean the temples were converted into

churches, and the pagan rites metamorphosed into Catholic liturgies

,

St Anthony protected horses, just like the equestrian Neptune , Ceres

becomes Our Lady of the Ears of Corn , the piece of money which

the Greeks placed m the dead man^s mouth to induce Charon to let

him pass over survives in many nations , the Christmas log burns

on the hearth as did that which was burnt at *the feasts of Adonis,

and the meiry eve of St John repeats the bonfires of the summer
solstice, the augurs, the diviners, and the witches still people

the air and earth, in spite of all the holy water poured over them,

and of the bells ever ringing from the lofty towers to drive away

evil spirits from the world Who does not remember that in those

remote times, even among the doctors themselves, it was a cardinal

article of belief that epilepsy, hydrophobia, and ner\ous diseases were

due to demoniacal possession ? When they saw this unhappy man
tremble as though about to breathe his last, and that other gnashing

his teeth and clenching his hands with superhuman powqr, flashing

lire from his eyes as from a volcano, and foaming at the mouth, the

people of those days, ignorant of the electricity that pervades our

nerves, beheved that such sore diseases were due to the terrible

assaults of Satan and his followers The fathers of the Church con-*

sidered that most devils were men possessed by Satan—an opinion

which St Thomas formulated and handed over to the naturalists and

orthodox medical men , and, although Gaineno of Pavia lu 1440

raised a protest against this doctrine, the belief that only infernal

spirits could produce such deep-seated and terrible disorders remained

m vogue, and was held even by sp celebrated a physician as the four-

teenth-century Ibn-Khaldoum, who thought that a spirit could detach

itself from matter, and so attain to supernatural visions This was

before the discovery of the Americas, whose appearance in history

necessarily involved such profound changes in the cosmic science^

Natural history was only a sort of handmaid to theology, using the

lion^ the phoenix, and other animals merely as symbols of celestial

things, so that zoology and botany tended rather to nourish the fancy

than to extinguish it. Debarred from anatomical study, medicine
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was far from holding the experimental character which the advance of

time and the progress of ideas have since combined to mypart to it

Besides all this, Michacle Savonarola died ere he could complete the

education of Girolamo, which was then taken up by his father, Nicolas

Savonarola, a man better versed in the evil ways of Courts than in

the secret marvels of science He restricted the training of his son

to the science of the period—that is to say, to a certain acquaintance

with the works of St Thomas Aquinas, which, as is well known, repre-

sented the philosophy of Catholic dogma—as though the Reformer

was not to separate himself from the Church in the smallest matter,

in order that he might mysteriously fulfil his providential destiny

and investigate with redoubled attention the nature of his divine

vocation

The intellectual influences which first moulded Savonarola being

thus ascertained, we have now to find the moral influences, to seek

out the women whose eyes and inspirations gave warmth and life to

his feeling In the intellect the father^s influence should be para-

mount
,

the mother^s more directly and naturally affects the heart

Savonarola found a great teacher in his mother, who combined

elevation of mind with sweetness and gentleness of character Her
name was Elena , she belonged to the illustrious family of the Buona-

corsi of Mantua Married to the vulgar Nicolas Savonarola, she

found in the love of her children and in the cultivation of their

minds the satisfaction which she could not find in courtship or

mariiage Of an essentially poetic and loving womanly nature, she

was ever constrained to devote herself passionately to the object of her

affection Elena had two sons older than Girolamo, but in neither

of them did she find the reflection of her own soul The eldest

embraced the profession of arms , the second devoted himself to the

administration of finance neither attained the elevation or the

culture which Elena would have wished for them Girolamo alone,

in spite of an exterior by no means prepossessing, attracted the love

of his mother by the lofty qualities which distinguished him from

his infancy, by his depth of thought, his wealth of ideas and fluency

of speech, by his sudden bursts of mysticism, foreshadowing

his mysterious future vocation Ideas, in passing through a

woman^s mind, take splendid variety of colour, like light passing

through a prism Unhappy is the man who has not received

the germs of his earliest thoughts from the lips of his mother , ^

unhappy is he who has not consciously felt the springtide of his

life burst into flowers under the warm breath of the woman ^he

loved That rare combination of energy and tenderness, of flexi-

bility and firmness, of love and thought, of valour and gentleness,

which a man requires, comes from woman, who infuses into his cup

of life the honey of her maternal affection, and perfumes it for evetr
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The mind, at its birth, like the nestling just hatched, requires to

receive its food from a mother’s mouth and to find shelter for its

nakedness under her careful wing Thus, when Savonarola, even m
his sudden fits of hatred, felt grieved, and reverted back to chanty

and to love, when he preached righteousness even before his most

implacable enemies, in those frequent moments of despair and anguish

of soul, a consoling angel would appear and sit down at his side

,

a mysterious wailing voice would sound amidst the roar of tempestu-

ous agitation—it was the gentle and blessed soul of his sainted

mother that he saw beside him, like a veritable Deity of goodness

and virtue, shining like a rainbow against the clouds which darkened

his mind, distilhng a heavenly dew upon his barren heart, giving

him hope in the hour of death and the gloom of the grave

There was another woman who was to exercise a sovereign influence

over Savonarola The Italian cities of that day were subject to sudden

political convulsions, with all their incidents of condemnation, banish-

ment, and exile Driven away by these frequent vicissitudes and

revolutions, the Strozzi had quitted Florence, and found them-

selves landed, the wrecks of civil discord, in the city of Ferrara

Strozzi was the representative of a patrician Florentine family,

and had with him an only daughter, a girl wondrouslv beautiful

and extraordinarily intelligent Savonarola fell in love with her,

and at this critical period of his life he might have wholly changed

his profession and his destiny Accepted, beloved, associated with

a rich and noble family, with wealth and power, and children

whose interests would constrain him to look to the future,

with h6art serene and conscience tranquil, beloved by those

about him, and placed above the assaults of fortune, his nerves

would not have been discomposed, his imagination excited, his

vehement temperament, fired by contact with misfortune and with

grief It IS ever thus with the world^s liberators To attain the

adoration of future generations, to ascend the altars of history, to

reach the apotheosis of immortality, they have to sweat blood in

the garden of Gethsemane, to swallow insults in courts of justice,

to receive the bufiet of infamy from insolent officials, to dram
to the dregs the overflowing cup of gall and vinegar, to circle

their brow with a crown of thorns, and to stretch their limbs

upon the cross Conceive Savonarola happy, and he would un-*

doubtedly have been a good husband, a tender father, a man unknown
to history, utterly powerless to print upon the sands of time and upon
the human soul the deep trace which he has left , but misfortune came
to visit him, to smite him, to crush his heart, and to impart that

marked melancholy which characterizes a soul in grief, pud the grief

that circled his brows with a crown of thorns was also that ijrhich

wreathed them with the splendour of immortahty His hopes were
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centred in the woman he loved, hid life was set upon the

possession of her, and when the family finally rejected him, partly

on account of his profession, and partly on account of his person, he

believed that it was death that had come upon him, when iQ truth it

was immortality In that moment of abandonment, of solitude, of sstd-

ness, to hia eyes the horizon m every direction appeared to be obscured,

and every abyss yawned under his feet , it seemed to him that the light

of heaven, vouchsafed even to wild beasts, was denied him, and that

all that he had to anticipate was material death, since moral death had
seized on his disillusioned soul Imagine a field at spring time

overtaken by sudden frost, and you will have an idea of Savonarola^s

transit from life in the world to life in the cloister If he were for-

bidden to love and to be loved—if the happiness of the domestic

hearth, possibly the only one granted to our poor nature, were

denied him—what motive had he to live in society, where he was con-

demned to lasting grief and unhappiness ^ So that it may be said

that he now disengaged himself from the world, as from arms that

could not retain him in their embrace He did not call in suicide,

as a Greek or a Homan under similar circumstances would have done

He put on, as a shroud, the coarse gaib of the Dominican , he con-

verted the cloister into a vast pantheon, and buried himself m it as a

corpse in a sepulchie
,
he thought of no other bride than tlie Church,

nor ot|ier posteiity than his works, nor ofany for his family save those

whose sufferings were like his own, and who had loved as he had loved

The cloister had for Savonarola this supreme advantage, that it was a

sepulchre not necessarily involving death Thus from this supreme

moment he could proceed as though theic were no tie to bind him to

earth, as though the last imk were broken between himself and

humanity A legislator, he consulted laws which were codified but in

his mind
, a tribune, he rehearsed aloud before the people the secret

counsels of his conscience , and th^s lie could threaten the men lU

power without occupying their posts or superseding them, and correct

the lower classes without recourse to violence or oppression

Savonarola, as represented by the most conscientious and the most

enthusiastic of his biographers, the celebrated Villan, was of middling

height Natuie had done her best for him in giving him the broadest

of chests, which served him as the forge for his voice, and large

head to contain his breadth of thought Ijis composite temperament

indicated rich and varied abilities Predominance of the Sanguine

element did not exclude a bilious tendency IIis bile affected

him in the proportion that his physical bore to las moral con-

stitution , it contributed to his profound melancholy, to hxs

contempt of the world, to his feelings with relation to umveifsal

decline and corruption, just as his boiling blood contributed to

his ardour m fight, to his almost warlike desires, to his passionate
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utterances in the tribune and the pulpit. In fact^ he was^ what

we nowadays^ lu current speech, call a highly nervous man The

distant cloud, the electric spark flashing through the atmosphere, a

change of temperature or of weather, an inward emotion, the most

siinple social scene or spectacle of nature, or a thought the most

intimate or secret, writhed through his nerves, just as a thunderbolt

made them vibrate in disorder and dissonance Hence it was that his

spirits were so easily elevated and so easily depressed , hence his heroic

energy and sudden depression, incredible assaults and falls, the most

violent impulses and backslidings, an aptitude for supernaturaf

visions, and likewise for obstinate contests,—all brought about

by those electric chains, which are called nerves, proceeding from the

two opposite poles of life His nose, broad but aquiline, gave him
a certain nobility of air , whilst his full lips, ready for every utter-

ance, gave him the look of the orator , strongly marked wrinkles

crossing his forehead witnessed in their deep furrows to his

concentrated and fiery thought , sadness fell from his tender glance

and from his melancholy smile, the simplicity of his life was

indicated by the modesty and reserve manifest in his look and

gesture, and all the attractive graces of his mind in a voice

which, without being exactly musical, yet when warmed and ex-

panded by his soul, proved extremely persuasive and eloquent

There is no doubt, then, that his physical and moral f^^ultics

showed that he was called to be an orator, to that highest of

ministries, which, for a thousand palpable reasons, influences society

and men most powerfully in the general direction of their affairs

At twentj years of age his destiny stood fully manifest before his

eyes, by that clearest of all revelations, by the revelation of grief

Fmding himself without a refuge in the world, without any shelter

against the inclemencies of society and of nature, without the only

thing that comforts and strengthens existence—without love—^he

buried himself in the cloister as he might have buried himself in

the grave He fell into the flames of a hell of sorrows, which

dissolved body and soul, which evaporated them and converted them

into a mystic cloud of incense Nevertheless the world did at

times call on him, with repeated calls, even in those days when,
almost living upon his knees, he continued to importune heaven with
incessant prayer, searching after the most direct and indispensable
way of hfe

He was attracted to the order of preachers by the inward
stirrings of eloquence, and by the profession of the ideas of that
wonderful sage, the divine St Thomas Aquinas, which he sub*
sequently adorned An unforeseen incident presented to hm the
opportunity for the fulfilment of his destiny It occurred tp tm
to attend a religious festival at Paenza, aud to hear a SlBt-^te
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Augustmian preacher He was captivated by the address', and made
up his mind to assume the monastic profession He returned from
Faenza to Ferrara as joyously as though he had found the key to all

the emgmas of his life, and the port m vrhich he was to cast the

anchor of his lifelong destmy But when he entered his own home
his eyes rested upon spots consecrated by family recollections, the

walls that vibrated with treasured-up echoes of so many holy kisses, and
recalled the memory of so many bitter tears He encountered again

the look and smile of his mother, whose whole affection was centred

in her son, expecting all her happiness at the close of hfe from his

attentions, he felt his excited energies give wav, and the voca-

tion which previously seemed to him so clear began to fade The
mother, who dmned beforehand what her dear son’s bodily inhr-

mities would be, before he was assailed by them, now perceived the

grief of his soul and the doubts that beset his mind And
looking on him, brooding over thoughts that profoundly occupied

him, and then presently waking up to survey with affection-

ate interest every surrounding object, she felt an intuitive pre-

sentiment of the hidden tempests in his impenllcd and storm-

tossed conscience More especially was this so, when she occasion-

ally caught a furtive glance cast upon her, and, in his supreme

and irremediable grief, she got a glimpse of something like eternal

compensation, as well as of a final leave-taking The keenest sorrow

pierced that tender soul, attached to her son’s by a gravitation like

that which one star exerts upon another When Savonarola looked

upon her thus sorrowful he bndled the impetus of his will, and made
up his mind that he would live and die in his own family But

throughout long nights of meditation and of ecstasy, and in the

frequent ferments incident to his being without fixed vocation or any

decided destiny—^throughout those periods of sleeplessness following

upon his fastings, his vigils, and his penitences, he turned to God,

the earth and everything that earth has upon its face disappeanng

before his ecstasies and his longings for immortality His resolution

was concealed, for now he feared to revoke or annul it On a

certain morning in April, the trees being fully in leaf, all the

birds singing, the sky resplendent with luminous clouds, he felt

himself irresistibly dratrn, and, taking up his lute and singing a

mournful dirge, he took his leave of those whom he loved best,

and of the objects that he held dearest, yielding himself to that

indefinite sway which is pecuhar to music Possibly none of those

to whom this dirge was sung understood it, but there was one who
did understand it , the mother’s heart divined that vague farewell,

and seized with horror she threw herself down at her son’s fe^,

implonng him to remam in the bosom of the family, under the aacted

toof of home The poor youth, harassed by natural doubts and'by a
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natural mc^ertitudc, almost without looking at his mother^ lest what

his eyes might meet should shake his deliberate resolution^ rushed out

of the house and swore that he had resolved to leave With the cool-

ness of an analyst searching the awful recesses of his spirit^ as one

would study a distant star^ or as a soul detached from the body might

scrutmize the hidden depths of its own thoughts and its violent

bursts of passion, Savonarola with feverish hand committed to paper

all his feelings, to serve as his last will and testament^ and for a

memonal to his parents, setting forth the motives of his action,

and the invincible disgust for the world and its glories which had

nerved him for his resolve

It was on the 2l!th of April 1475, when the city of Ferrara

glowed with joyous demonstrations—for that day was the feast

of its patron saint, St George—^that amidst the merry peals of

bells, the strains of music, the clamour of multitudes, and the

festivities of dancing and carousing, Savonarola felt himself so

oppressed with intense sadness that he came to his final resolution

The house was well-nigh deserted by the servants and even by the

masters , everybody had left it, either to assist at religious services

or to take part in the festal scenes witnessed in the streets

Girolamo availed himself of the occasion to fly from the nest to

the cloister Never, never would he have thought it possible to

accomplish his purpose, had he not come to the final resolution in

that unique and overwhelming moment of depression The day set

apart for the greatest feast in the year—the day recalling the most

sacred memories, the day of illusions and hopes, the day of rejoicing of

happy lovers—this was the day that he selected for his departure and

his death How many reminiscences must have prompted him to

stay , how many emotions must have surged within him , with

what contrast must he have been struck between the general

gladnesif and his own painful thoughts as he crossed the threshold

of his home to go to his grave? Above all, his mother—^his

blessed mother—^how she must have stood before him on the way,

like one of those mystic apparitions of his religious dreams, and

have held him back and endeavoured to persuade him not to leave

her abandoned to the silent hearth that witnessed her gnefs But,

» as he mastered his loVe for the city of his birth, so did he master his

love for his mother whom he adored, and he walked to the gates of

the distant monastery at Bologna, where was the cell which he had

chosen for his tomb

But the fact of his having left the city on the day of its greatest

rejoicings, and his family on the day of its most hallowed memonals,

very clearly proved that they could neither terrify him nor detain

him Oh ! the time and the distance At length he reached the

monastery he had selected, he knocked at the door, and, bke a ship-
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wrecked sailor^ he asked lor shelter , he entei'ed withm xtB walla^ hke a
shade into a vault, and there he found the sanctuary of hw religious

vocation and the place of penitential scourges to discipline his dis-

tressed conscience As sooijl as he entered, he asked those who were
about to become his brethren to test the scope of his desires and
the energy of his will by employing him on the most menial offices

He sat down and wrote to his parents in the most affectionate tenns^

but expressed with the greatest firmness his irrevocable determination,

which decided for ever his vocation, and finally fixed the wheel

hxs destiny Finding himself in the cloister, cut off from the world

and from his family, he did not intend that his sacrifice should be m-
complete—he accepted it in its entirety, and he consummated it as

does the suicide, who, in his final paroxysm and delirium, by severing

the body from the soul takes his leave of life and of its enchantments

Thus contemplating him—as the first to begin the mormng^s work

aijd the last to retire to rest, enfeebled by fasting, emaciated by
penances, with his face hidden under the dark folds of his cowl,

his body mantled in a coarse serge shroud, his eyes bnlliant with

,

the light of a superhuman mspiration, his lips incessantly movmg
in prayer, pale as death, tragic as despair, abstracted and withdrawn

from the world hke a mystic and ideal person—^you would have held

him to be no real man, who could love as mortals love who spend

their time in useful professions and m practical studies, but a pure

spirit, a sort of supernatural and miraculous shade, either proceeding

from earth to immortality, or come down from heaven to earth

Emilio Castelab.
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History w much decned , it IS a tissue of errors, we are told,

no doubt correctly , and rural historians expose each other's

blunders with gratification Yet the worst historian has a clearer

new of the penod he studies than the best of us can hope to form

of that in which we live The obscurest epoch is to-day, and that

for a thousand reasons of inchoate tendency, conflicting report, and

sheer mass and multiplicity of experience , but chiefly, perhaps, by

reaspn of an insidious shifting of landmarks Parties and ideas coa>

tinually move, but not by measurable marches on a stable course,

the political soil itself steals forth by imperceptible degrees, like a

travelling glacier, carrying on its bosom not only pobtical parties

but then flag-posts and cantonments , so that what appears to be

an eternal city founded on hills is but a flying island of Lapnta It

u for this reason in particular that we are all becoming Socialists

without knowing it , by which I would not in the least refer to the

acute case of Mr Hyndman and his horn-blowing supporters, sound-

ing their trumps of a Sunday within the walls of our individuahst

Jencho—^but to the stealthy change that has come over the spirit of

Enghshmen and English legislation A little while ago, imd we
wer| still for hberty

,
" crowd a few more thousands on the^endi

of Government,” we seemed to cry ,
keep her head direct on hberty,

and we eannot help but come to port” This is over, lamei’faire

declines m favour, our legislation grows authoritative, grows philan-

thropical, bnstles with new duties and new penalties, and oasts

spawn of inspectors, who now begin, note-book in hand, to darken
the face of England It may be nght or wrong, we are not iiyhig
that, but one thing it im bf^ond doubt it is Soeiahaa in
and the strange thmg is that we scarcely know it.
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*
Liberty has served us a long while^ and it mayjbe time to seek

new altars Like all other principles^ she has been proved to be

self-exclusivc in the long run She has taken wages besides (like

all other virtues) and dutifully served Mammon, so that many
things we were accustomed to admire as the benefits of freedom and

common to all, were truly benefits of wealth, and took their value

from our neighbours^ poverty A few shocks of logic, a few dis-

closures (m the journalistic phrase) of what the freedom of manu-
facturers, landlords, or ahipowners may imply for operatives, tenants

01 seamen, and we not unnaturally begin to turn to that other pole of

hope, beneficent tyranny Freedom, to be desirable, involves kind-

ness, wisdom, and all the virtues of the free , but the free man as we
have seen him in action has been, as of yore, only the master of

many helots ,
and the slaves are still ill-fed, ill-clad, ill-taught, ill-

housed, insolently entreated, and diiveii to their mines and workshops

by the lash of famine So much, in other men s affairs, we have

^begun to see clearly
,
we have begun to despair of virtue in these

other men, and from our seat in Parliament begin to discharge upon

them, thick as arrows, the host of our inspectors The landlord has

long shaken his head over the manufacture! , those who do business

on land have lost all trust in the virtues of the shipowner , the

professions look askance upon the retail traders and have even

started their co-operative stores to ruin them , and from out the

smoke-wreaths of Birmingham a finger has begun to write upon the

wall the condemnation of the landlord Thu'^, piece by piece, do we
condemn each other, and yet not perceive the conclusion, that our

whole estate is somewhat damnable Thus, piece by piece, each

acting against his neighbour, each sawing away the branch on which

some other interest is seated, do wc apply in detail our Socialistic

remedies, and yet not perceive that we are all labouring together tb

bring m Socialism at large A tendency so stupid and so selfish is

like to prove invincible , and if Socialism be at all a practicable rule

of life, there is every chance that our grandchildren will see the day

and taste the pleasures of existence m something far liker an ant-

heap than any previous human polity And this not in the least

because of the voice of Mr Hyndman or the horns of his followers

,

but by^the mere glacier movement of the political soil, bearing for-

ward on its bosom, apparently undisturbed, the proud camps of Whig

and Tory If Mr Hyndman were a man of keen humour, which is

far from my conception of his character, he might rest from his

troubling and look on the walls of Jericho begin ilready to crumble

and dissolve That great servile war, the Armageddon of money and

numbers, to which we looked forward when young, becomes more

and more unhkely , and we may rather look to see a peaceable and

blindfold evolution, the work of dull men immefsed in political taettc^

and dead to political results
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The principal scene of this comedy liesj of conrse, in the House of

Commons^ it is there^ besides, that the details of this new evolution

(if it proceed) will fall to be decided , so that the state of Parlia-

ment IS not only diagnostic of the present but fatefully prophetic of

the future Well, we all know what Parliament is, and we are all

ashamed of it We may pardon it some faults, indeed, on the ground

of Insh obstruction—a bitter tnal, which it supports with notable

good humour But the excuse is meiely local , it cannot apply to

similar bodies in America and France , and what are we to say of

these ^ President Cleveland's letter may serve as a picture of the

one, aglance at almost any paper will convince us of the weakness

of the other Decay appears to have seized on the organ of popular

government in every land , and this just at the moment when we
begin to bring to it, as to an oracle of justice, the whole skein of

our private affairs to be unravelled, and ask it, like a new Messiah,

to take upon itself our frailties and play for us the part that should

be played by our own virtues For that, in few words, is the ca8e|^

We cannot trust ourselves to behave with decency , we cannot trust

our consciences
, and the remedy proposed is to elect a round number

of our neighbours, pretty much at random, and say to these Be
ye our conscience , make laws so wise, and continue from year to

year to administer them so wisely, that they shall save us from our-

selves and make us righteous and happy, world without end Amen
And who can look twice at the Bntish Parliament and then seriously

bnng it such a task ^ I am not advancing this as an argument agamst

Socialism once again, nothing is further from my mind There are

great truths in Socialism, or no one, not even Mr Hyndman, would be

found to hold it, and if it came,and did one-tenth part of what it offers,

I for one should make it welcome But if it is to come, we may as

well have some notion of what it will be like , and the first thing to

grasp 18 that our new polity will be designed and administered (to

put it courteously) with something short of inspiration It will be

made, or will grow, in a human parliament , and the one thing that

will not very hugely change is human nature The Anarchists think

otherwise, from which it is only plain that they have not carried to

^*<|he atudy of history the lamp of human sympathy
*

^ Oiven, then, our new polity, with its new waggon-load of laws,
' wbat headmarks must we look for in the life ? We chafe a good

deal at that excellent thing, the income-tax, because it brings into

muf affairs the prying fingers, and exposes us to the tart words^ ot

the ofiSicial 13i#official, m all degrees, is already sometlung of a

tenor to many of ns I \ronld not mllingly have to do >ntl|

ema. a poUee>con8table in any other spirit than that of hmdneasc

^
X hhU remember m my dreams the eye-glass of a certam attacM at

' a eartinn mnb«uy'>Htm eye-glass that was a standing mSignii^ to a|t
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on whom it looked
, and my next most disagreeable temembrance is

of a bracings Republican postman in the city of San Francisco I

lived in that city among working folk, and what my neighbours

accepted at the postman's hands—^nay, what I took from him
myself—^it is still distasteful to recall The bourgeois, residmg in

the upper parts of society, has but few opportunities of tasting this

peculiar bowl, but about the income-tax, as I have said, or perhaps

about a patent, or in the halls of an embassy at the hands of my friend

of the eye-glass, he occasionally sets his lips to it , and he may thus

imagine (if he has that faculty of imagination, without which most

faculties are void) how it tastes to his poorei neighbours, who must
dram it to the dregs In every contact with authority, with their

employer, with the police, with the School Board officer, m the

hospital, or in the workhouse, they have equally the occasion to

appreciate the light-hearted civility of the man m office , and as an

experimentalist in several out-of-the-way provinces of life, I may say

it has but to be felt to be appreciated Well, this golden age of

which we are speaking will be the golden age of officials In all our

concerns it will be their beloved duty to meddle, with what tact,

with what obliging words, analogy will aid us to imagine It is

likely these gentlemen will be periodically elected , they will there-

fore have their turn of being underneath, which does not always

sweeten men's conditions The laws they will have to administer

will be no clearer than those we know to-day, and the body

which IS to regulate their administration no wiser than the

British Parliament So that upon all hands we may look for a form

of servitude most galling to the blood—servitude to many and

changing masters, and for all the sliglits that accompany the rule of

jack m-opcc And if the Socialistic programme be earned out with

the least fulness, wc shall have lost a thing, in most respects not

much to be regretted, but as a moderator of oppression, a thing

nearly invaluable—the newspaper For the independent jonrqal is

a creature of capital and competition, it stands and falls with

millionaires and railway-bonds and all the abuses and glories of

to-day, and as soon as the State has fairly taken its bent to

authonty and philanthropy, and laid the least touch on private

property, the days of the independent journal are numbered State

railways may be good things and so may State bakeries , but a State
*

newspaper will never be a very trenchant critic of the State officials

But again, these officials would have no sinecure Crime would

perhSlps be less, for some qf the motives of enme we maj suppose

would pass away But if Socialism were cflftned out with any

fhlness, there would be more contraventions We see already

cans sprmging up like mustard—School Board sms, factory

Mevohmt Shipping Act sms—none of which I would be
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except against in particular, but all of which, taken together, show

ns that Socialism can be a hard master even in the beginning If it

go on to such heights as wo hear proposed and lauded, if it come

actually to its ideal of the ant-heap, ruled with iron justice, the

number of new contraventions will be out of all proportion multi-

plied Take the case of work alone Man is an idle animal He
IS at least as intelligent as the ant ,

but generations of advisers have

in vain recommended him the ant’s example Of those who are

found truly indefatigable in business, some are misers , some are the

practisers of delightful industries, like gardening
,
some are students,

artists, inventors, or discoverers, men lured forward by successive

hopes
,
and the rest are those who live by games of skill or hazard--

financiers, billurd-players, gamblers, and the like But in unloved

toils, even undei the prick of necessity, no man is continually

sedulous Once eliminate the fear of starvation, once eliminate or

bound the hope of riches, and we shall see plenty of skulking and

malingering Society will then be something not wholly unlike

a cotton plantation in the old days, with cheerful, careless,

demoralized slaves, with elected overseers, and, instead of the

planter, a chaotic popular assembly If the blood be purposeful

and the soil strong, such a plantation may succeed, and be, indeed,

a busy ant-heap, with full granaries and long hours of leisure

But even then 1 think the whip will be in the overseer’s hands, and

not in vain For, when it comes to be a question of each man
doing his own share or the rest doing more, prcttiness of sentiment

will be forgotten To dock the skulker’s food is not enough , many
will rather eat haws and starve on petty pilfermgs than put their

shoulder to the wheel for one hour daily For such as these, then,

the whip will be in the overseer’s hand ,
and his own sen8|^of justice

and the superintendence of a chaotic popular assembly wiU be the

only checks on its employment Now, you may be an industrious

man and a good citizen, and yet not love, nor yet be loved by.

Hr Fell the inspector It is admitted by private soldiers that the

disfavour of a sergeant is an evil not to be combated , offend the

sergeant, they say, and in a brief while you will either be disgraced

or have deserted Aud the sergeant can no longer appeal to the lash

But if these things go on, we shall see, or our sons shall see, what it

IB to have offended an inspector

Thu for the unfortunate But with the fortunate also, even

those whom the inspector loves, it may not be altogether well It »
concluded that m such a state of society, supposmg it to be finan*

cially sound, the leVel of comfort will be high. It does not follow *

there are strange depths of idleness in man, a too-easily-got sufiSr

ciency, as in the case of the sago-eaters, often quenching the desirer

for all besides , and it u possible that the men of the nchest wt^
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beaps may sink even into squalor But suppose tiiey do not

,

suppose our tncksy instrument of human nature,* when we play

upon it this new tune, should respond kindly , suppose no one to be
damped and none exasperated by the new conditions, the whole
enterpnse to be financially sound—a vaulting supposition—and all

the inhabitants to dwell together in a golden mean of comfort ^ we
have yet to ^sk ourselves if this be what man desire, or if it be
what man will even deign to accept for a continuance It is

certain that man loves to eat, it is not certain that he loves that

only or that best He is supposed to love comfort
,

it is not a love,

at least, that he is faithful to He is supposed to love happiness

,

it IS my contention that he rather loves excitement Danger,

enterprise, hope, the novel, the aleatory are dearer to man than

regular meals He does not think so when he is hungry, but he

thinks so again as soon as he is fed , and on the hypotliesis of a

successful ant-heap, he would never go hungry It would be always

after dinner in that society, as, m the land of the Lotos-eaters, it

was always afternoon
,
and food, which, when we have it not, seems

all-ifnpoftant, drops in our esteem, as soon as we have it, to a mere

pre-requisite of living That for which man lives is not the saq^e

thing for all individuals nor in all ages
,
yet it has a common base

,

what he seeks and what he must have is that which will seize and

hold his attention Kegular meals and weatherproof lodgings will not

do this long Flay in its wide sense, as the artificial induction of

sensation, including all games and all arts, will, indeed, go far to

keep him conscious of himself, but in the end he wearies for realities

Study or experiment, to some rare natures, are the unbroken pastime

of a life These are enviable natures
,
people shut in the house by

sickness Qften bitterly envy them , but the commoner man cannot

continue to exist upon such altitudes his feet itch for physical

adventure, his blood boils for physical dangers, pleasures, and

triumphs ,
his fancy, the looker alter new things, cannot continue to

look for them in books and crucibles, but must seek them on the

breathing stage of life Pinches, bufiets, the glow of hope, the shock

of disappointment, furious contention with obstacles these are the

true elixir for all vital spirits, these are what they seek alike in their

romantic enterprises and their unromantic dissipations When they

are taken in some pinch closer than the common, they cry Catch

me here again * " and sure enough you catch them there again

—

perhaps before the week is out It is as old as " Robinson Crusoe

,

as old as man Our race has not been strained for all these ages

through that sieve of dangers that we call Natural Selection, to sit

down with patience m the tedium of safety , the voices of its fathers

eaU it forth Already in our society as it exists, the bourgeois is too

much cottoned about for any zest in kvibg ,
he sits in his pfrlour
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out of reach of any danger^ often out of reach of any vicissitude but

one of health ,
and there he yawns If the people in the next villa

took pot-shots at him, he might be killed indeed, but, so long as he

escaped, he would find his blood oxygenated and his views of the

world brighter If Mr Mallock, on his way to the publishers, should

have Ins skiits pinned to the wall by a javelin, it would not occur to

him—at least for several hours—to ask if life were i|prth living

,

and if such peril were a daily matter, he would ask it never more

,

he would have other things to think about, he would be living indeed~-

not lying in a box with cotton safe, but immeasurably dull The

aleatory, whether it touch life, or fortune, or renown—whether we
explore Africa or only toss for half-pcnce—that is what I conceive

men to love best, and that is what we are seeking to exclude from

men^s existences Of all forms of the aleatory, that which most

commonly attends oui working men—the danger of misery from

want of work—is the least inspiriting it does not whip the blood,

it does not evoke the glory of contest , it is tragic, but it is passive

,

and yet, in so far as it is aleatory, and a peril sensibly touching them,

it does truly season the men's lives Of those who fail, I do not'^spea’k

—

d^pair should be sacred ,
but to those who even modestly succeed, the

changes of their life bring interest a 3
obfound,ashillmgsaved,adainty

earned, all these are wells of pleasure springing afresh for the successful

poor , and it is not from these but from the villa dweller that we hear

complaints of the unworthiiiess of life Much, then, as the average of

the proletariate would gain in this new state of life, they would also

lose a certain something, which would not be missed in the beginning,

but would be missed progressively and progresbively lamented Soon

there would be a looking back there would be tales of the old world

humming iii young men's ears, tales of the tramp and the pedlar, and

the hopeful emigrant And in the stall-fed life of the successful ant-

heap—with its regular meals, regulaiv duties, regular pleasures, an

even course of life, and fear excluded—the vicissitudes, delights, and

havens of to-day will seem of epic breadth This may seem a shallow

observation , but the springs by which men arc moved lie much on

the surface Bread, I believe, has always been considered first, l9at

the circus comes close upon its heels Bread we suppose to be given

amply , the cry for circuses will be the louder, and if the hfe of our

descendants be such as we have conceived, there are two beloved

pleasures on which they will be likely to fall back the pleasures of

intrigue and of sedition

In all this I have supposed the ant-heap to be financially sound.

I am no economist, only a writer of fiction , but even as BUcll, 1
know one thing that bears on the economic question—I know the
im^rfection of man’s faculty for business The Anarchists, wl»o

some rugged elements of common-sense among what to
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me tragic«errorS| have said upon tins xuatteiir idl that 1 could

’Wish to say; and condemned beforehand great economical polities

So far it IS obvious that they are nght
,
they may be right also in

^
^predicting a period ot communal independence, and they may even

be right in thinking that desirable But the rise of communes is

none the less ike end of economic equality, just when we were told

it was beginning Communes will not be all equal in extent, nor in

quality of soil, nor in growth of population nor will the surplus

produce of all be equally marketable It will be the old story of

competing interests, only with a now unit , and as it appears to me,

a new, inevitable danger For the merchant and the manufacturer,

in this new world, will be a sovereign commune , it is a sovereign

power that will see its crops undersold, and its manufactures

worsted in the market And all the more dangerous that the

sovereign power should be small Great powers are slow to stir,

national aflTronts, even with the aid of newspapers, filter slowly into

populai consciousness ,
national losses are so unequally shared, that

one part of the population will be counting its gains while another

sits by a cold hearth But in the sovereign commune all will be

centralized and sensitive When jealousy springs up, when (let us

say) the commune of Poole has overreached the commune of

Dorchester, irritation will run like quicksilver throughout the body

politic
, each man in Dorchester will have to suffer directly in his

diet and his dress, even the secretary, who drafts the official

correspondence, will sit down to his task embittered, as a man who
has dined ill and may expect to dine worse ,

and thus a business

difference between communes will take on much the same colour as

a dispute between diggers in the lawless West, and ^ill lead as

directly to the aibitiament of blows So that the establishment of

the communal system will not only lemtroduce all the injustices

and heart-burnings of economic inequality, but will, in all human
likelihood, inauguiate a world of hedgerow warfare Dorchester

will march on Poole, Sherborne on Dorchester, Wimboriie on both

,

the waggons will be fired on as they follow the highway, the trains

wrecked on the lines, the ploughman will go armed into the field of

tillage
,
and if we have not a return of ballad literature, the local

press at least will celebrate in a high vein the victory of Cerne

Abbas or the reverse of Toller Porcorum At least this will not be

dull, when I was youngei, I could have welcomed such a world

with relief, but it is the New-Old with a vengeance, and irresistibly

-suggests the growth of military powers and the foundation of new

empires

Robekt Louis Stlvunson



THE SERVICE OF MAN

I
S the Service of Man possible, if the Service of God be impossible ?

That IS the question which Mr Cotter Morison, who assumes the

truth of the latter hypothesis in the remarkable book* which he has re-

cently published, altogether forgets to put to himself Probablyhewould

regard it as absurd, as a question which only men steeped in theologi-

cal prejudice could even conceive Yet I think I can show that it is

by no means absurd It is one thing to serve man by helping him to

realize a fixed ideal of what he ought to be , it is quite another to

determine what true service is, when you have no such ideal, when
you have, to your own satisfaction at least, shattered the ideal he had,

and have found no new ideal to offer as its substitute This is, I

maintain, Mr Cotter Morison’s position " By morality,^' he says,

IS meant right conduct here on earth, those outward acts and in-

ward sentiments which, by the suppression of the selfish passions,

conduce most to the public and private well-being of the race But
the suppression of the selfish passions is very far indeed from being

an aim that any shrewd man—more particularly if he disbelieved in

God and the spiritual world—could propose to himself as one of the

legitimate objects of a servant of Man I can understand a man who
proposes to substitute for his selfish passions an absorbing passion for

an infinite and omnipresent being who has manifested himself in

such a hfe as that of Christ, though I cannot believe that he would
succeed nearly as well m extinguishing the selfish passions, eagerly

as he might struggle for it, as he would in regulating and taming them
so far as to enable him to be always gaining a step or two towards

the ideal of his life But I cannot understand a man who, having

no such ideal, endeavours to suppress the selfish passions, not in

* ** The Service of Man.” By J Cotter Monson London Kegan Paul Co
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order to lose himself m some much higher ideal, but only in

order to help other men of the same type as himself to enjoy

what he is to suppress his own desire to enjoy That surely

IS utterly irrational But probably Mr Cotter Monson does

not mean by suppressing **the selfish passions^' what I should

understand by that phrase He would, perhaps, call no passion

selfish that did not seek happiness at the expense of the happiness

of others
^ perhaps he might even say at the expense of the greater

happiness of others He would probably let a man gratify his own
desires, and not call them selfish though they had their end lu self,

if these desires were perfectly consistent with the gratification of like

desires in others But even taking Mr Cotter Morison^s definition

of morality in this modified sense, we are still confronted with the

formidable question—What, if the visible life of earth be all we have,

are these outward acts and inward sentiments which conduce

most to the public and private well-being of the race ’ That you

should weed out his religious beliefs as misleading, and involving an

immense waste of energy on chimmras, Mr Monson teaches explicitly

That you should weed out his moral belief in his own freedom and

responsibility, and that you should condemn his penitence and remorse

as founded on a vulgar error, he teaches just as explicitly But what

well-founded beliefs you should put in the place of them, which wiU

tell as strongly as these did against the selfish passions, he does not

tell us He teaches that in character everything depends on endow-

ment and training, and that the great object should be to restrain as

much as possible the propagation ot men of a debased type, and to

subject all types to the training best calculated to produce just

and unselfish and mild dispositions But 1 do not see how the

former end is to be attained without encouraging m the public mind

a relentlessness of feeling towards bad men and women, which, if it

could be fostered, must have other and even more important conse-

quences in relation to our own inward life than its most immediate

consequence,—namely, the rapid growth of a disposition to exterminate,

or else imprison for life, men of a degraded type Aud as for the

trlLining of men in just and unselfish dispositions, I do not know what
** justice IS to mean, when the belief in freedom and responsibility

has once been eradicated,—when the belief in the existence of ment
and demerit has been fully exploded Then, as to unselfish disposi-

tions, it will surely become a very difficult question, in Mr Morisou's

view, to determine what is the degree of unselfishness which will

conduce most to the public and private well-being of the race It

cannot be right, in his^ \iew, to risk the happiness of a man or

woman of average endowments and character for the sake of a nearly

hopeless effort to raise the level of the endowments and character of

Unless a salutary hardness and
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coldnelis towards degraded types be cultivated for the future^ Mr
Monson will never get the public opinion he wants^ in order to authorize

a final bar to marriage and child-birth amongst the degraded And it

18 obvious that the hardness and coldness needful for this purpose will

also involve a reticence and reserve m dealing with men of a more
ambiguous shade of character^ quite inconsistent with the enthusiastic

self-sacrifice of all our old forms of missionary efibrt The Positivist

ethics, ifMr Cotter Monson truly represents them^ will discountenance

steadily all those moral enterprises which have sprung from the

Christian belief in miracles of grace There is no belief which Mr
Cotter Monson is so anxious to denounce and extinguish He insists

in the strongest way on the iron force of habit, and on the salutary

consequence of believing in the contmmty of fixed habits, whether

of evil or of good And even where bad habits are not supposed to be

so deeply rooted but that careful training might do something to

uproot them, the Positivist view greatly lessens the motive for making

the requisite efibrt to apply this training, not only by removing all

hope of supernatural assistance, but by insisting on the essentially

transient character at once of human evil and human good It is

possible to work with something of spiritual passion for the salvation

from sin of animmortalbeing,but it is hardly possible to feel more than

a languid interest in the rescue fromtemporarybadhabits, ofabcingwho

may be gone for ever before the bad habits* arc half rooted out of him

In fact, the essential difference between the Positivist’s Service

of Man,^^ and any service of man founded on theological belief and

a faith in immortality, is this—that the foimer must lay infinitely

more stress upon actions, and upon dispositions which are prolific

of actions, than it can upon mere attitudes of the spirit
,
while the

latter, regarding man as a being intended for eternal life, cares even

more for what man ts, than for what he does To the Positivist the

only kind of durability to which human beings can make any

pretence is posthumous durability—the life which their activity en-

genders after they have ceased to be And that cannot depend on

what they ware, except so far as what they were was the source of

^fluences exerted upon others The best Positivist m the worfd,

who believes that all of him which does not take effect in the

life of others, will soon cease to exist altogether, cannot by any

possibility care as much about what he is in himself as about the

influences which he communicates to the world around him If

by any self-restraint, or through any want of adaptation in his moral

character to the ideas of his time, there be thoughts and feelings of

his which never affect the outside world at all, he must regard

those thoughts and feelings as purely his own affair, born with him
and certain to pensh with him, and therefore as significant only tet

himself Such thoughts and feeling whether he be wrong or
TP
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^ux behaving them to be without indueUce on othem, he cannot

possibly regard as conducing either " to the public and private

well-being/^ or to the public and private ill-bomg, of the race That

which remains isolated within him, in consequence either of his reserve

or of his separateness from those around him, or of his incapacity to

make others understand him, cannot be ofmoment to any one but him-
self Hence a totally different ethical standard to the Positivist and to

the Christian The Christian cares to be all that he believes God desires

him to be, even in those secret thoughts and attitudes of mind which
never affect what he seems to be to others at all The Positivist cares

to be all that " conduces most to the public and private well-being of

the race
,

but what he is in those interior depths of his being which

do not conduce to either good or ill outside him, he cannot, on his

principles, care at all That is neutral giound, outside the area of

true Positivist morality Prom all which it follows that Positivist

morality, while it encourages a relentless attitude towards degraded

types of humanity, and a very dubious attitude towards missionary

efforts in relation to vice even of a less desperate kind, keeps its atten-

tion, as regards individual self-culture, chiefly on those actions and

dispositions which are obviously piolific of social consequences, and

Ignores those which concern only the solitary life of the soul

Now, here is the great difficulty which besets the Service of

Man" by those who give up God liy the very assumption with which

they begin, the importance of man is lowered, his very essence is depre-

ciated, his significance is attenuated Individually, men are all, on this

view, temporary beings Their happiness or unhappiness is a temporary

phenomenon, about which no one can care more, when it is once a

thing of the past, than about a flower which bloomed unseen year after

year and died out of the solitude into which it was born It is impos-

sible to attach any overweening value to such a phenomenon It is

impossible to feel about it as the Christian feels about an imperishable

nature in which such a flaw as sm may make a difference which

cannot disappear Nay, go on even from the constituent atom of

society, the individual life, to the social structure itself, which,

though it contains countless hosts of such atoms, and reproduces

these countless hosts, generation after generation, for thousands or

tens of thousands of years, is still itself doomed to eventual destruc-

tion with the death of the pUnet whose physical evolution first

^ rendered the evolution of society possible, and you are still dealing

with a temporary phenomenon to which, on the Positivist view, it is not

so easy as Mr Cotter Monson seems to think, to attach the solemn

meaning which he claims for it Why should any one constituent

element in such a social structure regard self-sacnfice on behalf of the

whole future of that, after all, ultimately evanescent structure, as the

highest function of its own stijj more evanescent life? Mr Morison
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not only does not answer the question but pours scorn upon the
,

attempt to answer it For he suggests the reply, "^Prom you, sir,

we expect nothing , but you may expect that your shameless

confession of selfishness will not go unpunished (p 311) But why
shameless^ and why talk of punishment^ Surely both phrases 4tre

entirely out of place in the mouth of a determimst who not only

concedes but maintains that no one has any reason to be ashamed of

being what he is, since he could by no possibility have been anything

else, and, again, whose teaching certainly implies that punishment

IS a very mischievous word, suggesting a whole series of illusions, and
that all it would be reasonable to say would be that society, in its

inalienable right of self-defence, would take measures to relieve itself

of all constituent cells which threatened to divert to themselves

nourishment needed by other portions of the great organism to which

it belongs But put it as he will—and I only criticize Mr Morison^s

mode of putting it, since I wish to fix attention on his vain attempt

to mould his own forms of speech into harmony with his deliberately

expressed belief—Mr Morison cannot deny that sacrifice, in its

religious sense, indeed in any sense which excludes cowardly fear,

cannot, by the very nature of man, be expected, except where it

proceeds directly or indirectly from love or reverence Now, I can

understand sacrifice for those whom we really love amongst men, or

for those whom we really reverence I understand sacrifice for any
superhuman being whom we reverence more passionately than we
reverence man , and I understand sacrifice for men whom we do not

either love or reverence on their own account at all, if we believe

that we show our love and reverence to a Divine Being by giving

up ourselves to redeem them But I do not understand sacrifice for

not merely temporary but unknown and, to some extent, contingent

beings, beings not yet m existence, and whose mode of existence, if it

ever docs come, may be so diflferent from what we anticipate, that

our sacrifices may prove to have been ill-dirccted and all in vain,

simply in deference to a dogmatic Positivism which, having exploded

all our belief in God, Providence, and eternal life, persists in

lecturing us on the best way to eliminate evil and to foster good in

the structure of a society that, for anything we know, may be

already (if the Positivists are nght) in course of decomposition and
not far from its end The humanist who rejects God is under this

great diflBculty m preaching the " Service of Man "—that he has

already cut up by the roots that highest expression of moral value

which IS implied in the very word " eternal " If it be a matter of

, infinite moment, of moment for all time, whether I am this

that, evil or good, then the foundation for spiritual enthusiasm, foi\
‘

missionary self-sacrifice of the noblest kind, is firmly laid But if the

whole thing be a temporary phenomenon, of no more significance
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when once it has vanished into the past, than the beauty or ugliness

of the weather, men will never be able to persuade themselves that it

is a duty to risk their own happiness in the only life they have, on
the chance of increasing somebody else’s still more uncertain happi-

ness in a life which may never be The Service of Man ** m any
high and strenuous sense seems to me to be absolutely dependent
on the belief in an eternal being infinitely raised above men, who
inculcates that service, who aids it, and who inspires us with the

faith that the fruits of that service will be eternal

And this brings me to the subject of that belief in divine grace,

and its supernatural influence on the heart, against which Mr
Cotter Morison rails through so many pages, and treats as having

undermined human morality more completely than any other doc-

trine of the Christian theology For my part, I believe that,

within the limits assigned to it in the teaching of Christ, there is no
teaching so essential to the Service of Man as this doctrine,

none which has cfiected more for degraded beings, none which would

be more grievously missed if it could be obliterated from amongst the

resources of philanthropic effort And by the universal testimony of

all who have been helped by it, the reason is threefold—mainly because

grace is a real cause, and therefore belief in it justifies itself, partly

because it sustains infinite hope, that hope which Mr Morison and

his fnends have lost, since they preach to us that the only chance

for the future is to stamp out degraded types of being altogether,

and partly, again, because it quenches pride and connects that

hope with the humility, not with the self-esteem, of the hopers

The belief in miracles of grace has effected miracles of icgeneration

in the hands of all the great missionary churches, Roman Catholic,

Calvinist, Quaker, Wesleyan, and Unitarian And I cannot imagine

how the Positivists are to supply its place, unless, indeed, they

should ever be able (which God forbid) to carry public sentiment

with themm preaching a war of extermination against the lowest moral

caste of society, the effect of which would be, I imagine, an early

discovery that the process sanctioned for the extirpation of those who

are apparently the worst members of society would involve the

rapid degradation of the whole For of course the very principle

of extinguishing the evil stocks, involves an assumption of the

power to discern the evil stocks, and this presumes a Pharisaic con-

dition of the heart in those who would be willing to arrogate to

themselves such power Mr Morison is shocked at what he calls the

immoral doctrine that God can by His grace convert the worst

sinner into the greatest saint, and I do not deny that it has been

often so expounded as to stnke at the roots of all morality ,
but put

it in the worst form you can imagine, and it will not exert half the

demoralizing influence that any assumption of the power to determine *
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winch are those enl human stocks whence it would be monstrous

to expect any sprouting of good,—^the Positivist substitute, if I

nghtly understand Mr Mqrison’s book, for the Christian doctnne

of grace,—would certainly produce I know of no more authonta-

tire assertion of that side of the doctnne of grace which ofPends Mr
Monson than St Paul's in his Epistle to the Romans " So then,

he hath mercy on whom he will, and whom he will he hardencth "

But St. Paul himself puts the question, “ Is there unnghteou8>

ness with God ? ” and replies, “ God forbid " He declines to go

behind the will of God, to ask why God has mercy on one and not

on another ,
but he maintains that the will ot God, whatever it be,

IS founded in nghteousness And surely with our knowledge of the

extreme complexity of the influences ot inheritance, it is perfectly

easy to conceive that acts of grace which appear to human
observers simply arbitrary, may be founded in absolute justice,

and express nothing but the compensation to beings whose nature,

circumstances and history had borne very hardly on their moral

character, for the unfavourable conditions under which they^had pre-

viously been called to struggle It may be well for us not to go too

much behind the dmne will, and the faith that that will is founded

in nghteousness, but certainly there is no kind of difficulty for

any one who accepts that faith in the divine nghteousness, in holding

that miracles of grace, as Christians call them, are by no means

arbitrary, but are, stnctly speaking, illustrations of the dmne
nghteousness No one can pretend that any Chnstian apostle has

revealed to us that the arbitiary will of God—if, indeed, righteous-

ness be capable of pure arbitranness—and that alone, makes the only

diflerence between the gift of grace and the denial of that gift But

to return to my point Though it is easy epough for a Chnstian to

believe that the gift of grace follows laws of its own, and those laws,

laws of transcendental justice, it is not easy at all to understand

where Positivists propose to find the moral resources for the re-

generation of the world without having either any inexhaustible

source of hope, such as the belief in dmne grace gives, or any inex-

haustible spnng of humility, such as the same belief gives Mr
Monson holds that Christianity has made great saints out of men
with finely touched spints, but has had comparatively little influence

ovmr commonplace and average men, whose hearts it has not succeeded

m touching But where without faith will he get even that regenerat-^

mg power over average men which Christiau heroes have gamed?
No one can say that such lives as those of St Prancis, or St Benedict,

or St Philip Nen, or such even as those of Knox, George Fox,

Bunyan, Whitfield, Wesley, or even the chiefSs of the Salvation

Army, have been without influence on commonplace and average men^
*' m spite of the rhetoncal complamts and exaggerations whidk li&t
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Honaon quotes from the sermons of religious men Can he produce

evidence of an influence equal in degree for any oia$ Secularist or

Positivist leader ? Can M Littr^ or Mr Coqgreve^ or Mr Harrison

boast of any influence exercised over the lives of average men^ to

compare with that of these religious leaders ? Can men with no
source of hope outside their own race, and no source of hope even in

their own race that does not tend to humiliate the class which most
needs regeneration in comparison with the class which wields the regen-

erating agency, expect to achieve even one-tenth part of the successes

which Faith, Ilope, and Charity have wielded when combined ? *Mr
Morison will reply that Positivists may at least achieve more than

religious men with the ground under their feet undermined by a half-

confessed scepticism, are capable of achieving
, that they will do as

much without the necessity of ignoring scientific certainties m an age

of science, as religious men, with their minds embarrassed and crippled

by new scientific limitations clumsily engrafted on the faith of their

fathers, can achieve now He contends, as I understand him, that

the modern men of faith ^re only half believers , that the modern
humility is only a poor imitation of the old humility which the age

of* faith produced , and that, what with this half faith and half

humility, frank evangelists of humanism will be at least as successful

now as the poor preachers of the half-and-half religious faith, which

IS all that our day can boast of

Weil, that reply touches the real hinge of the question raised by

Mr Cotter Monson—namely, the extent to which he is wrong or

right in treating our modern Christianity as so hollow and uneasy,

so haunted by self-distrust, so conscious of misgiving, spiritual,

moral and intellectual, that it is salt which has lost its savour, and

IS fit only to be cast out and trodden under the foot of men I

believe that Mr Cotter Morison sees very clearly, and points out

very truly, hoT^ great a number of new doubts and difficulties has m
this last generation beset Christian believers from various sides

—

from the side of science in relation to miracle , from the side of

histoncal criticism in relation trf the authenticity of Scripture
, from

the side of ethical feeling in relation to the sternness of God’s

laws, and, finally, from the side of intellectual distrust of the

process by which the development of Christian doctrine was effected

It la perfectly true that Christian faith has often been attacked,

and has oftezj^een staggered from all these sides in turn, and some-

tunes from all these sides at once, but it is, so far as I can judge,

utterly untrue that the result, even of all these combined sets against

the certitude of Chnstian belief, has been to make it easier, more

natural, more truthful, to give up Chnstian theology as a human

fable, and to fight the battle of " the service of man ” from the

Humanist’s and the Positivist’s point of view, than to be a Chnstian*
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With the multiplication of difficulties on every side, there has

come also a multiplication of new lights tending disti^otly towards a

rehabilitation of the i|)id truth in new forms TakOj first, the effect

of the new science and its relation to what has been called miracle

Theoretically, as all the best scientific minds are agreed, there is no

contradiction at all between the principle of the uniformity of the

law of causation and a very marvellous interruption of the ordinary

course of Nature All that is proved by sueh an interruption is the

intervention of some new and unexpected cause IIow inexhaustible

IS the number of unexplored causes, no man knows better than the

true man of science Of the unexplored causes which are most

concerned with such events as are ordinarily called miraculous, the

most important doubtless are those which represent the influence of

conscious will Now, 1 am perfectly sure that no man can look with

an open mind at all the new investigations of that influence—of

what IS called will-power, of mesmerism, of so-called telepathy ”

—

and not be firmly conxinced that many of the miracles of Senpture

have had transcripts, though they may be more or less faint transcripts,

in the experience of the modern world It will be said at once that

so far as the miracles of Scripture have had any transcripts in ordinary

life, they lose tpw facto their value as miracles That is surely

utterly false No one supposes now that miracles could attest truth

What they do attest is power , and, in the usual sense of the word
“ miracle,” superhuman power Well, superhuman power ca*n only

be tested by companng it with human power What one being can do

with gifts that we should call perhaps exceptional, but still not super-

natural, another could surpass with gifts that are wholly exceptional,

and which might fairly be called supernatural The value of what

I call the faint modern transcripts of Scripture miracles is to show

that there arc the germs in ordinary human expcnencc of many of

the powers which in prophet and apostle, and stilf more m Jesus

Christ, have been justly called supernatural , and therefore that, if

we admit the evidence of a higher range of spintnal and moral hfe

altogether in many parts of the Scriptures than our own, we have no

right to discredit as false the exertion of power of this wholly excep-

tional kind, by beings living on that higher range of existence, if

these powers be only more exalted forms of powers of will and insight^

which, in a feebler and poorer form, are in actual operation amongst

ourselves No one can read even sucp a book as tfr Carpenter’s
“ Mental Physiology ” without being convinced of the extraordinary^

exaltation which it is possible to give, by the exercise of will, to*

the senses even of other men Convincing evidence has heenl

accumulated by the Society for Psychical Research,” that th^
influence may be so exerted as to affect the senses of persons at tt

distance, and this, too, without any previous expectation oh tb^r‘
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part Of course, all this proves nothing but the large power of will

over phenomena usually supposed to be subject to exclusively

physical laws But grant such a power, and it becomes a thing not

in violation of analogy, but in accordance with analogy, that beings

admitted on all hands to have been endowed with moral and spiritual

power of an exceptional kind, and in the case of Christ with moral
and spiritual power such as there is no other instance of in history,

shopld have wielded an influence of this kind in a fax higher and in-

tenser form What I feel convinced of is that a candid use of moder^
knowledge, instead of asserting the ^^pendcncc of the spiritual on
the physical more emphatically than before, proves to demonstration

the extraordinary influence of the spiritual part of man over the

physical, extending even to the verification of a rather widely

diflused power of self-manifestation at very great distances at the

moment of death And if these facts be admitted, as I believe all

truly candid investigators will soon admit, I hold that the supposed

h prion case against what has been called miracle, is being

comxiletely broken down, and that in all lives where there has been

the manifestation of extraordinary moral and spiritual energy, there

18 no ground for distrust if we find the evidence also of an extraor-

dinary power of altering and moulding to their own purposes the

physical uniformities of our life The new light, so far from rendering

our conception of the uniformities of the physical world more rigid, has,

1 believe, rendered it far more elastic

Again, so far as 1 am competent to judge the evidence, I am
inclined to hold firmly that the progress of historical criticism,

while it has long ago exploded the historical infallibility of the

Bible, and perhaps shown us that the Book of Daniel, if not one or

two other books, may be altogether untrustworthy—I should say that

I speak on this matter without any of the special knowledge of

an expert—has gone far to re-establish the authority of some of the

most important books of the New Testament, and to discredit those

theories of Baur and his disciples which maintained the absolute

unautbenticity of the fourth Gospel and the bitter quarrel between

St Paul and the Jewish apostles which the book of Acts was written,

in Baur’s view, to salve over and conceal So far as I can judge,

the most thoughtful German criticism of the day has more or less

disavowed these theories, and gone far towards re establishing the

truthfulness of the most important documents on which the faith of

the Church is founded I am aware that men of very high learning

think otherwise But I believe that the tendency of the more learned

criticism of recent days has been on the whole decidedly conservative

And assuredly the evidence for the resurrection of Ghnst founded

on St Paul's testijmony as to the beliefof the Church after hu conver-

mon, has never been advanced with greater force than in our own
#TOL^IrI* LI.
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day Yet with all this evidence^ and all that it implies, in out

hands^ it seems to me impossible that a bght should not be reflected

back by it on the credibility of the Gospels which would justify any

reasonable man m accepting their evidence as to the character of our

Lord^s life and work

There remains^ of course^ the great question on which Mr Cotter

Monson insists so vigorously, as to the moral contents of the

Christian revelation—whether the awful words as to eternal

life and eternal condemnation, as to ‘‘ the worm that dieth not

and the Are that is not quenchqd/^ as to the propitiatory sacrifice of

Christ (on which Mr Cotter Monson appears to have taken his

representation of Christian theology from the very worst sources

open to him and to have misrepresented- it most grossly), as to the

character of temptation, and, finally, as to the mystery of the

Godhead, are of a kind or not of a kind to subdue the heart of man
by their truth, and to stir him to the noblest work by their influence

He mamtains that they are not, that the Christian revelation is at once

frightfully severe and capriciously easy-going, intrinsically unjust,

profoundly inconsistent with itself, and in its teaching as to God
inconsistent with any idea of infinite being that it is possible for us

to form And for all these reasons he rejects it It would require a

volume larger than his own to go into his charges, but I must say that

he on his part seems to me to be grossly inconsistent in holding

that a Chnstianity so full of immoral doctrine and obtuse feeling

could have fostered the high saintliness which he prizes so much,

and to which he renders so eloquent, and yet as it seems to me so para-

doxical, a tribute Surely a teacher who thinks that repentance has

no meaning except so far as it is a guarantee of changed habits—and

that remorse is a blunder of the most serious kind, a misapplication of

power which ought to be directed wholly towards the future, into

idle self-reproaches for a past which could not by any possibility

have been anything but what it was, ought not to prize so highly a

moral ideal which devoted so large a portion of human strength to

the work of self-humiliation for the sins of the past But I must

not waste time in remarking on Mr Morison^s inconsistencies, for

the little space I have left must be devoted to explaining why the

contents of the Christian revelation seem to me much more than

consistent with—a strong illumination of—all that we do know and

are still learning, as to the nature of that mystenous power in the

grasp of which we live

How may 1 best describe what is known of that power without any

Inference to Christian teaching ^ I should say first that it is one

which has given birth to superabundance of physical life, so that the

various forms of physical life jostle each other and yie with each other

for room, for nounshment, for mastery, till only the higher forma m
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each kmd survive
, and that the distinguishing features of the surviving

forms are, on the whole, higher functions^ bgher intelligence, com-
bined, as we ascend in type, with higher affections and higher

loyalty to sdfaiething above them , that in man, who is the highest

of terrestnal beings, this intelligence and these affections and
loyalties, develop for the first time the conviction that our own
private wishes and the deepest of these feelings of loyalty are at

variance with each other, and that we are not willing to do what
nevertheless we know that we both can do and ought to do , in other

words, that half our hearts are averted from what the other and
better half impel us to do , that this cruel sense of division in our

nature grows with the growth of the intelligence, the growth of the

affections, and the growth of social wants , that it is especially

emphasized when we come to the necessity of killing off our com-

petitors in the fashion inherited from our animal nature, and still more
when tempted to thin away our own people by the law of the strongest

in order to make more room and more opportunities of enjoyment

for ourselves , in a word, that " the conflict for existence which

determines the survivals of animal life, is in man controlled by the

growing sense of loyalty to some invisible power which forbids it , and

that the jostling of selfish desires is thus made to recognize a new and

nobler competitor in the law of sacrifice No one is more enthusiastic

for the law of sacrifice than Mr Cotter Morison, but he treats it as

one of purely human origin, and ridicules it as sheer injustice when
it IS announced by theologiaijjp as proceeding from the creative power
itself The essence of practical religion at all times has been

sacrifice, he says, on p 251 In this capacity of sacrifice regardless

of self we have the purest essence ofthe best religions,” he says again, on

p 261, only he spalls it " a human quality " which has been evolved in

the long travail ofthe world,^^ whereas it seems to me that in its oldest

forms it has been distinctly the shadowof adivine command Could any

one conceive that Abraham's belief that he had been called to gi\e

up his only son, on whom all his human hopes depended, was of mere

human origin ? And that story, I take it, is a type of the history of

sacrifice as something the origin of which is in divine inspiration It

was not the sacrifice of his son, but the sacrifice of his personal will

—which was so much wrapped up in that son—that was asked of

Abraham , and the Psalmist who represented God as despising the

sacrifice of bullocks or goats, but askmg for the sacrifice of the will,

taught the same lesson m still plainer language There seems to me
nothing clearer in the history of religieu than that sacrifice is distinctly

represented as a product of religious inspiration, as a testimony to

the existence of objects of still higher and purer affection m the in-

visible world than any existing evexi on earth The ideas of sacnfice and

expiation are always specially connected with the otherwise desperate

it 1 L 2
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aTersion of the human soul from the dictates of the invisible power

which requires our highest loyalty—an aversion which saCriface alone

IS deemed able to overcome

The real question is, of course, whether sacrifice is, as tHfe Positivists

hold, a mere human alleviation of a very bad state of things in a world

where man has to carve out for himself his own lot, or a divine force

originated from above, and so far as it is a human force at all, only one

derived from that higher source I have no doubt that here is really

the central issue between the Positivists and the theologians, an(f that

its solution depends on the answer we give to the question, first,

whether there be or be not such a thing as sm, of purely human
origin, and, next, whether there be or be not a redeeming principle in

sacrifice, for the healing of sin, of divine origin, and not of human
The Christian revelation denies that God is responsible lor sin, and

asserts that He is the true fountain of sacrifice ,
that the Cross is the

Cross of a divine as well as a human sufferer, and represents the

origin of redemption as identical with that of life and suffering

itself The whole question turns on the reality of that sense of

loyalty to an invisible holiness against which sin is the rebellion If

the latter be all an illusion, so no doubt is the former If the

latter be one of the most impressive and saddest of the lealitics of

human life, then it is hardly conceivable that the powei against

which the conscience testifies that we have revolted, is not a real

power, and one which is constantly struggling in us to suboue

that revolt and to reconcile us to itself seems to me that the root

of the Positivists^ scorn for theology is the determinist doctrine

which, in spite of all the evidence of the ages, denies the possibility,

and of course therefore the reality, of sin Can they give an instance

of any other word, in any language, that represents suqji a tremendous

body of human experience and suffering as the word " sin," which,

nevertheless, stands for a pure illusion that it would relieve every

one to explode, if only the hard facts of human nature were consistent

with treating it as an illusion^ I cannot think of any case at

all resembling it And yet that sin is an illusion, and a pure

illusion, is the view on which the Positivists ground the doctrine

that the Service of Man " would be promoted by giving up, as one

of the most mischievous of dreams, the effort after the " service of

God " Yet if sm be no illusion, if it be the evil ferment which

keeps human society in perpetual danger of degradation and
corruption, and if the only renpedy be that eagerness of the good to

suffer on behalf of the bad, if ^y any chance they may redeem the

bad, which the Positivists praise as the noblest altruism "*^then,

which IS the more likely, that this law of sacrifice is imbedded in the

very constitution of our universe and proceeds from th& will of the

great power against whom all sm is rebellion, or that man, who m
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that case certainly derives his sense of right, and his deeply ingrained
feeling of misery when he is disloyal, from that power, should yet
have invented for himself so singular a remedy as the eagerness of
the good to suffer that the bad may be reformed ^ For my part, I

believe that all that is pure in human society is based upon the law
of sacrifice, and that that law is directly of divine inspiration,

receiving its highest authority in the revelation that God Himself
gave Ills Son to suffer that man may be healed I do not caie at

all for the scoff that such a belief only shows how strictly limited is

God^s power can imagine indeed a society in which every in-

stinct IS right and pure, and in which the temptation to evil does not
exist, and, m a strictly determinist *’ uunerso, that is the society

one would expect from a divine origin But whethei or not such a

society would be better and nobler than the societywe actually know, is

a very different question, and I should think, even if wc had the data

tor answeiing it, that the eubtraction to be made from the good

side of the account, would perhaps more than overbalance the sub-

traction to be made from the bad side At all events, man being

what he is, a being deeply affiicted with a sense of sin, and^ deeply

penetrated by a yearning for reconciliation with the power who
inspires his conscience, the hankering after pure innocence is the

most unpractical of dreams, while the renovation of human nature by
th^ divine principle of sacrifice is a venhable reality

Further, whether that healing power of sacrifice could survive the

loss of the faith that it is of God and not of man, that it has its

source in a divine action and not in a human resolve, is the one

question which, as it seems to me, Mr Cotter Morison and his

friends have altogether failed to consider Certainly the Christian

sau^s whom they so much admire would not have hesitated to pro-

nounce upon it with a decision derived from their own experience,

and in a sense by no means respectful to the views of those of their

modern eulogists who praise them for what they were Assuredly to

treat the source to which the saints attributed all their strength as

a chintsera, and their vision of the spiritual future itself as an tgms

fatuus of the fancy though it was the only bght of their feet in their

difficult and desolate way, seems to me one of the most arbitrary of

the many arbitrary assumptions which enter into, if they do not

actually make up, the Positivists^ erfeed

E H Hutton



COMMERCIAL MUSEUMS

rpHE present revival of the agitation for the establishment of

commercial museums m the centres of production at home and
m the Colonies appears to have reached a point from which some
attempt at realization may be expected The excellent and valued

proposal of the Prince of Wales for the creation of an Imperial

Institute has now been satisfactorily elaborated by a committee of

specialists^ and a leading place in the scheme has been awarded to

commercial museums Not only is this the case, but particular

prominence is given throughout the Report of the Prince of Wales^s

Organizing Committee to commercial and industrial requirements,

both of the mother-country and of the Colonies Considering the

remarkable absence of interest taken either by Parliament, oi, until

lately, by Government, in the trading interests of the community,
this special feature of the proposed Imperial Institute cannot but be

regarded with gratification and expectation by the commercial classes

The Report states that the leading objects of the United Kingdom
section will be (par 5) the promotion in affiliation with the Imperial

Institute of commercial museums in the City of London, and in the

commercial centres of the provinces I have every leason to believe

that it IB intended to make these museums an integral portion of the

Ini^itute scheme, and that the Pnnee^s Committee will encourage

their establishment by every means in their power In the last few
weeks a decided step in this direction has been taken by the Lord
Mayor^s Institute Committee, with the approval and sanction of the

Institute Organizing CoIl^nlttec Under this arrangement a City

Commercial Museum is made a part of the City Jubilee Memorial,
and 30 per cent of the funds subscribed by the City (unless other-

wise mdicated) are to be devoted specially to the Museu:^ This
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agreement produces the double result that both the City and the

Institute Committee are now interested in bringing the Museum
scheme to a practical result

There is nothing new in the idea of commercial museums , the

wonder is only that this country has been able to attain its prepon-

derating position as a mercantile community amongst nations without

the existence of some such organization The absence of permanent
trade exhibitions from amongst our public institutions is a stnkmg
illustration of the exaggeration to which we have in the United

Kingdom carried the principle of private initiative to the utter ex-

tinction of that State assistance which is, per contra, the principal

motive power of continental nationalities All exaggeration is bad|

and I venture to submit that Englishmen have formed such ai^ over-

rated estimate of the national utility and all-sufficiency of their private

initiative system that they haxe caused it to recoil upon themselves

It punishes us in its retro-action to national disadvantage, by producing

absolute inertia in directions where progress is desirable The only

stimulus to which private initiative is susceptible, commercially speak-

ing, is the prospect of icalizmg a profit upon its enterprise Private

initiative therefore is distinctly limited by the possibility of attaining

a personal gam, whilst the realization of public or national advantages

mav be stated as the exceptional and not the regular result of its

action Instances even can be quoted where the efforts of private

enterprise arc diametrically opposed to the national weal , such, for

instance, would be the export of machmery, whereby the cheaper labour

» of foreign States is enabled to decrease our national capacity as manu-

facturers, or the sale of arms or war matcnal to States which might

at a given moment turn these very products against us It is, I take

it, an exaggeration of the self-help idea which has caused us to delay

the creation of commercial museums, on the ground that they belong

to that order of institutions which do not promise an immediate

profit to their promoters, and therefore appeal for their establishment

to sentiments other than those of private initiative It certainly was

not Ignorance of the possible utility of a trade museum to the com-

munity which prevented the establishment of such a collection as far

back as 1851 Then, as now, it was the brmgmg together of products

of all kinds in a large exhibition, which suggested to the business

men of the day the idea of forming a trade museum It is worthy

of note that local exhibitions have been the starting-point of all con-

tinental commercial museums, from the mother collection at Brussels

to their latest development, which has been realized m the German
Muster4agers at Stuttgart, Frankfort, and other places The memo**

nal presented by London merchants on the occasion of the Inter-

national Exhibition of 1851 is still so completely applicable to the

requirements of the present hour, that a change of the date and
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signatures is all tliat is necessary to make it as worthy of consideration

to-day as it was thirty-five years ago The question of site, even, is

dealt with m the identical words which have been unwittingly em-

ployed by the London Chamber of Commerce, in connection with the

same subject, within the last month I cannot, therefore, refrain from •

reproducing the document as an historical curiosity

London, October 16, 1851

Gentluien,—Understanding that Her Majesty’s Commissioners propose

forming a collection of the raw produce of different countries shown m the

Great Exhibition, we Leg leave to express our conviction of the high practical

value of this plan

We anticipate great benefits to merchants, manufactuier«,and brokers from

the formation of a great tnde nm&eum or collection, ot which this would be

the foundation and in 'vvhich specimens of the natural productions or exports

of all countries -Nhould be deposited, togethei with such iccurate, scientific,

practical, and commercial mtoimition as can be procured

Such a museum \\ould at ill times give the most valuable aid to tlie mer-
cantile communit}

,
and ifford that mtormation which is so constantly reqmied,

and which there is now no means of obtaining

We would beg to suggest that, in order to rendei such a collection really

available for trade purposes, it should be foimed in the City of London, md
so situated as to be conveniently accessible to those who want to refer to it

We have the honour to be, gentlemen,

Your obedient seivants,

Thomas llankcy, jun R W Criwford
JohnG Habbard JI W Blake
J H Pelly James Morris

William Cotton J Masterman
J B Heath Morns, Prei ost & Co
H J Piescott John Chaprn in <k Co
Overend, Gurney & Co W C ckH Harnett

Durant ^ Co Allred Janson
Geo Carr Glynn Chas K Halford
Forster iC bmitli Geo bred Young
Hanson Bros iSL Co T Green & Co
Greg«on <C Co Geo Denny
Powlcs Bros Co Geo J’enning

J Thomson (T Moreau Co ) D Dunbar
Herman billem, bon <SL Co J Wild & Sons

Doxat iV Co Home, Eagar A Co

On behalf of the committee for managing the affairs of Lloyd’s,

John Robinson, p/o Chau man

On behalf of Lloyd’s Register of British and Foreign Shipping,

Thomas Ch\iman, Chairman

Since 1851 various committees, one of which was presided over

by Mr Childers in 1874, have considered the utility of establishing

commercial museums, and m two instances—those known as the

Charles Street and the Fife House schemes—the idea seemed to

approach realization, only to fall through at the last moment lu
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1876 Dr Forbes Watson advocated the creation of a considerable

establishment for the exhibition of colonial products and raw mate-

rials, in which the Colonial Agents-General were to be housed, and iH

aid of which grants from the Colonies wcie to be obtained In several

other of its features Dr Foibes Watson's proposals verged very closely

on those now put forward by His Boyal Highness the Prince ofWales
in reference to the new Imperial Institute

It IS, however, more especially during the last two oi three yeais

that the attention of business men has been attracted to the question

of commercial museums, by their reported establishment in various

countries of Continental Europe The intelligent little State of

Belgium has been the pioneer of the movement Exhibitions, as

^ before stated, supplied the idea of forming those museums, and the

necessity of developing Belgian export trade gave the impetus on
the strength of which its Government took the question in hand,

purchased a handsome building in the very centre of the city, and

defrayed the entiie cost of the undertaking, in the working of which

the Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Posts and Telegraphs unite

then energies Germany followed with the establishment of export

pattern agencies, most of which are created by private initiative,

though some receive cither Government or municipal assistance in

the way of freedom from rent and taxes by their location in a public

building In Austria the towns of Vienna and Buda Pcsth arc

carrying on their usual nvalry, and applying it to the trade museum
idea The excellent but relatively small Oriental Museum of

Vienna, which is splendidly housed on the first floor of the Exchange,

was originated unofficially after the Exhibition of 1873, and is now,

on the strength of its success, in process of enlargement and con-

version into a State museum The Buda Pesth collection, on the

other hand, is entirely a State-aided institution *Iu France,

endeavours were made, with a considerable flourish of trumpets,

to introduce a system of local trade museums, under State patronage

and under the management of the local Chambers of Commerce, which

on the Continent are generally official bodies The museum idea

has not, according to Mr Crowe, the commercial attach^ of the

Bntish Embassy in Pans, been successfully earned out in France,

although ccitain local collections, particularly those of Lyons and

Bouen, are worthy of attention and imitation Holland has acted

11^ relation to trade museums only on pnvate initiative
,

Italy has

combined State aid with private enterprise , whilst Switzerland, as

usual, acts on a combination of municipal and individual aid.

Including Portugal and Swbden, there are at the present motnent

m Europe fifty-seven towns wl^ch either have established or com-

menced to organize trade museums, or Muster-lagers It would be
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imprudent to ignore the importance of a movement which has

developed to such a degree, even when the incompleteness of certain

efforts, such as those of France and Holland, is fully allowed for

Continental trade museums have all been formed for a smgle

purpose—^that of extending the export trade of the localities and

countries in which they are situate Any extension of Continental

evports must necessarily mean increased competition with British

trade in neutral markets, if not a corresponding reduction of

British exports Foreign trade museums thus become a direct factor

in the cver-cxtending competition which from year to year is

pressing more and more closely on the trade of this country and

reducing the scale of its prohts Under these circumstances it

seems but fitting to consider whether it is worth the while of this

country to follow the example in which Europe has taken the lead,

and to denve for our own advantage whatever lesson is to be learnt

from the new institutions

This inquiry was considered of so much importance by the

commercial classes of England, that the London Chamber of Com-
merce resolved to dispatch me as its commissioner to report upon

the condition, prospects, and probable eftect ol the commercial

museums of Europe After visiting the principal establishments of

Belgium, Holland, Ocijnany, Austna, Switzerland, and Northern

Italy, 1 arrived at the conclusion that it was desirable that the

British Empire should organize a series of institutions throughout

its chief centres of production, by which it should seek to make

known its resources more completely than at present, and m which

it should establish compansons between its own manufactures and

those of competing nationalities After a reference of the subject

to a special committee and to a special meeting of th6 Council and

its trade sections, the London Chamber has adopted my conclusions,

and has addressed a request, through its President, to the Prince

of Wales’s Committee of Advice, for the inclusion of commercial

museums in the Imperial Institute proposals These representations

have, as befoie stated, resulted in what is officially termed “ the

affiliation ” of commercial museums with the Imperial Institute, and

that affiliation is now accepted by the pity under the authority of the

Lord Mayor’s Committee, which is now receiving subscriptions for

the two schemes simultaneously

Commercial museums should really be more of the nature of trade

exhibitions than of museums Their prmcipal aim should be to

deal with the present rather than with the past At the same time,

a sufficient record and collection of types or samples indicating the

development of specific branches of production, the changes of

fashion, design, shape, material, and quahty which have taken place
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in tLe course of years, is both desirable and necessary Nevertheless,

the great impulse of self-interest will naturally cause more attention

to be given to the products of to-day than to those of bygone
seasons The contents of these exhibition museums must vary

according to the locahty Manchester, for instance, would devote

its primary attention to cotton in all its stages—raw, spun, woven,

f*f®y> dyed, printed, and hmshed Leeds and Bradford would care

less for cotton, except as warps, but would be very much interested

in woollens—heavy and light, broad or narrow , and in the similar

productions, dyes, finishes, and makes-up of other countnes ShefScld

would concentrate its attention upon iron, steel, and cutlery

,

Birmingham on hardware, Staffordshire on pottery
,
whilst Loudon,

as a distributing centre, would nccessanly be generally inter-

ested in most provincial indiistries, and more particularly m raw

materials and "produce" The London museum, as representing

the largest commercial centre of the Empire, as the focussing point

of its transit trade, and the connecting link of our eolouial

exchanges, would necessarily have to be the largest and most com-

plete It IS satisfactory, therefore, to find that the London Chamber

of Commerce has not recoiled from the considerable responsibility

which will fall upon it of assuming the initiative of promoting the

largest, and perhaps the first, of Bntish trade exhibition museums

It IS not pretended that the establishment of trade museums will

lead to an immediate and profitable extension of our exports

The process will be an educational one more than any other, and

consequently it would be gradual and progressive, but in the long

run decidedly advantageous, and it is hoped thorough The large

firms will have little to gain from museums, as their own resources

and capital enable them either to procure reliable information direct,

or to dispatch a capable servant for its collection Still, even the

large firms would occasionally discover in the museum a new fibre or a

new product to which their attention might not otherwise have been

called The museum will soon become and be recognized as a

rallying point, to which samples of every article presenting prospects

of trade will be sent Travellers in foreign countries, consuls,

inventors, producers of all kinds, either at home or in the colonies,

who desire to bring a sample or a manufacture to the notice of the

British commercial public will send it to the museum, where it will

be classed and announced amongst the receipts of " new ” articles

If It presents features of interest, it will probably be exammed by

specialists, by whose assistance the museum authonties will soon be

able to form an estimate of its merits, and at the end of the year either

let it find its way to “ waste,” or store it up for future reference

There is little doubt that many useful articles are lost to coti-
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sumption and to commerce, from the absence of a known centre to

^ which they can be sent, and from thence made known to interested

parties Keen and puslung as are our business men, they fail to

notice and know everything Only within the last few months a

committee of experts from the Leather Trade Section of the London
Chamber of Commerce visited the Colonial and Indian Exhibition,

with a view of examining and reporting upon the leather and allied

products there exhibited To thur great surprise, they found in the

Indian court, carefully arranged and grouped by Dr Watt, nearly

two hundred samples of bark and tanning materials which were

completely and absolutely unknown to the trade If a commercial

museum is organized, samples of this kind will reach it
,

if it is not

created, there is no doubt that, notwithstanding the sleepless but not

universal eje of self-iuteiest many useful products will remain

unknown, and will be lost, for many years at least, to consumption

and production

There are a number of firms, both merchants and manufacturers,

who own collections of samples beaiing on their own branch of trade,

and often covering the operations of a long scries of years Dona-

tions of these could no doubt be obtained in a considerable number

of cases, and would go far to form a historical collection, which

would prove most valuable to the designer, the artisan, and the manu-

facturer Nothing is so common m trade as the revival of an old

model, an old shape, or an old pattern, with modern adaptations It

has been stated that, because a variety of those private collections

exist, therefore a public museum is unnecessary, that because a

few high-class firms go to the expense of keeping themselves well-

informed, therefore it is not desirable to place the commercial

public in possession of that knowledge of trade secrets which should

be the pnvilegc of those who pay dear to discover them Ileasonmg

of this kind is useful in illustrating what I call the standings conflict

between private and public interest Institutions of the nature of

commercial museums are created for the advantage of the public

and of the country, not of individuals, and the opposition of certain

firms to this means of disseminating information only proves that

museums can teach facts which are lost in their absence, and that it

18 to the interest of “ the greatest number that such institutions

should be opened The large firms will, as capitalists, retain their

power and pre-cmincncc, whether museums are opened or not, and if

in the course of a few years it is found that museum exhibitions add

sensibly to the amount of our trade, nothing is more certain than

that the large firms will obtain the main share of the increase^

The efiect of this process of natural selection has, as a matter of

practical experience, made itself feltm Germany already I was told
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by the mtclligept managers of the Miuter-lagers at Stuttgart and

Frankfort'that the commission firms at first opposed and held aloof

£rojn the pattem*depdt sale-rooms But in course of time the

commission houses learnt that, instead of interfering with their busi-

ness, instead of decreasing the purchasmgtendencies of their customers,

the large collection of patterns brought together by the agency

^itirely tempted the purchaser to secure a larger vanety and

f
bitity of goods than formerly Relying somewhat on the credit

en by the commission house, and believing that in their turn their

own customers would be similarly attracted by a large assortment of

the last nouveautes, I was assured that the majority of buyers had

ifegularly exceeded the amounts of the purchases which they had fixed

upon when leaving home It may be assumed also that a buyer

whose credit is good enough to enable him to purchase without the

support of a commission house, will hardly wait the advent of a com-

mercial museum to enter into direct relations with the producer On
the whole, then, it would appear that the intermediary has quite as

much to gain as to lose from any alteration in the svstem of buying

which may be brought about by trade museums
' These difficulties, however, would not apply to the class of

^hbmmercial museums which would be adaptable to the British Empire

t^nything of the kind which we may undertake in this country or

»tlie Colonies must be a public institution, open free, and not therefore

^ theatre of business operations The Muster-lager is a close

tration, a co-operative association of exporting manufacturers,

whom foreigners and rivals are as jealously excluded as they

ttould be from any private warehouse I quite beheve that the Muster-

lager or pattern depdt idea is applicable to British operations, especially

as regards articlesormanufactures from a distance—fromthe Continent

I
and the Colonies But if we adopt this plan, it must be as a matter

I of private enterprise, not in a pubhc institution There is no reason

« why the position of London as a transit centre should not be made
use of to transfer the showrooms—for the Muster-lager is but a show-

room—-of Germany, Austria, Italy and France, to our own metropolis

Since branches have been opened in Hamburg and Frankfort, why not

organize a monster agency in London? 1 throw out the suggestion

for what it may be worth, feeling convmced that sooner or later it

will be acted upon

The trade museum, on the other hand, is eminently adapted to

the purposes pf a public service Since practically the whole of the

countries of Western Europe are actively engaged upon their

organization, we could not prudently remain behind in this new

phase of competition The very success of our commercial opera

tions m the past now imposes the duty upon us of leaving
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some acceptable record of our industrial history foy the enlighten-

ment of future generations Great as is the creative powSr of man^

there is an inherent tendency to borrow and adapts rather than to

evolve Do we not go to India for designs for our cottons and

* shawls, to Persia for the styles of our carpets, to Japan and China

for the shapes and ornamentatiori^ of our pottery, and from the com-
binations and assimilations of these do we not gradually form a styl6

of oui own ? It IS, then, chiefly as an educational establishment^^jiii^

the widest sense of the word, that a permanent trade exhibiti^

would be especially valuable The climatic conditions of the islands^
the United Kingdom, tlie somewhat Puritanic conditions of our social

life, together with a certain harshness and domineering tendency*

inherent apparently in the Anglo-Saxon race, create a want of adap-

tiveness in us as producers and business men We are slow to

change, and art prone to dislike the alterations which result from

fashions and the rage for the newest thing out
” Other countnes

have discovered our weakness, and seek to place us at a disadvantage

commercially by offering to meet our customers' requirements more

obsequiously than we do The pressure of foreign competition,

which must increase rather +han dimmish, will force us to produce?^

what our clients prefer, rather than what is most suitable or agreeable

for us to manufacture It is to meet this change in our economio

positions that trade museums will be useful In the past we expected

our customer to come to us , now we shall have to go to him We
expected him to pay us in our money , we shall now be constrailfed

to draw upon him in the currency which he understands We
shall have to learn his language, and to obtain orders from him, not

as proud monopolists, but by meetyig his requirements more willingly

and more skilfully than rival manufacturers of other countries

Commercial museums will help us to do this They will collect •

and bring to our doors types of the article which the buyers of alt

nationalities use and prefer, so that we may alter our production to

suit our customer's fancy, and so persuade him to jiurchase They
will also show our manufacturers, our merchants, and our artisans,

the articles by means of which foreign producers are seeking to oust

ns from the old fields of our commercial victories They will also

unite the fibres, dyes, and mordants applicable to our textiles,

together with collections of the designs used in various countnes in

connection with them But it will be chiefly as a means of facilitating

commercial and technical education that trade museums will prove

invaluable They will be equally useful to young men training for

commercial employment, and to artisans, and especially to masters,

as a means of directing attention to the alterations of fashion and

the requirements of vanous markets

The absence of an organized system of specially comjnercial
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ednMtion is bdng more and more recognized as a menacing danger

to onr industn^ future It will only be by careful special training,

and by widening the sphere of commercial knowledge, that the

yonng men of coming generations will be able to meet the growing

competition for employment in this country with foreigners of all

Jiationalities Why is it that the great majority of correspc^Ang

C^ierks are foreigners ? Sccause foreigners come here well inforaaed

^|i4!WO, three, or four languages, already possessed of a sound com-

mm^al tiaining, and willing to work quietly and obediently for
*
longer hours and for smaller salaries than Englishmen would con-

descend to accept Why is a considerable proportion of our book-

fetepers and cleris composed of foreigners ’ Because they are more

thoronghly trained as accountants, and are both better and cheaper

workers than our own juniors Is it not time that we recognized

the economic folly of bringing up and training foreigners to compete

with us in our own businesses ? We employ these clerks, corre-

sponding assistants, and book-keepers, give them the opportunity of

learning our trade secrets,and thus enable them to set up in competition

with, ourselves A glance at the Directoiy list of South American,

African, Indian, Chinese, and Japanese firms reveals the fact that a

large pioportion of the merchants—often considerably more than half

—are foreigners As long as these firms become really A.nglici7ed, not

dniy IS no harm done, but positive benefit is derived from the process of

jWdnral selection and the mixture of races which results But a con-

si^^ble proportion ofsuch firms remain foreign in their sympathies and

p^^ences to the last, and when they settle in our colonies, induce

their Governments to set up subsidized mail and merchandise

aervices, which in course of time will divert an ever-growing amount •

of trade to Continental ports We have been as short-sighted in

leaving oui commercial education to take care of itself as we have

been economically blind in allowing our emigrants to establish

themselves in countries where British merchandise is excluded by

tariffs An Anglo-Saxon emigrant settling in the United States hardly

consumes 10s worth per annum of English manufactures, whereas

those whp fix their homes in the Australias consume from to ^10

per head To this day neither Eughsh merchants nor the English

Government have realized the lesson which these figures teach

Why, it would positively remunerate the country splendidly, as an

investment more secure and permanent than any speculation in beer,

to pay the expenses of every emigrant who would go to our own

colomes ! Meanwhile, the country is slowly waking up to the neces-

sity of training our clerks, assistants, and, generally speaking, a[l

who are destined for a mercantile career, in a more complete and

specialist manner than in the past France and Belgium have ten

years’ start of us in this respect The Pans Chamber of Commerce
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inaugurated a decade ago a magnificent college^ where an exclasi?ely

commercial training is imparted under the best professors At

Antwerp a first-class institute has been working some years^ by

means of which the Belgians are raising a generation of fully

instructed merchants At Hamburg, at Leipzig, and at Antweip,

obj(|P lessons are given on samples from commercial museums, sq^

that youths acquire a fair knowledge of products before leavii^

college Their time is not wasted with years of needless dp
degrading ofiSce drudgery, but when once the basis of their train^lg

IS laid, they are enabled to rise with a rapidity proportionate to

their capacities It is with reference to commercial training of tl^i

kind, and the inauguration of practical object lessons, that coi^\

mercial museums promise a useful future in this country and the

colonies It is therefore necessary that a scheme of trade museums ;

should be affiliated with the pnncipal schools and the institutes for /

technical instruttion For this purpose, as well as for those of/

ordinary business, it is essential that museums should be situated ^

m a central not^ , *^^«.^^pssible to merchants, brokers, manu-^'^
fg-^OTOlB^tion, easily aceSf

^^rers, artisans, clerks, and
nAhf merchants, dat^

It may have been remarkc a m p _ necessity ofa
1851, referred to at the commencement of this

that tim#,

central site in the City is state as
fjrther emphasized

of the utdity of a trade mnseum hour, ^ ,

to dav by the enhanced value of time and the ^
labour ^The London Chamber of Commerce has from th?^^
^tl rtress ou this necessity, and it remains one of the leading feat»^

,

great rtress on j Organizing Commit%

M T H Tritton who has been nominated to a seat on that Com
^
^wv. ut It 18 therefore trusted that the commercial museum

“we t planof the lmperi.^

Tmtitute the establishment of the trade portion m the city, or at

Institute, t
business requirements, appears

thm « the Mansion House m the City of London ^
n . thf Belmans have recognized the necessity of a central situa-

taoi for badness museums In the report adopt^ by the^“h
tjou lor

Tt/To-ftk IK 1 localitv is provided for in Article 3,
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or in tbe buildings occupied by Chambers of Commerce ** As
regards London, an imposing site, with a frontage to the Thames,

Oould probably be obtained at a relatively low price from amongst the

several wharves which are now to let between Fishmongers’ at

London Bndge and Cannon Street Station The building Tfould

necessarily have to be an imposing one, worthy of its site, oFthe
immense trade of the City, and of the commerce of the British

lEimpire In size it should be scarcely inferior to that of Brussels,

t^hich IS nearly as large as the Geological Museum in Jermyn Street

The cost of the Brussels Museum up to the present, including buildings,

fittings, and collections, is believed not to have exceeded £60,000, and

the charges toi annual management are not more than from £1,600

to £2,000 City property of similar area could not be purchased on

anything like this basis, but if City men once make up their minds

to have a museum worthy of their commercial status, the question of

building and site will be settled without much difficulty, especially

now that it is connected with the Imperial Institute scheme

I have elsewhere drafted a proposal that the cheapest, most rapid,

effective, and complete method of organizing the Institute would be to

federate, under combined management, the whole of the specialist

societies of the Empire This scheme—which is, I find, but an amplifi-

cation of the suggestion submitted by the Prince Consort in 1831 as the

best means of utilizing the surplus of the Exhibition of that year

—

i^uld easily be framed to include trade museums in such wise as to

gitC them such liberty of organization and management as would

eilsure their most successful adaptation to the ever-varying requirements

of business men
For a «jbondon commercial exhibition museum the arrangement

in departments which I would submit as the most complete,

judging from the various systems which I have examined abroad,

would be as follows —
Raw produce of all kinds and every ongin, classed by articles, and

not^by place of production

Semi-raw produce, same classiScation

Manufactured articles, similar articles of home and foreign produc-

tion, juxtaposited A separate department to be created, as soon as

possible, on a geographical basis—viz , articles of local consump-

tion compared with the supplied articles of Bntish and foreign

manufacture

Jnformajtion, prices of all samples, discount, credit, &c ,
duties to

which each article is liable under tariffs of vanous States

Railway and freight charges on various goods to and from various

markets

Style of packing, and making up goods for various markets

^liaboratory for analyses, testing of samples, new fibres, pigments. Sic

;
vou u. M M
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Classes^ lectures^ and object lessons in connection with samples

exhibited in the museum, m which the chief educational establish-

ments of the Metropolis and the City, the Guilds of London, Institutn,

and artisan classes should have nght and participation

Commercial library, books, newspapers, trade journals, price lists, See

As before stated, both access to the bmldmg and all its services

should be free Matters have not yet, I fear, progressed sufficiently

for it to be possible to induce Government to locate its various

commercial departments (and those which will some day be creato^;^

in those departments which as yet have none—viz , the India and

Colonial Offices) in the City and near to the museum, when th^'

information in regard to tariffs and railways could be better supph^

officially

In the foregoing remarks I trust to have demonstrated that trade

exhibition museums would promote an increased acquaintance wr^Ji

our imperial resources, and would consequently lead to an improved

development and consumption thereof, and that all classes of business

men, from masters and operatives to students and clerks, are interested

in their promotion, whilst none can be thereby detrimentally affected

In past generations the nation has gone to considerable expense m
establishing the National Gallery, the British Museum, and the

splendid collections of South Kensington and the Tower, of which

Englishmen m all climes may legitimately be proud We have thus

placed on record oui national progress m the arts, the sciences, and

literature
,

but we have omitted any systematic memento of our com-

mercial and industnal existence Yet the essence of British progress

is commercial Our nse amongst nations, our status as a colonizing

community, our merits as a naval and maritime power our iipacity

as inventors and mechanics, our international influence as capitalists,

are all dependent upon and derived from our compiereial capacity

Surely, then, the present generation, which has witnessed and profited

by the wonderful and unprecedented extension of our commercial

resources, should recognize it as a special duty to our ancestors an^ to

posterity to raise a fitting memorial to commerce, which is the only

element of our national greatness not represented amongst us by a

public institution

Kenric B Murray



THE IMAGINATIVE ART OP THE
RENAISSANCE

The painters of the late thiitcentli and early fourteenth century,

using up the suggestions contained in the bas-reliefs of the

Pisan sculptors and in the medallions surrounding the earliest

painted effigies of holy personages, produced a complete set of

pidtoiial themes illustrative of gospel history and of the lives of the

principal saints These illustratn e themes— definite conceptions of

situations and definite arrangements of figures—became forthwith

the whole art^s stock, universal and traditional , few variations were

made from year to year and from master to master, and those

vaiiations lesolved themselves continually back into the original

type And thus on, through the changes in artistic means and

artistic ends, until the Italian schools disappeared finally before the

schools of France and Flanders Let us take a striking etample

The presentation of the Virgin remains unaltered in mam sentiment

and composition, despite the two centuries and more which separate

the Gaddi from Titian and Tintorct, despite the complete change in

artistic aims and methods separating still more completely the men
of the fourteenth century from the men of the sixteenth The long

flight of steps stretching across the fresco m Santa Croce stretches

also across the canvas of the great Venetians , and the little girl

climbs up them alike, presenting her profile to the spectator,

although at the top of the steps there is in one case a Gothic portal

and in the other a Palladian portico, and at the bottom of the steps

in the fresco stand Florentines who might personally have known

Dante, and at the bottom ^f the steps in the pictures the Venetia|l

patrons of Aretino Yet the presentation of the little maiden

the High Pnest is quite equally conceivable in many other ways

and ttom many other points of view As regards both dramaiie

M 24
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conceptioB and pictorial compositiofi^ the momelii might have been

differently chosen ,
the child might still be with its parents or already

with the priest , and the flight of steps might have been turned to

face the spectator, upwards or down, or again, been suppressed

altogether This is merely one instance in a hundred If we
summon up in our mind as many as we can of the various frescoes

and pictures representing the chief incidents of Scripture history,

we shall find that, while there are endless differences between them

with respect to drawing, anatomy, perspective, light and shade,

colour and handling, there arc but few and slight variations aa

regards the conception of the situation and the arrangement of the

figures The monotony is so complete that any one of us, almost,

knows what to expect, in all save technical matters and the choice

of models, on being told that in such a place there is an old

Italian fresco, oi panel, or canvas, representing some principal

episode of Gospel history

The expfenation of this fideht) to one theme of representation in

an art which was the very furthest icraoved from any hieratic pre-

scriptions, in an art which was perpetually growing—and growing

more human and secular—must be sought for, I think, in no

peculiarities of spiutual condition or national imagination, but in

two facts concerning the meicly technical development of painting,

and the results thereof These two facts are briefly that at a given

moment—namely, the end of the thirteenth century and the begin-

ing of the fourteenth—there existed just enough power of imitating

Nature to admit of the simple indication of a dramatic situation,

without further realization of detad, and that at this moment
consequently there originated such pictorial indications of the

dhief dramatic situations as concerned the Christian world And
secondly, that from then and until well into the sixteenth century,

the whole attention of artists was engrossed m changing the powers

of indication into powers of absolute representation, developing com-
pletely the drawing, anatomy, perspective, colour, light and shade,

and handling, which the Giottesqucs had possessed only in a most

rudimcutary condition, and which had sufficed for the creation of just

such pictorial themes as they had invented, and no more

Moreover, the Giottesques—among whom I include the imme-
diate precursors, sculptors as well as painters, of Giotto—put into

their Scripture stones an amount of logic, of sentiment, of dramatic

and psychological observation and imagination more than sufficient

to furnish out the works of three generations of later comers Setting

aside Giotto himself, who concentrates and diffuses the vast bulk of

dramatic invention as well as of artistic ofiservation and skill, there

18 in even the small and smallest among his followers, an extraordinary

happiness of individual invention of detail I may quote & few
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il^stanccs at random It would be difficult to find ajbumbler piece

ofwork than the so-called Tree ofthe Cross, in the Florentine Academy
a thing like a huge fern, with medallion histones m each frond, it

oan scarcely be considered a work of art, and stands halfway between
a picture and a genealogical tree Yet m some of its inedalhons
theie is a great vivacity of imaginative rendenng

, for instance, the

Massacre of the Innocents represented by a single soldier, mailed and
hooded, standing before Herod on a floor strewn with children’s

bodies, and holding up an infant by the arm, like a coat or a dead
hare, preparing slowly to spit it on his sword, and the kiss df Judas,

the soldiers crowding behind, while the traitor kisses Christ, seems to

bind him hand and foot with his embraces, to give him up, with that

atealthy look backwards to the impatient rabble—a representation of

the «cene, infinitely superior in its miserable execution to Angelico’s

Ave Babbi * with its elaborate landscape of flower and fruit trees

Again, in a series of predella histones of the Virgin, in the same

place (No 14, first room), also a very mediocre and anonymous work,

there is exti aordinary charm in the conception of the respective

positions of Mary and Joseph at their wedding he is quite old and

grey, she young, unfoimed, almost a child, and she has to stand on

two steps to be on his level, raising her head with a beautiful, child-

like earnestness, quite unlike the conventional bridal timidity of other

painters Leaving these unknown mediocrities, I would refer to the

dramatic value (besides the great pictorial beauty) of an entombment

by Giottmo, in the corridor of the Uffizi the Virgin does not faint or

has recovered (thus no longer diverting the attention from the dead

Saviour to herself, as elsewhere), and sunounds the head of her son

with her arms , the rest of the figures restrain themselves before her,

and wink with strange blinking efforts to keep back their tears Still

more would I speak of two small frescoes in the Baioncelli Chapel at

Santa Croce, which are as admirable in poetical conception as they are

unfortunately poor in artistic execution One of them represents the

Annunciation to the Shepherds they are lying in a grey, hilly

country, wrapped in grey mists, their flock below asleep, but the dog

vigilant, sniffing the supernatuial One is hard asleep , the other awake

suddenly, and has turned over and looks up screwing his eyes at the

angel, who comes in a pale yellow winter sunrise cloud, in the cold,

grey mist veined with yellow The chilliness of the mist at dawn,

the wonder of the vision, are felt with infinite charm In the other

fresco the three kings are in a rocky place, and to them appears, not

the angel, but the little child Christ, half-swaddled, swimming in orange

clouds on a deep blue sky The eldest king is standing, and pomte

to the vision with surprise and awe, the middle-aged one shieldsdns

eyes coolly to see , while the youngest, a delicate lad, has already

fallen on his knees,and is praying with both hands crossed on hiabred,;it*
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For dramatic, poetic inyention, these frescoes can be surpassed^

poor as IS their execution, only by Giotto's St John ascendmg slowly

from the open grave, floating upwards, with outstretched arms and

illumined face, to where a cloud of prophets, with Christ at their head,

enwraps him in the deep blue sky

These pictorial themes, invented by the Pisan sculptors and the

painters of the school of Giotto, were not merely as good, in a way,

as any pictorial themes could be simple, straightforward, often very

grand, so that the immediately following generations could only spoil,

but nofr improve upon them They were also, if we consider the

matter, the only pictorial representations of Scripture histonea

possible until art had acquired those new powers of foreshortening and

light and shade and perspective which were sought for only after the

complete attainment of the more elementary powers which the

Giottesques never fully possessed Let us ask ourselves how, in the

fourteenth or fifteenth centuries, any notable change in general

arrangement of any well-known Scripture subject could well have

been introduced, and, in order to do so, let us lealizc one or two

cases where the same subjects have been treated by later masters

Tintoretto’s Last Judgment, where the Heavenly Hosts brood, poised

on their wings, above the river of hell which hurries the damned
down its cataracts, is impossible so long as perspective and forcj-

shortening will barely admit (as is the case up to the end of the

fifteenth century) of figures standing firmly on the ground and being

separated into groups at various distances In Eembrandt's and

Terburg's Adoration of the Shepherds, the light emanates from the

infknt Chnst
,
m Bibera’s magnificent Deposition from the Cross, the

dead Saviour and his companions arc represented, not, as m the

entombments of Perugmo and Baphael, in the open air, but m the

ghastly light of the mouth of the sepulchre These are new varia-

tions upon the hackneyed themes , but how were they possible so long

as the problems of light and shade were limited (as was the case even

with Lionardo) to giving the modelling, rather m form than in

colour, of a face or a limb ? One of the earliest and greatest inno<*

vations IS Signorelli's treatment^ of the Eesurrection in the chapel of

San Brizio, at Orvieto , he broke entirely with the tradition (exem-

plified particularly by Angelico) of making the dead come fully

fleshed and dressed as in their lifetime from under the slabs of a ^

burial-place, goaded by grotesque devils with the snouts and horns
‘

of weasels and rams, with the cardboard masks of those carnival

mummers who gave the great pageant of Hell mentioned by old

chroniclers But Signorelli's innovation, bis naked figures partially

fleshed and struggling through the earth's crust, his naked demona
shooting through the air and tying up the damned, could not possibly ^

have been executed or even conceived until his marvellous mastery of
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the nude and of the anatomy of movement had been obtained.

Indeed) wherever, in the art of the fifteenth century, we find a

beginning of innovation in the conception and arrangement of a

Scripture history, we shall find also the beginning of the new technical

method which has suggested such a partial innovation Thus, in the
case of one of the greatest, but least appreciated, masters of the early

Renaissance, Paolo Uccello His Deluge, in the frescoes of the

green cloister of S Maria Novella, is wonderfully original a$ a whole
conception

, and the figure clinging to the side of the ark, with

soaked and wind-blown drapery , the man in the tub trying to sustain

himself with his hands, the effort and strain of the people m the

water, are admirable as absolute realization of the scene Again, in

the Sacnfice of Noah, there is the foreshortened figure of God, float-

ing, brooding, like a cloud, with face downward and outstretched

hands over the altar, something which is a prophecy, and more than

a prophecy of what art wiU come to in the Sixtine and the Loggie

But these inventions are due to Uccello^s special and extraordi-

nary studies of the problems of modelling and foreshortening , and

when his contemporaries try to assimilate his achievements and unite

them with the achievements of other men in other special technical

directions, there is an end of all individual poetical conception and

a relapse into the traditional arrangements , as may be seen by com-

ipanng the Bible stones of Paolo Ucccllo with those of Benozzo

Gozzoli at Pisa

It IS not wonderful that the painters of the fifteenth century should

have been satisfied withrepeating thethcmesleftbytheGiottesques For

besides this positive heritage, the Giottcsqucs had left them a negative

;!^heritage,a programme to fill up,of which it is difficult to realize the mag-

nitude The work of the Giottesques is 50 merely poetic, or at most so

Imer^ly decorative in the sense of a mosaic or a tapestry, and it ism the

lease of Giotto and one or two of his greatest followers, particularly the
"
Sienese, so well-balanced and satisfying as a result of its elementary

nature ,
that we are apt to overlook the fact that everything in the

way of realization as opposed to indication, everything distinguishing

the painting of a story from the mere telling thereof, remained to

be done And such realization could be attained only through a

senes of laborious failures It is by comparing some of the later

Giottesques themselves, notably the Gaddi, with Giotto, that we brmg

home to ourselves, for instance, that Giotto did not, at least in his

finest work at Florence, attempt to model his frescoes in colour Now
the excessive ugliness of the Gaddi frescoes at Santa Croce is largely

due to the effort to make form an^ boss depend, as in Nature, upon

colour Giotto, in the neighbounng Peruzzi and Bardi chapels, is

quite satisfied with outbmng the face and draperies in dark paint,

and laying on the colour, in itself beautiful, as a child will lay it on
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to a print or outline drawing, filling up the lines^ but not creating

them I give this as a solitary instance of one of the first ^i^d

most important steps towards pictorial realization which the great

imaginative theme-inventors left to their successors As a fact, the

items at which the fifteenth century had to work are *too many to

enumerate
,
in many cases each man or group of men took up one

particular item, as perspective, modelling, anatomy, colour, movement,

and their several subdivisions, usually with the result of painful and

grotesque insistency and onc-sidedncss, from the dreadful bag of bones

anatomies of Pollaiuolo and Verrocchio, down to the humbler, but

equally necessary, architectural studies of Francesco di Giorgio Add
to this the necessityof uniting thevarious attainmcntsof such specialists,

of taming down these often grotesque monomaniacs, of making all

these studies of drawing, anatomy, colour, modelling, perspective, &c ,

into a picture If that picture was lacking in individual poetic concep-

tion , if those studies were often intolerably silly and wrong-headed

from the intellectual point of view , if the old themes were not onlv

worn tljreadbare, but actually maltieatcd, what wonder ’ The themes

were there, thank Heaven * no one need bother about them , and no

one did Moreover, as I have already pointed out, no one could

have added anything, save m the personal sentiment of the heads,

the hands, the tilt of the figure, or the quality of the form E\ery-

thing which depends upon dramatic conception, which is not a ques-\

tion of form or sentiment, tended merely to suffer a steady deteriora-

tion Thus, nearly two hundred years after Giotto, Ghiilandaio

could find nothing better for his frescoes in S Tnuitil than the

arrangement of Giotto^s St Francis, with the difference that he

omitted all the more delicate dramatic distinctions I ha\c already**

alluded to the poetic conception of an early Marriage of the Vir-

gin in the Florence Academy , that essential point of the difference

of age between Joseph and Mary was never again attended to,

although the rest of the arrangement was repeated for two centuries

Similarly, no one noticed or reproduced the delicate distinctions of

action which Gaddi had put into his two Annunciations of the

Cappella Baroncclli , the shepherds henceforth sprawled no matter

how , and the scale of expression in the vision of the Three Kinga
was not transferred to the more popular theme of their visit to the

stable at Bethlehem In Giotto^s Presentation at the Temple in the

Arena chapel at Padua, the little Mary is pushed up the steps by her

mother , in the Baroncelli frejscoes the little girl, ascending gravely^

turns round for a minute to bless the children at the foot of the

steps Here are two distinct dramatic conceptions, the one more
human, the other more majestic , both admirable The fifteenth cen-

tury, nay, the fourteenth, took no account of either, the Yri'gm

merely went up the steps, connected by no emotion with the other
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charscterSj a mere little doll) as she is still m the big pictures of Titian

and Tiutorct, and quite subordinate to any group of nchly dressed

men or barebacked women
The absence of individual invention^ implying the absence of

individual dramatic realization, strikes one more than anywhere in

the works of Angelico
, and most of all in his frescoes of the cells

pf St Mark's For, white these are evidently less cared for as art,

indeed scarcely intended, in their hasty execution, to be considered

as paintings at all, they arc more strictly religious in intention

than any other of Angelico^s works
, indeed, perhaps, of all paint-

ings in the world, the most exclusively devoted to a religious object

They arc, in fact, so many pages of the gospel stuck up, like texts m
a waiting-room, in the cells of the convent an adjunct to the

actual written or printed Scripture of each monk For this reason

we expect them to possess what belongs so completely to the German
engravers of Durer^s school, the very essential of illustrative art

—

imaginative realization of the scenes an attempt to seize the

attention and till it with the subject This is by no means the

case , for Angelico, although a saint, was a man of the fifteenth

century and, despite all his obvious efforts, he was not a real fol-

lower of Giotto What impressiveness of actual artistic arrange-

ment these frescoes really possess, is due, I think, to no imagina-

tive effort of the artist, but to the exigencies of the place

These pale angels and St Dominicks and Magdalens, these

diaphanous, dazzling Christs and Virgins of Angelico's, shining

out of the dark corner of the cell made darker, deeper, bjr

the dark green or inky purple ground on which they are painted

,

are less the spiritual conception of the painter than the acci-

^dental result of the darkness of the place, where lines must be 4

simple and colouis light, if anything is to be visible For in the

more important frescoes m the conidors and chapter-room, wfiere

the light is better, there is a return to Angelico’s hackneyed,

vapid pinks and blues and lilacs, and a return also to his niminy-

piminy lines, to all the wax-doll world of the missal painter The cell

frescoes are, to the highest degree, what all absolutely pious art must

be, aids to detohon Their use is to assist the monk in that con-

junng up of the actual momentary feelings, nay, sensations, of the

life of Christ which is part of his daily duty They are such stimuli

as the Church has given sometimes in an artistic, sometimes in a

literary form, to an imagination jaded by the monotonous contem-

plation of one subject, or over-excited to the extent of rambhng

easily to another they are what we fondly imagine will be the por-

traits of the dear dead which we place before us, forgetting that after

a while we look without seeing, or see without feeling That thia

IS (SO, that these painted gospel leaves stuck on the cell walls are
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merdy such mechauical aids to derotiom^ explains the cunous and

startling treatment of some of the subjects^ which are yet, despite

the seeming novelty and impressiveness, very cold, undramatic and
unimaginative Thus, there is the fresco of Christ enthroned, blind-

fold, with alongside of Him a bodiless scoffing head, with hat raised

and in the act of spitting , buffeting hands, equally detached from

any body, floating also on the blue background There is a Christ

standing at the foot of the cross, but with his feet in a sarcophagus,

the column of the flagellation monumentally or heraldically on one

side, the lance of Longinus on the other , and above, to the right

the floating face of Christ being kissed by that of Judas , to the left

the blindfold floating head of Christ again, with the floating head of

a soldier spitting at Him , and all round buffeting and jibing hands,

hands holding the sceptre of reed, and hands counting out money

,

all arranged very much like the nails, hammer, tweezers and cock

on roadside crosses , each a thing whereon to fix the mmd, so as to

realize that kiss of Judas, that spitting of the soldiers, those slaps

,

and to hear, if possible, the chink of the pieces of silver that sold

our Lord How different, these two pictorial dodges of the purely

mechanical Catholicism of the fifteenth century from the tender oi

harrowing gospel illustrations, where every detail is conceived as hap-

pening in the artist s own town and to his own kinsfolk, of

Lutheran engravers of the school of Durer

Thus things go on throughout the fifteenth century, and, indeed,

deep into the sixteenth, where traditional arrangement and individual

conception overlap, according as a new aitistic power does or does

not call forth a new dramatic idca^ I have already alluded to the

fact that the Presentation of the Virgin remains the same, so far

as arrangement is concerned, in the pictures of Titian and Tintoret^

as m the frescoes of Giotto and Gaddi Michelangelo’s Creation

of Adam is still inherited from Paolo Uccello, who inherited it

from the Pisan sculptors On the other hand, the Resurrection and

Last Judgment of Signorelli at Orvieto, painted some years earlier,

constitute m many of their dramatic details a perfectly original work
Be this as it may, and however frequent the recurrence of old

themes, with the sixteenth century commences the era of new
individual dramatic invention Michelangelo’s Dividing of the

Light from tne Darkness, where the Creator broods still m chao3>
and commends the world to exist , and Raphael’s Liberation of Sfc.

Peter, with its triple illumination from the moon, the soldiei^’

torches and the glory of the liberating angel, are witnesses that

henceforward each man may invent for himself, because each man is

in possession of those artistic means which the Giottesqiies had

indicated and the artists of the fifteenth century had laboriously

acquired and now, the Giottesque programme being art
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may abtoad and «eek for new methods and effects, for new
dramafao concsfitions ^

II

The dther day, walking along the river near Careggi (with its

memories of Lorenzo dei Medici and his Platonists), close to the
little cupola and loggia built by Ghirlandaio, I came upon a strip of
new grass, thickly whitened with daisies, beneath the poplars begm^
mg to yellow with pale sprouting leaves And immediately there

arose in my mind, by the side of this real grass and real budding of

trees, the remembrance of certain early Renaissance pictures the

rusty green stencilled grass and flowers of Botticelli, the faded

tapestry work of Angelico , making, as it were, the greenness greener,

the freshness fresher, of that real grass and those real trees And
not by the force of contrast, but rather by the sense that as all this

appears to me green and fresh in the present, so likewise did it

appear to those men of four centuries ago the fact of their having

seen and felt making me, all the more, see and feci

This is one of the peculiarities of rudimentary art—of the art

pi the early Renaissance as well as of that of Persia and Japan, of

''every peasant pottei all through the world that, not knowing very

/well its own aims, it fills its imperfect work with suggestions of

1 all manner of things which it loves, and tries to gam in general

I
pleasurableness what it loses in actual achievement , and lays hold

,of us, like fragments ot verse, by suggestiveness, quite is much as

l^y pictorial realization And upon this depends the other half of

the imaginative art of the Renaissance, the school of intellectual

decoration, of arabesques formed, not of lines and of colours, but of

£Msociations and suggestions

I Thv. desire which lies at the bottom of it—a desire masked as reli-

gious symbolism in the old mosaicists and carvers and embroiderers

—

\i the desire to paint nice things, in default of painting a fine picture

The beginning of such attempts is naturally connected with the use

of gilding ,
whether those gold grounds of the panel pictures of the

fourteenth century represented to the painters only a certain expendi-

ture of gold foil, or whether (as I have suggested, but I fear fan-

tastically) their stieakings and veinmgs of coppery or silvery splendour,

their stencillings of rays and dots and fretwork, their magnificent in-

equality and variety of brown or yellow or greenish eflFulgence, were

vaguely connected m the minds of those men with the splendour of

the heaven in which the Virgm and the Saints really dwell It is

the cunning use of this gilding, of tools tor ribbing and stencilling ^

and damascening, which turn Simon Memmi’s Annunciation, a

poqr and disagreeable piece of invention and drawing, into one of tiie

XQdaterpieees of the Florentine Gallery , this, and the feeling for won^
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derful gold woven and embroidered etufib, like tbat white cloth of gold

of the kneeling angel, in its ptbrity and sj^endom^for the robe of

the Grail king The winnt of mechanical dexterii^’j however, prevented

the Giottesques from doii% very much in the decorative line except in

conjunction with the art—perhaps quite separate from that of the

painter, and exercised by a different mdividual—of the embosser and

gilder

It IS with the fifteenth century that begins, in Italy as in

Flanders (we must think of the carved stonework, the Persian carpets,

the damascened armour, the brocade dresses of Van Eyck's and Mem-
ling’s Holy Families) the deliberate habit of putting into pictures as

much as possible of the beautiful and luxurious things of this world

The house of the Virgin, originally a very humble affair, or rather,

m the authority of the early Giottesques, a no place, nowhere, de-

velops gradually into a very delightful residence in the choicest part

of the town , or into a pleasantly situated villa, like the one described

in the Decameron, commanding a fine view The Virgin's bed-
chamber, where we are shown it, as, for instance, m Crivelli's picture

in the National Gallery, is quite as well appointed in th§ way ot

beautiful bedding, carving, and so forth, as the chamber of the laity

of John Arnolfini of Lucca, in Van Eyck's portrait Outside it, as

we learn from Angelico, Cosimo Rosselli, Lippi, Ghirlandaio, |nd(^,

from almost every Florentine painter, stretches a pleasant portibo,

decorated in the Ionic or Corinthian style, as if by Brunnellesco or

Sangallo, with tcsselated floor, or oriental carpet, and usually a carved^

and gilded desk and praying stool ,
while the pnvacy of the whole

place IS guarded from the noisy street by a high wall, surmounted by

vases, overtopped by cypresses, and in whose shelter grows a row of

well-kept roses and lilies Sometimes this house, as 1 have said,

becomes a villa, as is the case, not unfrcqucntly, with the Lombards**,

who love to make the angel appear on the flowery grass against a

background of Alpine peaks, such as you see them, rising blue atm

fairylike from the green rice fields about Favia Crivelli, howevsv,

though a Milanese, prefers a genteel residence in town, the magnifi-

cent Milan of the Galea/zo and Filippo Visconti He gives us a whole

street, where richly dressed and well peruked gentlemen look down
firom the terraces, duly set with flower-pots, of houses ornamented with

tmxa cotta figures and medallions like those of the hospital at Milan.

In this street the angel of the Annunciation is kneeling, gorgeooidy

got up m silks and brocades, and accompanied by a nice little buhop
carrying a mimature town on a tray The Virgin seems to be recei'iing

the message through the window or the open door She has a beautiful

bed with a red silk coverlet, some books, and a shelf coveiud with

{dates and preserve jars This evident appreciation of jam as one of

the pleasant things of this world corresponds with the pot of flowers
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on the window, the birdcage hanging Wp the mother of Christ

must have the little tastes and luxuries of a well-to-do burgesses

daughter The cell of St Jerome, painted some fifty yearn later by
Carpaccio, in the Church of the Sjavonians, contains not only various

convenient and ornamental articles of furniture, but a collection of

mck-uacks, among which some antique bronzes are conspicuous

The charm in all this is not so much that of the actual objects them-
selves

, it IS that of their having delighted those people^s minds We
are pleased by their pleasure , and our imagination is touched by their

fancy The effect is akin to that of certain kinds of poetry, not the

dramatic certainly, where we arc pleased by the mere suggestion of

beautiful things
, and quite as much by finding in the poet a mind

appreciative and desirous of them, constantly collectmg them and
enhancing them by subtle ariangements

,
it is the case with much

lyric verse, with the Italian folk rhvmcs, woven out ot names of

flwwers and herbs, with some^ of Shakespeare^s and Fletcher’s songs,

with the Allegro ” and Penseroso,^’ Keats, some of Heine, and,

despite a mixture of unholv intention, Baudelaire The great master

thereof in the cailv Renaissance, the lyrist, if I may use the word, of

the fifteenth century, is of course Botticelli lie is one of those

I
who most persistently mtioduce delightful items into their works

< elaborately embroidered \eils, scarves, and gold fringes But being

a man of finer imagination and more delicate sense of form, he

^does not, like Angelico or Benozzo oi Carpaccio merely stick

retty things about, he works them all into his strange arabesque,

^alf intellectual, half physical Thus the screen of roses behind

^pertain of his Madonnas, forming an exquisite Morris pattern with

|he grcenish-blue sky interlaced , and those beautiful, carcfully-drawn

pranches of spruce fir and cypress, lace-like in his Fiima\cra

,

pbove all, that fan-hke giowth of myitles, delicately rut out against

^fche evening sky, which not merely print themselves as shapes upou

the mind, but seem to fill it with a scent of poetry

This pleasure in the painter’s pleasure in beautiful things is con-

nectedwith anothei quality, higher and rarer, in this sort of imaginative

art It is our appreciation of the artist’s desiie for beauty^and

refinement, of his search for the exquisite Herein, to my mind, lies

the secret of Botticellis fantastic grace, the explanation of that

alternate or rather interdependent ugliness and beauty Botticelli,

as 1 have said elsewhere, is an admirer of the grace and sentiment

of Perugmb, of the delicacy of form of certain Florentine sculptors—

Ghiberti and those who proceed from him, Benedetto da Majano^

Almo, and particularly the mysterious Florentine sculptor ot

Bimini, and what these men have done or do, Botticelli attempts^

Respite or (what is worse) by^zneans of the realistic drawing and

Ogly models of Florence, the mechanism and arrangement of course
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men like Filippino The difficulty of attaining delicate form and

sentiment with such materials—^it cannot be said to have been

attained m that sense by any other early Tuscan painter^ not even

Angelico or Filippo Lippi—^makes the desire but the keener ,
and

turns it into a most persevering and almost morbid research Thence ^

the extraordinary ingenuity displayed, frequently to the detriment

of the work, in the arrangement of hands (witness the tying,

Clutching hands, with fingers bent curiously m intricate knots of

the Calumny of Apelles), and of drapery
,
in the poising of bodies

and selection of general outline This search for elegance and grace,

for the refined and unhackneyed, is frequently baffled by the ugliness

of Botticelli^s models, and still more by Botticelli’s very deficient

knowledge of anatomy and habit of good form But, when not

baffled, this desire is extraordinarily assisted by those very defects

This great decorator, who uses the human form as so much pattern

element, mere lines and curves like those of a Bafi^aelesque arabcaqiH,

obtams with his imperfect, anatomically defective, and at all events

ill-fashioned figures, a far fetched and poignant grace impossible to

a man dealing with more perfect elements For grace and dis-

tinction, which are qualities of movement rather than of form, do not
^

strike us very much in a figure which is originally well made The ^

momentary charm of movement is lost in the permanent charm of <

form ,
the creature could not be otherwise than delightful, made i

it IS , and we thus miss the sense of selection and deliberate arrange- /

ment, the sense of beauty as movement, that is, as grace Whereas, r

m the case of defective form, any grace that may be obtained afiects
|

us per se It need not have been there , indeed it was unlikely to]

be there , and hence it obtains the value and charm of the unex-

pected, the rare, the far-fetched This, I think, is the explanation

of the something of exotic beauty that attaches to Botticelli we
perceive the structural form only negatively, sufficiently to value all

the more the ingenuity of arrangement by which it is made to

furnish a beautiful outline and beautiful movement
,
and we perceive

the i^eat desire thereof If we permit our eye to follow the actual

stru^ure of the bodies even in the Primavera, we shall recognize that

not oneof these figures but is downright deformed and out of drawing

Even the Graces have arms, and shoulders, and calves, and stomachs all

at raildom ,
and themost beautiful ofthem has aslice missing out of heir

hea^ But if, instead of looking at heads, arms, legs, bodies,^separi^tefy,

and separate from the drapery , we follow the outline of the grottpit

against the background, drapery clinging or wreathing, artflis mt^-
twining, hands combed out into wonderful fingers, if we
these groups of figures as a pattern stencilled on the backgrouuC
recognize that no pattern could be nfbre exquisite in its vapety'of

broken up and harmonized lines The exquisite qtta3Ktij9i zll
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graceful tlimgs, flowers, branches, swaying reeds, and eerta4 animals

like the stag and peacock, seem to have been abstracted and
given to these half-human, and wholly wondeiful creatures , these,

thin, ill put together, unsteady youths and ladies The ingenious

grace of Botticelli passes sometimes from the realm of art to that of

poetry, as in the case of those flowers, with stiff, tall stems, which he
places b} the uplifted foot of the middle Grace, thus showing that

she has trodden it over, yet, like VirgiFs Camilla, without crushing

it But the element of sentiment and poetry depends in reality

upon the fascination of movement and arrangement, fascination

seemingly from within, a result of exquisite breeding in those imper-

fectly made creatures It is the grace of a woman not beautiful,

but well dressed and moving well, the exquisiteness of a s^ng sung

delicately by an insufficient or defective voice a fascination almost

spiritual, since it seems to promise a sensitiveness to beauty, a catc-

m avoidance of ugliness, a desire for something more delicate, a

reverse of all things gross and accidental, a possibility of perfect^

This imagination of pleasant detail and accessory, which delights

us by the intimacy into which we ardP'brought with the artist’s inner-

most conception , develops into what, among the masters of the

* fifteenth century, I should call the imagination of the fairy tale

A small number of scriptural and legendary stories lend themselves

quite particularly to the development of such beautiful accessory

^
which soon becomes the paramount interest, and vests the whole with

totally new character a romantic, childish charm, the charm of the

pmprobable taken for granted, of the freedom to invent whatever one
^

ilwould like to see but cannot, the charm of the fairy story From
this unconscious altering of the value of ceitain Scripture tsj|ps arises

romantic treatment, which is naturally applied to all other stories,

legends of saints, biogiaphical accounts, Decamcronian tales (Mr

Ijeyland possesses Botticelli’s illustia^ious of the tale of Nastagio

degli Onesti, the hero of Dryden's “ Theodore and Honoria,” and our

Irrational Gallerv a set of the story of Griseldis, attributed to Pin-

funcchio), and mythological episodes Some of these have the value

of an episode of Boiardo or Spensei^ , others that of a mere old nurse’s

story , but they have all of them the charm of the fairy tale There

IS, for instance, the story of a good young man (with a name for a

fairy tale too, ^neas Sylvius Piccolommi), showing his adventures

by land and sea and at many courts, the honours conferred onuhim

by kings and emperors, and how at last he was made Pope, having

begun as a mere poor scholar on a grey nag , all painted by Pintu^

Ticchio in the Cathedral library of Siena There is the lamentable

story of a bride and bridegroom, by Vittore Carpaccio the stately, tall

bnde, St Ursula, and the dear little foohsh bridegroom, looking bke

Uttle brother, a story contaming a great many incidents : the
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sending of an embassy to the king , the king being sorely puzsled an

his mind, leaning his arm upon his bed and askmg the queen^s advice

,

the presence upon th&^ palace steps of an ill-favoured old lady, with a

crutch and basket, suspiciously like the bad fairy who had been for-

gotten at the christening , the apparition of an angel to the pnncess,

sleeping, with her crown neatly put away at the foot of the bed , the

arrival of the big ship in foreign parts, with the bishop and clergy

putting their heads out of the portholes and asking very earnestly,

Where arc we?^^, and finally, a most fearful slaughter of the

princess and her eleven thousand ladies-in-waiting The same Carpac-

cio—a regular old gossip from whom one would c\pcct all the formulas,

“aifd tl^n he says to the king, Sacred Crown,” ^^and then the

Prince walks, walks, walks, walks,” A company of knights in

armour nice and shining,” thiee comely ladies in a green meadow,

and so forth, of the professional Italian story-teller—the same Carpaccio,

who was also, and much more than the more solemn Bellini, the firi|p

V||etian to handle oil paints like Titian and Tintorct, painted the

faupy tale of St George, with quite the most dicadful dragon’s walk,

a piece of sea sand embedded \ith bones and half-gnawed limbs,

and crawled over by horrid insects, that any one could wish to see ,

and quite the most coitiical dragon, particularly when led out for

execution among the minarets and cupolas and camels and trrbans

and cymbals of a kind of small Constantinople But the fairy tale>

beyond all others, with these painters of the fifteenth centurv, is the

antique myth No Bibbienas and Bembos and Calvos have as yet i

indoctrinated them (as Baphacl, alas! was indoctimated) with the I

real spirit of dassical times, teaching them that the essence of Antx-|

quity w^ to have no essence at all
,
no Ariostos and Tassos havel

taught tne world at large the real Ovidian conception, the monu-l
mental allegoric nature and tendency to \acant faces and sprawling,!

big-toed nudity of the hcroeSiiend goddesses, as Giuho Romano, and^

the Caiacci so well understood to paint them For all the humanists

that hung about courts, the humanities had not penetrated much into

the Italian people The imaginative iorm and colour was still purely

mediaeval , and the artists of the qarly Renaissance had to work out

their Ovidean stories for themselves, and work them out of then own
matenal Hence the mythological creatures of these carJy painters

are all, more or less, gods in exile, with that charm of a long resi-

4e]i|| m the Middle Ages which makes, for instance, the sweetheart

of irotter Tannhauser so infinitely more delightful than the para^ouj

of Adonis , that charm which, when we meet it occasionally in literat;

ture, m parts of Spenser, for instance, or in a play like

Arraignment of Pans,” is so peculiarly rare

These early painters have made up their Paganism for thepiselvl|$>

out of all pleasant things they knew , their fancy has brQod;ed upon
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it , and the very details that make ns laugh, the details coming

direct from the Middle Ages, the apint in glaring opposition occa-

sionally to that of Antiquity, bnng home to us how completely this

Pagan fairyland is a genuine reality to these men We feel this in

nearly all the work of that sort—^least, m the most archaeological,

Mantegna's We see it beginning in the mere single figures—the

various drawings of Orpheus, "Orpheus le doux menestner^ouant
de flutes et de musettes," as Villon called him much abrat that

time—piping or fiddling among little toy animals out of a Nuremberg
box, the drawing of fauns carrying sheep, some with a queer look

of the Good Shepherd about them, of Pmturicchio
,
and rising to

such wonderful exhibitions (to me, with their obscure reminiscence

^of Pageants, they always seem like ballets) as Perugmo's ceiling

of the CamLiO, where, among arabesqued constellations, the gods of

antiquity move gravely along the bearded knight Mars, armcdLcap-

il-pte like a mediseval warrior , the delicate Mercurius, a beautiful

'^page-boy stripped of his emblazoned clothes , Luna dragged along by
two nymphs and Venus, daintily poised on one foot on her dove-

drawn chariot, the exquisite Venus in her clinging veils, conquering

the world with the demure gravity and adorable primness of a high-

born young abbess

Tlie actual fairy story becomes, little by little, more complete—the

painters of the fifteenth-century work, little guessing it, as the pre-

u cursors of Walter Crane The full-page illustration of a tale of

hsemi-mediseval romance—of a romance like Spenser's " Fairy Queen "

yor Mr Morris's "Earthly Paradise," exists distinctly in that picture

r and drawing, by the young Raphael or whomsoever else, of

Apollo and Marsyas This piping Marsyas seated by the tree^

I
stump, this naked Apollo, thin and hectic like an undressed arch-

\ angel, standing against the Umbrian valley with its distant blue hills,

\ its castellated village, its delicate, thinly leaved trees—things we
'know so well in connection with the Madonna and Saints, that they

aeem absent for only a few minutes—all this is as little like Ovid as

the triumphant antique Galatea of Raphael is like Spenser Again,

there is Piero di Cosimo's Death of Proens the poor young

woman lying dead by the lake, with the little fishing town in

the distance, the swans sailing and crates strutting, and the dear

young faun—no Praxitelian god with invisible ears, still less the

obscene beast whom the late Renaissance copied from Antiquity

—

a most gentle, furry, rustic creature, stooping over her in puzzled

pathetic concern, at a loss, with his want of the practice of cities and

the knowledge of womankind, what to do for this poor lady lying

among the reeds and the flowering scarlet sage , a creature the last of

whose kmd (fnendly, shy, woodland things, half bears or half dogs,

jfrequent m medisaval legend) is the satyr of Fletcher's " Faithful

yon. th N N
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Shepherdess ,
the only poetic conception in that gross and insipid

piecje of magnificent rhetoric The perfection of the style must

naturally be sought from Botticelli, and is his Birth of Venus

(but \iho may speak of that after the writer of most subtle fancy, of

most exquisite language, among living Englishmen ?) this goddess,

not triumphant but sad in her pale beauty, a king^s daughter bound

by aonm charm to flit on her shell ovei the rippling sea, until the

winds blow it to the kingdom of the good fairy Spring, who shelters

her in her laurel grove and covers her nakedness with the wonder-

ful mantle of fresh-blown flowers

But the imagination born of the lo\c of beautiful and suggestive

detail soars higher , what I would call the Iviic art of the Renaissance,

the art which not merely gives us beautv, but stirs up in ourselves *

as much oeauty again of stored-up imprcssioi
,

i caches its greatest

height in certain Venetian pictuics of the early sixteenth centurj

Pictures of vague or enigmatic subject, or no subject at all, likc^

Giorgionc^a Fete Champ^tic, Titian^s Sacred and Profane Love,

The Three Ages of Man, and various smaller pictures by Bomfazio,

Palma, Basaiti, pictures of young men lu velvets and brocades,

solemn women with only the glory of then golden hair and i

flesh, seated in the grass, old men looking on pensive, children rolling ^

about
,

the solemnity of great, spreading tices, of greenish evening

skies, the pathos of tlie song about to begin or just finished, vvitH
j

lute or viol or pipe still lying haid by Of such pictures it is best,j|i

perhaps, not to speak The suggestive imagination is wandenngfc
vaguely, dreaming, fumbling at random sweet, strange chords out ofl

^its viol, like those young men and maidens The charm of such works!
IS that they are nevei explicit

, they tell us, like music, deep secrets,#

which we feel, but cannot translate into words ®

III

The first new factor in art that meets us at the beginning of the

sixteenth century is not among the Italians, and is not a merely

artistic power I speak of the passionate individual fervour for the

newly recovered Scriptures, manifest among the German engravers,

Protestants all or nearly all, and a^ng whose works is for ever

turning up the sturdy, passionate faSf of Luther, the enthusiastic

face of Melancthon The very nature of these men’s art is conceive

able only ^here the Bible has suddenly become the reading, and the
chief reading, of the laity These prints, large and small, struck off

m large numbers, are not church ornaments like frescoes or picture*,

nor aids to monastic devotion like Angelico’s gospel histones at St*

Markus—^they are illustrations to the book which every one is teed-*

mg, things to be framed m the chamber of every burgher or meehknie^
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to be slipped into the prayer-book of every housewife^ to be qonncd

over during the long afternoons, by the children near the big stove

or among the gooseberry bushes of the garden And they are there-

fore, much moie than the Giottcsque inventions, the expression of the

individual artistes ideas about the incidents of Scripture , and an
expression not for the multitude at large, fresco or mosaic that eotild

be elaborated by a sceptical or godless artist , but a re-explanation as

from man to man and friend this is how the dear Lord looked, oi

acted—see, the words in the Bible are so or so foith Therefore,

there enters into these designs, which contain after all only the same
sort af skill that was life in Italy, so much homeliness at once, and
poignancy and sublimity of imagination The Virgin, they have

discovered, is not that grandly dressed lady, always in the very finest

brocade, with the leiy finest manners, and holding a divine infant

that has no earthly wants, whom Van Eyck ana Memling andMeistei

Stephan painted She is a good young woman, a fairer version of

their deal uifc, or the woman who might have been that , no carefully

selected creature as with the Italians, no well-made studio model, with

figure unspoilt by child-bearing, but a real wife and mother, with real

milk in liei breasts (the Italian virgin, save with one or two

^ ^Lombards, is never permitted to suckle), which she very readily and

i thoroughlv gives to the child, guiding the little mouth with her fingers

1 And she sits m the lonely fields by the hedges and windmills in the

'fairweathei , or m the neat bttle chamber with the walled town visible

\
between the pillar of the window, as in Bartholomew Beham's exquisite

I
design, reading, or suckling, or sewing, oi soothing the fretful baby,

I no angels around her, or rarely the Scripture says nothing about

\such a court of seiaphs as the Italians and Flemings, the supersti-

tious Romanists, always placed round the mother of Christ It is

'!aU as it might have happened to them , they translate the Scripture

Mto their every-day life, they do not pick out of it the mere stately

and poetic incidents like the Giottesques This every-day life of

peirs is crude enough, and in many cases nasty enough , they ha^
tn those German free towns a perlect museum of loathsome uglmess,

born of ill ventilation, gluttony, starvation, or brutality quite fearful

wnnkled harridans and unabashed fat, guzzling harlots, and men of

'every variety of scrofula and wart and belly, towards none of which

{the best far transcending the worst Italian Judas) they seem to feel

any repugnance They have also a beastly love "bf horrors ,
their

decollations and fiagellatious are quite sickening in detail, and dis-

' tmguished ^from the tidy, decorous executions of the early Italians

,

and one feels that they do enjoy seeing, as in one of their prints, the

bowels of St Erasmus being taken out with a windlass, or Jael> as

Altdorfer has shown her m his romantic print, neatly hammering {he

nad into the head of the sprawling, snoring Sisera There is a good

* . W N 2
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deal of grossness too, of which, among the Italians, ^vetl Bohetta and

similar, there is so little—in the details of village fairs and adventures

of wenches with their Schatz , and a strange permeating nightmare

grnesomeness of lewd, warty devils, made up of snouts, hoofs, bills,

claws, and incoherent parts of incoherent creatures, of perpetual

skeletons climbing in trees, or appearing behind flower<beds But there

IS also—and Holbein’s Dance of Death, terrible, jocular, tender,

vulgar and poetic, contains it all, this German world—a great tender-

ness Tenderness not merely in the heads of women and children, in

the fervent embrace of husband and wife and mother and daughter ;

but in the feeling for dumb creatures and inanimate things, the

gentle dogs of St Hubert, the deer that crouch among the

rocks with Genevieve, the very tangled grasses and larches and

gentians that hang to the crags, drawn as no Italian ever drew them ,

the quiet, sentimental little landscapes of castles on fir-clad hills,

of manor-houses, gabled and chimneyed, among the reeds and

willows of shallow ponds These feelings, Teutonic doubtless, but

less mediaeval than we might think, for the middle ages of Trouba-

dour and Minnesingers were terribly conventional, seem to well up

at the voice of Luther , and it is this which makes the German engra-

vers, men not always of the highest talents, invent new and beautiful

gospel pictures Of these I would take two as typical—typical of

individual fancy most strangely contrasting with the conventionahsm

of the Italians Let the reader think of any of the scores of Flights

into Egypt, and of Resurrections by fifteenth-century Itahans,/

or even Giottes^ues , and then turn to two punts, one of each of these

'

subjects respectively, by Martin Schongaucr and the great Altdorfer

Schongauer gives a delightful oasis palms and prickly pears, the
,

latter conceived as growing at the top of a tree, medlais, lizards

at plav, and deer grazing, in this the Virgin has diawn up her ass,)

who browses the thistles at his feet, while St Joseph, his pilgnmi

bottle bobbing on his back, hangs himself with all his weight to the

branches of a date palm, trving to get the fruit within reach Mean-
while, a bevy of sweet little angels have come to the rescue , they sit

among the branches, dragging them down towards him, and even

bending the whole stem at the top so that he may get at the data
Such a thing as this is quite lovely, particularly after the routine of
St Joseph trudging along after the donkey, the eternal theme of the

Italians In Altdorfer’s pnnt, Christ is ascending m a glory of aim-

rise clouds, banner in hand, angels and cherubs peering with shy
curiosity round the cloud edge The sepulchre is open, guards asleep

or stretching themselves, and yawning all round , and childish yiKing

angels look reverently into the empty grave, re-arranging tibe

cloths, and trying to roll back the stone lid One of thens leans for-

ward, and utterly dazzles a negro wqtchman, stepping forward# l«Pd«m
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in Lftndy in the distance shepherds are seen prowling About " This,”

says Altdorfer to himself, “ is how it must hate happened " Hence,

among these Germans, the dreadfnl seriousness and pathos of the

Passion, the violence of the mob, the brutality of the executioners,

above all, the awful sadness of Christ There is here somewhat of the

realization of what He must have felt in finding the world He had

come to redeem so vile and cruel In what way, under what circum-

stances, such thoughts would come to these men, is revealed to us by

that magnificent head of the suffering Saviour—a design apparently

for a carved crucifix—under which Albrecht Durer wrote the pathetic

words “ I drew this in my sickness " ^

Thus much of the power of that new factor, the mdividual interest

in the Scriptures All other innovations on the treatment of religions

themes were due, in the sixteenth century, but still more in the

seventeenth, to the development of some new artistic possibilitv, or

to tlie gathering together, in the hands of one man, of artistic powers

hitherto existing only in a dispersed condition This is the secret of

the greatness of Raphael as a pictorial poet, that he could do all manner

of new things merely by holding all the old means in his grasp This is

secret of those wonderful inventions of his, which do not take

•djir breath away like Michelangelo’s or Rembrandt’s, but seem, at

t^ moment, the one and only right rendering of the subject the

-Liberation of St Peter, Heliodorus, Ezekiel, and the whole series

of magnificent Old Testament stories on the ceiling of the Loggie

In Raphael we see the perfect fulfilment of the Giottesque programme

be can do all that the first theme inventors required for the carrying

out of their ideas, and therefore he can have new, entiiely new,

themes Raphael furnishes, for the first time since Giotto, an almost

complete set of pictorial interpretations of Scripture

We arc now, as we proceed in the sixteenth century, in the region

where new artistic powers admit of new imaginative conceptions on

the part of the individual We gam immensely by the liberation

from the old tradition, but we lose immensely also We get the

benefit of the fancy and feelings of this individual, but we are at the

'mercy, also, of his stupidity and vulgarity Of this the great

examples are Tintoretto, and after him Velasquez and Rembrandt

Of Tintoret I would speak later, for he is eminently the artist in

whom the gain and the loss are most typified, and perhaps most

equally distributed, and because, therefore, he contrasts best with

the masters anterior to Raphael

The new powers in Velasquez and Rembrandt were connected with

the problem of light, or rather, one might say, in the second case, of

darkness This new faculty of seizing the beauties, momentary and

not inherent in the object, due to the various effects of atmospliere

Mid lighting up, added probably 8 good third to the pleasure-beatow-
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mg faculty of art ,
it was the beginning of a kind of democratic

movement against the intern domination of such things as were

pnvileged in shipe and colour thousand things, ugly or un-

imagmatne in themselves, a plain face, a sallow complexion, an

ail kward gesture, a dull arrangement of lines, could be made delight-

ful and suggestive A wet yard, a pail and mop, and a servant

iv ashing fish under a pump could become, in the hands of Peter do
Hoogh, and thanks to the magic of light and shade, as beautiful and

interesting in their way as a swirl of angels and lilies by Botticelli

But tins redemption of the vulgar was at the e\pense, as I have

elsewhere pointed out, of a certain growing callousness to vulgarity

What holds good as to the actual artistic, visible quality holds good

also as to the imaginative value Velasquezes Flagellation, in our

National Gallery, has a pathos, a something that catches you by the

^hroat, in that melancholy weaned body, broken with ignominy and

pain, sinking down by the side of the column, which is inseparable

from the dreary grey light, the livid coloui of the flesh—theic is no

joy m the world where such things can be But the angel who has

just entered has not come from heaven—such a creature is fit only

to roughly shake up the pillows of paupeis, dying m the clamp daVa-

in the hospital wards pl

It is, in a measure, different with Rembrandt, exactly because of

IS the master, not of light, but of daikncss, or of light that utte'Pip

dazzles IIis ugly women and dirty Jews of Rotteidam are either

hidden in the gloom or reduced to mere vague outlines, specks like

gnats in the sunshine, in the effulgence of light PIcnee we can

enjoy, almost without any disturbing impressions, the marvellous

imagination shown in his etchings of Bible stones Rembrandt is

to Durcr as an archangel to a saint where the German draws,

the Dutchman seems to bite his etching plate with elemental dark-

ness and glory Of these etchings I would mention a few , the

reader may put thc^e indications alongside of his lemembrances of the

Arena Chapel, or of Angelico’s cupboard panels in the Academy at

Florence they show how intimately dramatic imagination depends

in art upon mere technical means, how hopelessly limited to mere
indication were the early artists, how forced along the path of dra-

matic realization are the men of modem times The Amiunciatton

to the Shepherds The heavens open in a circular swirl among
the storm darkness, cherubs whirling distantly like innumerable

motes m a sunbeam , the angel steps forward on a ray of light, prp-^

jeeting into the mk-black night The herds have perceived tW
vision and rush headlong m all directions, while the trees groan
beneath the blast of that opening of heaven A horse, seen iw pro-*

file, with the light striking on his eyeball, seems paralyst^d by
terror The shepherds have only just awakened The Nutm^

;
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Darkness A vague crowd of country-folk jostling each other noise-

lessly A lantern, a white speck in the centre, sheds a smoky,
uncertain light on the corner where the child sleeps upon the pillows,

the Virgin, weaned, resting by its side, her face on her hand Joseph
IS seated by, only his head visible above his book The cows are just

visible in the gloom The lantern is held by a man coming**^ care-

fully fomard, uncovering his head, the crowd behind him A Half
on the Journey to Egypt Night The lantern hung on a brauchi

Joseph seated sleepily, with his fur cap drawn down, the Virgin and

child resting against the pack saddle on the ground An Intenor

The Virgin hugging and rocking the child Joseph, outside, looks

in through the window The Eamng of Lazaius A vault

hung with scimitais, turbans, and quivers Against the brilliant

davlight just let in, the figure of Christ, seen from behind, stands

out in his long lobes, raising his hand to bid the dead arise ^
Lazarus, pale, ghost like in this effulgence, slowly, wearily raises his

head in the sepulchre The crowd falls back Astonishment, awe

This coarse Dutchman has suppressed the incident of the bystander^

holding then nose, to which the Giottesque clung desparatcly This

i^^^ot a moment to think of stenches or infection * Entombment

^^*ghf The platform below the cross A bier, empty, spread with

f
mding-shect, an old man arranging it at the head The dead

js^elViour being slipped down from the cross on a sheet, two men on a

gladder letting the body down, others below receiving it, trying to pre-

sent the arm from trailing Immense solemnity, carefulness, hushed-

Vess A distant illuminated palace blazes out in the night One feels

that they are stealing him away

I have reversed the chronological oidci and chosen to speak of

Tintoict aftci Rembrandt, because, being an Italian and still m con-

tact with some of the old tradition, the great Venetian can sfiow

more completely both what was gained and what was lost in imagma-

tive rendering by the liberation of the individual artist and the

development of artistic means First, of the gain This depends

mainly upop. Tintoret^s handling of light and shade,|knd his fore-

shortenings it enables him to compose entirely m huge masses, to

divide or concentrate the interest, to throw into vague insignificance

the less important parts of a situation in order to insist upon the

more important , it gave him the power also of impressing us by the

colossal and the ominous The masterpiece of this style, and pro-

bably Tintoret^s masterpiece therefore, is the great Crucifixipn at

S* Rocco To feel its full tragic splendour one must think of the
^

finest things which the c^rly Renaissance achieved, such as Luini^e

beautiful fresco at Lugano , by the side of the painting at S RoCiOO

everything is tame, except perhaps Rembrandt^s etching called tilte

Three Crosses. After thts, and especially to be compared with
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the frescoes of Masaccio and Ghirlandaio of the same subiect’, comes

the Baptism of Christ The old details of figures^ dressing and

undressings which gave so much pleasure to earlier painters^ for

instance, Piero della Francesca, in the National Gallery, are entirely

omitted, as the nose-holding m the Raising of Lazarus is

omitted by Rembrandt Christ kneels in the Jordan, with John
bending over him, and vague multitudes crowding the banks, distant,

dreamlike beneath the yellow stormlight Of Tmtoret's Christ

before Pilate, of that figure of the Saviour, long, straight, wrapped

in white and luminous like his own wraith, I have spoken already

But 1 must speak of the S Rocco Christ in the Garden , as ima-

ginative as anything by Rembrandt, and infinitely more beautiful

The moonlight tips the draperies of the three sleeping apostles,

gigantic, solemn Above, among the bushes, leaning his head on his

I hand, IS seated Christ, weary to death, numbed by grief and isolation,

recruiting for final resistance The sense of being abandoned of all

men and of God has never been brought home in this way by any other

painter , the little tear-stained Saviours, praying in broad daylight,

of Perugmo and his fellows, are mere distressed mortals This

betiayed and resigned Saviour has upon him the Weltschmcrz of

Prometheus But even here we begin to feel the loss, as well as the

gam, of the painter being forced from the dramatic routine of earlier

days instead of the sweet, tearful little angel of the early Renaissance,

there comes to this tragic Christ, m a blood-red nimbus, a brutal

winged creature thrusting the cup in his face The uncertainty of

Tintoret's inspirations, the uncertainty of result of these astonishing

pietorial methods of attaining the dramatic, the occasional vapidness

and vulgarity of the man, unrestrained by any stately tradition like

th^ vapidness and vulgarity of so many earlier masters, comes out

dready at S Rocco And principally in the scene of the Tempta-

tion, a theme rarely, if ever, treated before the sixteenth century,

and which Tintoret has made unspeakably mean in its unclean and

dramatically impotent suggestiveness the Saviour parleying from a

kmd of rustSi edifice with a good humoured, fat, half fenpnine Satan, ^

fluttering with pink wings like some smug sei%ph of Bernini^s pupils

After this it is scarce necessary to speak of whatever is dramatically

abortive (becausesuccessfully expressing justthe wrong sort ofsentiment,

the wrong situation) in Tintoret's work bis Woman taken m Adultery,

with the dapper young Rabbi, offended neither by adultery in geuex^
nor hy this adulteress in particular, the Washing of the Feet, in liondon,

where the conversation appears to turn upon the excessive hotness or

coldness of the water in the tub , the Last Supper at % Gioirgio

Maggiore, where, among the mysterious wreaths of smoko peo]^
with angels, Christ rises from his seat and holds the cup to his

neighbour's lips with the gesture, as he says, " This is my blood/'
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of a conjurer to an incredulous and indifferent audience To
Tiutoret the contents of the chalice is the all-impoitant matter

where is the majeity of the old Giottesque gesture, preserved by

Liondrdo, of pushing forward the bread with one hand, the wine

with the other, and thus uncovering the head and breast of the

Saviour, the gesture which does indeed mean—

I

am the bread you,

shall eat, and the wme you shall drink ^ " There remains, however,

to mention another work of Tintoret^s which, coming in contact

with one's recollections of earlier art, may suggest strange doubts

and well-nigh shake one^s faith m the imaginative efficacy of

all that went bbfore his enormous canvas of the Last Day, at

S Maria delP Orto The first and overwhelming impression^

even before one has had time to look into this apocalyptic work,

IS that no one could have conceived such a thing in earlier days,

not even Michelangelo when he designed his Last Judgment, nor ^

Raphael when he painted the Vision of Ezekiel This is indeed one

thinks, a revelation of the end of all things Great storm clouds,

whereon throne the Almighty and His Elect, brood over the world,

across which, among the crevassing, upheaving earth, poUrs the wide

glacier torrent of Styx, with the boat of Charon struggling across its

)
precipitous waters The angels, confused with the storm clouds pf

which they are the spirit, lash the damned down to the Hell stream,

baud upon band, even from the far distance And in the foreground

the rocks arc splittiug, the soil is upheaving with the dead beneath,

here protrudes a huge arm, there a skull , m one place the clay,

rising, has assumed the vague outline of the face below In the

rocks and water, among the clutching, gigantic men, the huge, full-

bosomed women, tosses a frightful half fleshed carcass, grass still

growing from his finger tips, his grinning skull, covered half with

hair and half with weeds, greenish and mouldering a sinner still

green in earth and already ansing ^

A wonderful picture a marvellous imaginative mind, with mar-

vellous imaginative means at its command Yet, let us ask ourselves,

what is the value of the result ? A magnificent display of attitudes

and forms, a sort of bravura ghastliness and impressiveness, 'which

are in a sense barrocco, reminding us of the wax plague models of

Florence, and of certain poems of Baudelaire's But of the feeling,

the pdetry of this greatest of all scenes, what is there ^ And,

standing before it, I think instinctively of that chapel far off on the

wind-swept Umbrian rock, with Signorelli's Resurrection A flat

wall accepted as a flat wall, no place, nowhere A half-dozen groups,

not closely combined Colour reduced to monochrome ,
light and

ahado nowhere, as nowhere also all these devices of perspective But

m th^t simply treated fresco, with its arrangement as simple as^hat

ofu vast antique bas-relief, therp vis an imaginative suggestion far
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surpassing tbis of Tiiitoret's The breathless efifort of the youths

breaking thiough the earth's crust, shaking their long hair and

gasping , the stagget^f those rising to their feeil^ the stolidity, hand

on hip, of those who have iccovered their body but not their mmd,
blmdeil by the light, deafened by the tiumpets of Judgment, the

absolute Self abandonment of those who can raise themselves no

higher, the dull, awe-stricken look of those who have found their

companions, clasping each othei in vague, weak wonder , and

further, undei the two archangels who stoop downwards with the

pennons of their trumpets streaming in the blast, those figures

who beckon to the rc-fouiid beloved ones, or wh(f shade their eyes

and point to a glory on the hoiizon, or who, having striven for-

ward, sink on their knees, overcome by a vision which they alone

can behold And recollecting that fresco of Signorelli's, you feel as

if this vast, tall canvas at b Maria dell^ Orto, where topple and

stream the dead and the quick, weic mcrclv so much rhetorical

rhodomontadc by the side of the old hymn of the Last Day

“ Mois stupJiit ot ii\tura

* < >uuiu reflul I cicatni i

Judictnlj nspousura
’

Vernon Lee



PROHIBITION IN THE UNITED STATES.

T
he question of the drink traffic has assumed m the United

States withm tlie last three ycais a character and propor-

tions so jihenomcnal that it is liardly an exaggeiation to say

that there is now in that country neithei man, woman, nor child,

able to read, who does not think, feel, and intend coneerning it

Only a comparatuely short time ago there were considerable

,

social, religious, and political areas in which there was little

, gpinion and less debate that could be called hostile to the in-

^terests of the traffic Inherited theories and habits had not been

much disturbed, and in those localities where temperance reform was

'i^gitatcd and temperance work done, the results weie deemed too

^nsigiiihcant to be taken into special account until the Presidential

election of 1881

Up to that date the existence of a National Prohibition party was

known, but it had polled only about 5000 votes in 1873, and in

1880, eight years later, had little more than doubled that number
In 1884, hon ever, the Piohibition vote, swelled to 150,000, brusquely

unseated the Republican party, which had been in power for nearly

a quarter of a century Though convinced that this vote was due

to considerable temporary accessions from the ranks of the dissatisfied

Republicans and Democrats, and did not therefore represent the

actual growth of the Prohibition party, which was still believed to be

essentially insignificant, the astounded Republican party, so long

ctdled and credited with being “ the party of gieat moral ideas,” let

loose its iury upon the little baud which had so unexpectedly caused

its oyeirtbrow The Prohibition Presidential candidate, ex-Gkiveimoir

St John of Kansas, was publicly burned in effigy, and the Repubhean.

pul]^t» press, and platform reviled and denounced the leaders and the
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rank and file alike^ accusing them of having set hack the cause of

temperance for at least twenty years It was affirmed that the

Republican party was the only true temperance party, that to it

alone all temperance legiblation was due^ and that in the interests of

the temperance cause it must be returned to power, and the Prohibi-

tion party destroyed To this end was turned against them the whole

political and electoral machmerv, up to and at the very polls

The Democratic party, though utterly hostile to the principle of

Prohibition, for a time legarded with some complacency the party

to whom it indirectly owed its own return to power But when, m
the partial elections of 1885, and still more in the general State

elections of 1886, the Democrats suffered from defections to the

Prohibition ranks as much as, and m some localities even more than,

the Republicans, they also attacked the Prohibitionists But the

Prohibition vote of some 150,000 cast in 188i was more than

doubled in 1886, when it numbered some 300,000, at the same time

that the Republican and Democratic votes were relatively small It is

therefore plain from the polls of last November that a new and

formidable factor has come into United States politics to stay

The first secret of Prohibition success since 1880, and of its yet greater

gam since 1884, was the electnfying conviction which flashed through'

the country of the absolute necessity for checking the growth of a

traflBc whose unscrupulous control of political elections threatjened

the very liberties of the country with disgraceful extinction This

conviction changed the Prohibition movement from the ineffective

condition of sporadic and individual effort to that of % strong^

national organization, steadily and now swiftly increasing m political

strength, and from its very composition—that of moral purpose

allied to legal power—certain of victorj
''

As the drink question is of race interest, as its right settle-

ment presses more and more importunately to the front among the

serious practical questions of the day, and as the victory of the

prohibition principle m American politics cannot fail to have vast

and various results, some understanding of the present condition
‘

and prospects of the United States National Prohibition party mast
be of interest to all civilized countries— especially to England,

where temperance reform, dear as it is to so many earnest men and
women, is yet far behind that of the United States m organization,

methods, and result A brief retrospect of the movemetit

m the United States seems a necessary step to such an under*

standing

The popular Prohibition agitation began in the South

cumstances were related to me by Senator Frye, of Maine,
my visit to Washington, in July, 1886
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He stated that his friend Alexander Stephens^ Vice-President of

the Confederacjr, had told him that about eighty years ago—^reckon-

ing from the present time—some religious Covenanters emigrated

to Georgia, and soon spread over a srhole county, to which ftiey gave

the name of Liberty These people were water drinkers, but others

who were not so emigrated thither and proposed to set up grog-shops

The Covenanters appealed to the State Legislature to prohibit this ,

their appeal was granted, the county became most siguallv pro-

sperous, there was no crime, and therefore no need of jail or^pohee,

and this happy state of things continued until 6enerat%herman’s

march through Georgia That swept all before it Stephens spoke

as an eyewitness, having been for some time a tutor in a family in

Liberty County

From 1833 until the war broke out in 1861 a State prohibitory

agitation went on in the Northern States, which may be briefly

summarized as follows —In 1835 two Massachusetts counties voted

no licence, in 1837 a memorial, asking for “entire prohibition

except for medicine and the arts,” was presented to the Maine Legis-

lature , in 1838 a Massachusetts Legislative Committee recommended

a similar statute, and a partial Prohibition law was passed The

New York Legislature of the same year reported that “ a law

to prohibit the traffic ” was as necessary as an anti gambling and

anti-brothel law Also in the same year a Bill for the repeal of all

existing licence laws was presented to the Tennessee Legislature,

Connecticut revoked her licence laws, and New Hampshire and

Rhode Island passed local option laws One result was that in 1844<

the National House of Representatives passed by a large majority a

resolution excluding all intoxicating drinks from the precincts of the

House Between 1810 and 1817 local option laws were passed in

many States, particularly in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York,

Pennsyslvania, and Vermont From 1843 to 1851 a number of

powerful secret temperance organizations were formed, among them

“ The Sons of Temperance ” in 1843, “ The Temple of Honour and

Temperanee ” in 1845, “ The Cadets ot Temperance ” in 1846, “ The

Good Samantans ” in 1817, and the “ Independent Order of ^od
Templars ” in 1851

It IS in no small degree due to the energy and devotion of these

secret societies that there is now such a determined demand for the

total suppression of the dnnk traffic throughout the States

The total result of the prohibitory agitation throughout the

United States up to 1856, as sumraamed in H S Clubb’s “ Maine

Tjyior Law” (New York, 1856), is so astounding that I give it

lU full —
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States \i hti e a prohibitory law is in operation 14
renitoncs » i> » >i 4
bt'ites and district '^here majontics are in favoar of the law, but
where it lias not been folly enacted 5

Thirteen States and four territories not 3 et known to be in favour of
Prohibition

23

17

Majority of States and territories in favour

Population Adult
Prohibition States H, ">22,297 3,641 571

States not dechred on the subject 9, >77,281 1,499,%5

Exc^ in fit’our of Prohibition %94>,016 2,142,206

G

Vrea in ‘•(j nnlts

808,000
056,105

151,895

Thus there is not onl^ a majoritj of 3,04"),010 population in the Prohibi-

tion States, but there 1 ^ s>uch an excess of adult i\hito malcb—voters—

m

those States, that it *we take only an ictual majority of them, and every

adult white male cituen lu the other States were to vote in opposition to

them [and it is ntll known that theie is a lirge minorit} m those States that

would not], there xicPiohibitionists to outvote them by i large majority

Ma]oiity of white male adults in Piohibition btates 1,820 786
AVhite male adults in all other States 1 , 490,365

Ceitam majority for Piohibition 122,421

TThua giving to the anti Prohibitionist the 1 irgest possible minority in the

Prohibition States and tho u hole white male adult populition ot the other

Slates, and it still leates a certain majority for Prohibition of 322,421
”

1854 was practically the natal year of the Republican party and

the lager beer business, for though there had been a small number

of such breweries in operation for ten or a dozen yeais previous, the

business was not till then significant From that date, and during

the twenty-four years of Republican party rule, the beer business

has gamed tremendous dimensions, and m 1886 the United States

brewers congress boasted that since 1863 the volume of its trade

had expanded ten times
,

How did this humiliating alliance between the Republican party

and the drink traffic come about?

The germ of the Republican party—the Liberty party—was

formed by the anti-slavcry heroes in 184W After five years of more

or less demoralizing defections and accessions, it took—in a very

changed composition—the name of the Republican party

TfhOTDred-Scott decision, “ that coloured persons bad no rights which

white men need respect/^ flushed its ranks with suSicient numbers

to enable it to elect President Lincoln in 1860, and the South's

threat of secession also drove into it all who counted the safety of

the UnKm of paramount importance, until it contained prominent

f

men and factions of all shades of opinion concerning slavery, as welt

as other national questions The party still held indeed th0

grand group of the early Abolitionists, but these were far

powerful as part of this unwieldy mass than whsfti they stooA by
themselves To please the drink traffic the Republican Goi^r^fiabnt
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•
ordered the supply of spirit rations to the troops dunug the war, with

the result thst^nore than once the fate of the Union trembled in the

balance The drunken orders of Colonel Miles caused the cc^j defeai^

of Bull Run Five hundred naval officers were dismissed IpVing the

war on account of drunkenness alone " Intemperance kills far mpre
soldiers than fall in the battlefield/^ said General Fremont, nnd
General McLellan, when cornmander-in chief, said that if all the

ofiicers would unite in setting the soldiers an example of abstinence

from intoxicating liquors, it would be equal to an addition of 50,000
men to the armies of the U uited States

The danger to the Union gave to the Republican party its

numbers and power, and its latwn d\tie as a national party ceased

when that danger had been averted For purposes of reconciliation,

reconstruction, and other reforms, a new party was required But
the Republican party had learned to love power foi its own sake,

and the drink trafiic saw and used its oppoitunity to bind this

party to its interests, just as it has also enslaved the Democratic

party

On the e\e of the war it uas the understanding between thc%

Prohibitionists and Abolitionists that when the Union was saved,

the victorious Republican paity would apply itself to the overthrow

of the drink trafl&c On the strength of this understanding the

Prohibitionists at tbc close of the war resumed their agitation,

beginning with petitions to Congress These appeals were at first

Ignored, then temporized with and evaded

At first the whole bearing of the Prohibition question was not

understood It was maintained that, if before the war a majority of the

population had been enacting State prohibitory laws, it would be unwise

to attempt a new vcntui **
, that it, as there was reason to expect, a

majority of States could be led to do this, then the national

Government and Congress would be ready to issue a National

Prohibition edict It was further maintained that by insisting upon
State Prohibition the issue would be taken out of party politics, and
thus be moic easily settled

The National Prohibitionists replied, that even before the war
various Prohibition States passed laws, but they differed in scope and
^ower according to thfe sentiments lu the various Legislatures

,
whereas

/aw universally applicable was required for copn^g with a universal

evil , that, there being free inter*State commerce, States enacting

prohibitory laws were without adequate protection from neighbomv

mg licence States Again, that no State has any protection against the

issue of United States ^rmits—% e , the Government licence of25 dols^

required to be paid by every liquor-dealer before he can avail himself^

of the rights granted by State licence , that the interference of the

State, under State prohibitory law, with the manufacture and whole**
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sale supply of liquors yras most mefectiTe, because it could not by its

o\rn laws stop or abolish the sales except within its owq borders^t e

,

bquor-de^ers could have breweries or distilleries in the middle of a

prohibitdl|^ State, and send out of it as much as they chose

A notorious instance of this is now pending in Kansas, where a

brelfer is flaunting the United States flag over his premises, and is

protected by United States officials in this violation of the will of

the State as expressed in its prohibitory law Also, at the great

Soldiers’ Home, Dayton, Ohio, a special bar was licensed last year by

an express4jpnited States lau, although Ohio is a “ no licence ” State

And this United States law will go on operating, whatever the will of

the State may be

The disposition of the United States Government on this question

IS shown by the fact that all the territories and the district of

Columbia, uhich of course arc under Federal control, have licence

laws Then, again, State laws are easily removed from the Statute-

book During the last fifteen years laws have been passed, repealed,

and again passed in various forms in several States Even amend-

jnents to State constitutions are of small value, because they are but

declarations of popular vrill, requiring a statute for their enforce-

ment, and the statute, as just pointed out, is liable to be changed to

suit party contingencies

A striking example of this occurred in Ohio, where many years ago

a no-licence ” amendment to its constitution was passed It resulted

lu all sorts of quibbling at one time there was practically free trade

in liquor , then, in order to evade the word licence, a so called “ tax

law ” was passed, which was declared unconstitutional by the State

Supreme Court , but the present Dow Law, patterned closely upon it,
j

has now been by the same Court declared constitutional In both

cases the decision was by strict party vote—^in one, by a Democratic

vote, to damage the Republicans , in the other, by a Republican vote,

to damage the Democrats

Again, a State law passed by a so-called "non-partisan” vote is

practically nobody’s child The party in power having no more
interest in its execution than the party out of power, t^e measure falls

between two stools, to the great detnment of the Prohibition cause

This IS notably the case in New Hampshire and Iowa In the latter

the defiance of thq^law in Sioux City went so far, that a few months
ago a brave clergyman, Mr Haddock, was deliberately murdered by a
liquor conspiracy, because he had dared to remonstrate against the

open and unpunished violation of the law Still, it is a fact that

only in States where one party was overwhelmingly predominant at

*the time, have prohibitory laws been passed, wiich shows the absolnte*

ineffecUveness of the non-partisan plea There must always be n
party to parry a reform
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For these and many other cogtnt reasons the Prolrtbitionials became

<]^nvinced that nothing short of an organized National Prohibition

party could deal adequately with a nationally organized pw*ty,

of which the Republican and Demociatic parties are httle more than

the right and left wings To this end the Good Templais called ^
national convention, which met in September, 1869, at Chicago for the*

formation of a National Prohibition party and appointed a National

Cential Committee Five hundred delegates attended, coming from
nineteen States and the district of Columbia The plat^ms of this

and subsequent conventions were all drawn up by Janms Black, of

Lancastei, Pennsylvania, the first National Prohibition party

presidential nominee, and are noble masterpieces of sound moral and
practical politics

The first, second, and third National Prohibition party nominat-

ing* conventions met m Ohio in 1872, 1876, and 1880 The fourth

met in Pittsburgh, Penn , m 1884, thirty-one States and territories

being represented, when ex-Governor St John, of Kansas, and

the Hon William Daniel, of Maryland, were nominated for the

United States Presidency and Vice-Presidency

Up to 1880 only about 12,000 votes had been cast as the result

of the utmost efibrts of the Prohibition party But in 1882 they

were formally joined by the Women’s Christian Temperance Union
To understand the part which women have played in bringing the

Prohibition issue to its present force, some account of the formation

and career of this Union is necessary

In Hillsboro^ Ohio, just before Christmas in the winter of 1873,

began the memorable women’s temperance crusade These women,
many of them educated, refined, and of sheltered lives, went out

together into the streets of Hillsboro^ to make direct public protest

against the traffic Through the keen winds and driving sleet they

went, pleading, praying, in the saloons when they could get in, and
when they could not, in the streets on their knees They braved

gross insults and great physical dangers, until in 250 towns and
villages of Ohio the saloons had been dosed—literally prayed out of

existence This was the acme of the power of moral suasion alone

oyer the drink evil Such effort could not be long sustained, and as

soon as this great tidal wave began to ebb the saloons were re-opened

Bnt something had been done in true hearts all over the land
, and m

1874, at the instance of Mrs Jennie F Willing, was formed the

nucleus of the National Women’s Chnstian Temperance Union,

now the greatest and^^most perfectly organized temperance movement

lU the whole world It is the largest society ever exclusively com-

{K>sed of and entirely conducted by women Its membership numbeiis

^bout 150,000, besides many juvenile organizations
^

Ita present official organ, The Union Signal—edited by the able

Votf* f CO
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temperance leader, Mrs Mary Allen West^ia published by the

Womeu^s Temperance Publication Association, which has disseminated

an enormous amount of temperance pamphlets and leaflets, their cir<-

dilation, according to Mrs Buell, the Union's corresponding secretary,

already counting up by the million Mrs Elizabeth W Andrew,

the present manager of the Publication Association, writes me,

December 30, 1886 Our association has increased its business

eighty per cent during the last year It is almost phenomenal

"

The leaclung of children, begun at first in Sabbath schools and

pressed through every obstacle, has reached great success At the

close of the crusade there were probably not in the whole cotiutry,

under the auspices oE women, a score of temperance organizations

composed entirely of children/' writes Mrs Buell
,
now " tlie land is

a network of these societies, and from Maine to the Golden Gate,

from the Lakes to the Gulf, thousands of children may to-day be

called to arms for ‘ God and home and native land ' " * When
I was m Michigan last summer. Miss Willard, the incomparable

president of the Women’s Christian Temperance Union, told me that

the work of children was remarkable, and tint many a Prohibition

vote had been secured by the little ones being educated to ask their

fathers to vote the Prohibition ticket for their sakes

The labours of Miss McDowell have been pre-eminently conducive

to this great result among the young la 1877 the women bggau

agitating for temperance leaching iii schools, in connection with the

studies of phj siology and hygiene, and pushed for this witn such tact

and energy that in 1883 a Bill for sucli teaching passed the Con-

necticut Legislature, m 1883, Vermont, Massachusetts, and Michigan

issued similar laws
,
New York and Ehodc Island in 188 !<, and Maine,

Pennsylvania, Nebraska, Kansas, Nevada, Alabama, and Missouri in

1885 This splcfndid result is entirely due to the labours of the

TJP^men’s Christian Temperance Union, and Mrs Mary H Hujit has

been especially indefatigable and successful m this department, of

which she is the superintendent They have also used their great

power in getting temperance principles piesentcd from the pulpits

all over the land, and so, through the Monday morning papers, m
al^iost every home within the United States borders

Personally and through the press the Women's Christian Tempe^

tfixktk Union have urged upon manufacturers and the heads of indu^^

trial enterprises the bcanng of absunence upon their business interests^

and thns, when not by philanthropy, by self-interest, much has been

gained* Tliey have ardently besieged National ^d State Congressea,

with mammoth memorials and petitions, which they have followed Up

by pleading iij person before Congress with a tact and determinatioii

that have commanded jjbe admiration of even the hostile

^ The Women’s Christian Temperance Union’s
'
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In 1588 every State and territory of the United States, and nearly

all the provinces of Canada, were personally visited by Miss ^?®llard

and her%ble secretary. Miss Anna Gordon—‘^a temperance tnp
without a parallel in the annals of the reform ” The result of this, and
of the work of Mrs Chapin in the South, Mrs Leavitt in California,

Mrs Shield in Wyoming, Arizona, and New Mexico, Mrs Cairns in

Missouri, Mrs Youman in Canada, Mrs Margaret Lucas and Mrs.
Parker in England, is the formation of a World^s Women^s Christian

Temperance Union ^

When an organization of such dimensions and achievements as

this—bent, too, upon gaining the franchise as a rightful privilege

in the defence of the Home against the Saloon—joined its forces

to those of the National Prohibition party, it is clear that its current

should set with a great sweep towards success If the Prohibition

vote of 1884 was not reliable as such, because of its accessions from

both the other parties, who would have neither Blame nor Cleveland,

it was otherwise with the vote of 1886

Inspired by the example and mightily reinforced by the accession

of the Women^s Christian Temperance Union, the Prohibition party

began from 1881 to do work which told It organized enormous

mission work for the formation of State Prohibition Committees, and

the establishment of State Prohibition organs There were scarcely

more than a dozen prohibitory organs previous to 1884
,

at present

there are about two hundred

^
^ In the fall of that year appeared the first number of the Voice in

iNew York City This is now recognized as the national organ of

fthe party, and has in its brief existence come to be regarded by

ifriends and foes alike as one of the most ably edited journals in the
^ world To its generalship the National Prohibition party owes a

debt not easily to be over-estimated It has now a secured circulation of

about 100,000 Among other excellentlyconducted Prohibition journals

are the Union Signal, Chicago (official organ of the Women^s Christian

Temperance Union) ,
the Witness and the National Temperance Adm-

eate, New York City , the Issue, Nashville, Tennessee , the WacS^
Advance, Waco, Texas, the Herald, Kansas City, Missouri, St Paul

Times, St Paul, Minnesota, the Temperance Review, Minneapolis,

the XVIth Amendment, Buffalo, NY , the Living hsue, Lincoln,

Nebraska
, the New Era, Springfield, Ohio

,
the Lever, Chicago,

I1L> the Public Good, Springfield, Mass , the Temperance Gazette,

Olfaiden, New Jersey, the Pittsburgh, Penn , the Freeman,

Parkersburgk, West Vir By means of these and their fellows the

^
country has become thoroughlv conversant with the purposes and

methods of the National Prohibition party The State Prohibition

committees have everywhere pushed the formation of PrdhibitiQU

groups^ and thus the vanous Stat^ are thickly sown with staunch
^ " o o 2
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centres of Prohibitionists, who steadily press the work locally> ^nd

who at the elections will vote the ticket sent them by the Pro-

hibition State and National Central Committee, who alsNft furtlter

spread the Prohibition idea by engaging lecturers to agitate and

extend the propaganda and organizations everywhere * The party

is rich in eloquent and truly qiialifted speakers and writers, notable

among whom are the Hon Gideon T Stewart and Rev Dr Leonard,

of Ohio, the Rev Mr Russell, of Michigan, ex Governor St John,

of Kansas, Gen Neal Dow, Portland, Me ,
JohnB Finch, Evanston,

111 , chairman of the National Prohibition Committee ,
James Black, of

Lancaster, Penn , Col Bam and Judge Fontaine Fox, of Kentucky

,

General Clinton B Fisk, of New Jersey, Judge Groo, Prof Hopkins,

Messrs Funk & Wagnalls (proprietors of the Voice), F A Wheeler

(editor of the Voire), New York city, and Mr Bartram, of Buffalo^

NY , lion Wm Daniel, of Maryland, Rev Mr Conant, of Rhode

Island, and Charles Wolfe, of Pennsylvania ,
Rev Dr Miner, Boston,

Mass , S B Hastings, Madison, Wis ,
Rev Dr J B Cranhll,

"W aco, Texas , Rev George H Vibbert, Boston, Mass
,
&c &c , and

pre-eminent among women speakers are Miss Willard, Mrs Mary T
Lathrap, Mrs Caroline B Buell, Miss Gordon, Mrs Hannah Whitall

Smith, Mrs Mary A Woodbridge, Mrs Ella A Boole, AM, and

Miss Narcissa E White, and others

A national convention of the various leaders of the movement is

annually held at Lake Bluff, most beautifully situated on Lake Mich-

igan, near Chicago I was present during nearly the whole week o|

this convention last summer The earnestness and ability of the

leaders, the enthusiasm of the masses, was such as I have never before

seen, and such as could never be inspired by a merely political issue,

nor sustained by a merely moral one It is the fusion of the two

upon an issue of undeniably first import to humanity which alone

could kindle the unselfish devotion and perfect co-operation of this

marvellous organization of men, women, and children, before which

the drink traffic is surely going down
* At the conventions held in nearly all the States previous to the

general State elections of the fall of 1886, men and women were

equally associated in the earnest work of these meetings, and neither

siUQkmg nor drinking nor vulgarity was ever seen Other great

featdles of this movement are the wide-spread formation of Young
Ladies^ Leagues and of Young Men's Prohibition Clubs One, the

King's County Prohibition Club, though only a few months ol#>

numbenld at the beginning of this year over 1,200 voters A National

Inter-collegiate Prohibition Convention of College Prohibition Clubs

^ Hie !N«tioaa! Proh}b}tio|i Bureau, organized in 1855, publishes weekly a canisl
record of all odicitt and departmental activities) and a speakers* and a motaVership
egister

,
/
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wei'lfe’CflTelaQd, Ohio, early m January (1887), at which thirty-

three colleges were represented by delegates, and fifty more by letters

and telegrams Dr Hemck Johnson, D D , of MoCormic Theo-

logical Seminary, Chicago, was elected permanent president, and

Fresidmits Seelye, of Amherst College, Mass, and Abernethy, of

Bntherfoid College, N C
,
permanent vice-presidents

The prospects of the National Prohibition party are those of early

and solid tnumph, if it remains firm to its avowed purposes to main*

tain, under all eircumstances and m all elections, as its foremost and

paramount work, the total prohibition of the drink traffic, and in the

tram of this the legal establishment of the other reforms laid ^lown

in its accepted platforms With the exception of the Church of England

and the Boioan Catholic Church (the latter, idiough not ofificially m
favour, 18 yet largely tending in the direction of Prohibition), all the

great religious organirations of the United States favour Prohibition,

^ouspicuously the Methodist Episcopal, the most powerful of them

all. At their last general conference were passed the following

resolutions —
“ We are unalterably opposed to the enactment of laws that propose, by

licence, taxing, or otherwise, to regulate the drink traffic, because they provide

for Its continuance and afford no protection against its ravages We hold

that the proper attitude of Cbristiins toward this traffac is one of unoom
promising opposition, and while we do not presume to dictate to our peo{le

as to their politieal ifiiliations, we do express the opinion that they should not

permit themselves to be controlled by party organizations tliat are managed

^ the interest of the liquor traffic
”

Some of the Methodist bishops—notably Bishops Foster, Hurst, and

Neunde—have come out as the most ardent champions of the

National Prohibition party

The two old pasties are so constituted that they cannot take up

this issue without abandoning their own organizations Their tactics

for discrediting the little Prohibition nucleus and dissuading those

who have inclified to join it, have been unscrupulously ingenious ,

—

such as posing as Prohibition advocates while taking the traffic under

their especial guardianship ,
ignoring a prohibitory platform, or, if

forced to adopt it, nominating a governor certain to veto a Prohibi-

tum Bill lu the State elections of 1886 resolutions were inserted

m Democratic as well as Republican platforms—^among them, those

qI New York, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Missouri,

Michigan, Nebraska, Tennessee, Texas, and West Virginia—to submit

ipl^rohibition amendment to the €tate constitution ,
especial precad-

tions having been taken to render these resolutions nugatory

Su(^ have been their tactics, and they have been successful until

now But when the State legislatures met this year, many of thefts

found the Prohibition sentiment too strong for them Constitutumal T
'^neeiions are generally decided by a joint resolution of both houser.
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Two States, Republican Pennsylvania and Bemocratio ^Tien^see,

tned to prevent the submission of a peohibitoiy constitutional »aiend|

ment, by means of a compensation clause
, but both these efforts were

signally defeated Six States have already voted submission—^the

three Republican States Oregon, Michigan and Pennsylvania , and
the three Democratic States West Virginia, Tennessee, and Texas

In all cases the vote has been overwhelmmg In Oregon, where

it was practically unanimous, the decisive vote will be taken on
November 8, 1887 , in Michigan, where it was more than 8 to 1, it

will be taken on the 4th of April , lu Pennsylvania, where it was

130 to 66, it cannot however be taken until 1891, and the matter

must meanwhile be passed by another legislature , in West Virginia,

it passed by 20 to 6f but will not be voted upon until the general

election of 1888 In Tennessee, where it passed by 87 to 4, the date

of vote 18 fixed for Sept 29, 1887 , Texas passed it by 80 to 21, and
will put it to vote next August , the Alabama Senate passed it by 20
to 1, and the house is expected to pass it The Missouri house has

also passed it, but the Senate defers it, and the liquor dealers there

are meanwhile doing their utmost to secure local option Decision

IS pending in Nebraska, and being pressed for in Illinois ,
and the

submission pledge, so often broken in New York, can scarcely be

evaded in the constitutional State convention this fall

This indicates pretty clearly the nature of the “ twenty years set-

back” the temperance cause received by the Prohibition Party in 1884

The next presidential election, with also a possible labour tickqt

further to complicate the situation, must inevitably be a very close

one, and it is by no means certain that the President will be elected

by a popular vote The Republicans and Democrats are contesting

every inch of the ground, and already the presidmitial battle is being

fought with unexampled bitterness At the last election the Pro-

hibitionists held the balance of power in eleven States, polling in

Cahfomia, 5,800, in Colorado, 1,000, in, Connecticut, 2,500, in

New Jersey, 12,000 , in New York, 29,000 , in Oregon, a small excess

over the Democratic majority in these States ,
in Indiana, 6,000 , in

Minnesota, 8,000 , in New Hampshire, 1,700, in Ohio, 17,000 , and
in Michigan a considerable number more than the Republican

^majority in these States

It IS likely that in the presidential election for 1888 the Prohlbi-

tumisis will poll from a million and a half to two milhon v<4(!ltft

Onnotuly enough, the South mav bhum to lead in this prohdaf^
movement. “ The Prohibition party in the last presidential cam*
paign," says the Votce, " had electoral tickets m twdve Southfen
States’^ After the campaign was over, ''the Prohibition party
conference held m New York airanged a thorough canvass of the,^.

South for the purpose of perfecting a more thorongh OTji^duiatiun)
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. a result^ Texas^ which two years ago gave 8,584 votes

for St JohOj this year gave 32,500 Piohibition# Wtes*^^ And

the Cham2non^ the leading national organ of the brewe^^ distillers,

and saloon-keepcis, says Just so sure as the sun shall again

fulfil its winter solstice, will the South be revolutionized on the

Prohibition question within a very few years, unless the proper

counteracting influciiccs are most speedily set in motion

Many things contribute to this attitude in the South In the fii^st

place, drink is physically more dangerous, and more immediately dan-

gerous to the populations of Southern climes The Southerners, who

really form the bulk of the native Americans, neither drink much nor

deal much m drinks, proportionally speaking Indeed, ofiScial returns

show that in the whole of the United States hardly one-tenth of the

liquor-dealers arc of American birth, and in the State of New York

alone there are more liquor-shops than throughout the entire South

For obvious reasons also it has been the policy of the South to

kelp negroes and drink as much apart as possible When to this

IS added that the South until now has been practically solidly

Democratic, while the North has done its utmost to present a solid

Eepublicau array against the South—the Republicans depending

upon and hence piotecting the drink traflSc, while the Southerners

are more independent of tne traffic—it is seen that, even upon political

grounds, the South has inclined to destroy it In the North the

Democrats are vying witli the Republicans foi securing the liquor

vote, and this has of course operated in some degree to restrain the

Southern Democrats in their opposition to it

A national issue not connected with the issue which led tor and

sprung from the war is required for the true reconciliation of the

North and South As they separated upon the ibsue of black

slavery, so now the issue of white slavery to the liquor traffic m
both North and South promises to re-unito them

Around this nucleus of the Prohibition movement—not yet in

active alliance, but more or less tending toward it—are gathering

all who are opposed to the huge land, railroad and telegraph

monopolies created by the Jlepublican party during its twenty-

four years^ lease of power, all who demand justice and equality

between the sexes, and a proportionate adjustment between laooui

and capital Much has lately been heard of the Knights of Labour

au independent Labour party, and there have been great

^cessions to the ranks o^ithe Knights of Labour, but as yet

neither that^ organization nor aty kind of fusion of the vanous

laboui organizations, possess in common any general vital issues to

biud them together as a national party The various States and

^tfae various centres of labour have widely different interests^

iiold ditetgent views, owing to and regarding their own special ueods
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A great deal has been made of the phenomeoal vote oast fog the

election of Henry George to the mayoralty of New York City ^is
vote was the result of speciid local interests The large Irish vote,

influenced by the eloquent and tactful editor of the IruA WorM,

Mr Patrick Ford, and bv Father McGlynm was oast at the instance

of these leaders Mr Fowderly’s powerful personal appeal induced the

Knights of Labour to cast their vote in thougands for Mr George,

and Mr George’s frankly expressed sympathy with the Socialists,

and non-interference w«th the evils of the traffic, added largely to the

numbers of his supporters from quite another rank How little this

lai^e vote indicated the feeling in the country at large was geeu in

the Boston mayoralty vote Mr George himself went to Boston

to plead the cause of McNeil, the labour candidate, and a man m
every way worthy of trust

,
yet McNeil obtained only a small fraction

of the vote And the labour vote for the Philadelphia mayoralty was

almost ml
The Knights of Labour, founded like the Prohibition par% in

186d, IS decidedly a temperance organization For practical reasons it

recogmzes, as does the Prohibition party, that the drink traffic is the

most terrible foe of the independence and prosperity of labour

Uriah &i Stevens, the founder of this order, was opposed to both the

drinking and the selling of intoxicating drinks, and the insertion of

the - clause in its constitution which shuts out the drink-seller was

his work The present Grand Master Workman, Mr Powderly, is

a lifelong abstainer Not only are no rum-sellers allowed in the

ranks of the Knights of Labour, but in 1886 a pledge of total

abstmence was exacted from all the officers of the Order Thus, of

all the usues claiming attention in the United States, the vital and

vitidizing one is that of the abolition of the drink traffic , while sn

bttle real distinction is there between the two great Bepublican and

Democratic parties, that it may be said there is nothing to keep them

m two, except name, habit of contest, and the greed of office spoils

Even the national beer organ, the Waahtiufton Sentinel, says “ There

IS no longer any difference between tbe two parties, and it is hard

to say which is which ’*
,

Hitherto it has been held that the tariffquestionwas an issue dmdin|r

these parties Certainly if there is any question which ought to be left

to ^ decision of a commission of experts, irrespective of party, it is

that of the tanff But although the Democratic party has controlIed^O

House of Bepresentatives for ten years qpd the Presidency fur two,Hoe
Bepubjicsn tanff remains practically unchanged, and ^e Democratic

oppositum to its reduction is shown in the repeated defeats^f t^i

Momson Tanff BilL The Chicago Tribune, the leading Bepnblioi^

organ of the West, and several other prominent Bepublican yoppa^
advocate a general reduction of import duties and a large In^ase^o^
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*

the T^teib Li$t, and the fiepubltcan HmUesota ^tatd Convention in

1886 declared againsl^Protectionj denouncing it as a fraud and sanndle

On the other hand, the Iowa Republicans are equally opposed to

Proteetion This shows how the Republicans themselves fa»e a

divided house on the tanflF question

* The Conner Jom nal, of Louisville, Ky
,
sarcastically says that it

thinks the platforms of both parties in 1888 will agree on one strang

plank—that of denouncing the English sparrow * I will add another,

which the Prohibition agitation will, I think, make necessary that

same year—to wit, that they will agree in denouncing Prohibition m
principle and practice, and extol the policy of high licence as the

only true remedy against the drink evil In this policy they will

have the support of the traffic If will cause disruption of the

two organizations by the secession from their ranks of all the

temperance elements, and they will find it necessary to combine in

some kind of a Republican-Democrat party, just as they did one

hundred years ago Then, it was to compel the tiaffic to obey the

laws , now, it will be to help it to defy the will of the country

The strength of the drink traffic is commensurate with its terrible

results On the first of July, 1885, the total number of licensed

dealers was a little over 201,000 , by the same date in 1886 this

number had increased to nearly 210,000—one liquor-seller to every

275 inhabitants For the same penod the production of distilled

liquors was 6,934,085 gallons, and of malt liquors 47,273,991 gallons,

assume that each of these licensed liquor-sellers controls only

SIX votes, and we have a liquor vote of more than a million and

a quarter, pledged to the traffic "Increase of population from

1860 to 1870, 22 6 per cent Increase in consumption of liquors

"‘dunng the same decade, 44 55 per cent Poi next decade, from

1870»^to 1880, increase in population, 32 7 per cent , increase in the

consumption of liquors, 73 27 per cent , or more than two and one-

fourth times the ratio of increase in population Both these decades

were under ^Republican administrations " The wine-drinking has

mcreased 12 per cent in eight years, the same as the population,

distilled liquors, 50 per cent , and beer-dnnking has increased over

400 per cent

^ Or K. H McDonald, war champion of Prohibition ’ la San Francisco, says '*Iii

1860 the United States statistics showed that the people were then drinking gallons

<^]^intuou8 liquors annually per capita, m 1880 they were drinking 12} gallons per
omta for every man, woman, and child

”

mys K. D Locke, in the Noith A^neritm Renew ** Rum is the source direct of dO
par eont of aU the crime and pauperism of the country lo rum may bo charged up
th<i cost of the police, the crimmu courts, and everything that is costly to the tax-

payer ]Nfinety j^er cent of the murders are to be credited to rum, and almost evety
gallows tree is rooted in a whisky barrel There are paid across the bars of this

eohntry, for Slcohoho stimulants, something near one thousand million dollars annually,

fti|d the sVKmoi is mhrenamg frightfuUy

^ Cl FFaiw>lis,iiithe says The saloon has abolished party
Ouv cities, aud to-day in everysuck city the local goi emmentis vested in nSsmeV
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ii,

traflSo la concigeljr and most truly expressed in
the following words in a Chicago 8iaoon-d4ler»8 letter to Mr
Davenport, the chimman of the Prohibition Committee of Cook Co

h
^o^go) “ We will kill every preacher, bum every

hurch, massacre every member of every temperance society, and all
e pra^ng women, bcfoie wc will surrender our liberty, or give up,

our lawful business ”
^ ^ ^

i.

*^®'ofore, a duel between the parties of drink and Pro-
Mbition, between Christian and Apollyon, and waged bitterly in
the shadows of the Valley of Humiliation But Christian won inmat battle, and Prohibition will win in this

Axei OcsTArsoN

or
Nominally, the govenmient may bt

vm 1.
^ , but actually it is in conimiBsioii by a band of venal noli

plunder with
pnnciples, who trade and swap opportunities^ for

shameful corruntSu ha? saloon These saloons have fastened on us a
the Demociatic^ystem *

every institution, and have pei verted and spoiled
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Lidy Froth riicii jou think that cptflodo

between *3usan the dair^inaid and our eoacliwan is

nut amish ?

Brtik - Incomparablt lot me perish I

WXVLXAK CONGBETE

Ilarn! t ~ O reform it altogether And let

thufiO that pl*iv iour i lowiis speak no more than is

ht t down tor them loi there ho of them that will
thombelvcs laugh to set on some quantity of barren
siKitators to laut,h too though m the meantime
some necehsary question of the play be then to be
eouMdcicd that a vilUnoua and ahows a most
pititul ambition in the fool that nseq it bo make
}ou ready W illxam bnAKBSPKAUL

T
here arc few peculianties of the present day more marked than

the increased attention given to all theatrical matters, and the

concern which is manifebted in the social status of the actor

The number of theatres in London has been nearly doubled within

the last twenty-five years
,
the salaries of actors and actresses in tjiat

time have been at least trebled in amount^ and the minute attention

;now given to every detail of mounting, scenery, and accessories of a

play has had no parallel in any age of the world

The actor and actress arc now to be met m houses to which in the'*

last generation they could have had no possible access, and the

exalted rank conferred upon them may be said to have reached its

' highest social apotheosis in the visit of Mr and Mrs Kendal to

Oshoipe, and the distinguished reception awarded to them, after their

performance, by the Queen herself

It 18 by no means impossible that the day will come when a
knighthood will be bestowed on a favourite tragedian, and we have

allready reached the time when comic singers arc entertained by the

Heir-Apparent at the private supper parties at Marlborough House
All this seems to betoken a vastly increased interest in stage

affairs, and a much higher estimate of the people engaged in histnonic

matters There is, however, one slight drawback to be made to this

otherwise golden progress, and that in a matter which we are apt to

consider as of grave importance For though theatres multiply, and

jpLctors rise to a giddy height of social eminence , though managers

reap golden profits, and the theatres are crowded nightly though

ladies of title grace " the boards," and Royalty smiles from the

boxes," in the midst of all this histrionic progress the drama itself

seems to languish—^nay,*almost to die If we look at the perform^
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woes of our luo^t popular tl^eat^ei—^au^j t)e it uttderatood, ^ ihis

I am referriDg only to the picked theati^ of the metropolis,

especiaHy" of the West End, what is the kind of entertainment

that we find offered to the public ? and what evidence does it |^ord

that dramatic literature is flourishing in proportion to the develop-*

ment of all other theatrical matters ? The evidence is, I fear, of an

entirely opposite kind And if wc consider the most successful plays

of the last dozen years, we shall find that they have for the most

part been adaptations of foreign works, melodramas of the crudest^^

and most unnatural kind, farcical comedies built«upon the lines

Palais-Royal farces, or so called comic operas whose comedy haSitre**

quently consisted in the production of a large number of preuy girls,

as over- and under-dressed as the Lord Chamberlain would permit.

What, for instance, has dramatic literature to do with pieces s|#b

as The Private Secretary ” or Little Jack Sheppard,^' to ment^
only two of the latest most successful pieces ^ The one is simply a
three act farce, entirely without pretensions to construction, or pro-^

bability of incident, and carried through only by the vene and wit of

the actors employed The other is a still less consistent burlesque

version of an old story, in which irrelevances of every kind are freely

introduced, and the music is gathered impartially from half-a dozen

different sources If we look at the plav-houses which produce woik
of a more ambitious character—such, for instance, as the St Jameses,

the Lyceum, the Haymarket—we find their repertoire consists either

of plays avowedly or unavowedly derived from French sources, or of

dramas which were not new even in the time of our grandfathers

There has not been since the death of the late Lord Lyttbn a
single new comedy of manners which could be compared for^an

instant, as a work of literary art, with his play of Money,^^ or
^

even with the much-abused Lady of Lyons, which still, H spite

of every absurdity, holds its own ,in modern dramatic litera^

tare, simply because of its construction and literary quality The
nearest approach to work of this character—work, that is> which

sought to realize from beginning to end an adequate dramatic motive

and treated it with some approach to literacy consistency—was what tn

now known as the teacup-and-saucer school of Mr Robertson the
comedies of “ Caste, ‘'Ours,” Society,’^ School,^' &c * But reading;

these apart from the stage—even allowing them to be that whmh tit

several instances theycertainly were not, entirely^original productionst^

their bterary merits dwindle to a combination of smart dialogues^ aDtd

sentiment of the most washy and trivial description. These pietm

* I purpckssly onut all mention of tbose dramas ^vhich lia\e been snnply
of popular W01X4 of Sction, suob, for instance, as the ‘‘Neier too l^ta to of
Charles Reads the "Man and Wife ” ot Mr W likie Collins or the " ISaet of
Iftt Henry Wood
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ovreA tlieir success tolfche perfectiou of their mounting, the smallness

of the theatres in which they were played, and the peculiar aptitude

o£ Mr and Mrs Bancroft for making the members of their com-
pany speak and mogp on the stage like ladies and gentlemen But it

IS the less necessary to consider the point, as the Robertsonian school

has at the present time wholly lost its hold upon theatrical sympa^
tfaies It perished with the removal of those who had created it to

a larger theatre
, its threadbare motive became evident the instant

the scale of its reproduction was enlarged

Since then there has been no development of dramatic literature

which could be for a moment seriously considered Mr W S

Gilbert, the one author whose genius might have produced great

work, as we shall attempt to show later on, meeting with but modified

success in hia attempts at serious writing, hit by chance upon that

line of comic opera which he has sinne pursued with such uuswerv-

mg fidelity and extraordinary success But "Patience" and " Pina-

fore," "The Pirates of Penzance," &c, are, after all, but highly

developed "Bab Ballads," and can scarcely be considered seriously

from a literary point of view

Turn to Mr Irving, whose management is so frequently said to

have done so much to raise the drama, and think what dramatic

literature he has found available for the Lyceum m the course of the

last ten years What has his rSpertotu beeu ^ Shakespeaie of*

oourse, and one or two of the older playwrights
, the " Lady of

Lyons "
, an adaptation ofErckmann-Chatnan's story of the " Bells "

,

two or three dramas by Mr W G Wills—so dreary m their nature

that the majority of them have been but partial successes even at

the Lyceum , and a revival of one or two indifferent plays, such as

The Two Roses” by Mr Albery Not a single fte^h diama or

tragedy of the slightest literal y merit has Mr living been able to

procure daring his whole period of management
, and yet it is

notorious that this actor is one who would be only too ready to pro-

duce fresh woik if he could find it of adequate merit

Turn to the St Jameses, where Mr and Mrs Kendal and Mr
^are 4iave long reigned supreme If we recall the names of their

plays year by year, we find that at least three-fourths of them are of

foreign origin, and that those which are not, arc either adaptations,

jUmora or less skilfully concocted from novels, such as "The Squire,"

or ebberate revivals of old English comedies Here, too, it may be

laffirmed without contradiction, that no% a single play of serious pre-*

has been produced of late years which treated of English

manners, and was entirely original work

'To whatever theatre we cast our eyes the same result stares us in

tho face Brobdinguagian farces, more or less imbecile or improper

—lOA geuorally a comlgnatiQnof both—there are m plenty. Music*
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ball Bongs, pointed with aliosions of qnesttonid^le det^ncy and un-

questionable bad taste, accompanied by a display of pretty limbs and

faces—of these there u no lack For the rest of onr ilramatic enters

tnnment we must go to the melodramas ofjgPrury Lane, the

Princess’s, the Adelphi, which even thoir admirers could hardly put

forward as works of dramatic literature

It 18 curious to note also, that during the last fifteen year; there

are four kmds of English thcatiical productions which have almost

entirely ceased to eMst, and that these four were species of plays

essentially national in their character The short one-act farce,

properly so-called, which admitted vulgarity as it were for ten

minutes, if only it was successful in mmbming it with humorous

incident—the farce, for instance, such as “ Bot and Cox,’* " To oblige

Benson," and “ A Kiss m the Dark "—is now as dead as the Pharaohs

1 shall attempt to explain the reason for this a little further on , for

the present it is sufficient to notice the fact that such farces are no
longer wntten, and that the revival of the old ones becomes rarer

every day

So, too, with regard to pantomime in its old form , this too has

entirely vanished Onlv one West end theatre annually attempts to

produce a so-called panioinimc, and this production has but little

analogy with its old namesake True, the harlequinade and the

•transformation scene arc still there, but the rest is simply what the

French call spectacle, interlarded with music-hall ditties It is

indeed no longer a piece which is produced for children, in which

the good and bad fames struggle for supremacy, and all sorts of

marvellous supernatural occurrences work together for the crowning

of virtue and the confusion of villany Noui avons chang^ tout cela

The simple fun and simple beliefs of our fathcis are no longer our

own, and with them has died the pantomime, which was perhaps

their most direct expression

Burlesque too, as it used to be understood, has been swallowed up
in the development of the French extravaganza and opera-bouffe-~«

development dne partly to the genius of two or three brilliant

French composers, such as Offenbach and Lecocq, and still more t6

the Gallicizing influence which has pervaded society since the time Of

the Crimean war Such pieces as the old Strand and Royalty

bndesques might be sought for in vain to-day throughout the letiigth

and breadth of England “ Ixion," Medea," “ The Field of the

Cloth of Gold," " Ino," “ Rqpiulus and Hemps —da not the very

names of these pieces provoke a smile m the remembrance of tilOse

who are old enough to recollect their production For they tfwfe,

what them name imports, genuine burlesques, real parodies of stOries

fiimiliaT to ns all—bustled through m half an hour or so, witit song

and dance and ludicrous action, and yet witli a gentiii^
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and taUott ffitre m their 't^dest eitrai^anoieB, Noif do I
remember that bright eyes and dehpately moulded limbe yreite by
|i,ny means absent m these old times, though the Odums 'luibit jof

filling the stage wi^ handsome women very much over-dressedi who
can neither sing nor dance, nor dp anythmg but stand about m a
helpless come>and look-at-me sort of manner, had not then obtmned
favour

The foufth kind of piece which has faded away from the stage Oif

to-day, or only survives in remote corners of the East-end or trans-

pontine theatre, is what may be called the romantic drama, the
drama, that is, of hairbreadth escapes, pnson cells, rustic maidens,

scarlet-coated and cocked-hat soldiers, comic Inshmen, and generally

d king, regent, or general, to act as t^Deus ex machmd at the end of
the play *

Pieces of this kind—which touch on the one side melodrama,

and on the other the more serious comedies of social life—were
about twenty years ago the staple of the English drama

, survivals

perhaps from Byron’s poems and Scott’s novels, and full of somewhat
grandiloquent sentiments and occasionally fnstian pathos, but in the

mam founded upon a genuine human sympathy, and for simple people

full of excitement and interest They asked chiefly, however, for

assent to wholesome if somewhat old-fashioned doctrmes, and took us

for an hour or two to a world which, if a little unreal in the direct-

ness of its rewards for virtue, and the instancy of its punishments

for Vice, did at least recognize some moral government of the uni-

verse, reserved its sympathy for decent things and people, and its

scorn for what was worthy of condemnation There were, too, mixdd'

up with its sentimentality, elements of fun and fighting, such as to

our unregenerate British nature gave considerable satisfaction, and

stirred the blood of the gallery pleasantly

These four varieties of drama have passed away, and, as I said

at the beginning of this article, their place has been supplied by the

opera-bouffe, the farcical comedy, and the Erench drama of manners,

for the most part connected with the adultery—either real or

attempted—of a wife or husband It will be noticed, no doubt, that

1 have omitted from my list of changes that have taken place during

the last quarter of a century, all mention of the decadence of the

tragic drama , but in truth this was dead at an even earlier period

The tragedies which maintain their place upon the Enghsh stage do

the pryudtee of theatre-goers, by the sheer power of

their hterary ment, and the popularity of the actor or actress who
oecaMonally insists upon undertaking them But their number has

n.0t>heeu added to for many years by even a single example, and tlift

P^i)U[^’‘lisd7 Claucartv,” now jiving at the St James’s, by the late liri IBna
a of this speciesof drama, and the samewn%'a
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fact must stand for what it is worth 14 oonsidenoig the declins of our

dramatic literature For tragedy, after all, is its highest form, and

mne-tenths of the greatest dramas of the world in all ages have been

examples of its power
^

It will be seen from the foregoing summary that the decline of

Fnghsh dramatic literature, which I assert, con8\^t8—

1

In the entire

absence from our stage of genuine comedies of English life
,
2 In

the neglect of the tragic drama , 3 In the decadence of the lighter

forms of dramatic representation which were peculiarly national,

4 In the substitution for all these, of Gallic dramas, and English

'dramas founded upon Gallic theories and habits of life

Such three-act farces as the " Blue Dominoes,” The Great

Divorce Case,” “ The Candidate'* and many others of the popular

Cntenou productions, are English only in name, and represent the

nearest approach to the lowest Parisian morality, which the censor-

ship of our stage will allow They owe their popularity to the

mflueuce of fashionable society upon dramatic matters, and to that

decadence in national spiiit and taste, which has made us of late

years think that all artistic products emanating from France must of

necessity be superior to those of our own country Capitally acted,

execrably written and conceived with a foul Boulevard cynicism that

18 a thousand times more pernicious than the open immoralities of

earlier times, plays of this kind have gradually debauched the palates^

of our theatre-goers, till all relish has been destroyed for less highly*

apiced entertainment

Perhaps a partial exception may be urged to the above state-

ment with reference to the success of what may be called the

national melodiama at Drury Lane Theatre But this excep-

tion is more apparent than real Mr Augustus Hams, who
has of late years, by the exercise of bis vanous talents, made his

theatre so successful, has done it by a species of spectacular melo-

drama which has appealed more to the prevalent taste for display

and exciting spectacle than any national feeling The literary quality

of such compositions as “ Ihe World,” “ Human Nature,” “ Youth,”

^ Freedom," &.c , can only be described as absolutely non-cxistent

^cre farragocs of alternate impossibilities and absurdities, in

which one incident was simply tacked on to another with scarcely

an attempt at hterary construction Mr Hams was a clever man
of the world, and saw that the public was disgusted with plays d
r^ed nothingness, m which every one behaved perfectly d;4

nothing m particular, and he went boldly to the " other mde of

moon " He got together a good stock company, with two or thl^
good low comedians , he engaged a playwright to write him a
which should have at least a forgery, a seduction, ahipwn^i^

^

three or font attempts at murder, a house in St.
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and a scene at a dancing saloon , he insisted on having the virtuous

maiden and the guilty but repentant ditto , the good old hero full

of gallery appeals^ and two or three yillainSj one at least of the

comic order , he constructed elaborate scenery and qtiick changes ^

he engaged a couple of hundred supers,” and dnlled them
carefully, he instructed his low comedians to ^^gag” tremen-

dously, and make the piece go,” at any cost to the author^s

meaning
, and, as a perfectly deserved result, Mr Harris filled his

house and incidentally his pockets, and is now one of the greatest

powers ” in theatrical management All this is of course, from

the purely artistic point of view, to be sincerely regretted If

people had done what they ought to have done, they would have left

Mr Harris comparatively alone in his glory, only surrounded by his

comic villanous Jews, blushingly patriotic sailors, and persecuted

maidens ,
but they didn^t, and that they didu^t proves conclusively

that the want supplied was a real one The public at large were

tired of thin spectral comedies, mostly taken from the French, and

having their main motive Bowdlerized beyond recognition, they

wanted something they could understand easily, with plenty of

action m it, and this Mr Hams gave them, as he would have readily

given them performing elephants, a mermaid, or a monster baboon,

^f he had thought such matters equally attractive It is, however,

very much to be regretted that the success of these unmeaning

though bustling melodramas, has produced a crop of like kind at

other theatres, and seems to have debased the public taste for

this species of amusement, till any kind of incident, no matter how

inherently improbable, or even impossible, is calmly introduced by

the authors of the present day, and accepted as allowable by the

audience A certain crudity of motive and exaggeration of action,

IS doubtless indispensable in work of this kind, but there is no more

reason for inconsistent action, or irrelevancies of incident or speech,

than in any other dramatic work There is no reason why a melo-

drama should be less artistic than a tragedy or a comedy of the most

elevated kind the diflfeience is only in the point of view But

directly you let your clowns speak (no) more than is set down for

them,” the artistib element disappears, as Shakespeare saw more than

three hundred years ago

It IS scarcely necessary to point out the inevitable result upon the

literature of one nation, by the adoption, throughout the most culti-

vated classes, of the manner of thought and behaviour, and the artistic

sanctions, of an alien race, especially when the national habits of

thought are as opposed as in the case in point On the part of the

upper classes there is apt to anse a disdain for their old national

prejudices, w]|ich almost amounts to shame ,
and on the part of the

loiter classsc^ the effect of removing the modifying effect of the example

vot*, tt p p
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of ikeir social superiors—of^ in fact^ bestowing the sympathies of such

upon theories and practices about which the bourgeoisie know little and

careless—^wiU be likely to produce both in literature and the drama a

more crude and violent form of national prejudice Between these ranks

the middle classes will be swayed this way and that^ now inclining to

the earlier faith^ now being tempted by the new
, in neither case find-

ing a secure resting-place m cither But certainly this exotic growth

of sickly sentimental sensualism—^for so in plain words should be

described these bastard Anglo-French dramas—must be sterile on our

soil for all purposes of literature It has no root deep down in the

earth, where alone it could gather nourishment, and only represents

the morbid tastes of a rich and over-luxurious caste, who have what

Kingsley called duty shame of their honest country's (father's)

honest name
No doubt, much of the decadence is to be traced to the above-

mentioned cause , but it may be doubted whether the influence of

passing fashion and foreign moiality could have so wholly destroyed

dramatic literature, had it not been for the conditions of the stage

itself—^the practices, which have gradually obtained, of those who

manage and those who write for theatres I do not doubt m my own

mind tjiat good English plays produced to-day—national m senti-

ment, healthy in tone, consistent m honest decent story, and excellent ^
m literary work—would be even now moie popular than the bastard

French dramas which our managers foist upon the public, which our

writers degrade themselves by adapting, which our fashionable

people find to be the only theatiical diet which their enfeebled literary

stomachs can digest It is not a fact, after all, that adultery is the

only interesting topic m the world, and that the compound of effrontery,

cynicism, and filial affection which makes up the character of the

Parisian of to-day, h^s really very slight affinity with our English

tastes, and very little hold on our genuine sympathies " Ils sont

simplement entraines par le flot qui nous entraine tons, le flot, d'une

civilisation de decadence Un peupledu decadence est,sijenemctTompe,

un peuple qui n’a plus que des appetits, ct il me semble clair, que dc

haut en bas, nous sommes ensembles, tons Ik De haut en bas, la jouis

sance est aujourd'hui la loi unique, et Funique foi Tout autre religion

n'est plus qu^une bien-s&nce That is M Octave Peuillet's last

word about his countrymen of Fans, and it is such a conception of

life which the French drama reflects Why is it that our managers ^

prefer to import such work ^ It is advisable to give the plain reasons,

m the hope that the short-sightedness of such policy may, when it pi ^

ifiilly explained, be the precursor of change To destroy a literature

jfor the sake of a temporary success, is manifestly a very suicidal

^licy, if it be not even characterized in stronger ter^ps But it

must be remembered that managers are men of busuleil^
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patnota and literary artists afterwardSj if at all ,
and the reasons for

their action in this matter are thoroughly simple The cost of

putting a play perfectly upon the stage, with the enormous amount of

furnishing and mounting of every detail which the present taste exacts,

IS so great, that to the lessee of a theatre it is a matter of financial

life and death to economize the risk of producing an unsuccessful

play as much as possible Now, it is evident that there is much less

risk in producing a piece which has already succeeded (even in a

foreign country) than one which is wholly unknown The consequence

IS, that when a well-known Parisian author brings out a work that

succeeds, it pays the English managers much better to give them a

considerable royalty for the right to produce an English version than

to buy an untried English play, which may be a gold mine, it is true,

but of which the chances are always doubtful

True it IS that this is somewhat hard upon the English author,

but that of course is not the manager’s business
, as Mr Bancroft

said when he removed the pit at the Haymarket, My first busi-

ness IS to make the house pay Sec, moreover, how far-reaching

are the consequences of this action The acting right purchased

from the French author, the manager requires some person to trans-

late, and probably to a certain extent adapt, his original, but he can

hardly go for this purpose to a first-rate author, by the very con-

ditions of the case
,

for the first-rate playwright may have had his

own play practically rejected in favour of the foreigner, and would

naturally be sore on the subject , besides, the manager has already

had to pay considerably for his copyright, and canH afford another large

author^s fee This leads to the creation of an intermediate class of

^dilamatic authors, whose business it is to know the capacities of the

company of the theatre in question, the requirements of their audi-

ences, the amount of morality which they require, and immorality

which they will stand
,
and then cut and trim the original French

version till it fits the theatre in which it is to be reproduced As a

matter of fact, this is frequently done by one of the actors m the

company, assisted by the manager The play thus becomes a queer

compound manufacture, partly conditioned by French morality and

sociid exigencies, partly by the requirements of an English audience,

partly by the necessities of the theatre in which it is to be produced

Is this likely to be, under such circumstances, a work ofbterary ment^

The effect, however, of these intermediate authors, as they may be

called, unfortunately does not stop with the production of their

adaptations The habit of writing to fit the theatre in translation^

soon leads them to the construction of onginal or semi-ongmal

work of a like kind, and the manager would be more than human
if in auch a case he did not have a leaning towards parts evidently

fitted for hioiself and his company As a matter of fact, mn^
^ T V 2
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tmtks of the plays produced^ are written in this way^ and the con-

sequence IS that the field is practically closed to the really original

cultivated men who write without special regard to the financial

success of their plays at a particular theatre In briefest words^

the change in dramatic literature is the change from an art to a trade^

and the results are of a corresponding nature Few plavs produced 1131

this way arc printed, fewer still are read or will bear reading—the

condiUons are fatal to good work, and the work is not good accordingly

In a woid, instead of having the picked men of the generation—the

poets, the philosophers, and first-rate literary workmen generally, as

authors, the manager relies upon third-iatc craftsmen, who will shape

their work exactly to his requirements And he is forced to do this,

because he dare not run the risk of expending a large sum of money
in the purchase and production of an original work, sincb he cannot

afford to run the risk of its failure The only cure for this e\il is

to return to a simpler method of production, to rely upon the play

lather than upon its scenery, its costumes and its furniture

If it comes to be a question between paying the author, and paying

the upholsterer—and that is what it has come to—by all means let

the upholsterei remain unemployed Nothing furnishes a scene so

well as good dialogue, and no costume, however elaborate, will give

much pleasure if its stage wearer is engaged in trivial or inconsistent

action Authors have to a great extent the matter in tlicir own
hands, for if the\ persistently lefuse to follow the prevailing custom,

and adapt no more Frencli diamas, but have the courage of their

opinions and write original pjays, it is certain that, sooner or later

—

managers notwithstanding—they must have the public with them

TuEKC is a positive 0LT(RY at the present moment for a GEVVlNt:

EnCLISH play, AM) SUCH AN ONE WOULD ENJOY POPULARITY OP WHICH
ORDINARY SUCCESSES GIVE NO CONCEPTION ^ If any proof of this were

wanted, it might be found in the fact of the popularity of the one

genuinely original phase of dramatic production which has been

developed of late years—the comic operas of Mr Gilbert and Sir

Arthur Sulhvan And it is worth while to speak for a few minutes

in this regard of the former gentleman, since he is the one dramatic

author of our own day who has proved himself capable of standing

out against the hack method, above described, and of producing his

dramas from the point of view of works of art A man of great

though peculiar genius, his serious dramatic work has never attained

the high place in popular estimation which it undoubtedly deserved,

not perhaps so much for its actual achievement, as for the rare promise

which was to be found therein It is, however, in many of its aspects

of absolutely first-rate quality, though occasionally there come, alike

over its humour and its pathos, strange twists of thought or feelihg

N^t unfrequently this author substitutes a paradox for a moral, and
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veils very tru*e and tender feeling with sarcasm which is almost

morbid in its intensity and savage in its scorn The evil chance

which mated^him with Sir Arthur Sulluan m an apparently eternal

series of comic operas must always be regretted by the real admirers

of his genius No doubt " bosh pays,” but we want something more

from those who, like our author^ might have left an enduring mark
upon the age, and have touched the drama of to day with far finer

issues than any with which it is at present concerned It is certain

that the nearest approach to classical work which our time has seen

was made by the now nearly forgotten earlier dramas of this writer

Such plays as ‘‘Chanty/^ ‘^The Palace of Truth,” and ‘^Sweet-

hearts,” are worth a million comic operas of the “lolanthe” and

Euddigore ” type, and will last when the latter have long been

forgotten “ Charity ” is, indeed, in motive and literary quality, a

very notable literary effort
,

it marks the first attempt to put into

dramatic form the problems of ninetcenth-century life, and it

breathes throughout an amount of scorn for the pretence of religion,

and hypocrisy of any Lind which makes it resemble in intensity a

picture by Hogarth But the feeling was too strong, the lack of

compromise too entire, to render the work popular the religious

people were offended at its tone, the conventional at its freedom

Eveiy kind of Chadband and Tartuffe in the land felt his position

threatened, and the woik, after but a shoit life, was withdrawn, and

has not since, I believe, been reproduced Then came the so-called

fairy dramas, The Palace of Truth,” Pygmalion and Galatea,”

'^The Wicked World,” ^‘Broken Hearts,” which held their own in

the teeth of much adverse criticism, and which haie been frequently

levived both in England and America Here for the first time Mr
Gilbert showed the germs of those peculiarities of intellect t^hich »

have since marked all his work—a love of paradox, a cold deliberate

sarcasm, considerable grace of expression, and an absence, or rather

an incompleteness,of intention, which is difficult tp describe, but clearly

jfelt, in all his later work, as if a man should take another up in a

balloon, and then hit him on the head and throw him over the side of

the car This was the manner in winch this author treated his

audiences He aroused their expectations in one direction, then

dashed them down in another, incongruity lay at the very root of

his wit, and a careful analysis of any of his comic operas will show

that the action or speech of most of the characters might be in no

small degree predicated, by thinking what was the most likely thing

for each of them to do or say under the special circumstances, and

then expecting them to do or say the exact opposite And in the

hterajry quality of his work, the mental, physical, and moral contra-

dictimis with which he so delights to endow his characters, appear f^nd

tf^ke their revenge upon the author His genius is like the
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Strephon of his own creation—fairy to the waisit and thence mortal

to the feet The hints of beauty and meaning which I hnd m all

his work, are frequently destroyed and rendered umntdli^ble by the

author’s apparent desire to burlesque his own idea—to show you a

beautiful thing, only to explain the impossibility of its existence, or

the weakness of its character The defect—the artistic defect

I mean—of the work is, that its satire is not reserved to any deRmte

place, it spreads everywhere, and occurs when it is not wanted, as

well as wheii it is consistent and necessary We fed inclined to

move all our intellectual furniture out of the author’s way, much as

we should do with our actual chairs and tables, ifwe were talking to a

mail who might without warning throw a back somersault in the middle

of his conversation So much for the defects of Mr Gilbert’s art ,
of

the merits it is difficult to speak (at lus best) too highly A breadth

of sympathy stands revealed in his ironies suc^ as few modern writers

can boast
,
of his hatred of sham and artifice I have already spoken,

his wit speaks for itself, but a word should be said on the point which

frequently escapes notice—namely, the tender way m which this master

of sarcasm touches genuine emotion and suffering There is in the

English language no more perfectly tender, beautiful play than the

little two-act dialogue—for such it practically is—which is called

" Sweethearts ”—a play which no one without a genuine respect for

true feeling could possibly have written ,

* aud from Mr Gilbert’s

other plays numerous instances of similar tender feeling, though none

perhaps so sustained and so perfect, could be given Even in the “ Bab
Ballads ” themselves, almost the only serious poem—“ To a Dancing

Girl ”—^is instinql with penetration into the true pathos ofthe incident

I have wandered somewhat away from the decline in dramatic

hterature, but it seemed necessary fully to recogni/e the merit of

the one author who has done good service in this cause, aud who
might have done far finer work had he not found that what the

public wanted wa^ not the best thoughts of his brain, but the

lightest froth , that he was too contemptuous of their opinion, or

perhaps too bitter in his spirit, not to give them the trivialities for

which they asked, is a mattei^ of unfeigned regret, for an artist should

be bigger than his audience, but much excuse may be made for a writer

whose best work has not received a tithe of the populanty of his least

important , and even, with all drawbacks, Mr Gilbert has proved that

onginal wanting, English in motive, of distinct literary quality, is still

possible on our stage

Still, it must be confessed that plays of this kind are hardly to be

• There wwlyoiMpMiit m ‘‘Sweetheart#’ where Hr Gilbert stem# to have idlSwed
hi# cymmm to get the better of him and that form# the one defect of the pISw, This

f Henry SpreadbrowexpressM hi*
tihat hu old sweetheart should have kept the roiebud he gave hsr
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paralleled at the present time
,
that the majority of our dramas are

destitute of literary excellence to an extent that cannot be accounted

for by the adoption of French motives and infenor workmanship,

but seems to spring from some deeper cause Can this cause be the

reflection on the mimic life of the stage, of the social life of the

present day—of its unrest, its lack of belief, its cynicism ? If this

be the case—and it is very possible—^we have at once a very clear and
sufficient reason for the decline in literary excellence Great

dramas are almost invariably founded upon a single and generally a

simple motive, the broad humanity of which supplies the founda-

tion upon which the dramatist builds But what broad, simple

moti\es can the playwright find to-day in general society No
doubt, the old sanctions and feelings are still there, but they he

below the surface, covered up with a cloak of affectation or indif-

ference No man to-day shows his love or his hate , he neither

toasts his mistress at the ** Kit-cat Club,^' nor shoots his rival in

Lincoln's Inn Fields If he* believes in anything, that is the one

thing of which Society forbids him to speak
,

if he regrets anything,

he must assume indifference , if he wants anything, he must walk in

the opposite direction to that in which it may apparently be obtained

What scope docs behaviour of this sort afford for dramatic representa-

tion ^ How are the materials of a great play to be found in this conceal-

ment of feeling, this pretence of indifference^ Obvioudy the

only two ways m which it can be treated on the stage are either the

cynical or the humorous, and accordingly we find that the most

successful modern plays are those in which one or other of these

elements prevails Take a young man or woman of the present day

from club or drawing-room, and set either down m a theatre to a

performance which strives to enlist their sympathies, in what our

'*^+hers would have called and thought a legitimate and straight way
d* they are bored, or if not, they pretend to be Why?

Simply because fhe interest presented to them is not one which they

wish to recognize—one which they can square with their every-day

professions of faith, or no faith What* this girl, deceived and betrayed

by her lover, hiding her shame in flight* This brother seeking revenge*

This son selling his ancestors to the Jew money-lender* ^^Pooh*

pooh ! My dear fellow, it's alLbosh What a fuss to make about

nothing ! Girls don't make such fools of themselves and who ever

heard of revenge nowadays ? Why shouldn't the beggar sell those

snuffy old ancestors? I would, jolly soon, if I got the chance " That is

th6 sort of comment which the Society youth would make He
go^s to the theatre to be amused, not to be interested, and he

resents seeing, even upon the stage, the cloak plucked away from

i^ose springs of action and feeling which he daily endeavours to

p^suade hxmself are all sentiment, don' cher know"
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It may be urged that this^ after all, applies to but one section of

a small class of the community, and that amongst the elder

generation, and the middle and lower classes there exists but little

of this " ml admirari **
tone , and this is to a certain extent true

It must be remembered, however, that it is necessanly the younger
generation for whom the proprietors of the play-houses have

to cater they must be abreast of the newest popular feeling

Besides, it is the younger Society men and women with whom the

actors and managers of theatres enjoy their social distinctions, and
from whom they, either consciously or unconsciously, derive many
of their ideas The middle class, too, insensibly follow the lead of

their social superiors, and enjoy seeing upon the stage representations

of that society of which they have no other experience, though

they may have at heart but little sympathy therewith In the

lower ranks of the middle class, and those immediately beneath them,

the result of these Society plays has been to force them into the

other extreme, and it is probably foi this reason that there never was

a time upon the English stage wheiein melodrama of the crudest

kind was so popular as it is at present

To sum up the above scattered observations I venture to

suggest that the causes of the decline of our drama are m the mam
to be found in the endeavours alike oi the fashionable public, of the

auth(||p and of the managers of theatres, to form it upon a foreign

rather than a national basis, for dramatic art can never have any

true life except m the life of the country in which it is pioduced

If we could make England France, perhaps we might have fair

plays formed upon French models and French theories
, but till we

can effect this, we must be content to have no dramatic litciature at

all, or to have it as it springs from the heaits and brains of our

countrymen So alone it will bear fruit, so alone it did bear fruit

for three hundred years in the roll of great names, whose thoughts,

even now enrich the blood of the world —Iten who in theirs

^morality, and even in their immorality, were outspoken, honest, and

sincere , who had their faults and brutabties , their narrownesses of

prejudice, which belonged to their nation and the times in which

they lived
,
but who had at least not sunk to the depth of

sneering at every virtue, and finding their only interest in the most

morbid aspects of humanity Surely, with all the advances of

thought and science, and all the political progress of the present day,

there may be found motives for a nobler drama than ever found

favour upon the Boulevards, if once our playwrights turned their

attention to the matters which are going on before their eyes in tboir

own country

Harry Quii^tsb



CAPTAIN CONDER AND MODERN
CRITICS

I
T IS not Tvithout hesitation that I have resolved to say something

on Captain Conder’s paper, in the March number of this Review,

entitled Ancient Monuments and Modern Critics ” The survey of

Western Palestine, in which Captain Conder had a large part, was a

real service to Biblical studies
, and though no scholar can be blind

to the grave defects of the work, its merits are so considerable that

one would be glad to say nothing but good of those who tdok part

in it A man may be an excellent surveyor without being a Biblical

scholar, and an accomplished Engineer officer without knowing Hebrew

and the cognate dialects Nor is it reasonable to expect that one

who has not been trained to exact linguistic historical and critical

knowledge shall acquire such scholarship by living for some years m
Palestine, and going up and down the country with a theodolite If

he IS an acute and observant person he can hardly fail to bring home,

in addition to the results of his surveys, a mass of very valuable notes

and a considerable insight into Eastern life , but the rough-and-ready

knowledge which he has picked up will not save him from the usual

mistakes of an amateur, or enable him to speak with authority on

questions which are not to be mastered save by a long course of

systematic study Captain Conder is a genuine enthusiast, who, like

most enthusiasts, is apt to go beyond his last
, and within certain

limits his vagaries may fairly claim the toleration which has |enerally

been accorded to them Those who knew better have shrugged their

shoulders and said nothing But there is a point beyond which

toleration cannot go without compromising the interests of truth, and

in the matter before us this point has been reached When a half-

informed person comes forward with pretensions to authority, when

he claims to judge and condmnn those who really know, and to do so
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from a standpoint of supenor intelligence and information, it is not

amiss to point out his mistakes, and if he has got the ear of the

public it IS sometimes a duly to do so It is because Captain

Gender's recent utterances are mischievous as well as futile, that I

have resohed to show, by a very few examples out of many which I

have noted, that when he discourses about Biblical criticism he is not

to be listened to or argued with, but simply passed by as a man who
IS speaking of things which he does not understand

In his attack on modem Biblical criticism Captain Conder Selects

as his antagonist Professor Wellhausen of Marburg, representing him

as a typical specimen of the cntic whose views are founded on the Old

Testament literature only, and “ uncontrolled by independent know-

ledge of Oriental history, antiquity and thought ” (Contempokary

Review, March 1887, p 377) Wellhausen is charged in detail with

Ignorance or neglect of the cuneifo'^m monuments, the Egyptian in-

scriptions, the Phoemciau inscriptions, the Mishnah, the present state

of comparative Semitic philology, and many other matters of equal

importance , and in conclusion Captain Conder tells us that he

wants to take our critic out of his study and to set him on a camel

in the uilderness, to surround him with human beings in all their

pnmitive conditions of society and of thought, to humanize and to

Onentali/e the student ” (p 189) The remedy seems singularly in-

appropnatc to the disease Does Captain Condei think that to be set

on a chmel in the wilderness will give a man “ an independent know-

ledge of Oriental history, antiquity and thought ? " Most ofus have

supposed that this knowledge is only to be acqmred by hard study of

the documents of Oriental antiquity, and it is a new doctrine that the

most meritorious field-work will make,a man a linguist, an cpigrapher,

and an historian Even the inaccurate second-hand knowledge which,

as I shall presently show, makes up the staple of ('aptam Condor's

contributions to Biblical science, was not gathered in the field but

drawn from books, and I fail to see that the German cntic in his

study 18 at a disadvantage as compared with the English amateur

Both draw from the same documents, but Professor Wellhausen reads

them in the onginal, and Captain Conder in translations and popular

manuds
To this difference, which to ordmary minds will not seem unim-

portant, Captain Conder does not advert , it does not even occur to

him tcf*hiention that he himself is ignorant of Hebrew, though he
incidentally makes the fact plain to us by giving, on p 379, shmmeJt

instead of shanah as the Hebrew for " year,” and on p 886 nebt

instead of nabi as the Hebrew for " prophet " These are elementaiy

blunders which in Germany would not be tolerated in a schoidbl^

who had been learning Hebrew for six months
,
and their ocenneace
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IS not calculated to make us welcome with much enthwiasm the

essayist's remarks on the considerable revision which current views on

Hebrew grammar Will probably have to undergo in face of the

new knowledge derived from Phoenician and Assyrian mscnptions
"

It IS almost cruel to criticise words to which the writer himself

plainly attaches no definite meaning , but as Captain Conder reidly
^

seems to think that a study of Phoenician monuments would lead to the

rejection of the linguistic arguments used by modern critics of the

Pentateuch, I may lemind him that M Bcnan is not only the editor

of the great Pans Cmpus of Phoenician inscriptions, but the author

of a series of papers lately published in the Revue des Deua Monies,

in which the modem theory of the Pentateuch is ably expounded

And if 'Wellhausen’s edition of Bleek’s "Einkitung " had fallen within

the compass of our essayist's studies, he would have known that the

German scholar, whose ignorance of epigraphy he repeatedly and

loftily rebukes, has made excellent use of the oldest inscriptions for

giaipmatical purposes

It IS indeed a piece of singular ill luck for Captain Conder that he

has pitched on Wellhausen of all men as an example of a scholar

whose “ very narrow line of research ” is confined to “ purely literary

study of the Hebrew Scriptures " Every Orientalist knows and esteems

Professor Wollhausen’s work in departments of Semitic history and

literature which lie outside of Biblical studies, and the chair which he

now adorns is mainly a chair of Arabic and the ancient history of the

East in general It is not therefore surprising that a distinguishing

feature of his work on the Old Testament consists in his constant

apposite use of the general analogies of Semitic speech, manners and

history

But it IS not necessary to defend Wellhausen
,
let me rather present

some specimens of what Captain Condor’s own knowledge is And
first of all, I would point out that he has not made himself acquainted

with the critical views which he pretends to refute He tells us, at

p. 878, that " the critical school of Graf do not believe that any

tabernacle (OJiel) existed in the wilderness " But Graf himself (“ l)ie

Gesch Bucher des A T ” p 57 sq ) andWellhausen(“Prolegomena/’ cap

i § 3) say the very opposite , while they contend that the tabernacle

described in the older narrative, the historicity of which they do not

question, was quite unlike the elaborate structure spoken of in the

later pnestly part of the Pentateuch Again, at p 379, we are told

that Wellhausen regards “ the use of incense and the table of shew-

bread as evidences of a late penod of writing " But I do not find

this in Wellhausen , what he says is that in ancient times there was not

a golden altar as well as a golden table in the holy place The

antiquity of the shew-bread is not only admitted, but made the founda-
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tion of an argument in his " Prolegomena ” (cap, ^ § 2, p 7t
Again, at p 379, we are told that Wellhaosen regards " the obsea

tion of the moon as an innovation during the captivity'* Ojt''

contrary, Wellhausen regards the observance of the new moaoM
the Hel^ews as of prehistoric antiquity ('‘Proleg "cap iii § 4,2

"

“ His theory," we are told (ibtd ),
“ finally lands him in the y

that the year used in the time of,the Kings to begin in auf

the tenth day of the seventh month—a palpable absurd/

absurdity certainly, but not due to Wellhausen, who, on th^

points out that if in the exile the New Year’s feast was cele, J|
the tenth day of the seventh month—and that it was so we know
from Lev xxv 9

, Ezek xl 1—this is an evidence that the feast had

been separated from the actual commencement of the year The

whole paragraph which Captain Conder devotes to the calendar is

absuid He tells us that all the old Semitic peoples used a lunar

year (apparently thinking that lunar months imply a lunar year), and

yet says that Abib must have always been a sprmg month, which is

as much as to say that after all the year was solar In a system of

lunar years each month must run through all seasons, as in the

Mohammedan calendar *

A notable specimen of the misrepresentations that disfigure the

article occurs at p 370 “ Surely, when endeavouring to construct

a scheme of chronology, the critic might have found it useful to

compare the dates derived from cuneiform records, to which he does

not refer, preferring simply to assert that certain numbers are

impossible " Captain Conder nevei gives references to passages of

Wellhausen's works, but I believe I have read them all, and I know
of only one place in which the German scholar forms a scheme of

Hebrew chronology in the Assynan period—viz , an essay in the

Jahrb fur (feutsthc 'Fheologte, 1875 This essay has for its very

foundation an elaborate comparison of the Assynan dates Captain

Conder maj perhaps be excused for not having seen a paper in a

foreign theological journal, but a very little attention might have

shown him that the dates given by Wellhausen, in hi8k> article IsRAiit

in the Encyclopaedia Britannica," imply full acquaintance with the

resultB of Assyriology in this department and full rccogmtion of then

value

Unfortunately, Captain Conder is not in a position to give

intdbgent attention to such things, because he does not know the

subject at first hand, and so fancies that every one must be ignorant pf

the Assynan monuments who does not draw from them exactly tbe

same conclusions which he has got at second*hand from some popular

Enghsh book It is no desire to mislead, but sheer ignorance and

* The pttes m fbia and subaequent references are those of the edition of from
which tile lAghsh translation was made

,

**
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incapacity, that are the soiirce of Captain Conder’s strange misrepre-^

sentations of Wellhausen Thus in the matter of the tabernacle

and the shew-bread, already referred to, no one who understood the

general methods of Pentateuch criticism could for a moment have

supposed It possible for critics of the Grafian school to make the

statements he ascribes to them, for the tabernacle and the shew^bread

are mentioned in parts ot the Bible whose superior age and authonty
IS the essence of their theory Or again, when at p 383 our critic

rebukes Wellhausen for asserting that the “ archers in the blessing

of Jacob (Gen xlix 23) must needs on account of their weapons be

the Assyrians/^ he not only makes a gross blunder—what Wellhausen

actually says (“Prol

p

341) is "the Syrians of Damascus —but

shows that he has failed to realize the whole point of the argument

in the passage referred to WYllhausen did not need to be reminded

*that pictures show the early use of the bow among thC tribes of

Canaan Why appeal to pictures when the Bible itself is full of

proofs of the early use of the bow—a thing for that matter which

no man in his senses could ever dream of doubting^ What
Wellhausen says is that the enemies who press Joseph hard, but

cannot overcome him, must be the Aramaeans (Syrians) of Damascus,

to whose attacks Israel was exposed! or a century The reasons for

this opinion are stated at length in a note to the Geschichte,"

p 357, which IS not reprinted in the Prolegomena,^^ but the

allusion to Damascus and to the hundred years' war would have saved

any one who knew the history in 2 Kings from changing Syrians to

Assyrians In like manner, Captain Conder thinks it necessary to

teach Wellhausen from the Egyptian monuments that Baal was not

a purely Phoenician deity, and that Baal worship was not first

introduced in Israel by Jezebel The needless appeal to Egypt

seems to show that Captain Conder has forgotten the Baalim wor-

shipped by the Hebrews in the time of the Judges Wellhausen makes

no such slip (^‘Prol," p 249), and expressly speaks of Jezebel as

introducing the worship of the Tynan Baal or Melcarth Proleg ”

p 297) * The adjective is overlooked by Captain Conder, because he

supposes that Baal was "a deity worshipped by all the Semitic

peoples from Assyria to Egypt " But every scholar knows that

Baal is not a proper name designating one definite deity, but a title

(Lord), regularly used with the definite article, applicable to the god

of any tnbe or locality, and in old times often applied to Jehovah

himself #In this sense the golden calves were the Baals of Dan and

Bethel, and other local sanctuaries had their own Baals, which wfire

often in their ongin Canaanite The innovation of Jezebel and Ahab

* In “ Encyc Bnt xui 407, “ Syrian ” stands for “ Tyrian ” by a mispnnt, wlaoh

IS collected m the German edition of the article, p d2, and ou|^t not to pnzde any
mtell^ent reader ^
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was that they built a temple for a foreign Baal

—

yiz , the Tyrian

Melcarth Thus, when Captain Conder supposes himself to be

rebuking " the survival of an old error," he only succeeds in showing

that he himself has not unlearned the old error of taking Baal as

a proper name

This is not the only blunder made by Captain Conder when he

discourses on Semitic religion—a difiScult subject, on which it is not

wise to speak at random, but which seems to have a dangerous fascina-

tion for amateurs He tells us, for example, that it appears from the

Moabite stone that the Moabites adored Ashtoreth as well as

Chemosh (p 383) But Ashtoreth is not mentioned on that stone,

and Chemosh is the only Moabite deity named It is J:rue that he

IS once called by the compound name Ashtar-Chemosh, but Ashtar

is a male god, as we know from the Ilimyarite inscriptions, and it is

perfectly gratuitous to suppose that because Chemosh receives a com-

pound name he was worshipped along with a goddess On the same

principle, it might be argued that Louis Philippe necessarily had a wife

Lomsa
But perhaps the most sui prising thing in the article is the treat-

ment of the name Jehovah (Yahwe) Among other wonderful things

we are told that it frequently appears on Phoenician gems, not onlv

in Syria or in Cyprus, but even in Malta and other Mediteiianean

islands " As usual, no evidence is offered, though Captain Conder

ought to have known that evidence is called for, when the learned

editor ofthe Parisian Corpus tells us on the contrary thjt there is no

certain example of a Phoenician man^s name derived from Yahwe
(‘^Qorp Insc S€m,"fasc ii p 163) The evidence, however, on which

our essayist relies is given in his Syrian Stone Lore," p 75, and it

may be worth while to examine it in detail as a specimen of the kind

of stuff of which that volume is made up We have m the British

Museum a com with the name Yahu over a divine figure in a

chariot " True, hut the com is held by authontics to have been

struck at Gaza, not earlier than the Greek period, and is therefore

no evidence as to the Phoenician religion It dates from an age of

rdigious syncretism, when elements "from various religions were con-

i^tantly mixed up together, and belongs not to Phoenicia but to a

district closely connected with Judma "We have again a Phoenician

gem ftdm Beyrout, with the name Isaiah (^Jehovah the Saviour')

as a legend " The legend is not Isaiah, but Yisb’a There

are many Phoenician proper names of similar form as regards their

termination,^ and itjs not improbable that (m part at least) they are
'

contractions of longer compound names, but there is no reason what-

* See on this difficnltj^laas of names “ Corp Imc Sem Kos 10, 11, 13, 52, sad iW#*
note on this gem in ** PTSLF Quarterly Statement,” 1S85, p 131, whadi Capta^
eeems to have misunderstood in Ins usual fashion

^
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ever for aupposing that the longer forms were compouEded with the

name Yahwe
Captain Conder proceeds to quote gems or inscriptions with the

names Joshua, Hoshea, Yaazer, and Yual (Joel)" The first of
these IS simply and may be read Yesha^ deliverance " Hoshea
also means deliverance," and Yaazer he gives help," as Captaiil

Conder might have seen by consulting a Hebrew dictionary The
Ya is the ordinary prefix of the imperfect, as lu Jacob (Yaacob)

^
No

one who knew the elements of Hebrew grammar could suppose that

these words contain the name Yahwe Yual,” as he chooses to

write it, IS more obscure, but the Coipus does not admit that it has

"anything to do with Jehovah Prof W Wright, the leading English

authority on the subject, is of the same opinion, and it is to be noted

that the form occurs as the first element of a compound
(" Joel hath wrought "), which leaves little doubt that it was the name
of a god, presumably identical with the Arabic Wail (see my ^‘Kinship

in Early Arabia,” p 301) Last of all, Captain Conder has the courage

to cite the name of Yehawmelek from the inscription of Byblus,

though every one knows that Yehaw with the letter heth (not he)

cannot have the remotest connection with Yahwe The name means
he to whom the king gives life" (see the Coipm, No 1, p 5)

I must ask the reader to remember that Wellhausen is charged

with Ignorance because he has not made this senes of blunders

,

because he knows the Hebrew alphabet and does not confound heth

with he , because he knows Hebrew grammar, and does not confuse

a grammatical prefix with the divine name
After these examples, the reader will hardly be surprised that, at

p 387, Captain Conder denies that Obed Edom the Gittite (2 Sam
vi 10) was a Philistine, apparently not knowing that Gittite means

man of Gath , " or that, at p 381, he speaks of the well-known Meso-

potamian town of Haran or Carrhse as a certain Haran in Syria,"

and evidently supposes that Wellhausen places it to the west of the

Syrian desert, though m the "Prolegomena," p 330, the words used are

" das Mesopotamische Haran (Carrhse)
"

To the critical questions which arc the ostensible subject of the

article Captain Conder contributes nothing, because, as we have seen,

he does not understand the contention and arguments of the critics

Eor the most part he confines himself to raising objections to isolated

« statements which he has seen, or imagines himself to have seen, m
such of Wellhausen's writings as are published in English But he

makes also a few broad assertions of the same flimsy and unintelligent

description as the specific statements of which 1 have given examples^

Thus, he tells us that " a critical axiom, generally accepted, yet open

to grave objection, is that which regards repetitions m a narrative as

evidence of plurahty of authorship " (p 386^ Assynan
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tablets to shoTr that repetition is but part of the Oriental style No
one, however, supposes that all kinds of repetition prove plprahty of

authorship ,
the case of the critics is that the Pentateuch (for example)

often tells the same story twice with diiSferences that cannot be due

to " Oriental style ” If Captain Conder will turn to Dean Ferowne’s

article on the Pentateuch in Smith's “ Dictionary of the Bible," and

read the analysis of the story of the flood given there, he will see

that the argument from repetition, when properly stated and limited,

18 not to be disposed of by a hasty generalization from “ the narra-

tives of Assyrian tablets
" For my own part, I confess that I do not

see what the Assyrian tablets have to do with the matter If such

tablets are meant as contain the Izdubar legend, &c , we know nothing

about their authorship, and can translate them gnly imperfectly and

with much guesswork , and the inscriptions of the Assyrian kmgs,

which are better understood, contain nothing that has the remotest

similanty to the repetitions in the Pentateuch Let the Old Testa-

ment be compared rathei with the written chronicles of other Eastern

nations—say, with those of the Arabs Captain Conder cannot refuse

this companson, for one of his main points is an exaggerated assertion

of the practical identity of the ways of the ancient and modem East

,

but he will not hnd it to serve his aigument On the contrary, it

will be seen that the editorial process of building up a composite

narrativefrom the words of heterogeneous sources,which Biblical cntics

detect in the Old Testament, is characteristic of all the historical

narratives of Semitic peoples Captain Conder himself refers to the

Samaritan chronicles , he tells us that we know how they were com-

posed, that each High Priest in succession recorded the most striking

events of his tenure of power, and he supposes that Hebrew history

was written m the same way Captain Conder can never have read

the Samaritan chronicles, or he would not appeal to these tissues *of

absurd fable as proofs of the methodical and trustworthy character of

Eastern historiography If the Old Testament is to stand or fall with

them It IS in an evil case But, in point of fact, no one doubts that some

of the matenalsof theOld Testament historyare drawn from the records

of the Temple, or other narratives ofcontemporary events the question

IS whether the whole Old Testament history is merely atransenpt of

such records There are a thousand and one proofs that it is not,

and Captain Conder docs not even touch one of them He tells us

only with a broad and magnificent reference to the great collection^

of the Egyptian rituals, the Zendavesta, the Vedas, the Talmud, the

Targums," and the aforesaid Samaritan chronicles, that “ to edit, and

in arbitrary fashion to curtail, summarize, or mutilate older docu-

ments, was not only never the practice of the ancient senbes, biA

would have appeared in their eyes to be little short of sacnl^."
How does Captain Conder know that the Zendavesta and the Vedas
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hafve never been tampered with by editors^ never mutilated and inter-

polated by accident or by design ? The students of these documents
will welcome Imy evidence he possesses on the subject^ which will

certainly be new to them Of the earliest vicipitudes of some ofthe
writings he cites we know nothing, while ofsome of them—eg ^

the
Targums—we do know for certain that they have undergone many
editorial changes of a drastic kind And, as regards the Old Testa^

ment, how does his theory consist with the existence of the Book of
Chronicles side by side with the Book of Kings, from which it em-
bodies large extracts, with the variations between the Hebrew Book
of Ezra and the Greek Ezra (the Esdras of the Apociypha), or with

the existence of apocryphal additions in the Esther and Daniel of the

Septuagint ^ The author of Chronicles does not deal less freely with

the extant Books of Kings than critics suppose the editors ot older

books to have dealt with sources no longer extant And none of

the interpolations which ciitic^detect in the Hebrew Old Testament

are so bold as those which orthodox Hellenistic Judaism admitted

into its Bible Captain Condor may, if he pleases, shut his eyes to all

historical evidence, and fall back on the old position of unquestion-

ing faith m ecclesiastical tradition , but truth and honesty forbid him
to ignofe the historical evidence that lies next to his hand and take

^ lefuge in an appeal to obscure and remote analogies, derived from

literatures of whose history the best scholais know very little, and of

which he himself cannot read a line in the original It is not an

honourable occupation to throw dust in the eyes of the English reader

Captain Condcr is incapable of dishonesty, but m the public mischief

which it does such recklessness as I have brought home to him is

hardly less evil than deliberate untruthfulness
k

W. Robertson Smith

Q QTOL« tl



FOR BETTER FOR WORSE

" *J^OR better for wcise How many young creatures repeat

X; these words, unthinkingly, or thinking that the future will

be all better and no worse—that marriage is a kind of earthly

paradise, and those only arc to be pitied who stand without the

gate They are , for a single life is necessarily an imperfect life <

But a perfect mairied life, though there is such a thing, is the rarest

thing under the sun Of the thousands who have known the rapture

of love, even of satisfied loie, there are only tens, nay units, who live

to know what the poet calls " comfort of marriage "—the unity of

interests, the entire reliance, the constant, faithful companionship

the peaceful habitual affection which replaces passion , which month
after month, year after year, sits every day at the same board, and

lays the tired head every night on the same pillow, quite certain and

quite content in that certainty, that nothing but the inevita)>le " till

death us do part ” will ever involve separation

It is only those who understand and believe in such mamage
who have a right to speak on a much-discusscd subject, which has

been viewed in many phases, but all chiefly from iShe worldly side—the

man^s side I wish to say a word or two on the moral and spiritual

side—and the woman’s

There is a difference between the two A man makes his own
mamage It is he who is supposed to take the initiative to woo, ask,

and win If the union turns out a mistake, he has, ordmanly, no one
to blame but himself But there are myriads of women wb<|| by
persimmon

^
of friends, or of the lover himself, by the self-^delusum

and self-sacnfice which " the weaker sex " is constantly prime to,;

from poverty, pnde, or disappointed affections, and otiier less pUaftble

and more ignoble motives—marry in baste and repent at l^WUfC

,
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wake up fiom *i temporary hallucination to find ^emselves in the

position of a creature fallen into a bog, where the more it struggles

the deeper it sinks All the deeper that its struggles are, for the

most part, dumb
Not always It is a curious fact that while a man who has made

an unfortunate marriage is generally totally iflicnt on the subject,

women, if they utter no open outcry, often secretly complain, and
those most who ha\c the least to complain of For such there

need not be felt the slightest pity If their life is destroyed, they

destroy it themselves
,

not merely by the first foolish step—which
many take, for the average of marridges are not ideal, but result only

in a convenient mutual toleration—but because they will not make
the best of things, will not take in the vital truth that happiness—or

pel haps I should say blessedness—consists, not in obtaining wbatwe
crave for, but in turning to noble uses that which wc have

Many a wife goes about making a poor mouth about mere

trifles Her husband has not given hci the position she expected,

he likes town and she the country, or ticev(rsd, he has a good

lieart but a bad tempei ,
his relatives are unpleasant, or he takes a

disliKC, just or unjust, to hers
,

all these minor miseries siHv women
dwell upon, instead of accepting them like the husband, for better

foi worse,” and striving by all conceivable means, by patience, by

"^Menial, by courage when necessary, and by siltnt endurance

always, to change worse into better This can be done, and often is

flone If wc, who have lived long enough to look on life with larger

ejes than the young, are often saddened to see how many of the

most passionate lovt -marriages melt away into a middle age of misery,

wc have also seen others which, beginning in error, and possessing

all the elements of future wictchcdncss, have yet by wise^ conduct

—

generally on the wife’s sick—ended in something not far short of

happiness

Every woman who takes upon herself the " holy estate ”—and it

IS indeed holy— of matrimony ” has to learn soon or late—happy if

she learn it soon ^—that no two human beings can be tied together for

life without finding endless difficulties, not only in the world outside,

but in each other These have to bo, solved, and generally by the

wife She must have a strong heart, a sweet temper, an unlimited

patience, and above all, a power to see the right, and do it, not

merely for the love of man—" as Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling him

Lord” (a state of things belonging to a polygamous and not a

Christian community)—but for the love of God, which alone can^

tide an ill-assorted couple over the rocks and quicksands of early

msfrried life into a calm sea and a prosperous voyage

I state this, that if what I am about to say be somewhat icono*

clastic, it shomd be clearly seen that I wage war against false idola

Q Q 2
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and not «'igainst^true gods. And I write^ not for those whose

matrimonial lot is the average one^ neither very happy nor very

miserable, who having made their bed must lie upon it and make the

best of it ;
but for those whose lot has turned out—as the man said

of his bad wife— all worse apd no better/^ who are tied and bound,

not always by their own fault, with a ghastly chain, the iron of w'hich

enters their very soul, and from which they have no hope of escape

but death.

The question I wish to raise is, how long a woman should endure

that chain ;
how far she may righteously put up with the husband^

whom,^under whatever circumstances, she has taken for better for

worse/^ aiul found hopelessly “ worse/^ The opposite question, as to

how a good man should deal with a bad wife, I do not enter into. ]\Ien

are the law-makers, and can be trusted to take care of themselves.

In ancient times, most nations were polygamous, including the Jews,

upon Avhose marriage laws ours—rightly or wrongly—are founded;

witness St. PauFs advice on the text of Sarah— whose daughters ye

are —in our marriage homily. Women were held to be the mere goods

and chattels, first of father, then of husband, and bought and sold

accordingly. Early Christianity, while raising the woman to the

level of being one llesh with the man, absorbed her in him, as

bone of his bone and flesh of his flesh, giving Ijcr few or no rights

of her own. Only of late yi^ars has she been recognized as

separate entity, with feelings, duties, rights
; man’s partner and help-

meet, but in no sense his slave, as, though outwardly treated as a

goddess, she really was, throughout all the Middle Ages of Europe.

Now, public opinion lias changed. The muelvdauded Patient

Griscldis'*^ would be scouted in most modern society as a w^omau

whose conduct showed a cowardice absolutely criminal ; and in many
honest minds even Tennyson's lovely story of Enid and Geraint ”

leaves an ugly doubt behind wliethe'n^ie man was not a brute and

the wmman a simpleton.

Yet still, despite advancing civilisation, there is in some people a

lurking feeling for the brute and against the simpleton
;
a clinging

to the letter of the law— Those w^hom God hath joined together

let no man put asunder —^forgetting that many marriages seem

made not by God, but, if I may say it, by the devil. Even the

marriage service itself warns us that as many as are coupled

together otherwise than as God^s word doth allow, are not joined

together by Him, neither is their matrimony lawful.^^

^ There are many marriages which, if the secrets of all hearts were

disclosed quote still from the marriage service—are unlawful frqm

the first
;
and many more that become unlawful afterwards, to contidde

in which is far more sinful than to break them. Besides inhdehty,

the one cause for which law, though, I shame to say> not always

social opinion or custom, justifies a woman in quitting her husband,
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there are othei wrongs, equally cruel, and equally fatal in result,

which Society allows her to endure to the bitter end A man may
be a confirmed drunkard, a spendthrift, a liar—a scoundrel so com-
plete that no honest gentleman would admit him within his doors

,

and vet the wretched woman his wife is expected to " do her duty
to stick to him through thick and thin —so goes the phrase She

must shut her eyes to all his sms, and make believe to herself and
the world at large that none exist , continue to obey him and
seive him^^ according to her marriage vow, be the mistress of his

house, and—^most terrible fate of all ^—the mother of his children

And the world, even the virtuous half of it, will uphold and praise her,

affirming that she only does what every loyal wife ought to do—and
IS quite right to do it

I say she is wrong—culpably wrong , that her noble enduiance,

falsely so-called, is mere cowardice, and her conjugal submission a

degradation as sinful as that of many a woman who omits the

marriage ceremony altogether A woman, married to a thoioughly

bad man, and making believe that he is a good man, must be either

a hypocrite, lost to all sense of right and wrong—or a tool Her
patience is an error, her sclf-sacritico a crime, for neither ends with

herself alone

And here I draw the line—which law as well as public opinion

ought to draw—where endurance is bound to end A childless wife

may, if she chooses, immolate herself, like a Hindoo widow, m the

moral suttee which many good people still hold to as a part of the

Christian religion
,
but when she is a mother, the case is totally

difierent There is one cause for which marriage was ordained "

—

I still quote from the Prayei-book—which has been overlooked by

our legislators—namely, the children

The divoice laws in all countries make the grounds of separation

personal between husband and wife, and the question of duty is held

to lie solely with these two Whereas^ for both, and beyond Doth,

13 a highei duty still—that which they, and Society, owe to the

innocent creatures whom marriage has brought into the world , who

did not ask to be born, and yet must support existence, tainted by the

sins and darkened by the sufferings of parents who primarily never

thought of them at all

I may startle many by aflSrming that the first duty of every

yromdSx who deliberately chooses the lot of Mother Eve is—^hei

children, Nature herself upholds this law In most brute beasts,

from the time the double life begins the mother is wholly a moth^r-:^

j|nd solely, the father having nothing at all to do with his offspring,

Higher forms of existence recognise the double parental tie , fautsti^

the claim of ohdd upon mother and mother upon child, begun thSroUj^

physical suffermgs and joys of which men are equally iguoranib^ 93^

eputmued through years of patient care of which they are in gaperal
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quite incapable^ constitutes a bond like nothing else in the workL

I do not hesitate to say that it is a closeif bond and a stronger duty -

than that towards any husband ; unless it be a husband who fulfils all

Ms duties, and is as truly a father as the mother is, or ought to be*

—

a mother. And when these two duties clash, as duties often do in this

world, I believe the mother ought to choose first the duty to her

children. A man can take care of himself—can ruin or save

himself
; for, however she may imagine it, very seldom can any

woman save a thoroughly bad husband. Nor, though she married

him, is she responsible for him, beyond a certain extent ; she is re-

sponsible for her children from the hour of birth—nay, for the very fact

of their existence.

It Avould be entering on too wide a field of discussion to open the

question whether those who arc stricken with any hereditary taint

should marry, or be allowed to marry, at all. And this paper is meant
to deal with a womans position and duty after marriage

;
when time

has proved without doubt that the marriage was not made in

Heaven,*’^ but—in the other place. Is she justified in destroying not

only herself but her helpless ehildren, in that hell upon earth which
a bad man can create around him by his unrestrained vices ?

That w^ord vices, answers the question. No mere fault or mis-

fortune, such as incompatibility of temper, hopeless sickness, or worldly

, ruin, does in the least abrogate that solemn covenant for better fir-

worse —but vice does. Confirmed drunkenness, evil courses. of any
kind, ingrained lack of principle, cruel tyranny, and that violent

temper that is akin to madness and equally dangerous- -whatever com-
pels a woman to teacli her children that to serve Clod they must not

imitate their fiither, warrants her in quitting hijjV, and taking them
from him. Whenever tilings coor'^ to that pass that the vileness of

the father will destroy the ohildim, ^^hy-oically and morally, then

the mother’s course is clear. She myj^t save tliem, nor suffer their

father’s sins to blight their :>vhole future existence.

For—let me dare to utter the plain truth—they ought never to

have existed at all. To make a drunkard, a debauchee, a scoundrel

of any sort, the father of her eliildren, is, to a righteous womaiq a

Bin almost equivalent to child-murder. And she slays not only their

bodies but their souls
; entailing on them an hereditary curse, AVhich

may not be rooted out for generations.

Therefore, for any good woman married to a scoundrel there is

but one duty—separation. Not divorce. This, by perniitting re-

marriage, which the victim would seldom or never desire, would
allow the victimiser to carry into a new home the misery he has

inflicted on the former one. But legal separation— a mensd ei ikoro

—giving to the wife exactly the position of a widow, and to the

children the safety^of being fatherless, for a bad father is worse than

none—ought to be easily and cheaply attainable by all classes.
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The question of income and maintenance would have its difficulties

,

but, as a general rule, a wife who thus voluntarily leaves her husband *

^

should only take away with her what is absolutely her own She
wishes to be freed from himself , she does not want his money Also,

thoif^h this may sometimes fall hard, I think the support of the

children should devolve upon her This removes the possibility of

mercenary or worldly oi vicious motives foi the separation, and places

it entirely on moial grounds Money, wrung legally out of a bad
father, would, in most women's eyes, only bring a curse with it

,

and there are few mothers who, if put to the test, would not prefer

the hardest poverty for themselves and their children, rather than

the misery of a home in which the name of husband and lather is a

mere sham , wlicre—sharpest pang of all—they have to sit still and

see their little ones slowly contaminated by one to whom the hapless

innocents owe nothing but the mere accident of existence

By the outside world, this condition of quasi-widowhood, if sad

and difficult, should be held in no way dishonourable To it would

attach none of the degradations and foul revelations of divorce

,

indeed, the fact that separation was easy would make divorce all the

more difficult, as should be Easy divorce loosens all the rivets

which hold society together, and, while giving no consolation to inno-

cence, offers a premium to guilt The gieat safeguard of marnage

18 its mcvitablencss
,
the consciousness that no power on earth cm

ever place either party in the same position as before their union

Otherwise, only too many couples would separate in the fiist year of

their union But the mistake, known to be irrevocable, is borne, and

sometimes partially remedied When irremediable, the utmost that

both parties can expect and most would desire, is to get free from one

another—as free as they can, and save their children from the conse-

quences of their fatal error

This, and no more than this, I think they have a right to Neither

law, nor public opinion, can place, or ought to place, unhappy married

couples m the same position as if they had never committed that false

step One can deeply pity a woman whose husband is transported

for forgery, or a man whose wife is shut up permanently in a lunatic

asylum , but, though these things involve and justify a life-long separa-

tion, they would form a ghastly and dangerous argument for divorce

Nay, speaking as a woman, and for women, I doubt if divorce should

ever be permissible Few of us would either care to become the wife

of a divorced man, or feel it right to marry at all while the husband,

the fathesr of our children, was still abve

But the spectacle of a woman who refuses to condone vice and

perpetuate evil, who has strength to cut off a right hand and put out

. u nght eye, rather than sm against God and rum the young aoula

He has entrusted to her, ^wonld be deterrent rather thasf daugerbus

Many a naan, who, fcuowmg his wife dare not or cannot leavw is
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selfish, tyrannical, brutal, breaking every law of God and man except

^ those for which he would be openly punished, if he thought she

wonld leave him, could get nd of him by means short of divorce, and

without the odium to herselt and the freedom to him that result from *

divorce—would possiblyamend hisways If not,be would richly deserve

the justice without mercy—for mercy to the sinful is often meicilessness

to the innocent—which is Society’s only safeguard against such men
They are not fit for domestic life , and, though in public life some of

them brazen it out to the last, the best that Society can do for them

IS to save other women from them, help their wives to gather to-

gether the fragments of a wrecked existence, and teach their children

to cover over with wise and duteous silence the very name of

father

There are fatheis—and fathers Those who deserve the name will

not resent my distinguishing between them And no good husband

IS harmed by laws which protect hapless women against bad husbands

On the other hand, there are women as unfit to be mothers as wives,

and God help the man who has chosen such an one * But, as I have

said, the choice is his own
, he is—apparently, at least—the active, not

the passive agent m his own hard fate And he generally bears it in

heroic silence So should she If, refusing to lower her womanhood
by continuing to live with a bad man, she has courage to quit him,

she deserves not merely pity but respect But she deserves neithei,

if, while tamely submitting to her misery, she raises a feeble wailing

or a monstrous howling against it Such women encouiage bad men,

and injure good men by appealing to the noblest quality of the

stronger sex— compassion

It 18 to obviate this, to set np a standard by which good men can

fairly judge good women, that I write the present paper, starting

with the pnnciple that m most cases of unhappy marriage the

first thing to be considered is the good of the children Secondly,

that while divorce, being undesirable in itself, and dangerous to the

community at large, should be made as difficult as possible, separa-

tion, restoring to both parties all rights which theyhad before marriage,

except that of re-marrying, should be made easily and honourably

obtainable

Weave \o ftiems^ves to say
1 speak only for women, hoping my words may strengthen some of

of soul, ending
“wery.guilt-cansed by the fabe

“any well-meaning, narrow-minded ^jople nilt
^ fo reallythem I

—

»/o, betterfor worse "
^ MwcnfWBw

Tub Avenon or "Jobs Halisix, GxnTLMtMtf
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Does poverty entitle a poor man to live in another man's house ?

Such 18 the question which is considered a conclusive reply to

those who exclaim against the cruelty of the Glenbcigh evictions

It 18 no answer at all, for it assumes that which is the whole point

in dispute—viz , that the house really is the property of the other

man Of course if the landlord bmlt it, or bought it from the man
who built it, the house is as much his own property as the money it

cost would have been, if it had remained in the bank , and no man,

nch or poor, has a right to live in it without paying a fair rent Sut

how if the tenant built the house, inclosed and drained the laud,

and made all the improvements which converted the five or six acre

patch of bog or moorland, not originally worth sixpence an acre, into

something worth £3 or £4 a year The landlord's contribution to

the value of the holding is sixpence, that of the tenant £2 19s 6d ,

IS it so clear that the landlord has a right to say, “ If you don't pay

£3 a year you shall be turned out on the roadside in a winter day,

with your wife and children, and a crowbar brigade shall pull down

the wafts of the cottage you huift md set fixe to the thatch?” *

The law says “ Yes , " conscience and common sense say “ No "

Which shall prevail’ That is the dilemma of the Irish land

question

To understand this question, it is absolutely necessary to begin at

the beginning, and start with a clear conviction whether it is or is

not right that rent should be levied on a tenant for his own im-

provements Until quite recently Enghsh law emphatically afiBrmed

that it was right The soil, and whatever stood on the soil, was thfe

landlord's absolutely, subject only to any covenant he might hgve

m fiila in parting with the temporary use of it , and ‘if the tenant |»d
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not protected himself by proper legal covenants^ so much the worse

for him ,
it was a case of caveat emptor But English law, which

for centuries has fieen made by Parliaments of landlords and lawyers

in longue with them, has pronounced many things to be right which

the more sensitive conscience and improved intelligence of modern
times has pronounced to be wrong , for instance, property in negro

slaves; And the confiscation of tenants^ impiovements has come to

be considered morally wrong, and its injustice has been recognized

by the general current of modern legislation, especially by the Irish

Land Act

The other fundamental point upon which it is necessary to have

a clear understanding is that of contract It is said, and said truly,

that the chief function of a civilized State is to enforce the

observance of contracts But here also the whole question is begged

in assuming that the relation of a poor cottier to his landlord is that

of contract Even the English law, harsh as it is in advocating the

extreme rights of the stronger party, makes freedom on both sides the

condition of valid contract In the case of infants, married women,
and persons under stiong spiritual or other compulsion, the law does

not hesitate to set aside c ontracts It says, in effect, that unless the

parties meet on fairly equal teims, and make their contract voluntarily

and with their eyes open, it is no contract

Now, to apply these principles to the Irish question The facts aie

as follows —The population of Ireland is, in round numbers,

5,000,000, of whom about 2,500,000 consist of cottiers or small

formers and their families, living on patches of land too small to

support them by agriculture Of these more than 2,000,000 repre-

sent cottiers paying less than £10 a year of rent, and thcrefoie, practi-

cally, not farmers but labourers with allotments

Of the whole of this class of small tenants, comprising half the

population of Ireland, two things may be affirmed with absolute

certainty

Fnwt, that the icnts are, in an immense majority of cases, too high

Secondly, that these rents are, almost without an exception, levied

oS the tenants improvements

I can speak on these points with great confidence, for it happens

that I own a small property in my native county, Orkney, where the

conditions of small holdings are very similar to those which prevail

in the poorer districts of Ireland, and having paid repeated visits to

those districts during the last five or six years, I was led to make a

great many inquiries as to the scale of rents and conditions oftenure,

as compared with those of my own county I took my own rents

as a standard of comparison, for they represent a fair average of

those on larger estates, and I do not know that I am either a better

or a worse landlord than Colonel Balfour, Lord Zetland, and other

large landed proprietors m Orkney
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The result was this from a return which I had made four years

ago, when Mr Gladstone's Land Act was before the House of

Commons, I had thirteen tenants paying rents ranging from to

^60 a year The average rent was 15s 2d per acre, of which 4s 6d
was interest on outlay for farm-butldings made by the landlord at the

tenant^s request This left 10^ 8d, of which quite half represented

interest on further outlay by the landlord in malving roads, mam-
drains, and allowing the tenants for a long scries of years to pay part

of their rent by draining The rent proper for the land without im-
provements was certainly not more than bs or 7? per acre, equiva*

lent to 9? or IO5 for the Insh acre And this for land very far

superior to the average land of small Irish holdings The best test

of the quality of land adapted lor granngand greon crops is the sort

of cattle it will rear My tenants used to get Cl 2 to Cl 1, and in

some cases as high as CIO to £18 a head for two-ycar-olds until the

great fall of prices which began three years ago They now get from

25 to 30 per cent less

I believe you might search the West of Ireland through, from

Donegal to Kerry, and hardly find a single small holding where the

rent is low as this for land of the same quality, and you would

find thousands where it is far higher for vastly worse land

I had not been long in Ireland before I arrived at the conclusion

that, apart from all question of tenants^ improvements, Griffiths^

valuation was a high rent for small holdings, and when I heard con-

flicting opinions as to the goodness or badness of particular landlords,

I solved them for myself by asking whether their rents were above

Griffiths^ I speak of the small holdings only, for I have had no

Iiractical acquaintance with the state of things among the larger

farmers in the more fertile counties of Ireland I can only give my
impression that the scale of lents of these was genci ally too high,

and only paid by the tenants putting up with worse lodging, food

and clothing, and living generally at a lower and more penunous

standard than that of farmers of a similar class in England *or

Scotland

But ds to the small holdings, I have no doubt whatever that the

rents weie excessive In whole districts tney averaged 80 or 40 per

cent above Griffiths^ valuation, and on many estates they had been

screwed up to double This is no new opinion , for four years ago,

when the Land Act was being brought into operation and rents were

reduced 20 per cent ,
there was a great outcry against the Sub-Com-

missioners for making excessive reductions I had a long conversa-

tion on the subject with the late Mr Eorstcr at the Secretary's

Lodge in Phoenix Park, m which I told him that I felt certain that

instead of reducing too much, they were reducing too little , ahd

that, unless the next two or three years were years of agricultural
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prosperity, the Land Act would infallibly break down because the

judicial rents could not be paid

The result has more than verified this prediction The price of

cattle, butter, oats, and tail the pioduce on which an Irish tenant

depends, has fallen fully 30 per cent English and Scotch land-

lords, with good farms and substantial tenants, have had to choose

between giving abatements of 20 to 40 per cent , or having their

land thrown on their hands, and have often found it impossible to

get tenants on any terms

Guy^s Hospital, with an income of €100,000 a year, derived

mainly from fine farms in Lincolnshire, has had to appeal to the

public for subscriptions because its income was reduced to £50,000

How IS it possible that poor Irish tenants on miserable patches of

reclaimed bog or mountain can pay their old rents, or judicial rents

fixed two or three years ago on the basis of 15 or 20 per cent

above Griffiths^ valuation? And this irrespective of the question

that, at the very least, two-thirds of the rent is levied on the

tenant’s own improvements It may be difficult to find small

holdings in the West of Ireland rented as low as those I have

referred to in Orkney, but it would be more difficult to find one m
which anything like the same proportion of half the rent repre-

sented interest on actual expenditure by the landlord in useful

improvements

In point of fact, the rents of these small holdings have hardly ever

been paid from the surplus produce of the soil They have been

paid mainly from three sources

First, harvest labour in England and Scotland

Secondly, remittances from relatives in service, oi employed as

labourers elsewhere in Great Britain

Thirdly, remittances from relations who had emigrated to Amenca
and Australia

The latter source has paid a large part of the rents of districts like

Glenbeigh for many years past Having assisted Mr Vere Foster

in his scheme for female emigration, I ascertained from him the

following facts He has aided in all 18,000 single young women
from the poorer parts of Ireland to emigrate to America Those

18,000 young women have remitted home to their parents in Ireland

no less d sum than €200,000 Certainly not less than half of this

has gone in paying rents, which otherwise must have remained
unpaid Is it right that landlords like Lord Clanricarde and Lord
Dillon should be drawing their £18,000 to €20,000 a year from the

savings of poor servant-girls in America ^ Again, law says " Yea

,

conscience and common sense say " No
There remains the question of contract If tenants are fools

enough to agree fo pay impossible rents, why should they not suffer
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for their folly ? Better this than that the sanctity of all contracts

should be impaired I wish I could transport the most rigid

economist who insists on the fulfilment of contracts to *bne of the out-

lying distncts of Kerry or Connemara, and put him for One week
in the place of one of the poor cottiers He would find that the

contract amounted to this Pooi Pat, or his father before him, has
built a poor hut and reclaimed a few acres of mountain waste, on
which he grows a few plots of potatoes, and keeps a cow and a pig

He has been paying, say, £8 or £1? a year lent Some line day the

landlordfwho is pressed for money writes to his agent, and the agent,

who is paid by a percentage on rents, calls on Pat and says, Yo^
have a snug little farm here, it is well worth €5 a year, and £5 you
must pay or turn out What is Pat to do ^ If he says No,’* he

has nothing to fall back upon There is no work to be had even if

he were willing to work for (yd a dav Emigiatioii costs to a head,

and is practically impossible for a man with a family Eviction

means practically a sentence of death If he says Yes,^^ he may
haie a good potato crop, sell his cow well, or trust to tlie chapter of

accidents to pay the me reased rent If the worst comes to the worst

the rent falls into arieu, he is no wor^^e off, and has at any i ate kept

a roof over the heads of his ^ife and childicn for anothei year I

fancy our political economist would say Yes,^’ and would have his

eyes considerably opened as to what constituted a free contract

We are now in a position to understand better what is leajly meant

by the Plan of Campaign To read the hystterical utterances of

London editors, sitting at home at case, one would suppose that it is

a universal conspiracy to aid and abet dishonest tenants in refusing

to pay any rents beyond those they choose to fix In one leading

article of one leading newspapci I counted the othei day in thirty-

six lines thirty e adjectives, one more portentous than the othei

,

denouncing the criminal illegality and disgraceful dishonesty of such

a proceeding But strong adjectives generally mean weak arguments,

and in this case the difference between the imagmaiy and the real

l^laii of Campaign is really ludicrous So far from being a

conspiracy against lents generally, it has been confined to some thirty

or forty cases out of 0 000 Irish landlords So far from being an

attempt by tenants to fix their rents at an arbitrary figure, it has

been confined to asking for reductions rather below than above those

given by neighbouring landlords, and by all good landlords not only

m Ireland, but in England and Scotland On the Dillon Estate the

Plan of Campaign led to a compromise, by which the landlord got his

rents less 20 per cent ,
while certainly 25 or 30 per cent might have

been reasonably asked I doubt if a single instance i be adduced

where the plan has been adopted by solvent |enants, ahere the land*

lord was willing to give a reduction of 26 per cent , a reduction which
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18 certainly moderate^ having regard to the fall in prices and the

reductions given on the Devonshire, Fitzwilliam, and other large

Irish estates It has been, in fact, exclusively directed against thek

few exceptional cases of bad landlords, who were either unwilling or

unable to do as other ’ landlords are doing—that is, to meet their

tenants half-way, in a time of severe depression, by reasonable le-

ductions As such it may be illegal, but certainly not immoral, as

IS conclusively proved by the fact that all reasonable and right-

minded Englishmen who h<i\e come m actual contact with the real

state of things, have condemned the conduct of those bad lindlords,

and have worked in the same direction as Mr Dillon and Mi O’Brien

Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, to his great honoui used the influence of

his position to prevent evictions Sir Redvers Buller did the same

In fact, the strongest pioof of the impossibility of maintaining

extreme landlord rights in lieland by coercion, is furnished by the

fact that the men who are sent fiom England to uphold the law shrink

from the task, and when brought face to face with the facts, become
something very like Land Leaguers and Home Rulers It has been

so with Lords Spencer, Carnarvon, and Aheidccn, with Sir Robert

Hamilton and Sir Redvers Buller, than whom it would be difiBcult to

find better specimens of honourable, ^intelligent, and fair-minded

English gentlemen Of the English and Scotch membeis of the

House of Commons who have visited Ireland during the last two years,

how many have come back Coerciouists ^ I do not know of one,

and I know many* who have come back more than half converts

to Land Reform and Home Rule, who, if they were on a jury to-

inonowto try Mr Dillon and Mr O’Brien, would hesitate to convict

tliem, and whose verdict would probably be, Legally wrong, morally

right ^ The fact is that the Plan of Campaign is closely analogous to

what in the days of slavery in the United States, was known as the

Underground Railway Ardent abolitionists like Mr Garrison

conspired to defeat the law by organizing a system by which runaway
slaves from the South were smuggled across the Northern States and
landed as freemen in Canada This was denounced by the advocates

of slavery ^ri almost the same terms as are now used about the Plan

of Campaign It was called an infamous conspiracy to defy the laws

and rob honest men of their property, and those who sympathized

with it ran great risk for many years of being tarred and leathered

in the South or boycotted in the North But the verdict of history

IS not so*clear that the Lcgrecs were right and the Garrisons wrong,

and the Garrison policy has in the long run prevailed over that of the

Southern chivalry Of course, all these combinations against existing

laws are dangerous weapons and liable to abuse, whether they take the

foim of Land Leagues, teycotting, or resistance tp Church rates , and
the Plan of Campaign would be specially objectionable if it were
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tended to all rents, and not strictly confined to strikes against excep-

tionally bad landlords who refuse obviously reasonable reductions

Nevertheless, the fact remains that where the moral sense of com-
munities IS opposed to laws which work injustice, the laws are

doomed

So, also, the system of land tenure in Ireland is doomed Con-
servative Ministers like Mr Matthews, Liberal Unionists like Mr
Chamberlain, four-fifths of the Liberal and Radical parties in

England, Scotland and Wales, and five-sixths of the representatives

of Ireland, unite in condemning it , and a continuance of the present

system, enforced by rigid coercion, has hardly an advocate outside of

Orange Societies and London Clubs

Unfortunately, the solution is difficult, and the agony of Irish

landlordism is protracted There arc three parties who have to be

consulted in any settlement—the Irish tenants, the lush landlords,

and the British taxpayers The tenants say, and in many cases

truly, "We have already paid for our holdings many times over, by

unjust rents levied in past years on our own improvements We
are not going to stereotype this injustice, and run the risk of

falling maikets by buying out our landlords at anything like fifteen

or twenty years* purchase of present nominal rents The landlords

say, "We bought our estates on the faith of Acts of Parliament, or

inherited them under laws which were supposed foi centuries to be

sacred, and aie we to be sacrificed without compensation, because

you have changed your policy, and rival parties bid for the Irish

vote ? The British taxpayer says, " What is that to me ^ Land has

had the best of it for a great many years, and now it is getting the

worst of it , am I to be taxed to compensate every one who, by

bad luck or bad management, finds himself landed with a bad

investment ^

There is force m all these contentions, and, as generally happens

in practical politics, the only possible solution is in the way of

compromise The^enants must pay more than the strict prairie

value ,
the landlords must take less than the paper price based on

old figures which can never be realized
, rfnd John Bull .must be

prepared to run some moderate and measurable nsk in the way of

aiding by his credit the transformation of dual into single ownership

in Ireland

Mr Gladstone’s land scheme failed because it was too ambitious

He proposed to give the Irish landlords too much, and to throw the

whole burden of what would have required j6150,000,000 on the

British taxpayer in the first instance, subject to getting it back with

the somewhat doubtful co-operation of an Irish Parliament The

taxpayer, who is in the last resort master of the situation, was

alarmed, and threw out the Bills and the Government, the Irish
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landlords gaming a party tnnmpb^ but losing tbeir last chance of a

liberal compensation

Any scheme which has a chance of success must, I think, follow

the more modest lines laid down by Mr Giflfen and myself, of con-

iining the pledge of British credit to an amount for which the

British Government would hold the security in its own hands, by

withholding the giants now made to Ireland for education, police,

and other local objects These grants now amount to £3,794,000 a

year, the principal being—^for Law and Justice, including Police,

£3,239,000 , Education, £707,000
,
Public Works, £200,000 There

IS no prospect of their being diniinished while things remain as

they are on the contrary, they are more likely to be incieascd

There is a fund, therefore, of at least £3,000,000 a year to be

saved, equal to the interest on £100,000,000 Consols, if landlords

arc bought out to this extent, and a icntal of this amount paid as

feu-dutj by the enfranchised tenants and made over to an Insli

Parliament in lieu of the present grants The British taxpayer

would not risk sixpence, for he has in his own hand a saving equal

to the interest he has to pay Ireland would gam financially, for

there is no doubt that many of the local ob]e(ts could be carried

out more economically by a local government Police, for instance,

need not cost half as much if agrarian dilliculties were removed

The Irish Constabulary is practically an iimy corps, kept up to

suppress political agitation and enforce evictions There is less

ordanary crime in Ireland than iii England, and a small civilian

police would be ample to suppress it, while the iimy would remain

as an iricsistibk resen c-forcc to suppress any formidable riots

But the financial gam would be tlic least part ^of it
,
the political

and social advantages would be enormous Half the population of

Ireland would be converted into landed proprietors, subject to

the payment of a fixed feu-duty of about half the old rents This

feu-duty would be a nationrl fund, administered by a national Parlia-

picnt for national objects Such a Parliament woujjj^ enforce its collec-

tion, for it would supply the only fund foi these objects Public

opinion vould no longcif go with those who failed to pay their reduced

rents, and by their failure throw an extra burden on their neighbours

It would be enlisted m favour of free sale, and against the subdivision

of holdings, which tended to pauperize Ireland by iilcreasmg local

destitution It would no longei be opposed to emigration, and

would favour all rational attempts to relieve the congested districts

Above all, it would exchange Irish local knowledge for English^

Ignorance in dealing with the Irish land and other Irish local ques-

tions English legislation has failed lamentably in dealing with

Ireland ,
not so much from ill-will as from ignorance Years ago,

OTonnell, Sharman Crawford, Butt, told us what we now all recog-
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mze to be truths, and bitterly regret not having adopted
,

and Healy's criticisms on Gladstone’s Land Act have been

by the event, but we would not listen to them And now i

and O’Brien are telling us other truths in an irregular and dis-

agreeable fashion, which make our London editors stop their ears

and shriek with passion It is not the first time they have done so

,

but passion is no match for reason in the evolution of human societies

Catholic Emancipation was passed, tithes ibolished, the Protestant

Church disestablished, the Irish franchise extended, and so surely

will the system of Insh land tenure, which is the real root of

bitterness and obstacle to the reconciliation of the two countries,

disappear before the growing conviction that it is unjust to evict

tenants because they do not pay rack-rents on their own improve-

ments
S. Laing

voi« u R K



CONTEMPORARY HFE AND THOUGHT
IN GERMANY

S
INCE I wiote 1 ist in July Geimany has passed through an agitated

period, hcginiung with the abdication of Piince Alexander and
leaching its climax in the recent elections for the Reichstag It is not

necessary to i elate now the history of tint infamous plot of August 21,

worthy of the times of the Ilorgias
,
sufhce it to say that the cynical

indifference with which the Gciman goveinment press legarded the

fall of a chivahous pimoe, who certainly has done honoui to Germany,
roused general indignation, and that the supposition that by this event

the maintenance of peace had been secuied, soon proved a signal

mistake,* it is moio easy to pick a hole than to fill it up1 True,

the maintenance of peace for Germany is the only aim of Piince

Bismarck’s foieign policy, and to it he bacriiices everything He cannot

conseqmntly have any predilection for a government like the Rusbian,

which jeopardizes that boon by its subveisive policy As soon as he sees

a way to a coalition before which Russia will yield without war, he will

join it ^ hen the independent papers reproached the Government with

subservience to Russia, the Noiddeutache AlUjemeine Zeitunq leplied

that the whole situation would be different ifEngland had only looked for

a partner to resist the Russian action m the Balkan peninsula, a declaia-

tiou which was followed by a storm of indignation on the part of

the Panslavist press against the false friend at Berlin Somewhat
later the same jiaper maintained that no necessity had compelled

Prince Alexander to abdicate, and that if he had remained no one would

have interfered against him Jiut as no such combination was to be
foand, and the Chancelloi knew the intense hatred of the Czar against

* The Mrt?b German Oazetlt the following paragraph “ hvery thinkmc German
must have felt convinced that there was something dangerous for Germany in the person

of the Prince of Bulgana, inasmuch as he might offer a handle to English diplomacy, to

compromise the relation between Jlussia and Germany by dynastic relations in a future,

when German policy may be directed by less firm hands a broad hint at the matn-
mouial projects of on august lady

t Tlio plot of the Slat of August iias liccome the starting point of tho whole compli

cation, which threatens Europe with a war such as she has not seen since the Napoleonic
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Prince Alexander, \ihom the autocrat used to style coclion de
Bulgarie

, as further our Emperor, with whom the Pi ince formerly
stood in the highest favour, had dompletely turned from him since he
joined the revolution of Philippofiolw, the German Government gave
free play to Russia, and assumed a position of supreme indifference
to all that pas«!ed m the Balkan peninsula Nevertheless, it must
not be assumed that Bulgaria is quite as much Hecuba to Prince
Bismarck as he says

,
in itself it may be so, but it is not so for Austria

,

and the treaty of 1879, il it does not oblige Germany to assist

Austiia against cvtiy attack of a foreign power, jet guarantees her
territorial status quo His aim therefoie must be to mediate between
Russia and Austria, and to keep back both from extreme resolutions
To do this effectually he was obliged to appear in St Petersburg as a
friend, and that is the reason why in his great speeches in the Reichstag
he emphasized the German friendship with Russia In pursuance ot

this difficult task he has succeeded m tiding ovci many critical moments
So, also, when the waves of indignant Magyar patriotism rose high in

the Hungaiian delegation, and threatened to produce a crisis, Count
Kalnoky, who, personally, has strong Russian leanings, was compelled

to make his declaiation that Austria would not suftei an occupation

of Bulgaria, nor even that Russia should take in hand the government
of that country by a commissioner It was on this condition alone

that Tisza consented to declare himself at one with Kalnoky When even
this did not satisfy the M igyais, and Count Andrassy piepared for a new
and vigorous onslaught upon the policy of Ru*^bia, Pnnee Bismarck
used all his personal influence at Vienn i to prevent it, and the Count
kept his speech in his pocket On the other hand, he tried to calm the

Aiidignation which had been stirred at St Petersburg by Kalnoky s

declaration, coupled with his ironical remarks on General Kiulbars^

mission—that it was destined to lemain an episode of no consequence,

and would serve only to make Russia unpopular in Bulgaria, and the

Bulgarians popular in Europe When the Bulgaiian delegates came to

Beilin, Count Herbeit Bismarck advised them to come to an under-

standing with Russia, and in the debates on the Aimy Bill the Chancellor

gave the warmest expression to the German friendship for the Emperor
Alexander

Nevertheless, and notwithstanding his consummate diplomatic skill,

he has failed in the end And this is but natural, for no reconciliation

IS possible between the ultimate designs of Russian policym the Balkan

peninsula and Austiian interests If a partition ot European Turkey

between those two I’owers were possible, it would have taken place long

ago Joseph II once tried to arrive at it by making common cause

vnth Catheime II ,
but the attempt was entirely unsuccessful, he died

in despair over it, and his successor was obliged to make the humiliating

peace of Sistow (1791) As an anonymous author in the Revue des

Deux MondeSj"^ of Pebruaiy 15, in an article, ^^Les inquietudes du jour,^^

observes, the preliminary condition of a partition is that the shares

of the partitioning Powers can be well defaned Such was the case m
the first partition ofPoland ,

Frederick II wanted the territory necessary

to jcjjn Eastern Prussia with Brandenburg, Pomerania and Silesia Mana
Theresa took Galicia, Catheime II the province adjoining Russia But

* Perhaps the Due d Aumale

R R 2
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no such partition is possible in Turkey, because Russia wishes to be sole

mastei in the peninsula She must have Constantinople, and the Balkan

States will then be under her exclusi^fe protectorate, as the seciet treaty

of Ccttinje, of July 25, 1885, expressly states. The great crime of the

treaty of Berlin, in Russian eyes, was that it established permanent
Austrian rule in Bosnia and Herzegovina Therefore, when the Chan-
cellor had spoken of his endeavourb to mediate between Austria and
Rusbia, Katkoff, the most poweiful man in the empire after the Czar,

answered that theie was no room ioi mediation, and that if Germany
leally wanted to icmam on good terms with Russia, she had simply to

signity at Vienna that Austria had nothing whatever to do with the

Balkan peninsula, which was the legitimate and exclusive held for

Russian influence
,
that is to say, that Austiia should not only leave free

play to Russia in Bulgaria, but should evacuate Bosnia Between such

aspiiations and Austiias vital interests no accommodation is possible,

and therefore Prince Bismarck's endeavours have ultimately broken down
Undoubtedly, he exercised a consideiable influence ovei the Czar, since he
succeeded in proving to him that the black designs on the Baltic provinces,

asciibed to Germany by the Panslavist presb, weie utterly unfounddfl, and
at the interview at Danzic in 1883 ,

after a long conveisation, the warmest
expressions of friendship were exchanged between the C/ar and the Chan-
cellor But theinfluenceofthe latter was most unpopular inRussia Katkoff

constantlv tried to prove that in the three Emperors’ league Russia had
been the dupe , that Germany had used that leigue only to fiustrate the

legitimate aspirations of Russia in order to furthei those of Austria, and
that the only trustworthy ally of Russia was Fiance Moreover, in the

beginning ot August, he directed in his Mostoiv Gazette a violent per-

sonal attack against Prince Bismaitk, whom be designated as the most
dangerous enemy of Russia A more moderate expression of these sen-

timents of dissatisfaction was given recently by a Russian diplomatist in

a conversation with a distinguished German personage When you
made war upon Austna,^^ he said, “ we lemained neutral, and did nothing

to curtail your success, when the war with France broke out in 1870,
we not only observed a benevolent neutrality, but covered youi flank, by
informing Austiia that we would not allow her to intervene in favour of

France
,
now, m the present crisis, you tell us that you are most friendly

to us and wish us all possible success, but that you have a friend, Austria,

whom we must not touch Now, is this reciprocity^ Did we in 1866
and 1870 speak of a friend whom you must not touch ?

The fact is, that in the long struggle for influence at St Petersburg
between the Chancellor and the Slavophil paity, the formei has finally

been beaten He has himself helped to bring about that result by the
threatening attitude he assumed towards France It is perfectly true that

he never for a moment thought of attacking France There is a powerful

military party at Berlin, headed by Count Moltke, which maintains that,

as war will be unavoidable between the two countries sooner or later, we
had better have it soon, before the French have completed Iheir arma-
ments But that party will never prevail against the firm resolution both

of the Emperor and the Chancellor not to make war The latter has,

even in the Reichstag, stated that to force war upon Fiance m order to

have it under more favourable conditions, would be an immoral policy

which he would never take up, and observed that he did not pretend to
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kno\V wliether God would not takei^ means to pi'event suck a liornbld
conflict He further expressed his conviction that the present French
Government wo^ld not attack Germany Indeed, the newFrench ambas-
sador *it Berlin was received most cordially, and in delivering his cre-

dentials he spoke of the many common inteieats of the two countries,
and said he was convinced they would find m these interests the proper
ground for an understanding advantageous to both He expressed his
desire to develop these elements, the moie so is he was deeply imbued
with the ideas of peace, thiift,and stability which animated the French
nation and dictated the polity of its Government The Emperor an-
swered in the warmest manner that the ambassador had given expression
to his own thoughts, and that he should be happy to second M Iler-

bette^s endeavours to maintain and develop friendly relations between the
two countries The ambassador and his family were constantly tieatej

with the gieatest distinction at Court, and even when the Govern-
ment press waged wai against France,M Ueibette exchanged amicable

declarations with Count Herbert Bismarck If, nevertheless, the Chan-
cellor in his speech used threatening language against the French war
paity

,
if he said that the last war would be mere child*s-phy compared

with a future one
,
that Germany, if she saw that she could not remain at

peace with her neighbour, would apply to him the process of the saigner

2b blanc,*^ it was to intimidate the French and to prevent wai Besides,

if he IS bent upon maintaining peace, he will not suffei pi evocations

When in May last General Boulanger had the preposterous intention of

manauvring with two mohdtzed army corps on the Alsatian frontier,

which, intentionally or not, might ea^ly liave been transgressed, Count
Munster was instructed to demand that this should not take place, and
M de Fieycmet yielded Had the answer been different, war might
have been unavoidable, for the orders for mobilization were ready to

be posted with the dates filled up In a lesser degree there have been

during the list few weeks disquieting movements on the French frontier

provinces The troops were inci eased, and large barracks built But all

this has been greatly exaggerated by the Government press The Post
sounded the war-trumpet by an article On the edge of the knife,”

asking for the resignation of General Boulanger The Cologne Gazette

denounced the French purchases of horses and pigs, and the smaller

papers, following in the wake, kept up a constant Are of alarming news

All this noise was nothing but an electionec ring manmiivre, and there

was not for a moment any danger of war But this show of danger had

two consequences, which the Chancellor had probably not taken into full

account As for Fiance, she maintained a calm attitude, and in the

press simply tried to refute the German accusations But the latter

served to strengthen the weak Goblet Ministry, and it became impos-

sible to dismiss General Boulangei because the Post demanded it

As for Russia, the threatening language against France served Katkoff

tp turn the scale in his favour, and eventually to overcome the Czar*s

disinclination to enter into a compact with the Republic M de Giers

—

finding himself in a dead-lock on the Bulgarian question when the

delegates at Constantinople declined to enteitain Zankoff^s proposals,

and when his master would not alter his position towards the Regents as

usurpers, and yet did not dare to enforce his demands at the risk of a

great wat—yielded to the Slavophil influence, and General Martmow was
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^sent to Pans After repeated conferences with M Flourens, theie

appeared m the Brussels (Z (Feb 21) a letter from St Peteisburg,

mitten at the Foreign OflSce, and sketching a new progsamme of Russian

policy The gist of it was, that Russia should aim before all things at

maintaining the peace of Europe, but if that should piove impossible,must
see that the balance of power is not disturbed to her disadvantage The
Bulgarian question is not to be solved off hand, and it has become less

important than the situation in the West It unfoitunately war should

break out between Fiance and Germany, Russia would not assume the

same position ab in 1870 She would probably not make common
cause with France, but slie could not affoid to let hci be crushed, ind

thus herself be left alone with the then all-powerful Geimany The
only resolution thciefoie which Russia could t ike would be to manceuvic

m such a waj as to pi event the conflict from assuming dimensions

which would be tantamount to the destruction of France Therefore

she must keep her liands tiec for the decisive moment, and must neither

be fettered by an alliance with Germany, nor allow her forces to be con-

sumed by a wai with Austria Hungary and England
That IS to say, if wai between h lance and Geimany break out, Russia

will not march with Fiance against Germany, but will concenti ite such

an aimy on the German fiontier as would oblige us to divide ourfoiccs,

and she will not peimit that ‘'saignei \ blanc^^ of w Inch the Chancellor

spoke This, then, is the end of the Russo-Geiman fiiendship The
alliance of Russia and Viaiiec, in preventing which Prince Bismarck's

diplomacy had hitherto been successful, is virtually sealed in case of wai

No illusion on that point is entertained any longer at Beilin The
language of the Government press has entnely changed When Katkofi

denounced Geimany for liaving supported Piince Alexander, as was
manifest from the English Blue-book, the Noith German ALlgeinei'ne

Zeitang reproduced Sir E Malet's despatch of Sept 3, in which it was
said “ Pi nice Bismaick is of opinion that, though Prince Alexander was
placed on the throne of Bulgaiia by the great Powerb, it is not incum-

bent on them, eitliei conjointly or sepaiately, to maintain him there,

and concluded “that M Katkoft did not either uiidei stand English or

had told a lie —an alternative so stringent that the powerful one who
inspired it is easilj discerned

I do not, however, regard this change as unfavouiable, and I believe

that, at least for the piesent, it will favour the maintenance of peace

If the Fiench weie really disposed to attack us, the Russian manifesta-

tions might incite them still more to do so, now that they can expect

that Russia will shield France against the worst consequences But I
do not at all behove that the nation is in a warlike mood, or th xt they will

allow Boulanger to jeopardize peace by any imprudent step For it they

reflect a little, they must see that in a war with Geimany they would run
the maximum of dangei, ind their ally would have the maximum chance

of profit They would have to bear the enormous sacnfices of a long

struggle with a doubtful outcome , for supposing even that the German
armies could not pierce the umoured girdle with which France has sur-

rounded herself since 187], xve are surely strong enough to repel any
French attack, leaning upon fortresses such as Strasburg, Metz, and
Maycnce Russia on her side says expressly that she will not make
common cause with France in the fieldj but will only manoeuvre so as to
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picvent her fiom being crushed She will concentrate an army on the

German frontier, hut, freed from the hated control of Germany, which will

then be occupied by a he ivy struggle, shewiJldiiect hei whole foice against

Constantinople This is the policy by which Cathenno II induced

Bussia and Austria to enter into the insane war against the French

Bevolution She directed a high-sounding proclamation against the

subversive principles of the French legicides, but did not move a soldiei

towards the Rhine, for, said she, J^ai encore beaucoup do petits projets,

qui ne sont pas termines Russia sees that Geimany will not abandon

Austria, she will no longci depend on Geiinany^s benevolence, but force

ns to let hei have fiee play in the East^ and that aim can only be reached

by a Franco-German wai, just as she availed herself of the wai of 1S70

to denounce the neutralization of the Black Sea But is it in the

French mteiest to pull RussiVs chestnuts out of the fire at an enormous

iisk, whilst her ally iisks nothing ^

If we hope that such leflcctions willpicvail with sobci-minded Freupli

statesmen, it appears pietty ccitaiu that the llassian change ot front

will contribute to stiengthen the alliance of German}, Austria, and

Italy, and if Loid S ilisbury, who in 1879 hailed it as good tidings of

great joy, will not foimally accede to it, as the other thiee Powers would

not be able to guarantee the Biitish Colonial Empiic, it cannot be

doubted that England will be found on the side ot this league of peace

Besides, this change offers a plausible pretevt for Russian inactivity

The Empcior Alexandei will not give up one jot of his Bulgaiian pro-

gramme, and yet ho hesitates to enforce it by any decisive action whu li

might produce war, he hopes still that the haled legcncy may be

ovcithrown by some intciioi movement such is the uisuiiections in

Rustchuk ind Sihstria, aided by Russian money and iiitiigue lie has

become so stout that he can only with difliculty maintain hiunsclf

on horseback for any length of time, and a C/ai who cannot march

at the head of his army would be a novelty He may also know that

his army is lai from being as foimidiblc as it appeals on paper, for if it

has incieased in iiumbeis, its quality his been lovveicd The discipline

has been tlioiouglily loosened by insufficient pay and bad nourishment

and equipment Five consecutive ukisesofthc pieseniEmpeioi did not

^succeed in enforcing the order tint the ofliccis should salute even

their superiors The common soldiei is so wretchedly clothed, that

generally twenty men of a compiny are sent on leave in order to

gam something to buy new garments The tianspoit system, notwith-

standing the railways, is such that m the ciitical da}& of Plevna a few

batteiies of artillery took five months in tiansit from St Pcieisburg^to

the front, and one of them absolutely disappeaied on the way The

ranks ot the army are full of men who know little oi notliing of thf

effective use of the arms of precision with which they arc fannshed

The commissariat is in appli mce for stealing wholesale and retail by

the army contractors in collusion with admimstiativc chiefb In the

Turkish war the Grand Duke Nicholas was convinced that whole

regiments had cartiidges filled with sawdust On the Sliipka Pass a

ae<»iment with such caitiidges was obliged to defend itself by throwing

stones against the Tuik®! Ihe compie«sed hay-cakes were found to con-

tain fifty per cent of clay, so that the horses died by huiidieds of hunger

The food was so bad that even the Russian soldiers would not touch it
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The late Emperor oidered a trial of the principal conti actors^ but the

accused Jevvihh firm threatened to unveil the exalted rogues who had

shared in their plunder, and escaped with a nominal punishment Since

1878 matters have even changed for the worse no honest military

leaders and administrators have been found, and Russia has not pro-

duced a Manteuffel for the leorgani/ation of her army The only able

gercials are Gourko at Warsaw, for large opeiations, Annenkow as

engineer, and Duchonm for fortifications The Grand Duke Wladimir,
who takes an eager interest in military m itter**, has as yet given no
practical proof of his talents, and is not liked m the army on account

of his rude behaviour It is unnecessary to speak of the hopeless con-

dition of the finances Russn, who last year had to bear a loss of

fifty millions of roubles on the exchange m paying the interest ot

her foreign loans, would be bankrupt on the eve of the war
,
the rouble,

now worth Is 9(7/, would go down to a shilling, and all expenses would
be paid in paper
An tlluminato like Katkoff may wiite as if Russia was invincible

,

practical men know bettei Her victories achieved over Asiatic nomads
prove as little for a great wai aa the success in Algeria did for the

French army The common Russian soldier in himself is brave enough,
but, knowing his infeiiority in armament, having no confidence in hia

officers, and with an empty stomach, he will not fight with confidence

,

and I have no doubt that in a war with a great military power Russia

would suffer a crushing defeat Some misgivings to this effect may be

believed to exist m high quarters, and act as a warning not to put tr
j

too crucial a test the m\litc\iy jnestujf of the empire J
On the whole, therefore, I think that the outlook is more pacific

j;

and though, in the unsettled condition of the East, at any moment some
untoward incident may arise which would act as the spark setting fire

to the mass of inflammable matteragglomerated by the stiife of national

passions, one may believe that it is just the magnitude of the threatening

struggle which will keep back the sword in the scabbard

The danger of war naturally leads us to the German elections, wrncfl

took place amidst the clatter of armaments Fnnce Bismarck and Coun^
Moltke declaiedthat the final rejection of the Aimy Bill meant nvar

The passing of the Septennato Bill will certainly make the French more
inclined to pause befoie attacking Germany, and it will enable the

empire to defend itself all the better if assailed , but it will do nothing

to check the increase of French armaments, and will do very little to

remove the leal causes of danger to the peace of Europe still prevailing

in the East It can have no influence whatever on the incalculable

temper of the Czar, on the internal condition of Russia, on her rela-

tions to Austria, on the development of the Bulgarian question, or on the

formation of a Franco-Russian alliance Yet these are the factors on
which peace or war in Europe depends For the moment the Septennate
does not even increase m any way the fighting strength of the

German army It appears to be clear, then, that there were other

reasons which prompted the Government to make the Septennate their

cry for the elections The Chancellor’s aim has long been to get nd of the

Reichstag, the hostile majority of which constantly thwarted his designs,

and he only looked for a favourable occasion to proceed to new elections

Now, nothing could be more favourable for this purpose than a military
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question of a national character which allowed of the opponents of the
Chancellor being repiesented as bad patriots The political situation
was disquieting

, French armaments were proceeding on an increasing
scale

, It was but natural that Germany should not allow herself to be
outstripped But in introducing the Army Bill the Chancellor did not
mean the late Reichstag to pass it No one would have been more
disappointed than he if it had been carried by a hi go majoiity It was
to be rejected in order to toim a good cry lor the elections This is

proved by the way in which the Gov-ernment treated the question As
long as the Progressists objected to the number of the men to be added to
the yearly contingents^ the Government papers declared that everything
depended upon the number, and that the time for which the augmen-
tation was voted was a matter of comparative indifference The wily
leader of the Centre party, Dr Windthoist, di&ceined at once that the
aim of his great adveisary was dissolution, ‘ind in oidcrto thwart that

design he succeeded in persuading the Progressists to vole the whole
number As soon as this became manifest, the Government changed
their position, and insisted that everything depended upon the time for

which the increase was to be voted, that the existenco of the army was
not to be submitted to the changing majorities of evtiy new Reichstag,

that the Septennatc was a compromise sanctioned by tradition, and that

the Opposition, by asking to rcscivc the decision ot a future Reichstag

after the lapse of thiee years, wanted to encioach upon the rights of the

executive and to turn the army fiom an iinpeiial into a parliamentary

institution The Opposition did not compichend this If the Chan
cellors aim was dissolution, they ought not to have given him a

pretext for it In sticking to the term of three yeais they showed
themselves ^bad tacticians, the more so as the tradition of a double

renewal of the Septennatc was m favour of the Government demand
It IS, howevei, pretty certain that the Bill would have passed at the

third reading but the Chancellor would not give his adversaiics that

chance The vote for the second leading was scaicely taken when he

rose to read the imperial decree dissolving the Reichstag

The weeks preceding the elections were a period of agitation such as

Geimany had never before seen Every nerve was strained in order to

obtain that Goveinment majority for which the Chancellor has striven

so long The Conservatives were forced to conclude a treaty with the

I^ational Liberals, which bound both parties not to oppese each other's

candidates They submitted with rathei bad grace, and often

complained that the treaty was not loyally executed, the National-

Liberals claiming to exclude some of the leading Conservatives, such as

Stoecker, Wagner, and Cremer, under the pretext that they were too

extreme in their politics A significant article in the Kreuzzeititng,

The Coming Man,” preluding Bennigsen^s accession to power, showed

by its melancholy resignation that they expected the result to be a

material defeat of Conservative policy On the other hand, the National-

Liberals were in high spirits The previous election had reduced them to

a small fraction in the Reichstag Their principal leadei, Bennigsen

had four years ago retiied from parliamentary life after a quarrel

with the Ohancelloi on the new ecclesiastical policy He had told

the latter that he was on a wrong load, and would be led from

cdncession to concession, which the Chancellor angrily denied,
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and finally advised him to emigiate to Amcnca When Bennigsen now
came forward from his seclusion and declared himself ready to accept

a parliamentary mandate, it was evidently because he saw better times

in store foi his party His moie able fiiend Dr Miquel, burgomastei

of Frankfort, even tendered his resignation to the council of that city,

in case they should think his parliamentary labours incompatible with

the proper discharge of his municipal duties The union of these

two cunous bedfellows, the Conservatives and National-Liberals, with

the accession, of course, of the so-called Free Conservatives, whose name
seems to indicate that they are free of conseivatism, presented alieady

a considerable foice It was gieatly increased by the wai lumours

The German electors were assured in the most solemn inannei by their

great Statesman and their gieat captain that if a majority unfavourable

to the Septennate were returned, war was ceitain However unfounded

that might be, and although it was evident from international reasons

that the acceptance of the Army Bill could not secure the continuance of

peace, the people were not disposed to fly in the teetli of such warnings,

and it must bo conceded th it undoubtedly the situation would have

become very bad if, aftei the decisive position the Government had
taken, its proposals had been defamltly lejected by the nxtion Besides,

the Army Bill had been voted in its entirety by the 1 ite lleichstag

what difteience would it make to extend the term from thice to seven

years, it being certain th it after three years it would have to be lenewed ^

That was the leasoning which, mcieised by alai mist speeches, ilaimist

leading articles, and concocted alarmist lumours in home and foreign

papers, diove the people ovex to the Goveinment They wanted to

secuie peace befoie eveiything, for if the fears of war hid already in-

flicted heavy losses upon industry and commeice, what would be the

state of things if wai itself ensued ? Piiticulaily in Western and
Northern Geimany, which would suffer mo^t fiorn a Fie;jeh invasion,

thisicflection prevailed over all others Besides, the Chincelloi^s lever-

sion to the National Liberals made a favourable impic^sion When the

Opposition said that, if the Chancellor obtained a favouiable majority,

he would press thiough his monopolies, the Libeial candidites

pledged themselves that they would never vote for any monopolise

schemes of taxation, and the Chancellor himself asset ted that he had no
intention of re-iniroducmg them bimilar le isoning in respect to war
produced the opposite effect in Alsace and Loiiainc, whose inhabitants

also feaied above all a war, of which then country would be the theatre

,

and where the Goveinment itself had taken good caie to insist on
the dangers of such a contest bv a speech of the Ministei Von Hofmann
and a proclamation of the Governoi, Piiuce Ilohenlohe But, knowing
the French, the people were pirticularly afraid of then revenge m case

they showed any German sympathies, whilst under the present Govern-

ment they would not fare woise, so they leasoned, if they voted against

the Septennate Thus the vote m Alsace and Loriame went entirely

against the Government, and the only candidate who had declaied for

the Army Bill, although an Alsatian of the purest br^d and of an
old family, Baron Zorn von Bulach, was beaten by an obscure opponent
This feeling, and the imprudent stress with which the Government tried

to exercise pressure, account lor the result of the elections in Alsace and
Lorraine They show neither a special predilection for France, nor a
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particular disinclination towards Germany At present, the people of
those parts wan^ to be neither French nor German, but are simply
Alsatian Particularists They have belonged for two hundred years to

France, and such a past cannot be wiped out in sixteen years On the left

bank of the Rhine, which belonged to France only for twenty years, the
Prussian Government was disliked even up to 1848 , how can it be
expected that the Ahatian should uithin a generation turn out a
patriotic German ? He has maintained his Gei man nationality During
the twelve years I spent in Alsace, I nevei heard a peasant speak
Flench Even aihong the highci classes, the Alsatian “ Dietsoh” is

the common language They lead the German Bible, the seimon and
the Prayer Book are German, and the Geiman Cliristmab-lree is found
in every house But a long common histoiy has imbued the higher
classes with French id^as, and it will take time to reunite them with
Geimany It is not so with Lorraine, which, with the exception of some
border towns, such as Diedenhofcn, Finstingen, &c , is really French
in language ind manners, ard the inhabitantb ol which have nothing
in common with the Alsatians, who call them ‘‘Wclsche,^^ te

,
Fiench

If, with this exception, the feai of war told m favour of the

Government, it was diffeient with another factor, from which the

Chancellor expected much, and which proved baiien—I mean the

interference of the Pope in the elections Fiom the veiy first the

Chancelloi hid asked for that inierfcicnce in his favour When he met
Monsignor Masclla at Ki«!sirigen in 1878 he told him that he was leady

to make concessions to the Cliuich, but that if he was to suppUnt the

Libeials the Pope must furnish him with anotliei Pailiamcntary con-

tingent, and order the Ccntic paityto\ote with him The Nuncio
answered that such a course would be entuely opposed to the fraditions

of the Cuiia against interference m political affairs having no connection

with religion, and the negotiation bioke down When it was resumed

some years later at Vienna, Prince Bismaick, in lus despatches to Prince

Reuss, Ambassador at that Court, insisted again that it was impossible

for him to revise the May Laws so long as the Ccntie party maintained

their hostile position towards the Government But the Cuiia on her

part maintained her non possumus,^^ and Parlnmontaiy necessities

obliged the Clnncelloi to deviate from his customaiy principle, “ Da ut

dem ” One concession after another was made, without the hiciaichy

giving anything m return It was the aff iii of the Carolines which

wrought a change in Leo XIII \ mind The Pioiestant Chancellor

had realized his dearest dream of becoming the aibitei between nations

The Pope decided in favour of Spain, but he wiote to the Chancellor a most

flattering letfcei, and conferred upon him the Oidei of Christ, which

the Prince was proud to wear, although in former jears he bad

made the Emperor foibid all Piussian subjects to accept Papal decora-

tions A genial temper&ture having thus been establiblied between the

two parties, a Bill foi the revision of the May Laws was introduced last

spring, which bioke down their most effective provisions, and all the

amendments intioduced by Bishop Kopp were backed by Prince

Bismarck, and became law Nevertheless, much of what he called the

rubbish of the May Laws remained in force, and, in order to obtain a

new Bill which would do away with these last lemnants, the Pope

decided to yield to the long-standing demand of his new and powerful
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friend On January 3 the late Cardinal Jaoobini addressed a letter

to the Nuiuio at Munich, advjsingr the Centre party to vote foi the

Septennate The essence of this letter being communitated to the

chiefs of the party, Dr Wmdthorst and Baron Franckenstein, the lattei

replied, in a letter to the Cardinal, that it was impossible for them to

comply with the demand, but that it the Holy Father was of opinion that

i dissolution of the paity would seive the interests of the Church, all

its members would be leadv to resign their seit^ Placed before this

alternative, adroitly managed by the Baron, the Pope recoiled In a

second and longer letter oi January 21, Cardinal Jacobini said that

his Holiness fully appieciated the eminent services of the Centic party

and of its leaders (on whom the greatest piaisewas bestowed), that, the

party having still much to do, the Pope wished its conservation ,
that

they letained their entiie liberty of action in political questions, that he
had not issued an order, but only expressed a wish , and that his wish

to see the partj vote for the Septennate was founded upon three leasous—^namely (1) the acceptance of the Army Bill would contiibute to

secure European peace, (2) the vote of the Centie paity would
favouiably predispose the Prussian Government to grant a final revision

of the May Laws
, (31 the party’s favourable vote on this question

might influence the powerful German Govcinmcnt to bring about an
amelioration in the present painful position of the Holy See

The Centie party did not think it necessary to comply with the wish

of the Pope In i large assembly it Cologne, Dr Wmdthorst explained

that they were the obedient sons of the Chuich, and submitted in all

ecclesiastical questions to what the Curia thought best, but that in

purely political matters they must letim their hbeity of action, and
that they could only appeal “a Papa male infoinjato ad Pipam melius

informandum It is quite true that the paity foimerlvtook a different

view As late as 1884 its organ, the Gei maiiKfy spoke in these terms —
'^If the Pope judges political questions, he does so because he decides

whethercei tai n matters belong to the political domain or touch leligion and
morals, whether they are just or unjust, good or bad If the Pope gives

his ‘ Approbation ^ to a political doctrine, this is simply the result of his

pontifical power and plenitude of teaching
,
and if he says ^ Non licet

tibi,^ this IS the decree of a mouth whose woids no power in the world

can stifle In a Christian State there is no such thing as separation ot

politics from morals and religion, the lattei being the vivifying blood

and the very marrow of the whole body politic and its members” But
the Centre party has nevei piqued itself upon clinging iigidly to certain

formulae, and knows how to avail itself of the double Jesuit moral,

legitimiiSing the means by the end Did not the great champion of

Papal power, the Comte de Maistic, call Pius VII a miserable buffoon,

after he had consented to crown Napoleon ? The result of the elections

proved that the leaders of the paity did not! oveitax their strength

Notwithstanding the two lettcis of Jacobini and the mild eidioitations

of a few bishops, nearly the whole Catholic electorate voted for the

Centre candidates, and the party has returned to the Reichstag in its old

strength, having scarcely lost a seat

I consider this interference as the lirst great fault of Leo XIII
pontificate He has broken with the secular tradition of the Curia
against interference in meiely political questions, he has obtained
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nothing, and suffered a moral defeat much more grave than was tbe

refusal of the Irish bishops to obey the Pope^s commands
The alleged motives for this stpp will not bear an impaitial scrutiny

The influence of the passing of the Army Bill on the maintenance of

peace is very slight , the distribution ot German parties has no effict

whatever on the temper of the Czar, on the development of the Eastern
question, and on the formation of a Fianco-Russun alliance, which, as
may be shown, are the main factors upon which peace or war in

Europe depends As for the revision of the May Laws, it would have
come without any mterfeience, as it had been solemnly promised by the
Government

,
and as regards the last motive, whii h probably is the most

important for the Pope—viz
,
the amelioration of his position, Piince

Bismaick will do nothing, because he can do nothing He knows per-

fectly well that this is a question m which Italy will not suffer the
interference of any foreign power, which it is rcbolvcd to consider, as

Mancini said in his despatch to Count de Launay of January 11, 18S2,
“of an order stiictly inteinal, and depending only on the national

sovereignty To bring about a change in the tempoial position of the

Pope a war with Italy would be required, and the Chancellor does not
even think of raising a diplomatic diflSculty with a Powei whose fiiend-

ship he values highly in the present condition of politics Besidqp,

what could this change be ^ The plan, which has been mooted, of

giving the Leonine city to the Pope, with an outlet on the sea, even if

Italy would consent to it, is perfectly impracticable, foi nothing is more
certain than that, if that part of Rome were given to the Pope, the in-

habitants would rise at the first opportunity and shake off the Govern-
ment of the Papa Re, which would deny them the liberty of the press

and of religion—a liberty established throughout the whole kingdom,
but denounced by the Pope in liis allocutions as a public shame for

the city of the Apostles If the motives are worthless, the consequences

of the Pope’s interference are positively detiiraental to the authority of

the Holy See He has deeply offended the Centie party, but has failed

to make it yield They respectfully decline to comply with his wishes,

and assert their independence in political matters, thus lefuting the

foimer accusation of their adversaiies, that they were a mere tool of the

Curia and obeyed the summons of a foreign priest in Oeiman affairs

The refusal of the leaders has been ratified by the electorate , the Jacobini

letters have been abortive. Before the elections much weight was

given to a manifesto of some twenty Catholic nobles declaring for the

Septeunate, but they are a staff without soldiers Witl\ universal

suffrage the masses decide, and the Catholic masses are influenced only

by the lower cleigy, with whom they are in daily contact, and who
support the Centre candidates This was strikingly shown at the

Dusseldorf election, where the National party had proposed Prince

Hohenzollern as then candidate The Prince is a good Catholic, a

cousin of the Emperor, and most popular in the city, where he has lived

for years, yet he was beaten by his obscure opponent, the Centie candi-

date Thus, in Germany the net result ofthe Pope^s interference is the

satisfaction expressed in the Speech from the Throne, at “the manifesta-

tion by which the benevolent interest of hi«i Holiness for the Geiman
Empire and its internal peace is proved In Italy, on the other hand,

it has revived the spirit of hostility against the Pope, because he tried.
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though mcffectuilly, to induce a foreign Power, by coming to itb aid in

internal questions, to intervene in the relations m which Italy will suffer

no intervention, and, besides, he has roused anew the dissatisfactionof the

dis«;entientcaidinals, who openly disapprove this step as a fatal complicity

As to the effect m Germany, it is sufficient to lemember that the

whole formei legislation tended to make Papal interference impossible,

and that the reversal of this policy has proved for the present completely

ineiftctive It ib leally wonderful to heai the same men and the same
papcis, which formerly praised the Chancellor for having emancipated Ger-

many from the Homan yoke, accubc as unfaithful to their Church the

Catholics who dare to disobey the Papal wishes for the Septennate The
Posti once foremost in the ranks of the Kultiiikampf, now quotes the

famous Bull Unam sanctam of Boniface VIII
,
of ld02,* as obliging

every Catholic to obey the Pope in whatever he says, he being the

source oi alljiuisdiction, of all mi illibility, and of all powei, temporal and
spiritual, and goes on to quote Jesuit u liters who declare that the Pope
IS the head of the world, and theiefore not only the Church but the

world in zi'itute ” Whoever, this involuntaiy humori^^t continues, in

face of such proofs opposes the Pope is a Galilean Windthorst and
Pranckenstein deserve a decree dncct from the tombs of the apostles

coyidemning their contradiction as offensive to pious ears, smelling of

Gallicanism, Febionianism, and Joseplunism, and most suspicious of

heresy Sapiento bat It is quite conceivable that these journalists,

accustomed to change constantly not only their coat but also their skin,

• have acquired a gift of servility which is insensible to any feeling of

shame, but it is incredible thit they should not perceive the grotesque

humour of their position is new-fangled champions of Papal infallibility

We are not likely to have any new decree of the Pope launched against

the Centre party
,
on the contrary, an aiticle in the Ossei vatoi e Romano

tries to appease then lesentment A small numbei of the Ceutie party

have voted the Septennate, which would have passed without their help

,

and, afterwards, the party will be united as before Prince Bismarck

can boast of having induced the Pope to abandon the old tradition of the

Curia, but in believing that he could dominate the Centre paity through
the Pope he has fallen into the same error as Napoleon 1 ,

who hoped
that by the Concordat Pius VII

,
calmera les esprit*?, les reuiura sous

sa mam et ics placei a sons la mienne (Tlubeaudeau, “ Memoires sur le

ConsulaP^) The Chancellor by his Kulturkampf, as well as by his

negotiations with the Curia, has only shown that he does not know the

Catholic Church He has never lived in a Catholic country, and has

never been at Home And, whilst obtaining nothing, he has, by induc-

ing the Pepc to mterfeie in the elections, introduced a most dangerous

precedent If the Government itself asks the Pope to interfere in secular

matters m its favour, how can it oppose him if in future the Pope
pretends to intervene agaiabt the Stated It is a fact not suffieiently

noticed, that by this step Leo XIII strains the Papal infallibility so as

to make it cover everything Evidently, if there ever was a purely

secular question, it is that of the Septennate The Pope can bring it

within his reach only by extending to it the category of moral questions

* “ Potto subosae Romano pontibci omnem humanum creaturam declaramu9
, dicimus

definimuB et pronunciamua omnino ease do necessitate salutia
**

t The ro9t, March 1
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But then what other political question may not be^ classed as a moral
one ^ It was exactly the same reasoning which prompted the interfer-

ence of Innocent III m secular contests, non quia judico de feudo^ sed
quia judico de peccato
In the Reichstag there will be indeed a change, not because the

Centre party has become submissive, but because it can no more^ as it

formerly did, command a majority by uniting with the other parties of
the Opposition The majoiity is now with the three parties to the
treaty—the Conservatives, the Free Conseivatives, and the National-
Liberals The losers have been the Progressists In 1881 they
mustered 1,078,143 votes, in 1884, 997,004, now they muster only
543,302 , whilst the National-Liberals have increased from 997,033 to

1,658,158 , the Conserv'itives from 861,063 to 1,194,501, and the
Free-Conservatives from 387,687 to 693,195 The Socialists have lost

a number of seats by the exertions of the other parties, and it is par-

ticularly remarkable that in S ixony, which was considered to be then
stronghold, they have not been able to carry a single election

, but their

votes incieased from 5t9,990 in 1881 to 774,182, and in Berlin alone

they cast 90,000, ovei 20,000 rnoie than in 1884
On the whole the three National paities will mustei about 215-20

votes, and the Opposition 175-80 The question is now, of course,

what will the Chancellor do with his new majoiity ? The Septennate

no longer excited any interest, is it has passed by a laige majority

But the expense of the lucieascd army must be provided for, and there-

fore financial questions will become most important The Chancellor

stated in a speech of February 15, in the Piussian Upper House,

that foi a refoim of the Prussian iinances he was w iiting till the policy

obstructing oui financial resources shall no longer have the majority in

the Reichstag He has declared during the contest that he does not

intend to reintroduce the monopolies of tobacco and biandy I believe

him to be perfectly sincere II he attempted to do so, he would destroy

his new majoiity, for the National-Libcials have pledged themselves not

to vote foi any monopoly He will, therefoie, try to steer a middle

course in fiscal questions, and will piobably begin by a Bill combining

the present tax on spiiits with a new consumers' tax on brandy In
fiscal as in social questions he will scarcely be able to continue a

decidedly agiarian policy, which would be resisted by the National-

Liberals It IS tiue that, according to former practice, he might

count upon anothei majority, formed by the union ot the Conservatives

and the Centie, and he will avail himself of th it possibility in order to

keep the National-Ijibcials pliable, but it is still doubtful whether the

Centre, embittered bv the last struggle, will not in future refuse its aid

However, financial and social questions, important as they are, were not

the real motive which prompted the Chancellor to obtain, by every means

in his power, a majority IIis aim was a much higher on^ The
Emperor is ninety, and eveiything the Chancellor dges is calculated with

a view to the new reign For that event he wants to have all the aces

m his band, and to be able to lean upon a maiority which may be said

to represent the country For this very reason he re admitted the long-

suffering National-Liberals, and will probably be as readj to throw over-

board Messrs von Puttkammer and Scholz as he foimerly abandoned

Lippe and Muhlcr, and to replace them by Bennigsen and Miquel
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The principal question still pending is the new Ecclesiastical Bill,

which, as last yeai, has fiffst been introduced in the Upper Prussian

Chamber, and, as Piinco Bismarck then said, is destined to clear away

the remaining rubbish of the May Laws It contains new and large

conces^iions, but presents no hnal <settloment of the ecclesiastical con-

trovei«?ies ,
and for this reason, although it bears the date of February

1 }, it has been made public only after the elections, as it might have
strengthened the Opposition policy of the Centre party The memor-
indum accompanying the draft says, indeed, that the Government, in its

negotiations with the Cum, h is succeeded “ in hnding the basis of a Bill

which aims at establishing relations between the Church and the State

on a footing satisfictoiy to both parties,** but as several contentious

questions remain unsolved, it is evident that the Curia considers this

Bill, like its predecessors, merely as a further instalment

Politics are just now absorbing all attention in Germany, and thus I

can give only a passing notice to the most remaikable feature in the

artistic domain, the Jubilee Exhibition of the Iloyal Academy of Arts

at Berlin, which was designed to celebrate the centenaiy of the Arts Exhi-

bition Opened Mav 20, 1786, in three modest rooms above the Royal

stables—partly interrupted by the wars, 180b-15, it was continued

from 1820 to 1874 biennially, and has since been held annually up to

the present time The increasing number of exhibiting artists soon

outgiowing the space aftoided by the Academj, provisional accommoda-
tion was found in a shed Now, the State has erected a permanent
Crystal Palace near the Lehrte station, which offers a worthy and
su$cient home for Gciinan ait The recent exhibition was international,

and most civilized countries were represented, France being almost

the only exception, and sending only two pictures Of course by far the

largest number of the works belonged to Germany An historical division

represented the development of German art from 17bG down to the

present time in the schools of Berlin, Dusseldorf, Dresden, Weimar,
&c, where works of Carstens, Graff, Chodowiecki, Cornelius, Genelh,

Lessing, Kaulbach, Menzel, Kruger, Richter, Schadow, Schmkel,
Schirmer, Schnon, Knaus, Bendemann, the two Achenbaclis, and
others were to be seen The spacious gardens represented a recon-

struction of the fiont of the Temple of Olympia, with a glowing
panorama of Peigamon All the other rooms were devoted to living

artists Of foieign countries England and Austria were best repre-

sented England shone particularly by her portraits, some of which

formed a special attraction
, and this was the more welcome, as hitherto

modern English painting had been known to Germans who had not
visited England only by the engravings of Landseers stags and dogs

In the first lank is to be named Heikomers ^^Miss Katherine Grant,*'

a picture of indescribable charm, in conception as well as execution

You Siever tire of contemplating this face, looking like a story," with
its pensive traits and unfathomable eyes The only drawback is per-

haps the ugly long Danish gloves covering the aims Sir J Millais

sent three first-class portraits, A Beef-eater,” “Mis Bischoffsheim,"

and, above all, that of Mr Hook, the painter, modelled and executed
in a style quite equal to the best specimens of Van Dyck's brush
There were also three other very good portraits “ Baroiiess Burdett-
Coutts " by Edwin Long, “ Mr Lloyd Norman " by W. Ouless, and
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“A Browning by E Lehmann, a born German The historical

pictures were less foitunate Alma TadeHa sent a reading from
Homer, which looks cold, and one called Oleander/^ which shows a
girl smelling at a spiig, broken from a large tree which has no smell

E Burne Joneses ^^Annunciation is an entire failure The Virgin
looks stupid, and the angel is hovering on the wall in an impossible
situation It Poynter^s “ Diadumene’* gives at least an idea of Aphrodite^s
charm, the harsh tiaits of Sir F Leighton’s brown-red Phryne do not
correspond with the traditional beauty ofthat too famous lady Much
bettei are two blooming girls with floweis and fruits by Calderon, from
the dining-room of Mr John Aird

, and Thomas Paed has given us

two capital scenes fiom life, “ In Time of War” and “ From Hand to

Mouth ” Among the sculptures we mention Boehm’s very speaking
statue of Carlyle, the busl^ of Loids Sydney and Wolseley by the same
sculptoi, and the most elegant and chaiacteristic statue of Loid Beacons-
field by Thornycroft

I will only add that the exhibition, which was a genuine success,

contained 8,500 works of art, it was visited by hundreds of thousands

of people
,

it olTcied a faithful picture of contempoianeous art, ind was
certainly a source of information and noble recreation for all visiiois

The ethnological collections of Berlin, lanking amongst the richest

existing, have now found a suitable home in the great museum for

ethnology, which was opened in December by the Oicwn Prince They
contain the Tioj in collections presented by Dr Schliemann, those of

Di Nachtigall, P Bcichaid, li Flegel, Emin Bey, Schweinfurth, and
others

,
and, above all, those of the indefatigable director of the museum,

Dr Bastian
* II GEPfCKEV

S 8VOL, LI
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CHURCH HISTORY

ONE of the most mteresting^ and hopeful features m the East is

found in the literary activity of the Greek Church The name of

Fhilotheos Bryenmos, the Metiopolitan of Nicomedia, is now famous all

the world o\er through his discovery of the Epistle of Clement and of the

Teaching of the Twelve But there are other diligent workers in that

Church whose labours are pioving fiuitful Thcie is a small wooded island

in the neighbourhood of Constantinople, named Ch ilche, containing two
convents—one dedicated to the Holy Trinity, the other to the Blessed

Virgin Mary The former has since 1811 been u^ed as a theological

college, the latter since 1831 as a classical school Both contain laige

libraries—that of Trinity convent containing 7,000 volumes and consi-

derable collections of theological manuscripts, which have yielded some
valuable fruits Thus, a short time ago, Di Basilios Georgiadis found

in the convent of the Holy Trinity the long-lost Four Discouises of

Hippolytus of Eome upon the Prophet Diniel, which he has published

m great pait in the Greek Chnich journal, 'EKfcXiiffiaarikij *AXj}0eia,

Constantinople, 1885, vol i pp 10-24, 49-60 Other scholars have

found letters of Photiusy the learned Patriaich—the convent of the

Holy Trinity having been, accoiding to tradition, the Msidence of

Fhotius just one thousand years ago—and various pieces or medimval
Greek literature, while the indefatigable scholar Papadopulos Kerameus
has discovered there a number of hitherto uiiknou n letters of the Emperor
Julian and of Libanius In myRecord ofNovember last I brieflynoted this

fact, but since then M Pap Kerameus has come forvvaid and published the

letters in a Western Review, with some verj interesting comments and
notes, for which the reader must consult the llheinisches Museum fur

Philologie,*'* Hft 1 1887, pp 15-27 Considerable progress has been
made during the autumn and winter with the Fayum MSS at Vienna
In the Oesterreichische Monatsschrift 4,fur den Orient of October
last I fir d a list of new discoveiies quite sufficient alone to make the fame of

any collection Among the Egyptian and Coptic documents committed
to Professor Krall we have a beautifully pre^^erved hieratic manuscript

' containing a description of the town of Pi-Ramses, founded about

1300 BC by Ramses II, the Scsostris of classical authors, in the

eastern delta Dr Wesscly has discovered a large number of private

rolls and lea\es, going back to Ptolemaic times, and dating from the first

half of the second century b c , which throw much light on the social

life of that epoch Classical scholars will be still more interested to heaj'

that Wesscly has found the remains of a codex of ^schines belonging to

the fifth century a d ,
being thus far older than any hitherto known

MSS of that author Eight columns of this codex, containing qjiapters

178-186 of the third oration, have been published by W v. Hartel*

* ** Ebeimsches Museum^” 1887

t **OestorreioluficbQMo22atiSBchrjit'* Vienna 1886
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There have also come to light fragments of one of the orations of

Isocrates, containing chapters 48 and 19 t)f his fifth oration, of a

lexicon for the Meidias 'of Demosthenes, and of an unknown gram-
marian of the first century a d The history of the empire, too, has

received considerable illustiation fiom Wessely^s researches A Senes of

^ private documents illustrate the times ind mention the names of

Hadrian, Antoninus Piuc, Marcus Aurelius, Comftiodus, Auielian,
n Seveius, Mixirninus Daza, and Julian the Apostate He has found
the oldest imperial document yet discovered among the Fayum MSS iti ^
an edict of the year 83 a d

,
and a legal pioccss of the yeax 118, which

IS most important, as showing the development and application of

Koman law in Egypt Two papyrus rolls help to deteiimne disputed

points in chionology one relates to the length of the joint reign of the

Emperors Pupienus and Balbinus, ad 237-238, the other fixes the

exact time of the celebration of Constantine^s Dccentialia to a n 313

,

while as to the Aiahic MSS
,
Karabacck has discovered the oldest

document connected with Islam, in a splendid papyrus, about eighteen

inches long by nine or ten broad, dated Apiil 2‘), bi3 a o ,
or the 22nd

year of the Hegira The compiny of scholais to whom jihe woik of

investigating the Fayum »MSb has been entrusted have now tried a

new undertaking In my last Record I told of the “ Corpus Papyroium
Raincn,” the fiist volume of which was published list aiRumn They
have now stalled an additional work m connection witn these docu-

ments, in the shape of tin ^^Mittlieilungcn aus der Sarnrnlung der

Papyrus Erzherzog lliiner,''* edited by Piofessor Karabacek It is a

periodical with which all colleges and universities must necessarily provide

themselves as soon as they isceitaiu its tiue vilue The prospectus

desciibes as its object the collection in one journal of studies, inquiries,

and reports deiivcd fiom the investigation of the specialists engaged upon

the MSS In the “Coipiis,*' in fact, we shall have transciipts of the

documents themselves, in the " Mittheilungen we shall have the ideas

and theories gathered out of the documents by those who have had the

best opportunities of studying them The fiist nurnbei of this journal

fully bears out the piomise of the prospectus Karabacek discusses the

sonicwli it mythical person ige called Mokaukis, who figures laigely m the

narrative of the capture of Egypt by the Saracens Kar ibacek identi

fies him with George, the Christian governor of the Egyptian Babylon,

who, influenced by theological jealousy, betiayed Egypt to the Saracens,

and got from them the name Mokaukis, which the Viennese professor

regards as the Ar ibic form of the Greek title of honour, or

"the glorious one ” The second aiticle deals with the Egyptian Indiction,

and IS important not only from a chronological but also from a social point

of view The first use of the indiction calculation is usually attributed

to Constantine the Great Krall shows reason to think it much older, and

attributes its invention to Egyp|p His article has also inteiesting notices

of the rise of the Nile, and of a perpetual hanging gale of lent, which

existed in Egypt under the Pharaohs, the Romans, and the Mahome-
tans, the State being in each case the universal landlord Wessely

then takes up the same subject in his article on the Nile Indiction,

dealing with it from the point of view of the Greek MSS ,
where on p, 28

he points out that the indiction period of fifteen years was known as

early as the Emperor Hadrian’s time The remaining a|;Ucles deal with

* “ Mittheilungen aus der SammluDg der Papyrks Erzherog Rainer,” Vienna, 1886
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what we caM the sj^stem of bookkeeping and accounts which pre-

vailed among the Copts, and with the Hebrew MSS found at FayAni and

the Jewish lituigical fiagments contained therein Some brief notices of

the htest finds conclude a journal every word of which is rich in materials

del IV ed byhonest workers from virgin soil The subscription is tenshilliiigs

1 j eai , two numbers will appeal annually , and Karabacek is the editor

I do not think I^eed say more to recommendfit than to note that the

«!econd number is to contain articles among others, on the Faydm
# gospel fiagment by Bickell, on Greek literaiy fragments from Payum,
and on the fii&t mention of Goths and Buloarians in the papyii by
Wessely, and on the oldest Arabic cipheis by Karabacek
Among the largei volumes which this winter has seen published,

a woik of Lipsius on the apocryphil acts and histones of the

Apostles * takes a foremost place I have noticed in various Recoids

the publication of diflerent poitions ot this woik Wc have now
the fiisi half ot the second volume, the stcoiul half having been pub-

lished more than two years ago The whole of the piesent volume,

embiacing neaily 500 closely printed page^, is taken up with the acts

of SS Petei iiid Paul, and the apoci^phal acts of Finland Thefila

It deals wifli a subject which has been often discussed ot late years

—

VIZ, the traditions about bt Feterb lesidcnce and episcopate it Rome
It enters very lully into the question, gives all the ancient traditions

about Peter md Paul, quotes all the pi&sagts fiom the Fatheis, discusses

the leraams ot tlie Gnostic and Catholic tt iditions, the local legends and
churches ot the city ot Rome I need not s ly it is very exhaustive, but,

save to experts iii ecclesiastic il histoiy, it is scaicely veiy interesting

Hainack’s “Texteund Unteisuchungen continue to i^^sue fiom the

pies^ at a veiy rapid rate I noticed the issue ot some volumes in

my last Record, and now we have a very exhaustive treatise on Leontius

of Byzantium, a Gieek authoi of the <*ixth century, whose writings

aie most impoitaut foi the hibtoiy of Christian sects and heresies t
It IS a striking evidence of the different points of view fiom which the

same writer can be viewed when we notice that Smith's Lictionaiy of

Chiifctian Biogiaphy,"’ vol iii p 692, gives but four lines to this Leontius

upon whom Harnack and Loots spend 520 pages, and the work is not

concluded, for Loots promises another volume, which will deal with

Leontius ot Neapolis and some other literary personages of the same
name Loofs’ mteiest iti Leontius naturally arose out of the

original shape of Ilirnack's volumes, which dealt with Greek apologists,

and specially with Ireiiccus, \ihose work agunst heiesics natuially

led to the study of those later writers who dealt with the same
subject and used his matenils The five hundredth anniversary of

the foundation of Heidelberg XJiiiveisity last August gave birth

to a useful work on Christian Archscology, dedicated to the theological

faculty by a German pastor. Dr Adolf JIaseuclever J This wiiterjoins

issue with the great Roman arch*eologi9t, De Rossi—not, indeed, as to

his facts, because they aie incontroveitible, but as to De RossPa
interpretation of the facts, which is open to debate In his view, De?

Rossi and his school set out with two chief theses which they maintain

* “Die Apocryplien Apostelgeschichten und Apostellegendcn Von R. A Lipsius

/vcit Bd , Erste Halfte Braunschweig 18S7

I t ‘ Leontius von Byzanz ” Von fred Loofa Buck I Leipzig 1887

/ X Dci Vitchrietiiche Grabersohmack, ein Beitrag znr Cnruitlichen Archaologie

y A Haaenclever Brannschweig 1886
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at all hazards—viz
,
that the cafving, sculpture, &c ,

of the catacombs
aiose under clerical guidance, and that these sculptures embody and
teach a definite system ot Church doctrine identical with the present
Broman Catholic system Hasenclever discusses his subject veiy

^
thoroughly so far as Qeiman and a few French authorities are con-
cerned, but does not seem to be aware of the existence ofany English writei

dealing with Ins topic, later than Bingham It is indeed an extraordinary
fact that, with all the German facility for acquiring English which our
neighbours display in commercial matters, they 'ire content to remain
ignoiant of English liteiary work, wiHi the exception of that new school
of students repiescnted by llarnack and hi& friends Even in the
matter of purely German authorities Jlabcnclever is scarcely up to

date, as in dealing with the Jewish catacombs at Rome, which
were the models on which the Christian ones were formed, and
from which much Christian ornamentation was bonowed, ho takes

no notice of Di Schiirer’s treatise, published in 1879, styled
‘‘ Gemeindeverfassung dei Juden in Rom , not to speak of the learned

Arcoli^s work (in Italic^) on the Jewish Sepulchres of Naples,

published in 1880 llasenclever’s work will be found, however, very

useful it is arranged in admirable oidcr, has an exhaustive table

ot contents, and is, like almost all German works, totally devoid

of an index—a fault for which reviewer and reader alike ought to

devise some very severe penalty Two other works must terminate our

notice of Geiman literature One is a Roman Catholic volume, written

by a priest named Joseph Kolberg, of the diocese ot Ermland, where a

brave attempt is made to piove that Tcrtullian held the modern Roman
Catholic view of the Church and Church life ^ Teitullian s is indeed a

hard fate, he is claimed by the extremes on both sides, for one party he

IS an Ultramontane, for the othcis a Qu iLer or a Plymouth Brother, as

far at least as the inftisterial office is concerned The other work is

Herra Schiller^s History of the Roman Empire, from Diocletian to

Theodobiub the Oieat This is one of Perthes’ senes of handbooks of

ancient histoiy, embracing the stories of the PhoDnicians, Hebrews,
Egyptians, Assyrians, and Giecks They are massive handbooks

certainly, as this one volume, dealing with one century alone of Roman
history, ooiitains 488 pp It is well done, it embiaces a period very

inteicstmg to the Christian historian, the last great persecution and the

triumph of Chiistianity, upon which Schiller brings to bear the light

of modern discoveries in archaeology, numismatics, and architecture

Libiaiians wishing to furnish their libraries with the best modern

editions of the third and fourth century wiiteis will find his ex-

haustive statement of his sources veiy instructive, as a full list of

authorities is set out in the pieface

Among English contributions to Ecclesiastical History the Report

of the Historical Manuscripts Commission takes piecedence The

Tenlh Report appeals rather late, as it is dated 1885 It deals

with the MSS in possebsion of the Marquis of Ormonde, the Eafl of

Fingall, the Sees ot Dublin and Ossory, and the Corporations of

Waterford and Galway These manusciipts are Irish, and connected

with the history, ecclesiastical and secular, of Ireland between the

* “ V erfaflsung, Cultiir u Oisciplin der Chnstlichen Kirche nach den Schnften

Tertnllian fi von J Kolberg, Doct der Theologie Braunsberg 1886

t “ Gtescbichte der Bomificlien Kaiserzeit ** Von H Schiller Ootha 1887
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twelfth and the eighteenth centuries The Oimonde MSS tell

of the Government of the great Duke of Ormonde, who ruled

Ireland m the reign of Chailes II , the Pingall MSS deal with the

reign of James II and of William III , the piincipal one, “ A Light
to the Blind/' being a vindication of James II

,
and of his conduct

^
towaids the Church of England , together with an original account of

the wars of William III and James II ,niarratives of the battles of the

Boyne and Anghiim, lud the sieges of Athlone, Galway, and Limenck
The pages dealing with the epi«!copal ai chives of Dublin and Ossory
ire veiy inteicbting to the ecclesmstical historian The See of Dublin
possesses an ancient MS which Mr Gilbcit, the editor of the Appendix
to the Report, thus describes “The oldest of the Dublin records is

that designated ‘Crede Mihi ’ It is the suiviving portion of a legistei

book of documents connected with the See of Dublin, and all the

contents are in Latin On tlic inside of the parchment wrapper is a

memorandum by James Usshei, Piimatc of Ireland \d 162i~56, in

which he assigns the tianscription ot the MS to about a d I5i75

It was annotated about 1530 by John Alan, Archbishop ot Dublin,

who was killed by Silken Thomas, Eail of Kildare, in his levolt against

Henry VIII In this Appendix Mi Gilbert has given us a fall

calendar of the “ Crede ]\Iihi , but the Government ought to print it in

the Rolls series, as it contains most valuable information concerning the

early ecclesiastical and secular histoiy of Iielmd, from the time of

Henry li The very first document in it is a Icttei fioin Pope
Alexander III, ad 1159-1181, written to Laurence O Toole, Aich-
bishop of Dublin when Henry II captured that city, and who ruled

that See fiom 1162-118] Thcinei, a Roman antiquaiian, published
all the documents connected with Ireland m the Papal archives, at the
suggestion of the late Cardinal Cullen He Imd previously published

“Vetera Monuinenta Slavorum" and “ VeterPMonumenta PoloniaB^',

and then, in 1861, he followed these up with “ Veteia Monumenta
Hibernorum et Scotorum The cailicst document found at Rome
connected with Ireland dates fiom 1216, so that the M»SS collated by
our Commission are some fifty years olacr It is a great pity that the
Rolls series does not contain more of these great Anglo-Noiraan docu-
ments preserved in Dublin There is the “ Crede Milii with the

Archbishop
,
the “ Liber Albus,” the " Liber Niger,” and the “ Reper-

torium Viiide^^ with the Chaptci of Christ Church Cathedial, and
Alan's “Liber Niger ” atTiinity College—nil full of information about
the mediaeval history of England and Iieland, but at present practically

useless, and in some cases inaccessible If they were printed they
would be most useful, even from a Goverument point of view, as the

“laber Niger “ contains the Acts of Parliament passed in the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries The Dublin Parliaments weie then
often^held in Christ Church, and these Acts exist nowhere else If these

books were printed, they would be at once placed beyond the malfifold

pe^ls of fire, neglect, and robbery—neglect being perhaps the greatest

—to winch they are otherwise exposed The MSS calendared by Mr.
Gilbert from Galway and Waterford contain very striking and at

times veiy amusing pictures of the life of communities founded bj^^the

Anglo-Norman settlers m veiy opposite parts of the kingdom Whil$
writing on this point, it is fitting to call attention to an ^cel^iastical

history published by a former Lord Chancellor of Irdand and an eminent
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canonist m dajs when lawyeis were students of the civil and canon as
well as of English law Dr, John Thomas Ball was well known in the
House of Commons ten years ago lie was for many years the chiel
lieutenant of the late Mi Disraeli, by whom his solid learning was
appreciated He then became Lord Chancelloi of Ireland, and now,
retired Irom the strife and dm of politics, he has returned to the studies
of earlier days, and as the lesult has produced a History of the Church
of Ireland * covering much the s*ime period as Bishop Mant in his
two laige volumes Dr Ball's work is much more concise and vigorous
than the learned prelate’s His is the work of an eminent lawyi^and it

therefore takes a thoioughly legal view of the late Irish Estal^hment
and the foitunes of the English Government in Ireland Perhaps the
most interesting part of it for vciy many will be found in Dr Ball's

survey ot the Revision movement, which followed upon Disestablish-

ment In note HH, p 350, is contained a very accurate statement
of all the changes made in the Irish Piayer-book, ot which Dr Ball
was perhaps the most competent expositoi, as he was the trusted

adviser of the late Primate Bere&tord, who consistently opposed every
changdj and tHeiefore must often have debated every proposition with
his vicar-general Dr Ball treats ot many questions of general interest, as

for instance, concerning the succession of bishops at the Reformation both
in England and Ireland, as well as the history and origin ot Convocation
Dr Ball’s work wants an index, but has a very exhaustive table pf con-

tents prehxed , but what shall we say to a Life of Baxter, ^ ottiearly 500
solid octavo pages, without either a proper table of contents or an index or

an authoiity quiled fn the notes ? Theie is really no excuse for such
neglect A writer after levibinghis proofs could compose au exhaustive

table of contents in two or thiec evenings, and ab for au index to such
a work, it meicly involves a foitnight’s careful work, which will be
amply repaid in the thorough revision of spelling, &c , it involves

But in tins busy age writers have absolutely no claim on the public

patience or respect who offer them a work like that of Mr Davies, with

a table of contents such as we find on pp 7 and 8, which any child of

ten years old might compose As foi the body of the work, it as too

large and too minute for its subject A picturesque Life of Baxter,

which would take certain epochs of his life, and paint them
vigorously, would be very attractive, for he was one of the most
interesting of the Puritans Effe^ive biogiaphy is, however, a

very difficult woik Writers become immersed in their subject,

and they think the public takea the same interest m every pettv

detail as they do themselves Mr Davies’ work labours under certain

drawbacks, not the least of which is his omission of all reference to

his authorities Still, it presents a careful and loving picture of a

great and good man’s life, and as such has its own value Mr Hores
History of the Church in England J is written from a very different

standpoint, or rather from the very opposite standpoint, to that of Mr
Davies. Mr Hore offends against none of our canons He gives

admirable tables of contents, good indices, and his volumes are very

* “The Reformed Church of Ireland (1637-1886) ” By Right Hon J T Ball,

LL D ,
B C L London Longmans 1886

“ The Life of Richard Baxter • By John H Davies, B A London Kent k Co

+ “ in Engbnd, from William HI to Victoria ” By A. H Hore, M,A
London 1886
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handy for reading Still, they are tendency-volumes, m the language of

German criticism They are controversial and writtenm atontroveiswl

spirit, to put the same in plain English , and so long as the Historian is

a contioverbialist he can scarcely be quite fair Mr Hore writes as

much from the extreme High Chuich as Mi Davies from the Low
Church standpoint , and while his volumes are interesting and chatty,

they aie often one-sided and prejudiced

We have space just to mention a few other works Mr Condei’s
^'Syrian Stone Lore,*** dedicated to Prince Albert Victoi of Wales, is

a valiAle and interesting contribution to history, by an observer

who h^ lived and woiked where ecclesiastical history was made
Hib pages deal with Palestine and Svna during the pre-Chnstian

and the post-Cliristian age alike, his nanative being brought down
to the tunes of the Crnsadeis Mr Condci’s woik is valuable because

he gives us the results ot his own immediate obboi vations Hasenclever,

m his work on the catacombs, levievved above by us, would have derived

much profit from them , but when he wandeis into the field of ecclesus-

tical history pine and simple, Conder makes sad mistakes Thus, on

p 274 he dates the first General Council of Nice in 327,%hile Sliuton

or any other authority would have told him it was held m 32^, fixes (on

p 27b; the contioversy concerning the uncreated light of Mount Tabor to

the fifth instead of to the fouiteenth century, as Gibbon would have told

him in his sixty-thiid chapter , and asserts (p 296) that the Christians

had qo clinrehes till the time of Constantine, though the fiist edict

issued by Diocletian iii \ d 303 prescribed the destiuction of all

Christian churches, as he might have learned fiom Busebiub Apait
from such errors, which have no necessary connection with the text, Mr
Condei^s work is to be recommended to students of the Bible and of

Chuich History—Two veiy thorough woiks have lately been published,

the one comcb from England, the other from Scotland Mi Chase*s
“ Chrysostom t is styled a study in the history of biblical interpreta-

tion, but it IS much more , it is a careful and elaborate monograph on the

great preacher of Constantinople, based on a conscientious investigation

of the original It was oiiginally a Kaye Piize Essay at Cambridge, but
has been worked up by athiee years' study of the Bul)]ect into a scholarly

work on Chrysostom as a preachei and expositor of Holy \\ rit It is

not, however, a popular work, but one written by a scholar for scholars

—Dr Mitchell, a late Moderator of the Chuich of Scotland, has pub-

lished another work of the same character on Puritan Catechisms " {

He IS Professor of Ecclesiastical History at St Andrews, and has

devoted years to this somewhat obscure subject The Westminster
Catechism has had a great influence in shaping the religious and social

character of England, Scotland, and America, and is worthy tberefoie

of careful attention on the part ot the secular as well as the ecclesiastical

historian Dr Mitchelfs work will be found the best guide to the
original sources But why did both the English and the Scotch divine

abstain from the labour of making an index ?

GeokgbT Stokbs

* « Syrian Stone Lore ** By E R Conder, li E London Bentley & Son 1386
t ** Onrysostom

,

” a Study on the History of Biblical Interpretation ByP H Oliase

M A Cambridge 1887

t “ Cateclusm of the Second Reformation ” By Alex F Mitchell^^^y|p|[pions Of
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1
lH\T Oxford changes faster than any other place la not a new

remark, and it is a true one only within certain limits As
concerns the outward look of the place, buildings and the like,

change has almost wholly taken the shape of addition , a great deal

that IS new has been built, but very little that was old has perished

A new city, one might say, has grown up round the old one There

IS that wonderful city of villas, which seems to spread daily further

and further along the roads which rim northward from old St

Giles And suburbs of less pretension, endless rows of small but

decent-looking houses, have sprung up along every other road out of

the city But all these have sprung up where before there was

nothing, and the old Oxford still abides in the middle of it all

In that old Oxford itself much that is new has aiiscn, but very

little that is old has passed away Nearly every college has thrown

out some new building or other, but very few colleges have destroyed

anything over which one is inclined to Veep The new is often

fantastic and incongruous, but the old is ftr the most part there still,

with the advantage of Iiaving the new as a foil Balliol stands almost

^

alone in any serious act of destruction The new hall, which lifts itself

up like a tall bully over the quiet and harmless, if not beautiful, inner

quadrangle of Trinity, does not add to the fault of its existence the

further fault of having supplanted anything much bettei But the

new chapel has come into being only by mutilating one of the most

perfect pieces of design in the whole University, a chapel, library,

and turret, modest enough, but the work, it was plain, of some con-

summate master of his art whose name has passed away The yet

more monstrous barbarism of destroying the o^ buildings of Merton

forv^j)ih^threatened, and never happened
,
it is enough to have built

vo£^ LI ^ T T
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the new At Christ Church we can forgWeOme things that might

he regretted, in satisfaction |it the really great work which has made

the cathedral church of the diodse ^pomething better than when,

forty years back, it was practically only the chapel of a single

college The new schools are a wondrous sight in the High Street,

but they supplanted only the Angel Inn , though, to be sure, it might

be said that the honest commonplace of the Angel Inn did not

draw the eye so irresistibly to it as the amazing piece of archi-

tectural perversity which has sprung up on its site And there are

quarters in the University where wc can come a good deal nearer to

actual praise Where Wykeham and Waynflete built ot old, some-

what of their taste and spirit still dwell They built in plain English,

before men bad been dazzled by Ruskincsque or Jacobsean vagaries

And tbeir successors have the sense to turn away from Ruskinesque

and Jacobsean vagaries, and to build in plain English still

But it 18 not of the outward look of Oxford, of its architecture,

old or new, that 1 wish now chicQy to speak The changes in graver

matters have been wonderful, and yet, like the architectuial changes,

they have left the kernel of the old fabric in the midst of modern

additions Coming back, as I have done, to Oxford, after a non-

residence of thirty-seven years, I find change in almost eiery detail,

and yet, after all, I find much that is the same In some points I

have found the return to 0\foidinore puzzling than if I had gone to

a place of which I knew nothing before lu another place I might

have had to learn a new language , in Oxford the difficulty is that old

names have got new or modified meanings But when I speak of a

non-residence of thiity-seven years, I ought perhaps to explain myself

It IS certain that from 1817 to 1881 I lived elsewhere than in

Oxford, but I had much more to do with Oxford than most non-

residents Three appointments as examiner brought me largely to

the place, and enabled me to watch the working of one part of the

system pretty thoroughly for a good many years I seldom missed

the gatherings of my own-r college on Trinity Monday, and at one

time I not uncommonly piid visits to friends at Oxford For a good

many years I watched the course of Oxford legislation very carefully,

and often came up to vote, now and then to speak The changes

which followed the appointment of the first Commission I watched

perhaps as narrowly as any man , but a time came when, instead of

an important change coming once in a year or two, two or three

such changes began to come in every term With fortnightly revolu-

tions it was impossible to keep up
, my interest m and my knowledge

of Oxford matters flagged, and—what I now deeply regret-—I took

little heed to the doings of the last Commission, I therefore came

back to Oxford hardlv prepared for the merciless havoc of these last

^ changes I had not J^rned how much heavier were the
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the last Commissioii than the mere whips df the fiyst Above nil, I

had not learned how wonderfully a moyemeiit, whose am wns the

encotiragement and even the endowment of researdi, 1va»' by some
malicious ingenuity turned about into an iron codo by which Research

has been made well nigh penal

One of the most striking outward changes in Oxford is the

outward expression of a most important change in the general state

of things It has been put epigrammatically, that formerly nobody in

Oxford was married except the heads, but that now the heads are

the only people who remain unmarried The great inciease of pro-

fessorships, the permission of marriage to fellows of colleges, and

the flocking to Oxford of not a few who are not professors or fellows,

has utterly changed Oxford life from what it was forty years back, or

much less than forty years back The old college life is all but

destroyed The unmarried fellow, living in his college rooms and

making the college his home, is now becoming exceptional Yet

tho old college life was a very good life
,

it gave the best possible

opportunities for work, opportunities of which many took advantage,

and no state of life was so well fitted for forming genuine and

disMterested friendships And in those days one could really see

something of ohe’s friends Tins was society in a very good

sense ,
but “ society, m the sense in which that word is commonly

understood, could not be said to exist in Oxford forty years back

When I was scholar and fellow, we very seldom saw the inside df a

house as distinguished from a college In fact there were very few

houses, save those of the heads and a few married professors and

tutors, to sec the inside of Oxford society was before all things a

society of fellows of colleges, of men necessarily unmairied, and a large

majority of them clergymen It is a great mistake to think that all

fellowships were clerical
,
there were a great number of lay fellow-

ships in the University, in some colleges all or most of the

fellows might be lay But many fellows were non-resident, and

many causes made non-residence moie common among lay than

among clerical fellows The lay fellow was more often than not a

barrister, and, if he practised, he was necessanly non-resident The

rejjident fellows then were mainly cither clergymen or men intending

to become clergymen But Oxford society was not clerical society

in the same way in which a society so largely made up of clergymen

would be anywhere else The clerical fellow was fellow first and

clergyman afterwards The average fellow—there were, of course,

other types on both sides qf him—was not unclencal in any bad

sense, but his clerical character was not put forward in the same

way as it commonly is with clergymen elsewhere The college was

to him a home, but not a permanent home ,
most cases he looked

forward to exchanging^ his fellowship for a college living. He was

iP; T S
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often a tutor^ in many cases an able and diligei^t tutor But his

tutorship was an adjunct to hia fellowship it was the business of

the fellows, or some of them, to do the tutors* work of the college,

Sut it certainly did not come into the head of the fellow and tutor of

those days that he was a member of a tutorial profession

The changes which followed the ftrst two University Commissions

went far to break down this state of things The old college life

did not perish, but it received some severe blows Many more

fellowships were opened to laymen , the resident lay fellow, acting

as tutor or not, became a more usual character On the other

hand, non-residenee spread more widely than before , it was in some

sort looked on as the right thing , the notion that a fellow of a

college could have any duties as such was put aside as old-fashioned

The consequence was that many colleges numbered very few residents

,

it was sometimes said that fellows of Oxford colleges were to be found

everywhere except in Oxford The allowance of marriage too

began to creep m, but chiefly in the case of fellowships attached to

professorships Still, as a whole, the changes of those Commissions

left the old college life in being, though somewhat modified ^The

number of resident fellows was lessened, but those who wer6 left

lived much after the old sort But meanwhile the academical

population outside the colleges was growing
,
and the changes of the

last Commission, allowing marriage to a much greater extent, have

gohe far to root up the old ideal Large traces of it arc left still,

but it exists as a survival it is kept up by a kind oi effort, because

it has left a kindly memory behind it The life of the thing is gone

In my day it was a regular saying, made with more than one

purpose, but anyhow perfectly true, that there was no “ladies’

society ** in Oxford Now nobody can say that there is any lack of

it I remember in my youth some men complained of the old lack

But the object of an University is study, and it may be doubted

whether the new social state is so conducive to studv as the old The
new state has led moreover to a foolish imitation of London
ways, London hours, and much that was utterly unknown in the

simpler d^iys of old Above all, it has surely had something

to do with that direct glorihcation of idleness, the amazing 3^-
portance attached to meic amusements, which strikes one who
comes back to Oxford in the new state of things as the

most wonderful change of all Many men m my day were idle,

enough; but they were not idle by authority Now all kinds' of

amusement seem to be recognized as part of the business of ibe

place A boat race, a cncket-match, a foot-ball match, seems to he

treated by quite grave persons as a serious business Everything of

the kind is solemnly chronicled and discussed in more than one

academical periodical, alongside of class-lists and lectures and
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debates in Congregation Pormerfy men did not appear in tbe streets

nnleSs decently apparelled , now the official dress of this or that

sport seems to be accepted as a fitting substitute for the discarded cap

and gown There was formerly some regard to the proprieties of

things and places , now a ball in a college hall is a common thing ,

and we have seen a new University building solemnly opened by
dancing Then, beyond all, there is the portentous rage for play-

acting For the better encouragement of idleness, a playhouse

IS opened in the University, and a grand house-warming takes

place in the presence of the chief resident officer of the University A
fashionable player is invited to lecture, and the young men who
have been spending then time in amateur attempts to practise his art >

arc presented to him, as promising young scholars might be presented

to some renowned master of learning* Then* there is the yearly

madness of Commemoration, increasing each yeai in intensity and in

extent of time, till it seems to be acknowledged that Trinity tlhn is

to be an admitted term of idleness There may be some good reason

for all these things
,
they may be improvements or developeraents

whi^the men of a past generation cannot judge of, at any rate, to

the men of a past generation they seem passing strange

With regard to amusements, athletics and the like, the line

seems easily drawn Eierybody, m an University or anywhere else,

needs bodily cxcicise , he needs it, cspccully if young, if only to keep

himself m such a case as to be capable of intellectual work And
every man must judge for himself what kind of bodily exercise best

suits his own constitution In itself there is no more objection to

rowing on the river or playing at cricket than there is to a simple

walk or ride , but there is a danger about them which there is not

about the simple walk or ride The walk or ride is mere exercise

,

it cannot become a matter of business or a matter of excitement ,
it

IS not looked forward to beforehand or dwelled upon afterwards

The walk or the ride too may be made directly helpful to many

foi?ms of mental improvement But the other forms of exercise are

looked forward to beforehand and dwelled upon afterwards And

when a form oi exercise or amusement becomes in this way a

business, when it becomes a matter of serious thought, when

success in it is looked on as at least as important as any of the

honours of the University, it has surely got out of its right place

Such a position given to any form of mere amusement is at least

dangerous It might be too much to say that it is formally inconsistent

with real study, with real serious work of any kind, for there

certainly are men of strong wills and strong bodies who contrive

« Kr Imag^p lecture was reported in many newspapers and was made the subject of

many leading articles About t1be same time Mr Goldwin Slnith gave a lecture in hiabeat

mimner-iim we know what that i»—Un the Pohtical History of Gansda Not u news

paper reported it
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to combine the two But for ordinary men the comhinatioii is at

least dangerous^ if study and amusement clash, study is likely to go ^

to the wall And agam, the balls and the play-acting, with*4>ll the

various forms of excitement which they lead to, are far more danger-

ous than sports which are at least forms of healthy outdoor

exercise But there is no need to sit in abstract judgement on any
of these forms of amusement , it is enough that they are not wanted
m an University The academic year is less than six months long,

and those six months are not continuous To do without balls and
plays for three periods of eight weeks each is stttrely no very great

sacrifice, when more than half the year is left for every one to take

hia fill of them wherever else he pleases

But the permission of marriage to fellows works in another way
which more directly concerns the life of the colleges It blocks up
the succession to fellowships It does so, both m the cases where

fellowships are attached to professorships and in those where marriage

IS aHowed in any other shape I speak as myself a married fellow

,

but I cannot help myself I cannot afford the expense of six months'

residence at Oxford without an increase of income
, so I musMakc

the income of my professorship in whatever shape it comes i^w I

had no kind of objection to a ceitain suppression of fellowships for

the endowment of professors, or for any other needful University pur-

pose The number of non-resident fellows showed that there were many
more fellowships in Oxford than were ever likely to be filled by the

class of men who ought to be holders of fellowships, and there was
no posSble harm in getting rid of the overplus But they should

have been simply suppressed , they should not have been annexed

to professorships I find my own position as a fellow of Onel an
anomalous gne I have indeed been welcomed by the fellows of

that college as one who was not their own choice could hardly have

expected to be welcomed I have become a member of a body to

which it IS a gain and a pleasure to belong Still 1 am out of place

I cannot enter into the general affairs of the college , I cannot get

the same knowledgeof thcm,or feci thesame interestinthein, as I might
even if 1 had been restored to a fellowship at Trinity “With a fellow

elected in the usual way, but the tenure of whose fellowship allows

bhi marriage, this must be different* But he blocks the succession

just as much as I do The lay marned fellow, the lay midhned

head, is likely to stay for ever There is nothing to call him aVray,

as Church preferment called away the clerical fellows in times' past,

and as marriage called away fellows both clerical and layr The
succession therefore is blocked A young man who has doneivellin

the University has not the same chance of a fellowship as he had m
times past. And this, I am sure, is bad A man who has passed

through a good undergraduate career, and who designs to make study
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his chief object, shottUl hure a chance open to him of succeeding

to a fcUoirship. Now his chances are smalU The jaevaleoee of

mamage makes the number of racanf fellowships small, and those that

are left are clogged by restrictions hardly designed for the promo-
tion of learning I could point to men, older an^ younger, men
of exactly the class for whom fellowships were founded, real

students, real scholars, who hold no fellowships, and are never likely

to hold any

In fact the marriage of fellows has worked together with many
other causes wholly to destroy the old conception of a college A
college IS before all things a foundation It is a house built and

endowed for the dwelling and maintenance of students The students

so maintained and dwelling together form a society, a brotherhood,

of men living a common life and having many things in common
The college may rightly enough serve other purposes also ,

but this

IS the first purpose, and with this no other purpose should be allowed

to interfere The ideal of the college is a beautiful one, perhaps too

beautiful to be ever quite perfectly carried out I am very far from

saymg that it was perfectly earned out forty years back, or that it was

ever perfectly carried out at all , but it certainly was much nearer to

being earned out forty years back than it is now There were

several colleges where the members of the foundation did really feel

as members of a foundation The scholars of Trinity certainly did

so Nor was the original purpose of the founders of scholarships,

to give a maintenance to students who could not maintain themselves,

wholly forgotten 1 do not say that the scholais of Tnnity forty

years back were exactly the “paupercs et indigentes" that we

perhaps ought to haie been But I do not think that we were any

of us sons of men of large fortunes , we lived m a quiet way, and

most of us were glad of our scholarships—I certainly was glad of

mine—as helps to living as we did live Of course the scholarships

were “ prizes," in the sense that there was keen competition for

them, but they were not mere pnzes, we felt that we had not

merely got something to show that we were clever fellows, but some-

thing which made us members of a body, dwellers in a hpuse which

was our own The colleges again, with a general likeness m their

constitution, had each one some pecuharitics of its own These were

interesting as studies of foundations, and I believe they had a real

practical use Take for instance my own two colleges Trinity had

both fellows and scholars, both equally members of the foundation

,

that is, the society consisted of an elder and a younger class The

^er of course formed the ruling body ,
but the younger were as

much at home as the elder, and they had a strong preferen^ for

election to the elder class. At Oriel there was no distinct dais of

scholars apart from fellows scholar rather than fellow is the t^itrect
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title of the members of the oue-bodied foundation There was therefore

no younger class fiom whom fellows were to be chosen by preference

The felloi^s of Oriel might come from any quarter Now I hold

that distinctions of this kind were good to preserve. £ach mode of

election had something to be said for and something against iL

Oriel had a wider choice of fellows , but there could not be the feel-

ing of having been academically born and bred in the house, of

being o^ioffiTTvoi hat o/noyaXaKTfg, which there was at Trinity It

would surely have been better to keep on both systems side by side

And so \iith. other peculiarities of particular colleges, some fellow-

ships were perfectly open, some were contincd to paiticular schools

or counties , some fellowships were clerical, some were lay , some
admitted younger men than the average, some admitted older , most

fellowships were for life , those at Wadham were terminable Of these

peculiarities, if some were mischievous, many were harmless, many
were useful

,
many met particular cases And I never could join

without some qualification in the cry against fellowships and scl^olar-

ships wheie the electors were under some restriction as to schools or

counties Why should not a founder, in making a benefaction for

the maintenance of students, specially provide for some class in which
he took a special interest^ 1 am far from defending all the details

of the old system as it stood Many restrictions, many rules of

other kinds, worked \ery badly, a thorough reform was needed

But I hold that that reform should have gone on the principle of

boldly changing anything that actually worked badly and showed no
likelihood of being made to woik well, but of changing nothing for

the mere love of change Ilcform should not have taken the shape

of a reconstruction of the colleges after a single model, and that a
model in which the leal object of the foundation of colleges is quite

put out of sight

A college in the University, in its original conception, is not

primarily a place of education, the University itself la The
Uniyersity is not wholly a place of education , education is only one

of its objects, and hardly the highest, but a place of education^^

directly and primarily, it is a^d ought to be In it the education

of the young and the learning of the mature should both find a
place The young who seek for knowledge, and the elder who,
having already much knowledge, still seek for more, ought, besidea

the help which the place gives in other ways, to find personal guides

able to help them in t^ieir several objects The primary object of a
college IS not the teaching of anybody , it is the maintenance m an.

incorporated society of some of those who come to profit by the

teaching and other advantages of the University When the ibnn-

datiCn takes in a younger class, scholars as well as fellows, the elder

breth{eti are the obvious teachers of the younger 4m iat

i
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from saying that a college should not take in other members besides

those on the foundation In some colleges at least so to do w$8 con-

templated from the beginning By the original statutes of Trinity,

besides the president, twelve fellows, and twehe scholars, there

might be twenty commoners And when the colleges had largely

swallowed up the old halls, and when a later statute obliged every

member of the University to become a member of some college or

hall, it became absolutely necessary that the colleges should very

largely take lu other members than those on the foundation But
It strikes the man of forty yeais back as strange that the relaxation

of this necessity, the allowance of various forms of membership of the

University without membership of a college—unattached students,

pnvate halls, specially the large and populous hall called Keble

College—now followed by Mansfield—should have been followed by
the astonishing rage, not for enlaiging the foundations of colleges,

but for enlarging the buildings of the colleges, so as to take in yet

more members not on the foundation The foundation, in short, as

a foundation, gets forgotten, the old corpoiate feeling dies out, the

scholarships become mere prizes, to show how clever the lads are

And the great law of all modem educational reform comes m endow-^

nients meant for the poor arc turned to the use of the rich Then,

by a kind of remorse, by a slight Ayenbzte of Inwyt, to make up

somewhat for this perveysion of the endowments of the scholarships,

exhibitions, not scholarships, arc set up for the benefit of those to

whom the scholarships ought to go The scholarships are now used

as baits to tempt men to this college or that New scholarships

—

that 18, exhibitions under the name of scholarships, for they carry

with them no membership of a corporation—aie founded with that

avowed end College A cannot compete with College B unless it

4[as more scholarships, unless it changes the time of election to

scholarships, or what not It is really the feeling of the shop over

the way Each college wants to be as big as it can ,
it becomes in

short a great school, wishing to attract boarders The fellowship is

no longer the maintenance of a student, a student who in many

cases may well be also the teachei of his own younger brother , it

becomes part-payment of a teacher of any who come to the school

One hears the teaching fellows of a college spoken of as members of a

^^profession," as if they were schoolmasters or ushers A student-fellow

who uses the bounty of his founder for the purposes for which his

founder meant it is now an exception
,

perhaps the ideal student-

fellow was always an exception , but now he is becoming nearly an

impossibility The various kiu^is of fellows, m the statutes put forth

by the last Commission, are so many and so complicated that they

almost need a special professor of sociology to explain them Bat

it would seem that for the kind of fellow whom founders wishedw,
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the man who is before all things a student lu some branch of learn-

ings there will soon be no place at dl

If the competition between colleges seems strange to the man of

the past generation^ the combination between colleges seems stranger

still Such and such colleges have lectures in common, and^ what

seems stranger still, they elect scholars by a common examination

Now if the object of a college is simply to prepare undergraduates

for an examination, if scholarships are simply prizes lor those who
can pass the best examination, 1 can believe that these are means

well adapted to those ends But they go far to destroy the old idear

of the college as a foundation, a house, a family Indeed the whittle

system on which the last Commission went with regard to the

colleges, the way of looking at education as their first object, of

looking at the college as a kind of school, at the fellow as a kind

of usher, a being for whom there is no place or excuse unless he does

college work^^—a work of which the improvement of himself

seems to be no part—all this naturally tends to a verj much greater

change even than any that the Commissioners have made If the

colleges ai e to cease to be houses, families, brotherhoods, if they are

to be merely so many schools, the question at once suggests itself,

Is there any need for these independent schools ^ Would it

not be better to have only one great school, namely, the University

itself^ With the Commissioners*' notions,#he colleges are in the

way , it IS quite certain that no one setting out with their notions

would ever have set them up it is simply old associations which have

hindered them from being swept away On the pnnciples of the

Commissioners, the buildings ofthe colleges may be useful as boarding-

houses, but there is no reason for the existence of the colleges

themselves as separate corporations, with separate constitution^

separate endowments, separate governing bodies The Englisn”

University with colleges is one thing, the German or Scottish

University without colleges is another thing, each doubtless has

some advantages and some disadvantages each country, I feel sure,

will do best by sticking to its own system and working it as well as

possible, rather than by imitating the system of the other But the

Commissioners have given us something which is neither the one nor

the other The extreme development of the two severally is where

all teaching is done by college tutors, and where all teachmg is done

by University professors But in the present system neither the

college tutor prevails nor the University professor, but the combined
lecturer He has shoved the college tutor aside, and he tramples

the University professor under foot

Now let no one tliink that I in the least wish to see this system

carried out further, that I wish the colleges to become mere
botUbding-houses M17 ykviit%r6 1 have that afifeotionior the eid college

%
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system thjfct I would feleave to every scrap and survival of the

separate beiug of those noble foundations, that grand seance from
M<^ton in the thirteenth century to Wadham m the seventeenth,

the like of which no other land has to show But I do say that

the last Commissioners, and any who approve—^there must be some
who approve—of the doings of the last Commissioners, would have
been only consistent in sweeping away the colleges as independent
bodies If each body of fellows is to be a mere company of

ushers, there is really no need for the elaborate system of separate

constitutions and separate endowments Now I wish the colleges to

possible, as they used to be, something better than companies of

ushers with their pupils I can conceive higher objects than
" college work,” as college work” seems now to be understood

The combined lecturer is beyond me , but when we come to the

old question between the college tutor and the University professor,

I firmly believe that between the college tutor, as the college tutor

was of old, and the University professor there need be no rivalry or

opposition whatever The fault m my day was, not that the college

tutors stood in the way of the professors, but that the professors

did hardly anything at all Not but that many of them were per-

fectly ready to do something, if they had had the chance
,

but

nobody went to them, or was encouraged to go to them But the

Wider and more general teaching of the professor was just what

was wanted to supplement the narrower teaching of the college

tutor And be it remembered that the college tutor is not a njere

teacher , he is, or ought to be, a guide as well His office is a

domestic one , he stands in a personal relation to his pupils, in
^

which the professor docs not stand I can conceive that, with a

well-organized professoriate, a man who was no very brilliant

scholar might still make a very useful tutor, if he did his personal

work well, and suppljf<l any deficiencies in his own teaching by

sending his pupils to ^'^oper professors Now I do not forget

that both college tutors and University professors are comparatively

modern By the old theory of the University there is an inherent

r^t and duty of teaching in every doctor and master
,

professor
"

18 in truth merely another equivalent for those two synonymous

names , the ^formal style of the doctor in divinity is still Saerm

Theologise Professor ” One may stop to remark that, if the right

and duty of teaching belongs to every doctor and master, some care

should be taken to make every doctor and master capable of

teaching But the immediate point is that, as the colleges grew and

their relation to the University was settled, the growth of two

distmet classes of teachers, one in the University at large, the other

in particular colleges, seems a very natural and healthy^ hit of

cvolutiom And in my the old theory did survive m a d^ain
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way, the old private coach was no unfair representative of the

independent doctor or master teaching simply as a doctor or master.

Silt under the present system an anomalous class of teachers has

arisen who are neither University professors, nor college tutors, nor

masters teaching simply as such The combined lecturer comes

under none of those heads , and it is the combined lecturer who
now reigns, he goes far to crowd out all the others Yet his

position is an anomalous one, for which no place could have been

found in the relation of collegCb and University as they stood a fcTf

years back He is not an independent mastci teaching as

for somebody appoints him Nor is he a domestic

of one college, with duties confined to the walls of that college

Nor IS he a public University ofheer, like the piofessor or reader

He lectures to members of several colleges, sometimes, I Tbclieve, to

mcmbeis of any college Such a position is utterly different from

that of a college tutoi, standing iii a peisonal relation to the men
of that college Suiely a man holding such a position, lecturing

to members of the University at large, should be an University

officer, under University rule and control licser\ing the right of

every master to teach if anybody will come to be taught, surely all

teaching beyond the nails of a single college should be University

teaching, the teaching ot authorized professors and leaders It is a

professor who speaks, and I am doubtless inclined, like all other

men, to magnify my own office, but surely the professor of any

branch of knowledge, nlio cither is a master of that branch of

knowledge or else is unfit to be professor of it, should he the

acknowledged head of his own branch There arc subjects studied

by so few that the professor himself can do all that is needed m them

There are others whicli have many students, and which therefore

require many teachers But suicly the professor should be the

head of those teachers They should act in some kind of relation to

him He might well take some branches of the subject himself,

and allot others to the readers and lecturers, all working together m
fellowship One might even expect that the younger teachers ot a

subject would he foremost to attend the lectures—presumably

higher and more general kind than their own—of one whom they

may fairly look on as their chief The actual state of things is far

different There never was a more singular case of a movement

being turned about to a result the exact opposite of that for whioli

it was Int^ndcd^ than the fact that the last Commission arose out of

a movement for the advancement of research We heard a great

deal about the endowment of research,'^ sometimes the subsidy

of research,^' whatever that meant The Commissioners, everybody

thought, were to do something for men of learning as such Whether
the endowment of research was a very practical idea maybe 4oubted^
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at all events the CommissioiftBrs did not look on ^t a9 auch Nearly
everything that they have done has looked the other way* Certain

fellowships at All Souls’ must be excepted^ the holders of which are

not allowed to be idle and are not required to cram boys, but hold
their fellowships by the tdfeurc of doing real work in some branch cf
knowledge or other With regard to most other fellowships, the

classes of them are endless^ but in none does the original object

of a fellowship, the maintenance of a student, seem to have been
thought of at all The professors aie put under every possible kind of

fetter A numbei of )isctuies fixed by statute of course means that no
than that number will ever be given A man who is fit to be pro-

fess> must know better than any set of Commissioners could know
beforehand the number of lectures, more or fewer, which his subject

needs at any particular time And the odd thing is that, while the

number is rigidly fixed, the nature and subject is left to the pro-

fessor’s choice I may lecture publicly or privately , I may practically

lecture on anything I please , for I am bound simply to lecture on
" some part of modern history,” and the Commissioners do not, any
more than anybody else, attempt to define what modern ” history is

As to evci alniig else I am pcrfcctlj free
,
but I must give forty-two

lectures in a jear, and in two terms out of three I must lecture

twice a week for seven weeks The amount is very far from

excessive , left to myself, I should very likely do more It is the

being oidcrcd, the being distrusted, the being treated like an usher,

and not like a man wlio is or ought to be at the head of his subject,

which Is the grievance Tlicre is, to Le sure, the lecture list,” a
paper in viluch the lectures of all professors and other teachers aie

announced so long beforehand that the* announcements have com-
monly to be altered before the time comes foi carrying them out

A vast deal of time is wasted on making this list, which always

reminds one of the number and hardness of the rules called the pie
”

To arrange the times and places of lectures seems to be a far harder

task than to give the lectures wlicn the time comes The list, when

made, contains the lectures of the Univeisity professors and readers,

jumbled up with the lectures of tutors and lecturers in particular

i^cbUfeges or groups of colleges The union is odd, for one would

have thought that the work of a professor was, or ought to be, some-

thing that wo^ld interest the TJniversitynii general, and even some

beyond the Uni\er&ity, while the lectures of college tutors and

lecturers surely matter to no one but the undergraduates of the colleges

concerned And if these two arc mixed together, suiely the indepen-

dent master, who does now and then show himself, ought to be ad-

mitted also But for him there is no place To get on the list the

man who is not professor or reader has to be certified by the b^ad

of some college or hall
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The list which has so mwch time ant thought'spent upon itj and

which seems to be always making^ is made by a Board consisting ot

professors and readers sitting enc cfficto^ and of other elected members*

How those members are elected^ and by whom, is sometimes a litj^e

mysterions What is certain is that the Aost eminent of the elected

members have a singular way of disappearing from the Board It

IS said^ but it IS hardly credible, that an eminent scholar has been

known to disappear because a single elector met by himself^ and

elected himself instead of the eminent scholar Anyhow^ however

the Board is formed^ the professor, no less thanK^ie combined lecturer,

IS bound to submit his scheme of lectures to it In an

may be very well, but hardly in a man who is, or ought to be,

head of his subject But hark what follows the professor must submit

his lectures to the Board
,
the Board may give him advice, if they

please , but it is expressly ordered that he need not take their advice

If they disapproie of his scheme, they may report him to the Vice-

Chancellor What the Vice-Chancellor is to do to him if he is

reported, the ordinance fails to decree

These absurd enactments are of course never put in force, for

the simple reason that the members of the Board have too much
sense to put them in force Against tlic Modern History Board I

have nothing to say, they ha\e treated me well in every way They

chose me their chairman when they might have chosen somebody

else , they chose me personally to several places, notably to a share

in the appointment of Examiners, to which they might have chosen

somebody else , they have given me no trouble about my lectures,

such as the ordinance authorized them to give
,
the only suggestion

which they have made to mb has been one which I gladly accepted*

The only fault is the waste of time, which is not their fault, but the

fault of the Commissioners I only hope that a body to which I

have every reason to be grateful will not he angry with me when I

say that I have not yet found out the use of the Board nor the use

of the lecture list , nor when I say that I think that, if there |s to be

a Board of Modern History, the Regius Professor ought to be its

ex-officio chairman, and to have a voice ex officio in appointing

Examiners m Modern History The dilemma is plain eithef tb#
professor is the fittest man for these function^

be plrttfessor at all *
^

* 1 hud once hoped to have a chaote of saying a little more on these points Xotlong
ago the House of Commons was seized with a longing to know something about the
doings of professors A number of questions were sent out, to most m which the
answers were to be found in the Commissioners’ book of Ordinances. Thinkingtiie
House wanted to know something more than that, I wrote at some length—as if I

had been answenng a Commission—on several of the pomts suggested, s^lsent, aswe
were bid, my paper to the then Vice Chancellor Wnat became of the pi|per I do not
know, and who wrote the answers which appeared m my name I do notlmow ,

lonly
know that 1 never saw my paper again, and that 1 did not wrvto the pnbhshed answers
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It IS hardly possible that the last Commissioners, m framing their

ordipanees, deliberately intended to throw hindrances in the way of

research, or to degrade the professors as the representatives of

research They most likely did not think about the matter* The
Commissioners, or whoever guided the Commissioners, had some-
how got hold of the notion of the University as a mere school,

a mere place of education, not a place of both education and re-

search , and they made their statutes accordingly, not for masters of

the different branches of knowledge, but for ushers teaching boys

Of the colleges as foiipdations they seem not to have thought at all

,

but they were not quite prcpaied to carry out their own leading idea

by turning them int6 mere boarding-houses
,
so they left them as

other schools provided with other ushers People used to mc^k at

the minute and rigid statutes by which some of the old founders—not

the oldest ofthem—Abound the members of their foundations
, here we

have statutes just as minute and rigid to bind men who, if they are

at all worthy of their places, must know far better what to do than

any Commissioners can tell them We arc now m the Jubilee Year

,

a Jninlec Year ought to be a year of deliverance, a year of setting

free the captive No better form of deliverani e could be thought

of than a short Act of Parliament annulling the acts of the last

Commissioners, and setting the University, its professors, and its

colleges, free

In another article I hope to deal with some other branches of the

subject, which do not so much concern the action of any Commission,

but rather the action of the University itself, chiefly with regard to

subjects of study and examination, during the last forty years.

Edward A Freeman
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O
NE of the bnghtest visions created by the imagination of poets

and prophets is that of a golden age, past or future , an age

when there has been, or shall be, no war and no cruelty , an age of

wisdom, reason, and gentleness among all mankind But if we
search the depths of written and traditional history, or those older

and truer histones, the records of the rocks, there is abundant

evidence that no such golden age has existed for man or beast , and

if we read the signs of the times without prejudice, it is impossible to

doubt, not only that a future golden age is utterly beyond our ken,

but even that at this moment the civilized world is passing througlb

one of the retrograde movements which occur from time to time, and

are the backwash of the much-vaunted “ wa\e of civilization" It

may be admitted that, on the whole, there is progress, hut it would
Be a fatal error to take the desires and interests of a commonwealth
like our own, chiefly eommeicial and with more territory than it

knows how to manage, for the general feeling of civilized mankind

And if civilized nations are not yet weaned from the contempla-

tion of war as a necessity and a glory ,
if such people as the

brilliant French, and educated, deep-thinking Germans, are at tins

moment sharpening and brandishing their swords against each oth^,

how are we to expect that semi-civihzcd States like Eussia, or the

barbarous tribes which still occupy so large a portion of this fair

world, are to leap at one bound up all the steps of progress in the

enthusiasm of humanity —steps over which the leaders of civiliza-

tion have BO painfully toiled during the lapse of centuries, and down
which some of them are now apparently descending ^

Yet, m the midst of the anxieties caused by our panic^raadmg
unreadiness for war, there are still some individuals so cttrioUsly
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insular in habit of thought as to spend their valuable time and
energies in attempting to propagate the idea that we have no need of

an army
, and others who ask plaintively to be told for what purpose

England requires a military force, seeing that she is surrounded by
sea, and therefore, they presume, safe from invasion At least, these

seekers after truth show us a shining example of one great principle

of the military art—namely, that the best way to defend one's own
ground is to carry the war into that of the enemy Then question

IS not unlike the poseia set to their elders by children who, during

some homily on conduct, will ask Why is anybody born

naughty ? ” or as if a student, during the demonstration of a difficult

problem in astronomy, should refuse to proceed further until his

tutor had made clear to him what is the nature and cause of the force

of gravity , for, to such original depths must the bucket be sent

down by him who attempts to bring to the suiface the truth about

armies and their necessity How far shall the argument go tack^

and how much may be taken for granted^ Obviously the task

becomes too much for mortal strength if we may not take for granted

original sin, or the struggle for existence, or whatever may be the

favourite explanation of the fact, that from all time men, like other

animals, have fought for love, for hunger—including earth-hunger in

man's case—and generally to get by means of force whatever their

hearts were set upon, even if it were the conversion of then brother

trom the error of his yeligioiis or political ways It would be tedious

to give the proofs of this fact with which all history teems, and the

answer would probably be " We don't need any information about

the exterminating wars of savages, or the raids of lobbcr barons, or

devastations of leligious persecutors, or the scientific campaigns of

ambitious princes ,
the question is. Why, in this era of civilization, in-

tellectual, and commercial progress, and general mildness of manners,

it should be necessary to have standing armies, especially m this

commercial country of ours ^ "

Now, on this point turn a great many curious fallacies and mis-

apprehensions of facts Without denving that we are all gradually be-

coming gentler and moie civilized, it must be confessed that the stage

to which we have reached is still inconveniently crowded with police,

judges, lawyers, convicts, and even here and there an executioner with

his gibbet And there would probably have to be many more, if it

were not known that behind all stands the army, ready in the last

resort to support law and order The quiet scholar who labours at

his desk for the advancement of learning, the comfortable tradesman

who piles up his guineas in full assurance that his family and fortune

will be protected , and, generally, the whole decent peace-loving folk

owe to the existence of an army their freedom from daily pen], and,

in this country at least, their immunity from forcible calls to pay

VOL LI* IT V
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TFith their persons the blood-tax which they grudge to give

from their purses If a proposal were made to abolish the

police of this civilized city of London, what a fine outcry there

would be at the madness of letting the dangerous classes have

their way Why, then, should they suppose that tliere are

no international dangerous classes ready to take advantage of

the absence of those international police called armies ^ National

secuiity, wealth, and freedom to move forward in the path which

suits any nation rest entirely on the power possessed by that nation

to defend itself against the aggression of the dangerous classes of

the world The day has not arrived, if it ever will, when there arc

no poor and ivailike nations ready to say I will come with my
iron and take all that gold —gold of wealth, gold of freedom,

civilization, and progress And if wc question ourselves honestly as

a people, we cannot but admit that s^ackne«>s of trade, with its threat

of poverty, in\ariably produces outcries for opening up new markets

even at the point of the sword Of all causes for the decline of the

military spirit the most powerful has probably been free trade
,
yet

the instinctive desire for freeing our trade was the main cause of our

wars m the eighteenth century , and what else but the determination

to make and keep trade free has led ns lately into Burmah^ We
go with our iron, and force the presence of our traders on^ un-

willing but weak nations, jet believe that we may be weak and safe

In time past, before the invention of gunpowder, nothing was

easier than to form an army for offence or defence Nearly every

man possessed a weapon, and knew how to use it There were no

standing armies nor any need for them, since the time of Roman
discipline, but princes raised levies without diftienlty, and the

whole gentle«born population consisted cither of military leaders or

of clergy , both avocations being sometimes exercised by the same

individual But with gunpowder came increased expense, both in

the explosive itself and the weapons introduced for its service The
classes from which the private soldiers were drawn could not afford

to buy and keep such costly firearms, and, moreover, an amount of

discipline and practice not required before became necessary Hence
trained armies began to take the place of the rude mihtia which

formerly sufficed^ for war purposes The troops had to be paid, and

thus gradually arose the system of armies separated from the rest of

the population The new organization for war had its good and bad

side It was good that the bulk of the people should be free to

pursue the arts of peace, but armies became mercenary and addicted

to plunder and high-handed measures of various kinds A separa-

tion in habits and interests occurred between them and the people,

and a feeling of antagonism was developed, which is at the root of

most of the prejudices cherished to this day by the British people
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against the soldiers by nvbom they are guarded In other countries

the re-introduction of compulsory general service has once more
identified the army with the people, and, while weighing to a con-

siderable extent on the productive powers of nations, has yet served

m some instances the cause of education, and helped to weJd
together the different provinces of the same country Respect for

order and authority has been created and fostered, and soldiers going

back to their homes, after a comparatively short period in the ranks,

have earned with them the germs of virtues which they and their

families might never have known but for the education received by
them during their term ot service in the ranks How far general

service has influenced nations for good is difficult to determine, but

the troops of Germany, which first introduced the practice, behaved in

1866 and 1870-1 with amoderation and good fcclingfor the vanquished,

which, if it still left something to desire, was a remarkable improve-

ment on the excesses of the Thirty Years’ War, the Seven Years* War,

and even the campaigns of 1814 and 1815 Englishmen, for gdod or

e\il, piefer to keep up a separate aimy fairly well paid, though the

Volunteer movement is a proof that the idea of eitizcns' contributions

to the defence of the country by personal service has fixed some roots

in British soil

The objectors to the existence of armies base their mam argu-

ment on the supposition that soldiers arc the embodiment of the

principle of force, and imagine that, if they were got rid off, a reign

of peace would ensue Their syllogism is war is an evil, war is

waged by soldiers , therefore, if soldiers were abolished, an evil

thing would go with them But they have first to prove that

soldiers alone can make war On the contrary, the most terrible

and destructive invasions have been those not conducted by regular

armies The hordes of Zcnghis Khan, the barbarians who overran

the decaying Roman Empire, grown luxurious and unwarlike, the

tribes of Central Asia which so long made any civilization impossible,

weie not regular armies , and if it be said that we should let such

people as the Kaffirs, the Zulus, the Sikhs, the Mahrattas, or the

Burmese go their own way m peace, the answei is that it is not

generals, but merchants, who first interfere with them, and the

aggressive spirit which the peace party has to put down is not that

of soldiers, but of bagmen It is somewhat inconsistent to talk of

peaceful triumphs of commerce, seeing that every step made by

commerce is invariably either preceded or followed by the use of

arms The freedom of the ocean was gained by fighting, and the

comtiierce of the British Empiie places its throne upon English

bayonets Armies are not the cause of war, but the regulation of it,

apd reduction to its mildest terms

A favourite theory of those who attack the existence of armies is,

u u 2
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that the soldiers who compose them ate by their enbaimeut removed

from the ranis of producers of wealth, and become drones, living

on the labour of the people There is just enough truth m this to

make it a formidable argument m appearance, but it has very little

point when applied to such a small force as the army of England,

recruited by voluntary enlistment In the first place, it is untrue

that the bulk of iccruits would be producers if not enlisted Every

oflBcer whose duty brings him into contact with recruits knows that

one of the chief incentives to enlistment is the want of work , and

another is the roving spirit which prevents a youth from settling

down till he has seen something of the world—that spirit which has

moulded the character of the nation and created the vast colonial

empire beyond the seas But supposing it were true, which it is

not, surely there is something a little absurd in the supposition that

no useful work can be done in a community except the production

of wealth The London Fire Brigade is no producer of wealth,

nor are the police, nor the insurance companies, nor membeis of

Parliament, nor Ministeis of the Crown as such , they may be anything

in their private capacity, and so may soldiers who happen to be

possessed of capital Lawyers, doctors, parsons aic not by their

profession wealth-producers , and a hundred other instances might be

given of useful persons who are not wealth-producers—some of them
not even wealth-protectors , and the soldier can at least claim to

cvercise that function

But of all people the last who should accuse soldiers of being

expensive to the community arc the shopkeepers Does the soldier

live for a short term of years on contributions paid by the community
which he protects ? The shopkeeper lives all his life on the con-

tributions of the community which he tempts to extravagance

When one thinks of the superabundant mass of shopkeepers, all

producing nothing, but getting their livelihood out of the toll which

they take of goods while passing between the jiroducer and con-

sumer, the cost IS startling When figures are added up, and the

annual expenditure of a nation like Great Britain is stjited in its

immensity, any item appears prodigious The amount ofthe earnings

of shopkeepers is not within the knowledge of the wnter , but on
turning to NuttalFs Dictionaiy of Statistics, it seems that the expen-

diture of the nation on beer and wine alone in 1881, without

reckoning spirits or cider, just about equalled the cost of the

whole Crimean War And this expenditure on drink goes on year

after year, though lately it has been diminishing to a certain extent

If a Retired Sussex Farmer is to be believed, an extra profit

introduced by the butchers has of late years cost the consumers
forty millions a year, while the farmers are being ruined* T|^e

butchers, then, are pocketing much more extra piofit than the whole
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cost of the army and navy together All this is not intended to

prove that soldiers should be kept up for the pleasure of lookpg at

them^ or that shopkeeping should be put down because it^ expensive

,

but when the traders claim to be virtuous, and thank God that they
are not as those soldiers, it becomes interesting to try to see where the

virtuous economy to the nation comes in ^

One of the best and healthiest signs of the age—a sign that

England, with all her luxury, has not entered on a stage of decline

—

is the Volunteer movement All honour to those who started and keep
it alive ! With all the talk about it, there are few who seem to grasp

its glorious significance Rightly considered, it is the revolt of

common sense against vague dreams—a declaration by the shop-

keepers themselves that our national individuality is worth preserving,

and that the function of guarding wealth is as necessary and

honourable as that of getting it In its hot youth it was perhaps

a little difficult to manage, but the good sense and good feeling

which still characterize our race have carried it through the follies of

childhood and the temptations of adolescence into the disciplined

sobriety of working life The creation and preservation of a sort of

military discipline, practically enforced by no worse punishment than

dismissal and recovery of a small fine, and the eagerness with which

the use of arms is studied and the fatigues of field^-work encountered

by the most respectable and quiet of the English classes, have pro-

duced a great moral effect both at home and abroad by showing

that the military urtues are neither despised nor neglected in Great

Britain
,
while the stubborn persistence with which the movement

grew in strength and importance, m spite of the early application of

official wet blankets, is one of a thousand proofs that a nation

possessing vigorous life is generally wiser and more far-seeing than

the best of Governments A great example has been shown to the

civilized world, and may perhaps be followed—in the twenty-first

century » Be this as it may, the one fact which stands out in history

to the credit of the British shopkeepers of this era is, that they

recognized and adopted military virtues, and showed m their own

person a determination to belie the terrible suggestion contained in

that passage of Lord Bacon " In the youth of a State arms do

flourish , m the middle age of a State, learning , and then both of

them together for a time ,
in the declining age of a State, mechanical

arts and merchandise ” It may be the mission of England to show

that arms can flourish as protectors of mechanical arts and mer-

chandize If it be not so. Lord Bacon has another pregnant

sentence " When a warlike State grows soft and effeminate, they

may be sure of a war, for commonly such States have grown rich in

the time of their degenerating, and so the prey inviteth^ and

their decay in valour encourageth a war The proof of manhood
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m the shopkeepers should make to tingle the blood of every Engbsh*^

man who loves his country and believes in the value of her

civih/ation ^

But passing beyond the moral significance of the movement^ it

must be confessed that the actual protection afforded by the

Volunteers to trade during peace is up to this time very slight

By trade is of course mcant^ not shopkeeping at home^ but the

great exchange of commodities which is in perpetual action between

the nations of the world, and especially hetween Great Britain and

her colonies, or other countries with a maritime frontier This trade

by sea is protected in the first place by the navy, which, by the way,

IS seldom as strong as it ought to be , but the navy itself depends

for its existence, or at least for its power of being useful, on the

army This is no paradox In Nelson^ time a fleet might keep

the sea for a very long period without touching at a British port, for

its only necessaries were water and provisions, which could be

obtained almost anywhere But step by step have come, first

stcaifi, auxiliary to sails
,
then steam as the main motive power

,
and

finally, steam as the only motive power worth naming in most ships,

and the only power at all in some Yet ships of war carry little

coal in proportion to their consumption, and are more dependent

than merchant vessels on the supplies stored for them on land, at

certain spots called coaling stations Now and then we hear of an

enthusiastic sailor who proposes to defend all the coaling stations by

ships
,
but the sober-minded members of the profession know very

well that the navy, however strong, would be better occupied m
seeking out the enemy and in guarding trade routes, than in hanging

about d port to defend it against the stray cruisers of an enemy, any

one of which might destroy the port and burn the stock of coal

unless it be defended by land forces Without defended coaling

stations the best fleet is helpless, and the naval power of England

depends even more upon her practical monopoly of such jilaces—as

yet jnfihflicientlv prepared for defence, however—than upon the

number of her ships Some of these stations rely on the navy

to keep open their communications, but the navy is absolutely

dependent on them for the coal, which is the very life of the steam-

ships, and in some cases for the opportunity of repairs and

refitment There is hardly a corner of the habitable globe where a

British man-of-war cannot find a British welcome, and, if necessary,

shelter under the guns of a British garnson , and the existence of^

the oiltlying stations depends upon the fact that reinforcements are

never far off, because the army has its great garrisons as well as ;l;8

small, and possesses the keys of every waterway important to the

communications between Great and Greater Britain It is true

that we are less vulnerable m our home than other nations are in
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theirs
, but the Colonial Empire is very vulnerable^ and it is no use

blinking the fact that with the colonies would go the command of
the sea—that is, the command of the home food supply The
fleet and the army arc interdependent, and on the good work of both
would depend in war the question of abundance or starvation in the
United Kingdom

As an example of another reason why an army is necessary take

the growing interest and importance of ^Africa, which is probably

destined to become in time a great market for our goods But for

the army and the Mediterranean fortresses the whole of the northern

portion would by this time be denied to us The impotence of a

fleet beyond its own element was illustrated in a remarkable manner
after the bombardment of Alexandria, and the hesitation to use the

land forces, which ought to have been brought up from Malta and

Gibraltar before a shot was fired, was the first seed of all that crop

of troubles which have choked our best endeavours ever since

Those who are perpetually desiring to reduce the army, and asking

what is the meaning of it, become responsible for the want of

courage in its use displayed by Ministers of the Crown If the

best trade routes into Central Africa arc now in our hands, it is

due to the English army, and by its moral, or perhaps even physical

pressure, will the development of the Dark Continent be achieved, so

far as England is concerned

Wc have lately heard from the lips of Prince Bismarck an

^exposition on the state of Europe He described it as one of

tension everywhere, and asserted that nothing but constant readiness

for war on the part of Germany prevents a conflagration Like all

thinkers, he has had his dream of conciliating the traditional foe, and

sitting down to enjoy the arts of peace He tells the world that

Germany has supported France in everything except htr desire to

have back the conquered provinces, but that the result of all his

efforts to please has been a failure so complete, that if Germany

were engaged in any other war to-morrow. Prance would certainly

* attack her in rear It is all very well to say that Prince Bismarck

used this language in order to obtain from the Reichstag the increase

of the army since granted This is but touching the fringe of the

question We must go a little deeper, and ask why he wanted such

an increase It would show little acquaintance with his aims and

policy if we were to credit him with a love of* military glory for

itself His economical views may be mistaken, but he certainly

thinks deeply on the means of making Germany prosperous He
has no more fame to win, and might lose all he has if he staked it

on a new war He is a veteran in age and politics ,
Europe gives

him credit for knowing his business as a great master in it When
he and Count von Moltke stand side by side before the German
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people, and tell them the truth with Arm but sad utterance, we hear

the united wisdom of the two old men who are acknowledged to be

the first soldier and the first continental Minister of the age And
they tell the world that not only is the condition of Europe now
dangerous to peace, but that it must continue to be so for half a

century, even if wars come and go meanwhile War with France

there will be, but whether in ten days or ten years the Chancellor

cannot tell And we hear also that one main item in the danger is

the weak military condition of the Conservative States, such as

Austria and England Hence Germany has to moke up for their

deficiencies by a military expehditure under which she labours

and groans

It is common to hear in England the curious question, “ On what

pretext can a great European'' war arise, especially bqi^ween France

and Germany?” Pretext' Why there nevei has been in this

troubled world of ours a single difficulty in finding a pretext for a

quarrel, either in public or private life When, in the days of duels,

two gentlemen found that their claims to the affections of a lady

could not be adjusted amidably, and gallantry prevented them from

brmging her name into the afiair, one of them trod on the other's

toe or remarked that he did not like the shape of his rival's nose

A pretext for quarrels was easy enough to find, the difficulty was to

avoid them So it has been constantly, even in modern Europe A
fiimsier pretext than the garden quarrel between the King of Prussia

and M Benedetti could hardly be found, but it was enough to begin^

a war in 1870, partly for dynastic purposes but chiefly because of

national jealousy The increasing armaments of France on the one

hand, or Pnnee Sismark’s speeches on the other, would be quite

pretext enough for a declaration of war, nor is it difficult for a clever

diplomatic fencer like the Chancellor to manage a quarrel so that

the adversary is obliged to take the first step He has done so

already on two occasions, and could do it again if it suited his

policy to have war It is waste of time to talk about the imme-
diate provocation There is provocation enough in the constant

,

attitude of France and Germany towards each other It is hardly

worth while to heap proof upon proof of the probability of a great

continental struggle in our time None but the wilfully blind can

doubt that the fabric of peace is tottenng to its fall and cannot be

propped up much flonger Every nation, except England, is sadly

and anxiously counting up its soldiers and its means of action.

Among Englishmen alone is there a vague hope that our proud and
vinle people will hear unmoved the clash of arms around us, and
rest content to see the future of the civilized world settled without

any weight being given to our opinion Or do we imagine that we
shall be suffered to husband our resources and come in as arbiters.
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the combatants are exhausted? So thought Napoleon III
m 1866 The answer to his dream was the campaign of 1870,
the loss of his throne, and the humiliation of his country Europe
has entered once more on an era of force Between Russia and
Austria, between France and Germany, there is in progress a struggle
like that of the tug of war, well known to athletes The rope is at
full stretch and the strain is terrible Eye to eye and foot to foot

the nations are even now pulling with quickened breath and start-

ing muscles The first failure, the least sign of yielding will be a

signal for that short and intense eflTort which we call war, and which
will be the crisis in the fate of civilized mankind No man living,

whether statesman or philosopher, can predict the changes which
may issue from such a conflict Certainly all balances of power and
other flimsy contrivances of that sort will be upset Such a war was
once coming, and was stopped by the partition of unhappy Poland

Yet we have Englishmen asking for what purpose we need an army
Prince Bismarck has already tried to turn the energies of Prance

against England, and may do so again with better success

Even some of the deepest thinkers are apt to be led away by a

nihtural error which results from their lack of professional knowledge

They have the idea that England, though unprepared, has such vast

patriotism that she would call armies from the soil, and such manu-
facturing power that she could very quickly make up for past

deficiencies No Not if every grown man sprang to his feet and

called for arms , not if every manufacturer in the country were set

to work on producing guns, nfles, and stores of all sorts Armies

are in these modern times as complicated, and require as much care-

ful training, as great commercial systems or political constitutions

Count von Moltke tells the German Reichstag that it will not do to

give him the peace increase of establishment which he wants for a

short penod It must be permanent This English trust in the

production of armies just when they are wanted, and not till then.

Ignores two great facts First, that the training of soldiers, but

more especially officers, requires years before efficiency is reached

,

and secondly, that such stores as guns and other necessaries cannot

be made under a time which counts by years Considenng that the

strain is always on in the international tug of war, and the process of

exhaustion proceeding under our eyes, it seems probable that the

final cnsis will be short and sharp Certainly it will be over long

before a nation which is unready at first could prepare herself to

exercise the influence which she claims as a Great Power Even the

lending of money to allies, which is the charming substitute for

personal action recommended by some politicians, would come too

late To be of any use the money should be lent while the early

stages of ihe tug are in progress It is then that the one side can
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be kept up When the cnais has actually come it will be too late

To those who soothe their anxieties by a blind faith in Governments,

we would point to the garrisons in the Soudan which were all to be

saved^ but fell while our preparations were in progress Is it possible

that even the fate of Gordon has not opened the eyes of Englishmen

to the fatal tendency of this country to be too late ?

In the early stage of the Volunteer movement there were many
who imagined that the new organization would become a substitute

for a regular army, and perhaps there are some—though certainly

not among the Volunteers themselves—who still dream of so happy a

consummation But to make the Volunteers effective as an army fit

to take the field many things would be necessary They would

require much more dnll—including tactical exercises—and all the

subsidiary organizations which now form part of the army properly

so-called The same or greater expense would have to be incurred

for fortifications, and, in short, with some exceptions, which might

even now be saved in the cost of our military system, the votes

would be the same or greater The only difference would be the

pay of officers and men, which forms but a small part of the Army
Estimates And it is impossible to suppose that officers trained, ds

they should be, to match those of continental armies could be found

without paving them for their whole time Even the men would

require more pay They are asking for it now, and would rightly

ask for more il increased service were required of them In short, it

IS more than probable that the expense of tlie Volunteers made fit for

the field would equal those of the present regulai army, and it would

still be necessary to find garrisons for the fortresses which are the

stepping-stones of British power, and those garrisons must be paid

At the first international crisis England would find her word set at

naught as being unbacked by force, and there would be such a panic

and cry for increased armaments as have never been known even in

this country Admirable as the Volunteers are, they will be the

first to acknowledge that they cannot take the place of a regular

army We arrive then at the conclusion that a regular army is

necessary for this country because —
First—It guards our food supply, which involves the reten-

tion of everything we value—liberty, prosperity, peace itself,

and the influence which England exercises over the progress of

mankind It is easy to show that England might he invested

like a fortress and starved out if the convoys of food could be

stopped by an enemy The fleet would guard those convoys,

but would itself be dependent on the safety of coaling stations,

which must be protected by land forces

Second—^We have undertaken a magnificent task m the

government and civilization of India Irrespective^ of the
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shame of shrinking back now, and casting the work of a century
into the fire of anarchy, we derive large indirect advantages
from holding it. If Manchester chafed at the small taxes

which slightly protected the internal trade of India, British

trade would receive a startling shock if all the ports of Hindo-
stan were closed against us, and our influence as the greatest

Asiatic Power were gone for ever Through India we are even
now drawing China to our views Indiiiduals may talk theo-

retically about abandoning our rule over India The instinct
*

of the nation is against any such measure India pays Tor an
army of about 200,000 men, which on emergenev is interchange-

able with the home forces Like the fleet and the army, the

army m India and at home support each other, and their task

IS to protect the advance of English civilization in the cradle of

the Aryan Kacc

Third—European civilization has ai rived at an era when
force la once more the guiding power Every politician of

standing expects to sec the passions of war and the crash of

empires ere long And the bleeding is to be to the death It

IS mere moonstruck madness to imagine that our interests will

be considered unless we are at least ready to fight for them

The lamb cannot persuade the wolf The prey inviteth, and

decay in valour encourageth a war

Fourth—All new markets, needful enough in these days, are

opened up and protected by armies The missionary and the

merchant are the last to be able to do without them Their

moral effect works even when physical power is not called in,

^nd, if England does not throw her shield over such market'^,

other nations will Wrong or right, wise or foolish, they will

take what we do not protect Witness Tonquin, Madagascar,

and Zanzibar

Fifth—The acquisitions of other Powers have deprived us

of our insulai position all ovei the world It is merely a

question of time when the Sepoy and the Cossack, the British

recruit and the French conscript, shall exchange remarks,

peaceable or otherwise, over a frontier line When we can

persuade those countries to put down their armies we may

dismiss ours—but not till then

Lastly—The army stands behind the police as the protector

^ of civil order, and upon it as a last resource peaceable folk rely

for daily protection

Hitherto armies have been chiefly spoken of as necessaries, things

which may be considered what Mr Meredith somewhere calls

women, the baggage of humanity, which, alas ^ we cannot do with-

out Really the parallel is not a bad one, for in th,is country, at
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least, we grumble at women and armies when they hamper us, but

shriek for their help on those numerous occasions when we need

them Armies and women are the two extremes of humanity, the

salt and the sugar We dislike the salt in our sweet luxunes, and

repel the sugar when we have the gout or toothache, but after all

they are the great preservatives without winch humanity would decay

Suppose that, by some wonderful change in the minds of men, all strife

could be put an end to, and the danger of war vanish It is not

quite certain that unmitigated good would result, unless, indeed, the

heart t)f man could at the same time be changed so as to lose Ull

selfishness and tendency to luxury War and the preparation for

war do most surely develop certain virtues—courage, discipline, self-

sacrifice And the ordinary training of soldiers is directed towards

the pi oduction and cultivation of those virtues People who have never

taken the trouble to learn what modern soldiers are, may indulge in

ideas suitable to the Middle Ages It does not follow tliat they are

Tight The modern recruit is trained to put far from him all violence

in peace and all ludividual violence in war lie is to fight when
called upon and as called upon, but he is never to fight for himself

There is always to be a cause which his country decides to be just or

necessary, and for that cause, and for his country, he is to train his

body to endure hardship, his mind to sacrifice the natural passions,

and act on a sense of duty The term a brutal soldiery is

absolutely inapplicable to him He is to practise constant self-denial

He is to face pain, sickness, hunger, and thirst, at the call of duty
,

his very life is not his own , ho may neither refuse to give it nor yet

whste it , and he must always count it as at the disposal of others

Surely such a training of body and mind is not to be despise% and

when one compares the frequent cases of a whole crowd standing by,

and seeing a fellow-creature drown because there would be risk m
saving him, with the splendid self abnegation constantly displayed by
soldiers, it is impossible to doubt that a little military tone and

military discipline would be of more value to the general population

than most people think How often do we read of a ship in danger

and the passengers seized with panic, strong men fighting for places

in the boats, and letting the weak women and children take their

chance ? Contrast that with the wreck of the Birkenhead, when the

gfdlant fellows put every woman and child into the boats, then fell

in on parade and went down with hearty cheers Who will^are

to say that the training which produces such effects is not one
which tends to elevate the human race And even the smart

dandyism of the officers is not mere foppery It has a mean-
ing sometimes On one occasion a ship was in great danger

during a storm, which had damaged her machinery A lady who
was present related afterwards that, when inclined to gitre way
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to despair, she was saved from pamc by seeing some officers

on board who were on. their way to India come to breakfast with

their moustaches carefully waxed The idea may raise a smile, but

the action is part of a system Like the lighting a cigar under a

hot hre, it means that the mind is cool and collected, and coolness,

like panic, is infections These same officers, in the British army at

least, are accustomed to put the comfort of their men before their

own At the end of a long march the officer who does not first see

that his men have all that they require, and that his horses are fed,

before he himself cats or looks after his own comfort is marked for

rcpiobation, and during peace the well-being of the soldier is an

object of unremitting solicitude on the part of the officer, who, like

the private, has to learn to care for others rather than for himself

An English writer, who has a child-like faculty for going to the

root of things, says of the soldier “ Our estimate of him is based

upon this ultimate fact, of which we are well assured, that, put him

in a fortress breach, with all the pleasures of the world behind him,

and only death and his duty in front of him, he will keep his face to

the fiont " Death and his duty before him, that is the English idea

We do not talk of glory, and are, indeed, sometimes too careless

about it, but to accept death for the sake of duty may perhaps be found

eventually to be the real sinews of war, the salt which keeps this nation

fresh, a better preservative of her honour and liberties than all the

wealth which she succeeds in heaping up, and which has so dangerous

a tendency to breed luxury and decay The one traming which tends

to produce military manners of a prejudicial character is that of the

Ignorant people who make difficulties about the introduction of the

soldiqr in uniform to places of public entertainment They, indeed,

are tiying to make the army a class apart and antagonistic to the

general welfare There is no such feeling of antagonism in the army

itself

So little notice is commonly taken of the army, that a very im-

portant step lately made by the authonties has passed almost without

comment The punishments for trivial offences have been lightened,

and the modem tone of feeling hos been recognized to the extent of

allowing to soldiers of good character an amount of liberty w^hich

would have startled our fathers The system had been previously

tested by officers who had the comage of their convictions, and the

go^ moral effect of that trust which begets self-respect has always

b^ manifested Henceforward, a soldier who chooses to be steady,

may count on having little less liberty and vastly more consideration

by his employers than his brother workman in cml life This, is an

outward and visible sign of a great change which is passing over tke

aTmy*-A change which is bringing it every day more mto harmony

with our civil institutaons The agencies for elevating the soldier
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are numerous and untiring, and the pockets of ofiScerS are emptied

by contributions to vanous institutions from T^hich the soldiers reap

all the benefits In short, that unsettled roving class which so

largely recruits our ranks, is •being trained and civilized in a manner
and to an extent which civil employers of labour might find '^vorth

their while to study and even imitate

It IS a truism to say that w ar is an evil , but there are worse

War IS a less evil than the stagnation and corruption which it some-

times clears away by its stormy passage Tlie French, after then

late catastrophe, were fain to admit that they hai deserved their

punishment, and the military training through which the nation has

since gone has certainly purified the people and welded together parts of

the country which were held apart by jealousies and political disagree

ment It has also taught the French some modesty, and a compre-

hension of the fact that there is no special divinity which helps

people who will not help themselves When one hears weak com-

plaints against having an army at all, it really seems as if the time

were coming when England, too, will have her lesson, and rise from

some bitter defeat, with grief and rage m her heart, and a rooted

desire for revenge But m such a case she could not rise as France

has risen The fabric of such a trade as ours cannot be reconstructed

in a short time, especially as its foundation—credit—would be gone

Egypt, Babylon, Persia, Home did not rise from their great falls, and

in the whole history of the woild there never was an empire so great

and so scantily proiided with detence as the British empire » As
long as we remain firm and strong the colonies w 11 be attached to

us, but it IS contrary to human nature to suppose that they would

sacrifice themselves m unavailing attempts to make good what we
had lost through carelessness It is for the people of England to

awake and look after their own military affairs There is plenty to be

done in the way of needful preparations, present dangers to be

warded off, past shortcomings to be atoned for Armies, like other

institutions, need periodical overhaulings by men of business, but

these sho ild enter on their task with the intention to reform and

renovate, not to destroy what will certainly have to be reconstructed

hereafter at enormous expense, if, indeed, the opportunity of recon

struction come before the great day of trial And, at least, sur-

rounded as we arc by volcanoes threatening outbreak, let us not spend

our time in fiddling and singing madrigals, till wc Lave looked tc^he
barriers which may keep the lava streams from our pleasant fiel^

A Modern Soidier
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T
he industrial employment of children within the school age is a

subject that has frequently engaged the attention of Parliament

during the last fifty years The mere mention of the matter carries

the mind hack to Lord Shaftesbury^s tfiorts, which resulted in the

passing of the first really efficient Factory Act, in 1811 The objec*

tions that were made to Lord Shaftesbury's interference with the

labour of children are now to a great extent forgotten But his

work at its outset, and long afterwaAds, met with yeiy hostile criticism

from those who were usually identified with the party of progress

Lord Shaftesbury, then Loid Ashley, was blamed as a man who meddled

in what he did not understand The general complaint against him

was that, being identified, by hereditary position, with agriculture^

and not with manufactures, he ought to have turned his attention to

improving the condition of the agricultural labourers, and to have

left the factory workers alone This is a very old story
,
probably

no one in the woild ever began to work at a particular social reform

without being told by the people who were looking on, with their

hands in their pockets, that it was a great mistake not M have

attempted something else When Mrs^ Fry began her prison work

it was just the same Teaching children in prison was condemned

as an absurdity so long as children out of prison were yet untaught

“ I don^t like your Newgatory teaching, sang good Tom Hood, and

nearly all the world joined in the chorus Not only was Lord

Ashley blamed for meddling with manufacturing industry, when he

ought to have confined his attention to the welfare of the agricultural

population, but it was also said that he was one of the worst enemies

the working classes could have, because he sought to deprive them of

their children's earnings Piteous pictures were drawn of a sick
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father and struggling mother being rendered still more \rret<^c emptied

being thiust into actual pauperism by the withdrawal from the^l®*’® /

income of what could be earned by the factory worh of the nhildvch i »

It IS generally confessed now that Lord**Ashley was right, tflnner

that those who condemned him were wrong The benefit whictffth

began with factory and workshop children was extended in time to
agricultural children The cry about the hardship to parents, m \

being^deprived of their children’s earnings, has been proved to he
,

fallacious The agricultural and factory work of the world has got

to be done, and if children of six to ten years of age, earning froil v

two shillings to three shillings a week, cannot be got to j it, better

paid hibour must be employed , if children arc withdrawn from the

labour market there is an increased demand for adult labour, and

thus the tr" ^as to the family turns out to be ml Moreover, the

employment of children of tender years in either agriculture or

manufacturhs is now generally agreed to be, from the national and

econoimcal point of view, penny wise and pound foolish A child

thus employed very frequently breaks down in health, and becomes

feeble and prematurely old Education, with all the resources it

*

affords of rational and healthy amusement and occupation, is a

valuable auxiliary to policemen and magistrates in checking ci^c
The want of education, on the other hand, predisposes children to

crime The early employment of children, therefore, tends to render

them sooner oi later a burden on society, either through ill health

or enme , consequently, even from the narrowest view oi £ s d
^

IS a mistake to turn our babies into wage-earners We do n

always sufficiently lemember what we owe already to the jr

operation of the Factory and Workshops Acts, the Act reguls

the employment of children in agriculture, and the Education

To their influence must in great measure be attributed the dimin

in the death rate, the decrease of crime, pauperism, and in the

sumption of alcohol which characterize the last ten or fifteen year6.

<jf our social history *

It would, however, be a fatal error to fix our eyes on these flatter-

ing statistics, and come to tljp conclusion that all is for the best in

the best of all possible worlds It was not by resting contentedly

and contemplating our own perfections that we reached the rung on
the ladder of progiess where we are now standing It was rather by

boldly facing our deficiencies and shortcomings, and endeavoimng

with all our strength to lessen them We may learn from our jmt
progress the lines on which our future progress should be attempted.

« See article by M^Mulhall in the Contemporapy Ebvuiw, December, 1886 Ibe
decree in crime and panpenem in the period referred to (t e between 1870 and 1885)
was Sb per cent and 33 per cent respectively Within the same period the number of

children in school nearly doubled , the money in savings’ banks increased from 67 te 94
miUions, and the money in mutual societies from 20 to 62 millions
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As education and the postponement of physical strain has done so

much for the moral and material well-being of the nation, are tre

not justified in looking round to see if there is any class of children

who slip through the meshes of the education net, who are set to

wage-earning industry at a fatally early age, and who suffer morally,

physically, and educationally by the life to which they are exposed ?

There is much evidence to show that such a class of children

exists in those who are trained from a very early age for theatrical

dancing, and for casual employment in theatres and pantomimes

There is a great anomaly in the present state of the law relating

to the employment of children under ten All the Factory Acts,

even the very feeble and tentative measures of 1819 and 1834, are

based on*^*bc fundamental principle of absolutely forbidding the

employment, m a factory, of children of tender years The age at

first fixed was nine , later, in the Acts passed by Lord Shaftesbury,

it was ten The employment of children under ten is now absolutely

prohibited with regard to all agricultural and manufacturing industry

,

and the hours of labour in those pursuits are strictly limited for

children between ten and fourteen A child of less than fourteen

must not be employed unless he has passed the Sixth Standard But

this prohibition and these restrictions are not put in force with regard

to children employed in theatres A farmer who wants a little boy, of

less than ten, to shout at crows in a field, cannot have him And there

are educational lestnctions upon his employment up to the age of

fourteen It has been decided by Act of Parliament that the health

and education of the child suffer from employment before ten If

the owner of a manufactory or workshop wants a little child of leas

than ten to run nr isages or take other light employment, the Act

of Parliament, for the same excellent reasons, says " No ” But a

manager of a theatre is perfectly free to engage the same child and

keep her acting or dancing in two performances daily, for months or

years at a time, without let or hindrance Surely it is absurd that

a child of less than ten may not be employed, say to pick goose-

berries in a garden, but may be employed all the year round, up to

ten or eleven o’clock at night, or later, as a performer in a ballet at

the Alhambra or the Aquarium

It IS probable that this absurdity is due more to oversight than

intention The Education Act in one of its sections does absolutely

forbid, except an hereinafter mentioned the employment of any

child between five and ten years of age The fatal words "except

as hereinafter mentioned ’’ stand like a finger-po<?t to point out the

road along which the proverbial coach-and six was bound to travel

The Act defines the Exceptions to the rule against the employnagfit

of children between five and ten thus —" That such employment^

by reason of being dunng the school hblidavs or during the hours

VOL, LI XX
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dtmngvhicli the school is not open, or other^nse does not inteVrfere'wit'h

the efficient elementary instruction of such child , and that tlj© child

obtains such instruction by regular attendances for full tim^
^

certified efficient school^ or in some other ecjually efficient mannh^^

The question therefore is reduced to this, so far as children at Board

Schools or other public elementary schools are concerned Does their

employment at theatres interfere with their efficient elementary

instruction ^ The question may be put in another form " If a

little child between five and ten is acting and dancing in a theatre

every night to a late hour^ is she able to be ready with her school-

work the next morning as brightly and well as if she were not thus

employed^" There can be but one answer to such a qu^estion

from everybody who knows anything at all about children But,

in order to make no assumptions not borne out by inquiry from

competent witnesses, I have consulted a large number of teachers of

elementary schools on this point, and have had the opportunity,

through the labours of a friend, of learning the opinions of a still

larger number They arc quite unanimous that the children who
act night after night in the theatres arc too tired when they come to

school to give their full attention to their lessons The head teacher

of the Infants^ Department of the Hait Street Schools, Drury Lane,

says on this point “ They (the theatre children) seem very tired in

coming to school, and I have never exacted the same amount of

work from them as I did from the others The head mistress of the

Board School, Ciarc Market, gives an instance of a child of twelve,

who acts every night in Harbour Lights She comes regularly to

school, but IS fit for nothing from fatigue Tins head teacher

says she cannot speak strongly enough of the mischief to the

children, mental, moral, and physical, resulting from their early

engagement in theatres and pantomimes The head teacher of

the Board School, Greystoke Place, Petter Lane, says "There
IS no doubt their health sufiers The head teacher of the

Board School (Girls’ Department), Great Wild Street, Drury Lane,

says, " I think decidedly their health suffers
,

the late hours

and extra strain are far too much^^ The head teacher of the

National School lu Castle Street, Endcll Street, writes in the same
sense In fact no teacher whom we have consulted has answered

differently This time last yeai a clergyman sent in to the ladies with

whom I have been working on this subject, the name and address of

a child, then between six and seven, who, he said, was " dyitig of

overwork,” lu consequence of having gone through daily theatrical

performances, and very frequently two a day, for nearly four months,

a|p at the same time trying to keep up her school attendances

This child’s teacher speaks of her numberless colds and lumps in her

throat With all the wei|ht of evidence available as to the degree
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to which the employment of children m theatres necessarily inter-

feres witl^their education, the School Board would probably be able

to deal with the matter effectually, if the Act did not contain another

loophole through which those who profit by the employment of

babies may snatch at them No offence against the Act is com-
mitted if the child employed at a theatre obtains elementary instruc-

tion by regular attendance for full time at a certified efficient school

or tn some other equally efficient manner It is through these words
^^ 0/ in some other equally efficient manner,” that the theatre

managers and others who make money bv the children's labour, are

able to evade the intentions of the Act The more vigorously the

School Board and their officers do their duty in insisting on regular

attendance, the more surely do those 'who arc profiting by the

children’s labour say to the parents, "you must take your child away

from the Board school or other certified efficient elementary school

and send her to a private school These private schools sometimes

exist as a sort of dtptndance to a theatrical dancing school
, the fees

are 10^ to a-week, for the reason that when the fee is over the

school ceases to be an elementary school as defined bv the Education

Act, and the children attending it are theicforc removed from the

jurisdiction of the School Board Many of the School Board officers,

including teachers, visitors, and inspectors, wink at very irregular

attendance on the part of theatre children, and have even allowed such

children, under ten, piactically to take half-time who have not been

allowed it by the Notice B Committee oi the Board, because they

are reluctant to drive the children to the sham education ot these

private schools An illustration will show how the thing is worked

A theatrical academy of dancing will have a complementary private

school at lOrf to 1 ? a-week within about two minutes' walk of it

The propiietor of the academy takes little children as young as

four or five, and gets their parents to sign indentures binding the

babies to an apprenticeship of nine years When they begin

their professional training these babies are so tiny that they

cannot do their steps or throw out their little legs without tum-

bling over To prevent this a rope is stretched across the room

by which they steady themselves with their hands Such children

are required, from the time their indentures are signed, to

attend at the dancing academy from ten or eleven o^clock in the

morning to four in the afternoon, three or four times a week,

whether they have an engagement at a theatre or not By these

means their proprietor or proprietress always has a troupe of children

ready to be hired to any theatre in any part of the kingdom, or for

that matter, outside it Of course, children who are thus ^und
to a regular professional training, cannot attend the Board school,

nor any other school, regularly If the parents send them to a Board

XX Z
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school^ the officer, supposing him to be efficient^ soon begins to call

upon the mother and inquire why the child does not mi^e a regular

attendance at school He (the School Board officer) waa constantly

bothering me/^ said one parent, ^^and I spoke to Madame (the pro-

prietor of the dancing academy) about it She said, ' You must take

the child away from the Board school and send her to the private

school over the way , the fee is a week, but the child^s earnings

will much more than pay for that,* and I can have her here for the

dancing as much as I like ^ When this sort of thing happens, and

it does constantly happen with scores of children, their education

practically comes to an end The children thus selected for the

theatres are almost always above the average in natural brightness

and intelligence, and they are, therefore, able to make the most of

the smattering of A B C they get , but from the time thev leave the

public elementary schools for private schools, for the sake of freedom

to take theatre work, they learn next to nothing Teachers of

Board schools bitterly complain of the neglected state of children,

who sometimes return to them aftei one, two, or three years in these

private schools One of the head teachers already quoted gives, as

an instance of the worthless character of these private schools, that

a child who had attended one of them for a year and a half, had to

be put back, on her return to the Board school, into the same

standard m which she had been when she left Another gives a

similar instance of a theatre child, who was supposed to be receiving

education at a private school, and at the age of eleven or twelve,

when she returned to the Board school, she could only be placed in

the Second Standard

Most people were amused to hear that Mr Augustus Harris, the

enterprising proprietor of Drury Lane, had started an elementary

school within the walls of his theatre for the children employed

there He engaged the services of a certificated teacher (third

class), and attendance at this school, at 1 v a week, is compulsory on

those children acting m the Drury Lane pantomime, over whom
otherwise +he School Board would exercise authority It is

probably no injustice to Mr Augustus Hairis to say that this is his

first appearance before the public m the character of an enthusiast

for education It is difhcult to repress the suspicion that the object

for which the school w as started, especially as the fee is a week,

was to remove the children from the control of the School Board,

with their meddling officers and their tdl-tale teachers, who care a

great deal more for the children and their education than they do

tor the profits lesulting from the Drury Lane pantomime No accusa-

tion 18 made that the law is broken , but the net spread by the

Education Act has a hole in it through which any one sufficiently

* Instances are by no means rare in which a child of under ten earns 10® a week
Such wages are only ^iven to tr lined children , the others are paid or 7d a mght
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mteTested m obtamiog the labour of children under ten can do so

The St James^^s Gazette had an article, written in quite a friendly spirit

towards Mr Hams and his scheme^ about this school , the writer

stated that the school hours were only from 10 to 1, and that there

was a break for luncheon at 12 o’clock He certainly did not oyer*

state the time spent by the children in the school as some of the

children did not arrive till 10 30 or later, and some left as early as

12 80 But even if the hours of attendance quoted by the writer in

the St Jameses Gazette may be taken as correct, the burden of

proof rests upon those who would maintain that^ three hours at Mr
Harrises school provides an education equally efficient with that

provided by full time at a Board School It should also be noted that

" the school is in a corner of the new paint-room, partitioned off with

old seenery and theatrical framework, and that it was closed

directly the pantomime season was over Neither the situation of

the school nor its temporary character is favourable to educational

efficiency There were between fifty and sixty children, all girls,

between the ages of five and thirteen, in the school last winter The

writer of the article in the St Jameses Gazette said that, while spme

of the children were babies who could only just walk, others were

girls up to eleven and twelve years old And he also observed,

and this ought to be particularly noticed, that some of the elder girls

were among the most ignorant , he mentions one in particular who
did not even know her alphabet She had probably benefited by

the instructions of some of these private schools which are supposed

to be educating the theatre children in some other equally efficienli

manner

People sometimes say, when disagreeable facts about the employ-

ment of children in theatres are brought before them, that after all

the pantomimes only last a month or two , they associate ps^ntomime

in their own minds with the Christmas holidays, and think that six

weeks or two months is all that is cut out of the school-life of the

little dancers The Drury Lane pantomime this year lasted for

four months , from the 26th of December to the 23rd of April To

this must be added, so far as the performers are concerned, at least

another six weeks for rehearsals, and if the two are put together, it

will be found that there is very little change left out of half-a-year

Moreover, it by no means follows that the little children will abandon

their profession and return to regular attendance at a good school

when the pantomime season is oven It has already been pointed

out that the mistress of the dancing academy, m a sense, buys the

children of their parents ,
she makes them sign indentures, appren-

ticing the babies to her for seven or nine years The children,

when trained, are her stock m trade, and she has her profit to make

out of them , they are obliged to attend her dancing classes three or

four times a week all the year round, whether they have an engage-
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ment or not Their propnetor ib ftinous with any^pansnt who tnes

to withdraw a child from her When the pantomime is over^some

other performance begins, in which the children are required* Last

^ear there was an open-air ballet at the Crystal Palace, it lasted

from May to November, and more than forty children were engaged

in it This year a troupe of dancing children have been advertised

foj. the Aquarium Practically, the children are engaged all the

vear round, or, if they are not actually engaged, they are in training

for engagements The senous business of their lives, as wage earners,

IS allowed to commence at the age of four or five years , and hence-

forward they take but a perfunctory interest in theirieducation,

either disregarding it altogether or treating it as a necessary evil, to

be got through anyhow, without putting their hearts into it at all

The child of seven, already referred to, who was seriously ill in

March, 1886, from the effects of her theatre work, combined with

her school attendances, has been often visited by a lady who has

given me the following facts about the case I will give the narra-^

tivc in my fricnd^s words, written down immediately after seeing the

child The child, when I first visited her, was suffeiing from a

weak throat and general debility, occasioned by the over-fatigue

resulting from the performances at Drury Lane in the evening and

school in the morning After she had begun to recover a little, she

was taken for the open-air ballet at the Crystal Palace She per-

formed in this for foui inonths (six, if rehearsals arc included), with

forty-three other children of about her own age Tliey performed in

the open air, in low dresses and elbow-sleeves, till November The
child was sometimes exticraely fatigued when she arrived at Ludgate

Hill on her return from the Palace The time of her ariival there

was usually between ten and eleven at night Her legs and

ankles were often so swollen that she could only walk very slowljr

She felt frightened at having to go through the streets late at

night by herself, as her mother could rarely meet her Once,

when she was alone, she was attacked by two men in Fleet Street

at this instant her mother and uncle, who were on their way to

a^eet her, came up, and her uncle knocked one of the men down

,

the other ran off Another night a man persuaded her to go with

him, and promised her cakes if she would do so The child ran

away as fast? as her tired legs would carry her After this she

said she generally, on her way home*, tried to keep behind a geiutle*

man in a high hat who was going m her direction She bebeved

that if anyone attacked her, he ’ (the St George in a high hat) “ would

protect her During the last three weeks of the Crystal Palace ballet

her mother, who is engaged at the bar of one of the Ltondoa

theatres, and hasy besides, other employment dunng /the day, ^l^as

engaged a girl of thirteen (!) to meet the child and come home with her
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“ Her attendances at school in May last, dozing the rehearsals for

the Crystal Palace, were sometimes'' only three in the week , the

following quarter they averaged seven , the winter quarter they were
expected to be about four

The child is pretty and attractive, and very intelligent
''

This story speaks for itself We seem to see the poor little tired

mite coming back alone, night after night, from Ludgate Hill to her

home near Drury Lane, hurrying along on her tender, blistered feet

to keep up with the manly stride of a gentleman in a high hat,'^

whom she had silently selected as her guardian * There are few
more touching scenes among the tragedies of the London streets

One has never till now regarded the high hat as the sacred emblem
of knighthood, nor Ludgate Hill as an appropriate scene of romance
and chivalry But these are among the things it is good to have the

opportunity of learning

With regard to the risks the children run when they accept

theatrical engagements, the conclusion is almost inevitable that

most parents are very well aware of them Some parents in-

variably come or send to meet their children at the doors of the

theatre to take them home A good many of the children

belong to those who are employed about the theatres as supers, stage
^

carpenters, and so on Both these classes of childien may be pre-

sumed to be fairly well looked after But there arc some parents

who are entirely careless and reckless as to what becomes of their

children This minority of utterly worthless parents really care for

nothing except for the money the children earn , they deliberately

live m dissolute idleness upon their children's wages The present

state of the law makes things easy for parents of this kind It is

no answer to say that such parents are the exception If they were

not the exception England would be a hell on earth But the very

purpose for which law exists is to deal with the vicious exceptions,

and make them perforce regulate their conduct according to some

other rule than that of their own self-indulgence and viciousness

Thieves and murderers arc the exception in all civilized societies , and

an eflBcient criminal law tends to render these exceptions rarer and

rarer All the laws relating to and limiting the employment of chil-

dren are based on the right of the State to protect the helpless child

from the cruel selfishness of the worst type of parents Just before

the pantomime season of the year betore last, a fathei, who was

known to be a drunkard, applied to the Notice B Committee of the

School Board for halt time for three of his children, in order to

enable them to accept theatrical engagements One of the three

children wiws under ten , the character of the father was wcH known

as was also the faet that he could earn good wages if he chose to,

work He was a " West-end tailor, and could earn feom £2 to £8
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a ireek The application for half-time was refused The children w?re

then removed from the Board School they were attending and were

sent to a private school They were engaged at Drury Lanej the joint

wages of the three amounting to 35s a week While the children

were thus supporting their parents^ the father^ in order to make the

comedy comp&te^ applied for alms to the Mansion House Committee

as one of the unemployed The laws that have been already passed

have stopped this kind of conduct on the part of parents^ where the

employment to which the children are sent is agriculture or factory

work It is surely most unreasonable not to stop it also where the

employment is dancing or acting in a theatre

Severe comments have already appeared in some quarters in the

press upon the '^caut^^ and so forth of those who object to the

employment of little children in theatres We are supposed to be

animated by the narrow-minded prejudice of a certain school of

religious thought against acting m itself, and to believe that about

everything in a theatre there is what some ot that school have

felicitously called a halo of hell This is only a specimen of the

unfair misrepresentation which every one who attacks a vested interest

must be prepared for To object to the employment of young chil-

^dren upon the stage no more involves condemnation of the theatre,

than to advocate the Factory Acts involved a condemnation of calico

Among those who most vigorously oppose the employment of little

children on the stage are many who dearly love the pHy To
see good acting, either tragic or comic, is to them one of the most
debghtful of all recreations But the greatness of the drama does

not depend on the services of baby children who arc trained to dance

and perform their little parts almost like improved troupes of per-

forming dogs It will be remembered that m the inimitable lines

on acting and actors in Hamlet,** Shakspcaic has something to say on
this question of little children filling the stage when it should be

occupied by those who can really act Children in that day were a
passing fashion upon the stage " An aiery of children, little eyases,,

that cry out on the top of the question, and are most tyrannically

clapped for ’t These are now the fashion
,
and so bcrattle the com-

mon stages (so they call them), that many, wearing rapiers, are afraid

of goose quills, and dare scarce come thither If the children now
on the stage arc to become the actresses of the next generation, it la

of the utmost importance, from the point of view of the welfare of

the drama, not to interfere with their health and their education

The want of the day on the stage, with a few well-known exceptions>.

IS the scarcity of cultivated, intelligent women Who has not groaned

over a Jessica with a finely developed cockney accent, or deplored the

lulgar assumption of arrogant pomposity that is often made to pass

muster for the manners of a grande dame ^ As a matter of faet,
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the theatres that have done most to raise the general standard of

acting in England do not depend on the services of children for

their attractiveness It would probably make little difference to

the Lyceum or St James’s if the regulations of the Factory Act were

extended to theatre children The profession of acting, like other

professions, may be entered too young, and it certainly is entered

too young when premature work interferes with a healthy physical,

intellcctnal, and moral development Children in whom the dramatic

instinct 18 implanted by nature, will find plenty of means of exercis-

ing it, without beginning a professional career as bread-winners at

four years old It is said that Rachel used, as a child, to perform

a sham faint so perfectly that people were constantly taken in by it

Her first performance in a theatre did not take place till she was

sixteen *

With every wish to do full justice to acting as a profession, and

to the high character of many, from Mrs Siddons downwards, who

have been the chief ornaments of the stage in England, probably

every fair-minded person would admit that there are special dangers

and temptations associated with the stage in regard to that important

branch of conduct which we refer to when we use the word “ morals

It IS surely very important not to bring children into the influence

of an atmosphere of special danger in this respect while they arc too

young to know the difference of right and wrong m these matters

There are often, especially in the theatres that employ numbers of

children, a large body of men and women of a low class, who arc

not actors and actresses in any sense worthy of the words A poor

woman, whom I have visited, had actually bargained to let her little

girl act at one of these theatres, she went down during rehearsal to

see what sort of place it was She was horrified by the language

and manners of the manager and of the low women about the theatre

(« shilling-a-night girls" she called them), and she determined at

all risks not to let her child fulfil her engagement Fortunately, in

this case, the father had opposed the child being bound to the

apprenticeship He had said to his wife, “ I won’t have anything to

do with It If you choose to do it you can But if the child comes

to any harm, it will be your fault, not mine ” The mother, there-

fore, not the father, had signed the indentures This fact gave her

courage to set at naught the threats of the dancing-mistress to

institute legal proceedings against her She consulted the School

Board officer upon the matter, who advised her that however

"Madame" might threaten she could do nothing If the father

had signed the indentures the parents would probably have been

terrified into submission, although indentures binding little children

to a trade are probably in themselves illegal The mother, in the case I

have given, was not aware of this, and entirely attributed her success
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m withdrawing the child to the fact that her husband had not signed

the paper

An actor has written very fully on the subject of the evil effects

on children of the people with whom they are brought in contact in

some of the theatres His letter in the first instance speaks of the

physical exhaustion and bad coughs of the children, and then

proceeds —
“ I must keep my feelings under control until I have given you all the

information that lies in my power, so I will proceed to describe the class of

people that these poor children are brought into contact with by these peiform-

ances Firstlj
,

1 will take the ballet that we had at the Theatre at

W (a Luge provincial town) last year, and describe those with whom the

children dressed All efforts to make these girls behave with any manners

approaching decency were fuMle, ind it was ^Iso as impossible to stop their

using the must horiible and filthy language I may say that, as a body,

a lower and more disreputable class of girls than we had at \V it would
be impossible to find

’’

One, who till lately was an actress in a London theatre, speaks in

the same sense She says there are m most theatres rules to prevent

any but the staff being admitted at the stage door, but a coin will

pass any one through,^'' and swells who " can influence business

can do as they like

A London manager also writes on the peculiai moral risks attend-

ing children who arc employed in theatres , he attributes a good deal

of it to evil-minded loungers about the stage-door, who bribe the

lower officials of the theatre lie wiites —
“ The children when off the stage are pooily clad, and, from playing about,

dirty in appearance
,
they are therefore unattractive In p irticuKr scenes,

clad m pretty costumes, ind drilled to porti^y the characters they are

intended to represent, it is then that particular children may attract the

attention of the evil minded lounger, and on being rccognucd when leaving

the stage door may be decoyed away A gratuity to the stage-door keepei

will often obtain information as to the name of the child, ind his or her place

of abode
,
it is the coiruption of the officials of a theatre that is in my opinion

the greatest curse in these matters, as the rules are framed by the manager to

prevent the annoyance of the people engaged m the theatre
,
they are rendered

inoperative by the wealthy hanger on at the stage door
”

It may be here observed, by the way, that the children nearly

always leave the theatre with the paint on their faces winch they

hhve worn for the performance
,
this in itself marks them out and

makes them conspicuous in the street

With regard to the opinions just quoted, it is only fair to say tliat

they represent the opinion of the minonty of those members of the

theatrical profession whom we have been able to consult Kearly

all the actors, actresses and managers whom wc hate interviewed

or wntten to, think there is no harm in the employment of children,

however young, >on the stage One lady in the profession, to tphom
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we humbly suggested that the language of tile children was often

ternbly bad, replied that sLe did not deny they used bad language

,

they learnt that at the Board school * In fact, the general view of

the profession is that children are greatly benefited by being engaged
to act and dance in theatres at a very early age They come to

us,^^ they say in eifect, dirty, hungry and ignorant, and we wash
them, and drill them, and give them the means of putting bread mto
their mouths " Putting gm into their parents’ mouths ” would

probably be a more accurate phrase in a good many cases But the

view I have referred to is a vciy natural one for those to take who
employ the children The mill-owners took very much the- same
line m 1814, and for many years after, about the employment of

young children in factories They not only defended it, but said the

industrial existence of England would be destroyed if the power to

use the labour of children was taken away It was not through

the exertions of the master sweeps that the Act was passed prohibit-

ing the practice of sending little children up chimneys This Act

was opposed, not only by “ the profession,” but by the " Sun,’’ the

Phmnix,” and other fire insuiance companies, on the ground that it

would add to the nsk of the destruction of the metropolis by fire

(see “ Lord Shaftesbury’s Life/^ vol i p 297) In a like manner

the Agricultural Children's Act was not passed by farmers, but in

the teeth of their sturdy opposition

This IS a question which ought to be decided on the broad grounds

of the general wclfaie of the children as human bungs and future

citizens , and those who arc pecuniarily interested m the continuance

of their employment arc, m the nature o£ things, unfitted to serve

on the jury with whom the ultimate decision will rest A theatre

manager is obviously tempted to think any arrangement charming

which enablts him to pay children ten to twelve shillings a week

instead of twice or three times those sums to grown-up people In

1878 a summons was brouglit by the London School Board against

a manager who had engaged a number of children, many of whom

were iindei ten, to act at the Aquarium Theatre The manager

attempted the usual defence by saying, through counsel, that the

employment was for the benefit of the children and their parents

Allow me to tell you, ^ said Mr D’Eyncourt, the magistrate who

heard the case, that it is for the benefit of your pockets ^ All

the children under ten were ordered to be withdrawn Notwith-

standing the success of the Board m this case, the policy thus

initiated has been abandoned , and if the law is against the employ-

ment of the children, it has been allowed to become a dead letter

The Act as it at present stands allows no one but the School Board

to prosecute the employer
, consequently the efficient protection of the

children against the cupidity of parents and managers is left to a body
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whose policy and personnel a?e liable to be completely changed every

three years Those who train the children in the dancing academies

feel a proprietary interest in them, and really regard them as a farmer

does land in which he has a claim for unexhausted improvements

With very little encouragement they would set up a claim for the

three F^s, and demand as their property m these <5|iildren “free

sale/-^ “fixity of tenure/^ and “fair rents A mother said to me
of two of these worthies, “ Madame A lent my little girl

to Signor B speaking just as she might of a performing dog

Neither should the parents, who are not ashamed to live on the

wages earned by their little children of five or six years old, be held

as impartial judges on this question A great many of the parents

who put their children to this woik are heartily ashamed of them

selves for it Very often endless excuses are invented to explain the

absence of a child from school, because the parent is ashamed to say,

“ Lottie is going to the theatre, and I am living on her wages A
favourite invention in these cases is to say that the child is suffering

from scarlet fever or some other infectious disease this has the

double advantage of frightening away the teacher and School Board

officer from visiting the missing child

Neither, in a matter like this^ is a final judgment to be arrived at

by asking the children if they like their theatre \\ ork better than

they like school Of course they like it better Ask any child

whether it would rather do a rule-of-three sum or act the part of the

Dormouse in “Alice m Wonderland, and it needs no very stupendous

powers of prophecy to predict the answer The children like acting

,

nearly all children like it, no amusement is more popular even

with children whose homes are provided with every means of childish

happiness Parents like the money it brings in , managers like the

money it saves them , and the public like it because it amuses them
to see little tottie children performing regular evolutions and dances

upon the stage They sometimes say they like it because they are
“ so fond of children ” Their love of children is shown in a way
rather similai to the love of an epicure for skylarks—in a pic The
children are sacrificed physically, mentally and morally, in order that

these lovers of children may have their artistic sense of admiration

of childish forms gratified Such double>distilled selfishness cannot

last for ever It must arise from pure ignorance or thoughtlessness

as to what constant work on the stage from an early age involves for

children

The economic difficulty arising from the poverty of parents must
be faced It has been faced with regard to the majority of the

employments in which hosts of children used to be engaged One
source of compensation always arises in these cases, making the actual

much easier than the anticipated difficulty If the labour of children
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IS withdrawn from any employment^ an additional demand is created

for the labour of adults Moreover, as previously suggested, if the

children are worn out in health, uneducated, and bable to be cor-

rupted in other ways, the economic difficulty in the long run is not
in sending them to school, but in allowing them to spod their

capacity as the bread-winners and capable citizens of the future

What IS wanted is an extension to children engaged in theatres of

the protection of the Factory Acts If this were done the burden
would fall on the shoulders best fitted to bear it Now, if a child

does not attend regularly, the School Board summon the parent,

a poor ill-clad woman appears, perhaps crying, before the magistrate ,

and he out of sheer pity dismisses the case oi adjourns it The
person who ought to be summoned is the burly theatrical manager in

his fur-lined coat and regardless of-expense ” appearance , and this

desirable alteration in the administration of the law would be effected

if it were plainly enacted by Parliament that it is as illegal to work
a child in a theatre as it is in the fields or in a factory

If this simplihcation in the law with regard to the employment

of children were adopted another beneficial change would necessarily

follow Prosecutions for infringement of the provisions of the law

would then rest with permanent officials, either identical with, or

corresponding to, the inspectois of factories and workshops The
disadvantage of leaving the duty of prosecution to a body dependent

upon a frequently recurring popular election is obvious The
Factory Acts would probably have been a dead letter if prosecutions

under them could only have been undertaken, say, by the Members
of Parliament for the district in which the alleged offence had taken

place The dread of incurring unpopularity with a certain class of

their constituents would in this case have operated fatally against

the efficiency of the Acts In the same way, the London School

Board, excellent as they may be in much of the work which they have

undertaken, are not likely to be thoroughly fearless and independent

in instituting legal proceedings against some of those from whose

hands every three years they have to seek re-election It is a funda-

mental principle of our constitution that Judges should not be

subjected to election , for the same reasons the power of prosecuting

should not rest solely with elected bodies, but should either be e?t-

tended to the public or be entrusted to officials who will hold their

posts as long as they do their duty with energy and discretion

MlILlCbNT GARttBTT FaWCETT



OUR SELF-CONSCIOUS SELVES

O
F the many epithets, each supposed to be descriptive of its

dominant characteristic, which have been bestowed on the

Nineteenth Century, none perhaps would better serve the purposes

of ^ true differentiation than the title of “ The Self-Conscious Age
That it should be so is, perhaps, a little paradoxical Self-conscious-

ness, which IS simply the outward expression of a hitherto indecisive

struggle between vanity and diflidencc, is usually regarded as a failing

confined to the young, and could hardly have been expected therefore

to appear so conspicuously in an era so well stricken m years as our

own The struggle in question is only in very exceptional cases one

of long continuance For the most part it comes to a pretty early

end in one way or other, and there are several ways of ending it

Sometimes it is our diffidence which capitulates, and, after a graceful

apology for the unduly low estimate which it had formed of our

merits, retires definitively from the contest, leaving vanity in unmo-
lested possession of the field Sometimes, but much more rarely,

the fortune of the battle is reversed , vanity retreats and diffidence

triumphs Most often of all—indeed, perhaps, in every example of

thoroughly healthy development—a wise indifference intervenes, and
convinces the perplexed Ego, who stands watching the two com-
batants, now leaning to one side now to the other, that the matter in

dispute between them is not worth fighting about , that almost cer-

tainly both of their estimates are wrong , and that, after the aforesaid

perplexed Ego has struck, as he easily can, that rough balance

beif|reen them which is necessary (and sufficient) for self-guidance in

practical life, it is not in the least degree essential to him to carry his

critical operations any further His rulc-of-thumb subjective esti-

mate of himself will answer all his own purposes, and the attempt
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to determine accurately what is the right objective estimate to be

formed ot him by other people is quite unworthy to engage mu^ of

the time or attention of any rational being

Suchj it may be safely said, is the experience which the majority

of persons of riper years—not being poets, actors, professional

beauties," or, above all, amateurs " in the arts—have undergone
They do not boast, if they arc wise, ofthe maturerwisdomwhich caSteth

out self-consciousncss It is one of the few but most precious gifts of

the years, and it was like Raleigh’s ingratitude not to have credited

Time with it in his famous apostrophe to that much abused Personi-

fication Time, who takes on trust our youth, our strength, our

all we have/^ does pay us with something more than age and dust,^^

if only that he brings to us, or will, if we will let him bring to us,

judgment and insight, a due sense of the proportions of human things,

self-knowledge and the faculty of self-criticism, a sound practice-

tested estimate of our own powers and a healthy indifference to the

estimates of other people

Still there are undoubtedly instances of persons here and there,

even outside those classes whom it has been my painful duty to except

above, who do not succeed in ridding themselves of self-consciousness

as they grow older, but the rather become more and more the

slaves of this foible, and among these persons one must, if I may be

allowed to personify it, include the Nineteenth Century The failing

of self-consciousness has grown most painfully upon this century with

the growth of years She {atra is feminine if smculum is neuter) can

no longer be described even by flattery as in her teens It is

eighty seven years since she came out," and it is ically time that

she left off wondering what other people are thinking of her Yet

she has not On the contrary, no dibutante at her first ball could

exhibit, now so complacent an appreciation of her own attractions,

now so uneasy a sense of her defective points Long as she has

been parading the corridors of Time, she has never yet ceased to

compare herself with her nearest two or three predecessors, and to

V soliloquize on the results of the comparison in amusingly alternating

strains of reflection The struggle between Vanity and Diffidence

seems to have been going on of late with even more remarkable energy

than usual in the elderly lady^s mind, and assuredly never was either

of them so continuously vocal as they are at present She gives

expression in almost every second utterance of hers to one or other of

%he anxious interrogatories which are agitating her bosom Am
I great ^ Am I good ^ Am I beautiful ^ And, if so, that is if I

have some greatness, goodness, and beauty, am I as great, good and

beautiful as, or more or less great, good, and beautiful than, Centuries

Sixteen, Seventeen, and Eighteen ? If so, then as, pr than, which of

them, and in respect of what ? And, if not, how do I make out the
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coutrarj ? It is difficult to take up a newapaperj a review, or even a

novel, without finding one or other of these questions put and discussed

by the writer with answers favourable and unfavourable as the case

may be On the whole, I think, that the Noes have been having

it for the most part of late Our uneasy Century has, during the

last few years, been attacked for the first time in what was hitherto

regarded as an unassailable stronghold of complacency Diffidence

has always stoutly maintained against her that she is not as great and

beautiful as Century Sixteen, with her stir of Elizabethan adventure

and her burst of Elizabethan song , or as good and great as Century

Seventeen, with her quickenings of religious life, her high moral

ideals, her grand political conceptions and achievements, and

to this contention Nineteen has never made more than a feeble

resistance But Diffidence itself never ventured to allege, till almost

yesterday, that there was anything to be feared from a comparison

with Eighteen Theie^ at any rate. Vanity had it all its own way

Ten or twenty years ago no one had a good word to say for this

very inferior predecessor of Nineteen It was admitted on all hands

that she was out of the lunmng It was agreed that she was not

great, except, perhaps, for seven years
,
that she was distinctly not

good, m spite of John Wesley^s having terrified her into a sort of

death-bed repentance , and as to beautiful, •^he did not get even her

first glimmering of what beauty meant until, with her dim old eyes,

she began to descry the dawn-streaks of a new era on the horizon

So much was supposed to have been settled to the satisfaction of

every body until a few years ago
,
but now this, too, is disputed, and,

indeed, it has been disputed with so much vivacity, that our
uneasy Century is shaken even in this last fortress of her self

esteem The first emotion on seeing the despised Eighteen bidden

to step forward from the back row, and hear herself favourably com-

pared with her sister, was, of course, one of blank amazement on the

part of Nineteen What * That stiff artificial thing ^ All buckram
and brocade without, and levity and heartlessness within ' Have you

not read Macaulay's essay on Horace Walpole ? Are you not aware

that Addison thought the Alps ^ horrid ? ' Is Mr Hume your ideal of

a philosopher ? Or Mr Hayley your notion of a great poet ?

These loud protestations, however, giew gradually weaker Diffidence,

of the two perhaps more ingenious than Vanity in the self-conscious

mind, avoided coming to a direct issue on these points of companson^

and was content to insist that what Eighteen lacked in earnestness,^^

she made up for in "philosophical temperament,'^ that if her

poetry was not inspired it was eminently " sane ,
" and that, even so

far as artistic beauty was concerned, she had really done much '

better than her simeessor in the matter of domestic architeetumr

This last argument has proved ar clincher As soon as its force ^
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began tobe appreciated. Nineteen gave heraelf upto great despondency
It was bad enough to have been left so far behind **' the spacious

times great Elizabeth/* but to be beaten by the—what should they
be called ?—the commodious times of good Queen Anne was httuliha'-

tion indeed So Nineteen built herself a house in the Que^en Anne
taste, and entered into it, and sat her down before a spindle-

shanked table, and, asked herself bitterly whether “ sanity ’* in the
poet may not after all be preferable to inspiration, and whether in

matters of faith it is not better to believe nothing, and be tolerant

to those who believe much, than to believe next to nothing, and to

wrangle impartially, but furiously, with those who believe more—
or less

There was a time when we were able to administer a solace which
was never without its effect on the discontented Era We could

remind her of her triumphs over matter, of her scientific achieve-

ments, of her progress in the arts of life Drake and Frobisher,

we used to venture to hint, were, though adventurous seamen, placed

at a great disadvantage in living before the age of steam naviga-

tion Shakespeare, though a writer of considerable imaginative

power, had never imagined that it would be really possible to pUt

a girdle round the earth m forty minutes Bacon thought himself

a fine fellow, but after all he had a sneaking belief in witches, and

he was very much out in his chemistry Everybody bowed down to

Johnson, who laughed at Monboddo's theory of the Descent of Man,
and nowadays there is not a Scotch laird who could not put the

dogmatic doctor to confusion by telling him that the genealogy

traced out for us in that uncomfortable Herald’s Office preside^ over

by the late Mr Darwin is almost universally accepted by the

scientific world

Latterly, however, these topics have ceased to console Whether

this be due to the urbane mockeries of Mr Matthew Arnold at a

material progress which outstrips spiritual development, or whether

it be due to a spontaneous perception of the fact that such progress

fc after all only a means to an end, I undertake not to determine

;

but so stands the case Steam and electricity, the penny news-

paper and the penny post, are almost at a discount nowadays in these

controversies We no longer twit our forefathers with their stage-

coaches and tinder-boxes, their highwaymen and wreckers, and

VfflKy few of us have heart enough left to remind them, in Macaulay’s

li^tly rallying manner, that the mail-bags were in the seventeenth

century carried on horseback, day and night, at the rate of about

five miles an hour," or that the carriages of travellers bound for

Beaumaris had ^in general to be taken to pieces at Conway and

borne on the shoulders of stout Welslk peasants to the Menai Straits
"

Is it a sign of our higher intelligence or merely of our lower spirits^

VOL LI Y Y
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that we no longer insist mueh^ if at all^ on our supeti^onty over formed

ages m what we used complacently to call ^^the arts of hfe?^^ We
have at least taken firm hold of the idea^ that the great thing is not

the arts oi life but the art of living, and that, this being at bottoin,

not a, physical and material, but an intellectual and spiritual affair,

it IS at any rate not a self-evident proposition that we should be

justified in comparing ourselves with our ancestors in terms of that

Homeric formula which has lately received the honour of quotation,

not only at a Lord Mayor’s banquet, but from the Lord Mayor
himself

But it is one thing to disclaim the boast of being Trariptav pey

apuvovtg^ and anotliei to cry ’'out upon our inferiority “all round

to our ancestors, and to cast the dust of an cvcessive self-depreciation

on our heads in consequence Such cold fits of morbid diffidence

are only possible, as has been said, to elderly and inveterate self-

consciousuess , and the iguc of humility, so to speak, is sure to beget

in due time a leaction to the fever of swagger There has of late

been more than one sign of this reaction having set in, and some

little while cigo it culminated in a paioxvsm of a very acute and

startling kind A writer of gn at literary skill and wide acquaintance

with contemporary letters was moved to declare in the Fortnightly

Rtvifiv that what ilistiiiguishea the present fiom all past pciiods

is that wc aic suffciing from a positive plethora of intellectual

ability in all foims

“We live,” he wiites, and qiavcl^, with no suspicion of irony, “in an age
when high gtnius is a diug in the market, the supply of originality, of

brilliancy, ot first r ite u orkmanship, far exceeds the eftectivc dilbiand

Writers and thinkers of prime magnitude positively swarm upon the pave
ments of London If you want a poet, an essayist, a philosopher, a lom incer,

}ou can hue him anywin re in the Temple oi the clubs foi the modest remu-
neration of a guinea a page

’

And again

“ The fact is m London to-day eenius swarms m every department
Parnisftus teems fiom Piccadilly to Jlighgate Young Chattel tons print

their getiumc poetiy lu the weekly papers, no man hindeiing bub no man
regarding them Young Homes sliow their snarling teeth, or pieach Panti-
gruohsiu in the Siturdiy journals Young Murgers tread the Bohemia of
Hampstead, and dream impossible Arabian Nights of extraordinary imagina-

tive force and brilhuicy Young Poes invent now murders m the Rue
Morgue, and fill the magazines with fresh advcntuies of the immortal Prince
Florestan You cannot walk down Fleet Street without encountering

and poets such as Johnson and Buike never chanced to meet in their afternoiR
rambles Jonathan Swift, unknown and unnoticed, pours forth volume after

volume of delicate irony and scathing sarcasm with sardonic laughter, un-
heard of gods or men, from some commodious i ilia m Peckham or Ganonbury
Ibaac Newton, with big calm brows and measured speedy corresponds no
longer with Leibnitz or Huygens, b^it sinks his mic^ty European fame in a
dissertation on the causes of the Polar ice-cap Our little world is far full
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No maa caa emerge from the ruck—iAe common ruck ofdtvine uatil he
has completed at least his entire half-century

”

The common ruck of divine genius !
” Not, it will be

observed, &s a grudging and censorious writer of the last century
preferred to put it, ^ the mob of gentlemen who write with ease/’

but the mob of gentlemen who write with inspiration—who wnte,
not for an age, but for all time , the crush of demigods, the jostling ^

throng of Immortals Surely, the common ruck of divine genius

turns all past performances in the way of hyperbole into common-
place

, it beats the record foi rhetorical extravagance We have
to think of another almost forgotten example of divine genius, of

another Immortal—the immortal auctioneer, George Robins, and
of that deafening noise of nightingales^* and that embarrassing

litter of rose-leaves ” which formed the only drawbacks to one of

the estates which passed under his puissant hammer, in order to find

any phrase worthy to follow this common ruck of divine genius
”

even at a lespcctful distance

It IS seriously set down, however, and forms part, as I have said,

of a perfectly serious contention It really is genius, as the word is

comuronly uiidci stood, and not nercly talent” highly sublimated,

of Mliich this writer is speaking, and which he thus boldly compares

with the blackberry on the hedge-row So much is proved, if not

by all the great names of the past whicli he selects for the illustration

of his point, at any latc by the most conspicuous of them Some
people might venture to hint a doubt whether a glut of voung

Murgers, or even a plethoia of young Poes, would mean any more
than that a large number of clever young men had attained perfect

mastery of a clever trick , but the examples of Heine, Swift, and

Newton leave room foi no such cfriticism These are, oi are com-

monly regarded as, cases of undisputed and indisputable genius No
one, we suppose, contends that a Heine fit non nasdtur, that any very

clever young man could knock you off a Gulliver," or a ‘ Tale of a

Tub," by merely giving his mind to it , or that the famous line

beginning, ^^God said, ^Tjet Newton be/ " should really have run,

if the metie would have permitted ^^The Author of the Universe

said, ^ Let some exceptionally intelligent youth be educated with

8|^eclal care for the work of astronomical inquiry,’ and all was light

"

Naples like these have been manifestly introduced with the express

piwpose oi pieventing any misconstruction, and of thoroughly im-

pressing the reader’s mind with the fact that it ts genius, really

genius in the full meaning of that hitherto grudgingly bestowed

honorific title, of which the writer is speaking

Now, to those whoha\e been getting somewhat tired of the ''cold

fit” oi self-consciousneAi, which has certainly l^pted quite long enough,

the reaction which this singular utterance proclaims and stimulates is

V Y 2
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pleasurable enough. The rebound from diffidence to complacency is

always delightful^ and that it should occasionally carry the latter

mood to a higher point than it has ever touched before is jaot sur-

prising But in the instance just noticed it has transcended, not only

the probabilities of fact, but even the congruities of thought and

language For, let us see what the contention amounts to, and,

before considering what its author s position is, let us clear the first

ground by pointing out what it is not

It 18 not then merely this that the general standard of literary

workmanship is now immeasurably higher, the number of skilled

literary Workmen now incalculably greater, than at any former period

of our history That is a proposition which probably would not be

much contested even by the uncritical public, and it is certainly one

which no competent judge of literature would dispute Once

descend below the level of the dozen or half-dozen men of genius

who have adorned any bygone era of English letters, and you frel

like one who has been kicked down a lofty flight of steps You are

on the ground at once There seems to be no baiting- place between

the top of Parnassus and the flattest flats of commonplace From a

few writers who are above praise you pass at a single bound to a

multitude who are beneath contempt It is lu poetry, of course, that

this descent is the most marked and painful Our minor verse, I

will not say of the last century or of its predecessor alone, but of

any time down to within the last twenty years or so, is, so far as the

bulk of it IS concerned, of the poorest possible quality The number
of good verse-writers not attaining to the rank of poet might a

generation ago have been counted on the fingers of one hand Now
their name is legion Hardly a year passes but some half-dozen

volumes containing, if not poetry, an imitation of it good enough to

deceive all but the very elect, are sent forth into the world, to be

more or leas coldly welcomed by the critical journals and more or

less completely neglected by the public And the advance extends

all along the line The poet s corner of the obscure country news-

paper IS nowadays graced with far better verse than was thought

good enough for the Keepsakes and Albums of our fathers Much of

it, of course, is imitative, but so was the verse of the Keepsakes and
Albums, and our imitators of Tennyson and Swinburne turn

infinitely better copies of their models than the parodists of Byron,

Scott, and Moore succeeded in producing It would be doing gr^e
injustice, however, to our minor poets, to represent them indiscrfm-

nately as mere echoes of the greater bards One can without much
trouble recall the names of a round dozen of them, and no doubt a

little effort of memory might swell the list to a score, who have ?iore

or less a manner of tl^ir own, and show distiict signs of that

to poetize, which, if if does not suffice alone to mark :|;hef presence
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of poetic genius, is at any rate nevcf dissociated from it The
number Of singers who do but sing because they must,^ ori in other

words, the number of singers who, if not all true poets^ aate^ posSiMe
claimants to that title, has immensely increased Instead, that is to

say, of there being, as was the case, say fifty years ago, some three or

four men whose nght to the laurel was universally admitted, but nto-

other competitor who was so much as ** in the running,'^ we have
now perhaps not only something like twice the number of recognized

poets of the first rank, but from a dozen to a score of verse-makers

whom friendly critics may without positiv|| absurdity affirm to be
poets likewise

But are they so ^ Is the affirmation of admiring friendship true

for cold impartial criticism also ? Let it be granted that our twenty

candidates for the diploma of Apollo have all of them the root of the

matter ” Let it be granted that they are genuine song-birds, and

not, as were their predecessors of the Albums and Keepsakes, mere

analogues of the ingenious gentleman from Whitechapel, who performs

such whistling wonders at the street corners with a slip of notched

reed and a mug of water Let us take it as agreed that they do not

sing m the sense familiar to this gentleman, because they must,”

but only under the same compulsion as the linnet—that they own
another than the frankly avowed inspiration of Persius, and an im-

pulse superior to that of the magister artm ingenique largitoP venter^

by which the parrot-poetasters of former periods were too often ex-

clusively moied In a word, let it be conceded that our increased and

increasing number of brevet poets, so to speak, have thus much of

the veritable poet in them, that on the musical side of their art they

possess a characteristic and distinguishable note of their own, and

that on the spiritual and intellectual side of it they are charged with

and render a song—a message which other birds or bards convey

either not at all or m a less delightful and impressive way This, it

will be seen, is allowing a good deal in the way of rare gifts to a

goodly number of contemporary songsters, but, allowing it, is it

auflScient to establish the case of the author of Our Noble Selves ?
”

Are quality and compass of voice, are volume and brilliancy, and, above

all, sustainment of song, to count for nothing ? Does a singer who

Ws sung one or tvo little ditties inimitably^ who is nn^pproacbable

in his own Ime of vocalization—does he necessarily add one more to

the common ruck of divine genius ? ” If so, we need not wonder

ifj when we come to add the prose wnters to the poetsj the divine

crowd in Fleet Street is found senously to impede locomotion

But it IS of coarse the prose wtiters who will be most in the way,

who will ^ftenest have their elbows in our sides and Iheir boot*soles

on our toes For,Win m this age of Immortals, there axe mmre

trnteis of prose than of verse, and of course their contribution to
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the common ruck/^ &c , will be proportionately the greater Here,

again if wc leave the contentious teim genius^' out of the discus-

sion for a moment, and compare the present m ith past eras, there is no

disputing the progress which has been made History, science, and

politics alone account for the great bulk of all modern prose litera-

tures, and if to these we add biography and criticism we shall find

no doubt that an immense advance has taken place across the whole

field Of the «^econd of the subjects in the foregoing list, there is,

of course, no need to speak The Nineteenth Century is pre-eminently

the age not only of s^nce but of scientific genius, and in this

department of human activity, the common ruck^^ metaphor is>

unquestionably least hyperbolical And if historical genius, m the

old sense of the word, be no very common phenomenon m these

times, it 18 because the pcculiai bent of the historian is iii a direction

unfavourable to the display of that brilliant, but often very mislead-

ing, gift In the liteidtuie ot politics, of criticism, of biography, the

past docs not bear a moment’s comparison with the pic^eiit The

Fonblanques, the Lambs, the Ha/litts, the Dc (luinceys, the

Wilsons, the Southeys of the first quarter of the present centuiy

stood well-nigh alone Outside the charmed circle to which they

belonged one looks in vam for a prose writci of powers above

mediocrity—fox any man wlio, without being a prodigy of bril-

liance ^nd learning, possesses that competent equipment of

good sense, critical capacity, culture, information, and command ot

style, which nowadays are literally almost drugs in the market

Criticism, it IS true, Icaies something to be desired m many depart-

ments, notably m that of the drama , but many of its shortcomings are

due rather to the vices of the system than to the incompetence of the

critic As to fiction, it has become a handicraft in which a body of

highly skilled artificers contri\e year by year to turn out a vast mafes

of work, generilly of a delightful, often of a striking, sometimes of a

masterly kind Here, of course, the immense increase of the reading

public and development of the modern novel (which, broadly speaking,

is the only thing it reads) have enabled the present age to leave the

foremost of its predecessors at an even ludicrous distance in the

rear The age of Fielding and Ruhardson, the age of

Burney and Ann Radclifte—nay, even the age of W'alter Scott avl
Jane Austen—was an age in which the demand of the educated novel-

reading public received its entire supply from a very few eminent

hands ,
” and it is difficult to doubt that in this case the former was

m excess of the* latter From about the year 1830 onwards the

supply of competent and popular novel writers (not being recognised

Immortals) seems slowly to have increased, but it is only^itbm the

last quarter of a century, and chiefly durxng^hfe latter half of that

period, that so wonderful a start has been made. Agaiu/Oifeluding
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that troublesomely disputatious word genius from the discussion, it

would probably be no extravagance to say that if a capable critic

were to begin to compute the number of English novebsts, male and
female^ whose work reaches a distinctly high standard of literari^

merit, he would have to tell off some thirty ^ forty names before he
would be justified m closing the hat

It IS manifestly improbable that in all this galaxy of novelistic

talent there should be no genius And genius of course there is

So, equally of course, is there, here and there, in the other fields of

literature which we have brought under review No doubt there are

so-called " minor poets who arc really entitled to sit at the high

table, and whose ghosts—if that is any satisfaction to them—will in

Idct be bidden to it by posterity Unquestionably it is a foolish and

vulgar error to suppose, as a dull and unimaginative contemporary

public is apt to suppose that genius " is confined to the departed,

and to those, one or two at most, of their living successors, whose

merits time, and honorific titles, and the patient importunity of the

critical, assisted perhaps by some of those arts which have convinced

the world of the genius of Messrs Pears, have slowly and painfully

drummed into the aforesaid public’s head And this foolish and

vulgar error the author of Our Noble Selves is to be heartily

commended for combating

But the common ruck of divine genius * ” The jostling of wits

and poets in Elect Street * The Swifts and Newtons, who are

energizing, unknown and unsuspected, in our midst ^ Surely, to

write like this is, as has been said alreadv, to transcend not only

the piobabilities of fact, but the congruities of thought and language

Jt is gravely to maintain that the exceptions outnumber the rule, and

in the same breath to insist, by implication of nomenclature, that

they are exceptions and that they deserve the distinction which

belongs only to the exceptional It is solemnly to affirm that

the officers of literature—as used humorously to be said of those

of the United States Army—are more numerous than the privates,

and yet still to give them those titles of rank which imply

that they have all of them troops under their command There is

no escape, in short, from the dilemma that a mistake must have been

Hiaade either m counting geniuses or in appraising genius,^' and

that, if the former are as large a company as we are asked to believe,

then the latter cannot be as precious a thing as we are expected to

consider it Few of us, I expect, will have much difficulty in making

choice between the two alternatives here presented Most of us will

be disposed rather to question the abundance of the gift of gemus

than to admit a doubt as to its value Pleasant as it seems to be to

some nionds to imagine that we hve in an age when everybody (and

thefafore tinbody) is a prodigy of mtellectual power, it wdl be
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sufficiently gratifying, I should suppose, to men of less ambitious con^

ceptions^ to be able to assure themselves^ as they certainly can with

safety, that while our era is to the full as well supplied with genius

Sind geniuses as ifn predecessors, it has witnessed an advance of the

general average of intellectual culture and intellectual capacity to^
point far beyond any yet attained in the history of the world

It is the predominance of the element of self-consciousness in the

popular sense of the word which mainly distinguishes these compari-

sons of the present with the past from those in which former ages

have indulged For self-consciousness means, in its popular usage,

something much more specific than mere introverted consciousness
"

—the philosophic import of the word It means attention, not to onc^s

sensations, as stimulated by the external animate or inanimate world,

hut to one’s whole personality as a human being mixing with one’s

fellows and measuring oneself against them We do not call a man
self-conscious when he becomes sensible of the fact that he is

hungry or thirsty, too cold or too hot, or when he notes that his

mind IS less easy, or his body kss comfortable to-day than it was

yesterday And that is the simple form which the comparison of

present with past used formerly m most instances to take Lamen-
tations over the good old times/^ a form of complaint which probably

became common in or shortly after the days of Noah, mean usually

little more than that our fathers were luckier—not that they were

worthier—than ourselves Even such phrases as the " wij>dom of our

ancestors,” as used in defence of ancient institutions, hardly imply

much more than that onr ancestors were not fools—that they knew
what they were about, and that wc—" the latest seed of time, New
men that, in the flying of a wheel, Cry down the past —should think,

maturely before condemning their work as wrongly conceived or

ill-executed, and proceeding to demolish it accordingly The inten-

tion of the phrase is not so much to suggest the absolute inferiority

of the " new men m point of wisdom, as to caution them against

presuming too much on their superiority Systematic cOmpanson
between one age and its predecessors in respect of wisdom, learning,

virtue, piety, valour, or what not, are of course to he met with in the

pages of curious literary inquirers at all periods , but never before

have they become the popular fashion—never certainly have thi^|r|i^

been indulged m with such restless incessancy as is the case at the

present day Suppose the Age is better than its predecessors, what
then? And suppose it isn’t, what then ?

Thia^ fidgety self consciousuess, however, on the part of our un*

happy Age itself, need surprise no one who has taken due note of

what 1 do not hesitate to call the prevailing passion~8Q far aa

matters intellectual are concerned—of that society which answers, m
the concrete order, to the above abstraction The Nineteenth Pentury
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IS not m6re uneasy as to its relations with its company in the

foremost files of lime,” than are the individual men and women of

the century as to their relations with their neighbours. Never was
there a period when so vast a multitude of huma^ beings were so

rAculously eager to create and sustain for themselves the reputation

of intellectually superior persons The word reputation ” is, here,

I wish it to be observed, emphatic , and, being emphatic, it divests

the eagerness in question of all pretence to dignity and all title to

respect No doubt the honest appetite for knowledge, the unosten-

tatious and disinterested desire for self-improvement, the laudable

ambition to develop whatever of talent may have been bestowed upon
a man by nature—no doubt these worthy impulses and instincts

have gained large accession of strength among the educated com-
munity of the present day Having regard to the immense enlarge-

ment of the material and means of knowledge, of the facilities for

self-improvement and for the development of individual faculty, it

could hardly have been otherwise But the growth thus admitjied

has been much more than outstripped, one fears, by that of a lower

and far less respectable passion Setre tuum nihil est msi te scire

hoc sciat alter is a maxim which wins new votaries every day To
know for knowing’s sake is doubtless a stronger motive than ever it

was before , we may hope and believe that it is , but to know m order

that you may be known to know—nay, even only to seem, in order

that you may be thought, to know—these, it is beyond all question,

have nowadays become objects of a hitherto unprecedented pursuit

A- widespread and devouring ambition—not for the pleasure, or the

power, or e\cn for the profit, which knowledge and culture and

ability confer or may confer upon their possessors—but simply for

the repute which they bring, the admiration which they attract, has

reached its height at a period when the facilities of self-advertisement

have been brought to the last degree of perfection And the conse-

quences of the coincidence are to be found m almost every column of

the so-called literary gossip in which the host of light penodicals

so largely deal To print and publish was always—at least at the

expense of him who printed and published—an easy matter , but a

taoT^ excellent way has now been discovered , and the aspirant to

literary honours finds it easier and cheaper to procure print and pub

lication for the fact that he is—^some day—about to print and

publish The devices for the capture of this species of notoriety are

endless, and when one sees them often repeated by or on behalf of

the same person one feels inclmed to wonder how long it will be

before the labour-saving instinct of humamly induces resort to a still

shorii^ process, and adorns the " Art and Literature column with

some such notifications as Mr A wishes to inform tl^ public that

he IS ft p^son of considerable mental power and literary attainments,
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and IS expected some day or other to famish the ytotI^ HFith con-

clusive proof on both points
, " or (with even closer adaptation of

means to ends)j " Mrs B desires it to be generally known that she

IS as clever as her neighbours^ ahd indeed that she considers herself

‘ to be in reality better oflF for brains than Mrs C
,
whose much over-

rated novel, Whete arc you Going iOy my pntty Maid? (m which

slie K) more than suspected of having been largely assisted by her

distinguished husband) obtained an ephemeral succe^^s last season

The tendency which the weaker and vainer members of society

thus caricature is not, however, confined to them alone It fully

deserves, I think, to be described by the phrase already applied to it,

as a prevading tendency

a

tendency characteristic and distinctive

of the age Of this we could scarcely desire better proof than the

fact that even a hticratem of such mark and ability as the writer

from whose article I have quoted should ha\e, no doubt unconsciously,

dropped into a line of criticism and recommendation which strikingly

illustrates it For the gist and kernel of ^^Oui Noble Selves^'

appears to be, not merely that it is a deplorable thing to iind so much
contemporary genius so widely unrecognized, nor even that the

friends of contemporary genius should labour to educate the popular

taste into intelligent recognition of it—but that recognition, whethei

intelligent oi not, is, on the (jvonmqvc modo lem principle, indispens-

able, and indeed that cndeaiours should be made to secure it foi

contemporary genius by means whose veiy success presupposes the

utter absence of the element of intelligence from it when secured

“ We haie heard,” he says ‘‘a grcit deal of late about some mysterious

operation known as log-rolling
,
as i matter ert fact there is not half log-roll-

ing enough in the ranks ol contemporary English literature What we
need is more strenuous and more open log rolling At this moment the

enormous mass of young English intellect is lor the most part mutually known
to itself and its final success mutually predicted But in order to insure that

happy consummation, in older to push the good ntw literature and thought
and humour and science down the recalcitrant throats of a careless and un-
criLicdl public, what we want is a long pull and i strong pull and a pull all

together Shoulder to shoulder set the log rolling It is only bj the con-

sistent and persistent hammering of those who know that anything ever gets

hammered at all into the thicic heads of the British people
”

How singular that so accomplished a writer should not have asked

himself what value there would attach—except, of course, m
money—^to the happy consummation^^ he speaks of, if it were

thus "insured Of course its money value would be considerable

>

but? do not understand this to be in question True, we are told

m one place that the n||[lected genius of to-day not only "wants

recognition,^^ but " not unfrequently wants bread
, but, i]^ugh

many of the wnters for whom the log is rolled m " Our Noble

Selves are undoubtedly rated by the public (and therefore pre-
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8uiziably assessed by the Incoi^a Tax Commissioners) at mach below

their real ments, there is certainly no Otway of the famished

form to be found among them We shall, therefore^ be justified,^

I think, m regarding the latter half of the sentence above quoted as

practically surplusage, and confine ourselves to the statement that

what the neglected genius wants is recognition " pure and simple,

or, m other words, the praise of his contemporaries And no doubt

he does want it
,

it is human to want it
,
but surely tbc natural

desire for sympathy and approbation, which is implanted in the

breasts of all men, should, in the bosom of genius/ if anywhere in

the world, be something better than a gioss and indiscriminate

appetite for Ignorant and insincere applause The more applause

the better,’’ one can fancy genius exclaiming, so long as it be the

applause of appreciative intelligence, but the fewer the better of

those cheers which are merely the hollow echo of^emptj heads
* consistently and persistently hammered npon by those who know *

Let those who know stop hammering, and endeavour to increase

then numbers by diffusing their tastes, if they wish to give me real

pleasure Probably their success will be scanty enough, but has it

evci been otherwise at anytime ^ Was there ever a period m which

the capacity to compichend and appreciate genius was shared by

more than an infinitesimal minority, and why cannot living genius

accept the lot which departed genius has so often accepted with such

magnaminous composure ^ At any rate, if the real article of recog-

nition 18 not forthcoming, I will give no encouragement to the

manufacture of a countcifeit I can make my great work in the

world suffice foi me as others have done before me, and shall not

need the ^ most sweet voices ^ of an ignorantly adoring multitude

to impel me to do my best Even if I hankered after them more than

my predecessors, I am under a stionger obligation to deny myself

For as one who aspires to be a leader of the age, it is at the very

least my duty to endeavour to read it a lesson in that self-sufficing

dignity which it so much lacks, and to rebuke by my example that

restless vanity which is its besetting weakness

H D Traill



SOME NOTES ON COLONIAL ZOOLOGY

WIDE as IS our Colouial Empire, the scientific interest which

attaches to some of its biological features is greater than

even its vast extent might lead us to anticipate The Bussian

dommion is of prodigious size, yet even if we were to add to it the

great Empire of China, the two combined would be but zoologically

uninteresting and monotonous compared with even half of those

portions of the carth^s surface which own our sway In our great

Colonial Exhibition care was taken to exhibit specimens of the

animal population of our colonies , but, of course, it has been im-

possible to thereby make known to its visitors their scientific interest

In the following pages we shall endeavour, not to describe the biology

of the different regions we own, that has been done antecedently*

by us in this Review, but to select and notice a few Colonial animal

forms of special significance

Ranging over the barren plains which extend north of the Cana-

dian forests, IS to be found that singular ruminant the musk-sheep

(Ovtbo8)y more commonly, but incorrectly named, the musk-ox
Nowhere else does it now exist but in Greenland, yet it is the last

survivor of vanous kinds of warmly clad beasts which once had a

very wide distribution Ages ago it wandered in Asia and Central

Europe, even down to the South of France, side by side with the

large-tusked mammoth and the woolly rhinoceros , but whilst the

mammoth thence receded to Siberia, to be entombed in ice and die

out, and whilst the woolly rhinoceros also became e^met, the musk-
sheep, after vanishmg from bpth Europe and Siberia, stdl survives in
the northern regions of the New World instance of an ancient

* See the article entitled *‘TTi6 Geography of Liviog Creatares,’^ lU TffX fflOTTW
ioBjiby Beiibw, February, ISBO
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closer connection between tbe Old World and the netr« has much
significance For at a very late geological period horses, camels,

elephants, and rhinoceroses, all of which now inhabit (the aetion of

man apart) the Old World excluaiv^, were then mh4>itants of

North America^ Elephants and rmnoceroses appear to have first

arisen east of the Atlantic, but camels seem to have had an Amencan
ongm and once abounded m the United States, although they are

now only represented in the southern portion of the Amencan Con-
tinent by their relatively small cousins the Llama^ Horses have

twicb entered upon American sod From the uomern eegion of

the Old World they appear, in the latter tertiary times, to have

extended to the northern region of the new, and thence spread them-

selves onwards to and over South America Yet they had become

entirely extinct long before the time of Columbus, and the vast herds

which now inhabit its southern plains are all the descendants of

horses introduced—^for the second time—^by the agency of man
The racoon, found in Canada, is another animal of much interest

It 18 so exclusively an American animal that, had the turkey been

adopted as a crest over the arms of Araenca, two racoons might well

have stood as supporters of her shield Not only is it Amencan,

but it belongs to a small family of beasts of prey—made up of five

genera and at least seven species—all of which are without a single

representative in the Old World The forms which compose this

small group, closely bound together as they are by the possession

of certain common anatomical characters, differ widely from ope

another in general appearance, structure of the teeth, and other

obvious characters related to their respective habits of life, one

species inhabiting the forests of tropical Amenca, and called the

Kinkajou {Cercoleptes), being specially fitted for its strictly arboreal

life by having a prehensile tail the end of its tail can be very

firmly coiled round the twigs and branches to which it is applied,

the part towards the extremity being devoid of hair to enable it to

giasp more firmly, and so act as a fifth foot The species which

compose that extensive family of beasts of prey of which the civet

cat IS the type, are all inhabitants ofi^he Old World only, but the

great family of weasels has representatives in both hemispheres, and

one representative, of much interest to science, the sea-otter

{Enitydra) is found in British Columbia There are three groups of

'^asts which now swim freely in the ocean, and are either unable to

progress on land, or do so with difficulty, and for short distances only

These are, (1) the great group of whides and porpoises, (2), the

very small ^up comprising the dugong, manatee, and recently

extmet rhytina and (3) the group of seals and sea-bears The first

two groups are so entirely aquatic in organization and habit, that it

IS at first difficult to beheve they can be the descendants of some
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now extinct foui footed animals The seals and sea bears have each

four feet, but the hind-limbs of the seals ^an only be employed as

fins for swimming, and not at all for walking, as those of the sea-

bear can 6e So, at first sighli it would seem tha^we hare here a

clue to the gradual formation of completely aquatic and marine life,

by a gradual descent from animals like sea-bears, to whales and

poi poises A careful study of the anatomy of these animals, how-

Gvei, shows that these three aquatic groups must have descended

from three diffiipent foui-footed stocks, and must have acquired their

aquatic llabits and organization in entire independence of each other

There aie also reasons for suspecting that whales and porpoises

descended fiom beasts more or less allied to swine, and that the

dugong and manatee descended from beasts more oi less allied to

some ancestral elephant-form What, then, was the probable origin

ot seals and sea-bCars, and had they both one common origin ^

The family of weasels (which includes the martens, badgers, glutton,

skunks, and others) is so closelv allied with the family of bears that

they are united together into a larger gioup of “ bear-like animals ”

Amongst bears, the white beai is very aquatic, as also arc all the

otters The conjecture has been more than once expressed that the

seals and sea-beais ha\e descended from land animals more or less

closely resembling existing heirs This conjecture has been lately

confirmed by a careful examination of the brain, which has shown

that a special fold of brain substance, the form of which has been

compared with an heraldic " escutcheon of pretcnce,^^ is character-

istic of the entire group But have the seals and sea-bears had one

common origin from a single terrestrial form, or have they lespcctively

arisen from two forms, as the whales and porpoises on the one

hand, and the dugong and manatee on the other, have undoubtedly

arisen from two dificreiit teirestrial kinds of animals? The question

has been asked whether the sea-bears may not have arisen from a sort

ot bear, and the seals from a sort of otter, and some points have

been noted winch go to prove this view Now the sea-otter of British

Columbia is a form of special interest, because it diverges so much from

the common otter in its organilation, which is still more perfectly

fitted for aquatic life than is theirs Should it be deemed that it

thereby favours the hypothesis of the ongin of seals from otters, this

alone would give it a special interest , but should it be proved that

seals had no such origin, the interest for us of the sea-otter would

not theipeby be lessened, for m that case it would be an illustration

of yet another route by whi^ a terrestrial quadrupedal form might

descend into the ocean, and form yet another group ff completely

* Sed the Journal of the Lmnjean Society (^ioology), vol xix pp 1-25
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manue beosta, but one different from and independently of any of

those 'ivhich have in fact been developed

We have already mentioned the name of the turkey {Meleagns),

and our colony of Honduras gives its iname to a species whieh is one
of the most gorgeous of all birds^ outshining the pheasants^ which are

as exclusively Asiatic as all the species oi guinea-fowl aie exclusively

African The turkey is not like the musk^sheep, a creature which
has survived in America after having enjoyed a more cosmopolitan

existence but, so fai as we know, has ever been American and American
only

, for there is evidence that it was so even iii the Miocene period

Our more southerly American Colonics, such as British Guiana and
Trinidad, make us acquainted with certain other kinds of animals

which deserve to be noted

Wandering fai south and north of oiii* Central American Colonies—

namely, from Paraguay to Texas—are the species of pig like animals,

called peccaries (Dicotyles) They are very distinct from all other

existing swine in that certain bones of their feet are more consoli-

dated, so that, in this lespect, they resemble the group of RuiAaating

Beasts No other animals of the hog family now exist—save where

introduced by man— throughout the whole American continent,

though loims now extinct once flourished in North America, whence

the peccaries descended southwards, so that at the first advent of

Europeans in Noith Ameiica its whole extent north of Texas and

Arkansas Avas a completely swineless territory Another exceptionally

interesting animal, the tapu is found, if not actually in our colonies

of Guiana and Honduras, yet in the country intervening between

them In the piesent day, this strange foim of life, which is the

survivor of manv other kinds now extinct, has a most smgular

geographical distribution Two or three species inhabit the warmer

parts of America, while the only other known species is confined to

the Malay Archipelago The study of fossil animals, however,

explains this singular circumstance, since we now know that tapirs

existed in Europe in Miocene times, ivhile no such remains of the group

have yet, we believe, been discovered m America It is to be presumed

then, that tapirs originated in the north-westcin part of the older

continent, and thence diverged to their present abodes The warmer

parts of America, including British Guiana, also afford examples of

sloths, ant-eaters, and armadillos, animals which are not only very

strictly American, but, as far as we have any evidence, have ever

be^n so They once co-c\isted with gigantic allied forms {Mcgather-

tum^ Megalonyx, Mylodon), which seem to have taken origm in the

southern portion of the American continent, whence they advanced

northwards to Pennsylvania, and even further, before their apparently

rapid extinction—an extinction which at about the same geological

epoch seems to have overtaken so many gigantic forms of animal
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life Our We^t Indian Colonies are perhaps as remarkable for the

absence^ as for the presence^ of certain annual forms It is difficult

to imagine regions more suited for monkey life than some of those

which are to be found amongst the Antilles Indeed^ that they are

so suited is demonstrated by the fact that here and there monkeys
which have been imported and have escaped and bred, easily maintain

themselves No kind of ape, however, exists naturally m the

Antillean region It is, of course, quite otherwise in Trinidadj, which

is not truly, what it is often reckoneibto be, a West Indian island,

but IS a detached fragment of the great South American continent

The monkeys of the Old World are entirely distinct from those of

the new, and those of the forest regions of Amenca are the only

monkeys which develop that special help for arboreal life before

spoken of as a prehensile tall
^

Most perfectly prehensile are the tails of those gentle animals

called spider monkeys {Ateles), as also of those creatures which

seem to represent the baboons of Africa, and which arc known as

howlin|lbionkcys {Mycetes) In the Old World our possessions bring

us in relation with all those apes which most nearly resemble man
in structure, and ha\e, therefore, the highest interest for us In the

swampy forests of Borneo we have the sedate and melancholy-look-

ing orang—most man-like as to brain Inland, from our West
African Colonies, we find the petulant and playful chimpanzee—most

manJike as to skeleton
,
and in our Indian possessions we have the

gibbons, or long-armed apes—^most man-like as to voice They are

also especially man-like in length of leg compared with length of

body, while one of them is the only ape which can boast the posses-

sion of a chia The corporeal ancestor of man must have more or

less resembled in body all these apes, while diverging in structure

from each one of them So, also, it may well have occupied an

intermediate geographical position, and had its home in Central or

Western Asia, if not in Southern Europe

The special interest which attaches to the question of man^s bodily

ancestry stands alone , but apart from that question, no one of our

colonies in America, Africa, or Asia has so exceptional and geolo-

lical interest as have out possessions in New Guinea, New Zealand

and Australia These three divisions represent, at it were, three

diverse sections of the most exceptional zoological region New
Guinea, with Celebes, the Moluccas, and the islands up to and

including the small island of Lombok, constitute the section that

comes nearest to the Indian region, which region extends from

Hmdostan and China, down through the Malay Archipelago, to

(and including) the little island of Bali Shallow seas connect the

great Indian Islands with the mainland on the one hand, and New
Guinea, with its adjacent island^, on the other , and shallow seaa
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indicate ^ comparatively recentland connection Beep water, however,

separates the islands thus snbmannely connected with the Indian

continent, from those so connected with Australia The two small

islands jnst named are thus respectively the outposts of two very

diiteient zoological regions, and the bmit so marked between them

has been named after its discoverer—the distin^ished naturalist^

Alfred B Wallace—“ Wallace’s Line ” He has * told us how, in

passmg from one to the other of these two islands which are but fifteen

miles apart, we pass from one set of animal forms to aJfother—that

in Ball we have barbets, fmit-thrushes and woodpeckers, which are

altogether absent in Lombok ,
which, on the other hand, abounds

with birds characteristic of Australian zoology, such as cockatoos,

honeysuckers, and brush-turkeys Now Guinea, and the islands

immediately adjacent (within the hundred-fathom line), are the special

home of those creatures which are amongst the most beautiful and

most varied of the feathered class—the birds of paradise From New
Guinea we may here pass, in imagination, to that land which has been

called the Paradise of Birds—^New Zealand There, previously to the

advent of the Maoris, the huge dinornis and its congeners reigned

in security over an animal population from which the class of beasts

was all but excluded Yet crawling in comparative inconspicuousness

amongst those lordly feathered bipeds was a certain lizard which,

unlike Its great Avian fellow-islanders, has survived for the wonder

and instruction of our own day, and is now, in the eyes of scientific

biologists, the most noted zoological peculianty of the country

It 18 a survivor indeed, and represents an unimaginable antiquity , for

this lizard, known as Hatteria (or Sphtnodon), is the last living

representative of a group of reptiles which have left their remains

strata, at the very bottom of the ser' jndary system of

rocks

This remarkable animal thus surviving amidst the wreck of worlds

so long anterior to that which witnessed its ongin, was first noticed in

connection with Captain Cook’s third voyagejbut became known to us

through a specimen presented to the British Museum by a Br Biefien-

bach t Other specimens soon followed,and some boneswhich found their

wayto the Museum of the Boyal College of Surgeons,enabled thatvencr-

aUe and sagacious palseontologist. Sir Bichard Owen, to point out its

affinity to the extinct reptiles above referred to J A full descnption

of the anatomy of the animal was, however, first given by Dr Gunther,^

F R S , now head of the Zoological Department qf our British Museum

of Natural History at South Kensington

P

* gee ** The Malay Arohipelago,” voj i p 21

t l^e ammal is referred to by him m his “ Travels

WMJ, t “Trans GeoJ Soc

^See the “ Phtl Transactions for 1^69

roll. Us as z

in New Zealand,” vol ii (1846),

vol vii (1845), p 64, pi 6

ft

*
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TTayurg thus made acquaintanoe vith ibis aocient lizsrdj Hattena,

a few words may now follow abo> * point in human anatomy on

which the anatomy of Hattena throws an interesting and very

instructive hght

The human brain is a yoluminous, globular mass, the larger and

upper part of whiAi consists of two much furrowed lateral masses^

separated by a conspicuous median fissure These masses are known
as the " cerebral hemispheres/' and deeply imbedded beneath them

(a little behmd and below what is practically the middle of the

adult bram) is a small rounded body, about the size of a pea, which

18 called the " pineal gland " This structure is known, at least by

name, to many persons who are not anatomists, because Descartes

strangely conjectured it to be the “ seat of the soul " *

In most animals, however, and m ourselves in the earliest days of

our existence, the cerebral hemispheres do not extend backwards

over the rest* of the brain, but are confined to its anterior portion,

and thus the pineal gland, instead of seeming to be imbedded in

the midst of the bram, lies upon its upper surface Another small,

rounded prominence, called the " pituitary body," projects downwards

from the midst of the under surface of the brain, and is received into

a hollow on the upper surface of a small prominence of our skull

floor, known by the singular name of “ the Turkish saddle " A
function much less poetical than that attributed by Descartes to the

mneal gland, but equally baseless, was assigned to this body by
earlier physiologists Dut no rational conjecture of any kind has

bmn put forward as to the function of either of these two curious

htw bodies which we all of us thus carry about inside our skulls

^nce, however, the theory of evolution has gained the acceptance

of aU the most competent naturalists, a flood of light has been thrown

on many parts of diflerent animals, which parts are, to all appearance,

quite! useless to them This light reveals not their present function,

but ueir essential nature and past history It reveals not what
they [are, but how the^ came to be Such structures are now
deem^ to be the rudimentary representatives of parts which were

qf functional importance to their more or less remote ancestors—

>

they jxa relics which point to antecedent conditions which now exist

no longer

An example of such rudimentary representative structures may be

found in foetal whales, which have a set of teeth that never cut

the gum, and represent teeth which once effectually aided tiie

ancestors of existing whales to bite their food Adult whales haive

* By sncli a oonjeotore Deacutes departed altogether from the older view of the sonl
(which well haTmomsed with the most advanced modern physiology), and butthoned
philoeophy with a baseleu figment (the conception of a bqoI oo existing with, but distuffTt
from, the living body), which it has cost many an effort and mnchdiatreM of ndndto
getndof ^ . I
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also fonctionless ruduneuts of hiad limbs imbedded in their iesh,

\fbich show, no doubt, that their aneeators urere quadropedsk
Again, the minute and useless wing of the ApteryXj ^ike the

functionless splint-bones of the horse, represent, m a rudimentary
way, parts which were of more or less utility to the reiqote ancestors

of those creatures It would be easy to bnng forward a great nu^i-

ber of similar ^lustrations, and to show how, by the study of Com-
parative anatomy and of the development of the embryos of certain,

animals, light has been thrown on the origin and true nature of

enigmatical parts known to e\ist in other animals Is it then pos-

sible that these studies may reveal to us anything about those curious

bram-structures of ours—the pineal gland and the pituitary body ^

The study of development has indeed made many a strange

revelation to us m the course of the past quarter of a century, and
amongst its more recent disclosures are some new lights with respect

to the pituitary body We now know that our mouth is not what

was the primitive mouth of the more remote animal progenitors of

the human frame, but is an improvement and addition, and the

pituitary body turns out to be, not a true brain-structure, but an

adjunct of some kind to the mouth in its anterior condition Its

exact nature, howeverf is still a matter for investigation Till quite

the other day no conjecture worth anything could be made with

respect to the true nature of the pineal gland, but now a quite new
and a wonderful revelation has occurred respecting it, and one much
more satisfactory than that we as yet have respecting the pituitary

body Before, however, considering this revelation, it will be well

first to glance briefly at certain very inferior animals

Ascidians, oi Tuuicaries, are (as most readers now probably know)

a lowly organized group of marine animals, many of which are

called sea-squirts,^^ because, when left high and dry by the

receding tide, the only obvious sign of vitality they exhibit when
touched, IS the ejection of a small jet of water Without any

distinguishable head, with a heart in the form of a simple tube,

these creatures may cohere in complex aggregations (fixed or actively

locomotive), or may exist separately with a dense coat produced

into a pair of oriflce-beanng processes—like a leather bottle with

two necks Some young ascidians present a form strangely different

from that they exhibit when mature Thus the young of the genus

Phalhism has very much the appearance of a tadpole, and, like the

latter, moves by lateral undulations of a long tail, which is attached

to its short globular body With this exception, however, nothing

could well seem generally less like one of the higher animals than

an inert, lowly orgamz^ sea-squirt And yet we well reooUeot,

when first attending Professor Huxley^s lectures at the School of

Miiies, Jermyn Street, how ow attention wip directed to one or two>

z 2
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obscure and recondite resemblances between ascidians and backboned

animals or vertebrates The significance of these resemblances was

made startlingly clear when the Russian naturalist^ Kowalevsky^ dis-

covered the representative of the backbone of vertebrates, in the tail

of embryo tadpole-hke ascidians

The belief that these lowly creatures throw at least a side light

on the ancestors of the highest animals is now generally admitted

—

that they are collateral, probably degenerate, members of the great

group of fishes, reptiles, birds, beasts, and man But the tadpole-

like larval ascidian has another noteworthy structure It has a

single eye, which is in contact with and imbedded m the creature’s

brain, a position not inconvenient because of the transparency of

the animal itself All the higher animals, however, have not a

single eye, but a pair of eves Even those curious fishes with one-

sided heads {Pleuronectidce—soles, turbots, flounders, kc &c), and

which have no eye at all on one side of their head, have nevertheless

a pair of eyes on the other side If these a^idians really show us in

some respects what were the more ancient conditions of vertebrate

life, it would seem to be at least a possibility that not a pair of eyes,

but one single median organ of vision, may have been the more ancient

condition ^

These matters concerning the human brain and the group of

ascidians being together borne in mind, we may venture to speak

again of the New Zealand lizard, Hatteiia

A specimen of this animal came a short time ago into the hands

of Mr W Baldwin Spencer, assistant to Professor Moseley, of Oxford

In caretiiUy dissecting this specimen he noticed a small globular

structure buried beneath the skin on the top of the head, just where

there is a small aperture between the roof-bones of the skull, called

the parietal foramen

On careful examination this small globular structure turned out

to be an eye 1 It was a complete eye, with retina, pigment, vitreoua

humour and lens, while yet it could, from its position and surround-

ings, be of hardly any functional utility Professor Moseley referred

Mr Spencer to certain observations previously made by Henn W de

Ghraaf and Leydig, and it now turns out that some other lizards

present conditions more or less similar amongst them our

own slow-worm, anguis fragths There is, however, one fact of

renlarkable significance Mr Baldwin Spencer tells us that he has

distinctly traced out a continuous nervous connection between this

median, single, panetal eye, and the hitherto profoundly mystenoua
pineal gland ! Here, then, at last we have a clue to the nature

and meaning of that puzzling structure According to it, this

body so deeply buned within the human brain, is a surviinng relic

of an ancestral organ 6# sigbt But^f what organ of sight?

It a special modification which was superadded on otMt taSe
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ordinary conditions by reptilian ancestors^ or u it of yet greater

antiquity ? Was it (that is to say) added to creatures already

possessing the pairs of eyes we are familiar with, or was it the aole^

original organ of sight in vertebrates, and are the pair of eyes we
know a long subsequent addition and improvement i

If we are to trust to what ascidians seem to teach us, then ],t

would appear to be the more probable that in the parietal eye of

Hattena we have a survival of the originah single eye of ancestors both

of the tadpole-like ascidians and of vertebrates, and we must then

legard our own eyes as relatively modern improvements and subse-

quent additions The pineal gland," according to this view, though,

as need hardly be said, no ^^seat ot the soul," would nevertheless be

the original smgle organ for conveying to the brute soul of our

remote ancestors those luminous impressions which are the most

potent agents in educating animal conseutiencc

The views here put forward are, of course, but speculative and

conjectural, to be confirmed or refuted by future careful research

When we consider, howiver, how strange and startling have been

other speculations which have been similarly suggested and subse-

quently confirmed, we cannot but deem the one now suggested as

worthy the careful consideration of the biologist as well as

deserving the attention of all those poisons who take a general

interest in natural science or in the stiuctuic and activities of their

own bodies

Before concluding this brief paper a few words must be said about

the centre of the great Australian region, that is Australia itself

The science of biology has doubtless in store for its faithful votaries

many surprises and startling discoveries, such as that just narrated

about our more ancient eye Nevertheless the world may seem in

some respects getting zoologically used up We cannot hope to see

new species develop to replace the interest of those which have lately

left us, such as the dodo, dinornis, and great ank amongst birds, and

the rhytina amongst beasts , but this is by no means the most

distressing fact for the zoologist Very many species are rapidly

tending to become extinct, such as the great Tasmanian opossum,

miscalled wolf (Thylacinus), and it is doubtful whether that beautiful

animal, the so-called common " zebra, now exists save in a

few European gardens Countries like South Africa, which so lately,

m the days of that unscrupulous destroyer, Gordon Cumming,
,

swarmed with herds of wild animals, are but pow thinly peopled by

them, while the misplaced efforts of acchmatijation societies are

ruining the most interesting faunas, not without sometimes causing

distress and loss to the very colonists they wish to benefit, as has been

t ease with respect to the rabbits introduced into Australia* But

name of that great countiy reminds us that if the world is get-

ting at all aoologically used up, it is because it is getting somewhat
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used up geographically No biologist now can hope to expenence

the delightful excitement which must have been felt by Banks and

^olandcr when they first landed on the shores of Australia, a coun-

try almost every tree, shrub and weed of which was of a new kind

It must have made them feel as if they had been transported to

a new planet, and this feeling would have been greatly intensified

could they have been at once aware how different were the beasts

—

kangaroos, opossums, &c—which met their eyes from anything they

had before known Then, however, comparative anatomy was in

its earlier days, and even the great Cuvier altogether failed to

appreciate tne true nature of the quadrupeds from Australia when
they were submitted to his careful examination The fact is that

there were found in Australia and Tasmania, beasts of prey analogous

to wolves, civet cats and weasels , arboreal, more or less vegetable-

feeding beasts, analogous to squirrels, and some capable of flitting

by the aid of folds of skins, as do the flying squirrels, creatures

widely ranging over the plains on which they grazed, analogous to

deer and antelopes , creatures like marmAs , creatures like ant-

eaters, and so on It was not at first suspected that all these crea-

tures, so different from each other in those points of their structure

which are related to their habits of life, were nevertheless so united

together by more hidden and essential characters as to constitute one

great polymorphic natural gioup of animals, now called " marsupials/^

parallel to the whole series of beasts which are found in other parts

of the world Yet such we know to be the case, and with hardly

an exception, every terrestiial Australian beast differs tar more from
any non-Australian animal—save the opossum of America—than a

bat differs from the whale, or an elephant from a mouse There is

one animal, however, which almost as soon aP discovered forced

men to remark its peculiarity and to speculate as to its life*

history on account of the striking eccentricity of its form We refer

to that aquatic, close-furred, web-footed, spur-heeled creature, with

horny teeth inside its singularly formed horny jaws, which rec^ved

the name of the duck-billed platypus " or ornithorhynchus

Nearly related to it is another animal of widely different aspect and
habits With the long snout and tongue and the toothless jaws of

an ant-eater, it is clothed with spines like a hedgehog, and is known
as the echidna These two extraordinary animals differ so widely

from all others, that the difference before spoken of as so great

between the marsupials and other beasts, is as nothing to it

It would require a^ong article to point out to the reader wherein

the strangeness of these two animals, now known as " monotremes/'^

consists* Suffipe it to say that by their braimstnicture,* tbeir

* The great majority of beasts asiree with man in having the two lateral
the braia medianly united by a large transverse band of brain sabstanSe,
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skeleton, their urinary organs, and, above all, by their reproductive

system, they form a group so aberrant as hardly to deserve retention

withi:^ the class of beasts, seeing by how many poipts they show
affinity to that great group which comprises both Birds and Beptiles

*

Though these animals have been known for half a century, and though
there was an early report that the bird-billed beast laid eggs, yet the

facts as to its reproduction were only quite latterly ascertained, and
one of the most startling events of the meeting of the British

Association in Canada was the telegraphic communication of the fact

that the monotremes do lay eggs, and that the structure of these

eggs harmonizes with that of the bones which support these animals*

shoulders This last is a very important fact On the theory of

Evolution, the class which includes man and beasts must have

descended from some other and lower class, but its line of descent was

a very disputable matter On the whole, scientific opinion inclined

to the view that this line of descent passed direct from animals allied

to frogs and toads (i e

,

amphibians) without passing through the

group of Birds and Beptiles, which was deemed to be rather a great

lateral branch, than a part of the stem of the genealogical tree of

animal life Prominent amongst the facts which opposed this view

was the shoulder structure of monotremes, which loudly claimed for

them affinity with lizards The condition of the monotrome egg, if

not ahKolutcly decisive, goes far to upset the notion that beasts came

directlv fiom ancestors allied to amphibians, and shows cause for

lengthening out our animal pedigree by giving us claims to corporeal

affinity with the beautiful order of Lizards, which have just acquired,

by the discovery of their single eye, so great an interest for us

Lastly we must call attention to one other point of Colonial

zoology, namely, to a fish found m our most recent Australian

colony—Queensland—^the eastern seaboard of which was discovered

by Captain Cook one hundred and sixteen years ago We have

just spoken of amphibians Their affinity with fishes is great, and

a creature known as the lepidosircn has been assigned first to one

and then to the other of these Hasses In Queensland there has

been discovered another animal of this transitional kind—^the mud-

fish of the colonists The interest of this animal is, however, much

greater thati yet indicated Par down in the Tnassic strata, before

referred to in speaking of Hattena, had been long ago found the

teeth of a certain fish, known to us by no other remains, and which

was distinguished by the name Ceratodus No sooner did the Queens-

land mud-fish come under the eyes of naturalists, than, it was at

** oorpQB oallosum,’’ and they may therefore be called tied brained The marsnpials

haye this band so much smaller that they are relatively *Moose brained " In the

moaotremea ^is band is so mmute as to be with difficulty discernible, and they have

been j^yfuUy designated ** scatter bnuned ” * Called Bauropsida
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once recognized as being a still living representative of that form

nhich had been supposed extinct for so many ages—Ceratodus By

its aid we are now able to obtain a complete knowledge of the aniitomy

of an animal of such extreme activity, and to obtain a quite unex-

pected acquaintance with bygone Triassic life

The few facts which have been selected for notice with reference

to colonial zoology are valuable as affording a great encouragement

to those who are inclined to devote themselves to scientific study,

and especially to biological science When ue see the light thrown

upon former geographical conditions by such facts as those con-

cerning the animals of the Indian Archipelago and the Moluccas

,

on existing phenomena of distribution by the study of palaeontology

—as instanced by the musk-sheep, the peccary and the tapir , when
we consider how discoveiies like that of the mud-fish leveal to us

structural secrets of most iemote animal life , how an ancient lizard,

like Hattena, may bring to our knowledge the most unexpected

truths about our own anatomy, and how the studv of the structure

and hfe-history of such a creatuic as the duck billed platypus,

may reveal the probably widc-spread existence* of groups of animals

which have left no tangible proof of their existence, then we can

hardly but be impressed with the prodigious wejilth of natural

sciences and at the wonderful vistas which open themselves to the

instructed gaze of the persevering explorer As then the in%istrial

treasures of our colonics may fitly stimulate our desire to add to

the world's wealth and to the greater comfort and convenience of

our fellow-men
,

so a study of the natural productions of those

varied regions may leasoiiably augment the zeal of the scientihc

inquirer and even direct some men, who but for such study might

be content with more ordinary labour, towards the peaceful and ever

fertile field of natural science

St Glokge Mivart

* It IS impossible to suppose that such animals as the moDotremes could now exist,

unless a considerable, ijerbaps a vast number of creatures allied to them had formerly
existed, yet, of theit past existence we ha>e hardly a trace



CONFESSIONS OF A METROPOLITAN
MEMBER

I
SERVED in Parliament as a metropolitan membei in the Liberal

interest for seven sessions^ and as nothing would induce me to

sit for a metropolitan district again, it may be interesting to point

out what are the labouis which a regular and conscientious member
has to undergo, in order to serve his constituents, and what are hi*4

risks I am not complaining of the caprices and indifference of

metropolitan electors, though these are in strange contrast with the

fidelity with which the party in old times used to stand by those whom
they had chosen, a fidelity almost as conspicuous as that of Scottish

Liberals, nor of the incessant appeals made for subscriptions by

London electors and non-electors, nor of the nightly lobbying of

^ which one has experience, for these inconveniences you may discover or

anticipate, but of the enormous amount of work which, under our

present system, is required from every metropolitan member who has

the interests of his constituents before him The ordinary London

latepayer is more neglected and therefore more fleeced and plundered

than any other person is in the rest of the United Kingdom, and it

IS very hard work indeed to help him in Parliament The London

public knows nothing of work upstairs, and what its significance is

—

nay, it is generally believed, so iguprant are metropolitan electors of

what goes on in their midst, that a member serving on a committee

gets ten guineas a day for his services The newspapers tell them

Clothing of committee business, when what a committee is about is of

grave importance to Londoners

When I first came into Parliament London was not a little stirred

by Mr Cross's project with dealing with the Water Compatiies A
proposal ifas gravely made that these Companies should be purchased

on the basis that they had an incontestable monopoly of supply, and
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were exempt from competition , that the private Acts under which

they levied their rates were private property , that their plant and

pipes were indestructible, and that Parliamentj^in allowing them to

reach a maximum dividend of ten per cent had guaranteed this to

them, if they could get it, from the day they began their business

This was the view taken by Mr Edwin Smith, the gentleman who was

empowered to negotiate with the Companies Fortunately a strong

committee was appointed, which reported adversely to the scheme

Just such a preposterous arrangement had been made with the Tele-

graph Companies, and by the Conservative party Mr Lowe (Lord

Sherbrooke) told me that he was most reluctant to carry it out Bilt

there is a most unhappy doctrine prevalent on the two front benches

called the continuity of policy,^' a doctrine which is constantly in-

flictmg loss, and not infrequently discredit on the British taxpayer

Now the real reason why Londoners are so indiifercnt in the aggre-

gate to extortion and loss is, in the first place, the fact that the House

of Commons is really the municipality for the whole metropolis It

undertakes all the business of the country, and especially that of the

four and a half or five millions now known as London It means

to do justly, but is ill-informed and cannot take counsel Unless

some metropolitan member detects a risk, the most important interests

may be compromised unawares I remember, about three years ago,

that an omnibus Bill was brought in at the cud of the session, which

would, I believe, had it been suffered to pass, have ruined the owners

of bonded warehouses in London As there were many of them in

my constituency, not generally political allies of mine, I warned them

in time, and we succeeded m eiasing these obnoxious provisions

There is of course no representation of the metropolis for local pur-

jioses , none I mean which, like the corporations of our great towns,
^

looks after the higher interests of the local community The Metro-

politan Board of Works is wisely restrained from going much beyond

the very limited sphere of action which it possesses, and, as experience

has proved, it has not the capacity necessary for going beyond what

it does, nor does it enjoy much confidence or respect for what it tries

to do or has done I well remember the lively alarm and indignation

with which the theatrical managers met an attempt of the Board

of Works to extend their cental over the London theatres Not
a few of them told me, when I introduced a deputation of them to

the Home Office, that if the Board got the powers they asked for,

the managers would be unable to carry on their business

Now there certainly have been occasions on which the City of

London has done some good public work, as the Chamb^lam
remmded Lord Hartingtou s Committee Mr* Scott informed this

Committee that they sheltered the five members* But M
tell how they were found out, a generation or more
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Speaket l>evor with a thousand guineas for his services in promoting
a Bill which was intended to hide certain breaches of trust of which
they had been guilty, and were suspected of even bribing more con-
siderable persons The fact is, the late history of the City of liondoa
is one in which exceedingly bad acts have been occasionally modified
by exceedingly good ones Most of the latter have arisen from their

standing quarrel with the Water Companies and the Board of Works
Owing to a curious bit of ownership of theirs in Epping Forest^ they
were able to rescue that space from inclosure But they had hardly

done this when they promoted or aided a Bill for slicing off some
300 acres of the forest in order to secure railway communication
with a public-house at High Beach I had the satisfaction of assisting

the defeat of that project

The fact is the Corporation does not even represent the City

The great bankersund merchants of the square mile stand completely

aloof from the Court of Aldermen and Common Council The great

commercial interests of the City are neither understood nor repre-

sented nor appreciated at the Guildhall It is no doubt unfortunate^

for there are many Acts on the Statute-book which would never have

been there, had the London municipality represented the genuine

interests of commerce And when the City does interfere it does

its work cldmsily and expensively When the Commission, of which

Lord Bramwell uas the chairman, took evidence and reported on
the pollution of the Thames, the City spent over £20,000, and got no
valuable evidence, the most conclusive facts having been collected by
a small body of volunteers, with whom I was from time to time in

consultation Since the report of that Commission, no steps have

been taken to abate the nuisance complained of

Now, when the Parliament which was elected in 1885 met, the

Metropolitan members on the Liberal side of the House hold a

conference, at which they determined to make a careful examination

of all Bills, pubhc and private, which affected the whole Metropolis

(there were some thirty of the latter kind), and distributed the

parliamentary handling of them among the London members We
determined to watch with peculiar interest all legislation promoted

by the Metropolitan Board of Works, and all railway Bills which

affected London and its suburb^We had a discussion as to whether

the Conservative members should be invited to take a share in our

actjion, but we ultimately concluded to act by ourselves only, and we
concluded, I think, wisely, for Metropolitan Toryism is closely allied

With vested and vestry interests, of which the former rarely re-

spectable , the latter, never There was a serious risk that if we
undertook to consult nothing but the public good, and memifi^t

equity^we should come into collision with some of our pobtiesd

who would be sure to defend what was mdefisnaiible* Bo
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we let them alone^ and wisely In connectioti with this association

of London Liberals I moved my motion on March 28 , when the

House aflSrmed, by a majority of forty, that it was expedient and

just to divide local taxation between owner and occupier, and that

the scandalous underrating of country mansions should be amended

by an alteration m the present laws jof rating, when every Metro-

politan Tory voted against me
As I alone of the Metropolitan Liberal members had sat on the

Water Bill Committee of 1880, I Undertook to deal with three of

the Water Companies, which fortunately came before Parliament m
order to increase their capital and modify their powers These were

the Southwark and Yauxhall, the Lambeth, and the East London

Companies Now, it will be obvious to every one, that the time to

examine the pretensions of a Water Company is not when Parlia-

ment IS seeking to buy them, but when they seek Parliament under

the exigencies of their business Again, it was clear that an

ordinary committee would be pretty certain to be guided by past

precedents, but that a Select Committee would examine principles

So I moved for and got a Select Committee, the representatives of

the Water Companies in the House reluctantly yielding to what

was the manifestly prevalent feeling I got an excellent committee,

of which Lord Claude Hamilton was chairman, and we speedily

agreed on the principles which should be attained in permitting the

creation of fresh debenture capital by the three companies Two of

these principles were that the new stock should be raised in the open

market and by competition , the difference between the market price

and the par value being carried to the credit of a trustee or trustees

on behalf of the district supplied by the company m question Thus,

for instance, if a 4^ per cent stock was issued and was allotted

at 112, the twelve pounds should go to the trust The other principle

was that the new stock should not avail for the general dividend, but

should only earn interest, with 1 per cent for management
, the

further profit derived from this stock being paid to the trust fund
Thus, if the stock were 1,000,000, and the new debenture stock at

was 200,000, and the 1,200,000 together earned 8 per cent , the

additional 2^ per cent on the 200,000—viz , 5,000, should go to the

trust The trustee was to be the ^amberlain of the City of London,

who has to make an annual leturn of trusts to Parliament, and the

ultimate distribution or employment of the funds was left to^the

discretion of Parliament—it being understood of course that they

were to be fsed for the benefit of the locality supplied by the three

companies.

wsa no^ to \je expected t\iat cl&anges so capital as these
were to be obtained without a struggle The Ciommittee had
up Its mind undoubtedly from the commencement But the able
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and combative gentlemen of the Parliamentary Sar are always

determined, no doubt with, the best possible intentions, to thresh out

to the very uttermost everything which they defend or impugn

Nor does the Committee ever exercise any control over their

loquacity Often when in my inexperience I have suggested to a

chairman that irrelevant topics were introduced by counsel, or that

a line of argument was tediously reiterated, I was told that no such

check would a\ail, and that the ingenuity of the lawyer would be

too much for the just impatience of the Coiqmittee We sat, I believe,

a dozen or fourteen days

The City of London indeed claimed its privilege of appearing by

counsel, and I had several interviews with the City Remembrancei

before the Select Committee was nominated But the idea of over-

hauling the principle on which water companies’ debenture stock

should be issued, whatever was its worth, was matured by the

London membcis themselves The City was represented, as the

Water Companies were, by very able Scounsel, but the chief value

he was to us was in putting our amendments into proper legal

language We intended to do what we did aud we did it, to the

dismay I am told of all the companies, who arc well aware that

when they come to Parliament the precedent of 1886 will be a rule

for the futuie

It was reckoned at the time that the trust which we had created

would in twenty years’ time amount to a million sterling—no unim-

portant matter to the East London, Southwark, and Lambeth

districts But the counsel representing the Companies recognised

that the decision of the Committee effectually extinguisheif the

expectation of back dividends Tliat anybody should have

imagined that the legislature had given or intended to give a per-

manent ten per cent backwards and forwards, on all nndertaking

the profits of which were as amply secured as Consols and Metro-

politan Stock are, is an illustration of the manner in which the

owners of " vested interests ” interpret their nghts And we did

no wrong to the owners of the stock They still had a right to

earn what the law had given them in time past What we pre-

vented was that they should get an additional profit out of the

new debenture stock

I have narrated this story of i private Bill because it may give

your readers some idea of the special labours of a Metropolitan

member Had such a Bill been proposed by a water company in a

town possessing municipal institntions the Corporation itself

would have instructed its members and would have appeared by

counsel, but except through the accidental and perhaps super-

fluous intervention of the City, Loudon has no hem 9tand% in Bills

seriously affecting its local interests Parliament will not, and I think
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wisely, give earie blanche to the Metropolitan Board in the instruc-

tion of counsel But it is rather hard work, work I will not face

again, to go upstairs all the morning attending to private business,

and downstairs till the small hours attending to public business,

besides taking the initiative

And now let us turn to another matter Sir John Lubbock, with

the best intentions, brought in a Bill limitmg the hours in which

persons could be employed in shops Now, with the pnnciple of

that measure I agreed, thongh I was astonished at discovering where

the worst cases of over-hours were But, representing as I did a

large number of poor shopkeepers, I felt convinced that the Bill,

unless adequate inquuy was made, might be ruinous to struggling

traders, so I got this Bill referred to a Select Committee, and was

on one which sat as long as the Committee on Water Bills did

The Bill was rendered innocuous, perhaps useful, by an amendment
of my own, by which the maximum amount of hours by the week
was substituted for the maxiAum by the day Labours like these

may seem to be undertaken for small or insufficient ends, but they

are exceedingly wearisome And here, again, the principal locality

to which the regulative character of Sir J Lubbock's Act applies is

London In country towns, even in large ones, late shop hours are

the exception In London, at the east and south, the hours of retail

business are invariably, perhaps inevitably, late I have no doubt

that human energy has been aided by cheap artificial light, but it

may be doubted whether human health has been bettered In the

days of tallow candles, not so very long ago, people went to bed

cdxlf, in the days of gas, some people seem hardly to go to bed

at all

One of the worries of a London member is the ineessant deputa-

tions he has to receiie, and the number of local grievances which he
IS requested to redress I remember nothing which gave me more
trouble than the case of the matmakers, none which enlisted my
sympathy more justly, and none in which remonstrance was more
unavailing The matmakers are a very poorly paid class of mechanics

at best They mostly live in South London Now their grievance

was, not that prisoners were employed in competing against them

for a living, but that the managers or governors of these prisons,

with the connivance of the Home Office, sell the produce of the

pnson labour to dealers at pnees less than those at which the honest

man can work and live But I could never get a Home Secretary to

see the &ct8 in the light m which the matmakers saw it, and 1 had
to do what 1 could in consoling those sad, weary, famished-lodbng

men who were stnving to live by their poor and, as th^ thought,

unduly weighted trade

There are two particulars in which the London differs fScodi die
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county elector He does not care mucli to go into the strangers'

gallery, and he is not much given to petitioning He thinks, I

conclude, that he could go to the gallery if he liked , and just as

those who live in the vicnuty of curiosities do not go to see them,

when others travel long distances to do so, so Londoners are indif-

ferent to Parliamentary eloquence But they like to see their

member in the Lobby , and they aic generally there, at any rate if

he belongs to my party There must be some compensation if he iS

much absent And it is probable that they do not think that much
good comes from petitioning Perhaps the fact that many London
people are entirely indifferent to pefitioning explains why they are

indifferent to politics In north-country elections, where politics are

matters of public and private interest, 90 or even 93 per eent of the

electors will poll In London, it is constantly the case that the

maximum is 73 per cent Hence enormous efforts are made to get at

indifferent or reluctant people It is, I believe, too, Ibe fact that many
of the London electors have but a slender hold on their residence

It 18 likely that the London artisan is more migratory than any other

human being and the more enterprising and intelligent he is, the

more migratory is he A large building contract may take away

hundreds of hands at a time froju a constituency But the permanent

Tory elector of the poorer classes is generally on the spot His

services, to the regiet of his neighbours, arc rarely required at a

distance

Of course, in the entire absence of local representative institutions

in London, reformers ate a mob, vested interests an organization

It is with a rational instinct that the Tory party dislikes municipal

reform in London Boards of Guardians, who are not too sensitively

alive to spending the ratepayers' money for the relief of destitution

only, and vestries, who can do a stroke of business whiles they

manage parish matters, arc the natural allies of the Tory party

Hic currusy htc arma fuere^ as Sir Robert Fowler might say And
yet one might think that Londoners would be glad to be free from

the crushing weight of local taxation which is put on them, and

discuss the amazing unfairness of its imposition But here again

they are capricious They changed the School Board in the interests

of a penny or two, more or less, in the Board rate, but they are in-

different to the leakage and waste induced by their existing institu-

tions, or, if not indifferent, unable to organize a reform of them

The Londoner, again, is greatly distracted by the present situation

of the Liberal party Without pretending that the so-called dis-

sentient Liberals arq m the least degree unconscientious in the line

which they have taken, it was pretty certain that, sooner or later, the

less advanced would separate from the more advanced Liberals Any
one who sat in the short Parliament of 1886 could see that it was
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distrusted by the Whigs, »nd that this instinct of self-preservation

could induce them to wreck it The marvel is that certain persons

took part in this action It seems to me that the extreme bitterness

with which they nickname their late associates is a proof that they

are uneasy

Their attitude has told a great deal on the Londoner With
comparatively few exceptions politics have a loose hold on him He
has no alacrity m voting, a great alacrity in abstaining A Londonei

does not know who his neighbour is, and as a rule he is commendably

indifferent to his neighbour’s private affairs He boycotts nobody, or,

if you will, he boycotts everybdfly Hence a schism m the party to

which he has hitherto given his support languidly renders him

entirely neutral It has been frequently and, I believe truly, said

that the losses o£ the Liberals in London have not been due to con-

versions from old to new convictions, but to a geneial suspense of

the judgment o# the situation In old times, when the London

constituencies weVe massive, the electors were gregarious Now that

they are measurable quantities the electors are distracted

In the summer of 1885, when the great measures of enfranchisement

and redistribution became law, a distinguished statesman of my
intimate acquaintance told me that as he came up from Brighton in

the company of a well-known Conservative, the latter said that he

had conversed with one of the principal agents of his party, who
alleged that, in his belief, the Tories would have not more than 120

members lu the new Parliament " But I,” he added, give them 150

as their limit ” There was some reason in’* the anticipation The

Tory party had fought vigorously against the extension of the

franchise to the agricultural labourer, angrily against extending it to

the Irish peasant They had mutilated, with the connivance of the

Whi^, the Corrupt Practices Bill, the first indication to me of the

coming secession Even, however, in the formwhich theAct finallytook

it gavewidespread offence To cutdown the election expensesfrom£5,000

to £500 IS to destroy the occasionalharvest of those who had made their

relations to party politics their business In a midland city which

1 am well acquainted with, and in which bribery had become a fine

art, the practice was to make all the attorneys agents They got

pounds and the voters got shillings I believe that all the attorneys

are now Tones, or are passing through the Unionist stage to Toryism

Still, except where constituencies were exceedingly corrupt, the

recipients of these occasional benefits would have been only a small

fraction of the voters Now, though mendicancy is a common vice in

London constituencies, with rare exceptions bribery has never been

Two or three months before the general election of 1885, a book

was published under the somewhat ambitious title of the Radical

Programme It^was anonymous, but Mr. Josepli Chamberlain
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supplied it with d preface in which he gave a guarded approval,

commeudiu^ it “ to the careful and impartial judgment of*hi3 fellow

Kadicals ^ The book was instantly assumed to be the platform ot

the advanced Liberal party, of which Mi Chamberlain was at that
time reputed to be the special representative m the Cabinet^ and
the most outspoken and iineompromising advocate Now I am far

from wishing to import into political controversy what theologians

ha\o named accommodation—i c , a defence of what people are likely

to acquiesce in, lather than an advocacy of what they ought to

accept as just aud right—but I am suic that it is dangerous for a

leading public man to give in a general way his approval of the

principles laid down in an anonymous work llowcvei much he
may disclaim his entire sympathy with the particulais of such a

production, he is sure to be credited with not opposing them, aud veiy

likely to be charged with being their author

Hut however guarded Mr Chamberlain may have been, and liow-

evei reasonable may have been the arguments put forwaid by the

authors of the Radical Programme, no one who had any expeiience of

the elections of 1885 would doubt that the book and Mr Chamberlain^S

pi efacc were very inopportune The clergy went frantic over the book,

preached against it, and identified the whole party, whose name it

took, and whose intentions it puiported to discuss, with the most

sinister ends Now there is a section of the London woiking classes

which IS seculaiist oi agnostic But I am persuaded that by far the

largest part of the working classes, though not particularly sectarian,

IS leligious The Tory party is perfectly aware of how useful a

c diivassei is who can boldly assert that the Radical candidate is an

atheist 01 a freethinker, and they act accordingly, sometimes rather

dangerously My friends found thatchaigcs of this kind were made
against me, not indeed by responsible persons, but by people in tem

porary relations with responsible persons Now it does not follow

that electors to whom these statements aie made and reiterated are

made hostile to a candidate, but they are rendered indifferent, and

think that, after all, they had better abstain from voting Por, as is

often observed m English politics, the decision ot great public ques-

tions IS generally effected by those who in ordinary times remain

neutral, and there is no part of the United Kingdom wheie so many

persons gravitate towards neutrality as they do lo Loudon I have

no doubt that in 1885 the publication of the Radical Programme cost

the Liberal, and especially the advanced section of the Liberal, party

from fifty to seventy-five scats^ People were told everywhere that it

was the intention of the Radicals, according to this book, to turn

churches into dancing balls and drinking saloons I was told so

by a dozen clergymen It is true that, beyond the general position,

affirmed, I believe, by all lawyers, that nearly all corporate property

VOL LI 3 a
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IS within the discretion of the State, to alter its purposes or to appro-

priate it, the te\tof the book contains nothing to justify th** gloss

But the clergy lashed themselves and those they could influence

into fury Had, I repeat, the preface been as anonymous as the book,

the utterance could have excited but little attention It was Mr
Chamberlain, then supposed to be entirely m the councils and confi-

dence of the Government, who induced people to believe, or at any

rate gave a colour for believing, that a proposition was a plan

Then m the summer of 1886 came the great Irish debate Entirely

wise and entirely necessary as 1 think it is to give Ireland a single

statutory Parliament, with the power and the duty of managing its

internal affairs, but subordinated to the English Parliament, Mi
Gladstone’s proposals were not only tenibly sudden, but in some

particulars very shocking In the first place it was an entire change

of policy In the summer of 188> the Ciovernment was meditating

a partial re-enactment of the Crimes Act, and they were told by many
of their followers, by no one more plainly than by myself, that under

no circumstances whatever would we vote foi any criminal legislation

of an exceptional kind for Ireland But the mischief was done, and

the Irish members in d bodj , Irish voters being raicly neutral, defeated

the Budget of 1880, and voted vigorously against the I ibtr ih at the

election Their tactics in 1885 had a good deal to do with the

attitude of many Libeials in 1886, and with the subsequent elec-

tions in London The change in front made bv Mr Gladstone

after the election of 1885 is the most considerable in the political

liistory of England since the change of Sir Robert Peel’s views m
1816, and cveiy one knows that Sir Robert Peel, as before m 1829,

changed when he saw that the English people wcie with him But for

the Irish Bills thcie was no preparation whdtevci of English opinion,

not e\en m the House of Commons, not c\en in the Liberal party

in the House I cannot but think, entirely as I agreed with the

principles of Mr Gladstone’s Irish legislation, tint the defeat of the

Government, the disruption of the party, the prostration of it in the

constituencies, and the re-adoption of a stringent coercion policy,

howc\ei much the Tones may have disclaimed such a policy at the

hustings, were the ine\itablc results of the proposals of 1886 Mr
Parnell was a true prophet when ho predicted that the accession of

th^ Tones to power would be followed by the icry worst Coercion

Act ever proposed It is to be regretted that he could not have

advised caution in the progress of the just and wise measure which

Mr Gladstone meditated It is a commonplace to say that there

is wisdom in the manner in which reforms arc effected, as well as m
the reforms themselves

There were two eflfective attacks made against Mr Gladstone’s

proposals One was the exclusion of the Irish members from the
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House of Commons, a part of the Bill which I consider a capital

error
, the other was the seeming guarantee given to the Irish land-

lord by the English taxpayci I say seeming, for I have rarely

read a more complete refutation of error than the excellent analysis

of the Gladstone Land Act of 1886 by Lord Thring But these two
objections were most eHectually urged It was alleged, and w’ltli

reason, that if the Irish were excluded from the English Parliament,

one of two results would ensue either the Irish Parliament would
rapidly demand higher powers, as for example those of Canada or

Australia, or that a part of the United Kingdom, being permanently

excluded from the highci politics of the Empire, would be per-

manently degraded The least satisfactory part of Mr Gladstone's

speech lu introducing his Bill was his dt fence of this part of the

measure, and I tiust that we have heard the last ot it

But unprepared, perhaps dissatisfied, as the Loudon electors were

when those iirojects were launched, they did not generally change

their politics, they only abstained from voting I will take my
illustration fiom Southwark In 1880 my opponent polled thirty

votes less than he did in 1885 I polled 471 votes less than on the

jireviDus occasion Colonel Hamilton in 1886 polled less than h(

dill in 1885, and so did Mr Beddall in West Southwark ' The
lush no doubt voted against the Liberals in 1885, and for them m
the following year ,

but iii South Loudon the Irish vote is always

migratory, and is irivaiiably exaggerated in calculations The cause

why I lost my seat foi Bbimoiidsoy was the sudden accession of

neutrally Tins accession of iieutiahty was mainly due to the

attitude taken by Mr Jiright, the only one of the dissentient

Libeials, as I believe, who his any following In London, I

belie\G that the form which his following takes is a suspense of

judgment I know no higher tribute to the great s^ervices which my
friend has done to the English jieoplc than the fact that they refer to

his example when, as I think, he has formed wrong conclusions on a

great political situation

It IS believed, but I think in error, that Londoners do not know

or recognise public men in whose integrity they believe, and whose

career they respect 1 once had a curious and instructive experience

of the contrary, and of their knowledge of men I was walking down

the lower part of Regent Street when a funeral procession passed,

and a working man, a carpenter as his tools indicated, said to me.

Perhaps you may not know that this is the funeral of the late Mr
Grote" When I thanked him, I told him that he could not

respect and honour Mr Grote's memory more than I did But it

does not follow that because a working-man respects a politician he

will go out of bis way to \ote for that politician m consideration of

the party or section of the Jarty to which the politician belongs

3 a2
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There is no man who judges of his voting or not voting more than a

Londoner does bv the errors or maladroitness of Governments I

speak, of course, mainly of the Liberal electors

I do not think that Londoners are hostile to the Church, or for

the matter of that to the Establishment In London, with the

( xecption of some parts, the voluntary system is as complete as it is

in Nonconformist chapels As a rule the London clergvman does

not assume those provoking airs of supeiiority or that passion for

petty \cxatiousriess nliich seems to be the stock-in-trade of the

countiy divine Di Tessopp, a mpst acute and amusing writer, bears

testimony to the settled hatred with which the East country peasant

looked on the East country parson The feeling is well-nigh uni-

versal in the country But it is not so in London or in the great

towns I do not believe that the active and judicious kindliness of

the London clergy, especially lu the Last, is unappreciated When
he is given to llitualism they laugh at his whims, but they recognise

the good sense of his motives, and the disinterestedness of his

kindness

Again, I helicvc that the London elector is cntiiely indifferent to

the lejiding articles of newspapers He li\cs too iitai the workshop

of what IS called public opinion lie is under the impression, no

doubt a most crioiuous and mortifying one, that the editors of

London papers know no more ihout politics than he docs, ard if 1

can rely on what woiking-mcn have told me lunulicds of times, he

does not care for the Icadcis, but for the news London lladicals

have told me, over and over agaiu, that they habitually read the

Slandaid Thcysneci at the articles, and would not, they say, take

man or measuies which Mr Mudford commends—for they know
the names of editors—but admit that his news is full and honest

But I have no desiie to comment on the London papers, I only

assert that from my experience tlicir influence will neither convert

neutiality to their views, noi obviate ictnity against their views

The London daily pi ess counts for next to nothing m the develop-

ment of public opinion We all of us, T fear, are apt to confound

the value of what we know and tell with the value of our interpretation

of what we know and tell

When I had to woik Bermondsey—a manageable constituency^

though still one of the laigest in the United Kingdom—I began a

practice which, I think, was useful, of calling such of my constituents

as cared to come, to a weekly exposition of what was done in Parlia-

ment I always went on Friday evening, because more nonsense is

talked m the House on tins than on any other night, and will be

till Parliament adopts what I ventured on suggesting, that 0131 Fridays

the Speaker should leave the chair, and Supply be taken, unless the

House votes urgency, which a bare majority should determine I
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believe that this, coupled with the rule that the Government should

a weeL previously state what estimates will be brought forward,

would help to lestoie the control of the House over expenditure

Thfe Londoner likes to be informed of what is going on lu Parlia-

ment—at least those do uho arc at ill intciestcd in politics I always

had the room m which we met ciowded But many electors, who
sympathized with my views never came It is exceedingly ddficult

to get space for public meetings lu London, and more difficult to

stir many up to attend meetings Political action is too icmote from
them, and they have not bcc^n trained by municipal elections to act

in conceit

The Londoner has a iiitnial feeling oi dissatisfaction at the fact

that Liberal admiinstr itions hive done nothing for the Metropolis

Sir W * II 11 court brought lu a Bill for the better government of

London, but it was brought in to be dropped The well-meant

efforts of Sii Charles Dilkc to restrain the City companies were

abortive How seriously the (hty was alarmed at the jirospeet is

pioved by tlu lavish use which they made of the City cash for the

purpose of manufactuiing an apparent defence of the existing system

High legal authorities alleged that the existing members of the

City companies could divide amongst themselves the jiropcrty which

the public spirit of past ages bestowed on corporations of artisans

iiid shopkeepers, in interests which the successors of these persons

do not repicsent—a wealth which has been cuhanceil by the enter-

prise and mdustrj of tliose who have reaped no benefit fiom the

growth I arn persuaded th it if the Liberal jiarty m ide the reform

of London Govei ament i Cxbiuet principle, they vioiild enlist hearty

co-oppiation from the lank and file of those Londoners who do not

now exhibit enough interest in public questions to induce them to

walk into a polling booth The Conseivative representatives and tlic

Conservative electors of London want no reforms, and for the very

sufficient reason that the existing system is much more to their

advantage than any cliaiige for the better could be

Again, London Liberals romplain that they are larely addressed

by the heads of the party The less the cohesion is among Londoners,

owing to the fluctuatiug character of the population and the absence

of all the tiaining in public business which corporate elections

induce, the more iiccessarj is it, they aigue, that they should be

brought in contact from time to time with the acknowledged leaders

of political opinion and party politics It is no doubt a great tax

on Ministers that they should be called on, in addition to their official

and iiarliaraentary work, to address political gatherings But if one

can trust the complaints one hears, much of the supinencss and indif-

ference of London politicians of a Liberal bias is due to the

negligence with which, as they conceive, they are treated But they
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who are to lead a party must do some work for their party, if thcv

wish to strengthen their following I have been told that with the

exception of Mr Gladstone, who some eight or nine years ago

addressed the Southwark electors, hardly one leading politician of

the Liberal party has appeared for a generation before a South

London audience And so the eleetois argue, if such men do not

think it worth while to address us, it is not worth our while -to vote

tor their supporters

The neglect, both in and out of Parliament, with which London
has been treated, weakens the influence of the Liberal party in the

metropolis, increases the risks of a Liberal representative, and greatly

adds to the weight of the business which, if he studies the interests

of his constituents, he has to undertake But the watchfulness of

an individual member will stand him in no stead, if the p&rty to

which he belongs is not active I entirely agree with that section of

the Liberal party to which I belong, that no progress in useful

legislation is possible till the Irish question is settled , and 1 do»

most entirely believe that this can bo only by entrusting Irish

aflairs and the Irish administration to a statutory Parliament, Irish-

men retaining their scats at Westminster But while this is asserted

and IS true, I can see no reason whv the leaders of the Liberal

party should not proclaim what they intend to do as soon as ever

the Irish block is remo\ed, and in particular what they are going to

do for London Everybody agrees that there must be in the

immediate futuie a representative system of local government in the

English counties Why is the laigest city in the world to be left

in a condition of ruinous chaos ^ Sure I am that if a great and
wide municipality were created foi London it would be an ambition

with leading public spirited and disinterested men to take their part

in the administration ot its aflairs, as they did when the City was
really London Then, too, the London electors would take an
interest in public aflairs, and the London representative would find

his yoke a great deal lighter

J E Thorold Kogrks



THE AMERICAN STATE AND THE
AMERICAN MAN.

I
N a noteworthy address on Laisse:^ - fan e and Government

Intcrterence/^ given by Mr Goschen a 3^ear or two ago at

Edinburgh, occurs the following passage —
“IIow It, 1 hive often ished m3 self, tint while the increasing democrTcy

Jit homo is insisting with such growing eagerness on more control by tlio

fc^t'ite, we ste so small a corresponding development of the Pime principle in

tlie United Stites, or in Anglo Sixoii colonies'? Tt is clearly not simply the

democratic spirit, which dem inds so much central regulation Otherwise we
should find the same conditions in the Anglo-Saxon democracies across the

seas Othci ciusis must be at work in the United Kingdom On the one
hind, the pliil inthropic and sensitive element is ilwiys infinitely stionger in

the old countiy
,

ind, on the othei h ind, its eivili7 itioii 1* more complex,

raoie crowded, moie honeycombed with anomilits, more running into

extremes The colonies have more breithing spice There, individual

energy can exp ind \\ itli less encroachments on neighbours' interests There,
movement is fieer, and the Inst instmct of man for untrammelled liberty,

confidence m himself, and m liis power to shift for himself, and hold his own,

have not yet yielded to the acquire d taste for th it regulation, control, inter

ference, and inspection with which the most independent minded iiition in the

world is rapidly being inoculated as in outcome of the latest form of its

civihzation
”

Mr Goschen's view of the comparative prevalence of laisstz-

fatre as a practical rule in the United States, is not only vciy

generally entertained in England, but would also be allowed to pass

unchallenged by the great majority of intelligent Americans How
it happens that this opinion—which I do not regard as at all in

keeping with plain facts and marked tendencies—is so commonly

received, may be worth a little incidental discussion Doubtless

there are several reasons why it should be supposed that a non-

interference rigime is jealously maintained 111 the United States, and

especially tn the Western States It would seem to harmonize with
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the self-rclying, independent character of the American citiien-

sovcrcign, whose personal freedom and self-directed activities fire his

dearest boast It would seem the only logical regime for a country

wiiich has always cherished and reiterated the “self-evident truths

of the old Declaration of Independence, and whose Fourth of July

ontors have always taught that government is “a necessary evil

The bulk of American economic literature, and the prevailing tone of

the press, would sanction the qplnion that the IwiHsez-fmre policy

IS pretty consistently practised in the United States The text-

books used in high schools and colleges almost without exception

propagate the doctrines ot the Manchester scliool in their baldest

form, and teach that the pioper functions of government are extremely

few and simple The so called English political economy has no

such doctrin ire devotees in the mother country as in America, and

no such litciature Professor Perry, Professor Sumnei, Mr Chailes

Nordhoff, Mi David A Wells, and various other writers of the same

school, equally well known in the United States, have had almost the

exclusive uiUte of American schools md they are held infallible

«unong the schoolmasters and undergraduates They teach an easy,

aviomatiCj a jnton sort of economic doctrine that captivates tlie

young student of the Tariff Question uul enchants the country school-

master by its lucidity and completeness What these books contain

IS the “ orthodox laihscz-fant political economy, simplified and

idealized And, stiangc to say, the Protectionists m large part, as

well as the Frec-tradeis abjectly subscribe to this orthodox creed

Tliey are fain to apologize for then protective policy on the ground

that there arc important p'i actual reasons for this one exceptional

departure from the true scientific theory * The bold protection

doctrines of Alexander Hamilton and Frederick List, as expounded

bv Henry C Carey, Horace Greeley, Peshine Smith, and others, have

not held their own against the neat, clean syllogisms ot the laissez^

faire economists ,

The average American has an unequalled capacity for the

entertainment of legal fictions and kindred delusions Tie lives

in one world of theory and m anothei world of practice, and he

deludes himself into supposing that they correspond with one

another in the mam, whereas it is generally true that they do

not To this curious fact is largely due his singulai inaptitude

for studying his owu institutions lu the concrete He never can

divest himself of his picconccived theory Professor von Holst

was much struck with this m observing the attitude of the American

mind towards the Federal Constitution Mr Woodrow Wilson,

also, in his recent book, “ Congressional Government,” points out most

interestingly the popular blindness as to the wide drift of Fei^eral

practice away from the exquisite system of cunningly devised checks
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artd balinces contained in the theory of the written Constitution

Never for a 'moment relinquishing their theory, the people of the

United States have assiduously puisued and cherished ar practical

policy utterly inconsistent with that theorj, and have not percei\ed

the discrepancy I speak of this merely by way of illustration

My proposition is that the average American is just as blind with

respect to the general economic bearings of his legislative practice

as he is to the drift of his constitutional mathiuciy He humbugs

himself by trying to adhere both to the schoolmasters and to the

practical politicians He studies his political economy in a text-

book of abstractions, and not m the history of nations or the

concrete conditions about him Consequently he manages to keep

his economics ind his piactical politics as separate as some men do

their religion and then business, and he is just as naively uncon-

scious of it Excepting only his protective tariU, for which he

learns to make an ingenious apologv—although with perplexed mind

and tiouhlcd conscience—he really believes himseU to be a fairly

consistent piactitioncr of the lais^iz fairc creed that he professes

If I liave cxpicsscd my idea clearly, and if my observations arc

well-founded, the cuireiit opiuion pronounced by Mr^ Uoschtu m the

passage quoted above, is, to some extent it least, accounted for

Two othci observations it occurs to me to make as preliminary to

some detailed statements about Government interference in the United

States In the first place, the precise modes of action which a

much-govcining State vull assume are dctei mined by the social

conditions of the people In the United States, and especially m
the newel commonwcilths of the AVest, Government interference

will naturally have to do with some matters quite distinct from

those which it touches lu England or on the Euiopeaii Continent

,

and it would obviously be impossible to judge of the real measure

and spirit of State interference in Nebraska, for instance, by

checking off correspondences on a catalogue of the various functions

that have been assumed by the British Government In judging of

the extent to which the State invades the domain of the individual,

circumstances must be fullv considered In the second place, due

attention must be given to the fact that the distribution of functions

through a sort of Inciaichy of governments conceals somewhat the

full ejtent of public interference with private affairs in the Ifnited

States Foreigners have their attention arrested by the Federal

Government at Washington, and often imperfectly understand the

wide ranges of domestic authority exercised by the State Govern-

ments, and delegated by them m large part to the Governments of

coluities, cities, villages, townships,, and school districts The State

Gc^rnment and its snbordinate local Governments touch, the

citizen at a hundred points where that of the Union comes once
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into direct contact with him To be sure, the Federal Government

maintains the Post Ofhcc, it practises a "paternal^' public land

policy on a vast scale, it has made large grants of land for

educational purposes, it has subsidized the great railroads of the

West, it expends vast revenues for river and harbour improve-

ments, its Excise laws invade every community, it allows its

judiciary to settle controversies between citizens of different States

,

it contiols currency and baulking, and it affects the duty of

developing manufacturing industry and keeping up high wages by

its protective tariffs Certainly these practices depart considerably

from strictly lmsse::-fatt e notions Jlut it is m the individual

States and in the very home of the citizen that the subject of

Government interference must be examined

In most of the States biennial legislative sessions are held, and

these are generally very shoit, being limited m many cases by

constitutional provision Nevertheless, an astounding quantity of

legislation is achieved, and the mass affords rare opportunities

for comparative study Even a cursory c\aminxtion reveals a

strongly assimilative tendency LaMs find their way verbatim

from the statute-books of one State to those of another The

spirit, aims and methods of legisldtion are the same throughout

a large gioup of neighbouring States The more than thirty

Legislatures of 1885, in sessions averaging not longer than ten

or twelve weeks, must have enacted five thousand general laws, oi

material amendments to general laws, at a low estimate To these

must be added several thousand acts of local and spec al legislation

The one common and striking characteristic of this huge collection

of new statutes is its utter disregard of the Icmuz-fatre pimciple

A hasty turning of pages and lefeiencc to the titles of Bills give the

impression that nearly all the more important of these enactments

flagrantly violate the non-mterfcieuce theory They deal with the

citizen in every conceivable relation They seem to have left

nothing for future Legislatures to regulate And yet, if we refer

back to the legislative out-put of 1883, we find the same strik-

ing characteristics, while that of 1887 promises to be even more

vaiied and pionounccd in its departures from orthodoxy

Clearly it would not he feasible in a single article to discuss recent

regulative legislation in all the States It will be more convenient

to make the examination from the standpoint of a single State, with

incidental reference to others It is of the newer Western States

that I desire to treat more particularly, and I shall select Minnesota

as a representative The Legislature of Minnesota holds sessions of

sixty days, beginning with the fiist Monday m January, and the kws
which it enacted in the session of 1885 I shall discuss as the basis

of this article. Minnesota xa principally an agricultural State,
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its leading crop being wheat Northern Minnesota and Northern
Dakota form a part of the same great wheat field The wilderness has

been brought under cultivation with astonishing rapidity since 18S0
Railroads penetrating this new gram region haie come into magical

being In a legiou so newly developed, with no accumulated capital,

'With only a single staple crop, and with mortgages covering the land

to secure loans made for buildings, farm machinery, &c ,
the market-

ing and transportation of the gram become matters of prime

impoitance This of course is especially true in seasons like that of

1884, with the world price of wheat so closely approximating to the

cost of production Minnesota and Dakota gram has been handled

by extensive elevator companies having head-quai ters at Minneapolis,

Duluth, and othci points, and maintaining a seiics of warehouses at

frequent intervals along the railroads By special contracts and

private urdeistandings with the railroad companies, these elevator

lines liave been able to maintain, in effect, a monopoly in the storage

and puichasc of gram The farmers have thus been practically shut

oft from the advantages of an open market There was no feasible

alternative for them but to ship their grain through the odious

delator, agiiinst which they preferred the charges of false grading,

false weights and measuies, excessive tolls, and dishonest dockages

for dirt and chaff Then feeling was intensified by the fact that the

average price of wheat rendered the diflerence between a fiist and

second grade at the elevatoi oi between a high and low freight rate

on the railroad, sufficient to change a slight profit into sheer loss on

the crop Although their statement of it was exaggerated, the

farmers doubtless had a real gricvanee In this mood they elected

their legislative representatives The body was laigely composed of

farmers, and its avowed object was the stiict rcgukition by law of

railioads and of the handling of gram Almost the entire session

was devoted to these subjects Scores of Bills were introductd, many
of them full of the most arbitrary and iron-clad provisions

There was no lack of disposition to cany State regulation to the

pxtremest lengths Hesitancy arose only from the fear lest the

farmers might injure themselves, if they crippled the railroads and

elevators with over-severe restrictions Great debates were held

outside as well as inside the legislative chambers Railroad and

elevator managers appeared before legislative committees Testimony

was procured as to the working of railroad and grain inspection laws

m other States Conferences were held with committees from the

Dakota Legislature,which was also in session and tugging at the same

problems Everybody was agreed in advocating regulative laws, but

there were vast differences of opinion as to the extent to which the

laws should go At length two very detailed statutes were agreed

upon, one regulating railroad companies, and the other regulating
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wareLouscs and the handling, weighing, and inspection of gram

The enlorcemeiit of both laws was placed m the hands of a board of

three railroad and warehouse commissioners The^railroad law

provides vigorous penalties to punish discrimination between shippers

It requires that ears shall be supplied to any applicant, that the riglit

to build warehouses on railroad land adjoining the tracks shall be

fitcly accorded, and that side-tracts shall be provided It is designed

to break up the monopoly of the elevator companies by compelling

the railroads to give equal privileges to all shippers The commis-

sioners are required to take up the cause of any aggrieved individual

and jirosecute the lailroads at the public cost and with the aid of the

public prosecuting attorneys In various minor respects this law sub-

jects the raihoad companies to strict regulation It was with difficult}

that the majority in the lower house of the Legislatuic weie induced

to accept the law without rigid proscriptions as to rates for freight

and passenger chaigcs Experience in several Western States has,

however, shown that such prescriptions, especially of freight rates,

are of doubtful advantage to the public A laige measure of dis-

cretionary authoiity as to latcswas confeircd upon the commissioners,

and they have not hesitated to exercise it vigorously Minnesota

and Dakota, it should be obseried, haie not been alone in agitating

stricter railioad legulation The subject was prominentl} before at

least a dozen of the Legislatures of 1885, and the famous Ileagau

Bill for the regulation of iiiter-Statc railroad tiaffic engrossed Con-

gress during the best weeks of the winter session The disposition

everywhere is to go just .is fai in restricting the transportation com-

panies as can be gone without serious injuiy to everybody concerned

Railroad law is becoming vciy bulky and complicated throughout the

United States The lash grangci " laAvs of more than a decade

ago firmly established the principle and the right of extreme State

supervision, and the different commonwealths have ever since been

amending and altering, but constantly cnlaiging, their railroad

cocles

Many ether Western laws reveal the agricultural character of

society In 1870 and 1877 the grasshoppers ruined the wheat crops

of Minnesota, and reduced many farmers to a condition of distress

The Legislature accordingly made profuse seed gram loans to

individuals, to be refunded giadually m the form of special taxes

Those loans have been a subject of legislation ever since Bureaus

of crop and weather reports, of agriculture, and of agricultural

statistics, for the benefit of the farmers, are quite generally main-

tained Agricultural fairs, central and local, are subsidized from the

State Treasury, and the last Minnesota Legislature appropnated a

hundred thousand dollars for the equipments of a State fair-ground

The exemption laws of Western States *and Territories are so framed
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as to favour the farmers In Miunesota the farm buildings and
eighty acres of land constitute a homestead exemption, which is safe

from all attachment and execution processes In addition^ the

exemption laws reserve an amount of household belongings, faim
utensils, live stock, and the like, which is worth from fifteen hundred
to two thousand dollars In Dakota these exemption laws are much
more " liberal They except from legal process a still larger irea

of land, and an amount of live stock and farm belongings greatly in

excess of what the average farmer owns In all the western agricul-

tural States and Territories such dishonorable exemption laws exist,

fenabling the farmer to evade the payment of debts The piovisions

made for persons engaged lu other pursuits arc not nearly so

liberal These laws interfering to prevent the ordinary collection

of debts arc to be condemned, both for then moi il and economic

effects They iniuic Western credit, and aftcct unfivourably the rate

of Intel est Whereupon the farmers again interpose, fix a lawful

interest rate, and punish usury with foifciture Such exemption and

usury laws prevailing eveiywhere throughout the West, and enacted

solelv for the benefit of the farming class, arc an instance of selfish

interference which oven caches itself, for their operation is dircctU

detrimental to the faimers

Southern Minnesota has outlived the whcat-gi owing and crop-

farming peiiod, and is engaging lu the more profitable pursuit of

dairy farming The region is peculiarly adapted to butter and

cheese-making, and the industry has developed inanclloiisly within

a few years, with large expectations for the future The daiiy farmers

ha\e now sought and ^secured the protection and pationagc of the

State A new buieau is created, manned by a State Dairy Com-
missioner and his subordinate officers Tlie dairy laws take the

guise of regulations foi the piotcetion of the public health against

impure and adulterated milk and butter , but their real object is to

piotect the butter-makers and great creamery establishments

from the competition of the artificial product known as buttcrine

This article is manufactured on a vast scale in Chicago, its principal

ingredients being hog^s lard, cotton-sced oil, and genuine butter

Experts have pronounced it perfectly healthful, and desirable as a

cheap substitute for butter But its sale greatly affects the pree of

" honest butter A single Chicago firm manufactures a largci

quantity of it than the total butter product of the great dairy State

of Iowa, and it undersells real butter even throughout the dairy

region It is estimated that four or five million pounds of it were

sold as butter in Minnesota m 1884? The new law of 1885 banishes

this artificial product from the State It also provides a series of

minute regulations governing butter-making and the management of

creameries " (butter factories)
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The extensive cattle business of the West is another department

of rural industry which has grown into such prominence as to have

claimed and received the patronage and regulation of the State

111 all the States and Territories of the grazing belt, which stretches

from Manitoba to the Rio Grande, the codes of cattle laws are

growing in bulk and in variety of detail The cattle men were

predominant m the last Territorial Legislature of Montana, and the

result IS a formidable array of new laws touching every feature of

the cattle industry These laws depart as widely from laissez-faire

ideas as can well be imagined Nor is cattle legislation confined to

States in the distmetive grazing belt Stock-raising has assumed

large importance in the agricultural States of the Mississippi valley,

and " Bureaus of Animal Industry,^^ manned by State veterinarians

and their subordinate officers arc coming into vogue Cattle quarantine

laws, and enactments which piovidc for the stamping out of con-

tagious diseases, pay small couitesy to the rights and wishes of

individual owners, but employ heroic remedies with a minimum of

ceremony It might easily be supposed that the nomadic cattle-

kings of the Western plains, whose personal ludepcudcucc in some

diiections seems to be earned beyond the liniits of the crudest forms

of political society, would resent State inteifcreocc lu their business,

but, on the contraiy, they invoke it They art not satisfied until

they have secured statutoiy confirmation of all their customs and

usages Their brands and modes of identification are registered and

protected by tlie State The statute-books ot Montana or Texas

reveal the importance of cattle-raising, ]ust as the laws of California

bear the impiess of a mining commumtv, and those of Iowa betray

the handiwork ot farmers legislating for f irmers

The vast pine forests of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota for

years have constituted the largest source of the lumber supply of the

United States Perhaps few persons besides those immed lately intcr-^

ested are aware to what extent tfie liws of these three States have

encompassed the logging and lumbering business The States are

divided into lumhcnng districts, and each distiicj? is supplied with

its corps of State inspector^*, scalers,” &c Not a log is floated down

stream from the woods to the saw-inill for which it is destined without

official cognizance The technical details of these logging codes it

IS not neccssaiy to rccito
, the meie fact that such laws and such

supervision exists is all that is required for our present purpose

The insurance business is conducted under strict regulations in

most of the Western States The State Insurance Commissioner is

an important officer in Minnesota New laws extend his supervision

beyond the regular insnirance companies to all the numerous societies

and local organizations which practise co-operative insurance A
special tax on insurance companies yields a considerable revenue
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In general there is discoverable a tinge of hostility in insurance

legislation as in railroad legislation In Wisconsin the fire insurance

companies are compelled to pay the full amount of a policy in case

of a total loss, ii respective of the actual extent of the damage Sich
a law was crowded through the last Minnesota. Legislature^ but

vetoed by the Governor A ^outh-western State and a New
England State have greatly embarrassed themselves by similar

enactments Savings banks in Minnesota arc organized under a

peculiarly iigid sjstem of laws, and arc subject to the inspection

of a useful State officer known as the Public Examiner, who also

bupervibcs the bookkeeping of State and county officers, and
scrutinizes the accounts of public institutions A State Oil

Inspector dciives a handsome salary from inspection of the illu-

minating oils sold in tlie State A State Board of Medical

Examiners regulates the practice of medicine, examining and

admitting all new practitioners A new 1 iw creates a State Board

of Pharnidcv for the examination of druggists and compounding

clerks The law prescribes wholesomely severe requiremcBts

Another new law regulates the practice of dentistry, and creates an

additional State Boaid These laws were enacted at the instance of

the physicians, druggists, and dentists respectively, who doubtless

had their own interest no less than the general welfaic in view

Unfortunately for the public, the laws do not apply retroactively

Among the miscellaneous instances of legiilatiou should be included

the fish and game laws, which arc minute and exhaustive A State

,Board of Inspectors for Steam Boilers ni Minnesota licenses station-

ary engineers and carries out an elaborate statute which regulates the

testing and operating of steam engines and boilers Among the

enactments of the last Minnesota Legislature is one which fixes the

maximum proportion of toll to be exacted by a custom mill for gnnd-

ing wheat or other grain , one which declares dogs to be personal

property, and another winch sets forth the aggiavating circumstances

under which a farmer may slay his neighbour's dog with impunity

,

another regulatmg^the business of operating telegraph lines
, one whicli

provides for the collection of ciiuunal statistics, one pi escribing m
detail the cliaractcr of the passenger waitiug-rooms which all railway

companies must maintain at their stopping places in villages, towns,

and cities, and anotliei proiiding for the storage and disposal of

unclaimed baggage and freight , another to prevent fraud m the use

of false brands, stamps, labels, or trade-marks
, one to protect all

citizens in their civil and legal rights
” and presciibuig penalties for

discrimination against individuals in inns, public conveyances, barber

shops, and the like, and another to regulate offensive trades and

employments " And still the enumeiation is not complete, for my
object 18 only to indicate the drift of legislation with respect to the
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restricting and supervising of various business pursuits, and not to

supply a catalogue of regulative laws And such regulation m
Minnesota may be deemed fairly representative of that in other

Western States

In no part of the world, perhaps, is State interference in behalf of

the public health less required by circumstances than in the North-

western portion of the United States And yet such interference

IS quite as searching as in moie populous legions and less salubnous

climates New laws have given Minnesota a more stringent system

of health regulations than exists in any other of the United States

Besides the State Board of Health, which has extensive function^,

every township, borough, village and city is required to have its local

Board of Health, organized in a manner prescribed by statute

Thorough sanitary inspections arc made obligatory, as aie also

periodical written reports fromeverj Local Hoard to the State Board

The Local Board is empowered to issue anj bv law or ordci which

it deems proper, and these mandates aic as binding upon the com-

mifhity or the individual to whom they arc iddresscd as the ordinance

of a City Council Violation or neglect of such inks is made a

misdemeanour punishable by fine and impiisonment This arbitrary

power to invade private premises and I'^suc percraptoiy oidcisuithe

interest of the public health, is not hedged about or limited in any

way, and it presents a stiiking example ot the growth of State

interfeiciice In Minnesota, the State Board of Iltalth is charged

with the execution of stringent measuics to ])ic\ent the spread of

diseases among cattle, horses and othei domestic animals, and also

has new duties uiuki a statute enacted to pi event the pollution of

livers and sources of water supply

For obvious reasons, legislation dealing with the employment of

labour and protecting the interests of wage workeis is not yet very

extensive in the Western States Ihe accessibility of cheap and

excellent lands furnishes the best possible protection for laboui As the

towns grow in size, however, and as manufacturing industries

develop, there is observable a new demand for labour laws Public

Bureaus of Labour Statistics are becoming common iii the Western

States, and their utility is deemed gicat by intelligent working men
Lien laws protecting wages arc on the statute books of all the States

The employment of women and children is regulated Ten hours is

made a legal day's work*iii the absence of contract stipulations A
new Minnesota law brings employment bureaus under surveillance,

much to the satisfaction of working men Another fixes a maximum
time for which locomotive engineers and firemen may be kept con-

tinually at their posts An attempt was made m the recent Legislature

to abolish the contract labour system now employed in the State

prison, which is obnoxious to working men as subjecting them to a
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degrading competition with the labour of convicts This reform will

undoubtedly be accomplished at a future session, the great State of
New York having led the way Minnesota laws Contain excellent

provisions for the organization of Co-operative EstablishmentSj^
Building Associations, and the like The simple truth is that there
18 no legislation which working men m the United States may not
secure, if they really unite in desiring it In Wisconsin, Iow|t, Kansas,
Montana and Wyoming, also m the two southern States of Georgia
and Mississippi, statutes render railway companies liable for injuries

received by cmnlovees, and no contract icstricting such liability is

binding In Rhode Island such a law is made applicable to steam-
boats as well as to railroads It cannot be many yeais before there

wilt prevail throughout the United States a system of Kmployers’

Liability Laws much more strict than the English Act of 18S0 The
force of the English law is practically nullified by the permission

which 13 given of setting aside the liability by specific contract It

IS worthy of note, certainly, that these American laws which lestrict

the freedom of contract in order the better to protect laboui against

capital, have then origin in those very western commonwealths which

have been thought so jealous of State interference and so fitmly wedded

to the doctrine of ficc contiact

The peculiar pride of evciy Western State is its public school

system The higli ta\es which poor and sparsely settled frontier

communities cliccrfully pay foi the maintenance of free public schools

are simply astonishing when all circumstances are consulcicd For

it IS a mistake to suppose that the school lands set aside by Congress

in each township for a permanent school-fund yield a large proportion

ofthe total school cxpcudituics Probablynowhere else in theworld does

the State so completely, and with so unanimous consent, assume the

work of education as in the States and Territories west of the Missis-

sippi river The magnificent young Tenitory ot Dakota, practically

an unbroken wilderness m 1870, and reasonably expecting to have a

population of nearly one million by the census of 1890, has not only

provided itself with fiist-class elementary schools for all its children, but

has established several ambitious normal schools, and has founded two

or three collegiate establishments known m western parlance as

universities It is to maintain in the Black Hills mining region

a school of metallurgy and mining engineering It will of course

have its agricultural college, with experimental farms adjoining All

the Western States emphatically repudiate Imssez-faire doctrines m
matters of education Arguments are occasionally made against the

free high-schools, maintained by taxation in every village, town, and

city But the high-school is strongly sustained by public opinion

The impropriety of a State University is also sometimes urged, but

without avail Connected with these State Universities are generally

VOL LI 8 B
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free professional schools of law and medicine All the States main-

tain free normal schools for the education and training of teachers,

and each has an agricultural college with a several years^ literary and

scientific course Not content with providing the elementary schools,

Minnesota has promulgated a new law making attendance compul-

sory It IS entitled An Act requiring the Education of all Healthy

Children,” and makmg it obligatory upon parents to send children

between the ages of nine and sixteen to some public or private school

for at least twehc weeks in every year, or to provide equivalent in-

struction Since the proportion of illiteracy is extremely small, and

the schools are popular and always well attended, the necessity for

this compulsory law is not apparent In Minnesota the common
school text-books arc prescribed and furnished by the central authori-

ties Teachers^ ihstitutes, generally lasting several weeks, are annu-

ally held in each county at public expense in all the Western States

State bistoiical societies exist under public auspices, and are main-

tained. by appiopriations In Minnesota and in various other States,

thi educational code includes a law authon/mg free public libraries,

mamtamed bv local taxation Expensive natuial history and geo-

logical surveys may also properly be gioupcd with the educational

undertakings of the Western States

Those writers who see in the maintenance of public eleemosynary

institutions such thwarting ot Natuic’s beneficent law of the survival

of the fittest as menaces the physical and moral virility of the race,

hate reason to feel much solicitude for the Anglo-Saxon common-
wealths of the Far AVest Nowhere m the world are State chan-

ties conducted more elaboratclv Minnesota, in her two very large

hospitals for the insane, provides comlortabie accommodation and

skilled medical and sanitary treatment foi a larger proportion of the

mentally disoideied persons within her boundaries than are similarly

cared for under anj other government And the recent Legislature

has provided for a thud large asylum Iowa and other Western

States are scarcely inferior to Minnesota in their provisions for the

insp.ne A largo and most admirably conducted State institution for

the bill d, and another for deaf mutes, are occasion of some pardonable

pnde to the people of Minnesota The educational and industrial

features of these two establishments are noteworthy And the other

States generally have like institutions Still another singularly suc-

cessful Minnesota establishmci t is a large home and school for the

care and instruction ot feeble minded children There are State

reform schools for boys and girls, to which juvenile oftenders and

miscreants are committed, and which are a combination of the home,

the school, the workshop, and the prison Tlie recent Minnesota

Legislature has established a new charitable institution under the

somewhat misleading name of the State Public School ” It is to
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be a home ou a large scale for dependent and neglected children^ its

inmates to be received between the ages of three and ten Ita

avowed object is to prevent the making of criminal and vicious

characters It will collect children from every part of the State, and
so far as its capacity will permit, it will gather all the orphans and
wails from the county alms-houses As opportunities are found, it

will place the children in good families While they remain in the

school, they will have model care and instruction Th^ reformschools

are for an older class who have become iiicoriigible, or have actually

committed crime Sucli a school for neglected children already exists

in two Western States, and there is reason to believe that the plan

will hud still other imitators Besides the oQScers and board of

management belonging to each of these public institutions, and ren-

dering detailed annual reports to the Governor of the State, there is

a gcinral supeivisory body, entitled the State Boaid of Corrections

and Chanties,^^ whose duty it is to inspect the asylums and penal

establishments of the State Its supervision extends also to county

jails and alms-houses, city and village lock-ups, and all local institu-

tions of a caritati\e, reformatory, or penal sort The board is com-

posed of intelligent and pliilanthiopie gentlemen, who serve without

pay, cvecpting that their secretaiv, who is on constant duty and is an

cxpeit, 18 a salaiucl officer Thev aid comity officers by giving advice

as to appioicd and recent plans for building jails and poor-houses,

and m a variety of ways they promote efficiency and economy in the

dealirg of the State with its delinquent and dependent classes

Legislation intended to enforce certain standards of morality ts

peihaps more prohhe and vigorous m the United States, and particu-

larly in the Western States, than anywhere else in the woild Society

IS comparatuelv homogeneous, and moral ind religious sentiments

Lave grt at influence The disposition to force the moral ideas of

the majoiity upon the whole society is wcll-nigh irresistible The

Western treatment of the Liquoi Question promptly suggests itself by

way of illustration The States of Iowa and Kansas are engaged in

a diificult attempt to enforce laws absolutely forbidding the manufac-

ture, sale, and trauspoitition (and virtually, therefore, forbidding the

use) of every kind of alcoholic beverage

The Prohibition moicment has not been successful in any other

Western States Illinois, Missouri, and Nebraska have ‘‘ compromised

with e\il
” by enacting high license laws The effect is certainly good

The annual license fee of 500 dollar»>^in Chicago (m Omaha the fee

IS 1,000 dollars), has reduced the number of drinking places , and the

incidental features of the license legislation have brought the traffic

under better control, practically stopped the sale to children and

persons under legal age, and mitigated in many ways the vitiating

effects of the sale and use of alcoholic stimulants Moreover the
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license fees furnish an important source of revenue With all their

economic benefits^ however, it is manifest that these license laws exist

in obedience to a moral sentiment The best people regard the

liquor traffic as depraving, and they enact the license laws and, other

regulations because these are the most stringent laws they are able

to secure No lais^ez-faire doctripe, or jealousy for the freedom

of the individual, checks them in the least They would wipe the

obnoxious traffic out of existence in an instant if they had the power

Not being able to abolish it, they fine it as hfcavily as possible under

the guise of licensing it

Laws against Sabbath-breaking, though not rigoiously enforced, arc

found on the statute books of all the States, and are almost Puritanic

in their restrictions So far as local public sentiment is in accord, the

laws are obeved, and beyond tliat point they are a dead letter Nobody

attempts to force liis neighbour to keep the Sabbath undei penalty of

law,but m deference toChristian ideas,which in America arc scrupulous

on this point of Sabbath-kecping, the rigorous laws are mamt lined

Thfe penal codes fairly bristle with laws defining offences against

decency and chastity, and providing heavy penalties for llicir violation

Lotteries of every description, including radios at church fairs and

the like, are prohibited undci frightful penalties In Minnesota it

is made a misdemeanour under the penal code lately adopted even

to publish an account of a lottery, no matter when or where it has

been conducted It is a crime to give away a lottery ticket, or to

give information as to where a ticket may be obtained All forms of

gambling aic also prohibited Prize-fighting is a ciime, and any

person who in any way abets or encourages such a fight or gives

countenance to it, is an offender agiinst tlie law Persons going

outside of the State with the intention ofengagingm a pugilistic contest

or in any wise encouraging or abetting it, are subject to the penalties

of the law whenever they return within the Statens jurisdiction A
senes of regulations, under the general title of cruelty to animals,^'

in the new Minnesota penal code, contains a number of extreme

provisions

Perhaps none of these enactments, however, so well illustrates the

disposition of the American people to make the law the handmaid of

private morality as one which has now been framed in Minnesota

prohibiting the sale of obscene, immoral and indecent publications and

pictures Not only does it proscribe the palpably vicious and obscene,

but it IS designed also to drive from the news stands and book-stores

all that IS grossly vulgar and offensive to good taste Any person

commits a crime who, in the words of this statute, “ sells, lends, gives

away, or shows, or has in his possession with intent to sell or give

away or show, or advertises or otherwise offers for loan, gift or distri-

bution any book, pamphlet, magazine, newspaper or other printed
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paper devoted to the pubheationi or principally made up of criminal

news, police reports, or accounts of cnminal deeds, or pictures and
stones of deeds of bloodshed, lust or enme The law was enacted at

the instance of gentlemen who have organized themsehes into a

Society foi the Prevention of Vice,^^ and their agents prbstcute under
it In the hands of indiscreet and fanatical persons such a law might

become the instrument of a censorship which would oftend our Anglo-

American traditions touching the lights and liberties of xhc press

The statute is voluminous and exhaustive, and the clauses quoted

above merely indicate its tenor Its standard of morils and literature

IS beyond the aver ige sense of the community, and its enforcement is

proving difficult It is an almost verbatim copy of the much-discussed

Comstock legislation of New York Its educational effects are salu-

tary, but the average juiy will not convict its violators

Montina has just furnished an instructive illustration of the

American disposition to rectify and improve public morals by

statute Its rough fionticr society, made up of miners and herds-

men, IS much addicted to gambling , nothing has been more open

and undisguised The last legislature enacted severe laws piohibit-

ing all forms of gaming Such legislation, of course, indicates an

improving condition of society and au awakening of moral conscious-

ness
,
but it m ly well be doubted whether laws so far in advance of

the general practice of the people have any utility Bills which

fail of passage arc sometimes as indicative of tendencies as are

tho'ae which become laws Skating-rinks for a year or two attained

a wondeiful popularity throughout the United States, and majiy

good people legaidcd their moral effects as pernicious A Bill

was introduced in the Minnesota Legislature of 1885 forbidding

persons of opposite sex to skate together, or even to be present at

the same hour on the rmk floor, and it aituallv found consider-

able support Another Bill proposed to license drinkers, and

{Hovidcd that no person should be permitted to use intoxicants or

to purchase liquors of any kind without having first obtained a

public license And this novel scheme was not without its group of

advocates

The State laws confer a wide range of powers upon local

<Srovernments
, and no better evidence of the tendency to extend

municipal functions could be adduced than the rapid and enormous

growth of local public debts, and the constant upward tendency of

municipal tax-rates The length of this article will not permit a

statement in detail of the various activities which Western local and

city Governments have assumed, but certainly such a summary

would open the eyes of those who have supposed that m the vigorous

and somewhat crude new commonwealths of America the laissez-faire

doctrine finds practical exemplification Nowhere is the disposition
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stronger to accomplish desired results through the agency of boards^,

bureaus, and departments ot the municipal Government than m
these young Western cities Paved streets, stone sidewalks, costly

seweis, great budges, systems of public waterworlgj, elaborate file

departments, street illumination, the police system, public parks and

boulevards, free public libraries and reading-rooms, magnificent

common school buildings and conspicuous public buildings of all

kinds, market-places, hospitals, workhouses, almshouses, icformi-

tones, orphanages, cemeteries—all these anili sundry other things

require large forces of officials, and call for princely revenues

Buildings are erected bv official permit, and under official supei-

vision, subject to minute directions contained m citv building

ordinances Restrimts and regulations aftcct almost cveiythiug

imaginable Public morals and public heiltli come under close

official scrutiny Jloards and inspectorships are legion Licenses

arc required for the pursuit of various avocations The spirit ol

regulation and interference manifests itself at every point

This statement of facts has not been made in a spuit of hostility

to Government regulation I have endeavoured to describe im-

partially the legislation of the North-viest While it must be

conceded that very many of these undci takings, restrictions, and

mterfereinces on the pait of the Govei ament aie advantageous and

commendable, no one who accepts the statement of facts will deny

the deplorable tendency to reckless, bclfisli, and strained employ-

ments of the State prerogative Shall the latsbcz-faire theory of

government, therefore, be yet more vigorously expounded as an

anfldotc ^ I can only reply that the theory is already accepted by

these legislators Mr Ileibert Spcncei would be surprised if he

knew how inanv were Ins disciples and admirers among the lawycis

and law-makerfc of the Western States But they find the a pttojt

doctrines they have imbibed so grotesquely foreign to the facts and

conditions about tliem, that they irc unable to establish any con-^

nection between then political philosophy and their practical work

in building States and shaping legislation The effect of the

latsses-fai7 1 dogma is so altogether demoralizing that it must be

held to a considerable degree responsible for the reckless and ill-

considered applicatiops of the State power Failing as a guide

to its adherents m matters of practical legislation, it leaves them
without rudder or compass But the conclusion does not follow

that there a^e no general views of the State and its functions which

would have a tendency to make the Government less reckless m its

assumptions and interferences 1 am of opinion that nothing else

could have so wholesome and so restraining an effect upon these

Western legislators as a thorough going comersion to the doctnnea

which radically oppose the lmssej:-fat}e school What I suggest is
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a new application of the homoeopathic theory of cunng like with

like The American Economic Association-^a new body including

as members a majority of the best political and economic students

of the country—fiankly repudiates lamez-faire^ and publishes as

the first in its " Statement of Principles “ We regard the State

as an agency whose positive assistance is one of the indispensable

conditions of human progress Let this doctrine be accepted

without qualification Let it be understood that it is within the

legitimate province of the State to do anything and everything I

am convinced that the result of an emancipation from the laisu::-

fatre bugbear, which now everts so unfortunate an influence, would

be a more careful and scientific law-making Eacli new piopositioii

would have to stand oi fall on its sheer merits Statistical and

comparative study would be accorded a higher value The delusion

that Government is a ^'necessary evil/' the fallacy that social

co-opeiatiou in the form of State activity is an emasculating

^^paternalism/' and the doctrinaire assumption that the State

should be restricted to a very few iiegitive functions—these all

having been swept away, there would appear at once the most

intelligible and practical reasons whv good judgment and caution

should be exercised in adding to the undertakings of the State

The possibilities of novel legislation having been apparently increased,

responsibility would be increased in moie than like measure Legis-

lation would be subjected to keener scrutiny, business conservatism

would have freer and more potent operation as a check, and there

would be a disposition to elect abler and safer law-maktis Ilobby-

ridcis, fanatics, and sclf-seckmg special interests would have greater

difficulty in getting their foolish or objectionable measures into the

statute-books It would be recognized as the business of Government

to do those things which, under the cireurastanecs existing for any

given period, it could do wisely and well , and it would’be held the

business of legislators to decide, m the light of all the tacts, what

those things were The theories of a Herbert Spencer could afford

little practical aid, and neither could tlm theories of a Henry George

,

for the lats9€z-fai)e doctrine of government is as foreign to the true

genius of social and political life in the Western States as is the

ultra-Sociahstic doctrine

Albeki Shaw



THE PLAYWRIGHTS OP PARIS

F
rom the point of view of the native English playwright, the

actual condition of the French stage should appeal to be most
satisfactory, for the reason that French plays are becoming less and
less suitable for adaptation into English, and consequently that happy
day must be approaching when the London managers will be obliged

to appeal to the dramatic talent of their countrymen, instead of

wasting money on buying the refusal of Parisian no\ cities It is

true that, beforO taking this gra\e determination, the London
managers will exhaust the resources of revivals

,
yet those resources

are limited, and sooner or later the playwrights must have the joy
of seeing Mr Irving iisk a failure, and of applauding Mrs Kendal
in a genuinely English character But if the days of adaptations from
the French are numbered, why should we concern ourselves with the

contemporary French staged Why speak with praise or blame of
authors whose works can be of no practical use to our enlightened

managers, and of but little interest to our English public ? I hope
to answer these questions in the following pages, in which I shall

endeavour, not so much to pass judgment on particular pieces,

actors, or authors, as to set forth methods and tendencies, to

explain facts and not to propound theories My conviction is that

if dramatic art is to be resuscitated in England, the effort of our
playwrights must be directed by a spirit similar in tendency to that

which guides the militant plavwrights of contemporary France Let
us attempt to discover what is the spirit and aim of these militant

French writers

Take the playbills of the theatres of Pans during the past ten

years Who are the prominent authors? Who are the veterans

and who are the young campaigjiers ^ The founders of the modern
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French stage (Scribe, Hugo, and the elder Dumas) have not yet

been entirely relegated to the museum of literary antiquities

Augier and Labiche have retired from active service, but still win

applause with their acquired laurels Meilhac and Halevy have

dissolved partnership, and Meilhac alpne has failed to keep up the

reputation of the old firm Then we ha\e the younger Dumas,
Sardou, Dennery, Gondinet, Pailleron, Ohnet, and Becque And
finally the novelists Goncourt, Daudet, and Zola 1 select only

typical names, and omit intentionally many young authors whose

talent has been manifested only within the limits of well-known

formula?, which are all more or less modifications of the formula of

Scribe

Now, of the above-mentioned celebrated authors, the best known
have already ceased to exercise literary influence No French play-

wright would think of taking Hugo, for instance, as his model ,
and

the more recent revivals of Hugo's pieces have been found intolerable

even when interpreted m the most excellent manner Why ^

Because the conventionality of the characters is flagrant, and

because the Parisians of the present day demand at least a semblance

of reality and a minimum of humanity in stage plays Hugo^s

pieces could be adequately represented by means of marionettes, the

verse being declaimed behind the scenes
, for, after all, Hugo the

playwright was a brilliant rhetorician, who propounded lyrically a

certain number of ideas, of antitheses, and of moial generalities by

means of conventional characters cast in mouldst that vary but

very slightly in the diflcicnt f^lays Saint-Vallier, Naiigis, and Buy
Gomez , Blanche, Marion, and Dona Sol, are identical masks,

although they beai different names in the three pieces of Le Eoi

s'amuse,^' ^'Marion Delorme,” and “Hernani” Nowadays, the

French still ajiplaud the poet, but no longer the dramatist Half

a century ago, when Hugo's pieces were played by actors full of

romantic fire, and penetrated with the electricity of the grandiose

language, the ringing rhymes, and the prestigious metaphors, they

must have produced a far different effect from that which they now
yield when played by contemporary actors, who, in order to satisfy

both themselves and the public, seek natural effects and the illusion

of real life Hugo's plays do not appeal to the sensations, but to

the soul , they arc as abstract as the classical tragedies of Corneille

and Bacinc , and withal less human, because they arc less observed

and less analytic The mtheu of the pieces is as conventional as

the characters, and this is why realism of scenery and of costumes

docs not augment their effect, or throw the action into stronger

iMief The modern literary audience of the Comedie Fran9ai8e is

keenly alive to the psychological nullity of Hugo's plays, with their

parade of masks labelled ^'pnde,^' "satanic malice,” ^'Castilian*
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honour/' blind love/' pare soul in a vile body/' and so forth

As far as patter is concerned, the dramatic works of Victor Hugo
are simply the rhetonc^of 1830, darkened by Wertherism and

JByronism—an antiquated rhetoric apparelled in vejrse of magnificent

beauty

And yet the plays and prefaces of Hugo sounded in the old days

like the clarions of war and of victory Yes but the great object

of the romantic movement m France was to overthiow the formula

of classical tragedy , there was no question of substituting realism

in the place of conventionalism The Ilornanticists opposed passion

and sublimity against cold correctness The Romantic movement

was simply a question of costume and of rhetoric

The historical drama of the elder Dumas seems to be as thoroughly

worn out as the romantic*drama of lingo The modern drama and the

melodrama remain, but the old formula of Dennery no longer suffices

infallibly, as was proved by the scofling ot “ the gods " at a recent

revival of “ La Gr ice de Dieii " In the ordniaiy drama you know
in advance what will be the dtnomment^ but you do not know how the

author will reach his goal , indeed his skill consists precisely in compli-

cating incidents, and thereby increaging the pleasure of the public as he

leads them towaids the solution of the riddle The pleasure derived

fioni this kind ot dramatic art is purely physical , the eflcct is sure and

violent , and literature and taste have nothing to do with it The

processes of the old fairy piece, and of the spectacular scientific piece,

are similar to those of the melodrama In the one you have half a

do7en persons acting under the influence of a good and of a bad genius,

and the skill of the author lies in inventing catastrophes, obstacles,

and hair-breadth escapes, and in hnally rewarding viitue and

punishing wickedness In the scientific tairy piece you have a traitor

and a saviour who fulfil the offices of the good and ot the bad genius ,

and the catastrophes and obstacles, instead of being miraculous, are

possible, such as the elements, wild beasts, the explosion of a steam-

boat boiler, the wreck ot a railway train Such is the mechanism

employed in Jules Verne’s pieces, which arc not presentations of

real life m real surroundings, for the characters are absolutely con-

ventioiial, and the discoveries of science intervene at will precisely as

talismans and genii in the old spectacular fairy piece

Sardou, I need hardly say, does not enjoy the literary esteem of

his Fiench contemporaries No one would be foolish enough to

deny his prodigious skill, his comprehension of gross scenic efiect^

his qualities of amusing movement Sardou has written one historical

drama, " Patrie,'^which holds the stage ,
he aimed at literary success

and failed in Haine," and since then he has deliberately

fought vulgar applapse and the money it produces with a cymea)

singleness of purpose which at least fortifies him againlst mtucism
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His process of puzzle construetmg is to choose an actuahit, that is to

say, some fact of momentary public interest , to present that fact by
means of the requisite number of characters who will enact a drama
in a mtheit which will lend itself to the painting of manners Such
pieces are Itabagas,^^ “ La Famille Benoiton/* Dora,^^ and

‘ Fedora Sardou made a successful incursion into the domain of

spectacular drama, with Thcodoi a In “ Geoigettc he trespassed

on Dumas’ territory and waa punished by failure In Le Croco-

dile he attempted to dethrone lules "Verne in the realm of the

scientihco-geograpbical spectacular piece, and was louted so miserably

that he has almost ruined the theatrical manager who seconded his

venture All wc need say to characteruerSardou's work is that it is

essentially anecdotic and amusing
,
the author^s chiefest concern is to

hide the strings by whigh he pulls his marionettes and makes them
manoeuvre entertainingly

Labiehe for more than thirty years has personified laughter in

France lie has achieved the ideal of the vaudeville, into which he

has put a wonderful amount of observation , and yet he is neither a

miftraliat nor a philosopher, but simply a laughei, who even m vice

sees only comic incidents The expiession ot his broad, human, racy

and abundant to it is laughter, and laughter alone But is not

laughter the essence of th# vaudeville, wheie even the most abomin-

able and the most tragic situations neither revolt nor terrify us, since

we know that it is all mdke-bclicvc, puisqne Cest pour nre ^

Now, let us compare L ibielic s Chapeau de paille d Italic ” with

a comedy-vaudeville by Meilhac and Haltvy, ^‘La Boule,^^ tor instance,

or, better still, La Cigalc^^ We are here m presence of the.

expression of two epochs, of two different societies Meilhac and

Halcvy are laughers too, but their laugh is not like the broad, ]olly

and sometimes Rabelaisian laugh of Labiche
,

it is rather a nervous

laugh, less human, less spontaneous The invention of the piece toe

IS narrower, the manners depicted are not common to French

liumamty , on the contrary, they are almost exclusively Parisian, and

the wit and dialogue are perhaps not thoroughly intelligible outside

the fortifications ot Paris And the formula, the framework ot the

piece, the Jicelks so necessary, according to the doctrines of Scribe

and Sardou, and of Sarcey, the great critic ? Yes, let us look for

the formula After all, perhaps Meilhac and Haldvy have abandoned

the methods bf Scribe and Sardou Evidently, the interest of their

comedies does not he in plot and intrigue ,
it lies simply m the

painting of isolated tableaux The first act of all their comedies la

invariably excellent, because in it they present tlleir characters by

analyzing them in an exact manner, basing their analysis on observa-

tion In the succeeding acts this exact portraiture of some ongmal

phase of contemporary hfe is developed slightly m the dtreotion of
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caricature, and at the same time an element of fantastic and nervous

gaiety is introduced, often in order to show to advantage the special

and eccentric gifts of certain actors But in all the comedies of

Meilhac and Halevy, there will be found an admirable endeavour to

put on the stage, in scrupulously exact material surroundings, some

onginal detail revealed by clever analysis of modern French life

The humanity of Meilhac and Halevy is limited and essentially

Parisian, but their dramatic formula 4s liberal and broad The
humanity depicted by Alexander Dumas the younger, is eien more

exceptional than that of Meilhac and Halevy, foi one cannot

always describe it as Parisian , it is a humanitv created specially

by Dumas for the requirements of his argument Not that one

can accuse Dumas of lack of observation, for no man is more

keenly alive to all that is going on in modern Pans than the author

of “ Francillon
” And it is, thanks to his aleit curiosity, that

Dumas, with his very marked personality, lemains " in the move-

menV^ as the Parisians say, whereas his gieat rival Augier has

become fossilised in his retreat at Croissy, wheie he lives shut out

from the world, and refusing to go down to the port and see whlit

the ships bring in Dumas, on tlie contrarv, is const intly sauntering

along the jetty, questioning the bronzed captains and the young

midshipmen, gossippiug with the traveIRcrs, and examining the

cargoes that the stevedores of literature arc unloading Doubtless,

many of the novelties brought ashore irritate him , but at any rate

he knows that they exist , he is not protected from their influence

by a cuirass of deliberate indiflerencc In his last piece, Fran*-

cillon," for instance, the minute exactitude of certain details of

mtse en seine and of pantomime show that Dumas is fully aware of

the efforts which are being made to transport on to the stage the

realism of the modern novel Indeed, whatever may be said about

Francillon —and certainly no one who knows modern Pans will

deny that this pernicious picture of insinuating corruption rests on

a basis of observation—it must be admitted that it is the production

of a fine and distinguished intellect, but ot an intellect whose Ideal

IS practical before it is artistic I do not mean to say that Dumas
IS a practical diamatist in the sense that, like Sardou, be aims only

at j)ecuniary success , but simply that he regards the theatre as a

sort of lay pulpit from which to proclaim social, moral, and philo-

sophical truths Dumas is a preacher and a moralist , lie wishes to

be m his way a legislator and to tiansform the world But,

whether he poses as preacher or legislator, he must have an

audience , for tib mouth that speaks labours la vain if there

be no ear to receive the good word Now, the only way to

attract an audience is to interest, to move, to amuse, and

therefore Dumas employs all the means which his mtlieu, thp stage.
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places at his disposal for this purpose Having an idea, a paradox,

or a truth to expound, he chooses some fact, some series of facts, or,

in other words a dramatic action, which renders that idea or truth

living, logical, and conclusive to the spectator's mind This method
is directly contrary to tlie theory of art for art's sake—a theory by
the way a Inch was not that of jEschylus, Sophocles, or Euripides,

nor yet of Corneille or of Molicre, who never neglects to set forth

the moral of Ins comedies by the mouth of some Thouvenin or some
Olivier de Jalui There arc minds of exquisite fibre which are

satisfied with the purely plastic attitude of things
, there are minds

of singular subtlety which delight in the analysis of sentiments and
ideas , there are, again, minds which are disposed to ponder over the

notions of good and evil, to discuss and judge conduct, to seek the

solution of moral and religious problems The spectacle of life is

immense and varied enough to justify all these points of view,

whether of sensation, or of psychology, or of conscience The

essential thing is, that in the rcpioduction of the spectacle of reality

which art gives, the impression of beauty, the delicacy ot the

mechanism of the soul, or the workings of conscience or of moial

motives, should be presented by means of possible, logical, and real

beings This is not often the case in the plays of Alexander Dumas,

who does not always distinguish between the logic that is based upon

truth and the logic that rests upon paradox It has been uell said

that Dumas starts indeed from truth and reality, but lie uses truth

simply as a springboard whence to lump into a region created

by his own fancy The criticism is just, and the whole theatrical

skill of Dumas consists in so da/szhng you with the apparent

and swift logic of his true or filsc reasoning, so bewildering

you with the unceasing fiicworks of hes wit, so fiscinating you

with the rapid and amusing enunciation of his specious

arguments, that it is only when you are putting on your

overcoat m the vestibule of the theatre, that you begin to perceive

that, in spite of an air of profundity, Dumas' reasoning is superficial,

paradoxical, and full of pitfalls And, the more you think over the

piece, the more you admire the cleverness of the conjuring, which is

indeed so dexterous that the author himself is dupe of the prodigious

skill of his dialogued argumentation, and believes sincerely that his

reasoning puppets arc facsimiles of real living men, althoiigl they all

talk like Dumas^ and although they all scmtiliatc with witticisms

and epigrams bearing the trade-mark of the author Nay, more

,

not only does Dumas create types to personify ideas of his own, but,

so excellently is the type constructed, that from the stage it has a

reflex action on Parisian humanity Thus have we seen in Fans

women who have moulded themselves on the model of the impro-

bable type of Mrs Clarkson in " L’Etrangere,^^ which, though pro-
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Bounced unanimously, at the time 'when the play was produced, to

be impossible and unreal, has since become^ by this curious Yeflex

action of the dramatist, both possible and real In brief, we may

concluae that in his plays Dumas does not paint human nature at

iar^e ,
absorbed by his moral themes of the social relations of men

and women of the upper classes, he confines himself to the study of

particular cases , and as a rule his characters represent ideas, and not

essentially and primarily men and women Even admitting the

relative humanity of some of his characters, notably of his women,

one IS tempted to condemn Dumas as a corrupter, rather than to

laud him as a moralist The atmosphere of nearly all his pieces is

laden with the equivocal odours that rise from certain phvsiological

phenbmeua when obsened too closely—it smells of opoponax and

heliotrope, and of the voluptuous perfumes of uncdifymg boudoirs

After all what does one care whether Erancillon be a wronged wife,

a patient for Charcot, or a future Baronne d^Ange? As a woman she

is a peculiar product of a very limited and little known social rone,

she IS a Pansienne, if you will, but a very exceptional Pansienne

The authors whom I have already noticed have been, or still ate,

famous for their success , but the most successful man of the day and

of the century, both as a dramatist and as a novelist, is M Georges

Ohnet By the number of his editions and by the long runs of his

plays he leaves far behind him all his French contemporaries Indeed,

his success is unparalleled in the annals of French bookselling, and in

the annals of the French stage M Ohnet is a very ingenious and
prudpnt gentleman he never risks a new story or a new plot , his

subjects are all old stagers which ha\e been tried and approved by
the public , his inspiration is twofold, bourgeois on the one hand and

romantic on the other—bourgeois, inasmuch as he delights to paint

the victory of the plebeian over the noblesse
,
romantic in that he

invariably depicts the triumph of virtue over vice In some of his

novels and plays the glorihcation of commerce and industry domi-

nates, in otheis it is the praise of virtue which pievails
,
in all the

author shows his almost equal respect for the Ecole Polytechnique,

and the Faubourg St Germain Far be it from mo to reproach M
Ohnet with the oldness of his subjects , all subjects are old, but the

triumph of the artist is precisely in rejuvenating these old themes by
the invention of chaiaetcrs, by the study of manners, by novelty of

form, by his personal vision of reality M Ohnet has absolutely no
artistic quality , his novels and plays have no literary merit, because

the characters which he puts on the scene have no personality and no
individual existexicc, and because the situations in which they act

have lost all interest, from the fact that they have been wotte^^out by
long service Like the dramatis persoum of Hugo’s romantic dramas
M Ohnet’s characters are conventional masks of the most exasperat-
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ing commonplaceness^marionettes oli which are hung labels,

kindness, ^^Tperjury," ^'devilwh wicfcedtiess/^ "angelic

goodness ” In one piece the marionette noble woman " is won by
the manonette " plebeian man

, in " Lise Fleuron ” we have a

marionette ticketed " virtuous actress who has only one lover and
keeps her old mother , " this good manonette is blonde^ and is of

course persecuted by a wicked brunette , in the " Grande Marniere

we have once more the marionette " handsome plebeian," who loves

the marionette " aristocratic lady," and their love is crossed by the

hostility of their respective parents But the summum of sickening

banality has been reached by M Ohnet in his last piece, " La Com-
tesse Sarah " The marionette labelled " Sarah, eccentric demon is

married in the first act to a marionette labelled " old general " The
starting-point is the union of a young Mife and an old husband

Given that Sarah is a demon and that the old general is still m active

service, what will happen ^ Evidently the old general will fare no

better than Sganarelle And who will be the instrument of the

disaster ? The general^s aide de-camp And who shall represent

virtue in the pioee ^ The gencral^s niece, lAom we will call Blanche,

because she is pure Nay, she is even purer than swan’s-down or

driven snow, so wc will call her Blanche de Cygne Now we will

set the marionette’s " virtue " and " vice " to fight , the old general

shall represent abnegation and saerihce
,
the aide-de-camp shall be

saved from the clutches of the demon Sarah, and married to the

angel Blanche
,
in the last act the triumph of virtue will be noted,

and the demon Sarah will drown herself, thus demonstrating the fact

that m this world of M Ohnet vice is always punished and virtue

always rewarded

Evidently M Ohnet’s n* els and plays have no place in literature

any more than the fbuilletons of the Petit Journal, to which they

arc often inferior M Ohnet is the abomination of literary France

And yet it cannot be denied that he is a singularly clever and rarely

gifted gentleman, unique in his way, for up till now no rival has

appeared who is sufficiently gifted to be able to produce an identical

article of commciee—an article which seems like literature, and

therefore flatters the bourgeois , and an article which exactly fits the

mind of the bourgeois because he can understand all that the writer

says , because he can comprelicnd all his dreams, the writcr^s ideal

being the exact counterpart of his own
, and because, in the happy

dinouement and in the lying embellishment of this disjointed world,

the bouigeois finds consolation " M Ohnet," says the bourgeois,

not without some truth, " is not like those horrid literary novelists

who testify you by their audacious situations, and disconcert the

simple reader by their mysterious refinements and artistic arcana

which only the mandarins can appreciate
"
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Next let us come to the reformers and revolutionanes, to the

malcontents whose ideas have been making rapid progress within the

past ten years^and whose leaders are Alphonse Daudj^t; Zola, Edmond
de Goncourt—m theory and by his considerable literary influence

—

and Ilenri Becque, who battles on his own account, but in the same

cause as the novelists just mentioned Now, it is not my intention

to father theories upon any of these eminent writers, or to represent

any one of them as the inventor of a new formula To this delusive

honour they do not aspire, being fulljr convinced that no new technical

process or formuhi has aver produced a new and living art, and that

no theory or system can be made ample enough to contain all the

manifestations of art Nowadays one would no ihorc think of

writing a grammar of the dramatic ait than one would think of

writing a jrammai of the arts of design, as the late Chailes Blanc

did at a not distant epoch, when the antiquated pscudo-science of

aesthetics had not yet been disdainfully abandoned to the speculations

of collegians fresh from the lecture-room In all the arts, the only

safety is to start from reality, the only fountain of Jouvcncc for a

worn-out or misguided ait is the return to reahtv Reality mu'^t

inspire the aitist's thought, for healthy and robust novelty comes

from new observation, and not from a new formula This statenunit

sums up in brief the whole artistic movement of contemporary

Trance, both in the plastic, the literal y, and even the musical arts

The tendency which even the conservative and less perspicacious

critics, like Sarcey, arc forced to admit is that the young generations

are rebellious to the charms of the old vaudeville, of the

conventional tragedy, of the well constructed puzzle-pieces of

Scribe and Sardou, and even of the se^on-picccs of Dumas with

all their brilliancy and ability They ^mand on the stage more
direct, more exact and more minute obscrvafion of reality The
old-fashioned critics protest in the name of the laws of theatrical

perspective ” Daudet^s Sapho and his new piece " Numa
Roumestan,^' Bccquc's ^‘Corbeaux^^ and “La Pansienne,” Erckmann-
Chatrian^H L^ami Fritz,^^ indeed every play that is not constructed

according to the formula of Scribe is condemned by the conservatives

in their stock phrase ** ce n^est pas du thedtre What does this

mean ? It means simply that the formula of Scribe, created

yesterday, will j5xist no longci to-moriow It means that during

the past fifty years plot, intrigue, and framework have taken the

lion^s share in Trench dramatic literature It means that the formula

of Scribe has acquired great authoritybecause it has enabled the French

to manufacture plays for exportation, plays which can be acted any-

where and everywhere because they have no accent, no “Vigorous

native stamp, no individuality, and because the characters are

marionettes without nationality or personality, manoeuvring in a set
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of worn-out or absurd situations In England these puppets can

be dressed as Englishmen, in Germany ^ Germans, in Russia as

Russians
, they mere details in a neatly constructed mechanism

which is easily intelligible to the crowd and holds the attention of

tne public by purely physical curiosity For half a century," it is

said with pride by some French critic^, “ our dramatists have supplied

the stages of all the capitals of Europe " This is no proof ol the

superiority of the French dramatists on the contrary, it is an
indication that their plays have been wanting in racy originality

You can adopt into English " Le Maitrc de Forges , " you can make
an Anglo-French marmalade out of Odette or " Fedora ,

" you
can mutilate a vaudeville and convert it into" l^nk Dominoes , " but

^ou cannot transplant “ L^Arlesieniie" from her native soil any more
than you can render the character of Sir John Palstaft by a French

translation of the role And this fact goes to explain my anticipa-

tion of a renascence of English dramatic ait owing to the very dearth

of adaptable French material The morality of the French stage

and the nature of the subjects of French pieces are here out of the

question the point to be remembered is that the old formulse are

going out of fashion, and that the piece the whole interest of which

rests on combinations of situations, on the arrangement of the

elements of a rebus, no longer monopolizes the French stage

Furthermore, it is by abandoning the old formulse and by starting

from reality, in the spirit of the modern French artists, that our own
playwrights may liope to create personal, original, and native pieces,

peopled by English characters acting in a milieu of English life and

manners

As I have already said, the dramatic reform movement in Franco

originates with the novelists Compared with the magnihcent

development of the novel and of lyric poetry, as represented by

Balzac and Victor Hugo, the dramatic art of modern France seems

paltry Above all, dramatic art has not conquered that complete

liberty which is the privilege of the novel and of poetry
, it is still

paralyzed by conventions of all kinds, which, however, are happily

being broken down
,
and none have |pntributcd more towaids this

desirable end than Emile Zola by his polemical writings, amr

Alphonse Daudet by his two last pieces, ‘^Sapho" and ‘^Numa

Roumestan " I am sufficiently familiar with the ideas of these two

eminent writers to venture to present them in an impartial resume

for the consideration of our English playwrights As for the novelist,

so for the dramatist, Daudet believes that the great and indispens-

able gif||je the gift of observation, the gift of seeing life Evidently

in a pli^m in a novel, composition is necessary , that is to say,

that, within fixed limits of space or of time, the author must know

how to present h|s characters and to make them act their parts in
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tlie story But how shall they act? Shall their deeds be regulated

by a set foimula, and sha^ there be without fail the scene h faire

which Sarcey is always looking out for? The sc^ hfceire belongs

to the antiquated conception of the stage-play as a rebus or an
arithmetical problem, m which, from certain given elements, you
can guess the solution Daudet, on the contrary, pretends not to

construct puzzles, but to reproduce on the stage aspects of real life

as he has seen and felt them
, and, his vision of reality being

personal, he proposes to give us something original and unexpected

Is there a schie a /aii e in " Macbeth,'* he would ask ? In the

matter of dinoiiementSy again, Daudet is equally opposed to the

system of those authors whose chief aim is to please the public by

facile optimism What * during four acts,** ho exclaims, I sef^

forth my characters on the stage with a care for truth, and in the

fifth act I must make these characters belie themselves because the

public demands a happy conclusion, which will not interfere with

the tranquillity of its nights rest ? If the theatre is to attract

artists it must be freed from conventional characters and from the

tricks of formula, and the artist must be allowed, both in his text

and by scenery and pantomime, to aim at that illusion of reality,

of mtheu, and of ambient atmosphere, which he obtains in the novel

by means of description and observation

Here it may be noticed that Daudet regards diamatic art from a

point of view directly opposed to the point of view of Dumas, for

instance
^ Daudet does not conclude , he docs not consider it his

business to draw the moral which may be implied by the story he

tells , nor does he think it sulHcient to study character and to seek

the hidden springs of human action , he desires above all things to

reproduce with the life of art the real human being with his plastic

aspect, his gestures, his attitudes, his manners and customs, his

habit of body, of life, and of mind And this individual man or

woman that he c\okes in his novels, he wishes to transport still

more realistically on to the stage This, too, is the ambition of

Becque, ftnd of Zola *

In answer to these pretenses of the novelists, and in answer to

the realism of action and dimogue in Becque’s Parisienne,” for

example, the critics object that the dramatist^s art is a synthetic art,

and the novelist^s art an analytic art , that the dramatic poet creates

characters by means of concentration and simplification, and the

novelist by means of analysis and the accumulation of contrasting facts

and sentiments This objection is a remnant of the eternal mama
for making theories and raising obstacles Is there no im^yais in

Hamlet ^ Is not Corneille an analyst ? And Mobereiflllracters,

do they not analyse themselves in long speeches, and are the^f not

planted before the public in characteristic attitudes ? ^^Are not Moli^re^s

personages real types which stand^t, like the portraits of Velasquez,
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hfe-sizc on the grey neutral background of a simple plot, which,

with its facts and episodes, is always subordinated to the ebaraqters ^

Does Corneille ^rouble himself about the denouement Of his trage-

dies, or about these compfications dear to Sci^ibe which aie destined

to make the spectator pant with expectation ^ After all, what is

the burden of Zola^s doctrine in Ins two volumes of dramatic

criticism, *^No8 auteurs dramatiques/^ and ''Lc Natujalismo au
Theatre ?

”
It is the perpetual contrast of the formula of Scribe

and Sardou with the formula of Corneille and Moliere, of the

complicated mechanism of the former, and the simplicity of the

latter
,
of the profound typical humanity of the one, and the con-

ventionality and wire-pulling of the other In the dramatic formula

H)f the seventeenth century we find long descriptions, minute narra-

tives, interminable analysis In the formula ot Scribe and Sardou

we find no description, no analysis, nothing but action and incident,

the desire to amuse cmtinually and rapidly The spectators of

Corneille, Moliere, and %egnard, were content to listen
,
the spec-

tators of to-day demand the action itself and not the description of

it
,
they want to see the characters going and coming and luing in

their natural mhtu In the satisfaction of this demand dramatic

art has gained in scenic reality, but it has lost in superior truth,

because the facts have been allowed t# predominate at the expense

of the personages who have? become conventional puppets , in other

words, in the piece with a plot there remains n||hing but action,

while the study of chai actor has disappeared Tne whole ideal of

Zola is to keep and improve tne framework of reality, and to restore^

in the composition of the piece, the simplicity of the classical

writers, their psychological and phvsiological analysis, and their

-secret of allowing the idea to develop by itself from the very logic

of the sentiments of the characters In short, Zola regards the

etage as a living pictuic where man is the most important element,

where facts are determined only by acts, and where the eternal

subject remains the creation of original figures animated by human

passions In his pieces like " L^Assommoir and Le Ventre dc

Pahs,^^ Zola has already shown llxat the old melodrama can be trans-

formed by exactness in scenery and characters, and by the presenta-

tion of a simple and popular story lu a framework of reality As for

his sombre and incomplete tragedy of "lienee, produced last month

at the Vaudeville, no one is more ready to criticize it than the author

himself His fame as a novelist, and his uncompromising audacity

a polemist, have created for Zola <an exceptional position lu

contemporary French literature the public expects too much from

him alli^t- once , Zola the producer is judged by the standards laid

^down by Zola the cntic, and he is naturally found wanting, for it is

given to no man to realize his ideal. Happy the man who succeeds

8c3
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in expressing a fragment of that truth which is m him * P^r from

condemning “ Renee ” without appeal, I should be rather tempted to

anticipate a new judgment in ten years^ tiipe, when ” Rcnfe,” with all

its defects, will be classed finally as marking a curious and typical

stage in the author^s dramatic development Meanwhile let us regard

“Ren&” as a simple experiment, and, this being the case, the mere fact

that the p!ece held the stage at all, in spite of the hostility and even

the absolute mendacity of certain Parisian critics, proves that the

public takes an interest in the experiment and recognizes the strength

and the concise verity of many scenes in the piece

The question of the new French dramatic formula is thus very

simple, when it is cleared of all the misunderstandings which con-

troversy breeds , it is merely the outcome of a natural tendency to*

transport to the stage the realism which the modern public demands

and appreciates in the novel Pieces like Paillcron^s Age ingrat/^

GondineFs Cliib/^ Erckmann-Chatrian’s ^ L’ami Frilz/^ and the

comedies of Meilhac and Ilalevy, have militated in favour of the

moveiftent lUst as much as DaudeFs Sapho or Bccque’s " Parisi-

enne^^ The continual pi ogress of the tendency is certain. Now,
what "^ill be the consequence from the point of view of the English

manager ^ French plaj s, as they become less conventional, will

become less adaptable Therft is no question here ot subjects or of

morality, or of delicacy, or indelicacy The French may be left to

look after their moral welfare, and we have enough to do to look

after our own The fact to be considered is that, as the French

play ceases to be a play of plot, where the characters can readily be

conventionalized by the adapter if they arc not sufficiently conven-

tional in the origiiidl , and as the French play becomes more and

more a national production, peopled with obsericd French types,

who act as Frenchmen in French surroundings
,
the French stage will

become more and more unintelligible to an English audience, and

therefore useless to our English adapters Hence, unless our English

theatres are all converted into music-halls, the managers will be

obliged to call upon English playwrights for pieces 'Will the play-

wrights be ready ^ At present there seems no reason to despair , we
have already native writers who have given more than mere promise

English life, both middle-class and popular, presents a vast field

which the observation of the dramatist may utilize, and the moment
such observation can find a market we xftay be sure tliat its products

will be forthcoming The first step to be taken is to shake off the

yoke of adaptation from the French
, and, m so doing, wo shall

simply be working m the spint of the present reformers of the

French stage, whose motto is observe and create S%rely no
English playwright will deny that reality is a more interesting and
inspiring starting point than a scenario by Victorien Qardou

Tueodorb Cbilu
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,«riiH15 Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle^' is an educa-

JL tional organization effected in America about ten jears ago.

Its first decade Ins been ci owned with a success which seems to

justify the enthusiasm of its projectors and members, and which

certainly commends its unique aims and methods to the critical

examination of all who are interested in the cause of popular

education It enrols a membership of more than one hundred

thousdttd persons, few of whom are under twentj^one years of age

They arc to be found, not only in the United States and Canada,

but also in Great 33ritain, on the Continent of Europe, in India,

China, South Africa, and the Isles of the Sea There are

circles of readers in the Sandwich Islands More than nineteen

hundred native members have been reported from Japan The

Circle has leceived the unqualified approval of eminent educa*

tors, of statesmen, and of clergymen, who have taken time to

examine its aims, organizaiiou, and plans of operation

It is the distinctive mission of the Chautauqua Literary and

Scientific Circle ” to direct the reading habits of that great majority

in every community—the full-grown people who are no longer in

the schools It is an “ after ^school for those who .have rtccivcd

the best that the educational institutions, at their best, can give

,

and for those also—and I might almpst say, especially for those—ivho,

from necessity, or fronfr waywaidness, abandoned all educational insti-

tutions long before the best influence of these institutions was

possible, and wbo now, awakened to a sense of loss and of imperative

need, desire the assistance which once they could not appreciate

and therefore deliberately rejected There arc many people of this class

in every community No educational provisions arc made for them
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For the infant, the kindergarten and primary school are ready

Graded schools serve him until the college approves and accepts

him Leaving the highest college class, he passes into the hands of

special instructors in his chosen profession Prom the beginning of

his career he is cared for
^
Rooms, desks, books, tasks, hours are

assigned Teachers stand ready to answer his questions, or, in that

wisest way of help, to ask other questions, which lead him to

think hj^s own way into knowledge and strength Everything tends

to make him a student—academic halls, scholarly associations,

memorials that inspire by woithy examples of honourable success,

and living teachers who, by power of personal influence, quicken him
to desire and to resolve upon achic\ement But these favoured

classes, from the humble pupil on the lowest form of the primary

9 school to the winner of prizes in the University, constitute but a

small minority of the population And, notwithstanding the advan-

tages I have described, I am sorry to believe that a majority of thia

minority is made up of usually reluctant and apathetic students

They go to school because they must go Ilcccss, vacation, and final

release from the bondage of lessons and pedagogue n-re hailed with

delight It IS the majority that comes prematurely into this free-

dom Then follow a few years of indolence or of mere manual

labour , then regrets because of forfeited opportunity , then long-

ings after a culture once possible but now unattainable ,
then

deliberate abandonment to mercenary oi other unworthy aims in

life
, no reading, or worse than none , no perspective, ambi-

tion , " frivolity, sclf-gratification, deterioration, stupidity The
better society within reach is avoided because of its higher

standard Such souls marry their oun kind Children grow up

without desire for education, or they soon find how little father

and mother know abojjt the school-world, and how little they care

for the things which the best teachers comfhend and emphasize All

the tendencies of that household arc in the wrong direction Evil

influences multiply Wrong political opinions easily find place, and,

arc strengthened by a sense of separation between themselves and

the more self-respecting families of the community Households'

that do not struggle upwards are, under any government and under

any civilization, centres of corrupting influence, social, political, and

religious The nations need^ Homes with love and lofty ideals in

thorn, with hope, and courage, ‘aj^d the ardent desire that beget

united and continued effort The political reftrraers wlio forget the
" domestic power must fail in their schemes for the betterment **

of the race We talk much and sagely about beginning with the

children ” Wise social regenerators begin with the parents of the

children They turn their attention to the four walla of ^"^the

living room —to its pictures, its books, its magaames, its decora-
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tions, its talk, and its atmosphere If children are to speak the

English language accurately, mother and father must be their

teachers Jf they are to receive correct ideas of truthfulness^ justice,

self-denial, sympathy with the needy, fidelity to principle in busines*^,

loyalty to the nation, love of learning, and reverence for religion,

these ideas are to be given at home, by those who are with them
earliest, with them longest, know them best, and wield the Jargest

power over them in the most susceptib^p years of life We talk

superficially about the power of early impressions, and give diiblets

of religious teaching in catechumen classes and Sunday schools, for-

getting that contmuousTiess of influence is as much a factor in

education as specific acts of teaching
,
that a day of orifeuary life

may easily neutralize a month of Sunday and Church instruction

,

and that to produce early impressions that will endure we must
^

control the parents who control the children three hundred and

sixty-five days every year

When these people out of school—these grown-up men and

women who are getting old, and who are m danger of losing hope,

these parents and directors of home life—when they are once

awakened to the possibilities that still await their acceptance in the

realm of education, they do not find the assistance which comes so

early and so abundantly to the juvenile members of their households

They find no direction, no books prescribed, no tasks, no hours, no

helps, no teachers Are they not too old for these devices ^ Are

they children, that one must lead and feed them ^ It would be

undignified for such as they to accept advice and to come under

anything like restraint They may read, to be sure But they do

not know what to read The world is full of books, but who can

feel sure that what he reads is the best, or that he is not wasting

time in the reading ^ Nor do these people always know what they

like, nor with any definiteness or certainty what they ought to

like They may have (everybody does have) some peculiar gift and

adaptation, the discovery and development of which might be a re-

modelling of their whole intellectual life But how shall this work

be begun ^ Who will make a voyage of discovery and find the San

Salvador of their new life^ How much more they seem now to

need a teacher than when they were children ^ He was near them

once They did not appreciate hxm*^ Now, when they peed him, he

does not put in an appearance, and they are ashamed to ask for him

And be it remembered that these adults are, intellectually, at their

best This IS not the common idea Childhood is the time for

study, age for service Seneca says’ ^^It is an absurd and base
^

thing to see an^^old man at his A B C [eUmentanm senex) We
should lay-up m our youth what we are to make use of in our old

age.*' * Seneca is only in part right Educational opportunities lost
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la youth are not for ever lost Failure up to twenty-one is not

necessarily final failure A man of forty,-five may be worth more, is

probably worth more, for intellectual work, than a boy ^f fourteen

He has a less ready and retentive memory, but more power of

application , less desire to win prizes in competitive examinations,

more desire to get useful knowledge for its own sake
, less mental

versatility and vivacity, more practical acquaintance with nature and

human nature He can ,,think more steadily without exhaiution

Knowledge from books seems more real to him beeause of the know-

ledge he has won from life He has more stability than the boy,

more strength, more judgment He knows what knowledge is most

worth $at with the capacity and power which expenence in this

busy work a-day world has given him, he lacks direction Oh, if

only the scholars and the sages would take his hand and tell him a

secret or two—where and how to begin, what path to take, and how
to know the true gold when he sees a glitter among the sands and

the rocks

!

It is to people of this class that the '' Chautauqua Literary and

Scientific Circle
"

opens, with its short and comprehensive courses of

reading, its bonds of fraternity, its ideal associations, and its plans

for leading those who join it to self-discovery as to their hitherto un-

recognized aptitudes and lines of power Nor to these alone, for it

touches at the college portal to admit those whose formal education

has been " completed ” It supplies to non-professional collegians

incentives to continued study And this for their own good If

mental activity and application be suspended, power gained will soon

be lost There is an ecclesiastical doctrine “ Once a Bishop always

a Bishop ” But it is not “ Once a scholar always a scholar ” Mind
that IS not developing is deteriorating One may forget what he

once knew Intellectual grip may be lost Theiefore college

graduates who do not enter prQfcssional life are as much in need of

assistance, incentive, and inspiration, as before they left the schools

Even those who enter the so-callcd learned professions are in danger

of such devotion to particular lines of thought as to lose all that was

most liberalizing and refining in the culture they have attained

They too need something to keep alive their interest in general

literature, in the latest results of criticism and research, that, being

specialists, ^jey may still be.m^, and men in lively sympathy with all

that 18 freshest and most important in the progress of humanity

The '‘Chautauqua Literary and Scienti^ Circle" makes a

provision m a two-fold way for all scholars, professional and non-

professidnal It sets them at the review of the subjects embraced in

the college cumculum And, still better, it puts them into close

and kmdly fellowship with adults eager to be educated, and it

encourages them to use the knowledge and power already gaiiSed for
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the helping of others It makes them teachers, so that they may
sing, ^ith Robert Browning—

“ The office of onreelres has been, ,
> or the worst of us to say, tliey so ha\ e seen,
i or the better—what it was they sav

,
the best

Impart the gift of seeing to the rest

Thus those who have, and those who need, are brought into com-
panionship—adult scholar and adult student both out 6f

school They have a community of interest They are equals and

fellow students
,
and the schdlar accustomed to the atmosphere and

associations of the college hall may receive corroborations, illustra-

tions, new applications of his knowledge, and many useful hints from

the every-day out-of-door life and experience of the man, who,

knowing less of books, is acquainted with men, and wl^o, although he

has never studied geological or biological specimens— mounted,

shelved, and claasified—has kept open eyes, all his life long, among

birds and flowers, rocks and reptiles This, at least, I know, that

in the early stages of this new association each will find in his own
soul a larger respect for the other, and for the class he represents,

and in this blessed brotheihood of Science, Literature, and Art they

will mutuallv agree that man^s real worth lies, not so much iti ante-

cedents, titles, or estates, as in dominant tastes, purposes, and other

qualities of personal character
^

The first orgencial course of reading of the Chautauqua Literary

and Scientific Circle is limited by a single thought, which adapts

the scheme to all classes of people There are forty or more special

or additional courses, to be pursued at the option of the reader lie

may take two oi moie of these simultaneously with the first or

general course Or he may puisue them after its completion His

work in the ‘^Circle may thus be superficial or thorough, an

avocation or a vocation, emploving forty minutes or four hours a day

The first course, already referred to as limited by a single thought,

covers what I have called the College Outlook ” It aims to give

a general survey of the world of literature in science, history, art, and

belles-lettres, the world which comes within the purview of the

student who prepares for and pursues the ordinary college curriculum

The member of the Circle takes ,,up the outlines of historv

—

ancient, Aedieeval, and modern , in a general and meagre way he

studies the scope and spirit of the ancient and modern literature, and

glances at the realms of physical, mental, and moral science As

when, yisiting London for the first time, he climbs to the dome of St

PauFs to get a general view of the city, its various parts, their

relation to each other, the principal places of interest—and all this

m anticipation of and preparatory to a more detailed and thorough
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exploration—so by this outlook on tbe broad world of knowledge he

IS prepared for wise selection and carefnl investigation

The college student who enjoys the same outlook during the years

of his undergraduate course receives immeasurably more He sees

broadly, but he studies critically The wide survey is incidental

He seeks mainly mental discipline and development by linguistic and

mathematical drill He trams himself to habits of atten^n, concen-

tration, and discrimination He is not m quest of facts, but of force

In college he works that he may be able to know Afterwards he

works in order to know And he is glad td review this large i^rld

in which he wrought so diligently It is a pleasure to him to stand

on the dome of St FauPs with the new-comer, and to see again in

the general way what he has so long been familiar with in its details

And it 18 a good thing for the novice that the senior is there

It IS this hamon of facts and principles, as far as they can be

made available as subject-matter ol knowledge, that the "Chau-
tauqua Literary and Scientific Circle ” transfers to a series* of read-

able books, which it places in the hands of the scholar, that he may
review the world through which he has just passed , in the hands of

busy, out-of-school, society people, that they may know what the

college world is , and m the hands of paients, that they may form a

just estimate of the school world, keep their children as long a time

as possible in it, be able to keep company with their children after

they do enter it, and rcndgi them help by all home mmistiics of

persuasion and incentive, by ample provision of periodicals, books,

pictures, apparatus, society, conversation, example, and inspiration

The wide adoption of this scheme among the adult population

must yield blessed results Parents will look upon education and

the schoolmaster with greater respect More students will enter the

advanced schools In its small, voluutaiy, local meetings, the

"Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Cucle” will increase an
interest in substantial reading and in rational conversation It will

save busy people from the petrifying influence of mercenary life It

will crowd out weak and dissipating literature It will relieve the

dreary monotony of routine lives, mitigate the sorrows of the

Smitten and bereaved, give to lowly and narrow homes hope,

courage, and perspective , and put weight and worth into the houses

of people, rich and poor, who are living in an aimless, self-indulgent,

and usdess way It will find in lowly spheres heroes ifho never

entered the army, poets who never framed a couplet, artists who
never touched chisel or canvas, and saints who never stood with

folded hands before tl^e eyes of men, but who have served their hv^
long in shops or kitchens It will find a hard-working

who 18 a bom reasoner, and encourage him to use his spare minutes^

under wise direction, in the study of logic, mathematics, and
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philosophy If a working-tsaa has a taste for science, it urges

and assists him to observe facts, coBect and classify data, and

make and test generalizations It will show how much may be

made of the spare minutes of a •^usy life One hohr of close and

systematic study a day means sixty school days a year And if that

he kept up from the time a man is twenty untd he is forty, he will

have enj<]||ed four years of the most beneficial education An
American, who is now a high authority in Sanscrit and Zend, without

early educational advantages, began the study of these languages at

a time when he was employed for over seventeen hours a day

collecting fares on a tram-car Thus will the " Chautauqua Litetary

and Scientific Circle” transfigure and ennoble common life, and

illustrate the wise words of Epictetus “ You Athenians will confer

the greatest benefit on your city, not by raising the roofs of your

dwellings, but by exalting the souls of your fellow citizens , for it is

better that great souls should live in small habitations than that

abject slaves should burrow m great houses ”

'The first general course of reading of the “ Chautauqua

Literaly and Scientific Circle” is accompanied by memoranda,

which are to be filled out by the student They serve as

examination papers for those who wish to test the work they

have done They are sheets of record and report for those

who simply read Beyond the “Circle” are classes for work

by "correspondence,” with provision for the most ngid written

examinations Into these come readers who wish to be enrolled

as students College classes arc organized, local studies, lectimes,

and examinations provided, and aU thorough work is rewarded iiy

promotion Under a charter granted by the Legislature of the

State of New York, the “ Chautauqua College of Liberal Arts ”

and the " Chautauqua School of Theology ” have been oi^anized,

to make possible and to encourage the most thorough work by

those who have the ambition and the will to “ wrest success from

adverse circumstance ” They provide for the student at home the

benefits of professional direction Although the advantage of per-

sonal presence is not enjoyed, yet by written questions, answers,

outlmes, theses, and criticisms, the teacher is, by a mystic law of the

soul-life, present with his pupils, following, qmckening, and inspiring

them Then in every neighbourhood, are cidlege graduates who

constitute an unorganized brotherhood glad to give help to those

who, havmg been less favoured, seek counsel in their search for

culture By conversations, criticisms, and direct assistance th^

put into the isolated student’s Me sofne of the advantages of the

liviqg teacher's voice and magnetic power "University classes”

are organized by students residing in the same neighbourhood, and

special teachers are employed All members of this widely scat-
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tered fraternity may thus have their college couneil/' and ma^iy

of them the college class

Provibious are also made for ^1 classes of out-of-school readers

|iDd students who need guidance 0 There are a Society of Fine

Arts/^ a “ Town and Country Club " (designed to train young

people in observing the phenomena of Nature^ and in doing some-

thing in the line of raising plants and fruits), a Teach|||lB’ Reading

Union, for the beneht of teachers in the secular schools
,
a Young

Folks* Reading Union/* for the encouragement of good reading

among the young people whp are m school, or who have left it

Sunday-school Normal Work is also done through the Chau-

tauqua Assembly Normal Union/* which has been in operation for

fourteen years Here, too, are the Rook-a-Month Reading

Circle/* the Society of Chnstian Ethics/* the “ Tiook-up Legion,**

the ^^Childien*s Class/* the Musical Reading Union”—all with

the term “ Chautauqua** as a common prehx

The word Chautauqua/’ which I haic used so frequently, and

which IS to my readers as meaningless as it is unpronounceable,* is the

Indian name of one of the most lovely of the smaller American lakes lu

the State ofNeu York, five hundred miles west of New lork City, seven

miles south of and seven hundred feet above Lake Eric, among the hills

which form the watershed of the Mississippi and the St Lawrence

It IS on thq borders of this lake that the Chautauqua Literary and

Scientific Circle ” finds its " local habitation and a name ” The
^ ^lake IS about tuenty miles long, and from one to three miles in

It IS fourteen hundred feet above the Atlantic Hero, in

a gheat grove of maple, beech, oak, mountain-ash, and other native

treeSj| are five or si\ hundred cottages, a large summer hotel, and,

during the ‘ season** of from six to eight weeks, about three hun-

dred tents Here the people gather—probably seventy-five thousand

different persons during the summer, some for one day, some for a

wcel^ several thousands of them for fiom four to eight weeks

They come to hear courses of lectures on science, on history, on

philosophy , to witness experiments in chemistry , to study the stars

through telescopes , to take, if they so desire, courses of lessons for

weeks in Hebrew, Latin, Greek, the modern languages, physical

science, chemistry, political economy, and all branches relating tp

the department of pedagogy Instrumental and vocal concerts,

together with all possible legitimate recreations, are provided to

lighten the days of study and make Chautauqua a paradise for chil-

dren, a place where paieuts will feel it safe to settle down for the

summer without exposure to the dissipation of the usual “resorto,**

Here are boating, fashing, athletic games, archery, croquet, l^wn-

* The word “CLsa tauq ua ” is pronounced “ Shaw tawk’ wah **
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tennis, roller-coastmg, military cadet drill for boys ,» classes for chil-

dren in music, calisthenics, clay-modelling, and Bible study A
museum has been provided, with valuable treasures in caste, photo-

graphs, engravings, Oriental cost^pies, Synau and Egyptian finds/^

and facsimiles of many celebrated manuscripts There is a beauti-

ful model of the city of Jerusalem (in plaster of Pans), thirty feet

in diametcji And by the shore of the lake, which is used to-

represent the Mediterranean Sea, is a model of Palestine, three

hundred feet long, where one may visit the lake of Galilee, the

flowing Jordan, and the Dead Sea Here, on the hills and m the*

valleys, are the cities of the land, well wrought in plaster or wood,

and one may walk from Dan to Beersheba, Bible in hand, and be

the better able to interpret that best guide-book of Palestine—the

Word of God
To Chautauqua come the best lecturers and the best teachers

—

clergymen of renown, statesmen, orators, college presidents and

professors The summer schools are taught by professors from

Yale, Harvard, Middletovin, johns Hopkins, and other Universities,

who spend si\ weeks u ith classes made up of teachers and students

from all parts of the United States and Canada Many a man,

reviewing his summer life m the Chautauqua grove, may say, as.

Horace did of Athens " Indulgent Athens taught me some of the

higher arts, putting rae in tlic way to distinguish a straight hue

from a curve, and to search after wisdom amidst the groves of

Academe
The Chautauqua meeting began in 1874 It opened as^ a

summer school, devoted especially to the training of Bible teachers,

emphasizing the week-day forces m religious culture This

movement, known as The Assembly,” was the suggestion and joint

product of Mr Lewis Miller, of Ohio, and the writer of this

article Mr Miller is a business man of wealth and enterprise, an

extensive manufacturer, for many years interested in popular educa-

tion, the fatlier-iu law of the distinguished electrician Mr T A
Edison, and himself an ingenious inventor

The “ Assembly ” gave a splendid opportunity for the development

of the scheme of popular education already described It was duly

organiaied in 1878, and made Chautauqua its summer head quarterjs

The Circle has contributed to the permanency and power of the

Assembly, m the midst of which it began and with which it soon

became organically connected The Bible ' is the basis of the

Literary and Scientihc Circle,” the first motto of which is, We
Study the Word and the Works of God ” The leaders of

educational movement are believers m Kevclation and lovers of

whatsoever things are true ” in art, in literature, and in science

Their faith is so firm that they are confident of perfect harmony
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between the and the Works" when both are rightly

interpieted

Every year a day of Recognition " is observed, when those who

have completed the four yeara^ 4|lirse of general reading receive

certificates testifying that fact Of all the Chautauqua days this is

the brightest and best In St Paul’s Grove," among the green

and ancient trees, stands the white-columned Hall of Philosophy,"

an imitation in wood of the Parthenon at Athens Here the

ceremony of recognition takes place A procession of old and

young, of people representing all professions and all social classes,

moves, with music, banners, and badges, to the great amphitheatre

Here an audience of si\ thousand people joins in song, led by the

great pipe organ and the chorus," and listens to the Recog-

nition Address" by some distinguished speaker Then the diplomas

are distnbuted, some of them containing foui or five or more seals,

testifying to so much more than the lequired" reading, and all of

them giving incentive to those who have begun to continue until

the diploma shall be filled with seals Vherc is a touch of pathos in

that part of the Chautauqua Recognition " programme when three

score or more little girls m white, standing before the Hall of

Philosophy," fling flowers in the pathway of the thousand or more

men and women who have, in middle or later life, attempted and

completed a course of reading—a work begun for the sake of their

children and for the brightening of their own lives And one can

hear the oldest of them say, with Di Oliver Wendell Holmes —
“ Wliat does 'I ime leave, when life is well nigh spent,

^

To Up its evenings in a calm content ’

Art, Letters, Science these at least befriend
Onr day s brief remnant to its peaceful end

—

Peaceful for him who shows the setting sun
A record worthy of his Lord s ‘ Well done

Whether or not a similar movement may be begun in England I

do not know All that is best in its educational features is already

carried on under the University Extension Movement " and other

nohk enterprises of this great English people The summer gather-

ing like that at Chautauqua may be impracticable in the moist and

uncertain climate of the British Isles , but in imagination I have

already seen old Haddon Hall aglow with* torches and hcartb fires,

its empty chambers for a time again occupied, its great dming-ball

echoing with song and speech and prayer, its green lawns filled with

people who have come from the busy scenes to rest and recreate, and

the meanwhile to enjoy instruction and to leceive inspiration from

t^se who are able to give it, and whom hut for some such unique and
special occasion they might never have seen In my dreams I have

seen wliat good work for the homes and the schools and the homeless

and the out-of-school multitudes of England might be accomplished
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by noble lords and men of pnncely fortune, vbose ample pilaces and
gardens seem to have been vraiting these many years foifa use and
service which would make them pleasant and goodly places m the

eyes of the Lord who loveth th^ children of men, and who loveth

them also and especially who love and he^ their kind
But then, these are only the dreams of Stranger and a

Foreigner ”

J H Vincent



HOW WE BECAME HOME RULERS

I
N the Home Hule contest of the last fourteen months no arga«'

ment has been more frequently used against the Liberal party

than the charge of sudden, and therefore, it would seem, dishonest

change of view " You were opposed to an Irish Parliament at the

election of 1880 and for some time afterwards, you are not entitled

to Advocate it m 1886 ” “ You passed a Coercion Bill in 1881, your

Ministry (though against the protests of an active section of its

supporters) passed another Coercion Bill in 1883
,
you have no right

to resist a third such Bill in 1887, and, if you do, your conduct can

be due to nothing but party spite and revenge at your own exclusion

from ofSce ” Beproaches of this kind are now the stock-in-trade,

not merely of the ordinary politician, who, for want of a case, abuses-

the plaintiff’s attorney, but of leading men, and, still more, of leadmg-

newspapers, who might be thought bound to produce from recent

events, and an examination of the condition of Ireland some better

grdunds for the passion they display It is noticeable that such

repioaches come more often firom the so-ca^pd Liberal Unionists

than from the present Ministry Perhaps, with their belief that all

^
Liberals are reckless revolutionanes, the Tories deem a sm more or

less to he of small account Perhaps atl|lhcollection of their own.

remarkable gyrations, before and after the General Election of 1885,

may suggest that the less said about the past the better for every-

body Be the cause what it may, it is surprising to find that a section

commanding so much ability as the " Unionist " group does, shonldi

rely rather on the charge of mconnstency than on the advocacy ot

any counter-policy of their own It is not large and elevated^ but

petty, mmds that rejoice to say to an opponent (and all the mote so>

if he was once a friend), ” You mnst either be wrong nsw, or have
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Ben ^wroDg then, because you have changed your opinion I have

\t changed
, I was nght then, and I am right now " 6uch an

Vument not only dispenses with the necessity of sifting the fact**,

Mt fosters the satisfaction of the person who employs it Consis-

?ncy is the pet virtue of the self-righteous, and the man who values

nimself on his consistency can seldom be induced to see that to shut

one^s eyes to the facts which time develops, to refuse to reconsider

one’s position by the li^t they shed, to cling to an old solution when
the problem is substantially new, is a proof, not of fortitude and

wisdom, but rather of folly and conceit

Such persons may be left to the contemplation of their own
virtues But there arc many fair-minded men of both political

parties, or of neither, who, while acquitting those Liberal members
who supported Home Buie in 1886 and oppose Coercion now
of the sordid or spiteful motives with which the virulence of

journalism credits them, have nevertheless been surprised at the

‘apparent swiftness and completeness of the change in their opinions

It would be idle to deny that, in start^g the minds of steady-going

people, this change did, for the moment, weaken the influence and

weight of those who had changed This must be so A man
who says now what he denied six years ago cannot expect to be

believed on his tpse d%mt He must set forth the grounds of his

conviction He must explain how his views altered, and why reasons

which formerly satisfied him satisfy him no longer It may be that

the Liberal party have omitted to do this as they ought Occupied

by warm and incessant discussions, and conscious, I venture to

believe, of their own honesty, few of its members have been at the

trouble of showing what were the causes which modified their views,

and what the stages of the process which carried them from the

position of 1880 to that of 1886

Of that process I shall attempt in the following pages to

give a sketch Such a sketch, though mainly retrospective, is

pertinent to the issues which now divide the country It will indi-

cate the origin and the strength of the chief reasons by which

Liberals are now governed And, if executed with proper fairness

and truth, it may, as a study in contemporary history, be of some

little interest to those who in future will attempt to understand our

present conflict The causes which underlie changes of opinion are

among the most obscure phenomena in history, because those who
undergo these changes are often only half conscious of them, and do

not think of recording that which is imperceptible in its growth, and

whose importance is not realized till it already belongs to the past

The account which follows is based pnmarily on my own recollec-

tion of the phases of opinion and feeling through which 1 myself,

and the fn^s whom I knew most intimately in the House of
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Commons, passed dunng the Parliament which sat from 1880 till

1885 But I should not think of giving it to the public if I did

not believe that what happened to our minds happened to many
others also, and that the record of our own slow movement from the

position of 1880 to that of 1886 is substantially a record of the

movement of the Liberal party at large We were average members

of that party, loyal to our leaders, but placing the principles for

which the Liberal party exists above thg success of the party

itself, with our share of prepossessions and prejudices, yet with

reasonably open minds, and* (as we believed) inferior to no other

section of the House of Commons m patriotism and in attachment to

the Constitution I admit frankly that when we entered Parliament

wc knew less about the Irish question than we ought to have known,

and that even after knowledge had been forced upon us, we were

more deferential to our leaders than was good either for us or for

thdfia But these are faults always chargeable on the great majority

of members. It is because those of whom I speak were in these*

respects fairly typical, that i|^ seems worth while to trace the history

of their opinions If any onib should accuse me of attributing to

an earlier year sentiments which began to appear in a later one, I

can only leply that I am aware of this danger, as one which always

besets those who recall their past states of mind, and that I have

done my best to avoid it

The change I have to desenbe was slow and gradual It was

reluctant—that is to say, it seemed rather forced upon ns by the

teaching of events than the conscious product of our own minds

Each session marked a further stage m it , and I therefore propose

to examine its progress session by session

SESSION OF 1880—^The General Election of 1880 turned mainly

on the foreign policy of Lord Beaconsfield’s Government Few Liberal

candidates said much about Ireland Absorbed in the Eastern and

Afghan questions, they had not watched the progress of events in

Ireland with the requisite care, nor realized the gravity of the crisis

which if&s approaching They were anxious to do justice to Ireland,

in the way of amending both the land laws and local government,

but saw no reason foi going further Nearly all of them refused,

even when pressed by Irish electors in their constituencies, to promise

to vote for that '' parliamentary inquiry into the demand for Home
Rule,’^ which was then propounded by those electors as a sort of test

question We (t e , the Liberal candidates of 1880) then declared that

we thought an Irish Parliament would involve senous constftutidnal

difficulties, and that we saw no reason why the Impenal PaiRament

should not do fuH justice to Ireland Little was said about Coermon

Hopes were expressed that it would not be resorted to, but very Ibw

(if any) pledged tlieinselves against it ,
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When Mr Forster was appointed Insh Secretary in Mr Gladstone’s

Government which the General Election brought into power> we (by

which I mean throughout the new Liberal members) were delighted

We knew him to be conscientious, industrious, kind-hearted We
believed him to be penetrating and judicious We applauded his

conduct m not renewmg the Coercion Act which Lord Beaconsfieid's

Government had failed to renew before dissolving Farhament, and
which indeed there was scarcely time left after the election to rebew,

a fact which did not save Mr Forster from severe censure on the

part of the Tories

The chief business of the session wft the Compensation for Dis-

turbance Billj which Mr Forster brought in ^or the sake of saving

from immediate eviction tenants whom a succession of bad seasons

had rendered utterly unable to pay their rents This Bill was pressed

through the House of Commons with the utmost diflicultyj and at

an expenditure of time which damaged the other work of the session,

though the House continued to 8i| into September The Executive

Government declared it to be necessary, in order not only to relieve

the misery of the people, but to Secure the tranquillity of the

country Nevertheless, the whole Tory party, and a considerable

section of the Liberal party, opposed it in the interests of the Insh

landlords, and of economic principles in general, principles which (as

commonly understood m England) it certainly trenched on When
it reached the House of Lords it was contemptuously rejected, and

the unhappy Irish Secretary left to face as he best might the cries of

a wretchjpd pealkntry and the rising tide of outrage What was even

more remarkable, was the coolness with which the Liberal party took

the defeat of a Bill their leaders had pronounced absolutely needed

Had it been an English Bill of the same consequence to England as

it was to Ireland, the country would have been up in arms against

the House of Lords, demanding the reform or the abolition of a

Chamber ^hich dared to disregard the will of the people But

nothing of the kind happened It was only an Insh measure We
relieved ourselves by a few strong words, and the matter dropped

It was in this session that the Liberal party first learnt what

sort of a spirit was burning in the hearts of Irish members There

had been obstruction in the last years of the previous Parliament,

but, as the Tones were in power, they had to bear the brunt of it

Now that a Liberal Ministry reigned, it fell on the Liberals At

first it incensed us Full of our own good intentions towards

Ireland, ^we thought it contrary to nature that Irish members should

worry us, their friends, as they had worried Tories, their hereditary

enemies Presently we came to understand how matters stood*

The Imh members made little difference betwe#ti the two great

English parties^ Both represented to them a hostile dommation*

8 D 2
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were ignorant of the condition of their country Both cared so

little about Irish questions that nothing less than deeds of violence

out of doors or obstruction within doors could secure their attention

Concessions had to be extorted from both by the same devices ,

Coercion might be feared at the hands of both Hence the Irish

party was resolved to treat both parties alike, and play off the one

against the other in the interests of Ireland alone, using the ques-

tions which divide Englishmen and Scotchmen merely as levers

whereby to effect their own pui poses, because quite indifferent to the

substantial merits of those questions To us new members this was an

alarming revelation Wc^^found that the House of Commons
consisted of two distinct and dissimilar bodies a large British

body (including some few Tones and Liberals from Ireland), which,

though it was disti acted by party quarrtls, really cared for the

welfare of the country and the dignity of the House, and would

set aside its quarrels in the presence of a great emergency , and a

small Irish bodvi which, though it^spoke the English language, was

practically foreign, felt no interest m, no responsibility for, the busi-

ness of Britain or the Empire, and valued its place in the House

only as a means of making itself so disagreeable as to obtain its

release When we had grasped this fact, we began to reflect

on its causes and conjecture its effects We had read of the

^ame things in the newspapers, but what a difference there is between

reading a drama in your study and seeing it acted on the stage I Wo
realized what Insh feeling was when we heard these angry cries, and

noted how appeals that would have affected Enghsiti par^sans fell

on deaf ears 1 remember how one night in the summer ot 1880,

when the Irish members kept us up very late over some trivial Bill

of theirs, lefusing to adjourn till they had extorted terms, a friend

sitting beside me said “ See how things come round They keep

us out of bed till five o^clock in the morning because our ancestors

bullied theirs for six centuries^' And we saw that the natural

relations of an Executive, even a Liberal Executive, to the Insh

members were those of strife AVhose fault it was we were unable

to decide Perhaps the Government was too stiff, perhaps the

members were vexatious Anyhow, this strife was evidently the

normal state of things, wholly unlike that which existed between

Scotch members, to whichever party they belonged, and the executive

authontiea of Scotland

Thus the session of 1880, though it did not bring us consciously

nearer tp Home Buie, impressed three facts upon us first, that the

House of Lords regarded Ireland solely from the point of view of

English landlords ^ secondly, that the House of Commons h^ew aq

little or caredMjiso little ^bout Ireland that when the Executive

declared a measure, essential to the peece of Irelandj it scarcely
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resented the rejection of that measure by the House of Lords ,

thirdly, that the Irish Nationalists in the House of CommOhs trere a

foreign body, foreign in the sense in which a needle which a man
swallows IS foreign, not helping the organism to discharge its

functions, hut impeding them, and setting up irritation We did

not yet draw from these facts all the conclusions we should now
draw But the facts were there, and they began to tell npon our
minds

SESSION OF 1881—The winter of 1880-81 was a bad one m
Ireland The rejection of the Compensation for Disturbance Bill had
borne the fruit which Mr Forster had predicted, and which the

Holise of Lords had ignored Outrages were numerous and serious

The cry m England for repressive measures had gone on rising from

November, when it occasioned a demonstration at the Omldhall ban-

quet Several Liberal members (of whom 1 was one) went to Ireland

at Chiistmas, to see with our own eyes how things stood We were-

struck by the difiBculty of obtaining trustworthy information in

Dublin, where the richer classes, with whom we chiefly came in

contact, merely abused the Land Leagne, while the Land Leaguers

declared that the accounts of outrages were grossly exaggerated

The most prominent, Mr Michael Davitt, assured me, and 1

believe with perfect truth, that he had exerted himself to discounte-

nance outrage, and that if, as he expected, he was locked up by the

Government, outrages would increase When one reached the dis-

turbed districts, where, of course, one talked to members as well of

the landload class as of the peasantry, the general conclusion which

emerged from the medley of contradictions was that, though there was

mnch agrarian crime, and a pervading sense of insecurity, the dis-

orders were not so bad as people in England believed, and might

have been dealt with by a vigorous admmistration of the existing

law Unfortunately, the so-called " better classes,” full of bitterness

against the Liberal Ministry and Mr Forster (whom they did not

praise till it was too late), had not assisted the Executive, and had

allowed things to reach a pass at which it foui)^ the work of govern-

ing very difficult

When the Coercion Bill of 1881 was introduced, many English

Liberals were inclined to resist it The great majonty voted for

it, but within two years bitterly repented their votes Their

motives, which I mention by way of extenuation, not of defence,

were these The Executive Government declared that it could not

deal with crime by the ordinary law If its followers refbsed

exceptional powers, they must displace the Ministry, and let in the

Tones,* who would doubtless obtain such powers, and probably

use them worse We bad still confidence in Mr Forsfer’s judgment,

and a deference to Executive Governments generally which parlia-
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meutary experience 13 well fitted to dissipate^ The violence with

which the Nationalist members resisted the introduction of the

Bill had roused our blood| and the foolish attempts which the

Radical and Irish electors in some constituencies had made to

deter their members from supporting it had told the other way^

and disposed them to vote for it^ in order to show that they were not

to be moved by threats Finally, we were assured that votes given

for the Coercion Bill would purchase a thorough-going Laud Bill,

and our anxiety for the latter induced us, naturally but errmgly, to

acquiesce m the former

When that Land Bill went into Committee we perceived how
much harm the Coercion Bill had done in intensifying the bitterness

of Irish members Although the Ministry was fighting for their

interests against the Tory party and the so-called Whiggish section

of its own supporters, who were seeking to cut down the benefits

which the measure offered to Irish tenants, the Nationalist members

regarded it, and in particular Mr Forster, as their foe They

resented what they deemed the insult put upon their country

They saw those who had been fighting, often, no doubt, by unlawful

methods, for the national cause, thrown into piison and kept there

without tiial They anticipated (not without reason) the* same

fortune for themselves Hence the friendliness which the Liberal

party sought to show them met with no response, and Mr
Forster was worried with undiminishcd vehemence In the dis-

cussions on the Bill we found the Ministiy generally resisting all

amendments which came from Irish members W^hen those amend-

ments seemed to us right, we voted for them, but they were

almost always defeated by the union ot the Tories with the steady

Ministerialists Subsequent events have proved that many were

right, but, whether they were right 01 wrong, the fact which

impressed us was that in matters which concerned Ireland only,

and lay within the exclusive knowledge of Irishmen, Irish ^mem-

bers wfire constantly outvoted by English and Scotch members,

who knew nothing ^at all of the merits of the case, but

simply obeyed the party whip This happened even when the

Insh members who sat on the Liberal side (such as Mr Dickson and

his Liberal colleagues from Ulster) joiucd the Nationalist section in

demanding some extension of the Bill which the Ministry refused

And we perceived that nothing incensed the Irish members more

than the feeling that their arguments were addressed to deaf ears

,

that they were overborne, not by reason, but by sheer weight of

numbers* Even if they oonvinced the Ministry, they could seldom

hope to obtain its assent, because the Ministry had to consider the

House of Lofts, sure to reject amendments which favoured the

tenant, while to detach a number of Mimstenahsts suflScieUt to carry
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an amendment against tiie Treasttiy Boncbj the Moderate Liberals,

and the Tones, was evidently hopeless

At the end of the session the House of Lords came again upon
the scene It senously damaged the Bill by its amendments, and

would have destroyed it but for the skill with which the head of the

Government handled these amendments, accepting the least pernicious,

so as to enable the Upper Hquse without loss of dignity to recede

from those which were wholly inadmissible Several times it seemed
as if the conflict would have to pass from Westminster to the country,

and, in contemplating the chances of a popular agitation or a dissold-

tion, we were regretfully obliged to own that the Enghsh people cared

too little and knew too little about Irish questions to give us much hope

of defeating the House of Lords and the Tones upon these issues

An incident which occuircd towards the end of the session
4

seems, tliough trifling in itself, so illustrative of the illogical position

in which wc stood toiiards Ireland, as to deserve mention Mr
Forster, still Chief Secretary, had brought in a Bill for extinguishing

the Quecn^s University in Ireland,* and creating in place of it a body

to be called the Royal Unucrsitv, which, however, was not to be a

real university at all, but only a set of examiners plus some salaried

fellowships, to be held at various places of instruction Regarding

this as a gross educational blunder, which would destroy a useful

existing body, and create a sham university in its place, and finding

several parliamentary friends on whose judgment 1 could rely to be

of the same opinion, I gave notice of opposition to the Bill Mr
Forster came to me, and pressed with great warmth that the oppo-

sition should be withdrawn The Bill, he said, would satisfy the

Roman Catholic hierarchy, and complete the work of the Land Bill

in pacifying Ireland The Irish members wanted it what business

had an English member to interfere to defeat their wishes, and

thwart the Executive ? The reply was obvious Not to speak of

the simplicity of expecting the hierarchy to be satisfied by this

small concession, what were such arguments but the admission of

Home Rule in its worst form ? You resist the demand of tb®

Irish members to legislate for Ireland
,
you have just been demand-

ing, and obtaining, the support of English members against those

amendments of the Land Bill which Irish* members declare to be

necessary Now you bid us surrender our own judgment, ignore our

own respoDsibihty, and blindly pass a Bill which we, who have studied

these university questions as they affect both Ireland and England,

believe to be thoroughly mischievous to the prospects of higher

education in Ireland, only because^ the Irish members, as you say,

desire it Do one thing or the other Either give them the power

and the responsibihty, or leave both with the Imperial Farhament

a The first st^ to this had been taken in 1879 by the University Education (Irdaad)

Act of Mr James Lowther
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Yqu are now asking us to surrender the power, but to remain still

subject to the responsibility We will not bear the latter without

the former We shall prefer Home Buie " Needless to add that this

device—a sample of the petty sops by which successive generations

of English statesmen, Whigs and Tories ahke, have sought to win

over a priesthood which uses and laughs at them—failed as com-
pletely as Its predecessors to settle 1;|ie Umyersity question or to

range the bishops on the side of the Grovemment

The autumn and winter of 1881 revealed the magnitude of the

mischief done by making a Coercion Bill precede a Relief Bill

The Land Bill was the largest concession made to the demands of the

people smce Catholic Emancipation It was a departure, justified by
necessity, but still a departure from our established principles of

legislation It ought to have brought satisfaction and confidence, if

not gratitude, with it, ought to have led Ireland to believe^n the

sincere friendliness of England, and produced a new cordiality between

the islands It did nothing of the kind It was held to have been

extorted from our fears , its grace and sweetness were destroyed by

the concomitant seventies which the Coercion Act had brought into

force, as wholesome food becomes distasteful when some bitter com-

pound has been sprmkled over it We were deeply mortified at this

result of our efforts What was the malign power which made the

boons we had conferred shrivel up, " like fairy gifts fading away ?
”

We still beheved the Coercion Act to have been justified, but

lamented the fate which balfied the mam object of our efforts, the

winning over Ireland to trust the justice and the ability of the

Impenal Parliament And thus the two facts which stood out from

the history of this eventful session were, first, that even m legislating'

for the good of Ireland we were legislating against the wishes of

Ireland, imposing on her enactments which her representatives

opposed, and which we supported only at the bidding of the Ministry

,

and, secondly, that at the end of a long session, entirely devoted to>

her needs, we found her more hostile and not less disturbed than she

h|^ been at its begmning We began to wonder whether we should

ever succeed better on our present lines But most of us still regarded

Home Bnle as a disagreeable solution

SESSION OF 1882—ji^till graver were the lessons of the first four

months of this year Mr Forster went on filling the prisons of

Ireland with persons whom he arrested under the Habeas Corpus

Suspension Act, and never brought to trial But the country grew

no more quiet At last he had nine hundred and forty men under

lock and key, many of them not '^village rufiSans,'' whose power a-

few weeks' detention was to break, but political offenders, and even

popnlar leaders How long could this go on ? Where was it to

stop? It became plain that the Act was a failure and ^afthe
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people, trained to combination by a century and a half’s practice, were

too strong for the Execntive Either the scheme and plan of the

Act had Wn wrong, or its administration had »beett incompetent

WhicheAr was the source oflihe failure (most people will new blame

both), the fault must be laid at the door of the Irish Executive ; not

of Mr Forster himself, but of those on whom he relied It had
been a Dublm Castle Bill, codceired and earned out by the incompe-

tent bureaucracy which has so long pretended to govern Ireland

Such a proof of incompetence destroyed whateier confidence m that

bureaucracy then^remained to us, and the disclosures which 'the Fhcenix

Park murders and the subsequent proceedings against the luvincibles

brought out, proved beyond question that the Irish Executive had

only succeeded lu giving a more dark and dangerous form, the form of

ruthless conspiracy, to the agitation it was combating
‘

Wh|p therefore the Prevention of Crimes Bill of 1882 was brought

in, some of us felt uuable to support it, and speeially bound to resist

those of its provisions which related to treason, to trials without a jury,

and to intimidation and boycotting * It was impossible, on the morrow

of the Phcenix Park murders, to deny that some coercive measure might

be needed ,
but we had so far lost faith m repression, and in the officials

who were to administer it, as to desire to limit it to what was absolutely

necessary, and wc protested against enacting for Ireland a criminal code

which was not to be applied to Great Britain Our resistance might

have been more successful butforthe manner in^hichthe Nationalist

members conducted their opposition When they began to obstruct

—not that under the circumstances we felt entitled to censure them

for obstructmg a Bill dealing so harshly with their countrymen-—we
were obliged to desist, and our experience of the stormyscenesofthe sum-

mer of 1882 deepened our sense of the passionate bitterness with which

they regarded English members, scarcely making an exception in favour

of those who were most disposed to sympathize with them Many and

many a time when we listened to their fierce cries, we seemed to hear

in them the battle cries of the centuries of stnfe between Celt and

Englishman from Athenry to Ymegar Hill , many a time we f(dl§f

that this rage and mistrust were chiefly of England’s making , and yet

not of England’s, but ratber of the overmastering fate which had pro-

longed to our own days the hatreds and the methods of barbarous times

VfUic S' ovK a*Tioi itrfitv

’AXXd Ztvff K«l Moipa sal utpo^oTne ‘Epivvc

So much of the session as the Crimes Bill had spared was con-

sumed by the Arrears Bill, over which we had again a " cnsia
”

with the House of Lords This was the third session that had been

practically given up to Irishmen. The freshness and force of the

* H<mc« Sv Rassell, and royteif ware amaag those who spoke

stroai^y in this sense
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FarUament of 1880—a Parliament fall of zeal and abilitj—^had now

been almost spent, yet few of tbe [dans of domestic legislation

spread before the constituennes la 1880 had been realized The

Goreriiment had been anxious to legisldlte, their majority hljd been

ready to support them, but Ireland had blocked the 'way , and now
the only expedient for improving the procedure of the House was to

summon Parliament in an extra autumh session Here was another

cause for reflection England and Scotland were calling for measures

promised years ago, but no time could be found to discuss them

Nothing was done to reorganize local government, to ^form the liquor

laws, to improve secondary education, to deal with the housing of the

poor, or a dozen other urgent questions, because we were busy with

Ireland , and yet how little moie loyal or contented did Ireland seem

to be for all 'we had done We began to ask whether Home Buie

might not be as much an English and Scotch question as a||. Irish

question It was, at any rate, clear that to allow Ireland to manage
her own afiairs would open a prospect for England and Scotland to

obtain time to attend to theirs *

This feehng was strengthened by the result of the attempts made
in the autumn session of 1882, to impro^'e the procedure of the

House of Commons We had cherished the hope th it more drastic

remedies against obstruction and better arrangements for the conduct

of business, might relieve much of the pressure Insh members had

made us sufler The passing of thp New Buks shattered this

hope, for it was plain they would not accomplish what was needed

Some blamed the Government for not framing a more stringent code

Some blamed the Tory and the Irish Oppositions (now beginning to

work in concert) for cutting down the proposals of the Government
But most of us saw, and came to see still more clearly in the three

succeeding sessions, that the evil was too deep-rooted to be cared

by any changes of procedure, unless they went so far as to destroy

freedom of debate for English members also The presence in a

deliberative assembly of a section numbenng (or likely soon to

4|biber) one-seventh of the whole—a section seeking to lower the

character of the assembly, and to derange its mechanism, with no
farther interest in the greater part of its busmess except that of

preventmg it from conducting that business—^this was the pheno-

* I muy mention here another fact whose si|pificance impressed some among ns
ParLamenti which usnally sinned m not doing for Ireland what Ireland asked, oooa-
aionally passed bills for Ireland which wo regarded as setting very bad preeiadento
for England By some bargam between the Irish office and the Nationalist members,
measures were put through which may ha\e been nght as respects Ireland, hut which
embodied principles misohie'v ous as respects Great Entain The Labourers* (Ireland)
Act of July 1885 is a conspicuous example We felt that if it was uecessaiy to enact
such statutes, it would be better that they should proceed from an lush Legblatni^
rather than from the Impenal Parliament, which might be epibarrassed by its own pre-
Tious action when asked to extend tibe same prmciples to EnglandL
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menon vlucli confronted us, and we felt tiiat no* rules of debate

would overcome tbe dangers it threatened

It 18 from this year 1883 that I date the. impression which we
formed, that Home Rule would come '' It may be a bad thing,

we said to one another in the lobbies ,
** probably it is, though the

case for it is stronger than we thought two years ago ,
but if the

Irishmen persist as they are doing now, they ^ill get it It is only

a question of their tenacity ”

It was impossible not to he struck during the conflicts of 1881

and 1883 with the small amount of real bitterness which the con-

duct of the Irish members, irritating as it often was, provided

among the Liberals, who of course bore the brunt of the conflict

The Nationalists did their best to injure a Government which was

at the same time being denounced by the Tories as too favourable

to Insh claims , they lowered the character of Parliament by scenes

fai more painful than those of the present session on which so

much indignation is now expended , they said the hardest things they

could think of against us in the House
,
they attacked us m our consti-

tuencies Their partisans (for I do not charge this on the leaders) inter-

rupted and broke up our meetings Nevertheless, all this did not

provoke responsive hatred from the Liberals There could not be a

greater contrast than that between the way in which the great bulk

of the Liberal members all through the Parliament of 1880 behaved

towards their Irish antagonists, and the violence with which the

Tory members, under slighter provocation, conduct themselves

towards those antagonists now I say this not to the credit of our

temper, which was no better than that of other men heated by the

struggles of a crowded assembly It was due entirely to our

feeling that there was a great balance of wrong standing to the

debit of England , that if the Insh were turbulent, it was the ill

treatment of former days that had made them so , and that, what-

ever might be their methods, they were flghting for their country

Although therefore there was little social intercourse between us

and them, there was always a hope and a wish that the day mi^
come when the Liberal party should resume its natural position of

joining the representatives of the Irish peoplq^ in obtaining radical

reforms in Insh government And the remarkable speech of Feb 9,

1883, in which Mr Gladstone declared his mind to be open on the

suhg^ect, and invited the Nationalists to propound a practicable scheme

of self-government, had encouraged us to hope that this day might

soon arnve

SESSION OF 1883—Three facts stood out m the history of

this comparatively quiet session, each of which brought us further

aldng the road we had entered

One was the omission of Parliament to complete the^ork begun
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b; the Land Bill of 1881^ of improving tiie condition of the Irish

peasantry and reorganizing Irish administration The Nationalist

members brought in Bills for these purposes, including one

for amending the Land Act by admitting leaseholders to its

benefits and securing tenants against having their impiovements

reckoned against them in the fixing of rents Though ire could not

approve all the contents of these Bills, ire desired to see the

Government either take them up and amend them, or introduce Bills

of its own to do what was needed Some of us spoke strongly in this

sense, nor will any one now deny that we were nght Sound policy

called aloud for the completion of the undertaking of 1881 The
Government however refused, alleging, no doubt with some truth,

that Ireland could not have all the time of Parliament, but must let

England and Scotland have their turn Nor was anything done

towards the creation of new local institutions in Ireland, or the

reform of the Castle bureaucracy We were profoundly disheartened

We saw golden opportunities slipping away ,
and doubted moie than

ever whether Westminster was the place lu which to legislate for Irish

grievances

Another momentous fact was the steady increase in the number
of Nationalist members Every seat that fell vacant in Ireland was

filled by them The moderate Irish party, most of whom had by

this time crossed the floor of the House, «na were sitting among us,

had evidently no future They were estimable, and, in some cases,

able men, from whom we had hoped much, as a link between the

Liberal party and the Irish people But they seemed to have lost

their bold on the people, nor were they able to give us much
practical counsel as to Irish problems It was clear that they would

vanish at the next General Election, and Parliament be left to settle

accounts with the extreme men, whose spirits rose as those of our

friends sank

Lastly it was in this session that the alliance of the Nationalists

and the Tory Opposition became a potent factor in politics Its

first conspicuous manifestation was in the defeat of the Government
by the Allied Forces on the Afiirmation Bill, when the least respect-

able privates in botl\, armies vied with one another in boisterous

rejoicings over the announcement of nrfcubers in the division. I

do not refer to this as ground for complaint It was in the

course of our usual political warfare that two groups, each hating

and fearing the Ministry, should unite to displace it But we now
saw what power the Irish section must exert when it came to

hold the balance of numbers in the House Till this division, the

Government had commanded a majonty of the whole House

would probably not outlast a dissolution What -Aen^ CoulA
the two En|ltth parties, differing so profoundly tdm one another.
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combine agamat the third party ? Evidently not. We must therefore

look forward to unstable Governments^ if not to a total dislocation of

our parliamentary system

SESSION OF 1884 —I pass over the minor incidents of this

year,, including the continued neglect of effective remedial legislation tar

Ireland, to dwell on its dominant and most impressive lesson It was

the yearof the Franchise Bilbfwhich as regards Ireland worked an exten-

sion, not merely of the county but also of the borough franchise, and
produced, owing to the economic condition of the humbler classes m
that country, a far more extensive change than in England or Scot-

land When the Bill was introduced the question at once arose

—

Should Ireland be included ?

There were two ways of treating Ireland between which Parliament

had to choose

One was to leave her out of the Bill, on the ground that the

masses of her population could not be trusted with the franchise, as

being Ignorant, sympathetic to crime, hostile to the English Govern*

ment This course was the logical concomitant of exceptional

c&ercive legislation, such as had been passed m 1881 and 1882 It

was quite compatible with generous remedial legislation But it

placed Ireland iii an unequal and lower position, treating her, •as the

Coercion Acts did, as a dependent country, inhabited by a population

unht for the same measure of power which the inhabitants of Britain

might receive

The other course was to bestow on Ireland the same extended

franchise which the English county occupiers were to receive,

applying the principle of equality, and disregarding the obvious con-

sequences These consequences were both practical and logical

The practical consequence was the increase in numbers and weight

of the Irish party in Parliament hostile to Parliament itself The

logical consequence was the duty of complying with the wishes of

the enfranchised nation Whatever reasons were good for giving

this enlarged suffrage to the Irish masses, were good for respecting

th| will which they might use it to express If the Irish were deemed

fit to exercise the same full constitutional rights m legislation as

the English, must they not be fit for the saifie rights of trial by jury,

a free press, and all the pnvileges of personal freedom?

Of these two courses the Cabinet chose the latter, those of its

members whom we must now suppose to have hesitated either stifling

their fears, or not apprehending 4he consequences of their boldness

It might have been expected, and indeed was generally expected,

that the Tory party would refuse to follow They talked largely

about the danger of an extended Insb suffrage, and pointed out that

it would be a ^&pon m the hands of disloyalty But when the

moment for r^iance came> they swerved, and never divided as a
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party against the applitiation of the Bill to Ireland They might

have failed to defeat the measure But they would have immensely

strengthened their position, logically and morally, had they given

effect by a distinct and solemn vote to the sentiments they were known

to cntertam, and which not a few Liberals shared *

The effect of this uncontested grant to Ireland of a suffrage

practically universal was immense upon #)ur minds^ and the longer

we reflected on it^ the more significant did it become It meant

to us that the old methods were abandoned, and, as we supposed,

for ever We had deliberately given the Home Rule*party arms

against English control far more powerful than they previously

possessed We had deliberately asserted our faith in the Insh

people Impossible after this to fall back on Coercion Bills

Impossible to refuse any request compatible with the general safety

of the United Kingdom, Which Ireland as a nation might prefe?

Impossible to establish that system of Crown Colony Government

which we had come to perceive was the only real and solid alterna-

tive to self-government To those of us who had been feeling that

the Insh difficulty was much the greatest of all England's difficulties,

this stood out beyond the agitation of the autumn and the com-

promise of the winter as the great political event of 1884 t

Although this sketch is in the main a record of Parliamentary

opinion, I ought not to pass over the influence which the study of

their constituents' ideas exerted upon membeis for the larger towns

We found the vast bulk of our supporters—English supporters, for

after 1882 it was understood that the Irish voters were our enemies

—

sympathetic with the Insh people They knew and thought little

about Home Rule, believing that their member understood that

question better than they did, and willing, so long as he was sound

on English issues, to trust him But they pitied Irish tenants and

condemned Insh landlords Though they acquiesced in a Coercion

Bill when proposed by a Liberal Cabinet, because they concluded

that nothing less than necessity would lead such a Cabinet to

propose one, they so much disliked any exceptional or repres|ive

legislation that it was plain they would not long tolerate it Any
popular leader denouncing coercion was certain to ha\e the senti-

ment of the English masses with him, while as to suspending

Irish representation or carrying out consistently the policy of treat-

* A Tory member moved in Committee to leave out Ireland, and was supported by
137 votes agsmst 332 But many leading l^nes did not vote, nor did the party whips
act as tellers The full Tory strengthwas then 249 Ko similar proposal was made in
the House of Lords, where the Tory party was of course supreme

t At Easter 1885 1 met a number of leading Ulster Liberals in Belfast, and told them
that Home Rulewas certainly coming, and urged them to preparesome plan under whidi
any special interests they conceived the Protestant part of Ulstw to have, wouM be
effectuany safeguarded They were startled, and at first discompfSwd, but presently
told me I was mistaken , to which I could Only reply that tl(|^ would show, imd
perhaps sooner than even English Ltbemls expected. ^
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iDg Irdand as a snligect coitatrf, there was oa chfioce m the world

of their approval Those of us therefore who represented large

working-class constituencies became convinced that the solution of

the Insh problem must be soughtm conciliation and self-government^

if only because the other solution, Crown Colony Govimment, was

utterly repugnant to the EngUsh masses, in whom the Efanchise Bill

of 1884, completing that of 1867, had vested political supremacy *

SESSION OF 1885—^The Allied Powers of Toryism and

Nationalism gained in this year the victory they had so long striven

for In February they reduced the Ministerial majority to fourteen

,

in June they overthrew the Ministry No one supposed that on either

occasion the merits of the issue had anything to do with the

Nationalist vote that vote was given simply and solely against the

Government, as the Government which had passed the Coercion Aftts

*bf 1881 and 1882—Acts demanded by the Tory party, and which

had not conceded an Irish Parliament At last the Irish party had

attained its position as the arbiter of power and office Some of us

said, as we walked away from the House, under the dawning light of

that memorable 9th of June, “ This means Home Buie Our fore-

cast was soon to be confirmed Lord Salisbury's Cabinet, formed

upon the resignation of Mr Gladstone's, announced that it would

not propose to renew any part of the Coercion Act of 1882, which

was to expire in August Here was a surrender indeed ! But the

Tory leaders went further They did not excuse themselves on the

ground of want of time They took credit for their benevolence

towards Ireland , they discovered excellent reasons why the

Act should be dropped They even turned upon Lord Spencer,

whose administration they had hitherto blaqied for its lemency, and

attacked him in Parliameut| amid the cheers of his Insh enemies

From that time till the close of the General Election in December

everything was done, short of giving public pledges, to keep the Insh

leaders and the Insh voters in good humour The Tory party in

fact posed as the true fnends of Ireland, averse &om coercion, and

with minds perfectly open on the subject of self-government

This change of front, so sudden, so unblushing, completed the

process which, had been going on in our minds By 1882 we had

come to feel that Home Rule was inevitable, though probably un-

desirable Before long we had asked ourselves whether it was really

undesirable, whether it might not be a good thing both for England,

whose Parhament and Cabinet system it would relieve from

impending dangers, while leaving fiee scope for domestic legislation,

and for Ireland, which could hardly manage her affairs worse than

• II7 recoUechcin of a eonvenstum with a dutingiushed pnblio man m Jnly 1882

enablM me to say that thu fact had impressed itself upon us as early aa that year He
doqhted the fact, |mt admitted that, if true, it was momentous The paasmg of the

Enmel^ BiU made it, in one view, more momentous than ever
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iFe vere managing them for her^ and might manage them better

And thus, by the spnng of 1885, many of ns were prepared for a

large scheme of local self-government m Ireland, including a central

body m Dublin *

Now when it was plain that the English party which bad hitherto

called for impression, and had professed itself anxious for a patriotic

union of all parties to maintain order and a continuity of policy in

Ireland, was ready to bid for Irish help at the polls by throwing over

repression and reversing the policy it had advocated, we felt that the

sooner Ireland was taken out of English party politics the better

What prospect was there of improving Ireland by the supenor wisdom

and fairness of the Bqtish Parliament, if British leaders were to make
their Irish policy turn on interested bargains with Natioualist leaders ?

Bhpression, which we clearly saw to be the only alternative to

self-government, seemed to be by common consent abandoned ^
remember how, at a party of members in the beginning of »Tuly,

some one said " Well, there’s an end for ever of coercion at any

rate,^^ and every one assented as to an obvious truth Accordingly

the result of the ncwdepaiture of the Salisbury Cabinet in 1885 was

to convince even doubters that Home Rule must come, and to make
those already convinced anxious to see it come quickly, and to find

the best form that could be given it Many of us expected the

Tory Government to propose it Rumour declai ed the new
Lord Lieutenant to be in favour of it His government was ex-

tremely conciliatory m Ireland, even to the recalcitrant corporation

of Limcnck Not to mention less serious and less respected Tory

Ministers, Lord Salisbury talked at Newport about the dualism of

the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy with the air of a man who desired

to have a workable scheme, analogous, }f not similar, suggested for

Ireland and Great Bntain The Irish Nationalists appeared to place

their hopes in this quarter, for they attacked the Liberal party with

unexampled bitterness, and threw all their voting strength into the

Tory scale

Why, it may be asked, if the persuasion that Home Rule was

certain, and even desirable, had become general among the Liberals

who had sat through the Parliament of 1880, was it npt more fully

expressed at the election of 1885 ^ This is a fair question, which I

shall try to answer

* Same thought that its fauctions should be very limited, whilo large powers were
granted to county boards or proMncial councils But most had, 1 thiiUc, already per
ceived that the grant of a merely local selfgovernment while retaining an irresponsible

central bureaucracy, would do more harm than good It migiit seem at first sight a safer
oxponment than the creation of a centnd legislative body But, like many middle
courses, it combined the dements and wanted the ments of each of the extreme courses
It would not make the country tranquil, as firm and long continued repreanon might
(KiBSibly do Neither would it satisfy the people's demands, and divert them from
struggles agamst England to disputes and discussions among tl^mselves, as the gift qf
gemune self-government might ao
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In the first place, the electors made few inquiries about Ireland

They disliked the subject
, they had not realized its supreme im-

portance Those of us who felt anxious to explain our views (as

was my own case) had to \olunteer to do so, for we were not asked

nbout them The Irish party in the constituencies was in violent

opposition to Liberal candidates , it did not interrogate, but

denounced Further, it was felt that the issue was mainly one to

be decided m Ireland itself The question of Home llule was being

submitted, not, as liereto^^oie, to a limited constituency, but to the

whole Irish people Till then will had been constitutionally declared

at the polls it was not proper that Englishmen and Scotchmen
should anticipate its tenour Liberals would even have been accused,

iiad they pressed their opinions, and assumed that Ireland was wholly

with Ml Parnell, of seeking to affect the result in that country,

^and, not only of playing for the Irish vote in Great Britain,

as wc saw the Tories doing, but of prejudicing the chances of those

Liberal candidates who, in Irish constituencies, were competing with

extreme Nationalists A third reason was that most English and

Scotch Liberals did not know how far their own dispositions tow aids

Home llule were shared by their leaders Mr Gladstone's declara-

tion m his Midlothian address was no doubt a decided intimation of

his views, and was distinctly ujtiderstood by some (as by myself) to

imply the grant to Ireland of a Parliament
,
but, strong as its words

were, its importance does not seem to have been fully appreciated at

the moment And the opinions of a statesman whose unequalled

Irish experience and elevated character gave lum a weight only second

to that of Mr Gladstone—I mean Lord Spencer—had remained

unknown We had consequently no certainty that there were

leaders prepared to gi\e prompt effect to the views we eutertainedb

Lastly, we were not prepared with a practical scheme of self-govern-

ment for Ireland The Nationalist members had not propounded one,

so there was nothing for us either to adopt or to criticize Convinced

as we were that Home Rule would come and must come, we felt the

difficulties surrounding every suggestion that had ]?et been made,

and had not hammered out any plan which we could lay before the

•electors as approved by Liberal opinion were forced to confine

ourselves to generalities

Whether it would have been better for us to have done more of our

thinking and scheme-making in public, and thereby have sooner forced

* Some of U8 had tried to do so I prepared such a scheme in the autamn of 1BB5,

aud snbmitted it to some specially competent fnends Their objections, made fromwhat
would now be called tlie Unionist point of view, were weighty But their effect Was to
convince me that the scheme erred on the side of caution ,

and I believe the experience

of other Liberals who worked at the problem to have been the same as my own—-viz ,

that a small and timid scheme is more dangerous than a large and bold one Thus the

result of our thinking #om July 1885 till Apnl 1886 was to make us more and more
disposed to reject hsdf and half solutions

VOL LI 3 £
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the details of the problem upon the attention of the country, need

not now be inquired Any one can now see that aomething was lost

by the omission But those who censure a course that has actually

been taken usually fail to estimate the evils that would have followed

from the taking of the opposite coarse Such evils might m this

instance have been as great as those we have encQuntered

1 have spoken of the importance we attached to the decision of

Ireland itself, and of the attitude of expectancy which, while that

decision was unceitain, Englishmen were forced to maintain We
had not long to wait Early in December it was known that five-

sixths of the members returned from Ireland were Nationalists, and
that the majorities which had returned them were crushing If

ever a people spoke its will, the Irish people spoke theirs at the

election of 1885 The last Imk in the chain of conviction, which

events had been forging since 1880, was now supplied In passing^

the Franchise Bill of 1884, we had asked Ireland to declare her

mind She bad now answered If the question was not a mockery,

and representative government a sham, we were bound to accept the

answer, subject only, but subject always, to the mterests of the whole

United Kingdom In other words, we were bound to devise sueh a

scheme of self-government for Ireland as would give full satisfaction

to her wishes, while maintaining the ultimate supremacy of the

Imperial Parliament and the unity of the British Empire

Very few words are needed to summarize the outline which,

omitting many details which would have illustrated and confirmed

its truth, I have attempted to present of the progress of opinion

among Liberal members during the Parliament of 1880

1 Our experience of the Coercion Bills of 1881 and 1882 dis-

closed the enormous mischief which such measures do in ahenating

the minds of Inshmen, and the difficulty of enlisting Irish senti-

ment on behalf of the law The results of the Act of 1881 taught

us that the repression of open agitation means the growth of far

more dangerous conspiracy , those of the Act of 1882 proved that

even under an administration like Lord Spencer’s repression worka
no change for the better in the habits and ideas of the people

2 l^e conduct of thesHouse of Lords in 1880 and 1881, and the

mahgn influence which its existence exerted whenever remedial

legislation for Ireland came in question, convinced us that full and

complete justice will never be done to Ireland by the Bntish Patlia'*

meat while the Upper House (as at present constituted) remains a

part of that Parliament

8. The break-down of the procedure of the House of Commons’,,

and the failure of the efforts to amend it, proved that Pariiament

cannot work so long as a considerable section of ^s members seek tO'

impede its working To enable it to do its duty by England and Scot-
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land, it was evidently necessary, either to make the Irish members as

loyal to Parliament as English and Scotch members usually are, or

else to exclude them

4 The discussions of Irish Bills in the House of Commons made
us realize how little English members knew about Ireland ,

how
utterly different were their competence for, and their attitude towarfs,

Irish questions and English questions We perceived that we were

legislating m the dark for a country whose economic and social con-

dition we did not understand—a country to which we could not apply

our English ideas of policy, a country whose very temper and feeling

were strange to us We were really fitter to pass laws for Canada
or Australia than for this isle within sight of our shores

5 I have said that we were legislating in the dark But there were

two quarters from which light was pi offered, the Irish members and

the Irish Executive We rejected the first, and could liardlv help

doing so, for to accept it would have been to displace our own leaders

We followed the light which the Executive gave But in some cases

(as notably in the case of the Coercion Bill of 1881) it proved to be a
'' wandering fire/^ leading us into dangerous morasses And we per-

ceived that at all times legislation at the bidding of the Executive,

against the wishes of Irish members, was not self-government or free

government It was despotism The rule of Ireland by the Bntish

Parliament was really the rule of a dependency through an official,

responsible no doubt, but responsible not to the ruled, but to an

assembly of which they form less than a sixth part"* As this

assembly closed its ears to the one-sixth, and gave effect to the will

of the official, this was essentially arbitrary government, and wanted

those elements of success which firee government contains

This experience had, by 1884, convinced us that the present rela-

tions of the British Parliament to Ireland were bad, and could not

last , that the discontent of Ireland was justified
,

that the exist-

ing system, in alienating the mind of Ireland, tended, not merely

to Bepeal, but to Separation , that the simplest, and probably the

only effective, remedy for the increasing dangers was the grant of an

Irish Legislature Two events clinched these conclusions One was

the Tory surrender of June 1885 Self government, we had come to

see, was the only alternative to Coercion, and now Coercion was

gone The other was the General Election of December 1885, when

newly enfranchised Ireland, through five-sixths of her representatives,

demanded a Parliament of her own

These were not, as is sometimes alleged, conclusions of despair

We were mostly persons of a cantious and conservative turn of mind,

as men imbued with the spirit of the British Constitution ought to
«

* Quoted from an aiticle in the Century Moffoztnej whic& I refer to because, written

by myselE la the spring of 1889, it expresses the ideas here stated
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be The first thing was to convince us that the existing relations of

the islands were faulty, and could not be maintained This was a

negative result, and while we remained in that stage we were

despondent Many Liberal members will remember the gloom that

fell on us in 1882 and 1883 whenever we thought or spoke of

Ireland But pre^enfly the clouds lifted We bore in mind the old

objections to any Home Rule scheme, though we now saw that they

were less formidable than the evils of the present system But we
came to feel that the grant of self-government was a right thing in

itself It was not merely a means of ridding ourselves of our dilfi-

culties, not merely a boon to be yielded because persistently demanded
It was a return to broad and deep pnnciples, a conformity to those

natural laws which govern human society as well as the inanimate

w Olid—an effort to enlist the better and higher feelings of mankind
m the creation of a truer union between the two nations than had

ever yet existed When we perceived this, hope returned It has been

strong with us ever since we committed oiu selves formally to Home
Rule m February, 1886 It is strong with us now, for, though we
see troubles, perhaps even dangers, in the immediate future, we are

confident that the principles on which Liberal policy towards Ireland

IS now based will in the long run work out a happy issue for hei, as

they have in and for every other country that has trusted to them
One last word as to Consistency Wc learnt in the Parliament

of 1880 many facts about Ireland wc had not known before , we felt

the force and bearing of other facts previously accepted on hearsay,

but not realized We saw the Irish iiroblem change from what it

had been in 1880 into the new phase which stood apparent at the

end of 1885, Coercion abandoned by its former advocates, Self

Government demanded by the nation "Were we to disregard all

these new facts, ignore all these new conditions, and cling to old

ideas, some of which we perccivcJd to be mistaken, while others,

still true in themselves, were outweighed by arguments of far wider

import ^ We did not so estimate our duty We foresaw the

taunts of foes and the reproaches of friends But wre resolved to

give effect to the opinions we had slowly, painfully, even reluctantly

formed, opinions all the stronger because not suddenly adopted,

and founded upon evidence whose strength no one can appreciate

till he has studied the causes of Irish discontent in Irish history,

and been forced (as we were) to face in Farbament the practical

difficulties of the government of Ireland by the British House of

Commons
James Bryce



THE GREAT OLYMPIAN SEDITION

O
NCE upon a time, in the halh of bright Olympos, Zeus its

king was within an ace of being put in bonds by a conspiracy

against him It was formed of three great divinities Here, Queen
of heaven, his wife and sister, Poseidon, his nc\t brother in the

family of Kronids, the model and symbol of physical strength,

full too of high notions of his prerogatives , and Athene, the damsel

of the flashing eye, born from his head, and endowed with the very

beat of the furniture of his brain It was probably at the time when
he was not } et well settled on his throne It either was intended

to keep him there in manacles, or, still worse, he might have been

deposed, and relegated into distance like the primeval ancestor Okeanos,

or plunged into the depths like the dishonoured Kronos But there

was a little silver-looted lady, dwelling with her sister Nymphs in

the hollows of the sea, who had a wide circle of acquaintances

among the supernaturals, and a marvellous faculty of persuasion, as

well as a decided capacity for business She had views and interests

of her own on earth She had become, or she was to become, a

wife, and her child was to be a peerless type of humanity under the

monarchy of Zeus She bethought herself what could be done to

save the god in this extremity , and she remembered that Poseidon had

begotlen a son, who Lad an hundred hands, and was stronger even

than his sire once known as Bnareus, but now having for his

Achaian name Aigaion Him she induced to show his teirible

visage on Olympos He took his place by the side of the imperilled

Zeus, with an exuberant sense of his own power, which does not

seem to have been extravagant, for at the sight of him the conspinng

divinities thought better of it, and the whole plot vanished into air

But the tale remained, as well it might, in the memory of the silver-

8y ^
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footed Thetis^ and she was wont to tell it m the h^lls of Pcleus her

mortal husband^ and in the hearing of the young Achilles

So Achilles, wronged by Agamemnon, and divinely warned not to

punish him with the strong hand, invokes his mother and prays her

to use her influence with Zeus on the basis of this legend, and to

induce him to scourge the Achaian host for the outrage committed

by their king Such is the record of the first Iliad (357-412)

I have given to the legend the name of the Great Olympian

Sedition, in order to draw a distinction, necessary to be kept in

mind Tradition supplies us with a variety of legends spread over a

variety of races, which present to us confusedly the ideas of a war in

heaven, and also of a rebellion against heaven, by beings of a preter-

human order ,
the latter conception usually predominating But the

case before us is not one of resistance from without to the supreme

power, and of endeavour to storm the celestial seat The Zeus of

Homer, though he is more than primus inter pare^^ is of the same

order with his compeers There is no generic distinction, as there is

between the Creator and the rebellious creature The threatened

war IS of the nature of a civil war The legend is also a purely Achaian

legend On both grounds it will well bear the name of the Great

Olympian Sedition

There are in Homer a considerable number of Olympian, as well

as terrestrial, narratives dating from periods anterior to the Trojan

War or the action of the Poems These tales were, apparently,

reckoned m other days as belonging to the garrulity or the somno-

lence of the Poet Gradually we find, as to the human part of them,

that they not only admit but require a more practical interpretation,

and powerfully tend to establish the essentially historical character

of the Poems Then arises the question as to the higher group of

incidents, whether and m yhat sense they too may be historical

It has long been seen that the divine life represented in the Poems
is mainly, or very largely, a reflection of their human life But this

IS a very fertile and significant proposition, and can by no tneans

be limited to mere generalities First we find the partisanship of the

divinities in the Trojan War to be associated with local and national

distinctions of worship prevailing at the time There seems to be no

tenable ground for limiting such interpretations of the theurgy to cur-

rent events, or for excluding from them pre-Troic movements within

the celestial circle, should they appear to correspond, as in a mirror, with

known or probable occurrences of the national history, which it was an

evident object with the Poet everywhere to build up and to illustrate

It IS true that to many of these legends no key has yet been found

,

but the progress and variety of modern research forbids us to

despair Meantime we cannot decline to trace upwards the thread

supplied by the reconciling ^lon of Thetis, from its first and most
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obvious exlubition in the stages of the Plot, to the prior occurrences

of her own history

We thus arrive, as regards the great Olympian sedition, at a strong

presumptive case in favour of a terrestrial counterpart for the tale,

by reason of its immediate connection with her peculiar oflSce Let

us now consider more at large the place of this important legend in

its relation to the scheme of the War and of the Poem For

Achilles, the hero of the Iliad, everything hangs on the efhcacy of

the argument by which he seeks to show the power of his mother to

assist him, and the efficacy ot that reparation to his honoiii, which

will be effected by military reverses of the Achaian army m his

absence Nay, so much docs he consider her compliance with his

wish, and the assent and co operation it obtains from Zeus, as due to

himself, that, in the great prayer of Iliad xvi to Zeus (i36-7) he

describes it as the acceptance by the god of his petition, and proceeds

to pray that the fiesh petition, which he is then about to offer, may
meet with a similar sufoess And thus it will be observed that

while other legends, having their scene m Olympos, but of an

ambiguous or secondary intefest, remain at present irreducible to

historic interpretation, this particular legend takes its place among
the foundation-stones of the Poem For by means of it Achilles

moves Thetis to move Zeus to do that, without which the Plot could

not be earned forward, as the Wrath would remain unsatisfied by

retribution, and ^hc prowess of Achilles could no more be made avail-

able in the held A great dignity and importance is in this manner

given to the story, and we can hardly doubt that, like the minoi stnfe of

Ifoseidon at Athens with Pallas, and at Conath with Apollo, it

indicates by reflection something m the nature of icligious conflict,

or perhaps even revolution, in prior Achaian history

In the First Book of the Iliad, the incipient stage of the Wrath is

developed with the most^rtfiil care, so that the several parts of the

Plot mav fit together as compactly as a nicely executed piece of

joinery In this Book lies the construction of the plan , the rest id

unravelling or execution only

We have first the offence ot Agamemnon against Apollo, and its

complete redress as towards the god, accompanied with a new and

supreme wrong against Achilles When Apollo has accepced the

atonement, the ^general position of the Achaian army m the face

of the divine government seems again to have become normal The

natural consequence would be that the unquestionable superiority

of their Chiefs, even after the deduction of Achilles and his fnend

Patroklos, should take effect in a senes of victories for them, and of

disasters forTroy But the moral mischief is not all cured The new

wrong as between man and man stands unredressed The grievance

of Achilles lies m the fresh outrage committed by Agamemnon against

* 3 F 2
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him A remedy can only be found in a senes of divine contri-

vances, calculated to neutialize for a tiilae the operation of the

ordinary law of war that strength shall prevail And this could only

be effected by a movement in the Olympian Courts for, had the

matter been left to the unchecked action of the deities singly, both

the balance of human strength, and the preponderating force of the

Hcllenizing party, especially of Here, Poseidon, and Athene, would

have operated in such a way that there could have been no need and

no glory for Achilles, and the moral, the national, and the poetical

purpose would alike have been frustrated To bring about these

Olympian deliberations, the mode chosen is that Achilles shall move
his mother Tbetis, and Thetis shall move her friend Zeus The
second of these two is a formidable undertaking, for Zeus loves his

ease, and knows the strength of the Olympian opposition Achilles,

after setting forth the justice of his case (II i 305-92), reminds his

mother that she has a right to prefer this large demand For often

had she told in the halls of Pclcus (396-7) the tale set out in the

beginning of this paper, how, when he was menaced with bonds,

by a combined rising of Here, Poseidon, and Athene, she saved him
from captmtv by summoning to his aid the hundred-handed

Bnareus son of Poseidon, but still mightier than his father Strong

in this essential service rendered, she was to expend her credit with

Zeus in obtaining of him that the Achaians sliould suffer in the war, and

that the fight should be carried even to the ships by his preternatural

agency, until Agamemnon should at length be forced into repenting

of his offence The question hereupon arises how and why this

recital should propound to Zeus a motive sufficiently powerful to

induce him to face the great inconvenience of a wrangle with Here,

and of po'isible collision with her powerful coadjutors

\^e haic next to ask what has hitherto been done towards eluci-

dating the meaning of the Poet An explai^tion has been suggested

as follows Zeus has a latent love of Troy, which dates from his

special affection for Dardanos, the founder of the race To remind

him that the three great Hcllenizing deities were old enemies of his,

and had conspired to do him a deadly mischief, is the way to put

him in motion against them , and by helping the Trojans he will, in a

manner, be paving them off* If this explanation he sufficient, it dis-

penses with all necessity for investigating this legend of an Olympian

schism, since, without such an investigation, a reason is supplied to

explain the action set forth m the Poem Beyond the suggestion

just named, I have not found that the commentators have seen m this

legend or myth any indication of a subject worthy of special explana-

tion Monro in his pointed but brief commeutary passes it over

Paley appears to take it (II i 402) as a. mere variant of the great

myth of the Titancmacby But that tale was of far larger scope, and
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was of a rebellion from without against heaven, whereas this is an

affair of faction or sedition 'within heaven itself Heyne, accordingly,

asserts strongly the distinction of the two relations Leaf {tn loco)

refers, as above, to the fact that the three insurgent deities were

likewise the great allies of the Achaians in the War
It appears to me, however, that the explanation errs fatally in its

conception both of the character of Zeus, and of the principle on

which the Olympian life is founded in the Poem Internal feud is^

exceptional, and is essentially foreign to the tenour of that life

According to its lulcs, when an occasion of need arises, means are at

once found for disposing of differences

Its basis and its aim are ease, enjoyment, absence of care
,
and these

do not permit the deities to harbour troublesome grudges one again&t

another The idea, therefore, of a retaliation for an ancient and

buried quarrel, of which all traces have disappeared from the supernal

life, IS alien to the whole conception, and supplies no appropriate

motive to stir Zeus in the direction desired by Thetis and Achilles

If this explanation of the legend be inconsistent with the personal

character of Zeus as a lover of ease, it is not less in conflict with the

other pole, so to call it, on which his action rests and moves
,
namely,

a pervading spirit of political accommodation According to the

supposition before us, the great reverses suffered by the Achaian army

have no other basis than the vengeance of Zeus against the three deities

But, besides that the idea of such a long-cherished grudge is inadmis-

sible, the general relations of Zeus with Athene are even affectionate,

and all his conduct towards Here is founded on a desire to keep the

peace ,
while we see, from the cases ot the llampart in the Hud, and

the Schenan ship in the Odyssey, that he has no sort of quarrel

with Poseidon except that which grows out of a particular and pass-

ing transgression None of these considerations will allow his mind

to be the seat of an enm^Jiv, which would have been a standing source

of disturbance in the Olympian order Moreover, such an explana-

tion does not touch the essential point—^namely, what it can be that

puts Thetis, a mere sea-nymph by birth, in a position to move

Olympos, to play so daring and so effective a part in directing the

supreme governing will towards the essential purpose of the Poem ?

There is, however, another motive which suggests itself as the

simplest and most natural , the motive of gratitude for a priceless

benefit, whiOh may induce characters not wholly lost in selfishness to

face what is disagreeable A principle of requital, or what is called

in familiar phrase the quid pro qm^ is deeply rooted in the Achaian

mind and character We find it in the threph or consideration for

nurture (II xvii 302), which, whether in love, or service, or what-

ever form, the child was bound to pay to the parent We find it in

the zoagrta (xvm. 407), or reward for the salvage of life
,
in the
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moicliagita (Od viii 332), or fine on adultery ^ We have it also

m the incessant recurrence of cases where manslaughter is followed

by the necessity of expatriation, and by refuge and permanent resi-

dence in another land It is, we see, requital for good as well as

evil and, as it is a marked feature of Achaian life, so wc look for its

reflection among the inmates of the Achaian heaven

It will be seen, from the references just made, that we are not left

to mere inferences or presumptions in this case That reflection of

the human life, on which the Olympian life is based, embraces in all

its force, as matter of fact, this law of requital To take one of the

baser instances, it is the court of heaven itself which in Od viii

exhibits to us the actual enaction of security for the payment of the

moichagrta, the right to which is urged by Hephaistos, and admitted

by Poseidon, as acting head of the society It appears largely m the

vindictiveness of tne Olympians, not towards one another but tow ards

human beings This passion is most profoundly manifested in the

case of Poseidon’s vengeance against Odysseus for having performed

an act of self-defence against the Cyclop It has also a deadly

vitality in IIcr6 and Atheiid, who hold so vivid a recollection of the

adverse judgment of Pans on the relative beauty of the three god-

desses, that, hating Troy on account of Pans, they likewise so hate the

body of Hector on account of Tioy, that they dissent from the general

judgment of heaven m favour of procuring *ts release from the dis-

honouring and mangling process (II xxiv 25-30) In the Odyssey,

the Sun exacts the infliction of the severest vengeance on the ship

and crew of Odysseus, because they had killed and eaten some of his

kine, although this was only done when it became necessary for the

saving of their lives (Od xii 357)

On the other hand, gratitude, or a sense of obligation, seems to be

more clearly embodied m the character of deity, than almost any

other human virtue This is shown in the case even of Aphrodite, the

most degraded of the Olympians, who nevertheless retains a strong

sense of obligation to Pans for the same act, which had drawn upon

him the resentment of more powerful goddesses Even liberality in

sacnfice draws forth, we know, general and full acknowledgment

If in this memorable portion of the narrative Homer has repre-

sented his ^eus as capable of doing what is disagreeable under the

influence of gratitude, he, at least, is in perfect consistency with him-

self His Olympian gods live by passion and propensity rather than

byprinciple ,
their besetting sin is a fault of inclination to what they

like, not of absolute malignity , it belongs to the akrasta^ not the

absolute kakia of Aristotle Even Poseidon and Arfes are not without

natural afiection in Zeus, as we see from the case of Sarpedon

iJLl XVI 431-459), and from a certain readiness to Be appeased

(vui 39), this is a real and powerful quality Homer invested his
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deities not merely with human nature, hut with the Achaian form

of human nature The Greek even of to-day is of quick emotion, and
quick resentment

, but he is eminently grateful The gratitude of

Zeus to Thetis supplies us, in trutn, with a reflex indication of the

persistency of racial qualities

Assuming, then, that on this occasion gratitude was in the mind
of Zeus pitted, so to speak, against love of ease, we must not under*

value the risk which he was about to encounter by his assent Herd
Exercises towards him the power of a persistent and voluble wife over

an ease loving husband His conjugal experience enables him clearly

to foresee the trouble which will arise, after the private interview with

Thetis, when Here begins to move under the double influence, perhaps,

of personal jealousy towards Thetis, and of her supreme regard for

the Aebaian army, in no way qualified or restrained by any scruple

as to the gross misconduct of Agamemnon
On the other hand, the service previously rendered had been of the

highest order It placed Zeus under a standing obligation to the

personage, who had devised the means for his relief It amounted to

a moral constraint which forbade him to refuse her prayer, and brought

him, after a momentary hesitation, when she resolutely pressed it, to

ratify, by the paramount symbol of the nod, an engagement for

honouring Achilles, and provisionally afflicting the Achaian chiefs

and army

Guided by these vanous considerations, we have to inquire whether

this legend of what I have called the great Olympian sedition or

schism IS susceptible of an historical interpretation, and really sets

forth in figure wl\at had had its place in the world of fact I now
proceed to particulars

There are two preliminary points in the legend, which may attract

attention if not surprise

Firstly, the subordinate position and very limited attributes of

Thetis stand in a contrast with the great importance of her actions,

which may recall to our memories the insignificance of the little

Hebrew maiden in the Second Sook of Kmgs compared with the

greatness of Naaman the Sjman

Secondly, there is a cunous distinction of epochs in the record of

the reign of Zeus Revolts and conflicts of divmities are not un-

k||pwn to other mythologies But this is a case where a levolt of the

most formidable character had taken place, where the monarch

threatened had not been saved by his own strength, or that of any

one assoqated with his dynasty, and where notwithstanding, alter its

suppression, there had succeeded a course of established and unques-

tioned supremacy

With respect to the first of thete points, as I have long ago indicated’'^

* “ JnveatasMnndi,” p 337
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in brief outline, this legend lies at the very base of the entire posi-

tion which Thetis holds in the Poem, So far as I know, the full im-

portance of that position has not yet been adequately recognized either

by commentators on the Iliad, or by writers on the mythology of

Greece With Preller,* she is only the chief of the Nereid nymphs,

and their leader in processions Welckcr seeks to identify her

with Tethys,t and sets out the later indications of her worship in

and about Thessaly, which are, I apprehend, no more than the

reflected rays of an Homeric luminary, in the region where the Poet

had directly attached her to the interests of human history Nagcls-

bach, t who conforms to the essential condition of treating Homer
apart from the later traditions, falls short of attaching to her action

in the Iliad anything near what I take to be its full significance

Until this significance is fully recogrized, I do not think the true

relation between the celestial Iliad and the terrestrial Iliad will be

rightly appieciated One great step indeed has been gained m the

admission that Homer has made the Olympian life a reflection of the

human life at large But we have also to learn that the entire

theurgy of the Poem is in relation at every point to the teriestnal

and human history and aims The Olympian facts arc reflections of

human facts, and the basis of this Olympian sedition, which may even

be a pure invention of Homer for his own purpose, is to be s6ught,

if anywhere, in the religious history of the Greek peninsula

Secondly, as the government of the world is exhibited to us in the

Iliad, it is worked on the part of Zeus by considerate and politic

compliances (II iv 14), but the basis of his sovereignty is absolutely

fixed , actual resistance to him is nowhere contemplated proximately,

or more than glanced at He tries this question to the uttermost

in II viii ’10-32
,
where he first threatens to inflict condign punish-

ment on any deity who shall presume to interfere in the war, and

then threatens the assembly of the gods collectively by a challenge to

try their strength against bis, which is such that he would drag

the whole of them after him at the end of a golden chain, with

earth ana sea to boot Pallas, in reply, admits that his might is irre-

sistible Such was his ascendency, when consolidated by time

The solution of the first difficulty is found m the immense
derivative importance of Thetis as the link throughout the Poem,

by means of her marriage, between deity and manhood ^d
that of the second we probably reach by referring the legend to

the minority, so to speak, of the reign of Zeus, when Kronos
had been overthrown, but the new dynasty was not yet consolidated

Now that minority can only mean a period of religious revolution

or transition m the religious history of the peninsula
, and the weak^

* “ Giuch Mythol ” i< 434 t “ Gr Gotterlebre,” i 618
t “Bom TheoL" pp 84, 152
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ness, which it is incongruous to refer to one period of the rcigu of

a divmitv as compared with another, is an appropriate poetical form

for indicating a time of change and the weakness of a system not

yet fully accepted in popular usage and belief

Grote,* who, in his vast and comprehensive labour, evidently had

not included any special study of the Homeric mythology, notices

what may be called its gencnc difference from that of Hesiod, but

seems to treat everything anterior to Zeus and his compeers as in

the nature of poetic fiction, provided for us by operating backwards

into the past, in order to satisfy the instinct which required both

for gods and men that each should have an ancestry But human
history has now largely invaded that foretime ” which to him was

so dark, and some part of its image may be traced in the celestial

successions that arc found in Homer, while in Hesiod they have

accumulated into masses, where time and place seem to be hopelessly

mingled, and the aggregate is jdaced far beyond the reach of historic

interpretation, although it is probable that all the parts of his Theo-

gony may have had, in some country, time, and religious order,

its human counterpart Religious revolution would, it is evident, be

especially incidental to a period when the great migrations of man
from his central scat were still in prd^rcss, and when local conquests

and admixtures were of constant occurrence

It was to be expected that substitutions of one divine dynasty for

another would be effected with much variety of circumstance Some-

times with the violence which was excited by the first endeavour to

introduce the m orship of Dionusos (11 vi 132) Generally, we may
estimate the mode in which the change was effected from the posi-

tion in which we find the ousted deity Thus from the honourable

mention accorded to Okcanos, as OiUjv spring-head of gods

(II XIV 201, 248, 302), we may assume that his cult had dis-

appeared quietly ,
but the epithet applied to Kronos (II ii 205

€t ahbt)j and his place m Tartaros (II viii 479) point pretty plainly

to a violent revolution

Next, an important peculiarity of the case befoie us seems to be

indicated by the form of expression which the Poet has adopted

The conspiracy was not a conspiracy to eject Zeus from heaven, as

for example he himself ejected Ilephaistos (II i 690) ,
*but to alter

his pbaracter or position there in some manner indicated by the

phrase “ putting him in bonds Zeus was Dodonaian and Pelasgic

(II XVI 233) in the solemn mvocation of Achilles, and nowhere else

,

while he is habitually Olympian m the ordinary Achaian worship

In this variation we have a probable sign of special purpose As the

Pelasgic name stands in affinity with the old cult of Nature-Powers,

which probably overspread the country in pre-Achaian times, it may
• Part I ch 1
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have been that the character of Zeus, as associated with those older

epithets, presented the features of a Nature-Ppwer, more than did the

later and Olympian Zeus, who impels and compels natural agents, but

is nowhere imprisoned or incorporated in them In this view, the

aim of the conspiracy might be to do violence to, in our modern

phiase to put pressure on, the ancient, more or less elemental, Zeus,

'iiid make him pass into a Zeus modelled upon the theanthropic ideas

of the Olympian system If the objection should be taken that wc
have no warrant for assigning to Zeus th]is duality of parts, I reply

by again appealing to the prayer ot the Sixteenth Iliad, where it is

expressly assigned to him As he is in the first place Dodonaian

and Pelasgic, we have constituted tn lirnine his connection with

the archaic, or pre-Hellenic, religion of the country But then the

prayer proceeds with its description, an elaborate description, such as

IS nowhere else founji in the Poems, and such as reminds xi% accord-

ingly, that Homer never varies from himself without a reason So,

after disposing of the archaic character of Zeus, the In\ocation pro-

ceeds to state that, round about the wintry seat of Dodona, dwell

the Helloi or Selloi, who are his ministers, and are of ludc habits of

life (xvi 233-5) Here we have that great root-name, enlarged m
the names ot Hellenes and of Hellas, which arc expressly appro-

priated m II 11 683-4 to the warriors of Achilles anS their seat

But that chief, and the warriors whom he led, are evidently meant by

the Poet to be taken by us as the prime and choicest representatives

of the national character, which he was busily ripening into its

matunty Now observe the significance and the relation of these

facts The great in\ocation shows us, so to speak, the amalgamated

Zeus, the Zeus of the older and of the younger world And the

transition, which the passage thus represents as accomplished, is

exhibited by the Legend of the Great Sedition as in the course of

bping made
Having, as 1 hope, established the proposition that it is reasonable

to seek in human history an explanation of Olympian Legends, and

having 11' some degree determined the position of Zeus and Thetis^

with reference to the Great Sedition, I have next to examine why
and how far the three powerful insurgents have severally their

appropriate place m the narrative, and to explain the singular com-

bination which unites together a batch of deities so little in original, or

pre-Troic, affinity, as Poseidon, Here, and Athene Poseidon, the

great and swaithy race-god of the South, is readily enough conceived

of as coming into conflict with Zeus, when immigrants arriving in the

country bring with them a Poseidonian worship to plant among its

Pelasgian occupants But thei| he has no relation to Athen^ Neither

has he any to Herd, except through this very Zeus, upon whom he is

attempting to lay hands We may, however, at least admit that not
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only as a reformer, but as a rebel against Zeus, he is in his place For

he bears every mark of a personage who, on reaching the Greek

peninsula, has to step downwards from supremacy to a position m the

theirchy which is virtually secondary Still, this co-opcration v\^ith

the two goddesses cannot be referred to any original affinity, or

permanent association But occasion, as well as necessity, makes
strange bedfellows, and a common antagonism for a common purpose

may be in theory «and fact an adequate basis for common action

Poseidon it seems plain was, as the god of southern immigrants,

placed, prior to the consolidation of the Olympian system, in a

natural opposition to Zeus, the indigenous divinity , and an opposition,

not essential but accidental, may be accounted for iti Athend and in

Here, if they arc the proper Homeric representations of historical

and iBocial forces which were not in harmony from the first with the

conception, and the worship of the pre-Achaian or Dodonaian Zeus

But there is this difference in their cases from the case of their ally

Evidently neither of them can stand on the broad ground of competi-

tion which is available for Poseidon They cannot be pretenders to the

supreme place The goddess presupposes the god There is here no

queen-bee Olympos must needs be under the Salic law A contest

for local predominance, as at Athens, is entirely within our limits

,

since no headship of the gods is there in question, but only a local

predominance of cult But perhajlt the action of the two goddesses

in the Legend may have some more limited aim, such as comports

with the idea of putting Zeus under restraint, as distinguished from

ejecting him Now wc shall find that both the deities arc qualified

for the part they play, in this attempt at a limited revolution, by the

specific characters which the Poet has assigned to them

This IS not the place for setting forth at large the qualities and

the action in the Poems of these two great and conspicuous

divinities I shall here refer to them only in the way of summary
indication, with scarcely an ^attempt at proof or illustration, which

would carry me beyond my present purpose

Although, as I conceive, the character of Herd bears upon it in-

dubitable marks of foreign or non-Olympian tradition, yet these

marks are of secondary import in the Poems, and are completely

subordinated, to the idea of nationality, which is the stamp she

carries in the Homeric system She alone of the Homeric deities

IS endowed with a national name , she is the Argeian Herd (II iv

8 ,
V 908) This was the particular epithet, and the only one, which

could adequately connect her with the adolescent nationality ever

before the eye and mind of the Poet Hellenic she could not be, for

the name was only applied by him in a peculiar distnct (II ii 034)

Danaan she could not be, for the word was archaic and military

To be Achaian was not enough, for this appellation had a marked
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leaning to a class But Argeian she might bc^ for this name at

once included the entire body of the people, and included it with

special lefcicnce (which reappears in the name of Argeian Helen)

to the scat of the Pelopid sovereignty, m which the national life is

represented and summed up The Achaian name, again, was applied

to the southern portion of the Peninsula, which was Achaic Argos

(II IX 141) , the northern part was Pelasgie Argos (11 ii 681) , but

Argos was the name which embraced the wholes Her first sym-

pathy (11 1 55) 18 for the rank and file, perishing in the Plague

Everywhere she regards Agamemnon simply as the head of the organi-

zation
, her care is for the nation's weal

,
she has no favourites, and

nowhere shows an overweening concern for this or that individual

At this point it 18 requisite to recall fo attention my preliminary

supposition with respect to preceding phases of religion It is,

that the Greek Peninsula had, for generations (few or many) before

the Troic time, been inhabited (komedon as it is called*) by a settled

agricultural population in tribes or groups, that these tribes or

groups had gradually been modihcd and consolidated into at least

the chrysalis of a nation, thiough the entrance at many points of

new and ruling ethnical elements , at first local, as in the Aiolid

and other hke families
,
afterwards collec tivc, when a dominant race

appeared, and when the Pelopid dominion was established Religious

change had also been in progtess The more elemental system,

prevalent in the prior period, had, it may almost be said of necessity,

been enriched and complicated both by theanthropic ideas, and by

the importation of deities of foreign association
,
such, for example,

as Hermes and Poseidon, whom.I name as specimens, because we have

Homeric indications of their having taken root in the country at the

Achaian epoch Under the circumstances, the old conception of Zeus

would have to be expanded accordingly
, he found himself in new

cqmpany , he had to pass over from the old physical into the new
theanthropic associations instead of bevpg merely Pelasgie, be was

to assume an Argeian colour

With regard fo Athene, we know that, throughout the Iliad,

she IS m close co-operation with Her^ Acting sometimes as her*

messenger (II n 195), she might seem inferior But, when the

two deities descend together from Olympos in the chariot. Herd takes

the secondary place of driver They carry their sympathy or co-

operation, on more than one occasion, even into the councils of

heaven, and together oppose, or resent, the action of Zeus wheneier

it verges in any direction, even if ever so little, favourable to the

Trojans In a large degree, what has been said of the place of Heih

in the Legend of the Great Sedition is, then, applicable also to

Athene It is completely in keeping for her to take a large part in

* Strabo, 151
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the action which was necessary in order to bring the elemental con-

ception of Pelasgian Zeus onwards and upwards into the surpassing

majesty and splendour of his Olympian portraiture The diversity

of lection,* which would here substitute Apollo for Athene in the

Legend, is profoundly un-Homeric The Apollo of Ilomer has con-

currence with the will of Zeus for the farst law of his being, and never

can appear in opposition to him
,
whereas Athene is ready to play

that part, within due bounds, on every occasion when it is required

by her purpose

Only, I think, at a single point of the Poems is the position of

Athene identical to that of Here, with whom she is in the Iliad

habitually allied It is in the legend of the judgment of Pans on
the three competing goddesses But Homer only makes an isolated and

a dark reference to that legend (II xxiv 29) , and attaches to it no idea

except that ot the disastrous favour which it earned for him from

Aphrodite But the broad distinction, running through the whole woof

and web of the Poem, is that the interest felt by Here is national, that

felt by Athene personal Moreover, it is undeniable that her personal

interest is not equally and uniformly diffused, but is marked by respect

of persons in a striking degree, and is indeed concentrated upon three

individuals—namely, Achilles, Odysseus, and Diomed The characters

for which she cares are the typical characters, first and foiemost, the

protagonists of the two Poems , next to these, and in single associa-

tion with them, the great chief Diomed, who never quails under

disaster, and who alone ofthe associated heroes even distantlyapproaches,

m moral and intellectual scale, the nearly preterhuman Achilles

There can, then, be no doubt as to the broad distinction in the

Poems, between the action of the two goddesses But the office of

each finds for her an appropriate place in the great Olympian sedition

They represent respectively the two sides, the national and the per-

sonal side, of the upgrowing Hellenic lift Taken together, they com-

prise the whole Let us see how this applies to the case of the

legend before ui^

My contention is that the legend is a mythical representation,

through the figure which an Olympian transaction supplies, of changes

that had taken place on earth , of the supersession of the older or

Pelasgian form of society and worship by the Achaian religion and

civilization If this contention be granted, then I think the further

concession must be made, that the three deities represent severally

the greatest of those modifying influences which had been at work

to bring about the religious portion of the change, and to substitute

the organized humanistic polity of the Olympian system for the mis-

cellaneous congenes of Nature-Powers, of which we have abundant

glimpses in Homer, and a fuller, less luminous, more mechanical view

* Leaf on II 1 400
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in the Theogony of Hesiod Greece was undoubtedly to act upon our

race through her nationality, and of this Here in the legend is, so to

speak, as well as in the Poem, the official representative But it was

bv establishing a certain type of the individual mind, and development

of indnidual character, more than through her collective character,

that Greece bebame the teachei of the world It is of this mental

type that Athene m the Poems seems to have had peculiar charge

And if Here appears m the legend as the representative of the

Achaian community, Athene also has her own specific place there on

behalf of the Achaian manhood

Thus far, then, all our personages seem to have an appropriate

part in the legend We have Zeus as the head of the local religion

under the old scheme, wc Imve Poseidon, Here, and Athene to

represent the great forces that were in action to bring about modifica-

tion and development by means ol ^‘progression through antagonism ”

The fust, as the symbol of Phccuician influence, represents here

a competing cult, and a social source which evidently made a large

contribution to the national life the second embodies that

nationality which, during the several wars of the heroic age, was

struggling into existence ,
and the third, that splendid type ot

mind, at once intense, self-possessed, and many-sided, which was the

heart and basis both of the heroic legends, and of the subsequent

history In this view we have here brought upon the field of action

the main constituents of the nascent Hellenism, and we see before us

the older Zeus as the recipient of those influences, the newer Zeus

as their result

While the mam portion of the Legend may be disposed of with this

mterpietation, vet there still remains the person and pait of Biiareus

or Aigaion, which cannot be overlooked and docs not at once fall into

line What title had Thetis to call upon Aigaion ^ and what con-

sideration induced him to obey the call ? And further, how and why
IS it that we find him taking part, not for but against his father

Poseidon ^ Let us consider first who this Aigaion was Mr
G|pte t at the opening of his great work speaks thus of the order to

which he belonged

" Along with the gods are found various monstrous natures, ultra-

human and extra-human, who cannot with propnety be called gods,

but who partake with gods and men in the attributes of volition,

consfeious agency, and susceptibility of pleasure and of pain "

I will not here enter upon the question whether, in the interpreta-

tion of Homer, personages like Aigaion are to be considered as

intermediate, or as divine In my opinion, they are divine , and I

observe that this is the title given to " the subtartareau gods, who

* The title 9f a learned and intereatiog volume by the late highly accomplished Earl

of Crawford and Balcarres t Part x ch i p 1
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have the name of Titans ” (II xi7 279) These beings are vo-nous and

without a common tie, except it be found m the common possession

of two powerful attiibutes—enormous physical strength, and an

unruly and rebellious will

When we find in Homer for the same creature or thing a pair of

names, not interchangeable, but one in use among the^^ods, the other

among men, the usual, and as it seems reasonable, inteiprciation is,

to treat them as the older and the more recent name respectively

We have now before us the case of him who was called Biiareus by

the gods, but Aigaion by all men And the interpretation is the more

natural in this instance, because we seem to be dealing with the

succession of one form of religion to another , with a famous personage,

who survives that revolution, and has a name widely current

The dominance of the attribute of mere strength, which is tlie

pnme attribute of their parent or congener Poseidon, tends at once

to ally these monstrous beings with the order of Nature-Powers

They are broadly distinguished from the Satan of Milton and his

peers The instinct of mischief reigns, and counsel is unknown,

j^mong them Their great exploit is to heap mountain on mountain,

that there may be a highway to heaven (Od xi 316), and the appro-

priate punishment seems to be to heap the weight of earth or

mountains upon them Such is perhaps the idea of the lower

Tartaros, and the suggestion which arises from the case of Typhoeus

(II 11 783)

Wc have now before us two points which may assist in answering

our fust question One, that Thetis, retaining all the incidents of a

Nature-Power, has, when Nature-Powers stand distinct from other

supernatural agents, a ready and favourable access to them The

other, that as a premium on his compliance, the huge Aigaion finds

himself at once introduced into Olympos, and set by the side of its

endangered ruler Perhaps this is as much as poetical verisimilitude

requires

As respects our second question, the situation is eminently illus-

trative of the character of tiiese beings Unlike the Olympian gods,

who fail as men principally fail, rather by want of self-command

than of knowledge, rather by insufficient appreciation of good than

by loving evil for its own sake, these beings are truly bad beings

The type is well exhibited in Poluphemos, though a man, who not

only disobeys the right but mocks at what he disooeys, and insults

those whom he was preparing to devour True he prays to his father

Poseidon (Od ix 528), not, however, as an act of piety, but

simply as an imprecation upon Odysseus, over whom he supposed the

god to have some power, though for himself he utterly renounced

that deity in common with all the rest, as being far inferior in

strength (Od ix 276) to the Cyclopian race The only touch of
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feeling in the monster is towards his ram (417), whom he addresses

in a friendly phrase, but then it was upon the progeny of the

animal that he depended for subsistence Since then Poluphemos

had no regard to the filial tie as importing any obligation, the

same consideration may fairly apply to Aigaion, who need in no way
be debarred frojn doing what we ha^e supposed agreeable to him by
the fact that it requires him to face and defy a father, who is too

prudent, as an Olympian, to venture on an unequal strife

Perhaps further or happier explanations may be supplied by students,

who aie qualified to draw more largely than I can upon the resources of

comparative mythology Should my contiibutiou, I dare hardly say

my solution, be deemed a partial and slender treatment of the case

of Aigaion, I hope 1 have supplied some ground for the belief that

the great Olympian sedition was in the main a celestial version of

human facts, which had had their places in the religious history of

the Achaian Peninsula

W E Gladstone
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At the beginning of the year Mr Gladstone was of opinion that

the controversy on Irish Home Rule had reached the ‘^reflective

stage The charges brought by the Tunes against Mr Pai ncll and

his lieutenants, and the Ciimcs Bill of the Government, have

renewed the heat and passion of last autumn, and the political

temperature for many weeks past has not been favourable to the

calm consideration of the diffei cnees which have split the Liberal

party, or to any serious attempt at the solution of an intricate

political problem But the problem remains and it may not he

wholly useless, even at suck a time as this, to inquire to what

extent Liberals aie agreed on the method by which it Is to be

solved

During the last twelve months I have discussed the subject with

very many of the most ardent and enthusiastic supporters of Mr
Gladstone—keen politicians, living in the north of England, in the

Midlands, m London, and m Wales—and 1 ha^e endeavoured to

discover their position in relation to those provisions of Mr Glad-

stone's Government of Ii eland Bill which we^e regarded with the

grejitest dissatisfaction by Unionists like myself, and m this paper 1

propose to state as clearly and briefly as I can the conclusions at

which I have arrived ^

I

1 Those of Mr Gladstone’s supporters whom I have happened

to meet protest with great warmtl^^ against being called Sepa-

ratists They declare that they are as firmly resolved to maintain

the union between Great Britain and Ireland as Lord Hartington or

Mr Chamberlain

When asked on what terms they desire to retain Ireland m con-

nection with Great Britain—whether as the equal of England, Scot-

VOL, LI 3 0
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Lmd, and Wales, or as a subject and tributary State—ume out of ten

of them reply, in substance, that they wish to vindicate the honour

of Jrclaiid, and to atone for the injustice of many centuries
,
and

that to relegate the Irish people to a position inferior to that which

IS claimed for the people of Great Bntain would be altogether

alien from the spirit and aims of any policy that ought to be sup

poited by the Liberal party But from the very first, it has been the

contention of those who resisted the Home Rule Bill of last year,

that the Bill condemned Ireland to a position of permanent political

inferiority Mr Freeman, in an admirable article published last

autumn, while not expressing any judgment on the policy of the Bill

as a whole, points to this as one of its capital merits

It was wonderful,” he says, “ that my should iccopt the m iin linos of Mr
Gladstone s scheme,and should } et propose to get rid ol this most essential fc iture

of it” [i €
,
the exclusion of the Irish members] “ Mr Glidstono'b scheme,

looked at as a political study, was i very bold one It started from a face

,

it nave that fxet i prominence hitherto unf uniliai, md then tiad to gi\c it i

wholly new oharicter Mr Crladstone found Frclind nonun illy an equal ]nrt

of m United Kingdom, piacticilly i dependency of inothci put of that king

dom Ills scheme acknowledged the fact of tint dcjicndenci, ind put it into

the stiongGst light Irelind wis to remiin pirt of the Ciueen’s doTnmioiis,

part of the empire, if ony one likes the word, it wis even to icmam i)ait of

the Umt(d Kingdom But it wis no longer to lemiin a part) of the United

Kingdom on the same nominal level is othei parts Us dependence w is to be
proclaimed

,
it was to keep its existing b idge of dependence, and to be bur

dened with new ones ” f

Mr Freeman’s judgment that the Bill assigned to the people of

Ireland a position infciior to that winch it reserved for the people

of Great Britain, cannot be contested Irishmen were to continue

to be subjects of the Queen, but their political representatives were

to have no power to make laws relating to the status or dignity of the

Crown, or the succession to the Crown, or a Regency They were to

continjie to share the fortunes of Great Britain, and large numbers of

them might continue to serve in the British armyand navy, but the Irish

Legislature was to be forbidden to legislate on" the army, navy, militia,

volunteers, or other military or naval forces, or the defence of the

realm ,
it was to have no share in the authoiity which alone could

compel a Ministry to bnng an unjust and ruinous war to a close, or

destroy a ministry for making a dishonourable peace Over treaties

with foreign nations, however seriously they might affect Irish inter-

ests, the politiC|l representative! of Irishmen were to have no control

They were to have no power to determine for what acts Irishmen

should be liable to suffer the penalties of treason
, nor were they

* I may refer to an article in this Rfview for Tune 1886, on “ The Exclusion of the
Irish Members from the Impenal Parliament ”

t Fortnightly lievicw^ September 1886, “ Prospects of Home Rule,” pp 320-7
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to be permitted to legislate on matters afiectmg Irish trade and

navigation They were not to be at liberty to impost customs duties

at lush ports or to levy excise in Irish distdlcries Their powers

were to be limited on such grave subjects as the establishment and

endowment of religion and the education of their children The
powers withheld from the representatives of the Irish people were to

be retained by the Parliament oi Westminster, in which no repre-

sentative of an Irish constituency was to have a seat

It was the contention of those who disapproved of Mr Gladstone's

measure, that with whatever eagerness such a settlement might be

accepted by the Irish National party m order to secure the limited

control over Irish aflaiis attributed to the Irish Legislature, the

settlement could not be permanent ,
that it was in fact, though not

in intention, a degradation of the Irish people , and that within a

very few years it would provoke fierce and just resentment

When the exclusion of the Irish representatives from Westminstci

was considered from another point of view—the supremacy of the

Impel lal Parliament—obiections emerged of another kind It was

the contention of Mr Gladstone that the power of the veto inheient

in the Crown was a sufficient protection and guarantee against any

legislation by the assembly in Dublin that might be flagrantly unjust

to any description of Irishmen, or dangerous to the general interests

of the Empire In reply it was maintained that the veto of the

Crown, excicised on the advice of a Minister responsible only to the

Imperial Parliament, in which no Irish city, borough, or county would

have any repicsentativc, could have no moral authority in Ireland,

and would be powerless to pievent legislation that mjght happen to

be supported by any strength of popular passion If the Crown, on

the advice of the Imperial Ministry, is to veto an Act of the Irish

Parliament, Ireland must be represented at Westminster, and repre-

sented m proportion to the number of her population

It IS true, no doubt, that although the colonies have never had

Imperial representation, the Crown has disallowed a consideiablc

number of Acts passed by colonial Legislatures , but these were Acts

which created no deep and general inteiest among the colonial

population, or which were in conflict with Imperial legislation or

Imperial treaties, or which were contrary to the express terms of the

Acts by which the colonial Legislatures were constituted ,
and colonial

precedents give no adequate ground for believing that if Ireland were

deprived of the Imperial representation which she actually possesses,

it would be pos^^ible for the Crown, on the advice of the Imperial

Ministry, to veto Irish Acts which received the vehement support of

any large number of the Irish people

For these and other reasons I find that nearly all the supporters

of Mr Gladstone's policy with whom I have met are agreed that m
3o2
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any new Home Rule Bill the twenty-fourth clause * of Mr Glad-

stone's measure ought to have no place They express surprise that

Radicil Unionists should still he insisting on this point as one of

the distinctive articles o£ the Unionist creed They do not alwajs

recognise its critical importance—a zealous Gladstonian m the House

of Commons said to me only i few weeks ago, " the retention of the

Irish members is only a detail —but they universally suppose that

it has been conceded t
It IS no part of the object of this paper to revive the recriminations

of last summer, but it is necessary to make it \ery clear that if

before the division on the second reading Mr Gladstone had given a

definite assurance that in reconstructing the Bill he would retain

the Irish members, the second reading would have been earned

This was the only condition on which at that time the Radical

Unionists insisted, for they believed that this practically carried with

it a reconstruction of the whole measure In their judgment this

assurance was never given Mr Gladstone was anxious that the

retention ot the Iri«h members should be regirdcd as an open

question
,
insisted strongly that in voting for the second reading of

the Bill no member was to be rcgaidcd as pledged to their exclusion

,

and promised to consider whether meai s might not be devised for

enabling the voice of Ireland to be heard at Westminster on Imperial

questions in which she was interested For a few days Mi Glad-

stone's language at the meeting of the party at the Foreign Office

seemed to myself, and to many that shared my position, sufficiently

definite to justify the belief that on this one point the Bill would be

reconstrueted so as to meet our difficulties But we soon became

doubtful whether we had any right to attach to his words the meaning

that we desired to find m them

I have sometimes been told that Radical Unionists like myself

were wrong in not trusting Mr Gladstone more generously, that

our minds were infected with doubts which did him injustice , that

^^e should have accepted his promises in the fiank spirit in which

they were given But it seems to me that those who specially claim

to be his friends were disposed to treat him much more unjustly

than ourselves It is unfair to an eminent statesman, possessing

Mr Gladstone’s mastery of the resources of the English language, to

* On and after tlic appointed da> Ireland shall cease, except in the event here
after in this Act mentioned f* c

,
for the purpose of altering the Act, clause 391, to return

representative peers to the House of Lords, or members to the House of Commons
, and

the persons who on the said day are snch representative peers and members shall cease
as such to be members of the House of Lords and House of Commons respectively

t While this paper was in the hands of the printers Sir George Irevelyan, addressing
the members of the Lighty Club (May lb), declared that ht did not believe that “ there
are twenty men in the partywho would acquiesce m the exelusion ** of the Irish members
from the House of Commons lie added, **I do not believe there is one who would
insist on it, if by conceding it we could get back into our ranks Lord Hartingtou and his
friends , or, rather his followers, because we are all his friends

*’
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bind Lira to engagements wliicli lie Las never made That Lib words

might mean that he was willing to retain the Irish members it

Westminster js true, but those which I can iccall might mean
something else which in Mr Gladstone’s judgmenf would avoid the

difficulties with regard to legislation for Greit Britain^ which would

obviously arise it, Irish members at Westminster v\tre allowed to

decide the fate of measures affecting the domestic affairs ot England,

Scotland, and Wales, while they had an assembly of then own in

Dublin for controlling the domestic afiaiis of Ireland *

I believe that I have read carefully every speech m which

Mr Gladstone h is discussed the Irish question since the rcieetion

of the Bill last June, and in none of them has there seemed to

me a clear indication that he has come to the conclusion to letam the

full representation of Ireland as an integral and peimancnt part of the

Imperial Parliament The kindness of a fruiid, however, has leccutly

furnished me with a copy of a correspondence between Mr Gladstone

^nd Mr Joseph Ilaslam, the Home Rule candidate for Bolton at the

last election Mr Ilaslam wrote to Mr Gladstone for an explicit

expression of his present views respecting the retention of the Irish

representatives at Westminster, and he received the following

reply —
8, 1887

^'Deai Sir,

“ I thank you for ) our obliging comir unication I may obsorv e

that, before the rejection of their Irish Govirnnient Bill, the last Administri-

tioii declircd its viillingness to make piovision for securing to Irelind i due
shire m the man igemout o£ Imperial concerns by the Pirliiment at West
minster—I remain, de ir sir, yoiu very faithful serv int,

“ W E Gladsione

Mr Ilaslam replied to this letter as follows —
“57 r\Li VTaii, S W

,
Fd) 9, 1887

“ io the Right Hon 1 Glad^Ume^ P
“Deap Sir,

“ I im obliged to you for your communication of yesterday’s date

“I am aware that the late Government gave an intimation of their willing-

ness to admit the lush representatives to Westminster lor Imperiil purposes,

but it was not sufficiently definite, and what is in iny opinion required, from

my own experience, is that full representation should be given to Ireland in the

Imperial Parliament

* Mr Gladstone made one of his most definite statements on the sii1>ject at a great

meeting at Manchester on June 25, after the loss of the Bill He said * Undoubtedly

a very strong desire has been shown in England and Scotland that Ireland should not

be severed from the transaotion of Imperial concerns and I wish to remind you that

wo have undertaken two things We have already in the Bill provided [for] a certain

contingency’* [i e
,
the modification of the Home Rule Bill] “aud besides have undertaken

that the fiscal interests of Ireland should not be affected without gn ing her nu mbers an
opportunity of being here

,
and we have also undertaken to propose a plan for rtcognis

ing permanently the concerns of Ireland in the trausactiou of Imperial as aistinct

from Irish business '* But this plan might be by delegation of members from the Insh
Legislature to attend at certain times at Westminster
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“ By full I moon on the present lines of Irish lepresentatives at Westminster
Is it your opinion that this is practicable^—^Yours ftithfully,

“J C HASLVAf”

Mr Gladstone*!^ answer is as follows —
“ lelnmry 10, 1887

“Deat Si I,

“The proposU of the hte Government could not with propriety
be defined until the Committee stage had been reached I stated that I con-
templated the full number 1 own myself quite at a loss to comprehend wh it

}ou intend to convey by full representation if it be not what I stated m
explicit terms—I am, dear sir, your laithiul, obedient servint,

“ VV E Gladsione"

Wlien the " explicit terms ” refericd to in tlie second of these

communications were used I am unable to recall , hut this corre-

spondence may be taken as containing an assurance that Mr Gladstone
IS now prepared to arrange that when Parliament is discussing

Imperial affairs, the Irish representatives—not a delegation from the

Legislative Assembly m llublm—shall sit and vote at Westminster
^

their present number in proportion to that of the whole House is to

be practically undiminishcd, and they arc to sit as the representatives

of Irish constituencies

This—although I am not sure—is what I suppose to be Mr Glad-
stone’s meaning He appears to have written to Mr Ilaslam on
post-cards, and post-cards are hardly a convenient vehicle for the
clear and full expression of the opinion of an eminent statesman on
a great and difficult question of public policy It is to be regretted
that in none of his great speeches, as far as I can ^remember, has
there been any statement as definite as that contained in this cor-

respondence—a correspondence which, for some cause or other, failed

to attract much public attention^ But between Mr Gladstone’s
position, as defined in his communications with Mr Haslam, and the
position of the Eadical Unionists, there may still be a very wide dis-

tance Mr Gladstone may intend that the Imperial Parliament shall
consist of two classes of members the members for Great Britain,

who shall sit there always, and the members for Ireland, who shall

sit there occasionallv Ihis is not what the Radical Unionists mean,
and have always meant, by the retention of the Irish members at

Westminster They believe that no scheme for the intermittent

attendance of the Insh representatives can give them their true
place and authority m the Imperial Parliament

It appears from Sir George Trevelyan’s speech at the Manchester Reform Club
(May 18) that Sir George has either not seen the correspondence with Mr WaQia,.. or
has not found m it the definite assurance which he desires IJo tliinks that *'the
minds ' of those who disapproved of the Bill of last year, “would be quieted and their
course made plain, if Mr Gladstone would state publicly and dehnitely that he has
given up the idea of excluding the Insh members ot Parliament A few words to that
effect s^ken now would give great satisfaction m many quarters, and I think that it is
rather hard on the party if they are not spoken soon I earnestly trust that before
this paper appears Sir Gladstone will see his way to respond to this appeal
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But whether we are nght or wrong m having failed to discover,

either in Mr Gladstone^® speeches or letters, any assurance that he

IS willing to retain the Irish members as a permanent part of the

House of Commons, with rights in the Imperial Parliament absolutely

equal to the rights of the members representing the other parts of

the United Kingdom, it is certain that we have never yet made the

discoveiy, although many of us have been very anxious to make it

On the other hand, it is the conviction of the overwhelming majonty

of the supporters of Mr Gladstone with whom I have met, that this

IS what he means On this point their position is that of the Radical

Unionists, and they believe that it is Mr Gladstone's position too

If they are right in this belief, I hope that I may say, without presump-

tion, that it IS very desirable he should make hjs position perfectly

clear

2 It was a direct and necessary result of the proposed exclusion

of the Irish representatives from the Imperial Parliament that Ireland

should be exempt from a war-tax If she was to have no voice on

peace or wai, it was impossible that she should be required to con-

tribute to the annual cost of a war, or should have any share in the

debt created by a war The same decisive reason was to exempt her

fiom a share in meeting any increase in the Imperial civil expendi-

ture of the United Kingdom Clause 13, which fixed the maximum
contribution of Ireland towards general Imperial expenditure at

j03,24;2,OOO, with an additional €1,000,000 for the Royal Irish Con-

stabulary and the Dublin Metropolitan Police, was the immediate and

necessary inference from the cesser clause (clause 24) The contribution

of Ireland towards the army and navy ot the United Kingdom was fixed

at about one-fifteenth of the cost of the normal peace establishment
, a

similar contribution was to be made towards the Imperial civil ex-

penditure But the sum named in the Bill was never to be exceeded,

though the Imperial expenditure in both these departments might

increase This was reasonable and just
,
Ireland was to have no powci

to check the increase, and ought not to be made liable to bear any part

of it On the other hand, the Bill provided that,

‘‘if it appears to Her ^lajesty that the expenditure in respect of the army md
navy of the United Kingdom, or in respect of Imperial civil expenditure of

the United Kingdom, for any financial year, has been less than fifteen times the

amount of the contributions above named on account of the same matter, a

sum equal to onefifteenth part of the diminution shall be deducted from the

current annual contribution for the same matter

This provision, whether Ireland is represented or unrepresented m
the Imperial Parliament, is perfectly feir If the charges to which

she has to contribute diminish, her contribution should be dimimshed

But it was the contention ot the Radical Unionists that if Great

Britain weie engaged m a struggle for existence Ireland ought
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to bear her share of the cost The area from whi<!h we can diaw the

revenues for tlic defence of the Enimre is alieady too nariow, to

nariow it still more, and to throw the whole cost of maintaining a great

war on England, Scotland, and Wales, seems a dangerous policy

Hitherto Ireland Ins shared our Imperial vicissitudes Her sons

liaic icndcrcd on land and sea noble service to the Empire, and won
for thcinsehes and their countiy enduring renown While separation

IS rcpudiited, this partnership m our fortunes should be continued

jMany questions of a perplexing character would arise if the pro-

posal to limit the chaigc on Ireland for the army and navy were

earned 1 or example, could an Englishman deriving his income

from foreign investments domicile himself m Ireland, and while

England vias paying an income tax of eighteenpence m the iiound,

get oft with a tax of twopence ^ Again, if the excise duty were

raised in England to meet the cost of a war, Mould it be worth while

for Burton Breweries to transfer to Ireland all that pait of their

trade that provided beer for exportation to foicign countries^ With
the tolerable certainty that taxation for Impeiial purposes will go on

increasing, might it not become expedient, if Ireland were lairly

prosperous under Home Rule, to tiansfer other industries across St

George^s Channel ^

Questions of another kind occur Last wmtei Mr Gladstone gave

some indication that he was willing, if Scotland desired it, to grant

Scotland the same kind of Home Rule that he was willing to grant to

Ireland In that case Scotland as well as Ireland would escape a wai-

tax, and England and Wales would be left to beai it alone Or if W ales

also claimed Home Rule, England, solitary and unaided, would have to

meet all the current expenditure for a great war, and all the in-

creased charges on the debt which the war would be certain to entail

All Mr Gladstone's supporters with whom I have talked over

these difficulties are absolutely at one with the Radical Unionists m
their objections to this part of the scheme Here, at any rate, the

party is agreed, though the leaders may remain dmded
I have not forgotten that in case ot war the Irish Legislature is

empowered, if ^t pleases (clause 18), " to appropriate a further sum
out of the Consolidated Fund of Iieland m aid of the array or navy,

or other measures which her Majesty may take for the prosecution

of the war and defence of the realm, and to provide and raise money
for that purpose The clause is a singular illustration of Mr
GJladstone’s sanguine temperament I wonder how many men in the

kingdom, besides himself, believe that the Dublin Legislature would
use its powers Burke said that confidence is a plaut of slow growth
in aged bosoms In this, as in many other respects, Mr Gladstone
IS a conspicuous proof that age must not be reckoned by years

3 On a third point to which Unionists attfch g»*eat importance
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I have found that those who most ardently support Mr Gladstone

are generally
^ indifferent Clause 3 of his Bill enumerated the

matters which are excepted from the powers of the Irish Legislature ,

clause 4, the restrictions on its powers Most Unionists are of

opinion that there are strong reasons foi defining the actual powers

of an Irish Legislature, instead of defining the powers which are

withheld from it These reasons it is unnecessary, for the purposes

of the present paper, to explain Those of Mr Gladstone’s sup-

porters with whom I have discussed the subject do not think that

the difference between the two methods is of any serious consequence

,

they aie willing that the matter should be settled cither way

II

With regard, therefore, to two of the objections—and these the

gravest—which were urged against the Home Rule Bill of last year,

I have found that there is now no controversy between a large number
of the most enthusiastic supporters of Mr Gladstone and the Radical

Unionists With regard to a third, Mr Gladstone's supporters are

quite as willing that it should be settled according to the Unionist

view as according to the view of Mr Gladstone's Ministry in 1886

I have no reason to believe that the men with whom I have had friendly

discussions on this subject—men, as I have said, living m every part

oi the country—differ from their political comrades I therefore

came to the conclusion several months ago, that among the lank

and file of the party, among its non commissioned officeis, to whom
much of the hard fighting falls at election times, there is already

general agreement on some of the questions upon which Liberals are

supposed to be most widely separated When I ask them whether

they think it necessary to break up the Parliament of the United

Kingdom in order that Ireland may have Home Rule, they vehemently

say No When they are asked whether they would refuse to Ireland

the political rank and authority claimed for England, Scotland, and

Wales, they say No, with still greater vehemence And with equal

political rights, they not only admit, but assert, that there must be

equal political responsibilities Ireland must not be let off from liability

to a war-tax The principle of the tribute must be abandoned

They go further If representatives of Ireland are to meet by

themselves to legislate for Irish affairs, representatives of England,

Scotland, and Wales must meet by themselves, m one, two, or three

assemblies, to legislate for English, Scotch, and Welsh aff^rs

Delegate to an assembly or assemblies in Ireland legislative powers

for Ireland, and you must delegate to an assembly or assemblies in

Great Britain similar legislative powers for Great Britain The

Impenal Parliament, while retaining its supremacy over the legisla-

tive assemblies entrusted with the domestic business of these islands,
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would then be left free to deal with those Imperial interests which

are now grossly neglected I find that large nujnbers of Mr
Gladstone's most loyal supporters regard such a scheme as this

Avith appioval They see that it would secure a more effective

treatment both of domestic and Imperial business They also see that

jf such a scheme is to be developed, the Irish members^ in their full

sticngth, must remain permanently at Westminster ^

I do not complain that on the questions upon which the Radical

Unionists differ from the policy of his Bill, Mr Gladstone has not,

as far as I know, accepted their position Such a complaint would

be unreasonable—it would be insolent He has abundant reason for

trusting his own judgment lie may believe that, on the whole, it

IS best for Ireland that she should no longer share the political and

financial responsibilities of the Empire He may believe that Great

Blitam should bear these responsibilities alone But I think that

theieis reason to compl iin that those who assert that they are in

favour of Mr Gladstone's policy for Ireland do not make it clear that

they are in favour of that policy—with a diflerenec ,
and with a

diflerencc which is of \ital importance For anything that appeals

in their speeches and the leading articles in their newspapers, they

will be perfectly content if m a new Home Rule Bill the cesser clause

of the Bill of last year is ‘ reconstructed’’ , even for its reconstruc-

tion they do not profess any keen anvictv , but what they really

want IS, that the clause should be dropped altogether Publicly, they

rarely, if ever, declare then objections to the tribute ,
” privately

they agree with the Unionists that Ireland should continue to share

Mith Great Britain the financial responsibility of providing foi the

whole cost of the array and navy, and for the whole of the Impenal

civil expendituie This is not fair to Mr Gladstone It may mislead

him as to the real opinions of those on whose allegiance he is relying

He may reasonably think that they wish for very slight and unim-

portant modifications of his old Bill If he is disposed to make
eoncessions, it would be easier for him to make them to men who

* Some 01 the advantages of this scheme of Home Kale, which m principle, though
probably w ith some nerpssary variations in detail, is applicable to tnc whole of the
United Kingdom, were set out in the article in this Review for June 1886, to which
reference has been already made In the report of an interview between his Grace
the Catholic Archbishop of Dublin (Dr Walsh) and a representative of the New
iorJ Tribune which appeared in the frteman'h Journal (August 16, 1886), hia Grace
refeiB to the article in the following terras —*' To my mmd the plan there sujrgested
by Dr Dale contains within it practically all the elements of a thoroughly satisfactory
because complete and final-settlement of the whole question I may say tliat I
lo« no opportunity that presents itself of calling attention to it wheie 1 iind that it has
escaped notice, and the result so far has been a marvellously strong concurrence of
opinion favourable to its proposals generally on the part of all to whom I have spoken
on the subject ’* The Archbishop then proceeds to discuss with approbation some of the
points of the article It was my contention that if the Irish members were retained
at Westminster, an assembly or assemblies would very soon be created for the
domestic afiairs of Great Britain, with similar powers The key of the true policy is
the preservation of the integrity of the Imperial Parliament
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have stood by him with passionate loyalty, than to those of us who
have been temporarily—we hope it is only temporanly—separated

from him

HI

On two other questions at issue between the Radical Unionists and
Mr Gladstone I do not find that Mr Gladstone's supporteis are in

such close agreement with the Unionist jiosition

1 The Radical Unionists desire that the Imperial Goveinmcnt
should retain real and effective powers for securing the administra-

tion of justice and the maintenance of order in Ireland They do

not refuse to Ireland anything that they would concede to Great

Rritain Under a system of Home Rule for England, Scotland, and

Wales, they would reserve to the Imperial Government the same

authority that they arc anxious should be reserved under any scheme

of Home Rule for Ireland On this point Mr Gladstone himstlf

appears to he nearer the Unionists than are some of his followers

His Bill provided (clause 21, b) that the Royal Irish Constabulary

shall, while that foicc subsists, continue to be subject, as heretofore,

to the control of the Lord Lieutenant as repiesenting her Majesty

This reservation contains the germ of concessions by which the

Radical Unionists would be satisfied The subject is one of the

gravest difhculty There is great- weight in the contention that, unless

lush judges and magistrates are appointed by the Crown under the

advice of Irish authorities, and are liable to removal only as the

lesult of the action of Irish authorities, the Irish people will still

be under foreign rule There is equal weight in the contention

that, until there is an Irish police responsible to Irish raasteis, the

police are likely to be regarded by the people with hostility and

distrust The Radical Unionists—^I speak for mvself at least—feel

to the full l^ie strength of these considerations , and yet they hesitate

to transfer at once to the Irish Legislature all the powers that were

to be conveyed to it by Mr Gladstone's Bill They would not ask

that such powers should be transferred to any similar assembly

entrusted with the domestic affairs of Great Britain There are

some of Mr Gladstone's followers who agree with us, there are^ery

many that do not That the differences between the two sections of

the party on this subject are real and serious is certain ,
and yet I

cannot but believe thai some solution could be found which would

practically satisfy both Mr Gladstone’s reservation of the control

of the constabulary to the Lord Lieutenant for an indefinite period js

an indication that he is not insensible to the Unionist difficulty

The Dublin Metropolitan Police were to be subject “ to the control of the Lord

Lieutenant, as representing Her Majesty, for a period of ino years from the passing of the

Act ” Many of Mr Gladstone’s friends suppose that there was a similar limitation of

the time during which the Royal Irish Constabulary were to bo under the control of the

Lord Lieutenant
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2 That the Protestant pait of Ulster should receive speeial tieat-

ment appeus to most Radical Unionists to rest on giouiids identical

with those which support the general contention for Home Rule

The Protestants of Twister are dnidcd from the population of the

icst of Ireland as widely as the population of the rest of Ireland are

divided from the people of Great Britain They differ in race, m
religion, and in all the tiaditions which contiibutc most powerfully

to the formation of national sentiment and national character We
therefore contend that part of Ulster should be under a separate

legislative body

This proposal is generally resisted by Mr Gladstone's supporters

They insist that if Ulster—or any part of it—is separated from the

rest of Ireland, the national sentiment of the Irish people would not

be sal sfied, and that the separation would greatly diminish the

financial resources of the administration at Dublin

TLhe second objection is perhaps less sciious than it seems at first

sight, and might probably be removed bv an equitable distiibution

between the two piovinces of that part of the pioceeds of the Irisli

customs and excise which, under any scheme of Home Rule, would

be available for the general purposes of Irish administration The
administration which covered the larger area and the larger popula-

tion would have a right to leccivc a laigcr contribution from these

sources of revenue The fust is more formidable But if gicat

consideration is due to the sentiment which insists that the whole

population of Ireland should, in domestic affairs, be under the control

of a single Legislative Assembly, the Radical Unionists believe that

great consideration is also due to the sentiment—and to the fears

—

of that portion of the population which passionately protests against

the proposal Some of us, indeed, believe that both the passion and the

fears of Ulster Protestants would be gradually allayed if tjicy were not

prematurely forced into a position which they declare that they abhor

and dread For myself I should regard the creation of a separate

assembly for part of Ulster as only a temporary provision If the

policy jf the Dublin Legislature and Administration fulfils the hopes

of all those who desire to see the Irish people managing their own
affairs, it is reasonable to believe that the alarms and the hostility of

the Protestant North would disappear, and that the Ulster Legislature

would concur with the Legislature in Dublin in proposing a scheme
of union *

These considerations ai^c regarded with some measure of favour by
zealous supporters of the policy of Mr Gladstone , but, on the whole,

they are of opinion that the demand for a single Legislature should
be at once conceded

* It 18 possible that as soon as it became ca tarn that there would b© a Legislative
Assembly m Dublin, the Ulster Protestants would declare that they preferred having
Tcpresentativ es in Dublin to having an Assembly of their owu
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1/

111 my judgment it is expedient and necessary to insist on the

impoitance of the points on which the two sections of the party are

agreed, while frankly acknowledging the gravity of the differences

which still separate them Sir William llarcourt, in lus speech at

the dinner to Mr Schnadhorst on Maich 9, informed the couiitiy

that at the Round Table Conference it was discoveied that the matters

on which he and Lord Herschell and Mr John Morley agreed with

Ml Chamberlain and Sir George Trevelyan w ere many and great

,

that the matters on which they differed were secondary and few This

IS all I know of the discussions and results of the conference
, when I

heard it I thought that the time had come loi the Liberal party to

recover its unity and strength Sir William Harcourt’s account of

the mutual approximation in opinion of the leaders of the party was

even more satisfactory than the judgment which I had already formed

of the state of opinion in the party gcnerallv The two questions

—

Cnminal Administration and a separate Legislature for Ulster—on

which, as it seems to me, the rank and fiJe of the party still differ,

can haidlv be regarded as sccondaiy " cither by one section or the

othci ,
and I began to wonder whether on these two points, which

occasioned so much difficulty to less acute minds, the keen and able

men who met in Grafton Street had discovered some scheme of

accommodation I wondered what the scheme was

lJut the hopes whuh were bright at the beginning of jMarch have

vanished The Conference closed abruptly AV'hy it closed no one

knew till Mr John Morley spoke at Wolverhampton on April 20

lie said

My own view of tho Round Table Conference is, that the results were,

negatively speaking, satisfactory I mean by that th it nothing happened

,

nothing was said in the course ot oui discussion to prevent any of us from feel

ing that agreement was not hopeless I believe all iny colleagues who no doubt

will read what I am now saying, will support what I say—that none of us took

up a position which on any of the points raised put accommodation out of the

question as impossible and unattainable (Hear, hear
)

That is all very good

,

but there w is a hitch (Laughter )
I will tell you what the )iitch was 1 low

could we— put It to you, and I will put it to any audience of Libeials of any

complexion, I would put it even to an audience of Libeial Unionists if I

could find one—how could we, as men of sense, hope that useful, solid,

practical results would follow from our efforts, w hen w e found that one of

our colleagues, who in the private conclave was as reasonable, conciliatory,

and friendly as a man could desire—I will say no less -yet when we opened

the newspaper the next morning we found that this self same colleague had by

speech or letter said something in which all the old bitterness, and the old

irritation, and the old offence were renewed, revived, and repeated? (“ Shame ”)

1 do not say shame—I make no remark (Laughter
)

I only say to you that there

was a hitch (“ Shame I want you to mark that the conference had reached

a point when we shcmld have heard what the views of Mr Gladstone upon its
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genor il cDUise and rcsnltt* were At that ver} moment there appeared an article

or a kttcr iii in organ edlcd the /hiptist, which I think nobody who has read

it c in, t‘> siy the Ica^t of it, feel was reconcilable with i conciliatory or amicable

sj>nif r\ow in irk that it avas no excess of thin-skirmedness on oui put It

IV IS not wounded peisonal feeling which made us at last despair (licai,

he 11
)

It w IS not, IS 1 ha\e seen m a paper, “ feminine susceptibility ” whuh
».on\inccd us that the suspension of the negoiiations was for a time desirable

jSo, gentlemen personal iieling in ifTiirsof this magnitude and moment would
indeea be out of place—(heai, heir)—but I believe that from Mr Gladstone

do^\n to myself in the conference there was not one of us who would not readily

have put iside peison d feeling if we could Imo thought thit good prictical

results Vi ould have followed But 1 ask }ou tlus qucbtion—flow could we
hope, in fice of such a spirit is this, thaUwhen we pissed fiom the pre

liminary ncgotiitione to actual business, when we passed from tilk to

iction, from the settlement of geneial principles to the even more arduous

task of settling particulai dctuls—how could \st hope that our cooperation

would be marked by that spirit of mutual trust and confidence which arc

cssenti il to the transaction of such a piece of business ? (Cheers
)

’

The extract is a long one, but in summarizing it I might have

done injustice to a man for whom, m common with large numbers of

those who hold Unionist opinions^ 1 feel the waimcst admiration and

esteem Mr Morley\ is a less sanguine representation than Sir

William Ilaicouit^s of the extent to which the eminent men who dis-

cussed their difiTerencrs at the Hound Table discovered that they were

agreed Its chief interest lies m the account of the reasons which led

to the termination of the attempt to bring the party togcthci**—an

attempt whieli, according to Sir William, was so full of hope, and which,

even according to Mi Moilcy, was not hopeless ]\Ir Chambcrlam^s

speeches and letters, spoken and wiitten wliile the discussions were

going on, renewed, revived, and repeated **
all the old bitterness, and

the old irritation, and the old offence, and the results of the Conference

were at last wrecked by Mr Chambcrlam^s letter to the Baptist

In what circumstances was this fatal letter wiittcii, and what was

its substance^ Mr Chamberlain had declined to oppose—he had

suppoited—the Government in depriving Mr Dillwyn of the opportu-

nity he had secured for moving a lesolution in favour of the dis-

establishment of the Church in Wales The Government said that

the time of the House was wanted foi general business, and Mr
Chamberlain agreed with them Foi this he was fiercely assailed by^

many of his old fiicnds, and was denounced as flagrantly false to the

cause of disestablishment In his letter to the Baptist he reminded

the Nonconformists of Wales that he had contended earnestly for

disestablishment long before many of those who now supported the

movement had declared m its favour
,
that in the actual state of

public business the discussion of Mr Dillwyn^s motion could have no
practical effect , that it was not he (Mr Chamberlain) that stood

in the way of disestablishment and many other Liberal measures,

but the schism m the Liberal party created by the Irish proposals of
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last sumnjcr, and that Ihc true duty of those ^^ho desired the dis-

establishment of the Welsh Chuich iivas to do their best to cud Liberal

di''Sensioris

It i/vould not be easy, I think, to dispute the substantial accuraoj

of Mr Chambcrlain^s statements , but 1 admit tli it he was not m
the mood to be conciliatory oi amicable ” to those who, as he

thought, hid as«iailed him unjustlj When a man smites him on

the right check, it is not Mr Chimberlams habit to “turn to him

the other also 1 have known Mr Chamberlam foi twenty years

—duiing the whole of his public life I have fought by Ins suit

or under Ins leadership in many haid battles , and he has honoured

me with his private fiicndsliip He has many great qualities

—

courage frankness, a passion oi pity foi human suflering, a capacity

for quick and fierce indignation against injustice, a deep and earnest

desire to cheer and brighten the lives of the great masses of the

people, a keen solicitude, foreign to some of the tiaditions oi

Radicalism, but lu harmony with all that is truest and noblest lu

Radical principles, foi the security and permanent greatness of the

empire Jiut he is not without his defects He will think none the

worse of me if I sav that, like most othci men that I have known

who had conspicuous powers of attack, he is unduly sensitive to

attacks on himself if he thinks them ungenerous or unjust lie has

not learnt tliat the leaders of a political p irty should attach very little

importance to hot and bitter words spoken by people in the crowd, in the

CKcitcment of political conjlict H he were a proudei man he would

have felt Itss keenly the crus of “traitor^' with which he has been

])ursued during the last twelve months by many who two years ago

regarded him with unmeasured confidence If he had Lad the

“ superb scorn once attributed to Mr Bright, he would have been

unmoved by the vclicmenc e with which he has been denounced for

deserting his political principles at the impulse of personal ambition

Through all the troubles which liave brought so much disaster on

the Libcial party and on the country, two distinguished men may

claim at least the credit of consistency—Mr John Morlcy and Mr
(’hamberlain Consistency is not the highest virtue of statesmen

,

for change of opinion may often be the inevitable result of open-

mindedness and moral integrity But consistency has its value and

weight Mr Morlcy has been consistent,—I believe that from the

very first he has been in favour of a single Legislative Assembly in

Dublin, with full administrative powers Mr Chamberlain has been

consistent ,—long before the Bill of 188G was laid before Parliament

lit had come to the conclusion that to create three or four provineial

assemblies in Ireland, with legislative powers practically equal to

those which Mr Gladstone proposed to confer on a single assembly,

would be the best method of sedurmg to the Irish people the manage-
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mcnt of tliLir o\\n affairs If he chances to look through these pages,

lie may recall a long conversation between us one afternoon in the

early suniriicr of 1885, in \ihich I pointed out some of the more

olj\ious objections to his scheme, and drew from him in reply many
of the arguments in favour of a separate treatment of Ulster which

ha\e since then had a frequent place in his speeches When
]\rr Gladstone produced his Bill, Mr Chamberlain saw that the

f ictors of the problem were changed , and then, as the pursuit of

])olitics, to use a desponding phrase of Mr Morley’s, involves nearly

always the choice of the second besV^ he declared that if the Irish

members weie letained at Westminster, he would vote for the

second leading He still preferred the principle of his old scheme,

and on the disappearance of the Bill, fell back upon it

lie might have treated the charges of ticachery which were iliing

at him with indifference But if his sense of injury had been still

more intense, and if it had found expression in much Inrdei words

than were found in the Baptist^ T confess that, while he was as

reasonable, conciliatory, and friendly as a man could desire in the

private conferences, I am unable to understand why the conferences

should have been abandoned lie was thcic—not for himself alone,

but foi those members of the Liberal party who arc in substantial

agreement with him The interests of Iieland and of the Empire,

as well as the interests of the Liberal party, were at stake Had an

agi cement been reached, we might before now have been in sight of

a satisfactory settlement of Irish difficulties

But it was no part of my purpose to dwell on the history of our

divisions , my only wish was to discover what are the difference s

which still separate us, and to endeavour to estimate their gravity

They do not seem to me sufficiently formidable to justify despair

Not yet, perhaps, will it be possible for those of us wlio have diffeicd

from the majority of our party to stand side by side with those who
regard us with what is in our judgment an inexplicable and unde-

seived antagonism and distrust, but our common faith in the gieat

principles of Liberalism rendeis ultimate leunion certain

* E W Dale
BiltMiNc HAM, May 19, 1887
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The death of Thomas Stevenson will mean not very much to the

general reader His service to mankind took on forms of

which the public knows little and understands less He came seldom

to London, and then only as a task, remaining always a stranger and

a convinced provincial ,
pu^^ting up for years at the same hotel where

Ins father had gone before him , faithful for long to the same

restaurant, the same church, and the same theatre, chosen simply for

propinquity , steadfastly refusing to dine out He had a circle of his

own, indeed, at home, few men were more beloved in Edinburgh,

where he breathed an air that pleased him , and wherever he went, in

railway carnages or hotel smoking-rooms, his strange, humorous vein

of talk, and his transparent honesty, raised him up friends and

admirers But to the general public and the world of London,

except about the parliamentary committee-rooms, he remained

unknown All the time, his lights were in every part of the world,

guiding the mariner ,
his firm were consulting engineers to the

Indian, the New Zealand, and the Japanese Lighthouse Boards, so

that Edinburgh was a world centre for that branch of applied

science ,
in Germany, he had been called the Nestor of lighthouse

illumination , even in France, where his claims were long denied, he

was at last, on the occasion of the late Exposition, recognized and

medalled And to show by one mstance the inverted nature of his

reputation, comparatively small at home, yet filling the world, a

fhend of mine was this winter on a visit to the Spanish main, and

was asked by a Peruvian if he "knew Mr Stevenson the author,

because his works were much esteemed in Peru?^^ My friend

supposed the reference was to the writer of tales , hut the Peruvian

VOL LI 3 H
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had never heard of "Dr Jekyll”, frhat he had in his eye, what was

esteemed in Peru, were the volumes of the engineer

Thomas Stevenson was born at Edinburgh in the year 1818, the

grandson of Thomas Smith, first engineer to tha Board of Northern

Lights, son of Robert Stevenson, brother of Alan and David , so

that his nephew, David Alan Stevenson, joined with him at the time

of his death in the engineership, is the sixth of the family who has

held, successively or conjointly, that office The Bell Bock, his father^s

great triumph, was finished before he was bom , but he served under

his brother Alan in the building of Skerryvore, the noblest of all

extant deep-sea lights , and, in conjunction with his brother David, he

added two—the Chickens and Dhu Ileartach—to that small number

of man’s extreme outposts in the ocean Of shore lights, the two

fcrothers last named erected no fewer than twenty-seven, ofteacons,* **^

about twenty-five Many harbours were successfully carried out

one, the harbour of Wick, the chief disaster of my father’s life, was

a failure , the sea proved too strong for man’s arts , and after expe-

dients hitherto unthought of, and on a scale hyper-cyclopcan, the

work must be deserted, and now stands a ruin m that bleak. God-

forsaken bay, ten miles from John o’ Groats In the improvement of

rivers the brothers were likewise in a large way of practice over both

England and Scotland, nor had any British engineer anything

approaching their experience

It was about this nucleus of his professional labours that all my
father’s scientific inquiries and inventions centred , these proceeded

from, and acted back upon, his daily business Thus it was as a

harbour engineer that he became interested in the propagation and

reduction of waves , a difficult subject in regard to which he has left

behind him much suggestive matter and some valuable approximate

results Storms were his sworn adversaries, and it was through the

study of storms that he approached that of jneteorology at large

Many who knew him not otherwise, knew—^perhaps have in their

gardens—his louvre-boarded screen for instruments But the great

achievement of his life was, of course, in optics as applied to light-

house illumination Fresnel had done much , Fresnel had settled

the fixed light apparatus on a principle that still seems unimprovable

,

and when Thomas Stevenson stepped in and brought to a comparable

perfection the revolving light, a not unnatural jealousy and much
painful controversy rose in France It had its hour

, and, as I have

told already, even in France it has blown by Had it not, it would

have mattered the less, since all through his life mv father continued

to justify his claim by fresh advances New apparatus for lights in

* In Dr Murray’s admirable new dictionary, I ha\ c remarked a flaw suh voce Beacon
In its express, technical sense, a beacon may be defined as a founded, artificial sea mark^
not liglited

”
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new situations was continually being designed with the same unwearied

search after perfection, the same nice ingenuity of means , and

though the holophotal revolving light perhaps still remains his most

elegant contrivance, it is difficult to' give it the palm over

the much later condensing system, with its thousand possible

modifications The number and the value of these improvements

entitle their author to the name of one of mankind^s benefactors

In all parts of the world a safer landfall awaits the manner Two
things must be said and, first, that Thomas Stevenson was no

mathematician Natural shrewdness, a sentiment of optical laws,

and a great intensity of consideration led him to just conclusions

,

but to calculate the necessary formulas for the instruments he had

conceived was often beyond him, and he must fall back on the

help of others, notably on that of his cousin and lifelong intimate

friend, emeritus Professor Swan, of St Andrews, and his later friend.

Professor P G Tait It is a curious enough circumstance, and a

great encouragement to others, that a man so ill equipped should

have succeeded in one of the most abstracts and arduous walks of

applied science The second remark is one that applies to the

whole family, and only particularly to Thomas Stevenson from the

great number and importance of his inventions holding as the

Stevensons did a Government appointment, they regarded their

original work as something due already to the nation, and none

of them has ever taken out a patent It is another cause of the

comparative obscurity of the name for a patent not only bungs in

money, it infallibly spreads reputation
, and my fathcr^s instruments

enter anonymously into a hundred light-rooms*, and arc passed

anonymously over in a hundred reports, where the least considerable

patent would stand out and tell its author^s story

But the life-work of Thomas Stevenson remains
,
what we have

lost, what we now rather try to recall, is the friend and companion

He was a man of a somewhat antique strain with a blended stern-

ness and softness that was wholly Scottish and at first somewhat

bewildering , with a profofind essential melancholy of disposition and

(what often accompanies it) the most humoroiife geniality in company,

shrewd and childish, passionately attached, passionately prejudiced,

a man of many extremes, maqy faults of temper, and no ^cry stable

foothold for himself among life's troubles Yet he was a wise adviser

,

many men, and these not inconsiderable, took counsel with him

habitually I sat at his feet,^' wntes one of these, when I asked

his advice, and when the broad brow was set in thought and the firm

mouth said his say, I always knew that no man could add to the

worth of the conclusion ” He had excellent taste, though whimsical

and partial, collected old furniture and delighted specially in sun*

flowers long before the days of Mr Wilde ,
took a lasting pleasure in

3 H 2
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prints and pictures ,
was a devout admirer of Thomson of Dudding-

ston at a time when few shared the taste
,
and though he read little,

was constant to his favourite books He had never any Greek
,
Latin

he happily re-taught himself after he* had left school, where he was a

mere consistent idler happily, I say, for Lactantius, Vossius, and

Cardinal Bona were his chief authors The first he must have read

for twenty years uninterruptedly, keeping it near him in his study

and carrving it in his bag on journeys Another old theologian

—

Brown of Wamphray—was often in liis hands When he was indis-

posed, he had two books— Guy Mannering and the Parentis

Assistant —of which he never wearied He was a strong Conser-

vative, or, as he preferred to call himself, a Tory , except in so far as

his views were modified by a hot-headed chivalrous sentiment for

women He was actually in favour of a marriage law under which

any woman might have a divorce for the asking, and no man on

any ground whatever , and the same sentiment found another

expression in a Magdalen Mission m Edinburgh, founded and

largely supported by himself This was but one of the many
channels of his public generosity

,
his private was equally un-

strained The Church of Scotland, of which he held the doc-

trines (though m a sense of his own), and to which he bore a

clansman^s lovalty, profited often by his time and money , and

though, from a morbid sense of his own unworthiness, he would

never consent to be an office-bearer, his advice was often sought,

and he served the Church on many committees What he perhaps

valued highest in his work were his contributions to the defence of

Christianity
,
on6 of which, in particular, was praised by Hutchinson

Stirling and reprinted at the request of Professor Ciawford
His sense of his own unworthiness I ha\e called morbid , morbid,

too, were his sense of the fleetingness of life and his concern for

death He had never accepted the conditions of man^s life or his

own character
,
and his inmost thoughts were ever tinged with the

Celtic melancholy Cases of conscience were sometimes grievous to

him, and that delicate employment of a scientific witness cost him
many qualms But he found respite from these troublesome humours
in his work, in his lifelong study of natural science, in the society

of those he loved, and in his daily walks, which now would carry him
far into the country with some congenial friend, and now keep him
dangling about the town fifom one old book-shop to another, and

scraping romantic acquaintance with every dog that passed His

talk, compounded of so much sterling sense and so much freakish

humour, and clothed in language so apt, droll, and emphatic, was a

perpetual delight to all who knew him before the clouds began to

settle on his mind His use of language was both just and pictu-

resque , and when at the beginning of his illness he began to feci
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the ebbing of this power, it was strange and painful to hear him

reject one word after another as inadequate, and at length desist

from the search and leave his phrase unfinished rather than finish

it without propriety It was perhaps another Celtic trait that his

aS’cctions and emotions, passionate as these were, and liable to

passionate ups and downs, found the most eloquent expression both

in words and gestures Love, anger, and indignation shone through

him and broke forth in imagery, like what wo read of Southern

races For all these emotional extremes, and in spite of the mtlan-

choly ground of his character, he had upon the whole a happy life
,

nor was he less fortunate in his death, which at the last carat to him

unaware

IlOD£UT Louis SlE\LNSON



FAITH HEALING AND FEAR KILLING,

Religious Enthusiasm and Scienti&c Medicine, far as they seem

to be apait, have one thing in common The records of both

abound in cases of cxtiaordinary cures of disease effected by Faith

'Die faith which accomplishes the religious cures is faith in Holy Men,

Holy Prayers, or, it may be. Holy Oil, Holy Thorns, and Holy

Water, and the faith which brings about the medical cuics is faith

in Doctors (not necessarily holy), in Dread Pills and impotent

ointments

To judge from a remarkable article in a foimer number of

the CkiNTEMPOKAHY Revikw, there could be, in the eyes of an eminent

London physician, nothing more ridiculous than the assertion of a

pilgnm to Lourdes or Bethshan, that he had been hdaled by a special

exercise of Divine mercy , while, judging from such a work as Dr
Tuke’s "Influence of the Mind on the Body" (London, 1884),

nothing IS more scicntiflcally certain than that a large number of

persons have been healed of all manner of diseases by bread pills

The lay mind can with difficulty admit that there is essential

absurdity in attjj^buting recovery from sickness to prayer, and no
absurdity in attributing it to bread pills

That there is really such a thing as Faith Healing appears to my
judgment a fact beyond dispute Three-fourths—^perhaps it would

be nearer the mark to say nmeteen-twentieths—of the stories of cures

of the rehgious class are, undoubtedly, myths, frauds, exa^era-

tions, fallacies of memory or of reporting
, and quite as many of the

medical kind may be divided between silly self-deceptions and the

arrant falsehoods of interested quacks All deductions made, how-

ever, there remains, I am convinced, a certain number of cures of

both classes, of which no sufficient account can be given on any
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theory (rf either fraud, or mistake, or natural recovery , cures which

meet the following definitions —
1 The antecedent presence of senous disease, either functional or

organic, has been established on sufficient testimony

2 The cure has been sufficiently sudden to exclude the hypothesis

of a spontaneous termination of the disease

3 The cure has been effected without the exhibition of any drug

or therapeutic appliance which could be recognized as ade-

quate to the result

No candid reader of ecclesiastical history can, 1 think, doubt that

cures fulfilling the above conditions have occurred many times m
different ages and countries, and under many different phases of

leligions belief, and, equally assuredly, readers of such works as

Sir Henry Holland's, Dr Carpenter's and Dr Tuke’s, must admit

that cases of the lower kind of Faith Healing have likewise occurred

not unfrequently The former " Miracles ” are treated by men of

science, when they deign to refer to them at all, with unmitigated

scorn, because they are associated with what they deem to be

contem^itible superstitions, and have been usually recorded by

witnesses ignorant of anatomy and physiology who make ridiculous

blunders in describing disease The latter are dealt with more

leniently, even with good-humoured levity, as.examples of the helpless

credulity of patients, and of the- action of a faculty which the writers

(who may be great physiologists, but are certainly not psychologists)

are pleased to call “ Imagination But both classes of Faith Healing

are, assuredly, deserving of quite other modes of treatment than these

They form, to say the least, singular reversals of the usual order of

medical art, whereby it is sought to minister even to a “ mind

diseased” through the stomach, while the glimpse they afford

us of a mighty magic capable of transforming sickness to health,

and causmg the lame to walk and the deaf to hear, should make us

sigh rather than smile, if we be driven to the conclusion that the

wand which works such beneficial wonders is beyond our grasp

Philosophic efforts hitherto made to readi the secret of Faith

Healmg have been few, comparatively to the interest of the subject

They have not gone deep, and have been singularly barren of practical

results We are told of the value of “ Expectant Attention ” in

effecting the cures of pilgrims to holy shnnes, and of patients who

swallow inert drugs , ^nd of these last Dr Tuke has afforded us a most

nmiiHing senes of examples culled from Dr Insle and Sir John Forbes'

celebrated article, "Young Physic,” inthe British and Foreign Medical

Review, Jan 1846 We hear ^so of the immense potency of the WiU,

as es^niplified byAndrew Crosse,who got over an attack ofhydrophobia

by sheer dint of pluck (Memoirs, p 125), and by Edward Irving, who

preached a splendid sermon in the agonies of Asiatic cholera But no
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effort^ that I am aware of, has been made to bring the two kinds of Faith

Healmgs which bear such obviohs analogies, under any common law,

or to construct a theory which shall explain their essential nature

Thus we find ourselres at the end of the nineteenth century, as regards

this great agency, very much in the position which our forefathers

occupied two centunes ago as regards electricity, when their experi-

ments were limited to rubbing bits of amber and the backs of cats

Where are the Franklins and the Wheatstones of Faith Healing ^

Is it endurable that the use of a great beneficent Power in our nature

should for ever be limited, as now, to fanatics and fools ? Cannot

sensible and rationally-religious persons be admitted to a share of the

priceless advantage ? “ Sickness,*' said Dr Moxon, oracularly re-

bukmg Bethshan, " is too serious to be trifled with by fanatics ” *

It IS also too serious to be trifled with by doctors, who try diverting

experiments on their patients with bread pills and pretended bleed-

ings, wooden tractors and Braidism But if, either from the

fanatics or the doctors, we can obtain a clue to the mystery of

Faith Healing earned on by bpth, we need not fear the charge of
“
trifling with sickness

”

The inquiry into this subject is interesting likewise from another

point of view beside utility We are distracted in these days by
perpetual talk about the •action of the Body on the Mind Morals

and Psychology in the hands of the dominant school of biologists and

novelists bid fair to become mere branches of Pathology ,—Sm being

reduced to a symptom of a disordered liver, and Genius in its heaven-

soanng flights being brought down to a superior supply of blood to

a well-convoluted lirain No sacred sentiment in Wman nature,

not even the love of a mother for her child, escapes being stripped

of its robe of beauty and sanctity, and nakedly presented to us as the

mere result of the physical conditions of the relation No action,

howsoever divmely heroic, will henceforth be attnbuted to the self-

sacnficing spirit of the martyr or the patriot, but only to the “ com-
bativeness of the male animal ” developed by “ Sexual Selection

"

Double-sided beings as we are—every feeling and every act being

like the convex and concave sides of the shield, half mind, half

matter,—^we have hitherto needed to be reminded in the Triumph
of Life, as by the slave beside the Roman victor’s car, "Thou
art mortal * ”, there is a physical analogue to all which our

Souls feel and do, and the Body must not be forgotten

It was reserved for modem science to ignore, not the Body, but

the Soul , to treat the material moiety of our being as the primary

and all-important, perhaps the only really existent part of it

,

* Bethshan—it is a little startling to learn—is known to the profane post o£5ce as
No 10 Drayton Paik, Holloway Road, N

,
between Highbury and Holloway stations

of the North London and Great Northern Railways
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and to instruct us, as we tread the Via Dolorosa of our earthly way

Remember thou art not a Hero, not a Martyr, not a Saint ,
only a

parcel of bone and tissue, flesh and blood, which any chemist could

reduce to a few phials of water and white powder, and range

on a shelf in the South Kensington Museum I vcntuie to think

that it would be well, even in the interests of scientific truth, to jiay

a little more attention to the front of the shield , to study Psychology

a little more, and Physiology, possibly, a little less An inquiry

into the laws of that mysterious Power of which we are speaking

as lodged in the mind, and thence stepping forth to transform

the conditions of the body, would seem, of all others, best fitted

to counterbalance the materialist doctrines of the Buchner and

Carl Vogt school Were a science of psychical therapeutics realiv

to be formulated, it would both supply us with the most potent of

remedial agencies, and likewise help us, more than any other know-

ledge, to understand our own double natures—Soul and Body, Spint

and Matter, demi-god and demi-brute

Who will step forward and help to clear the Ivay for this science

of Psycho-Therapeutics ^ At present, even when a doctor has himself

efleeted astonishing cures by such things as a few crumbs of biscuit,

it never seems to occur to him to prosecute his investigations As

Dr Hack Tukc says of some such dull physicians

“ With regard to the experiments made by Dr Haygarth and others with

wooden tractors, it can haidly fail to surprise the reader that these observer^?

were content to stop when they had proved that their instruments were as

potent is if metallic Ihey had relieved their patients by something sooner

than they would otherwise have been reheved, and yet it never occurred to

them to continue the practice They called this something “ Im igination,” and
thought that was quite sufficient to dispose of the whole subject”

—

Injlaence^

&c,voI 11 p 260)

Men who ransack the Mineral and Vegetable kingdoms of Nature,

and torture the Animal, to find out the secrets of diseases and their

remedies, are strangely content to leave this great battery of healing

power locked up They sneer at the fanatics and smile at the fools who

are healed by Prayer or Bread Pills, and say “ these people who know

not the law ” (of science) are besotted But even the exasperating

recurrence of whole cycles of religious miracles, and the still more

obnoxious successes of quacks, fail to rouse them to sift the matter

to the bottom, and try if they cannot, with all their science, equal

Lourdes or Knock, and cure their patients honestly, without con-

descending to bamboozle them with bread pills If the mind of a

silly or stupid person can be inspired so as to make it heal his body,

surely the mind of an intelligent and rational person (which, by the

hypothesis, must be much the stronger and more fitted to cope with

disease), ought to be equally open to influence ? It is a disgrace to

science fo be obliged to confess that old Burton is still right, and that
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“ an empirick oftentimes doth more strange cures than a rational

physician
” He goes on to add, '' becatfse the patient puts his

confidence m him/’ but the reason is a circular argument, for why
does the patient believe m the " Empirick ” more thanm the rational

physician, save that he knows the former has wrought more cures

than the latter? The position of sundry eminent surgeons and

physicians to>day, as regards bone-setters and various medical heretics,

IS like that which the Astronomer Uoyal would hold had Zadkiel

foretold an eclipse which he had failed to predict When they find

they cannot cure our rheumatism, our paralysis, and twenty other

maladies, surely our physicians might help us to obtain the mysterious

benefits which have been derived from bread pills ? Such is the

weakness of human nature, that I fear the majority of us would elect

to recover in the most irregular and unscientific manner rather than

die secundem artem by orthodox medicine, leaving our mourning

relatives to find the consolation conveyed by inscribing on our tomb-

stones, " Physicians teas in vam !
”

The aim of such an inquiry as I would fain see undertaken would

be twofold first, by the correlation and examination of credible cases

of Faith Healing to ascertain what is the efficient factor in each

—

the essential element, probably common to all, whereby the cure is

actually brought about , secondly, the possible employment of this

essential Healing agency at will in the cure of disease without descent

either into fanaticism or quackery Let us briefly catalogue the various

classes of Faith Healing under the definitions given in the last page

They fall, I apprehend, into the following categories

(a) Cures wrought by a Man orWoman supposed to administer

Divine Healing

(A) Cures wrought by Relics, Holy Water, &c
,
supposed to

convey Divine Healing

(c) Cures wrought by Charms, Amulets, &c , supposed to convey

a supernatural—^though not necessarilyDivine—Healing

(d) Cures wrought by a Man or Woman supposed to transmit

a natural healing

(e) Cures wrought by sham medicines and medical appliances
* supposed to convey natural healing

In class (a) we have a Man or Woman prominently engaged as the

Healer Historically he or she is generallv distinguished by a great

personal reputation for sanctity, but sometimes, as in the case of Popes

and of Kings and Queens,who touched” for the Evil,by the sacredness

of their office * What part does this healer play in the cures he per-

* iSee Maosulay’s account of tibe “ balsamic virtues of the royal hand,” which
VV'illiam III so unkindly declined to exercise i)r Carpenter (“ Mental Physiology,”

p 686) tells us "Not only theologians of eminent learning, ability, and virtue gave the
sanction of their authority to the behef, but some of the principal surgeons of the day
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forms^ and what other part belongs to the person who is healed by faith

in him? Does James, the healer,transmit a Force, a Viitue, an Effluence

of some sort, directly to the Aorfy of John, tl\e person healed ^ Or
does James only influence John’s wind by the recognized means of an

impressive personality or lank, and leave the healing to be accom-

plished by John^s mind, thus vividly impressed,—on John^s body
This is the first question to be answered in any inquiry into Faith

Healing, and it needs to be carefully examined The ordinary view

is of course the first It is assumed that a Healing Virtue (Svi^a/uc)

proceeds straight from James to John s body I must state my
reasons for being of a different opinion

In the first place, all evidence goes to show that the stne qud non

of a successful experiment in miracle-working is the faith of the

patient " Not many mighty works have been done in any time or

place where " unbelief prevailed This faith would not be indis-

pensable if the cure were effected by a material force or effluence

reaching directly the body of the patient Secondly, an equally

large number of cures (class b) have been wrought by Relics, Holy
Water, and such objects, which may be understood vividly to affect

the mind of a believer, but from which it is impossible to think that

a physical healing force or effluence can have been dispensed

For these reasons I am convinced that all genuine cases of religious

Faith Healing have been wrought purely by mental influence

That I may not pain the feelings of any reader, I will not attempt

to analyse from this point of view the healing miracles of the

<jospels (notably the cures of epileptics and maniacs), but cite the

observations upon them of the Bishop of London, than which

m my humble judgment nothing can be more just or philosophical

Here are his remarks in his Bampton Lectures for 1884

Take, again, our Lord’s miracles of Healing There is no question at all

that the power of the mind over the body is exceedingly great, and has never

yet been thoioughly examined Some have assigned to this cause the extra-

ordinary cures that have been undeniably wrought at the shrines, or on

sight or touch of relics, of Roman Catholic bamts It is quite con-

ceivable that many of His miracles of healing may have been the result of

this power of mind over body which we are now considering It is possible

that they may be due, not to an interference with the uniformity of N iture,

but to a superiority in his mental power to the similar power possessed by
other men Men seem to possess this power both over their own bodies

and over the bodies of others, m different degrees,”

—

7he Relations of
Religion and Science^ p 199 seg

Putting aside, however, the Miracles of the Gospel as not desirable

certified that the cures were so numerous and rapid that they could not be attnbuted to

any natural cause, and thus the failures were to be ascribed to want of faith on the part

of the patients Charles II in the course of his reign had touched near a hundred
thousand persons ' The service appointed by the Church of Fngland for these royal

healings was only withdrawn from tue Prayer Book after the reign of Queen Anne
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subjects for our argument, wc are elsewhere supplied with abund-

ance of others , as, for example, m the records of the miracles of

St Francis and numberless other saints, of Apollonius of Tyana,

of Valentine Greatrakes, of Prince Ilohcnlohe, and of Father

Mathew
If such '^miracles,” then, be explicable as results of strong

mental excitement—the same in kind though greater in degree

than we have all experienced,—we are forbidden by the law of

Parsimony to seek an explanation of them faither away, in any

material force or effluence

{b) The second class of Faith Healing supports the same conclusion

with even greater cogency As I have already said, a healing

foice proceeding from a living Saint is just conceivable, but one

issuing from holy water, oil, thorns, old bones, nails, hair, and

bits of wood, IS hardly within rational acceptance Especially^

when it IS noted that hctitious relics (such as the pieces of the

“ Tiue Cross, of which there arc said to be enough to build a ship)

are just as efiicacious as others, we cannot fail to see that it is through

the believing Mind of the patient that the healing is achieved

As ho approaches the holy shiine, to which he has perhaps made
a long and toilsome pilgrimage,—the longer and more toilsome the

better,—or is anointed on his sick bed, amid the tears and

solemn prayers of his friends, the tide of religious emotion rises

in the maii^s soul as in the presence of a living Apostle

The third class (c) of Faith Healings, wrought by Charms and

Amulets, common among uneducated people to this day in England,

and everywhere implicitly believed among savages, are so obviously

cures wrought by mental stimulus alone (whenever wrought at

all), that it IS needless to speak of them at any length in this

connection

The fourth class (rf) of cures includes those wrought by men sup-

posed to possess natural healing powers Here we find ourselves in

the midst of the Mesmeric and Hypnotic controversies, into which I

confess myself unable to penetrate One point connected with

them, which supports the view that Faith Healings are purely sub-

jective, is—^that the phenomena produced when a powerful Mesmerist

makes passes over his patient and seems to fling the magnetic fluid

upon him, are very nearly matched by the phenomena produced by
Braidism and Hypnotism, where no Mesmerist is concerned As I

have said, I feel incompetent to deal with this matter There are

many other cures, however, worked by faith in men or women quite

independently of either Mesmeric or religious pretensions, eg
the case of doctors of great reputation, whose mere presence m the

sick-room does more good than their prescriptions.

Lastly, we reach the fifth (e) class of Faith Heahngs—cures wrought
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by sham medical appliances supposed to possess natural healing

powers In this department of the subject we have ceitainly evidence

galore of the power of piuely mental impressions to htal disease It

IS impossible to catalogue the absurd and absolutely inert drugs and

agencies which—necessarily impotent on the body of the patient—have

been powerful enoughm then influence on his mind to enable that mind
to cure his body As Hunter remarked of one of them (a spider's

web made into pills), it is necessary that they be administered “ %oith

the knowledge of the patient^ else they have no eflect at all It is,

then, his mental tmpiession of their potency wherein all their potency

resides Dr Carpenter admits that these sham medicines produce

their effect not only in maladies in which nervous disorders have a

share, but also in some, such as scurvy and gout, which seem to

depend on the existence of a definite perversion in the condition of

the blood " He quotes from Lind On Scurvy ” a story of the siege

of Breda in 1625, when the garrison were in so deploiable a state

from scurvy that they were on the point of capitulating when the

Prince of Orange managed to send three small phials containing a

decoction of chamomile and camphor to the doctors, who gave out

that four or five drops in a gallon of water was an infallible remedy

for scurvy The Prince’s remedy " thoroughly checked the disease,

and restored numbers who had been invalided (See Mental Physio-

logy ” p 688 )

We have now briefly surveyed the different kinds of Faith Healings,

from the noblest to the basest, and having found reason to attribute

the curt to an influence exerted primarily on the Mind of the patient,

we arc in a position to proceed to the mam inquiry What is the

nature of that influence on the Mmd which enables it to conquer

tne diseases of the body ?

We must dismiss the idle notion which seems so strangely to have

contented the majority of writers and talkers on this subject, that it

IS enough to name some one faculty of the mind as concerned in the

case, as if by so doing we explained the modus operandi of the cure

,

such, t y ,
as Hope," ExpecUnt Attention,” or " Imagination ”

Most absurd is it to speak of Imagination,” as is constantly

done even by thoughtful medical writers, as if it were a faculty which

not only " images ”—i e , supplies unreal pictures in the mind—but is

likewise capable of projecting itself into the matenal world as a Force,

like clectncity Indolent and baffled inquirers seem to think it

convenient to refer m this way to Imagination, because it appears a

sort of Puck or Ariel among our faculties, and less amenable to law

than Memory or Judgment, either of which it would be just as

monstrous to cite as the proximat^cause of the cure of a disease It

IS to throw Psychology into hotch-pot to apply the name of the vision-

aeohng faculty to something which perforins physical miracles Of
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course it is open to any one to maintain in each given case that the

onginal disease imaginary, and consequently that the supposed

cure was only the patient^s restoration to reason , as when a man awakes

fioni a dream and says, “ I imagined I had lost my leg, and am glad

to find 1 have done nothing ot the kind But it is sheer nonsense to

describe his awakening and coming back to his senses as the result of

Imagination When a disease has been accurately diagnosed

by a competent physician, and pronounced to be serious, there is

no room left for Imagination to play in the cure The cure,

if wrought at all, must be effected by some real agent, such as we
assume the Soul itself to be , for the mere picturing faculty

which wc call Imagination can at the most have only supplied

some stimulus to the Mind or Soul But if neither Imagination

nor, for similar reasons, Hope nor Attention can of themselves produce

a cure of bodily disease, what are we to think ofr the Entity, of

which they arc but faculties and phases, which must be the real

Agent—an agent which, without recognisable machinery, suddenly

steps forth to assuage pain and to send a flood of fresh vitality

through the diseased tissues and palsied limbs of its own fleshly

companion ^

With all due hesitation in treating such a matter I would say that

the truth seems to me to be this That part of us which wc call

Mind, Soul, or Spirit, and which in its ordinarj relations with the

body lesembles a coupled dog, now pulling its companion its own way,

now pulled by it m an opposite direction, is capable, under certain

exceptional and as yet obscure conditions, of entiicly mastering its

mate It can render the body insensible to the pain of mutilation

on the battlefield, or of fiery dissolution at the martyr^s stake , and

it can effect, independently of any extraneous agency, such a change

in the processes of physical life—the circulation, the innervation, we
know not what—as to banish disease an^ reinstate health

So far as we understand them at present, the conditions under

which this Soul-healmg is accomplished seem always tp be those of

excitement They are not capable of being produced voluntarily and

spontaneously by the subject, bukmust be created by something out-

side of himself That something may be—and in the higher kinds of

soul healing I presume always is—an exalting idea presented to the

mind either by some grand Personality, or by a Belie or Token sug-

gestive of sacred or patnotic sentiments, and touchmg those chords

which vibrate deepest in the human heart The theory recently

put forth bv Messrs Myers and Gurney, speaking of Braidism—that

the state in which the mind is abnormally concentrated on a bodily

condition is that wherein its infl^nce is at a maximum—^is, in my
humble opinion, the very reverse of the truth It is, I hold, precisely

when the mind is most completely lifted above the body and its pitho-
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logical conditions, that it can exert its supreme spiritual faculty of

healing Concentration of the mind on the body is the source, I

conceive, always of disease, not of health There are also, as we have

noted, other and lower stimulants of the excitement which may suffice

to produce healing results , the most commonly effectual being the

hope of recovery through the use of some nostrum

The last and supreme problem regarding Soul Healing, Can loe

find out how to apply it
^

is of course the leal crux of all Unfor-

tunately the persons who are just now so busy in endeavouring to

accomplish Faith Cures of the religious kind—some of them very

humble and obviously silly folk, others on a much higher, social,

and intellectual level—are all on the wrong tack (it the views stated

in this paper be correct) to discover a real Method of Faith Healing

Tlicy persist in looking for the angel to stir the waters/^ instead of

seeking the natural fount of Hope and Courage and Piety m each

man^s bosom

* I am informed that the ** true ” Faith Healing people do not allow the use of any
“meins ’ whatever

If any reader desire to see the exceeding nonsense which can be n ntten and printed

oil this subject, he IS referred to a book which has passed through mne editions in

A.raeuca—VI/
,
“ Science and Health, with a Key to the Scriptims ** hy Mrs 1 ddy,

President of the Massachusetts Metaphysical College (2 vela 8\o, Boston, 1884) lb(
iollowing arc speoimcna of the counsels of Mrs li^ddy on “ Healing the bick, ’ vol i

p 180 —
*

‘ Argue there is no disease It is but the evidence and object of the senses you ha\c
to destroy, uot a reality bay to the patient mentally, you are not sick, and
hold your ground with the skill of a lawyer Argue down the witnesses against yoiii

pica, and you will destroy those witnesses, and the disease will disappear Kely not in

the least on tlie evidence of the senses, but on the evidences m iftetapliysical science

of man s harmony and immortality Avoid talking disease to the sick Mai c

no unnecessary inquiries rolatn e to their symptoms
,
uevei give them names for

their diseases
‘ If the case to be treated is consumption, begin your argument by taking up the

leading points showing that it is not inherited , that in/lammation, tubercles,

ha morrhage, and decomiiosition are but thoughts, beliefs, mental images before mortal

minds, not the immortal mind Hence they are not the truth of man, and should l)e

treated os error—put out of mind, and then they will disappear from the body *

Andagam vol i p 193 “Conservatism or diahoiacity in the theory or praetici

of metaj^ysics applied to the treatment of disease would betray a gross ignorance of the

whole subiept Disease can neither be treated nor healed metaphysically if drugs or cx
temal applications are employed , and petitioning a personal Cod to do your work, or rn

able you to do it, is not metaphysics, wherein Imth works, and you understandthe Divine
Principle of your demonstration Animal magnetism, clairvoyance, medmmship, oi

mesmerism are antagomstic to this science ”

Vol 1 p 248 “ Bathing and brushing to correct the secretions or remoi e unhealthy

exhalations from the cuticle, receive a useful rebuke from Christian healing, that makes
not clean the outside of the platter

’’

Vol 1 p 228 That mother is not a ipetaphyBician, and her affections need better

aids to their duration, who says to her child ‘You look sick,* or ‘ You look tired,' Xc
,
or

who goes to her little one fallen on her nose or the carpet, and, moaning more childishly

than her child, says, ‘ Mamma knows you are hurt ’ Drugs, cataplasms, and whisky are

shocking substitutes for the dignity and potency of mind and the divmc power to heal

Through the byways of physiology and materia medica to load man mto temptation m
©very direction is pitiful

"

“ Palsy 18 a behef that attacks mortal mind,^nd this mind paralyses the body througli

fear Ossification or any abnormal condition of the bones is the action of mortal mind
as directly as insanity Bones have no more substance than thoughts, and are only what
they are named by and appear to mortal mind What we call matter was primitively

error in solution (’)
’

P 253 “ Called to the bed of death, what remedy have we m matter when all its
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We now reach the gravest side of this matter If Faith and

Piety and Hope so elevate and stimulate the Soul as to enable it to

<lispel disease, like Gabriel in Guido's picture striking down Lucifer,

then, beyond all doubt, Mistrust and Pessimism and Fear must cor-

respondingly depress the soul, and leave Lucifer master of the situa-

tion In this case also it is literally true that “ he who will save

his life shall lose it He who values his life beyond the purposes for

which life was given, will forfeit it by his sicklv anxieties As Mill

found of Happiness, so it holds good of Health neither are to be

attained by making it the chief object of mortal care How, then, do

we now stand as regards Fear Ktllmgy the antithesis of Faith Healing ^

It seems to me that alongside of the gains which have accrued to our

generation from the progress of hygienic science, we have acquired

habits of mind which go far to counterbalance them Proverbially,

a brave man dies but once, a coward a thousand times , and we are

coming perilously near the verge of cowardice Forty years

ago Kingsley took up his parable, and preached well and wisely of

religious obedience to the natural laws of health But had Jiis noble

life lasted till now, his voice, I think, would ha\6 been loudest in

the denunciation of that hygeiolatry which thieaten s to become our

only religion Kingsley adjured us to preserve health that we might

the better serve God with vigorous brains and hands We coddle our-

selves, chiefly, it is to be feared, for our own comfort, and ardently

cherish this life, having no particular expectation of another While

our fathers considered the most sublime line in French poetry to be

the profession of Joad,

** Je crams Dieu, chcr Abner, et n’ai point d’aiitrc craintc

,

we have ceased to fear God, and learned to fear microbes

Two causes contribute to this change One is the decline of

Faith
, the other is that advancement of Science which places us in

the position of the poor Brahmin who was cruelly induced to look

through a microscope and perceive all the unsuspected monsters in a

drop of the water he was drinking Whether the old belief in an over-

ruling Providence was, or was npt, well-founded, its superior suitability

to produce Courage as contrasted with scientific physical determinism,

is obvious enough Upon our generation it has come to lose m great

degree that Abhangtgkeitsgefuhl which Schleiermacher deemed the very

foundation of religion , and with it the sense of being—

Safe in the hand of one disposing Power,
As m the natal, m the morhd hour ’’

remedies have failed ^ Mind must be oyr only resort at last There is no death All
18 mind There is no matter ‘ He u not dead, but sleepeth

* ’*

What the *‘FreRident’ means by “ Metaphysics m these volumes can only be
known we should think, to the fortunate students of the “ Massachusetts Metaphysical
<.ollege

*
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No one talks now of " cvcrv bullet having its billet,” or thinks of

life as ail '^appointed span The bullet proceeds by the laws of

dynamics, and the length of life is determined by those of biology

If we desiic that our days may be long in the land, we know that

that end must be sought exclusively by sanitary and hygienic precau-

tions, and that (barring accidents) it depends exclusively on how
successfully we "struggle for existence” whether our existence will be

extended for a longer or shorter period

No one can doubt that this scientific view must prove in the long

luii moic conducive to caution than the notion of a Providential

span, or of " Fate,” or a " Planet,” or " Kismet ”
, and accordingly,

we practically find alParound us evidences of redoubled care concern-

ing the conditions of health Of course m many directions this new
caution is good and rational More temperate diet, more airy bed-

rooms, bettci drained houses and more effectual ablutions, arc real

improvements on the habits of our ancestors But the excess to

winch hvgienic precautions are carried, the proportio?? which such

cares now occupy amid the serious interests of life, is becoming

absurd, and conducting us rapidly to a state of things wherein, if wc

ire not " killed ” by Feaa*, we are paralvzed by it for all natural

enjoyment The old healthful, buoyant spirit seems already fltd

from the majority of English homes Aged people (fiom this and, no

doubt, other concurrent causes) seldom exhibit now that gentle gaiety

which so often brightened with hues of sunset the long calm evening

of a well-spent life, after the " six daj s’ work ” was done The middle-

aged aic one and all hag ridden by anxiety, and as to tlic young,

if wc may trust the reports which reach us from the great schools, a

very marked change has dome over them, curiously indicative of the

sensitiveness of young souls to the chill breath of the Z( xigeist The lads

have grown colder and harder, and are mtefcsted m pecunidry profits

rather than in noblei professional ambitions Nay> we have been told

(it IS a large demand upon credulity *

)

that English schoolboys have

almost ceased to be reckless about heat and cold, about eating indiges-

tible things, about climbing trees ami precipices, about going on deep

water in unseaworthy boats , in short, about all those pursuits which

excited the perennial alarms of their fond mothers Many boys arc

to be found, it is stated (I write always under reservation), who may

be described as Molly coddles, so cautious are they about their health

and their limbs Urchins in round jackets speak of the danger of

checking perspiration after cricket, and decline to partake of unripe

apples and pastry on the never-before-heard-of ground of dyspepsia

Invited in the holidays to the ecstatic " lark ” of a long excursion

on horseback, they have declined with reference to the playful-

ness of their pony’s heels , and have been seen to shrink from a

puppy’s caressing tongue, murmunng the ominous word " Rabies ”

VOL LT 3 I
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la short, oui giils, who die ju^t acquiring physical courage as a new

Mituc, arc sometimes braver than their brothers, who think it good

foi m to profess disinclination to risk their valuable persons

It is not a small matter that this ebb should be noticeable auy-

vxlicrc 111 the tide of English manlj courage On the contrary, if it

continue tlic results most he deploiable For our present purpose

il IS enough to point out that all this new-born caution about then

licalth (to whieb, peihaps, the very undesirable study of phvsiologv

by schoolboys has in some schools contributed) will at the best

create a gcneiatiou of hypochondriacs and valetudinarians not of

lobust and stalwart Englishmen

The ' fears of which we have been speaking, fostered by over-

attention to the conditions of health and longevity, maynol hteially

^Mall^^ anybody It may be carrying the paiadox too fir to say

we shall die of them, or even that they may not be successful ni

lengthening oiii calendar by a few davs But the gam will be ntf

if they lender every one of those dajs pitiful and mean ind laivivin

Tjift, to he "worth living,^ must be concpined with quite other tilings

beside diseases, draughts and drains, ind we want to hiCy not merely

to (kath and die by inches through halt a century

The general Pessimism winch weighs on us all, the Ah a C in a

who has mounted behind every horseman, and whom no amount of

tobacco-smoking seems to dislodge, arc lowering the vitality of oui

generation Hope is the true Elixii Viicey and instc id of " Hoping

all things with St Paul, we Fear all things with Dr Richardson

One of the greatest artists of the day gave us two years ago

—

possibly without precisely intending it—a bitter satire on our

age The radiant goddess, whom Collins described with " eyes so

fair,” trilling her "delighted measure,” Mr Watts deincted as a

blindfolded patient out of the JBronapton Hospital, bent m a curve like

au ammonite rather than a vertebrate creature, over a broken-

stringed lyre Such is the HOPE of the closing decades of the

\ lotorian era *

We must pass over many examples which might be added of the

Fear Killing prevalent in our time, to speak at some lepgth of the

most prominent of those of the last three years—to wit, the Hydro-

phobia Scale The history of this scare, and of Pasteunsm as

connected therewith, will one day, I doubt not, form a very amusing

and instructive chapter in a future continuation of Mackay^a " Popular

Delusions ” We can but glance over it here

A rare disease, which by its nature is exceptionally closely connected

with and controlled by mental impressions, was announced to be sud-

denly manifesting itself all over the civilized world, from Moscow to

Chicago Mad dogs became as plentiful as blackberries—at least the

reports of them in the newspapers were so—and it was diflScult ta
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open a daily journal without finaiiig a paragraph adding to the

general hue and cry

That a great pioportion of these newspaper stones belonged to the

mythical oider of the Gooseberry and tho Sca-scrpcnt goes without

saving, and as regards the hapless dogs rigistdcd m London as

rabid after being battered to death on dooristeps by policcmcn^s

truncheons, it is permissible to belie\c that a laigt pioportion had
excited public alarm bv simply crying when kicked oi run over^

01 by exhibiting the harmless fits common to teething puppies

On these occasions of popular panic there aic always, is in the

old Avit(h persecutions, two classes of enemies to the victims There
IS the ubiquitous Air Matthew Hopkins, who obtains kudo^f, and

perhaps more substantial reward, for every case he dettets, and
tlicre IS the stupid and tcriilied bystander, whqf>c latent instincts of

cruelty come out immediately at the e ill to slay and torment eithci

a misciable old woman or a mangled dog

Speaking of the Hydrophobia Bugbeir,^^ which spread consterna-

tion through America while our own scaie was depriving us of oui

common sense and our humanity. Dr Edward Spitzka Jpis us m thi

loi inn for April 1887

“ In ordt r to detcrmint how grcit the dingei in the biuhd btitfs fiorii

rahus tliG writer has cirelully followed up ill the newspipci irports oi

alleged outbreaks of the disease In not a single instance has sitislictory

evidence oi its existence beejn obtained” (After det uling tho shun cises it

Ncwaik, Chicago, Ac , he contiiuics
)

“ bcoros of observations might bo
iddcd, all tending to proie that during the past two yeirs there has bten no
reported ca^e of rabies in ni in in this countiy which could not bo rr ferred to

m error of observation Before scientific tests ill the niwspipor alarms are

shown to have been either fabiications, exaggerations, or mistakes” (As an.

cximple of the exaggerations may take the following
)

“ In Pcnnsylv mia
a number ol nervous persons were icndcrcd unhappy by a sensational report

that rabies had become epidemic, and that a large number of school childicn

had been infected by dog bites The nucleus of this report was an epileptic

fit in a littli bl icK-and tan dog, inducf*d by his having swallowed a chicken

bone
’ ”

*

We arc very far, indeed, from making light of the terrible disease

of hydrophobia when it ever leally afflicts man, woman or child

But the whole history of this scare hears a false ring which provokes

incredulity In the first place, wc all know how reporters by tli(

hundred are daily seeking provender to feed scores of newspapers

which require fresh suppbes every morning, and we know that

the welcome given by editors to every scrap of intelligence bearing

on a subject which for the moment is m public interest,

secures the particularly careful supply of the article so in demand

This alone accounts no doubt for a multitude of these mad-

dog paragraphs But there has been at work in this particular

instance something more than every-day press hunger There has

* P 181

3 I 2
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been wire-pulling going on from the side of that medical clique

which IS notoriously potent on the staff ^f some of the leading

journals As the Referee last August acutely observed

“One thing is ceitain The piesent epidemic of rabies did not begin till

M Pasteur was ready foi it If ho were to-morrow to abandon hia experi

ments in this direction, we should hear of very feav cases of mad dogs The
pinic would have died out long igo, but it has been fomented by tlie press in

the inteiests of Pasteurisra, and when the mad dog hia not been avail iblc

for sensational treatises, the mad dog h is been invented
”

Had no hydrophobia scare been raised, and if it had been generally

understood that many more men die every year from the kicks of

horses than from the bites of dogs,"^ Pasteur would have obtained

no juch apotheosis as was prepared foi him But by carefully

spreading the panic of Mad-dog,” the successful vivisecior, as

the great deliverer from mad dogs^ was elevated to so lofty an

eminence in public opinion that an English religious newspaper

spoke of him as a God-sent hcalqr, ’ and compared Ins virus-

kitchen in the Rue d^Ulm to the Mount of Galilee
*

Whcthcr^^esidc exulting over every ital or fictitious case of

rabies, PastCws admirers are responsible for acluallv causing the

disease in some of the infected animals, is a question not to be

dismissed hastily Mr G II Lewes told the Royal Commission

on Vivisection, When one man publishes an experiment there are

people all over Europe who will set about to repeat it, and repeat

it, and lepeat it ” It is thciefore excusable to surmise that some of

the physiologists who have been so loud in their praises of Pasteur,

have repeated his inoculations, and that some of the dogs on which

they have tried the preventive method have subsequently developed

the disease, and have communicated it to othei dogs through whole

districts Pasteur and his followers have been playing with a tre-

mendous poison of which the properties are utterly unascertained,

and we may never know the evils they have let loose, both as regards

the virus of rabies and of anthrax t

Perhaps it may be asked. What interest can English scientific men

« 251 persoDB died id 1886 id consequence of accidents caused by horses and convey
'inces m the streets of I ondon, and 9 fiom hydrophobia (See Registrar General s Annual
Summary, pp ix and xxvi

)

t A signiticant incident occurred in Florence some jears ago, when opposition was
raised to Professor ScbiflTs enormous consumption of dogs for vivisection (It was
calculated he had “used ” 14 000 in ten years and their skins were said to be too much
cut to pieces to be saleable for manufacturing purposes ) The indignant physiologist
threatened that the ungiateful city would be shortly visited by an epidemic of rabies,

and very soon mad docs w ere seen on all sides In one case a butcher who appealed to the
t^ocictit Pi ottettricef alleged that his dog had been in the hands of the great viviaector,
and had either escaped or been released from the laboratory and returned home, where it

I xhibitcd such real or apparent symptoms of rabies that its owner reluctantly put an end
to its misery Shortly aftei wards a gentleman actually died of hydrophobik, and so
closely did the hlorentine populace connect the occurrence with Professor SchifFs
prophecy, that they hissed some members of the fWietd Piottettrice^ who attended the
funeral as authors of the calamity '

AV hile these sheets are passing through the press I have received a letter from a
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Lave Lad in gloiitymg tlic French savant He via's of couise (we

may sptak in the past tense) an “illustration ” of L’lauce, of wliicli

Frenchmen naturally made thu most But what (ouceru vias it ot

the chorus of Jinglish biologists and F Rb ’s to )oiii the ledame iii

his lionoui The reison, I tcai^is not tar to seek I'or twelve vears

past the English advocates of evpcrinieuts on living mini ils have

seized on every straw to enable them to answer the clialltngcs of

their opponents to produce a ease whcicin hum in life had been

saved by a discoveiy due to vivisection Over and over again

they made, with great flouiishcs of trumpets, in the lolnmns of

the Times, announcements of wonderful icsults of their practice,

which might, would, could, should, or actually had cuicd hitherto

unconquerable disease Bv some fatalitj, however, the discoveries

(if such theie be) anivcd at bv tins method always prove siugnUrly

unfortunate, and fail practically to touch the ills of moitalitv

Like the revelations of (lanioynntes, they sound imposing, and au

received by the initiated w itli rapture But when it comes to reveal

ing either the number of a bank note locked in a boK or the cun

of a disease in the human body, the oracle is either dumb oi

fallacious
^

•

Now, Pasteur, if his recognition as a successful healer of a dicadcd

disease could be insured, would allord the best possible argument for

doing away with restrictions on English vivisection As the recent

Round Robin to the College of Surgeons showed, it was thought a good

woikitig grievance by the physiologists that they have “ to go to Pans

for cvpeiiments on llydi opnobia ” If Pasteur’s vaunted remedy had

been obtained without anj cruel experiments, if he Lad professed

to cure hydrophobia by a method brought to light by clinical or

microscopical observation, would he have been haded by the men

of science of England as an “illustrious savant^” Tell it to the

Marines *

The proof is conclusive There arc before the world several other

remedies for hydrophobia* carrjirg quite suffic eut testimonials ot

success to merit the patient investigations of medical inquirers For

example, there is the system of vapour baths, which was known

to Celsup, and was brought into prominence by the late Dr Boisson,

who cured himself by such means, and afterwards nearly a hundred

medical man m a remote part of the kmedom. referring to a case of hydrijihobn oa

which I had made inquiries He umetly tells me (as if no such thing as the V ivisrction

Act had been heard of) “1 have secured the hound that lioa devLionca tiu

symptoms, and myself and my colleagues intend to carryout some e\i>ennKuts by

inoculating other animals, and if, as a result o£ our in\estig'itious, we come to any

conclusion, I will send you particulars”
. e xi. n 3

* As I rite I observe in the laimacista Jtahanoot Isaples notice of the alleged

cure of 66 patients with already de\ eloped symptoms of hydrophobia, by means of the

Sptrceafihpcndu^n^ administered by Doctor Prmcc Jagellos of rolaiid, who baa made the

subject a study for twentj years back
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patients But which of all tlie biologists and doctors who have

glorified Pasteur has taken the trouble so much as to riad the

evidence in favour of these harmless methods of treatment, even

when, as in the case of the Buisson baths, they ha\e been largely

idvertiscd at the cost of nou-medical benevolent persons, and offered

gratuitously to needy patients? "When Mr Walter McLaren, in

April last, begged the Home Secretary to issue another Commission
to examine into the results of the Buisson treatment, the suggestion

was at once negatived None save a few unscientific people, who
eared merchj foi saving men and animals, exlnbited the least interest

in the subject

And what, we now seriously ask, has been the outcome of the

monstrous claqiu which has hailed Pasteur as a ‘^Benelictoi of

Humanity^*' Has he saved life, or been responsible for the loss

of it ?

The statistics of hydrophobia in France have been of late so

manipulated in the interests of Pasteur that it is not easy

to clear up the first question It appears, however, that the average

number of deaths fiom the disease throughout Fiance was 30 per

annum from IS’iO to 1872 Tardieu calculated them at ‘21 oi 25, and
after giving his reasons, added the significant rcrnaik that ‘^it these

figures did not lepicscnt the exact truth they were certainly not far

from and that the public mind “ihould not be frightened with

larger ones^^ Previously, m 18G3, Boudin had presented to the

Irarhmie de Medicine a table in which he estimated the annual
deaths in France fiom hydrophobia at iO* If, then, we assume this

to be a fair average, peihaps to be somewhat raised ot later years, we
ask What has M Pasteur achieved in the way of lowering it ^

We find that in 188G the deaths in France from hydiophobia
were t39 * Of these 22 were of persons inoculated bv Pastcui, and 17
of others not inoculated Thus Pastern had the opportunity of

diminishing the nioitality by more than half had his method been
effectual Instead of this we find that the total of deaths exceeded the

average by 9 ^

Taking the rest of the world into view, we have not materials

for judging of the average of former years to compare it with the

last
,
but we know that of Pastcur^s patients—that is, of persons

inoculated in Pans, or by those who are carrying out his system
under his diiection elsewhere—the number of deaths up to May,
1887, has been 79

On the other hand, How many lives has the Pasteurian delusion

actually cost ? For how many deaths are Pasteur and his supporters

* See tills qiiestiou discussed by Dr Lutaud, JJ/ Pastern ct la RaffC, chap \\i
,
and by

Dr Constantin James, Pasteur nomdlc m^thode^ p IG
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responsible^ He lias failed to Inore patients than would have

been sa\ed, judging by averages, in the natural ordci of thing*^

Of how many has he caused the death ? It would seem clear that

he has bad two classes of victims

1st, Those who ha\e died of the ^'intciisue inoculations, ^ which have

created the new disease signali/ed by Dr Pctei befoie tlic Acadiuiit

dcs Saente^ last January, and named ominouslj RaffC de Ldhoratou

e

—or Raf/t Pat alytique i the suftcrers dying (like the rabbits from

which they were immediately inoculated) of paialysis, instcid of the

oidinaiy forms of hydrophobia, and feeling pain at the places of

inoculation, not of the original bite

Of this disease 11 persons perished in three months after the

introduction of the methode ttiicnsiie^ and Id up to date

2 Those (with whom we are more properly concerned in ti eating of

Fear Killing), whose deaths are due to the panic which has been

created to bolster up Pasteuiism m Europe and America How

much deadly mischief has been done m this way will never be

known, but may be guessed Peforc the Pasteiirjan craze, giooms,

gamckccpeis, sportsmen, country ladies and gentlemen were bitten

perpetually by dogs and cats, and sometimes by feriets and stoats

and rats, and thought no more of it than a hedger docs of a

scratch of a blackthorn But now that the scare has prevailed

everywhere, there is a panic every time a frightened beast uses its

natural weapons If the accident occur in London and to a police-

man, the stalwart official marches to Scotland Yaid, and solemnly

reports at headquartcis that his well-gloved fingers have been pinched

by a puppy
, , i i i

To estimate the mischief done m the case of hydrophobia by such

a panic as this it is only needful to read the statements and opinions

of the writers who have treated of the disease, and who, without

e\ccpUon, connect its development with nervous alarm Dr Bar-

thelemy, who cured himself of an attack by sheer resolution, held

that the disease wa? "mainly due to the imagination and irri

tabihty of the patient ” Professor Fleming says —
“ The influence of mental ( motions on the development of hydrophobia

would appear to be almost unqiicstion ible, and there is every icison to

inquire whether the greater mortality resulting from the bites of rabid

nniraals in adult tlian in young persona may not be attributable, to some

extent at least, to this cause The diseased mind may favour the generation

and expedite the recrudescence of the mortal malady ” t
^

“If It were understood,” says Dr Spit/ka, "that fear and expectant

attention may not only develop serious nervous symptoms, but actually eiuse

death, many who are threatened with hydrophobia would cultivate healthtul

* Namely, Uouyer, R^\eillac, bodinj, N<5e, Wilde, GofTi, 0<rard, Letaug, Gonot,

Poulap, Albert Alfand, and Bey^

t Rahiett and Ilydi ojjhobia, p 344
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sclf-contioJ The moral management of persons bitten by suspicious dog^ is

i most important matter A number of casts are on record in winch patients

suffering from the most agonizing symptoms of ‘rabies* recovered on hearing

til at the dog which bit them was alive and well
’*

1 he “best authorities to-day,” siys the same writer, “ incline to regard the

majoiity of c ises of reputed rabies in man as spurious They believe that many
oL tlie sufftrors who develop the imaginary disease were bitten bywinimals suffer

ing not from rabies, but from epilepsy or from gastro intestinal disease—nay,

e^ en by healthy dogs That the serious and ofttimes fat il influence of terror and

expectant attention, fostered by popular alarm, is attended by other epidemics

of imitative nervous disorder, is a f imiliar fact to those who h ive studied the

influenct of the mind on the body From the fifteenth century, when Alsati in

pc'!Stints inngined they were changed ifito wolves, and ran on all fours, howling
ind tearing children to pieces, down to the present day, when those dieading

li^drophobia bark like dogs and mew like cats, the records of hydiophobia are

replete to overflowing with delusion, superstition, hysteria, and unconscious

simulation The tragi comical case of a number of persons dying in the

sixteenth century after having eaten of a pig that had been bitten by a dog,

which in its turn had been bitten by another and ribid one, found its

counterp vrt a few weeks ago in Russia, where a medical editor, a follower of

Pasteiii, suggested the treating of i number of persons m the Pasteur

Institute at Odessa for no better reison than tint they had partaken of milk

fiom a cow bitten by a rabid dog ** *

The Pasteur Craze and the H\droi)hobia Bugbeai will soon be

things of the past , but it will be well to remember for a long time

to come that, so far as Biological Science has a voice in England, it

VI as raised m hosannas to the French savant Those ^^expeits^^ m
whom the simple lay public is constantly asked to confide, as the

only properijudges of the titihhf of cruel experiments on animals,

(and who would fain be permitted at the same time to settle the

morality of the practice), those very experts have proved themselves

m this noteworthy case absolutely and even ridiculously mistaken

Either they were not clever enough, or they were not honest and

single-minded enough, to discern the unscientific and delusive cha-

racter of a method which, once it has been exposed in plain la^g^uage,

appears the very climax of charlatanism f Not one English viviscctor

cliarged his French colleague with useless cruelty, and the Commis-
sion, headed by Sir II Roscoe, which was sent from England last

summer to inqtiire into the method, forbore for nine months to

give its Report, of warn the nation that it was being deceived into

sending imperilled men and children to undergo a delusive and
pelhaps dangerous operation* This was all that Science did for us,

in the face of this huge Medical Bubble Those unscientific people

who could only apply common sense to the subject and who revolted

from the monstrous character of the method, or relied ou their

* rie Apnl 1887, p 179-186

h ‘The neutralization of an aheafiy rcceued rahic Mrus, by eucccssue inoculations
not of an antidote but of rabic virus of progressiv e virulence and this uuaccoinpanied

the ^ ery smallest morbid mptom—such is the great mystery of the now reli^on— M Pwiteui et hr llaqe^ by l)r I utaiid, p 07
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religious conviction that by no such barbaious means could real good

come to humanity—these people, deafened as they were a ycai ago b\

the 'Hlreat is Diana chorus of the biologists, and lusultiuglv

challenged in every newspaper to bow at last at the shrme ot

beneficent Vivisection—these, aftei all, prove to have been right

When next tlicrc is question of condoning ciuelty on the plea of

benefiting humanitv, it is to be hoped that this instructive history

will not be forgotten Of the moral injuiy done to the community by

Scinctioning cruelty there can be no question at all Of the physical

advantages to be puichased by it wc have a san pic in Pistcurism

An minute number of miserable animals have died in the un-

utterable igomcs of artificially produced labies an aggravitcd form

of that awful disease which Maybew tells us amounts to being xnjlamnf

all oiei And the result ot this burnt-offering in the temple of tlic

Rue d'Ulm has been the death of sevcnty-ninc patients, of whom at

least a dozen have died unquestionably 0/ thm mot illations '

Old Sclden says in his Table Talk,^^ " To preach long, loud, and

damnation is the way to be cried up Men love the man who d imiis

them, and run after him to save them The secret has, 1 fcai,

been bequeathed to our modern priests the doctors It is right and

proper tor them to warn us m model atioii , but they do it beyo’ I all

reason Touch not * Taste not * Handle not ^ There is Death

in the Pot ^Waic Microbes here* ’Ware Ricilh theie * All the

vvoikrs a Hospital, and all the men and women merely patients
’’

There is no end to the hosttif spectres pale ’ which beleaguci

summoned by their spells and clothed with double terrors by then

alarming new scientific titles Rut there should be some limits to

this perpetual cry of Wolf * Wolf* * We must all die sooner 01

later, whether with scientific adviseis or without them
,
and it would,

after all, be better to die sooner, pursuing noble objects, pcrformiug

natural duties, and even enjoying innocent pleasures, than a little

later, amid pitiful anxieties and odious messes and inoculations of

filth, leading the lives of Molicre^s ^^Maladc Imaginaiic ” Perhaps

We may never, alas * discover the secret of Faith Healing , but it

least we can avoid '^Fcar Killing —dying by inches of sheer anxictv

to live, and being slam at last by the very dread ot Death

Frances Power Cobbe
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I
N a former article I spoke of some of the changes which strike

one who has come back to Oxford after a considerable time of

absence, of some of the outward and social changes, of changes m
the relations between the University and the college^, of changes in

the lelations between different classes of teachers, and speci illy of

the way in which the colleges and the professors seem to have been

looked at by the last Commission But I said nothing directly on a

matter perhaps more important still, the changes made during the

same tune in the subjects of studj" and examination On these

points I now propose to make some further remarks

In the subjects and methods of study m the University, as they

are now and as they were forty years back, there is change indeed

What first strikes one is the wonderful way m which the University

stems to be cut up into little sects, each devoted to some particular

branch of knowledge, and seemingly knowing or caring nothing about

any other It is like I am of Paul,^^ and I of Apollos ” Here

IS a Greats man ,
” here is a Mods man ” 1 never heard of a

Smalls man
,

”
indeed that name seems now to be forgotten But

there 18 the History man,'^ and the Law man/^ and the Natural

Science man,’’ or rather there arc as many kinds of Natural

Science man " as there arc new ologies ” coming into being every

ycai The History man," like the Greats man," is a more distinct

figure But the Greats man " reads history as well as the History

man , " how then are they to be distinguished ^ I once was inclined

to define the two by saying that the " Greats man " had read his

Thucydides, but that the History man ” had not Late events

may perhaps somewhat modify the first definition It seems as if the

“ Greats man " is one who has indeed read his Thucydides, but who
grudges that either himself or any one else should read any further
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Now all these various classes^ Greats incn/^ '^Mods
^ History men," " Law men," &c &c ,

with tiu examinations and

studies in which they arc severally interested, Gicats," Mods,"

Gioup A," " Preliminary B "—the miud gets dizzv at the endless

A'^arieties, endlessly shifting—seem to be like religious or political

sects, 01 peihaps more like jealous nciglibouis, each miintaining his

own right against all comers The dillerent branches ol study seem to

be treated as if thej were enemies One branch gets what is called

relief "—that is commonly relief from Iviiowing something—and

another branch cries out for tlie like relief" One hears a great

deal more about the interests of this or that school or division of a

school than of the interests of sound learning It would ically seem

as if many look at schools and examinations as an end in themselves,

which it is a good work to multiply All this division, all this strange

rivalry, seem veiy wonderful to the man of forty years past Those who
have grown up under this complicated system probably understand it

,

with some indeed it seems to occupy their whole thoughts One un-

used to it may be pardoned for thinking that, unless it docs occupj a

man’s whole thoughts, he has no chance of understanding it llie

system, be it observed, changes almost daily , every terra sees two oi

three new statutes passed to cieatc some new kind of examination, ox

to make some change in an existing one And each is discussed, not

with regard to the effect which it is likely to have uponlcaimng, but

with regard to the interests or the relief" of this or that scliool oi

subject One change is for the law men, another for the natural

science men , anothei has something to do with old cl issical

moderations," a phiase which seems odd to those to whom modera-

tions " in any shape seem something new When, for once m a

way, it is proposed to make, not a change strictly so called, not the

abolition or alteration of anything existing, but the mere introduction

of an alternative, and that simply and purely in tlie interests of

sound learning, it is rejected as being contrary to the mteicsts of

this or that set of learners or teachers Otherwise, it seems to be

understood that the more changes made the better, let the examinations

be altered and multiplied daily, till the choice of obiects of study

shall be as wide as the choice ot objects of amusement They multiply

till it 18 impossible to find names for them , there is Group A and

Group B, and 1 know not how many more letters To be examined iri

Group A " instead of in a school with an intelligible name sounds

something like being summoned to wherever “ Assize County A

"

may have its busimess done, instead of to the natural capital o£ one’s

natural shire Moreover I believe that in some schools, perhaps in

Group A itself, a man may be examined piecemeal
,
part of him may

be plucked, and the rest saved alive One is reminded of the ha^f-

caten victims of the lions sj^oken of bv the Emperor Marcus, whose
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survivinjif remnants were brought forth to supply fresh sport for a

second day

Nou all this seems to me to be thoroughly bad An examination

IS surely not an end in itself, it is at most a necessary evil The

examination in front of him may cause many a man to read who
otherwise would not have read at all, even m tne case of the

man who would have read whether he had to be examined or no,

the examination, though an evil, is a necessary one, as there is no

way of distinguishing such men beforehand But the examination,

though a necessary evil, is still an evil , reading for an examination

IS not genuine reading , it is reading for some other object than the

simple gaming of knowledge If I may speak of myself, I may say

that I am most thankful that the Oxford course of my day compelled

me to read some books which othciwise I most likely should not

have read , but the examination was to me always a kind of spectre

or tempter, something which supplied a false motive foi onc^a work

hen it was over, I said, Now I can really read something , and

I began to read again with a good heart the books which 1 had

already read under the deadening yoke of the false motive

Examinations cannot be wholly got rid of, but surely they ought

to be few and seaiching And the old examination for the bachelor^s

degree was indeed ocaiclung, the work of three years or so was

brought up at once Now I believe the principle is that a mauN
work should be cut into as many pieces as possible, and tint he

should go through as many examinations as possible It is relief

to examine him in one thing by itself, and to let him ha\e time well

to forget it before he is examined m something else The principle

of the old examination was, not to give a man time to foigct, but

to make it necessary foi him to remember It was a real test of

knowledge, industry, and memory, when we took up at one time our

history, our scholarship, and the studies which were then called

science,” a name which has since wandered elsewhere Even those

who added mathematics in a -separate school took them in directly

aPCr We took up our Thucydides, we took Inm up at once as

a great historian and a great writer of Greek One man might be

stronger m the matter of his books, another in the language
,
but

no man could wholly neglect either or part the two asunder

So far as to the effect of the two systems of examination on those

who are to be examined according to either But there is another

point to be looked at The amazing complication of the present

system and the constant changes in it lead to another result as to the

outward value of the degree and the class It is surely of the first

importance in any system of degrees, and above all in any system of

classes, that the degree or the class should have a cleaily understood

meaning Members of the University should have a clear idea, the
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viorld in general should have some idea, as to what a degree or a class

implies, what kind of studies the hearer of it has gone through, what
kind of proficiency iii them he has readied Forty jears ago it wis

pretty well known what an Oxford degree, what an Oxford first-elass,

meant There was then no iivalry between one subject and another

We all learned much the same things, even those who went in for

mathematical honouis had necessarily taken i pass, and liad most com-
monly taken a class, in the school ot LtUitp Humanioi Theie was

then fore no such gap between classical men and mathemaiical

men” as tliere is between votaiies of different subjects now Hut now
the Oxford degree, the Oxford first class, may be got in a hundred

diffcicnt ways, so that nobody knows what it means in the case of

each particular man And the number of subjects is tvci growing

There seems to be a notion afloat that every subject which is worth

any man^s study at any time of his life is fit to be made, and

ought to be made, at least an alternative subject of examination for

the degree of bachelor of arts Now surely there arc many
subjects which a man may most fitly study, to which a man may
even worthily devote his life, which still aie quite unfit to be even

ilternativc subjects in an examination which is m its own nature rudi-

mentary 1 will give as an example, not a whole subject, but a part

of a subject, because it is one which 1 can myself better understand

The man who his the greatest mastery of any living man of the

English history ofthe seventeenth century, himself an Oxford examiner,

has deliberately put on record his judgement that the Engbsli history

of the seventeenth century is not a fit subject for examination

ior the bachelor's degree I have long thought so, but I might not

hive ventured to say so The historian of the Stewart reigns has a

light to say w, and he has said so How worthy a subject for

mature study that period is none has shown better than himself,

but he has discernment enough to see that the period of history

which he loves best for his own mature study and mature teaching

IS not a period suited for an examination which is in its own nature

immature But, among this multiplication of schools and subjects,

the worst error of all is to give this immature examination, this

examination for a first and imperfect degree, the character of an

examination in a man^s future profession First of all, the whole

system and theory of degrees and faculties is trampled under fioot

It IS strange indeed that the degree m arts, the class in arts, may be

got by passing examinations which would seem to belong to the

higher professional degrees The University has a facultv of

Divinity, a faculty of Law, a faculty of Medicine, with degrees m
each, with practical examinations in two of them \ct the degree

m arts is most strangely to be had by examinations in divinity and

in law , I will not venture to say that it can or cannot be had by
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an examination in medicine, for no outsider ^Mll presume to define

tlie exact boundaries between medicine and natural science It is

surclv objection enough that the system of faculties is destroyed

In ijuing a degree in one faculty after an examination in another

Hut far more impoitant than this is the essential objection to

bringing m anvtliiug of a professional kind into the examination for

tlie hrst degree m the lowest faculty, the degree of bachelor of arts

The old theory was that the first faculty, the faculty of arts, took

ill those subjects which had nothing to do with any particular

ualk of life, but which were held to be good for a man whatever

Ins walk of life was likely to be What those subjects may be is a

point on which different generations will have different opinions,

these first and necessary subjects have often been changed, and

may very likely be changed again, but the principle has never

changed, the arts course always was that course which in any

paitieular age was thought to be good for all those who enteied

tlic University at all Ily proficiency in tint course men got

the arts dcgiee, the first and general degicc, with that degree

a man might remain satisfied, or he might go on to one of the

highei professional degrees m Divinity, Law, or Medicine To

these last the arts degree—latterly it would be moic coircct to

say the arts examination—was the only path ^ A man first showed

hib proficiency m those subjects which were held to be good for him

in any line of life, till he had done so he did not enter on the

subjects specially belonging to one paitieular line of life Such

was the theory, the evil was that, while the examination for the

lower degree became more and more real, the exercises foi the

higher degrees became more and more nominal In my time the

Cnil Law degiee could practically be taken by any mastei of

arts , the Divinity degice could be taken by any clerical master of

arts In medicine there was an examination
,
as to its depth or

value of course an outsider can say nothing

As things stood forty years back the bachelor’s degree in arts

\ ractically involved two examinations, though the former of them was

not known by that name Befoie the baclielor^s degree came the

status, not exactly a degree, of Generahs Sophista, a name which

seems now to he quite forgotten in Oxford, though there are traces of

it both at Dublin and in Amenca, and I fancy at Cambridge also This

status was gained by the exercise called Responsions, commonly known

m my day by the names of Little-go and Smalls Though not called

an examination, it really was one, but one of a trifling kind, which he

* I say this, because, by a cliansje older than my time, the degrees m Law and
Modicino could be taken without taking the arts degrees But the arts emaminaUoi}
liadtobe passed, as well as whatever was rcqiured fpr the higher degree Ihus m
those days men practically got degrees in divinity aud law by passing an examination
in arts , now they get a degree in arts by passing an examination in divinity or law
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who aimed at a class lu the final examination felt ratlici irksome

L iter came tlic Public Examination ^ foi the bachelor^s dt gree, prac-

tically foi the 111 istcr's degree also, as no further: exaniinatiou oi

exercise was required for the highei lank

Setting aside the somewhat \exatious Little-go,” the examination

s)stcm, as it stood in my day, h is alwa^ s seemed to me to be excellent

m what it did, but faulty in what it lelt undone Modem improve

-

ments have, to my mind, greatly destioycd its excelli nee, while

ill that was faultj has been unloiichcd As I just now said, tlu

bachelor’s examination in arts was an examination in those subjects

whiili any given age the thirteenth oi the nineteenth, thought de-

suablc foi all who entered the Unuersity Now if I wcie to say th d

the tlieoiy of the fiist half of tin innctccntli century was that the

sub|ccts best suited for that purpose wtie ''classn witli the neeessaiy

addition of logic and the optional addition of niatliematies, 1 should

be sajing what would be liable to mislead The mam subject of oui

work was certainly tlic study of Latin and Gicelc writings, but it

w as something \cry different from the vulgar conception of classic'^

did something vastlj bettci than that style of scholarship which

consists in quoting Ilorice and making Latin verses The Oxford

f 1 iss ot those days was got by taking up, in Greek and Latin wi iters,

enough of several subjects to give every man the best possible start

in any one of them which he might choose to take up as the work of his

futuiclifc Tlie system did not profess to turn out, at the age when

men take then first degree, finished historians, finished philolo-

gers, finished mental philosophers A man was a fool if he fancied tliat

he came out ot the schools any one of those three 13ut though he did

not eoffic out any one of the three, he had gone through the best pos-

sible discipline towards some day making him any one of the three that

he might most wish to be He had learned enough of at least three

subjects to enable him to choose among them, and the time that he

had given to the two which Jic did not choose was anything but

thrown away I have never earned mental philosophy further than

was necessary in the schools But I am thankful to have gone through a

course which made me read Anstutle’s Ethics and Butler's Sermons

Nay, I have felt the use even of the three books of Euclid that I took iii

for my Little go For they all helped to clear my mind, to give me the

power of comparing and distinguishing, of seeing what is proot and

what IS not As a preliminary course, a course leading to an imper-

fect degree, the system was admirable It may ha^e needed a certain

amount of expansion, but it needed g;spansiou only on its own lines

There was no need to sweep away a system winch was really wide,

really liberal, really leading to the highest culture, and to put in its

stead every vagary of a narrow and deadening specialism
"

Still the system had its faults It had two mam faults Admir-
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able as an cxammation for a first and imperfect degree, it iVas made

to be, what it was not suited to be, an examination for a second and

complete degree That is to say, it was not followed by any further

cxammatioii or other exercise for the degree of master of arts This

was one fault , the other was the existence of class-lists To have

( lass-lists, to make separate “ honour school, is a confession that

the mere degree is worth very little In truth the standard for the

ordinary degree was then, and I behove is now, pitched so low that

the mere degree is worth very little But no academical degree

ought to be worth very little
, the degree itself should be an honour,

a sign of real proficiency No one of course would propose that the

standard for the ordinary degree should be pitched at the level of a

first or even a second class But it should be pitched very much
1 uglier than it is now, high enough to make the mere winning of

the degree a certain distinction Thus the mischievous excitement

of class-lists might be got rid of, while the men who nowadays

get the first classes might have another and moie wholesome

opportunity of distinguishing themselves It is monstrous that

the degree of master of arts, with all the powcis which it still

confers, should bo given at random to every one who can pass the

lowest form of the examination for the bachelor^s degree The com-

plete degree should ha\e its own exercise in some shape or another,

something, I should say, like the dissertations for the corresponding

degree m Germany, the doctorate m philosophy Here specialism

might fairly come in, let the choice of subjects be as wide as

possible, consistent with their not being professional subjects History,

language, mental science, mathematics, such blanches of natural

science as astronomy and geology, and any others which do not

corit too nearly to a professional character, would all be in place

Let real proficiency in any of them obtain the master^s degree , but

let no man receive it who cannot treat some subject or other m a

scholarlikc fashion The first, the imperfect degree, is the proper

reward of those who have made a good start in several subjects

Then let the bachelor choose his subject, and let the master^s degree

be the reward of real advance m that subject Let the bachelor^s

degree be once more made respectable, and the masteir s degree

honourable, and the whole system of class-lists, a system tolerable

only as long as the degree itself is thought lightly of, might be

swept away, to the great advancement of solid study and to the less-

ening of unhealthy excitement

Of the endless changes of fprty years, how the last traces of the

old system gradually gave way before the advancing tide of specialism,

it might be both profitable and interesting to trace the course
,
but

so to do in detail would need a volume I can here speak of a few

mam points only The two great changes of the system which
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came into operation in 1853 were the division of the Public Exami-
nation in the two schools of Liteioi Humaniores and IVlathcmatics

into a first and second examination^ to be passed at two different

times, and the addition of two new final schools, those of Natural

Science and Law and Modern History As llcsponsions were left, and
as every man had to pass two final schools, caili man had ic illv to

be examined four times But by some singular arithniLtic, Respoiisiona

not being counted, the second examination was called the first, and the

third and fourth were both called the second Moreovci, as those who
examined m Responsions were not called Examiners but Masters of the

Schools, bo those who examined in the first [second] examination

were called, not Examiners but Modaaton It was the First Pulilic

Examination before Moderators'^ As no human crciturc could be ex-

pected to use such a name in ordinary talk, this examination took from

the ofliccis engaged m it the slang name of Moderations/^ which, it

is needless to say, is absolutely meaningless But so necessary was

some name that Moderations has ceased to be slang, and is now
used by the gravest speakers on the gravest occasions In ordinary

talk Moderations has become Mods
,

but ‘’^Mods” is still

thought beneath the dignity of debates in Congregation I have

known an orator speak of ^'Mods" and correct himself into *^Modcra-

tions/^ as if Moderations was not in itself just as much slang as

Mods " But the thing is more important than the name Ihe First

Public Examination,’^ alias Moderations,^^ aha^ ‘^Mods,^^ is an exami-

nation m Greek and Latin Literature, there are also Mathematical

Moderations, with which I am not concerned Here comes ifi the

distinction between ^^Mods” and ‘^Greats” Gnats/’ so far as

the name existed iii my time, meant the Public Examination, as dis-

tinguished from Responsions, Litllc-go, or Smalls
,
now it seems,

rather oddly, to mcah the final school m Litua Humamo/es, as

distinguished from the other final schools Now Moderations,” if

I have rightly grasped its meaning, is a school m which Greek

books arc taken up for the language only, and not for the matter —
what in my day was called the science ” This has been a puzzle

to me ever since the change was first made I believe I may say

without vain boasting that I have read more Greek books than

most people , but I have certainly never read one without attending

both to the matter and to the language, and I cannot understand

how the two are to be kept apart It was startling, when Modera-

tions ” were first invented, to hear that Demosthenes was to be read

before Herodotus and Thucydides I asked. How could these things

be ? how could a man learn about Philip before he had learned about

Themistokles and Penkles ? And I was told that the man who

read Herodotus and Thucydides would have to know about Themisto-

kles and Penkles, but that the man who read Demosthenes needed

VOL LI 3 k
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not to know anything about Philip , for they took up the matter

,

lie took up only the language That must be nearer forty years ago

than thirty, but to this day I am no nearer to understanding

how a man can really read Demosthenes and not know about

Philip I am only glad that I nevQjr read Demosthenes or any other

book m that fashion But I believe that many men m Oxford now
think that Moderations have been from all eternity, that they

are as old as hereditary kingship, at any rate as old as the lord of

the manor I have myself been asked what class I took in them

What has become of the earlier exercise called Responsions—the

Smalls whose name suggested Greats —is more puzzling I

turned away as one wholly baffled when I found that, by a kind of

Caesarean operation, they are now practised on persons who have not

as vet any academical being at all If this points to a glimmering

notion of a regular University examination for matriculation, some-

thing might come of it

The two new final schools were those of Natural Science and of

Lawand Modern History But I fancy that not many people remcmbei

the form in which thefouith school was first proposed to Convocation

The elder studies, it will be remembered, were mainly confined to

subjects studied m Greek and Latin authors, among which Greek

history took a leading part The course might very well have been

expanded, a wider choice of authors and periods might ha\o been

allowed , something might have been done to break down the supci-

stition which with so many confines the study of the history and

languages of Greece and Italy to a few arbitrarily chosen centuries of

each But in this direction nothing was done Instead of it, ^'Modern

History ” was set up as something distinct from " ancient,” almost

hostile to “ ancient ” That modern ” histoiy needed to be studied

in original authorities in exactly the same Way and with quite as

much labour as ancient did not come into the heads of the devisers

of the change Their notion was to make an easy ” school for rich

men , modern ” histoiy was an easy ” study, which did not need

any Latin and Greek, modern books in English, or at most in

French, would be quite enough But it was not only modern
history ” The school, in its first form, was one of " Modern History

and the Cognate Sciences,” the " cognate sciences ” being pretty well

any subject, not distinctly mathematical or physical, provided it

was not studied in Greek or Latin writers The school was a school

of odds and ends, thrown together in a heap, because it was too much
book, was part of Litera Humamoyes, if studied in an English book,

trouble to classify them Mental science, if studied in a Greek

it was a cognate science ” to “ modern history This scheme

never took efiect , it was too much for the common sense of Convo-

cation In its stead came the school of Law and Modern History
”
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WhT,t IS to be said about this union of subjects '' T slioukl be

incliiud to say that il was good or bad, accoiding to the line

taken b> the Examiner who took the law branch—though then
was nothing to that effect iii the statute, it was found convenient in

practice to have alwsvs one profdfesional lawyer among the Examiiu rs

And I can truly say, when I look back on rny legil collcaguts in

past times, that the ( tttet of their presence was much ofte icr good

than bad Tt was bad with the gciiticman who nude the men say

that William the Conqueror brought in the Feudal System ^it the

Conuul of Salisbury, it was good m the hands, to mention one onlv,

of such a man as Mr Kcnelm Bigby, one of tin foiemost m a bind

most worthy of honour, those lawyers who ue showing that the studj

ot law may De made the best friend, instead of the worst cnem\, of

the study of histoiy There is something to be said on both sides

,

but on the whole I lather regret the separation between the two

which was made at a later time, because it has led to what I look on

is thg great mistake of setting up a professional school of law as one

of the alternative paths to the B A degree History constantlv needs

the help of Jaw, often the help of the piofcssional lawyer , but law,

as a subject for the B A degree, should be, as law from one side is, a

branch of history

Of the othei new school that was set up at the same time, that

of Natural Science, I can say nothing, except that some branches

of what IS called Natural Science are so closely connected wiih

History th it 1 should be well pleased to find sqmc means of uniting

the two Geology, f’alieontology, Natural History m sonu of its

aspects, are distinctly historical studies, more iic irly akm surely to

Ilistoiv than to some other studies which go under the same name
as llicinsclves In any ease, both schools were new, and both had to

struggle against the disad\antages of novelty, the Law and History

school had to struggle against the further disadvantage of being

thought easy But ope very odd thing was that the new schools

were often trotted out before tlic world as “lav studies, as

opiiosed to the cldci schools of LtUns Humanioies ind Mathematics

These last seem to have been looked on as specially clerical How
a school which was largely devoted to the doings of saints, popes,

bishops, and heretics, was more lay than a school which had to

deal almost wholly with pagan matters, was somewhat mysterious

But so it was, the Examiners, lay or clerical, in the school ot Litera
Hmnamores were trusted to examine m what was then called

“divinity,” the Examiners in the school of Law and Modern History

were not

But this first stage of change, while it brought m new studies

and new schools, did not make ap ‘^utter severance between them

and the old When the system of foui schools first came in,

3 K 2
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cveiv mail hart to pass in at least two, that of LiIckr Ilumanioies

diul one other, Mathematics, Natural Science, Law aud Modern
History, at pleasure It was a most fatal change when this pre-

eminence of the school of Liteue Hmianiores was taken away T had

ni}sclf, in several examincrships in the school of Law and Modern
History, the best opportunities of marking its effects In the first days

of the new schools, the man who had taken the most triumphant farst

class in Liteim Hwnaniores had still at least to pass in one of the other

three schools Having to pass, he very often preferred to read for

i class in his second school Hence in those days the most brilliant

men in the University constantly found their way into the school

ot Law and Modern History, to the great idvantage of the school

and of themselves In the school of Liteics Hvmamores thev had

gamed a valuable amount of positive knowledge, and they had also

kained something of the art of using such knowledge as they had,

they had learned, what in an age of examinations is not to be despised,

the artot licing examined Theie was all the diifercnce in the world

between the men who came into the Modern History stheol from the

honour school oi Litera* Hamaniores and the men who had merely

passedm it The former class were sometimes tempted to treat their

Modern History woik too much, as a Gieek would have said,

ti' TraptpyM, as a mere appendage to work which they deemed

more import int, while with the lattei their Modern History work

was their chief object Still the men who had gone thiough

whatcvci remnants Greats and ^^Mods^^ had kept of the sound

discipline of the old schools were alwajs the best And what

w IS more important than all, they did something of their own
lecord to remedy the fughtful mistake of the system, that ot

making Modern ” History a distinct business from “Ancient ” So
it was in IH'iZ-S and in 18()3- 1 In 1873 I was Examiner again for a

single turn Between 1864 and 1873 the unlucky change had come
which made the other scliools wholly independent of the school of

Ltkup Humana)^ is 1 felt the diffeience at once My first

reniaik was that the passmen were much better than they had been

nine j cars before, and that the classmen were not nearly so good The
passmen were improved, because meanwhile a system ot teaching had
grown up, which did the passman some good, and saved liim from the

utterly brutal ignorance of earlier days The merest crammer
could keep men from saying that “ Queen Philippa was the wife of

Edward the First, who murdered her and then rfarned again " But
the really good man, such as were many of our classmen from 1857 to

1864, could teach himself a great deal better than the crammor could

teach him The classmen of 1873 had gone down, because the

Kind of men who came into the school nine years before had

ceased to come into it The man who had got his first class m
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Lila re Huniamo} uo longer obliged to pass in a second school,

seldom cared to go m for a class in a second sc hool The classmen

m Modern History were now almost wholly men who had not gone

through the training of the cider school, and who did not bring

with them the amount of histoiical knowledge which the eldti

school required Up to that time the good sense of the men
themselves had done soniethuig to le^'sen the evil of tlie fatal distinc-

tion between incicnt^ and modern implied in the iirangcmcnt

of the schools jSow time was nothing to duck it Tim man
who had got his class in 1 litae IlHuimaons—the ‘ (nc ils man"

—

had no longer the same temptation as bcfoie to caiij on his historical

studies fuither The man who nrned at a class m the Modem
llistoiy school—the History —had no longer the same

tempt ition as before to begin his histoiical studies carlici From
1857 to 1801 the ‘^Greats man^^ and the “ History man —I do

not think the names were known then—were ^try laigcly the same

person In 1873 I found they had become distuiet So it is still

The Greats man* is a man who has read his Thucydides, the

History m in is too often one who his not

The time that I examined m 1873, along with the present Bishop

of ( hester and Mi Boasc, was the last time when passmen and

f la^smc n weic examined at the same time and by the same Exaraincis

Why a ehangc was made I never could understand The passmen

have, 1 believe, vanished into the wonderful Groups tor which no

names cm be found, but which have to be marked by letters As
lor the classmen, in 1873 the Examineis still examined ficely Now
there IS a Boaid, and the Board has provided them with an elaborate

system of periods,^’ subjects/' books," what not, which nhakes the

brain di7zy to look at it The practical upshot of it all is tli it,iii 18 >7-7 J,

the tendency of the school was to the study of the e irlicr parts of so-

e illcd ‘^Modern" history men did build something is near to a founda-

tion as the sad gap between ‘'ancient'^ and modern" w6uld let them

Now the fashion is to run oft to the very latest times, to the I'lcnch

Revolution and times since the French Revolution To say nothing

of the impossibility of really understanding these late times without

a grasp of the times before them, these late times, iii themselves as im-

portant, as worthy of deep and mature study, as any times that vi^cnt

before them, are unfit for University study and examination They

are unfit, because of the lack of original authorities m the shape of books

For the French llcvolution there is no Thucydides, no T'rocopius, no

Matthew Pans But so it is , the Professor may gather round him

a chosen few devoted to more solid work, and may do good work

with them But for the mass of History men " he preaches in the

wilderness Those to whom the real teaching power of the Univer-

sity has passed have settled matters otherwise
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Law and Modern History had been parted asunder before 187.5

Since tlien the tendency has been more and more to what is called

specialism/^ to divisions upon divisions, to multiplied schools and ex-

aminations, to everything that can more and more splitup the University

into sections with different objects and studies, to everything that can

more and more gi\e the 15 A examination a special and professional cha-

I i( ter, to merj thing that can more and more take from it its old and

healthy natuic as an examination in subjects good for men of all

sorts Every man who has a pet subject wishes tor a separate school

foi his pet subject Every one who has a profession wishes to havi

something specially done for his own profession Eveiy day a new
-ologv asks for a new school and new Examiners As nobody but the

particular -ologist knows the meaning of the particular -ology, as of

couise ‘‘omne ignotum pro magnihco/^ cveiybody is afraid to refuse,

they might be called obscurantists or reactionaries, if they did
,
though

to the outsider it sometimes sounds as if we A\ere asked to supply

specialExaminers in Sicilian coins or inProvcn9al commonwealths One
day we are asked to create a mysterious being called a master in sur-

gery, another day we are asked to do something for solicitors who do

not care to learn Greek Divide, divide, is the cry, specialize, special i/e,

let there be no time for general culture, for common study of any

kind
, lawyers, plivsicians, divines, none of them can wait to build

up the special learning of their several callings upon a good

common foundation
,
they must rush at the business of their own

callings from the ^ery first It is forgotten that the real business of

a first degree, an imperfect degieef is to be the badge, not so much of

having learned this or that particulai subject, as of having gone

through a couisc of discipline which will stand a man in good stead in

the more mature study of any subject And amid this rush after

professional studies, the older studies themselves are becoming pro-

fessional I have heard the words “tutorial profession —very ominous

words indeed I have heard words more ominous still, “ the pecuniary

value of a first class I have heard a speaker in Congregation take

for granted that the main object of an Oxford man's studies was to

become a schoolmaster of some kind Amid all this hubbub, what

time or spaee is left for the old culture, the old discipline, the culture

and discipline good for all, which trained, and did not wholly train in

vain, the man of earlier generations, when “ specialism had not been

devised, and when the word “profession” in connexion with the first

degree was unheard of ^

The answer to this argument is obvidtis, and the answer to the

answer is no less obvious We are told that a man has now no

tune for general studies , he must take to his professional studies

early, as soon as he enters the University, or he will not be able to

come to the Universitv at all One is afraid to do more than
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whisper a doubt whether the University wants men who come merely
to work at their own professions, and not to seek general culture ot

any kind It must be gnly in the same whisper that one can
venture to hint that the old distinction of Greek and barbarian is

not yet worn out, and that the knowledge of the most perfect form
of human speech is still the test which paits oft the cultured
man from the uncultured It may be less dangerous to call atten-

tion to the fact that the average age of admission to the Uiiiveisity

has advanced a year since ray dav, and full two yc ars since the

beginning of the century I am sure this is no gain in any point

of view It IS said to be somehow m the interests of schools and
schoolmasters And that is a very great and foimidablc interest

Ever and anon one hears of a synod of schoolmasters, who seem to

meet to teach, not only the Universities but all mankind, how they

ought to behave A year or two back I read a most wonderful paper

signed by eight schoolm'istcrs It took for granted, as a physical

law of the Universe, that no one could enter the University till he
was nineteen It deplored the sad fate of certain youths, who by
some unhappy chance got scholarships before they were eighteen

Now I got my scholarship before I was eighteen , so did many of

my contemporaries
, some got theiis before they weie seventeen,

and no one thought they were unlucky
,
quite the other way Now

if we could do such a reactionary thing as to fall back on this earlier

time of entering the University, two years would be gamed for

geneial work Possibly it might not suit the schoolmastcis , but

the school must learn to adapt itself to the University, and not the

University to the school The time gamed would be clear gam , for

the general complaint is that a lad, on coming from school to the

University, loses a great deal of time in doing again what he has

already done at school Even if it is a law ot Nature that specialism

should begin at nineteen, there would thus be a yeai or two years

after school is ended and before specialism begins With regard

to language, the functions of school and University seem sharply

enough marked The business of a school is to teach the languages,

in the sense of knowing now to construe them, the business of an

University is to teach language in the higher sense, the wide com-

parative study of language, and to teach the subjects treated in

those languages m the original writers A man ought to come to

Oxford, not to learn Greek but to study Greek books , he should

have already learned Greek, iii the school-boy sense, at school

And not only should he have thus learned Greek, and of course

Latin , he should, in the same sense, have learned some at least of the

present spoken languages of Western Europe Their study is now as

needful as that of the elder tongues , the error is m thinking that,

because a new thing has become necessary as well as the old, there-
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fore the nrw thing should displace the old The truth to be taken

m 18 th it there is no real opposition between ancient and

modern languages/^ that they are simplj parts of the same study,

that eithci is imperfect without the other We must grasp the truth,

haid to be grasped by both friends and enemies, that Ihere is no

special mysteiy about Greek and Latin, nothing to part them off

from other Furopean tongues, nothing to make them the objects of

a study all by themselves It was \cry natural for men to think so

in the sixteenth century , it is unpardonable to think so m the

nineteenth Latin without the Romance tongues is a beginning

without an end , the Romance tongues without Latin are an end

without a beginning And here comes an immediate question at

Oxford There is now before the University a proposal ot quite

another character from the endless frivolous tinkerings of tins

and that paltry detail of which some at least have got quite weaiy

It IS a weighty proposal, supported by weighty names, a pro-

posal, not in the interests of this or that clique or calling, but

in the true interests of learning This is the movement for a

final school of Modern Languages * Its obicct is the scientific

study of the Teutonic, Romance, Celtic, and Slavonic languages

The great question at once occurs, W hy this division ^ Why this

qualification of Modern languages ? Why should not Greek and

Latin also come m for the advantages of the new school ’ Why should

they be shut up in the prison Greats and Mods,^^ and not allowed

to come out and keep company with their children and kinsfolk^

There is absolutely no reason to be given, except that Greats ''

and Mods are interests, and that there is a tutorial profession

The scheme is brought forward bv some of the foremost, perhaps

not always the most conspicuous, scholars in the University, by men
of wide and sound learning, by men who love learning for its own
sake, and who have masteied it as those only who love it for its own
sake can master *it They sec well enough the emptiness of the

distinction, the thorough mischievousness of the barrier, between

so called “ ancient and so-called modern ” studies They would

rejoice to place the tongue of the Gicek alongside of the kindred

tongue of the Goth, to make the study of Homer and of Beowulf
go, as reason bids, hand in hand But they arc doubtless wise in

their generation in adapting themselves to necessity, m waiting a

while till more people have found out what the Greek and Latin

tongues really are It is an evil to make yet another school
, it is

an evil to study old Italian in one school and new Italian in another

,

it IS an evil to label anything with the misleading titles of ancient

and modern But these evils are not the creation of the proposers

* Ibia school 18 at present (May 18th) under discussion in Congregation, with veiy
oOod hopes
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of the present sche»nc, they are sad and huradiiting conditions to

which they have to submit in order to get any place at all for

thur own subjects Sound and wide stholarship lias to shape itself

to the requirements of ‘^Greats" and scholars of

ascumcnical grasp and oecumenical knoAvledgc have so to walk as

not to draw on their work the opposition of the tutorial piofcssioii

How strong the narrow interests aie against \ihich sueh men
have to strive Avas shown by the fate of another proposal in Avhich I

myself had a hand, and to which I haAC alicady made i reference

The attempt made last vear to bridge over the gap between ancient
**

and modern ”
history was in no sense my statute, as some people aa ere

pleased to call it
, 1 was only one woiker at it among several, land I do

not think that the first idea of it Avas mine To the name of the school,

History Moderations/^ History Preliminary/^ or any othci, 1 Avas

utterly mdifterent The one object which I and those Avho AAorked

with me had, was to oflFer to those Avho chose an opportunity of reading

some books not commonly studied, and of reading some books th it arc

commonly studied from an unusual point of view, of reading them

namely as contributions to oecumenical history, helps to fill up the

sad gap Avhich divides the Greats man and the History man
The most enlarged aud enlightened classical scholars supported the

scheme
,
the Provost of Oriel and the Professor of Latin could

hardly be suspected of plotting against the Ardl-bcing of Greek and

Latin learning
,

but the Avell-beuig of Greats and ” Mods^^ Avas

thought to be threatened , the tutorial profession gathered at the last

moment, and—to translate the language of University legislation into

that of Parliament—after accepting the second reading of our bill,

after making ameudmeuis in committee and on the report, they at la^t

threw it out on the motion " that this bill do pass ” By this fact

the promoters of the School of Modern Languages—I need not say

that they had their part on our side of the late struggle—have doubtless

taken warning

Nothing can be more short-sighted just noAV than such a policy as

this on the part of the special students of Greek and Latin learning

Their studies are on their trial Wc constantly hear murmunngs

against them How much better it Avould be, we are told, to study

‘^modern " things instead of ancienV^ to study ^diving French

and German instead of dead GreeK and Latin Those who part

off the Greek and Ls^tin tongues and subjects studied m Greek and

Latin writings from all other tongues and all other subjects, do in

eflFect plead guilty to the charge If I believed that Greek and Latin

were dead languages, I should be the first to strive to get rid of

them To get rid of them, I mean, as parts of general education

and culture
,
they would still remain, like the tongues of the Hittite

and the Accadian, wholesome and profitable studies for those whose
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t'lstcs ltd them that way It is because the tongues, the htqratuie,

the histoiy, of old Greece and Italy are not dead, but the most

living things of thtir kind, that I plead for keeping them, not m their

old place, but in a worthier place But they can have no woithy

place at all is long as they are kept apart from their fellows, as

long IS it is ruled that the study of Homer is “ spoiled by treating

him, as 111 truth he is, as the earliest of European historians, the

earliest of European geographers, the earliest painter of the political

life of Europe, the hrst leader in a band who loses his dignity and

his value if he is not allowed the fellowship of his comrades Show
that Greek and Latin learning is a living, practical learning, the

necessary foundation of all that comes after, and Greek and Latin

learning may still flounsh and win fresh honour Shut it up as

something all by itself, which has nothing in common with modern
tongues and modern life, and it will be presently pulled down, and, 1

do not hesitate to say, justly Writing by the Great Harbour of

Syi dense, I look out on the camps of Nikias and Ilimilkon, and I

lead the talc of their warfare as it can be read nowhere else A
step or two, and I look out on the castle of Maniakts and of

Eredeiick I tread the soil that was delivered by Timolcon, bj

llogcr, and by Garibaldi, soil on which no one deliverer must shut

out any othci Ileic in Sicily at least, history is one What
nature and reason have joined together, the inteiests of Greats

and Mods^^ must not be allowed to put asunder

Edwvrd a Erleman
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ACCORDINCi to a recent biographer of Byron, oiigmality can be

expected from nobody except a lunatic, a hermit, oi a senssa-

tional novelist This hasty reraaik is celculated to piejudice novelists,

lunatics, and hcimits Bcoplc Mill inevitably turn to these members
of society fif mc can speak thus of hermits and lunatics), and ask

them for originality, and fail to get it, and express disappointment

Foi all lunatics are like other lunatics, and, no more than sane men,

can they do anything original As for hermits, one heimit is the

^Qry image of his brothei solitary There remayi sensational no\cIists

to bear the brunt of the world^s demand for the absolutely unheard-

of, and, naturally, they cannot supply the article So mankind falls

on them, and calls them plagiarists It is enough to make some

novelists turn lunatics, and others turn hermits

Of all forms of theft,^^ says Voltaire indulgently, " plagiarism

the least dangerous to society * It may be added that, of all forms

of consolation, to shout plagiarism ^Ms the most comforting to

authors who have failed, or amateurs who have never had the pluck to

try For this reason, probably, a new play seldom succeeds but some

unlucky amateur produces his batteicd old MS
,
and declares that the

fortunate author has stolen from lum, who hath Fortune for his foe

Indeed, without this resource it is not known how unaccepted

theatrical writers would endure their lot in life But if stealing is so

ready a way to triumph, then humanity may congratulate itself on

the wide prevalence of moral sentiments So very feW people greatly

succeed (and scarce any one who does not is called a thief) that

even if all successful persons are proved robbers, there must be a

lofty standard of honesty in literature On the other hand it is a

melancholy fact that the very greatest men of all—Shakspeare,
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Molitre, Virgil (that furtive Mantuan), Pausanias, Thcocritu*!, and

Lord Tennyson—are all liable to the charge of theft, as that

charge is undei stood by the advocatus Diaboli It is a little odd,

not only tint our greatest are so small, but that our smallest—the

jicrsons who bark at the chariot of every passing triumph—arc so great

T/tetj ha\e never stolen, or nothing worth stealing, or nothing that any

one would buy But Dante why, the whole idea of a visit to Hell,

ind a record of it, was a stock topic in early mediaeval literatuic

But Bunyan every library possesses, or mav possess, half a dozen

earlier Progresses by earlier Pilgrims But Virgil when he is not

pilfering fiom Homer or Theocritus (who notoriously robbed Sophron)

he has his hand in the pocket of Apollonius tthodius No doubt

Bavins and Msevius mentioned these truths in their own literary

circle No doubt they did not gloss over the matter, but frankly

remarked that the iEncid was a pasUche, a string of pldgiaiisras,

a success due to Court influence, and the mutual admiration of Horace,

Varro, arfd some other notorious characters Yet the /Encid

icmains a rather unusual piece of work

Some one, probably Gibbon, has icmarkcd about some crime oi

other, that it is " difficult to commit, and almost impossible to prove ”

The reverse is the truth about plagiarism That crime is easy to

prove, and almost impossible to commit The facility of proof is

caused by the readiness of men to take any accusation of this sort

for granted, and by the very natural lack of popular reflection

about the laws that govern literary composition Any two passages,

or situations, oi idea% that resemble each other, or arc declared to

resemble each other when they do not, arc, to the mind of the

unliterary person, a suflBcient basis for a charge of plagiarism

These circumstances account for the case with which plagiarism is

proved Yet it is difficult, if not impossible, to commit For he

who IS charged with plagiarism is almost invariably guilty of a

literary success Now, even the poorest and most temporary literary

success (say that of a shilling novel) rests on the production of a

new thing The book that really wins the world, even for a week,

from its taxes, and politics, and wars and rumours of war, must be

in some way striking and novel The newness may lie in force of

fancy, or m charm of style, or m both
,
or m mere craftsman’s skill,

or in high spirits, or in some unusual moral sympathy and insight,

or in various combinations of these things In all such cases, and

always, it is what is wew, it is the whole impact of the book as one

thing, that enables it to make its way to the coveted front Now,
what IS stolen cannot be new , it can be nothing but the common-
places of Situation, and incident, and idea—each of them as old as

fiction in one shape or other Not the matter, but the casting of

the matter, not the stuff, but the form given to the stuff, makes the
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novel, the novelty, and the success Now, nobody can steal the

form , nobody, as m the old story (or nobody except a piratical

publisher), can "steal the brooms ready-made The success oi

failure lies not m the materials, but in the making of the brooms,

and no dullard can make anything, even it he steals all hii, materials

On the other hand, genius, or even considerable talent, can make a

great deal, if it chooses, even out of stolen material—if any of the

material of literature can be properly said to be stolen, and is not

rather the possession of whoever likes to piek it up

On this view of the matter, the only real plagiarism is that

defined in the Latin dictionary Plagim ius, ‘ a man-stealer, kid-

napper^^ so used by Ciceio and Seneca Secondly, " a literary thief

(one who givts himself out to be the author of another’s book)
”

Martial uses the word (i 52) —
“My books, nfy Quintian, to tlicc

I send—if 1 may call them mine ~ *

loi still > our Poet, who but he
Recites them —well if they repine,

In th it their slavery do thou
C omc to their rescue and befriend them,

And raise the hue and cry, and v ow
Tli( hand that wrote tJiem now doth send them,

Aon 11 nid them much by th s nhef,
And biin^ confusion on the thief

'

Here " thief is plagiajius, saxA a tluef the rival poet is, for lie

gi\cs himself out to be the author of another’s book, and steals it

ready-made

Tins IS the only peifect plagiarism, according to the definition

—

namely, the claiming of a work of art which belongs to another man
Now, plainly this kind of jilagiansm is rare, noi would it be easy to

mention a cast in Avhich it has been successful In a number ot

novels we meet the story of a man who comes into possession of a

book in manuscript, perhaps the deposit of a friend, and who
publishes the work as a performance of his own Such a man is a

playiauiis y he casts his net {plaga) over the property of another In

real life it might be impossible to find an example of success in this

kind of rgbbery There are, unluckily, plenty of men and women

who take credit, among their relations and fi lends, for the author-

ship of anonymous books which have been successful They are

" claimants,’’ like the Tichbornc pretender, rather than successful

plagiarists The case of George Eliot and “Adam Bede'' is well known

Theie was a person named Liggins who gave himself out for the

author, and even reaped some social if not pecuniary benefit In

the samp way, but on a smaller scale, there were various pretenders

to the honour of having written a certain essay in the Saturday

Renew, "The Girl of the Period” According to the actual writer,

one of the pretenders was a clergyman About twelve years ago an
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admired poet had great trouble with a married lady who asserted that

the poefs real name was her assumed nom de guerre Her husband,

naturally, w is well deceived by this fair retiarm and caster of the

plaga over other people's poems Though it has nothing to do with

the question of plagiarism, let us commiserate unlucky persons of

letters whose real names, somehow, sound like assumed names It

IS a misfortune they can scarcely recover from, and probably many
people in the country still believe that Lord Lytton wiotc Evan

Harrington " and "Richard Feveicl''

Mr Liggms did not succeed in the long run, nor does literary

history, perhaps, contain a single example of the triumph of a literary

Perkin Warbeck Only in very unusual and fantastic ciicumstances

could he hope to keep the goods he stole ready-made In the last

novel on this situation, the pretender had every reason to believe that

the true author of the MS was drowned at sea Unlucky and ill-

advised pretender* *Thc sea invariably gives up her dead—in novels

Short of such an unexpected accident as the sea's not giving up her

(lead, how is the true plagiarist to feel comfortable with his stolen

goods ^ Almost his only chance, and that a bad one, would be by

way of translation from some little-known language Not long ago

a story or novel by a modern author was published in a periodical

Presently the editor got a letter from a correspondent, offering to

fuini-^h " the sequel of your little tale from the Basque/' or whatever the

original language may have been Yes, it is very diflicult to find a

language safe to steal fiora Let me confess that, in a volume of

tales written by way of holiday tasks, I once conveyed a passage from

the Zulu Theie could not ha>e been a more bare-faced theft and no

doubt, m the present inflamed condition of the moral sense, someboay

would have denounced me, had the talc been successful But as long

as jou do not excite the pretty passion of envy, you may drive the

Zulu cows unnoticed There were only about three lines in the

passage after all The coolness of plagiarism has occasionally been

displayed on a larger scale, as when a novelist boldly took a whole

battle scene out of Kmglakc's " History of the Crimean War " He

was found out, but he did not seem to care much Probably this

particularly daring theft was a mere piece of mischief—a kind of

practical ]oke What other explanation can be given of Mr Disraeli's

raid on M Thiers, and the speech about General Saint-Cyr ^ Of
course, Mr Disraeli could ha\e made a better speech for himself

Thefts of this kind, like certain literary forgeries, aie prompted by

the tricksy spirit of Puck But the joke is not in good taste, and is

dangerous to play, because the majority of mankind will fail to see

the fun of it, and will think the thief a thief in sober earnest Only

a humorous race would have made a God of Hermes, who stole cattle

from the day his mother cradled him
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From these and similar cases^ the dithoulty, the all but impossibility,

of successful plagiarism becomes mamlcst If you merely use old

ideas (and there aie no new ideas), and so produce i ficsli combina-
tion, a fresh whole, you are not i plagiarist at all If you boldly

annex the novel ready-made, either by way of translation, or pub-
lication of a manuscript not your own, you arc uistautly found out,

and probably never get back your leputation It appears that Mr
Charles Keade, in the ^ Wandering Ilcir,^^ bodily appropri ited

twenty or thirty lines of a little-known poem of Dean Swifts,

descriptive of fashionable life m Dublin Mi Rcadc appears to have

used this poem m such a way as to make the public tliink it was his

own composition If he did, he acted, to siy the least, ^vith very

great rashness lie reckoned without the unsuccessful novelist, and
the unsuccessful novelist s family Of course he was “ denounced as

a plagiarist by two anonymous writers, who ^fterwirds turned out to

be a not very successful rival novelist and his wife These lynx-

eyed detectives " do, pretty often, turn out to be ” unsuccessful

novelists and their kinsmen Mr Reade then uttered loud cries of

wrath and spoke of masked batteries manned bv anonymuncula,

pscudo-nymuncula, and skunkula *

lie contended that to transplant a few lines out of Swift, and

to weld them with other topics in a heterogeneous work, was not

plagiarism, but one of every true inventor's piocesscs, and tliat only

an inventor could do it well '' The whole affair was not worth

much consideration, but Mr Rcade’s thcoiy of what a true inventor

might lawfully do was certainly a little advanced A lump of such

a brilliant manufactured article as a poem by Swift would be apt to

look incongruous even in a true inventor’s prose, and ccitamly was

appropriated ready made If Swift’s notions about Dublin society had

been adopted, and had informed the piosc of Mr llcadc, a legitimate

use would have been made of the material Oi, if Mi llcadc had

ss^id, the Dean of St Patiiek's wrote thus on the subject, then

once more the propriety of the quotation would have been unim-

peachable Rut perhaps the former of these suggestions will be

demurred to by our moralists Thtrc appears to be an idea tint i

novelist must acknowledge, in a picface or in footnotes, every

suggestion of fact which comes to him from any. quarter For

example, I write a novel in which a man is poisoned by cut at t Am
I to add a note saying, “ These details as to the Macusi tribe arc

extracted fiom Wallace, from Bates, and from Brett’s ^ Indians of

Guiana^ (London Bell and Daldy 1878^ I have also to ac

knowledge the kind assistance of Professoi Von Selbcr of Leiden

For another and earlier example of a somewhat similar use of Xhis

* “How Charles llcadc Workul,” tbt fames a Gazette, May 3, 1887
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drug, the curious may consult * Le Crime dc rOmnibus/ by M
Fortune dii Boisgobey, to whose practice, however, scieuec may urge

certain patliological objections
”

Tins kind of thing is customary and appropriate in books of

learning, but it seems incredible pedantry to demand such explana-

tions from authors of works of fancy When the scene of a story

and the manners of the peoples described arc not known to a novelist

by personal experience, he must get his information out of books

l^r example, any reader of the first volume of i\Ir Paynes By
Proxy might fancy that Mr Payn had passed his life in the

hlowerv Lind But this is believed to be a false impression, caused

by the novelist^s ingenious use of works of travel Is he bound to

acknowledge every scrap of information in a preface or a note ^ The
idea is absurd A novel would become a treatise, like Bekker^s

“ Chancles ** The effect of this conscientiousness may be studied in

the Lpicureau of the late Mr Thomas Moore, where there are

plentiful citations, on every page, of Egyptologists—for the most part

exploded Tlie story would be better without tlic notes, which arc

useless m the age of Maspeio ind Manette Of course, if any

novelist can make his notes as delightful as Sir Waltd Scott^s, the

more he gives us the better we shall be pleased—proviclea they come

at the end of the volume

All ideas arc old ,
all situations have been invented and tried, or

almost all Probably a man of genius might make a good storv

even out of a selected assortment of the veiy oldest devices in

romance Miss Thackeray made capital stones out of the fairy

talcs, that are older than Rameses II , and were even published by

a scribe of that monarches (live Mr Besaiit or Mr Stevenson two

lovers, and insist that, in telling these lovers' tale, the following inci-

dents shall occur

A Spiained A7ilU

An Attack bif a Bull

A Propoml in a Const) vatory, watched by a Jealous Rival

A Lost mil
An Intercepted Cor) espondelice

Even out of these incidents it is probable that either of the

authors mentioned could produce a novel that would soothe pain

and charm exile Nor would they be accused of plagiarism, because

the ideas arc, even by the most ignorant or envious, recognised as

part of the common stock-in-trade

Now, it is a fact that almost every notion and situation is as much
part of the common stock in-trade as those old friends The Odyssey,*'

for example, might be shown to contain almost all the material of

the romance that is accepted as outside of ordinary experience

For instance, in She we find a wondrous woman, who holds a
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man m lier hollow caves (note the caves, there arc caves lu Homer),
and offers him the gift of immortalitjr Obviously this is the position of

Odysseus and Calvpso Rousseau remarked that the whole plot of the

Odyssey would have been ruined by a letter from Odysseus to Pene-
lope Rousseau had not studied Wolf

,
but had letters been commonly

wntten in Homer's time, the poet would have bribed one of

Penelope’s women to intercept them Homer did not use that

incident, because he did not need it, but all his incidents were of

primeval antiquity, even in his own time , he plagiarized them from

popular stories
, he stole the Cyclops almost ready-made *

There are, doubtless, exceptions to this rule of the universality

and public character of the stock of fiction These exceptions arc

rather o£ an empirical sort, and should bo avoidid chiefly for the

sake of weak brethren, who go about writing long letters in the news

papers

A few instances may be given from personal experience A
novelist once visited the writer in high spirits Certain events of a

most extraordinary nature had just occurred to him, events which

would appear incredible if I ventured to narrate tlicm My visitor

meant to make them the subject of a story, which he sketched

But you I said , that’s the plot of ^ Pcrdinand s Folly/
’

and I named a book which had just arrived mb luminis ora^ He had

not heard of “ Ferdinand’s Folly," but he went away sad, for he was a

young man that had been robbed of a great opportunity But he was

presently consoled by receiving a letter from another author, a gentle

man of repute in more than one branch of literature have just read

your ^ Daisy's Dream,* ” said this author, and I find that there is a

scene in it which is also in my unpublished work, ‘ Psamathoc '

"

lie then described the scene, which certainly did appear of glaring

originality—if anything could be original Nobody will believe two

people could have invented this , and what am I to do ? " said the

second unfortunate author ,
and indeed I do not know what he did,

or whether Psamathoe ” was punished by an early doom for her

unconscious plagiarism The study of the diflusion of popular talcs

seems to show that there is no i^ncident which may not be invented

over and over again—in Siberia, or Samoa These coincidences will

also occur in civilized literature ,
but some examples are so astonish-

ing that the small fry of moralists are certain to shout " Stop thief"

On the whole, an author thus anticipated had better stop before they

shout, but it was the merest accident that gave pause to the two

novelists of these anecdotes Alas I unconscious of their doom, the

little victims might have published

Another very hard case lately came under my notice A novelist

invented and described to me a situation which was emphatically new,

* Gcrland “ Alt Gnechische Marcben in dcr Odysste ’

3 LTOL LI
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because it rested on the existence of a certain scientific instrument,

which was new also The author was maturing the plot, when he

chanced to read a review of some new work (I never saw it, and have

forgotten its name), in which the incident and the instrument

appeared Now, may this author write his own tale, or may he not ^

If he does (and if it succeeds)^ he will be hailed as an abandoned

rogue , and yet it is his own invention Probably it is wiser to

endure and abstain ,
” otherwise, the lynx-eyed detectives ” will

bring out their old learning, and we shall be told once more how
Ben Jonson stole "Drink to me only with thine eyes^^ from

—

Pisistratus ! This I lately learned from a newspaper

Thus it appears that, though plagiarism is hardly a possible offence,

it IS more discreet not to use situations which have either made one

very definite impression on the world of readers, or which have been

very recently brought out For example it is distinctly daring to

make a priest confess his unsuspected sin m a sermon The notion

IS public property , but every one is reminded of Hawthorne^s " Scarlet

Letter Thus the situation is a thing to avoid, as certain

measures—that of " In Memoriam for example—arc to be avoided

in poetry The metre is everybody's propertv, but it at once recalls

the poem wherein the noblest use was made of it Again, double

personality is a theme open to all the world Gautier and Poe and

Eugene Sue all used it , but it is wiser to leave it alone while people

have a vivid memory of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde It is not incon-

ceivable that an author might use the old notion as brilliantly and

with as much freshness as Mr Stevenson has done , it is certain that

if he tries, he will be howled at by the moral mob A novelist may
keep these precautions in his mind , but if, though he writes good

books, he is not a bookish man, he will be constantly and unwittingly

offending people who do notwrite good books, although they arc bookish

Thus it lately happened to me to see an illustration of an unpublished

work, in which a wounded and dying warrior was using his last force

to break, with singular consequences, the weapon that had been his

lifelong companion I knew (being bookish) the incident was perfectly

familiar to me, but I could not remember where I had met it before

It hauntedme like the names which you try to recover from faithless

memory, and one day it flashed on me that this incident was at least

eight hundred years old But I leave (not its source, for the novelist

who IS no bookman had probably never tasted of that literary foun-

tain), but the place of its early appearance, to be remembered or dis-

covered by any one who is curious enough to consult his memory or his

library But here another question arises let it be granted that the

novelist first found the situation where I found it, and is there anyreason

in the world why he should not make what is a thoroughly original

use of it ? The imagination or invention needed for this particular
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adaptation was at least as vivid and romantic as the original concep-

tion, which, again, might occur, and may have occurred, separately to

minds in Japan and in Peru
I have chiefly spoken of plagiarism in fiction, for there is little

need to speak of plagiarism in poetry Probably no man or woman
(apart from claiming a ready-made article not tlitir own) ever con-

sciously plagiarized in verse The smallest poetaster has too much
vanity to borrow ou purpose Uncoiisciouslv even great men (Scott

confesses m one case) have remembered and repeated the ideas or

the rhythm of others In a recent Jubilee Ode one reads (indeed

it IS quoted in a newspaper article on plagiarism)

** Deep baaed on ancieat nglit as on thy people’s will

Thy rule endures nnshatterod still
’

The debt to the Laureate’s verse is not to be mistaken, but no
less unmistakable is the absence of consciousnesa of this in the

author When I was a freshman, and when Mr Swinburne was

the new poet, I wrote a (most justly unsuccessful) Ncwdigate, m
which I thought there was a good line Somebody's hands were

said to be
Made of a red rose swooning mto wlute ’

This seemed all wery capital," like matrimony to Mr Weller, till

I found, in Chastelard," somebody's hand

** Made of a red rose that luu turned to white.
*

The mind of the unconscious plagiaiist had not been wholly in-

active, as the word " swooning " shows, but it was a direct though

unintentional robbery No robberies, m verse, arc made, I think,

with more malice prepense than this early larceny

On the whole, then, the plagiarist appears to be a decidedly rare

criminal, whereas charges of plagiarism have always been as common
as blackberries An instructive example is that of Molicre and

Les Precieuses ” Everything in it, cried Somaisc and Dc Villiers,

IS from the Abbe dc Pure, the Italians, and Chapuzcau But some-

how none of these gallant gentlemen did, lu fact, write Les

Pr&ieuses Ridicules," nor anythmg that anybody except the Molieriste

ever heard of

The laudable anxiety of the Somais^s of all time for literary

honesty would be more laudable still if they did not possess a little

vice of their own It is not a vice of which any man is the fanfaron

the delicate veiled passion of Envy Indeed, these lynx-eved ones

have a bad example m their predecessor, Mr Alexander Pope

Mr Pope had a friend who became an enemy—Mr Moore, who

took the name of Smythe This Mr Moore-Smythe wrote a

comedy, '^The Rival Modes,” played in 1727, wherein the persons

3 T 2
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occasionally dropped into poetry, printed in italics On March 18^

1728, an anonymous correspondent in the Daily Journal accused

Mr Pope of having plagiarized certain verses from this comedy, and

published them in the third volume of his Miscellanies

“ *Tis thus that vanity coquettes rewards,
A youth of frolics, an old age of cards

and so forth There was no doubt that these verses, after appearing

in the Eival Modes,'* came out in Pope’s Miscellanies But in

1729, in the enlarged edition of the Dunciad,^’ Pope quoted the

anonymous letters (there were two), and maintained that the verses

were his own, and that Moore-Smythe was the plagiarist * He had
given Smythe leave to use them (the men had once been on good

terms), and had suggested their withdrawal later Pope then, on a

quarrel with Smythe, published them, and antedated them (1723),

in order to found or support the charge of plagiarism against

Smythe ^* And Mr Alexander Pope himself (like Conkey in

Oliver Twist ^’) was his own anonymous accuser, bringing the

charge against himself, that he might retort it on the luckless Moore-
Smythe But Mr Moore-Smythe was in one respect well advised

he made no reply

Though it appears from this anecdote, as told in Mr Carruthers’

Life of Pope, that people who bring charges of plagiarism are

not invariably of a delicate morality, yet a review of the whole
topic cannot but console the moralist Mr Matthew Arnold assigns to

morality but a poor seven eighths in the composition of human life

But we see that morality has far more interest and importance

than this estimate allows A masterpiece of mere art in poetry or

fiction might be published (I wish it were probable) without exciting

one hundredth part of the interest provoked by the charge of steal-

ing half a page Thus we learn that Art is of no importance at all

in comparison with Conduct A good new book is murmured about
at a few dinner parties A wicked new action—say the purloining,

real or alleged, of twenty hues—is thundered about from the house-top,

and flashed along all the network of electric wires from London to

San Francisco While men have this overpowering interest in morals,

who can despair of humanity ^

A Lang



THE POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY OF THE
LATE THOMAS HILL GKEEN

J
N no country has there been through many centuries a more

continuous discussion of the questions of practical politics than

in England In no country has the interest in politics been diffused

more widely through the whole community But there has been no

corresponding activity in the philosophical studj of the nature of

society and the State Hobbes and Herbert Spencer are almost the

only two English philosophers who have treated politics as an

integral part of a complete philosophical 8} stem and it might be

shown that the monarchical prejudices of Hobbes and the indi-

vidualist prejudices of Spencer have hindered them from even so

adequate a treatment of the nature of the State as their philosophical

theories admitted We can hardly reckon the brilliant political

Essays of Hume in this connection, for Hume was professedly a

destroyer of systems and his attention to politics and to history

went along with his despair of metaphysics The political writings

of Locke and of John Stuart Mill have not only a permanent

interest for the student of political ideas, but have exercised in

different ways a direct influence on the course of political events

,

but this influence was direct, very much because Both Locke and

Mill wrote on politics more as politicians than as philosophers

Locke makes no explicit link between his theory of knowledge and

his theory of government, though both were given to the world

about the same time ,
in fact, the ideas of a ** law of nature and

natural rights, on which his political doctrines rest, belong to

that manner of thinking which the analytic method of the Essay

mainly contnbuted to discredit Hume attacked the idea of

social contract by using just such weapons as Locke had used

in attacking innate ideas In the case of Mill the careful
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reader can trace the connection between the psychical atoini8mJ(for he

treats sensations as if they were pyschical atoms) which forms the

fundamental assumption in his theory of knowledge and the indi-

vidualism out of which his practical interest in human well-being

lielpcd him partially to escape , but, though Mill himself was fully

aware of the ultimate interdependence of different departments of

human thought and human prejudice, and though he regarded

himself as fighting*for the same cause of progress in his Logic " and

Examination of Hamilton" on the one hand, and in his “ Liberty"

and Representative Government " on the other, yet the two sets of

works are obviously addressed to different classes of readers, and it

requires the diligence of the student to see more than a biographical

connection
,
and, in any case, Mill was concerned with practical ques-

tions about the limits of government-action and the arrangement of

representative bodies, not with the primary and more strictly philo-

sophical questions about the nature of the State In fact, the intense

preoccupation ot the most vigorous English minds in the immediately

practical problems of legislation and administration has diverted atten-

tionfrom an investigation of the ultimate principles on which government

18 based And, while it has been an enormous advantage that those

amongst us who have written about government have themselves had

some practical acquaintance with what legislation and administration

meant, we have lost something, not only m clearness of theory but

in consistency and firmness of practice, because tjie elementary tprms

of political discussion have passed current without having their value

scientifically tested In Germany, on the other hand, some of the

very be^t energy of philosophical thinking has been devoted to the

doctrine of rights and the nature and functions of the State, but,

owing to the fact tint political liberty is not yet veiy well known in

Germany, we may occasionally complain (echoing the complaint of

Aristotle) that the Sophists, or Professors, who profess to teach

TToXiTiKi'i, or Staatslehrc, have no practical experience of their subject,

while the practical politicians of our own country ha\c not raised

their knowledge of the State from the domain of experience to that

of thought

This scarcity of English political philosophy gives a peculiar

importance to the portion of the last issued volume of the late

Professor Greenes ‘^Philosophical Works," which contains his

" Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation " * The same

metaphysical subtlety, which had been already applied to the Theory

of Knowledge and the Theory of Ethics, is here directed to a

* “ Worka of Thomas Hill Green, late Fellow of Balhol College and Whyte’s Pro
feasor of Moral Philosophy m the Unueraity of Oxford ” Edited by R L Nettle

ship, hellow of Balhol College, Oxfoid ^ol II Lonaon Longmans 1S86 (Sed

pp 308—the end )
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criticism of political theories aud to the attempt thereby to airi\c

at a more adequate doctrine of political rights and obligations To
those who know Professor Green personally, this part of his Workai

has an additional and very special signifacancc
, for litre wo have the

meeting-point between tlie speculative and the practical interests,

which to onlookers might seem to be two divergent channels in which
his life ran, but which in his own mind were united «ind tended m
the same direction The painstaking pursuit of philosophic il truth

and the endeavour in all things to be the good citizen and the

honest politician weie equally characteristic of the man, and sprang

from a common source of earnestness and sincerity IIis conscience

was equally exacting m speculation and in practice II is philo-

sophical thinking was to him no mere exercise of intellectual

ingenuity, but provided the basis of his conduct and influenced the

details of his actions to an extent very raic even amongst those

whom we consider the most conscientious ofc men He neither

despised the small matters of local politics, nor forgot the wider

interests of mankind He went straight from the declaration of the

poll, when he was elected a town councillor, to lecture on “ The

CVitiquc of Pure Reason ” lie was robbed of his sleep by thinking

about the Eastern Question, and dreading lest the country should be

driven, by motives of which perhaps a diffused desire for excite-

ment has been the most innoccnV^ into what he regarded as an

indefensible and unrighteous war flis strong opinions on the

liquor traffic were in ins own mind directly connected with his

conception of tlie ethical end and the nature of rights

The late Mark Pattisoii 1 thought it must have been due to a

certain puz/lcd-headedness on the part of tlic Profcssoi that he, a

staunch Liberal,” should have imported into Oxford an a jfn ton

philosophy, which under various disguises aims at exempting man
from the order of Nature, and making him into a unique being

whose organism is not to be subject to the uniform laws which

govern all other being that is known to us ” It wa'^, in any case,

from no want of thinking and puzzling over problems, that Professor

Green was at once a staunch Liberal ” and an a prion philo-

sopher ” Mark PattisoiPs phrase, ejbtmphng Man from the order

of Nature,” must be challenged on behalf alike of Kant and Green,

who by no means deny that Man is a part of Nature, and that

human actions arc natural events, but who do deny that Man can be

understood if he be considered as merely a part of Nature and his

actiona merely as natural events But that question must be left for

the present

There IS a remarkable passagem the '^Autobiography” of J S Mill

(pp 273-275), where he says —
* Cf “ riiilosophical Works,’ ii p 476 t See hue ** Memoirs,” pp 167, 242
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The difference between these two schools of philosophy, that of Intuition

ind that of Experience and Association, is not a mere matter of abstract

spcruhtion
,

it is full of practical consequences, and lies at the foundation of

all the greatest differences of practical opinion in an age of progress The

practical reformer has continually to demand that changes be made in things

\\hich arc supported by powerful and widely spread feelings, or to question

the apparent necessity and indefeasibleness of established facts, ana it is

often an indispensable part o! his argument to show how those powerful feel-

ings had their origin, and how those facts came to seem necessary and inde-

te laible There is therefore a natural hostility between him and a philosophy

which discourages the explanation of feelings and moral facts by circum-

stances and association, and prefers to treat them as ultimate elements of

human nature, a philosophy which is addicted to holding up lavourite

doctrines as intuitu e truths, and deems intuition to be the voice of Nature

ind of God, speaking with an authority higher than that of our reason In

particular, I have long felt that the prevailing tendency to regard all the

marked distinctions of human charactei as innate, and in the mam indelible,

and to Ignore the irresistible proofs that by lar the greater part of those

differences, whether between individuals, races, or sexes, are such as not only

might but naturally vTould be produced by differences in circumstances, is

one of the chief hindrances to the rational treatment of great social questions,

and one of the greatest stumbling-blocks to human improvement This

tendency has its source in the intuitional metaphysics which char icterized

the reaction of the nineteenth century against the eighteenth, and it is a
tendency so agreeable to human indolence, as well as to conservative interests

generally, that unless attacked at the very i oot, it is sure to be earned to even

a greater length than is really justihed by the more moderate forms of the

intuitional philosophy That philosophy had ruled the thought of laurope for

the greater pait of a century Jily fither^s Analysis of the Mind, my own
Logic, and Professor Barn’s great treatise, liad attempted to reintroduce a

better mode of philoaophmng, latterly with quite as much success as could be
expected

,
but 1 had for some time ielt that the mere contrast of the two

philosophies was not enough, that there ought to be a hand to hand hght

between them, that controversial as well as expository writings were needed,

and that the time was come when such controversy would be useful
”

These considerations Mill assigns as his special reason for refuting

bir William Hamilton

Sir William Hamilton was a Whig, it is true (and a W^hig in

those days was still a Liberal) , but undoubtedly the doctrine of

intuitive truths has served as a convenient formula under which

time-honoured delusions and abuses have been sheltered from the

attacks of critical analysis and reforming zeal The " intuitional

metaphysics^’ of this country and the so-called '^spiritualist"

philosophy which flourished m France under the restored monarchy,

have both been associated with the maintenance of existing ideas

and institutions in society, politics, and religion The supporters of

these lutuitionalist systems very often pointed to the tnumphs of

the Kantian Cnticism and sometimes of the post-Kantian Idealism

in Oermanv, glad to use the sanction of great names where they

were available, without committing themselves to speculative theories

which had the reputation of being vaguely dangerous " Those,
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too, who first introduced the names and theories of the German
philosophers were generally enlisted on the side of the reaction

against the French Revolution—Coleridge most conspicuously, De
Quincey and others following m the same line In Thomas Love
Peacock^s Nightmare Abbey ” the “ Kantian ” philosopher, Mr
llosky, 18 represented as an extreme obscurantist reactionary, his

very name, by an old-fashioned etymology, signifying the lover of

darkness Certainly Hegel was a Prussian Conseivativc, and

Schelling seemed to lead the way through mysticism back into the

fold of the Catholic Church , but people would appear to have for-

gotten how the aged Kant, with tears in his eyes, said his Nunc
dmiths on hearing of the proclamation of the French Republic,

and how Fichte was the intellectual father of German Socialism

Mill and Pattison might also have remembered that Hobbes was an

Absolutist, and that Hume became more and more a Tory without

becoming less a sceptic ,
and it has not yet been explicitly proved

that there is a logical connection between '' philosophic doubt '' and

support of the Tory party From a man's philosophical speculations

we cannot always predict his attitude m practical politics But the

mistake in the statements both of Mill and Pattison lies in the

assumption that the a pi ion philosophy of# Kant and his followers

IS identical with the ** intuitional metaphvsics " which had been the

familiar object of attack to the English Empiricists The
resemblance between the answers to Hume of Kant and of Reid

IS slight and superficial, compared with the difference between them

And the attitude of Hegel to the problems of knowledge and of life

IS distinct both from the old metaphysics and the new empiricism

The German Idealist is equally distasteful to the defender of " innate

ideas " or intuitive truths ” and to their assailant—because he is

apt to be misunderstood by both And, if we pass to the more

practical application of philosophy, there would be more reason for

classing Hegel and his followers along with Comte than with the

obscurantist theologians whom Pattison disliked and the obstruc-

tionist Conservatives whom Mill opposed Comte, it is true,

presents a double face he is both of the Revolution and against it

And the same remark really applies to Hegel Hence it is no

wonder that opposite parties should have started from the same great

school, and that Catholic and Positivist, Conservative and Socialist,

should have found weapons m the same armoury Which is the

truer interpreter it is of course important to decide ,
and it does

not always follow that the initiator of new ideas will himself be the

best judge of their practical tendency

Another side to the mistake m Pattison's remark about Green is

the failure to appreciate fully the change that has come over English

Liberalism During the last century and the earliet part of the
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present century, the friends of social and political reform were engaged

in a struggle mainly against mischievous interference with individual

liberty on the part of a government which chiefly represented the

influence and interests of a hereditary ruling class thus Liberalism

came to be identified with the criticism and removal of repressive

laws and institutions, and an intellectual basis for such a policy was

naturally found in a philosophy of critical analysis It was in the

same spirit that Locke, the father of English Empiricism^ criticized

the doctrine of innate ideas and the doctrine of the divine right of

kings And this alliance between Empiricism in philosophy and

Liberalism in politics continued with few exceptions to the time of

John Stuart Mill, whose philosophical creed remained, on the whole,

in its intellectual aspects what his father had taught him, however

modified by emotional sympathies, but whose political ideas underwent

a greater change than he himself was aware of The ciForts of

Liberals having passed from the merely negative work of removing

mischievous State-action to the more positive task of employing the

power of a government, which is now, more or less, the real repre-

sentative of the '^general will,’^ in behalf of the well-being of the com-

munity, it IS natural and necessary that the intellectual basis of the

new political creed should be found in a philosophy of construction,

and not lu one of merely negative ciiticism and analysis Thus

there is a real affinity between the newer stages of Radicalism and a

political philosophy such as that of Hegel or of Comte, apart from

the special influence of Prussian bureaucracy in the one case and the

admiration for mediaeval Catholicism in the other, which are, after

all, elements belonging more to the idiosyncrasy of the philosophers

than to the essence of the ideas of which they arc the most notable

representatives

These remarks must not, however, be taken as implying that Professor

Green was only the importer (to adopt Mark Pattison’s phrase) of

a German philosophy It is rather common to hear him classed as

one of ''the English school of Hegelians He would ceitainly not

have acknowledged the title himself, and it is really inaccurate—

unless it be very carefully qualified If we are to connect him with

any particular names of philosophers, it would bo least misleading to

say that he corrected Kant by Aristotle and Aristotle by Kant Now,
this IS just what might have been said of Hegel himself, for, if Hegel

had no other claims to distinction, he would have this, that first of

modern philosophers he really understood and appreciated the Greeks

Referring to Hegel, Green is reported to have said, It must all be

done over again —i e , he admitted the general validity of HegeVs

objections to the subjective, and, in appearance, merely psychological

method of Kant, and to the survivals (from the old metaphysics) in

Kant’s system of ways of thinking and speaking, of which Kant
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himself had implicitly made an end , but ho considered the Hegelian

attempt to read off the whole secret of the Universe, to fill up the

whole contents of the Eternal Self consciousness, premature and over-

hasty, and he set himself to do some small part of the \a3 t work in

a more modest spirit and with special reference to the English thcones

which he found occupying the held *

There is a brief but important reference to Greek philosophy in

the lectures on Political Obligation (§ 39), where it is said that, just

because Plato and Aristotle regarded man as fanding his cud in the

end of the State, they founded a true theory of rights In the

Prolegomena to Ethics it was argued that Gicck ethics were defec-

tive, not in defining the end as sclf-sdtisfaction or sclf-realizatiou

{Evtpyua but because, in the stage ot moral and social

progress then attained, this scIf-rcalization was only possible to a few,

and so here it is said, Practically, it is only the Greek man that

Aristotle icgards as <pv(TH ttoX/tijc^ but the Greek conception of

citizenship once established was applicable to all men capable of a

common interest As Aristotle concludes his " lUhics by passing

on to Politics, because the good life can only be fully realized by the

citi/en of the good State, so Green's view of Ethics is completed by

his view of Politics , because he conceives that the function of the

» State IS to make it possible for men to realize themselves, which they

can only do by attaining a good that is a common good In the

ethical wiitings the phrase “ self-satisfaction
”

or “ sclf-rcalization

IS perhaps the most conspicuous, in the political " common good

(which, however, is used quite as much in the ethical) , but it is just

because to Green these terms arc identical cxpicssions of the end foi

man that his ethics can escape the reproach of being only the Egoistic

Hedonism he professedly rejected come back under a disguised form

If the end be self-rcalizatioii,” it might be objected, “ docs it not

depend entirely on the individual what he chooses to do ^ The

pleasure seeker might say he was realizing himself quite as much as

the patriot or the philanthropist, and how can you prove him wrong ^ ’

He can only be proved wrong, if it be shown that the self m a human
being IS something other than a mere senes of feelings, and so m its

true nature other than a mere subject for pleasurable sensations

And Green argues that the self is other than a mere series of feelings

just because it is what renders possible the consciousness of a series

of feelings the selt-consciousness^ which is manifested in them, must

yet be other than they, for, as J S Mill himself had seen, it was a

paradox ” that what is only a series of feelings should be aware of

* It IS wortli calling attention to the very great degree in which the questions dis

cussed and the phraseology adopted in the * Lectures on Tolitical Obligation” are

determined by Locke’s * Ireatise of Civil Xio\erument ’ Greens polemic against

Locke’s theory of knowledge has not prevented Ins sympathy with the most pdiUcalhj

important Lnglish book on the nature of government
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itself as a scries * In this fact of self-consciousness, discovered by

CKamination of mental phenomena, Green fands the metaphysical

basis of Ethics , on the other side, the interpretation of self-realiza-

tion as the realization of a common good is what makes the con-

nection between Ethics and Politics The good which a man seeks

for himself is not a succession of pleasures, but objects which, when
reali7ec], are permanent contributions to a social good which thus

satisfies the permanent self^f Thus, the practical tests which

Green applies to determine the rightness of any proposed course of

conduct, cither for the individual or for the State, seem to coincide

with those which would be proposed by the Utilitarian Of this he

IS quite aware, j; but he considers that he has a logical justification for

applying the test of social well-being to which the Utilitarian, with

his Hedonist starting-point, has no claim, and that, having defined

the end as the realization of a permanent self-satisfaction, he escapes

the difficulties attending the balancing of pleasures and pains The

practical benefits conferred by Utilitarianism on political and social

conduct he is most ready to acknowledge, but he maintains that the

significant part of Bentham^s famous formula was not “ the greatest

happiness,'^ but the reference to the grtaU^t number

^

and espe-

cially the added clause, “ Every one to count for one and no one for

more than one^'§ This he holds to have been the mam source

both of the beneficence and of the unpopularity of Utilitarianism

The healthful influence of Utilitarianism has arisen from its giving

a wider and more impartial range to the desire to do good, not from

its stimulating that desire When we look to politics rather

than to ethics, we shall see the reason why Green would have found

himself, m the case of so many questions, on the same platform with

John Stuart Mill, and that without the least sacrifice of philo-

sophical consistency. He would have agreed with a follower of

Locke or of Rousseau in demanding, for instance, an extension of

the franchise
,
but he would have agreed with Bentham and Mill in

objecting to any talk about natural rights ” he would have

preferred to put the matter on the ground of social expediency , but

while Mill would ultimately have brought the question back to some
consideration of pleasures and pains. Green would have insisted that

the social expediency was determined ultimately, not by the probable

effects on the greatest number of pleasures of an individual consis-

tently with those of other individuals, but on the scope given to the

individual for exercising all his capacities of self development, all true

* Cf Mills ** Examination of H'unilton,*’ p 248 (5th edition)

f * Prolegomena to Ethics,*’ ^ 234 Anal
t Cf “ Lectures on Political Obbgation (m “ Philosophical Works,” vol ii ), § 23,

of vhich Mr Nettleship’s analysis is —*^lhe Utilitarian theory so far agrees with that
here advocated that it grounds existing law, not on a ' natural ’ law prior to it, but on
an end which it serves * §

** Prolegomena to Ethics,” $ 213 U loid § 331 (Anal

)
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self-deyelopment implying, however, the well-being of a community

,

for man, as we often repeat without fully understanding what we
say, IS essentially " a social animal " The convenience of Bentham^s
formula is the readiness with which it supplies a means of checking
and cnticizmg individual and class prejudice and selfishness And
formulae for ordinary rough use need not bo philosophicaPy

unassailable There is no reason why the Idealist, after making
clear his objections to Hedonism, should not join hands with the

Utilitarian In fact, an ethical system like Grten^s is really on its

practical side J S MilFs Utilitarianism with a securer basis and
a criterion provided, which Mill cannot logically provide, for dis-

tinguishing the different qualities of pleasures Mill, we know, would

himself prefer the higher pleasures But what justifies him in con-

sidering those to be the best pleasures for other people ? To say that

the common good is the end may seem more vague than to say that

pleasure is the end , but to say that pleasure is the end is m reality

quite as vague and is more open to objection, because the vagueness

is less obvious, and therefore more misleading

Besides self-realization and a common good as phrases for

the ethical, which is also ultimately the political cud. Green is

willing to allow Hegers terra freedom In a special discussion

of the " different senses of ' freedom * as applied to will and to the

moral progress of man,^^ * which may be taken as intermediate

between the Prolegomena to Ethics and the political lectures, he

distinguishes between a geneitc sense of " freedom,^^ in which it applies

to all will—whatever be the character of the object willed

(' freedom meaning, simply, self-determination or acting on

preference)—and a particular sense, according to which acts arc only

" free m so far as the self-rcalizing principle in man tends to be

realized—t e , in so far as the objects of reason and of will tend to

coincide f Free acts are rational acts In this sense HegeVs

dictum, that the object of the State is freedom, is accepted, but only

as the statement of an ideal to which actual States so far as they

are well regulated tend to approximate

“ llegefs account of freedom as realised in the State does not seem to

correspond to the facts of society as it is, or even as, under the alterable

condition of human nature, it ever could be , though undoubtedly tneri is a

work of moral liberation, which society, through its various agencies, is

constantly carrying on for the individual ” |

Now it IS obvious that freedom in this sense as the ideal end of

the State is very different from the freedom to which Locke con-

sidered that man had a natural right in which a well-managed

* See “ Philosophical Works,’ vol ii pp 308-333

t Cf Spinoza’s use of hhertai as equvaleut to the rule of Foason, potentia inlelLcitii

X “Philosophical Works,** u p 814 •
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State ought to secure him * This freedom is the mere negative

freedom of being left alone, and corresponds to the generic

sense of freedom in morals It is a mere means to the attainment

of the freedom which is itself an end This distinction shows

what Greenes attitude to the questions about State-action and
latssez faire was likely to be State-action, he holds, is expedient

just in so far as it tends to promote freedom ” m the sense of self-

determined action directed to the objects of reason, ine:i^edient so

far as it tends to interfere with this The direct legal enforcement

of morality cannot be considered expedient or inexpedient it is

tmjwssible The morality of an act depends on the state of the will

of the agent, and therefore the act done under compulsion ceases to

have the character of a moral act It wants the negative condition

of morality But, on the other hand, there is no a prion presump-

tion in favour of a general policy of latssez fairCj because in a vast

number of cases the individual docs not find himself in a position

in which he can act freely " (t e , direct his action to objects which
reason assigns as desirable) without the intervention of the State to

put him in such a position

—

e ^ , by ensuring that he shall have at

least some education Terms like freedom/^ compulsion/^ inter-

ference/’ are very apt to be misleading As Green points out,

' compulsory education * need not be ^ compulsory/ except to those

who have no spontaneity to be deadened and it is " not as a purely

moral duty on the part of a parent, but as the prevention of a

hindrance to the capacity for rights on the part of children, that

education should be enforced by the State The interference

may be interference in behalf of individual liberty—even in the

negative sense of Jiberty So also, when interference with "freedom

of contract is spoken of, we must consider not only those who are

interfered with, but those whose freedom is increased by that inter-

ference i

It is not possible here to give a detailed account of the way in

which Green works out his own theory of political obligation and
doctrine of rights by a criticism of Hobbes, Spinoza, Locke,

Ilousseau, and Austin—a criticism which is probably more valuable

and suggestive than any dogmatic treatise on political science The
foregoing exposition may, at least, serve to make it clear that,

whether Professor Green was mistaken or not in his development of

* Locke, Iiowercr, also usee freedom m a positive sense, “ Treatise of Government,"
11 ch 4 “ Freedom of men under government is to have a standing rule to live by,
common to every one of that society, and mado by the legislative power erected in it

"

f “ Lectures on Political Obligation " § 209

t There is a popular lecture of Prof Green's on “ Liberal Legislation and Freedom
of Contract" (published by blatter & Rose, Oxford, 1881), whi^ it is interesting and
important to compare with these lecture^ now published The philosophical doctrines
of the College lectures will be found to underlie the popular lecture, v/hich serves as an
excellent commentary on them
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Kantian and Aristotelian philosophy, or in his sympathy with Radical

politics, he was at least thoroughly and perfectly consistent The
btate has, m his view, not the mere policeman^s business of stepping

in to* arrest the wrongdoer, not the sole function of ruthlessly

enforcing fulfilment of contracts, whatever these contracts may be
and between whomsoeier made, but the duty of providing such an
environment for individual men and women as to give all as lar as

possible It equal chance of realizing what is best in their intellectual

and moral natures Material well-being alone might hinder, instead

of furthering, this end, but we need not be afraid of weakening
moral responsibility by making a moral and human life possible to

those for whom at present it is practically hopeless The politician

IS thus not inconsistent, who, after opposing all such State action as

tended to strengthen some ift the cost of btliers' weakness,^'

supports such measures of compulsion as shall secure to all, as far as

possible, true freedom—

%

c ,
a positive power or capacity of doing

or enjoying something woith doing or enjoying, and that too some-

thing that we do or enjoy in common with others No better

expression of Professor Greenes social ideal can be found than in

words of his that have already been quoted as typical by Professor

Caird —
“ I confess to hoping for a time when the phrase [* tlio education of a

gentleman ’] will have lost its meaning, because the sort of education which
alone makes the gentleman in true sense will bo within the reach of all

As it was the aspiration of Moses that all the Loid'b people should bo
prophets, so with all seriousness and levercnce wc may hope and pray for i

condition of English society, in winch all honest citizens will recognize them-

selves and be recognized by each other as gentlemen j*

This 18 certainly a democratic, some would call it a Socialist,

sentiment It is only one outcome of the recognition that the

ethical end of self-realization is an end for all human beings without

those barriers of class and caste which we arc in the habit of saying

that Christianity has broken down When the philosopher does turn

to politics, he IS apt to take certain phrases more seriously than

other men
D G Ritchie

* “ liiberal Legislation and Freedom of Contract,” p 9
+ “ The Work to be done by the new Oxford High bchool ’ A Lecture addressed to

the Wesleyan Literary Society, Dec 19, 1831
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About three years ago, Mr Broadhurst, Mr James Rowlands,

and myself founded the Leaseholds Enfranchisement Associa-

tion, whose object is to obtain for urban leaseholders compulsory

power of purchasing the fee-simple on equitable terms
, or, to put the

matter still more simply, to enable a man who holds the lease of a

house to buy up the ground-rent I am compelled to say " the

man who holds the lease," and not the leasehold owner," for,

strange as it may seem to simple people, no such thing as leasehold

ownership exists Many leaseholders imagine that they arc owners,

if only for a limited term , but this is not the case A man secs a

notice outside a new house— This House to be Sold
,
" he goes to

the vendor, who is probably a builder, and pays down in hard cash

the full market value of the house nevertheless he does not become

its owner The law holds that any permanent structure placed

upon a piece of land is the property of the ownei; of the land

What the man has bought is simply the use of the house, and the

ground upon which it stands, for a term of years, provided he con-

tinues regularly to pay a certain amount of

a number of onerous conditions as to repairs, in
, , and the

purposes for which the house shall be used He may not pull down
the house nor make structural alterations without the ground land-

lord’s consent, nor use it for any other purpose except that specified

in the lease ,
he must insure against fire in a particular office, and

if it IB burned down he piust rebuild to the ground landlord’s satis-

faction , and he must pay all present and future rates and taxes

He holds the lease of “ the premises "—t e , of the land desenbed in

the beginning of the document—but he is not the owner of the

house, though he has paid its full value The very terms in which
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the agent of the ground, landlord demands the ground rent arc

significant “ Attendance will be given for receipt of rent due to

Mr for premises in your occupation

In the suburbs of every town under the terminable leasehold

system, for years before the land is built upon, its Aaluc in the

market steadily uses, and not unfrcquently increases by leaps and

bounds ^Tliat increase of value is partly due to tlu thrift and

enterprise of the people already living in the town, jiartly to the

expenditure of those people thiough the local latcs, but the laud,

until it is covered with houses, only pays latcs on the agricultural

value In the suburbs oL Loudon thousands of houses have been

built since the Metropolitan Boaid of Works constructed the

main drainage system, in the advantages of winch all these houses

share , but the owners of the land on which they arc built only

contributed an infinitesimal traction of the cost The ground

landlord, as soon as he grants a lease, takes care that the

leaseholder shall covenant to pay all rates, and if he is not an

occupying leaseholder, he has to bear all the risks of failure to let,

and of temporary depreciation of lents through ovcr-building

Indeed, in towns which depend mainly upon one industry the lease-

holder stakes the whole of his money on its permanent continuance

The ground landlords contend that they let their land at a lower

rent in consideration of their one-sided covenants—a disputable

proposition which I will not here turn aside to controvert , but

whatevei amount of truth there may be in the proposition, it cannot

be denied that they escape the whole of the burden of any increase

in the rates or of any new rate For example no man when taking

the lease of a new house in London in 1850 could calculate on having

to pay a Metiopolitan Board rate which has gradually grown to 7\d

in the pound , no man when taking a lease of a new house in London

in 1868 could calculate on having to pay a School Board rate of Orf

m the pound ,
to man when taking a lease of a new house in Finsbury

Park and some other London suburbs could calculate on having to

pay a paa^^g^jpment rate which would for some years swallow

up a fo:2Linsist upoilW the letting value In each of these cases the

payers of ratef^ liquidating the principal as well as the interest

of the money borrowed Thus the ground landlord, into whose

hands the property will ultimately pass, escapes at the end as well

as at the beginning His representatives may juggle as they will

with musty legal axioms and modem economic fallacies the fact

remains, that the terminable leaseholder has* to bear the burdens of

ownership, yet does not own

Those who aie directly interested in the preservation of the termin-

able leasehold system have recentlv issued a pamphlet, which they

have printed, but shnnk from publishing The public will not fail to

voi. LI 3 ^
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note tlieir tactics For three years a few of the victims of the lease-

hold system have attacked it on the platform and in the press, and

have done so openly, challenging discussion, and not without effect,

considering that the enfranchisement of leaseholds is now a recognized

plank in the platform of the National Liberal Federation, and has

been accepted also by Lord Randolph Churchill and several other

members of the Conservative party Our interested opponents, who

ha\e all the advantages of an intimate acquaintance with the workings

of the system, prepare a case to be laid before the Town Holdings

Committee, but supply copies thereof only to one or two newspapers

who are notoriously hostile to our demand, and refuse to sell a single

copy across the counter of their printers They take care that hostile

newspaper articles shall be written against us, and they take equal

care that we shall not have an opportunity of replying , thus leaving

on the public mind the impression that we have no an'^wer to a case

that we have never seen fully stated These gentlemen affect to

despise the ignorance of the victims of the terminable leasehold

system Well, we confess our ignorance, and fr*\nkly admit that we

are now only half enlightened Wc only knew that the great ground

landlords of Loudon, who neither toil nor spin, were growing

fabulously rich, and that some of them, or their heirs, when their

leases fell in, would draw revenues greater than those of not a few of

the smaller States of Europe Further, we knew that we were con-

tributors to their vast revenues, through the system of periodic confis-

cation which they had torced upon us Further, we knew that the

satellites of the ground landlords were great gainers by the present

system I lay stress upon this, because a few years ago, when I

passed as a small occupying leaseholder from one house to another,

owing to a family requirement of additional bedrooms, I had to pay

£35 to two sets of these gentlemen for doing next door to nothing

Yes, it IS true that we knew but little when we put our hands to the

work, but we have been steadily adding to our stock of information,

and have unearthed some of the mysteries of the system, so that wc
have acquired quite sufficient information to en^d|^ um!r fellow-

countrymen, and to meet our opponents befoIpWMtect Committee
of the House of Commons Even now we do not ^pretend to have

probed to the bottom the cruelty and extortion which are the fruits

of the system m remote districts, but we know quite enough to join

issue with our interested antagonists, who, by the way, are unwittingly

assisting us now, just as they did in giving their evidence before the

Royal Commission »

We expected that those who are connected with great leasehold

estates would be leagued against us , they ^ould be more thfn human
if they did not resent our attack upon their vested interests, for as a

matter of fact they are more directly concerned in the maintenance
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of terminable leaseholds than their employers The interest of the

ground landlord is often remote, that of his agent or solicitor is

immediate On one of the largest estates in the \\ est I'hid of London

a fee of two giimcis must be paid down before aii answer ean be

obtained to the simple question on what terms a house m ly bo leased

Gentlemen who require a payment of two guineas before thej will

eondeseend to reply to a question, whidi can be answtrul in five

minutes, liaie an obvious objection to our proposil I know another

estate at the West J'^nd where a friend of mine has a lease of a corner

shop That lease bristles with restrictive covenants against the

carrying on of the most oidinary trades , not that they are intended

to be enforced, but that the agent may scoiirt a fiesh foe for granting

permission eveiy time there is a change iii the nature of the business

The great majority of leaseholders tre compelled to insure in some

particular ofiicc To secure the freeholder it would be siithcicnt that

the leaseholder was compelled to insure in an oihee approved by the

freeholder, but this would not suit the agent, who of course t ikes

care to get his commission for all the fire insurance business he

brings to the ofhee Every new lease is a source ot profat, to be

paid by the leaseholder to the solicitor of the estate We have

plenty ot lawyers on our side who would welcome the more general

distribution of legal business ,
our opponents arc the estate lawyers,

to whom a great leasehold estate is a mine of wealth regularly worked

at the leaseholder's cost Mr Arthur Burr, who has the manage-

ment of the Haldon estate at Torquay and ot the Mansel estate at

Swansea, and who has an enfranchisement clause in his leases, having

first had a model lease drawn up, printed it, and freely distributes

copies to those who desire to take land The lawyers connected with

great London estates charge eight or ten guineas, or more, for the

lease ofa small house AVc never hoped that these gentlemen would

be on our side

Our opponents have long succeeded in imbuing the minds of the

people of London with the superstition that the terminable leasehold

system is a pait of the order of Nature, just as Lord Beaconsfield

used to insist upon his doctrine of the three profits when addressing

the Buckinghamshire farmers Wo have knocked that superstition

on the head It is now demonstrated that, to say nothing of Scot

land, in the majority of the great towns of England terminable leases

are unknown Mr Charles Harrison, one of the most eminent men

in the legal profession, has collected a great mass of information

from town clerks and other legal authorities in all parts of the

country, by which he has been enabled to prepare a leasehold map of

England and Wales, which he has placed before the Town Holdings

Committee This map shows that over the greater part of this

country the people are in happy ignorance of the system against

3 u S
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'whicli we contend Not a few attempts hare been made to introduce

it, but except m places where they could not help themselvesj the

people would have nothing to do with it Mr £li Sowerbutts, the

secretary of a large building society at Manchester^ testified before

the Royal Commission that the men of Manchester would not have

it at any price
,
Mr Fatkin, the secretary of another large building

society at Leeds, showed that the Leeds people would not lend money
on leasehold security in any of the leasehold towns , the trustees of

Sir John Ramsden’s estates long ago tried to introduce the system

of penodic confiscation into the West Riding of Yorkshire, but no
one would take up the land, and accordingly they had to go to

Parliament again for power to grant leases for 999 years, which is

equivalent to a perpetual tenure Though Sir John Ramsden’s

trustees failed, I regret to say that in some cases, where the land

monopoly enabled the landlord to dictate his own terms, the

obnoxious system has been forced,upon the people, and of late it

has even been introduced into Scotland, which till recently was

entirely free from its baneful operation

The system prevails extensively in London, Woolwich, CardiflT,

Swansea, Gnmsby, Southport, Folkestone, Jarrow, Newport, Pembroke
Dock, Merthyr, and the Welsh quarry districts and watering-places

It obtains partially at Shefiicld, Liverpool, Birmingham, Walsall,

Oxford, Cambridge, Southampton, and a few other towns In its

worst form of life leases it is found at Devonport, Malvern, in some
parts of Wales, and in the most populous portions of Cornwall As
the greater part of England is free from it, it is therefore neither an

economic nor a social necessity, and the flimsy pretext that it is

absolutely requisite in order to prevent men from injuring each other’s

property, falls to the ground If any other refutation is required, it

will be found in the return obtained by Lord Granville from the

British embassies at various continental capitals, which showed that

terminable leaseholds are almost unknown on the Continent, and that

municipal regulations are quite strong enough to prevent one man
from injuring his neighbour’s property So much for the cats’-meat*

shop-m-Belgrave-Square argument But before I leave it I must
remark that the ground landlord is after all only a protector as long

as he chooses to act, and that when his interest is the other way he
will consult his own interest first From the way in which our

opponents talk it might be supposed that, while the leaseholder is

bound by covenant not to injure his neighbour’s property, the ground
landlord is also bound by covenant not to allow the lease-

holder’s property to be injured But it is not so The ground
landlord in effect echoes the words of Miss t'lora McFlimsy of

Madison Square to her lover '' This is a sort of engagement, you
see, which is bindmg on you, but n6t binding on me " I speak
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from experience A few years ago I was a leaseholder on a suburban

London estate Some houses in the mam road, out of which my
road turned, having been badly built by a jerry builder, fell at length

into my ground landlord’s hands He found some diflSculty in letting

them as private houses, and so for his own profit let one to a cobbler,

another to a newsvendor, another as a sweetstuff-shop llemonstrance

was useless Our supposed protector was himself the man who
injured our property He was sure of his ground-rents, no matter

what loss he inflicted upon us Myself and other leaseholders

were too glad to sell at a disadvantage before the neighbourhood had

further degenerated I could give other examples, but this will suffice

The term of original leases ranges from ninety-nine years down

to forty years In those parts of Wales which are in the hands of

one proprietor, or of ^two or three who come to a common under-

standing, sixty years is the customary term, though the houses are

built of such splendid materials that they will last for two or three

hundred years In London the old customary term of ninety-nine

years has been largely cut down to eighty years, not only by the

Metropolitan Board of Works, but also by owners of suburban estates

But this is not all The leaseholder of a new house rarely gets the

full term His lease is often—I think I may say generally—ante-

dated I know that I have never had my full term, and that is a

common experience of others There is a very large estate in the

south-east of London where the nominal term is only eighty years,

but it has taken five years to develop the estate, and those who now

take original leases really have not more than seventv-five years

The difference is hardly likely to deter a man from taking a house,

but this IS only one of other proofs that might be cited of the truth of

the axiom, that all things work together for good to the ground landlord

We are met at the outset with the objection that our proposal is an

interference with the freedom of contract Of course it is So was

the abolition of slavery, so were the Factory Acts, so were the Truck

Acts, so was the Agricultural Holdings Act, so was the Hares and

Rabbits Act, so is Mr Chaplain's Allotments Bill It is now

recognized by all, except the doctrinaire^ of the Liberty and Property

Defence League, that freedom of contract should be limited where

there is a great inequality of status between the two parties This

more especially applies where the natural monopoly of land is in

question I learned this doctrine long ago, as assistant secretary of

the Land Tenure Reform Association, from the lips of John Stuart

Mill , but It is hardly worth while to offer arguments in its favour

now' Mr Chaplin’s Allotments Bdl, which is backed by eminent

Conservative members, has no other logical basis than the*principle

He applies it only to the country , I apply it also to the town

Devonport is owned by one man , those who wish to work there or
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carry on business there, must agree to his terms, or remove Blaenau

Fcstiniog, the largest quarry town m North Wales, belongs to two or

three men, the quairymcn must submit to their terms, or depart

The land available for building purposes in Pembroke Dock belongs

to one man
,

the dockyard hands must accept the conditions he

imposes, or give up their employment If any one contends that

this ought so to be, I do not reason with him , but I appeal to the

people of Devonport, Blaenau Festimog, and Pembroke Dock, to give

a mandate to their parliamentary representatives on the question

Even in London there is not much greater liberty of choice when all

circumstances are taken into consideration Five years ago I was

compelled to look out for a house with certain conditions as to size,

locality, and proximity to a railway line with one particular terminus

After four months^ unwearied search I failed to find a single one on

freehold tenure that suited my requiiemcnts, and I am but one

among many
We base our demand upon the simple proposition that the teimin-

able leasehold system is contrary to public policy Everything turns

upon that If we cannot jirovc it, we have no ease
,
if we do prove it,

our case is impregnable When the Royal Commission on the

Housing of the Working Classes was receiving evidence, the Leasehold

Enfianchiscment Association was only struggling into existence, and

took no steps to secure witnesses
,
yet ten of the seventeen Commis-

sioners

—

VIZ, Cardinal Manning, Lord Carrington, Sir George

Harrison, Mr Lyulph Stanley, Mr E D Gray, Mr Torrens, Mr
Broadhurst, Mr Jesse Colliiigs, Mr George Godwin, and Mr Samuel

Morley—signed a supplementary report, in which they declared that

" the prevailing system of building leases is conducive to bad building,

to deterioration of property towards the close of the lease, and to a want

of interest on the part of the occupier in the house he inhabits
,
and

that legislation favourable to the acquisition on equitable terms of the

freehold interest on the part of the leasehold would conduce greatly to

the improvement of the dwellings of the people of this country " Of
the remaining seven Commissioners, the Prince of Wales was neces-

sarily precluded from expressing an opinion on such a matter, and the

president. Sir Charles Dilke, was only hindered from signing by his

official connection with the Government I am content to rest the

contention that the terminable leasehold system is contrary to public

policy upon this supplementary report Yet it is wofully defective,

for it fails to bring to light the fact that, though it is to the interest

of a nation that the number of persons who have a stake in the

country should be as large as possible, the terminable leasehold system

works in % contrary direction In forty, sixty, eighty, or ninety years

the fruits of a small man’s industry and self-denial, instead of passing

to one or more of his descendants, fall into the insatiate maw of the
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ground landlord Thus that which should be the most desirable

form of thrift means the ultimate disinheritance of a man^s heirs

The interested persons who call themselves the Evidence Com-
mittee ” have laid down certain mam propositions The first affirms

that the existing system in each locality has been determined, not

by the caprice of the landlords, but by the demand of the public

That IS untrue The terminable leasehold system is altogether

modern, and is due to the desire of owners of settled estates and

their satellites to preserve the estates in the hands of the family, and

at the same time to make them available for building purposes Some
agents go so far as to say that there is no demand for enfranchise-

ment Of course, no such demand is made to these gentlemen,

because everybody knows that on the great estates of London it

would not be granted Mr Hunt, Lord Portman^s agent, told the

Boyal Commission on the Dwellings of the Working Classes that he

had never received such an application , but when hard pressed he

admitted that the reason was that people probably imagined that it

would not be of the least use to apply But on some of the smaller

estates such applications are not unfrequent Before me lies an

answer received by a leaseholder on one such estate at the West End,

m which the agent writes Your letter as to the enfranchisement

of this ground-rent is one of many similar letters which I receive

I do not generally answer them [Mark the lordly insolence of tone ]

If any, and when the Enfianchisemcnt Bill passes, the ficeholdcrs

will of course consider what they ought to do, as the exact provisions

of any Act will then be before them

The Evidence Committee contend that in districts where the

value of land is high, the builder cannot afford to pay ready-money for

his land, but must obtain it on credit, and that the leasehold, system

affords him the readiest method of effecting this object This

contention is irrelevant If a Leasehold Enfranchiscmerit Bill were

passed, the builder would be in no worse position than now, for he

would still obtain land on credit, and with this advantage, that he

would be able, when he had built a house, to offer to a buyer a lease

with the right to enfranchise The rule in the suburbs of London

is for the builder to take a plot of land on a building agreement,

by which the freeholder engages to grant leases on certain terms

when the houses are built If a Leasehold Enfranchisement Bill

were passed, the same process would still obtain Self-interest would

still impel the freeholder to facilitate building on his laud, so that

he might obtain urban and not agricultural value from it In the

majonty of cases the example of the Duke of Devonshire would be

followed Occasionally builders would buy land outright, being

well aware that they can borrow more easily and more cheaply and

a proportionately larger sum on freehold than on leasehold Some-
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times the freeholder would build on his own account, much to the

advantage of his future occupying tenants, for he would take care

that his houses were well built We are fighting the battle of

occupiers as well as leaseholders, and their interests require that

every house shall have a permanent and responsible owner

The advocates of the terminable leasehold system are driven to

the position that a weekly tenancy suits a working man far better

than the ownership of a house Mr Ryde and Mr Vigers have

both laid down this extraordinary doctrine If it were true of the

working man—limiting that phrase to the skilled mechanic—it would

not invalidate our position The great lower-middle class of London

are quite as much entitled to consideration as the skilled mechanic

But it IS not true Mr Vigers endeavours to bolster up his position

by the assertion that the terms of building societies are exorbitant

The competition among them is too keen Any man who has saved

a third of the cost of a leasehold house can borrow the remainder

at five per cent on the unpaid balance, and with law charges reduced

to a minimum On a freehold house the terms would be much
easier, and if we had registration of title the expense would be

reduced to a mere flea-bite Estate lawyers and surveyors know
little or nothing of the life of the struggling classes, or they would

be aware of the fact that the daily inducements to spend upon neces-

saries and comforts, to say nothing of luxuries, are so pressing that

even careful men need some gentle pressure I speak with know-

ledge from personal experience With continuous and painful effort,

and not a little self-denial, I am already in sight of the goal I am
well aware that the Post Office Savings Bank is open every day,

but I am quite as well aware that it would not have presented

the saipe inducement to economize as the desire to live in

my own house, which after all is not mine, though I have

paid its full value to the last penny There is the sting of

it It may not strike most men as it strikes me, but it is

hard to feel that, instead of saving up for my grandson, I am
saving up for my grandson^s ground landlord Thus, generation

after generation, the heirs of the thrifty class are toppled over

to begin life again, and the bloated ground landlords of London,'^

as Lord Randolph Churchill fitly called them, grow richer and

richer There is nothing sacred in hard cash, in stocks, in shares,

in a balance at a banker’s
,
but there is something sacred in a house

which is the permanent memonal of the father^s or grandfather’s

thought and self-denial If I put my savings in paper secunties,

those who come after me may make ducks and drakes of them’

without a pang of conscience, but to sell the old homo, which the

son or grandson saw the old man buying shilhng by shilling, would

be almost an act of filial impiety If I mvest in three per cent*
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stock, I forfeit this restraint
, if I invest in a leasehold house, I only-

lay up that which my grandson must forfeit In some parts of the

country the conditions are still harder, by reason of the shortness of

the term There are many men who out of very scanty wages are

paying for their own homes, built so as to last two or three hundred
years, who have the bitter reflection that, when the child who is

playing on their knees grows old, he will have to turn out homeless,

and the heir of the ground landlord enter into possession

In listening to the evidence given before the Town Holdings

Committee I have been struck by the evident hostility of the big

agents and estate lawyers to building societies There seems to be

a latent feeling that ground rents and even leasehold property are

superior forms of investment which should remain m the hands of

a limited class To me it appears that the ideal State is that in

which every citizen has a permanent home of his own—a realization

of the ancient Hebrew prophet^s vision “And they shall build

houses, and inhabit them , and they shall plant vineyards, and eat the

fruit of them They shall not build, and another inhabit
,
they shall

not plant, and another eat For as the days of a tree are the days of

my people
,
and mine elect shall long enjoy the work of their hands

Necessarily, we are a long way off from that ideal, but the nearer we
approach it the better for the individual citizen, and for the State as a

whole Lord Pembroke not long ago regretted that the landowners

of England were so few, we propose to multiply them Conservatives

and Liberals arc alike anxious to increase the number of men who
have a stake in the country But every terminable leasehold holding

has the sentence of death m itselt There is no permanence in it

,

at every second or third geneiation it has to be created over again

Thus the old story of Sisyphus is repeated The people are, after

all, the best judges of their own interests I point the agents

of the big estates to the simple fact that the building societies

of the United Kingdom are nearly two thousand m number, and

have a capital of £52,500,000—that is, £8,000,000 more than

the amount in the Post Office Savings Banks This business,

too, is rapidly growing, for as late as 1870 the capital of the

building societies did not amount to one-third of the sum above

mentioned Figures, however, do not measure the gam The

advantages of the permanent ownership of a permanent home are

multitudinous In my judgment not the least is, that it checks

the unhealthy striving after living for mere appearance, which is one

of the most prolific curses of the present age Thank God, there

are many thousands of Englishmen whose chief aim in life is not to

make money or to attain high social position, but who are content

with the homes they faaite won by steady industry and thnft, and

who only seek for their children the highest educational advantages
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We cannot all be millionaires, better for the majority that they

should not make the acquisition of a million their aim to the last

hour of their lives

Our opponents contend that the enfranchisement of leaseholds

would not so much benefit the occupier as the middleman, wc
answer that the middleman, liKe thc"jerry-builder, is very much the

creation of the terminable leasehold system Mr Fatkin, who told

the Royal Commission that the jerry-builder hardly found a footing

in the freehold town of Leeds, and Lord Northampton's agent, who
admitted that the middleman was rampant, establish our position

These convenient scapegoats are really deserving of sympathy The

London builders are the best abused men in existence, and though I

have suffered at their hands, I really have not the heart to denounce

them I think that they are as honest as they dare to be, and that

the least scrupulous among them have the best chances of success

Frequently they are the mere catspaws of land speculators and their

satellites, and very seldom do they suck the plunder which they arc

popularly supposed to enjoy As for the middleman, who speculates

on the fag-ends of leases, if his opportunities were taken away, he

would naturally return to the discounting of bills, or to the manage-

ment of a dolly-shop House-jobbers will always flourish where

leasehold tenuie exists, and, as Lord Northampton's agent showed

before the Royal Commission, the ground landlord neither can nor

will control them So long as there are leases there will be fag-ends

of leases, and speculators m those fag-ends Destroy the terminable

leasehold system, and the house jobbers would find their occupation

gone

1 have only to add that, in common with many other advocates

of leasehold enfranchisement, I would convert every terminable lease

into a lease of 999 years on equitable terms, giving the leaseholder

the right to enfranchise subsequently

Howard Evans



THE TENDENCIES OF FRENCH ART

T
here is not only a difference of degree^ there is a distinction

in kind, between the annual exhibitions of pictnres in France

and England, known as the Salon and the Royal Academy The

former is not only a national, but an international show , the latter,

though admitting specimens of foreign work, is practically a collec-

tion of English paintings, and is chiefly the expression of the pre-

judices and sympathies of our own people I’aris is still the gieat

art school of the world, and the pupils who study under Parisian

artists are drawn from every country to that great centre Here

they learn their business and imbibe their art principles ,
and to

the great annual exhibitions they send their works long after their

student days have passed away, secure of space foi their pictures, and

confident of the libera^ consideration of what is after all the greatest

artistic community in the world—^thc community of French artists

The immense space at the disposal of the jury, no less than the

pnnciple of universal suffrage by which that jury is chosen, affords

to every comer the chance of favourable consideration, and indeed

the defect that is most frequently urged against the Salon, especially

by Englishmen, is that it includes, not excludes, too many pictures

There 18 something almost maddening in the apparently unending

range of the galleries, as well as in the gigantic size and interminable

number of the pictures which they contain, in view of the attempt to

grasp within the compass of an ordinary visit—or even of many ordi-

nary visits—the merit and meaning of so many works of art Many
folks, I fancy, leave the exhibition, wishing for the moment that

there was no such thing as a picture or a statue in the world

—

satiated not so much with beauty as with the gigantic diverse

endeavour of this heterogeneous army of artists
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Prom the dance of Herodias^ daughter, to the interior of a Parisian

hospital
,
from vast historical compositions^ t6 the interiors of butchers^

shops ^ from shipwiecks at sea, to half-dressed ballet-girls^ from

Bameses II
,
to the last hero of Parisian journalism^ the unfortunate

spectator s mind and eyes are dragged^ in his progress down the Salon^

some 2,500 times Is it any wonder that long before he has seen a

tithe of the exhibition his artistic palate is jaded and repelled ? Michel-

angelo, Titian, and Velasquez might appeal to him in 'vain long

before he has come to M Zwilier, whose picture, "Un Philosophe^'

(No 2521), closes the list of paintings And this, I fancy, is why so

few English people are at all just m their estimate of the Salon, and

why, also, we so frequently hear it spoken of with a passionate dislike,

almost personal in its intensity We English folks are accustomed

to swallow a gallery whole, as we swallow our medicine, and to

swallow this French exhibition whole is an impossibility The

pictures cannot be looked at under an appreciable amount of time,

and it is even more difhcult to pass without looking

A collection of paintings where a work such as Mr S J Solomon’s

Samson and Delilah,^’ the largest picture of this year’s Academy,

would appear of but ordinary size, is apt to bo very glaring in its imper-

fections , and it must, at best, demand an amount of consideration and

attention such as few people, who aie not extremely interested in

pictures, are ready to bestow And these imperfections will be the

more repellent, and this mental fatigue the more intense, in propor-

tion as the painters of such pictures are less conventional, and are

occupied in fresh artistic departures We bear much with the men
who are making history , can we not bear a little with the men who
are making painting ^ We do not expect the perfect adaptation of

means to end from the former, why should we from the latter?

Prom those who are repeating dead formula3, contented to follow

the tracks of the men who have gone before them, much should

indeed be expected, and for their errors little forbearance should be

shown , but to those who are seeking some new development in the

sphere of beauty, some new means by which to express Nature, and

facts which have hitherto been but imperfectly recognized m the

domain of art, there should, I think, be every toleration given,

for such men have the world against them as it is, and established

fame, indifference, and conventionality are sure to deal them suffi-

ciently hard blows, and the least those who care for pictures

and painting can do is to try to understand for what these eager

students are seeking, and to give them what encouragement may
be possible, if they seem to be seeking it in humility and earnest-

ness For the life of art, like that of all created things, depends

on change To cease to change is to cease to live
, and the art

of one era can no more be wholly adopted by the people of another,
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than the method of its thought or the fashion of its behaviour

It is useless our protesting against the rising of the tide, or to sit,

like pictorial Canutes, with our backs to the incoming waves , and if

the tendencies of modern art are to enlarge its sphere of subject, and
to modify tlie technical methods and aims of the artist, it is the

business of all those who care to consider the matter seriously, to

examine the object and the manner of the new departure, to see how
far they can be reconciled with the finer qualities of ancient art, and

whether they hold out reasonable promise for the art of the future

The Salon affords a good opportunity for making this examination,

as it contains examples of the most modern developments of paint-

ing, and I shall in the present article only mention such works as

illustrate ^the changes which are gradually taking place The chief

difficulty of such an examination is to distinguish between what is

merely a temporary development due to the fashion of the moment,

and its effect upon the national character , and what is the result of a

permanent alteration induced by fuller knowledge, or necessitated by

the requirements of a more elaborate form of civilization It must

be remembered that a certain parochialism has always distinguished

English art It has, like the upper or middle classes of our country,

been considered estimable, but not of the highest social importance

We have always wanted to have pictures, especially of late years, but

have desired to have them in a certain passionless, discreet, limited

way
,
desired to have them only so long as they did not interfere

with our prejudices, or traverse our ideas of propriety In fact, the

question of price has always been present with us , we have only

been prepared to pay emotionally and intellectually a fixed amount

for our art
,
and, above all, we have restricted its sphere of subjects

and method of treatment, in the interests of conventionality There

is no doubt much to be said on either side of this question

The French, as a nation, have always been free from this coloured-

glass style of art , there has consequently seemed to most of our

countrymen to be a certain violence, and, so to speak, nakedness of

statement about our neighbours’ fiction ^nd painting We must

not therefore be surprised if, in the Gallic pictures of the present

day, which are the most in accordance with the ideas of the advanced

school of painters, we find a choice of subjects such as at first sight

appears to be even more abnormal, even more opposed to the reti-

cences and conventions of English painting, than of old For the

great change which is coming over the feeling of artists, and is in

one way or another modifying all they think and all they do, is a

change m the direction of reality They draw the subjects of their

pictures more and more from the occurrences of every-day life, and

admit into the manner of their representations less and less modifi-

cation of the manner in which these occurrences took place
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There is no need to point out that, when onee the above idea had

firmly taken root, it neeessarily, or at all events probably, would pave

the way for the almost indefinite extension of the picturesque When
subjects were not alone confined to those matters with regard to

which our sentimental or sensuous emotions were connected, but

embraced all matters relative to life which the painter could adequately

depict, it was inevitable that many of the new pictures should appeal

not so much to our sense of beauty, as to other emotions which had
hitherto been considered to be bejond the province of art Suppose

that a band of artists had become convinced, that beauty was depend-

ent more upon the realization of the natural aspect of things than

upon the arrangement and modification of that aspect according to

established tradition, they would be naturally likely to choose

for the materials of their work, such subjects as *thc elder

school would have considered entirely mistaken They would seek

out things trivial, things common, things m themselves even repulsive,

and try to show how kindly “ the light of Heaven fell upon them/’ and

how they too had their fitting place m the great Palace of Art We
might expect, a priori^ that they would act in this manner, and that

the result would necessarily be in the first instance grotesque, and

even objectionable to those who were brought up under the old rule

,

and it IS to this cause that we owe many of the pictuies in the

present Salon—pictures which deal with such conventionally un-

pictonal subjects as a bedside lecture in a hospital, the interior of a

restaurant, even the contents of a butcher’s shop

I am not saving whether this new development be right or wrong

I am simply at the present moment engaged in stating the fact, and

seeking to suggest the cause It seems to me that the study of

Nature, once admitted into poetry, fiction, or painting, necessarily

must—I will not say end—but pass through, a phase in which the

purely scientific aspect to a certain extent obscures the more purely

artistic intention Wordsworth was the inevitable precursor of

Zola, who IS by the irony of fate probably the very last writer of

whom Wordsworth or his admirers would have approved And
just as Wordsworth in his day threw off almost entirely the

shackles of tradition, and sought from Nature herself the materials

for his work, so the French naturalist painters, as they may
appropriately be called, are, and have been for the last twenty years,

getting rid of their traditional swaddling-clothes, and trying to walK

about the world alone, and unaided by their old nurse—Convention-

ality It IS curious to note that this revolution, which has slowly

accomplished itself, started—as did the revolution of English paint-

ing—in the department of landscape The school of Corot, Millet,

Rousseau, and Daubigny, which practically rules the whole of French

landscape art of the present day, was firmly established long before the
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new school of figure-painters received recognition , and indeed at the

present hour the conventional characteristics of French figure-painting

are still in preponderance amongst the majority of the artists That

this IS so arises from several causes To begin with the change to be

effected was not so great, the u av being prepared to a certain extent

by the English landscape painters , for in essential characteristics.

Constable, Cox, De Wint, and Turner, to a considerable extent

inspired the work of Rousseau, Daubigny, &,c But m the line

of figure painting no such preparation had been made, and

naturally enough artists adhered to the traditional treatment, and,

so to speak, the sanction of the old masters, fai more strongly

To paint a landscape as it appeared, was bad enough, but to paint

a figure without regard to the manner of the " grand style,” seemed

to the elder artists almost an impiety besides which, to the outside

public, accustomed always before-timc to what might be called an

artificial representation of figure subjects, the attempt to put them

down in every-day prosaic manner was far more alarming than if the

picture merely treated of such a comparatively impersonal matter as

natural scenery

lake most other popular,movements, the work of the new school ran

into a thousand extravagances, and gave much occasion to its enemies

to blaspheme Not content with clinging to the new truths which

they had caught sight of, they disdained all other means of sujiport,

and would accept nothing less from their adversaries than the entire

remodelling of ancient practices, and a confession that the only saving

grace was the one which had been so recently discovered Not

pausing to consider that in all probability the three or four thousand

years of artistic example which the world had experienced, contained

some kernel of what was right and requisite, they threw overboard,

with light hearts, all the ancient equipage of art as mere useless

lumber, and prepared to sail their ship without compass or rudder

—

simply with the one bran-new sail of " atmospheric truth ' What
wonder that the bark has been dnfting a somewhat erratic course

ever since, and that no man knows whither it is bound, or whether

it will ever reach its destination ’ For, with Mark Twain’s friend

the negro, we may say of atmospheric truth, that though it may be

our brother, it is “ not our father and mother and our uncle and

our aunt, and our wife’s relations down in the country ” We are

to disregard all the ideas of a subject, all desire for beautiful

arrangement, all notions of composition, and simply accept as the

one sufficient subject of a picture, a piece gouged out of Nature, as

it were with a cheese-scoop, from the first place to which the artist

came this, or something very like it, is what our new artists would

have us believe It doesn’t matter if they paint a picture of a cruci-
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fixion, or a dish of lights, ^ so long as'they represent it en plein air

To an 01 dinary common-sense person the proposition will hardly seem

w orthv of refutation, nor indeed would many members of the school

dare to state it in so crude a form This thesis is, however, implied,

and is tacitly accepted, by a very considerable number of connoisseurs

and picturc-fanciers
, and slowly but very surely this conception of art

IS making its way amongst our English artists, and so needs to be

dealt with as a potent faetor in contemporary art It is the

development of this proposition to the utmost extent whieh has given

rise to the so-called impressionist school in France, and to that

English modification of it of which Mr Whistler s painting is the most

notable example These artists hold that truthfulness to the impres-

sion of any given scene is the utmost result which can be accomplished

by a painter, and that therefore in this first imperfect vision, on the

details of which the mind is not to be allowed to exert its influence,

all the loveliness and poetry of art consist * To paint that which

is impressed upon the retina within the space during which an eye

can be rapidly opened and shut—^this is the end to which the artistes

effort should be directed , so alone can he obtain perfect truth, and

in perfect truth he can find salvation The theory, one may observe

in passing, is a specious one, and very fascinating to young men
who are eager for novelty It makes every one “ as good as his

neighbour^’— aye, and to use the old expression—^‘a great deal

better —as it sweeps away at once all other criteria than the indivi-

dual impression If a picture is not to be in the future considered

good because of its beautiful form, its glow and depth of colour, its

dignity of aim, its tenderness and poetry of meaning, its patient,

industrious endeavour to depict eveiy portion of its subject with

completion and loveliness , but is to rely wholly upon accurately

representing the effect of a cursory glance, and that at one thing or

scene just as well as at another , it is evident that art will become at

once a matter of very different import from that which it has always

been considered in past times For we are tempted to ask why
should we want to decorate our houses with, and spend hours in

looking at, representations of what Tom, Dick, and Harry see as

they wink their eyes rapidly We can wink our own eyes if it

comes to that, and at the things themselves, all day long, if we find

it sufficiently amusing If the painter is to have no special vision,

no subtle message, to exercise no power of selection or combination,

to give us, in fact, no result but the reproduction of the quickest

impression of Nature that we may all see in our winking^'

moments, is there much use, for us at least, in his existing at all ^

When ordinary every-day people want to enjoy a scene in Nature,

or to look at an interesting object or action, do they set to work

* There is actually a picture m the Salon of this subject, of the very largest life size
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to A»mk till 11 t^cs or do they simply opcu them ns wide ns

pobsihlc, lud look out of tlieui as hnrd as they tan ^ Jint,

the “impression” is cicrvthiugr, siy thtse young men • A\hy^

A-iid wh} one inipttS'.ion moie than xiiotlici
^ Why tin incomplete

vision ritlici than the completed one? Because, sav thi}, the hrst

impression is the only “ msu d” one—that is, tlie picture imprinted

oil the retain, and, tonscqucntly, tint is the one jou should icproduee

It will be evide it to everybody thvt this by uo menus follows, oven if

it be tine tint theie is one at lual poi it at which the pictuic on the

ictiun IS visually trut, uuilUeted by the opei itioii and previous

know ledge of thv hi nin But this conti ntioii is ninnifi stly ciioiic ous ,

we leceivt uo i npicssion, no maltei how impcrfiet, without tin

ssistnnee and the report on it, so to spi ik, ot the bran
,

niiJ then

IS no one point it wliieh we tan iirtst this iiiodifa ntioii, or any it

which we tail snj it begins

The whole theory is based on a niistnken idea that the repoit ot

the eye, if I mav use such ni cvpression, can he disscveied from all

our picvious knowledge, fioin all mental espciicucc, an idea which

the slightest uqnamtance with physiology would suffice to disprove

Jiven, however, as I hnve said, if it were coriect, there would still

itmnm to be proved the eontiusion that because this hist impression

eould b( set down, that is the result to whitli the eflbits of artists

should be directed—which seems to me somewhat as if one should

say thit beeause the alphibet is the hrst step towards Icnrnmg ti

read, we should piefcr its letteis to more highly developed literature

But enough ot this impressionist theory it is one whiih will

icfute itself in time, ind drendy it is losing its hold ovei the best of

its followcis The naturalist nt of sueh men as Duran, Gervex, and

others, which is the most piominent charneteiistie ot the present

b lion, 18 only but f iiirtly allied to the ultra school of which I have

been speaking, and it is this of which 1 must now speak

The most popular pietnie in the S don is bv M Gervex, and shows

a clinical lecture by Dr Pcan in the ward of a hospital

“ Iln somtne, rhnrnionie noire <Us vi tements do nos )oura cst chnrmnntc

dnns lestontalites thnes, elle pout \ vner i tlnque auvre de pemtn ,stlon

Ics milieux, ll)Ourc,Kehirigi., t" i lu moms I’m ippri cubic nvantigc d’.tre

( onstamiiH nt vue, it t poitie dcs jeu\ de tons A eet egard le tiblciude

M Gervix est ibsolumtnt icmuqnible 11 cst impossibli dcdonnirmiaix

limpicssion d’un jouj d lutericm, de celte ntmospheie iiiipalpible, iclaine pai

iileiietie au\ ridenux bhiics ulevis, uiodelant do relicts tioids les visigcs, el

cireiilant sur Ics imus nus de la snlle d’liopitd Ci qu’il y i d iir d ms cette

pcispective restreinte, cii somm<* est imigiriible On y penetre, on y cst, on

y respire Allens' 1 ut moderne a da bon Avout/ qu< la rcdin,ot( nest

pas SI redoutable tt quo M Gervex est un pemtro privilegie, d’une exqnise

sensibihte d’oeil et d’line raic ddicatesse de palette
”

So far, M Paul Mentz in praise of the modern art and this especial

VOL LI 3 N
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sample, and the merits which he finds therein are really there

beyond all doubt the pure tones of the blacks/^ the impression

of indoor light, the bold rcllcctions cast on the faces by the white

hospitil curtains, the sense of reality—all these arc shown us by

M Gervex, not only adequately, but as it Merc ^Miy authority,” so

masterly is his rendering of the subject And the list of admirable

qualities is not exhausted even now, for the action and expressions

of all concerned in this picture arc as natural and life-like as is the

technical rendering of the atmosphere, light and shade, and colour

The Doctor Pean himself, whose demonstration lorms the sub)Cit of

the Moik, is a most admirable piece of character painting—his expres-

sion full of keen if somewhat pompous intelligence, and the little

gesture with which he holds his instrument m one hand, Mhilc he

explains its use, tells its story most admirably What more, tlicn, is

wanting^ ^Miy should we not cairy this Mork, too, through the

streets of Pans, as Cimabuc's Madonna was (ariicd once through

PlorcncL in glad rejoicing*^ We may with advantage consider

this question a little closelj, for on the ajiswei thereto depends

the future of painting, and indeed, not of painting only, but of all

the arts

Let us get back, if mc can, to the most elementary mcw of the

matter Art evidently cannot be good unless it be good for honu-

thiHfj, unless we get from it some result not to be obtained otherwise

It must be surely in the highest development of its special chaiae-

teiistics that the best kind of art will be found
,
whether these be oi

be not conjoined with the qualities of other developments of human
energy will be comparatnely unimportant At all events, let art

first of all give us that which she alone possesses
,
afterwards we

\frill accept from her hands every other good gift What is, then,

the vital quality of art ^ W^jat is it we first want from pictures ^

Why do wc desire to have them at all Think a little* Is it

because of the wonderful woikmanship of the paiiitei—simply to

admire his dexterity, as wc would that of a Japanese juggler ^ Is it

only as records of things which are or have been—coloured diagrams

of life, from which we ask nothing but accuracy and plainness of

statement ^ When wc hang pictuics upon the walls of our rooms
do wc do so only as so many columns from a pictorial dictionary, so

much information that when the barometer was low aud the sun at

a given altitude, such and such an object cast a shadow of a certain

value, and colour, and shape? If this be our reason for wanting

pictures, art is surely a very tame Board-school sort of matter If

the vital characteristic of art is only, that its record is shaped m
form and expressed by the help of light and shade aud colour, instead

of being written in ordinary characters , the world has been making
far too great a fuss over painting and sculpture for the last three
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thousand years The world is full enough of learning which life is

too short to comprehend, for folks in general to hang their houses

with long statements as to the appearances of all things, even

though those statements arc bounded by the four sides of a frame,

instead of by the co>ers of a book

Then, if it be not true that tins scientific record is the object

and the characteristic of art, \ihat do we seek therein which we

could not obtain elsewhere ^ The answer is \cry simple not

fact, not learning, but delight We seek at once that double

gratification of sense and spiiit, of what we sec and know, and of

what we feel and dream The power of ait over mankind lies

in this appeal to both sides of man’s naluic , to those emotions

within him which aie gratified by beautiful foims and coloius,

caactly in the same way as the body is gratified by being plunged

into a warm bath, and to those thoughts, dreams, indclinite and

half-shaped spiritual perceptions, which make up the life within

ns And the power of the great artist is, that he can trace this life

of beauty, and its connection with our life of thought and action,

through channels whose source and windings arc invisible to oui

duller eyes By his eaquisitcness of perception, no less spiritual

than physical, he can endue the gesture of a tired child with a signi-

rance as well as giacc of which we know nothing, and reveal to us,

beneath the roughest exteriors, that throbbing pulse of beauty which

beats for evei through all natural things, and all true development of

human emotion But to do this he must feel as well as know , he

is not the surgeon, but rather the Sister of Mercy of mankind, and

tends his patient not only with skill, but with tenderness and prayer

And since the artist is to interpret beauty to us, to find it m out-of-

the-way places of humanity and Nature, in which we should pass it

by, it 18 above all things neccssaiy that he should be eager in his

scaich, and very human in his emotions Pei haps no good picture

which the world has produced was cold in its emotional aspect , no

amount of skill in the least atones for lack of feeling

It IS these considerations which prevent me caring greatly for M
Gervex’s picture, and they seem to me applicable to much of the modern

French painting, which is at once profoundly skilful and as profoundly

heartless Gallic—and I am soiry to say some English—artists have

of late years grown so absorbedm their pursiut of technical excellence

as to have forgotten that painting, after all, is but a means to an end,

not the end itself, and, as in the old days, the gods have granted

them thew heart’s desire, and with it has come the accompanying

retribution The power, the skill, and the industry shown in this

present exhibition of the Salon are simply incredible in their extent

,

and despite them all, the visitor to the gallery goes away fatigued

and depressed, conscious of a multitude of paintings of consum-

3 N 2
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mate ability, and scarcely remembering half a dozen beautiful

pictures

'Phcic IS at the Icolc dcs Beaux Arts at the present time a small col-

lection of works by a dead painter (Jean Francois Millet), which in

extent would, if all of them were put together, not eovei half the

spate ol canvas oi many a single picture iii the Silon, yet I ha\c

not the slighcbt hesitation in saving that, regarded from th( point ot

view of art, the Millet collection (chicHy of pastels, charcoal,

chalk and pencil drawings) is worth a bundled exhibitions such

as the balon In it wc find a man not only seeing beauty in

oiduiarv things, but endowing that beauty with new meaning

and lit w pathos, without altering the ti nth of its appearance To
be at the same time simply veracious m statement, and pathetic and

beautiful m the works lu which these statements are mule, is about

the highest praise which can be b( stow^ed upon an artist, and this^

praise IS MillcFs most cert iin due The Breton peasant painter

did thoioughly for the real life of the French rustic, a very similai

work to that Avhich Walker and AFisou did for the iinagmaiy life of

the English countryman—touched it, th it is, to fine issues of poetry

and pathos , made it at once significant, pictori il, and true The
eompaiison between these artists is an interesting one, but on the

whole it tells immensely in fivour of the French painter He wd^
not only a simpler, tiucr soul, botli in himself and Ins work, hut he

drew his inspiration of beauty from a purer, deeper source Examine

Fred Walker's peasants and labourcis, and one finds them beautiful

indeed, in both form and gesture, hut the grace wliieh they have is

not the special grace that belongs to them in life, hut that which the

artist attributes to them fiom his genius, and, as it wcie, m their own
despite Take as an example one of the grandest composition&

which this aitist ever painted, Speed the Plough," and notice the-

actions of the only two figures therein—the man diiving the plough

through the fuirow, and the boy guiding the horses The actions

of both arc magnificent, and might have been copied from a vase

of the finest period of Grecian art , but only the slightest acquain-

tance with country life is needed to inform us how little like tht

actual opeiation of ploughing—how essentially (not imtiue, hut)

uncharacteristic arc these poses I’lie same words apply to the splendid

gesture of tlie labourer removing the pipe from his mouth in The
Old Gate," and to that of the mower in " The Harbour of Refuge "

These figures are all beautiful in action, hut beautiful despite then

characteristics of country labourers, rather than because of them

But if we turn to a shepherd or a shepherdess by Millet we find a

x^ery different manner of obtaining the result of lo\elmcs8 The
artist clings tenaciously to every indication of the eficct of labour

and exposure—clings to the rough, shapeless garments, the slow
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paces, the exhaustion, the endurance, the isolation, and, I might

almost say, the teiror, of lift in the hi Ids and tlic woods, and it is

by realizing for ns these facts, bv bringing them into accoidancc

with the dew of the morning and the gloom ot the twilight, with the

shifting seasons and the inconstant skv, that he gams the matciial

tor his poem Occasionally, it is fine, as in The Sower,” and

again in a lesser degree in the T\io Men Digging,” wo liivc a

tice unconstrained iction, but only where such is of the very heart

of the subject It would be ooircct to say of Fred Walkei that he

made country life beautiful ind of Millet that be loiittd it to be so,

that Walker's was a townsman's country, and ilillct's tha^ of a son

of the soil However this miy be, the collection at the Ecole des

Beaux Arts of tlic latter artist's work emphasizes tin defect of such

painting as that of (icricx and his imitators If in these Hat

fields and toil woin people, engaged in shearing sheep oi cutting

faggots, planting potatoes or breaking stones, thcic resides sueli

an intimate secret of loveliness that a lew scratches of charcoal

on a bit of paper representing tliem, give us so much delight, must

there not be something very wrong indeed with this elalioiatc, highly

Iraiued, elaboiatcly wrought-out, gigantic-scalcd woik of the S don,

which, with all its pounds of paint and acres of cau\ is, awakens no

emotion within us but that ofwondcr at the apparentlycaiiseless industry

ot its producers ^ There is something very wrong
, and, at the risk of

wearing mj readers, I repeat that it is the substitution of teehnieal

skill, for the old cud of painting and sculpture, which was to cxpicss

and to excite emotion to give delight l>y painting matters m wliicli

tlic artist delighted, Ihmgs which he bchcieil, loieil, felt to be

true

AVhat was the secret of Millet's success against e\crv opposition,

igainst liltloiig poverty and total w in4 of education It was that

he believed and loved the things he depicted
,
saw thou meaning

and their connection with life Here it is in his own words

“T must confess, even il you think mo i boc alist, that llu hmnm side of

irt IS what tone Ik s me most, and it 1 could only do wli it 1 like—oi, at k ist,

ittenipt it—

1

should do nothing th it is not in jiiipK ->1011 from N itnn c itlicr

in liiidscape or hj^uus 3 he g ly side iicvei shows it elf to me 1 d(»n’t know
whcie it 1 have nevoi seen it llu gi>est thing I know is the < dm, lJu

‘'ileiK which IS so sweet either in tlic iore«-t or jn tlic cultivated land-

whether the land be good lor culture or not I ou will admit th it it is always

cry diearny, ind i sad dre im, though often very delicious

‘ loii xre sitting under a tree, enjoying all the eorntort ind (juietof wincli

you ire capable, you sec come from a 11 in ow path i pooi (reituri loidiel

with fig^ots The uncxpectpcl and always surprising w ly ni wine h this figure

strikes }ou, instantly reminds you of the common ind nulincholy let oi

humanity -weariiics*’ It is alwav s like the impression ol La I ontume’s ‘ Wood-
cutter * m the f dile

“ ‘ What iileasiire has he had since the day of hia birth

Who so poor as he 111 the whole w ide earth ’
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Somelinios, jn places wliere the land is sterile, you sec figures hoeing ind

digging hromtinn to time one raises himself’ md straightens his back, as

they call it, wiping his forelu ad with the back of his hand ‘ Thou shalt eat

tliy bre id in the svveit of thy brow ’ Ts this the gay, jovial woik some people

would have us believe in'* But, ne\ ertheltss, to me it is true humanity and

gr( at poetry '

I lia\e lingered peihaps over-long in this contrast of Millct^s

work and the naturalistic compositions of the present time, but this

aitist forms a link between the old and new schools^ and, with the

landscapists allied to him, inauguiatcd the revolution which has deter-

mined the chief diiection of modern French Art These men, who
saw poems in niialtertd Natnie, and produced them in colom and

form, have opened the way tor the men who see no poems, nor feel

any regret at their absence, but prosecute their art with a cold

accur-'cy of endeavour, substituting the solution of problems for the

delineation of beautiful things

Meanwhile it must he confessed that, it wc grant the desirability of

their aim, the industry and ability of the artists of this school arc

almost beyond piaise Not to speak of tht work of such masters as

Gervex and Brouillet, there are men such as Girardot, Raffaclli, Duez,

Dantan, and many others, producing pictuics which, for truth of art

and indoor light and effects of atmosphere, aic unsurpassable

Girardot^s great picture in the present exhibition, of Ruth and

IS a composition of this kind, which, though almost repellent at the

first glance, becomes most admirable when it is closely examined, from

the truth ot its effects and from the eiidentlv de«?peratc struggle of

the painter to get the veiy strongest possible rendering of the fact

he was engaged upon The subject here (Ruth and Boaz) might he

Jack and Jill as far as the interest of the picture is concerned,

which depicts simply the cfi^ct of a bright moonlight without and

within a dark farm-shed, m which Ruth and Boaz sit resting

Without and within—that is the keynote of the artistes idea ,
the

flood of light, soft, brilliant, and tremulous, bieaking in through the

open door of the shed, and bringing into relief portions of the seated

figures, and then gradually fading away into darkness amid the beams

and wood-stacks and farm implements A really marvellous piece of

work this, in its daring, and the success of its main attempt , nor is it

without a certain vague poetry, which seems to show that M Girardot

might also have made the picture delightful from the point of view of

subject, if he had not been too busy with his special problem to care

about so doing

It IS hopeless to speak at any useful length of the general landscape

work which we find in the Salon , it is beyond all companson finer than

onr English work in the same department, whether we regard it from

the point of view of style, of truth, or of technical accomplishment
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Our English Academy has to the best of its ability killed the landscape

art of England, by neglecting the men who studied that branch, and
by electing to its laiiks only the moic superficial landscape painters

of the Scotch school But the Scotch school of landscape is not only

a school without poetiy and depth of meaning —a scliool of hilf a

do/en effects of mist and sunshine, which it repeats withoui varia-

tion from year to year it id also, and beyond all else, a school with-

out ^tyli—with no connection ^ith any of the great qiiilitics of by-

gone art, and which has substituted nothing for that defect Such
painters as Harpignics, Duez, Rapin, No/al, Vc’^nier, Laurens,

Flandrm, Penet, Hanoteau, and perhaps above all (if only for his

beauty of colour) Le Roux, have no analogue at the present time in

English art They arc simply miles and miles beyond us, not only

in their technical skill, but in the scale of then impressions They

sec the scene as a whole, not m detached bits
, they see the scene as

it IS, not as it prettily might be , they sec the scene too with a certain

dignity, a certain quality of style very difficult to describe, but

which continually saves their work from being merely a sort

of natural history painting, as it for the most part rcstiains

them from weakening then pictures with the flabby parochial senti-

mentality of which our own artists arc so fond Take the green

dcptlis of the forest as painted hi re by Pclousc (one of the very

greatest landscapists living), and notice how entirely convinced the

artist appears to have been that in the slender stems of his trees, the

quivering light that falls on trunk and leaf, the thick moss whicli

covers the stones of the little brook—that in all these things there

was quite enough interest, not to say beauty, to ]ustify his great

picture And there is enough as he has painted them , he has

touched them all with a general, it not a particular sentiment
,
we

seem, on looking at the picture, to los^ sight of the special wood, and

only remember the stillness, the shadow, the broken light, the peace

and fragrance which we have known m similar scenes Call it ab-

stract quality or style, or by whate\cr name you will, this characteristic

of French landscape is one which enhances its merit very greatly—rat

all events to the present wntcr It takes the picture from the

category of mere reproduction, and brings it into perceptible relation

with the great art of the past, and if it does not confer on it the

poetical or pathetic charm of the relation of Nature to man, which

IS probably the highest development of which landscape painting is

capable, it does succeed in subduing the multitudinous facts with

which it has to deal, in obedience to a definite intention Why should

a human being with brains and a soul, as well as e}es, simply go out

into the first field or hedgerow, and stick his spade into Nature, and,

bringing home the result triumphantly, fling it down on a canvas,,

and call it a landscape picture ^ Not pictures at all are nine out of
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t( 11 of modern English landscapes studies for pictures they

frequently aie but rarely more they are bits taken here, there, or

inviiherc, iiitliout relation, combination, or object Let any one who

(loiii)ts tins fict examine carefully the pictures at the Royal Academy,

uul he will lind that there is only one real landscape iii the present

cxliihinon and that is by a man nearly seventy years old (Mr Hook,

ll A
)
w ho belongs to the last genciation To depict a patch of light on

i hillside, the transparency of a wave, the glow of a sunset, is a worthy

ind desirable object for an artist, but the result is not a jnchitt, but

a siudf/ And as folks ought to know, but as our English painters

will Ignore, a pictuic is made up of many studies aflected by a special

purpose It IS the recognition of this purpose by the spectator which

icraovcb the work from the purely reproductiveness of a study, to the

irtistie rank of a picture It is the knowledge that a human
intclligaice, as well as a skilful human hand, has been at work on

the materials of Nature, subduing them to settled predetermined

ends, using (not abusing) them for a definite purpose This is the

human clemt nt in landscape painting, and it is in proportion as this

intelligence is elevated and m sympathy with our deepest feelings

that landscape pictures gain in beauty

One cause no doubt of this superioiitv of French laiuLcapc, of

which I have been speaking, is the superior thoroughness of their

artistic education, and the habit of working on a large scale I

Invc no space to dwell on the details of these facts—they aic well

enough known to need but little comment, but I cannot Icivc this

subject without pointing out, especially to English students, liov7

humiliating tins Salon exhibition is to us in the extraordinary iiidusf ry

and pluck which the young artists display Knowing what I do of

the straits to which many of them are reduced, of the difficulties of

every kind which attend the j^roduction of a large picture, there is

something splendid in watching these joung men, who generally arc

far poorer, and live far more economically than English painters,

spend their last dollar upon a huge canvas—twenty feet square or so,

and hurl thirty or forty life-size figures thereon—with as gicat a

determination as if they had the Bank of England at their back, and

the reputation of Michael Angelo

No doubt then works are crude, exaggerated, most defective in

various ways—often insolent, sometimes brutal “ But, confound it

all, sir * as Tom Thurnall would have said, these painters are men at

least, they are alive with pulses throbbing in obedience to a vigorous

humanity, there is about them none of the whine, the fine-finger

'iflcctation, the sickly morbid fear of spoiling tbeir genius by bringing
its results before the world, to which many of us Englishmen are
prone I like to think of these shabby coated young fellows, in
their gsrrets of the Latin quarter, standing before their huge
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Death of Caisar,” “ Tciumph of Joan of Aic,” or " Apotheosis of
Victor Jingo/' or whatever bo the subject of tlicir picture, plastering
on tlicir gitat pounds of uupaid-for paint witli cheerful confide nee,

and dining afterwards, midst a great deal of noise, and jiractical johe*,

and thick clouds of cigarette smoke, at a twenty sous icstaurant TJity
are types of tlie race who shove the world along in their profts
Sion, they “mean business,” to use an expitssne slang phrasi, ind
they have their reward the fierce competit on for the pri/is, the

watchful eye of the Government always to put “Comniaiuh pii
1 liitit* upon any unusually good ambitious attempt by an unknown
paintci, the liibit of tackling snb)ects of tremendous difficulty, and,

well or badly, “pulling them through”— ill this keeps them up to

the mark till their business is h irnt, and tin ii repnt ition, if it may
be, assincd It is no use for English artists oi ciitus to miniini/L

these facts
, no use for us to bestow an easy sneer at the lion ihh

subjects, and the vast sues of these Siloii pietuics The subjects

are frequently horrible it is true, but whj ? Btcaiut they irc

wholly unconventional, because they cover, or attempt to coyer, tin

whole ground of human interest We who go on repeating from
jcai to year our Vie irs of "Wakefield, oui Georgian costumes, our
pictures ol Scotch moor and Cornish coast, our silver birch tree or

shining w ivcs, arc safe enough from such a condemnation , but tin

safety IS on the whole an ingloiious one The material of our artists

18, I believe, as fine as that of any nation, but their training - i^s

narrow ness and blindness, its absence of all eneouragemeiit and all

guidance—is contemptible, and unworthy of a great nation

The Government and the Academy between them might remedy
this state of things in no small degree, but it will never be leally

altered till there grows up amongst our people themselves a less

pettifogging, less parochial view of aA , till our countrymen cease to

plate Mrs Grundy in the seat of judgment on then books and
their incturcs, and allow to the arts the freedom on which iloiu

they can really flourish Pictures are, after all, but experiences of lifi

and life 13 not constructed with a view to the axioms of the topj-

books, 01 the cluck of the “young person ”

IIakhy Qoicti It
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T
here arc some countries m the woild in which, cither owing

to accidental circumstances, such as position and opportunities

of attack, or to the undcrljing character of their peoples, freedom

cannot flourish To this chss the island of Cyprus alwnvs has

belonged, and probably enough will always continue to belong It wo

except d period of about three centuries, between the delivery from its

first Egyptian bondage and its lapse into the hand of the Assyrian,

theie hardly remains an epoch in the long history of the island

when its people could be consideied as really free
,

unless, indeed,

the Lusignan period can be called a period of ficedom As each

great Power of the ancient world rose to her dominion, she stretched

her arm over Cyprus Not long after Joseph stored up corn in

Egypt, Thotmes the Great had jjosscssed himself of Asebi (Cyprus),

and his vessels brought from thence "chariots plated with gold and

silver, brass, lead, blue stones, and elephants^ tusks ,
* and when

it rebelled, Seti and Rameses III again subdued it,t and stamped

their cartouches upon its temples Then came the Phoenician

influx, and almost contemporaneously with it the heroes of Troy, or

if Troy had no heroes outside the life of legend, Grecian colonists,

descended on its coasts, and occupied, if they did not con-

quer Next, about 700 nc, Assyria, “the rod of mine anger/'

that " east wind ’’ that brought the power of Phoenician Tyre to

nought, grasped Cyprus also After the power of Assyria came the

power of Babylon " Howl, ye ships of Tarshisb,” says Isaiah, " for

it IS laid waste from the land of Chittim (Cypius) it is re-

vealed to them * And again “ Daughter of Zidon, arise
,
pass over

to Chittim there also shalt thou have no rest

See Wilson^s “ Egypt f See Lang’s ** Cyprus ”
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Then Amasis, -i Pharaoh of the twenty-sixth dynasty, won back

the island foi Egypt,* which held it for i while, until the Peisians

took it by force of arm'* Afterwards it suricndcicd in 3113 n c to

Alexander the Great, and on his death passed with 1‘lgypt to the

Ptolemies, till the Ptolemies fell with the fall of Cltopatia, when

Cyprus was annexed to Home
Such IS a brief outline of the iniials of the island up to the time

of Christ To write it fully would be to wiite the histoiy of tin

ancient world Noi did the vicissitudes of its foi tunes cense with the

Homan annexation In course of time Cyprus bcciini pait of the

Hyrantine empire, was taken by the Saracens, and ictaken by the

empire In 1191 it was captured, under somewhat romantu ciicum-

stanccs, by our own Hiehard Cocui de Lion, who sold it to the

Templars Hut the Templars could not govern it, so Guy de

Lubignan, the would-be king of Jerusalem, took the bargain oft

their hands, and lor three centuries the Lusignans lulcd Then on

the extinction of the Liisiguau dynasty the Venetian icpublie

annexed the island, and held it for nearly a century ,
till it length,

in 1571, with circumstances of treaeherv, horror and barbarity, that

are scarcely to be equalled e\en in the wicked history of the Turk,

the Ottoman power seized Cyprus, and put its gallant defenders to

the tortuie and the sword Since then, with one or two interrup-

tions, the island has, till the jear 1878, been under Turkish rule It

will be seen from this rough sketch that no country in the world has

had a longer, a more icmarkable, or a more varied history than Cyprus

Eiom the most remote antiquity it has played a conspicuous part upon

the stage of human affairs livery acie of its ground has been watered

with the blood of men , its rocks arc full of the tombs of the departed

great Wave after wave of civilization has swept over its peaks and

plains, and left their water mark upon them, and its graves yield up

the rpcords of each But it has never, or very larcly, been free It

has from time immemorial been the hewer of wood and the diawer

of water of the mighty nations whose coasts marched upon the

Mediterranean Sea Its place in history has been the place of the

skilled slave in the Homan household It has toiled and manu-

factured, and others have taken its goods Its copper and timber,

the fruit of its mines and fields, have passed into the hands of the

stranger lords who owned it It has been a sponge, from which,

nation after nation has squeezed the gathered moisture , and a sponge

it IS to this hour

Such 18 the record of the country that the wisdom of Lord Bcacons-

field secured to England under the convention with Turkey of June 4,

1878 The terms of that convention arc peculiar It provides

(Article 6), that if Russia restores to Turkey, Kars and the other con-

* Herod ii 182
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quests made by her in Armenia during the last war (an event which

IS hkcly to occur it tlic falling of the Greek Calends), the island ot

Cyprus mil be c\a(U'itLd by Engl md and the (omention of June 1,

1878, Aull be at an cud It fiirthui provides tor the pavraenjk of a

tiibute to the Sublime Porte It mil be seen, therefore, that this

country cannot be consulorcd othcnusc than as a tenant, nho’-c

Itnancv is liable to terminate upon the occurrence of ceitain c\ciit‘5,

such IS the e\aciiation of Kars or the non-payment of the tribute

We do not o^vii the island, nc lease it fiom the Poite

But the C\pins of to-day is not the Cyprus of the Ptolemaic or of

the Lusignan igc Where the Tuik sets his foot, so goes the old

saving, the gr v«is docs not grow This has been peculiarly true of

Cyprus The curse of the Tuik has fallen on the land, and has

dc\astatcd it, as the drought oi tlu locust devastates The people

have bccT oppressed, and lost all public spirit, the forests have been

destiovcd, the n'iti\c manufactures ha\cbecn paralyzed, and the land

has been uiung dry ot tubutes to '•atisfy the gaping and bottomless

luxury of Const intmople It is mclancholv look upon those and and

desolate coasts, that stretch iioni llaffo down to Lainaca—from what

was Paphos to whit was Citium— md think how difUrcnt a sight the)

must have presented to the eye of tlu traveller oi merchant of the

Ptolein in poiiod, oi cicn to the tradci who Mcwcd them nlun
\ eiiicc ruled tlio sea'^ It is melancholy to view the great ti icts ot

ilmost wateilcss land, the birrcn mountain-sides nell-nigh shipped

of the foicsts for nhich tluy once were famou’*, and the rich plain of

the Jlcssana, bin; half (ultivitcd, or rather scratched, and evciynheic

strewn nitli stoiis Cyprus once supported a million inhabitants,

noil it supports undci tiio bundled thousand liiis fact tells its

omi tale

There ha\c, hp\vc\cr, been otKi causes at work Inch luue assisted

the paialy/iug aim of the Turk in lediicing the country to its

present condition, and the chief ot these has been the wanton

destruction of the forests, and the consequent diminution of the

lainfall The agiuiiltuial prosperity of Cypiiis fiom ycir to vear

depends entirely upon the quantity of the spring and aytumn rain^,

which, now that the trees have gone which foimcily drew them down,

arc of a most varnblc and uncertain nature This year, for instance,

the barley croji lias entirely filled lor want of moistmc The

stunted and sickly growth came into cai upon stalks not more than

SIX inches m leiigtn, and beinj; worthless, what theie was of it was

fed ofl Ram, indeed, fell just in time to sa^e the wheat crop and

prevent an actual famine, but" the jield must at best be very pool

The lains arc not, it is true, entirely dependent on the existence ot

forests, for it is stated that in the age of the Emperor Constantine

but little lain fell for thirty six vcais, during which time the country
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ivis almost (leseitcd, and at period probably Cypuis \yas well

wooded bpcakiug goncrallv, however, thcic is little doubt tint

until the foicsts are once moic m good oultr tlu rainfall wdl bi

uncertun and scanty, and tint, is a const i[iicnc.., the country must

remain poor Sir Robcit Buldulpli, in an aniu^ to Ins annual report

for 188 1 (Blucbook, c l()‘)l) spt iks to the luiittci thus

^ It must be rcmtmbcrLil Mi it il the I nest-, b ont( totill) ihstioycM

notbmj; cm icplni tlum
,

itiiu is powtiii^s to do so, iiid tlu injury will,

T()olit(,bL lound to be put letiudj W lu ii one' the luKsts h ivi luen

d(-.(iu\cd, tlu le will no Ioiult bi nllui pi'>tm jj!;< or iiicl on the mount tins

ind noihin_, but b lu loik will luiiiui Wluuis, i| t|j(^ uin lu i)rcsLrvtd

uul extended, pistni uj[i will nun i ( in Mu \illi}'. iiul ])l nils, iiid in

abundincLol wood will lu juovidcl toi ill the w luta of tlu luliilntints oi

C^piu- ’

The methods ol destruction of the ticcs, which until the last few

yens has been going on absolutely uiiehcckcd loi igcs, arc many and

\ irious A Cypiiotc peasant will without (ompunction nit down the

biggest tree tint he can hnd, ni older to minnfuturc any aiticle

lu may requiie, howcvei small, and next time he happens to want a

second piece of wood, he will destroy another He will ^^iing^^ the

trees, by icmoviug the bark, moidei tint when they die he may cl urn

the dead wood lie will, if he gets the chance, burn a whole patch

of trees in order that the grass may spring up ficsh and giecu around

their bl ickcned stumps He will, and frequently does, fire the forests

flora simple spite, or to giatify his senst of fun lie will turn m
his goats to eat down such young trees as arc slowly struggling into

gioAvth, and lastly, he will tap the trees for resin so caiclessly and

unskilfully that they die lu a few ycais This custom has, howcvei,

now been prohibited bylaw In short, the wantomu ss of his bi

-

liaviour in this matte i is ilmost niercdiblc, as tlie following instance

will show —A few mouths back tlic present wiiter was cxamiuiug

the ancient fortifications of i'amagusta, when, hearing a sound of

chopping, he climbed on to a bastion to see whe re it came from

On the other side of the great dry ditch grew a single \eiy beautiful

fig, the only tree lu sight Hacking away at the trunk of this fig

was a native woman, wliose opeiations were being supci intended by a

m in Upon being addressed with energy, she desisted, and went ofl,

followel by thi man It appeared that she wanted some firewood,

and to obtain it did not hesitate to barbarously cut down the only

tree m the place Piobably by now^she has cut it down

The second great cause of the gradual impoverishment of the island

IS, that every farthing that could be wrung out of it has been systc-

matically extracted from the pockets of its unfortunate mhabitants for

the benefit of the Sublime Porte, while, needless to add, little or nothing

has been spent upon it This extortion has acted in two ways
, it
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lias impoverished tlic country by draining it of its earnings^ and it

has made the people indolent Who will work harder than actual

necessity compels, when he knows that the results of his intelligence

and extra labour \iill certainly find their way into the pocket, of the

tax collector ^

Tills dram upon the resources of the country still continues

Under the convention with Turkey we still pay to the Poite an annual

subsidy, calculated upon the alleged average surplus of revenue over

expenditure duiing the five years preceding the English occupation of

1878 Calculated upon this basis, the annual tribute was fixed at

nearly L93,00() Now, if the annual surplus under Turkish

government rcall}'’ amounted to an average of £93,000, all that

can bo said is, our bcttci and honcstcr method of administration

notwithstanding, it has never done so since Here is the ofiicial

statement of the annual revenue and expenditure of the island, and

of the giant in aid from the English taxpayci which it has been found

necessary to obtain from Parliament in order to make up the amount

of the tribute It will be seen from this table that, even in the most

favourable years—those of 1885 and 1880—the surplus never came to

within £15,000 of the amount rctuined bv the Turkish administra-

tion as the normal cxeess —
\car J!c\ (.nuo xpciidituie

V irliaincut'ii >
Gr int 111 Aid

JL, £ i
1879-80 H8,SG0 117,445 8,000

1880-cSl J 119,4 20,000

lShl-82 IGJ.TOi 1^7,672 78,000

1882-83 189,334 120,035 90,000

1883-81 194,0)1 111,684 30,000
1881-85 172,072 112,085 15,000

1885-8G 172,311 111,101 15,000

1880-87 Keturns not yet published 18,000

It is obvious fiom the above returns that ever since the English

occupation the revenue of the island has shown an upward tendency,

while, on the other hand, notwithstanding the necessary public works

that have been undertaken, and the great expense of the campaigns

against the locusts, the expenditure has, with a notable exception

0881-82'), gradually decreased, and yet, although the government
has heen earned ou with the most rigid, not to say cheeseparing
economy, in no one instance has that surplus of £93,000, winch we
are given to understand was normal before the occupation, been even
approximately reached It therefore only remains to congratulate
the Sublime Porte upon the splendid financial system it evidently
possesses, and to regret that m handing over Cyprus it did not also
think fit to hand over to us the key to the secret of how to wring
blood out of a stone

This annual tribute is, even m the proportion in which it falls
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upon Cyprus, literally i millstone lound its neck It is scaiecly

too much to say that, iihilc its cxtoitioii is eoutmued the island can

make little real piogress What it incaiis is, that cvciy f.ii thing

that can he ^craped and sa\cd after nieeling the hare necessities of

Governnlcnt is collceted and sent out of the couutiv The adminis-

tiation of the island is conducted upon pnuciplcs of tiu stiictcst

economy There are haidly enough officnls, and they arc ccitiinly

not overpaid For instance, it lias hcen show n how vit il to the

well-hcing of tlic islind is the picsci vatioii of its icmaiuing forest

lands, and yet so liaid is the Govcriinient pressed foi money that

it cannot afford to pay enough foicst guaids to guarantee even tlic

probable detcetiou of individuals injuiing or dcstrojing trees Again,

the pros^ciitv of Cvpms depends to an enormous extent upon the

re-development of its resources The doubtful watei supply ol the

island Tc quires management, and in some places storage, miny roads

arc still ivantcd, and the towns, winch are quite nndiaincd and

as filthy as Eastern towns generally aic, icquire to be pivcd and

dr lined

And lastly, if Cyprus is cvci again to be w hat she has been, hi r

harbours must be remade At Famagusta a fine haven once cvistcd,

and this could, by dredging and bleakwatcis, be made into a harbour

ot fiist-elass importance, lirgc and deep enough to receive nicn-of-

war 13ut this requires money The cost of making the harbour at

Famagusta is, I believe, reckoned at Li0,000 accoiding to one

scheme, ind X200,000 according to another and more ambitious

plan Thercfoic it is clcai that before lainagusta becomes one of

the great Mediterranean coaling stations there will liaie to be some

chinge m the condition of tlic Cyprian hnanees At Kyrcnia,

indeed, the Government arc iii the course of constructing a liarbour

which IS to cost E7,000 , but when it is done it will be about the

size of a large dock, and can only receive small fishing vessels

It certainly struck the present writci that the Government might is

well have kept the £7,000 in its pocket

But while the tribute has to be paid m its present form all this talk

of development and improvement is but as the baseless fabric of a

vision The first care of the Home Government is naturally enougli

to lessen the burden upon the English taxpayer, who has to make up

wliat IS deficient The anxious inquiries, the gently veiled disgust,

and the evident jubilation of the Treasury, which arc by tmiis

revealed in the pages of the Bluebooks, according to the prospects

of the Cyprian financial year, are really quite amusing reading , but

they make it clear to the reader that while application has annually

to be made to P^liament for a “ grant in aid,^' no extraordinary

expenditure will be allowed in Cyprus On the other hand, if by any

means the tribute could be capitalized, say at ten or twelve years^
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purchase, aud interest paid upon the nnlhoii or so that ’would be

lequired, it would, c\cii allouiug for a sinking fund to pioMde for

the iiltim itc cxtiiution of the debt, give Cjprus an annual sum of

it least C20,()00 to he spent on impio\crn( uts which inest sloitly

bill the iidicst flint Now, at fiist sight this sfenis a simple

unud\ enough, but uiifvntiin itely, as with rv iny things of which tlu

sweet simpluitj IS obvious, there is a little difhcultv Tlicie ire

piobibly lew rights oi enioliunents ippcrt lining to hti power for

wlieli Turkey ’would not be pupaicd to take ten or twelve jeiis'

purehase m liard exsh Hut the Tuikish tiihutc do(s not ically go
into the pocket of the Porte It goes into the po( ketsof the Unglish

and Ficnch cxihcquer'' In ISol these two I’ovveis giiiiantccd i

Turkish loan, on whieli, it Tuikcy fails to do so, tin j have of (oiiisc to

meet the iiitciest, and to this end, it is said, tin Cypiiin triiiute is

annuall\ employed Now, if the tribute were compounded for, let

us say, *i million steihng, the annual interest upon the cipitil sum
would, even supposing tint the Poitc consented to its I ting kept in

hand, only amount to ibout thiity thousand pounds hndei these

( ircumstances it is ck u that somebody would liavc to find the

Kinaining si\tv -three thou'^ind which is icquind tow aids metiing

the Intel est on the guaiantccd loan of IBxj Jt is ol)vi()us that

hrance would not do this cithci to suit our convemeiue or out ot

motives of philmthropv to the Cypiiotcs r()ii*-cqiKntl\, haid as it

is on Cjprus, it seems that the paj incut of the annual tribute which

IS erushing the island must be kept up—not neccssaiily because

it cannot be compounded for (although there m iv be dithcultics in

the way of doing so), but hceau'-c, if it is put au end to, thcie will he

much less money to meet the interest on the guii luteed loin, and

this country will probably be involved in a dispute with Pianee as to

the finding of the iicccss iry funds

In Cyprus itself this annual pajment of tribute is felt is a grcit

grievance by such few ot the inhabit iiits who undcistiud anything

ihout it They foiget, as people so circumstanced in apt to forget,

that Cyprus has been in the habit ot paying tiibute in one form oi

another from such time that the memory of man rimiicth not to

the contrary They foiget, although it is true tliat we extract the

tribute, we bring, in one way md inothci, more money into the

country than lias been brought since Famagusta capitulated to Lala

Mustapha What they rt member is, that (very year a large but

varying sum is taken out ot the island and no more seen, and they

arc not slow to express this grievance Of course the Colonial

Office on taking over the government of the island presented it

with that blessing of the free, a bran new Constitution of the most

approved pattern, which wa^, however, in 1882 Superseded by an-

other This Constituticn necessarily includes a Legislative Assembly,
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bly, in which Official, Turkisli and Greek representatives are mingled
m proportion true

” Now^ as anybody aoquauited with colonics is

aware, the tiuc function of a Legislative Asseinblv of this sort,

Avliich possesses little real power, is to make itself as disagree ible

as possible to those in authority over it In Cvprus the electors

do not, so far as can be gathered, take any very burning interest in

the valuable gift of the franchise Indeed, m the Kvrcnia district,

as the present writer was infoi med, that interest is but small On
the occasion of the first election, indeed, the voters crowded by

liundreds to the polls This they did beciusc they had an idea that

they were bound to vote under pain of Govcinincnt displeasure

13 at when a second election was due they discoveied that the duty

w IS a voluntary one, and foi e leh hundred there came but ten

However this may be, the members of the Council are much more

publn -spirited than their constituents, and on most occasions pass

icsolutions agiinst the Government with a charming nnanimitv

The present writer recently attended one of the sittings of the

f Cyprus Legislative Council, when the motion before the House was

to the cHcct that, as England had taken ovei Cyprus for hei own
convenience, she clearly ought to pay the Turkish tiibutc out of her

own pocket Ot course it was carried , and really, though the pro-

posal IS one that would fill any Biitish Chancellor of the EKchcquei

with lioiror, it was impossible not to feel that there was something to

be said from the Cypiiot point of view Tlic idea, however, is purely

chimeric il, and it is only quoted heie to show that discontent with the

present state of aflaiis exists in Cyprus To what extent it is possible

to remedy the discontent by removing its cause, and what means

should be adopted to that end, those in authority alone can judge

a\ll that is urged is that, if it is m any way possible, something

should be done m the matter,, wherebj^ the present exhausting dram

on the feeble resources of the island may be lessened if it cannot be

icmoved If no steps are taken, the voice of discontent will annually

grow louder, till probably it will end m a popular cry for the annexa-

tion of the island to Greece Already we have done a great deal for

Cyprus All the machinery ot an equitable and civilized government

has been introduced into the country, perhaps for the first time in its

long history Hoads have been made, schools have been established,

and the locusts, for the time at any rate, have been stamped out In

Sir 11 Biddulph we gave the island a governor whose energy and ability

it IS impossible for anybody who reads the Bluebooks carefully not to

recognize , and now m Sir Henry Bulwer Cyprus has one of the ablest

and perhaps the most painstaking of the servants of the Crown
abroad to watch over its affairs But governors cannot do impos-

sibilities, however able they may be, and systems, however just, are

incapable of bringing a country to prosperity, if it is yearly drained

VOL LI 3 o
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of all that it can earn Until some means is found whereby this

extortion can be mitigated, it is useless to expect any very great

progress in Cyprus Hut let that means be found, as wc may surely

hope it will be, and there seems no reason to doubt that a time will

conic when this rich and beautiful island will onco moifi, undei the

protective blessing of British rule, attain to something like her former

opulence and importance At the best this result cannot be obtained

at once The waste of ages cannot be repaired in a year, or even in

a decade Probably a genciation must pass before a people crushed

by centuries of oppression regain the spring and elasticity which

arc necessary to progress But let the burden be rcmo\ed, and

all doubts as to the permanence of British rule put an end to by tlu

cancelling of those clauses of the convention with Turkey which

tend to uncertainty, and the good result will certainly follow If

this IS once done, the time will arrive when the traveller, staucling

on the ruined plain of Salamis, will sec the port of Famagustx

once more crowded with shipping, and know that behind him
stretches the fair acreage of those feitilc plains and valleys, again, as

in past ages at once the pride and envy of the Mediterranean peoples

II IliD>ii IlArr\Ri)



ANNXTS AURKOLUS
AN ODIi, ON THl lUBTI I 1 Oh lllh FMPIU^SS \TCTOM\

NOW the Winter of sorrow is ovei,

And the season of waiting is done,

Mid acclaim of the people who love her

Onr Ladv steps forth in the sun
,

The green earth beneath and the blue sky above her.

She walks m the sight of the millions who covci

The realms she hath welded to one ^

^Tis Jubilee herc^ and *tis Jubilee yonder
As far as the sun round her empire doili wander.
From the east to the west wakes the world m her honoiii.

The sunrise and sunset flash splendour upon her.

Now winter is over and done *

Ji]mpress and Queen, the flowers and fruits of nations

Are heapt upon the footstool of thy throne ,

Amid the thronging hosts, the acclamations.

The trumpets of thy Jubilee are blown ^

Glorious and glad, with pomp and pride resplendent.

Thy subject Spirits come and wait attendant
Tawny ^nd proud, a queenly sibyl-maiden,

Comes India, clad in woofs of strange device.

With fruitage from the fabled !Fastern Aidenn,
And gifts of precious gems and gold and spice ,

On a white elephant she rides, while round her
Like baying hounds her spotted tigers run

—

Black-brow'd as night, to her who tamed and crowned her
She comes, with fiery eyes that front the sun

3 o 2
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Alstrmiv follows, in a chariot golden

Diiwii by black heifers, on the chariot’s side

All ocean eagle sits with white wings folclen,

And o’ei hei head float wild-towl purple dved

Tattoo d Tasmwiv, with wild iinglels flowing,
*

Followed b> savage herds and hinds strides mai

CvN VDV comes inocassiiikl, clcirly blowing

IIci forest horn, and brandishing her spcir

Albion m niirtial mill, ivith trident gleaming,

L(?adb an old lion and a lamb snow-white,

Uloude Cali DOM V, with glad taitan stre lining

Hack from her shonldei, leaves hei lonely height,

And with her nioiintam Sistti, to the stiiimming

Of harp and pipe, joins the rejoicing throng

The world is shadow^l with the swarms still coming

To hail their Queen with mirth and festal song ^

For the winter of sorrow is over,

And gone are the giiefs that have been,

Wild acclaim of the people who love her

She comes to her glory, a Queen

^Tis Jubilee lierc, and ^tis Tubihe yonder

As far as the sun round her empire doth wandei,

hrom the east to the west wakes the world in lui honour,

The suniise and sunset flash splendour upon her,

Unclouded, at peace, and serene*

let who IS th s that rises up before her,

Ragged and hungry, blood upon her hands ^

Smilcless beneath the heavens now smiling o^cr her,

Wild grey hair\l Lrin on her island stands *

I oudly she crieth, Crowned queen and mother,

If such thou art, redress my children's wiong

,

Upraise the seed of Esau * Bid his brother

Restore to him the birthright stol'ii so long *

^Mid his fat flocks sits Jacob, uiircpenting,

Yet starts with lifted wine-cup at my erv,

My children starve—my tribe is left lamenting-—

My dwellings lie unroof'd beneath the sky

Even the mess of pottage gives he never.

For which he bought the birthright long ago

,

While joy in Jac6b's vineyard flows for ever,

Esau preserves his heritage of woe *
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lustKc O Ciueoii, or-.
” Toi the rest she dutches

Her naked kmfc, auil laughs iii shrill despan
O Queen and Emprc'^s, by the piteous touches

Of Love’s anointing fingerN^ hear her piaycr*

Let not thy Jubilee be stained^ O Mother,
lly the old sin the sinful past hitli known

The wrongs this Esau suffers from his bi other

\re blood-stains on the brightness of thy throne *

Now the wintei of soriow is ended,

And the season of waiting is tied,

Let the blessing by all ratn attended

On Esau ind Erin be shed ^

^Tis lubilec here, and ^tis Jubilee \ondcr

As f 11 as the sun lound thine cmpiic doth w indi i ,

Eut Esau roams outcast and homeless, O Mother,

—

At night on the roeks, iicai the tents of his brothei,

The wcaiv one pillows his head *

O blight and beauteous, Lady, is thv splendour,

The waves of life leap round tliec like a sf a

—

bmiling thou hcaicst, happy-eyed and tender.

The silver clarions ot thy Jubilee ^

And vet O Ood ^ wh it shrouded shapes of pity,

Arc these who ery unto thee from afar ^

Huddling beneath the gas, m the daik City,

Ilagar and Mary wail their evil star *

For Hagai still is hungry and forth-driven,

And Magdalen still crawls from door to door,

Tho^ He who cast no stone, and promised Heaven,

Bade her repent and go, and sin no more

Long, long, hath she repented, tho^ foul fetters

btill bind her to the sin without a name

,

And on the children's hearts the ciirason letters

Tell to a cruel world the mother's shame

But ihou^ too, art a Mother, Queen appointed.

And thou, too, hast thy children * Wherefore, heed

The crying of the lost one, who anointed

Thy Master s feet, and save her sinless seed

Feed Hagar and her little ones, whose ciying

Pierces the heart of Pity to the core

!

Find Magdalen, from shrine to shrine still flying,

And say to him who stones her as of yofe
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Tlic time hath come for justice in full measure,

For him who shares the sm to share the stain

,

No longer shall my triumph or my pleasure

Be troubled by my broken sister's pain *
"

O Lady, such a word of vindication

Shall value all thy splendour twcntyfold

,

Ilagar's new gladness, Magdalen's salvation,

Would be a brighter crown than that of gold *

For the season of waiting is over,

And the winter of sorrow is done,

'Mid acclaim of the people who love her

Our Lady steps forth in the sun

'Tis Jubilee here, and 'tis Jubilee vender

As far as the sun round her cmpiie doth wandu,

If the weary and outcast are weeping no longer,

The wrong'd stands erect, at her feet kneels the wronger.

For the Golden Year has begun ^

The Golden Year* How loudly and how gladly

The trumpets of thy Jubilee arc blown *

But what is this that loometh out so sadly

Y'onder, beyond the shining of thy throne ^

Christ's Tree ^ A cloud of blackness doth enfold it.

Beneath it weeping shapes their wild arms toss

—

Alas * the bright sun strikes, and we behold it

—

The Tree of Man’s Invention, not the Cross *

Blackest of blots upon thy throne pure golden

Casts this foul growth of evil, with its root

Deep as the roots of Hell, this upas olden

With blood for blossoms, flesh and blood for fiuit *

And weeping angels of the empyraian

Look down in shame and sorrow from the sky.

While followers of the bloodless Galilean

With impious rites lead deathless Cam to die

!

While this Tree bears, O Ciucen, while earth is sooted

With its black shadow, woe to thine and thee *

The air around thy throne shall be polluted.

And Hell must laugh, to hear thy Jubilee *

By the hope and the faith thou dost chensh,

By summer now breaking serene,
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Lrt the Tree of man's cruelty perislij

The Cross of man's mercy be seen ’

'Tis Jubilee here, and 'tis Jubilee yonder,

•As far as the sun round thine empire doth wander.

But, long as these boughs of the upas are bearing,

The sound of sad weeping, of bitter despairing,

Shall trouble thy glory, O Queen *

O merry music * Drums and fifes aie sounding.

Thy realm is resonant from sea to sea ’

A million hearts are gladdening and bounding

To the great gloiy of thy Jubilee *

Yet who are these that thy proud throne cnviion,

Tliat, ring'd around by swords, with shout and laugh

Drag forth the monsters from whose mouths of iron

The frail Sepoy was blown like bloodiest chaff P

Thy warriors ^ Thine ? Not Ills who came proclaiming

Love's gospel, while earth's Kings knelt down to hear ?

O Queen, then Fire and Sword surround thee, shaming

The peace and jilenty of thy Golden Year ^

O hearken * From the lonely desert places.

From graves thy hosts have dug these latter ycais.

The cry of wailing tribes and wounded races

Breaks on thy queendom with a sound of tears

,

And while in cottages and princely towers

Pale English widows weep and orphans moan, •

Death comes to set his pallid funeral floweis

And yew-trees, round the footstool of thy throne ^

Yet gone arc the seasons of sorrow

And winter hath vanish'd (men say) *

Shall Famine and Fire come to-morrow

And add to the graves of to day ^

'Tis Jubilee here, and Tis Jubilee yonder

As far as the sun round thine empire doth wander.

Yet Cam rears his altar and slays his frail bi other,

And men who should chensh and love one another

Go smiling to torture and slay *

Listen, O Empress, to the tearful voices

That pilirce above the thunder of thy State !

Beyond the throng that gladdens and rejoices

The flocks of human martyrs weep and wait
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They know tlicc great and good, 0 Queen and Mother,

They liungcr foi the blessing of thy hand ,

Ihit Jacob m liis pride forgets his brother.

And Ilagar wanders famished thro^ the land

(Irasping thine Aaioii^s lod with gentle fingers,

Touch hcaits of stone until the fountains stait.

Shed snnimci on the isle where winter lingei^,

Till the black loid m Inn's aoJiing heart *

IleDuke thy legions * Bid them eroueh befoic thee,

Nor lusting still foi conquest diaw the sword ^

Let doves, not battlc-ra\ens, hovei o'er thee,

And Christ, not Moloch, deck thy festal board ^

lor all this pomp and piulc turn blaek and bitter

If women weep and mourners wail then dead

The blessing of the sorrowful were fitter

To crown thee than the crown upon tliy head ^

O hearken vet, this year of yeais, O Mother,

Proclaim sweet peace from c\cry heaven lit hill.

Let Justice be thy handmaid, and no other,

And say to all things evil, Cease, be still ^
”

O then shall all sorrow be over,

And then indeed winter be done,

^ilid acclaim of the people who love her

Our Lady shall walk in the sun *

The green caith beneath and the blue sky above hci,

Her smile shall shed peace on the millions who cover

The realms she hath welded to one

'Tis Jubilee here, and 'tis Jubilee yonder

As far as the sun round her empire doth wander,

But Jubilee brighter shall come with to-moriow,

With the end of all strife and surcca^je of all sorrow.

When the night-tide of evil is done ^

Epode

Lady, God lends a toich to light

Tliy path to peace transcending dreams

Uphold it ! Sec, from height to height,

.

Across the day, across the night,

Its splendour streams ^
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(^oil the realm, God gives the light

—

How sweet, how biight.

It beams *

lliat torch is Lo\r, whose lucent riy

Slajs all things ciiicl and uncle in ^

No shadow clouds it night oi day,

While sun and mo{)u keep cqujil swav,

C aim and serene

God gives this torch with hca\cn-fcd ray

To light thy way,

O Queen*

Let this thy guide and sceptic be,

And powei and peace may still be tin t.

All mortal men shall bend the knee,

All men icvere, in thine and thee,

The law divine

Blest shall thy mighty Empire be,

While o’er the woild from sea to sea,

The sunlight of thy Jubilee

bhall shine *

June, 18S7

ROBEIII liut^A^A^



CONTEMPORARY RECORD.

OLD TESTAMENT LITEEATUKE

I
N consequence of an oveisiglit, thece lectures,^ dcliveied originally

in J 881-5 in Westminster Abbey, and published subsequently in a
small volume^ escaped notice at tlu pioper time We hasten to invite

oui 1 C idcrs^ attention to them Without dispuagcment to the clever

commintaiy ot Dean Plumj)tic (which is natiiially wiittcn on a more
compiehensivc scale), it miy be safely said tint a volume bctlei fitted

to make a rcadci undeistand the drift and meaning ot tint remaikablo
Old Testament book does not exist With a quiet but effective eloquence
the Dean expounds the text of Eeclcsia&tes, with ]ust that amount of

paiaplii ISC 01 comment which is sufficient foi the pin pose, without cithti

supeillnous vcibiage or the tedious discussion ot the eonlhctmg views of

commentatois In bold and clear strokes, the Dean tiaces the salient

fcatuic« of the book
,
the spiiit and temper in which it is wiittcn aic

appreciatively charaetcuzed
, the author’s ahiupt, enigmatic aphoiisms

acquiic ill his hands a me inmg and aim What is ot still gieatci im-
pel t nice, the Dean is thioughout the fuliis he does not
impooc upon his luthor iny fincies ot his own, he simply develops, with
feingulai delicacy and skill, what the luthoi himself thinks and says

The evidciiec which tlic hook affords as to the age in which it was
written is dso justly iiiterpieted by the Dein Altogether his volume
IS one of raie meiit Might we presume to suggest th it it might be
followed by anothei, dealing similarly with some ot the othei less known
paits of the Old Testament—foi instance, Ilosca, or a selection of the
distourses of Isaiah ^

An impoitant woik,t the lesult of many years of labour, was com-
pleted last ye ir by Dr Ad Ncubauer, of Exetei College, the learned

and i«*siduous sub-libiaiian of the Bodleian Libiaiy, Oxfoid The
Bodlei 111 Libiaiy boasts the possession of on^. of the most valuable

collections ot Ilehrevv m inusciipts in Europe The nucleus of the

collection consists ot MSS presented by Archbishop Laud in 1635-40 ,

othei b weie shortly afteiwaids bequeathed to the University by the
famous scholar, John Selden, and since that time great acquisitions

have been constantly made by the University, including the valuable

* “ T cctures on If cclesiastes ’ By G G Bradley, Dean of 'Westminster Oxford
Clirendon Press

+ “
'llie Catalogue of tbe Hebrew Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library, and in the

C'Ollcge Libraries of Oxford " With forty I acsimilee Oxford Clarendon Press 188b
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MSS left by the cclcbritcd Orientalist Edwaid Pococke, at the end of

the <?evcnteeiith century, and sevtial 1 ii<>c collei tions obtained dm ing the

pre^^ent centuij, such as the 7bO]MSS btlonj^mj;]^ to Kabbi Oppenlitimei

of Plague, purchased lu 18^9, and the 8()0 MbS fiom the libiar^ of H
J Michael of Hamburg^ liuiehised in IStb Altogethci the citilogue

contains entries of 2002 diffeient iiid as many—indeed most

—

of these Mbs cornpiise a vuicty of independent tieatiscs, each of whieh
lb separately de^'Ciibed, some idea nii} bt foimcd of the amount of

labour which the piepaiation of the volume must have invoUcd The
MSS deal with the most vaiied subjects About loO contain the Old
Testament in whole or (nioic comnionh) m pait, though none of any
great antiquity indeed, aceording to the Piefiee, the Libiaiy pos'^es^ts

no llebiew MS older than a d 1201 A laigc nunibei of MSS consist

of commentaiies, some on paits of the Old Testament, olheis on dillerent

Talmudic treatises
,
nearly 200 MSS contain III blow lituigics, according

to the iites observed lu diftuent countius, the classification ot wbieli

must have been peculiarly intiieite and diflieult, a single intiy olteii

compiismg upwards of a hiiudied distinct notices * Philosophy, ctliies,

Libbilah, iioeti^, medicine, ,
loim the subjects of other Mbb The

use of the volume is facilitated by the \eiy complete soiies of iiidexcb

w ith which it closes
,

one, for instance, containing icfercnces to the

authois, otheis to the titles, ovvncis, scubes, &c
,
of the dillcient MSS

citalogucd The compiler has been Inghlv complimented on lub woik
111 diffeient foicign journals, and the wannest idmiiation has been ox-

])icsscd for the suiprising ma&teiy of his subject winch he oveiywheic
displays The most geneially mtciesting pait of the woik is, how
e\ei, the Atlas of plates accompanying it, j illustiating in fiesimilc

the piiucipal types of Hebrew writing which ha\e picvailed in difteient

ages and diffeient countiics, and especially the vinous foims assumed
by the rabbinic il and cursive cliaiactcrs The plates aie foity in number

,

they aie rem irkably clear and legible, and as each is accompanied by
i tianscnption m the ordinary square Ilebievv characters, the student

who desires to m ike himself aequ anted witli the nbbmieil or cursive

liandwriting, 01 to tiace the diffeient forms which Ilebicw cliaiactcrs

h ive assumed, can use the Atlas wifliout the assist ince of a teaehci

Two of the plates contain specimens of MSS with the superlincar oi

Babylonian system of punctuation (such as is u'-ed in the MS of 910 now
at St Petersburg, icferrcd to m the Pielace to the Kcvised Version)

,

one (No 1 ), a fiagment merely, the other (No XXXVIII) containing

the Ilagiographa, and acquired recently by the Libraij fiom Yemen, in

Ai ibn No VIII represents a page of the splendidly illuniin itcd MS
of the enliie Old Testament, in Spanish square ch ir icter, belonging
formcily to Di Kcnnicott, and written in ] 4 76 No IV is a page of

the gieat sjstcm of the Talmud, compiled by Moses Maimoiiides
(d 120J), and exhibits the autograph signature of that eeLbraled
legalist ana philosophei, stating that the MS had been collated with
the original in Ins own possession The great majority of plates consist

of lepresentative specimens of the rabbinic and cursive hands
prevalent m medi.eval and modern times in Germany, Italy, Spain, and

* Of these, twenty four, however, belong to \arious college libraries being included
in the \ oliiuie for completeness

t The Atlas can be obtained separately from the Catalogue
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other LOunti Only one pl'ito lopiesents i type i ofc found iii a

IJocllenn J\IS —\i7, No X\XIX, which has been included m the

series foi the sikc ot completeness, and contains an excellent u pi oductioii

ot one ot tin curious fri^mcnts fiist made known by M llirkav),ot

St PtUisbiii^, in 1SS4, and stited by him, on tlie authoiity bt the

pci son horn whom he piocurcd them, to hive betn found m Rhodes
ibout tl)nt\ }ciis igo Dr Neiibauci does not take upon himself to

M Itk tlic cjiicstion of the ultimate oii<^in of these fi igmcnts, and is

site^lied to ippcnd to th
»
pi ite the lihel “ Unknowai Clnractcis The

Aths oiii^ht sptcdily to become popular amongst ail moie adv i iced

students of Ilcbui/

Mr lleishon* ti inslates a popiilu comment iiy on the Pcntateucli,

d( signed loi the ii^^e of Jewi h f imilics, compiled, the pref icc states, by one
Ribbi J icob in lG9d, and still Ingcly read in Polind It is thoroughly
Jewish in '^tylc and tone, and thos^ who aie not icquaiiited with the

‘'tyle of comment and cxpl in ilion such is meets us in Tdmud ind

Muhash, or in a mediievd wiitei like H islii, will find it hcie copiously

exemplilied It cannot be siid that the \olumc eoiitaiiis much that is

specially suggestive oi piofound, its value consists piincipilly in the

illustration which it iflords ot the excgcticil piiucii)ks and methods
cm lent among the Jews A fewextiaets will enable our reideis to ]udge
ot it tor themselves On Gen i J1 weiciJ It is cei tain tint man wis
created clitfeient to all oihei living cieituies, foi m all other eieatuies

theie IS no contending piineiple, but in man iheie is It be wishes to

poiform a good let, the evil imigiuition m him pievcnts it, if ht be in-

clined to do evil, then the good propensity pievcnts it , thus he has all

Ills (lajs a strife within his bodv^^t On xiii 3 (“And Abraham
Went on Ilia joui to the place wheie his tent had been at the first

“Abr iham always lennincd overnight where he formeily stayed oveiniglit

when lie travelled liom Canaan to Egypt Oui sages siy, Abialnrn

horiowed monov in all the inns whercvei he went liom Can im to Eg>pt,
for he feared to show money it the inns foi feai of robbers

,
ind the

’cason that Abrahim agiin lodged m the same inns was in oidei to jiiy

Ins debts Our sages deduce ilso fiom this, that a man should alwais

put up it the sime inn where In onei belorc lodged, that he may not

put the fiist innkcepoi to shame ” The editoi Goes not state whether

m these days the ti ivclling Jew finds his innkeepers equally aceommo-
daling No doubt they will be so, when they are issuicd tint he

will follow the excellent m ixirns hcie inculcated by lu*^ teichcis On
xxvin 11 (“ riiy Mcd shall bi is the dust ot the eiith^^) “ Why does

he not si\, As the stars f)f heivcn The answer is This was to

^liaw that when the Isi lelites ire pious God exalts them to the stus ot

heaven, otherwise, lie smiles them to the dust, to be trod upon The

note*?, it may bo worth adding, contain sometimes ciuious inlormation

This I IS i translation of the hist part ot the second edition ot Piof

Kuenen^s “ Inti eduction to the Old Testiment,” which appeared in

Dutch two ycais igo, and la the most thorough and comprehensive

* * A Kibbmical Commentary ou Genesis ’ rrinslated horn the JiuIjlo Polish, with

Notes and Indices by P ] Herbhon London tloddi r isc Stoughton

+ “See Horn \u 151 2} *

X “An Histonco Critical Imjuiry into the and Composition of the Hexattuch

(Pentateuch and Book of Joshua) By A Kucuen, Profcssoi of Theology at Ltideu

Translated by P Jf ^Vlckstccd London Macmillan Co 1880
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woilv upon tlie sul)|( ( t ProfcSbOi Kuonen first points out the indications

of (liflcienl wiitois iii the Pcntiteiicli
,
he tluu tiacos conseoiitivtlv the

diffticnt so ULCs tlirouqh tlie sovei il books, lie cltfinos then cb a ictci

i^tics and an il} /t s then style
,
he c )mp lus caitfull v the diflcicnt systems

of Ici^kslition which they embody, l>v compiiison with the histoiy he

detei mines whit in his jiidj^ment is the piobible elironoloi^ie il o dei m
which they arose, listl\,hc cxpliins how they weie idiully welded

to^cthci so IS to pioduci. oui piesent “ llexiteuch^^ Evtiy point tint

arises IS exanined with i^ieit mimdimss ind nnsterv ot del ills wo
may refer the leider Joi I ivoiii ible «jpeeHncns of tlie iiithors method to

the disdission of Lxod x\v -\\\i xwv \1 ,
in § b

, oi to the study ot

the code of laws contained in Lev wii -xvvi in ^ 1 j, oi to the inalysis

of the lanoin^e ol Deuteronomy (and ot the illied sections in loshiu),

in 7 The volume is wiitten in a lucid and foreibU style, aid is

idrniiablv ti undated Piofesw Kuenoii belongs to the same school as

Giaf aid Wellhiufeen, nevcithcless, mmy ot the conehisions icaehed by
him irc undeniably just, and where they arc unintluenced by theolojrual

consuleiatiorib, will no doubt sooner or latei be accepted by orthodox

thcoloj^ixns We allude lu particulai to the man feituies of the

lilciaiy analysis of the Pentateuch, and to the detei rninatioii of the

relation m which the different sources stind to one another, as well as,

at least approximately, ot the dites to which they severally belongs

Ccrtauil} tbeic lemain points which cvin Piofessoi Kucuen has not yet

made clear in his theorj , but these will be elucid ited, and the theory,

wheie necei>^iry, modified, not by an undiscnminatui" roissertioii ot the

traditional position, but by renewed and pilient invcstii> ition of the facts

ot the Old Test iment itself Foi, even in his analysis of the sources

(where on the whole wc a^rco with him most fully) we cannot chiubt

tint Piofc&soi Kuonen is sometimes "uuled unduly by minute difhiemcs
or simil mtics,and that his tlieoiy of the p;i idu il composition of the Ilexa

tench is i more complicated one th m is piobabh To take in example It

is elcai that Exod \xv-xxxi has been taken by the compiler fiom i dif-

ferent source from the thicech ipteis which follow, hxod xxxii -xxxiv
, it is

fuither almost equally clear that this latter section, Exod xwii xxxiv
,
is

itself of composite ornjin, but when tdo ittempt is made to define pi cciscly

where its component parts begin and end, and how it assumed its present

shape, decisive cnterii fail us thus, anv hypothesis whuli we may
frame, though in paits it may he correct (c q thatch xxxiii 7-11 forms

a whole, standing apart by itself), ana coi respond to rial ficts, may m
othei pails be coiijeetui il and altogethei preeirious We have iii mow
Professor Kucneii^s own theory of the composition of these chapters,

stated briefly in tins volume, but dQ\ eloped m detail witli gie it ihility in

an essay m the Thtologisch Tijdschnft ” for 1881 That tbcoiy lests

upon an observation ot real facts, and embodies accordingly true

elements, nevertheless as a whole, we ire convinced, after careful and
repe iled study of it, th it it is only one possible explanation of the

phenomena, and that not the most piobablo one But it would be rash

and ill-judged to conclude on this ground that all the lesults obtained

bv Old Testament ciilicism aie of an equally hypothetical nature

Each must be tested independently with reference to the grounds upon
which it rests In some cases it will then appear that the grounds
alleged are abundantly sufficient for the conclusions based upon them.
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whilst in other cases it will be seen that they afford only a doubtful and
uncertain suppoit Piofcssoi Kuenen^s voliimO will be of the gieatest

possible SGI vice to the student inteiested in the problems which the Old
Test imcnt picsents It j^ives him a compact and Irustwoithy summary
of rniteiials beariiii^ on their solution and of results ictually obtained,

and it indicates the direction in which, lightly oi wrongly, ciiticism has

within iccent ^eirs been moving, togetlui with the giounds by which
its couise has been detei mined It miy be added that the second pirt

of Professor Kueneii*s work, de ding with the lomaining historical books,

upon the simc thoiough and eompiehensivc plan, has ippeiied this yeai

at Lcidcn

Profossoi Aug Dillmann, of Beilin, who won his lauicls is a

Semitic seholir neiily i gcnerit’on since by his magnifieent Ethiopic

Lexicon, and other pubbe itions dealing with the same 1 inguige, h ts moic
lecently been devoting Ins attention to the Old IVstament, and he has

now completed his Commentaiy ^ on the Pentateuch and Book of Joshua
,

the third \ olume, containing the Commentary on Numbers, Deuteiouom)

,

and Joshui, having appeared at the close of 1 ist yeai This commentaiy
IS the most complete and masteily which exists, alike fiom the point of

view of arehnology, histoiy, criticism, ind languige, the laigest

English commentaiy dealing with the same books would appear meagre
and superfienl

I"
beside* it Neveitlielcss, it is not a diffuse oi cumbrous

woik, it IS written compactly, and the style is lucid andei^^y While
agreeing with Wellhausen and Kuenen in the mam lines of Pcutiteueh
analysis, Piofcssor Dillmiun difftis from them fieqiiently m detiiK,

though principally only in cases such as those alluded to above, where
the criteiia are indecisive, and do not permit certain conclusiohs to be

drawn from them He dideis moie mateiially from the same scholars

111 respect of the dates which he is inclined to hx for the composition of

the diffeient souiecs of which the Ilexaleuch is composed Not, indeed,

substantially, in the case of the sections belonging to the “piophetical

Tiariative’* (which he assigns to the ninth and eighth ccntuiies, nr),
hut in the case of those belonging to the ^^piiestly uarrativc,^^ which he

^
«?till holds to be much oldei than the school of Wellhausen and Kuenen
will allow, con^ideiing them to date from about 800 b c The question

IS examined at leiigtli in a concluding essay devoted to a consideiation

of the entire subject, m wliicli, amongst other things, the charactcri'^tics

of the sources inte*rwo\en m the Pentateuch are forcibly and lustly

exhibited A new edition of the volume on Genesis in the same Coni-

mentaiy with many small idditions ind impiovemcnts, appeared also at

the end of last year Professor Dillmann, by his unremitting labouis

bestowed durilig the last twelve years upon the Old Testament, has laid

biblical students undei an obhgition which they will not readily find a

me ins of repaying

* In the “ Kurzgefasstes Fxcgetischcs Handbuch
+ How superficially the Old testament may be treated m this country is readily

illustrated A writer, whose geniality and breadth of culture causes his name to be

deservedly honoured among English theologians, actually speaks of 2 Chrou xxvi as

‘ obviously taken from a lost history of TJzzuh, wntten by Isaiah (v 22) Why the farst

four amithe last three \erse3 of 2 Chron xxvi are excerpted, nearly verbatim, from the

parallel narrative in 2 Kings the intermediate verses are the composition of the author

of Chronicles himself and aJbound with example -i of ku very pecidtar phraseology and
style! It is easier to imagine Livy the author of a paragraph of lacitus, than to con

ceivc Isaiah as the author of 2 Ohron xxvi 5-20
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Professor C A of the Union Theolopic'il Seraimry, New
Yoik, alieady fivouiably known iii this countiy hy his instructive woik

called Biblicd Suidy/^ and an indefatigable student of bibhcil theo-

logy, has published a useful voliimo on McsManic Piophccy,”^ the

iim of.which IS to trace in dctiil the development of the Mcssiinn idci

m the Old Testament Sfiiptuio« The following extiact (p bb) will

exhibit at once the authoi^s method and his standpoint —‘‘ In opposition

to the tiaditionalists on the one side, and the i itioinlists on the otlj^

there is,” he writes, but one legitimate method foi the inioiprctat’ej/^

Messunic propheev, and th it i&—

(

1 ) to study eich pitdiciion lu .

with the mobt patient criticism and piinst iking

dot nib
, (

2) to study it in lelation to othei picdictious i

note the organic connection, (i) to study it in lelatiou;;;^ f J 7 /^

" redempUon Such a method will d.smn that
1 LA 11-1 ami ot tlio

Old iLstimcni is anorganic whole—an advapf y ^ ’...i i i

His

the

m the of tl,rtoi;"inl,on“

Tnomiih ' fn tho woik itbelf tho pho g
h Atf^r fvvn intiodnctorv chai^i

,

nating

Learned out After two mt.oductOTy^,j
t.m.htuiff

n *1
^

nf pissa^ps, poiutin:' out the
-mccessiou dl the Messianic Passages

rhpm nf Ipnrrfh n/!ihnOf Tiotcg on ? , , .. .

of

As
section 7 i.

them at length, adding notes on

characteristic fcaluics in each, a

stand to one another The spcj

w, h which tho dainclwe^ Jt J ^
dehned o„d ttooaro^r^ ^

. 1 .

point, which rcyt „
pictiiie 0 Ci Buggs method. We may lefer to sectior

le iig
^ sjJq ]yy gjjg |^jj0 ij^yQ parallel prophecies, Jer

an exainplo of Prqf^^^^^ tint they maUutuallyillustiate one
where, h xving t i t<T4.\ t i x i xv i

xxiii ^ 7
In these passages Jeremiah takes up the predic-

xilothcr
reference to the xMessianic King, and clothes it

^
^

f
The name Jahveh is loic? righteousness reminds us of

^^th
[Immanuel] of IsaiHh The Messianic King bears

Yp Same as the sacred pledge to Isiael that then righteousness was to
be found m Jahveh Accordingly, in the parallel passage the same
name is given to the new Jerusalem because it is to be the tin one of
Jahveh The reign of Jahveh and the King of David^s line is to be in

the mteiests ot righteousnes*^ ” Or on Psalm xxii (section 89
) “The

sufferings of this psalm are ideal sufferings, based upon the cxpciience

of Israel m exile, and especially of the pious piophets, but they look
forward to severer sufferings than any that have yet been endured
Thib ideal is a Messianic ideal, th it finds its only historical realization m
Jesus Christ ” Professor Briggs, it will be seen, knows how to combine
an oithodox creed with the piinciples of sound historical criticism IIis

volume IS brightly written, and deserves to have many readers

^Vn attractive and ably written volume t on three of the most mte-

* Pdinburgh f & T Clark 1886

t * Job and Solomon
,
or, J he Wisdom of the Old TcBtament By the Rev T K

Cheyno, M A
,
D D

,
Oriel Professor of Interpretation at Oxford, Canon of Rochester

liOiidon Kcgan Paul, Prcncli & Co 1887
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rebtingand also least familiarly known books of the Old Tostainont—viz
,

Job, Pioverbs, and Ecclesiastes—with a somevVhat briefei treatment ot

the apociyph d book of Ecclesiasticus Piofessor (Mieyne examines siicc<^s-

sively the contents, scope, stiuctuic,andauthoibhip of the books nimel,
explaining by the aid of illustrative quotation^ the aiirum^nt aid

puiport ot eich, pointing out its doctriinl and moial significance, in<i

discussing with gif at completeness the pi oblcras, winch eieh,

s la seen to picsent as <5oon as it stiidn d fiom a compiehen-

and of view The chaiacteristics of the book dealt with me justly

^fj,ated, the author gives pioof of his disciiraination and
literal i*!*' every page, nothingsupcrhcialoi imperfectl) thought out
the sublet h his. pen Natuially he is thoioiighly ibicast of modem
the student, wiii<l^ Ins volume abounds with icfeienccs which make it, on
bered with learncdv^which it deals, byfu the most complete guide to

where intelligible auoxists mom linguage But the text is not encum-
enables turn to treat fifi^oncos, and tliegeneril ' cider will find it evciy-

always command an apeVkar The authoi’s wide and varied reading
and old The volume is a w^|ect with originality and ireshness

,
he cm

by the same auinor
, and the>' suggestive illustialion tiora souices new

thoughtful perusal of it will nol^ hy sequel to the Prophecies ol Isaiah

The cm lent number of the few leadcis whom an attentive and
contains a noticeable article on the Viulate and insti uct
ment” The writer (who Q^idQntP^\Qu(,a)terly ItanefV 1887)
explains m a hcid and populai styld soretic Text of the Old Testa-
illufatrates by actual quotation, andcompaiusoMind and competent scholar)

the nature and value of the "'Massoietie the '' Massouh ''
is, and

text printed m an ordinary Hebrew Bible) With the ancient veision*?,

ought to dispose of many fallacies and misconcc'^*' (? e
,
substantially the

stated with reraaikable clearness and force, and in a fi i aiticle is one which
it apparent to the reader that the corclusions diauii ff g The tacts are

more than the premises warrant '
^ which makes

S R ^^ihem aie’no

»ivFr
















